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This catalogue has information in it that will help you to decide

upon trees and plants to beautify your lawn.

If you cir.e g$ingt to plant a shrubbery border

/this Spfingjfa ffedge ; a screen to hide some ugly

View; a flower border to give an uninterrupted

succession of bloom, or trees to give cooling

shade, you will find suggestions of varieties to

use and how to arrange them in this book.

It describes and lists nearly 2,000 varieties

of Hardy Trees and Plants for Every Place and
Purpose. It will be ready for distribution

early in February and a copy will be willingly

mailed upon request.

The William H. Moon Company
PHILADELPHIA OFFICE

Room "A" 21 S. 12th St.

MORRIS HEIGHTS
Morrisville, Pa.

The

for
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Ho! Covers ofthe ©ueen ofFlowers! i

Our 1912ROSEBOOK Lists the World's Newest and Best.

We want to send you a copy of this new rose book FREE. Within its beautifully

colored covers is ample evidence of our supremacy in rose propagation and culture.

Besides its accurate descriptions and photographs of almost limitless varieties of
American and foreign roses for every environment and every climate, this remark-
able Rose Book contains all the valuable data on planting, fertilizing, cultivating,

etc., formerly issued in our " How to Grow Roses," and also contains a complete
Rose Lover 's Calendar. Behind the Rose Book, and behind

Tones Roses
are the foremost rose propagators in America, fifty years of priceless experience and
development, fifty years of rapidly swelling world sales and a positive guarantee of

bloom. A signal honor was paid this company1 last summer when our President
was appointed sole American judge for the International Rose Exhibition at Paris.

Whether you cultivate a large rose garden or'a single fragrant bush, by all means
write for this large, beautiful book, and see spread before you the "world's choicest

varieties— all grown on" their own' roots,'
- and all

guaranteed to bloom. Write a postal^TO-DAY; " You will wait to

THE CONARD & JONES-CO
BOX J25

Rose Specialists

WEST^gROVE, PA.
50 Years' Experience.

take advantage of
our NJBW FREE

DELIVERY
OFFER

See the Rose Book
for full details.

Livingston's

Tomatoes
are famed for quality wherever this

vegetable is known and grown.

More than a score of distinct and
meritorious sorts originated with

us. We evolved tomatoes for all

purposes. During half a centuryof
"tomato evolution" we have helped

to develop this vegetable to its

present standard of perfection, now
found in our new "globe shaped"

^orts. If you desire bourttiful

yielding tomatoes ,of handsorp£ ap-
pearance and tip top quality, try

sorts offered opposite, n

Tomato Facts
is the title of a unique little booklet

showing how we helped to make
tomatoes what they are today.

With plenty of halftone illustra-

tions from photographs it will

prove interesting reading to plant-

ers who strive after fine tomatoes.
Let us mail you a free copy.

* - •
,

Livingston

Coreless

Tomato

A
Q

Test Our New
"Globe" Tomatoes for 25c.

Three sorts of the new type —
round as a ball, solid as an apple
and of delightful flavor. Each sort

has unique characteristics and all

three make an ideal collection for

the home garden.

4*lobe. Finest purple of mild delicious
flavor. Best for the South. Pkt. 5c. or 10c

Hummer. li.irly bright scarlet. Bears
large clusters of perfectly "globe" shaped
fruits. Pkt. 5c. or 10c.

Coreless. Scarlet main crop sort of
unsurpassed quality. Pkt. sc.'or 10c.

Any 3 five cent packets for 10c; any 3
ten cent packets for 25c. postpaid

New Garden Annual Free!
Its r3o pages are freely illustrated with

splendid halftones from photographs which,

together with honest descriptions will help

you to form an accurate idea of the things

we* sell* <" Contains many helpful hints how
to increase ;'gardening pleasure* and profits.

For scores of years it has been considered

by many planters a reliable guide to depend-

able seeds. Let a copy help you the com-
ing season to better success in the garden,

.^—^p Mailed free!

Jp
y The Livingston Seed Co.

624 High Street, Columbus, Ohio
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Tiffany & Co.

The largest stock of dia

MONDS. PEARLS AND PRECIOUS

STONES IN THE WORLD

The stock is so inclusive

AS TO ANTICIPATE EVERY

INDIVIDUAL IASTE

Exclusive patterns of

SILVER WHICH CANNOT BE

OBTAINED ELSEWHERE

The stock is so complete

that it will fully repay

a careful inspection

The most notable collection

of pearls and pearl necklaces

ever offered

All prices are consistent

with the quality of material

and workmanship

Tiffany & Cos Blue Book gives par

TICULARS OF THEIR STOCK. MODERATE

PRICES ARE A FEATURE OF THEIR BUSINESS

Fifth Avenue & 37
T- Street

New York

A
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IN helping our subscribers find country homes, we shall expand "The Readers' Service, to

include realty developments. We do this largely because so many of our readers have asked

our opinion about various real estate developments in and around New York City.

We shall, of course, continue to meet the demand for information concerning farms and

estates everywhere, and COUNTRY Life IN America's Readers' Service will supply to all who
ask first-hand facts; there is no charge for this service and it is rendered promptly.

Manager Real Estate Dept., Country Life in America - 11-13 West 32d Street, New York City

For Sale at Scarsd ale
1 mile

From Station Gentleman's Country Place
From 10 to 22 acres of ground beautifully laid out with extensive lawn, shrubs, sunken French

garden and fine old trees in great variety; also children's play house, vegetable garden, grape arbors
and 7 acres of woodland. House of 22 rooms and 4 baths, parquette floors, electric light, exposed
plumbing and all modern improvements. Stable accommodating 6 horses; large carriage house; cow
barn; chicken house, and two cottages for gardener and coachman or chauffeur.

For further particulars apply

FISH & MARVIN, 527 Fifth Avenue, New York

For Sale at Brlardlff Manor, Westchester County, N. Tt
" The Elms with one acre of ground, electric light, steam heat, run-

ning water, etc. Five minutes' walk from station. For further particulars

address Fi 8* ROLLING, 61 Wall Street, New York City,

LONG ISLAND
A beautiful Colonial house containing ample master and
servants' quarters with exceptionally large billiard and living
room. Thirteen acres of magnificent oaks, beeches and
tulips and 5 acres of well planned gardens and fruit orchard.
Within 45 minutes of New York City on the North Shore.

J. W. DAVIS Hempstead, L. I.

LONG ISLAND'S NORTH SHORE
Estates, Shore Fronts, Farms and Acreage

at very attractive prices
All inquiries receive prompt and personal attention.

GERARD & HALL
Huntington, L. L, and 220 B'way, New York

THE IDEAL CITY RESIDENCE
A large two-story apartment on the ioth and nth floors of a

newly constructed apartment-building in easily reached and re-

fined section of New York City, containing an entrance hall, a

large drawing room, a library, a dining room, a kitchen, a but-

ler's pantry and a lavatory on first floor, with two large bed-

rooms and two smaller ones, two baths and abundant roomy
closets, on second floor; and servant's room. This apartment
was specially arranged and decorated as a permanent home
for the owner's family, and is offered solely on account of a

change in the location of his business— owing to which he

is willing to sustain a material loss.

A gentleman who has a corresponding apartment, after

the usual experience of house-renting and house-owning in

New York, says: "This solves the problem of city residence."

Address Box 230, care of Country Life in America, Garden City, Long Island

NEW YORK

OYSTER BAY
In the choicest section of large estates a property of
24 acres is offered for sale. Located one mile from
Oyster Bay Station on West Shore Drive with Bay
frontage. Lawns and fine trees. Modern dwelling
containing 20 rooms. Garage. Very attractive price,

CRAIG F. R. DRAKE, Real "Estate
WhiWn-Stuart Bldg. Tel. 5600 Plaza, 8 East 54th St., N.Y.

**********
South Shore of Long Island

Cho ice Dwellings to Rent

Residence Properties, Farms
and Acreage for Sale

Tel. 22. JEREMIAH ROBBINS, Babylon, L. I.

FOR SALE. SILVER CREEK FARM.
380 Acres, located in Albany County,

New York, devoted to dairy .fruit, hay and grain. Three dwelling
houses, ten barns and out-buildings, two silos, all in good con-
dition, stables for 60 cows and eight horses. Five orchards,
three fields of alfalfa, plenty of water and wood. Excellent land,

250 acres tillable. Large amount of farm machinery and imple-
ments. Hudson River Valley. Best markets in the world.

$50 per acre. Easy Terms. Address

WALTER E. WARD Albany, N. Y.

IS AN APPLE ORCHARD
WORTH WHILE?

Not always: it depends on many things.

In our new treatise we endeavor briefly

to cover the whole question.

Send for it, free

Rural Life Co. Kinderhook, N. Y.

THIS RESIDENCE
of stucco finish and cut stone foundation is sure to
attract attention; 4 piazzas first and second floors,

all looking out upon the Hudson River; 7 bedrooms,
2 baths, fireplaces. Price LOW. Cash required
$4,150, balance permanent mortgage at 0%. BUILT
BY DAY WORK.

PHILIPSE MANOR COMPANY
'Phone 1501 Murray Hill 381 Madison Ave.

rent WINTER COTTAGES
unusually well equipped and furnished at

Saranac Lake ,'
h
n
„ Adirondacks

Exhilarating Climate, Tobogganing, Sleighing, Skating, Snow
Shoeing; Pure Water ; Good Sewerage ; Choice Markets ; Skilled

Physicians.

DURYEE & CO., Real Estate, *"»S*V;*
ke

"A HOME IN THE COUNTRY"
At Larchmont. less than one hour by motor. 36 minutes by express trains,

opportunity offered to purchase desirable all year round country home. Con-

tains 14 rooms. 5 master's and 3 servants' bed-rooms, 5 bath-rooms. Stable or

Garage. Chicken houses. Flower and vegetable gardens. Over one acre of

land. Frederick P. Koehm. Larchmont Avenue, near Post Road, Phone

18— J., Larchmont, N. Y.
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A Gentleman's Home
On Sale Hy S. 8 kinualry

lU.ilrtlo, N. Y.

For Sale

>Ut«>n I mi' distant* lur busy |>*»ple In commute of motot daily

M Bohannan, Mnnhnuct, Long Island

The Connection [
m.l >,..

i>fl»n a

a con-

The Oliver Hubbard Co.
13 South Third Ave. Mt. Vernon. N. Y.

$20 an Acre 800 Acres
Ttw
Mr.
Urxe
foe |

tn>m kikh! tn ine view ol I nn.in-

daixua Lake. Terms ls cash, balanci

J. P. LONG k CO., 109 Wilder Building. Rn. better N Y.

MASSACIHSETTS

—COUNTRY ESTATES
AROUND BOSTON-
Gentlemen's country estates and
farms for sale and to let in the most
popular districts around Boston.

WALTER CHANNING, JR.
50 CONGRESS S TREET BOSTON

FRUIT FARM
A first class fruit furm within driving distance

of Boston; soil and location unexcelled for fine

fruit; very elevated; 15 orchards; 8.5 acres; 1,000

trees in bearing; less than half the trees gave
five ears Baldwins in 1910. Price $*0.000. P.

0. Box 10*. Sherborn, Mass.

NEW JERSEY

Z<g$8jkPrinceton
Livlaf is delightful la this ideal home town. Spleadid homes;

chanmnif surrouBdingv F.iually distant fron New York and Phila-
delphia - eipress train service.
Rentals $joo to $6,ooo a year Tastefully furnished homes also for rent.
Choice properties—fi>mi&hed or unfurnished— tor sale or rent, ia other
desirable localities.

WUJKK It. HOWE, Prinretoo, N.J.
New York Oft -e. $6 Cedar Street

BEAUTIFUL COUNTRY PLACE BETWEEN HACKEN-
SACK AND ENGLEWOOD, N. J.

For Sale
House has 15 rooms, handsomely decorated; four bath rooms, electric light.

Everything in complete order: (treenhouse, cottage of
ise. garage, cow stable, chicken house, boat house, etc.
it over 10 acres of very handsome lawn, hundreds of
e pond. etc. The house is situated on a knoll above
1 dpUlU rights, and one thousand feet river front,

unding*. Can be bought (for occupancy in June)

hot water heated, et

nve itx

The
trees,

1

Hacke
Excell

at much less than cost. Address

DANIEL T. MALLETT 253 Broadway. New York

Big Bargain for a Big Plant
Over 35 acre tract just east of Paterson,
New Jersey, directly on the Erie R. R.
Gas, water, electricity, and two trolley
lines. Convenience. $45,000. Write

BENJ. KENT, Paterson, N. J.

\ I W YOKE NEW YOKK

"WAMPAGE SHORES
Manhasset Bay, Sands Point, L. I. R. R. Station, Port Washington

Highest class perfectly developed waterfront plots of ]4 acre and larger with

private beaches. Magnificent views. Perfect anchorage.

This section is famous for its natural beauty, health and social attractions and property

of this type was heretofore only within reach of the very wealthiest. Write for particulars.

S. OSGOOD PELL & CO.
Tel. 56 lO Bryant 542 Fifth Avenue

MASSACHUSETTS

Buzzards Bay and Cape Cod Real Estate
FOR SALE ** Crow'i Neat

ihc beautiful home of Joseph Jefferson. This estate

comprises several acres of dense woodland, with

extensive water front, rough stone Mansion House,

Stable-Garage and other buildings. A country home
and seashore home perfectly combined and only

one hour and fifteen minutes from Boston.

Land, Estates, and Cottages, for Sale or Rent
Write for artistically illustrated descriptive booklet

H. NELSON EMMONS John Hancock Building, Botlon

MASSACHUSETTS

i

—COME TO THE—
BERKSHIRE HILLS
Life's Worth Living Up Here

High altitude, dry air, beautiful country, good water.

I sell Farms, Estates, Homes and Manufacturing
Sites. All kinds and prices. Let me know what
kind of property you are looking for — then come.

I'll send illustrated booklet

Geo. H. Cooper, Plttsficld, Mass.
Room 198, Agricultural Bank Building

^ SUMMER ESTATES ^
FOR SALE and TO LET

NORTH and SOUTH SHORES
OF MASSACHUSETTS BAY

Nahant Beverly Cohaiset
Lynn Manchester No. Scituate Beach
Swampucott Magnolia Kgypt
Phillips Brach Hull Scltuate
Beach Blull Nantasket Dnxbury
Cllftnn rllngham Marshlield
Marblehead Neck Plymouth

Photos, Descriptions and Locations can be seen and Appointments
made to inspect at my Boston offices. Purchasers or those looking
for a Summer Home will find if to their advantage to immediately
call on or communicate with

GEORGE A. DILL
401-405 Tr-mont Building, Boston

k Tilrpho.it /jot Haymartn A

VERMONT VERMONT

For Sale.
Vermont Farm Estate of 800 Acres.

Cost the late owner $60,000 to build new
five years ago. Will be sold at sacrifice to close estate. Owner's

house stone and shingle, 5 master's bedrooms, 3 baths, 3 fireplaces,

steam heat, electric wiring. 12 room farm house, bath. 3 large

modern barns, 2 silos. 2000 sugar trees, 2 apple orchards. For infor-

mation and views apply to administrator

HENRY S. BEAL Box 142 Springfield, Vermont

RHODE ISLAND

IN NEWPORT
One and one half acres (79.405 square feet),

fronting south on Sea View Avenue and
east on the famous Cliff Walk. Address

Box 135, care of Country Life In America
Garden City, N. Y.

RHODE ISLAND

RHODE ISLAND
Very Desirable Bungalow and Cottage Sites

For sale — on Narragan^tt Bay near Narra-
gansett Pier and Newport — adjoining a
very safe private surf bathing beach.

C. N. TALBOT, 34 Pine Street. N. Y. City
Telephone 6280 John',

MAINE MAINE

Clover Crest Fruit Farm, FOR SALE
In the hills of northern New Jersey, one thousand feet elevation,
noted for fine quality of fruit 157 acres, 50 acres in full bearing,
apple orchards, 10 in peaches. Some pears and cherries. 75 plow
land, balance pasture and woodland. Good air drainage, no
orchard heating required, full crop every year.
Remarkably strong soil. Agricultural Department pronounces

l
tj>est in Sussex County for peaches. Estimated value $20,000.
Price $16,000. Stock and tools included.

Address ' CLOVER CREST FRUIT FARM" Sussex, N. J. No. 340 Madison Avenue

Great Spruce Head Island, Penobscot Bay, Maine

For Sale

Entire island 300 acres, very diversified, high elevation, beautifully wooded, meadows for

cultivation, 14 beaches and coves for anchorage. Easy of access, 4 miles from Isleboro.

Price, $30,000. Full information and other photographs of COUNTRY DEPARTMENT, of

PEASE 0i EL LIMAN
New York
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CONNECTICUT CONNECTICUT CONNECTICUT

GREENWICH, CONN.
NO. 56 — NEAR COUNTRY CLUB

For Rent, Furnished or Unfurnished

A very attractive old fashioned house with modern improvements,

having about three acres of land, splendid old trees, and fine garden.

Our lists offurnished or unfurnished houses for rent, or property

for sale, is now ready and we advise an early inspection of

these properties to obtain satisfactory selection. Consult

FRANKLIN EDSON, RAYMOND B. THOMPSON CO.
REAL ESTATE AGENCY

Smith Bldg. Greenwich, Conn. Telephone 729

You can find that

Country Place
or Estate

(Shore or Inland)

you have been seeking

Come and see Greenwich. It is the most
beautiful and aristocratic Residential Colony near N. Y.

Electric express service, best markets, schools, etc.

Every courtesy and all pains taken to assist in

your selection.

Laurence Timmons
Opposite R. R. Station.

Telephone, 456 Greenwich, Conn. J

GREENWICH, CONN.
RYE, N. Y.

AND OTHER TOWNS ALONG
THE NEW HAVEN R. R.

Choice Country Places
FOR SALE OR RENT

Furnished Dwellings for Season

WM. F. DAY
500 5th Ave., N.Y.

A $2500 (Season) Tenant
Secured by $14.00 Advertisement

Three Consecutive Years
The following letter comes from Mr. Jeremiah Robbins, one of the largest dealers in

property on the South Shore of Long Island

:

May 4, 1911.

Mr. David J. Gillespie, Doubleday, Page & Co., Garden City. N. Y.

Dear Mr. Gillespie : — I know of no better advertising medium for high-class country property
than the representative magazines devoted to out-door life. The results of my advertising in
Country Life in America have been very satisfactory.

One particular property with a large house, we rented three years in succession to applicants
who came to us directly from a special advertisement of this property in Country Life in Amer-
ica, and some of the best inquiries we have had, have been in answer to our advertisement in
your magazine. The results have been much better for the amount of money involved than any
newspaper advertising with us for several years. Yours very truly,

JEREMIAH ROBBINS, Babylon, L. I.

March is one of the best months for advertising country property for sale or rent. Last
March the Real Estate Department in Country Life in America carried 1 1 pages of country prop-

erty advertising. From the present market conditions we hope to far exceed this for March, 1912.

Communicate with us at once if you desire our assistance in finding a purchaser or tenant

for your property. Our expert copy writer is at your service. He has had years of experience

in writing attractive and compelling advertisements.

AH advertising material for the March 15th number

-

- must reach our office by February 28th at the latest.

- The Spring Building Number

MGR. REAL ESTATE DIRECTORY

COUNTRY LIFE IN AMERICA
Garden City, L. I. 11 West 32d St., N. Y.

Furnished cottages to rent at Nor-

folk, Connecticut, also bargains in

. all kinds of Real Estate. Address

JOSEPH N. COWLES Norfolk, Conn.

Furnished cottages to rent at

Lakeville, Conn., also bar-

gains in real estate. Address

L. PEABODY, Lakeville, Conn.

For Rent
furnished 21 room Colonial farm-house
with modern improvements, between
Stamford and Greenwich, Conn., a beau-

tiful si mile drive from Stamford, unrivalled train service so
minutes from New York, house on high elevation with beautiful

landscape view to Sound; 6 master's bed rooms, 3 bath rooms,

out-door sleeping porch, 4 servants' bed rooms and bath room;
barns, garage, artesian well, flower garden; freedom of r6o acre

farm and splendid orchards , picturesque river and woods; milk

and vegetables supplied from the farm. Photographs on request.
Box SS6, Country Life In America, Garden City, Ji. Y.

OREGON

HOOD RIVER
25 acres in the heart of Oregon and the world's peerless

fruit valley; marvelously productive, healthful and scenic.

18 acres in apples, 7 acres in woodlot, 5 room bungalow,
new barn, tools, berries, water, telephone, depot half mile.

Two trans-continental railroads. Portland (250,000) 65
miles. For particulars address

RUSSELL G. POND Mt. Hood, Oregon

CANADA

AT PORT ABINS DAY
For Sale or Rent

Four houses on Lake Erie, Canada shore
12 miles from Buffalo

For a Summer Home or One All-Round-The-Year

Ideal and safe bathing and boating a stone's

throw from the doorsteps. All houses are thor-

oughly modern, have very large living rooms and
dining rooms and from four to seven bedrooms.
All are furnished. Natural gas supplies light and
heat. Large trees surround and there's a tennis

court for the use of all. These houses are for

rent or sale. Write

Miss Helen L. Dunston, 11 isth St., Buffalo, N. Y.

List of Representative Agents in Their Respective Localities
Every agent whosenameis printed below has been vouched for by one of the principal banks of his citv. COUNTRY Life IN AMERICA readers

need have no hesitancy in inquiring of or dealing with them. REAL ESTATE DEPARTMENT, Country Life in America

MASSACHUSETTS
NORTH SHORE, W. 0. Adams, 6 Beacon St.,

Annisquam, Gloucester, Mass.

VERMONT
BURLINGTON, Farms, Summer Homes, Reynolds Real Estate

NEW YORK
NEW YORK, 141 Broadway (Country Property Specialist)

E. E. Slocum

NEW YORK. 546 5th Ave., City and Country,
Moore & Wyckoff

SARATOGA SPRINGS, 377 Broadway, Lester Bros.

NORTH CAROLINA

FORBES & CAMPBELL, 52 Patton Ave., Asheville, N. C.

RHODE ISLAND

PROVIDENCE, Industrial Trust Co. Bldg.

Ralph C. Watrous Co.

«
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Famous Plantation Home
606 Acres $ 1 0.OOO Part Cash

Income Last Year &B, 1 28

» K.irm dialogue, is. imt mil, copy tree

re. Station 1717, E. A. Sirout, J17 Lillna

FARMS
VIRGINIA and MARYLAND

Colonial Homes, Tidewater Properties,

dairy, fruit and stock Farms, Game
Preserves and Investment*.

Catalogue Free

J. W. LATHAM
1420 New York Ave., Washington, D. C.

/VIRGINIA*,
^ ALONG THE (y)

I

Chesapeake &Ohio Ry
1

Abundaat rvnfail 4*n. per month), rich toil, mild winter*. cloM
market*. 10 •err farm- #976. Write today for

booklet "< oBM(rj Life In Tirm' *

ACRE

'

AMOUR

GEORGIA

Build a

Home in

Playground

Learn about Chatham Crescent,

the most desirable residence sec-

tion of all America. Write for

beautiful free book; 36 large

the World's P*^*1
kandaoniely illustrated.

Savannah Trust Co., Spec. Agts.

Savannah, Ga.

FLORIDA

tni Fruits and Vegetables in 6 Sou. States,
traversed by S. A. L. Ry. Land cheap. Water

plentiful. Healthy climate. Net $500 to $1000
per acre — a to 3 crops a year, in Manatee County,
on West Coast of Florida. Raise Oranges, Grape

Fruit. Vegetables. Illustrated booklet free.

J. A. PRIDE, Gen. Ind. Agt.

.

Seaboard Air Line Railway. Suite 614, Norfolk, Va.

FOR SALE
FLORIDA LANDS and BEARING GROVES
" ROSARY BRAND *' Oranges and Grape Fruit

$6.00 per box delivered.from our own Groves.
Write for Booklet.

BRUCE & COMPANY
Winter Haven, Florida Pittsfield. Mass.

Among Orange Blossoms and Sweet Magnolias

LUCKY SANFORD, encompassed by navigable rivers and placid
lakes. Hedged in by healthful pines, golden groves, Aladdin gar-
dens and scenic beauty. Hunting areas of ample proportions. Fat
fishing grounds. Winter cruises in beautiful lakes and charming
rivers. Winter autoing daily and never a frozen jacket. Bridle
paths through the woods. Entire winter can be spent in open by
invalid or hunter. Our sunshine is tonical. Healthiest place for
winter and summer residence, pleasure and sound investments.

COMMERCIAL. CLUB. SANFORD, FLORIDA

V 1 1< ( i I NT A VIRGINIA

AN ELEGANT
VIRGINIA HOME

l,nrg<- l»rl<*k ilwlllng, 0110 of tin- bent *\n-r\-

mi'Mx <if< fn/rtfInn Hi I'M tiM-t uri In llil« country;
iiioiIitii i'i|iil|uiii'iit

;
oiitliiiil'litiK* complete;

formal gardens; conservatory
; l,!i00 acres;

I'li'iin il land fertile mill liltflily < 11 1 1 1 vat'-'l

;

tlmlirr lioiimlary j rr.aradnml/.i d rood; hunting
district; most picturesque environment;
1 1 - r 1

<
,

1
1 views; fit 11 rin 1 11 ir scenery; perfect

social ninl climatic conditions ; cities accessl-
bin; property ready for Immediate occupancy
by people of wealth nml culture. I'rlce

$100,000. liiillilliigs alone cost $105,000 in

tin- past leu years.

Illuntrated Folder Free

H. W. HILLEARY & CO. 729 Southern Building, Washington, D. C.

Country Gentleman's Estate

FOR SALE
Situated in Piedmont, Va., only 50 miles from
Washington, and within one mile of Station.

Large house, healed by steam and lighted by
acetylene. Contains cvrry improvement. Over 200

aires of fertile land. Ho acres in blue grass. Large
Young Orchard jusi beginning to bear. Beauti-

ful rolling country. Exceptionally healthy. Two
recognized Hunts. This property is famous for its

beauty, and will be sold most reasonably.

Address Box J37,

Country Life In America, Garden City, N. Y.

Virginia Farms and Homes
Free Catalogue of Splendid Bargains

R. B. CHAFFIN & CO., Inc., Richmond, Va.

Our list if composed of the most elegant estates in Virginia
We do not confine our operations to one section; we control select

properties In the noted Piedmont section, in the great Valley of Virginia,
ao(l in the Tidewater Region. Large and small stock andtruit firms; fur-

id U lands, in this anil other States.
Please advise us If we shall forward our revised registers; and will

you also kindly deacrltie very fully your wants.

Il.tT. Illllmry * t umpnny. Honthcrn HM*., Konm VIM, Uaihlngton, D.C.

Buy a Farm inVirginia
Greatest state in the Union to locate. Farms selling at $13.

$<o. %lb per acre and upwards. Worth five times this amount
in a few years. Bumper crops of every variety and finest
quality. Big demand for products. Market rlose by. Low
freight rates. Make your home in this growing section. Ideal
climate. Splendid educational facilities. Write at once for
illustrated booklet giving full description. Address Dept. 18,

CHAMBEROFCOMMERCE, Lynchburg,Va.

Oue of the most desirable properties in

PIEDMONT, VIRGINIA
2r>0 acres fine land; mansion, twelve large rooms,
halls, spacious verandas; water in house; open fire-

places. Tenant houses and outbuildings. Offered at

sacrifice figure. Other bargains. Write for literatuie.

Desk 2. International Farm Agency, Lynchburg, Va.

MARYLAND

A Gem on the Famous Eastern Shore of Maryland
Fronting on Navigable Water

(COLONIAL MANOR HOUSE, perfect condition. Fine Farm of^ 1 90 Acres. Quickly reached from New York and Philadelphia by
fast trains and Baltimore steamers. Smooth, fertile land. 1 .500 peach

trees in full bearing, 100 apples. Only $15,000. Photographs.

Our New York representative will call and give full particulars.

721 Main Street.
SOUTHERN FARM AGENCY

Lynchburg. Va.

"ROSE HILL"

Valuable Country Seat

and Stock Farm
Of Ihe late O. F. BRESEE

NEAR ORANGE
— IN THE —

Historic Valley of the Rapidan
-IN THE-

Piedmont Region of Virginia

CONTAINING ABOUT 1098 ACRES

For further information and plat, apply to

SAFE DEPOSIT & TRUST CO
OF BALTIMORE, Trustee

Northern Virginia Estate
Colonial Mansion, sixteen rooms, two baths, 333 acres

fertile blue grass land. Only two miles from a good
town on main line of Southern Railway, over fine macadam
drive. Liberal stables, barns, etc. Illustrated description,

price, etc., on request.

WALKER & MOSBY Lynchburg, Va.

Virginia Homes
Colonial Estates

Productive Farms

Your ideal of country
life can be realized in

Virginia. Delightful cli-

mate, free from extremes. Attractive estates, sur-

rounded by like ones, on seashore or river, moun-
tain or plain. Easy of access, good roads, beautiful

scenery, modern rural conditions, best society.

Write for complete information, and state class

of property in which you may be interested.

Box N.

Pyle & Company, Inc.
Petersburg, Va.

MARYLAND

FOR SALE
Beautiful Water

Front Farms
on the Eastern Shore of

grass and poultry farms for sale, cheap: fineMaryland. Mild climate and fertile soil; fine stock, gi

bathing and fishing. For full particulars, address,

SAMUEL P. WOODCOCK, Salisbury, Wicomico County, Md.
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CALIFORNIA CALIFORNIA

CY"^D Q A I F To settle the estate of the late Miss Caroline Phelps Stokes, her

* V^IA. kJ*\ I dm d property, about 14 acres, with large and handsome Residence,

equipped with electric passenger elevator
;
orange grove, stables, etc., at Redlands, California.

For price and particulars apply to

JAMES W. McCULLOCH, 100 William Street, New York

KENTUCKY KENTUCKY

FOR SALE
A Kentucky farm containing 680 acres, about % good tillable land, }/£

timber, growing in value fast. Farm buildings in fair condition, but
require some improvements; earning between 8 and 10% on the price

asked. Can be made to earn 15%. Splendid opportunity for anyone
desiring a safe and profitable investment.

Address, Box 233, care of Country Life in America, Garden City, N. Y.

Architects' Directory

BUNGALOWS and COTTAGES that SATISFY
SATISFY your artistic sense because of harmonious lines

and detail, and what is fully as important, satisfy the

housewife's ideas of comfort, convenience and economy
of labor. My plans will save you money. My book, "Mod-
ern Homes," is full of new ideas and practical suggestions that

will be of untold value if you have the slightest idea of build-

ing. My price has always been $1 to builders. How-
ever, to get acquainted, I will mail you one copy for only 50c.

CLYDE S. ADAMS, 1235 Arch Street, PHILADELPHIA

J. B. DUKE'S ESTATE, SOMERVILLE, N. J.

H. BUCKENHAM L. L. MILLER
Landscape Engineers

346 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N. Y.

LARGE AND SMALL ESTATES DESIGNED, PARKS, CEMETERIES AND LAND
DEVELOPMENTS. TREES AND SHRUBS SUPPLIED.

CAN ANY BEAUTIFUL THING
BE MADE OF STUCCO?

In answer to this MR. E S. CHILD. Architect,

announces 'Stucco Houses." The floor plans are dr.iwn

to the scale of one-eighth of an inch to the fo»t. The
specimen Illustration, in miniature, which is shown in

this' advertisement, is taken from one of the houses.

The designs are larger than those of any other pub-

lication and give a clear idea of the details.

The price of "Stucco Houses" is $5.00 by express,

prepaid.

Also. "Colonial Houses." showing designs in that

ever beautiful style. Price $5.00 by express, prepaid.

Address

E. S. CHILD, Room No. 1017. 29 Broadway, N.Y.City

COLORADO

3350 ACRE ESTATE
Ten mlltf south-west of Denver, Colo, ideal fot fine stock breed
inf». Suptrb scenic environment. Pei feet climatic conditions. Large stone
dwelling, with conveniences; complete farm building and machinery
equipment. 420 UNI under cultivation, can be greatly extended. 725 acres
now in winter wheat; 1 :!>' r<- in alfalfa, 35 head of horses and colts; 5 milch
cows and 1 bull, registered shorthorns; 70 hogs and pins. Price $58,000.
Satisfactory reasons for selling. A bargain. For particulars address:

FRANK A. MILLER
306 Mercantile Bldg. Denver, Colorado

MISCELLANEOUS

WhereOpportunitiesAbound
Come to the Southeast and grow wealthy

Buy (arm land at $10 an acre up and watch it double
in value in five years. The first year's crop often returns

purchase price. Plenty of rain at all times. No expensive

irrigation necessary — no drouths or blizzards. Winters

very mild, summers enjoyable. Rapidly growing cities

demand more farm produce.

Beef, pork, poultry, sheep, and dairying business pay
handsomely. Truck crops, alfalfa, corn, cotton, nuts, fruits,

and apples especially, are making Southern farmers rich.

Full information and free subscription to the " Southern

Field " for the asking.

M. V. RICHARDS, L. & I. Agt., So. Ry.

Room 20 WASHINGTON. D. C

Are You Interested in Agriculture ?
The Most Profitable Kind ?

Apple Growing ? Where Weather, Elevation, Soil
and Science combine to grow the World Famous
Apples ? Ten Acres mean a Competency for Life.
Write for our Proposition. It is within your means.

GOOD GROUND ORCHARDS. Inc.
The Dalles, Oregon

WANTED

Position Wanted by an Expert in
Agriculture and Horticulture

Blue Ribbon results obtained from all departments of

the farm and garden, system put into the methods of

an old estate, or a new one built up. A large prop,

osinon wanted, private or commercial. Call or address

C. N. CLARK, 13 Astor Place, New York

A gricultural College graduate (30) married, with extensive
practical farm experience and five years executive training

with a large implement company: who has been in constant
contact with some of the best agricultural practice in various
sections of the U. S. is open for engagement as Estate Superin-
tendent. Would prefer to begin the development of a property
where the aim is to secure a well balanced estate. Well versed
in Forestry, Horticulture, Soils, and Operating System. Scien-

tific Business Management a specialty. Please give details.

Vincent Allen, 38 West Maynard Ave. , Columbus, 0.

Position Wanted as Superintendent
and gardener, proficient in all details pertaining to

management of a large estate, including green-
houses, orchid, fruit and vegetable forcing, scien-

tific farming and poultry raising; building formal
gardens a specialty, good accountant, economical.

Address Box 231, care Country Life in America
Garden City, Long Island

Wanted Position as Superintendent or Manager
Of large Farm or Estate by an educated American thirty seven

years of age, with small family, Thoroughly practical and with
a life time experience inall branches of farming, fruit gmu ms.
gardening and the raising of all kinds of live stock and poultry-

Six years in my present position and only want to make a
change to do better.

Want position of responsibilityand where honest andefficient

management will be appreciated.

Am called a hustler andean furnish as many referencesas you
desire, Addren Box 283. «nr« ofCountry 1 ifein Amrriin. (i nion City, ft. Y.

YOUNG COLLEGE MAN
with business experience, desires position

as manager, business manager, secretary

or treasurer of country estate or farm.

Address Box 234

Country Life in America, Garden City,N.Y.

THE Raymond&Whitcomb
and Country Life Ho-

tel and Resort Bureau gives

information about Railroads,

Hotels and Tours.
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Ideas for Your Bungalow
Sm<l |i oo lur my new and inmplrtr l<<H<k llunmilowa

•how inn planv interior ,ind exterior prrtpeclive from
photograph* with price* lor the complrtrd t.ti il*lirtjC-

I guarantee to construct al price* named.
If hook i« not Mlntactory and is not what you wunt. I wUl

refund the money
0. S. LANC. Kaatala* Saerialiit. SSI Stnalk St.. Bnff.lo. N Y.

Attend to Your Trees
Now

1*1 I*)

ir to your rotate,

d preservation o(

k fullv guaranteed, and we make a careful in-

;arly for three yean on completed work.

m you a profit oo your orchard
A request will bring our representative or

booklet B as you desire

Applefon & aSowall (o
FORESTERS

156 Fifth Avenue. New York
References' Yale I'niversitv. Bowdoio Col-

lege, City of Bangor. I'm I '• w

Picturr^qur "Miburbnn llouar*. Prlrr hi mnll tt-j.Ofl
A Hook of lliinanlow*. • > <

>

l amp-. < nhln- .iii.i Minrka, " *• M'j.OH
\.» PletaireaajHe C«ttn«r«, " •• •• 91. (10

t'onibinmioii of nil Ihror hnoko A.YOH

C. E. BOLMAN. Architect. IIMV HIM chestnut Si.. Philadelphia. Pa!

practical advice on prac-

tical horticulture consult

ARTHUR HERRINGTON
Practical Landscape Architect 500 Fifth A»t nuf . New York

EXPERT PLANS AND ADVICE
Sanitary Dairies Farm Buildings Drainage

Pedigree Live Stock Control Forestry, etc.

WESTON, SHEPARD & DAVISON
97 Water Street or 36 East 23rd Street, New York, N. Y.

20 Vein' experience from North to Sub-Tiopics

Surveys, Maps, Landscape Work

GROUNDS OF ALL KINDS PLANNED AND
PLANTED IN AN ARTISTIC MANNER

CLARK & PIKE, Engineers, Willoughby, 0.

C. P. DARLING
CIVIL AND LANDSCAPE ENGINEER
Huntington, N.Y. 47 West 34th St., N. Y.City

Topographical and Real Estate Surveying and sub-
divisions. The laying out, general treatment, and
improvement of Suburban and Country Estates.

AMERICA'S FINEST HARDWOOD
FOR INTERIOR TRIM, FURNITURE, ETC
TRYIT TRYIT TRYIT \ TRYIT TRY IT

SOME PEOPLE
HAVE THE FACTS BACKWARDS.

Many hold the very erroneous belief that "WHITE PINE, "the People's Lumber since the
Pilgrims landed," no longer exists in commercial quantities!. !), or is not easily available at compar-
atively low cost. They do not know that our annual cut of White and Norway Pine Is 1,250,000,000 feet.

THIS IS TO SET THEM RIGHT
and head them straight for WHITE PINE and NORWAY PINE—"THE RELIANCE OF YOUR
I ' )KKI ATlIKKS," THE MOST UNIVERSALLY USEFUL WOOD GROWN, and the

"Leader in the Markets foi 250 Years" (kLSrSFSSStiftKl)
You
m
A

>>u may rely on us to see that through WIDE AWAKE RETAILERS EVERYWHERE YOU
iy sc. ure tins "staple American lumber" with the same prompt (rrtainlv and the SAME QUALITYDVANTAGES ENJOYED I3Y YOUR ANCESTORS. ( They knew White Pine, and Why.)

WRITE US beforeyou BUYANY'LUMBER. Inform yourself This question of"what wood louse" is deeper lhan many
realize. We will reply Promptly and CANDIDLY. (Askfor" Why- When—WHITE PINE" book. Sentfor a postal.)

NORTHERN PINE
Manufacturers' Association

1113 Lumber Exchange Minneapolis, Minnesota

The Plan Shop Bungalows
designed for Northern Climate* combine the artistic beauty of California bungalows with
the structural requirements of the Northern homes.

The designer is a Califomian and knows the bungalow by heart.
The book is bristling with interest and suggestion for all home makers. It embodies suc-

cessful, compact arrangements; popular and economical story-aod-half designs: roomy two story
houses of individuality and cosy camps and lodges built the Plan Shop Way tor $200. and up.

Price including 1 6 page supplement Fifty Cents. Supplement alone Ten Cents

ROLLIN L.TUTTLE, Architect, P. 0. Box 3242, Boston, Mass.

STILLWELL CALIFORNIA
112 Pictures

118 Plans

BUNGALOW BOOKS

PACIFIC COAST HOMES combine individuality of design with
every modern labor-saving convenience. The genuine Bungalow

Style especially appeals to everyone because of the artistic and econo-
mical construction. Our Western homes are of absorbing interest tn
ulans and exteriors - also a popular and profitable form of investment.
Our two books contain plans, descriptions, and cost estimates of low-
cost houses suitable for any climate.

"Representative California Homes"— Price 50 cU.
A book of 50 Bungalows. Cottages, and Concrete Residences. One an i t*o

Story houses of five to ten rooms costing $1500 to $6000.

"West Coast Bungalows" — Price 50 cents
A book of 50 one «*tory Bungalows of four to six rooms costing £5-0 to faooo.

The only published collection ot very low-cost Bungalows.

Builder's Supplement No. 1—Price 10 cents. FREE -with orders for two books. Remittances 0/ coin or mon'y orders preferred.

E. W. STILLWELL & CO, Architects, 2162 Henne Block, 122 Third Street, Los Angeles, California
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In this department are printed the advertisements of reliable poultry breeders and dealers in poultry supplies.

1 OL1I L^ll CCLOr y The Poultry Department of Country Life in America will be glad to send to its readers any information

about poultry which they may desire. Address POULTRY DEPARTMEN T, Country Life in America, 11-13 West 32d Street. New York

"Kellerstrass" WhiteOrpingtons
ARE
THE

THEY HAVE
PROVEN TO BE THEBIGGEST PAYERS Because

BIGGEST WINTER LAYERS

THE FAMOUS HEN •'PEGGY"
First Prize Winner at New York. Chicago. St.
Louis. Kansas City and Jamestown Exposition

Kellerstrass Strain
"Crystal" White

Orpingtons
Are the GRANDEST UTILITY birds on record

today, and as to their FANCY QUALITY they

won first at Madison Square Garden, New York,
1905, 1906, 1907, 1908, 1909, 1910; also at Crys-

tal Palace, London, England, and Chicago and
Boston. If vou need some birds to IMPROVE
YOUR STOCK or for the SHOW ROOM write

us. We have them, and the KIND THAT
WINS, as our past record shows. STOCK and
EGGS for sale at all times. Remember, we are

the ORIGINATORS of "CRYSTAL" White
Orpingtons, and breed only the one kind. We
devote our whole time to this one breed.

Life Members American White Orpington
Club and the American Poultry Association

KELLERSTRASS POULTRY FARM
Send For Our FREE Catalogue

Originator of Crystal White Orpingtons

9152 Westport Station, Kansas City, Mo.

S. C. White and Buff Orpingtons, Buff and White
Leghorns, Buff Orpington Ducks, our big winnings
at Madison Square, Palace, and Red Bank Shows
put us in front rank.

Eggs for hatching and S. C. White Leghorn Baby
Chicks. "Order now."

DUNR0BIN FARM, Red Bank, New Jersey

Orpingtons That Win
In Show Room or Utility Pen

Write for our Mating List

Hickory Farm, Ludlow, Mass.
Geo. W. Pike, Prop'r. Address Office:

5 Madison Ave., Springfield, Mass.

MAPLECROFT S. C. RHODE ISLAND REDS
Won at New York 191 1. Our Pullet "Palace Queen" won 1st and Shape Special Grand
Central Palace and two weeks later 1st and Color Special at Madison Square Garden.

Stock and Eggs For Sale J. G. DUTCHER, Prop. For Circular. Address

MAPLECROFT FARMS Pawling, N. Y.

H»S1 P«Bt COCK Bi'iTOM bHOH 1910.
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Pittsfield Chicks and Eggs
Mean Sure Poultry Profits

Early maturity—sure heavy
laying—strong vitality. These are the

points for which the Pittsfield Strain of Barred Rocks has

always been bred. Our pullets mature to laying in four months
without any loss of vitality or size.

Safe Delivery Guaranteed. In 1909 we made the longest successful

shipment of chicks known-way to Laramie, Wyoming. Last year we shipped chicks

to 43 states and twice broke our 1909 record by 500 miles. This proves the strength

and vitality of Pittsfield strain chicks. We will guarantee successful shipments to

any state east of the Rocky Mountains. We also guarantee safe delivery of hatch-

ing eggs and expect to make good any unreasonably poor hatches.

Book Your Order Now—Costs Nothing. Last year we fell far

short in both eggs and chicks. This year, with trebled capacity, we fear the same
results. The one sate way is to book your order now. You don't have to pay
a cent until a few days before shipment. Remember—distance is no bar.

Our RecentAcquisition of the Famous Gowell Strain
Hereafter this famous strain of heavy layers will be bred and sold under the Pittsfield trade mark.

The interbreeding of these two great strains of heavy layers will result in a strain excelling either

of the parent strains in production, hardiness and profitableness.

Breeding Birds for Sale. We can always supply breeding birds in any quantities.

Our prices are exceedingly low, and we offer some splendid values in pens of one dozen or more.
Our utility stock often pfbve prize winners.

Exhibition Stock. Excellent show birds for sale at reasonable prices. Eggs from
dinners $10.00 for rs; $30.00 for 50; $50.00 for 100. Reasonable hatches guaranteed.

Handsome booklet describing Special Matings for 1912 Now Ready. Write !or Copy.

Send for "Money Making Poultry"—Free. Tells of latest methods of making
money irom poultry. Discusses varieties, methodsof feeding, building poul-
try houses—gives help of a practical kind. Send for copy today.

Pittsfield Poultry Farm Co.
404 Main St., Pittsfield, Me.

BABY CHICKS OF QUALITY
Guaranteed to reach you in good condition

You can't count your chickens before they are
hatched; so why bother with setting hens and in-

cubators? Let me assume all the risk. I will

send you by express, healthy, sturdy Fishel
Strain White Plymouth Rock Baby Chicks, utility
or exhibition; also Fishel White Indian Runner
Baby Ducks. Order now, as winter hatch-
ings are the most vigorous. Prices reason-
able and satisfaction assured. Send 6 cents for
my splendid chick catalog.

R. C. CALDWELL,
BOX 1020 LYNDON, ROSS CO., OHIO.

Danolcfs Tartn EGGS
HATCH BUSINESS BARRED ROCKS

Write for our free illustrated Catalog de-
scribing our common sense, practical poultry,

the result of 14 years' experience breeding egg-

la vers. Settings from our strain of early matur-

Wf $ 'ng> 'arSe .
healthy Rocks. $2.00 a dozen.

Ganoids Farm, R. F. D. 10, Albion, N.Y.—1————

1

Conejo Farms, Baby Chicks
White Plymouth Rocks

The kind that live and grow fast. Shipped
safely any distance by express. Also eggs

for hatching from Barred and White Rocks
and White Wyandottes.
J. C. McLaughlin, care of R. A. Rainey, Huntington, L.I., N.Y.

White Wyandottes
600 Head for Sale. Large, vigorous farm raised

stotlc. Cocks, Hens, Cockerels and Pullets. Whether
tor Laying, Breeding or Exhibiting 1 can furnish

winners.

Then my prices are reasonable and all stock

guaranteed as represented. Let me equip you
with the best stock procurable.

3rd Cock, Phila., 1910 HARRY W. BRITTON, Moorestown, N.J.

Wm. Cook& Sons
(Established 1873)

Originators Ih Orpingtons
Box 30, Scotch Plains, New Jersey

Recognized headquarters for the

best Orpingtons in the world. Inspec-

tion cordially invited.

Send for our illustrated catalogue
containing history of the Orpington
and valuable hints on poultry keeping.

New Guaranteed Selling Plan
for my fine Poultry tosatisfy every customer. C.
White and Buff Orpingtons, Barred, White and
Buff Rocks and W. Wyandottes, Turkeys, Geese
and Ducks includingWhite Runners. Very heavy,
bred-to-lay-and-win strains. Many egg records
above 225 per year. Great show birds and great
layers, cheap early winter sales.

EGGS- BABY CHICKS feuESdU ^i
Bred on 6 farms, overseen by an expert. Free
catalogue and full information given. Write
your exact wants.

Mapledell Poultry Farm, Route 64. Carthage, 111.

THE FARM LIBRARY
containing "Soils," "Farm Animals," "Farm Management," "Cotton." Each

illustrated from photographs, Books sold separately at fa.oo per vol. postpaid.

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & Co., GARDEN ClTY, N. Y.
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G. D.TILLEY, Naturalist

Part ri<li;<' s . PheMMitji, ami various fen I hcml
game I'm- stocking purposes.

Swnn.s, (ivnN1
, Ducks, KliimitigrH'si, Herons,

CruiMi Pi mi \ Phrawntn. fltorki. flina flnlli.

Sluin> BinUa Cuntnows, l><>\<\s. and other

rari' birds from all parts of I lie world.

G. D. TILLEY, Naturalist

Darien Connecticut

GIANT BRONZE TURKEYS
World'! Icailln| Prlir Winners and He*! Breeder*

PARTRIDGE PLYMOUTH ROCKS
The low)* mdv ik prove beaut) uad quality wllb any breed

AMERICA'S BEST STRAINS
Althr nrr.%1 NWtlrvm souarr t Harden »ho» »>r ion our turkey*

won thr*>* tltn«n a» many hut tn«t «t<c\ial prize* it allcuin-

All Mink firm rtiwd. iitftvoui. an.l

vir, -A%%r\l tor emr» an»l tihle |Hif|Njtt*

the Ctk"kr*t Stuck almytioi \ale.

Writ* your want*—
w* can p/«a«* you

BIRD BROS.a h
Meycndnle, Pa.

INDIAN RUNNER DUCKS
Commence laying delicious white eggs when 5 or 6

months old and continue laying on an average of over
200 eggs a year—Orders taken for day old ducklings,
mature laying stock, or eggs for hatching.

STONYBROOK FARMSTEAD
Ridl-v Park. Pn.
Bell Phone. 57

Phila office. 56 S Srd St
Long Distance Phone, Lombard 3313

BOBWHITE QUAIL
We have them now ready for immediate delivery, also

Thoroughbreds
Indian Runner Ducks, White Holland

Turkeys, Single Comb Buff Leghorns

Remember we have won highest

honors Madison Square Garden
Shows. Write us what you want.

ROYAL FARMS
Dept. Z Little Silver. N. J.

Hungarian Partridges

Pheasants. Wild Turkeys. Rabbits, Deer, Squirrels, etc.,
fur stocking purposes. Fancy Pheasants. Peafowl. Swans,
Trumpeter Swans, Ornamental Geese and Ducks. All kinds
ot birds and animals.

It will pay you to write to us before purchasing elsewhere.

WENZ & MACKENSEN
DEPT. D

Pheasantry and Game Park. YARDLEY, PA.
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50,000 BABY CHICKS!
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Kliurn Chicks! And every mi. |„,lil„.i| under ideal
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r nl every one of 1 hi in lull! mure lhan 17ft eKKS In her pullet

Mini II you wiiul '((«' iii <i lull and winter pick your layers
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vill lie Ilk'' their innl In ri liny are bred ali'l hal< lu d on a

hauls. Utility is our measure of a hen's worth Kvcry chick l» from this heavy laying

11 1 In' t.ileralrd, ami ore not. They would ruin us. We use over 250 trap nasts

whal our layers arc aofaaf< Let us tell you about

THE PEERLESS FARMS
Hatch and Raise Chicka Thai Make Better Hem Than Any Other*

pnv yf»u

money
chic

reed, anil

chlcka fr

ur own «

tn do m
making
ks Writ

A3
Art

n'V ari- protierlv fed Their > kks are fertile. They are big cjjk producers. Therefore,

1 the possibility ol the kind of chick* you want Perfect conditions of incubation

ticks come out of the runs ready to live, and do so al a profit to their owners.

of our Incubator cellar is under positive control. Uy the use of the U. S. Weallirr
i-irr we know the exoct moisture condition every minute. We do no guessing. The
like the moisture, is esactly maintained nt the most favorable state at all times.

.111 llie feirleii I Imk I hey are the bent you can buy or linlih Don 'I Iry

hicks until you hnve established your flock on a Peerless foundation. It will

We are making money. We can help you to do the same We: have a

strain of a money making breed. Let us tell you more about Peerless

e today for new booklet It's worth having.

THE PEERLESS FARMS
Alden I. Rosbrook, Prop.

K. P. D„ No. 8

Northport, Long Island, N. Y.
Ĵ ^^f^~'"f''
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CANDEE-
Hot Water Sectional Brooding System

Heaters in 12 Sizes and Adjustable Hovers for All Ages
of Chicks At One Time.

Heaters Built in Sections—
Another section added at any
time when brooding capacity is

increased.

Exact Size Supplied—Too large

a heater is extravagant and when
too small it wastes coal.

For Any Capacity—For from
300 chicks up, the Candee is the

cheapest to install and operate

and results in superior chicks.

Pioneer—We originated and dev-

eloped this method of brooding.

Send For Free Catalogue and Brooding House Plans
Showing Different Styles of Construction, List of Users and Full Information.

Candee Incubator & Brooder Co., Dept. 17, Dewitt, N. Y.

MAMMOTH IMPERIAL PEKIN DUCKS
FROM AFTON FARM WON THIS YEAR

At New York
1st on Old Duck
1st on Young Duck
2nd on Young Drake
2nd on Pen of Ducks
4th on Old Drake

At Philadelphia
1st on Old Duck
1st on Pen of Ducks
2nd on Young Duck
3rd on Old Drake
4th on Young Drake

The "Afton Farm " Strain of Mammoth Imperial Pekin Ducks has been bred and developed during
last 18 years for utility. It has established its record both in show room and competing markets. Afton
Farm Mammoth Imperial Pekin Ducks have no superiors. They have unusual size, are remarkably quick
growers, and exceedingly heavy layers. Last year a flock of 500 hens laid 74,529 eggs — an average of over
149 eggs per hen! Remember, that is an average for 500 hens, not 25 or 50 especially selected ones.

At ten weeks old "Afton Farm" Pekins dress over 10 pounds to the pair. They sell at a
premium. Quick growth means a more delicate quality and a better flavored meat. It is more
economically produced, netting more profit than the more slowly developing breeds and strains.

Our stock is always healthy. We grow our ducks in clean pens ; give them plenty of pure water
to drink, but none to wallow in ; and the feed consists of bran, corn meal, middlings, bright,

finely chopped clover, fed green during its growing season.
Let "Afton Farm " supply you with their utility strain of Mammoth Imperial Pekin Ducks.

Prompt shipments. Satisfaction guaranteed. Write today for " Facts From Afton Farm." It's free.

AFTON FARM box d-4, YARDLEY, PA.
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"Pittsburgh Pertect'Toul/rydfordenTeTice
— the best investment the poultryman can make
"Pittsburgh Perfect" Fence is by far the most valuable "poultry insurance" money can buy — and it costs the least.

The bars are placed so close together where needed that even the smallest chicks cannot squeeze through, wander
away and be lost; nor can dogs, foxes or other animals break through the heavy fabric and get at the birds.

"Pittsburgh Perfect "
is the easiest fence in the world to erect, presents the neatest appearance, and will remain perfectly efficient years after

any other fencing would have had to be replaced many times.

Open Hearth wire — with the toughness, strength and great lasting qualities of old time iron wire — is used exclusively in all "Pitts-

burgh Perfect" Fences. The wire is lead annealed, then thickly coated with pure zinc galvanizing, anc"

the longest time

and resists rust and corrosion for

At every point of contact the wires are

WELDED BY ELECTRICITY
which produces a solid fabric of wire without the useless, strength-destroying weight caused by the old wraps, clamps, twists,

etc., used in all other makes of fencing.

EVERY ROD GUARANTEED PERFECT
See your dealer, or write direct for catalogue showing styles and sizes of " Pittsburgh Perfect

'

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS
World's Record for Twenty-three Years

AT Madison Square
Garden Shows the last

23 years Our Strain, includ-
ing Birds We Bred and
Raised,shown bycustoniers,
has won More First Prizes
total than any exhibitor

won on any B. P.
Rocks during that time.
Highest Grade Breeding

and Exhibition Birds For
Sale - New York Winners

i " VISV* ^>//jjW^ Winners. The last r4 years
* '54 Birds bred by us have

sold for $100 or more each,
or that price refused.

Illustrated Circular Free,
giving New York, Chicago
and K ansas City Show
Records.
Fggs from Best Pens,

$10 per 12, #2$ per 33.

Special: A limited numberH^BBHH of Utility Pullets and Cock-
'wonurs champion of 1906." First erels for sale-
Prize and Sweepstakes Cockerel at New d_ JI D
York Show, 1906. nearly 500 Barred Ply- Bradley BrOS.
mouth Rocks competing. Lee, Box 811. Mass.

%

CHEVIOT FARMS!
Our mating list is now ready and tells of our sensational

ORPINGTONS, BUFF, BLACK, WHITE and JUBILEE.
Tells how we won championship of the United States in Buffs,

also CHAMPION WHITE COCKEREL
of ENGLAND, of our wonderful NABOB
STRAIN BLACKS, also tells of our sen-
sational winnings at CHICAGO, Kansas
City, Indianapolis, Louisville, Cincinnati,
etc., etc., in Barred Rocks, Reds, Leg-
horns, Wyandottes.
Our book tells how to produce a strain

of famous LAYERS without the use of the
trap nest. Write today and tell us what
you require in breeding stock, eggs or day
old chicks. Our prices are based on very
large sales rather than on few sales and

extortionate prices. The RECORDS SHOW that NO ONE
can duplicate our QUALITY at ANY price. Then we have
gotten out a book of testimonials from delighted customers
in every state in the Union, Canada, Mexico, Australia
and South Africa showing how our values compare with
other fanciers. Tell us what breeds you are interested in

and we will mail you the appropriate catalogue.

Cheviot Farms, R 22, Cincinnati, Ohio

You Can Start With An 1800=Egg Hall
Incubator And Add Sections To It As
The GrowthOfThe BusinessDemands

The sectional principle of the Hall Mammoth Incubators is not a feature for

rare or exceptional cases of additions wanted— it is a necessity. Users ~ [

Hall machines succeed. They must have room
for enlarging— expanding— their business.
" Hall makes success."

You can start with an 1800-egg ma-
chine and add sections to it as desired.

The same Hall Furnace will care for the
additions up t0 3,6oo-egg capacity. To en-
large beyond that size it is only necessary to
attach a larger Hall Furnace, when the ma-
chine may be extended to 20,100 eggs.

Look again at the illustration. Learn to recognize
a Hall Machine by sight as you will its merits by use. Its
regulation is automatically accurate ; its moisture sufficient ; its ventilation without draft

;

its workmanship, the best ; it is always most economical to handle. Each egg chamber
(capacity of 150 eggs) is absolutely independent of all the others.

Let us tell you allmbout Hall Mammoth Incubators. It is worth while to know and
costs nothing. Write today for free booklet, "The Profit-Making Poultry System."

Hall Mammoth Incubator Co., Little Falls, N.Y.

k I Learn this immensely tich business I

4J we teach you; easy work at home; I

everybody succeeds. Start with out

Jumbo Homer Pieeons and your success is assured.

Send for large Illustrated matter. Providence

Squab Company. Providence, Rhode Island.

Make money breeding" squabs. Read in our IQI2 free book how
Etwinoma Farms (Vt.) sells them for $6. doz. Started with 25 pairs
of our Extra P. R. Homers two years ago, multiplied now to 800
pairs. John Ludwig (Cal.) 75 years old, making $25. week. Oscar
Mnerzke (Wis.) $4000. yearly shipping squabs to Chicago. Big
western demand. $000 squabs wanted daily by only one N. Y. firm.
See what they say in National Squab Magazine (monthly) specimen
copy from us Ten Cents, one year. $1. All about pigeons and squabs
handsomest, largest, unique, original, practical.
PLYMOUTH ROCK SQUAB CO., 322 HOWARD STREET, MELROSE, HASS.

LARGE EGGS
Bring more money. You can make your hens—no
matter what the breed — lay large, uniform size,

better tasting eggs by feeding fresh bone cut in a

HUMPHREY BONE CUTTER
with its always open hopper. If you have 10
hens or more and want lots of eggs write for our
free test offer, and poultry book "Making the
Golden Egg."
HUMPHREY, Clia St. Factory. Joliet, 111.

Don't Start Poultry Keeping
till you have read the Six Free Chapters written by Robert
Essex after a Quarter Century's Experience in the business.

They tell How to Make Money With Poultry: How to Build
Low- Cost Poultry Houses They tell Fanciers, and Women,
and Farmers how to START RIGHT, and also tell all about
America's Largest Line of Incubators and Brooders. The
book is FREE. Write today. Address,
ROBERT ESSEX INCUBATOR COMPANY

121 Henry St., Buffalo, N. Y.

GET POTTERS CATALOG
SAVE
MONEY

ON HOUSES *»«SfcS
AND 1

FIXTURES I 35

DON'T BUILD
See how little money it takes to get a Potter
Portable Fresh-Air House; ready-made coops,
hoppers, fountains, vermin-proof roosting and
nesting fixtures. Houses made of Red Cypress
flooring, painted two coats, complete with all

fixtures. See house and fixture illustrated

above. Book mailed for two red stamps.

POTTER & COMPANY, Box E 12, Downers Prove, 111.

The Readers' Service gives

information about Poultry
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lit 1 1 OR BITCFR—WHICH?
As some breeds of horses liavo \>vm

developed for tfnice nnd sin-ed nndot hers

for wemlit and st remit h. s«> .some hrt cds

of rattle have been developed for I eef

and others for dairy use. You would
not hitch a Clydesdale to a raontf sulky
or a Kentucky trotter to n plough. And
you surely would not put a beef breed
cow in your dairy when the Jersey cow
has been bred for centuries to give rich

and abundant milk. Besides, public

official tests have proved that she yields

most for feed consumed. For therount ry

estate, the family, the dairyand the farm.

the Jersey is unequalled
Bttort you buy or breed another tow, ivrffc to

us for valuable facts and figurti. S',xi- d free.

AMERICAN JERSEY CATTLE (LIB
8 W. 17th St.. New York.

A SHETLAND PONY
is ftn unceasing nouroo of pleasure. A ufe

and ideal playmate. Makes the child
strong and ofrobu.it health. Highest

typ*—complete outfits—here.
Inexpensive. Satisfaction fruar*

d. Write for illustrated

BELLE MEADE FARM
Deot. 6 Markham.Va.

Jersey Red Pigs The mone>
superior OttUtta

Have many
Sows have

large litter* Do not kill pigs at (arrowing Pigs grow fast

icd.Will produce 350
and BBad natured.

lbs. pork — o months. Long-bodied. Gentle
Free catalogue. Safe arrival guaranteed.

LASS 10 1 1 1 OF HOOD FARM
GRAND CHAMPION

GOLD MEDAL COW 1910.

HOOD FARM—
The Home of The Sophie Tormentor Family of Jerueys

The (irc.tt.rsl l\'imily of l);n'ry Cows yd iH vclopi r|.

They Combine Utility and Ucuuty wilh Strong Consti-
tutions that insure a loni/ and useful life.

This Family won for us Five of the Six CoM Mi <l.il

awarded liy the American Jersey Cattle Clul> for Pro-

duction in ioio, an unequalled record. The herd is

tuberculin tested.

If in need of cows, heifers or bulls, write or come to

HOOD FARM, Lowell, Mass.

ng Selected Jersey Built for Sale.
For pedigree** and prices, address

1 in. PAS 1 urf:s. bm.kast, mainf

KERRY CATTLE
The Kerry If sn Idesl Cow for the Suburban Home,

fiivei Irom (ilteen to twenty quirts ol the richeit milk. Are
sbioluiely hsrdr snd eiiil* kept. We can oAVr a number
of heifers, fteih this Spring, especially suited tor family
purpniei. For particular, and prices, write

Caimsmuir Farm, New City, Rockland County, New York

Oak Ridge Guernseys
Young bulls at farmers' prices, from cows averaging 40 lbs.

milk and two lbs. butter fat per day in advanced registry test.

Address Manager OAK RIDGE. VA.

ARTHUR J. COLLINS. Box C, Moorestown, N.J.

OAK HILL FARM GUERNSEYS
Herd Bull. Langwater Dictator, 15068. Sire, Dolly Dimples' May King of Lang,
water, 12977.

Dam Imported Princess Rhea, 15478. Adv. Reg. 59. A. R. Record 14009.89 lbs. of
milk. 775.69 lbs. Butter fat.

Bull Calves only for sale
RED BANK, N. J. THEO. SHUIT, Supt.

Retore Alter

RemoTea Bursal Enlargements. Thickened, Swol-
len Tissues. Curbs. Filled Tendona, Soreness from
any Bruiae or Strain; Curea Spavin Lameneaa,
Allay* Pain. Doea not Blister, remove the hair
or lay up the horae. $2.00 a bottle, delivered.

Book 1 E free.
All^ORHINE, JR., liniment for manWurl. For Syno-. itU. Strains,

Gouty or Rheumatic Deixisits. Sw ollen, Painful Varicose' Veins. Allai s
Pain Will tell you more if you write. $t and f2 |x r L utt'e at dealers or
delivered. Manufactured only by

W. F. YOUNG. P. D. F., 41 Temple St., Springfield. Mass.

Large Berkshires
at Highwood

Regular Fall Offer

idi

herd of these .mini

Every animal sold
expense and iruira
factory to purchaser.

ive the largest
i in the V. S.
:istered at our
ed to tie utis-

H. C. & H. B. Harpending
Dundee, N. Y.

Compressed

Pure -Salt Bricks
give animals pure, refined dairy salt. A trifling expense

avoids all negieci and waste.

It's Horse Sense
for stabled animals to t.ike iust enough, j.ist as needed.

No better salting rule than animal instinct.
Neat Patent Holders furnished. Ask
dealers. Write for free booklet.

Belmont Stable

Supply Company
Patentees and i\ffrs.

Brooklyn, - N. Y.
Station C

DORSETS
Yearling Rums with large bone, dense fleeces and of good size,

ready for serviee.
I'en of Lambs bred by us won First Prize at Ohio. Indiana and New

York State Fairs 191lj also at International, Chicago, which is proof
of the quality of Dorsets we breed and sell.

At International, Chicago, 1911, we won every First Prize except one.

HEART'S DELIGHT FARM, C. E. Hamilton. Mgr.. Chazy. N.Y.

The Readers' Service gives information about schools

The

Guernseys
nave proven them-

selves

Highest Quality and Best Color
The prepotency of the Guernsey Bull or his ability

to stamp the desirable chaiacteristics of the breed

on his offspring makes him most 'valuable for

improving the common dairy stock of any section.

A Dairy of Grade Guernseys will give T^ich, Fine-

Flavored, High-Colored Milk, Cream and Butter

.

FURTHER INFORMATION REGARDING THE
GRADE GUERNSEYS BY ADDRESSING

The American Guernsey Cattle Club
Box C L., PETERBORO, N. H.

The Sterilac

Milk
Pail

It Keeps
Milk Sweet

The only pail that keeps dirt out
of the milk at milking time. Test
it and prove it.

lO Days Free Trial
to prove to you that it's the best thing: in the milk pail line you
ever saw. Simply ship it back if you don't like it. We'll pay
express both ways. No other milk pail ever made like it. Lo k
at this picture. There is a separate shelf for a dirt catcher. Not
a particle of dust, hair or filth can get into the milk. Dirt is

kept dry and thrown out. not wet and allowed to "trick te" into
the milk to taint it and make it sour quickly . That explains why
it is approved by all dairymen, doctors and pure milk officers.

Made extra strong. Right pattern for easy washing ard hand-
ling milk. Price $2.50. Ask your dealer. If he hasn't it we will

send trial pail prepaid. See how it will build up your reputa-
tion for pure milk.

STERILAC COMPANY, 3 Merchants Row, Boston. Mass.
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Why You Should Prefer
Purebred Holstein Cattle

j. The Holstein is a large, strong, vigorous cow whose physical organization and

digestive capacity is such that she is able to turn to the best advantage the roughage of the

farm converting it into marketable products.

2. She yields large quantities of excellent milk, suitable for all purposes but

particularly desirable for infant feeding and shipping purposes.

3. Her heredity is so firmly established through her long lineage that she is able to

perpetuate her good qualities through the production of strong healthy calves.

4. When her usefulness in the dairy is at an end she fattens readily and makes
excellent beef.

Whatever your object in founding a dairy herd
—whether you are interested in insuring the health

of your family or in cheapening the cost of milk for

the masses, whether you look upon your herd as

merely your private diversion or an addition to the
landscape, and particularly if public spirit prompts
you to do your part in developing the dairy in-

terests of your community, you will be making
a great error if you neglect to investigate the merits

of purebred Holsteins.

Send for our free literature. It will interest anyone who is fond of cattle.

Holstein-Friesian Association, 17-H American Bldg., Brattleboro, Vt.

Mule Foot Hogs
Are especially suitable for

Country Estates. They have
greai vitality and are able to resist

most Swine diseases. I have the

largest breeding heid, and won 27

ribbons at New York Str.te Fair

at Syracuse in 191 1. Write for

particulars of this great breed.

<:r-an<l Champion Mule Foot John H. Dun lap
Boar New York State Fair Box V, Williamiport, Ohio

PASTEUR LABORATORIES
RAT VIRUS

For the destruction of RATS, MICE, and MOLES, by a special viruswhich

conveys a contagious disease peculiar to these animals. Harmless to human
beings, domestic animals, poultry or game. Not a poison. 50 cts. to $1.50;

INTRODUCED BY US TEN YEARS AGO. If your dealer cannot supply

you. order from us. PASTEUK LABORATORIES OF AMERICA
Hew York, 36G W. 11th St. Chicago, 44tf South Denrbom Si.

Laboratoire des Vaccins Pasteur pour 1'Etranger and
Institut Pasteur, Paris. Biological Products

Stop Feeding Your Dog
Any Old Thing

just because it is handy or cheap, If you want
to keep him in condition feed

OSOKO
This Food is composed only of the highest grade
of materials and absolutely free from chemicals
and appetising spices. That is why it is now
used exclusively by the leading Kennels of both
England and America.

Manufactured by
Spillers & Bakers. Ltd.. Cardiff, England

Send for sample and Booklet No. 7

H. A. Robinson & Co.
Importers

1 28 Water Street New York City

Ponies
For Sale: ^K^JSL
My new 80-page catalogue

containing description of breeds,
nearly 100 illustrations, etc.,

sent on receipt of 25 cents.

CHAS. E. BUNN. Peoria, III.

SHOi^„ER 's POULTRY
and Almanac for 1912 has 224 pages with many
colored plates of fowls true to life. It tells all

about chickens, their prices, their care, diseases and
remedies. All about Incubators, their prices and
their operation. All about poultry houses and how
to build them. It's an encyclopedia of chickendom.
You need it. Only 15c.
C. C. SHOEMAKER, Box 947, Freeport, 111.

Let Us Give Him
His Supper

Send us a postal and

we will send you a sam-

ple of the one perfect

food for your dog.

6READKitchen scrap*
are not fit food
for a dog.

They make him fat. logy, and generally unhealthy.

Austin's Dog Bread is made with the greatest care

of just the things z dog needs. It contains no waste

material. Everything used in its preparation—meat,

cereals and flour—is especially bought. Only high-

grade, sweet meat is used.

In writing for sample state whether yon want to try

Austin's Duo Bread or Austin s Puppu Bread {for pup-
pies and small pits) andgive us the name of your dealer

aiictim AUSTIN DOG BREAD AND ANIMAL
Look for AUSTIN

FOOD COMPANY
on Every, caKe

202 Marg |na , street Che |Seai Mas ,_

WESTMINSTER KENNEL CLUB
36TH ANNUAL DOG SHOW

At the NEW GRAND CENTRAL PALACE
Lexington Avenue, 46th and 47th Streets, NEW YORK

February 20, 21, 22 and 23, 1912
Open daily from 9 A. M. to 11 P. M.

Judging Foxhounds and Beagle Packs, Friday, February 23d,
at 2 P. M.

Meridale Jerseys
If you would like to know
something more about Meri-
dale Jerseys, ask for a copy
of Meridale Facts.

We offer several young bulls
of Meridale breeding. We
commend them to all who seek
herd improvement. A booklet
just off press describes them.
Sent, postpaid, on request.

We will sell a few females.
List and description sent on
request. We can better fit the
list to your needs if you will
tell us what you need.

A recent visitor to Meridale Farms —
himself a breeder of Jerseys— writes:

•'I have seen many large herds of cattle,
many of them as large as yours, but
never have I seen cither a large or a
small one of such uniform quality us the
lierd at Meridale. It is a herd to be proud
of, and it would seem to me to be easily
the largest herd of good Jersey cattle
and the herd of the best cattle in the
country. The herd was really a revela-
tion, and an education and a pleasure
long to be remembered."

Another visitor writes:
" I wish to say for your herd that I have
never seen so large a one that, is in its
class at all and that your Jerseys combine
beauty of conformation with proven
utility equalled by but very few email
herds."

AYER & McKINNEY
300 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia

Dorsets for Winter Lamb Raising
The most profitable of all live-stock occupations Winter

lambs sell for $10 to $20 per head in the city market.
It is the solution of the "worn-out farm' problem, as the

most sterile land can be utilized

For particulars and prices of breeding-stock, write

Cairnsmuir Farms New City, Rockland Co . N. Y.

Latest Book :
Pro

t

,l,ab

,

1

?
p^ry "

finest published, 120
pages of practical facts, 160 beautiful half

tones. Tells how to breed, hatch, feed and
market to make big money. Tells about big
poultry farm. 45 pure-bred varieties.
Beautiful, hardy and money makers. We
start you right. Lowest prices on fowls, eggs,

incubators, etc., sent for 5 cents.

Berry's Poultry Farm, Box 180, Clarinda.Ia. ^

T POULTRY FENCE"
STOCK STRONG—RUST PROOF
An extra heavy close mesh fence requiring

no top or bottom boards and fewer posts.
Costs less than netting.

ORNAMENTAL LAWN FENCE
For Lawns. Churches, Parks, etc. We

pay the freight. Send for Catalog.

The BROWN FENCE A WIRE CO.
I»ept. 98 Cleveland, Ohio

Pearl Grit
Good laying follows right digestion.
Pearl Grit helps hens get the good of
what they eat. Sharp, clean, white,
great shell maker. Grit for fowls of
all ages. Tryit. Write for free booklet

OHIO MARBLE COMPANY
76 1 S. Cleveland Street, Plqua, Ohio

'Champion Vulcan"

Great Danes
Write us what you want. Among
others a litter sired by Champion
Vulcan, best Dane N.Y. Show, five

years, won more prizes than any
dog of any breed. A six months
old fawn dog by him.

Royal Farms
Dept. Z Little Silver, N. J.
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Pomeranians
all colors

for sale or

at st ml
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POM H RAM ANS
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Handsome Cats and
Kittens For Sale
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\\ iilr l..r Ix-auliliillt illiuttali-d cala-

mi* and tain Ul
III.., U Short Haired Cattery
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Airedale Farm Kennels
SPRING VALLEY. NEW YORK

JO milea Itom New York City, Krie R. R
K.liablt breeder* of blur blooded, registered Airedale f>rrlerl

Tin: MWf OHVM WOB ni i i.iut
and thr mo«t reliable tuantlan of the home.

\\> \\ • % have fine \onnif stock for dMcriminatmit dot;

town If we can't please v u nobody can.

now \ki .ER. Owner

f AIRLDALLS
e* ihe breed, gives 1Wmt KKKr.

v • t training the K<r [amr,
pie*, hunting p - • r*. etc. In
«)*artstt<an an*. dog lover.

THE AIREDALE
h the greatest dog on earth. IT you <%ant

w uit an Airedale. Send for tl<e hook.

Colne Farm Kennela. Montreal. Can.
MlM of the World** Foremost Ch;im pious. Oldest
and 1 Breeders in America.

TERRIER
log- you

Dandie Dinmont Terriers

jjjj^-
Woodcrest Kennels

Puppies For Sale
Ideal Companions
Mra. H. Brook* Sargeant

Interlaken New Jersey

Gracelane Boarding; and Breeding Kennels

Owin.ng. N. Y. Phone 345 G. W. Crosby. Mgr.

An Ideal Winter Home for Dogs
Sunny Kennels Artificially healed to meet the

needs of the various breeds.
Separate Kennels and sheltered, sunny plat-

form and run lor each boarder.
Ca-eof females in season, whelping* females

and the rearing of puppies a specialty.
Reterences, rates and further information on

application to Manager-

Scottish Terriers
Offered as companions. Not
given to fighting or roaming.

Best for children's pets.

NEWCASTLE KENNELS
Brookline, Mass.

Bull Terriers
Puppies and grown stock

for Companions, Breeding
or Exhibition.

Best prize winning strains

Eugene E. Thomas
Attleboro. Massachusetts

All kinds of Great Danes.
Brindles. Harlequins and
solid color Dogs on hand.
Only bench show winning
stock at reasonable prices

always on hand.

FRED HILL, Breeder,

Tel. 1477 Williamsburg.

581 Kent Avenue. Brooklyn

MEL DEPARTMhN I , C'ounihy Lifk in Amkkka, ii if W. 3 2cl Street, New Vurk.

Nowata Pekingese and Pomeranians

Some IicjiiiI iful |iti|i|iii" irnl hv 1

1

k- <

imlcd i h:ini|iioiis fur sale, 'liny ;irr

nil hcnllhy anil swrii li-mprriMl iiihI

iiomc of l hem arc houselirnken uiul

very inUalli

nowata FARM I luntlngton, L. I.

At StUd, l ee. $20

" Villarosa Magnus Rex "

At the Villarosa Kennels. Kye, N. Y.

Aiml.ile ahow doga, tbid rings, blood bitches and pu|>pi««

.il»av» lor salt.

John Soys lliiyler. Owner
\i.i>ii Mar. Br«i v.

Genuine Chihuahua
- small* »t, daintiest >A all dogi; weight -j to * Iba.

An I'leal pet for women. Vtrf altftltmiafl and
tallhAil. Lartfe, pleading -yes and lnttlllgenc«
almost human, perfect |<t">poTii«ti«.

NOT th- "hnirltW breed.
I f>evonally tel#< t Jtnttl from native M»-*i< »»
raisers and sell ctirttt to you at Hnl/ prkea I

In east. Wrlt« today.

FRANCIS E. LESTER D*pt H 2 K
Meailla Parle. N»-w Mexico*

AI-GEE PEKINGESE
In three years tin's kennel has sired and produced
live champions.

Ai-Oee Pekingese shown by their owners won
many firsts and specials at the Plaza Show.

AI-GEE KENNELS, Mra. Alfred Goodson
Phonl ion. WUti Ptafai Central Ave., Hartidale. N. Y.

I OR SALE
An 18 montha old Aimlnle, eliuinpinti hied;

registered; litis won ul shows; a ureal pal and

watch dog; sold to make room for young -stock-

MALVERN KENNELS. SCARSDALE, N. Y.

Cocker Spaniels
Tin- "OH IMafMa" II h

H,....L k. ..... i. niaaklte, l»»l

». \. i . ..i. • . I iv.

choice yciiing «t

be#d fmtn re^l'

ninif strains. Pr

ml ihe year. Vn
iters, hmiae doifl,

for la'lira an.

I

COCKER SPANIELS

Cocker Spaniels
We have some beatitiful iriAle and
leiu.ile pti|4, in all colors— ibe
finest we ever offered — price,

f2j.oo. All stock guaranteed.
We h.tve wnn over 8oo medals,
cups and ribbons.

F. G. Macintosh
Franklin Pa.

The moM desirable d^c to own.
always gentle and kind wi'li

children, a cran<J coinpainion and
most intelligent. U'e have them
In various colors; both sexes;

and ready for Immediate ship-
ment. Our dogs have won the
highest honors on the bench i t

the last 25 years.

M.dlc.ff Kcnn.li. Dallas. Pa.

Cocker Spaniels

W. W. Weiman

Twelve thoroughbred
black and chocolate

color pups, 8 months
old. Sired by Ch.
Lucky. Photograph
and pedigree on
request.

Emporium, Pennsylvania

"Quality Collies"
We have puppies by the world's Champion

Collie "Ch. bouthport Sample" a w Inner of

wec"S«'dee to please >ou.

Lakeview Collie Kennel*
H W. Johnston, Prop., MecbaDicsburg, 0.

Scotch Collies
Some exceptionally choice Individuals
Beautiful golden sable and white pedigreed
puppies, by the noted registered sires,

Alarca Cimpal ner, A. K. C. No. S07775.
inri Ifsrdford Hope, A. K. C. No. 86084.
f-'althfid, loyal devoted youngsters, having
attained the shipping age, are looking
around for new homes.

Hawthorn Collie Kennels

Ghas. C. Ryder, Cummaquid, M •

The most unique nnd acceptable gift to

your sweetheart or child. 7 he ideal house
pets and companions.

BOSTON TERRIERS
AND

FRENCH BULLDOGS
Send Stamp for Catalog

SQUANTUM KENNELS
Atlantic, Mass.

NEVER - NEVER - LAND
KENNELS

Mias Mary Winthrop, Owner

French Bull Dogs
Puppies and Grown Dogs FOR SALE.
From only Registered and Blue-Ribbon
Stock. Champion Dog> at Stud.

Send lor illustrated booklets.

SHELTER ISLAND HEIGHTS, N.Y.
Telephone. 47 Shelter Island.

V.-0

Ch Hunk's Bequest

Russian Wolfhounds

S. V. KENNELS
Williams California

The most successful Breed-
ers and Exhibitors of Russian
Wolfhounds on the Paci6c
Coast.
Show and hunting hound, pup-'

pies, and brjod bi!ibes, usually tor
sale.

English Bloodhounds
The most perfect family dog. Companionable,
intelligent, affectionate. Natural man trailers,

easily trained to find any member of the family, or
strangers; n»ng registered pedigrees; always win-
ners on the show bench and on the trail.

Some grand pups from the imported Queen of
Hearts. Geo- Eliot, and others. By Hordle Pan-
ther, and Ringmaster, my latest matings.
Illustrated hook, two stamps. Photos-rai-h, 25 cents.

J. L. WINCHELL, Fair-Haven, Vermont

ft-

For Sale
Four Magnificent

Bloodhound Puppies
out of the undefeated Champion Knox's
Keepsake, winner at year's Madison
Square Garden. These puppies are ready
for immediate shipment.
A rare opportunity t<-> secure the blood of

the n innint* strain of America

Ml** Amy I.. Itimhnm
Itonhamptoii Kenneln York, Pa-

Russian Wolfhounds
Companions
Guardians
Coursers.

Ask for Catalogue "C."'

Mirasol Kennels
Pasadena California

Russian Wolfhounds
^fc. Valley Farm Kennels

Simgbury. Conn.

ub The largest and most successful
^Tl Breeders and Exhibitors of Russian

Wolf hounds in the world.

Jtj Illustrated catalogue containing

^flf exclusive information. 10-.



The Readers' Service sites advice on
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This Bureau has complete information about all the hotels and

resorts in the United States, Canada, Mexico or abroad, and we
will be glad to answer any questions or give any information about

travel or hotels that may be desired. We will also be glad to

make arrangements for hotel accommodations anywhere. There is

no charge for this service. Main office located at 225 Fifth Ave.,

N. Y. Branches at Raymond & Whitcomb's offices in Boston,

306 Washington St.; Philadelphia, 1005 Chestnut St.; Detroit, Ma-
jestic Bldg ; Los Angeles, 509 South Sprine St.; San Francisco, 397
Monadnock Bldg ;

Portland, Ore., 132 Third Ave., also at Double-

day, Page & Co.'s office in the Peoples Gas Bldg. in Chicago.

Telephone, write or call to the office most convenient to you.

THIS BUREAU IS AN ENLARGEMENT OF THE WHERE TO GO DEPARTMENT THAT HAS BEEN RUNNING IN THIS
MAGAZINE FOR YEARS, AND COMMUNICATIONS MAY BE ADDRESSED TO THE READERS - SERVICE IF DESIRED

American Mediterranean
No other lands are as quaint and fascinating, no other

trips are as full of comfort and health as those which

have been arranged this season by the

Atlantic, Gulf & West Indies Steamship Lines

with their splendid service and modern steamships, reaching Porto

Rico, Bahamas, Florida, Cuba, Texas, Old Mexico and San

Domingo. You are certain to enjoy every moment of the journey.

Write for AGWI NEWS, a beautifully illustrated free magazine, full of helpful travel

information, and describing the cruises of the following steamship lines

:

pl.J- I • _ TO FLORIDA. Daily ex-lyae Line C( , pt Sunday, calling at
Charleston, Brunswiok and Jacksonville,
with connections for all lpading Southern resorts.

'•The best way South." From Pier 36, North River,
Neva York.

Porto Rico Line Delightful 16-day
cruise to and

around the "Island of Enchantment." $110, cover-
ing all expenses, touching at principal ports. Send
for booklet and information about sailings, rates,
etc.

General Offices, 11 Broadway, New York.

Mallory Line points Southwest
and Pacific coast. Exhilarating water route trip to

Galveston, Key West, Tampa, "»t. Peters-
burg, and Mobile. Only route New York to

Texas without change.
From Pier 45, North River, New Yor!c.

Ward Line Luxurious twin-screw
steamships to Bahamas

(Nassau), Havana, Cuba, Mexico, and Yuca-
tan, with rail connections to all important interior
cities. Write for booklets.

General Offices, Pier 14, East River, New York.

AGWI TOIR BUREAUS:
New York

290 Broadway
Philadelphia
701 Chestnut St.

Chicago
606 Com. Natl. Bank Bids-

Boston
192 Washington St.

WINTER
RESORT

Second Healthiest Spot in America
(SEE U. S. CENSUS)

*T Covington, La.
2} HOURS RIDE FROM NEW ORLEANS. LA.

GOLF — HUNTING —FISHING
New Southern Hotel

•'IN THK SHADOW OF THE PINKS"

Pleasure Voyages through to Egypt

FIVE THOUSAND MILES of DELIGHT
Azores, Madeira, Gibraltar,

Algiers, Villefranche, Genoa,
Naples, Alexandria, Egypt

:By the Largest-

British Mediterranean Steamers

"ADRIATIC" H» "CEDRIC"
February 21 March 6

WINTER TRIPS TO ITALY
via MEDITERRANEAN PORTS

By
"CANOPIC"

February 3 — From Boston March 16

WHITE STAR LINE
9 Broadway, New York 84 State Street, Boston

OFFICES AND AGENCIES EVERYWHERE

New Orleans
"

TI" Ci" c",F'^""

€f;e &t. Cljarles
Finest all-year Hotel in the South

European Plan. Accommodating 1 ,000 guests

A well ordered hotel for a discriminating public

travelling for business or pleasure.

ALFRED S. AMER & CO., Ltd., Props.

kMiM IWBL,.
:

„ THE ROYAL MAIL
,

f§TEAM packet company*
"ARCADIAN"

To BERMUDA
EVERY SATURDAY From NEW YORK'
Largest, Finest, Most Luxurious
twin screw ship ever in the Bermuda Service,

catering especially to discriminating travelers.

Registered Tonnage, 8.780
Displacement Tonnage, 14,120

Length, 517.6 Feet; Beam, 55.3 Feet

ROUND TRIP $ 3 O AND UPWARD
Lar^ce and Finest Fleet tn the West Indies and Around
South Anirrlcn. For Particulars of Tours Apply to

SANDERSON & SON. Gen. Agts.
! State St., New York; 15 So La Salle St.. Chicago

W. H. EAVES. 200 Washingt n street, Boston
Or Any Steamship Ag
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The International Aii

SUNNY CAL
If you want solid comfort am

icm of flowers, spend your wint

PENINSULA. 115 miles soutl

HOTEL DEL »

midst its 120 icres of Lawns am
tiful 1 8 hole golf course, only five

hotel, offers everything that the \

RATES «+. « «6 and <7. per da

PACIFIC GROVI
in the hustling little city of Pacifi

electric car from Del Monte; R V
and ia.oo. per day. American

iat England Can Teach Us
About Gardening

By Wilhelm Miller, Ph. D.

Horticultural Editor of "Country Life In America" and Editor of "The Garden Magazine."

,HIS book by Dr. Miller is the first attempt to break away from
i 1*1 • f /^\\ 1 WT 11 1 11 If

Both hotd. wider management o the slavish copying or Uld World gardens and lay the roun-
H. R. WARNER. Del

>ns of an American style of gardening.

AhI^tow^ 1"* Miller went abroad with the object of studying the English
,n
^Ad"„?.

f

ck
,w^ns, the most beautiful things of their kind in the world, and in

volume he has embodied those principles and

5
;h are applicable to American conditions.

Its outdoor litV is .rrvsinfiM
ctnatmir Knities anil suggestions

Pubicv Bureau bo, 3ssi /hat it has taken England hundreds of years to learn we can

Whenever Yo ^X 9 an(^ ^e immense value of this book over previous works

visit our neit it shows how to save millions of dollars now wasted in un-

BOOK Smc Panting.

Pennsylvania 'tP Delieve that an acceptance of Dr. Miller's principles, both
.s >ou enter from moption and rejection, will put us hundreds of years ahead in

Convenient. Compaq Qf gardening.
These three qualities mean the ss

and energy. It isSa u r» ht plates in color and many in black and white. Net, $4.00 (postage 35c).ave= An = Hour B
Bo ks ordered in the morning may be

While you are waiting for a train drop in'.JTY
browse around among the newest books i

A 3oc< on the Train ij XVorth

DOUBLEDAY. PAG
Garden City and Ne\

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO. NEW YORK
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LONG TERM SUBSCRIPTIONS AND

WHY
It occurred to us some years ago that per-

haps our readers were bored by receiving

renewal notices. They frequently delayed sub-
scribing promptly, missing numbers, etc., etc.,

because of forgetfulness or the inconvenience
of writing and remitting; and we began to

offer what we called long term subscriptions

at prices low enough to make a real economy
for the reader, and at terms satisfactory to us
because of the money we saved on postage,

stationery, and clerical labor. The plan
was successful, and a large number of our
subscribers now remit for two or three years

at once. Prices for this magazine are: 1 year,

$4.00; 2 years, $6.00; 3 years, $8.oo,until May 1.

This experience having showed us that our
readers liked the idea has led us to

A NEW STEP

which is really a co-operative idea—co-opera-

tion, as we understand it, being the distribu-

tion of a saving among those who help to

save it. To get a new subscriber frequently

costs as much in advertising matter as the
subscriber pays, so for the first time, we offered

in December, 191 1, to split up these long
term subscriptions, so that one year's sub-
scription might be used as a renewal for

one's own subscription, and one or two
more given to a friend or friends. - Or another
way by which the same purpose may be
accomplished is by asking a friend or two to

join with you in a long term subscription.

This plan has also been successful, and we
wish to continue and develop it; and your
co-operation is suggested, because if half of

our present subscribers took up and worked
out this plan, they would save many thousands
of dollars to our mutual advantage.

Consider the matter.

P. S. Our readers will readily see that we cannot
afford to pay an agent commission on the plan— the
reader, becomes his own agent, so to speak, and our
dealings must be direct.

THE GARDEN AND FARM ALMANAC FOR 1912

Every year it grows larger and larger, and
this year many new features have been added,
among them:

Best Breeds of Cattle, Best Breeds of Sheep,

Best Breeds of Swine, Getting the Best of the
Insects, etc.

Prize Contest for recipes: $20 in cash and
other prizes.

PARTIAL LIST OF CONTENTS

Almanac, Calculation for 1912, with Calendar of

Months, etc. Aid to the Injured, First. Alfalfa,

How to Raise. Animal Diseases and their Remedies.
Antidote for Poisons. Bee Keepers' Maxims. Book-
keeping for Farmers and Gardeners. Buildings, To
Protect from Lightning. Builders, Information for.

Bulb Culture — Indoor. Canning and Preserving.

Clouds and the Weather. Concrete, What a Farmer
Can Do With. Corn, How Deep to Plant; Planting
for Big Crop; Practical Hints for Growing; Rule for

Measuring; Selection of Seed. Cooking Time Tables.
Dogs, Who's Who In. Eggs, How to Preserve. Farm
Water Supply, The. Frosts, Facts About. Fruits, Best

"To business that we love we rise betime
And go to 't with delight."

—

Antony and Cleopatra

Varieties of for the United States; Pruning and Graft-
ing. Greenhouse, Best All-round. Hotbed, Building
a. Plants, Propagating at Home. Poultry, Who's
Who In. Power for the Farm. Road Building and
Maintenance. Seed, How to Test; When to Plant.
Silo, How to Build a. Vegetables Planting Tables
for. Weights and Measures. Wheel Hoe and How to
Use It. Wood-lot, Care of.

The 191 2 Almanac is bigger and better

than ever before, containing many new feat-

ures. The text is made up of over two hun-
dred pages fully illustrated. Every subject

carefully indexed.

The price is 35 cents postpaid. Last year
and the year before the edition was exhausted,
and many readers were disappointed. A word
to the wise is effective.

A copy is given postpaid, with one new
subscription to The GardenMagazine for $1.75
a year; three years $3.25.

BEAUTIFUL AMERICA

Nothing is more popular in Country Life
in America than large landscape photographs
at their best. To add to their interest and
give them point and a mission, we planned to

make them represent what is best among the

wonders and beauties of the United States—

•

the scenes which most Americans know less

about than they do about beautiful Europe.
We thought we had become somewhat

blase over photographs, having been obliged

to examine a good many thousands in our
time, but we had to admit that we had never
seen anything like this collection, and we
believe our readers will agree with us when
they are printed.

Our author friends will tell the story of the

places pictured. This month we have "North-
ern California," by Edwin Markham. In
March we expect either "The Great South-
west," by Stewart Edward White, or "Dixie,"

by Thomas Nelson Page; we haven't decided

which to run first.

COMING, THE GARDEN ANNUAL, FEB. 15TH

The big, double Annual Gardening Number
will be published on February 15th this year,

instead of March 1st as formerly. It will be
the old March Gardening Number that has
always been popular, full of practical garden-

ing instruction, pushed two weeks ahead to

help people to get a little earlier start in the

multitude of spring duties about the country
place.

LEATHER BOOKS FOR EASTER

Under the title of the Delft Series, because

they are placed for protection in a neat little

case which looks as though made of Delft

tiles, we have issued some of the most delicate

and beautiful soft leather bindings ever seen.

Our plan is to make these leather books, which
are usually too expensive, for but a little more
than the regular cloth bindings. They are

excellent for Easter presents. Ask your
bookseller for them, or we will send on ap-

proval, postpaid, for the prices named. Here
are the titles ready now:

The following in soft suede leather:

Bob, Son of Battle, by Alfred Ollivant . . $1 . 25
Freckles, by Gene Stratton-Porter . . . . 1.60
A Girl of the Limberlost, Dy Gene Stratton-

Porter 1.60
The Harvester, by Gene Stratton-Porter. . 1.75
The Spanish Jade, by Maurice Hewlett . . 1.25
They, by Rudyard Kipling 1.60
The Brushwood Boy, by Rudyard Kipling . 1 . 60
Little Masterpieces of Poetry, 6 vols., per vol. . 80

Edited by Henry van Dyke
I. Ballads Old and New

II. Idylls and Stories in Verse
III. Lyrics
IV. Odes, Sonnets, and Epigrams
V. Descriptive and Reflective Verse
VI. Elegies and Hymns

Emmy Lou, by George Madden Martin. . 1.25
Monsieur Beaucaire, by Booth Tarkington . 1 . 25
Cap and Bell Series, 6 vols., per vol. ... .80

In Jesting Vein
With Cap and Bells

With the Wits
The Comedy Mask
Just in Fun
In Good Humor

These in smooth "lambskin," as the trade
name has it, it is not lambskin but a stronger
leather and quite as beautiful:

The Best of Thackeray $ .80
The Best of Hawthorne 80
The Best of Lincoln 80
The Best of Poe 80
The Best of Lamb .80
The Best of Irving 80

Other leather bindings are:

The Richer Life, by Walter Dyer . . net, $1
.
50

Adventures in Contentment, by David
Grayson ... net, 1.50

Adventures in Friendship, by David Gray-
son net, 1.50

THE NATURE LIBRARY

Another volume is soon to be added to The
Nature Library. This is a book on Spiders

by Professor Comstock of Cornell University.

The set is now complete in sixteen volumes,

and is, we believe, the most authoritative

series of nature books ever issued. We have
prepared some attractive circulars about our
new plan of sale which will permit all of those

interested in nature or nature study to add
these books to their library without a financial

strain on the pocket, while they are using

them. May we send you the description of

this series?

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO., Garden City, N. Y.

Enclosed find $ for which please send:

Country Life in America years.

If the Garden and Farm Almanac is wanted
add 25c. to each subscription.

Country Life

in America

1 year, $4.00
2 years, 6.00

3 years, 8.00
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$TEIN\l55Y
SUPERIOR Merit is invariably recog-

nized.

Not only the United States but every foreign country

as well, has adopted the Steinway Piano as its leader

and has made it the favorite instrument. The Steinway

has earned this premier position through its supreme

qualities of tone and workmanship.

The life of a Steinway so far

exceeds that of any other make

that every used Steinway is eagerly

sought for and often brings

a higher price than many

new pianos.

The name of the Steinway dealer

nearest you, together with illustrated

literature, will be sent upon request

and mention of this magazine.

STEINWAY & SONS
STEINWAY HALL

107 and 109 East 14th Street

New York
Subway Express Station at the Door
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IT
is a curious fact that coach build-

ing was one of the last of the arts

to be modernized. The coach

body of the middle ages was hung
high because the coach was designed

to pass and did pass constantly

through seas of mud, through bogs,

swamps and shallow streams. Not-
withstanding the wonderful trans-

formation wrought by modern
street paving, coach makers clung

blindly to this design until the ad-

vent of the Hupp-Yeats. The result

was a top-heavy, awkward and
dangerous construction, entirely

out of place undermodern
conditions.

The Hupp-Yeats introduced the

safe, sane, low-hung construction

which an authority has stamped as

the first advance in coach con-

struction in over a century. This
design provides a car with which
skidding and swerving is an im-

possibility under ordinary condi-

tions; a car that is as easy to enter

or leave as to step from one room
to another and a car which pos-

sesses a grace and beauty that the

high-hung electric never had. The

desirability of this design is shown
by the wide attempts now being

made to copy it. The appointments
of the coach are in keeping with the

exquisite beauty of the design.

There are six models, designed to suit

every town-car need.

Imperial Limousine - - - $5000
Royal Limousine - - - $4500
De Luxe Coupe - - - - $4000
Patrician Coupe - - - - $3000
Regina Coupe $2500
Regent Coupe $1750

Write for descriptive catalog or call at

any of our branches.

HUPP CORPORATION fVif^ Detroit, Michigan
DISTINCT FROM AND HAVING NO CONNECTION WHATEVER WITH HUPP MOTOR CAR COMPANY
BRANCHES: Boston, 568 Boylston St.; Buffalo. 1225 Main St.; Cleveland, 2122 Euclid Ave.. Chicago. 2021 Michigan Ave.; Denver. 1520 Broadway; Detroit, Woodward and

Warren Aves ; Kansas City, 8501 Main St.; Los Anfieles, 1242 So. Flower St.; Minneapolis, 1834 Nicollet Ave.; New York, 1989 Broadway;
Philadelphia, 830 No. Broad St.; Atlanta, 548 Peachtree St.
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On the way up the mesa to Acoma. New Mexico

FROM FRANCE TO AMERICA'S SUNSET LAND
By ALICE WILLIAMSON

I
BELIEVE that it was watch-

ing our dog Tiberius (Tibe for

short), adventuring with wild

joy round the rim of the fountain,

which decided me to go adven-

turing alone to the land where the

sunset lives in America. You see,

Tibe's adventures set us talking of

Tartarin and his adventures. And
just before that we had decided

that I could not possibly go to

America while the house was being

built. Which, naturally, was rea-

son enough in itself for resolving

the minute after that I could not

bear it not to go.

This being definitely settled, I

stood in the basin of the other

fountain that was not placed yet, and danced for joy at

the thought of all the excitement before me. I "pre-

tended," as children say, that the marble bowi was the

Mauretania or the Adriatic, and then, the next thing I

knew (of any importance) I was landing in New York.

Pale-lipped people who looked as if they needed Some-

body's Pink Pills were quivering with fear of the Customs,

so I quivered too; but luckily "W" is a letter which has

' Danced for joy
thought

"

at the

slipped a long way down the alphabet, and before I was

noticed by any of the Powers that Be I had time to com-

pose myself and look incontestably British.

British subject — er— er— over on short visit— no

presents whatever— never mind, unlock boxes — trunks,

I mean. Mercy! how warm it can be on the docks of New

' Our dog Tiberius, adventuring with wild joy around the rim of the fountain '

Copyright, iqij. by Doubleday. Pace & Company
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York (or should you say "in?"). But it seems that you

always feel as if you were in a Turkish bath, even if it's

the depth of winter, until those wounded warriors, your

trunks, have been patched up by the Custom House surgeons.

I had expected horrors; but, really, they are among the

The Indian trail to the ancient pueblo of Acoma

nicest men I ever met. To be sure, one of them did remark
in a loud voice, apropos of the Britishness, "How do I

know this woman is telling the truth?"

That was a blow. Not the questioning of my veracity

so much as the disgrace of being called a. "woman" in that

tone, just when I had put on my most angelic expression,

and imagined I looked no more than sixteen— seventeen

at worst. But at that moment a really tactful C. H. M.
(may one thus venture to' abbreviate a Custom House
Man?) called me "Miss," and I forgave the other every-

thing for his sake. Besides, I did just happen to be telling

the truth.

Each country has its own very special fascination, but

New York seemed to me unique— as individual, in its

way, as Venice, because there is nothing

in the world like Venice except Venice, and
there is nothing in the world like New York
except New York. Those long canons of

streets with houses like marble mountains
ought not to be beautiful; but somehow
they are, and wonderful too. And when the

canons are full of rose and topaz sunset light,

they are unforgettable. Besides, who but
Americans could, firstly, have conceived the

idea of skyscrapers, and, secondly, have suc-

ceeded in making them separately and col-

lectively splendid?

I stayed in a skyscraper hotel in New

York, while things were being done to smooth my way
West, through Arizona to California, and though we have
contrived at one time or another to stop in most of the

best hotels in Europe, never had I been in any thing with
a roof and four walls quite so delightful as that sky-

scraper. Never, I thought, had hotel rooms such pretty

yet simple looking furniture; never were there such good
things to eat; never was there such an amazing night view
as that I had over the "Great White Way." I felt like a

child crying for the moon, for I wanted some of those

blazing jewels to take away with me. They would have
rivalled the magic collection of any Sultan in the "Arabian
Nights," or even the most powerful Genii.

As for the New York shops, I decided that they could give

points to Paris; but they made my purse feel small and
shrunken. I should like to be a member of a mob in New
York, if any really distinguished rioting were going on (such

as one could join in without a chaperon), and loot— loot—

•

loot! I can't think why American women buy things out of

their own country, unless it's for the pleasure of smuggling.

I was sorry to leave New York, because there were hun-
dreds of things which I wanted to do; but, after all, I had
crossed the Atlantic with the fixed purpose of going West,
and I could not let my fixed purpose wabble. Things hap-
pen so quickly in America, when you are used to the other

side, and to spending half the year in the lazy South of

France! Some kind, delightful American men tell you that

they will "fix it all up" about your ticket, that you can go
tearing across three thousand miles or so of American con-

tinent with no trouble to yourself; that they will give

you helpful introductions everywhere along your route,

and make out a list of the most interesting places to see,

as well as explain how to get to them and how long to stay;

that they will arrange about your staterooms on the train,

and wire to people who will meet you at junctions. You
expect them to go home and think for a few days before

even beginning to attend to these matters, and you sup-

pose that, after thinking, some more days will be used up
in the accomplishment of their purpose. You tell yourself

that this will give you time to see New York, and "do"
several theatres; but not at all! Men are not like that in

America, especially if they are doing anything nice for you.

They summon bands of minions, by telephone, and send

these their creatures running or wiring or 'phoning, in

every direction at once. Then the tickets and staterooms

and introductions and guidebooks and maps all arrive in

the space of a few hours, and sit down on your hearthrug,

smiling and flapping their wings. Whereupon you dash

into your bags and boxes the clothes and hats which have

just come out to breathe and stretch themselves. Then you
go on, with your marching orders in your hand.

I was tremendously impressed with the ferryboat which

took me from somewhere in New York to somewhere else—
I am not quite sure where— but wherever it was, I got

into a train when I came to it.

First the cave-dwellers and cliff-dwellers: then the communal houses of a thousand years ago:

now. ancient enough themselves, these compact villages of the Pueblo Indians
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Typical homes at Acoma In the Painted Desert Natives and their wondrous pots

But such a ferryboat! She looked like the mother of

all the other ferryboats in the world, but a very young,

handsome, up-to-date giantess of a mother. Or else a

titanic Noah's Ark, with lots of balconies for the animals.

\nd there was room on board her for a whole cityful of

people; which was a good thing, as all New York seemed
to be there. I could hardly realize that there were just

as many, no doubt, on other ferryboats, floating with the

same majestic dignity in other directions; to say nothing

of the streets, and the "elevated."

It looked a beautiful train; and though it was called the

"Limited," it laid itself out to provide unlimited luxury.

I felt that I would be willing to live for weeks in my neat

little stateroom, where I sat heaped with novels to read and
fruit to eat, like Tarpica half buried

with the shields and bracelets. A
delightful coffee-and-cream-colored

maid appeared, and preferred devo-

tion. A dusky porter with a smile

like a diamond tiara settled my
belongings. I felt like the most

important person in the world, and
one of the nicest.

But — I "bit my heart" when
the train started. I didn't know
that anything which hadn't lost the

attraction of gravity could go so

fast. It was exactly like having a

stateroom in the tail of a comet. I

soon got used to speed, however, just

as other aeroplanists do. I said to

myself, "What, you who think you
are a sister of motor-cars, afraid of a

mere train?" Only, you see, this

wasn't a mere train. It was a

"Limited." I wanted to ask some
one what "Limited" meant, and
please explain slowly and kindly

to an intellect accustomed to the

English and Riviera climates; but

there wasn't time. There was only

time to look at some scenery, and

eat a gorgeous dinner, and go to

sleep and wake up, and breakfast

deliciously — and there we were!

One thing which impressed me
very much was having a paper bag for my hat. It was a

very large bag, and my very small hat was, when in it, like

a single pea in a roomy pod. The bag was given me for a

present by the creamy-brown maid, and I wanted to keep

it to remember her by, but something happened to it in the

morning. What does become of paper bags and pins?

The visitor from the Riviera and the Big Chief of Acoma

It was amusing, just as we were on our way out of what
I might call "real New York," passing so close to little-

wooden houses that I could almost have snatched flower

pots off the window sills, as Alice snatched marmalade
falling down the Rabbit Hole. Afterward the green

country of trees and shining rivers was charming. I

yearned to live in at least half the houses I saw, which is not

a wish one would entertain while traveling in trains through

most countries. American houses struck me as looking

peculiarly friendly, with their big, welcoming porches and
verandas.

Philadelphia and its ring of gardens, seen from the

train window, fascinated me. I have heard that "all

Philadelphia people are nice," and I can quite believe it.

If they were not, it would not

have occurred to them to live there.

The Horseshoe Bend, seen by
moonlight, was the most gorgeous

thing that happened between New
York and Chicago. I almost
thought I had dreamed it; but was
relieved early in the morning when
the porter gravely assured me that

I had not. He himself was, in his

way, almost as unique as the Horse-

shoe Bend; although, being black,

he would have been blotted out

and practically invisible by moon-
light. Such a philosopher as he was,

too! When I ventured to ask him,

apropos of his glittering smile, if he

were ever cross, he answered that he

believed in "takin' life mighty easy

'cept in business hours. He was
nevah cross 'round de ladies, an'

rarely round de gen'lemen, dough
dey suttonly was moh' temptin'

sometimes."

I suppose there are cities in the

world bigger than Chicago. No
doubt New York is— anyhow tem-

porarily— but surely there are none

which contrive to look so big as

Chicago. And all on such a grand

scale, too, as if built for a magnifi-

cent generation of giants. I had a

policeman sitting by the chauffeur to overawe the traffic

as my taxi bumbled up an incline coming out of the great

Union Railway Station; and I was so proud of him, it seemed

a bad anticlimax to go on afterward without him.

The enormous bridges stretching in different directions

made me feel as if I were a small spider, walking the ropes
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A few Wild West evolutions were among the
entertainments of the Grand Canon

of a huge, incalcul-

ably huge, web; and

j^sfir the air was so brac-

ing that the spider I

was seemed to have

been drinking
champagne.

I shall always re-

gret (till next time,

and may it be soon !)

having to leave a

perfectly beautiful

and perfectly man-
aged mountain
which condescended

to be a hotel. I

was there only a

day; and most of

that day I spent in

a motor flying about

through lovely,
young-looking green

parks, and along im-

posing avenues with

views of a blue lake

which might have been the Mediterranean as far as color

was concerned. There was hardly any time to lounge in

the charming suite I had, in that new and charming hotel;

but by that time I had begun to expect great things of all

American hotels, judging by the samples. Therefore hope
tempered regret, as I took the "Limited" that same evening

for Sunset Land.

It seems that, in America, the number of "Limiteds"
is unlimited. The one I took, or rather the one which
took me, was a magnificent train of an appearance so royal

that I felt I ought to curtsey, and hum "God Save the King."
It formed a kind of procession of splendidly built bungalows,
painted in different colors,

with bright metal balconies

at the two ends of each. My
stateroom was all satinwood

and green brocade, and in

it seemed to be everything I

could possibly need all the

rest of my life. It was fun

arranging my own belongings

for a three days' journey—
I had nearly said voyage.

Then I settled myself down
to enjoyment; for I can't

understand people who grow
tired of traveling. To me it

is a most restful experience,

and I feel so intelligent in a

kind, well regulated Ameri-

can train that I am able to

compose better plots for

stories than at any other

time. In motors I feel more
restless and excited, whereas

in a long-distance train there

is a glorious sense of no
responsibility.

It seemed to me that the landscape through which we
passed after Chicago was extraordinarily youthful-looking

landscape. It was so green and mild, the trees in their

graceful groupings so like bands of young girls in spring

finery. Delicate, violet-lined thistles bordered the railway

track, and there were endless meadows which had the air

Anything to please the ladies. An unusual view
of the Grand Canon

Preparing to view the Yosemite, which "strikes the same godlike note in the

music of the world — grandeur'

of having been re-

deemed, long ago,

from prairie land.

I should have liked

to stop at some of

the villages and
small towns, with

their long, shady

streets stretching

away into mystery
and domestic ro-

mance; but alas, our

train did not stop

for many things. It

seemed quite capa-

ble of stopping at-

nothing.

At last, when
twelve hours or

more had been
wiled away in the

train, looking out

of the window, read-

ing books about the

West, and eating the

most idyllic food supplied by a sort of world benefactor

named Fred Harvey, we had already swept into a land

of interesting contrasts. I'm sure the name of the place

was Florence, where to my joy, surprise, and excitement

I saw my first Mexicans and Indians. They were only

half-breeds, those Indians, but they were better than noth-

ing, and most picturesque. The Mexicans had long, green

leggings which glittered metallically, with gold lacings; big

straw hats, painted with flowers; gray jackets; blue trousers,

and beautifully oiled black curls. They would have burnt

like night-lights, if one had put wicks in them.

The second night out from Chicago, the Rocky Mount-
ains gave me a thrill, in cold,

white moonlight, cut in steel

against a silver sky; and I

waked early in my satinwood

and brocade luxuries to find

our procession of gorgeous

bungalows flying through a

strange, red desert, which

might have been imported

from Africa. There were

mounds which looked like

prehistoric tumuli of vast

importance; but I shall never

know what they really were!

The porter was one of the

most agreeable persons liv-

ing, but even he could not

tell me that!

Altogether, I could hardly

believe I was in America.

The scattered adobe houses,

the dignified w^atch dogs,

the tiny stations in the

midst of orange-red desola-

tion, were all reminiscent of

Africa and that wonderful

were writing " The Goldenjourney of
5)

ours, when we
Silence." We seemed to be making straight for the set-

ting sun; and in the late afternoon, when it blazed ahead

of us, I felt as if we might rush into it, like a mad comet,

to be swallowed up in fire.

(Continued on page 62)
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Of the titled foreigners now In our midst, none is

more to demand socially than Herr Schipperke

Viking of Hercuveen. the well- known captain of industry, is quite the lion of the Red Bank smart set. His
grandfather was the famous St. Bernard Korepo

31
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Mr. Imna Special, of Simsbury, considered by many to be the handsomest man in Connecticut, has recently The latest Pekinese coiflure. as introduced by the
received a genealogical statement from the Royal College of Heralds tracing his descent from Robert the Bruce Portchester beauty. Sas Suey of Downshire

Lord Chesterfield, the poodle who has been giving Mrs. Greenacre Samoyede. of Fairfield, Conn., is issuing invitations to the coming-out reception of her six

dancing lessons, is said to be a French count daughters. Mrs. Samoyede recently entertained Commander Peary, the explorer

#
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Champion Hercuveen. of Red Bank. N. J., the prominent anti-vegetarian and pure-food authority, is much Miss French Bull, of Brooklyn. N. Y.. who has been
admired for his athletic build, which, he says, was developed years ago on the foot-ball field starring as "The Dollar Princess"
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The great double Yosemttu Fall of The Yoseiulte Valley ranks In nature as the Parthenon ranks In art. El Glacier Point surveys the entire valley

over 2.000 feet Capltau Is seen at the left and the Bridal Veil Fall at the right east and west

BEAUTIFUL AMERICA
III. NORTHERN CALIFORNIA

By EDWIN MARKHAM
Photographs by Edcar A. Cohen, George R. Kinc, Oscar Mai reh

,
H.C.Tibbits, and

Sl'MNER W . MATTESON

ONE should keep in mind the unique situation of Cali-

fornia, as she lies half way between the equator

and the Arctic circle — her thousand-mile sweep of

seacoast on the west warmed by the tincture of Cathay-

touching her shores in the

vast arc of the Japan stream;

her eastern boundary shel-

tered by the desert in the

south and by the Sierras in

the north.

The double valley in the

centre of the state is colos-

sally fenced in by the Coast

Range toward the Pacific

and by the Sierras toward

the east. It is drained by
the San Joaquin coming
from the south like the Nile,

and by the Sacramento com-

ing from the north like the

Indus. These two rivers,

swelled by myriad springs

and snow-fields, meet in the

delta lands of the tule-tufted

San Pablo Bay that con-

voys them on to San Fran-

cisco Bay, where through the

Golden Gate that breaks the

mountain wall they reach

the Sea of Peace.

The Sacramento River,

the great artery of the

northern valley, springs from

the wooded base of Mount
Shasta, that vast Fujiyama
of the Western world. It

traverses an empire rich in

soil and yield. In the begin-
Up on the dividing line of California and Nevada nestles Lake Tahoe.

Lake Geneva of the West, over a mile above sea level

ning, this valley was only a scented, irised garden of trees

and flowers for the Indian and the bear and the bee. In the

first years of the Caucasian occupancy, it was turned into a

colossal sheep-run; next into enormous grainficlds, some
ranchers owning principali-

ties largerthan Rhode Island.

Now it is changed into the

pleasant places of orchard

and vineyard and home.
Flaming Tokays and pur-

ple Malagas have pushed
away the wild fox-grapes,

and walnuts and almonds
have displaced the acorn

crop of the live-oaks. In-

deed, here glow and ripen

every luscious fruit the earth

distills into skin and gourd.

You may calendar the year

by the processional of the

orchards — cherry, peach,

plum, apricot, nectarine,

prune, pear, fig, grape,
orange, olive, lemon, grape-

fruit. Berries may be

picked nearly all the year;

melons thrive as under Syr-

ian skies.

Thus the old enormous
ranches are broken up. Men
are learning irrigationand in-

tensive cultivation; families

and colonies are filling the

land once given to vast lone-

ly holdings once seeded and
harvested by mules,
machinery, and a homeless

horde of tramps.
the
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To get the eagle's vision of the great double valley plowing its verdurous way from north to south, climb Mount Tamalpais which bounds up from the
ocean level and looks down on San Francisco. On its slopes is Muir National Park of virgin redwood

From the Glacier Trail the valley is seen to be hewn out of pure granite. Some cosmic tragedy may have drawn down out of the ancient rocks the
unreckonable tons to make the hollow that is Yosemite. leaving the ages to fill the void with trees and troops of flowers
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Tin- StQUota National Park Is situated somewhat south of the Yosemlte. but at a high altitude where the climate Is that of Northern California. Lofty

oeaks are on every hand, with Mount Whitney and the Kern Rlv°r Oanvon not far distant

A charming feature of the Mariposa Grove and other forests of California is found in the masses of wild azalea which cover the ground as with a gorgeous

mantle of bloom. One must see to appreciate the beauty of these shrubs in full flower
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Castle Crags axe among the wonders of the upper Sacramento Valley, lifting their battlements
terrace by terrace like prodigious but shattered altar steps

Northern California is not distinguished in climate from

Southern California, in the same way that the Northern

states are distinguished from the Southern states. For there

is in California a mysterious thermal belt now distinctly

marked out by the weather bureau, a belt reaching in an

"equal temperature loop" from Riverside County to Shasta

County, one hundred

and fifty miles north

of San Francisco.

This is the orange

zone, only lately out-

lined after fifty years

of experience and ob-

servation. Through
all this northern
loop, orange and fig

and lemon and palm
spring up as lustily

and yield as richly as

they do in the glow-

ing south.

The Tule lands,

where meet the two
rivers -ef the double

valley, are a pictur-

esque feature of the

Far West. Here in

reedy sloughs and
bayous are piled the

meltings of mountain
and valley, which are

building up a Hol-

land of the future.

Sixteen hundred
square miles, once

only a range for

duck-hunters and
fishermen, are begin-

ning to be drained

and are already
checkered by dairies

and by gardens of

beans and bulbs,
gardens prophetic of

fat years to come.

Alt. Shasta is the

wonder of the Sacra-

mento Valley. Not
so high as Mt. Whit-
ney, it has a yet rarer

individuality. It

dominates the eye for

hundreds of miles.

Leaving San Fran-

cisco in the evening,

you may in the morn-
ing awake among
verdurous foothills beside the waters of the upper Sacra-

mento. In the east Mt. Shasta will be seen standing in

perfect profile under a sky

"That stirs with such a grace

k As flushed uncertainly the pallid face

Of Jairus' daughter rising from the dead."

In the west will be Castle Crags, with jagged skyline sug-

gesting Manhattan's man-made horizon wall. Its battle-

ments lift themselves, terrace by terrace, like prodigious but
shattered altar steps. In these retreats you may fish and
hunt or explore glaciers and extinct volcanoes or bask on the

granite ledges with friendly lizard and inquisitive squirrel.

At any point in the Sacramento Valley one is liable suddenly to come upon a striking vista of

Mount Shasta, that vast Fujiyama of the Western world

Sacramento City, the metropolis of the valley, has a gold-

domed capitol, which is perhaps the most beautiful public

building in the Union, a stone structure rising out of a park
where trees of every clime of the world grow in green accord.

Sutter's Fort at Sacramento is a landmark next in historic

value to the Mission ruins. It was the first settlement east

of the Coast Range;
and, lying in the path

of overland travel, it

became the rendez-

vous of every immi-
grant and every
pilgrim. It was the

restless General Sut-

ter, who, reaching

out into the mount-
ains for timber,
brought about the

discovery of gold in

the Coloma canyon
up in the Sierra foot-

hills. In honor of this

discovery the Native
Sons of California

have bought the fort

and restored it as a

museum of olden

days. Here it stands

as when Fremont
rode gallantly in from
his pathfinding, as

when the Donner sur-

vivors came dazedly

from their tryst with

death, as when Mar-
shall rushed excitedly

to test the first fate-

ful sands of El Dor-
ado.

We have the great

double valley plow-

ing its prodigious and
verdurous crevasse
from north to south,

and also many small-

er valleys nesting
among the mountain
chains and sloping

into the central val-

ley. To get the
eagle's vision of these

slopes and vales,
climb Mt. Diablo or

Mt. Tamalpais near

the centre of the

state. Tamalpais,
stained with "the

dusty purple of the grape," bounds up from the ocean level,

and looks down on San Francisco. On its slopes are the

Muir National Park of virgin redwood; and landward in

every direction radiate canyons and valleys and ridges and
uplands, all sprinkled with fruit and vegetable and dairy

ranches.

I have spoken of the bowery valleys south of San Fran-

cisco; there are equally bountiful and beautiful valleys in the

foothills of the Coast Range to the north. Sonoma, Napa,
Solano— these and many another lovely name fall on the ear

like the plash of water in the silver stream. Here among
(Continued on page 72)
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The herd as It Is to-day. From a careful study of food values and the utilization of native products, these cows are so fed as to produce milk at a profit

CUTTING LOOSE FROM THE CITY
XIV HOW A MARRIED COUPLE, BOTH IN ILL-HEALTH, WITH
THREE CHILDREN, AND IN DEBT, HAVE MADE GOOD ON A MIS-

SISSIPPI FARM — PLENTY OF SIMILAR OPENINGS IN THE SOUTH

By J. K. MORRISON
Photographs by W . C.Campbell

[Editors' Note — This is the fourteenth in a series of articles giving the personal history of men and women who have had the courage to break away

from lift in the city and start mm in the country. The stories tell of the difficulties and the successes and just how the start was made and the fight waged.

They are human documents calculated to be an inspiration and a great help to others who are contemplating taking this momentous step.]

ADl'XADE of my life after my graduation

was spent in chasing, as I thought,

golden opportunities to impress ideas,

train minds, and form ideals for growing young
Americans. That same longing that comes to

many the world over, who tire of the ceaseless

crind in school room, office, and other indoor

occupations, possessed me. I tried to release

myself from the guidance of the vision that

pointed fieldward, but it held me in bondage,

until finally business reverses coupled with my
wife's and my own ill-health, decided us to find

an opportunity at all haz-

ards to have a try-out at

rural life. The question
was a graver one than it

would have been the year
previous, for then we had
enough to have carried us

through the first winter,

but now the balance at

the bank was on the wrong
side of the ledger and we
had nothing except courage
and faith.

A friend with plenty of

land, a vacant house, and
a taste for farming offered

me a regular "halvers"
proposition — something
distinctly Southern in flavor
— he to furnish the land,

a house, and a little money
to buy necessaries, and to
get half of the profits.

The backer of my new venture had a home for

the "has bcens" in the race business. The
drove contained some registered thoroughbreds,

and the privilege of selecting one for my use was
accorded me.

I knew that to feed fowls on the commercial
feeds bought from the town store prevents the

possibility of much profit. From a study of

grasses I learned that lespideza, a native clover,

contained more protein than alfalfa. Alfalfa

sells for $zo per ton in the local market and
lespideza can be had for $10, or can be saved on

Breaking land with the three-horse disc plow. The average negro farm-hand takes no stock in such

new-fangled ways of tilling the soil

41

almost any farm, for it grows on most of

our lands.

By a study of feed formulas I decided to use
lespideza as one of the principal ingredients of

my mash. Cotton-seed meal contains a large

per cent, of protein and is about one-third the
price of beef scrap, so I used a little of it in this

mash. I purchased a clover grinder to grind

the lespideza.

I steered clear of the mixed commercial feeds,

using oats and corn as the grain ration, and had
marked success in the production of eggs. In

^^^^^^^^^^^ addition to the eggs sold we
used them as a substitute

for meat.
I also knew that upon

the kind of feed that the

cow eats depends the flow

of her milk. Upon its ex-

pense depends the profit.

I wrote to our nearby ex-

periment station for all

the advice that could be
given me on this point, also

to the Bureau of Animal
Industry at Washington.
The head of the state ex-

periment station stated

that in the south bran
should not be used on
account of its expense.

Cotton-seed meal, a by-
product of cotton-seed, can

be had at the local mill for

$2 1 per ton. Bran will cost
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A busy day on Three-Mile Farm. Doing your own building saves money

The boys have a real tent, and every diversion leads to the stream that runs through the field.'

comparison between a playground like this and the city street ?

Is there any

A part of the flock of 140 chickens. One of the indispensables in chicken raising is a bone cutter, for green cut

bone is the cheapest and most satisfactory egg-foiming food obtainable

#25. Experiments have shown that 100 pounds
of cotton-seed meal are worth 200 pounds of
bran. Cotton-seed meal is the cheapest con-
centrate that can be bought, but fed alone will

not produce the desired result. The cow must
have a variety of feed in order to get a balanced
ration.

The poultry, thirty-five in number, was pur-
chased late in the fall. During three months
(October, November, and December) three cows
were kept. In January the fourth was added.

Here is the story in figures of our initiatory

achievement:

September— Milk sales . $10.00
Expense of feed £3 .00

October— Milk sales . £37.00

9 pounds butter 2.70

Cost of feed $13 .65

November— Milk sales . £40 . 85

4 dozen eggs . 1 . 20

32! pounds butter 9.75

December— Milk sales . . $39. 45
12 dozen eggs . 3.60
1 1 J pounds butter 3.45
Cost of feed for cows £11.10
Cost of feed for poultry .... 3.85

January— Milk sales . . £53.72
30 dozen eggs . 9.00
Cost of feed for cows .... £19.00
Cost of feed for poultry .... 4.00

• My partner in the enterprise has farmed suc-

cessfully, although now engaged in the practice

of law. He has no objection to the ideas that
sound to the average tiller of the soil as too new-
fangled and smacking too much of the ideas of

the theorist. He has bought many improved
implements for the use of the negroes on the
plantation, but they have been discarded and
left to rust. A negro wants a mould board plow.

He runs six furrows to make his seed bed. He
borrows off his corn or cotton with the same tool

;

throws out the middles to put the dirt back to

the plants and gives it the last rounding out
with this antiquated implement.

Access to a two-horse disc plow, a disc harrow,
and a riding cultivator was a bonanza to a fellow

of the "book lamed" type. Added to these I

have the use of a traction engine, corn binder, and
shredder.

With a view to summoning to my aid every

possible help, I wrote to the president of our
Agricultural College asking that he send an
adviser from our nearest experiment station.

This he did, and the visit resulted in a complete

plan for crops, pastures, remodeled barn, and
crops suitable to a diversification, and advice as

to the amount and kind of fertilizers to be used.

My love for the classics has not diminished nor

has my wife entirely deserted the piano. A nine

months old baby is in the household. He gets a

life of the open that few children do. He and
his mother on fine days, and there are many even

in the winter in the far South, make the daily

trip to town with me to carry our home-raised

products. Sometimes a trip to the woods is

made with me to haul up the fuel, and again he

can be found with me mounted on the three

horse disc. The boys have a real tent and every

diversion leads to the stream that runs through

the field, or with air gun in pursuit of game.

There are men all over the South that are land

poor. An estate of two or three thousand acres

is a common thing. Such a place under present

methods of farming does not pay over two or

three per cent, on the investment. Many of

these lands can be had on easy terms, and I

believe that many owners would furnish a small

capital to help a man in getting started, be he

the kind that is in ear«est.

Products in the far South are worth a good

price in almost every town of 1,500 and upward.

Milk is far better priced than in the North, and
eggs also bring a good average price all the year.

Life here is not drudgery. The weighing of

milk, keeping records, and testing the milk be-

comes a science. Studying the needs of poultry,

land, and cows furnishes exercise for one inclined

to want mental powers not to go to waste.

The route has been circuitous, but for the

present the long lane has turned. It is hoped that

it points toward the Castle of Success.

#



A large turnaround with groups ni rhododendron^ rv. rKr.MMi iinil inulillluni rose flowers or tender bedt trlvlul uri(J hldr shrubs are bettor

EVERY PLACE NEEDS A SERVICE YARD
NO MATTER HOW SMALL THE HOME GROUNDS, IT PAYS TO
H.W E \ COMPREHENSIVE PLAN BY A COMPETENT LANDSCAPE
ARCHITECT— SOME PLANTING IDEAS FOR TURNAROUNDS

By HERBERT J. KELLAWAY
17*YFRY place, no matter how small, needs

£2^ a service \.irJ. because e\er\ house lias

an ash barrel, a garbage can. a receptacle

for old paper, and a place for tin cans and other

incombustible refuse. Moreover, you don't want

STREET

1
Plan of a comer lot (140 x 140 ft.. Including sidewalk) to

Illustrate service arrangements. A. stepping stones; B.

croquet or tennis on lawn; O. shrubbery; D. grapes on

fence: F. vine-clad archway: O. vines on fence

to have a line of grocery, ice, and garbage wagons
passing in front of your house when a friend calls.

Beginners almost never provide a neat, orderly

place for these things which shall be
hidden from public view and yet

be sanitary. It is only when trouble

comes that a man wakes up and
grasps the problem as a whole.

The ideal solution is to have a

comprehensive plan of the home
grounds made by a competent land-

scape architect. It seems costly,

but is cheaper in the end. People

have an entirely wrong conception

of the landscape architect. They
think he is concerned only with

"otTscapes," color values, and art

talk. But if he is a competent one,

he ought to save his client much
trouble and expense by providing

him with a scheme that will give

permanent satisfaction.

For example, a renter wrote me:
"The private road on my place has

been put on the wrong side of the

house, so that when the coal wagons
come they cut across the lawn and
ruin it, unless I pay twenty-five

cents a ton to have it [delivered by hand." If

the owner had only consulted a landscape
architect, the latter could have saved his fee on
this one item.

The quickest, and most permanent way to
screen all the unsightly objects above mentioned
is to build a wall. The first cost is greater than
for a hedge, but many people believe it is more
satisfactory in the long run. A less expensive
way is to build a lattice fence in keeping with
the style of the house, and cover it with vines.

F.vcrgrecns take years to grow high enough,
need more room, and require considerable care,

and sometimes fail, but they arc more beautiful

and natural, and the first cost is less.

Place your service yard close to the kitchen

and, if possible, so that the prevailing wind will

carry odors away from the living portion of the

house. The prevailing summer winds in the

Fastern states, as a rule, are southwest, and
the kitchen and service yard should therefore be

placed on the northeast corner of the building.

Have a service drive, if possible, either wholly

separate from the approach drive, or partially

so, and let it branch away from the approach
drive at a safe distance from the house, to avoid

being conspicuous from the front door, and to

allow for the screening plantations. Build the

service drive on easy grades and good lines.

Give ample room so that coal wagons can pass

over it freely without cutting the lawn, damag-
ing the shrubs and plants, scattering coal out-

doors, filling the house with dust, and leaving

ugly black marks upon the building about the

cellar window.
Make the drive leading to the enclosure nine

onest form — a bed of carinas Trees which hide the service portion are best
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Plan of an inside lot (150 x 180 ft.) showing turnaround
planted with trees to screen the service portion. A.

turnaround; B. entrance and service drive combined:
C. shrubbery: D. stepping stones

or ten feet wide, for one vehicle, or fourteen feet,

if two must pass.

Place the service drive where it will be most
convenient to the highway and so

that existing features, such as trees,

boulders, ledges, or hillocks, will

help to conceal it from the approach
drive, front lawn, or front entrance.

It may be combined with the main
approach drive to a safe distance

from the house, thereby saving some
expense for construction and the
necessity for building two sets of

entrance gates.

Put the service drive on the
kitchen side; do not make it pass by
the front door lo get to the yard. It

often terminates in an open turn in

full view of the front entrance door,

which is a mistake, as it leaves

little chance for screening.

A service yard should not be less

than thirty-five feet in diameter.

If there is a turn, allow fifty feet.

The most satisfactory shape is either

the circular or hexagonal. It wastes
little space. The corner of a

(Continued on page 64 )



THE LOCO-WEEDS AND LIKE NUISANCES

The seeds only of

certain species of

lupine are poisonous

kNE of the most diffi-

cult problems con-

nected with stock

raising in the plains area

east of the Great Divide is

the so-called "loco disease"

which affects sheep, and, to

a less degree, cattle, but
reaches its most acute and
typical development in

horses. Young animals be-

come affected with a slow,

chronic difficulty, marked
by emaciation, loss of

strength, and, it is said, by
a craving for the weed.

Impaired vision and certain

mental symptoms, some of

them striking almost to absurdity, have probably

given rise to the application of the Spanish word
" loco " (crazy) to this strange

disease. It affects vast areas and
causes unmeasured financial loss.

The cause of this disease is,

scientifically speaking, so far, un-

known. Strong popular suspicion

rests upon two plants, members of

the pea family. The "white loco-

weed" (Astragalus lambertii) occurs

over wide areas on dry gravelly hill

tops. It is often the dominant
growth, and when blossoming in

spring presents a very striking pic-

ture. At a somewhat lower level

on the plains grows the other sus-

pect, the "woolly loco-weed" (Astra-

galus mollissimus).

There are many other suspected
plants, and the difficulty of the

problem is increased by the fact that

the genera to which all these sus-

pects belong are represented in the

West by a large number of inno-

cent species with which they may
be easily confounded. In isolated

instances you will find skeptical

ranchmen feeding the suspected
plants to their stock. However, a

large proportion of the stockmen in

the afflicted regions hold a firm con-
viction that these plants have much mischief to

answer for.

So widespread and disastrous is the disease,

and so wholesale the belief in "the "loco weed"
as its cause that, one state alone has spent
about half a million dollars in bounty for the
eradication of "loco." One of the chief causes
of the repeal of this act was the discovery that
loco was being cultivated in order to get extermin-
ation bounty!

In the wake of the direct losses from "loco"
disease have followed results even more dis-

astrous. Chief of these is a marked depre-
ciation in the value of grazing lands on which
the "loco-weeds" grow; another source of loss

By RODNEY H. TRUE
is the bad reputation of stock grown in these

areas. The lack of exact knowledge is at the

bottom of great and unnecessary losses to stock-

men. Experiments are now being carried on by
the Bureau of Plant Industry of the United
States Department of Agriculture in the hope of

discovering the true source of the "loco disease."

Losses due to like causes in the East are
relatively few and their sources far better known.
The two beautiful mountain laurels, Kalmia
latifolia, and Kalmia angustifolia and some of

the rhododendrons are well known to be poison-
ous to stock. Animals ordinarily appear to

avoid these plants; but the occasional excep-
tion occurs, so that year after year, in the
regions occupied by these members of the heath
family, a fairly steady death rate is maintained.

Sometimes under unusual conditions a large

number of cattle are poisoned by feeding upon
these plants. A stockman shipped a flock of

a considerable loss due to Cicuta poisoning is

met with every spring in the West. The east-
ern species is sometimes mistaken for parsnips
by ignorant people.

The leaves and tops of Cicuta which seem not
to be harmful, are eaten with impunity by stock
later in the season.

Another source of acute poisoning, especially
of sheep, in some parts of the northwest is

found in the seeds of a number of native species
of lupine (Lupinus). These plants are a safe
and valuable forage during the spring and early
summer. When, however, the seeds begin to
mature, the trouble begins. Browsing sheep
nibble off the seed pods or pick up the seed.
A small amount brings quick and disastrous
results. Hundreds of sheep may be stricken
down at the same time.

Species of larkspur, especially Delphinium
bicolor and D. glaucum, have been known to

produce havoc among sheep and
cattle, the former species on the
lower range in the early spring, the
latter on the summer grazing grounds
among the mountains.

In view of the^e facts, it is hard
to account for the popular belief

that herbivorous animals possess
some mysterious unerring instinct
whereby they discriminate between
innocent and harmful plants. This
faith is not shared by unlucky stock
owners when their cattle are dying
"upon a thousand hills."

I

Fuzzy loco-weed which is suspected of evil on the level

range

Locoed sheep which have lost their wits through eating poisonous

sheep from Texas, to a better pasturage in

northern Alabama. Here the sheep found and
ate the mountain laurel, with all the rashness of

inexperience, and their owner suffered a serious

loss.

Western ranchmen usually prefer to graze
animals which have grown up on the range and
have acquired experience in feeding on range
plants. They appear to avoid the dangers
which so thickly beset "tenderfoot" animals.

Other plants are positively known to produce
acute poisoning, followed by sudden death by
hundreds among sheep and cattle.

The death camas (genus Zygadenus) mem-
bers of the lily family, send up their slender

leaves which have a superficial resemblance to

grass blades, and are frequently nibbled by sheep.

When the bulb is eaten, or enough of the tops,

an acute and fatal type of poisoning ensues.

If the animal survives, recovery takes place in

a few days.

Wild parsnip plants of the genus Cicuta are

speedily fatal to both man and beast. In these

plants the poisonous principle is pretty def-

initely confined to the fleshy root system, and
it is most virulent in the spring. The plants

grow along streams, and in moist places, and,

putting out their tender herbage early in the

spring, offer tempting bits to the cattle which,

at the end of winter are ready to welcome any
form of green forage. A piece as big as a wal-

nut of the root stock of either the eastern Cicuta

maculata, or C. occidentalis, the western species,

is sufficient to bring death speedily to a full

grown steer. The rhizome is easily pulled or

trampled out of the soft soil by stock and thus

RID YOUR LAWN OF
MOSS

WAS once called on to rid a

lawn of moss. In spring this

particular lawn would delight

the eye with its sappy, velvety green,
while in summer it would show
brown patches all over.

In fall I spread a layer of very
old and thoroughly decomposed cow
manure about half an inch thick

over the lawn, raking this in so that
plants it was pretty well hidden beneath

the grass. The following spring I

spread the ashes from burnt leaves over this

same lawn, putting on an even covering not
over a fourth of an inch in thickness, and
raking this in also.

That summer I had the satisfaction of seeing

this lawn nearly if not altogether free from
moss. C. L. Meller.

White loco-weed (Astragalus lambertii) which may cause

the loco disease on upland ranges
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A compl't* low-vultM« vUctrtc plant (or tin' country home, showing engine, genera-
tor, nrttt-hboanl. and a small storage battery of sixteen cells

In England more than here windmills are used to generate electricity and charge
storage batteries which ensure continuous current

ELECTRIC LIGHTING PLANTS FOR COUNTRY HOUSES

(Note. — ff'hile this article treats only of
lighting, and the installation of a generating plant,

it should not be forgotten that with electric current

at hand there are many other possibilities. For
instance, the comfort of a score of little labor-

saving devices for the home, well known to dwellers

in the city, can be enjoyed in the country at low

cost of operation, and the same applies to small

(arm machines. Moreover, where an unfailing

stream furnishes a fall of water, a turbine is much
cheaper than a gas engine, and in exposed positions

on a hill or in open flat country a windmill will

charge a storage battery at almost no maintenance

cost.— The Editor*.
|

IT
IS undeniably a fact that in the large

cities of the East, at least, the march of

progress in the direction of improved sur-

face and underground transportation, the great

number of new and larger office buildings and
hotels, the increased number of theatres, res-

taurants and shops of all kinds has worked a

great change in the conditions which make
for home life. The old residential centres have
been encroached upon to such an extent that

within a few years there has been a strong drift

from city to country by those who desire home
life in its full sense, while the cities have largely

been enveloped by commercial interests.

That out of town life is just as desirable as

living in the city will probably be admitted by
all, except, for the very natural feeling, that in

making the change one may possibly have to

abandon some of the conveniences and comforts

which city people, especially, arc accustomed to

and depend upon.
There is another condition which is bound to

become more and more clear to us all and which

offers a direct induce-

ment for those having ^^^^^p^^
an inclination in that

direction to take up
their abode in the

country and to follow

scientific and economic
farming as a livelihood.

A wave of interest in

agriculture and in the
need for a new and
vitalized life is rapidly

sweeping over the land.

It is important,
therefore, that more
should be known of

how the modern im-
provements may be ap-

plied to home life in

the country, and this,

not onlv for those who

By JAMES W. DIXON
can afford to plan extensively and build well, but
also for those who must require that their place

of residence be comfortable but unpretentious.

The problems which must
be solved to give the country
home similar conveniences
and comforts to those en-

joyed in the city, are not
in principle different from
those which arc daily unrav-
elled in connection with life

in town. But until recent

years the drift having been
decidedly cityward, it is in

only certain individual cases

that we find that careful

attention has been given to

the subject of making the
country home all that it

should be.

What may be accom-
plished in this direction is a

work which it is believed

will be both interesting and
timely. The object of this

article is to show the means
by which electric lighting

may be obtained economi-
cally from one's own gener-

ating plant. The first cost

of the necessary equipment
may be considerably less

than people generally sup-

pose, the management is

very simple, there being lit-

tle to get out of order, and
the cost of making current

with even a small private

A typical storage battery cell assembled
ready for installation in a battery

The parts of a storage battery cell are few and easily cared for
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plant may be kept down to a rate which is

well below that of the public supply.

It is hoped to show here how country homes
may be lighted even more
cheaply than they can be
cither by gas or kerosene, to

say nothing of coolness,

cleanliness and absolute
safety of the electric light

when it is properly installed.

It must also be remembered
that the electric lamp con-

sumes no oxygen whatever,
nor does it give off any
waste products of combus-
tion. An ordinary gas light

consumes as much oxygen
in an hour as six full grown
people and this would be
even more if the gas were
acetylene.

It is needless to bring

forward any further evidence
in favor of electric light from
a sanitary point of view.

The ideal, small, electric

lighting plant consists merely
of a gasolene or kerosene

engine, dynamo, switchboard
and a storage battery of a

size proportional to the num-
ber of lamps and to the

voltage of the system to be
supplied. An illustration

shows a plant of this kind.

The engine and dynamo arc

run during the day at con-
venient times and the elec-

tricity thus generated
is stored in a storage

battery . When the
battery is fully
charged, the engine is

stopped. During the
evening, or at other
times wrhen needed,
the lamps draw this

power from the stored

energy in the battery.

In this way service

fully as reliable as

that from the public

main is secured and
that, too, at an oper-
ating cost lower than
is usual even in closely

settled suburban dis-

tricts.

Within the past few
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A generating plant for a large country place. A unit plant is desirable in large capacity types, with the gener-
ator armature supported directly on the end of the engine crank shaft

\ ears some radical engineering improvements
have been made which eliminate the possibility

of failure to accomplish these results, provided

the plant be properly proportioned and designed.

The internal combustion engine, which is the

technical name for those of the gasolene or kero-

sene type, and the storage battery have been

so much improved and simplified, that a few

words regarding their present day construction

and cost may not be amiss.

Small internal combustion engines have been

improved with respect to their governing and
other features, which make them now very

suitable for the operation of electric dynamos.
The smallest gasolene engine that will run

without considerable trouble and attention is the
2-horsepower size, costing about $125. The
3 -horsepower engine would be found to give

better service and costs but little more, say

$150. A suitable dynamo to operate with this

engine and a switchboard will cost about #175.
The battery cells will cost from $3 a cell upward,
depending upon their storage capacity.

The electric storage battery is composed of a

number of units or cells, as they are technically

termed. A photograph of one of these cells

completely assembled, is reproducted here

and views of the several parts which go to make
up the complete cell, are also shown.
As may be seen from this latter cut, the com-

plete ccirtonsists of a glass jar and two sets of

plates, which latter are immersed in dilute

sulphuric acid and are kept from contact with
each other by means of wooden separators.

From the above figures, we find that a power
plant of the size mentioned may be installed at

a cost not exceeding $500 for the apparatus
and to which must be added from $100 to $200
for installation, piping and wiring beween
dynamo, switchboard and battery, together with
such foundations and other building alterations

or additions as may prove necessary.

The recent introduction into commercial use

of the Tungsten lamp is an important factor

in connection with the small residence lighting

plant. These lamps are far more efficient than
the older type of carbon filament lamps, com-
monly in use and will give an equivalent amount
of light with an expenditure of electrical energy
equal to only about 40 per cent, of that required

by the carbon lamp. This means a correspond-
ing reduction in the size of the plant. One of

the chief advantages of the Tungsten lamp, too,

is t he whiteness of the light. There is little trace

of the redness common to the ordinary carbon
filament.

W ith the present standards of house wiring, the

smaller current consumption in these lamps
introduces another possibility, which under
proper conditions may be advantageously in-

troduced into the design. Of course, there

is a limit which experience has shown to be
necessary, both as to the number of lamps which
may be connected on any one branch circuit and
also, as to the minimum size of wiring which
may be employed.
With the higher efficiency lamps, it is possible

to conform with the requirements imposed by
these limits, without increasing the cost of the

house wiring and at the same time make use of

thirty volt lamps.

Under proper conditions this arrangement has
decided advantages. The battery is simplified

and somewhat reduced in first cost by the use

of the correspondingly fewer cells, the lamps
themselves are tougher and less liable to break-

age on account of the shorter and thicker fila-

ment used and the chance of trouble on the

electric circuits is lessened by the use of the

lower voltage.

On the other hand, it would be a mistake to

adopt a voltage of less than no, if it is intended

to make use of motors for various purposes or,

of special electric cooking and heating devices,

all of which have been standardized by the lead-

ing manufacturers for approximately this volt-

age and, therefore, would be more difficult to

obtain and more expensive, if specially con-

structed for the lower voltage.

The cost per lamp hour Oi a 25-watt Tungsten
lamp supplied with current purchased from the

lighting company at the usual minimum rate

for country districts of 15 cents per k.w.h., is 38
cents. The cost of fuel required to supply this

same lamp from a small private plant, based upon
the use of gasolene at 18 cents per gallon and,

of supplying the lamp from the storage battery

rather than from the dynamo directly, would be
about 22 cents per hour.

If kerosene oil were used at 12 cents a gallon,

as fuel for the engine instead of gasolene, the
cost of operating the lamp would be reduced to
about 13 cents per hour and with fuel distillate

costing 6 cents a gallon, it would be only 7 cents

per hour.

If the lights be supplied directly from the
dynamo, these fuel costs per lamp hour may be
approximately halved; the difference, being due
to the saving in energy otherwise wasted in

charging and discharging the battery, which

loss may be justified by the convenience of

running the engine during the daytime instead

of during the evening.

From actual tests which have been made, it

has been found that a gallon of kerosene oil

when burned in the ordinary single wick lamp
will last about forty hours and at the market
price of 12 cents a gallon, it is clear that the

cost of burning such a lamp one hour is approx-
imately 3 cents.

Illuminating gas at $1 per 1,000 cubic feet

represents a cost per hour for a five foot burner
of 5 cents. Comparing these with the above
costs, it will be seen that the cheapest way to

illuminate one's home is by the use of high

efficiency electric lamps supplied by a properly

designed private plant of the type which is

herein described.



CAMERA WORK ON A COUNTRY
ESTATE

2. PORTRAITS AT HOME

\ SIDI". from photographing interiors, home

J\ portraiture is perhaps the most in-

teresting of winter pastimes with the

camera. It is a happy custom to have oc-

casional individual portraits of the family.

In I.iut years when its members become separ-

ated for one cause or another a collection of

such portraits is ever a source of pleasant

recollections. But to have every member of a

family photographed by a professional artist,

say once a year, becomes a considerable expense.

The skilful amateur can make portraits at

much less cost and they will possess

a certain charm which is absent in most pro-

fessional work; the sitters will have an air of

familiarity and congeniality with their sur-

roundings.

It is a peculiar fact that most people im-

mediately become self conscious with the

knowledge that the eye of the camera is upon
them, and this is still more apparent when the

furniture and surroundings arc unfamiliar.

The very young and very old are particularly

susceptible to these influences because they

do not possess the faculty of adapting them-
selves readily to the new conditions. Old men
or women all have their favorite chairs, a light

suited to their eyes, and a pastime to occupy
their thoughts, without which they are uncom-
fortable indeed and photographs of them show
it. Children, too, fear strangers, the fantastic

camera and paraphernalia of the professional

studio, and never can be themselves except at

play with favorite toys, games or amusements,
and in play clothes. In fact, it is a mistake for

any one, young or old, to "dress up" for a

portrait. Friends want a characteristic likeness

as one is, six days a week, not the portrait of a

person seen but seldom.

All of these defects in the average run of por-

traits to-day can be ob-
viated by the clever am-
ateur working at home.
The difficulties are great

and many makeshifts are

sometimes necessary, but

the work is very fasci-

nating and the results

when rightly achieved

are beautiful indeed.

Good backgrounds are

to be found in any home,
and more appropriate
and of greater interest

than professional plain

grounds, whether light

or dark. Nor by inter-

esting is it meant that
the background will force

itself unduly upon one's

attention, to detract
from the portrait like-

r

CONDUCTED BY PHIL M. RILEY
ncss, for, being beyond the subject, it is not as

clearly defined, and when properly chosen and
lighted is cither so much darker or lighter as

to be subordinate to him.

Within the limitations of satisfactory lighting

the age of the subject

should govern the

choice of background
and other accessories.

Old men and women
arc best photographed
sitting in their favorite

haunts before an open
fire or beside a window.
Reading, knitting or

smoking, as the case

may be, arc among the

natural pastimes which
avoid self conscious-

ness. Young people
and those of middle age
may be standing or

sitting as long as the

poses are characteristic,

and care must also be

taken to see that such
accessories as furniture

and decorations are not

inappropriate to the

person or costume.
Men are more at home
in the library and
women in the drawing
room; and man or

woman, when wearing
riding clothes, for in-

stance, would be better

portrayed before the living room fireplace or

in some simple interior rather than the drawing
room which suggests evening clothes. Children

can be photographed almost anywhere. They
are invariably all over a house in every sort

of unconventional attitude. Their favorite

place, though, is the floor, and there they can

Mother's Boy." By Rudolph Duhrkoop

That Was a Good Story." By Madison R. Phillips
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often be portrayed charmingly in the light of sun
patches from nearby windows This often cuts

down exposures—a desirable thing when children

are concerned—for they will not keep still long.

Simple walls, corners, windows and window-
scats all furnish appro-

priate backgrounds
when well back from
the subject so as to be
somewhat out of focus.

Prominent patterns in

the wallpaper and too
much bric-a-brac are

confusing and should
be avoided.

Whoever the subject

may be, self conscious-

ness is the thing to

avoid, and the camerist

who makes all his

plans beforehand and
then carries them out
quickly and unerringly

will achieve the best

results. Posing in the
ordinary sense of the
term should be avoided.

Place your sitter in the
most advantageous po-
sition, give him some-
thing appropriate to

do, and leave him to

his own devices, con-
cerning him as little as

possible with your own
preparations. Watch
him as you get your

camera in readiness and when his pose and
expression is natural and good ask him not to

move for a few seconds. Catch him unawares
and at a time when he is not looking into the

lens. This avoids a staring expression which
might result from an exposure of the duration
required in an average room.
The location of the subject and the choice of

background must, of course, depend upon the

light to a certain extent. It is usually desirable

to have a good source of illumination to one side

and slightly in front of the subject, but its ab-

solute location or height from the floor is not

essential, for in the disregard of convention as

found in the professional studio lies the charm
of home portraiture. If the subject is lighted

sufficiently it matters not greatly the position of

the camera or the direction of the light so long as

a silhouette is avoided. Even a window fur-

nishes a possible background when the sun is

not shining into it, provided another window
admits enough light to the figure so that a long

exposure is avoided.

Unlike the professional who works constantly

under similar conditions the home portraitist

finds no two compositions alike and must vary
his exposure accordingly. Experience in any
given house is the only true guide and it is

(Continued on page 68)
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Human skill fails utterly when it comes to the

bird's trade of nest-building. But we can do birds

an immense service by providing good nesting sites.

A jack-knife or pruning scissors, used this month,

may bring^us bird neighbors by tens and dozens.

If you want bird neighbors, prepare for them now.
Set apart a wild garden for them, and get out your
pruning knife. Let the Director help you on any
nature study problem.

A BIRD SHELTER THAT COSTS
YOU NOTHING

I
DO not doubt that many readers of this page
have wished that they could spend the time
and money necessary to build food houses,

and mount nest boxes and food bells, for the

comfort of the birds. But they couldn't afford

the time and money needed. Busy people are

constantly asked to do more things than they
can possibly do. I am going to ask a new kind
of effort on the birds' behalf: a kind that saves

both money and work, and yet attracts the birds.

What others have done, you can do this spring.

Instead of trying to take care of all the ground
you have, spending money, time, and worry
keeping your premises " cleared up," set apart a

patch that shall be judiciously let alone — al-

lowed to grow up in a jungle, as nature pleases.

Devote your time and energies to the lawn and
flower beds and the vegetable garden. These
are the things you may worry about, because
you have assumed responsibility for. their success.

Leave the tangle to the plants that are struggling

among themselves for mastery. It is not neces-

sary to apologize to anybody for its appearance.
Say it is a bird shelter you are growing — a wild

garden experiment, undertaken to get more
native birds about the premises than come when
the grounds are neat and hedges clipped. Canary-
birds in cages are the only birds one finds in some
such places.

A bit of old fence-row, if you live on a farm, is

perfect for the experiment. The roots of many
plants you have been grubbing up for years may
still be alive, and how they will send up suckers,

now they find that your warfare has ceased! A
dozen species are quick to show themselves.

Because the patch is back where it does not
obtrude itself on the public gaze, it attracts little

attention while the first season's spring growth
is coming on. The seclusion means quiet, and
here the birds find opportunity for nesting under
favorable conditions.

I have advised judicious idleness on the part

of the makers of this bird shelter. This does

not preclude the owners from visiting their

neglected patch to see what birds are there and
how the plants are coming along. A visit rouses

interest. The desire to do something helpful

to the birds is irresistible.

A'lake play of your job, if you feel like taking

a hand in the developing of your little bird

paradise. If the planting is sparse and you think

ground-nesting birds would like more shade,

follow the advice of Baron von Berlepsch, given

in Country Life in America for September i,

and December I, 191 1. If you have neighbor-

ing woods and a wheelbarrow, take a Saturday
afternoon for digging up a few saplings of these

shade-loving trees: hornbeams, lindens, haw-
thorns. February is a good time, if the ground
is in condition to permit digging, to get the small
trees set out under the big ones, and accustomed
to the new location before spring starts the new
g*rowth.

Collect seeds of the desired trees, and plant
where such trees are wanted. Beeches are more
likely to come from seed than seedlings are to

grow when transplanted. Add the mountain
ash berries to the list. They are important food
trees for birds in winter. Plant the wild goose-

berry and other berried shrubs. Plan for a row
of giant sunflowers along the line somewhere
between the gardens, wild and cultivated. This
supplies a valuable crop of rich, oily seeds, for

the winter birds.

Pruning provides nest sites in trees and bushes.

Another February job in the wild garden is sheer

fun. Look at the pictures that show how prun-

ing comes in as one of the most important fea-

tures of preparing a thicket for the coming of the

birds. The returning throngs are looking for

places to build nests. This is the big enter-

prise that dwarfs everything but the question

of food and water supply. The birds that build

in the open are on the lookout for suitable

crotches in trees and bushes. This is where your
pruning knife comes in. Many a cluster of small

branches surrounds a larger, central "leader."

The nest can be built only if this leader is cut

out. See how many nest sites you can create in

your thicket by docking these aspiring branches,

and cutting back the small twigs that form the

{Continued on page 66)

The "leader" cut out. the small twigs

form a nest-cup that no bird can resist

A corner of the bird paradise at Seebach. near the castle, where bushes are tied

and branches docked to form nest-cups
An old linden tree whose pollarded branches

are pruned to hold birds' nests
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THE REVIVAL OF A PROFIT-

ABLE OLD-TIME INDUSTRY

A

'Long about knee-doc i> In Juno'

iN industry
of great
importance

to New Kngland
and the Kast
generally a few

y c a rs ago, but
which has been
abandoned with
great loss to many
farms, was the
rearing and train-

ing of draft oxen,

now being revived. The ox is highly valued as

a draft animal the world over; the sweet, hillside

pasturage of the temperate zone is eminently
adapted to the growth of good steers, and the

expense of raising calves until they are two years
old is light. At this age they arc ready to begin

training, and can perform many useful labors,

that are not heavy, so paying their way; and
never afterward will they need to be in debt to

their owner.
It was formerly the custom of most farmers

to raise from one to five pairs of steer calves, and
sometimes as high as a dozen, each year. The
matching and training of the calves began before

they were six months old, frequently, and was
continued daily in winter, forming a regular

portion of the winter's work. Strings of young
steers make a tireless machine for the breaking
of snow-blocked roads, logging, lumbering, the

gathering of the delectable maple sap, sledding

out of the manure, and not least, the drawing
home of the winter's wood. The wood pile is

and always will be a feature of real country life.

Steers readily conform to the need of a steady
plow power, while their activity on the harrow is

proverbial, and their food, nibbled at noontide

along the highway or in the near-by "ox pas-

ture," makes quite a difference on the books,

from the expense of grain usually bought for

horse teams. They accept every phase of farm
work with cheerfulness, even to the dragging of

mowing machines, to which they are quickly

CONDUCTED BY DAVID PHELPS
trained; also the big hay wagon with its auto-
matic loader. The great strength of the bovine
race makes it of special usefulness in any place
"here heavy weights are to be moved and where
there is continuous rough, hard work. The
individuals rarely develop nervousness, or fret

or chafe under stress of hardship; they hold their
own admirably, never perspire through the skin,

and require little if any money to be spent for

grain, shoeing, harness, blankets, clipping or
other things which horses find indispensable.

The ox is not necessarily intolerably slow in

gait, for his walk depends much upon his breed,
and the training received when a steer. The
most satisfactory ox
team is the one that is

bred and reared on the
home farm, though many
men have made a neat

annual profit buying
steers at three years old

past and unbroken,
training them to useful-

ness in winter, and after

having their services for

a year, selling them when
opportunity and the sea-

son's harvest permitted.

Old-fashioned farmers
following this method
usually had two or three

yokes on hand all the

time, so that as fast as

one team was sold, more
were ready to take its

place.

The high price of
horses and of horse feed is at least in part the
cause of the return to these useful, general pur-

pose teams. Their period of activity is not so

long as that of the horse, but if accident or

unsoundness befall them they are still of utility

for beef, while horses of similar worth may prove
a total loss. The diseases to which oxen are sub-

ject are comparatively few, and unsoundness does

not happen them so readily as horses when at

continuous severe labor. Because of this

reason in part, many rural towns prefer

to own and use them for their public work
like road and culvert building, repairing,

hauling of road material, making fills, break-
ing snow roads, etc.

The cost of oxen, when buying, depends upon
weight, age, closeness of matching, as well as

upon the ease and readiness with which they
perform their labor. Prices range from $150 to

$3$0 per yoke, for the fanciest, and even at the
latter price they arc cheaper than horses of

similar weight, both in first cost and in the ex-

pense of daily maintenance. The teams will

return a good annual profit above their keep
every season until twelve years old, but arc

Yokes of steer calves broken by boys and exhibited by them at the Wolcott. Conn.,
fair. Some breeds take more kindly to training than others

grass fattened usually before reaching this age,

and "turned" to the meat dealer.

A keen knowledge of cattle and their char-

acteristics and requirements is demanded by any
person intending to carry on this phase of country
life. If the farm owner is a city man and lacks

this insight, it will pay him to keep a "natural
cattle man" in his employ the year round, al-

though many men incapable of properly manag-
ing and caring for a span of choice horses will do
well with cattle. But inefficient or inexper-
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icnced men should never be given a team of raw
steers to train. Furthermore, men of violent

temper are not to be trusted with oxen any more
than with horses.

When looking for steers that promise to be-

come large, meaty, docile and tractable, the

buyer, as in buying colts for a special pur-

pose, must look through and beyond the young

Most of the materials for making .this "stockman's
life-saving station" can be found going to waste on
almost any farm

animal, to what its appearance and blood in-

dicate it will become. Scrubs or native cattle

often make excellent oxen, but the buyer of

steers must needs see the stock from which they
sprang to conclude accurately what weights they
will attain. Of the pure breeds and their grades
the Devonshire, Shorthorn, Angus, Holstein-

Friesian, Jersey, and the Swiss are doubtless
best in the order named. Jersey and Swiss
become oxen of noteworthy activity, as indeed
does the Devonshire, but do not reach the
weight of the latter, nor show his intelligence.

In training calves there ap-

pears to be more in the fre-

quency of the lessons than in

their duration. Care must be
taken at first that they do not
"turn the yoke" nor jump and
run while being unyoked, thus

forming a bad habit, and that

they do not run away. A
sedate, matter-of-fact habit

having become fixed, there will

thenceforth be but little

trouble with calves of this or

any other breed, and if trained

in calfhood, the "breaking" in

maturer steerhood will not be
found needful.

Hollister Sage.

makes the barrel like an oven, where a chilled

youngling may be heated and then suffocated

were it not for a little window cut in the top of

the end of the barrel. Over the head of the

barrel, which is shown open, a blanket is thrown
and another is placed in the barrel next the
heater can. On this, pigs or lambs so stiff that
they are apparently lifeless, will revive and do
well. For it is a known fact that the young of

all animals find an abundance of artificial heat
the vitalizing force which will restore them to

activity when everything else fails.

The box shown incidentally at the left is also

useful. It is a light, pine, store box with a cord
attached to carry it by, and is employed to
move little sufferers to the "station. " H. S.

THE SECRET OF MAKING $1,300 A
YEAR FROM 700 HENS

1\ T R. 0. D. WELLS of Somerset County,

1VJ. Me., is making $1,300 a year from
his flock of 700 hens, and has after only

four years' experience had remarkable success

in raising his chickens. This year from a flock

of 1,200 chickens he has lost practically none.
How he has accomplished this is simple.

He has a brooder house that is 100 feet long
by 12 feet wide. It is divided into three equal
parts, each having its own yard. These occupy
about an acre. In this house he runs his in-

cubators, of which he has three. He runs these
three times, starting about February 15th. The
first hatch is put into the west end of the house
and the second into the centre. When the
third lot is hatched he takes the brooders from
the oldest chicks and sets them up in the third

section, taking away the incubators entirely.

Here is where Mr. Wells claims that he has had
his greatest success. While the chickens are

hatching he has his yards plowed and seeded to

oats. By the time the chickens come from their

brooders the oats are up, and the chicks are

turned into the yards and feed upon the green
stuff. This is the salvation of the little chicks.

They begin to stock up and show a growth and
healthy look that is seldom equalled. He
usuallv starts the chicks on commercial chick

In September the other hens are all killed off

and sent to a wholesale marketman in Boston,
where Mr. Wells always sells all of his poultry

and eggs. He finds this very satisfactory, for

he strives to maintain the high quality of his

products and receives in return the highest

prices of the market, though having to ship a

distance of 230 miles. He has too much stuff

to sell to bother with uncertain local markets and
besides gets better prices in the "Hub." This
killing of the old hens lasts about a month.
Then when the hen house is ready for occupancy,
the new pullets are shifted to their permanent
places in it from the brooder house where the
first half of their lives has been spent. Mr.
Wells has a hard and fast rule never to move his

hens about more than is absolutely necessary.

An accurate account of what each pen of

hens is doing is kept though no trap nests are

used to determine the layers, as Mr. Wells be-

lieyes that a vigorous pullet must lay if given
the proper food to make eggs. From the first

year of his poultry business he has been able to

tell just what the cost and the profit of running
his business amounted to. He now uses the
same hen house he started with, it being of the
open window-front type with curtained roosting

closets. It is 15 x 263, and is divided into ten

pens 15 x 20 ft. and four pens 12 x 15 ft., with
sixty birds in the larger and twenty-five in the

smaller pens. One hundred-foot yards for each
pen extend to the north of the house.
• By carefully watching the effect of different

feeds he has constantly increased his profit,

though never increasing the number of hens.

He feeds regularly several times a day and
never loafs away from home when feeding time
has come. Dry mash forms the mainstay of

the hens' food. In the morning and at night

they have hard grains, either corn, wheat, or

oats, in deep litter, the amount of grain being
determined by the weather, the egg yield, and
the condition of the hens; to get the best results

is a science in itself. About noon, winter and
summer, they are fed some kind of green stuff.

In early spring it is rye, from which, as he sows
it thick, he is able to cut three crops before it

becomes too tough. Later, clover and alfalfa

STOCKMAN'S LIFE-

SAVING STATION

MANY a young lamb or

pig has died from lack

of a safe, hot place to put it for an
hour when chilled. A most ingenious affair

for this purpose attracted my attention

recently; it was homemade without the outlay
of a cent, and requiring but little labor. The
heater was merely the combination — the
assembling, so to speak — of idle things lying

in various places, into a most useful mechanism,
available as a "first aid" and almost instantly.

Anybody may make it in a few minutes by
sawing in the side of a cider cask a square hole
large enough to admit a square gallon paint

can or maple sugar can, mounting this barrel

on two supports and suspending the can on
wires so that one quarter its length shows below
the barrel and the upper part is inside. This
is filled with water and the cork is left out for

expansion. Under it is placed one of those
small, single burner, fifty-if5ne-cent oil stoves,

which on occasion heats the can of water and

View of the brooder house, showing chickens feeding in the green oats. Mr.
to feed as soon as they come from the brooders.

food. At the end of the first week he adds dry
mash, and after the chicks are three weeks old

the food is gradually shifted to cracked corn and
hard grains. As long as the market keeps up he
continues to kill off the cockerels as broilers.

After that those remaining are put into a special

yard and finished as roasters. The pullets re-

main in the brooder house until October.
The breeds which he has found the most satis-

factory and which he now keeps are the Rhode
Island Reds and the Barred and the White Ply-

mouth Rocks. All of the pullets he keeps each
year for layers. Also 250 of the best year-old

hens he puts into pens by themselves in the fall

for breeding purposes. In this way when it is

time to breed, all there is to do is to put in the
cockerels, three being run with each pen of

twenty-five hens and four with the larger pens.

New blood is introduced every third generation
through purchased males.

Wells claims that green gram, on which the chicks begin
is the secret of his success

are used, and last of all mangle beets and other
vegetables. All of this green stuff he raises on
his poultry farm, which is quite remarkable
when you consider that he has only three acres

for house, barn, poultry house and brooder,

and cultivation, and besides raises stuff for a

horse and cow and has a vegetable garden. He
does this by keeping most of the land in cul-

tivation all the time. He places a good deal of

emphasis on green food to increase profit

One thing in Mr. Wells's favor is the kind of

soil on which his farm is situated. It is sandy
loam, perfectly drained. His spring sowing of

oats in the chicken yards sweetens the soil there

yearly. He has never had much trouble with
vermin. His preventive measures are to spray

the roosts regularly with crude petroleum. The
brooders are also sprayed, and ample oppor-

tunities for dust baths take care of other

parasites. John E. Taylor.
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• a few sutttitinni whith it is hoped will prove of value to the American who travels abroad.
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further information at to where and how to

MAKING THE MOST OF BERMUDA
HF.RMl'DVS particular spirit is the joy

of the open. This feeling takes hold of

one on the voyage out, waxes strong when
one first surveys the "isles of summer" from

the steamer's deck and grips one hard directly

he has set foot on the northernmost territory

that the wonderful coral insect has made to rise

from the sea. And it is a mighty good feeling.

To make the most of Bermuda it is merely

necessary to get into this spirit, in a sort of

lazy fashion — something like rolling off a

log. This is easy enough, in all conscience;

for if one were to stay there from January to

December, the great call would be the call of

the out-of-door life. From the road it is heard,

and from the field, and from the water.

It is from the water that the Bermudian finds

the call most insistent; for sailing before the wind

is bred in the bone. Six hundred miles of sea

lie between him and the nearest point of land,

and salt water is rarely out of his daily range of

vision. This love of the sea finds modern
expression in racing with that favorite local

craft — the cedar dinghy, a boat some fourteen

feet over all. The dinghy not only provides

good sport for the onlooking visitor, but offers

him an admirable suggestion as to one of the

best ways of enjoying Bermuda — by skimming
>>\rr its glorious stretches of still waters.

1 Uf the charm of Bermuda, in fact, is being on,

and in, the sea. There is yachting for those

whose ambition soars above the dinghy and for

other tastes quite as good a field for motor-

boating and canoeing — not to mention the

Not the least interesting feature of a trip to Bermuda are

the amusing little blacks

fishing that may be coupled with any of these

diversions. As for swimming, it is capital in

the deep waters of Hamilton, either from the

shore or from the islands. For more timid

swimmers and the wading contingent the shal-

lower sounds of the north coast provide quite

as picturesque surroundings, and of late tourists

have been waking up to the fact that going over •

to the south side of Paget parish for the surf

bathing is well worth while.

The other half of the charm of life in Bermuda
is, perforce, on the land; for, since the days of

Ariel, there has been nothing doing there in the

way of aviation. Driving over the upward of

one hundred miles of limestone roads easily

takes the lead; not because intrinsically it is the

best way to sec the islands, but because it fol-

lows along the lines of least resistance; and
everyone knows what a prominent part that

plays in travel. The automobile being rigidly,

and rightly, barred out— on account of the

narrow roads, sharp turns and steep grades —
driving means behind horses. It would be idle,

of course, to attempt to make the average visitor

sec the why of it, but you really get more of

Bermuda afoot or awheel. The distances are

never prohibitive— it is only a little more than

twenty miles from one end of the group to the

other— and the pedestrian or cyclist has a

sense of freedom impossible with a carriage.

Even in July cycling is very comfortable, as

there is always a breeze. A coaster brake

should be used and in case of anything but a

prolonged stay it is wiser to hire a wheel there.

Golf and cricket, though the most important

of Bermudian field sports, are of less concern,

in the nature of things, to the general run of the

ten thousand or more Americans who annually

visit these islands. The relatively few who play

golf, however, will find the nine-hole course of

the Bermuda Golf Club at Spanish Point a

"sporty" one. As for cricket; much as this

essentially British game is made fun of in the

United States, it is a good relaxation for the

American to watch a game. In Bermuda,

the negroes are keen players and what with the

civilian, army and navy contingents, there are

all kinds of elevens. When there is nothing

better to do, the society game is worth gazing

upon. It is played only a matter of weeks,

the "high season" running from the first of

February to Easter. Nor is it played by very

many of the said ten thousand.

The sights of Bermuda are less valuable as

wonders than as agreeable incidental features

of sanely making the most of the place. The
three great fish sights— the sea gardens of the

reefs, the new Agar's island aquarium and the

Devil's Hole— keep one close to nature. So

do the Crystal and Admiral's caves, the view

from Gibb's Hill lighthouse, the lily fields of

March and April, the musical services at the

post and the spots associated with Thomas
Moore. All these are primarily means to the

end of enjoying life in the open — which,
_
as

already has been remarked, is the great thing

about going to Bermuda.
One thing more. It is always summer in
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Bermuda, but not always midsummer; the clim-

ate is sub-tropical, rather than tropical. There
arc, accordingly, occasional days in December,
January and February when it is foolish to ex-

pect warm sea-bathing or to be comfortable

without slightly heavier apparel than is required

for the hottest days at home. H. S. Adams.

FEBRUARY NOTES FROM ABROAD
' I 1 IOSE who prefer an active vacation in

*• winter to one of laziness in summer, and
who enjoy winter sports, will of course, hie

them to a place where constant snows arc cer-

tain. Even Canada, so near us, offers much
good sport of this sort, yet nowhere can winter

fun be so genuinely enjoyed as in Europe.

Switzerland is always first in the public mind and
Norway is rapidly becoming very popular.

Of winter sports the chief centres of these

two countries offer every sort known to man,
but of them all bobsleighing and skce jumping
arc the most popular. Bobsleighing has the

distinct advantage of supreme thrills without

great danger, because the beginner can be ac-

companied and taught by one who knows the

course. Skee jumping, on the contrary, re-

quires much practice before one can attempt the

spectacular jumps, and even then unpleasant

spills are frequent. Serious accidents, happily,

are very rare because only the experienced

venture the high jumps and the steepness of the

slope and the hardness of the snow break the

falls of the unfortunate.

Starting upon a steep straightaway run ter-

minating at the "take-off "one flies into space

(Continued on page $8)

The dustless coral roads of Bermuda are good, and even

the alleys are remarkably clean
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As la all warm climates the sunsets over the water are

an event of the day
At places along the south shore the wonder works of the sea offer the never-ceasing fascination of exploration. Caves

and arches of great beauty are very numerous



HOW WE BUILT OUR BUNGALOW FOR $450
By P. J. DE LUCE

ON THE north shore of Long Island,

where the waters of the Sound furnish

a never-ending panorama of maritime
traffic, and the bays with their yellow beaches
and trec-clad hills form a scene of -natural

beauty that one seems never to tire of, on the
shore of a pretty inlet can be seen our cozy
bungalow

.

Standing in front you sec a one-story struc-

ture 22 feet long by 16 feet wide, with low

Drawlrut showing how the bungalow was framed

shingled roof, and eaves overhanging a foot

and a half. A piazza 6 feet wide runs across

the front, and in the centre of the roof is a

little dormer window with sash 18 inches high
by 22 inches long. A Dutch door— that is

one divided across the middle allowing the
upper half, which is glazed, to be open while
the lower half is closed — forms the front en-

trance. On each side of the door are windows
of two panes, hung on hinges and opening in-

ward. They are about 4 feet wide by 3 feet

Photographs by the author

high. So much for the front. In the centre of
the right gable end is a window similar to those
in front, and in the upper gable, which is shingled
down to the eaves, is a window 28 x 30 in.,

swinging in from above; the other gable end
duplicates this, except that the bedroom win-
dows are but 2 feet wide, and there are two
of them. A simple ornament serves to fill in

the upper angle formed by the rafters outside.
At the back is a kitchen with shed roof and
sliding window. The outside is painted a light

green with dark green trimmings.
Inside, the living-room, 14 x 16 ft., is ample;

it has a permanent cupboard with shelf over
it and one in it, room for two large couches that
become beds at night, and a little dressing
room with closet screened by a portiere. The
bedroom, 8x11 ft., is formed by a simple
board partition 8 feec high; it also has a closet.

The kitchen, 9x9 ft., was found to be just

the right size, cupboard and three shelves,

sink and oil stove, all finding a place therein.

The 7x9 ft. porch has a rail, is screened with
mosquito netting and bamboo curtains, and con-
tains a drop-leaf table seating four, chairs, and
refrigerator. It is used as a dining-room all

summer. On the other side of the kitchen is

a 2 x 4 ft. platform and a flight of six easy steps.

The screen doors all open in, and all window s

in the upper part of the house are worked by
cord and pulley. The inside was left rough,

but could easily be ceiled at slight additional

expense. The frame, floors, and all boards
used in roofing, were second-hand, bought of

Floor plan. The greater part of the floor space is con-
centrated where it is most needed — in the living-room

a house wrecking firm on the East Side of Xew
York City. The material is sound, if it does
sometimes look rough. The outside of the

A

Front view of the W50 bungalow. Only by the elimination of a chimney and all

mason work was such a price made possible

The 9-foot lean-to at the back of the house provides space for a compact little

kitchen and a screened-in porch for summer dining

S3
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Some good-sized cedar trees on the site determined the location of the bungalow

house was new white pine novelty siding of good
quality. All doors and windows were second-
hand, as they can be bought for less than one-

third of the price asked for new, are good, and
have the locks and hinges on them.
As to the cost, it will depend upon how much

you do yourself. We secured a good carpenter
who agreed to take the whole job, start it at
a certain date and push it right through for a

definite amount of money, with no extras. He
brought a helper. The writer, about equal to

half a man, assisted and furnished all material,

being allowed a reasonable compensation for

his time. We finished in three weeks. All

the cupboards, screens, shelves, and other
conveniences I added at my leisure, and the
painting was done in like manner. The sink
was connected to a half-barrel set in the sand
at a distance from the house and filled with
stones. We have a good substantial little house
which accommodates four, and which we occupy
until November by using an oil heater. By
taking advantage of second-hand material, the
whole cost was kept within $450.

For those who wish to put up such a build-

ing, the following details of construction may
help: first we selected two bottom timbers, or
sills, 4x6 ft., 22 feet long, and two 4 x 6's 16
feel long, and sawed them exactly to their proper
lengths for the main body of the house, i. e.

16 x 22 ft., and halved the ends to fit each
other. Having decided the front line of house
and one front corner, a 5-inch locust post was
set 3 feet deep, tamped solid, and sawed off

square at height of bottom of house. Twenty-
two feet on the front line measured from out-
side to outside of posts we set another post and
leveled the two. Measuring back at right

angles 16 feet and squaring, we set two more
posts. After sills were all nicely leveled and
squared on the four posts, we proceeded to set

posts about four feet apart all around, sawing
them off at bottom of sills, any little inaccuracy
being taken up with a piece of shingle. Kitchen
and back porch were treated in the same way,
only here the sills were 3 x 6 in. With the posts
all in and the sills squared and leveled and
spiked to posts (upon this depends the square-
ness of your building) we next placed our 16-foot

floor beams 18 inches apart with notched ends
resting on 1x2 in. strips of spruce or hard
pine nailed along the lower inner edge of sills.

They were then toe-nailed with tenpenny wire
nails. Floor beams for kitchen and back porch
were just common 3 x 4's treated in the same
way. After the floor beams were laid, a stringer

3 x 4 x 22 ft., was placed under the centre of

the house on posts set about four feet apart,

and spiked solid, to take up any vibration of the
floor. On top of the floor beams was laid a

rough floor of second-hand roof boards 1x10x14
ft., with seams at an angle of 45 degrees to the
front of the house. On top of this we laid care-
fully a floor of 15 x 2§ in. second-hand yellow
pine flooring, joints running from front to rear,

except in the kitchen, where they ran from side

to side. We had now a solid platform upon
which to erect our studding wilich was 3x4 in.

spruce, spaced 16 inches apart, 8 feet hiph all

around except in front

where they were made
about 8 feet 9 inches, to

allow the proper slope

to the piazza roof. The
corner studs were made
double, and all toe-nailed

with tenpenny nails.

The studs in the gables

were not required so

close together, as they
had shingle lath nailed

on the outside. The
plates, nailed on top of

the studs, were 2x4x16
ft. single on the ends,

and 2 x 4 x 22 ft. double
on the sides of the house.

The rafters were 3x4
x 12 ft. at back, and a

little shorter in front to

nail on to the piazza raf-

ters — their ends do not
show outside of boarding under piazza. The raf-

ters were laid out on the floor to correct angle
and nailed together. Spaces for windows and
doors were left, and all corners braced. Over-
hanging rafters 18 inches out from main frame
were held in place by strips of flooring running
back on two rafters, and also by the ceiling of

the overhang, all made of 25-inch yellow pine

flooring. Shingle lath were ijX3 in. The kit-

chen and porch frame was all 3 x 4 in. stuff, also

the floor beams. The porch was floored with

if x 25-in. yellow pine. The frame of the front

piazza was made of 2 x 6-in. spruce nailed up
to a strip on the front sill, and had longitudinal

strips of 3 x 4-in. spruce 18 inches apart for

nailing down the floor, which was of if x 2 5-in.

yellow pine, with about two inches pitch to-

ward the front. The piazza rafters were 2x4
x 7 ft. spruce, dressed; and the piazza columns
4 x 4-in. square spruce, dressed.

The main roof, piazza roof, and gables were
covered with 6,000 6xi8-in. cypress shingles

laid 5 inches to the weather; the kitchen and
porch roof with if x 2 5-in. yellow pine flooring,

best side down, and patent rubber roofing on
top. The walls of the entire house were covered
with paper and with 1 x 8-in. white pine novelty

siding. The corner boards were 1 x 3 in. white
pine. The window and door frames were of

new white pine, with sash made to swing in on
hinges. The material for six doors and ten
window frames cost about $15. It is better

to have a carpenter make these to save time and
trouble; two men made them all in a day.

A PLEA FOR WINDOW BLINDS

IN PAYING a visit to Upper Montclair, N. J.,

a short time ago, I was struck with the

preponderance of stucco exteriors among
the houses recently erected. Some were dark
gray, some light gray; a few were tinted green or

< ~ . • • •*

A concrete house in California style, whose cold, hard
appearance is but partly alleviated by the tile roofs

cream. To my mind they all looked bare and
hard in outline, in the absence of vines and big
trees. Upon closer study I came to the conclusion
that a large measure of this cold appearance (it

is equally hot looking in summer) was due to the
small amount of woodwork and the,entire absence
of window blinds or shutters.

"Why do none of these houses have window
blinds?" I asked a real estate man.
"They don't put them on this style of house,"

he replied.

"Don't people ask for them ?" I inquired.
"Oh, yes," said he; "sometimes. But the

architects and builders persuade them that blinds

A comer of the summer dining-room

Strips of tin were put over windows and doors,

and wherever a leak suggested itself. After

all nails were properly set, a priming coat of

half paint and half raw oil was given the outside,

nails puttied, and a good coat of light green with
dark green trimmings applied

Trees and vines soften the outlines of this house, while
shutters save the second story from bareness

and shutters are going out of style on modern
houses, particularly those of this type. Besides,
it saves quite a sum on the cost of the house to
omit them."

If this is true, if window blinds are indeed
going out of fashion, it is certainly a great pity.

They not only dress the exterior of a house and
soften harsh window outlines, but they seem to

add a homelike atmosphere.
Moreover, window blinds are as useful to-day

as they ever were. They enable one to sleep
with wide-open windows even during a windy
rain or snow, and in summer they keep out the
glare of the sun without shutting out the air as
much as the shades do. I would advise pros-
pective home-builders, especially inexperienced
ones, to think twice before they let the architect

cross window blinds off the list of specifications.

Edwin Makepeace.

BUILDING THE CHIMNEY

IF
YOU want a chimney that will last., do not

have it built with the upper courses of brick
wider than the lower. The weather readily

loosens bricks so placed, as the rain, etc., works
its way into the cement easily. A straight chim-
ney will last far longer. Place a good capstone
upon it and have the tile flues extend to the top
of the capstone. Allowing flues to end below
the capstone tends to make the chimney likely

to come apart easily. C. K. F.



A beautiful old venwrnd mnhocany table with centre

Inlay. Serapliui oft the old finish

i hliihboy found In an old Junk Rhop. Whon Each coat of shellac must be applied evenly and qulcklv
craped and reflnlshed It was a prize and allowed to harden before belnc rubbed down

REFINISIIING Oi l) MAHOGANY AT HOME

THERE is a charm about old mahogany
that appeals to everyone, and some-
times in the country or at junk shops

in the city, old pieces in a dilapidated condition
can he picked up for a mere song. It does not
cost much to have the pieces repaired, but the

expense of finishing adds so considerably to the
cost of the article, that we arc frequently de-

terred from buying it.

There is no reason why finishing should not

be done by an amateur; there is no secret

process about it, but a certain amount of trouble

and labor must be gone through with to bring

about the desired result. There is no quick

road to getting the beautiful old finish that we
so often see in old furniture shops. The ma-
hocany must of course be repaired, and this had
better be done by a cabinet maker if pieces of

wood have to be inlaid, and if the vencerine is

broken off or edges marred, but
amateurs can perfectly well do the

finishing themselves, if they faith-

fully follow all the necessary pro-

cesses.

A couple of trestles carefully

padded make good supports for all

kinds of furniture. The piece to

be repaired must then be scraped
until every particle of finish is re-

moved and the bare wood is ex-

posed. A steel scraper (sold for the

purpose) must be taken in both
hands and drawn toward the worker,

repeating this process until the whole
surface is scraped. A piece of

broken glass can be used if a

scraper is not available. Then a

coat of paste filler must be applied

with a brush, and while wet thor-

oughly rubbed in across the grain,

and allowed to stand until the filler

hardens, which would possibly take

about forty-eight hours.

Another excellent way of preparing the furni-

ture is by applying a solution of potash to the

scraped wood instead of using a filler, but this

needs to be done by an expert; it is too difficult

for an amateur to attempt. The effect is more
perfect than when a filler is used, as the filler

going into the grain darkens it, while the potash

reveals the texture of the wood, and makes it

By MABKI. T I' K E PR IK ST MAN
Photographs by II. J. Bkxtz

appear liirht and scintillating through the final

coats of finish. English mahogany is nearly
always finished in this way, and most of the

best cabinet makers in America now use the
potash in the earlier stages of the work.
The very best quality of shellac must be used

for finishing old mahotrany. If too thick it

may be diluted with best grain alcohol. The
shellac must be applied with a flat varnish brush,

and smoothly and evenly laid on to the surface;

this must be done rapidly as the alcohol evapor-
ates quickly. Rub down with sand-paper
No. oo, after the shellac is dry, rubbing in an
opposite direction to the grain, then apply
another coat of shellac and rub again with sand-
paper, repeating this process, three, four, or
even up to seven times, until the surface pre-

sents a smooth, even, satin finish.

The last coat to be applied is a finish of pumice

The wax is applied with a short-bristled brush. Rub slowly with the grain of the

wood. In polishing, use slow, circular movements

stone and crude oil; this must be rubbed well

into the furniture, with quick, light, circular

movements; fine old handkerchiefs may be
laid over the cotton pad, and after repeated

rubbings a delicate, glossy surface will reward
the worker. Several rubbings of pumice stone

and oil should be applied, allowing the surface

to harden between each rubbing.

The final finish is given by using a good wax-
There arc several reliable makes of floor wax on
the market, and any of these that have been
found satisfactory can be used. The wax is

applied with a heavy brush, and it is necessary
to rub hard, producing a friction that will heat
the wax sufficiently to make it run, giving a
smooth and elastic surface. The brush in the
illustration is round and has been in daily use
for over thirty years, but the modern wax
finishers arc usually square. The round ones
arc nicer to work with if they can be procured.

It would hardly repay any one to spend a
long time in finishing one piece of furniture, but
when several have to be finished and each one
can take its turn and wait for the various coats
to be applied, it is well worth while. Good
results can be obtained by following these
directions and many dollars can be saved by

doing the work at home. It seems
almost ridiculous to apply so many
coats and rub them off, but all

furniture men who have gained a
reputation for finishing old mahog-
any emphatically declare that it is

essential to good work. A certain

finisher of my acquaintance fre-

quently gives furniture eight coats
before he is satisfied, and the result

is that old mahogany is sent to him
to be refinished from all parts of the
country because his work is so
excellent.

When so called "old mahogany"
is scraped down to the bare wood it

will frequently be found that it is

really walnut, poplar, or hickory,
but these woods can be finished so
that only an expert can detect that
they are not genuine mahogany.
The filler must be a "mahogany
filler" to give the right tone to the
wood. Birch is a soft wood much

used nowadays; the grain is very similar to that
of mahogany, and when it is finished it bears a
very close resemblance to the more expensive
wood. Only those familiar with all kinds of
woods can detect the difference.

[Note—Two articles on refinishing old furniture of mahog-
any and other woods were published on page vi of the May,
1907, issue of Country Life in America.— The Editors.}
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Cream and light green blend with foliage better than terra cotta and dull gray A stucco house with slate roof, the walls tinted in two tones

PAINTING A CONCRETE HOUSE
By A. S. ATKINSON

Photographs by H. H. Saylor and J. C. Bragdon

CEMENT, concrete, and stucco surfaces

should not be painted until six months
after erection, and generally it is better

to wait for a full year, unless the surface

has been treated with a re-agent beforehand.

All stucco and composition surfaces carry lime

and alkalies, which will not stand ordinary

linseed oil paints and coatings. If the surface

is left untouched for six months to a year the

carbonic acid gas in the air will unite with the

free alkali in the cement and turn it into the

neutral carbonate of lime. This process is

aided and helped by the exposure to the weather,

and consequently the weathering process fur-

nishes in time a proper surface for painting.

But the man who builds a handsome stucco

house with the idea of making its color har-

monize with the surrounding landscape is too

impatient to wait half a year to see his ambition
realized, hence the recent experiments by paint

chemists for the treatment of cement surfaces.

We do not now have to wait for natural agencies

to weather the stucco surfaces, but the process

of treatment that precedes pamting is all-

important.

All non-drying and lubricating oils are de
structive to cement, and if it is soaked with
them they will cause the cement to disintegrate

and crumble; but linseed oil unites with the

oxygen of the air and forms a tough, leathery

surface over the cement. When this is dried

and hardened it absolutely protects the cement
surface and also makes it waterproof. But
the great difficulty is to get the paint to stick.

It will not stay on green cement, but peels off

in a few weeks or months. So we must neu-

tralize the alkalies in the cement by some arti-

ficial method, if the owner is not willing to wait

for the ordinary weathering process.

Even when cement surfaces are to be painted

without waiting for weathering, the work should

not be undertaken within sixty days from the

time of applying the stucco. Concrete block

houses can be treated earlier because the blocks

are made and set sometime before they are put
in the wall. Sixty days are usually required

for concrete to set, and then the surface can be
treated with reagents in preparation for paint-

ing. The reagents employed are acids, and it

should be carefully noted that these acids must
be thoroughly washed off before the paint is

applied. After washing off thoroughly with

water the surface must be allowed to dry, and
then it is ready for the painj.

A reagent formerly used for treating cement
surfaces was a 7 to 8 per cent, solution of muriatic

acid or hydrochloric acid, but this has a tendency
to neutralize the lime in the cement too quickly,

and forms calcium chloride which is easily

soluble in water and hence will wash off with
the spraying, leaving the surface more or less

pitted. Moreover, this reagent has a peculiar

tendency to gather and absorb moisture, and if

any of it is left on the surface after the spraying

with water it will keep the paint damp under-
neath. This would form a film and cause
blistering and disintegration. Any excess of this

acid would injure both the paint and the cement.

In place of muriatic acid, dilute sulphuric

acid as a wash is much better, but any excess

of the acid left on the surface will cause harm.
The sulphuric acid changes the caustic lime of

the cement to calcium sulphate or gypsum, which
is insoluble in water. This has no effect on the

paint coating.

A similar effect is obtained by using a solution

of zinc sulphate and water mixed in about
equal parts by weight. When properly mixed,

the solution is applied to the cement surface

with an ordinary bristle brush. The advantage
of this wash is that no after washing with water
is necessary. This mixture produces a chemical

change in the caustic lime that changes it to

calcium sulphate or gypsum. After drying for

sixty to seventy hours a certain amount of

zinc oxide will be found in the pores of the

cement and upon the surface. This material

is not harmful either to the cement surface or

to the paint. In fact, it is one of the most
important of the white paint pigments, and
becomes incorporated with the paint in the

brushing. The paint should be worked in

thoroughly on a cement surface thus treated,

for the better the two are mixed together the

longer will the paint last on the surface. This

process of treatment is very economical and
produces lasting and satisfactory results.

Another method of treatment that has been
tried by some paint experts is to dissolve ten

pounds of carbonate of ammonia in forty-five

gallons of water, and when dissolved to apply

the solution to the surface with a brush. This
reagent liberates ammonia gas and leaves a
smooth surface behind. The effect is to form
insoluble calcium carbonate on the surface

which is neither harmful to the paint nor the

concrete. But to make this method perfectly

satisfactory in all cases two treatments should

be made of a weak solution, and where lime

mortar has been used in the concrete three or

more applications are often necessary to neu-

tralize the lime.
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A still further process that works excellent

results, but which is rather too expensive except
for very large surfaces where a painting machine
can be used, is to spray the cement surface with
carbonated water. This is simply so-called

soda water, and a tank used for charging soda-

water fountains could be attached to a paint

atomizer. This impregnates the surface with
carbonic acid gas and changes the caustic lime

into harmless calcium carbonate or carbonate
of lime.

All of these various treatments have the

same end in view, and it matters little which is

used provided the caustic lime is neutralized

and rendered harmless; but where strong acids

are used the surface must be thoroughly washed
off afterward before the paint is put on. This
can usually be done by turning the hose on,

where there is sufficient pressure to force the

water to the top of the building. Where there

is no water pressure and the washing must be
done by hand, the cost is considerable.

Of all the methods employed probably that

of using zinc sulphate and water, mixed in equal
parts by weight, is the least expensive and the

most satisfactory. This prepares the surface for

the paint within seventy-two hours, and the zinc

oxide left on the surface will readily incorporate

with the paint.

If a surface of cement or stucco is thus prop-

erly treated to neutralize the alkalies in the

cement, almost any good linseed oil paint

will adhere to the walls. Paint manufacturers
have, however, sought to develop special paints

for this work, and they are as a result more
satisfactory than others. Every year im-
provements are being made in cement-surface

paints.

The first coat of paint should be somewhat
more oily than usual. The concrete surface

has considerable absorbent capacity, and it is

to counteract this that an oily paint is used for

the first coat. The absorbent qualities of

machine-made concrete blocks are greater than
in concrete that has been well tamped. The
second and third coats can be applied in the

usual way.
The application of the first coat is important

also because of the tendency of some paints to

discolor the cement. This is not important
where a color darker than stone is used, but in

a light color it is. Sometimes the surface is

painted simply to waterproof and protect the

cement, and no effort is made to change the

stone-like effect of the blocks. In such cases

{Continued on page 64)
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All Three of the World's International Pianos

Are United Exclusively With The Pianola

Dominant amid the throng of conflicting claims
and assertions with regard to Player-pianos, there
stand out certain vital facts, unassailable, undeniable,
clearly determining the truth.

Whatever may be said or published, it is a
matter of commercial record that there are but three

pianos manufactured for which there is an international

demand, sufficient to require factories in Europe as well as in

America. These three pianos are pictured above—and
Me musical public of two Continents has confirmed their

leadership.

Claims and counterclaims fall flat, before the

great walls of their international factories.

// is of tremendous significance, to every possible

purchaser of a Player-piano that all three of these pianos,

accepted not only by the American public, but by
musical Europe as the correct standards of pianistic

tone and construction, should be combined exclusively with

the Pianola.

In the last analysis, a Player-piano consists of

two elements—the piano itself, and the player-action

it contains.

The Steinway-Pianola Alliance

Nothwithstanding the unquestionable leadership
of the pianos which are combined with the Pianola,

the Aeolian Company maintains that the Player is the

fundamental consideration—just as the performance of a
concert pianist is determined far more by his playing
ability than by the piano he uses.

The choice of the Pianola by the Messrs.
Steinway, as the one Player fit to be combined with their

superb pianos—the one Player which measured up to

their artistic and constructional standards—was a final,

authoritative decision which should settle conclusively
and forever the question of Player superiority.

Whichever element you regard first—the piano, the
Player, or both— the weight of material evidence,
freed from all partisan bias, is overwhelmingly in

favor of a Pianola Piano

STEINWAY. WEBER. STECK. WHEELOCK and STUYVESANT PIANOLA PIANOS
Prices from $550 upward Pianola Piano Book De Luxe sent postpaid on request

The Aeolian Company maintains its own establishments in the following cities:

CHICAGO
408-410 S. Michigan Ave.

ST. LOUIS
1004 Olive St

CINCINNATI
25 W. 4th St.

INDIANAPOLIS
237 N. Pennsylvania St

DAYTON
131 W. 3rd St

FORT WAYNE
208 W. Berry St

THE AEOLIAN COMPANY SfsrL' 362 mĤ
THE LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS IN THE WORLD
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The world's greatest artists
make records only for the

^ world's greatest musical instruments

—

Victor and Victor-Victrola
As the world's greatest opera stars make records only for the

Victor, it is self-evident the Victor is the only instrument that does full

justice to their magnificent voices.

And as the Victor reproduces the actual living voices of these
famous artists in all their power, sweetness and purity, it is again self-

evident the Victor is the one instrument to provide you not only the
gems of opera but the best music and entertainment of every kind.

Whether you want grand opera or the latest song "hits", or
vaudeville, or minstrel show, or sacred music, or band selections

—

whatever you want—you get it at its best only on the Victor.

Hearing- is believing. Any Victor dealer in any city in the world will

gladly play any Victor music you wish to hear and demonstrate to you the
wonderful Victor-Victrola.

Victor-Victrolas $15 to $200. Victors $10 to $100.
Always use Victor Records played with Victor Needles

—

there is no other way to get the unequaled Victor tone.

Victor Needles, 6 cents per 100; 60 cents per 1000

Victor Talking Machine Co., Camden, N. J., U.S.A.
Berliner Gramophone Co., Montreal Canadian, Distributors

Victor
New Victor Records are on sale at all dealers on the 28th of each month

"THE UNIVERSAL PERFUME"
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SOLD BY ALL LEADING DRUGGISTS
Sample mailed on receipt of six cents to defray

mailing charges.
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Dumbwaiters
Versus Clothes Chutes

A clothes chute is a good thing—but a

Dumbwaiter is better. It not only saves

you a trip downstairs but also saves you
a trip upstairs.

When building, the space and money
required to install a Dumbwaiter is very
little more than that of a clothes chute

and the convenience is not comparable.

Sedgwick Dumbwaiters carry things

up as well as down—giving kitchen ser-

vice—such as meals on the second floor

—basement service—garret service—un-

limited service—with no trouble.

Sedgwick Dumbwaiters are guaranteed

—are not prohibitive in price—are noise-

less—easy-runnin«—no motor—and can

be made to run from any floor to any
floor—are the new machines with all

trouble and danger eliminated.

We can facilitate the service in your
house—write us for estimate.

SEDGWICK MACHINE WORKS
132 LIBERTY ST., NEW YORK

COUNTRY LIFE ABROAD
(Continued from page $2)

with a spring while traveling downward at great

speed. The land is made perhaps a hundred
feet lower down the incline. If one is fortunate
in "standing" he continues forward at high speed
to the "outrun" where he stops with a Christiania

or Telemark turn.

Most of the Swiss resorts have their jumps,
that at Adelboden being especially picturesque.
In Norway, perhaps the jump at Holmenkollen
is the most spectacular, while its situation among
fir trees renders it very beautiful as well.

Only last summer a new addition to the fam-
ous jumps of the world was built half an hour's
walk from Miirren in the Bernese Oberland
surrounded by the wildest of Alpine scenery.

It is known as the Egertenthal Jump and, being
well above the trees and surrounded with grand
snsw-capped mountains against a deep blue
sky, the surroundings from the spectator's stand-
point can hardly be equaled. The course is

straightaway without turns and to the onlooker
the progress of a man from Lilliputian size high
in one direction to a rapidly flashing life size

Among Norwegians there are no more enthusiastic

devotees of the skee than King Haakon and Queen
Maud

figure and on to diminutive proportions far away
in the valley below is very interesting and start-

ling. To see a man make this wonderful descent
of a thousand feet partly on the snow and partly in

air all in a few seconds is something never to be for-

gotten, nor will the wonderful amphitheatre before

the stately Egerfurke soon fade from memory.

OOURNEMOUTH, that forest city on the

English Channel, is one of England's most
remarkable vacation resorts both in summer
and winter. Always spoken of as a delight-

ful spot because of its equable climate and
evergreen forests, it long enjoyed but little

popularity because of inadequate transportation

facilities. In 1870, when the railroad was put
through, there were a trifle less than 6,000 in-

habitants, but since that time growth has been
rapid until to-day the population is somewhat
over 75,000. Enterprise is developing the place

as a recreation resort, and providing every hotel

comfort and facility for outdoor sport has done
much to popularize it, but its natural beauty
and climatic conditions have done still more.
Sheltered on the west by the Purbeck Hills

and on the east by the Isle of Wight, and situated

well south in England where the weather aver-

ages warm and equable, this evergreen forest

city with its dry soil and sandy shore is one of

the most delightful of the British coast resorts.

The average temperature from November to

March ranges from 40 to 46 Fahrenheit.

HpHE East of Scotland College of Agriculture

has recently issued an interesting report of

some pasture experiments to show what can be

done to improve old impoverished grass land by
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PEOPLE are proud of their Berkey
& Gay furniture. It is something

besides furniture. It is part of the home, and part

of their lives. There is thought and sentiment and
individuality in it.

E have been making it for fifty years or more. In
all that time we have been making it for a purpose

and not for a price. The quality goes in before the price

goes on. Many of our workmen have been with us since

they were boys. They do not know what it is to rush a

piece of work.

NO matter what you buy of ours, whether it is a small chair or a heavy
dining table, it gives that sense of quality which cannot be put on

but has to be of and in the furniture itself. We make furniture for the bed
room, the dining room, the living room, the library and the hall. It is

For Your Children 's Heirlooms
YOUR local "dealer will show you

Berkey & Gay furniture. With our
magnificent portfolio of direct photo-

gravures he will enable you to select from
our entire line of over two thousand pieces.

With this and the pieces he has on his

floors you will see why our furniture stands

the test of time and will be handed down
in your family for years and years.

Ours is not catalogue furniture. It is

not the sort that can be truthfully pictured

in the ordinary commercial way. It is too

interesting for that.

OUR book, "Character in Furniture,"
is a de luxe publication giving the

history and meaning of furniture of
the periods. Rene Vincent's illustrations

show our furniture in real life. Fifteen

two cent U.S. stamps brings it to you
by return mail— and with it, if you ask,

we will send a card in

colors bearing the famous
poem "In Amsterdam,"
by Eugene Field, a poem
he wrote about Berkey
& Gay furniture.

CD

Berkey 6? Gay Furniture Co.
180 Canal Street, Grand Rapids, Michigan This is the inlaid mart of

honor that is in or on
every "Berkey & Gay piece

STRAWBERRY
ACRES

GRACE S

BY

RICHMOND
Author of "Red Pepper Burns," etc.

"A bright wholesome story. All will be better for

having made the acquaintance of the young heroine

who makes friends and maintains a sunny disposition

under all circumstances." St. Louis Post Dispatch.

"Mrs. Richmond makes a lovely, wholesome, entertaining story out of the

situation." The Continent.
Fixed price, $1.20 (pottage 12c)

BY THE SAME AUTHOR
Red Pepper Burns. Illustrated. Fixed price, $ 1 .20. (Postage 12c.)

On Christmas Day In the Evening. Illustrated. Fixed price, 50c. (Postage, 5c.)

On Christmas Day in the Morning. Illustrated. Fixed price, 50c. (Postage 5c.)

A Court of Inquiry. Illustrated. Fixed price, $1.00. (Postage 10c.)

Round the Corner in Gay Street Illustrated. $1.50. With Juliet in England. Illustrated. $1.50

The Indifference of Juliet Illustrated. $1.50. The Second Violin. Illustrated. $1.50.

the use of artificial fertilizers. Superphosphate,
sulphate of potash, and lime were used, and by
comparison of the gain in weight made by sheep
on the fertilized and unfertilized sections of the
field it was seen that there was a very creditable
return for the money and labor expended. The
treated area carried half as many sheep again,

and the increase in weight per head per week was
higher, showing that the quality as well as the
quantity of herbage was benefited by the dress-
ings.

A STATE forest in Germany points the way
very clearly in respect to the best use to

make of swamps in forests. Large sums may
be spent in drainage, yet as a rule the soil wiU
not produce timber of any quality because the
soil is shallow. Ordinary drains benefit only
the surface soil. Even with three-foot drains
there may be only a foot and a half of soil above
water level, so that while trees may grow well
at the start they will not continue to do so after

their roots reach the wet subsoil.

Ordinarily a better use for such land is for
pasturage. Drainage by open trenches which
carry the water a foot and a half below the sur-

face is desirable. The land should be leveled and
old tree roots removed after which the treatment
is the same as for forming meadow pasture.
Humus and mineral salts are usually in plenty
but potash manure such as kainite must be
added. If this is done in autumn so that the

'soil is ready for sow-ing suitable grasses in the
spring, it will prove surprisingly fertile. As
tried in the German state forests land utilized

in this manner averages to yield profits amount-
ing to about 3 per cent, of the working expenses.

garden city DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY new york

A thrilling skee jump at the end of a race at

Adelboden

TN FAR-AWAY China, where gasolene costs
* thirty cents a gallon, the automobile is

making progress but slowly, but as modern
ideas are rapidly becoming more prevalent, as

indicated by the recent demands for a progres-

sive government, this condition is likely to

change. The chief difficulty is the narrowness

of village streets and the small number of good
country roads. In and about the large cities,

however, the streets are often excellent.

At Tientsin there are twelve cars, three being

owned by Chinamen. The streets of the foreign

section are broad, level and excellently mac-
adamized, while a splendid boulevard encircles

the native city. Peking also has a dozen cars

which are used on her wide, well-kept streets.

Tsingtau has about sixty miles of splendid

roads running along the ocean front and into

the mountains nearby, affording one of the

finest spots in the world for automobiling. In

spite of this fact, there are but six automobiles.

The roads in the vicinity of Nanking, China,

are in exceptionally good condition for automo-
biling and there are many pleasant drives.

But there are only two automobiles owned by
residents, these being the property of Chinese.

BEFORE summer Berlin will be a seaport.

Official statements are to the effect

that the ship canal from Stettin to Berlin will

be ready for traffic by that time. This will

enable the German capital to receive cargoes

direct from all ports of the world. The canal

is eighty-two miles in length and will permit

the passage of all freighters of ordinary size.
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"You must hunv, sir, that J look upon the pleasure which we lake in a

garden as one of the most innocent delights in human life."

—The Spectator.

Greater Simplicity in our Gardens
i h is is the key-note to be struck in The Annual Gardening

Number for 1912 of

inAmeric
Published February 15th

Simpler taste in the Home Grounds.

^ Less complication and less work in the Flower Garden.

11 The Best Fruit and Vegetables by simpler methods.

^ Abolishing the idea of display and making the garden a

place of content, and gardening a relaxation, not a

labor.

^ A useful and practical manual this will be, and beautiful

withal, with its superb reproductions in full color of the

lilacs and iris at Holm Lea.

TABLE OF CONTENTS
A Suburban Gurden Six Years Old

By Marian Cruger Coffin

An Appraisal of the Dahlia
By Leonard Barron

The Use and Abuse of the Pergola
By Frances Duncan

The Soul of the Garden
By Elaine Goodale Eastman

A Spring Garden of Lilacs, Irises, and
Peonies ------ By Wilhelm Miller

Growing Strawberries by the Sea
By Martha Prentice Strong

A Backyard Garden that is Different
By C.F.A. Seidhof

Bees in the Greenhouse - - - By D. Everett Lyon

The Garden Manual for 1912 - By Thomas McAdam
What Twenty-five Years Have Done for One
Country Place - - - - By Flora Lewis Marble

An Italian Garden in Miniature - By Cora Parker

Alluring Fraxinella - - By Thomas McAdam

50 CENTS A COPY
$4 a Year Postpaid

Cttming—The Spring Building Number
—March 15th

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO. , Garden City, N. Y.
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ORBIN

The Corbin Door Check
is the Mother's Helper. Shuts the door quickly and noiselessly.

Sizes for all doors. Publication FK89, tells about the 1911

Model. Sent free upon request.

P. & F. CORBIN
The American Hardware Corporation, Successor

NEW BRITAIN, CONN.

P. & F. CORBIN

of Chicago

• P. & F. CORBIN

of New York

P. & F. CORBIN DIVISION

Philadelphia

Get the Best
—the strongest, lightest and most
beautifully grained doors made.

I
MORG,

The standard doors of America, made in

the special Morgan way from special

woods by special machinery. Morgan
doors are specified and recommended by all

leading architects. Built of separate layers

of kiln dried wood with the grain running

in opposite directions. Shrinking, warp-
ing or swelling is impossible.

Each door is stamped "MORGAN" which guar-

antees quality, style, durability and satisfaction.

Be sure your doors bear the "MORGAN" stamp.

Send for a copy of our elegant new
catalog "The Door Beautiful"— just

out—full of page illustrations of interiors

and attractive exteriors in all styles, showing
Morgan Doors and their surroundings—tells
why it is the best kind of economy to use

Morgan Doors throughout your building.

Write for your copy today

Morgan Company, 6th and Oregon St*., Oskosh,Wis.
Distributed by Morgan Sa&h anil Poor Co.. Chicago

Morgan Millwork Co., Italtimore, Md.
Morgan Doom arc bandied by dealers who do not subititutt

:

FROM FRANCE TO
AMERICA'S SUNSET LAND

{Continued from page jo)

In the red desert were gray rocks like dragons'
teeth; but by and by there was a paler desert of
shriveling yellow sand, veined with the green of
alfalfa; and the golden sand in deep river beds
rippled as if desert winds played over tiny wave-
lets of water. The sky was no longer of a hard
blue, but had softened to the wonderful violet

that broods pensively over the golden secrets of

lonely desert spaces. A narrow purple streak
across the gold, that meant a distant river, and
a solitary Indian riding beside it on a slender
horse, against a floating background of dim blue
hills, made a picture I shall not forget; and each
moment my old point of view about America
changed. I began to see that one need not go
to Africa, to Spain and Italy, for history and
romance, and contrasting colors, or even to find

things very old and strange.

For instance, nowhere in the world could one
fird things more ancient and wonderful than I

found by hurling myself out of the "Limited" at

Albuquerque, New Mexico, and taking a short
detour. Theie was much that was well worth
seeing at Albuquerque itself; the charming,
picturesque hotel, built like an old Spanish house,
and the wonderful Indian museum, with its rare

rugs and pottery, and the astounding opals and
turquoises, its magnificent Indian arms and
costumes, and a thousand other treasures. But
the great thing (and I did the great thing) is to

go to I.aguna. I went. I arrived on an azure
night of stars and I had adventures; but they were
splendid adventures. In the morning the sun
and I got up together (unless I was a little ahead
of him), and a carriage driven by an Indian
waited to take me across eighteen miles of desert
to famous Acoma. Going, we passed the old

Indian town of Laguna, piled together in a

rocky mound like some wild old hill town in

Italy, built for defense against Saracens. And
the huddled houses themselves were exactly like

houses of Arab towns. (What is the relation-

ship between these Pueblo Indians and the
Eastern peoples? They — the Indians — tell

ancestral legends about a sunken country between
continents, the real Atlantis, and their own
escape.)

Not the Libyan desert itself is more beautiful

or more mysterious that this golden desert of

monumental mesas through which my white
covered carriage took me, between Laguna and
Acoma. Some of the rocky mesas towering up
out of the sea of golden sand were like dark
forts of fighting giants; and the "enchanted
mesa" with its strange legends, was best of all —
until Acoma itself.

No one, who didn't krow, would have dreamed
there was an Indian town, more ancient than
history, on top of that round, boxlike mountain
of rock; but I found it, after being guided up the

old Indian trail, a secret way, far more exciting

then the ordinarily used road to the hidden top.

It had its excitements, that Indian trail, with

its spider-web bridges across chasms; but it alone

would have been worth crossing the ocean for.

And then the luncheon on top, in an Indian

house, with two Indian chiefs, to say nothing

of my kind and chivalrous guide, one of the

most interesting men, surely, in that great

Western country. But it would be of no use

for me to tell his name. It is not his profession

to guide wandering ladies. He does it only out

of the kindness of his heart, if you come to him
writh just the right letter of introduction!

I thought that, after Acoma, everything else

must be an anti-climax; but that was because,

in my abyssmal ignorance, I could form no con-

ception of the Petrified Forests, and of the Grand
C;>non — and of California.

Through high, fragrant pine forest country,

ringed with far mountains, I arrived at the

Grand Canon; and no sooner had I walked up

the small hill from the railway station (which

is like a screen for the surpassing grandeurs

beyond) than I knew I was face to face with one

of the world's greatest marvels. Standing in

the terrace of one of the most perfect hotels ever

built, I seemed to be looking down, down, through

a golden glow to the red heart of the earth.

Down there were castles and cities; and even the

mountains, high though they were, lay in their

rose and purple ranges far beneath the golden

levels on which I stood. All the moulds from

which the noblest castles of history or fairy
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A Frw of the Representative Brunswick U>er>

Mr*. E. H. Hamman
P. A. Rockefeller

J I' Motrin. |r.

C. G. Frelinghuyaen
lame* B. Clewa
Mr*. William Thaw. Jr.

Cage E. Tarbell
Hon. Whilelaw Reul

Arden. N. Y.
Greenwich, Conn.
Malmecock IV, L. I.

Morri*town. N. J.

New York City
Allegheny. Pa.
Na**au. L. I.

New York City

And hundreds of others equally well-known.
Shall we put your name next ? .Write for full

information by mail, or ask us to have our
representative call. We guarantee results, be-

cause each installation is designed especially

for the requirements of the user.

Concerning Refrigeration In Your House

Every well-kept establishment, either in town or

country, now maintains its own plant. No disappointment

by an unreliable ice-man, no muss, no bother ; colder,

purer food, better sanitation if you have one of the

HOUSEHOLD
REFRIGERATING

AND
ICEMAKING PLANTS

The air is always dry and of even tem-

perature, many degrees colder than with

an ordinary ice-box. And the foods are

kept free from germs, retaining their nat-

ural flavor and appearance.

A few moments' attention -your butler

can give it — and that's all there is to do
for the day.

Besides, for use in oeverages you can

make ice yourself from water, that you
know is pure.

Brunswick Refrigerating Co., New Brunswick, N. J.

Have All Advantages of

Electric Lighting inYour
Country Home

Be independent of any central station

and have your own private plant, includ-

ing a storage battery which will give you

light all night. You need not spend a large

sum or employ a trained engineer or sit up

nights to run it. You don't need technical

knowledge. Just use your own horse sense

to operate a

FAY & BOWEN
Electric Lighting System
anil light every part of your house and grounds with the safest, cleanest,

whitest, and most pleasant light—with Tungsten lamps—very simple

and safe, and reduce fire risk— 32-volt current. A space 6 feet square

is sufficient for a large plant. Run the engine when it suits you best.

Besides power for lighting, you have enough to pump water, run the

sewing machine, vacuum cleaner, fans, washing* machine, dairy or other machinery.

" m

Send for Our
Electric Bulletins
Investieate this system — our

bulletins tell the whole story. We
will figure out cost for your place if

you send us your requirements.

FAY & BOWEN ENGINE CO.
123 Lake Street, Geneva, N.Y., U. S. A.
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Flints Fine Furniture
EXHIBIT OF

SPRING and SUMMER STYLES
We invite inspection of our New Spring

Patterns in Furniture for Country Homes and
particularly emphasize the guarantee in the
Flint Trademark.

In the world-wide competition for Excel-
lence, the Flint Trademark stands for the highest
furniture ideals, "Flint Quality" is recognized
as "the best"— and Flint Prices are proved
to be uniformly low.

REDUCTIONS
During January of from 1 0% to 509c on many

odd pieces and discontinued
patterns.

Booklet illustrating Spring
and Summer Styles mailed on
request.

Geo.C Flint Co.

«-*7 West 23- St

24-26 West 24* St.
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THE beauty and artistic quality of

Sargent designs are apparent; they

the surface, to be seen by everyone.

Beneath them are qualities of material and

workmanship that are appreciated by expe-

rienced architects and expert workmen.

Carpenters and locksmiths recognize the

inner worth of Sargent Locks. They see

in the solid construction the security for which

these locks are famed ; they find every part

accurately fitted in its place.

Sargent Hardware and Locks are smooth-

working, efficient; they work with ease, quiet

and sureness through long years of service.

TheSargent Book ofDesigns—mailedfree
illustrates many patterns suitable for public buildings, residences, etc. Write

for this book and confer with your architect in the selection of a design to

harmonize with your .architecture. Ask him to specify the use of Sargent

Hardware throughout the building.

SARGENT & COMPANY, 153 Leonard St., New Yormm

ATWOOD GRAPE FRUIT
NO OTHER GRAPE FRUIT IN THE WORLD EQUALS IT IN FLAVOR

A well-known physician writes : "I prescribe grape fruit for all my patients, and
tell them to be sure and get ATWOOD Grape Fruit as other grape fruit to the

Atwood is as cider apples to pippins.

"

The Journal "American Medicine" says : "Realizing the great value of grape fruit,

the medical profession have long advocated its daily use, but it has only been within
the past few years that the extraordinary curative virtues of this 'king of fruits'

have been appreciated. This dates from the introduction of the ATWOOD
Grape Fruit, a kind that so far surpasses the ordinary grape fruit that no comparison
can be made.

"

Says E. E. Keeler, M.D., in the "Good Health Clinic" : "In all cases where there is

the 'uric acid diathesis' you will see an immediate improvement following the use
of grape fruit."

We have arranged for a much wider distribution of ATWOOD Grape Fruit this

season than has heretofore been possible. If you desire, your grocer or fruit

dealer will furnish the ATWOOD Brand in either bright or bronze. Our bronze
fruit this season is simply delicious.

ATWOOD Grape Fruit is always sold in the trade*
mark wrapper of the Atwood Grape Fruit Company.

// bought by the box, it will keep for weeks and improve.

THE ATWOOD GRAPE FRUIT COMPANY 290 Broadway, New York

.legend were fashioned, are still down there in the
mystic depths of the Grand Canon of Arizona.
What a study for architects! And if Wagner
were never there in body, he must have gone in

his dreams, or he could not have written the
music of the gods, as he did. There in the Grand
Canon Walhall towers up; there among the
ruddy rocks glows the fire which rings Brunhilde
round till Siegfried comes.

I feared that, after these wonders, California
might be an anti-climax; which proves again
that I had not realized with what generous
bounty the West gives her glory. Even the
Grand Canon could not spoil me for California.
The Yosemite strikes the same godlike note in

the music of world-grandeur; and Monterey,
and Shasta, and Lake Lahoe, and San Francisco— but it is useless to go on. The only thing left

to say is, that after seeing them, Europe does
not quite satisfy me even with its best beauty
spots. I want to go back!

PAINTING A CONCRETE HOUSE
{Continued from page 56)

great care must be used not to stain or discolor

the surface. The special waterproofing paints

made for this work are undoubtedly better than
any others.

The painting of a concrete surface requires

somewhat more attention t» special details

than the same work on wood. The concrete
surface lacks the uniform character of wood, and
the filling of the voids and suction creates a
good deal of extra work. Consequently it is

estimated by master painters that the labor
required is fully one third more than the
application of lead and oil on exterior wood
surfaces. But on the other hand there is a sav-
ing in material. On the first coat only about
one half as much paint is used as for a wooden
surface, and about two thirds as much for the
second coat, while the third coat is the same
in both cases.

The estimated cost of painting concrete sur-

faces that have been properly treated beforehand
ranges from twenty-five to forty cents a square
yard for two coats. On concrete floors the
covering of a cement paint runs from 150 to

200 square feet per gallon for one coat, but
here much depends upon the spreading quality

of the paint and the skill of the workman. In
painting concrete floors almost the same prep-
aration of surface is necessary as described for

wall surfaces. But floors are liable to accu-
mulate grease and dirt if not painted immediately
after washing with the reagent. Such foreign

substances make painting difficult and unsatis-

factory, and they must be carefully removed
before the paint is applied. Concrete floors

that have stood for a long time so that the alka-

lies have been neutralized by the weather have
been painted with disastrous results, because
no proper cleaning was attempted to remove
grease and oil.

EVERY PLACE NEEDS A SERVICE
YARD

(^Continued from page 43)

rectangular yard is very little used and
makes a space for the collection of dust

and leaves. Place the entrance at the corner,

if possible, as it will give a freer move-
ment of vehicles in the yard than if placed at

the side or on the end. The second choice is the

end. If the space is made too cramped, it

will be hard to turn a wagon around, or back it

out. Corner or end entrances partially obviate

this, and the drive may be used in the backing
and turning operations, if necessary. The
corner entrance allows for a greater breadth of

area for planting between the service and ap-

proach drives, when they are necessarily near

together owing to the contracted size of the

grounds, or to save a tree, or avoid a ledge.

If you want to use shrubs to screen the service

yard, allow at least twenty-five feet for planting

between the service drive and the carriage court

or the approach drive.

If possible, the surface drainage of the yard
should be outward, so as to carry the water

away from the house. It may be necessary to

drain to a catch basin in the interior of the yard.

If so, place the basin so that the traffic will

avoid it.

If you cannot afford a wall or shrubs, use
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Cheapest
in the End

Till? (r ums of Iliggin Screens arc steel i.r

copper. Being only
x\ of an inch thick

anil of enamel or tlull finish, thejr have a

trinities-; ami inconspicuous beauty all their own.

The netting is solid bronze wire, fine enough

to keep out mosquitoes. It is not painted, never

needs painting, never rusts.

The channels are metal. The screens once

fitted alw.n s lit. No warping, splitting, sliiink-

ing ! Can't stick !

Since Iliggin Screens always look well, always

work perfectly, never need repairs, you save

money by getting them in the beginning.

No matter where you live, a Iliggin agent will

gladly make an estimate (it screening \ our house.

Let him also tell you alnmt the wonderful Iliggin

All-Met. il Weather Stup. No chaise or obliga-

tion for this service.

Write today for our boo\let and testis

menials of people in your Vicinity Who are
enthusiastic users of Iliggin Screens.

THE HIGGIN MANUFACTURING CO.
901-521 Wathlnrftoo Av-oue (NEWPORT. KY.

j|HL&CHdrdtnuith^n

K< ijular

Sit te*

$I5UU

Leads in Tone Quality in America

One of the three £reat
Pi anos of the World
S< »d u. four at lei lion u( I hi ulhcr Inu ureal pianua of ike

MorlJ, luytlhir »nli die name anil ajdrtta »l anjona flunking

nl bu)intt a pianu; n« mil I ki n mail. >ou I K 1. 1, a butilt tua-

laming a avng anil three ncll-knuna lumpoailiuna iur piano.

I Hi. JU1IN (.III KM I COMPANY
C.atia»*U lurk < A>><» u *j

1km t»i ten f Mat* Chi.

The Sunny South Number of

Life

Out February 13, will spread a warm glow over the

entire American people. Every Southern heart will

respond to its sentiment. Only one among many specials.

Coming

Special Numbers

Feb. 1 Valentine Number

Feb. 8 Bridge Number

Feb. 22 General Number

Feb. 29 Pittsburg Number

One Year, $5.00
Canadian $5.52
Foreign $6.04

NOTE
Remember this is Life's

great trial subscription

offer— one dollar for

three months—just to

get you started.

Recipe for Happiness

Take an ordinary pair of shears, a pen,
some ink and a dollar bill. With the
shears cut out the attached coupon, fill

in with your name and address with
the pen and ink, insert dollar in en-
velope, address envelope to Life,
borrow a postage stamp from
a friend, stick it on, mail /
it, and wait about a /
week—and you won't y
know yourself. ,
Obey that
impulse. r

/
/

/
/

/
/

/

/
/

/
/

/
Enclosed

find One Dol-

lar (Canadian

$1.13, Foreign.

$l.i€). Send Lot
for three month* to

Open only to new subscribers: no sub-
. scription renewed at this rate. This

W' offer is net.

/ Life, 37 West 31, New York
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Invariably select "POMPEIIAN BRONZE" for all

their screening because of its permanency and handsome appear-

ance. No other screening material so successfully resists the salt

mists of the seashore and time only serves to enhance its beauty

and to mellow its pleasing color to a point where the meshes

become practically invisible.

A home screened with this exceptional screen cloth testifies to

the good judgment and the good taste of the owner.

"POMPEIIAN BRONZE" cannot rust or deteriorate, never

requires painting, patching or renewing, and a home once screened

with it is screened for all time— barring fire or accident.

Do not re-screen with anything but "POMPEIIAN
BRONZE" — don't think of using anything else if you are

building. Ask the architect to specify it and settle the screen

question for good. Genuine "POMPEIIAN BRONZE" can

be instantly identified by the removable red string in the selvage,

and if your dealer does not carry it, write the makers direct.

Write for our "POMPEIIAN BRONZE" booklet

to-day.

CLINTON WIRE CLOTH COMPANY
Original Power Loom Manufacturers of Wire Cloth Established 1856

73 59 Sterling Street - CLINTON, MASS.

Residence of Thomas Shields Clarke* Esq., I.enox. Stained
with CabJt's Shi/itj/e Stains and lined -with Cabot's Sheathing
Quilt for warm fh. IVilson Eyre, Architect^ Philadelphia.

Tested 8 Years— Satisfactory
"On the back page of your catalogue I find a picture of my house

in Lenox, Mass., which I built in 1902 and used your Stains and Quilt
—both satisfactory."' (Signed) THOMAS SHIELDS CLARKE.

New York, May 9. 1910.

For the beauty of the exterior of your
so much as

house, nothing will do

CABOT'S SHINGLE STAINS
and for the warmth and winter comfort of the interior

CABOT'S SHEATHING "QUILT"
will pay for itself over and over again. It is not a mere felt or paper, but
a special insulator, that keeps the heat in exactly as a bird's feathers

do. You cannot afford to overlook it.

Samples, circulars, andfull information sent on request. FREE.

SAMUEL CABOT, Inc.. Sole Manufrs, 147 Milk St., Boston, Mass.

Agents all over the country

PROTECT ITA \Z
coverings from injury. Also beau-
tify your furniture by using: Glass
Onward Sliding Furniture and
Piano Shoes in place of casters.
Made in 110 styles and sizes. If

your dealer will not supply you
Write us—Onward Mfg. Co.

Menasha, Wisconsin, U. S. A .

Canadian Factory, Berlin, Ont.

An Enduring Sanitary Wall
Covering. Ideal for Upholstery
Sendfor Descriptive Booklet No 210

FABRIKOII* WOKKS WILMINGTON, DEL.
(E. I. du Pontde Nemours Powder Co., Owner)

rABRIKOlD
I

Paint Without Oil
Remarkable Discovery That Cuts
Down the Cost of Paint Seventy-

Five Per Cent.

A Free Trial Package is Mailed to Everyone
Who Writes.

A. L. Rice, a prominent manufacturer of Adams, N.
Y., has discovered a process of making a new kind of
paint without the use of oil. He calls it Powdrpaint.
It comes in the form of a dry powder and all that is

required is cold water to make a paint weather proof,
fire proof and as durable as oil paint. It adheres to

any surface, wood, stone or brick, spreads and looks
like oil paint and costs about one-fourth as much.
Write to Mr. A. L. Rice, Manuf'r., 33 North St.,

Adams, N. Y., and he will send you a free trial pack-
age, also color card and full information showing you
how you can save a good many dollars. Write to-day.

lattice, but make it harmonize with the house.

It must be painted every few years, and the vines

will then be damaged. You can avoid both
these things if the house and site are informal,

by making a fence of spruce poles with the bark
left on. Set them closely together, and have red

cedar or locust posts. If you use chestnut, tar or

char the ends to prevent decay.

Garbage cans, unless often thoroughly cleaned,

are a nuisance, especially if made of wood.
There are patent garbage receptacles on the
market which remove many of the objections.

The besi kinds are those that are set into the
ground, with the covers flush with the surface

of the yard. No stray cats or dogs can tip over
the receptacle, there is less chance of scattering

the refuse about the yard, and the odors arc

nearly done away with. Also, the garbage
will not freeze and have to be dug out.

The plans offered on page 43 show typical

problems that are often presented to me in my
practice. The service yard is generally used
on plots of one acre or more. Small town lots

should be accessible without a driveway except

for a garage in the rear. Then the service por-

tion becomes easily attached to the driveway.

On small house lots it is well to screen ihe ser-

vice portion, thus removing the objectionable

features from the rest of the ground.

These are some of the things that a landscape

architect is for.

THE NATURE CLUB
(Continued from page 48)

remaining cup. Can you get three or four at

different levels in the same tree or bush? Old
poplars, willows, and lindens, are "pollarded"'

to produce an excess of small twigs, year after

year. Birds nest freely in the pollarded stubs.

Tying branches together to form nesting-places.

Dense undergrowth
is often made of

stems too weak to

support a nest.

Tying these un-
branched shoots to-

gether, thus crossing

their tops, provides

suitable and very
attractive nesting-

places for small

birds that build
near the ground. It

is a make-shift,
merely, until the

young growth
branches, and can
be pruned to whorls

of twigs. But forty-

seven out of fifty of

the tied branches
were built on the

year that the plan

was tried at See-

bach. That is a sig-

nificant fact. The
first year or two in

your bird shelter will give you a chance to try

out this new method. Some of the most charm-
ing of birds are the small species that will choose

these sites.

Protection against cats. All around the bird

shelter a hedge of rose bushes, three or four plants

deep, forms the best cat guard. The ground
birds and those that nest low in bushes are in

constant danger while their young are in the

nests. It is a chore to get through a good rose

hedge, and cats don't like to get scratched. Bui

if hedging your bird thrtrket with wild roses or

rugosas sounds too much like work and expense,

don't let me hint that it it is a necessity. Use
other means of discouraging stray cats from
coming upon your premises. Drastic measures

are justifiable. When you get a dozen kinds of

birds as neighbors, building this very spring

in nest cups you carved out for them in bushes

and in trees, nobody needs to urge you to protect

them in every possible way. They are friends,

here on your invitation, instead of farther north,

possibly in safer situations. Your enjoyment

of their presence expresses itself in taking steps

for their safety.

Try this spring to get the bird shelter started,

with the minimum of trouble and without any
outlay of money. Keep close track of the results

of your pruning, especially. Faithfully supply

water suitable for drinking and bathing. Never

Small birds build in the

cup formed by tying small

bushes together
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Where Do
"

You Get

Your Water?
— from an attic tank, or do you carry

it from a well or spring? If you
ever spent a hot afternoon pumping
a tank full you know what a blessing

it would be to have a pump till the

tank and *<<-/> it full automatically.

A PAUL Pump will do it at a cost so

low it will surprise you. Combine
the PAUL Pump with our air pres-

sure tank and you have the

PAUL
Water Supply System

that will give you fresh, running wnter tn

your house or anywhere about the place

—

and at a pressure high enough for perfect
fire protection. It eliminates the drudgery
of pumping and carrying water. Made in
various sizes, for deep or shallow wells

—

works automatically— will last a lifetime.

Every part ol the
in our own facto
part* m.ulc In r

PAUL. It »tanil

PAUL Water Supply SyMcm I* made
7—we are not merely assembler* ot
I
and there. Remember the name

Koti can nav* a compltlt PA UL Waltr Supply
Sy*t»m for 30 day*' from trial. Writ* for

and dmtcriptivm Boohlmt No. 13028.

Fort Wayne Engineering & Mlg. Co.
Fort Wayne, lad.

WELL.SPRING
• OR CISTERN

HESSs« LOCKER
The Only Modern,Sanitary
STEEL Medicine Cabinet
orlm'ker finished In snow-white, baked
everlasting enamel, inside and out.
Beautiful beveled mirror door. Nickel

lir.i-s triiiimitiKS. Steel or gloss
ps.

Costs Less Than Wood
Never wnrps. shrinks, nor swells.

Dust and vermin proof, easily cleaned.

Should Be In Every Bath Room
Four styles—four sizes. To recess in

wull or to hung outside. Send for illus-

trated circular.

I hfUiiT»«l M.-.-l HESS. 927 Tacoma Bldg.. Chicago
M.xlUlm- l ilbluet Maker* of Steel Furnace*. Free Booklet.

SMOKY FIREPLACES
Made to Draw

FOR over twenty years we have made
a special study of the correction of

faulty chimneys, and in all that time never
have failed to make the most stubborn
chimney draw.

Seldom are two sets of conditions the

same, and each problem requires individ-

ual study by expert engineers. When
the cause of the trouble is ascertained,

an estimate is given for correcting the

fault and establishing a perfect draft in

the chimney. During the performance
of the work, your rooms are not disturbed,

nor are the daintiest decorations soiled.

We do not accept payment

unless successful

Estimates given without charge within five

hundred miles of New York.

FREDERIC N. WHITLEY
Engineer and Contractor

217 Fulton Street. Brooklyn, N. Y.

Cooking Odors removed by the

Whitely Ventilating System.

made into

J-M Asbestos Roofing is literally a pliable roclc. It consists ^
of several layers of solid Asbestos rock fibres cemented firmly to- S
gether with genuine Trinidad Lake Asphalt. It is all mineral.

No perishable material in it. /
This roofing contains nothing that can rot, melt, crack

or be affected by water. And fire that will melt

iron won't burn it.

M ASBESTOS ROOFING
it still in service, without any painting or graveling, after more than a quarter of

a century of wear.

Get this roofing from your dealer—or send your order direct if he can't supply you.

Sample of the curious Asbestos Rock sent free, if you write our nearest Branch
for Book W 28

H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO.

ASBESTOS Athrstos Roofing*. Parkings.

Electrical Supplies, Etc.

Manufarturrrs of Aibrstos
and Magnesia Products,

Baltimore Cleveland Kansas City Minneapolis
"Vision Dsllsi Los Angeles New Orleans
hicago Detroit Milwaukee New York

For CanacU The Canadian H. W. Johns-Manville Company, Limited.
Toronto Montreal Winnipeg Vaneou»er

Philadelphia

Pittsburgh

San Francisco

Seattle

St. Lours

SMITH GRANITE
MONUMENTS and CROSSES

are productions of dis-

tinctiveness made on
honor.

Every piece of work
executed with a care to

originality, detail and
finish that shall meet
the heartiest approba-
tion of every customer.

All productions, inthe

world's best granite —
Westerly.

SMITH GRANITE
MAUSOLEUMS and STATUARY

The Worlds Bed In

GRANITE BEAUTY
Proportion, Original-

ity, Exclusiveness, De-
sign and Workmanship.

Nearly three-quarters

of a century's experi-

ence guarantees you
that "we know how."

Write for booklet*

The Smith Granite Co.
Westerly. R. L

orr/l^t
COfTO Kornlct * U»e mnk ofOv XJ Mr twit-i corn, extracted by a oew
process which eliminates every particle of

coarse. Indigestible hull. It makca a most
deliciou* toup. Nothing better, pnrer or
more nourishing. Get s can and try it. Book
of Kornlct recipes for your grocer's name*

The Hsserot Canneries Company
Cleveland. Ohio

GALLOWAY
Can Save You $50 to

$300 On An Engine
•toIF YOU need a small engine for ptimp-

ins\ etc., I can save you $50 and asPL
1L- hish as 1300 on a 15 H.P. My 5 H.P.
JSW at $109.50 is a splendid investment
^BmV for grinding, sawing, silo filling.

^S^Sm etc. in fact, no matter what your
•"•1 power needs, there is a Galloway

Quality Engine to do the work just right. I sell only

Direct From My Factory
—and my prices are less than the dealer can
buy for spot cash in car loads lots. Try a
Galloway Engine for 30 days. If it fails to

satisfy you perfectly, I will refund your
money and pay freight both ways.

My Hf, splendidly illustrated Engine Book
in Four Colors is FREE on rtauist.

Win. Galloway. Pre*.. Win. Galloway Co..

miTTBallawsjnssi
Waterloo, Iowa

Rfadj to Vs.

A COZY FIREPLACE
FOR YOUR HOME

Send for This FREE BOOKLET Telling
How to Get and Install Any Design

The fireplace is the heart of the home. No house
is really a home without its cheery blaze on winter even-
ings. If you are building or thinking of remodeling, you owe it

to yourseif to send for oar beautiful booklet, "Home and the Fire-

place." It tells all about Colonial Fireplaces—the only real ad-
vance in fireplace construction in the last century—all about the
Colonial Plan, which makes obtaining a fireplace as simple as or-
dering a picture. It contains beautiful illustrations of Colonial
designs, and tells how you can have a special design made free of
cost. Colonial Fireplaces are adapted to any fuel. They radiate a
full warmth all over the room. No inconvenience—no dirt—abso-
lutely all smoke goes op the chimney. The only up-to-date fire-

place. Recommended by leading architects. You need this book—writ* today—just send us your name and address—bat we sug-
gest you write at once. Just drop us a line right now. (16a)

COLONIAL FIREPLACE CO., 1692 W. 12th St, CHICAGO
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T T a.' ,1 1 nit-o^fnr\7 Information about trees shrubs, flowers,

riOrtlCUltUrai LyiieCLUry
p iantS|Ctc .

f
will be furnished upon request.

Address HORTICULTURAL DEPARTMENT, 11-13 West 32d Street, New York.

That Orchard
of Yours
Is the yield satisfactory?

Is the quality of your apples satisfactory?

Does your orchard cost more than it returns?

If it does it shouldn't. Orchards can be made to pay and
pay surprisingly well.

By pay we mean either in high quality marketable fruit,

or in just such splendid, fine grained, delicious apples as

you want for your own particular use.

Health—perfect health, of your trees is the first re-

quirement.

It's a requirement we thoroughly understand meeting.

Send for one of our inspectors to come and look your trees

over. He will advise you what should be done. You are

however under no obligations to do it. While he is there he <

might look over your other trees at the same time and ad-

vise about them.

Right now is the time to have these inspections made and
arrange for doing the work. Don't put it off till spring
when the rush of work is on. There's no economy in that

Let us send you our booklet—"Trees
— The Care They Should Have. "

Munson-Whitaker Company
Foresters

Boston—622 Tremont Bidg. Pittsburg—742 Oliver Bldg. New York—822 Fourth Ave. Bldg.

Make the Farm Pay
Complete Home Study Courses in Agriculture,

lIorllciilinrB) Plortenltnre, LaiuNcupp feu-drain?. ror-
esirv. lNmllrv failure, and Velrrlmrj 6*Imbb under
Prof. Brooks of the Mass. Agricultural College, Prof.

Craig of Cornell University and other eminent
teachers. Over one hundred Home Study-

Courses under able professors in leading colleges.

250 pu'je eataln? free. Write to-diiT.

THE HOME CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
Dept. C A.. Springfield, Mass.

Alfalfa Book
we are FREEin the center ^^^•^fc—- * M.\.M-iM-i

of the alfalfa district
and are the lareest handlers of
alfalfa in the U. S. We sell best grade
seed at low price and pay freight on 2 bushels
or more to points east of Mississippi River. Ask for free

Alfalfa Booklet.
Also big catalog of all Garden and Field Seeds Free.

liRISWOLI» S£KI> CO.. «55 So. 10th St.. Lincoln. Tieh.

BERCRMANS SHRUBS CARRYAPERSONALITY
They give character to home grounds because they are really specimen

shrubs— grown well apart so that each has plenty of room to spread its

roots and branches — to make a really fine development. Those in this

picture illustrate the idea. See how they set off the house and the
whole grounds— on the other hand , think how commonplace the whole
planting would be, if made up of ordinary specimens of ordinary varieties.

We take pains to grow the unusual things, as well as the standard ones -

and to grow them all uncommonly well. From our great collection you
obtain varieties that will do best in your particular place. Some will

Blossom all Summer — Some Have Bright Berries in Winter
We have plenty of room and ample facilities, backed by nearly sixty years' practical

experience. Our Landscape Department will help you select the things that will make the
very best effect. Use our facilities freely whenever you wish.
Our free Catalogue describes our Shade Trees, Roses, Shrubs and Vines, Fruit Trees and Plants.

P. J. BERCKMANS CO., Inc.. Frultland Nurseries, Box 1070A. AUGUSTA, GA. Landscape Dept. 207 Terminal Bldg.

Start a Fernery
Brighten up the deep, shady nooks on your lawn, or that dark
porch corner— just the places for our hardy wild ferns and wild
flower collections. We have been growing them for 25 years and
know what varieties are suited to your conditions. Tell us the

kind of soil you have— light, sandy, clay— and we will advise you.

Gillett's Ferns and Flowers
will give the charm of nature to your yard. These include not only hardy wild

ferns, but native orchids, and flowers for wet and swampy spots, rocky hillsides,

and dry woods. We also grow such hardy flowers as primroses, campanulas
digitalis, violets, hepaticas, trilliums, and wild flowers which require open sunlight

as well as shade. If you want a bit of an old-time wildwood garden, with flowers

just as nature grows them— send for our new catalogue and let us advise you
what to select and how to succeed with them.

EDWARD GILLETT, Box B, Southwick, Mass.

mind feeding unless you think food is necessary

to advertise your new enterprise while the mi-

grating birds are coming by. The actual settlers

will be sure to look after the feeding problem
when spring comes.

ANOTHER ROBIN CENSUS

LAST March we asked our readers to send us

word when and where they saw the first robin.

The responses were most generous. We wish to

make an earlier call for reports this year. Will

you keep a sharp outlook for the first robin, and
report by postal card to the Director?

The census of 191 1 will be reported next

month.

A MUMMY KING OF THE GROVE
OERHAPS the most interesting thing in

* .nature in one of Missouri's shady groves

is the king you see in this photograph. I shall

tell you something of this wonderful man.
Not unlike the old mummies of Egypt familiar

to all school children, this mummy king of the

grove has that same solemn, steadfast look.

But here in this castle, he rules over his wooden
land. There is nothing to disturb him save

possibly the neighboring owls that live in

castles far more magnificent than his own. A
peculiar characteristic of this king, until a year

Having grown an ear the mummy king of the woods

listens intently to all the secrets of the world which

rustles and scampers around him

or two ago, was that he seemed not to have an

organ of hearing. But now nature, with her

forces at work has developed what seems to

passersby to be an ear. In fact, some have

fancied that this freak of nature receives wire-

less messages from others of his race who, no
doubt, live in far off lands.

But you can see other things in the photograph

that I need not mention. So I shall say some-

thing of the tree in which the mummy king lives.

Nature has decreed that his home, an elm tree,

must soon fall victim to the evil of disease. The
tree is little more than a shell. The heart has

gone. The top has fallen. Since there are so

many knots on the tree, one knows that there

has been a great struggle for existence. On
one of these large knots which looks very much
like a white, hard shield has grown the face that

you see. Wonderful indeed this mummy king

seems to me! What do you think of it?

W. L. Magruder.

THE AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHER
(Continued from pag; 47)

difficult to make any definite suggestions.

With a lens working at // 5.6 or // 6 an average

subject rather flatly lighted from a window,

to one side of which the camera is placed, will

require one second on a rapid plate, while those

less well lighted or where dark clothing or
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Dreer's Garden Book
for 1912 Ready

XJOT a mere- catalogue, but a comprehensive work of 288
pages, containing invaluable information of interest to

flower and garden enthusiasts everywhere.

No matter what you want to grow — be it flowers or vege-
tables of any of the thousands of varieties we offer — you will find

fully explained in this book.

Easy Directions Given
for the growing of every plant, seed and vegetable.

Drccr's Garden Book contains 1000 photo reproductions, four beautifully colored

pages and six duotone plates. Declared by American gardening enthusiasts to be

the finest and most complete catalogue of seeds, plants and bulbs published.

Read of our collection of New Hardy Plants 1— the best and latest Larkspurs,

Iris, Phloxes, Paeonies— New Hardy Shrubs and Hardy Climbers. A complete offer-

ing of the World's Best Roses— strong, 2 year old plants that will give a full crop
of flowers this season. Complete list of best and finest vegetables.

g the American and European novelties this year, are the splendid Cardinal Climber,

weet Peas and Zinnias.

Write for it today. Mailed free.

DREER'S PEERLESS GIANT PANSIES
A mixture of the most exclusive giant torts in a bewildering range of rich color-

ing*. Sown out of doors by the end of April will bloom from July till snow flies.

Special packets containing enough teed to produce over one hundred plants,

10 cents per packet.

HENRY A. DREER
714 Chestnut St. Philadelphia, Pa.

Excelsior "Rust Proof
J9

Fence, Flower Bed Guard and Tree Guards

YOUNG trees on the

street are never safe with-

out guards. Years ago

people built unsightly

boxes around them. Now
strong, neat, ornamental

wire guards afford all the

necessary protection.

EXCELSIOR Tree Guards

are heavily coated with

pure zinc and never require

painting. They will last

as long as the tree needs

protection. Nothing else

gives the same satisfaction

and service.

HARDWARE dealers can

order Wright's Excelsior

for you. Don't take some-

thing else which is not so

good. The best is the

cheapest in the long run.

WRITE to us for illus-

trated catalog telling about

Excelsior Rust Proof

Fences, etc.

WRIGHT WIRE CO., Worcester, Mass.
33 W. Michigan Street. Chicago
256 Broadway. New York
420 First Avenue, Pittsburg

410 Commerce Street. Philadelphia

125 Summer Street, Boston
5 First Street, San Francisco

PICK STRAWBERRIES
From Your Own Garden
Until After Snow Flies

Just think of supplying your table from June to November with strawberries
from your own garden! This any gardener— amateur or professional—can do
with our wonderful everbearing variety " Americus." It Dears all winter in the
South. In the North, it bears from August to November the first year. and from
June to November the second year. They are enormously productive, having
borne for us in Oswego County, New York, at the rate of 10,000 quarts per acre I

I KNOW OF NOTHING SO PROFITABLE TO GROW
We cannot supply the demand at 25 cents a quart wholesale— a price at

which one acre would net over $2,000 per acre ! Anybody can grow this hardy
variety, as they require no more skill than ordinary berries. Why don't you set

out some of our "Americus" this spring and next fall and the year following

have fine berries for your table and to sell when prices are highest?

Prices of strong, well rooted plants, $2.50 per dozen; $20. per 100; postpaid.

Order before the supply is exhausted. You should have our book, "Fanner
on the Strawberry." Price 50 cents or free with orders for $10. worth of plants.

We have 12 varieties of everbearing strawberries and all kinds of other

Berry Plants, Grapes, Currants, Asparagus, Roses, Shrubs, Fruit Trees,

Seed Potatoes, etc.

Write for beautifully illustrated free catalog. Do it nax.

L. J. FARMER, "The Strawberry Man," Box 280, Pulaaki, N. Y.
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iter Make Your
s Beautiful

FEBRUARY
is the month for landscape plans

HE planning of walks, drives, etc., the

picturesque disposition of trees and

shrubs ; the artistic introduction of flower-

color; all these, in the making of your

place whether large or small, have need of well con-

sidered treatment.

Our catalog, "Plants and Plans for Beautiful

Surroundings, '
' fully covers this timely subject, show-

ing large and small residence-properties and public

grounds transformed by Wagner skill. Sent on

request.

Our experience as extensive growers and. the re-

sources of the great Wagner Nurseries give us

special advantages in supplying trees, shrubs and

lants, at first-hand prices.

We can be of service to you, and we shall be glad

to explain our methods of work. A small place

receives the same careful study as the country estate.

We will submit designs, complete planting plans and furnish

estimates on landscape work no matter where located. Write

today for Wagner Book and let us tell you more about

Wagner's Landscape Service.

WAGNER PARK NURSERIES
Florists—Nurserymen—Landscape Gardeners

Box No. 680 • SIDNEY. OHIO

furniture is included will require from two
to five seconds.

And now something about the camera and
lens and their use. Folding cameras which
permit of focusing on a ground glass are a

distinct advantage, yet excellent results can be

had with film cameras and supplementary por-

trait lenses which are focused upon special

accompanying scales. An all-around anastigmat
of rather long focus for the plate it covers is

perhaps the most desirable lens to choose.

Use this as near wide open as possible, when a

certain softness of diffusion while the subject is

fully in focus is obtained about the same as

with a special expensive portrait lens of much
larger size. The smaller the stop the less at-

mosphere, and roundness of the figure; also the
longer the exposure and the less spontaneous
the pose.

Development is an important factor. Ex-
posure is rarely too long. Often it is too short

and under exposure and consequent contrast

are the results to counteract. A soft but clear

working developer which brings out detail

before building up density suggests itself. Slow
development in a weak solution of an agent
which can be controlled, such as pyro, is also

suitable. In either case it is well to keep the
temperature as high as 65 degrees and even

70 degrees will do no harm. Rodinal, one to

forty, in the tank seems to combine all the

desirable qualities.

Retouching is best avoided by the average
amateur, and with careful focusing of a suitable

lens and printing on the right paper it is not
needed. Rough paper for large negatives and
a medium rough for smaller ones are preferable.

SEPIA GASLIGHT PRINTS

JUST now sepia and brown tones are much
in favor and for many landscapes, es-

pecially summer and autumn scenes, as well as

portraits, these tones do much to beautify the
effect of the prints. Snow scenes and marines,
however, are best in the original black and white.

Sepia tones are easily obtainable on most gas-

light papers, now so popular, by a simple method
of re-development. First a black and white
print must be made in the usual way, taking
care that it is of a bluish black tone rather than
of a greenish or olive tendency. Too much
bromide must, therefore, be avoided. Prints

for re-development are best made a shade darker
than for black and white, so that a vigorous

developer with just enough bromide to keep
the whites clear is indicated. Correct exposure
is essential in order that development may be
carried to the stopping-point, thus ensuring a

full reduction of silver in the print. Avoid
fogging the whites by working under an orange
light. Fix the print fifteen minutes in the usual

acid-hypo bath and then wash for one hour
in running water. The fixing-bath must be
fresh or else blistering or extreme softening of the

print may result in the subsequent solutions

The print must now be bleached by immersion
in the following:

BLEACHING-SOLUTION

Water 32 ounces

Potassium ferricyanide \ ounce

Potassium bromide \ ounce

Aqua ammonia 30 to 40 drops

Ammonia is used to clear the whites the same
as bromide in a developer for paper, and the

quantities may be varied as needed. The
action of this solution should continue until all

trace of black has disappeared from the deepest

shadows and they have turned to a light brown.
Then remove the print, rinse thoroughly in

fresh water, and immerse in the following:

RE—DEVELOPER

Water 32 ounces

Sodium sulphide 5 ounce

In this solution the faint image quickly changes

to a warm brown or sepia, regaining also its

former strength and brilliancy. A final wash-

ing of half an hour in running water completes

the process, and the tones thus obtained are

considered permanent.
Blistering is the only trouble likely to occur

and this need not be feared if instructions are

followed carefully. The difficulty is almost

invariably due to the use of exhausted fixing-

bath, too strong re-developer or too long im-

mersion in the latter. The remedies are, there-

fore, obvious.
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eace-Tlu' (iniiulest ol All dladioli-

You Want II in Your Garden This Year
It a wliitr, al)solutcl\ uii.ippro.ii lied , .1 ma^nilu cnl

BoWtT, wonderful in il^ purity, size and \i^»r. It will he a

tjrli^lit to you ever) hourol every day it is in bloom. With
out it your garden will In- iiu'omplete. It is the best

Viriety Mr. GrolT, the greatest

hybridi/.er of (dadioli in the world,

has introdueed. I specialize in

UrofT's Hybrid seedlings more than

.m\ other grower.

There is a reason whyCowee's
Gladioli Bulbs are best

It is because I grow nothing but

(iladioli, having over 15,000 vari-

eties. I live with them, study

them, love them. Every bulb I

send out is large, sound, healthy.

No matter what your soil, these

bulbs will bloom for you. Let me
send you

A Little Book Free:
44The Uses of the Modern Gladiolus"

It will tell you just how to grow this royal flower and
show you many u->c^ lor it. outdoors and in. It describes

this wonderful new variety. I'eaee, and others of the bMt
named varieties in the world. Many are reproduced in

their exquisite natural tints by the wonderful new French

color process. Write for a copy today.

Arthur Cowee, Meadowvale Farms
Box 85, Berlin, N. Y.

Splendid Roots of Fairfax Roses

Assure Their Fine Blooming
Forcing a rose to throw out heavy-

canes and bear lots of leaves doesn't

make it a durable rose. To succeed, a

rose plant must have thrifty roots. My
Fairfax Roses do have magnificent roots,

as the illustration shows.

My Fairfax Roses Build

Rose Gardens That Last
Great care marks every stage of their

development. I specialize on roses grown
011 theirm roots, from strong, vigorous

cuttings. It takes an expert to so handle

these cuttings that they will retain the

vigor of the parent plant until estab-

lished for themselves. Fairfax Roses get

that expert care — the result is seen when
you compare my plants with those grown
from the weak little "one-eyed slips"

used by some roscmcn.

When you have rose plants with roots

like these, you may be sure the top will

come right, too, as the picture shows.

I have picked a location that is exactly right for growing roses of real

character — not for the South alone, but for all parts of the North, East
and West as well. My Fairfax Roses are making successful rose gardens
in Mexico and in Oregon; in Maine and in the Sunny South. Different

climates require different classes and varieties of roses, but the plants I have
shipped to these different locations were all grown here under identical

conditions. My lists of roses include all leading groups and classes in nearly

150 varieties—each of which I have proved by actual tests to be worthy a

place in my Catalog.

My Book "Fairfax Roses"

Free If You Expect to Buy
It lists, describes and illustrates Roses accurately and fully; also includes

complete descriptions of Dahlias, Chrysanthemums, rare Ferns, Bedding
Plants, etc. Write me about your garden, and I'll send you a copy at once.

W. R. GRAY, Box 16, Oakton, Virginia

AFRICAN ORANGE DAISY
No Garden Should Be Without It

A rare and extremely showy
annual from Namauualand, South
Africa, of very cany culture. The
plants, of neat branchy habit,

grow about 12 to 15 inches high
and are exceedingly profuse in

flowering. lit Marguerite-like
blossoms 2\ to 2] inches in diam-
eter under |>ro|>crcultivation, show
a unique glossy rich orange-gold,
with dark-colored disc surrounded
by a black zone. It produces its

pretty flowers very early after being
planted out in the open ground in

sunny situations and will continue
to flower during the summer.
Plant in soil not over rich.

We will mail a packet of this

superb annual and a copy of our

beautifully illustrated catalogue,

144 large pages — the best seed

book published in America

for only 10c, stamps or coin.

Write to-day.

CATALOGUE NOW READY

J. M. THORBURN & CO.
(Dept. C.)

33 Barclay Street and 38 Park Place, New York

HEISEY GLASSWARE

is guaranteed when used under
like conditions to last twice as
long as ordinary glassware-

HEISEY'S GLASSWARE

allows you a choice of many
beautiful designs in boudoir
sets, punch sets, candelabra and
vases, as well as table glass for

every day use.

HEI5EV5

f
GLASSWARE

Despite its attractiveness.

HEISEY GLASSWARE

is the lowest priced glassware made,
quality and durability considered.

Each piece is wrapped sep-

arately in tissue <H> paper bearing

the trade-mark V an<^ guarantee.

Write for our book showing some
choice designs.

A. H. HEISEY & CO.,
Dept. 5 1 Newark, Ohio
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let's HaveA Little Talk About
Trees FbrfourHome Grounds

You would like to have trees

and shrubs growing about your
home, of course. You know it adds
pleasure and comfort and value to

the premises. But you know plant
growth is slow and you do not want
to wait years and years before having
trees large enough to cast a shadow.

Perhaps you do not know that

you can have a leafy landscape any
other way. You may have read some
of our advertisements about "Land-
scapes Without Waiting" but they
did not induce you to investigate.

It's mighty hard to write an adver-
tisement that will do that, especially

when the idea is more or less new.
But we understand the business of
growing trees better than writing ads
and we know that we can make your
property take on the appearance at
once of a place that has been in pro-
cess of development for many years.

The How and Why of Having
" Landscapes Without Waiting 99

Wit, '*">.*

We do not claim to do anything contrary to nature— to make a twenty-year-old tree in a season,
or anything of that sort. That would be folly, and we want to discuss this matter with you
seriously. We do claim to have a great many fine trees and shrubs — splendid specimens—
that we have been looking after in our nurseries for years. These trees can be removed to
your premises, set out properly there, and they will go right ahead growing about your home.
We would like to meet you and

talk with you, then take you to our
nurseries and show you what we
have there. If you are coming to
Chicago, we hope you'll arrange to
let us do this. If it is not con-
venient for you to come to see us, let

our representative call on you when
he happens to be in your locality.

We also have a booklet that will

explain. A copy will be sent you,
free, if you live within 500 miles of
Chicago and have home grounds
for which you intend to buy trees,

etc. Otherwise, the price is 50
cents. Write us today.

Swain Nelson & Sons
Company

750 Marquette Building

Chicago Illinois

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Beautify Your
Grounds

Roses, flowering plants and vines for sale,

also 500,000 apple, pear, plum, peach,
cherry, quince and shade trees. Green's
roses, shrubs, vines and fruit trees are
used to beautify many magnificent es-

tates. Their symmetrical shapes, the de-
licious fruits they bear and excellent shade
they afford, combine to make them the
most desirable trees for the modest
home or palatial country estate.

dCENTS pntxs cvTmm>%
r§•/}/)C1

\JM^ 1' nvr ro roa.

WE SELL DIRECT TO THE CONSUMER
We have no agents or solicitors. We save you all

middlemen's profits. You get absolutely the best
trees money can buy at one-half what agents ask.

SEND FOR GREEN'S FREE 1912 CATALOG.
It tells you how to plant
and care for your trees,
and gives other valuable
information. If you send
now, at once, you will also
eet Green's Book, "Thirty
Years With Fruits and
Flowers."

E>t.33 yean. Capltal$100, 000.

GREEN'S NURSERY CO.
Box 6, Rochester, N. Y.

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
{Continued from page 40)

the wild oaks rise the orchards and the vineyards,
the hop-fields and the grain lands that make the
sunny slopes another Rhine country. Each valley
has its individuality and its story of the past.
Here is the Russian River Valley, the historic

Along the broad floor of the Yosemite Valley flows the
tree-fringed Merced River

spot where the Russians (who once might have
have owned the coast) occupied their fort for

thirty years. The only lasting remembrance of

them, however, is the visit of the learned Dr.
Escholtz whose execrably unbeautiful name has
been thrust upon our glorious golden poppy,
loading it with the scientific name of escholtzia.

Here in Sonoma, the curved "valley of the

moon," was begun the last of the Spanish Mis-
sions. Here occurred the fantastic historic

OEE^C gardeners are thoseDCIiyj* raise good

Landscape Gardening
A course for Home-makers and

Gardeners taught by Prof. Craig

and Prof. Beal, of Cornell Uni-
versity.

Gardeners who understand up-to-

date methods and practice are in

demand for the best positions.

A knowledge of Landscape Gar-
dening is indispensable to those

who would have the pleasantest

Prof. Craig homes.

250 page catalogue free. Write today.

THE HOME CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
Dept. C. Springfield, Mass.

Burney Falls is one of the many natural attractions

of the region about Mt. Shasta

episode of the Bear Flag. It is in a Sonoma
grove of sequoias that the Bohemian Club of

San Francisco gives annually its renowned
"Midsummer Jinks," a celebration which, de-

spite its Pucksy name, is a sort of woodland rite,

with a spirit that recalls the severe beauty of

the early Greek drama.
In Napa rises the noble St. Helena, made

dear by its inviolable loveliness, and by the

memory of Stevenson's star-lit night. Here
too, we find the Petrified Forest, and the fuming
Geysers forever at work in nature's secret

catacombs.
Northward to the borders of Oregon run
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Dlwanger
& Barry

SIMM-KH collections of

Trees, Shrubs, Kver-

Lireeiis, Hoses ami Hardy
Plants adapted to small

gardens, private estates,

public parks and ceme-
teries. Selected from the

Most Complete Nursery
Stock in America.

T'J years of leadership, based on
absolute integrity. A world-wide
patronage. Every specimen is

true to species, is well rooted and
sturdih developed, and is packed,
and shipped with utmost care.

Bothlarjieand small orders receive
close attention, and our reputation
assures your satisfaction, (ioods
safely delivered in all parts of

the world.

ELLWANGER & HARRY
Mount Hope Nurseries

+2

lox 55 Rochrstrr, N. Y.

AN INVALUABLE
FREE BOOK.

Writm for a copy of our 72nd
Annual Catalogue. It

f« a standard guide /"**

in all mattera per- /
taining to lawn / t/ , ^^-v.
and garden dec
oration. IT IS
FREE. JuBt
mail urn m
poetat. and
wewill Mend
you a
copy a t

one*.

r</C
tONEmwn

\S Designed for Beauty

ffim
TOK

Simplicity and Strength
generally go together. In

Cyclone Lawn Fence
(hey ire combined with beauty, making this the most practical,

economical and most widely used lawn fence on the market.

It is chosen by the most particular because of its design, and
by the most careful buyers because it outlasts any other and
Is the cheapest fence made in the long ran.

It is made of large, heavily*galvanized wire, rust proof, self*

adjusting* to uneven ground and easily put up on wood or iron
posts.

We have grown and prospered until our factory is now the
largest and best equipped of its kind in the country. Our
progressive spirit always leads in designs and methods of con-
struction. We stand behind every foot of fence we sell and
guarantee it to satisfy you.
Get a Cyclone Fence to protect and beautify your premises,

tt stands for prosperity and progress. Our free books show all

our designs and describe them fully. Write today.

We also manufacture a full line of Tubular Steel Farm Gates.
Write for special Farm Gate Catalog.

CYCLONE FE.NCE COMPANY,
Dept. 43

WAUKEGAN, ILL.

This is the Flower Garden From Which
Wyomissing Nurseries Had Their Start

I Imr ilii, picture because it links. toother my dearest possessions—family, friends and flowers.

In my liook I call it "A quiet afternoon —the world within sheltered from the world without." VVy-
omissitiR Nurseries have grown from the flower garden which this picture shows as it was last summer.

It is Rood to feel, as I am about to enter on the New Year, that plants from Wyomissing Nurseries
afford others something of the pleasure they give me. There's a kindly "kinship" between my big

gardens .it Wyomissing and the other gardens that my plants have gone to join. The letters I re-

ceive from my customer-friends arc a great pleasure to me—one women struck the key when she wrote.

"You do Things in a Different Way
— as Though You Love Your Plants"

She had had experience with the plants of Wyomissing, and wrote from a conviction that mine is

no common nursery—as, indeed it is not. It is a business that has developed from my love for grow-
ing things, and my desire to produce certain plants unusually well. From the modest groups of

plants and shrubs that I tended with loving interest in my spare moments, this business enterprise

has grown, year by year, until I have come to know hundreds of people who love the royal group of

hardy plants that I grow, and whose demands have literally forced me to increase my gardens again
and again, and abandon other interests to give this particular "hobby" the proper care.

I Cordially Invite You to Write For
Fair's Book ol Hardy Garden Plants—

i have a hardy garden or plan I" make I have prepared a complete new liook describing the gems of Wyomissing Nurser-
ies, and my menus pronounce 11 one 01 me nandsomesl (hey have ever seen. The whole IhhiIc breathes the spirit of Wyomistmg
Nurseries and niv very earnest wi«h is to be of help to you in establishing a garden that will lie the pleasure to you that mine
b to me. It telfs of Irises, Peonies, f)elphiniums. Phloxes. Oriental Poppies. Aquilegias, and a host of other grand Hardy
Plants, in a way that will make you love and want them, too. Don't merely say "Please send me your book but tell me
bout yuur garden, what you have done, and what you want to do If I can help you with your garden, I want to do it.

BERTRAND H. FARR, Wyomissing Nurseries
643-C PENN STREET, READING, PENNA.

HARTSHORN rollers
For 62 years this great invention has successfully withstood the attacks of all imitators,

because of original merit and continuous improvement. Latest model requires no tacks.

Wood or tin rollers. The inventor's signature on every roller. Look for it. Take none without it.

TURN YOUR GARDEN WORK TO PLAY
Start off the season with tools that banish the irksome toil which takes away your

enthusiasm. Your garden should furnish both play and food. W ith

one Iron Age tool you can sow the seed and cultivate the plants

throughout the season. This illustration shows a tool, comprising four

implements, all in one, and each individually perfect. As a Drill Seeder,

it sows any thickness desired. As a Hill Seeder, it drops any width
from 4 to 24 inches. And as both, it is under perfect control; the feed

can be stopped at any instant. As a double or single Wheel Hoe Culti-

vator, it performs all work as only an Iron Age tool can. It pushes
so easily that women get great pleasure from making garden with it.

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR THE

IRONACE
Double and Single Wheel Hoe

and Hill and Drill Seeder

pf8c!
l

.

n
:-

6 $12.00

Any complete change can be made in three minutes. This is only

one of a complete line of Iron Age farm, garden and orchard tools.

Write to-day for our set of booklets fully describing and illustrating

Iron Age tools. A postal will bring them.

BATEMAN M'F'G CO., Box 69G, Grenloch, N. J.

FORHOMEAND
MARKET GARDENERS
AND POULTRYMEN
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S5Q0O. Prized
Sweet Pea Quartet

Plant Them This^fear^

Plant these wonderful Sweet Peas that

won for Mrs. Fraser the thousand pounds

sterling prize at the great London contest

held last July, in the Crystal Palace. Won
against the keenest kind of competition

of over 10,000 exhibitors. By a special

arrangement, we have secured a stock of

these prize winning varieties, which are:

Paradise Carmine — clear, lovely

carmine, waved.

Constance Oliver — pink and

cream waved.

Arthur Unwin — rose shaded with

cream, waved.

Tom Bolton— dark maroon, waved.

As you see them illustrated here,

they are much reduced in size.

Why don't you stir up some

friendly competition with your neigh-

bors this year with this quartet.

Here is our offer, which is backed

up by Boddington's Seal of Quality

— and you know what that means.

Buy your seeds now and plant them
early — the earlier, the better.

1 packet each four prize

winners for

3 collections or twelve

packets in all, for. . .

.

S .35 postpaid

1.00 postpaid

With each order we will send you

Boddington's 1912
Garden Guide

which contains an interesting descrip-

tion of the competition.

This Guide is a decided departure

from the usual so-called "Seed Cata-

log." The cultural directions are

written by successful gardeners who
have the love of flowers in them —
gardeners who know.

These " tell you how " directions

are especially fine — no elaborate

discouraging suggestions— just com-

mon sense advice, like your neighbor

tells you over the tea table. If

you want this Guide and not the

Sweet Pea Quartet, we will gladly

send it to you free, postpaid, just

the same.

Boddington's Seeds
ARTHUR T. BODDINGTON :: 338 West 14th Street :: NEW YORK

Gro-w fresh vegetables ft

All you need is a plot in your garden covered
with Sunlight Double Glass Sash.
GET THEM NOW.
You will be surprised to see what fine, strong plants
you can grow. Your flowers and vegetables will be
six weeks ahead of the season. And, how much
better they are when not commonplace—when they
are your own achievement!

Sunlights Eliminate the Drudgery.
When the hot bed is made, planted and covered with the double-

layered glass the hard work ends. Thereafter lettuce, radishes,

onions and greens arc growing ready to eat; and such plants ascab-

bage, cauliflower, beet, tomato, pepper, cucumber and melon, in

order, arc growing re^dy for the early field. The double glass en-

closing a non-conducting air space, keeps
the bed bright by day and warm by night
and docs away with the labor of using
heavy boards or shutters. T*he sash are
complete in ihrmtelves . Get them now.

Our catalog sent free. For 4c we
will also send you Prof. Massey's book-
let on hot-beds.

SUNLIGHT DOUBLE GLASS SASH CO.
925 EAST BROADWAY LOUISVILLE, KY.

many repetends of these mountain valleys.

Up in the furthermost corner of the state is

Eureka — our Land's End; and lying just

between Oregon and California are the marble
caves that are said to rank with the sculptured
Mammoth Cave and the pillared Fingal.

The western slope of the Sierras, in its high-
lands and its lowlands, offers also a diversified

use and beauty. From almost any part of the
great double valley may be seen the eastern
mountain wall of California— four hundred
miles long and over two miles high — the Sierra

Nevadas — a range so ethereally folded in the
luminous air of California that John Muir
declares that it should be called "the Saw of

Light " instead of "the Saw of Snow." From a
distance the Sierras are merged into bands and
scarves of radiant color. Warm rose and lilac

plow the foothills, once the mining belt of the

Have Spring when you want it. Have it NOW!

El Capitan. by the light of a dying sun is a rare

picture to see

state. These are a series of ridges and ravines,

cliffs and canyons, once scarred and seamed
by the ruthless miners, but now covered again
by the mercy of the wild gardens of buckeye and
chaparral, or by the tame gardens of apple and
peach and orange. Darker purple and azure
mark the mountain wall as it ascends. This
is the belt of firs and pines and redwoods. Here
the valleys deepen into canyons and the hills

rise into mountains. Still higher up, neighboring
with the sky, runs the belt of crystal and pearl— the summits and precipices of the Sierras,

broken into domes' and peaks and pinnacles—
the couch of snows, the cradle of glaciers.

Up near the dividing line of California and
Nevada nestles Lake Tahoe, the Lake Geneva
of the West. It lies a few miles back from the
old Overland Road — not far from Truckee.
Tahoe is over a mile above the sea-level, with
encircling peaks shouldering up five or ten
thousand feet higher. It never freezes, al-

though the snows may in winter rim its shores.

Strangely and mystically blue its waters are;

and every shade of azure, from nemophila to

gentian, deepens and lightens in this stupendous
aerial sapphire cavern, which embraces the

lake for floor, the mountains for walls, the sky
for dome.

Fallen Leaf Lake is not far away from Tahoe;
and from Mt. Tallac one looks down upon a

score of smaller lakes — the remnants of old

glaciers. At Glen Alpine there is a wonderful
mineral spring with eleven flavors in its brew;
and near the Glen lies a bevy of little lakes. At
Deer Park, in the primeval forest, are the
Five Lakes, with winding walks to peaks and
waterfalls.

Yosemite Valley is of course, the most re-

nowned region in the Sierra Nevadas. But
the King's River Valley is well-nigh as wonderful,

its walls being even more Titanic, although it

lacks the charm cf the Yosemite cataracts.

Mt. Whitney, the highest mountain of the range,

is near to this valley, as is also the General
Grant National Park.

Yosemite, about one hundred and fifty miles
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TILE
A real tiled

bathroom
\i> imitation of tile in

.1 bathroom i. in take

the place <>i the n-al

tile. When it i omes to

resisting dampne^ and

steam no surface is so

impervious, and when
it comes to making an

attractive white or

del it ately tinted bath-

room, nothing can Rive

the effect of tile.

In mjrUmklrt "Tilr fur Ihr Riilh
rnoin." «rr wtnir interesting fiirti

»Ih>iiI Oicitrtunl rnnt nf lllr. You
will Ih* surprisml nt Mi. rnnipnm-
ti\r iiirxpriisitrnrsa ..fill.- Tim
I k i. l la sent rrrr to ho*M hulld-
vra. M urc hImi Ihr fallow itur:

"Tilr* for FlrrpUn-s. nirs for

ihr Kltrlirii una Laundry,"
"Tiles on the Parch Hoar." You
would <lo wrll to IM tlirm be-
fore tw-rfrvtinej your plun*.

THK ASSOCIATED
TD I M wri kCTUREJtS
Room i. Kttvcs lUiilditiK

Ht\mr I mIIs. I'.i

Five O'Clock Tea
Hand Dipped Bayberry Candlea
A customer sungvsts that she finds our small Bayberry can-

dles (j I-l to 4 inches Ion* aod j-8 to i J inch in diameter ;it

base) excellent (or short functions. By melting a bit o( the
wax at the base, one. two, three or more can be made to stand
in a saucer or plate, and will burn until all the wax is con-
sumed. Th,*y last from 35 to 40 minutes and seldom, if ever

run over Price with booklet of bav berry and sea verses 40
cents per doaen post paid
Cape Cod Products Co, North Truro. Maas.

HORSFORDSNew Catalogue of Hardy
Plants and Flower Seeds that Grow
is now ready. It offers a lot nf things suited In your

||||summer home or city back vard; hardy kinds includV Isle |« p
ing ferns and wild orchids, lilies, shrubs, trees, vines. 1 IVljU
Don't tail to see it before nuking up vour spring lists.

F. H HORSFORD. Charlotte. Vermont

A BEAUTIFUL PLANT BOOK
PRINTED IN COLORS—FREE
You need this book whether you have a city lot or a large
country home. Suggests new and unusual trees, shrubs
and old-fashioned garden flowers which will make your
garden distinctive.

Medians' Trees and Shrubs
are vigorous—hardy—dependable growers. Fifty-eight
years of horticultural experience has taught us what Is

most artistic and practical. Be sure to get this valuable
book—a reiiuest brings it.

THOMAS MEKHAN & SONS
Box No. 16 Germantown, Penna.

This Tool Will Pry
Into Anything

It lifts the lid of a packing case—rips up
a floor—takes down a scaffold—pulls
contrary nails—pulls thei
straight. Pulls nails as high
as a man can reach. Does
things no other tool Sa^^can do— t h i n g s you ^^^^r th

need done.
Pays for Itself
over and over
again In
nails and

Two sizes,
14 in. and 23

In. Shopkeepers,
mechanics, manu-

facturers, electri-
householders—

your special tool-
one you need to keep handy.

Pry
Bars

lumber
saved.

like other "Bonner" tools,a re drop forged from
wcial ateel ami finely tampered. Auk jour dealer
"Bonner" pry bar. If not with hini, will ship

eot. Send us your dealer'

ikm of Bonner Auto Kits. Bonner
Farmer Kits, Bonner '* Victor** Chain Wrench and

other special purpose tools,

E. BONNER MFC. CO., Champaign, III.

Kate Douglas

Wiggin
and

Nora Archibald

Smith

<J Editors of the

"Crimson Classics

an unsurpassed

series for young

readers

" The Talking Beasts " A New Volume Just Ready

I'rniii , Ksop and Li Fontaine to t In- almost unknown fables of India, China and Japan,
tin utitlmr> have ^onc for some hundreds of the short tales in which birds and beasts

tonvey pithily the wisdom of the ages. No child can resist the form of the fable the

talking crow, the outwitted fox and all the rest; and the result is a volume which will

ddight thousands of youngsters.

Many illustrations. Net, $1.25 (postage 1 2c).

OTHER VOLUMES OF "THE CRIMSON CLASSICS"

Illustrated Kdition: "The Fairy Ring." Net, $] .25 (postage 12c). "Tales of Wonder."
I'airy tales from many lands. Fixed price, $1.50 (postage 15c). " Talcs of Laughter."
Amusing stories from every land. $1.50. "Pinafore Palace." A collection of the best

short [xn-ms and nonsense verses. $1.50. " Magic Casements." A fairy book for slightly

older children. $1.50. "The Posy Ring." Short, simple poems for children. Net, $1.25
<pi '^tage 12c). " Golden Numbers." A book of verse for youth. Net, $2.00 (postage 17c).

Selma
Lagerlof

^Sweden's most

distinguished writer

lately awarded the

Nobel Prize

"Further Adventures of Nils

" Miss Lagerlof has made very beautiful and very vivid her Swedish wonderland, and
the splendid wild creatures that fill it. The book is characterized by a fantastic air of

mysticism and yet is, withal, so simple and so quaint that it casts an unusual spell over
the reader. No happier gift for boy 01 girl can be found than this exquisite collection

of tales."

—

The Continent.

Illustrated. Fixed price, $1.20 (postage 1 2c).

By the Same Author

" The Wonderful Adventures of Nils."

Illustrated. Fixed price, $1.20 (postage 12c).

Garden City DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY New York

Grow Dwarf Apple Trees
Novel, but practical, and intensely interesting. Require less room.

Easily cultivated, pruned and sprayed. Bear fruit earlier than the

standards. Make little shade, permitting other crops to be grown
between the rows. May be trimmed and trained on wire to grow
in almost any shape. Suburbanites, farmers and amateur horticultur-

alists alike find pleasure and profit growing dwarf apple trees. No
garden or orchard is now complete without several of these wonder-
fully productive trees,

VARIETIES:—Duchess of Oldenburg, yellow, striped red; Winter Maiden's
Blush, red cheek; Bismarck, red, beautiful; Red Astrachan. crimson

I also carry a complete line of Nursery Stock, Asparagus Roots, California
Privet. Strawberry Plants, etc.

Prompt Shipment. Send today for Illustrated Booklet. Free.

"ARTHUR J. COLLINS, Box C, Moorestown, N. J.

DINGER Ros&s
Are the best grown, hardiest and freest "blooming. Little care is required to grow
them. Sixty-one years of experience is back of them. Dingee Roses are unequalled
for beauty, vigor and growth— always grown on their own roots — the only way
a rose should be grown. No matter where you live, we prepay all express charges

ucder a special plan, explained in our book, and guarantee safe delivery. Write
today for the greatest Rose book ever published, entitled

"P\T"r\ T/^ CC DnCCC or, New Guide to Rose
JJllNLrE!.!} KUOJCO Culture for 1912. It's Free.
There is no other book about Roses that compares with it. Elaborately illustrated

in colors. Contains 106 pages. Gives special prices and tells all about these

famous Dingee Roses— nearly 1000 kinds— and all other desirable plants and seeds

and how to grow them. It's free. Send for your copy today.
Charles Dilutee the

THE DINGEE & CONARD CO., Box 220. Weit Grove. Penna. Most Wonderful Hardy
TO Greenhouses Leading Rose Growers in America c,

r||en »„se g^,,,
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DE LAVAL Cream and
Butter Triumph as Usual
At National Dairy Show

Cream and butter produced through the use of DE LAVAL
CREAM SEPARATORS made the usual clean sweep of all

Highest Awards at the great 191 1 National Dairy Show
(including the annual convention of the National Butter-

makers Association) held in Chicago, October
26th — November 4th, just as has always been

the case since the organization of the National

Association in 1892.

WHOLE MILK CREAMERY BUTTER
The sweepstakes or highest award in this class

was won by A. J. Anderson, Otisco, Minn., with

a score of 97.50, who says: "I have been using

De Laval separators for ten years and would not

think of using any other."

FARM SEPARATOR BUTTER
The sweepstakes in the gathered cream factory

made butter class was won by R. O. Brye, of the

Readstown Creamery Co., Readstown, Wis., with a score of 97.33, this

prize winning butter being made from the cream of farm patrons using De
Laval separators exclusively.

Mr. Brye says: "I was raised on a dairy farm, where my father used a De
Laval separator, and my own separator experience covers a period of twenty
years. I have found the DeLaval machines everything thatis claimed for them."

HIGHEST PRIZE CREAM EXHIBIT
The highest award for cream was made to Nichols Bros., Bloomfield, Ky.,

with a score of 98.80, who say :
" If we didn't use the best separator we could

not have made this record. Our experience has proved the De Laval the

only separator that 'delivered the goods'."

DE LAVAL PRODUCTS ALWAYS SUPERIOR
Would-be competitors are naturally forced to make many claims for

their separators. But the superiority of De Laval cream and butter, as

evidenced by the winning of all highest prize awards the world over for twenty
years, is something so overwhelming as to be indisputable and unanswerable

even by the most reckless would-be competitor.

The De Laval Separator Co.
NEW YORK CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO SEATTLE

Two of the many new and beautiful designs

for Studs, Vest Buttons and Cuff Links—gold

and platinum mounted and of the finest work-

manship—some set with precious stones

—

made by the largest house manufacturing fine

jewelry in the world.

Krementz Bodkin-Clutch

Studs and Vest Buttons
appeal to fastidious dressers as the most perfect

for wear with stiff bosom shirts. They go in

like a needle and hold lifye an anchor; and

are absolutely free from bother of any kind.

Ask to see them at any of the leading jewelers.

If your jeweler does not keep them, write for
Booklet and name of jeweler who does.

KREMENTZ & CO.
133 Chestnut Street

Newark. N. J.

Makers of thefamoits Krementz
Collar Button

Your money's-worth of light
depends mostly on the shades or globes you are using.

Are they right t
Send for our Catalogue telling all about shades, and globes and what they do

MACBETH-EVANS GLASS COMPANY, Pittsburgh

For durable painting of all kinds use

National Lead Company's Pure White Lead
~B& (Dutch Boy Painter trade mark)

9r Ask for Helps No. 57. Sent FREE on request.

°* NATIONAL LEAD COMPANY, 111 Broadway, New York

Every Home Builder should have a copy of
our beautiful catalogue, "Modern Bathroom." It

will prove of invaluable assistance in planning your
Bathroom, Kitchen and Laundry. Sent for 6c postage.

Standard Sanitary Mfg. Co. Dept. 25, Pittsburgh, Pa.

!!!« WITTEN
Automatic Dump Cart"

-
NOW USED IN EVERY STATE
Every Principle new; all iron

malleable exceptWood box
completely ironed.
Wheels 3 ft., 2 inch

rim. Will not injure sod.

Capacity10 cu. ft. or 640 lbs.

Dumping entirely automatic.
)n<l gate always under control.

No effort required to push it. A
boy can do a man's work. A necessity and price

reasonable. Write today for illustrated Catalogue.

BAKER MFG. CO., 589 Hunter Bldg., Chicago, 111.

east of San Francisco, ranks in nature as the
Parthenon ranks in art. An easy journey by
rail from north or south brings one to the stage
road that completes the ride to the great valley.

Let us make the first trip by way of the Cala-
veras Big Trees. We approach the valley of won-
ders. Through the dark forest into the open glade
we go; then through a violet haze we see the mile-
high granite walls sculptured into battlements
and minarets, with Cloud's Rest and El Capitan
holding up the sky. Below lies the Elysian field

of the valley, silver-seamed by the Merced, the
river of Mercy; while distant cascades are spring-
ing over the craggy walls and forever raveling and
knitting the waters into webs of mist and light.

Joaquin Miller has looked on it all and felt the
passion of it. Here is a fragment of his song:

"Sound! sound! sound!

O colossal walls and crowned
In one eternal thunder!

Sound! sound! sound!

O ye oceans overhead,

While we walk subdued in wonder,
In the ferns and grasses, under
And around the old Merced! "

The valley is hewn out of pure granite. Some
cosmic tragedy may have drawn down out of

the ancient rock the unreckonable tons to make
the hollow that is Yosemite, leaving the ages
to fill the void with trees and troops of flowers.

Certain it is that every aspect of wild beauty is

jhere in crag and dome and clift, in meadow and
gorge, in cascade and cataract.

Yosemite National Park includes the Tuo-
lumne as well as the Merced rivers. The Hetch
Hetchy Valley is the canyon of the Tuolumne.
This lovely twin valley repeats in its Sunrise
Point and in its Wapama and Tueeulala Falls

the beauty of the cliff and cataract of her great
sister gorge of the Merced.
The "big trees" abound in Yosemite Park.

The sequoia is the tree wonder of the planet.

It was in its early prime when the tree that
furnished the Cross of Calvary first sprung
from the earth. It is now found only in the
groves of California. It sometimes rises three

hundred feet with a diameter of thirty feet.

Majestical, symmetrical, unshaken by wind and
storm, each tree approaches almost perfectly

the archetypal; there is no other tree so ^Eschy-
lean in dignity. Unsubdued by Time, the
sequoias stand in their places as the oldest

watchers of our world.

CARD CATALOGUES FOR THE
COUNTRY MAN

YOU are all familiar with the lamentable
case of the old lady who went to bed
early so that she could get up early

so that she could get her work done early so
that she could get to bed early so that she could

get up early the next morning and get a good
start on her work. Well, that old lady lived

in the country.
The one weakness of country life in America

(the life, please, not the magazine) is that it

holds too much work for most of us who live it.

The tickler and tickler slips. There is a card for

each day in the year and reminders which never fail

are written on them

The historic character mentioned in the open-

ing sentence is not the only person who is doing-

her work all wrong and this article is a plea

for the lightening of work in the country by
the use of systematic methods and especially

of the assistance that can be gained by the use

of the simpler tools of modern business.

And I rise here to place in nomination, as

one of the most valuable of the assistants of

the man who lives in the country, the humble
little "tickler."

A tickler, as most of you doubtless know, is

a simple enough instrument of systematizing
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Filter Your Entire

Water Supply

.if I h tin-

Improved

Paddock

Double

Water

Filter

and you will

Use Pure Water Only
to the bettrr hrallh of vour family.

You safeguard your health and that

of your family by insisting upon — pure

food, healthtul surroundings— pure air

Just as Important
To you is the purity of your water.

Don't overlook it.

Your entire water supply is twice

filtered and delivered from

The Paddock Double
Filter

as pure as the water fresh from the

rock-lipped spring. It cannot be other-

wise — it's filtered twice through emery,

the hardest substance known excepting

the diamond.

Write today for Catalogue

Atlantic Filter Company
310 White Bldg. Buffalo, N. Y.

SHEEP MANURE
Dried and pulverized. No waste and no weeds.
Rett fertiliser r lawns, gardens, trees, shrubs,
vegetables and fruit.

Larue barrel, freight prepaid EastCI f\f\ of Missouri River Cash w.th or-

sjj^m \J\J iW. Write fur Interesting booklet
and quantity prices.

The Pulverized Manure Co.
19 (/ulon Mock Yards, Chicago

A Service That Saves
The J. CUwson Mills Co.'s service saves you all the

worry and all the added and unforeseen expense, and pre-

serves all the ideals that go h.ind in hand with home building.

Whether vou have in mind the idealizati on of a single corner
in one room, or the creation of an entire establishment, you
should write today to

THE .1. CUWSON MILLS CO.
44 Clinton St, Brooklyn. N. Y.

rtants by the dozen or by the million
120 acres planted in 103 vaileties. al
tbe standards and tbe most i>roinMng<
the new ones. Largest grower I;

America. Every plant true to nunc
Also Raapberrr,Blackberry,Gnosebeir
and Currant Plants, Grape Vines, Call

fornla Privet and other Shrubbery
Cultural directions with each ship
ment. Beautiful Catalogue FKKB. Seu<
a postal today. My personal guarantee
back of every sale.

W. F. ALLEN
22 Market Street, Salisbury

SB

11
THE built-in bath is

;i

i

i integral part of

the room and tiling

the joint is water-tight*

It Utilize* an awkward

corner or recess. Space is

economized. There are-

no out-of-the-way places

In-hind or beneath. The
fixture is embedded in

cement, insuring durabili-

ty and cleanliness.

Mott's built-in baths of

Imperial Solid Porcelain

are glazed inside and out

a beautiful and perma-

nent finish.

"MO DERN PLUMBING"— For complere
informarion regarding bathroom or kitchen
equipment, write for Modern Plumbing,"
an Ho booklet illiifttrating 24 model bath-

room inierion ranging in cost from $73 to

$3,000. Sent cn request with 4c. for postage.

The J. L. Mott Iron Works
eighty- four years supremacy uu

Fifth Ave. and 17th Street, New York

RRASC.IIES: Boilon. Chicago. Philadelphia. Detroit,

Minneapolis, Washington. St. Louis. New Orleans, Denver,
San Francisco, San Antonio, Atlanta, Seattle, Portland,
(Ore.) Indianapolis. Pittsburgh. Columbus. O., Kansas
City, Salt Lake City. Canada: 138 Bleury Street,

Montreal.

Plant the quality grape

CATAWBA- CONCORD
The grape for everybody every-
where. A cross between the Catawba
and the Concord— %>> scientifically made
lhat it unites all their merits with none of

their defects. Equal in quality to the

finest hot-house grapes, and as easily

grown as the Concord. For ten years, it

has proved its superiority. Has received

awards wherever shown.
Write at once for large descriptive catalog

of Raspberries, Blackberries, Grapes,
Strawberries, Currants, Gooseberries.

Garden Roots, Hardy Perennial Rants.

Shrubs, Vines, Roses, etc. It tells how to

plant and grow them—free to everybody.

J. T. LOVETT
Box 126 Little Silver, N. J

PLANT PECAN TREES
Valuable as Fruit Trees, Beautiful as Shade Trees

Hardy types,
suitable for
Northern
Planting are
propagated in

our nurseries
under northern
climatic con-
ditions. Varie-
ties introduced
by us won all

the premiums
offered on
Northern Pecans in the Morris Competition at Ithaca, N. Y.,
in December. Write for a copy ot our booklet, " Nut Trees.**
Free upon request.

ARR0WFIELD NURSERIES, Box C, Petersburg, Va.

Mantura Pecan, Virginia variety, natural *u

Plant for Immediate Effect
Not for Future Generations

Start with the largest Stock that can be secured ! It takes over twenty

years to grow such Trees and Shrubs as we offer.

We do the long waiting—thus enabling you to secure Trees and Shrubs that

give an immediate effect. Send for Spring price list.

ANDORRA NURSERIES B
C
M »iB fffc.

WM. WARNER HARPER, Proprietor
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Tapestry Brick
( Trade-mart Rcfd U. S. Pat. Off.)

VS.

Wood and Paint

A "Tapestry" Brick House costs very

little more than one of wood— at the

end of a few years the actual cost

will be less.

The "Tapestry"
detached house

$300. It will,

Brick for a $5000
costs only about

1st—Save the cost of frequent exterior painting.

2ncH=Save from 15 to 25!< of your heatingr bills.

3rd—Save plumbers' bills for frozen water pipes.

4th—Save from one-third to one-half of your in-

surance bills.

5th—Save the continual repairs and replace-
ments which are inevitable with a wooden house.

Your house will be warmer in winter, cooler
in summer, safer from fire, freer from de-
preciation, more salable and a source of
the greatest pride and satisfaction.

"Tapestry" Brick is the most beautiful
and economical building material in the
world. No one can afford to build without
thoroughly investigating its merits.

Send For Our Free Book
Our valuable book, " Tapestry Brickwork," giving
comparative costs of wood, concrete and brick con-
struction, and describing the brick architecture of
all ages, sent free.

Write for information describ-
ing the work you have in mind.

FISKE & COMPANY, Incorporated
1778 Arena Building. New York

Promoters and Designers of Artistic Brick Work.
Sole Manufacturers of "Tapestry" Brick.

Millions of Hollars Are Lost Annually by Fruit-Growers, ItresnM
They Do Not Snniy PcrsUlenlly ttilh Properly Made Sprays

BLANCHARD'S

LION BRAND ^SlBIi
ARE THE STANDARD OF THE WORLD

SlrongfBt— Purest — Most Effective— Safest to I'.e

Dettrov every Known Invert Pest nnil Fungous IHsense of Fruit
Trees; hnve the Trees ami Insure Lurgrr

Crops or Hr-si Qiuillty Fruit

"MON It ItAND" LI B1E.MJLPI.IT It SOLUTION
For San Jose Scale particularly, and the only Spray that destroy 1; Scale
and does not injure Trees. Ready for use, and more economical than
home-made

"LION BltAND" BORDEAUX MIXTURE
Prevents Blight, Mildew. Rot, etc., from destroying Potatoes, Beans,
Peas and Melons; keeps spots and specks off Apples., Peaches and other
fruit, and makes crops surer and f,.r larger. One gallon to 49 of water.

'•LION BKAMI" PIKE PARIS GREEN
contaius absolutely not a particle of filler or adulterant of any sort.

"LION It It AM)" ARSENATE OF LEAD
The stickiest arsenate made. Preferable for Codling Moth, Curculio,
Elm Leaf Beetle and Chewing insects of all sorts, on trees, shrubs,
vines, bushes and vegetables, where it is desirable that the poison
remain longer on the foliage than is possible with other insecticides.

Does not burn the most delicate foliage.

We Also Slake Many Otfcer Speelnltfei

Something to destroy every injurious insect, and protect trees and plants
from all fungous diseases.

We are Ihe tnrgest nnd oldest 91mmfartnrem of Inseetlrhles and
Fungicides In the World—in this business exclu-

sively 23 years. We publish a

FREE SPRAYING BOOKLET
a copy ofwhich we shall be glad to send you. IVritefor it to nearest office

Blanchard's Products are sold by dealers and agents everywhere, or
direct if your dealer cannot supply you.

THE JAMES A. BLANCHARD CO.
527 Hudson Terminal, New York. 204 Broad St., St. Joseph, Mich.

Factories — New York and St. Joseph

work. So simple is it that I have heard it

referred to in my own household as "that messy
little card rack." And, in reality, that is all it

is — barring the unjust adjective "messy."
A tickler is a wooden tray, five inches by ten.

In this tray are guides — that is, pieces of

pasteboard three by five inches — on twelve
of which are the names of the months and on
365 of which are the numbers of the days of the

year. These guides are placed in the wooden
tray vertically and each month is given its

proper number of cards.

This is a most complicated explanation of an
extremely simple device but that is my fault,

not the tickler's.

The beauty of the thing is that with the guides

in place you have a space for each day of the
year. Now suppose there is something that you

Start work on house lor. 1.

Ses Poultry Rouse Book for opacifications.

How the tickler slip is filled out. It always turns up
at the right moment

want to do on January 21. You jot it on a tickler

slip and place it before the guide numbered
21 in the January division of the tickler. Each
day you take out the front card of the tickler,

bringing the thing up to date, and slipping the

old card to the back. Eventually you come to

January 21. And on that date you find the slip

awaiting you — placed there perhaps months
before.

The tickler is, in other words, an automatic
memory.
How does it help the man who lives in the

country?
Well, in so many ways that it staggers one to

begin the telling.

Here is my own experience: When I started

in the poultry business I was as green as steamed
alfalfa. Realizing this I bought every poultry

book I could then find— eleven in all. In

each one after the other I immediately turned

Mi

V 1

B A
It is as important ior the farmer to economize time

as it is for any business man. The card catalogue

system is a great help

to the matter of poultry house construction,

determined what sort of house I wanted, and
had it built. In the meantime I ordered fowls;

and, judging that the next problem would be

that of feeding them I turned to that subject

in first one book and then the other.

After the chickens had come they forthwith

began to lay and at once I began to absorb

assorted views on the scientific way to set a hen'.

With the first one set I turned to the care of

young chickens and read about it "all eleven

ways." And so I studied the problems of

poultry husbandry as the need for knowledge
arose.

But here enters the tickler. Every fact I

read which I felt I should need later I noted

down on a tickler slip and placed it so that it

would come up at the right date.

For one example I noted that the floor of the

ENJOY
NEW CREAM

The Best You Ever Tasted
Thousands of families of cultivated taste now

serve NEW CREAM exclusively. Travelers of

wealth', refinement and title are served NEW
CREAM at great hotels and in dining cars of

great railroads.

Dining cars of the New York Central Railroad
and the transcontinental Canadian Pacific Rail-

road are but two examples among thousands; they
serve NEW CREAM from the world famous

SHARPLES
Tubular Cream Separators

Tubulars are in world wide use in suburban homes
where one or two cows are kept, as well as in the
most sanitary, successful and profitable dairies and
creameries.

I In tubular skims the milk in a few moments im-
mediately after milking is finished. Gives you velvety
smuulli NEW CREAM of delicate fragrance and

ilavor; quite different from the lumpy, aged
cream skimmed by hand from milk
that has stood twelve to twenty-
four hours and absorbed microbes
and odors.

The Dairy Tubular is very simple,

sanitary and easy to operate. Any-
one can easily use and care for it.

Contains no disks or other compli-
cated devices? Wears a lifetime.

Saves much work. Adds greatly
to comfort. Wide range of sizes,

either hand or power.

You'll enjoy NEW CREAM.
You'll call it the finest you ever
tasted. Write for catalog 145.

THE SHARPLES SEPARATOR CO.
WEST CHESTER, PA.

Chicago, 111. San Francisco. Cal. Portland, Ore.
Dallas, Tex. Toronto. Can. Winnipeg, Can.

SEND for Catalogue showing Flower Boxes, Pots, Vases,
Jardinieres, Etc. Made of Strong, Durable Terra Cotta.

Suitable for use in the house or Garden Decoration.

GallowayTerra&)TTA Co.

3216 Walnut St. Philadelphia.

Suggestion No. 1

From the Advertising
Suggestion Department

Photograph, pencil, pen or brush illustration

ideas, border arrangements, typographical dis-

play, text matter and other advertising sug-

gestions are furnished free by this department
to old and new and prospective advertisers in

Country Life in America.
This service enables our patrons of the adver-

tising columns to reach our patrons of the read-

ing columns by a route of sure approach. This
"Open Sesame" is advertising that conforms as

much as maybe to the general taste of the readers

of that magazine in which it is published. Being
on "The Inside," we tire able to suggest how
our readers may be best interested in your
product.

This service is entirely supplementary to that

of those who have regular methods of handling

their advertising. It is a primary service to

those who have not regular publicity systems of

their own, or at their command. So if you con-

template taking advertising space in any of our

publications, and desire our assistance, it is

yours on request. Write, giving full particulars

and descriptive literature, to Jay Vee Lamberton
who runs

The Advertising Suggestion Department
Doubleday, Page & Co., Garden City, I— I.
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Fresh
Running Water

Your Home
For

('iiM-* von v 1 1 \ nuiilort mid i-iuivcnii'iu'c

KunuitiK w.ilor in the lulli, in tin- kittlu-n, in

the Uirn Wherever .mil whenever vim w ml it.

An efficient and WW filling supply cnn a/-

usiyi In- h.iil if you'll itiMnll \\

DOUGLAS
PNEUTANK SYSTEM

II Ukr« up very little room ami cnn Ik- located in the
in .-i convenient I'U.c There arc no licit* In slip or

break.

Absolutely reliable and ilrpcndablr u» in.uiv mIkIihI
uarr* nan testify. So <inu>l< a rhilil can »turt mid atop it.

Will run all ita> long mi n gallon of gasoline. Eighty
yean* of earlusivr pump-making experience arc licliinil

all I»»iib1«« pMH,
CarVo* mnj full J,MU tent on ..;„.-.< H ill, InJay

W. & B. DOUGLAS
190 William St., Middletown, Conn.

Establiahed IS32

Manufacturer! of pump* for alt purpommB
- apray pump*, . reep >, . ,

, pumpt. etc.

TREES
Fruit and Ornamental

Hedge*. Shrubs, Roar*. Vint*,
Berry Plant*, etc Dirrct from

HI Im.l H>.l,..K.„k„l.r* \

RATS? KU.I.ED BY SCIENCE
ANYSZ VIRUS i

Bacteriological Preparation

AND NOT A POISON H.rmln. to Animal* . ihrr th.n mouic
like rodents. Rodent* die in the open. For a small house, 1 tube.

75c; ordinary dwelling. • tube*. $1.75; larger place— lor each 5,000
*q. ft. floor *pace. uw 1 do«rn. $6.00. Send now.
Independent chemical company 72 Front Street. New >ork

SUN
DIALS

A Beautiful Illustrated Book-
let. "WHERE SUN DIALS
ARE MADE," sent upon re*

quell. Estimates furnished.
Any Latitude

E. B. METROWITT, 114 East 23d St., New York

Brioches i New York. Minneapolis, St. Paai. London. Paris

A Bock on &e Train is Worth Two in

OUR BOOKSHOP
in Pennsylvania Terminal, New York City

One of its attractions—if* Size. Small

enough to be Inviting. Large enough

to hold a Host of Interesting Things.

ALL OUR OWN BOOKS AND MAGAZINES

Everybody's new Books—not all new
Books, but most Good Ones.

BOOKS FOR ALL SORTS OF PEOPLE
Fine Prints from Famous Paintings.

Magazine Subscriptions. All Right at

your Elbow, waiting to be Looked At.

PAY US A VISIT

THE BOOKSHOP
OF

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO.
Pennsylvania Station New York City

"FrprLU. " Sf Mn Porter.
I 'CtMCl hM <ii|() ..„_,„„, "A Girl of the Limberlo.t

"

copies in ila

m*v fairly be
contemporary i

1 H.ml it ami
In* profound
appeal whirli

tiv-n it tlna <-i

ordinary viiali

UluitiatrJ In

mini h\i llrntlu

Fiae.l Price
$1.20

laeilaas

12c .1

trtvnM vor. and
cla.serl aa a

:laaalr

voii'M see

h
hi

An
Instant

Success

The

New
Novel by

Gene Stratton-Porter
THE

" I * gir I a atruggla sj n *J

iiSM in lh« iiitm nature
u r t t, u n d i n g a which

r tn ltlea"ma-Fic famous,
* In ita third yar, with

parly 200/XJ0. opiaa
print*-'i, it *\,'iw* i|,<-

me permanent
quality aa Mrs,
f'».rt»Va >,t\,*r

novel*, ///us.

tratcd In color

by lienda.

Filed Prica

$1 20
fpotl-ga

12c.)

HARVESTER
If you read one

of Mrs. Porter's

novels, you will

read all three !

It doesn't seem to

matter which one

is read first. The
effect is the same.

Cln the first six months since its publication, 150,000 copies have been

printed and the demand is constantly growing. Mrs. Porter's novel is

a wholesome tale, full of the charm of nature. The Harvester is a man
with Thoreau's own tender affection for the beauties of the out-

doors and the story of his love and the Dream Girl who fulfils

it is delightful and refreshing reading.

Beautifully illus-

trated and de-

corated.

Fixed Price

$1.35.
(Pottage

14c.)

Published by

D0UBLEDAY, PAGE

AND COMPANY

For Sale by all

book dealers.

Send for our
"Guide to

Good
Books.

"

at the

Country Life Press

GARDEN CITY, N. Y.

OSES Sf NEW CASTLE
Most rugged, hardiest Roses in America

Plant them and make your Rose Garden a
success. New Castle soil best adapted to
Rose growing— hence our big success in

growing healthy, vigorous Rose bushes. They
carry all the strength -nd vigor of New Castle
soil.

We grow and sell all best varieties of Roses,
also Hardy Perennials, Shrubs. Plants, Bulbs,

flower and vegetable seeds. Safe arrival guaranteed.

ROSES OF NEW CASTLE - Free
Our 191 2 edition, most famous rose book published. Profusely

illustrated in colors — highest authority on rose culture. Gives
all necessary information. Plan your Rose Garden now — send
for this great book— it's free— write today.

HELLER BROTHERS CO.

Rose Specialists, Box 230, New Castle, Indiana

Sow Your Grass Seed with,
_The Velvetlawn Seeder_
PUTS the seed in the ground—not on top.

None blown away or eaten by birds.
Makes a beautiful, uniform lawn certaiu

in the shortest time. Saves enough seed to pay
for itself. Run easily by one person. No mat-
ter how small your lawn you can afford to
have this seeder.

Let us send you letters from users, prices,
illustrations, etc. We analyze soil and ad-
vise our customers free as to the best seed
and fertilizer. Write today.

VELVETLAWN SEEDER CO.
10 Columbia St.

Springfield, Ohio

"REECO"—Dependable Water
For over half a century "Reeco" Rider and "Reeco"

Ericsson Pumping Engines (operated by hot air) have been
considered the most efficient, economical and dependable
equipment made for domestic water supply-
Water service that is abundant for all needs, that is con-

stant in all seasons and all weather conditions, is assured by
"Reeco" equipment—in connection with pressure or elevated
tanks.
No other pumps are so simple to operate, so safe and

reliable, so free from breakdowns, as "Reeco" Pumps. A
child can operate them.
Over 40.000 "Reeco" Pumps are now in use.

RIDER-ERICSSON ENGINE CO.
New York. Boston. Philadelphia. Montreal, P. Q. Sydney, Australia.

Also Makers of the "Reeco" Electric Pumps

Supply Systems
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From a Photograph Showing the Last Step in Locating the Exact Center of Population oj the United States.

"The Center of Population"
A Title that Fits Every Bell Telephone

From the census of 1910 it is found that the center of population is in Bloomington, Indiana, latitude

39 degrees 10 minutes 12 seconds north, and longitude 86 degrees 32 minutes 20 seconds west.

"If all the people in the United States

were to be assembled in one place, the

center of population would be the point

which they could reach with the mini-

mum aggregate travel, assuming that

they all traveled in direct lines from their

residence to the meeting place."

—U. S. Census Bulletin.

This description gives a word picture

of every telephone in the Bell system.

Every Bell telephone is the center of

the system.

It is the point which can be reached

with "the minimum aggregate travel,"

by all the people living within the range

of telephone transmission and having

access to Bell telephones.

Wherever it may be on the map, each

Bell telephone is a center for purposes

of intercommunication.

To make each telephone the center

of communication for the largest number
of people, there must be One System,

One Policy and Universal Service for a

country of more than ninety million.

AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
And Associated Companies

One Volicy One System Universal Service

TEAS"I
Everbloomin^ Hydrangea

As lovely and showy as Hydran-
gea Paniculata, but blooms all
summer, instead of for only a few
weeks. Great clusters of pure-
white flowers, often a foot across.
Entirely hardy; makes handsome

specimen for lawn. We were original
introducers, and offer genuine stock.

Ask ior "A Choice Utile List"
Attractive booklet telling- about valuable

Shrubs, Perennials, Iris, etc., for spring. Nearly
75 years"experience in horticultural work assures
high quality ; tell us atxnit your garden now.

E. Y. TEAS & SON, Arbor Avenue, Ccntervtlle, Ind.

ALCOVE DRESSING ROOM

"THE NEW WAY"
Our FREE Booklet

Shows you how to convert

your closet into a new style

wardrobe, for men, women
and children. Fine dresses

kept in perfect shape, ready

for use at any time. Our plans

show you how to save from

$150.00 to $300.00 in build,

ing a new home.

A postal will bring it.

John Thomas Batts
612 New Murray Bldg.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

FEED YOUR LAND
with nourishing fertilizer and have cleaner, greener lawns and plentiful crops.

To get anything good from your soil, put something good into it — PETER
COOPER'S FERTILIZER. It is the acme of plant food. As with all products

which bear the Cooper name, it has been made and sold upon honor since 1 82 7

and is still. Write today for prices— A thing done at once is never forgotten.

Peter Cooper's Fertilizer

111 Broadway, N. Y. City

Dept. "B"

LAWN DRESSING
It feeds the lawn and keeps it like a carpet; green and soft, and as good as when first

made. Lawns lose their vitality unless nature is assisted. Peter Cooper's Lawn
Dressing saves and preserves the lawn.

PURE BONE DUST
For seeding down nothing can equal Peter Cooper s Pure Bone Dust. It has proved its

crop producing value for many years in many climes, and many soils. Try it this year.

chicken house should be spaded twice a year.
A moment's consideration showed me that late

fall and early spring would be the best time. So
I prepared this tickler slip:

Spade up floor of chicken house Nov. I and May I.

and put this slip before the November 1 card.

If I have it stored in my memory that I should
spade up the floor in the late fall the reminder
is only general. But when on November 1 I

uncover the card I am reminded specifically

and the date is set. If I can not do the work
the day named I pass the card back one day
and so it keeps bobbing up and being put back
until from very shame I go out and spade the
floor.

All the wisdom I drew from the eleven books
as to the proper way and time for doing things
I placed on the slips and these were placed in

the tickler. And yearly or monthly or weekly,
as their duty is, they turn up. Gradually I

improve the system, adding new dates and new
facts. And gradually I am perfecting a tickler

full of chicken facts that will grow in value
as long as the chicken raising lasts.

There are other ways of making the tickler

useful to the chicken farmer. When I set a
hen I mark on the tickler slip the hen's name or
number, the number of eggs on which she is

set, the pen from which the setting comes, the
days she is to be treated with lice powder, and

. the day she should hatch. You can readily
see how this would work out and that the record
of the hatch could be passed on to the end of the
year, at which time you could have a general
accounting.

I have tried to give a hint of the usefulness
of a tickler in a tiny poultry plant. It can be
expanded to fit the needs of a mammoth poultry
ranch.

And more than that it can be used in a hundred
different ways to simplify the work on a country
place.

Do you raise cows? Or is a garden your
specialty? The tickler will solve your problems,
remind you of when and how to do things—
absolutely guarantee you against forgetting.

No man can tell exactly how to suit a tickler

to the needs of another man's work. Get a
tickler and a good supply of three by five cards,

place on the cards anything you wish to be re-

minded of at some later date and at once the

tickler becomes an instrument worth a hundred
times its cost.

Many a man who has the reputation of pos-

sessing a great and useful memory has nothing
more miraculous than a tickler.

Some day some enterprising manufacturer
of office appliances will awaken to the possi-

bilities of the tickler, will get out a booklet

explaining what it will do for the average
man and will then sell the average man at least,

a million. I should like to pay the refund on
every one returned as useless provided the

manufacturer would pay me one tenth of one per
cent, for all he sells. Percy H. Whiting.

ANOTHER WAY OF STARTING A
COLD MOTOR

EVERYONE who uses an automobile in

cold weather has at times had difficulty

in starting the engine. The chilled

gasolene refuses to vaporize at low temper-
atures and consequently an explosive mixture
of air and gas does not form. The common
method of starting a chilled motor is to open the

pet cocks on top of the cylinders and to squirt

some gasolene into the cylinders through them,

but this does not always work. Another method
sometimes practised in garages is to fill the

radiator with hot water. I have at times had
both of these methods fail utterly but I recently

learned a little trick which works every time.

It consists in saturating a piece of cloth or a

handkerchief with gasolene and laying it over

the air intake valve on the carburetor. In

this way sufficient gasolene vapor is drawn into

the cylinders to make the first explosion after

which the engine should continue running with-

out further trouble. I recently started my
car in this way with a single lift on the starting

crank. The car had been in a temperature of

12 to 15 degrees above zero for a week and I had
been struggling with it for several days in vain.

A friend finally made this suggestion to me and
for the benefit of the readers of Country Life

in America, I pass it along. John Guthrie.
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It is just as important to

get the right paint or

varnish for a surface

as it is to get the best

The ri^ht paint for the outside of your

hoiKse is Shcru in -W illiams Paint

(prepared). Known to the painter as

SWP
It is the right paint as well as the

best paint for this particular purpose—
mailt* to sprc\ul well ami to \\ car long.

It is made of pure ingredients,

mixed aiul ground together in correct

proportions and delivered to you in

"full measure" cans ready for use.

Some beautiful color combinations for house
painting are shown in colors in our free port-

folio, together w ith complete specifications for

producing the results shown. Send for it.

Sherwin-
Williams
Paints£ Varnishes

Address all inquiries to The Sherwin-Williams Co

62a Canal Road. N. W ,
Cleveland, Ohio

Have Running Water in

Your Country Home
You can have running water in

every room of your country
home—in your stables, barns,

carriage sheds, garage, etc.,with-
out the expense of pumping or
employing help. Simply install a

Niagara Hydraulic Ram
and if you have a nearby spring or flowing

stream you can enjoy exactly the same
watering advantages as a city resident.
Doesn't cost one cent to operate, pumps by
self-water pressure every minute of the day,

yearin, yearout;never needs
attention and can't get out
of order. Our prices are
low — write for catalogue
and we will quote you.

NIAGARA HYDRAULIC
ENGINE CO.
1217 Filbert St.

Philadelphia

The Quality that Wears y±Trouble and Repairs

THE ^KEwanEF
* SYSTEM OF ^
WATER SUPPLY

This Trade-Mark on all genuine Kewanee tanks and
machinery protects the public and honest dealer.

Private Water Supply Plants
—That Equal the Best City Service

Compact

Simple

Durable

Complete

Frost Proof

Germ Proof

Dirt Proof

Almost Fool Proof

Widely Imitated But Never Equaled

Any power and any capacity of pump from 100 gallons to

12,000 gallons per hour—air tight steel storage tanks from
200 to 20,000 gallons capacity.

Any pressure up to 150 pounds per square inch, equal to a

tower over 300 feet high.

The whole system is installed out of sight. Kewanee
Pumping Units are tested under your conditions at the factory,

and are ready to use when the crate is taken off.

Sold and installed by dealers everywhere.

Write for 64 page Catalog No. 1

Kewanee Water Supply Company
3080 Hudson-Terminal Bids.
50 Church St.. New York City Kewanee, Illinois

1212 Marquette Bldg.
Chicago - - Illinois

California's Trees Famous the World Over
You will never forget the distinctive •'character" of California's trees and shrubs. '

once you have seen them—Maples, Oaks,tlms and other decidnoos trees: Hydrangeas, 1

Spireas, and other shrubs, and, grandest of all, the Bones. You realized that they
,

were different* better, than those you had at home— you wished yon could grow others
like them. And you can enjoy "Cal ifomia's Best** at home—wherever home is.

We grow the above, and many rare evergreens, etc., so well that they will transplant
successfully to your grounds, and continue their magnificent growth.

We Handle Luther Burbank's Newest Fruits Exclusively
'

—Prunes. Flams, Peaches and Cherries. Don't miss this opportunity to plant some of these rare, delicious^
fruits in your home grounds. Our free illustrated Price Catalogue describes them. "California Horticulture,

the fruit-grower's guide, and "New Products ot the Trees," 25 cents each, postpaid.

FANCHER CREEK NURSERIES, Inc., Box A, FRESNO, CALIFORNIA
Established 1884 GEO. C. ROEDING, President and Manager Paid-up Capital. $2M,I

Weighted with Water
A lawn roller whose weight can be adjusted to the condi
tions of jour lawn, garden, tenuis court or driveway.

{A light Machine for the soft, wet spring lawn.
A heavy Machine for the hard, dry summer lawn.
A heavier Machine for the driveway or tennis court.

Why buy one of the old style iron or cement fixed weight rollers that is generally

too heavy or too light to do your lawn the most good, paying for two or three

hundred pounds of useless metal — and freight on it as well — when less money
will buy the better, most efficient.

"Anyweight" Water Ballast Lawn Roller
\ ,N Remember that a difference of 50 pounds may mean success or ruin to your lawn—

a

<jy half ton machine will spoil it in early spring, while a 200 lb. roller is absolutely use-

less later in the season. If you desire a fine, soft, springy turf of deep green, in-

stead of a coarse, dead looking patch of grass, use an "Anyweight."
The "Anyweight" Water Ballast Roller is built in 3 sizes, all of 24 inch diameter and

of 24, 27 and 32 inch widths. The machine shown here (our smallest) weighs but 115 lbs.

empty, 470 lbs. when completely filled with water, and 737 lbs. with sand. The other siies

weigh 124 and 132 lbs. empty and from that "anyweight" up to half a ton. Filled in 30
seconds—emptied in a jiffy. Fully protected by our patents. Run easy—last a lifetime.

t*i • r> I a f g We will mail you, postpaid, our valuable and
1 IMS BOOK Seill iree. interesting book on "The Care of the Lawn,"
together with folder about the "Anyweight. ' Write us today. Save money —
save your lawn.

WILDER-STRONG IMPLEMENT CO. Box 7, Monroe, Mich.
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•'Meynell, as he hesitatingly ad-

vanced, become the spectator ol a
scene not intended for his eyes."

And as she spoke a great shout which
became a groan ran through thecrowd.
Men climbed up the railings at the
side of the road that they might see

better. Women stood on tiptoe.

As the procession neared them Mary
saw a gray-haired woman throw up her
arm. and heard her cry out in a voice
harsh and hideous with excitement:
"Let 'im as murdered them pay

for 't. What's t' good o' crowner's
juries?— Let's settle it oursel's!"

"My dear fellow! Wo woman ought
to marry under nineteen or twenty."

The Case of

Richard Meynell
By

Mrs. Humphry Ward

1$ Publishers are accustomed to advertise

at great length the opinions of the re-

viewers. This time we wish to reprint a

letter from a reader. It is one of many,

and represents the opinion stated repeat-

edly that "The Case of Richard Mey-
nell" by Mrs. Humphry Ward is the

best book she has ever written.

Here is the letter:

" ' Richard Meynell ' came very opportunely, in

a time of depression and literary drought. I read

it once, quickly and eagerly, for the story, you

know. Now I am giving it a second, and more
careful, perusal. It is a fine piece of work."

€J Richard Meynell dares think and speak

his real thoughts about this world and the

next. If these things mean anything, the

story of this man's struggle and love will

have a real appeal for you.

^ Critics and reviewers everywhere have

declared it to be a product of Mrs. Ward's
ripened art.

Illustrated. Fixed price, $1.35 (postage 12c.)

Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden City New York

Garten JFurntture
Artistic, comfortable and durable.

Old English Garden Seats, Gar-
den Houses, Rose Temples,
Arbors, Rustic Work.

For catalog of many designs address

NORTH SHORE FERNERIES CO.
Beverly. Massachusetts

Two Things You Need
FIRST: The only Sanitary method of caring
for garbage, deep in the ground in metal
receiver holding heavy galvanized bucket
with bail. Garbage cannot freeze. Avoid the
battered can and scattered refuse resulting

from removal ot frozen contents. Health
demands it.

j Underground Garbage Receiver

/ Underfloor Refuse Receiver

SECOND; This clean, convenient way of

disposing of ashes from furnace or hot water

heater, cellar and yard refuse. Fireproof.

Flush with floor. Abolish the old ash barrel.

Nine years In practical use.

IT PAYS TO LOOK TJ8 TJP

Sold direct. Send for circulars on each

C. H. STEPHENSON, Mfr.
26 Farrar Street, Lynn, Mas*.

Easy to sweep into

I

Big Water
Supply

r

all over your country

place without bother or

expense for pumping, will

be given by an automatic

RIFE RAM
Costs little to install—nothing to operate. Raises water 30

ft. for every foot of fall. Will supply pneumatic tanks

against 100 lb. pressure. Pumps automatically day and
night, winier and summer. Fully guaranteed.

If there is a stream, pond or spring

within a mile write for plans, book,
and trial offer FREE.

RIFE ENGINE CO.
2427 Trinity Building, New York

CONDUCTED BY W. C. O KANE

[Editors' Note.— In this department we shall publish

some of the most important news from the National and
various State Experiment Stations that develops from month
to month — results of scientific experiments, discoveries

and inventions, and reports of investigations, etc., etc. Mr.
O'Kane is Entomologist at the New Hampshire Station, at.

Durham, N. H.]

Seed-beds for Wheat — Out in Kansas
they have been studying various methods of
preparing the seed-bed, in their relation to the
yield of wheat.
*Many farmers, postprning their plowing untiL

mid-September, fail to catch and save the rains

of late summer and early fall. The hard-packed
ground will not take up the moisture. Others
merely disk the ground, or send the plow through
it to an insufficient depth.

In the Kansas tests land plowed a proper
depth, but too late, yielded 15I bushels to the

acre. When disked, and not plowed at all,

the returns were 4! bushels to the acre. When
the plowing was pushed forward to August 15th,

and the soil was then harrowed and cultivated

to preserve a surface mulch and retard evapora-
tion, the yield jumped to 27! bushels. The
same programme, minus the harrowing and
cultivation, reduced the yield to 23! bushels.

Counting in the added labor cost, the use of a

surface mulch added nearly $3 per acre to the

pet returns.

With plowing begun July 15th, which is con-

sidered the right time, the yield promptly

Winter vetch is a hardy plant adaptable to many
soils, and able to withstand the trampling of stock

jumped up into the thirties. Even when the

plowing was too shallow, 335 bushels were
secured. With the plow driven to a depth of

seven inches the grain reached 38^ bushels to the

acre. The net returns under this schedule were

$25.74 to the acre: somewhat better than the

net of $1.47 secured when the land was merely
disked.

Winter Vetch in Orchards — Winter vetch

appears to be one of the most promising cover
crops for orchards in northern latitudes, in the-
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The
Silver Plate

that
Originated/

in 1847

V

No brant

\ci |>l,\l<- I

achieved tl

or established lli<

wearing - quality

reputation of that originated

by the Rogers Bros, in I H47.

1847

ROGERS BROS.
w thr mark that assures to you
grnuinr worth ami iirjuty in

spoons, forks, fancy serving

pirxrs. rtc. It is the highest

grade of silver plale. Our
process of finishing closes trie

pores of the silver so that it is

worked into a firm, hard

surface that will stand many
years of the hardest kind

of wear. It is known as

"Silver Plate
that Wears"

Guaranteed hy the largest

makers. Sold by leading

dealers. Send for illus-

I trated catalogue "P- 14."

MERIOEN BRITANNIA CO.
L (Intf rimilonal Silver Co., Successor)

. . Msridsn, Conn.

Nrvv Yohk
CmrAQu

S«N FKAN1 IH-

ll Itlll.TiiN,

Canada

We And Our Children
By WOODS HUTCHINSON, M. D.

21 NY father or mother beginning to
Ti 1 *- realize what a difficult job It Is to
rear children will find this little book full

of suggestion and stimulating advice. Dr.
Hutchinson is a practitioner of wide ex-
perience, clear thought and an extraor-
dinary faculty of epigrammatic expres-
sion. If you are confronted by any of
the problems of bringing up a child,

mental, moral and physical, you will

discover in these chapters just the sort
of inspired common sense with which an
old family physician, in whom you had
utter confidence, might relieve your
perplexity If you had time to talk things
all over with him.

CONTENTS
The Strength of Babies Brick Walls and
Babies as Bulbs Growing Child
The Natural Morality of Eyes and Ears

Children Fitting the Girl for Life

The Swee't Tooth Reluctant Parentage

the

The Kindergarten The American Mother

Our Ivory Keepers of The Delicate Child

the Gate Fiction as a Diet

Illustrated (Net, $1.20 postage 12c.)

Doubleday, Page & Co.

Garden City, N. Y.

"Spring Song"
/•mm MrnMttohn't" .S'onif» Without Wotdt "

Wouldn't it be a wonderful

satisfaction to you to sil .il ,i

Piano and play the "Spring

Song" with all the charm of

expression and grace of in-

terpretation that Mendels-

sohn had in mindr*

Wouldn't it be a revelation for

you, yourself, to bring out the

transparent, simple melody and
graceful accompaniment, sparkling with

all the delicate and evanescent impres-

sions of Spring Time.

You can do all this

No practice or study is required to en-

able you to master the technique of the

Spring Song and hundreds of other compositions placed at

your instant command by the

KRANICH & BACH
PLAYER PIANO

THE HIGHEST-GRADE PLAYER PIANO IN THE WORLD BUILT COMPLETELY
IN ONE FACTORY

It contains beyond question the most
highly developed self-playing mechan-
ism ever evolved with devices for purely
personal and artistic interpretation so
fascinating as to be almost human in

effectiveness. What is especially im-
portant is that this Player Action is made
exclusively by Kranich fie Bach, and
found in no other make of piano what-
soever.

It may also be played by hand on the
regular key board without change.

Sold on convenient monthly payments if desired

Write for full information to

KRANICH & BACH
233-5 East 23d Street

NEW YORK CITY

M
rtr"v. 'r

CARE OF AUTOMOBILES
By Burt J. Paris

This practical little hand-book tells everything

worth knowing on the subject and is abso-

lutely non-technical. The author has drawn
upon many years of observation and personal

experience.

At all Bookstores, $1.00 net, postage 10 cents

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO.
Publishers

Garden City, New York
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Alcolite Stove

Chafing Dishes

Have the Cooking Power

of a Gas Range Burner

NOTHING competes with a
Manning- Bowman Alcolite

Stove Chafing Dish for light

home suppers or easy entertain-

ing. It burns denatured alcohol
with an intense blue flame, rival-

ing the full power of a kitchen

gas range burner. Takes any
utensil and cooks anything.

Useful in the kitchen—conven-
ient on the dining table—ideal at

picnic or outing.

Made in various sizes and styles,

of solid copper, silver plate and
nickel plate. Alcolite Burner
Stoves may be purchased sep-
arately if desired. All best
dealers handle M & B products.

Write forfree Recipe Book and
Catalogue No. B-20. A ddress

MANNING, BOWMAN
& COMPANY
Meriden, Conn.

Alto makers of Manning-Bowman Pot and Urn Coffee
Percolators, Eclipse Bread Makers, Alcohol Gas Stoves,
Tea Ball Tea Pots and Urns, Chafing Dish Accessories,
Celebrated M & B Brass, Copper and Nickel Polish.

The Long-LifeWHITE ENAMEL
Permanent; never cracks

nor yellows. Gives a por-

celain-like finish without
trace of brush-mark.

Send for Free Booklet
and panel finished with Vitralite

—

judge for yourself. If your dealer
hasn't Vitralite, write us at 113 Tona-
wanda St., Buffalo, N. Y.; in Canada
57 Courtwrieht St., Bridgeburg, Ont.
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PRATT & LAMBERT VARNISHES

SS Established 63 Years 'tK^KS."

experience of the Michigan Station. This is

the same plant that often goes under the name
hairy vetch, or sand vetch.

In the tests in Michigan the plant has made
moderately heavy growth, even when seeded

unusually late. It is proving hardy, adaptable

to many types of soils, and able to withstand

the trampling of live-stock. With the coming
of spring it starts into vigorous growth, yet

seems to be fairly easy to plow under. The
roots gather large amounts of nitrogen.

Best results are secured when the seed is

sown in the latter part of July. The amount
required is 25 to 30 pounds to the acre, and the

seed must be harrowed in, unless a drill is used.

Oats or rye may be combined with the vetch

so as to get a heavier cover before winter.

A Successful Farm — A New York farm
investigated by the Department of Agriculture

shows what can be accomplished by careful and
consistent management of an ordinary farm
producing ordinary crops. It is interesting

enough to learn of the unusual in agriculture—
the successful attempts with new or unfamiliar

crops and other achievements that represent

originality and enterprise — but there is interest

and inspiration in the work of a man who deals

with the everyday, and makes a sound success.

That is the point of the farm in question.

The man has lived on the place for eighteen

years. The crops grown are wheat, clover, and
potatoes — a common rotation everywhere.

At the start the farm was in poor shape. Much
of the land was in serious need of tile drainage.

The equipment was meagre. The owner was in

financial straits. The prices of farm produce

were low. The yields were not large. Never-
theless a consistent programme was mapped out

and lived up to. The work of drainage was
begun and progressed steadily from year to

year. A rotation was adhered to that would
build up the fertility of the soil. A splendid

home garden was maintained. A model equip-

ment of tools was acquired. By thorough

good management the yields of the crops grown
were brought up to a high point and held

there.

The whole farm is now underdrained, with

more than 10 miles of tile in its 56 acres. The
average yield of wheat for the last dozen years

has been 25 bushels per acre, and for the latter

half of this period the yield has been 5 bushels

greater than for the earlier half. Clover is

considered a certain crop. The first cutting

is made into hay— two to four tons to the acre.

The second cutting is returned to the soil.

Potatoes for the last nine years have averaged

282 bushels to the acre.

The New "Acre Costs" — Investigators

in farm economy and management are working

out the farm machinery problem on the basis

of acre cost: that is, the average cost of main-

taining a given type of machine per acre of crop

served by that machine.
Through studies of many farms a reliable

figure is obtained showing the average purchase

price of, say, a grain drill. In the same way
depreciation and repairs are ascertained. The
annual interest on the money invested is added

to this, and thus the annual total cost per

machine is arrived at. By comparing this with

the average annual acreage served by the ma-
chine, a unit of annual "acre cost" is obtained.

In the case of such implements as harrows or

rollers that are used repeatedly in a single season,

the cost is figured on the basis of one acre

covered once, or as it is explained, an "acre

time."

This is getting down to bed-rock, and the

resulting figures are instructive. In an investi-

gation of this nature conducted jointly by the

United States Department of Agriculture and
the Ohio Experiment Station the following

acre costs were secured: walking plow, 7.2 cents

per acre served; riding plow, 1.83 cents;

spike-tooth harrow, 1.9 cents; disk harrow, 4.9

cents; one-horse cultivator, 4.3 cents; corn

binder, 36.9 cents; corn shocker, 84.2 cents;

grain binder, 26.4 cents; grain drill, 13 cents;

hay loader, 24.8 cents; mowing machine, 10.5

cents; hay rake, 5.5 cents; hay tedder, 16.4

cents.

A few machines could not be figured down to

acre cost. These are given on the basis of

annual cost of the machine. Thus, manure
spreaders show an average annual cost of $16.29;

Why Not Post Yourself

on Wood Finishing By

Getting this

Valuable

Book
Free?

You won't obligate yourself

in the least by sending for

the latest edition of our hand-
some book— " The Proper
Treatment for Floors, Wood-
work and Furniture"— writ-

ten by famous experts on Wood Finishing.

With the book we want to send you two sample
bottles of Johnson's Wood Dye, and one of our
Prepared Wax. We want you to know all about

Johnson's
Wood Dye

in 15 shades as follows:

No. tzb Light Oak
No. 123 Dark Oak
No. 125 Mission Oak
No. 140 Early English

or Manila Oak
No no Bog Oak
No. 128 Light Mahogany
No. I2Q Dark Mahogany

No. 130 Weathered Oak
No. 131 Brown Ifeathered
No. 132 Green IVeathered
No. 121 Moss Green
No. 122 Forest Green
No. 172 Flemish Oak
No. ij8 Brown Flemish
No. 120 Fumed Oak

Half Gallons $1.50

This is a DYE, not a "stain." There's a great

difference. Ordinary stains just cover the wood
and quickly fade. Johnson's Wood Dye sinks

deep into the pores of the wood; brings out all

the beauty and high lights of the grain.

Johnson's Prepared Wax, used over the Dye
and rubbed dry with a cloth, gives a soft, vel-

vety polish that will not "mar' ' or show scratch-

es. Do not forget to send for our Book No. D2
and the samples, specifying shade you prefer.

Thus, at our expense, you can prove all we say.

S. C. Johnson & Son
The Wood Finishing Authorities

Racine, Wisconsin

CTRAWBERRIEC
And HOW to GROW THEM

Is a complete treatise on strawberry
culture written by America's greatest

strawberry expert. Indorsed by agri-

cultural colleges and strawberry grow-
ers of highest authority. Government
reports show that strawberries yield

more dollars per acre and give quicker
returns than any other crop. Get our
book and learn how. IT'S FREE!

nV R. M. Kellogg Co.
00l\ Box 20 Three Rivers, Mich.

There's Money in Poultry
Our Home Study Course in Practical Poultrv

Culture under Prof. Chas. K. Graliam, late of the
Connecticut Agricultural College, teaches how to
make poultry pay.

Personal instruction. Expert Advice.

250 Page Catalogue free. Write to-day.

THE HOME CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
Dept. C. P., sprint; field, Mass- Prof. Graham.

PLANTS
The deep velvety

green foliage of many
plants is the attrac-
tive feature for home
decoration.
We have a large

assortment of house
plants described in

our catalogue which
we send free.

Competent Gardeners

and assistants

Any lady or gentle-

man requiring their services can have them by applying to us.

No fees. Please give particulars regarding place.

Julius Roehrs Co. Nurseries Rutherford, N. J.
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OLSON RUG CO.. Dept. 93. 40 Laflin St.. Chicago
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or

camel s hair, in any
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THRUM
RUGS

"Y on ch,Hv»r
tke color* well
make the ru|."

RUGS 16 feet
and in any length, color or combination

of colors. 65 regular shades — any other

shading made to match.

Send for color card and name of nearest dealer.

THREAD & THRUM WORK SHOP
Auburn. N. Y.

II

HOW TO BE A CRACK SHOT
Just drop u*a postal f«r our new iota Catalogue which tells ALL
about Kii.es. Shotgi'as. Pistols, and Kirie Telescopes. Address

J. STEVENS ARMS \ TOOL COMPANY
The F**t*r> of Precision. D»t>i . 212, t hirope* Kail*. Hats. II
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Colony Nurseries

Hardy Shrubs,

Trees, Vines,

Evergreens

and

Perennials

A large and fine stock of well-rooted plants

grown in sandy loam. Good plants; best sizes

for planting; very cheap. Priced catalogue

free on application.

T. R. WATSON, Plymouth, Mass.

"If Huck Finn

ever had a

brother,

this is he"

DANNY'S OWN STORY
By Don Marquis

"/ been around the country a good 'eal, loo, and Been and hearn of tome awful

remarkable thing*, and I never teen no one that Wat n't more or lett looney

when the tearch u* the femm come* into the ca*e. Which i* a dago word I got

out'n a new/paper and it meant: 'Who was the dead gent't lady friend?'

^ Danny enters upon the scene nameless, a baby in a basket, abandoned before

the door of Hank Walters, the blacksmith. From that very minute, the fun be-

gins such real, delicious, irresistible fun as only Mark Twain and O. Henry have
hitherto furnished the world.

tj Autobiographically, Danny says: "There was n't nothin* perdicted of me, and
I done like it was perdicted. If they was devilment anywhere about that town
they all says: 'Danny he done it.' And like as not I has. So I gets to be what you
might call an outcast."

<JThe boy runs away presently with a peripatetic " Doctor " whose mission is to

make known the wonderful powers of " Siwash Indian Sagraw;" and he
plunges into the kaleidoscopic life of the patent-medicine fakir, small circus

shows and so on, with a zest in life and a human philosophy in his side-splitting

humor that are quite amazing.

Jlluttrated irretittibly by E. W. Kemble. Fixed price, $1.20 (pottage 12c.)

GARDEN CITY DOUBLEDAY, PAGE COMPANY NEW YORK

r
I encourage people to establish country homes is

one of the objects of this magazine. The interest

aroused and the impetus given toward home building

out of town, the question Where shall I find a place?

still remains to be answered. The real estate adver-

tising in the front of each number of Country Life in

America answers this question for many every month.

Many places are offered for sale or for rent by the

owners. Many more are offered by reliable real estate

agents. Whether you hanker for a bit of land your-

self or not you will be stirred by the land hunger if

you read the real estate advertising in the front of

this magazine.
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Automobiles and Motor Accessories «d"
ri„tS mlS?

ted advertisements of many things necessary for the motorist. All sorts of information will be furnished

upon request. Address Automobile Department, 11-13 W. 32d Street, New York.

jCocomoMe
lB^The"48SixCvlinders.

Mm

The Locomobile Company
of America

Bridgeport. Conn.

AfUrra

Sao Fr*nrts.*t>

OdkUod

fanning mills $1.64; farm wagons, £6.55; en-

silage cutters, $11.87; and corn shellers, 81

cents.

Ultimately these investigators hope to reduce

the cost of farm buildines to units representing

an average charge per head of live stock and
per unit of products stored or housed.

In the farms studied the average investment
in land was £7,676; farm buildings $2,705;

household buildings, $2,500; fences, $763; drain-

age $366; water supply, $225; work animals,

$640; colts and driving horses, £250; cattle

£582; sheep £201; swine, $158; poultry, £52;
harness, $131; machinery $1,125; anc^ minor
articles, $200.

These figures are valuable from two distinct

angles of view: first, as showing the fact that

the total investment in many farms is really

greater than the owner of the place would
estimate it off-hand; and second, because they
point the truth that buying a farm already-

equipped, when the place is carefully selected,

is apt to involve much less outlay than the

building of a place from the ground up.

Potato Possibilities — The Wyoming sta-

tion puts the problem of potato y ields this way:
In one acre of potatoes planted in rows three

and one half feet apart, and spaced 14 inches

apart in the row, there are something like 10,000
hills. If each hill were to .»yield 8 potatoes,

which is not at all extraordinary' for individual

hills, and if each potato weighed 8 ounces, a

moderate figure, the yield from the acre would
be 520 bushels. The fact that the average
potato crop runs only 20 to 30 per cent, of this

figure shows that many or most of the hills

must fail to produce their share: in other
words, that insects, disease, weeds, poor seed

bed, bad spots in the soil, imperfect seed, and
unfavorable weather, each takes its toll. To a

considerable extent most of these influences are

entirely subject to control, and the remainder
are decidedly influenced by proper precaution

and care. You mayr argue that the low spot
in one part of the field has only a modest effect

on the total yield; that the bugs that eat the

vines do not affect the tubers very much; that

the seed was fairly good, if not quite the best;

and that another cultivation would not have
helped a great deal. But the total of all these

things that might have been done better makes
the difference between 100 and 350 bushels to

the acre.

Two Cabbage Diseases — The sprightly

cabbage is threatened by the spread of two
serious fungous diseases. One of these is

properly known as the fusarium wilt, and
popularly called "yellows." The other is the
phoma wilt known locally as "black-leg" or
"foot-rot."

For the first it is recommended that seed be
treated by soaking for twenty minutes in a

solution of one part formaldehyde, to 320 parts

The OHIO ELECTRIC
REPRESENTS THE ACME OF PERFECTION IN ELECTRIC CARS

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
THE OHIO ELECTRIC CAR CO. Dept. F, Toledo, O.

GOODRICH TIRES
BEST IN THE LONG RUN

Send for Book of Ready-Built Garages
and Gardeners' Houses Complete

Artistic designs. Wind and weather proof. Detail and equipment as desired.

Can be erected quickly. Send lor catalogue.

E. F HODGSON CO., 116 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

THE ENG1NE/REFINEMENT
Tor f/>e

finest boats t/tatfYoat

For Runabouts, Cruisers and Speed Boats Write forCatalog

Sterling Engiae Company 1245 Niagara St., Buffalo, N. Y.

60 year*' experience back of the body work-
Same kind of quality throughout. Ask your
dealer to show you or send for catalog.

RAUCH & LANG CARRIAGE CO.
Cleveland, Ohio

WARNER AUTO-METERS
are needed bv all automobile owners to properly equip their car

WARNER INSTRUMENT CO.
6275 Wheeler Ave. Beloit, Wis.

Yachts
Get My New Illustrated Yacht List

50 Pages of Photographs. Best avail-

able offerings. Sent gratis.

STANLEY M SEAMAN,
Yacht Broker Estab. 1900

Suite A. 2=0 Broadway, New York.

QRAYMOTORS FOR BOATS
sztrsr:-Ti qh.i
xcrH* i-cr*Sa Outfit reach to install
(•Mlin, t^t -n.K^ ALSO 3ft TO 36 OR

Guaranteed by a big responsible concern. Write
for big catalog

—

tells and thtnes too all about
these high grade motors and how they are made

2110 U. S. Motors Bids., Detroit, Mich.

R with Complete $
Si
55

Work of the two diseases: at the left a plant defoli-

ated by the fusarium wilt: at the right showing the

rotting of the root caused by the phoma wilt

of water. Growers must raise their own plants.

Infested plants must be destroyed. Cabbage
ought not be grown two seasons in succession

on the same ground.

For the phoma wilt the same seed treatment

and preventive measures are desirable. Since

individual plants in the seed-bed may be in-

fected the entire bed should be sprayed with
Bordeaux before beginning transplanting in

order to minimize the risk of transferring living

spores from infected to healthy plants.
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After you have tatitfied youreelf that the

POPE-HARTFORD Automobile
Hat no luperior. Comider the price

A fci

quick

car i
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The Willys-Overland Company. Toledo. Ohio

GOODYEAR TIRE SALES TREBLED
The Mia ol ' . -xtvear Um Just trebled la« t ear — lunii lny '" •» 500.000

Thrt t*m.trkibl« In.rraae In ulxli due to the fa.la that thm la aMnlutely
•o rimcuttmtf with the Goodyear No- Rim Cut tires and that Coodye-ar tire*

uint; the wonderful

I I \\ ren xirrrl. \ k ron, Ohio

W. C. P.

THE COMMER TRUCK
\tYCKOFF, CHURCH & PARTRIDGE, Inc.

BROADWAY AT 58TH STREET NET YORK CITY

KNOW YOUR SPRAYSOLUTION
7"Ac stent of Spraying Success Is In the right solution.

The TAYLOR "U-SUL-SPRAYOMETER" shows
you the exact gravity and strength of your Lime and
Sulphur washes the most efficient and least dangerous

of all spraying solution.

N. Y. Partem— Two Sprayorneten and Test Jar in case. $2 00
Patina. Partem — Sprayometrr and Teat Jar in case, 1.25

If your dealer cannot supply you. wtite us.

Send for circul.tr of formulas and general information on Spraying — ask
about the •' TYCOS" Frost Alarm and other Thermometers for Orchartl'sts.

TaylorInstrument Companies
58 Ame« Street ROCHESTER. N. Y.

Yale locks and
hardware are marked

to show that

we made them.

The Yale & Towne Mfg. Co.

The Makers of 9 Murray St., New York

Yale Products %^Jc

*c ' e° and

Stevens^uryea

THE Stevens-Duryea 1912 Six-Cylinder Car is the

result of twenty-one years of consistent progress.

Built by the American manufacturer universally recog-

nized as the originator of those features of design and

construction that have proved to be essential to the

modern motor car.

The development of the Stevens-Duryea is coinci-

dent with the history of the American Motor Car.
Interesting literature mailed on request, but a visit to a Stevens-Duryea dealer,

where you can examine the cars themselves, wilt prove more interesting to you.

STEVENS-DURYEA COMPANY, Chicopee Falls, Massachusetts
Pioneer Builder of American Sixes

Iam the Bay State CoatingMan
My Bay State Brick and Cement Coating is a

protecticn for concrete and stucco, has been tried

under all sorts of conditions and has met all the

requirements. Years before anybody else made
a coating for concrete or stucco mine was an
established success.

Mine has no oil in it and you can't burn it.

It will keep out moisture and save concrete from
cracking. You can use it as a floor tint on con-

crete or wood or a wall decoration. It has a

dull tone and you can use it on a private house or on a factory floor,

or on a factory wall, in rooms that are damp or in rooms that are dry and

it does not destroy the distinctive texture of concrete.

Just write me and let me send you our Booklet No. 4 that gives you a

list of the houses of concrete and stucco and other constructive work upon

which my coating has been applied. Address

Wadsworth Howland & Co., Inc.
Paint and Varnish Makers and Lead Corroders

82-84 Washington Street Boston, Mass.
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Stewart

Edward
White

•J The man
who has helped

the East to

know the West

"The Adventures of Bobby Orde"
" In one sense it is the finest thing the Grand Rapids novelist has done. It shows a finer and sweeter

knowledge of human nature than any of his big novels of the lumber woods and of adventures by sea
and land. He has gone straight to the heart and motives of the normal healthy child, and that is why,
while it is the story of a boy. it is very much a story for grownups and will appeal inerringly to every
man who has not forgotten his queer impulses, his bashfulness and his devoted friendship and littie

chivalries while he was himself a boy.

—

Grand Rapids Evening Press."

Illustrated. Fixed price, $1 .20 (postage 12c).

" The Rules of the Game "

" It is full of adventure, and has a climax of absorbing interest."'

—

St. John Globe.

Illustrated. Fixed price, $1.40 (postage 15c).

" The Cabin "

"'The Cabin ' has somehow captured the spell of the wild woods and the brooding peace of the
mountains. ' The Cabin ' is gotten up in the style that charms one utterly before the first page is

read, and the illustrations make you feel perfectly wild to be up and away to the Sierras."— Lexington Herald.

Illustrated. Net, $1.50 I postage 15c).

Ernest

Thompson
Seton

§ Chief Scout

of ithe Boy
Scouts of

America

Rolf in the Woods"
" Delightful as was Mr. Seton's book. * Two Little Savages.' this tale is even more so, for the little

savages were only ' making believe." after all. while Rolf and Quonab and Skookum live in earnest the
life of forest and river. It is a fine story, brave, wholesome, thrilling, bringing a breath of the northern
forests, where the three comrades live for years. While throughout all. strengthening its interest, runs
that love of nature and wild animals which so preeminently belongs to the author."'

—

Boston Transcript.

Many Illustrations. Fixed price, $1 .75 {postage 15c).

" Two Little Savages
A boy"s book of the out-of-doors, full of that woodcraft which Mr. Seton tells so fascinatingly.

Illustrated. Fixed price, $1 .75 (postage 15c).

Garden City DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY New York
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ORNAMENTAL IRON FENCE
Cheaper and more duraMe than wood. Orer 100 patterns for
Lawns. Ohnrones. Cemeteries. l*ablic Grounds. etc. ornamental
Wire and Iron Fence, Farm and Poultry Fence. Write for our
Urge catalog before baying, nv Oaa Sat* Tarn JTmwbl _ _

1111 \t U;i' rt.M£ CO.. Box SSo, Deeatmr, lad.

FOR WALLSAND
CEILINGS

GOES ON LIKE PAINT; LOOKS UkE WALLPAPER; VOL CAN WASH IT

A beautiful illustrated book of 24 colors and Photo-
graphs sent free. Send vour name and address to the
KEYSTONE! VARNISH CO. Brooklyn. N. Y.

" CHICAGO-FRANCIS" Clothes Dryers
and Latmdrr Room equipment, especially adapted Cor the Residence laundry

room. ArarOnest Buildings and Institutions. Write for handsomely illus-

traced No. C rs Catalog. CUctf« Oner lo.. 630 So. iVnba»a Ave..
1 hleaco.erSknanoM Mf*.< .1-1 Leal««to» At«w, Vw. ©rUCity

Chill grape fruit and
to each half add one

tablespoon of

add powdered sugar if

desired.

Delicious and refreshing

for Breakfast, Luncheon

or Dinner.

* Recent-Writings
Famil iar Trees and Their Leaves. By F. Schuyler
Mathews. D. Appleton and Company, New York.
Illustrated by the author; 333 pages; price $1.75 net.

The new edition of this popular volume has
added in the supplement some recently dis-

covered species, and the nomenclature is brought
up to date, according to the latest edition of
Gray's Manual.

The. Soul in a Flower. By Sara A. Hubbard. A.
C. McClurg & Co., Chicago. 64 pages; boards, 50 cents
net; ooze leather. 51.25 net.

A delightful essay combining the appreciation
of flowers and growing things with a number of
scientific biological facts charmingly expressed.
An excellent gift book for lovers of gardens and
the wonders of plant life.

The Artistic Side of Photography, By A. J. An-
derson. Dodd. Mead & Company, New York. Illus-

trated; 360 pages; price $4 net. ,

* A book on the much debated subject of whether
or not photography is artistic. In it are practi-
cal suggestions on composition, developing, por-
traiture, etc. It is well illustrated by the work
of well-known photographers.

Bird Stories from Burroughs. Sketches of bird life

taken from the works of John Burroughs. Illustrated by-

Louis A. Fuertes. Houghton. Mifflin Co., Boston and
New York. 174 pages; price 60 cents net.

It will be a satisfaction to bird-lovers, young
and old, to have these well-known essays chosen
from several volumes assembled under one cover,
with Mr. Fuertes's charming bird portraits.

Detached Dwellings. Part II. The American
Architect. New York. 26 pages of text, illustrated with

112 halftone plates; price $3 postpaid.

A series of treatises on country and suburban
houses and their landscape environment, con-
tributed by various architects of established

reputation. The illustrations comprise the major
part of the book and consist of halftone en-
gravings, which depict the latest accomplish-
ments in domestic and landscape architecture.

The Mississippi River and Its Wonderful
Valley. By Julius Chambers, F. R. G. S. G. P. Put-

nam's Sons, New York. Illustrated; 308 pages; price

$3.50; postage 25 cents.

From the days of DeSoto and Pere Marquette
the Mississippi River has been the centre of

historic interest with us. This latest volume
in the American Waterways Series is an account

of this "Father of Waters" from its source to

the sea, and its place in romance, religion,

diplomacy, literature, war, and peace.

Chats on Photography. By \V. Wallington. J. B.

Lippincott Co., Philadelphia. Illustrated; 180 pages:

price $1.2; net.

This book may be regarded by the beginner

in photography as a friend who will lead him
safely along the simplest and pleasantest paths,

preventing him from encountering the many
pitfalls which beset his way. and. having taught

him the elements of photography so he can

walk by himself, leaves him fired with the desire

to proceed further with^ his explorations.

Music of The Wild. Bv Gene Stratton-Porter.

author of "Freckles." "The Girl of the Limberlost," etc

Doubleday. Page & Company. Garden City, New York.

Illustrated; 427 pages; price $2.50 net.

All too few are the people who feel the charm
of wild nature, and have the skill to convey their

own delight in it to others, to the end that they

too must seek the wild solitudes, and listen for

the music that only ears in tune with nature

can hear. To go into the deep woods in the end

of winter, and to go, again and again, as the

summer waxes and wanes, and winter again

comes on— this is the way to make familiar

and necessary to one's happiness the music of

the forest's myriad voices. The music of the

fields is different, and of the marshes, but often

the forest is inaccessible. Then one learns how
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WATER
The mutt important point to ion

«i»lor in htiiMiiu; a m w home in i

^^^^^ Rural District, where iiiuniiip.il

^|
it to know what type of Water

/ I
v! *\ W'oik I' i pi i p men I to in .1 ill, tin i

I I t' i \ Uo applies to t lie okl limine.

/ •E
>fI Tbk )l MM] hi the home builder,

/.ill who will submit liis proposition to

our I'lnviiieerini: Departincnt, who
will work out the problem, so that a plant can

he installed to meet the requirement* in the

most simplified atul evononiii.il manner.
\\ >• install rive distinct type* of Water Works
equipment for the Rural Home — for hand or

any class of power - therefore you secure the

benefit of our vast experience over other concerns
having hut one type
of System to offer.

If you are interested,

write for our Water
Works Book " \IV
which shows the dif-

ferent types and how
they can be installed.

THE BALTIMORE COMPANY
ENGINEERS A MANUFACTURERS

BALTIMORE MARYLAND

PHILIP MORRIS
ORIGINAL LONDON CIGARETTES
Fur mote thin a hill a crntury the demand hat pcnittently grown.

LUTHER BURBANK S CREATIONS
In Fruits and Flowers

The very latest and unequalled in the world
Five cntnli'ic* of lnv»lunl>W» New Fruits anil Or-
lmnii'iitnW. Wotxlirful Nrw Ulnilioli ami other
Now nnil Karr Hulbx. Klowrr Si-eds, Crimson
Winter Khubaro, rtr. Full List of Catalogs free.

W. A. LEE. Afnt. Dept. L. CoTina. California

OWN YOUR OWN WATER SUPPLY

You can havf water always on hand, both inside the
house, and outside if you install a

Noiseless Caloric Pumping Engine
It is so simple a child can operate it.

The method of Pumping is different from others,

and the difference is in your favor.

No bother with electric batteries.
No waiting for the wind to blow.

Let us explain

it more fully by
sending you our
catalogue A.

Bremen Mfg. Co.

Bremen, Ohio

Successor to

Middlefield Mfg. Co.

JVed like to do your "Printing in

this 40-acre Garden

he country life pri
is equipped to promptly and efficiently

execute orders for all kinds of printing

and binding.

Thousands of photographs from our

own files are available.

Especial attention is given to color work of all kinds.

Members of our staff will gladly call upon request,

to assist in planning and laying out any work desired.

This uniquely equipped plant will produce work of dis-

tinctive merit— and has the great advantage of combining

under one roof, the complete operations of Composition,

Electrotyping, Half-tone and Color Engraving, Photography

in Color, Presswork. Binding and Mailing promptly from

our own Post Office in the Building.

Inspection of our Plant is cordially invited

IMMEDIATE DELIVERIES ARE MADE DAILY TO NEW
YORK BY OUR OWN AUTOMOBILE TRUCKING SERVICE

It isn't a chance shot, for ducks, literally

hy the million, winter in the hundred bays

and inlets along the Gulf coast a few hours away.

If you'd rather you can play golf, polo, tennis; follow

the hounds; or motor over miles of fine roads, in the

bracing air and glorious sunshine of San Antonio's

}\ delightful winter season. You can visit the biggest

/ private irrigation project in America— drink the purest

Artesian water or take a dip in hot mineral baths whose
curative powers surpass European Spas.

There is every comfort awaiting you in its superb hotels— there

are all the things to see and do in San Antonio that you will leave

behind in the frozen North.

Let me send you one, or all, of our free booklets — for the

tourist, the investor, the homeseeker— then you will want to come
and see.

J. B. Carrington, Secretary Publicity League
Box 80, San Antonio, Tex.

The is via the KatyWay to go
Limited trains from St Louis and Kansas

City— 'The Katy Flyer" and "The Katy
Limited"— cover the distance in the quickest
time with the greatest comfort. Trains from
your city make connections at St Louis and
Kansas City. Say Katy to the Agent; he'll understand

For fares or any travel information, write

S. St George, Gen. Pass'r Agent
M. K & T. Ry.
St Louis, Mo.
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Miss
Ellen

Glasgow

She has a place in

American literature

which is almost un-

assailable and she

occupies it alone.
— San Francisco Call.

The Miller of Old Church
" Miss Ellen Glasgow's books possess to an unusual degree those elements necessary

to the making of the successful novel— namely: romance, fervor, characterization and
sincerity of style. The struggle and development of a man's character is the touchstone of

her art, and in this she never fails. There is no novel by Miss Glasgow that does not

more than repay the reader for a careful study of her art in character drawing, and this

delicate portraiture is at its best in "The Miller of Old Church."

—

Baltimore News.

'Decorated Wrapper, Fixed price, $135 (postage 14c).

By the Same Author

The Romance of a Plain Man
The Ancient Law ....
The Wheel of Life ....
The Battle-Ground

$1.50 The Voice of the People . . . $1.50
1.50 The Deliverance 1.50
1.50 The Freeman and Other Poems, Net 1.50
1.50 {postage, 12c)

David
Grayson

"Adventures in Friendship"

"Adventures in Friendship" is an
attractive book, rich in insight into char-

acter and alive also with the charm which
comes to a man who keeps his eyes open to the magic appeal of nature."—London Standard.
"Adventures in Contentment 99

" The proper word to apply to this book is charming, for these little stories of life

in a back country village are told with a quiet humor and kindliness that remind one of

the days of Mrs. Gaskell and Miss Mitford."—Indianapolis News.

Charming illustrations in black and white and full colors by Thomas Fogarty.

New Leather Edition, each Volume, Fixed price, $1 .50 (postage 15c.)

Cloth, Fixed price, $1 .35 (postage 1 4c).

Garden City DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY New York

For assured comfort, security and long

wear, aslc by name for Boston Garter.

Sold in Stores Everywhere
GEORGE rROST CO., Makers, Boston

GRASS FURNITURE

You w ill find

Crex Furniture

wherever refined

taste is exercised

Leading Dealers Everywhere

Nei» Booklet No. 207 sent upon request

Prairie Grass Furniture Co.
Sole Manufacturers

Glendale, Lone Island New York

Let us HELP YOU
Our experienced landscape gardeners

make a planting pUn of your place, selecting
trees, shrubs, etc., suitable to soil and situation.

Our nurseries (more than 6o0 acres) offer

the finest selection in America for lawn and
garden planting. fVritt for Catalog C.

THE STEPHEN HOYT'S SONS COMPANY
Est. 1848. Inc. 1903.

New Canaan, Conn.

Salzer's Seeds
prout Grow, Produce

- Never Fail
Catalogue, bristling with seed truths, free..

JOHN A. SALZER SEED CO. Box 10, LaCros.e, Wis.

New Strawberries ^VtaioT
1

iVi«£^.
interesting and instructive. All the new everbearers
and other important varieties — address

C. N. FLANSDURGH & SON, Jackson, Mich.

OATS NEW
SEED
OATS

Big money in right kind of oats. Here's your chance. Imported
Canadian seed oats, raised on Galloway Brothers-Bowman Co. big

seed oats farm in Canada. New, clean land. Genuine Regenerated

Swedish Select went 1 16 bushels to acre; Early New Market no
bushels to acre. Farmers who bought this seed from us last year

raised as high aS75to too bushels in this country and found outthat

their old seed was inbred and run out. Seed from us went double

and in many cases three times. Change your seed. Try some of this

new seed. Sample free , or i o cents for large packet, Will also send

our free book entitled "Big Money in Oats and How to Grow Them."

6AUOWAY BROS.-BOWMAN CO., Oat» Specialists

1068 T, Galloway Station WATERLOO, IOWA

many voices speak to us from the open spaces.

The book delights the nature-lover by the
charming pictures that are so many windows,
giving illuminating glimpses of the fair country
through which the author leads us. The va-
cation that takes the tired brain-worker into the
wilds, with this book as a companion, will be
one of true recreation.

The American Shotgun. By Charles Askins. Out-
ing Publishing Co., New York. Illustrated; 321 pages;

price $2 net.

Chapters in this book are devoted to fitting the
gun to the man; the time to shoot and the place
to aim; the habits and peculiarities of various
birds; swing versus snap shooting; comparison
of the many priced arms now in the American
market, and many other new and important
hints for the shooter. It is a book for the
beginner and the expert alike.

Yosemite Trails. By J. Smeaton Chase. Houghton,
Mifflin Company, Boston. Illustrated; 354 pages; price

$2 net.

While this volume will be found of value as a

guide-book to the far-famed wonders of the
Yosemite Valley, it was especially intended to

describe the attractions of less-known nearby
localities, particularly the lake country of the
Sierra Nevadas where forest, mountain, glacier,

river, meadow and a climate of unequalled regu-

larity aid to make it one of the"greatest natural

playgrounds in America.

The Beginner's Book of Gardening. By Harry
Roberts. John Lane Company, New York, Illustrated;

88 pages; price $1 net.

This volume well fulfills its purpose as a

beginner's handbook. It covers all the more
important garden flowers, fruits, and vegetables,

giving the necessary fundamentals and a few
of the more important details of culture. It

will not serve the advanced gardener, but will

prove a valuable friend to the novice. Being
an English book, the lists of "best varieties"

should be accepted with caution.

Insects and Disease. By Rennie W. Doane;
Henry Holt & Company, New York. Illustrated; 227

pages; price #1.50 net.

This is an up-to-date, popular account of the

insects that carry disease, and the manner in

which the spread of disease is accomplished by
them. Parasites, bacteria, and insects that

transfer by mechanical means infectious and
contagious disorders are fully described, and
their ways of life explained. Most space is

devoted to the typhoid fly and the mosquitoes

that carry malaria and yellow fever. Methods
of exterminating these pests are given.

The Herb Garden. By Frances A. Bardswell. Im-
ported by the Macmillan Co., New York. Illustrated;

173 pages; price $2 net.

Very little if any that is essential about grow-

ing herbs has been omitted from this interesting

book, and the author has shown how much more
desirable it is to have a definite herb garden for

kitchen and medicinal use than only a few of these

useful plants scattered about a vegetable or flower

garden. The effect of such a course is cum-
ulative in respect to color and fragrance, so that

the herb beds become an unusual and beautiful

feature of the home garden. Planting schemes

are suggested to make use of herbs, which will

give color effects as charming as ordinary garden

flowers and present blossoms much more unusual

to the average person.

Toy Dogs and Their Ancestors. By the Hon. Mrs.

Neville Lytton. D. Appleton & Co., New York. Illus-

trated; 359 pages; price £7.50 net.

The author of this handsome book — who, by

the way is the granddaughter of Lord Byron —
was six years gathering material for it and what

she has to say on the subject of toy dogs is live

and to the point as well as authoritative. The
book deals only with Japanese, Pekingese,

Pomeranian, and toy spaniels, the latter includ-

ing the black and tan, red and white, Blenheim

Prince and King Charles, and a few others. Of

other toy dogs the author says she knows noth-

ing, and adds: "Of the toy poodle, Yorkshire

terrier, and Maltese, I can only say that they

have been 'improved' out of all beauty, and there

does not appear to be enough of the old material

worth while recapitulating the points which

they have long ceased to possess.

"

Altogether, Mrs. Lytton has covered a vast

•
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the Hewlett' Suvlii jut iiithlnme

Theperfect /au/n requires

the right grass seed
l ltr r

i
v: ttt Kmiia teed for each purpose is clearly indi-

cated and fully described in our 1912 tntwlon.

Km avrratfc l.iwns fnr shudy spols loi v^oll course*
for pastures -for parks for 1MB purpose there is one
best mixture of grnan seeds. If you follow the Michell
catalog you can make no mistake.

In all parts of the United Stotes, Michcll's Grass Seeds
have proved their advantages in quickly producing a
permanently beautiful lawn.

On the While House
Grounds at Washing-
ton, at all recent Na-
tuiri.il and Internal ion-

nl Expositions, (Phila-

delphia, Buffalo,
Jamestown and Port-
land, Oregon), in the
best known public
parks, and finest es-

tates — Michell's Grass Seeds are extensively sown because
of their superiority.

MICHELL'S
GRASS SEEDS
READY FOR MOWING

A TO 5 WEEKS FROM SOWING

fl* ^ bring* to yow door, prepaid, our lntto<lin ioiv

aJJ I Package of Michell's Evergreen Lawn Seed
the ideal mixture for general purposes— and

our Special Bulletin. " How to Make a Lawn." Package
contains one-fifth of a bushel — enough for the average lawn.

Our 1912 Catalog
chock full of facts on the distinctive (truss, flower and vegetable
seeds that will best repay your planting effort, sent frmm on request.

HENRY F. MICHELL CO.
521 Market Street Philadelphia, Pa.

To Owners ofHomes

These Books Free
You want the best plants, trees and shrubs forM gardens and grounds— the best kinds and

the best specimens. The climate and soil of
western North Carolina are such that on the

J
.irious elevations may be grown almost etery

hardy plant or tree. At Biltmore Nursery those
advantages are so utilized by skill and care as
to produce a sltain of plants of extraordinary
vigor To aid planters in making selections.
Biltmore Nursery has published three books— one sent free to any home-owner.

Hardy Garden Flowers
The illustrations suggest many pleasing and

varied forms of hardy garden planting — from
the simple dooryard effect to the elaborate
formal attainment. The descriptions are full

and complete, yet free from technical terms.

FloweringTrees and Shrubs
Many of the best of the trees and shrubs pro-

ducing showy blossoms are shown, lrom photo-
graphs, as grown in typical gardens, lawns and
>ards. The pictures and the text give numerous
useful ideas for planting home grounds, large
and small, to advantage.

Biltmore Nursery Catalog
A guide to the cultivated plants of North

America. Over two years in the making, and
cost more than St a copy to complete. Contains
196 large pages and describes more than 300
perennials. 500 flowering shrubs. 32s distinct

evergreens. 300 deciduous trees, and 200 odd
vines and plants. Freely illustrated.

Ask Us for the Book You Need
If you have a garden of perennials, or want

one. request "Hardy Garden Flowers." Should
you p.-efer the more showy things, tell us to

send "Flowering Trees and Shrubs." In case

you have a larger place and can plant exten-

sively of many varieties, we shall be glad to send
the Biltmore Nursery Catalog. Edition of

each limited— write today for the one you can
use to best advantage.

Biltmore Nursery !2ti Biltmore, N.C.

The High Cost of Living
Set retary Wilson recently made ;i statement to the

effect th;il practically all the advanced prices which
make up the increased cost of living go to the many
handlers between the producing farmer and the
consumer.

You can solve your own problem of the "High Cost

of Living" by becoming a Produc er. With a propor-
tionately very small expense for seeds and fertilizers,

a small tract of ground, even so small a tract as 25x50
feet can be- made to produce all the vegetables an
average family uses in a season. You do not have to

share the profits of your own garden with jobbers,

middlemen or retailers.

To get the best results it is necessary to get the best
seeds. Every packet of Henderson's seeds that is sold

has behind it the experience of 64 years of successful
seed growing and selling. The methods of seed testing

and trials that were the best three generations ago,
have been improved and bettered by us from year to

year and are, to-day. still the best. The initial cost of

the seeds is really the smallest cost of your
garden and i t pay s tobe su re you have started
right. Henderson's are Tested Seeds.

SPECIAL OFFER
Our 1912 Catalogue Everything for the Garden

A book of 204 pages, over 800 illustrations, color
plates, etc., will be mailed on receipt of 10 cents. In
addition we will send our Garden Guide and Record,
and our collection of 6 Henderson's Specialties, in a
coupon envelope, which will be accepted as 25 cents
on any order of one dollar or over.

Peter Henderson & Co.
35-37 Cortlandt Street

New York

Quinby and Brewster. A
tried and proven chassis of

remarkable workmanship.

Built for Th
Who Use the

.MufTicson

Autoinobi lr

Cosapuny
KnlW. Vrm
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o.
Henry

C One of the

few American
masters of the

short story

" Sixes and Sevens
"

A hearty laugh for every page and a summer of smiling expectation throughout the

volume.

—

San Francisco Chronicle.

By the Same Author

Cabbages and Kings Fixed price SI.20 (postage 12c.)

The Four Million l.OO (postage 10c.)

The Trimmed Lamp 1.20 (postage 12c)

Heart of the West " 1-20 (postage 12c)

The Voice of the City " l.OO postage 10c)

The Gentle Grafter " l.OO (postage 10c.)

Roads of Destiny 1.20 (postage 12c)

Whirligigs " 1JZO (postage 12c)

Strictly Business " 1.20 postage 12c.)

<J A post card will bring you a very interesting booklet on O. Henry free

C Who has the distinc-

tion of discovering a

brand new type of

American citizen

Montague
Glass

"Abe and Mawruss "

'Nowhere that we know of has the Jewish business man been so well described as in

the stories of Montague Glass, which are classics of their kind. His clients were first

introduced to us as " Potash and Perlmutter," and we heartily enjoyed their formal

acquaintance. Now we have got to the point where we call them "Abe & Mawruss."
They have distinctly added to the gayety of nations, and are a pair of unconscious
comedians whom we hope to see on the literary stage for many years to come. Abe &
Mawruss are head-liners for sure."

—

The Evening Telegram.

" Potash & Perlmutter
"

The first series of laughable adventures of this engaging firm. Illustrated. Each
volume, fixed price, $1.20 (postage 12c.).

Garden City DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY New York

JJOYOU KEEP HENS ?

There is something fascin-

ating about the barn yard fowl

that makes almost every country

dweller want to own a few. Fowls

that are personal acquaintances

are the cherished possessions of

most country enthusiasts. And

did you realize that there is as

much heated argument over the

different breeds of poultry as

makes of automobiles ?

You are cordially invited to

visit the poultry yard in the

front of this magazine politely

labeled Poultry Director}7 and

take your pick.

THE DOG BOOK
By JAMES WATSON

Covers every phase of the subject with full

accounts of every prominent breed. 128
full-page pictures, complete in one volume.

Net. $5.00 PoJage 35cJ

Doubleday, Page & Co., Garden Cky, N. Y.

Every Farmer
Can Profit
By The NEW=p

JohnDeereBook

John Deere Plows, Cnltrratora,

Harrows and Farm Tools

Look for oar ttwA mill M win protect

you inferior, oat-of-date goods.
John Deere implements have taken the
go'dniedal at every world's fair and inter-

oeelMO.

{We Otaltn 6 m Bth.
Tefl ns what farm tool

/ou want to know about
'a-i ask
book, package No. 113.

John Deere
Plow Co.
BJoBne, UL

FREE

field and done it thoroughly. The book will

interest pet lovers, and prove valuable to dog
breeders. It is artistically gotten up, and
copiously illustrated with halftones and color
reproductions of drawings.

The Heavens and Their Story. Bv A. Sc W.
Macder. Dana Estes ft Co_ Boston. Illustrated; 357
pages; pike $2 net.

Rather "harder" than most of the popular
introductions to astronomy, this volume is full

of valuable information, the explanations are
lucid, and the joint authors, attached to the
Greenwich Observatory for years, still believe
in "astronomy with the naked eyes" as a source
of profit and pleasure to all.

The Cabin. Bv Stewart Edward White. Doubleday.
Page & Ox, Garden City. X. Y. Illustrated; 28} pages;
price $1.50; postage 15 cents.

Throughout this absorbing story of the build-
ing of a cabin home at an altitude of 6,500 feet

among the Sierras is felt the invigorating breath
of the forest wild. Woodcraft, nature study
and the joy of outdoor living with now and then
some shrewd philosophy from old "California
John," known to all readers of "The Rules of
the Game," furnish the material which renders
this one of the most satisfying of Mr. White's
several books.

How to Grow Vegetables and Garden Herbs. By
Allen French. The MacnnHan Company, New York.

"
I - : *.ri-ti: L-iti: ;i: ::r;;: ::::t Si-; -«-..

This is a new edition of the book previously
published under the title "The Book of Vegeta-
bles." It is well calculated to suit the needs
of market gardener and amateur alike. A
preface on the general subject of vegetable
growing is followed by an alphabetical list of
practically all the cultivated vegetables, with
concise but complete cultural directions for each.
This arrangement makes it particularly handy
as a book of ready reference.

The Art of Roadmaking. By Harwood Fro*t.

B. A Sc The Engineering News Publishing Co-, New
York, Illustrated; 544 pages; price $3 net.

In the comparatively small space of this book
is condensed a history of roadbuilding and a re-

view of the fundamental and essential principles

of the roadbuilder s art as it has been recorded
by the most reliable authorities. The reader
who is unacquainted with the subject is given
a good general knowledge of it, and the technical
man is furnished an outline of the principal facts

and a statement of where further specialized

information may be found.

The OcUook to Nature. Bv L. H. Bailey. The
Macriffan Company, New York. 195 pages; price $1.25

net.

This is the new and revised edition of four
lectures delivered before the Twentieth Century
Club of Boston six years ago and published
shorty after. They have been cut down some-
what in the revision, and form one volume of
the "Rural Outlook Set." A sympathetic,
growing knowledge of nature, an increasing love

for the things of the unspoiled outdoor world—
these are the factors that make for efficiency,

hopefulness and peace of mind in the hurry and
stress of modern life. It is a cheerful book, full of

Dean Bailey's philosophy of life.

Household Plumbing ar.d Sanitation. Bv J. Pick-

ering Potman, B. A, F. I. A I. Doubleday. Page ft Co,
Garden City and New York. Illustrated; 718 pages; price

fe-75. P«W*ee 35 cents.

From a good health standpoint the importance

of scientifically correct household plumbing is

daily coming to be mdfce fully appreciated, and
this comprehensive book seems destined to

hasten the day when this vital matter is fully

understood by the general public. It tells just

what is good and what is bad in household plumb-
ing of every sort according to the most up-to-

date standards, in a simple, popular style to

meet the needs of the general public. The
result is an eminently successful attempt to

make interesting as well as illuminating reading

out of what might seem dull subject matter.

The author is now regarded as one of the

foremost American authorities, and this volume,

based upon his achievements of more than a

quarter of a century of research and practical

work as an engineer and adviser to civic com-
missions, marks the beginning of a new epoch
in sanitation.

ft
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Electrical Power
Am YOU want it

WHKN you want it

WHERE you want it

" Electric Light and Power for the Country Home and
Farm " it the booklet that will interest you, for

YOU must have li^lit and quite naturally you
prefer electricity on account of its conveni-

ence, economy and safety.

You should have power available in the

house for all household purposes such as

refrigerating, vacuum cleaning, etc., etc. Out-
side the house, numerous utility devices are

possible with power.

Investigate and Install an ALAMO-WESTINGHOUSE Private Electric Plant

It halves the expense of lighting and works without watching. Simple, economical and absolutely safe—it is

the favored plant for country residences, judging by the number of such installations.

All of our apparatus is guaranteed

ALAMO MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Hillsdale, Michigan

OTIS, WELLS & CO.

Typical Alamo-WxmlnKhoiiHff private electric plant Inntailed for
Mr. George O. Oarrawav. Rutherford. N. J.

A small plant complete with storage

buttery can be installed for $400.
With such a plant, lighting costs less

than one-half cent ($0,005) for each
five-hour evening. LUNT-MOSS CO. r, 4 . , r . D c* hi v CHAS. PFAU

Boston, Mass. Hectrtcal Lngtneers, Z Kector St. . /V. Y. Bourse Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.

Plsn now (or s
pleasant porch nc\l
Summer. At*, us about Komi (

Porch Curtains
I. II. (HVPI to.. 4 V J.

I H I IO Hll 1* \» uhbim \ < St

A ho a NATCO Hoi|ow Tu* Bu|i,1,n* Hlock *

than one ol any othercooler in Snromer .ind warmer in Wintei
construction. It is cheaper th in brick,

Send t0r iitr*rttttr

NATION 4.1. FIRK PWOOI IM1 CO. PlttsburK. Pa.

ASPARAGUS ROOTS
My ion stock of asparagus roots is unexcelled

6 of the strongest, healthiest and thriftiest varie-

ties. One and two-year-old roots for sale. We
know they will please you. Place your order now.

Special prices on large orders. There is big money
ID growing asparagus.

All shipments are packed with skill and
Free catalog of Trees. Dwarf Fruit Tree

ARTHUR J. COLLINS.

STRAWBERRY PLANTS
You should know about my own fine, heavy bearing vari-

eties. For $1.00 I'll express 100 plants of Norwood or
Heritage varieties. Try them. 1 have dozens of other
standard varieties. Big yieldcrs and strong, healthy plants.

They are guaranteed true to name. I am a strawberry
specialist. The success of my berries is my success. You
will do well to plant them.

care and reach destination in excellent condition.
s, Small Fruits, Vines, and Spray Pump*. FREE.

Box C, MOORESTOWN, NEW JERSEY

SCOTT ADIE
The Royal Scotch Warehouse

115, 115a, REGENT ST., LONDON, W.

Scotch Uweeds,

Real Homespuns,

Reversible

Cashmere and

Real Vicugna Cloths.

'Exclusive Designs.

$estQualilies only,

and most up-to-date

London tailoring.

'

Steamer Rugs

and

Scotch Shawls.

TZhe Largest and

$est Selection

in London.

THE tNVERXESS

SCOTT ADIE, LTD.
bailors by appointment to the Tioyal Family

REGENT STREET, LONDON, W.

Removal
Notice

February 1st, 1912,

we will occupy this

new building at

Forty-fifth Street and

Sixth Avenue, New
York.

^WISe%NGER
Housefurnishing Warerooms

The Largest and Best Equipped in the Country

Cooking Utensils of every kind:—Tin, Copper, Aluminum,

Nickel and Enamel Steel. Moulds, Cutlery, Earthenware,

China and Glass, Kitchen and Laundry Furniture, House

Cleaning Materials, Carpet Sweepers, Vacuum Cleaners, etc.

Best Quality Only

ft • I Metal Lined

Refrigerators: ... .» Enamelled Steel Lined

THE PERFECTION OF CLEANLINESS AND ECONOMY

130-132 West Forty-second Street, New York
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Imported Dress

Materials for 1912
After months of careful preparation we have assembled a most compre-

hensive collection of Novelty Cotton and Linen Dress Fabrics, as well as

all the desirable staple materials. The assortment contains everything

that is new and fashionable in weave and design. The following are

among the most attractive lines.

At $1.50 to $5.00 yard— Bordered Novelties in Voile, Marquisette,

Linen. French Batiste, Nets, Silk and Cotton Tissue, etc., printed and
embroidered Borders. 47 inches wide.

At 25c to $1.00 yard— Imported Voiles in plain shades, Silk Stripes,

Embroidered Figures, delicate Printings in All-Over Floral and Side-

Band effects, 28 to 42 inches wide.

At 25c to $1.25 yard—Printed Irish Dimities and Linen Lawns, French
Brilliants, French and Irish Printed Handkerchief Linens and French
Organdies.

At 25c to 75c yard—English Ottoman Cords, Poplins, Repps, Galatea,

D. & J. Anderson's Scotch Ginghams, Kindergarten Cloth, etc.

At 25c to $10.00 yard—White Fabrics of every desirable kind, including

Dimities, Madras, Wide-Wale French Cords and Piques, Voiles in plain

and novelty effects. Marquisettes, French Linen and Voiles showing
handsome embroidered Borders in Open-Work and other designs,

Ratine Cloths, etc.

At 28c to $2.00 yard—Shirtings of French Percale, Scotch, English,

French and Austrian Madras and Cheviots, in white and colors, Russian
Cords, Silk and Cotton Mercerized Fabrics, Cotton Crepe Shirtings,

Washable Silks and Silk Crepe, Natural Color Pongee, Viyella Flannel,

Silk and Wool and All-Wool Unshrinkable Flannels, etc.

Dress Linens from France, Germany, Italy, Belgium, Holland, Ireland

and Scotland, in white and colors, showing the newest weaves and
colorings for the coming season.

Samples of any of the above lines mailed free on request.

James McCutcheon & Co.
5th Ave. and 34th St., N. Y.

Navajo Indian Rugs
direct fromweaver to you

at one-half retail prices

!

To you who delight in decorating your home with beautiful, out-of-the-ordinary
things— to you who admire the soft, rich coloring, the hand-woven texture
and the uncommonness of design in the genuine Indian rug— here is news:

For 15 years I have been selling genuine Indian rugs direct from the Indian
weaver to the customer. I live out here among the Indians themselves. I in-
spect and select personally every rug I sell. I personally have in my employ,
some of the most expert weavers from families famous for generations for
the perfection of their rug work.

Every rug I sell is woven entirely by hand from pure native wool, hand
clipped and hand cleaned by the Indians; then hand-spun on primitive
spinning wheels, and dyed in primitive fashion by that slow, pains-
taking process which gives the genuine Indian rug its rich, lasting
colors. I am so confident that, when you know them you will be
eager to have these rugs in your home that I make this

Special offer, to get you acquainted
The rug illustrated is one of a small lot of the finest genuine
Navajo rugs I have ever secured — every one the handiwork
of an expert Navajo weaver living 80 to go miles from white
man's civilization. No two rugs are alike (the Navajo ab-
hors an imitation) but this illustration is typical of the lot.

The ground color of each is a rich dark natural gray (no dye), with

the Navajo design softly woven in harmonious shades of dark rich red,

\W black and white. A few have no red at all; just the natural colors. As the

_ patterns go dear through, these nigs can be used either side, and are easily cleaned.

They last a lijetime, and the colors grow even softer with age. Sizes 40

X 60 up to so x 70 inches. My regular marked price for these splendid speci-y mens of Navajo blanketry is $30 oc each. As a special inducement, to introduce,

I will send you just one lor only $18.90. And I will prepay all shipping costs. If you

are not more than pleased, send it back at my expense, and I will refund your money
immediately; .ill the proof and the risk is mine. Every Navajo Rug I sell is positively

the genuine, hand woven article; I sell no other sort. Each bears my warranty, under seal.

beautiful free display book showing Indian Ru;s in real colors. *;th descriptions and special weavcr-to-evstomtr prices,

ng rugs to order to fit any scheme of decoration. Write today.

ay cieanec.

k
Fi Send for my

explains my plan of wcavi

THE FRANCIS E. LESTER CO. Dept. H-2-R Mesilla Park, New Mexico

A WORD FROM THE EDITORS

IN OUR annual vacation number next June
we plan to publish two symposiums of brief

articles from our readers. Please note the
requirements, and if you think you have what we
want, send it to us. We shall pick out what
we think are the best ones, paying for them
promptly, and returning the rest.

I. OUR MOST SUCCESSFUL VACATION

It must give facts and not record sentiments.
Tell just what you would tell your cousin in

Omaha if he should wish to follow your example.
Don't be afraid to put in a few dollar signs and
figures; they are useful information.

It should be from 500 to 1,000 words in length,

and should be accompanied by some of the best
of your snap-shots.

Contest closes March 15th.

2. MY MOST EXCITING MOMENT

Or, better, "The Most Exciting Bit of Sport
I Remember."
A very brief account of the time when you

caught your biggest fish, or topped your highest
mountain, or flew your first aeroplane, or made
your finest photograph of big game. Make
it snappy, and stick to facts.

Not over 500 words at most; send two or
three photographs if possible.

Contest closes March 15th.

THE ANNUAL GARDENING NUMBER

Until this year we have always published our
Garden Manual in March. At first this oc-

casioned surprise; winter is still with us in full

force in March. But gradually our readers
caught the idea of early planning and pre-

arrangement and forehandedness, until now we
have decided to publish this issue still earlier— on February 15th.

The number will be a double one, embellished
with two splendid reproductions in full color

of autochromes by Arthur G. Eldredge. These
show the wonderful spring garden of Holm Lea,
Professor Sargent's home, and we consider them
the best garden photographs ever printed by the
tri-color process.

Among the illustrated features of the issue

will appear the following:

"A Suburban Garden Six Years Old." by
Marian Cruger Coffin. How a house was
framed, a lawn enclosed, a stable screened, a

shady walk arranged, and a flower garden and
shrubbery borders planted to give spring and
fall bloom in harmonious colors.

"An Appraisal of the Dahlia," by Leonard
Barron. How the flower has won a place for

itself in the garden and with the fancy. Its

excellences and its shortcomings, the multipli-

cation of varieties, and cultural requirements.
"Simple Topiary Work," by Henry Maxwell.

A gardening method that is more sinned against

than sinning.

"The Use and Abuse of the Pergola," by
Frances Duncan. Why is a pergola, anyway?
Some fundamental principles that should govern
building and planting.

"The Soul of the Garden," by Elaine Goodale
Eastman. A delicately sketched tale of an old

man, and old woman, and a bride-to-be, full of

the tenderest of garden sentiment.

"A Spring Garden of Lilacs, Irises, and
Peonies," by VVilhclm Miller. How Professor

Sargent's idea can be adopted by people of

moderate means.
"Growing Strawberries by the Sea," by

Martha Prentice Strong. One woman's scheme
which outwits the birds and other destroyers

of ripe fruit, and yet possesses great decorative

possibilities instead of being a disfigurement.

"A Backyard Garden that is Different," by
C. F. A. Seidhof.

"Bees in the Greenhouse," by D.Everett Lyon.
"The Garden Manual for 1912," by Thomas

McAdam. Four pages of practical, pertinent,

condensed advice on the conduct of flower,

fruit, and vegetable gardens, and home grounds.

How to get greater satisfaction through greater

simplicity.

"What Twenty-five Years Have Done for One
Country Place," by Flora Lewis Marble.
"An Italian Garden in Miniature," by Cora

Parker.

"Alluring Fraxinella," by Thomas McAdam.
A plant of mystery which emits a flame from the

flowers and looms spectrally in the moonlight.
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THE world of music long ago conceded to the Starr Minum Grand
its proud position as the best of all the small grand pianos.

But improvement did not stop there. It has gone forward until

today the Starr Minum Grand knows no superior, large or small.

Charming art views of the Various Starr Models and the home of their production may be had on request

Price, $700 (Freight and Handling, Additional)

THE STARR PIANO COMPANY
FACTORY AND EXECUTIVE OFFICES
ALABAMA

—

Birmingham, 1021 Third Avenue
Montgomery, 108-112 Dexter Avenue

CALIFORNIA—Los Angeles, 628-632 S. Hill Street

FLORIDA—Pensacola, 8 S. Palafox Street

Jacksonville, 307 Main Street

INDIANA

—

Evansville, 124 Main Street

Indianapolis, 138 and 140 N. Penns. Street

Muncie, Delaware Hotel Bldg.
Richmond, 933-935 Main Street

MICHIGAN

—

Detroit, 110 Broadway
SELLING AGENTS

RICHMOND.' INDIANA
OHIO

—

Akron, Mill and High Streets

Cincinnati, 139 Fourth Avenue, W.
Cleveland, 1220-1224 Huron Road
Dayton, 4th and Ludlow Streets

Hamilton, 10 S. Third Street

Springfield, 109 E. High Street

Toledo, 329 Superior Street

TENNESSEE—Bristol, 21 Sixth Street
Chattanooga, 722 Market Street

Nashville, 240-242 Fifth Avenue, North
Knoxvtlle, 517 Prince Street

IN ALL CITIES
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Such trees and shrubbery as we furnished for this lawn will beautify others, it matters not if they be

larger or smaller, and they will add a permanent accumulative value to a property that makes their pur-

chase an investment, not an expense.

Plan your planting now before the season opens. Begin by sending for catalog entitled " Moon's
Hardy Trees for Every Place and Purpose." It is a book that will help you with suggestions

of what and where to plant. It describes the enormous assortment of trees and shrubbery we have, gives

prices and tells how we will help you to get a more beautiful place, whether it be by planting hedges,

a shrubbery border, a screen against an ugly view, an avenue of trees or whatever it may be.

«.m , , k- ™ The WiUiam H- Moon Company Morri8 Heights
Philadelphia Office: ...

Room "A," 21 South 12th Street MomSVlUe, Pennsylvania

The Unknown Quantity
In planting a garden, whether large or small the

initial cost of the seeds themselves is by far the

smallest item of expense.

Good soil, with water and sun, will produce crops

if the unknown quantity — that is, the quality—
of the seeds proves also good.

The thousands of dollars that are expended each

year by Peter Henderson & Co. in their exhaustive

tests and trials are spent to reduce this unknown
quantity to such a minimum that it is removed al-

most entirely.

In buying Henderson's seeds you are buying seeds

that have been tested and tried and have been

found up to the Henderson Standard, a standard

which is not exceeded by any seed house in the

world. In planting your garden it pays to start

right and you can be sure that there is no unknown
quantity in your garden if you use Henderson's

seeds. Henderson's are tested seeds.

SPECIAL OFFER
Our 1912 catalogue Everything for the Garden, a

book of 204 pages, over 800 illustrations, color
plates, etc., will be mailed on receipt of 10 cents.

In addition we will send without extra charge
our new book Garden Guide and Record and our
collecUon of 6 Henderson's Specialties, in a coupon
envelope which will be accepted as 25 cents on
any order of one dollar or over.

Peter Henderson & Co.
35-37 Cortlandt Street

New York

Livingston's "True Blue" Seeds
are carefully selected to meet the requirements of the most critical. No efforts are
spared to make them truly "Pedigreed." Large quantities of important American vege-
table seeds are grown on our own farms while the most reliable European growers have
standing orders to save the choicest for us. A careful study of booklets and catalog
described below will demonstrate why "True Blue" Seeds deserve your confidence. Let
these books show you how our seeds are grown and how you may get better results by
planting them.

Ohio Grown OnionsOhio Sugar Melon
illustrated above is one of our
gilt-edged specialties. The
sweetest green fleshed musk
melon that grows. Of good size
and appearance, with delicious
thick and aromatic flesh.

Shown in natural colors on
page 9 of our Annual. Pkt.
ioc ; 54 oz. 20c ; oz. 35c post-
paid.

"Business Helpers"
is the title of free booklets
shown alongside. Designed to
help you get good results in

the garden ; they help us to
explain our seeds and methods.
Tomato, Onion or Specialty
Booklet,— which do you
want ?

Livingston Seed Co. i

are famed for their uniform
size, brilliant skin and good
keeping qualities. Our strains

of seeds yield heavy crops of

symm etrical bulbs. Our booklet
"Profitable Onions"
explains all— free!

Ohio Yellow G/oieisour lead-

ing specialty. The finest yellow
globe Onion to date. Pkt. 5c ;

oz. 20c; lb. $2 postpaid. Special

prices on large quantities.

Large Catalog Free
A reliable book of truthful

facts about gardening and
seeds. 130 pages, 300 illus-

trations from photographs,
honest descriptions and fair

prices make it a trustworthy
guide. Ask for your free copy.

1—I 724 High St., Columbus, 0.

I
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Tire Cost-Where It Goes
23% is Due to Rim-Cutting-

25% is Due to Overloading

We sent out men to look at thousands of
ruined clincher tires.

And 23 per cent of all those tires were
rim-cut.

Sometimes this ruin is the driver's fault.

He runs the tire partly deflated.

It is usually due to a puncture.

A clincher tire which goes flat may be
wrecked in a moment ruined beyond repair.

On the other side, note this:

No-Rim-Cut tires are more widely used
than any other make of tire.

Men know they can't rim-cut, so they
get more abuse more under-inflation
than any other tire that's made.

But, despite all this neglect, we have
never had an instance of rim-cutting in all

the hundreds of thousands used.

Most tires are overloaded.

Not through any fault of the motor car
maker. He equips for expected load.

But you add heavy extras.

And some of your passengers sometimes
overweigh the expected 150 pounds.

The result is a blow-out.

That' s why we make No-Rim-Cut tires

10 per cent over the rated size . The man-
ner of fitting permits that.

That means 10 per cent more air

Ten per cent more carrying capacity.

And that, with the average car, adds 25
per cent to the tire mileage.

Yet these tires which can't rim-cut

—

these oversize tires now cost no more
than other standard tires. That's why
they outsell others.

Average Saving, $20 Per Tire
These two features together— No-Rim-Cut

ami oversize — under average conditions double
the life of a tire. This judgment is l>ased

on 13 years of experience, with 800,000 Good-
year tires.

If that is so, this single invention is sav-
ing an average of $20 per tire, figuring vari-
ous sizes. On our output this year Uiat will

mean $10,000,000.

Those figures, of course, are only approxi-
mate. One can't be exact on the cost of tire

upkeep.

Proper care and inflation, roads, speed, loads,
etc.. all affect tire mileage.

Hut the figures are fair.

Certain it is that No-Rim-Cut tires save all

the ruin of rim-cutting.

Certain it is that their 10 per cent oversize
adds an average of 25 per cent to the tire

mileage.

No Extra Cost
These patented tires, when first brought out,

cost one-fifth more than other standard tires.

Now they cost an equal price. Our mul-
tiplied output has cut the cost of production.

Note what that means.

No-Rim-Cut tires, 10 per cent oversize, cost
just the same as old-type clincher tires. The
saving is entirely clear.

You get all their advantages by simply in-
sisting on Goodyear No-Rim-Cut tires.

By Far the Leading Tire
Now note the judgment of users.

The demand for these tires has doubled over
and over. It now exceeds the demand for any-
other type of tire.

Last year's sales on No-Rim-Cut tires ex-
ceeded the previous 12 years put together.

This year, 127 leading motor car makers have con-
tracted for I'.oodycar tires.

That's the residt of experience.

These tires have been tested by not less than
lon.iMH) users. And that is the result of the
testing.

Isn't that evidence enough?

THE NEW GOODYEAR NON-SKID TREAD

Tough
Deep-Cut
Double-Thick

GOOD^AR
No-Rim-Cut Tires

With or Without Non-Skid Treads

Non-Skid Treads, if Wanted
Now these tires, if you want it, come equipped

with an ideal Non-Skid tread.

Not any short-lived protection. Not a mere
corrugation in a regular tread.

This is an extra tread, vulcanized onto the
regular, so it gives you a double-thick tread.

This extra tread is of very tough rubber.
And its thickness permits these deep-cut, en-
during blocks.

The road surface is grasped by cotintless
edges and angles— grasped with a bulldog grip.

Each block widens out at the base, so the
strain is distributed the same as on smooth-
tread tires.

One moment's comparison reveals a dozen
advantages over any other non-skid invention.
We have worked for three years to perfect it.

The Final Tire
The tire of the future, beyond any question,

will be this No-Rim-Cut type.

The old-type clincher— the hooked-base tire— is being ilisplaced on thousands of cars each
month.

After 1.3 years of tire making we consider this
tire the best that we ever can make.

It is so close to perfection that onr liberal
warrant now costs us but a trifle per tire.

Rubber never can be made more impervious
to wear. Fabric can never be made more
enduring.

This type and this tire, in our estimation,
represent finality in tires.

Our new Tire Book is ready. It is filled with
facts, based on 13 years of tire making, which
every tire user should know. Ask us to mail it

to you.

THE GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY, AKRON, OHIO
Branches and Agencies in 103 Principal Cities We Make All Kinds of Rubber Tires, Tire Accessories and Repair Outfits

Main Canadian Office, Toronto, Ont. Canadian Factory, Bowmanville, Ont.
(465^
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IN helping our subscribers find country homes, we shall expand "The Readers' Service, to

include realty developments. We do this largely because so many of our readers have asked

our opinion about various real estate developments in and around New York City.

We shall, of course, continue to meet the demand for information concerning farms and

estates everywhere, and Country Life in America's Readers' Service will supply to all who
ask first-hand facts; there is no charge for this service and it is rendered promptly.

Manager Real Estate Dept., Country Life in America • 11-13 West 32d Street, New York City

NEW YORK NEW YORK NEW YORK

A Beautiful Island Home
On the St. Lawrence River

For Sale Furnished
Have you not often wished for a summer home away from the noise and stir of the seaport

towns, where you may have rest and quietness, with all the diversions of summer out-door
life, fishing and golfing?

THEN HERE IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY
To become the owner of one of the most beautiful islands in the St. Lawrence River, situated near Clayton, New
York, in the chain of magnificent summer homes stretching' to Alexandria Bay.

The island contains nearly four acres of ground, with retaining" wall encircling-

it. It is well wooded, of natural
growth. The house stands in the centre, land sloping- gradually to shore line.

On second floor of the house there are six master rooms with three baths and two rooms for servants, with bath;
on first floor, there are living- room, den, dining" room, kitchen and servants' dining- room. Large porch on three sides.

Other buildings include water tower, power house with gasoline engine and dynamo, launch and skiff houses,
ice house and laundry. Servants' rooms and bath rooms, laundry and skiff house.

Two large docks— front and back — accommodating" yachts of any size. Also launch, skiffs and canoes.

ALL IN FIRST CLASS CONDITION — THIS OFFER INCLUDES ALSO
a farm containing" nearly 100 acres, situated about one and one-half miles from the above described island: has all
modern improvements, and well adapted to extensive dairying" and truck-gardening, with splendid market
for all produce.

There is a modern 7-room house on the farm, with furnace and all modern improvements, standing on an
elevation which affords a fine view of the River and the town of Clayton.

There are also a good farm house, furnished; large barn, built in 1909: launch and skiff house, with large dock:
creamerj' and gruiary.

Unexcelled spring water. Land in cultivation except about ten acres, which is forested with oak and maple.
Two good, gasoline, farm launches.

For further particulars address

HORACE H. WESTCOTT, 816 17th Street, N. W., Washington, D.C.

FOR. SALE OH RENT
FURNISHED OR UNFURNISHED

A most attractive, gentleman's country place in Long Island, lake

and pine belt, Lake Ronkonkoma; statistically one of the three healthiest

spots in the world. Stone and shingled house, attractively set among
lawns, groves and gardens of 13 acres. Three living rooms, open
fireplace, four master bedrooms; servants' rooms; bath and gas;

stable; garage; chicken house, etc. Address

W. H. STUART S33 Lexington Ave., New York City

Saratoga Springs, North Broadway Cottage
THIS HIGH CLASS PROPERTY in most exclusive resi-

dential section FOR SALE at a low price. HOUSE, first

slory Ouincy granite, upper stories frame, broad piazzas

and porte cochere. Interior finish hard wood including

floors. It contains reception hall in qu.-rtered oak with
wainscot and paneled ceiling. Heavy oali staircase, draw-
ing room, den, large dining room, butler's pantry, kitchen,

servant's hall and laundry. 7 master's and 6 servants'

bedrooms, 5 baths, 6 toilets, steam heat, large open fire

places. STABLE, first story stone, frame construction

above, large coach floor, coachman's rooms. PLOT, 100

feet front, 300 feet deep to street in rear. Inspection

and correspondence solicited.

LESTER BROTHERS
Real Estate Brokers Saratoga Springs, N. Y.

LONG BEACH, L. I.
Conceded the world's greatest select ocean resort, with
its ten miles of pure white sand and three miles of 50
foot board walk.

We offer you 500 artistic cottages from which to select
your all year round home, also a few choice ploti over-
looking the ocean. New York 40 minutes distant. For
photographs, booklet and ter«is, write

F. C. HUBER, 234 Fifth Avenue, N. Y.

WE OFFER
a limited number of

Residential Water Front Sites

in most exclusive and fashionable section of the

North Shore of Long Island
These sites have every essential feature for ideal

homes, and can be secured at prices and on terms which
now bring this class of property within reach of those
who desire a water front place of the most select character.

Let us send you full particulars.

S. OSGOOD PELL & CO.
Tel., Bryant—5610 542 5th Ave., N. Y.

•
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WITHIN COMMUTING DISTANCE
A BiMitletnan s farm of II A acres. Colonial Homestead

l rnrni niiunlnit* iikw.
hltiK In perfect ruu-
f. Price. Ho.ouo.

Eicvtloiit water supply anil i

nltiat order. Sold to settle an
eilao

In an Informal Park. 4 acres. elevattonT view, new
Colonial ilwi'lUiiit. Id rooms and 4 baths, tCn.OOO.

8 acres, eleratlon. tI.<w. with access to L. I. Sound. 3
ntlnutes' walk over private mud. Dwelllnic furnish. .| IB
rooms and s boths. Electricity, stable. Price. t-'O.Ooo.
Rent. fl.MU.

Fruit farm. 1 hour from N. Y. 12} acres, lnno fnilt
trees and variety of berries. Stone house. 9 rooms and
batfc. Unlimited w:iter supply igewunce syst.-mi. Fruit
packing house. 4 farm bulldlnits. large poultry plunt.
All In perfect condition. Price. $1 1.000.

CRAIG F. R. DRAKE. Real Estate
Whiton-Stuart Bid*. Trl. 5600 Plata. Ea.t 54th St.. N. Y.
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hewYork New York City. aK^^^g

PRACTICAL REAL ESTATE METHODS
By Thirty New York Experts

Buying, selling, leasing, renting, improving, develop-
ing, and financing real estate — these and kindred
topics are discussed by men of ability and knowledge.

Net, $2.00 (potlage 20c.)

Doubleda.\, Pago & Co., Garden City, N. Y.

NEW Vouk NI'.VV YORK

SHELT1 K ISLAND
For Sale to close estate. Price, $22,500

A beautiful summer home in perfect repair. One of the mom attractive at Shelter Inland

Heights, I mile by water from (ireenport, I .one Island, wilh excellent direct railroad com-
munications from (ireenport to the I'ennyslvania Terminal, N. Y. City, 3 minute*' walk from
the landing of the New York steamers and, Greenport Ferry. Well Im ImI Hounds, 300 feet

water front. Large veranda. Spacious reception hall, parlor, music room, billiard room,
dining room, butler's pantry, kitchen on main floor. 8 master's, 3 servants' bedrooms, 2 baths
and toilet facilities. House equipped with modern conveniences, including gas plant and
furnace, 8 open fireplaces. Large airy cellar, with laundry and store rooms. Kxcellcnt bathing
beach, 2 yacht clubs and 2 golf clubs within easy reach, (rood markets anil a first-class garage
conveniently located. Balmy salt air, pure drinking water and modern dairies make Shelter

Island an ideal place for young children. Full particulars of COl.'NTRY Dhl'ARTMLNT, of

PEASE * ELL IMAN
340 Mndiion Ave, N. Y.

or RALPH DUVALL
Shelter Island Heights. Long Island

J Why not combine the buying of your home with

far-sighted business judgment? At any rate, see the

SCARSDALEi
ESTATES

—in the Westchester hills—where land values arc

rapidly increasing—and where you can buy a single

plot or several acres.

Terms are very reasonable. Write for booklet G.

THE SCARSDALE ESTATES
ROBERT E. FARLEY, President

This beautiful home in Scarsdale, N. Y., must

lie sold to settle an estate. Six bedrooms and three

baths on the second floor, large hall and liv-

ing rooms on the first floor, unique garden room

with glass front on to formal garden, toilet, ser-

vants' sitting room and laundry on ground floor,

loo ft. front, nearly half an acre on the coiner

of Old Oichard Lane and Church Lane, in the

older section of Scar-dale. Two other interest-

ing homes at Executor's sale. A large list of

suburban homes in Westchester County.

W. J. REED
Scarsdale, N. Y. 7 E. 42d St, New York

Tel. 77 Scarsdale Tel. 7021 Br\aot

LL IT

"Best Corner in Richmond Hill," Borough of Queens

The house occupying this comer may be yours. It is, architecturally, an excellent

example of the most commodious Colonial and was built for the owner's residence.

The situation is high and healthful and only five minutes' walk from Kcw Sta-

tion on the Long Island Railroad. Frequent electric service to Pennsylvania Term-
inal. The house has a very dry cellar, with laundry and toilet in the basement;
four rooms, pantry and kitchen on first floor; four bedrooms and bath on the

second floor, and two master's and two servant's bedrooms and bath on the third

floor. There arc open fireplaces on the first floor; parquet and hardwood floors,

electricity and gas.

Hardly a better location for a home and hardly a better home is ever available

to any one living in or near New York City. Write or apply

Koom 3 1 Hotel Irving 26 Gramercy Park New York City
Front of House Showing Attractive Setting and Southern Exposure
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NEW YORK NEW YORK

Exceptional Opportunity
FOR SALE

GENTLEMAN'S COUNTRY PLACE
Comprising All The Attractions That Go To Make Life In The Country Delightful

Situated between Scarsdale and White Plains, in the best residential

section. 12 miles from Station. Eight and one-half acres of high ground.

Colonial house, beautifully finished, with hardwood floors, etc.; 19 rooms, five

baths, electric light, gas, hot water heat and all improvements of the most modern
type; extensive lawns, well equipped greenhouse, flower and vegetable gardens,

tennis court and gardener's cottage; fine stable, finished in hard wood; four

box stalls, three straight stalls; hot water heat and all conveniences.

For further

particulars apply

Fish & Marvin
527 5th Avenue
New York

LONG ISLAND'S NORTH SHORE
Estates, Shore Fronts, Farms and Acreage

at very attractive prices

All inquiries receive prompt and personal attention.

GERARD & HALL
Huntington, L. I., and 220 B' way, New York

ForSaleat Fishkill-on-Hudson , N.Y.
A beautiful place overlooking the Hudson, two and a
half acres, largre house all modern improvements. Tenant
house, barn, greenhouse; place a mass of flowers in spring
and summer thousands of tulips and daffodils, plenty of
fruit. Fine view of Hudson, ninety minutes from New
York via New York Central R.R. Photos if youwish them.

SPY HILL, 33 Ferry Street, Fishkill-on-Hudson, N. Y.

The Connection Between a person and His

objective— there is often a
gap to be bridged—a con-
nection to be made.

If your purpose is to purchase a bouse or to build in Mt. Vernon or

any other part of Westchester County, make this office the con-
necting link. We are in a position to be of very real service. Write

The Oliver Hubbard Co.
1 3 South Third Ave. Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

A Rare Opportunity
$18,000 cash, balance mortgage if desired—will purchase $55,000
gentleman's ideal all year round home, with one acre of property.

Unusually attractive house and grounds with heated garage and
stable. To duplicate property, house, etc., would today cost

more than $75,000. 28 minutes from Grand Central Station.

Call or write for full particulars.

ANDERSON REALTY CO.
Near New Haven Station, Mount Vevnon, N. Y.

AT BELLE TERRE ESTATES
Long Island

TO LET, FURNISHED, FOR SEASON OF 1912
A modern stucco house, up to date in every respect, and situated on a knoll com-

manding an exttnsive view of Port Jefferson Harbor and Long Island Sound. The
house has three floors and a basement, wide verandahs and a porte cochere. There
are five masters' bedrooms, a dressing-room and three servants' rooms. There are

three bathrooms. Large fireplaces in living-room, and in two bedrooms. Kitchen,

servants' dining room, and laundry are complete in every detail. The property con-

sists of 4 acres, with 420 ft. water-front, and has a private dock and garage. Use
of small cat-boat, row-boat, and two canoes. Belle Terre Club-house, with
tennis-courts, golf-links, etc., within a few minutes' walk.

Write STEPHEN YATES 146 East 34th St., New York

MONTANA MONTANA

Come To Judith Basin, Montana Here in a succession of valleys

are over a million acres of the

most fertile and highly pro-

ductive wheat and alfalfa lands in the West. A third of that million is open to land seekers, the

other two-thirds is settled and under a high state of cultivation, and without irrigation.

40 bushels of winter wheat, 18 of flax, 100 of oats, 45 of barley, 400 of potatoes, 5 to 7 tons

of alfalfa and 1 to 2 tons of «lover an acre, are a fair average for a normally good year. There have

been no years when the crops were poorer than half these figures—and half is better than the harvest

averages of other sections of the country. Failure never known.
Excursions from all Points. Judith Basin won Winter Wheat Prize at New York Land Show. 75

bushels to the acre.

A farm keeps you in clover, pays its cost of maintenance and pays for itself in two or three

years. Write for booklet.

WM 14 RDOWN CCi Room 207, Cor - Madison and La Salle Streets
>
Chicago, ill.

W 1V1. rl. DI\UW Vi VA/., or HOBSON, (Philbrook P. 0.) MONTANA

NEW YORK

A REAL OLD PLACE
Dutch Colonial residence on three acresof ground, map-

nifcent old trees, splendid outlook, over the Sound. House
has 16 rooms. 4 baths, every modern convenience.

North Shore of Long Island
10 minutes from R. R. Station and 35 minutes from Manhat-
tan. Tor particulars regarding this, and other properties on
the North Shore, write to
SII1KLDS COMPANY, 1 Wnll St. (KeHnr 27 75) New York

An Attractive Proposition
For anyone who
desires to secure
a home within
commuting dis-

tance. Would ac-
cept in part pay-
ment, a small
place distant
from N. Y. City
The house con-
tains seven bed-
rooms. four
baths and large
living room. It

has a sun parlor
porch, hot water heat, open fireplace of early colonial design,
and a modern sewerage system. The grounds, which include an
old fashioned garden with attractive shrubbery and trees, are
in splendid condition. For further details, price, terms, etc.,

Apply to Jeremiah Robbins. Babylon, Long Island. Telephone 22

THIS RESIDENCE
of stucco finish and cut stone foundation is sure to
attract attention; 4 piazzas first and second floors,
all looking out upon the Hudson River; 7 bedrooms,
2 baths, fireplaces. Price LOW. Cash required
$1.1.30, balance permanent mortgage at 5% BUILT
BY DAY WORK.

PHILIPSE MANOR COMPANY
Phone 1501 Murray Hill 331 Madison Ave.

Charming Country Home
IN SOUTHERN ULSTER COUNTY, N.Y.
Handsome residence, 15 rooms, perfectly equipped. Hot and cold water.

Bath and toilet;electric lights, telephone fine hotwater heating system, elegant
veranda, beautiful shade and lawn. Large and complete outbuildings and
garage, two model tenement houses with good outbuildings, 155 acres, very
fertile smooth and highly cultivated, located on rich high table land, with
magnificent views from every qunrter. Abundant water supply; 1 1-4 miles
from railroad station and one half mile from State Normal School at New
Paltz, N. Y. Price $30,000.00. For photos and further description. Address

ELTING HARP. NEW PALTZ, NEW YORK

Bungalow on Lake Champlain
Beautifully situated in Maple Grove of six acres.
Front sloping to lake; view of Adirondacks in rear.
New. Furnished. Seven bedrooms. Three bath-
rooms. Living and dining rooms. Open fires. Spa-
cious Veranda. Garage. Five hundred dollars for
season. Photos sent. Address

WARD & WISE, Columbus, Georgia

RHODE ISLAND

RHODE ISLAND
Very desirable Bungalow and Cottage Sites For
Sale on Narragansett Bay convenient to Narragan-
sett Pier and Newport and adjoining a very safe

private surf bathing beach.

C. N. Talbot, 34 Pine St., N. Y. City
Telephone 6280 John

IN NEWPORT
One and one half acres (79,405 square feet),

fronting south on Sea View Avenue and
east on the famous Cliff Walk. Address

Box 235, care of Country Life In America
Garden City, N. Y.

NORTH CAROLINA

600-acre Farm, $4,800
With only 50 of the 600 acres in cultivation last year the owner of this

farm raised produce valued at $2285 ; the 550 acres arc in heavy timber

,

which can be cleared at a profit and leave a great area of finest tillage,

main public road runs through farm; only 4$ miles io manufacturing
town, railroad and deep water transportation; 4-room cottage, barn,

stable, 3 tobacco barns: if taken now only $4,800, pr.rt cash. For full

details and travelling directions to see this and many other good farms

in North Carolina, Virginia and other Southern States, see page 20
Southern Edition Strout's Farm Catalogue 35, just out. copy free. Wc
pay buyer's R. R. Fares.

Station 2717, E. A. Strout, 517 Lithia St.. Greensboro, N. C.
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r At Beautiful and Historic

GREENWICH, CONN.
3- Acres 200 fret from the Sound Shore

A VERY EXCEPTIONAL PLACE

Phr hantlsomr ilui-lling lias io master's rooms, e, maids'

room*. f> bathrooms Can hilly <l«si";iir<l and will built.

All a|»|M»intmrnls the lust. Mixjt-rii Kiini^r ami stable with

apartments for roai hman, rhaulTrur and family. Urautiful

({aniens, uriTiilunisi- and shade. Property is well elevated

ami commands splendid views over the water.

Owner will sell at a very reasonable price
or will rent furnished for the season or year.

For more detailed particulars and appointment to show

this and other properties address

LAURENCE TIMMONS
^OppwIlrUU MMhrn 1>l 4B6 (iUHNWICH, CONN.

LITCHFIELD, CONN.
ALTITUDE 1100 FEET

100 MILES FROM NEW YORK

FOR SALE
Unimproved lot on South Street, 340 feet

front, extending backward 1750 feet»to Ban-

tam River. Beautiful views in all directions.

Purest water. Electric liRht.

A. E.

LITCHFIELD

FULLER
CONN.

Estate of 7OO Acres
With Lake

This proprrty is situated in the Litchfield and Berkshire
Hills three miles from * well known summer resort in North-
western Connecticut There are two houses, one suitable lor

1 farmer, the other recently remodeled lor the owner during

$11,500 and the saw timber at 1.500.000 feet As much of
the young growth is white pine, there is an excellent invest-
ment opportunity, while the land value for summer purposes
should constantly increase. The property includes half the
frontage on a lake nearly a mile long. The owner would
consider selling the land without the timber for less than
$10 on acre. For further particulars, address Box 242. care
of Country Life in America. Garden City. New York

FOR SALE
A Desirable Country Home and Dairy Farm

IN FAIRFIELD COUNTY, CONNECTICUT

Nearly too acres, large steam heated house. 23 rooms,
another house. 14 rooms, and one of 5 rooms; large horse and
cow barn, well supplied with running water, silos, etc . large
barn for young stock, and two barns tor hay and storage;
toot house, milk house, ice house, poultry houses, repair shop
and feed mill Farm well divided and fenced into meadow
and pasture which is well supplied with springs; ample supply
wood and timber, H mile of good trout stream, large amount
fruit of various kinds; abundance of farm machinery, with
stock and tools tor $50,000 00.

Apply for full particulars to the owner. Box 246. care

Country Life in America, Garden City, New York

List of Representative Agents and

Their Respective Localities

Every agent whose name is printed here has been

vouched for by one of the principal banks of his

city. Country Life in America readers need

have no hesitancy in inquiring of or dealing with

them. Address REAL ESTATE DEPART-
MENT, Country Life in America.

MASSACHUSETTS
NORTH SHORE, W. O. Adams, 6 Beacon St.

Annisquam, Gloucester, Mass.

NEW YORK
SARATOGA SPRINGS, 377 Broadway, Lester Bros

VERMONT
BURLINGTON, Farms, Summer Homes, Reynolds Real Estate

Greenwich, Conn.
In choicest Residential Section, an Estate

of 14 acres, 0>ith unobstructed view of

sound for miles. Stone and stucco dwelling

of 20 rooms, 6 baths. Garage. Gardener's

Cottage. Right price is quoted for this

attractive proper!}).

Residences Shore Fronts Estates
Acreage Farms

Furnished Houses Season 1912

Wrllt far Mutliatta" Rooklel

THOMAS N. COOKE
REAL ESTATE AGENCY

Smith Bldg. Te?l. 430 Greenwich, Conn.

Litchfield County Farm, high in hills. 30 acres. House,
8 large rooms and bath. Outbuildings. Fruit. $3,000 if

taken before April 1st. Apply

Box 243, care of Country Life in America. Garden City, N. Y.

CHANCE OF A LIFE TIME
In one of the most beautiful towns in Connecticut to secure a

6nc mansion house with over 20 rooms; all hard wood floors;

electric lights, and all other modern improvements; 3 cottages;

extensive bam; 1 greenhouses; 30 acres fine land; all kinds of

fruit This place has cost over 1175,000, will sell for ?45,ooo.

ALSO
In connection a fine stock farm; double house, extensive barns;

creamery; silo; and everything to make it up-to-date; all in fine

condition; 275 acres land in high state of cultivation; standing

grass sold this season for $1,350. is well fenced, will carry 150 head
stock; this farm has cost over $150,000, will sell for $25,000 cash.

This offer is to close an estate. Will sell together or separate.

Farm $25,000- Home place $45,000.

CHARLES F. BEARDSLEY NEWTOWN, CONN.

Sells Farms and Country Homes.

NEW LONDON ON THE SOUND
Estates and furnished cottages to
rent at New London and In vicinity

Various sizes and prices Shown by sppolntmen

WILLIAM S. CHAPPELL
REAL ESTATE AGENT

ESTABLISHED IM7. NEW LONDON. CT

To Rent
This is the country residence of

Mrs. Frederic Bronvm. located at
Greenfield Hill, near Fairfield,

Conn., with Bridgeport only six

miles distant.

It is for rent for one year or more The adjoining
farm may be included in the lease if so desired

The house is one of the best of the best along the Sound,
which means it has few equals in America. On the ground
floor are two drawing rooms, dining room and open air
tea room, billiard room and large hall vestibule. There
are two other floors in the main building which are de-
voted to bed rooms, indoor and outdoor, with bath-
rooms, etc. In the wing, are spare rooms, servants'
quarters, a large kitchen, pastry room and laundry.

Another bouse nearby, wooden, with Colonial interior

in a setting of an old fashioned garden with surround-
ing trees is also for rent. There are bams, a garage and
14 acres of land These houses can be inspected at
any time.

Mrs. Frederic Bronson
Write

1 140 Park Ave. New York City

• - yt<r%

Country Estates - Farms - Cottages.

SALE AND RENT
fran klin [dson, Raymond BJhompson (p.

Srtuth Building

Real Estate r\tfencv

GREENWICH 00™ T.u Ph.
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NEW JERSEY NEW JERSEY NEW JERSEY

HOMES AT SHORT HILLS
New Jersey's Most Exclusive Residence Section

Our properties at Short Hills are the choice of New York's

most discriminating business men. Entire neighbor-

hood carefully restricted. Forty minutes from down-

town New York, express trains; two to fifteen minutes

from station. Fully improved; pure water, sewers, elec-

tric light, gas, sidewalks, macadamized roadways, etc
'

Plots planted ready for

building, with fine old

shade trees and un-

rivalled opportunities

for working out fine

landscape and garden

effects. Write for in-

formation, or we will

meet you at the prop-

erty on request.

ROCHE, CRAIG & WILEY
Suite 1 302, 165 Broadway, New York. Tel. 1 546 Cortland

Xir Baltusrol Golf Club and Canoe Brook Country Club. Golf,
motoring, driving. Invigorating mountain air, broad
outlook, all advantages of refined country living with
all convenience of city life. Excellent private and
public schools for boys and girls, graded from primary
to college preparatory.

Fifteen houses ranging

in cost from $7,500 to

$20,000 are under con-

struction on our prop-

erties. Interiors can be

arranged to suit in-

dividual tastes. Plans

and full particulars

will be sent you for the

asking.

ENGLEWOOD, NEW JERSEY

Picture showing end view of charming house for sale;

recently built, 15 rooms, 4 bathrooms, best plumbing and
heating system; Electricity, Garage. This place presents

several attractive features to the visitor.

Send for full particulars

E. C. Dillingham, 140 Nassau St., New York

A rare oppor-

tunity, near
Engl ew o od,

New Jersey,

five minutes'

walk from sta-

tion and trolley,

four or eight

acres, rolling

ground, fine

view, beautiful,

large shade
trees, fruit trees

and small fruits,

stone house, fitteen rooms, billiard-room, baths, water, gas,

electricity, water heater, stone garage, cow barn, chicken

house, rustic summer house, everything necessary to a

gentleman's country place. Free and clear, terms to suit.

Owner, H. Nelson Flanagan
53 Bond Street New York

FOR SALE
This Handsome Residence at

MONTCLAIR, N. J.
situated in the heart of one of the best and
most exclusive sections of the town. It con-
tains livinjr-room, drawing-room, music-room,
dining-room, pantries, kitchen ; 9 bedrooms,
3 baths, billiard-room ; spacious closets. Oak
parquet floors, steam heat and gas and elec-
tricity. Fine wide porches. The grounds
comprising a frontage of 160 feet and a depth
of 300 feet, are adorned with magnificent shade
trees and shrubbery, An ideal home amid
charming surroundings. Terms to suit. Per-
mits for inspection may be had from

F. M. CRAWLEY & BROS., gfo
A
K
L^

Montclair, N. J.

BEAUTIFUL COUNTRY PLACE BETWEEN HACKEN-
SACK AND ENGLEWOOD, N. J.

For Sale
House has 15 rooms, handsomely decorated; four bath rooms, electric li^ht,

hot water heated, etc. Everything in complete order; greenhouse, cottage of
five rooms, barn, ice house, garage, cow stable, chicken house, boat house, etc.

The grounds consist ot over xo acres of very handsome lawn, hundreds of
trees, flowers; broi>k, ice pond, etc. The house is situated on a knoll above
Hackensack River, with riparian rights, and one thousand feet river front.

Excellent roads, fine surroundings. Can be bought (for occupancy in June)
at much less than cost. Address

DANIEL T. MALLETT 253 Broadway, New York

mm Princeton,
Living is delightful in this ideal home town. Splendid homes;

charming surroundings. Kqually distant from New York and Phila-
delphia—express train service.

Rentals $300 to $6,000 a year. Tastefully furnished homes also for rent.

Choice properties—furnished or unfurnished— for sale or rent, in other
desirable localities.

WALTER B. HOWE. Princeton. N.J.
NewYork Office, 56 Cedar Street

PRINCETON

FARM s
Write for Catalog

PRINCETON FARM AGENCY
62 NASSAU ST., PRINCETON, N.J.

FOR SALE
At Oakland and vicinity among the beautiful Ramapo Hill*

of Northern New Jersey

All-the-year home, 12 room house, all improvements, furnace
heat; Stable, Garage, Cow and Poultry house; 5 minutes' walk
from station; about 5 acres of beautifully laid out grounds,
shade and ornamental trees, lawns, driveway and evergreen
hedge. Price $1 1,000. The grounds alone are worth the price
asked. Also, Farms, acreage, plots, houses, for sale and
furnished Cottage for rent. Phone 12-J. Oakland. Apply

Chas. H. Sheffield. Oakland. N. J.

This Seashore Home For Sale

Delightfully located, 15 hours from
New York and if from Philadelphia.

House contains 11 rooms and 3 baths;

of terra cotta and stucco with red tile

roof, and is built as well as a first class

builder knew how. Price reasonable and
depending upon size plot taken which
may be from 100 x 150 up to 25 acres.

I also have other houses in same
locality $4000 to $30,000, and some extra

choice building sites; a few cottages to

rent for season; all are convenient to

ocean bathing beach, station, trolley,

country club, etc. Send for photos, etc.

HORACE A. ROUNDS,
115 Broadway, N.w York

Elberon, New Jersey — For Sale to Settle Estate
4 acres, water front. Residence concrete and frame,
formerly owned and occupied by Gen. U. S. Grant,
contains hall, library, parlor, dining 100m, butler's pan-
try, kitchen, laundry, servants' dining room. 10 mas-
ter's, 6 servants' bedrooms, 5 baths. Electric light and
gas, furnace. Stable or garage, 2 box 6 standing stalls,

3 bedrooms, bath and kitchen. Bath house on beach.
Price asked, $50,000. Full particulars of COUNTRY
DEPARTMENTof

PEASE * ELL IMAN
340 Madison Avenue. N. Y.

COUNTRY PROPERTY^SALE or RENT
Furnished houses on places with stables, garages, etc., at

BERNARDSVILLE and MORRISTOWN, N. J.
and other desirable finished places and larms, inland and at
Sea Shore. Also residence and investment property in New
York City. Requirements of applicants to purchase or rent
and particulars ot properties from owners requested.

POST A- KKKSK, 758 6th Ave., IV. Y. City
Phone, Cortland 333 (S. E. Corner 58th street)

Bernardsville, New Jersey
Palatial summer home to rent furnished; one of the greatest

opportunities to secure a complete and beautiful suburban home
for the full summer season, or year, that was ever offered; dwelling
25 rooms, 7 baths; replete with every modern convenience, and
elegantly furnished. Beautiful grounds, and all outside buildings,
such as stables, garage, etc. For further information write to

JAS. W. LENT AGENCY
Phone 18. Bernardsville, N. J.

At Pompton Lakes, 50 Acres
Suitable for residential purposes or subdivision, one of the

finest scenic properties in Northern New Jersey, exceptional
environments, 1200 ft. lake frontage. Price and terms
attractive. Address:

North Jersey Villa Site Co.,

Colt Building Paterson, N. J.

A Gentleman's Estate
125 acres. 28 miles from Philadelphia, 65 miles

from New York. Large steam-heated house, tenant

house, barns, ice house, etc. Abundant water

supply. Fine roads. For price and terms write

Arms Farm Agency, 350 O'Neil Bldg., Binghamton, N. Y.

I AM SPECIALIZING IN
NORTHERN NEW JERSEY PROPERTIES
If 1 know your requirements, am in position to offer many acres, for home,
utility, or speculation, or a small home with delightful environments, or
house and plot in one of the rapidly gro» Ing towns. Your heart's desire any
where. And land in large plots, acres near depot, or buck in the Hills. All

in commuting zone. These without advance payments. A most ideal way to

secure a home site, or speculative profit. Special. Estate 165 acres, a grand
farm, thoroughly acxesible. High, well wooded, well watered, surroundings

exceptional, apoeal to nature loving persons. Old farm house, and large

barn. Must double and triple its value. Price $20,000, cash $2000. Address

Walter E. Switzer, 504 Colt Bldg., Paterson, N.J.

READERS' SERVICE DEPARTMENT
is prepared to give impartial advice regarding

the different suburban real estate operations now
being carried on in New York City and vicinity

MANAGER REAL ESTATE DEPARTMENT
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DO YOU WANT A
CALIFORNIA COUNTRY HOME?

Here U ;i |>i< lure of ;i I! KA I "I 1 1' I ' L Home of Die Mi ion Style <,f

Architecture overlooking aiul surrounded l>y HEAL'IIMI, and

PROFITABLE ORANGE AND LEMON (irove
,
will, tlx SNOW-

CAPPED MOUNTAINS in tin hac k ground, lot aled nr ar ;i M,k;kI

amized Highway extending to Los Angeles. Why not OWN a Home
in SUNNY SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA, whore it's just RIGHT all

the time. We will be glad to give particulars and further information

about this and other ProjKfrtics. Let us show you how you can

OWN a BEAUTIFUL COUNTRY HOME, that will SUPPORT
itself and you, and also Pay you BIG Interest on the Money invested.

SAN DIMAS REAL ESTATE COMPANY, Inc.

SAN DIMAS, LOS ANGELES COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

The Paul df Longpre home at Hollywood, Lo» A;iv;>-lr»,

California. i»novv offered for »alr. Descriptive booklrt and
•ouvrnir cards frrr on request. Our specialty high class

home* al Hollywood and Lo» Angeles. Inquiries solicited.

LIPPINCOTT & CO.
Dept.C Fay Bids. Lot Antieles. Calif.

Mtmb+rm L. A. Rtalty Board

W W HAMPSHIRE

RYE, N. H.
For Sale or Rental
A larpe. old fashioned mansion house, 150 years

old, modernized and in perfect order, with twenty-
five acres, adorned with many beautiful trees, old

fashioned garden and orchard. House contains

eleven bedrooms, three bath-rooms, open plumb-
ing, besides the usual living rooms. Fully fur-

nished. Stable and child's playhouse with two
rooms. Bath-house on Little Harbor Beach.
This estate is near Portsmouth and is in the

vicinity of Hotel VV'entworth.

HORACE S. CROWELL
60 STATE STREET

BOSTON

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Farms and Summer Homes
Bordering lakes, rivers and ocean, rang-

ing in price from $1,000 to $16,000.

C. H. BRADLEY DOVER, N. H.

LAKE SUNAPEE, New Hampshire
Select list of bungalows, cottages and camps for rent fur season of 19x2

F1SK LAND PARK, L.4KB SIKAPEE. An unequalled opportunity to
develop summer homes of quality. This property, well covered with a
growth of majestic pine, with extensile and attractive shorage, and in

the heart of refinement and character of the now famous Lake Sunapee
region, will be divided and sold.

Write for booklets. Correspondence Invited.

SARGENT & CO., NEW LONDON, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Headquarters for real estate in the Lake Sutttifiee Region

NEW JERSEY

MORRISTOWN, N. J.

Charming home. 10 minutes motor from depot, situated midst

16 acres, lawns, gardens, fruit, and woodland. 12 room house and

baths, electric plant, inexhaustible pure water supply, con-

servatory, garage, other necessary outbuildings, cottage, etc.,

complete in every respect. Elevation splendid for nervous,

lung or rheumatic trouble. Owner called away. For particulars and

photos address box 247. Country Life In America, Garden
City. L. L

C A 1 ¥7 To settle the estate of the late Miss Caroline Phelps Stok< s, her

* V*^AX, *J**LiLi property, about i \ a< res, with lar^c and handsome Residence,

equipped with clectrii passenger eli itor
;
orange gro e, tables, etc., al Redlands, California.

For price and particulars apply to

JAMES W. McCULLOCH, 100 William Street, New York

Country Life in America readers

are looking for desirable properties.

Manager Real Estate Department.

THE READERS' SERVICE
gives information about real estate

NEW JERSEY

FOR SALE-COMMUTER'S FARM
at Bemardsville, N. J. Less than two miles from depot, small
acreage, ample buildings in good condition. Old-tishioned
xo-room farmhouse, running water, open plumbing and mod-
ern improvements. Fruit, nut and shade trees. Garden in

planting. Squab, poultry and eggs for home and market.

Address

"Farmstead," Basking Ridge, R. F. D. , New Jersey

NEW JERSEY

215 Acres— Price, $8,000
Near o?^X' N J

3 COTTAGES
Suitable for Hunting Lodge

Duck shooting, oyster beds, excellent fishine. boatinjr,
etc For particulars address

MISS LEWIS, 500 5th Avenue. TeL 1594 Bryant

Morristown, New Jersey— Sale or Rent
Attractive Place. 8^ acres of

land. One mile from station.

Commanding view of surround-

ing country.

House substantially built of

field stone and shingle. Every

modern improvement First

floor— hall, living-room, dining-

room, den, kitchen, butler's

pantry, laundry. Second floor—
five master's bedrooms and four

bathrooms, four servants' bed-

rooms and one bathroom.

Garage, stable and cottage

with every convenience.

For particulars apply to

PEASE 8t ELLIMAN 156 Broadway, N. Y.
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Unusual Opportunity to Buy

AGentleman'sEstate
Completely Furnished or
Unfurnished if Preferred

An Exceptional Bargain

Sixteen miles or 35 minutes from New York,

charmingly located on the edge of a grow-

ing town of 6,000 inhabitants, is the beautiful Ger-

man Villa, which is to be sold immediately.

The structure is thoroughly modern, and contains

10 rooms with spacious veranda and outside liv-

ing room, 3 baths, electric light, open plumbing,

steam heat. There is also on the premises a good

sized stable and garage and chicken house.

The estate consists of 33 acres with everything desirable in a country

house— private road approach. Beautiful woodland— nearby stream

for canoeing— picturesque drives— convenient to Golf Club—good roads

for motoring—easy of access— 5 minutes from Railway Station. Splendid

transportation facilities. Address for further information

IRVING H. WOLFE
141 Broadway NEW YORK

Fresh off the Press
Booklet on Apples and the Pacific

Northwest. Sent on request. Address,

GOOD GROUND ORCHARDS, Inc.,

The Dalles, Oregon

$50,000 A YEAR FOR YOU
and A Commercial Orchard
worth $300,000. If you have some capital and

ten years to spare. 2500 trees now in hearing.

If you wish I can show you how. Address Box
248, ore Country Life in Jlmerica, Garden City, N. Y.

CAROLINA
COAST
COUNTRY

THE GULF STREAM
LAND OF

MILD WINTERS
Thousands of Acres — Rich, Black,
Sandy Loam Soil; Virgin Farm Lands,
fronting on the ocean.

~~ ~~ A new country opened up by
the completion of a large rail-

way system. Nearby markets.
Only twelve hours from New York. Low freight rates and quick
transportation to the great Eastern cities. World's finest climate;

Summer all Winter and Winter all Summer.
Ample monthly rainfall. No irrigation necessary. Low priced
farming lands. Monthly excursions.
Write for Free Colored Maps and Descriptive Literature. Address

W. W. CROXTON. G. P. A.
Norfolk Southern R. R. Dept. X, Norfolk, Vircinia

ARCTIC HUNTING
for charter ship, fully equipped, specially built for

ice work, for one or more months' cruise in Green-
land or Spitzbergen and Franz Josef's Land
waters, will accommodate party of 5-15. Polar
bear, reindeer, fox, seal, walrus, Arctic birds, fishing.

ARCTIC, 1004 Oliver Building, Boston

GEORGIA

Build a

Home in

the World's

Playground

Learn about"Chatham Crescent,
the most desirable residence sec-

tion of all America. Write for

beautiful free book; 36 large

pages, handsomely illustrated.

Savannah Trust Co., Spec. Agtl.

Savannah, Ga.

THE Raymond&Whitcomb
and Country Life Ho-

tel and Resort Bureau gives

information about Railroads,

Hotels and Tours.

Here is offered the rare opportunity of purchasing a
New Mexico ranch property, fully stocked and all in

cultivation. It consists ot 130 acres of irrigated land in

the U. S. R. S. Carlsbad project section. The ranch
is fast becoming famous for its Percheron Horses, the

raising of which is a source of income. Alfalfa hay and
frtiit (pears and peaches) are grown in large quantity at

a big profit.

The present annual income conservatively estimated

in the rough is $12,500.

The Buildings
The residence is a modern bungalow cottage, seven

rooms and bath, modern plumbing, electric lights, open
fireplaces and telephone connections. R. F. D. Mail,

daily ; there is a tenant's cottage of six rooms adjacent.

Other buildings consist of a stock barn, a stallion bam,
store house, hay shed, implement shed, paint shop,

blacksmith shop and saddle room, chicken house and
coops, windmill, tanks, etc., etc.

The Stock
The present stock of two registered Percheron Stal-

lions, each weighing a ton in show flesh, a band of about
20 big drafty brood mares and fillies, two year old

stallion colts, three saddle and buggy horses; milk cows
and a registered short horn bull ; 700 Plymouth rock
chickens and about fifty large bronze turkeys will be
included in this sale.

The Implements
There is a most comprehensive supply of all imple-

ments necessary on the ranch. Every machine, tool,

vehicle and harness is in perfect working order. Not
one penny need be expended on equipment.

The Land and Situation
Most of the land excepting the lawn, garden and

orchard, is in alfalfa. This hay sells at town, only five

miles away at $1 7.00 a ton (will be $20.00 by spring).

The situation is very healthful, dry climate with an alti-

tude of 3100 feet. Hunting of all kinds of game, little

and big abounds in the Gaudeloupe Mountains, only a

day's ride distant. As to further particulars, we shall be
pleased to go into full details on inquiry. Price is very

reasonable considering the property offered, and terms

may be arranged to suit. Write Box 239, care

Country Life in America, Garden City, N. Y.

Whenever You Travel
Visit our new

BOOK SHOP
in the arcade of the great

Pennsylvania Terminal
as you enter from 7th Avenue

Con-denient, Compact, Complete
These three qualities mean the saving of much time

and energy. It is the

Save=An = Hour Book = Shop
Books ordered in the morning may be had in the afternoon.

While you are waiting for a train drop into the Book-Shop and
browse around among the newest books and magazines.

j\ HooK. on the Train is Worth Tbuo in the Shop

DOUBLEDAY. PAGE & CO.
Garden City and Now York
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Virginia
Homos

( olonhil
I 'states

Productive
Farms

Your Ideal of country life can bo rraliicd In

Virginia. !>**) Iirlit fu I rlnnntp, trer from extreme*.
Attractive eatate«, virroumli'ii by like ours, on ".on-

shore or river, mountain or plnln. K»«y of n «•<.

flood mads, beautiful scenery, mo«lern rural con-
ditions, best society.

Write for complete Information, and stnte clnss

of property In which you mny be Interested.

PYLE ® COMPANY, Inc.
Box N Petersburg, Va.

One of the most desirable properties In

PIEDMONT, VIRGINIA
250 acres flue land; mansion, twelve large rooms,
halls, spacious verandas ; water in house; open fire-

places. Tenant houses and outbuilding*. Offered at

sacrifice figure. Other bargain*. Write for literature.

Deak 2. International Farm Agency. Lynchburte. Va.

VIRGINIA Land of
Opportunity

Farms. Fruit Lands and neglected Orchards, far below
real value. Write for 191 1 Annual List — Farm, Orchard
and Fruit lands.

VA. LAND IMMIGRATION BUREAU, Inc.

13-15 Gale Block Roanoke, Virginia

Our list is composed of the most elegant estates in Virginia
We >to not conhne our operations to one section; we control select

properties in the noted Piedmont section, in the great Valley of Virginia,

and in the Tidewater Region. Large and small stock and fruit turns; fur-

nished and unfurmished country homes, la the hills and on the rivers;

choice sites on the mountain dopes overlooking beautiful valleys; gentle-

men's country seats, hindsoraely improved; rich river plantations;

charming old colonial home*; splendid hunting preserves ami large
bodies >f timber, coal and forming lands, in this and other States.
Pletse advise us if we shall forward our revised registers; and will

you al*o kindly describe very fully your wants.

II. W. lllllmr? * ('oetpnay. Souther* BMr., Room 729. Wuhincton, II.C.

SOUTHERN FARM AGENCY
LYNCHBURG. VA.

Twenty Yeart' Experience

Our specialty is finding handsome farm properties
for rich and near rich purchasers.

6EAUTIFUL WATER FRONT HOMES
HANDSOME PIEDMONT FARMS

HISTORIC ESTATES IN EASTERN VIRGINIA
Write us fully what you want

Is yours to purchase an exceedingly val-
uableproperty at a very reasonablefigure.
Folkland. an old estate of 680 acres in

Prince Edward County, Virginia, is this property. It is near
Meherrin on the Southern and Virginia Railway. The dwelling
is a house of 19 rooms, an excellent example of V irginian Colonial
architecture. Other Buildings — large stable, ten barns, three
frame houses and two cabins, ice house, etc. The land is very
fertile, with 150 acres ol fine creek and river bottom land and 300
acresof virgin forest. Hunting and fishing in abundance, climate
ideal. Property can be divided in three parts and will sell in this
manner if desired. Write for terms. Joo. R. Mort.a. Mtberrta. Va.

The Chance
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VIRGINIA VIRGINIA

AN ELEGANT
VIRGINIA HOME

Large brlrk dwelling, one of the bent apec I-

mi'im of Ofortfinri architecture in tlil« country;
modern equipment; outbuilding* complete

;

formal garden*; conservatory; 1,200 acres;
cleared land fertile and highly cultivated;

timber boundary; macadamized road ; hunting
district; moMt picturesque environment;
glorious views; charming scenery; perfect

social and climatic conditions ; cities accessi-

ble; property ready for Immediate occupancy
bv people of wealtb and culture. Prlea
*i'.< o Building* alone cost (Ift',,000 In

the |ia«t ten year*.

Illustrated Folder Free

H. W. HILLEARY & CO. 729 Southern Building, Washington, D. C.

Beautiful Virginia Home Down By The Sea
Highly Improved, Large Acreage

Handsome Convenient Profitable Pleasant
Large, new re*idrncr, mndrrn convenience. (>*, hnr water heat,

bath, hot and cold water throughout. Ideal (or iub-divi«i»n, alao for

fruit, poultry, trucking, etc.

Two miles Ocean Summer Retort. Fronti Electric car line; hourly
service, 5c fare. Station at door.

Proper place to retire with permanent income and steadily increas-

ing values. High School; Churches; Stores; Shipping station half

mile. Opportunity lor enterprising man to make big money.

No agent's commission. Deal with nwn**r who is compelled to make
change. For particulars and photos address; Owner.Box RI 4, Norfolk.

IfcjKfc

Virginia Colonial Plantation
1,500 acre Plantation. .35 miles from Richmond, on excellent
road: 600 acres cultivated, poo in timber. Will cut 4,000.000 ft.

Land highly productive. Neighbors fine old time Virginians.
Mansion house, 22 rooms, large hall* and baths. Newly
painted. Stables, tenements and outbuildings modern and
first cla*s. Photos and information on request. Other Plantations -

Appie Orchards Hunting Preserves.

BRUCE & COMPANY, Pitt.field, Mas..

Buy Farm Land in Virginia
Best fruit lands in America. Famous Piedmont Section.

Finest climate — no extremes of weather. Land extremely
fertile— capable of producing every variety of crop and
finest quality of fruits at enormous profits. Market close by— good roads. J?i5 to £20 per acre, easy terms. Write ol

once for booklet. Address Dept. 18,

Chamber of Commerce, Lynchburg, Va.

TIDEWATER, VIRGINIA
Fine water front Plantations and small farms on
the James and York Rivers and Chesapeake Bay,
545 acres Old Colonial Home with stock and crops
$20,000. 200 acres $5000. 80 acres $5000. For par-
ticulars of these and other bargains with or with-
out water fronts, address

Deverell and Co., Claremont, Va.

Tidewater — Virginia Farms and

Homes near Old Point
desirably situated with salt water frontage, on the
James, York. North and Eaat Kivers, Mobjack Bay.
Superior Duck Shooting and Fishing. Prices $5,000 to
575,000. Write for catalogue.

M. 0. LACKEY, Hampton, Va.

FARMS
VIRGINIA and MARYLAND

Colonial Homra, 1 idewater Propertiea,

dairy, fruit and atoclt Farms, Game
Preserves and Investment*.

Catalogue Free

J. W. LATHAM
1420 New York Ave., Washington, D. C.

FOR SALE
One of the most desirable properties in Abemarle County, Vir-
ginia. 440 acres of food land. 180 acres in timber. Running
water in every field. Land is rolling: and in splendid condition.
House has o bedrooms and 3 bathrooms, fireplaces in every
room. Hot water heat in house. Overflow house of 6 rooms.
Good laundry and servants' quarters in detached building;, con-
nected with main house by covered porch. House and stables
ligrhted by acetylene gras- Beautiful rose garden arid fine vege-
table and small fruit garden. Fine shrubbery around house.
Splendid bearing orchard of about 12 acres. If you want one of
the most pleasant, complete and comfortable homes in Virginia,
address owner, Box 240, care of Country Life, Garden City, N . Y.

Virginia Farms and Homes

Free Catalogue of Splendid Bargains

R. B. CHAFFIN & CO., Inc., Richmond, Va.

§15 Per Acre
i& Up. Easy Payments.

(Productive soil, mild cli-

mate, fine water, rood
roads, close markets, unsurpassed church, school and social advantages. .Vow while you think *f U. write
for the latest issue of "THE SOUTHERN HOMES EEKER." other attractive literature and low
excursion rates. Address F. H. LaBAUME. A«r'l Aft.. Norfolk* Weiteni Ry., Box 3093, Roanoke. Va.

no ,rr -cation YEARLY RAINFALL 45 INCHES!!
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ILLINOIS ILLINOIS

FOR SALE
In Hinsdale, Chicago's most beautiful and healthful suburb, possessing unsur-

passed eighteen hole Golf Course ; a country home— forty rooms ; seven baths ;

fireproof; equipped with every modern convenience; 12/i acres rolling land.

Price very reasonable.

L. R. FREER, 19 So. La Salle Street, CHICAGO

MASSACHUSETTS

SUMMER ESTATES1
FOR SALE and TO LET

NORTH ar\d SOUTH SHORES
OF MASSACHUSETTS BAY

Nahant Beverly Cohasset
Lynn Manchester No. Scituate Beach
Swampscott Magnolia Egypt
Phillips Beach Hull Scituate
Beach Bluif Nantasket Ouxbury
Clifton Hingham Marshfield
Marblehead Neck Plymouth

Photos. Descriptions and Locations can be seen and Appointments
made to inspect at my Boston offices. Purchasers or those looking
for a Summer Home will find it to their advantage to immediately
call on or communicate with

GEORGE A. DILL
401-405 Tremont Building. Boston

k Ttltphont 1308 Haymarktt A

-COUNTRY ESTATES
AROUND BOSTON-

Gentlemen's country estates and
farms for sale and to let in the most
popular districts around Boston.

WALTER CHANNING, JR.
50 CONGRESS STREET BOSTON

WANTED

SITUATION WANTED
Landscape Architect and Engineer 22 years'

practical experience — at present disengaged.

Would like to take charge of large country

estate, park, etc.—design, construction, sup-

ervision. First class references. Box 245, care

Country Life in America, Garden City, N. Y.

AVnnfpH Overseer, married, withoutTT aulcu children, for Adirondack
preserve, knowledge of farming and forestry

and references required. Address

Chas. M. Daniels

JekyI Island Club, Brunswick, Georgia

WANTED
A position as manager of a first-class estate is

desired by a young single man. College grad-
uate. Several years' practical experience. A
thorough knowledge of live stock and crops. Ref-
erences. Address Box 241, care of Country Life
in America, Garden City, N. T.

POSITION WANTED
FARM OR ESTATE MANAGER

Will be open for engagement April 1st. Wide experience
in general farming, stock, fruit, gardening and orna-
mental work. Agricultural college training. Understands
handling help and keeping accounts. American, age 36,

married. No position considered paying less than S1200
per year. H. L. CARR, Portland, Connecticut.

MASSACHUSETTS

OCEAN HOMES
TO LET

For Summer season 1012— Grasshead
and Orchards, 18 and 20 rooms furnish-

ed— Every modern convenience— 14
miles from Boston, on high land
directly on ocean — Situation as to

ocean views,bathing, etc., unsurpassed.

Apply to

JOHN MASON LITTLE
74 Boylston St. BOSTON, MASS.

Read
THE GARDEN MAGAZINE

^ A great help to the gardener*,

amateur and expert

$1.50 a year

DOUBLEDAT, PAGE & CO., GARDEN CITY, NEW YORK

WANTED

SITUATION WANTED as Farm Manager

By married Ohioan, well experienced in general farm
management, handling all kinds of stock and poultry, sanitary

dairying and creamery work in every detail, stocking up,

building and equipping and putting into shape for utility any
kind of a farm or country place. References furnished.

Address S, Box 8, Stearnes, Va.

A gricultural College graduate (30) married, with extensive
practical farm experience and five years executive training

with a large implement company: who has been in constant
contact with some of the best agricultural practice in various

sections of the U. S. is open for engagement as Estate Superin-

tendent. Would prefer to begin the development of a property
where the aim is to secure a well balanced estate. Well versed

in Forestry, Horticulture, Soils, and Operating System. Scien-

tific Business Management a specialty. Please give details.

Vincent Allen, 38 West Maynard Ave., Columbus, 0.

A respectable young man, aged 27. Automobile

operator. Six years' experience on different makes

of cars. Will take a position with private family

to go South or Europe. Speaks Italian and some

French. At present employed on Packard car.

Highly recommended.
Address

J. L. Z., 204 Dartmouth St., Boston. Mass.

Park Commissioner for Toronto, Ontario

Applications for the above named vacant position will

be received by the undersigned. Applications should be
accompanied with full particulars as to applicants'

ability and experience, with testimonials, etc.

G. R. GEARY, (Mayor)

Chairman. Board of Control City Hall, Toronto

MASSACHUSETTS

BUZZARDS
BAY

CAPE COD
A wonderful climate, perfect bathing, surpassing

yachting and fishing and attractive drives. A
region of infinite charm.

FOR SALE
Residential properties of every description; also

unimproved lands attractive to the home builder.

FOR RENTAL
Attractive furnished homes for the summer.
Rentals $500.00 and upwards. .

HORACE S. CROWELL
60 State Street

Boston

"Maplewood Apple and DairyFarm"
Between Boston and Portsmouth, half mile from station, short drive to

beach, 100 acres, cuts 70 tons hay, keep 18 cattle and 6 horses, 150 apple

trees, 400 bbls.; mansion house 2 stories, 12 rooms, bath, open fireplaces, a

story farmhouse, 9 rooms. Rarn 87 x 40, clapboarded, painted, cellar,

silo, wood, ice, tool, carriage and store houses. Good repair, would coit

$15,000, to build, shade trees, ice pond, 300 cords wood. Sea fishing,

bathing, and boating: paid $4,000 a year. Price $7,000, one third cash

with outfit. See Illustrated Farm Guide prstpaid.

CHAPIN FARM AGENCY, Old South Building, Boston

Gentleman's Stock Farm
About 400 acres in the edge of the Berkshires, %\i hours from New
York. Large house, stable, barns and outhouses, all modern
improvements, at 1,000 feet elevation with extensive view. Gar-

dens, greenhouse, tennis court, etc. Everything in perfect con-

dition. For sale below cost or might rent. Many other Berk-

shire properties both for sale and to rent furnished.

MOORE <a WYCKOFFJ
546 Fifth Avenue NEW YORK 1263 Bryant

COHASSET
For Rental Furnished

About 22 miles from Boston, one of the finest gentleman's estates

on the South Shore. Directly on the sea. Large acreage, hand-
somely wooded. Capacious modern house, bungalow and stable.

Full particulars and photos.

J. HENRY RUSSELL 18 Tremont Street BOSTON

Buzzards Bay and Cape Cod
The coolest spot on the Massachusetts

Coast during the hot wave of 1911

Furnished Houses for Rent and Sale

Easily reached from New York by steamer

POOLE & BIGELOW
REAL ESTATE

70 Kilby Street Boston, Mass.

WANTED

POSITION WANTED
As Farm Manager or Superintendent of gentleman's estate by
married man. 28 years of age. Scotch, with scientific training.

Experience in landscape and general gardening; well up in
greenhouse, lawn-making, road-making and general construc-
tion. Good farmer and manager ot help. Have never used
tobacco or liquor. Best references. Address

FRED C. WALLACE, Canandaigua, N. Y.

How about a manager for your country property?

A hustling, practical agriculturist wishes position as country

estate superintendent. Expert in rural affairs, intensive farming,

soil conservation, handling labor, etc. Prominently identified with
popular movements for agricultural teaching and has an extended
acquaintance in agricultural circles. Twenty-seven years' ex-

perience. Perfectly familiar with requirements in field, orchard,

garden, poultry and bee yards, road building and developing herds

of pure blooded stock. Absolute teetotaler, upright and reliable

Salary wanted consistent with service given. References, photo, etc
Rockward A. Nusbaum, Blue Ridge College, Union Bridge, Md-

Situation Wanted
as Manager of Poultry Plant by practical man of 15

years' experience. Thoroughly understand all branches of

the business and can make it pay. Also well experienced in

general farming. Would consider position as manager of

farm or country estate, with poultry one of the leading features.

Address, Box 244, Care of Country Life in America,

Garden City. N. Y.
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kltolifli. Imimlry. etc , and servants' hath In ha*e<
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R. J. HEMMICK. Owner Port Hop*. Ontario. Canada

FLORIDA

AN unusually charming Kloriiln hon.e. on shores of
tlnest tnlniul lake in the oranire belt, connected

with ocean. Forty acre place. 15 acres line Inuring
oranire ami irrape fruit (rrove, groat variety original

forest trees, with lawn anil gardens on lake front.

Large ten room house, bath anil attic, large barn,
gardener's lodge anil packing house. Write owner

H. C Hubbard. Crescent City. Florida

Among Orange Blossoms and Sweet Magnolias
LlVKY SAXKORD, CManaMd bj aavisabti riwnMd placid
lakes Hrdfted in by healthful pines. gulden frroves. Aladdin gar-
dens and scenic beauty. Hunting areas of ample proportions. Fat
fishing grounds. Winter cruises in beautiful lakes and charming
rivers. Winter autoing daily and never a frozen jacket. Bridle
paths through the woods. Entire winter can be spent in open by
invalid or hunter. Our sunshine is tonical. Healthiest place for
winter and summer residence, pleasure and sound investments.

COMMERCIAL CLUB. SANFORD. FLORIDA

MAINE

Fifteen Room Farm House
Hot water heat; stable, barn and out-

buildings. 50 acres land; 500 apple trees;

wood and timber. Fine spring water.

Four trout ponds. Beautiful groves.

WM. H. ROWE. Cumberland Center. Me.

Campobello Island, Passamaquoddy Bay
Off Eastport, Maine

FOR SALE—Residence of Mrs. Russell Sturgis.
Large house. 21 acres. 12 rooms, bath. Beautiful
view of bay. Adjoining the fine estate of Travis
Cochrane: opposite residences of Mrs. James
Roosevelt. Franklin Roosevelt; Pell Cottage and
Gorham Hubbard. Absolutely free from Hay
Fever. Two Pullman trains daily to Eastport.
Fine steamship service. Price. $6,000. Easy terms.

ALEX. S. PORTER
60 State Street Boston. Massachusetts

MISSOURI
Do You Want a Home in the

Beautiful Ozarks
of Missouri, in the famous Strawberry Land; Apples. Peaches,
Pears. Grapes. Raspberries, etc.. all grow excellently. Ideal
location for the dairy and poultry business.

The Winters are mild and of short duration. An abundance
of rainfall during the Summer months assures plenty of
moisture for growing crops.

We offer for sale 60.000 acres of land in 40 acre tracts
or more, cheap and on easy terms. Located in Stone and
McDonald counties. For further information Address:

McDonald Land & Mining Company
Rooms 301-2 Miners Bank Building

Joseph C Watkins. Mgr.. Joplin. Mo.
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KENTUCKY KENTUCKY

FOR SALE
A Kentucky farm containing 680 acres, about % good tillable land, \z±

timber, growing in value fast. Farm buildings in fair condition, but

require some improvements; earning between 8 and 10% on the price

asked. Can be made to earn 15%. Splendid opportunity for anyone
desiring a safe and profitable investment.

Address. Box 233, care of Country Life in America, Garden City, N. Y.

MARYLAND MARYLAND

WILL HALVE THE VALUE. TO SELL
(SACRIFICE DOI TO DECEASE OF OWNER)

K'<i-lm r lias 14 roomt, two reception halls, one hrge bath room, hot
and coM water, electric belts an- 1 steam heat throughout the house. Fieri

rooms all have •stationary wash stands. All parquet floors except ser-

vants' rooms and Lftchen. also iron encased oi>eii fireplaces with marble
mantels. Rooms have fine large bay windows and large closets e>|ulp»

ped with sectional cabinets.
There is a fine conservatory, glass enrlosed. Fine brass chandelier.

Beautiful lawn, large stable, keeper and gardener's house, engine, tool

and seed house and every appointment and convenience that goes with
a modern and select country home.
The above is as goo t as new and Is In the best of condition and will

be suld for a traction of cost. Terms.prlce and further information, address

MRS. G. B. HOOPES, Frederick. Maryland

LIVE IN MARYLAND
An Hour from Philadelphia

FOR SALE
GENTLEMAN'S COUNTRY SEAT

OF 360 ACRES
One of the Handsomest estates in the beautiful Worthington
Valley of Maryland, near Baltimore.

For full particulars apply to

HARRY M. LORD
10 E. FAYETTE ST. BALTIMORE. MD.

The residence surrounded by foliage and 10 acres of lawn, as
here shown, is a very good chance open just now to anybody
who is planning to buy in the country.
The house is brick. Old Maryland type of Colonial, thoroughly

up-to-date in modern conveniences but embracing the spacious
and hospitable characteristics of the old day architecture.
Other buildings: caretaker's lodge, a brick stable, chicken

house, ice house, and a stone spring house, water is from spring
by gravitation. The location is unequalled for Maryland scenery
and for fishing and hunting The River approaches within a
stone's throw and it is a mecca for water birds. More land if

desired. Write for full particulars.

Box 238 care of Country Life in America
GARDEN CITY. N. Y.

CHESAPEAKE BAY
Water front farms and estates for sale, from Ten to

Fifty dollars per acre. Productive lands, beautiful

home sites. Fish , crabs and oysters in abundance and
free for the taking. Wild ducks, geese, rabbits and
quail shooting. Address

Colonial Land Company
306 Law Building Baltimore, Md.

M A RYLAN D
A Princely Estate for a Beggarly
Sum—875 Acres for $15,000

Here Is an oprxjrtun
from County Seat, a|

aoo acres are bottom
balance rolling rastu
two tenant houses a
surrounded by water
own shipping wharf.

r seldcm presented. This farm lies ten miles
hours by rail from Baltimore or Washington,
and growing 75 butbels of corn to the acre,
and timr-eT. Improvements—bouse of 9 rooms,

1 all necessary outbuildings. Property nearly
Finest hunting and fishing—none better. Has
Further particulars from

COLONIAL LAND CO. 306 Law Bldg., Baltimore

Country Life in America Readers
are looking for desirable properties

Manager Real Estate Department.

FOR SALE
Beautiful Water

Front Farms

on the Eastern Shore of

Maryland. Mild climate and fertile soil; fine stock, grain, grass and poultry farms for sale, cheap; fine

bathing and fishing.. For full particulars, address,

SAMUEL P. WOODCOCK, Salisbury. Wicomico County, Md.
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T^\\r(*rttr%r\T * n t '1 ' s department are printed advertisements of architects, landscape designers, sanitary and

/\rCniLCCLS L/lICCtOry constructing engineers. This department enables architects to get in touch with readers

who intend to build. Special rates. Address ARCHITECTS' DEPARTMENT, Country Life in America, 11-13 W. 32d St.,N.Y.

WHO SAID ALL
THIS ABOUT

"THE
WOOD

ETERNAL" CYPRESS? "THE
WOOD

ETERNAL"

( Here's a part of the good things they said: )

"CYPRESS is put to almost every use as an interior trim for

houses natural color or stained contains little resin thus affords

a GOOD SURFACE FOR PAINT, WHICH IT HOLDS WELL
popular for kitchens, where it is subjected to dampness and heat
shrinks, swells or warps but Utile For the parts of houses exposed to the weather
it serves equally well. AS SIDING IT PRACTICALLY WEARS OUT BEFORE
IT DECAYS made into porch columns it retains its shape, holds paint, and has
sufficient strength It is placed as cornice, gutters, blinds and railing, and is

much used for Porch Floors and steps Much CYPRESS lumber is employed in the
construction of SILOS The FARMER puts the wood to many uses ITS LAST-
ING PROPERTIES FIT IT WELL for curbs Resistance to decay fits it for

stable floors and timbers near the ground, as well as for gates, and especially for

fence posts one of the best available woods for picket fences, because it shows
paint well and holds it for many years, but lasts a long time without it widely used
for this purpose in regions remote from its range It is PRE-EMINENTLY
FITTED for {greenhouse construction) where it is called upon to resist dampness,
excessive heat, and all the elements that hasten decay sash, frames, benches, boxes,
and practically all else the builder needs Agricultural implement manufac-
turers make seed boxes of it, wagon makers for beds carriage builders and
automobile makers work it into panels for fine bodies Its slight tendency to warp
has caused its employment for incubators freight-car siding many builders of
gasoline launches are said to be using Cypress exclusively for hull planking makes
handsome church pews Telephone boxes and switchboards of CYPRESS are
coming into use spools beehives; seine floats; tables curtain poles;

patterns; shelving and counter tops; shims; tool boxes. CYPRESS
has been substituted for white oak for wine barrels The same freedom from taste
is claimed for it by pump makers, who recommend it for that reason," (etc.)

( Here
1

s who said it— ) a reprintfrom:

U. S. GOVT. REP., Bulletin 95, June 30, 191 1, pp. 44-46.
WhenYou Build (palace, cottage or pasture fence)

Why not "Stop Depreciation Before
it Begins— Use CYPRESS At First!"

When' ! FixingUp' '(bignewporchor little backsteps)

"Why Replace Rotten Wood with Wood that

Will Rot?" (Use CYPRESS, of course.)

WRITE TODAY for VOLUME ONE of the CYPRESS POCKET LIBRARY, with Full Text

of OFFICIAL GOVT. REPT. Also Full List of 32 Other Volumes. (FREE on request.)

Let our "ALL ROUND HELPS DEPARTMENT" help YOU. Our entire resources are at your service with Reliable Counsel.

SOUTHERN CYPRESS MANUFACTURERS* ASSOCIATION
1202 H1BERN1A BANK BUILDING. NEW ORLEANS, LA.

INSIST ON CYPRESS AT YOUR LOCAL DEALER'S. IF HE HASN'T IT. LET US KNOW IMMEDIATELY.

The Plan Shop Bungalows
designed for Northern Climates combine the artistic beauty of California bungalows with
the structural requirements of the Northern homes.

The designer is a Californian and knows the bungalow by heart.
The book is bristling with interest and suggestion for all home makers. It embodies suc-

cessful, compact arrangements; popular and economical story-and-half designs; roomy two story
houses of individuality and cosy camps and lodges built the Plan Shop Way for $200. and up.

Price including I 6 page supplement Fifty Cents. Supplement alone Ten Cents

ROLLIN L.TUTTLE, Architect, P. 0. Box 3242, Boston, Mass.

STILLWELL CALIFORNIA
112 Pictures

118 Plans

BUNGALOW BOOKS

"Representative California Homes"— Price" 50 cts.

A book of 50 Bungalows. Cottages, and Concrete Residences. One and (WO
Story houses of five to ten rooms costing $1500 to $6000.

"West Coast Bungalows"— Price 50 cents
A book of 50 one story Bungalows of four to six rooms costing $500 to $2000.

The only published collection of very low-cost Bungalows.

Builder'* Supplement No. 1—Price 10 cents. FREE v/ilh orders /or two books. Remittances 0/ coin or money orders pre/erred.

E. W. STILLWELL. & CO.. Architect.. 2162 Henne Block. 122 Third Street. Los Angeles. California

every modern labor-saving convenience. The genuine Bungali
Style especially appeals to everyone because of the artistic and econo-
mical construction. Our Western homes are of absorbing interest in
plans and exteriors j also a popular and profitable form of investment.
Our two books contain plans, descriptions, and cost estimates of low-
cost houses suitable for any climate.

EXPERT PLANS AND ADVICE
Sanitary Dairies Farm Buildings Drainage

Pedigree Live Stock Control Forestry, etc.

WESTON, SHEPARD & DAVISON
97 Water Street or 36 East 23rd Street, New York, N. Y.

20 Years' experience from North to Sub-Tropics

Ideal Sewerage System
Approved by Board of Health

Send for Free booklet To-day

for Country Homes, Camps, Institutions, etc.

where there is no sewer connection.

G. F. ARCHER 39 Cortlandt St.. New York

Arp Ynn C.ninrr Owners of Country Places can secure the"1C 1UU uu,u5 very best practical landscape assistance at

To Plant ' reasonable cost. I am prepared to make
• topographical and land surveys, submit

designs for improvement of Estates, Formal Gardens, and General
Planting. Advice on Forestry, Agriculture and Drainage. Con-
struction work Superintended.

EDMUND K. BROWN, Selected Plants
Civil and Landscape Engineer,

Park Row Bldg., N. Y. , .

Tel. 8868 Cortlsnd Will LlVe

Properly Planted

Practical Real

Estate Methods
BY

Thirty New York Experts

A unique symposium of

some thirty -odd chapters

dealing with every branch of

the real estate business.
Never before have the prac-

tical experiences of a lifetime

been brought together in

such a plain orderly manner.

The valuable knowledge of

men in the world's greatest

realty market is here placed

at your disposal.

CBuying, selling, leasing,

renting, improving, de-

veloping, and financing

real estate — these and
kindred topics are dis-

cussed by men of ability

and knowledge.

Net, $2.00 (postage 20c.)

You need this book for

reference

Doubleday, Page & Co.

Garden City, N. Y.
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This Bureau haa rnm^ilrlr information aluml nil Itir Motrin

trMitti in \he Unitrd hlnlri, Canatln, Mrm o or alimad, awl wr
will be gla<l In antwrr any qurtliom ot give any information ahou!

Ifnvrl or holrls llial may be <lr«iir<l. Wr will alio be \i\im\ to

makr arrangement! lor botel ncrommoclationi anywbere. There it

no rbarge |nr tbu service. Main offire located at 22') F'illb Ave.,

N. Y. Branches nt Raymond flt Wbilromb'i offices in Bonlon,

306 Washington St.; Philadelphia. 1005 Chestnut St.; Detroit. Ma-
ieslir Bldg; I Anoele«, 50*) South Spring St.; Sun h ranriacn, 397
Monadnork Rldg ; Portland, Ore.. 1 32 Third Ave., alto at Double-

day. Page tt Cn'% offirr in llir I 'eoplea Ga» Rldg. in Chicago.

Telephone, write or call to the office most convenient to you.

THIS BUREAU IS AN ENLARGEMENT OF THE WHERE TO CO DEPARTMENT THAT HAS BEEN RUNNING IN THIS
MAGAZINE FOR YEARS. AND COMMUNICATIONS MAY BE ADDRESSED TO THE READERS* SERVICE IF DESIRED JEJ

A Summer Colony The Crater Club

Essex on Lake Champlain, N. Y.

A man who has had wide experience and travel was
asked to state in the order of relative importance the

features most to be desired in selecting a place for

summer residence, and (his is what he wrote:

The Crmter Hub baa these requirement! in marked Hearee.

Its I

part .

dacks

Th«

1

1

rd (or hrjlihtuln Ml It the driest

d has the pure mountain air of the Adiron-
e drawbacks associated with hitch altitudes,

inception, h.i* exacted a Huh standard in

icnts. and nowhere can be found a more

drivinir. walking, boating and tennis The
1 flub furnishes a place for dunces and occa-

he rolling slopes above I-nke
and the views of the lake
mountains are the kind that

v and ostentation are con-
ideal place for children and

Champlain in its most beautiful
and of the Adirondack and C
make a lasting impress on the n

Simplicity is the key-note,
spicuous by their absence. 1

family lift.

The neighborhood is an inexpensive place for summer residence.
Some ot the cottagers keep house: some take their meals at the
Club. There are accommodations for individuals at the club,
lodging cottages, and cottages for rent at moderate prices for
families. There are also attractive sites for sale for those who
wish to build their own camps at prices ranging from $200 to
Si.000. and cottages are built for Si.ouo. and upwards.

References are required. For particulars address John B.
tturntum. Essex, N. Y

INDIAN
BOYHOOD

By Charles A. Eastman

("Ohiyesa")

A book which will preserve for future gener-
ations a true picture of the romantic life

of the first Americans. The author is a
full-blooded Sioux Indian, who spent the early
part of his life among the now passing primitive
conditions of nomadic Indian life.

" It is a delightful record of primitive childhood
and the life of a vanished people. Young and old
may enjoy it. for it brings the traditions and
superstitions, the customs and habits of an aborig-
inal tribe into the cultured narrative ot an
eloquent writer." Detroit Free Press.

* Indian Boyhood 1 stands alone in our liter-

ature as a record of much that has passed beyond
the range of human experience never to return."
Review of Reviews.

Illustrated. Fixed Price $1.60

( postage 15c.

)

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO.
GARDEN CITY NEW YORK

SUNNY CALIFORNIA
If ynu want solid comfort amid blue grass lawns and

acres •>( (lowers, spend your winter on the MONTKKKY
PENINSULA, 12; miles south from San Francisco.

HOTEL DEL MONTE
midst its 110 acres of Lawns and flowers, with its beau-

tiful 18 hole golf course, only five minutes' walk from the

hotel, offers everything that the winter visitor can desire.

KATattle 1 5, J56 and t>7. per day. American plan only.

PACIFIC GROVE HOTEL
in the hustling little city of Pacific Grove, ao minutes l>y

electric car from Del Monte; RACKS tl-SO, £j.oo, $i-,o
and £4.00, per day. American plan only.

Hundreds of comfortably furnished bungalows.

Both hotels under management of

H. R. WARNER. - Del Monte. California

See Europe in an Auto!
\)V. \tft- from railway trail
1 Htop whnn and wh«r« fun
pl«»M. Vuit hl«tor c and
p|rturfftw)ti« rornvm H'l m
r«> ' hi 1 by ordinary louriat

BEE EUROPE.
\\J K hav* for Him tlia b*«t open nn<i rloatwl Moi*->r Car*
vv for British and Continental Tourm* at lh» mont

raataoiiftbl* inclusive Tariff In Kurop* MUmtiir*.
detailed Itineraries, with copy of Through Eur op*
In an Auto, ' fr#»* on rM)u*«t Writ* u* about cverythi ttg

to do with Motoring1 Abroad :

—
The International Autotravel Society

ss to <vi Mornlmr Post tlnlMIno,
The Rtrarid, tandon, Enaland

r\GINIAJJ0T
Springs

THE N1W HOMhSTIiAD

2,500 feet elevation. Open all the year.

Waters, Baths, Hotels and

Scenery nowhere equalled

Rheumatism, gout and nervous diseases treated. Com-
plete hydrotherapeutic apparatus. Japanese Tea Room,
Golf, Swimming Pool, fine livery and all outdoor pastimes.

The Chesapeake & Ohio Railway
Famed for its Mountain, River and Canyon Scecery

allows stop-over at Covington, Va., on through tickets

for side trip to Viginia Hot Springs. Excursion tickets

at offices C. & O. Ry. and connecting lines.

FRED STERRY, Manager Hot Springs. Va.

ARCHITECTS' DIRECTORY -Continued

J. B. DUKE'S ESTATE. SOMERV1LLE. N. J.

H. BUCKENHAM L. L. MILLER
Landscape Engineers

346 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N. Y.

LARGE AND SMALL ESTATES DESIGNED, PARKS, CEMETERIES AND LAND
DEVELOPMENTS. TREES AND SHRUBS SUPPLIED.

CAN ANY BEAUTIFUL THING
BE MADE OF STUCCO?

In answer to this MR. E S. CHILD. Architect,

announces 'Stucco Houses." The ti.or plans are dra*n
to the scale of one-eighth of an inch to the foot. The
specimen Illustration, in miniature, which is shown hi

this advertisement, is taken from one of the bouses.
The designs are larger than those of any other p-_t

lication and give a clear idea of the details

The price of 'Stucco Houses'* is $5 00 by express,

prepaid.

Also. "Colonial Houses." showing designs in tha:

ever beautiful style. Price $a.oo by express, prepai 1

Address

E S. CHILD. Room No. 1017. 29 Broadway, N.T.Gty
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1 TV /"a »-ir 1° £h's department are printed the advertisements of reliable poultry breeders and dealers in poultry supplies.

JTOlilCry LSll CLLUI y The Poultry Department of Country Life in America will be glad to send to its readers any information

about poultry which they may desire. Address POULTRY DEPARTMENT, Country Life in America, 11-13 West 32d Street.. New York

Wm. Cook & Sons
(Established 1873)

Originators V;.\ Orpingtons
Box 30, Scotch Plaint, New Jersey

Eventually, if after the Best Orpingtons any variety,
you will send to their Originators, Why not now? and
avoid loss and disappointment. We guarantee safe
delivery and satisfaction on birds and eggs, which is

backed up by a reputation of 39 years' standing. It is

quite natural being the Originators of the Orpingtons
that we should have the best, as proved by us winning
over Thirteen Thousand First Prizes.

Send for our Illustrated Catalog, with the history of
the origination of all the Orpingtons, and hints on
poultry keeping.

EGGS from our winners and the finest Orpingtons in
the world S20 a setting, from fine stock $10. Several
thousand stock birds always for sale. Advice free.

Inspection cordially invited. Station, Westfield, N. J.

MAPLECROFT S. C. RHODE ISLAND REDS
Won at New York iqii. Our Pullet "Palace Queen" won 1st and Shape Special Grand
Central Palace and two weeks later 1st and Color Special at Madison Square Garden.

Stock and Eggs For Sale J. G- DUTCHER, Prop. For Circular. Address

MAPLECROFT FARMS Pawling, N. Y.

NEWTOWN White Leghorns
R. I. Reds

Bred trom Madison Square Garden winners. Consistent breeding has
developed these Newtown strains into typical birds of profit— strong laying

and rare exhibition qualities combined.

RllHv (""hifkc; are our specialty. Genuine Newtown stock guaranteed. We shipDavy v^lllCIVS strong, vigorous, healthy chicks that go and do well anywhere.
Many shipments made safely to the iar west and Pacific Coast points. Strongly fertile

Ho *<-» ri io rr Prrrro at reasonable prices. Write for particulars on Breeding Stock.aiCniUg CggS Ask for Poultry Catalog C. L. A.

NEWTOWN PRODUCING CO., NEWTOWN, PA.

RARE BARGAINS
1 000 Breeding and laying White and Brown
Leghorns and R. 1. Reds. The kind you want.

World's largest breeders of Game and Ornamen-

tal Bantams. Eggs $3 per setting. 2 settings. $5.

PROPER ® SON. Schoharie. N. Y.

Orpingtons
BUFF and WHITE

Imported and American bred, o f the high-
est type and quality. Stock lor Sale and

EGGS for HATCHING
Illustrated Catalog and Price List free

C. A. KEEFER, Muskegon, Mich.

50,000 BABY CHICKS!

mm

50 000 Single Comb White Leghorn Chicks! And every one hatched under ideal

conditions — every one a vigorous, healthy, liveable, strongly bred chick. They are des-

tined to make great birds; the mother of every one of them laid more than 175 eggs in her pullet

year; most of them laid more than 200 eggs! If you want eggs next fall and winter pick your layers

from this lot of youngsters. Our hens have had the habit of laying for many generations. The
pullets you get from these 50.000 chicks will be like their mothers. They are bred and hatched on a

dollar and cents basis. Utility is our measure of a hen's worth. Every chick is from this heavy laying

strain. "Drones" cannot be tolerated, and are not. They would ruin us. We use over 250 trap nests

and know exactly what our layers are doing. Let us tell you about

THE PEERLESS FARMS
How They Hatch and Raise Chicks That Make Better Hens Than Any Others

Our hens are kept healthy; they are properly fed. Their eggs are fertile. They are big egg producers Therefore,

to start with, the eggs contain the possibility of the kind of chicks you want. Perfect conditions of incubation

are maintained so that the chicks come out of the eggs ready to live, and do so at a profit to their owners.

The moisture and ventilation of our incubator cellar is under positive control. By the use of the L. S. Weather

Bureau Standard Psychrometer we know the exact moisture condition every minute. \\ e do no guessing. The

ventilation is forced, and. like the moisture, is exactly maintained at the most favorable state at all times.

Buy day old chicks from the Peerless Flock. They are the best you can buy or hatch. Den t try

hatching your own chicks until you have established your flock on a Peerless foundation. It will

pay you to do so. We are making money. We can help you to do the same. \\ e have a

money-making strain of a money-making breed. Let us tell you more about Peerless

chicks. Write today for new booklet. It's worth having.

THE PEERLESS FARMS
Alden I. Rosbrook, Prop.

R. F. D., No. 8

Northport, Long Island, N. Y.

CHEVIOT FARMS!
Our mating list is now ready and tells of our sensational

ORPINGTONS, BUFF BLACK, WHITE and JUBILEE.
Tells how we won championship of the United States in Buffs,

also CHAMPION WHITE COCKEREL
/.',..> oi ENGLAND, of our wonderful NABOB
' Jk STRAIN BLACKS, also tells of our sen-

^^^ ^^^^k sational winnings at CHIC AGO. Kansas
^^^^na^^^^H City, Indianapolis. Louisville. Cincinnati,

MlF*^'tyf-^W etc Ltc 'n Barred Rocks, Reds, Leg-
Irar. .'tiSlB^W horns. Wyandottes.
yS^^f^^g Our hook ti lls how to produce a strain

^^R. °f famous LAYERS without the useof the

^^^^^^^ trap nest Write today and tell us what
you require in breeding stock, eggs or day

£^CS^ old chicks. Our prices are based on very
large sales rather than on few sales and

extortionate prices. The RECORDS SHOW that NO ONE
can duplicate our QUALITY at ANY price. Then we have
gotten out a book of testimonials from delighted customers
in every state in the Union, Canada. Mexico. Australia
and South Africa showing how our values compare with
other fanciers. Tell us what breeds you are interested in
and we will mail you the appropriate catalogue.

Cheviot Farms, R 22, Cincinnati, Ohio

Buff or White Orpingtons
BtATEN BY MY CUSTOMERS

At Madison Square Garden this

year my customers won 2nd
and 3rd buff cockerels— raised

from eggs I sold. At Boston a

customer took 1st on a cockerel

hatched from my eggs, while I

won 2nd and 5th on brothers of

the 1st prize winner.
My Boston winning were 1st cock

—

2nd and 5th cockerel—2nd hen—2nd pen

JOQ-PYQbrooder of
Buff Orpingtons
South Jtorrralk CcanecTlcut

Harry Stacey Benton Owner.

"Champion New Yorker"
Greatest size and show

bird in the world
Send for catalog and

mating list descriptive
of pens and prices of
eggs for hatching—
P. O. Box 40

Barry Farm
Correct line breeding has developed our S. C-

White Leghorns
int> a strain • f Heavy Laying Exhi-

bition Stock. We specialize on

i Baby Chicks and

Hatching Eggs
' Prompt shipments made every-

where with safety. Hatching
capacity, over 6,000. Eggs guaran-

' teed strongly fertile. Visitors wel-
c« me week days. We will meet P. L.

& W. R. R. fains by apjKjiiitment.

Write lor illustrate < circular and price list.

H. R. BARRY, Owner, Far Hills, N. J.

RILEY'S BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS
^I^^BBi Do you want to own some of the

best Barred Plymouth Rocks in
the country? Do you want birds
that will lay and that can win in
any show? My birds have been
the principal winners at Madison
Square Garden, Cleveland, Balti-

more, Williamsport, Camden and
other large shows the past season.
My mating list tells all about
them. Eggs for hatching. Stock
always for sale.

HENRY D. RILEY
Box M, straff.. rd. Chester Co., Pa.

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS
World's Record for Twenty-three Years

AT Madison Square
Garden Shows the last

23 years Our Strain, includ-
ing Birds We Bred and
Raised,shown bycusiomers.
has won More First Prizes
total than nay exhibitor
has won on any B. P.
Rocks during that time.
Highest Grade Breeding

and Exhibition Birds For
Sale - New York Winners
and Birds bred from
Winners. The last 14 years
54 Birds bred by us have
sold for $100 or more each,
or that price refused.

Illustrated Circular Free,
giving New York, Chicago
and Kansas City Show
Records.

I an- from Best Pens.
$10 per 12. $2; per 33.

Special: A limited number
of Utility Pullets and Cock-

First crels for jale.

Bradley Bros.
Lee, Box 811, Mats.

"WORLD'S CHAMPION OF 1900.

Prize and Sweepstakes Cockerel at New
York Show, 1906. nearly 500 Barred Ply
month Kncks competing.
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Why\bu Should Keep
Yama Black Minorcas

Li

r^

/ ruler #o'e o/
Vdfr.u no uc hi

SI'.VF.RAL year* ago, after thoromjlilv arnl scifnti,i< ;illy iiivc*tii{atin,{ the

different breeds of chickens, wc decided that the Minorca wu the

most desirable

—

first— because of (fir brauly of the bird itself.

Sri, »n/— because it lays the largest hen's egg known, and attrartivety

zt'fiite-shetfed.

Third—betause it lays not only the largest eggs but is among tlie iiraviest

layers.

Fourth,—because its weight and extra long breast bone, providing an
unusual amannt 'of while meat, make it especially desirable lor the. table.

VVc bought the best breeding stock to be had and have developed the

Yama Single-Comb Black Minorcas— high-stationed cocks that weigh 8%
pounds and upward, and hens 7/a pounds and upward— extra heavy layers

of l uge white-shelled eggs.

The fact that wc have been successful is demonstrated by our First Prize

for a pen at the Madison Square Garden in December 1910, and again with

entirely different individuals, a First Prize for a pen in 11)11, with other

prizes for first Cock and second Hen, etc.

All of these birds, with 200 other aristocrats selected from thousands of

thoroughbreds, are now in our breeding pens.

I ist season we did not care to sell eggs from our best prize

pens, but only from our heavy laying stock.

This season (after February 1st) wc are ready to supply eggs for

hatching from our best birds at $10 for a setting of 15 eggs. We guar-

antee that any infertile eggs, if returned, will be replaced free of cost.

We can sell no more hens or pullets this season, but we can
spare a few well-bred cockerels — brothers of our finest pullets.

-
t

- > p.:.
YAMA FARMS, Yama-no-uchi, Nnpaoocb, Now York

to

BABY CHICKS OF QUALITY
Guaranteed to reach you in good condition

You can't count your chickens before they are

hatched; so why bother with setting hens and in-

cubators? Let me assume all the risk. I will

send you by express, healthy, sturdy Fishcl

Strain White Plymouth Rock Baby Chicks, utility

or exhibition; also Fishcl White Indian Runner
Baby Ducks. Order now, as winter hatch-
ings are the most vigorous. Prices reason-

able and satisfaction assured. Send cents for

my splendid chick catalog.

R. C. CALDWELL,
BOX 1020 LYNDON, ROSS CO., OHIO.

ml Cock. Phila.: 191

White Wyandottes
Line bred (or a quarter century for prolific

layers of large brown eggs and winners for the
post 1 2 years in our best shows proves the
claim that there are no better White Wyan-
dottes than mine.

Eggs for Hatching and Splendid Stock for

Sale. Illustrated catalogue free.

, HARRY W. BRITT0N, Mooreitown, N. J.

DAY-OLD CHICKS
S. C. WHITE LEGHORNS

HofTs Dav-Old Chicks Are Hatched Brim Full of
Vitality, and Are Bound to Live and Grow.
My stock is bred ror bis egg production as well as

exhibition typo, and is noted for heavy laying of large
white eggs that bring top prices. I have had more than
20 years' experience in artificial incubation, and by
closely studying the breeding and hatching, under the
most sanitary conditions, I am able to produce

Chicks Free from White Diarrhoea

I also have S. C.White Leghorn Eggs for hatching.
Write for my reasonable prices on chicks and eggs

D.C. R. HOFF. Lock Box ISO, NESHANIC STATION. N. J.

Conejo Farms, Baby Chicks
White Plymouth Rocks

The kind that live and grow fast. Shipped
safely any distance by express. Also eggs

for hatching from Barred and White Rocks
and White Wyandottes.
J.C McLaughlin, care of K.A. Kalney. Huntington, L.I., N.Y.

The Readers' Service gives

information about Poultry

FOR SALE
MUSCOVIES, three separate

strains, White, Black, Gray
Wintcrthur Farms, Winterthur, Dela.

" I canri • «r*ak too favorably of Tne Cnmrlrt. Photographer "

—4 trutt in Mtm Ymrk 14/t.

THE COMPLETE PHOTOGRAPHER
It, It. CHILD II \ 1 I KY

For Professional and Amaleur. Fully Illustrated. Net. fj-Jj fpoftage «)
If. .hi. I. <lu* . I'uge. A- C o., Irardcn City, >ew York

You Can Start With An 1800=Egg Hall
Incubator And Add Sections To It As
The Growth OfThe BusinessDemands

The sectional principle of the Hall Mammoth Incubators is not a feature for

rare or exceptional cases of additions wanted— it is a necessity. Users of

Hall machines succeed. They must have room
for enlarging— expanding— their business.
" Hall makes success."

You can start with an 1800-egg ma-
chine and add sections to it as desired.

The same Hall Furnace will care for the

additions up t0 3,6oo-egg capacity. To en-

large beyond that size it is only necessary to

attach a larger Hall Furnace, when the ma-
chine may be extended to 20,100 eggs.

Look again at the illustration. Learn to recognize
a Hall Machine by sight as you will its merits by use. Its
regulation is automatically accurate ; its moisture sufficient ; its ventilation without draft

;

its workmanship, the best ; it is always most economical to handle. Each egg chamber
(capacity of 150 eggs) is absolutely independent of all the others.

Let us tell you all about Hall Mammoth Incubators. It is worth while to know and
costs nothing. Write today for free booklet, " The Profit-Making Poultry System."

Hall Mammoth Incubator Co., Little Falls, N.Y.
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"Kellerstrass" WhiteOrpingtons
THEY HAVE
PROVEN TO BE THEtSt BIGGEST PAYERS Because

p BIGGEST WINTER LAYERS

Kellerstrass Strain
"Crystal" White

Orpingtons
Are the GRANDEST UTILITY birds on record

today, and as to their FANCY QUALITY they
won first at Madison Square Garden, New York,
1905, 1906, 1907, 1908, 1909, 1910; also at Crys-

tal Palace, London, England, and Chicago and
Boston. If vou need some birds to IMPROVE
YOUR STOCK or for the SHOW ROOM write

us. We have them, and the KIND THAT
WINS, as our past record shows. STOCK and
EGGS for sale at all times. Remember, we are

the ORIGINATORS of "CRYSTAL" White
Orpingtons, and breed only the one kind. We
devote our whole time to this one breed.

Life Members American White Orpington
Club and the American Poultry Association

THE FAMOUS HEN " PEGGY"
First Prize Winner at New York. Chicago. St.
Louis. Kansas City and Jamestown Exposition

KELLERSTRASS POULTRY FARM
Originator of Crystal White Orpingtons

Send For Our FREE Catalogue 9152 Westport Station, Kansas City, Mo.

MAMMOTH IMPERIAL PEKIN DUCKS
"Rapid Growers Large Layers

Afton Farm is foremost in Pekins. Its strain is the fastest growers and biggest layers. A flock of 500 hens laid

last year 74,529 eggs, or an average of 149 eggs per hen. Its ducklings dress 10 pounds per pair at 10 weeks old

AFTON FARM WON AT THE BIG SHOWS

Mammoth Imperial PeUin Ducks

At New York
1st on Old Duck
1st on Young Duck
2nd on Young Drake
2nd on Pen of Ducks
4U1 on Old Drake

At Philadelphia
1st on Old Duck
1st on Pen of Ducks
2nd on Young Duck
3rd on Old Drake
4th on Young Drake

Get your stock of Afton Farm Mammoth Imperial Ducks. It is the
quick growers and big layers that make money. Remember, the
Afton Farm strain wins the prizes, tops the markets and are big layers.
They are always healthy and vigorous.

AFTON FARM, Box d-4. Yardley, Pa.

"Wigwarm" Specialties
Fop Poultpymen

'Wigwarm" Setting and Brood Coop

For a hen
ting. Gi^es

knocked down.

and her chicks and while she is sit-

protection from rats, skunks, hawks,
and other enemies.

Insures larger
hatches—fewer
broken eggs. The
runway is 20 x 24
inches. This coop
is just the thing
for colony raising

and has proved
its success for

22 years. Shipped

Size, 2x4 ft., 2 ft. high.

Easily cleaned and ^ —

^

•Wigwarm" Brooder

Uses the least oil of any brooder made. Storm
proof. Hot water and hot air heating com-

/- ~v
,

bined gives perfect
'7

- healthful ventila-

w tion. No danger of

over-heating and
an even tempera-
ture is maintained
in the brooder re-

gardless of the out-

side cold. Used
and endorsed by
poultry experts

Size, 3 x 5 ft.

Wo. Colony Laying House—For 12 Hens

Fitted complete with nests, fountain and feed

trough. Sanitary,

aired. One man
can easily raise

several hundred
birds. Nicely
painted. Can be
put together in

fifteen minutes.
Winteror summer

the stock is always
comfortable. In stormy weather the run may
be covered at top and sides, giving protection

and scratch room. Size, 10 x 4 ft. , 5 ft. high.

$2022

5 Section Poultry Honse

and by experiment stations.

These are houses that will grow with your
business. You can add additional sections at

any time. A more sanitary or comfortable house

could not be built. Made in 10 x 10 ft. sections,

each fit-

ted with $>£L^-*h.%:

roosts,
nests,
fountain
and com-
plete in every detail. Open
fronts with canvas covered frames—far better than

glass windows. Easily erected. One 10 ft. section

$75. Additional sections $60 each.

Write to-day lor
Poultry Catalogue K E. F.HODGSON CO., 116 Washington St.,Boston,Mass.

G. D. TILLEY
Naturalist

If you possess a place in the country
and are fond of birds, please write for my
catalogue of feathered stock.

"Everything in the bird line from
a Canary to an Ostrich"

I am the oldest established and largest
exclusive dealer in land and water birds
in America and have on hand the most
extensive stock in the United States.

SPECIAL: A number of extra fine
talking parrots

G. D. TILLEY
Naturalist

Darien Connecticut

Perfection Bird
Houses for the
Purple Martin
Beautify your grounds and
help your bird neighbors

by securing one of our
elaborate Martin Houses.

Nesting boxes for wrens,

swallows, bluebirds,

chickadees, etc.

Send 10 cents for illus-

trated booklet and catalogue
of bird houses.

Jacobs
Bird House Company
404 South Washington Street

WAYNESBURC, PA.

Lakenvel der

s

Stamp for catalogue

Importer and Breeder

G. L. WAITE

Milwaukee, Wis.
Station A. 552 Greenfield Ave.

England's Oldest Fowls, Red Dorkings

These birds the Romans brought to Britain , are the most beauti-

ful of the best table breed. Cocks black-breasted reds of eight

pounds; hens black-spangled reds of six. Heavy layers winter

and summer, of white eggs. Cockerels five dollars up. Sittings of

fifteen first pen five dollars, second pen two dollars. Write for

descriptive circular to C. W E Y G A N D T,

Wissahickon Avenue, Germantown, Philadelphia, Pa.

SHOEMAKER'S
Book on POULTRY

and Almanac for 1912 has 224 pages with many
colored plates of fowls true to life. It tells all

about chickens, their prices, their care, diseases and
remedies. All about Incubators, their prices and
their operation. All about poultry houses and how
to build them. It's an encyclopedia of chickendom.
You need it. Only 15c.
C. C. SHOEMAKER, Box 947, Freeport, 111.

One Day Old Chicks, 15c. each
Avoid trouble with setting hens and incubators. No loss

from unhatched eggs. Just send 1 5c. each for White Leg-

horns from the famous Idle Hour Stock Farm, Lexington,

Ky. Shipped safely any distance by express. Also one

day old Kellerstrass matini? of Crystal White Orpingtons,

$1 each. Remit m"neu and orders to

H. H. McLean, Mgr., Hotel Del Prado, Chicago, 111.

T POULTRY FENCE"
STOCK STRONG—RUST PROOF
An extra heavy close mesh fence requiring

no top or bottom boards and fewer posts.

Costs less than netting.

ORNAMENTAL LAWN FENCE
For Lawns. Churches. Parks, etc. We

pay the freight. Send for Catalog.

The BROWN FENCE A WIRE CO.
Pept. 98 Cleveland, Ohio

•
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Kennel I hrectory Con n i h v I ii i in Ami it h a in vim < > r < ,| > >mii m < ;inil will In: «I.kI i<> m nil i" if. u .ulrm ;iny information

•bout Jori which ihrv may Jnirr. Address KENNEL DEPARTMENT, Country LlFI in Amkkica, 11-13 W. 321I Street, New York.

ill. .idvt rt iMt iiii 111 s of n lulilr knnnls. I In Ki nm l I >< |<.n tun in ol

I he BOBTAILS of MIDDLE GROUND
Mis Norton ha* tor «li*po«al lour Old Kngliiih

Shrr,>il.>K i\i|>i>ira .i^r.l tlnrr moiitbs, < jirlully l)ir.l

along tht lint* of intf lliofnce, obedience and rorrtrt

type. Price MO each

HEMPSTEAD. LONG ISLAND

Scottish Terriers

Offered as companions. Not

Riven to fighting or roaming.

Best for children's pets.

NEWCASTLE KENNELS
Brookline, Mass.

f A I R t D ALLS

THE AIREDALE TERRIER
at, ir von »«nt a tmt >•><•

ui iui m >«»k.

Coin* Farm Krnnela. Montreal. Can.

Home of lh' World's For.m..«t Champions. . '1

and l.arfre.1 Hiee»l*rs In s >

Silver Height* Cattery

Mr.. It. I.. I It \W Ml III"

III! IjUhr.l, »•••.. He.lerl.l th « « '

ML <"»' UrM/hlon. »t«l»a l.lnuil. N. 1.

Handsome Cats and
Kittens For Sale

IXtmnbc and rare Kotenjn Varieties.

Samesr. Abyssinian.Manx and Persian

Ideal boardtn,, place '« £•*», Dog,

and Birda. Model t'oullty Department

supiJ.e, H..ilrr>. |-.-v»l ami Niuab
\\ nte l-r braulilullv illustrated cala-

k*ue and sales bat

Black Short Haired Cattery
ii Raj* Jerary

Airedale Farm Kennels
SPRING VALLEY. NEW YORK

30 mile* from New York City. Erie R. R
Kahablc breeders of blue blooded, registered Airedale Terriers

TIIK llt>T (Ml I' M FOR ('II 1 1, Hit KM
and the most reliable guardian of the home.

We al»avs have tine young stock for discriminating dog
lovers. If we can't please you nobody can.

HOWARD KEELER. Owner

Winderbourne
Great Danes!
Write (or (older showing why we
claim Great Danes are the best o(

' - .ind ours the best o( Danes.
I'uppiesol all colors now on hand.

Winderbourne Kennel,

Baldwin, Md.

Caesar
"of Winderbournt

at Stud

BOSTON TERRIERS
French Bulls, Collies, Airedales

Any Breed of Dogs, Low Prices

CARPENTER'S
148 Portland Street Boston, Mais-

How to Keep Bees
By ANNA BOTSFORD COMSTOCK

77ie Following Unsolicited Testi-

monial Has Just Been Received

"A^^E are very glad to push the book as we
consider it of unusual merit and will

get out some circulars from this office ourselves."

The A. I. Root Co. , Bec-Keepers ' Supplies

For Sale at all Book-stores. Net $1.00 (postage 1 0c.)

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO.
GARDEN CITY NEW YORK

Nowata Pekingese and Pomeranians

Some bentil if nl puppies, sired l>v (hew
BOtfld. 1 1

1
1 1 1

.

j .
i

.
j 1

1 fur mile. They lire

ail healthy and »weri irniprnil and
sonir of I hem arc liminebroken and
very small.

NOWATA FARM Huntintfton, I.. I.
h. Nowata Al

At SI ml. I ce. $20

" Villarosa Magnus Rex"
At the Villarosa Kennels. Rye, N. Y.

Airedale 'how dogs, stud dug,, brood bitches and puppies

always (or sale.

John Scys lluylcr. Owner
Apply QMi Tcnailnle, Majr. It»e. N. Y.

NEVER -NEVER -LAND
KENNELS

Miaa Mary Winthrop. Owner

French Bull Dogs
I'lippir* nml (ir.iwn Dog, KOU SALE.
Krum nnlv Rrgislrri.il and Blur Ribbon
M..ik ( h.impi.ni I

i..g. ii s liid

Srnd for illustrated booklets

sill I III' I -I. WD lll.Klll I'-. V V.
T»lr| h..n». 4; shelter l.l .nd t)e<|i.est

Irish Terriers
PUPPIES BY PRIZE WINNERS
"Ol the Irish Terrier Jack, Kino Edward
referred as the best and most faithful ol

his tykes."

Wilmot R. Evans, Jr.

35 Congresa Street Boston, Mass.

Toy Pomeranians
Very small, blacks, browns, and

whites; best imported strains; prize

winners (mm prize-winning stock:
delivered with express charges and
duty paid

MRS. A. A. MACDONALD,
Reilt-Toft Kennd%

Queen's Hotel, Toronto, Can.

For Sale
Four Magnificent

Bloodhound Puppies
out of the undefratfd Champion Knox's
Keepsake, winner at la.t year's Madison
Square Garden. These puppies are ready
for immediate shipment.
A rare opportunity to secure the blood of

the winning strain of America.

iM Amy L. Itonhnm
A. K. C. S. B. Number 102116 Iloiihnniptnn Kennel, York, Pa.

English Bloodhounds
The most perfect family dog. Companionable,
intelligent, affectionate. Natural man trailers,

easily trained to find any member of the family, or
strangers; long registered pedigrees; always win-
ners on the show Ijencli and on the trail.

Some grand pups from the imported Queen of
Hearts, Geo- Kliot, and others. By Hordie Pan-
ther, and Ringmaster, my latest matings.

Illustrated Rook, two stamps. Photograph, 25 cents.

J. L. WINCHELL, Fair-Haven, Vermont

Moe's Dog and Cat
Drinking Fountain

Holds 3 pints. Water always available—never
lops over— dog can't upset. Dead air space
keeps water cool and fresh. Holds entire day's
•upplf. No valves to get out of order—not com-
plicated. If not at dealers, sent on receipt of

price; nickel plated. $3.50; silver plated, $5.00.
Satisfaction guaranteed.

OTIS & MOF
548 S. Dearborn St., Chicago

THE DOG BOOK
By JAMES WATSON

Covers every phase of the sub-

jeet-^with full accounts of every

prominent breed. 128 full-page

pictures, complete in one volume.

Net, $5.00 (postage 35c.)

Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden City, New York

7 Itr tiwul unl/tur artfl oiftpttthh utft I"

ir "< in-rrtlirnrl or r.hlltl. '/ hr idtnl limnr

pelt ana ritmpantoni.

BOSTON TtRRIEKS

FRENCH BULLDOGS
SenJ Stamp for Coining

SQUANTUM KKNNELS
Atlantic, Mass.

Cocker Spaniel*
The "OM llellshle" Haaawaiii

Rraall Kennel, rranalln. II. I. In..

n. V. laiafclrafeart nil.
A handsome Ihor.nitrlil're

lei. n..t only makes a
( hrlstnias trlfl.l<ut Is a s.

the irreatrst i.leisure an

Russian Wolfhounds

S. V. KENNELS

Williams California

Tbe most successlul Breed-
ers and Kxhihitors o( Russian
Wolfhounds on the Pacific

Oast.
Show and hunting hound, pup-

pie*, and brood bitches, usually lor

sale.

Russian Wolfhounds
Companions
Guardians
Coursers.

Ask for Catalogue "C."

Ivlirasol Kennels
Pasadena Cali(ornia

s»w - — .

Thoroughbred
Scotch Collie Pups

Best prize winning blood in the

world. Bred for intelligence and
good disposition. Ask for prices.

Dobson Collie Kennels
113 Main Streest, Pittafield. Me.

An Ideal Winter Home for Dogs

Hot water beat. Separate kennel and run for each
boarder. Care of females and puppies a specialty. Rates
and references on request.

Gracelane Boarding and Breeding Kennels
Ossining, N. Y., Phone 345, G. W. Crosby, Mgr.

The Fireless Cook Book
By MARGARET J. MITCHELL

This book explains in a simple way how to make and
use this invention, which has only recently become
known, but has already proved itself a real "labor-

saving, economical implement.

Including, as it does, 250 receipts, the volume must
soon become a necessity to all up-to-date housekeeper?.

Nineteen pen-and-ink drawings.

Net, $1.25 (postage 12c.1

DOUBLEDAY,PAGE & CO.
GARDEN CITY NEW YORK
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U CiA/-,]/ I Yrppfnrvr ^ n t '1 ' s department are printed the advertisements of reliable stock farms. The Live Stock

VC OlOCK. .L/ircLLOr^ Department of Country Life in America will be glad to send to its readers any information

about stock which they may desire. Address LIVE STOCK DEPARTMENT, Country Life in America, 11-13 W. 32d St., New York

DON'T CONFUSE
the INTERLOCKING Style of

UNITED STATES
CREAM SEPARATOR-

with older models.

The U. S. Interlocking Cream Separator re-

presents the highest attainment in cream separator con-

struction and possesses every essential separator require-

ment in the highest known degree.

Here are some of its special advantages.

1. It has about half the bowl diameter of older models.

It intensifies the centrifugal force and prolongs the path the

milk must travel.

H 3. It gives practically double the skimming surface and

does about twice the work of older models.

P 4. It keeps the milk and cream entirely apart and affords a

protected path for the cream.

5. It is operated with about half the power of older models.

6. It is easiest and quickest washed by the same centrifugal force which skimmed the milk.

7. It skims cleanest. For clean skimming the U. S. holds the World's Record.

We do not ask you to accept the above statements as final.

All we ask is that you give us the opportunity to prove them.

VERMONT FARM MACHINE CO.
Bellow Falls, Vt.

Distributing Warehouses in every dairy section of the country

Hood FarmJerseysWon
Five of the Six Gold Medals, including the Grand Champion and
Champion Gold Medals, awarded by the American Jersey Cattle
Club for the highest j'ield of butter fat in 19 10.

FOR SALE
that will supply your table with
delicious milk, cream and butter.

Having over 300 head, we can ofier a choice selection of from one
to a car load. Tuberculin tested. Free from disease. Full in-

formation gladly furnished.

Beautiful Cows

LASS 30TH OF HOOD FARM
GRAND CHAMPION

GOLD MEDAL COW 1910.

HOOD FARM, Lowell, Mass.
N. B.—Berkshire hogs of aristocratic breeding, both sexes, all ages.

DORSETS
Yearling Rams with large bone, dense fleeces and of good size,

ready for service.
Pen of Lambs bred by us won First Prize at Ohio, Indiana and New

York State Fairs 1911; also at International, Chicago, which is proof
of the quality of Dorsets we breed and sell.

At International, Chicago, 1911, we won every First Prize except one.

HEART'S DELIGHT FARM, C. E. Hamilton, Mgr., Chazy, N.Y.

FRANK S. PEER, ITHACA, N. Y.
Imports upon commission:

Percheron, Belgian, Suffolk Punch, SHEEP AND Jersey, Guernsey and
Shire, and Hackney HORSES SWINE Ayrshire CATTLE

Every selection GUARANTEED to give entire SATISFACTION
34th Importation Write for 1912 booklet, "Imported Live Stock" Terms Reasonable

Emy to

Buy A SHETLAND PONY
is an unceasing source of pleasure. A safe

and ideal playmate. Makes the child
strong and of robust health. Highest

type—complete outfits—here.
Inexpensive. Satisfaction guar-
anteed. Write for illustrated
catalog.

BELLE MEADE FARM
Deot. 6 Markham, Va.

Large Berkshires
at Highwood

Regular Fall Offering of pigs 8 to lo
weeks old; may be selected in pairs or

trios no akin. We have the largest

herd of these animals in the U. S.

Every animal sold registered at our

expense and guaranteed to be satis*

factory to purchaser.

H. C. & H. B. Harpending
Dundee, N. Y.

COLLINS' JERSEY REDS ARE PROLIFIC, WELL BONED, EARLY MATURING
As a breed the Jersey Red hogs have no superior for prolificacy, early maturity, economical growth and quality of meat. They are

docile and easy to handle. In the last year, alone, the sales from my herd increased 41 J per cent, which fact speaks for the satisfaction

my boars, sows and pigs are giving. Let me supply your wants. My hogs will satisfy you. Write today for prices.

ARTHUR J. COLLINS Box C MOORESTOWN. N. J.

Meridale Jerseys
If you would like to know
something more about Meri-
dale Jerseys, ask for a copy
of Meridale Facts.

We offer several young bulls
of Meridale breeding. We
commend them to all who seek
herd improvement. A booklet
just off press describes them.
Sent, postpaid, on request.

We will sell a few females.
List and description sent on
request. We can better fit the
list to your needs if you will
tell us what you need.

A recent visitor to Meridale Farms—
himself a breeder of Jerseys— writes:

"I have seen many large herds of cattle,
many of them as large as yours, but
never have I seen either a large or a
small one of such uniform quality as the
herd at Meridale. It is a herd to be proud
of, and it would seem to nie to be easily
the largest herd of good Jersey catlle
and the herd of the best cattle in the
country. The herd was really a revela-
tion, and an education and a pleasure
long to be remembered."

Another visitor writes

:

" I wish to say for your herd that I have
never seen so large a one that is in its
class at all and that your Jerseys combine
beauty of conformation wilh proven
utility equalled by but very few small
herds."

AYER & McKINNEY
300 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia

Guernseys
have proven them-

selves

Highest Quality and Best Color
The prepotency of the Guernsey Bull or his ability

to stamp the desirable characteristics of the breed

on his offspring makes him most •valuable for

improving the common dairy stock of any section.

A Dairy of Grade Guernseys will give H.ich, Fine-

Flavored, High-Colored Milk, Cream and Butter

.

FURTHER INFORMATION REGARDING THE
GRADE GUERNSEYS BY ADDRESSING

The American Guernsey Cattle Club
Box C L., PETERBORO, N. H.

Less Work
Cleaner Barns

[and Bigger Profits
' Free books prove it! Send name! Read how

I to feed cows individually—water them in
stall— line them all up so manure drops in

I

gutter

—

not under thecows. Read proof ofhow

I

James Sanitary Barn Equipment
prevents ruined udders, wasted feed, abortion, and

1

protects health of cowsso they are contented—give
t
more and better milk! James equipment for any
barn, new, old, large, small. Free Hook No. 10 tells

,
about stalls and stanchions. No. 11 tells about
flitter and feed carriers. Either or both sen t for
name and address on postal. Also be sure to
state number of cows you own. Address now—
James Sir*. Co. 4fiU4Cnne St., Ft. Atkinson, Wis*

{Formerly Kent Mfg. Co.)
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"Pittsburgh Perfect "Poultry&Garden Fence
— the best investment the poultryman can make
"Pittsburgh Perfect" I'Viur is l)> far the most valuable "poult ry insurance" money can buy arifl it <<,i. \\>< |« ,, i

llu- bars arc |>l.hid so < lose together where needed thai even the smallest « lii< ks cannot squeeze through, wander
away and be lost; nor tan dogs, foxes or other animals break through the heavy fabrii and get at the birds

|*itt«hurgh Perfect" is ttio rasiosl fnur in the world to erect, presents die neatest appearance, and will remain perfectly efficient years after

,m> other fencing would have had to he replaced many times.

. Open He.nth wire with the toughness, strength and great lasting ipi.dities of old time iron wire - is used exclusively in all "i'itts-
' burgh Perfect" r'enccs. The wire i-, lead annealed, then thickly coated with pure /.inc galvanizing, and resists rust and corrosion for

the longest time. At every |>oint of contact the wires are

WELDED BY ELECTRICITY
^iyj^ which product! i solid fabric of wire without the useless, strength destroying weight caused by the old wraps, clamps, twists,

etc., used in all other makes of fencing.

EVERY ROD GUARANTEED PERFECT
^ '

' **rr your dealer, or write direct for catalogue showing style* and sizes of " Pittsburgh Perfect" Fences for every
\ v purpose of FIELD. FARM, RANCH. LAWN. POULTRY and RABBIT YARD and GARDEN. ~t

THE DOG BOOK
By JAMES WATSON

Covers every phase of (he subject with full

accounts of every prominent breed. 138
full-page pictures, complete in one volume.

Net. $5.00 tOlIm 35c.)

Douhlrday. Page & Co.. Garden City. N. Y.

WeAnd Our
Children

By WOODS HUTCHINSON. M. D.

C[ANY father or mother beginning to
* realize what a difficult Job It Is to

rear children will find this HtUe book full

of suggestion and stimulating advice. Dr.

Hutchinson is a practitioner of wide ex-

perience, clear thought and an extraor-

dinary faculty of epigrammatic expres-
sion. If you are confronted by any of

the problems of bringing up a child,

mental, moral and physical, you will

discover In these chapters just the sort

of Inspired common sense with which an
old family physician, in whom you had
utter confidence, might relieve your
perplexity if you had time to talk things

all over with him.

CONTENTS

The Strength of Babies Brick Walls an ! the
Babies as Bulbs Growing Child
The Natural Morality of Eyes an<j £ars

The Nuriery ™tin
? *%G,ri '°r Ufe

The Sweet Tooth 55,uc.
tant P"re

il
la«e

The Kindergarten The American Mother
Our Ivory Keepers of The Delicate Child

the Gate Fiction as a Diet

Illustrated (Net, $1.20 postage 12c.)

Doubleday, Page & Co.

Garden City, N. Y.

Make Your Own Fertilizer
At in ill Cost with

WILSON'S PHOSPHATE MILLS
111 I In 10 II. I'. A No Bone Cutters.
hnnrl ami power, for the j>oiiltrymen

;

grit ami shell mills, farm feci mills,
family grist mills, scrap cake mills.

Send for our catalog

Wilson Bros., Sole Mfrs., Easton, Pa.

Amateur, Fancier, Professional Breeder or General

Parmer — the Book you need is

"The Poultry Book"
372 illustrations. One large handsome volume

$5. 50 pottpaid

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO., GARDEN CITY. N. Y.

Compressed

Pure - Salt Bricks
give animals pure, refined dairy salt. A trifling expense

avoids all neg>ect and waste.

It's Horse Sense
for stabled animal* to take just enough, ju-t as needed.

No better salting rule than animal instinct.

'iflBl Neat Patent Holders fumishad. Ask
dealers. Write (or free booklet.

Belmont Stable

Supply Company
Patmlett and M/rt.

Brook i.yn, - N Y.
Stefan C

Country Life in America twice a month is a decided success. The

magazine is better, bigger, more complete. More pages per-

mit of fuller treatment of the various phases of country living.

Better and bigger pictures are published and a more thorough handling

of the many subjects pertaining to the joy of outdoor life is possible.

Country life is growing fast and the magazine is growing with it.

The advertising pages, those indices of the needs of the country

enthusiast, are growing too. What a variety of interesting things

are offered. A man could build himself a country home, furnish it

complete, surround himself with lovely bloom, plant his garden with

satisfying vegetables, fill his poultry houses with fowls, his garage with

motors, and get a friendly dog eager for his whistle, by answering the

advertisements in Country Life.

We know the goods offered are good, because we have bought most

of them ourselves.

A modern advertisement is not only an offer— it is more

guarantee of value.

it is a
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My Farewell Car
By R. E. Olds, Designer

Reo the Fifth — the car I now bring out— is regarded by me as pretty close

to finality. Embodied here are the final results of my 25 years of experience.

I do not believe that a car materially better will ever be built. In any event,

this car marks my limit. So I've called it My Farewell Car.

My 24th Model

This is the twenty-fourth model
which I have created in the past 25
years.

"They have run from one to six

cylinders—from 6 to 60 horsepower.

From the primitive cars of the
early days to the most luxurious

modern machines.

I have run the whole gamut of

automobile experience. I have
learned the right and the wrong
from tens of thousands of users.

In this Farewell Car, I adopt the
size which has come to be standard— the 30 to 35 horsepower, four-

cylinder car.

Where It Excels

The chiefest point where this car

excels is in excess of care and caution

The best I have learned in 25
years is the folly of talcing chances.

In every steel part the alloy that
I use is the best that has been dis-

covered. And all my steel is ana-
lyzed to know that it meets my
formula.

I test my gears with a crushing
machine — not a hammer. I know

to exactness what each gear will

stand.

I put the magneto to a radical

test. The carburetor is doubly
heated, for low-grade gasoline.

I use nickel steel axles with Tim-
ken roller bearings.

So in every part. The best that
any man knows for every part has
been adopted here. The margin of

safety is always extreme.

I regard it impossible, at any
price, to build a car any better.

Center Control,

Finish, Etc

Reo the Fifth has a center, cane-
handle control. It is our invention,

our exclusive feature.

Gear shifting is done by a very
slight motion, in one of four direc-

tions.

There are no levers, either side or
center. Both of the brakes operate
by foot pedals. So the driver climbs
out on either side as easily as you
climb from the tonneau.

The body finish consists of 17

coats. The upholstering is deep,

and of hair-filled genuine leather.

The lamps are enameled, as per the

latest vogue. Even the engine is

nickel trimmed.

I have learned by experience that

people like stunning appearance.

The wheel base is long— the ton-

neau is roomy— the wheels are large— the car is over-tired. Every part

of the car— of the chassis and the
body—' is better than you will think
necessary. No price could buy any-
thing better.

Price, $1,055

This car — my finest creation —
has been priced for the present at

$1,055.

This final and radical paring of

cost is considered by most men as

my greatest achievement.

It has required years of prepara-
tion. It has compelled the inven-

tion of much automatic machinery.

It necessitates making every part in

our factory, so no profits go to parts

makers.

It requires enormous production,

small overhead expense, small sell-

ing expense, small profit. It means
a standardized car for years to

come, with no changes in tools and
machinery.

In addition to that, by making
only one chassis we are cutting off

nearly $200 per car.

Thus Reo the Fifth gives far more
for the money than any oJ.her car in

existence. It gives twice as much
as some.

But this price is not fixed. We
shall keep it this low just as long as
we can. If materials advance even
slightly the price must also advance.
No price can be fixed for six months
ahead without leaving big margin,
and we haven't done that. The
cost has been pared to the limit.

Catalog Ready

Our new catalog shows the various
styles of body. It tells all the ma-
terials, gives all specifications. With
these facts before you, you can easily

compare any other car with this

Reo the Fifth.

If you want a new car you should
do that. Judge the facts for your-
self. Don't pay more than our price

for less value. After 25 years spent
in this business, here is the best car
I can build. And the price is $1,055.
Don't you think you should know
that car?

Write now for this catalog. When
we send it we will tell you where to
see the car. Address —

R. M. Owen & Co • Agents (or Reo MotorCarCo., Lansing, Mich.
Canadian Factory, St. Catharine*, Ontario

30-35
Horsepower

Wheel Base—
112 Inches

Wheels—
34 Inches

Demountable
Rims

Speed

—

45 Miles per
Hour

Made with 2,
4 and 5 Pas-
senger
Bodies

Reo the Fifth

$1,055

Top and windshield not included in price. We equip this car with mohair top, side curtains and slip-cover,

windshield, gas tank and speedometer — all for $100 extra. Self-starter, if wanted, $25.00 extra.
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THE beauty and artistic quality of

Sargent designs arc* apparent ; they

are on the surface, to be seen by everyone.

Beneath them are qualities of material and

workmanship that are apprec iated by expe-

rienced architects and expert \vorkm<

Carpenters and locksmiths recognize the

inner worth of Sargent Locks. They see

in the solid construction the secunt v for which

these locks are famed ;
they find every part

accurately fitted in its place.

Sargent Hardware and Locks a; smooth-

working, efficient; they work with ease, quiet

and sureness through long years service.

TheSargent Book ofDesigns—mailed free
illustrates many patterns suitable for public buildings, residences, etc. Write

for this book and confer with your architect in the selection of a design to

harmonize with your architecture. Ask him to specify the use of Sargent

Hardware throughout the building.

SARGENT & COMPANY, 153 Leonard St, New York
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Climbing

American

Beauty

Rose

The American Beauty Rose
in all its glory and fragrance,

but hardy as an oak.

NOT the small, ordinary climbing rose, but real American Beauties—big

beautiful, deep red roses, measuring 3 to 4 inches in diameter, each on
separate stems. Fragrance that no rose on earth can surpass. Beauty equalling the finest American
Beauties grown. Hardiness that withstands the severe winters of

the north. Such is this new queen of roses. The Climbing American beauty

is the result of a cross between an unnamed seedling and the grand old

American Beauty. One plant of this new rose produces twenty times

as many blooms in June as its pollen parent and blooms frequently

throughout the growing season. Has beautiful, lasting foliage. The
leaves are large, bright and glossy and remain on the bush all

summer. They are not burned by the sun and give a most

pleasing, ornamental appearance at all times. Grows magnificently

in bush form. Unequalled as a pillar rose. Can be trained

successfully to trellises, pergolas, porches and to fences as a

border rose.

We have a limited number of one-year plants which we will send,

carefully packed, postpaid, for $ 1 .00 each. No rose lover can afford

to ignore this offer.

OUR LANDSCAPE DEPARTMENT
For the improvement of country estates and suburban homes is thoroughly equipped

and in charge of a competent designer. Our trees, shrubs and vines are unequalled.

Water color sketches and planting plans carefully prepared and estimates furnished.

Write us if you wish to consult our representative when next in your vicinity.

Catalogue and full particulars on request

HOOPES BRO. & THOMAS CO.
WEST CHESTER, PA.

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE, STEPHEN GIRARD BUILDING

4 '<A"-1
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THE POETIC MOMENT IN THE SARGENT SPRING GARDEN. WHEN THE LILACS AND IRISES ARE IN FULL BLOOM. ANY ONE CAN PLANT A
FEW LILACS. IRISES. AND TREE PEONIES. AND PRODUCE THIS SAME EFFECT ON A SMALLER SCALE (See page 35)
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1. Tti ' gravel cross-path looking north, with the westerly border of the path in the foreground, showing the iris, tulips, ar. :

fillers of spring-blooming perennials

A SUBURBAN GARDEN SIX YEARS OLD
HOW A HOUSE WAS FRAMED, A LAWN ENCLOSED, A STABLE SCREENED, A
SHADY WALK ARRANGED, AND A FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY BORDERS
PLANTED TO GIVE SPRING AND FALL BLOOM IN HARMONIOUS COLORS

By MARIAN CRUGER COFFIN
Photographs by \V. H. Wallace

HOW often one hears the exclamation, "I wish I

could have a garden, but I want a really beautiful

one, and of course it is hardly worth while trying

to do anything with our few hundred feet of suburban

yard. How can it be made even attractive with no fine

background, extended views, or even good trees? One
can have a flower or two for picking, to be sure, but these

do not constitute a garden in the real sense of the term."

But is it so impossible? W ith careful thought and plan-

ning and within certain restrictions, no. We certainly

cannot create a magnificent view, but we can plan and
plant beautiful screens and backgrounds that will be
interesting at all seasons of the year. We may not easily

be able to construct a picturesque diversity of ground

COPYMGHT. igu. BY DOUBLEDAY. PACE & COMPANY. 19

Siz years ago. when the soil was first prepared for lawn and borders.
Looking east from about the centre of the lot
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The figures correspond with the numbers under the photographs and Indicate the spot where they were taken. The arrow Indicates the direction in which
the camera was pointed

level, but we can so plant as to have much height and
variety in our flower and shrub groups. We may have no
rocky coast, wide expanse of lake, or pretty little brook to

give character to our grounds, but this need not deter us

from introducing water in the form of a well designed

pool or basin, while even a humble barrel, sunk in some
out-of-the-way corner, may be arranged as the piece de

resistance of a modest bog garden where one or two of the

fine aquatics may be induced to unfold their lovely petals.

To make a suburban garden attractive, the same princi-

ples must be observed as in designing any other garden;

that is, the design must be in scale not only with the

house and grounds but also with the means and taste of

the owner.

A garden that is well planned, well constructed, and well

kept up is a luxury, but a luxury that need not be beyond
the means of even the moderately well-to-do, while a fairly

large and handsome one, as here described, can be laid out
and maintained at a much lower cost than the initial expen-
diture and annual upkeep of a moderate-priced touring-car.

The garden shown in the accompanying plan and illus-

trations was laid out six years ago, and in that time has

practically come to its best. The property lies in the

pretty village of Flushing, Long Island, with a frontage of

approximately 170 feet facing west on Sanford Avenue.

The house, a good example of comfortable suburban archi-

tecture, stands about thirty feet back from the street.

A short drive sweeps in from the avenue, passing under a

porte cochere hung with climbing roses and clematis,

connecting at the north, or service side of the house, with

the kitchen road and turn.

When the improvements were begun, the lawn bordering

Sanford Avenue was in good condition and possessed a

few fine specimen trees, such as Euonymus alatus, pink

dogwood (Cornus fiorida, var. rubra), the silver bell (Halesia

tetraptera), and Japanese umbrella pine (Sciadopitys ver-

ticillata), well planted in relation to the house.

With the exception of adding some appropriate shrubs

to the base-line of the house, this part of the property was

left untouched, not even a hedge separating it from the

Looking west along the shady path from a
point near the gravel cross-path

4. Looking northeast across the mixed border at

the rear of the garden. Chicken yard at the right

Looking west along the north side of the main
lawn, showing perennials, shrubs, and trees
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st reel, as t he ov\ nei \\ is lie* I t In pa mi I >\ to he able to en joy

some of tin- beauty <»l his grounds.

Al tl>«- living |»'iti"iis «>f the house lie to the hi hi I h and

t-ast, the logical development o| the ^urden was in these

two directions. \n adilition.il reason loi t his development

was that Iroin Sanloid Avenue, on tlx west, the ground

falls gcntlv ,iw.i) to the east, thus

insuring almost complete privacv

from the street.

The east, i u houudai v , about

; >o feet awav fioin the Iron! piop-

erty line, is formed In a high board

fence (now overgrown by honey-

suckle) extending about three quar-

ters across the lot. The remaining

quarter runs still further east to

the next street; this strip of land is

large enough for a small building

site and may eventually be built

upon by some member of the fam-

ily. Just behind the board fence is an old stable on the

adjoining property which was a rather prominent and

unsightly object in the view.

In taking up the problem the first step was to ascertain

the wishes of the owners, the second to see that they were,

as far as possible, put into execution.

These requirements may be briefly summed up as follows:

To have a simple, informal treatment of the grounds which

should be so screened by trees and shrubs on the north,

south, and cast that they would afford complete privacy.

To have one large, open lawn, framed in by masses of

foliage and flowers, which should be at once the renin of

the picture, a general gathering place foi the family, and a

playground for the children. To have some minor strct< lies

of gr< en-.waid also framed in by varying and appioiu ia u

planting. To preserve and feature in the design the few

old trees existing on the properly about the only assets

from a pictorial standpoint. To
Construe I some good gravel path'

as connecting links between the

house, the main lawn, the flower

borders, the service yard, and the

lot on Beech Street. This lot has

been temporarily left unimproved
and is at present used for chicken

houses and runs. Here, too, are the

coldframes, the compost heap, and

other useful but not decorative

adjuncts to a well conducted gar-

den. Last but not least, to arrange

the planting so that there shall be

a succession of bloom from the first snowdrop of spring to

the last chrysanthemum of autumn, not neglecting some
winter show from color of twig and berry, but taking into

consideration that the family arc away in the middle of

summer and that the finest effects must therefore begin and
end the season. Succession of bloom is not the otlly prob-

lem in this garden where the planting scheme and color

scheme have gone hand in hand; each mass or group of

flowers and shrubs (for nearly everything is grown more or

less in masses) must not only look at home, but also be in

happy relation of form and color with its neighbors.

Looking wnst toward the house from the eoftt end of

the newly sen <lfd luwn

1

7. Looking west toward the house from the Intersection of the two main paths, showing the iris on the cross-path, white lilacs and tree peonies at the
centre, and herbaceous peonies (not yet in bloom) straight ahead. This picture also shows how advantage was taken of the few big trees near the house
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8, Looking south along the cross-path. The iris border and blue border
just after planting. (See No. 10)

The pictures taken from positions 7 and 13 show the

straight path leading from the living porch on the east

side of the house directly to the main lawn and connecting

with the wide walk running between the chief flower borders.

This is known as the peony path, as these lovely and showy
flowers of June border it on each side, while blooming with,

and spiring up between them, are the nodding bells of the

rare citron lily (Lilium colchicum, var. Svorzianum)

.

The best of the early white phloxes, Miss Lingard, makes
a fine display the end of June behind the peonies, while a

later white variety is interplanted with it for early autumn
show. As may be seen in the picture, the intersection of

the two paths is marked by tall standard white lilacs, with

the early blooming tree peony [Pceonia moutan) at their

base. This pink and white coloring in May is intensified

by the dainty picotee tulip and the starry blossoms of the

poet's narcissus {Narcissus poeticus). A good strong line

of garnet red chrysanthemums bloom on each side of the

path in November, while beside the main masses of these

perennials there is room for more ephemeral effects from such

9. Before planting ThS house is at the extreme left. The neighbor's
house, directly in front, was partially screened. (See No. 11.)

annuals as mignonette and deep red asters. Although
annuals are grown in various positions they are intended

chiefly for late bloom, it being, of course, more important
to have the borders gay in autumn than when the family

is away in July and August.

Pictures from points 10 and 12 show the principal walk
flanked on each side by wide flower borders, ending to the

south under a big linden. Here on the comfortable garden
bench one can sit in the shade and enjoy the masses of

flowers on either hand. The other end of this walk where
it joins the shady path to the north may be seen from pic-

ture No. I. The photographs were taken when the pearly

white iris were in bloom. This flower in all its varieties is

a special favorite with the owners, and this border, eight

feet wide by about one hundred and fifty feet long is

practically given over to its cultivation. The first of the

iris to come into bloom is the German, beginning about
the middle of May. In June come the dainty blossoms of

the Spanish (Iris Xiphium) in their yellow and smoky
(Continued on page 64)

10. Looking south along the cross-path to the seat beneath the linden. In 11. Looking northwest across the lawn from the bay in the southerly border,

the foreground is the iris border; the blue border is across the path Note how the planting produces the effect of varied elevation



S THE da ti-

ia worth
while? I

think it is, des-

E, pitc the fact
that it has de-

cided 1 i m i t a -

tions. You nurse

the plants and grow
them all the season

for one great burst of

bloom in the fall. Hu-
man nature is always in-

terested in a g a in bier's
chance, and assuredly that is

what you have when you at-

tempt the cultivation of this flower; and as with other

long chances, the results, when you attain them, are out

of all proportion to the immediate efforts. The dahlia

vies with the chrysanthemum as a claimant for the

regal throne in our autumn garden. The latter claims

its honors because of its stability; you can always depend

on cutting armfuls of flowers. But with the dahlia, in

those regions where gardens most prevail, there is always

the ever-present uncertainty, the anxiety, the excitement

of snatching rich jewels from the garden before Jack Frost

comes upon us with one dire killing touch; for be it remem-
bered that the dahlia succumbs to the first onslaught which

will leave utterly unaffected her rival for the crown. But,

given an extension of time and we have in the dahlia, in its

multitude of colors, a material that affords the garden a

harvest of richness, of intensity, of triumphant bloom such

as it can yield indeed at no other period of the year from any
other one kind of plant. Yes, indeed, the very element

of its elusiveness has been, and ever will be, an incentive

to its extended culture in our flower gardens. Its hold is

no ephemeral thing; its tide of favor has had both ebb and
flood, since the original prototype was brought to us a

hundred and fifty years ago, but never in all that time has

it been without its votaries and its enthusiastic admirers

who ranked it far in advance of all other flowers of the

garden.

Its grip is due not alone to its richness and purity of color,

but also to its extraordinary variability, yielding new colors,

new forms, and even new types in a degree that is paralleled

only in the chrysanthemum among plants of the flower

garden.

A native of South America, the dahlia reached us in the
normal course of events, by way of Europe, and despite

its present-day limitations, which are decided, it has found
favor among the common people throughout our whole
land from the Atlantic to the Pacific and from North to

IS THK DAHLIA
WORTH WHILE?

ITS VIRTUES AND FAULTS AS A OARDKN
FLOWER, AND AN EXPLANATION 01"

ITS POPULARITY AMONO CONNOISM.i \'

By LEONARD BARRON
Photographs by Nat haw R. Graves

South. No mean plant, then, is this, which survives on its

merits as a plant of the backyard and of the rural home.
Its uncertainty in relation to the weather is counter-

balanced by the big fact that it does not need an expert
horticulturist or a trained gardener to produce, in an
ordinary way, the very best results of which the plant is

capable.

The dahlia, indeed, is essentially an amateur's flower. It

is not amenable to such remarkable improvements at the
hands of the florist as are all of our other popular flowers.

For this one thing alone the dahlia appeals strongly to the
man who wants to get big results from his own efforts in

his own garden. The cult of the dahlia has been kept
alive, not by the professional florist, but by the country
amateur, who has organized and supported, in little coteries

here and there in various places, annual dahlia shows.
The case against the dahlia may be put very concisely thus:
It is a tender plant, except in the extreme South; the

roots must be taken up at the approach of winter and care-
fully packed away under such conditions that they will

be neither too warm, causing rot, nor too cold, causing death,

ft

A1 / 1
Dahlia seedlings. Raising flowers from seed instead of bulbs is a genuine sport,

with possibilities of securing astonishing results

23
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nor too dry; they occupy a comparatively large amount of

room throughout the entire spring and summer; they need

a fertile soil and watering, pruning, and other attention;

at the end you may reap a harvest of bloom, and inevitably

the plants will be cut down in the full season of harvest

by the first touch of frost.

All these things we grant, but we urge, on the other hand,

that the results attained, nine years out of ten, under

ordinary conditions, are an adequate return for the whole

ten years; that the labor involved is grossly exaggerated,

and that, in any event, everything that is worth while is

produced at a price. Of course, if you don't like dahlias

anyhow, you and I are moving in different orbits and talk-

ing a different language.

An extra count in the indictment that is sometimes put

forward is that the dahlia is stiff and formal. Perhaps this

was once partly true, but the last twenty-five years have

seen a great change of which we are only beginning to

realize the results.

In its early days the flower made its appeal to the fancy

because it could be measured by mathematical formulae;

its outline was a perfect circle, its arched dome was per-

fectly regular, and its whole makeup was satisfying to the

old-time fancy florist whose idea of beauty was a circle and
who measured everything with a pair of compasses. Such
was the old dahlia or Georgina.

The modern dahlia, as we commonly know it to-day, is a

mighty different flower— of irregular outline, though per-

fectly balanced, on a reasonably long stem, and lending

itself well to decorative purposes. A mere glance at the

photographs which accompany these words will be sufficient

to bear out this statement.

The Peony-flowered group is becoming increasingly popular for general utility

The most distinctive type of the new dahlias is the Cactus, with its long,

narrow, rolled petals

With the introduction of the irregular type of flower

(the Cactus) a new era dawned. The long, spidery petal,

and the brilliant color of the original introduction (resem-

bling that of Cactus speciosissima) assured its welcome, in

spite of the fact that the flower was hidden away behind

the foliage, on a stem barely two inches long.

Cultivation and selection soon remedied

this defect, and although the strictly Cactus

type of to-day, with the revolute petals and
recurved tips, is still as a rule somewhat
short in the stem, there were produced inter-

mediate forms, on long stems, nondescript

and unclassifiable, according to the old

standards, but which (as Decoratives) ulti-

mately have been the salvation of the dahlia

and the cause of its renaissance in the favor

of the American gardener.

What is at once a charm to the connoisseur

and a source of utter bewilderment to the

tyro is the present enormous number of

varieties, which are added to year by year.

Extreme variability is an inherent quality

of the dahlia. New forms are constantly

appearing in all collections of any size, and
while fashion controls to a degree the

chances of popularity of a newcomer, the

changes are being rung without any great

advancement in pure form. The dahlias of

a hundred years ago were as good as those

of to-day, excepting always, of course, those

of the cactus and decorative types. The
present tendency favors the less formal

flower, because it is more useful and fits

in better with our modern utilitarian

standards.

Perhaps a brief statement of the different

types and classes might be given.

Show and Fancy. Flowers double, globu-

lar; calyx lobes comparatively broad, the

petals or rays wider than they are long and

folded inward along their margins, arranged

in perfect precision, so as to form a half

globe with an even surface. This is the old,

•
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The decorative typo Is Intermediate In form between the Show and the Cactus.

The petals ure Dearly flat

original type. The Show dahlia, strictly speaking, includes

all blooms of this form that are self-colored and all shaded

flowers having a pale ground edged or'tipped darker. The
Fancy dahlia includes everything of the same general

form, but striped or variegated, or with the edges or tips

lighter than the ground. It is common practice nowa-

days to merge these two into the general

title of Show dahlias.

Pompon or Bouquet. A dwarf replica of

the foregoing, very compact In growth, free-

blooming, and well adapted to flower garden

use; also sometimes called German dahlia.

There is also a Pompon Cactus.

Cactus. A quite distinct class, with the

rays several times longer than they are

broad, loosely and irregularly arranged,

having a tendency to roll outward longi-

tudinally and, in the higher types, with the

tip sharply bent upward. The calyx lobes

are comparatively long and narrow. Flow-

ers, short stemmed; foliage narrowly cut.

Decorative. Intermediate in form between

Show and Cactus. Petals flat, arranged

with fair regularity; stems long. To the

old-time fancier the decorative type is an

abomination, but its intrinsic merits for

practical purposes have given it the ascend-

ency in the New World.

Peony-flozvered. A development of the

Decorative, toward a more nondescript

character. The petals irregular in form and
arrangement, and often only half formed;

the centre of the flower always more or less

open. It is highly artistic and probably

will become the dominant type in American
gardens for general use.

Single. Having but one whorl of rays,

making a flat, daisy-like flower, and includ-

ing representatives of all preceding classes.

The Twentieth Century group are extremely

laige-lh.weied SinglcH (if irregular and mansive form. I Im-

onc fatal delect of the S i 1 1 x 1
«

• h is their short life.

Tom Thumb. A miniature iacr <,l '.ingle Howeied dahlia',

attaining a height of only twe lve \>< eighteen in< he;,.

Anemone-flowered. A little-valued group having quilled

floretn in the centre with larger rays surrounding them,

resembling in general appearance the Anemone-flowered
I'ompon chrysanthemum. The planl is ol dwari habit,

but apart from its being different it has no distinct attrac-

tiveness.

Collarette. A group of somewhat freakish flowers, single,

with one circle of well developed ray florets, and inside of

that a circle of small, white or pale-yellow, tubular florets

and a well defined yellow disc of the ordinary type. The
plant! arc free blooming, and flowers arc carried on long

stems well above the foliage. The bizarre effect of the

flower prevents its being really useful.

For all practical purposes we need consider but a very

few of the foregoing types. Taken in order of their

real utility I place them thus: (1) Decorative; (2) Peony-
flowered; (3) Cactus; (4) Twentieth Century Singles; (5)

Show and Fancy. We can, indeed, afford to discard all the

rest, if we arc looking to the actual use and pleasure that

the flower can give us, apart from any appreciation of its

merits from the standpoint of the connoisseur and the

collector. With these latter the Show and Fancy, as repre-

senting the greatest perfection of form, and the Cactus, as

embodying the greatest diversity of character and bril-

liancy of color, must ever dominate.

CULTURE OF THE DAHLIA

The easiest way to grow the plants is from the roots which

ate carried over from year to year, being taken up in the

fall and stored in a frost-proof cellar over winter and planted

out again the following spring. To the real plant lover this

The Quill or Show dahlia is the old. formal, original type. The flower is semi-globular
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little bit of attention

that they require

adds the necessary-

touch of zest to their

cultivation. Many
people take the old

roots, with all the

newly developed tu-

bers of the year, and

replant them the fol-

lowing spring just as

they are. There is

no advantage in

planting these large

field roots; on the

other hand the ad-

vantage of dividing

is that you thus
easily increase your

stock of plants. The
tuber must have a

piece of the stem

with a sprouting bud
attached to it, as it

does not possess eyes

of its own like a po-

tato. Tubers that
are broken off with-

out eyes attached are

useless. The stock

can be easily in-

creased, too, by mak-
ing cuttings of the

young sprouts as

they push up in spring. Better still, start the roots grow-

ing in February or March in frames or hotbeds and take

off the cuttings when they have two clear joints, planting

them in pots and still keeping them in the frame. They
root readily. You can hardly stop a dahlia from growing

in the spring and propagation is perfectly easy; a second

When properly grown, so that the growth is bushy, flowers abundant, and stakes not necessary
the dahlia is well worthy of a place in the September garden

crop of cuttings may
be taken from the old

plants when the

growths are again
three inches long.
The plants can be set

out in the garden

later, according to

weather conditions.

Just when is the

right time to put the

old roots into the

open ground is still a

debated point.
Many people plant as

soon as they feel sure

that the danger of

frost is past— that

is, early in May.
Others defer planting

until the latest pos-

sible moment— say

the Fourth of July.

My own best results

have been with late

planting. The argu-

ment in favor of this

is that the plant, be-

ing put out late, is

busy making growth

all through the hot-

test summer weather

and is ready to pro-

duce its flowers, in

perfection, as soon as the colder days of early fall arrive;

whereas plants set out in early May are so far advanced
as to be producing flower buds during the hottest spell of

weather, when they become dried up, blacken, and fall.

And as a result, before they can reconstruct themselves,

(Continued on page 76)

Another example of the Decorative type, with double-pointed petals A modified Show type, approaching the Decorative



Simple topiary work at Hradfleld Hall. England, showing the dignity of ancient yews, symmetrically arranged, and trimmed Into relatively simple forms

SIMPLE TOPIARY WORK
By HENRY MAXWELL

Photographs by Thomas Lewis and Arthur G. Eldredce

THE trimming of trees has always been carried to

excess and always will be. The Romans ran the

gamut of fantastic forms. The Dutch revived

topiary work in the time of William and Mary and their

extravagances provoked a reaction which gave rise to

landscape gardening.

Trimmed plants tend to be short-lived, and the trimming
adds so greatly to the cost of maintenance that the system
is a bad misfit in a country where labor is expensive and
estates do not remain many generations in the same families.

Trimming should, therefore,

be reduced to a minimum.
The chief reason for the

use of trimmed plants is to

repeat architectural lines and
forms. Repetition may not

be as important an element

in architecture as it is in

music, but it is essential in

all balanced, symmetrical de-

sign. The chief lines in

architecture are the vertical

and horizontal; the chief

forms are the square and

the rounded. Columns and
chimneys are mimicked by
red cedar, Lombardy poplar,

and all fastigiate trees.

Horizontal lines can be re-

peated by the top of any
These American examples do not group very well, but they illustrate some of

the simpler forms — column, pyramid, globe, etc.
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hedge, or by the boxwood that outlines the paths of any
garden. Rectangular forms can be reproduced by trim-

ming Japanese yew or hemlock. Rounded forms occur

little in domestic architecture but they are often mimicked
by bay trees in tubs.

The accompanying photographs do not show any archi-

tectural necessity for trimming, but they illustrate most of

the simple forms that always will be most esteemed because

they harmonize with architecture. These simple forms are

cheaper to maintain than the elaborate ones and they

are in better taste. Every
school of art tends to kill it-

self by elaboration. It is

vulgar and pretentious to

display wealth by trimming
evergreens into the shape

of men, birds, fish, dragons,

etc. These forms do not

correspond with architec-

ture, as the cube, dome,
pyramid, and column do.

There is a better idea than
trimming, viz., to use the

trees and bushes that nat-

urally approximate architec-

tural forms and trim them as

little as possible or not at all.

By using such material we
can avoid the artificiality

of trimming.

»



A garden framed on one side by a pergola, which divides the formal garden This pergola serves to unite the house with its site. Note the rough stone

from the wild. Miss Emily Slade's garden at Cornish. N. H. wall which separates the dressed ground from the wild

THE USE AND ABUSE OF THE PERGOLA
By FRANCES DUNCAN

Photographs by Charles A. Platt, Arthur G. Eldredge, Paul Fournier, and others

THE pergola in America is both sinned against and
sinning. It appears in the same case with Long-
fellow's heroine who had the little curl

" When it's good, it's very, very good
And when it is bad,— it's horrid."

With the idea of the pergola — that of a shaded, vine-

covered arbor through which one may walk — no one has

any quarrel; it's the expression of the idea that is at times

appalling.

The pergola is, as I have said, more sinned against, and
the chiefest of its misfortunes is due to the lack of what
in another sphere would be called social tact on the part

of its author; wherefore we constantly see pergolas, ex-

cellent in themselves, brought into close association with

buildings of a type with which they should not have had
even a bowing acquaintance. A pergola almost classic

in its severity of design must suffer sorely when set down
beside a careless ram-

bling house of the

bungalow order and
a garden which is

quite as informal and
even more coquettish

than the house. Pre-

cisely as out of place

and uncomfortable is

a rustic pergola, ob-

truded into the de-

corous shadow of an
old Colonial house.

The architect in

either case may be

serenely unconscious

of having done any-

thing amiss; yet the

primary impulse
which deters a man
from completing with

an evening coat a cos-

tume of tennis flan-

nels or golf trousers,
A pergola of the simplest form at Northneld. Mass. The rough grape trellis screens the lawn

from the chicken runs and arches the rear drive, concealing it from the lawns

28

should have restrained him. These things ought not so to

be; yet unfortunately they are; and they are of such fre-

quent occurrence that a pergola that is in perfect har-

mony with the house is rarer than one that isn't. Yet it

should not need much wisdom to see that, if there is any
architecture in the garden, it ought to echo the architecture

of the house.

Another sin against the pergola lies in placing the un-

fortunate structure where it is absolutely futile and has

no reason whatever for its existence. William Morris's

dictum holds good in garden craft; there should be nothing

beautiful which is not useful. Now a pergola naturally is

doubly useful: it affords a support for vines and it provides

a pleasant and shaded walk; it answers the purpose of the

"pleached alley" of the older gardens for the shade of which
one has to wait a number of years until its trees are grown.

But the first duty of a walk is to lead somewhere; also there

is no possible reason for the existence of a supporting

structure unless there

is something for it to

support. Yet for all

this it is not uncom-
mon to see an un-

happy pergola
marooned in the cen-

tre of a wide lawn
with not even a vine

wherewith to bless

itself.

Aside from the mis-

placement— though
that is theworst sin

—

the pergola itself is

often faulty in con-

struction. This is a

light error to that of

being in a place
where it has no right

to be at all. Pro-

portion is, in its con-

struction, of first
importance; very
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often tin- pcu. l i is altogether too narrow for its height.

Eight feet wide, eight feet high and eight feel between

tlu poata in a satisfactory distance in every way.

AnotluT cause of sulFti in/ ti> llio'.i- alio have to look at

it is the lack of overhead vines. It's well enough to have

crimson tamblcts grow up the nicies if you like them,

though there .ire better roses hut unless there are enough

vines overhead to make a really effective shade, the struc-

ture with its heavy unoccupied beams will suggest the

section of an elevated i.iilnud trestle; whi* li in a garden is

an unfortunate auggestion.

I nless the garden is very elaborate and very definitely

separated from the house though no good garden should

be— the pergola ought to be constructed in relation to the

house; it need not be closely related, but some degree of

relation it should have. Its architecture should, as I have

said, echo the architecture of the house, or at least be in

keeping with it. If one's house is Colonial, then it is wisest

to forego the per-

gola and content

oneself instead
with the long,
wide, low arbor

which belongs to

that period.

W hen seen at

its best and in its

most comfortable

position, the per-

gola extends from
the house along

the lines of the

house, and makes
a shaded place

from which one
may look out up-

on the garden; or

else it forms one
side of the gar-

den, perhaps
arching the
boundary walk;

usually it "leads somewhere" — to a pool with seats about

it; a statue or sundial is at the end; it opens on a beautiful

vista or leads into a charming path. It is well to supply the

visitor with a reason, however slight, for taking the walk,

beside the undoubted value of exercise. I remember a

charming arbor— I daresay it would have been styled a

An arbor of carpenter work, unattractive at that

which leaves little for a cloak of vines to do

4*

A good photograph but a bad pergola. It is unrelated to anything else and j

of elevated railroad. For an outlook, a summer house would have been

A well clothed pergola of pleasing design except that it is too narrow in pro-
portion to the height and heaviness of the pillars

"pergola" in the North — in a little garden in Columbia,

S. C; this led wisely, conveniently and pleasantly from the

rear of the house to the kitchen-garden.

In this country some of the most satisfactory pergolas

have been designed by Mr. Charles R. Piatt who is pecu-

liarly gifted in the matter of relating the house to the

garden.

Pergolas may be useful as well as ornamental. Another
useful one, very simple in design and rough in construction,

was built over the tradesmen's entrance to a country house
— a hundred-yard-long driveway. On both sides of this

road were originally a long line of grape-

vine trellises. The architect took the cue,

left the vjnes undisturbed, but put taller

posts and overhead cross-pieces. The
vines quickly covered them not only mak-
ing a completely shaded road, but screening

chicken houses and yards from the lawn
on the other side of the road.

It was this same landscape architect—
Geo. F. Pentecost, Jr., who made another

cleverly useful pergola — this one on the

estate of John Wanamaker, Jr. Besides

its legitimate use, this pergola serves as a

back-stop to a tennis court; fine wire net-

ting is on the outside to stop a chance ball,

but a heavy lattice is also present so that

the netting is unnoticed; there are seats

whereon interested folk may sit and watch
the game. The wood of the structure is

varnished with spar varnish and the choicemgnt De a section . .
r

much better of vines is peculiarly good — trumpet
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A pergoi^ terminating in a summer house has some justification for being

-

necting link. William Morris was right in his statement that there should be

about the house that is not believed to be beautiful and known to be useful

creeper and bittersweet, if I remember correctly — both

rich in the orange tones that harmonize well with the color

of the spar varnish.

The character of the vines wherewith a pergola is adorned

does not receive half the attention it ought to have. I do
not believe it is

the place for
roses; their flow-

ering season is

brief; their
foliage rarely

dowered with en-

during charm;
the winter pro-

tection, often
necessary, is un-

sightly. Then,
too, covering or

embellishing the

sides of a per-

gola, is, as I have
said, compara-
tively unimpor-
tant; it is the

overhead vine

that matters —
the varying
shadows cast by
leaf and stem on
the brick walk
below are very
charming and a

lovely thing to

watch — yet rarely is this considered. In this matter of

shadows and overhead shade, the wild grapes are peculiarly

lovely; their heavy foliage gives dense shade in the

summer when one craves it, the exquisite character of

leaf and stem in earliest spring, the charm in October of

the ripening grape-clusters; all of this makes it a vine much
to be desired. Another vine, rarely beautiful overhead,

is the wistaria; it is lovely in May when in full bloom, lovely

when the petals are falling; it has a gracefulness and a

poetry that the Crimson Rambler never thought of. There

are other pergola vines — Virginia creeper,

bittersweet, clematis, trumpet-vine — but

none for overhead effect compare with these

two— the wistaria and the wild grapes.

That is for Northern gardens. In the

South there is a wider range; here roses as

pergola vines are perfectly possible, even

admirable. Especially is it true that if the

pergola have any beauty of structure, and
grace of line, this ought not to be obliterated

by a rank growth of vines as if it were a

back-yard fence, for which reason again, the

overhead vines are desirable.

Undoubtedly the present enthusiasm for a

so-called Italian garden is responsible for

the frequency with which this long-suffering

pergola is haled into gardens with which it

has nothing in common. There is a preval-

ent impression that if one has a pergola,

one has an Italian garden. But a pergola

does not make an Italian garden any more
than the single foreign garment that a

heathen proudly assumes, arrays., him com-
pletely in the garb of civilization— though

in either case the one may be a part of the

whole. But if, instead of haling into our

garden -by the head and hair, as it were, pergolas and
marble exedrae, we should bring from the gardens of Italy

a sense of their beauty of proportion, their balance and
symmetry, a touch of the skill and exquisite perfectness

with which the Italian garden is fitted to the landscape and
the character of the country— it would be a blessed thing

for American gardening. For these are things that, like

the Kingdom of Heaven, should be sought first, and then

pergolas like the other good things may safely be added

unto them.

-it is the con-
nothing in or

A fine prospect framed by the pillars of a pergola,
which also gives emphasis to the path

A pergola at the top of a terrace wall framing a tennis court and serving as

a back-stop for balls. Estate of F. W. R. Eschman, Yonkers. N. Y.



• He straightens up and ulves me an old-school salute whenever I happen to pass

THE SOUL OF THE GARDEN
By ELAINE GOODALE EASTMAN

Photographs by Arthur G. Eldredge

I. SPRING

YOU needn't talk to me about the first bluebird, Jim;

that isn't the way I read my calendar!

Dad can tell the time of year by a glance at the

coal-bin; and my small brother greets the jocund season

with marbles and tops; and mother, I believe, dates from

the millinery openings — but not this child.

Do you really want to know? Well, when the Pro-

fessor unbars the porch door for the season, and takes to

pottering around his garden, raking out a bed here and

snipping off a twig there, much as a careful mother smooths

out her little one's skirts and perks up its hair-ribbons —
then I know it's spring!

If the birds have a grain of sense in their saucy heads,

they're not planning to leave the winter resorts for at least

a week or two. Why, it was snowing big flakes when I

took my first peep from the window this morning! But,

all the same, those flakes were no more substantial than

thistle-down; and he must have smelt the spring some-

where under the damp, brown sod; for there he was, an

hour or so later, poking that dear, aristocratic old nose

out of his stuffy library, like a lean, gray woodchuck out

of its burrow, and sniffing the bleak wind inquiringly.

And then feeling about with his goldheaded cane under

some dry leaves in a corner, quite as if he really expected

to find something sprouting!

To-morrow, or possibly the day after, there will be a

very discreet and well-considered bonfire. It is true that

the Professor's garden was swept beautifully clean long

before Thanksgiving. But, you understand, there will be

those small rakings and clippings and snippings before

mentioned to be delicately suppressed; and that means

a friendly curl of blue smoke, and a whiff of spice on the

March air, and finally a little pile of clean ashes to be raked

back upon the beds ... and the prologue is over and

the play begins!

The Professor, you observe, Jim, is as fantastically neat

as any old-maid aunt that you ever stood in awe of when

you were a grubby little boy. No weed would dare even

to show its impertinent head in his garden; fancy the

light-minded fly who should venture to profane your

Great-Aunt Betsey's sacred parlor!

You wouldn't think so fastidious a man would care to

soil his fingers with real dirt? No, I suppose you wouldn't,

Jim. You'd think he'd stick to his study fire and his

philosophy books? Yes, I know you would.

You naturally think of a man with a hoe as all bent over

and sweaty and grimy and wearing unspeakable old clothes.

You would never condescend so far as to take a hoe in your

nicely manicured hands; but if you had to do it every day,

rain or shine, you'd soon be looking as if those awful old

clothes belonged on you; and your finger-nails would go

into permanent mourning; and you'd even begin to act

31
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the part— get gruffy and clip off your words short like

farmers do! I know you, Jim!

Now, the Professor wears a sort of undress uniform of

nice, fady blue overall stuff when he gardens; it's regularly

tubbed, and awfully becoming. The Professor, Jim, is

the handsomest man I ever saw— bar none! You know
what an intellectual head he has, and what a military bear-

ing, and how beautifully that silver sort of hair with the

thick, crisp wave in it contrasts with his clear, rosy com-

plexion! Only a good man could have a skin like that at

seventy-two. And his eyes are just as bright and dark as

they ever were; and his smile as fascinating. He straight-

ens up and gives me an old-school salute whenever I happen

to pass, if it's half a dozen times in a morning; and his

hands are as fine and as well-kept as a girl's. I simply

love the Professor!

. . . No, it wouldn't do any good for you to "buy
a blue cotton jumper and start a coldframe to-morrow!"

Don't you suppose the green things know when one is pre-

tending? You're as blind to the beauties of a promising

row of ruby-throated beets or curly-headed spinach as —
as I should be to the charms of a nicely articulated skeleton,

for example! I simply can't imagine you feeling delicately

of the"pea-pods to see if they were plump enough; or pinch-

ing off the side branches of the tomato plants; or hunting

for little striped bugs on the under side of the cucumber
leaves ... or any of those delicate little attentions.

. . . You'd "as soon think of tickling a cow under

the ribs to see if she was fat?" Just as I supposed. Your
interest in roast beef and mashed potatoes, green peas and
strawberries and all the rest of it begins and ends at the din-

ner table. You'd actually prefer buying your "green stuff"

of the market-man to gathering it with the dew on, in your

own back yard! You've no more imagination I . . .

Of course, it's quite understood that the Professor takes

a modest pride in having the very first and the very best

of everything. I should hope there isn't a man in the

village mean enough even to want to beat him on string

beans or early tomatoes. But that isn't the real reason

of his garden, you know!
Or perhaps you don't know, you poor boy. You are

so dreadfully young, .you see! . . . Fifteen months
older than me? Nothing of the sort, Jim. A woman is

no particular age. I'm a contemporary of the stars— and
of the sphinx— and exactly of an age with the Professor,

when we walk together in the garden!

. . . You admit the Professor's flowers are "really

very fine?" Now, honestly, Jim, what is your idea of

flowers? "Something to send to a girl!" Exactly. But
what do they really mean to you? Jonquils— colum-
bines— hollyhocks—»does each separate word of them paint

a picture and sing a song for you? Then you never could

be a poet-professor and have a garden, not even when that

curly poll is white and those medical tomes snowed under!

If it's the uses of the flowers that appeal

to you, and not themselves; if they remind

you of nothing more ethereal than a dinner-

party, or a funeral, or even a wedding—
why, it would be a sin even to take you into

the garden!

. No, Jim; he doesn't give me
flowers. It's little Mrs. Professor — the

dear, plain, practical home body, like a little

brown bird, who bustles about with her great

garden scissors to "cut me a bouquet!"
The Professor's sentimental offerings come

in the shape of white-heart lettuces, crisp

and tender; or such turnips as that old Ro-

man could point to, roasting at his hearth,

when he gaily rejected the bribes of the

Sabines — you remember, Jim?— or even a

pitcher of sweet cider foaming from the mill

— russet wine of New England— essence of

October! These may be given and accepted,

or even bought and sold at a pinch; and I

know how I should like to pay him for them!

You may look as black as you please, Jim;

it's quite true.

But the flowers, I imagine, are reserved

for the keen kisses of the humming-birds

and the honey-bees. To gather them would

be, after all, a kind of sacrilege.

You see, his garden isn't only a laboratory;

it's a shrine. It brings earth a little closer to

us, and heaven a good deal nearer.

What makes you stand staring at me like

that, Jim? Is my hat on one side — or

what?— Please let go of my hand, Jim; I'm

going in!

11. SUMMER

'What a thing it is to be able to enjoy life impersonally
it in the hand"

to possess a flower without holding

There, that's enough for to-day! I seem
to hear Polly's crisp ultimatum; and if that

isn't her face hovering, watchful, at the win-

dow, it ought to be. Though I can see noth-

ing more than a white blur at this distance,

#
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I'm quite i un it iou . ol hci guardian looks

upofl mti

IV.u Polly iloca take Much good care of

mi'! Tli.U live \ ens' si tiioiitv "| mini- used

to give me .1 soi t of handle nvcr her, or so

I fe&dcd; BOW, it's all tin- Other way. I'm

getting old and feeble, a tut must l>c looked

out for. Just tO httlDOl the old girl, we'll li t

it go at that.

The currants will be just right for jelly thil

week. Polly can't possibly use .them .ill. I

wonder if my little neighbor over the way

has time for housewifely thoughts this sum-

mer? I saw Ihi two hours ago, going out

with that (idiculottt, half-baked young

Medico of hers. And yet he may be a

harmless enough chap for all I know; you

wouldn't think Peggy would have an\ use

for him though! He wouldn't have hail a

chance with a girl like that — not in my
young days!

How delicious!) , caressingly warm it is to-

day! There's something about sun-heat that

goes straight to the heart. The stored-up

ray from the open H replace is the neatest

imitation we've got; but I vow I haven't

been warm clear through for years, except

when I've been sitting here iti the sun

awhile. The ardent smell of the roses and

the whirr of those locusts; the cheep of the

young robins just learning to fly — the

rascals! — these steep soul and body in a

bath of utmost content.

Somehow the aroma and the color and

the warmth and the tune and the homely

creature-comfort of earth are all fused in

one sensation, to be apprehended, as it were,

by one master-sense! Isn't it a fact that

young folk must taste their pleasures thriftily, one by one,

while the double-distilled drop of happiness comes only at

the close of life, like the tiny glass of perfect cordial when
the banquet is over?

Another thing; the youngsters must needs run about

continually in search of something they haven't got, and

then seize upon it roughly enough to brush the bloom off,

and try to make sure of keeping it all to themselves. Even
Peggy — the darling— if she were here with me in the

arbor this minute, would be all of a tingle to pick the roses

and bury her charming face in them and crush them to

her white-muslin bosom! They must yield up their passion-

ate lives to her, be part and parcel of her beauty,

if only for an hour, before she can feel that she has

enjoyed them.

What a thing it is to be old and able to enjoy life im-

personally — to possess a flower without holding it in the

hand! The roses nod at me from the top of the trellis

. . . and Peggy throws a smile over her shoulder as

she trips daintily along on the farther side of the hedge

. . . and I sit here in the sun, a gray old codger, and

am quite content.

Ah, here comes the little woman to reprove my dawd-
ling ... or perhaps to remind me of her order for

new potatoes. I'm satisfied to know that Polly is at home
and waiting for me; the knowledge fills my heart; I could

sit here all day chewing the cud of pleasant thoughts.

But Pollyr

,
you observe, wants me— not just the com-

fortable thought of me; not even the certainty that I am
quite safe and happy and unalterably hers, but my very

self and bodily incarnation, blue jeans and "frosty pow"

"Take my arm. Polly, and we'll no In to dinner"

and all! Perhaps, if Providence had seen fit to give us a

child of our own.

Well, well, little woman! what's up? Your old hubby
was actually taking a cat-nap in the summer-house, after

his stent of hoeing. Tired? Don't you believe it! Noth-
ing in this world but pure luxury and sloth!

Circcn peas? To-morrow, if you like; or the day after,

at latest. (Didn't I say a woman is more practical than

we are? The garden is to pay its way, if you please!) . . .

Currants? I had settled to begin picking this week. How
many can you use, dear?

. . . What's that? You were thinking of putting

up a few dozen for Peggy to start her own preserve-closet

with? "They're going to be married next month; he's

just got his hospital appointment!" I see.

Yes, women are more practical than men; and I suppose

roses were meant to be picked as well as currants. Take
my arm, Polly, and we'll go in to dinner!

III. AUTUMN

Don't ever be afraid of coming too often, my dear, or of

talking too much! You can't tell me anything that I don't

want to hear; and it's very . . . quiet . . . since

the Professor went away.

No, there isn't anybody to come and stay with me:
that is, nobody I care for particularly. . . . Yes, I

sit here on the side porch most of the time, where I can look

at the garden! . . . Yes, I know the nights and
mornings are growing chilly, but one can always wrap up
— are you quite warmly dressed, my dear?— and you see,

if he ivere an\rwhere about, it would be sure to be in the
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garden! I get almost happy, sometimes, fancying that

he is there; just out of sight, you know, behind the row

of currant bushes; cutting the corn-stalks, maybe, or

picking the Hubbard squashes; or just resting awhile in

the old summer-house.

No, dear, I don't think November is a sad time of year

— not at all! That's just your young way of looking at

things. To me, these rosy browns and lavenderish grays

seem very beautiful; and it's such a restful time of year!

Everything's finished, somehow; the garden has ripened

its fruits and is getting ready to go to sleep. I love to over-

look the clean, empty
spaces— the bean-

poles stacked in a far

corner— the tender

roses tied up with

straw— it all seems

to tell me silently that

his work is done, and

the tools put away,

and the faithful la-

borer at rest. You
know we are told

that there's a time

to sow, and a time to

reap. This is your

sowing-time, Peggy;

and I — I am richer

than you — I have

gathered in my
harvest!

Yes, I love to

watch the hardy
chrysanthemums
turning purple with

the cold, and the

birds at the moun-
tain-ash berries, and
the last yellow leaves

parting softly, so

softly, from the

bough and brushing

the sod as lightly as

a butterfly's wing.

Doesn't it seem to

you, my dear, that

Nature means to be

as kind to us when
the time comes to

sever old ties, if we
will only let her?

But you're shiver-

ing, Peggy! Put on

my white shawl,
child, and give me the lilac one from the bench yonder. I

hope you don't think it odd to see an old woman in a white

dress and a lilac shawl ? The Professor, you know, could never

abide black; and I do so enjoy wearing his favorite colors still!

Sitting alone so much, Peggy, I'm getting into a bad habit

of talking about myself. Now I want to hear about you
and Jim; where you went and what you saw; everything—
everything

!

. . . I know why you hold back; you are afraid it

will hurt me to hear about your happiness! Child, child!

do you really fancy that the honeymoon is the climax of

happiness? Don't you know that my Professor is nearer

to me now than your Jim is to you? Think, think of

almost fifty years in one house, and yet— why, he was
never so near as since he left me!

'I get almost happy, sometimes, fancying that he is there

Let me tell you a secret, Peggy. I made a very common
mistake; I couldn't bear to have him out of my sight an

hour! I was actually jealous of his books for years and

years; and I fancied the College didn't appreciate him.

Why, I almost begrudged the boys the inspiration of his

rare philosophy— those dear boys who came back year

after year to tell him— and who are writing to me now by
the score, Peggy, to tell me what the Professor did for them!

Yes, a woman can be very small. Do you know, in these

latter years I could have found it in my heart to be jealous

of the garden! I was afraid he might overdo; yes, that's

true; but that loving

anxiety wasn't all of

it; I was actually
jealous of something

that he understood

and I didn't; I was
jealous of the soul of

the garden!

Peggy, can't you
take a leaf out of my
book of life, dear?

Jim's a doctor; and
you "atways hated

physiology"; but if

you must be jealous

of his profession,
don't you ever let

him find it out. He
has the scientific

mind — methodical,

exact; and you dear

child, run to pretty

fancies and feminine

ideals. But don't

worry yourself or Jim
because he isn't a fan-

ciful woman!
We women mustn't

be too personal; it

wears on them after

awhile. Yes, I know
it doesn't seem so

now; but it is so!

We mustn't try to

make over or manage
or even monopolize

them too much. It's

our besetting weak-
ness, perhaps; I know
it was mine.

And yet, I did have
one excuse, my dear;

you know we never

had a child. He made light of his disappointment for my
sake; and I — I cherished the boy in my husband! We
were wonderfully happy; but all the same, I should have
been a bigger and a better woman if I had been a mother.

Forgive me, Peggy; I'm an old woman, dear; pray that

with you and Jim it may be different! The children may
seem to come between you two just at first— it's often so

— but. . . .

There! didn't you hear the gate click? Run away, child;

your Jim wants you. Come and see me as often as you will;

and don't let me be selfish and do all the talking next time!

You'll miss the Professor; but you'll always find the garden

in its old place. One kiss! . . . Run to meet him,

Peggy; don't let him find the widow smiling and the bride

in tears!



1.—"Lllaci are the t hrubs. ' says Professor Sargent. He considers them more satisfactory for New England than rhododendrons

A SPRING GARDEN OF LILACS, IRISES, AND PEONIES
THE SPLENDID EXAMPLE AT HOLM LEA — HOW THE 11)1 A

CAN BE ADAPTED BY PEOPLE OF MODERATE MEANS
By WILHELM MILLER

Photographs and auto chromes by Arthur (I . Kldredce

THE most gorgeous spectacle that man can pro-

duce with flowers is an American spring garden.

In the Old World spring comes gradually and

has no dramatic moment, but the New World enjoys a

phenomenal "burst of spring" when the countryside is

whitened as far as the eye can see by miles of fruit trees in

bloom. About three-fourths of all the shrubs bloom in

spring, and shrubs are the only material in which we have

a decided climatic advantage over Europe. Why not

follow up this plain hint of nature and make the spring

garden a national institution? Why not make our land

so supremely lovely that tourists will flock to America in

spring from every part of the world? We can do it, if

everyone loves beauty enough to consecrate one portion

of his home grounds to the poetic moment of the year.

For everybody can have a spring garden, even if it is only

a single corner of a small yard.

The most inspiring and instructive spring garden I have

seen is the one at Holm Lea, the estate of Prof. Charles

Sprague Sargent at Brookline, Mass. The garden is easy

to understand, for it is composed almost wholly of lilacs,

irises, and tree peonies. When these are in flower, during

the last week of May and the first week of June, the wealth

of bloom beggars description. In fifteen years of garden
hunting I have never seen anything to approach it. Every-
where you look the eye is filled with gorgeous masses of

color. For irises have blossoms about four inches across,

tree peonies average six inches, and lilac trusses are nearly

a foot long.

But this is not what makes the Sargent spring garden
artistic. On the contrary, big masses of large flowers

ordinarily produce a feeling of show, extravagance, pre-

tence. This garden is artistic because it is a series of

dissolving pictures, the views changing every step or two.

Take, for example, the views wholly within the garden.

One moment lilac is dominant, as in Fig. I; then peonies

loom up, as in Fig. 3 ; next iris becomes supreme, as in

Fig. 8. Sometimes you see one perfect specimen of lilac

as in Fig. 6; again your lilacs are grouped, as in Fig. 1;

at other times they are mere backgrounds of green, as in

Fig. 8. These three plants — lilac, iris, and tree peony—
can be combined in hundreds of different ways. And
anybody can afford to have them.

I want to explain just how you can make such pictures.
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because the whole spring garden idea is very simple and

practical. There are only four principles of garden design

that must be mastered.

First is the principle of pictorial quality, as opposed to

show. Many people would expose a garden like this to

the public gaze, so as to get the greatest show for the money.

This is all wrong, because you can never make beautiful

pictures by scattering showy plants over a lawn. The

way to get a series of dissolving pictures is to have a curving

path — not a wriggling one, but one that curves just enough

to reveal a new picture every step or two.

Second is the principle of enclosure. Many people make

gardens without any
_

hedge around them,

or a hedge over which

you can see. Any-
thing of that sort is

bad art, for there can

be no charm without

privacy, and there
can be no pictures

without a back-

ground. The best
background for the

ordinary flower gar-

den is an eight-foot

wall of brick or stone,

because it does not

rob the flowers, as

hedges do. The Sar-

gent spring garden,

however, has a nobler

background, because

it is a living one.

Consider, for exam-
ple, the outlooks from

this garden. In Fig.

3 you look out toward
a grand old group of

elms. Again you
glimpse the stone

house where Professor

Sargent's fatherlived.

In Fig. 6 you see the

hanging woods that

border the estate and
shut out the common-
place world. In Fig.

5 you see some perfect

specimens of ever-

green trees. All these

features combine to

make a continuous

background for the

flowers and to give

the garden seclusion.

Third is the principle of color harmony. There is no
elaborate color scheme here and you do not need any.

Nine-tenths of all discords are caused by flowers bordering

on magenta. Throw these out and your problem is simple.

Or you can make these strong colors delicate by surround-

ing them with plenty of green. The cockney cannot under-

stand this. His ideal is the Easter azalea— all flowers

and no leaves. The common notion is that a garden should

have a perfect succession of flowers— a border should be one
continuous sheet of bloom. This is bad art. Adere flowers

without greenery are vulgar, tiresome, and full of color

discords. You must haye a generous proportion of greenery

to make pictures and harmonize colors.

3.—Professor Sargent's spring garden from the central bed of peonies, looking out the south
entrance toward a grand old group of elms. The garden is about 100 x 300 ft. and is composed
chiefly of lilacs, irises, and tree peonies

There are three ways in which you can get enough green.

One is to have in the centre of your garden a broad stretch

of grass, instead of a trifling flower bed or a sundial, which
is overdone to the point of nausea. Then you will have
green enough to rest the eye every few minutes, and the

flowers will be twice as brilliant and enjoyable every time
you turn from green to colors . Another way to get enough
green is to have broad, grassy paths like these, which are

wide enough for three or four people to stroll abreast. A
third way is to surround the garden with trees. This
garden is sunken so that everywhere you see color

against towering masses of evergreens or hanging woods.

The fourth and last

principle of garden

design which every-

one should under-

stand is the principle

of economy. The
cheapest way to get

a big show the first

year is to use tender

plants and annual

flow»rs, such as

coleus, geraniums,

cannas, petunias,
poppies. But this

method is inartistic,

because its aim is not

domestic and pic-

torial but show.

Again, the bedding

system is bad art

because it is the

costliest to maintain.

The best art is that

which is the cheapest

to maintain over a

long period. The
only true economy
in garden design is

to use permanent
materials. The ideal

which millions of

women cherish is a

garden of perennials,

with annuals asfillers.

A better ideal is a

garden of shrubs, with

perennials as fillers.

It costs more at the

beginning and makes
no great show the

first year, but it is

cheaper in the end,

and it is better art.

"Lilacs are the best

shrubs," says Professor Sargent. This means a great

deal coming from a man who has so many rhododen-

drons, mountain laurels, and azaleas that it takes two
men six weeks of every year to pick off the pods.

On "Rhododendron Sunday" 30,000 people come to see

the flowers around his lake, which constitute a much larger

spring garden than the one here pictured. Moreover,

rhododendrons are evergreen, while lilacs are not par-

ticularly beautiful in winter. Nevertheless, after living

for nearly forty years with unrivalled collections of both,

Professor Sargent enjoys lilacs more. One obvious advan-

tage that lilacs have is fragrance. Another is economy.

Lilacs cost less than rhododendrons, laurel, and azaleas,
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and they do not rt'i|uiri* sin h expensive prepaiation of the

loil, For memben i>f the heath family recpiiie peal, and

they cannot l« ^town in soil strongly impiegnated with

lime. Llliti s do hcttci in New I'.n^laml than in the Middle

States. In cold climates they suffer little from scale ami

mildew. The all-important point is to get lilacs on their

own roots not on eommon lilac or piivet. It is the only

u.ix ti 1 control MiAers and bonis. A spring garden of

lilacs is more practical fot the millions than a garden of

broad-leaved e\ei greens. The best kinds of lilacs are de-

scribed by Professor Sargent in a bulletin of the Arnold

\thoretum, and by John Dunbar' in Tki Garden Magazine

for June, ujOv There are about 220 varieties. Some
nurserymen have booklets entirely devoted to the lilac.

If you take the lilac as the hero of your spring garden,

you can have bits of color for seven weeks, beginning with

4.—The Altai rose, one of the best for shrubbery, bears a single, white flower

about three inches across (Host apinosiaaima. var. Allaica)

Syringa oblata which blooms at Rochester, N. V., about

May 6th, and ending with S. Japonica about July 1st.

But there is no scheme by which a big show can be main-

tained for more than two weeks. The best period for a

big show, in my opinion, is the poetic fortnight during

which the trees unfold their leaves. This is the time when
lilacs are at their best. Therefore, the best fillers for lilac

gardens are perennials that bloom during this fortnight,

e. g., irises, tree peonies, and late tulips.

I shall not give long lists of the varieties in Professor

Sargent's garden. There is no point in it, for the beauty

of these pictures does not depend upon rare and costly

plants; it depends on principles of design and upon luxuriant

groups. There is a book on the iris by R. Irwin Lynch,

and there are dozens of catalogues devoted solely or chiefly

to irises, peonies, and tulips. But the question of dates

is important; also it is local. For instance, "Lilac Sun-

day'' at Rochester, when 60,000 people went to Highland

5.—Lilac. Iris, and tulip. In one of a hundred combinations, always with
grass for relief and a background of trees. The garden is a series of dissolv-

ing views, the pictures changing every step or two

6.—The lilacs have a magnificent background because the garden is in a
little hoUow surrounded by superb evergreens, so that everywhere you look
you see the white or lavender blooms against towering masses of green
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7.—Looking out the north entrance. Iris King Harold to the right; deutzia.

white and lavender lilacs, and tulip

Park, fell in 191 1 on May 21st. The thing to do is to note

the best shrubs and perennials that bloom in your neigh-

borhood when lilacs are at their best.

Among peonies Professor Sargent prefers the tree or woody
kinds to the herbaceous. These are more expensive and

under ordinary conditions short-lived. Some people claim

that tree peonies are larger, earlier, and have a more beauti-

ful texture than the herbaceous, but I cannot see it. I

believe that the common peonies are better for the million.

Professor Sargent, however, declares that tree peonies are

as "easy to propagate as weeds," if you know how. His

gardener, Mr. Sander, grafts the best kinds in winter (usually

February) and sets the plants low so as to get them on their

own roots. He makes them bloom the first year. All the

peonies in this garden are seedlings raised here. Professor

Sargent cares little for double flowers. He reverses the

ordinary horticultural practice by throwing away all the

double peonies he gets. The tree peony has been culti-

vated for thousands of years, but the original form of it

was unknown until recently discovered by an explorer for

the Arnold Arboretum. It is hoped that this wild plant

will put new virility into the garden stock when crossed

with cultivated tree peonies.

The supreme value of the Sargent spring garden is that

it teaches the right way to get brilliancy and color. It

is wrong to maintain a big show for a long time. To use

great quantities of tender plants, and maintain a lot of

gardeners and glass, so as to fill in with potted plants in

bloom, is ordinarily a wicked waste of money. And it is

inartistic, because it is for show. Even with these aids,

you cannot keep a place up to high C the whole season.

The right way to get a big show is to divide your place into

sections, one for spring, one for summer, and one for autumn.

Do not be afraid that these corners will be unattractive

when out of bloom. I have been in Professor Sargent's
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spring garden at every season of the year and it always has

a quiet dignity. The way to make home grounds interest-

ing the year round is not to dot flowers everywhere. That
is weak. The strong thing to do is to have permanent
material, good foliage everywhere, and two or three good

flower shows for short periods.

Divide your place, therefore, so as to have at least one

good show of flowers, e. g., a spring garden. But do not

go to extremes. For example, select no more than three-

quarters of the plants to bloom during the fortnight of show.

For the other quarter, choose plants that will make your
spring garden attractive for six weeks by giving bits of

color here and there. The fillers in Professor Sargent's

garden include deutzias, daphnes, mock orange, Altai

rose, tulips, daffodils. But he will not cover the ground
with flowers. He Kkes areas of bare earth between rich

clumps of perennials. Soil composes better with flowers,

he thinks, than carpeting plants. It is neutral in tone,

and when it is dark and rich with humus and fertilizer it

is eloquent of human care, but does not suggest straining

after effect. I believe he is right and that I have praised 1

too highly the work of Frank Miles, Miss Jeykll, and others >

in so far as they have striven to carpet every square foot

of bed or border with flowers. Theoretically, you can raise

three crops on the 'same ground by means of hardy shrubs,

creepers, and bulbs. Practically, it requires extraordinary

care, such as Mrs. Francis King gives her garden. Pro- i

fessor Sargent has daffodils enough to fill his peony bed,

but he will not do it. An edging of daffodils, he thinks, ;-

is enough. It is this self-restraint that gives to all his

gardening an air of easy grace, so that everything seems

to grow for him without effort. He will not crowd flowers e

even in a spring garden, and that is one reason why hisse

estate is my standard of dignity, permanence, economy, and^
beauty. Ds t

Try making a spring garden, therefore, even if it con-va?

sists of one lilac, one iris, and one peony. You canhardl;^

do better than to make lilacs the chief feature. '

w
°*

were

8.—A suggestion to lovers of formal gardening. This bit of path shows the

soldierly Quality of iris when planted in serried ranks

COUNTRY LIFE IN AMERICA
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weeping willow
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beech, cut-leaved maple, ami
in everv yard htTMH horti

make all places look alike. -\

CHERISH THE HU.HEST IDEAL

The highest ideal of home grounds is to fill

them with domestic feeling — to make a private

outdoor living-room, not a museum.
Only one thing is absolutely essential — pri-

vacy. It is not a case of snobbery or exclu-

siveness; it is a question of self-respect. For
the noblest home lilc will blossom only amid
privacy. You would not like to have passers-by
peer into your indoor living-room. Why should
you let them gaze into your outdoor living-room?
The ideal is to surround every place with a thick

belt of evergreens and other trees and lall shrubs
so as to keep out thieves, winds, ugly sights and
sounds, and above all the commonplace world.

BEWARE OF FORMALISM

Don't enclose your property with hedges.

Irregular borders of trees and shrubs arc better.

Hedges cut up a landscape and ruin it with
their hard, artificial lines. Borders harmonize
with the environment, have variety, and give
interest the year round.

Don't bisect your lawn with a drive or avenue.
One large lawn is better than two small ones
because it gives unity — more rural feeling.

Don't sri trrrs and shrubs in straight lines,

except where absolutely necessary, as on streets;

group them.
Don't make a circle in the lawn around every

shrub. Plant bushes in borders or beds.

Don't trim every bush into a ball, cube, or
pyramid. Allow trees and shrubs to assume
natural forms.

There are four great enemies of beauty:
show, formalism, speed, cheapness.

BEWARE THE OlICKEST SOLUTION

F.verybody is crazy to get quick results, but
the only things worth having arc of slow growth.
The wrong way to get shade quickly is to

plant "quick-growers," but they arc all short-

lived and unsatisfactory. Avoid poplars, wil-

lows, silver maple, box elder, Norway spruce,

Scotch pine.

There arc two right ways of getting shade
quickly. One is to move big trees. This costs

the most but gives immediate results. The
second is to build a summer house, arbor, per-

gola, veranda, or covered seat.

But the best plan for the greatest number is

to plant long-lived trees and wait. Pin, red,

and scarlet oak grow rapidly enough for any
reasonable person. They will soon overtake the
"quick-growers" and live through the centuries.

BEWARE THE CHEAPEST SOLUTION

The cheapest plants arc those which arc most
easily propagated, grow quickest, and give the
greatest show for the money. Therefore it is the
easiest thing in the world to have a showy place.

Anybody can ruin a home picture by having
long lines of golden privet, scarlet sage,

hydrangea, Wicr's cut-leaved maple, purple-
leaved barberry, golden elder, etc.

And the cheapest way to arrange showy plants

is to scatter them. But such a place is expensive
to maintain. The lawn mowers are continually

dodging trees.

THE ONLY SIMPLE WAY

There is only one way to simplify the whole
problem of home grounds — only one way to

gel an artistic and economical place-, hrnploy
• first-class landsc ape architect and pay his fees,

like a doctor's or lawyer's. Beware of men w ho
work by contract or on commission. They are
not removed from ili<- temptation to sink the
artist in the business man.

It sounds expensive, but it is cheaper in the
end. A good landscape architect will save you
his fee the first year several times over.

First, on grading alone. For most people
squander money on flattening everything to

the same level. He will show you why natural
contours arc more beautiful and less expensive
to maintain than terraces.

Second, he will save you his fee by getting
nursery stock at wholesale rates.

Third, he will save you the expense of tearing
up and rearranging your whore place ten years
from now, because he can anticipate the develop-
ment of your taste.

(iivc him the same chance to study your
personality that a portrait painter has, and he
will make a place that will fit the climate, soil,

environment, and the needs of all the family.
Nothing else is artistic.

Consult a landscape architect before you
decide where to build, for his judgment on
the site and style of your house will be in-

valuable.

Spend about 10 per cent, of the cost of house
and grounds on your outdoor living-room.

BOOKS THAT HELP

No book can teach you how to plan the home
grounds. No beginner can do so complicated
a job as well as an expert. It pays to have a

landscape architect even for a city lot or when you
have only #200 to spend. But you must have
some check on the landscape architect. This
page w ill enable you to get the right kind. And
if you prefer to study the subject and plan
your own place, the following books will be
helpful:

" Repton's Landscape Gardening," Nolen't edition $3.30
"The American Flower Garden," Blanchan . 5.35
"Manual of Gardening," Bailey 2 SO
"Landscape Gardening," Waugh .55

r
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II. SIMPLIFY YOUR FLOWER GARDEN
ABOLISH COMPLICATED BEDS AND GEOMETRICAL CURVES, USE FLOWERING TREES AND SHRUBS, HAVE FEW
TENDER PLANTS AND ANNUALS, SHELTER THE GARDEN, AND MAKE IT FOR HOME USE, NOT FOR SHOW

DON'T HAVE A SHOWY GARDEN business. Design is a life study. The only May 15th (or as soon as danger of frost is

simple way is to employ a garden designer. But past). Sow seeds of tender annuals outdoors.

ANYBODY can have a showy flower gar- if your adviser wants you to have a showy garden June 1st (or when the ground gets warm),
den. Anybody can buy cannas and he is the wrong kind. If you desire a unique Set out bedding plants such as cannas and
coleus from the florist. There are no garden that will fit your personality, make sure dahlias,

plants in the world that will give more color for that he believes in the following fundamental
the money or make a bigger show the first year principles:

how deep to plant

than tender bedding plants. 1. Privacy. Put a high wall or high hedge Very fine seeds, like pinks and portulaca. Do-
Any one can have annual flowers who has five around the garden. A wall costs more but is not cover these. Sow on a very smooth surface

cents to spare for a packet of seeds. cheaper in the end, for you do not have to trim, and press in with a flat, smooth board.
Any one can plant great solid beds of flowers feed, spray, or water it, and it does not rob the Fine seeds, like larkspur, love-in-a-mist,

that will bloom two months or more, such as flowers. California poppy. Sift fine soil over them to a
hydrangeas, geraniums, scarlet sage, etc. 2. Comfort. Have a place to sit in the shade depth of £ to j inch and press with a board.
Any one can place a garden where it will be and rest, work, read, or dream. A summer Medium-sized seeds, e. g., alyssum, aster,

seen by every passer-by. house with a tight roof is best. Cold, hard balsam, pot marigold, lupine. Sow \ inch
Any one who has wealth can, by the aid of gar- stone seats without backs are uncomfortable. "deep,

deners, greenhouses, and "everblooming bores," 3. Utility. A garden of fruits, vegetables, Large seeds, such as morning glory, nastur-
maintain a brilliant show of color the whole and flowers for cutting is more simple and pur- tiums, sunflower, zinnia. Sow 1 inch deep,

season. poseful than one in which you dare not cut a Very large seeds, like castor beans. Sow 3
Any one who has money can buy marble seats, flower without offending the gardener or harm- inches deep. Also sweet peas,

statuary, well curbs, pergolas, etc. ing the general effect. H0W FAR APART
thf tfifai n riwim rlBnirM 4- Pictures. Frame the best vistas inside and

^

garden
Qut Have an arbor or pergola clothed with a Sow thinly by shaking the packet. Thin

The most dignified and beautiful gardens in great variety of climbers. the young plants early and rigorously. You
America are the ones that have passed through 5. Water. Have running water to make will get more and better flowers if you prevent
the period of show. Color is merely an incident the plants grow, and for its own beauty— its crowding and allow every plaot as much room as

in therrf> If there are any large masses of flowers changing forms, colors, sound, reflections, shad- . it needs. After thinning or transplanting, the
they last only a short time. ows, and the wonderful lilies that grow out distances should be about as follows:

The ideal garden is not an exciting one; it of it. One-half foot apart. Plants that grow less

is a reposeful garden, full of privacy, mellow- 6. Permanence. Trees and shrubs are more than one foot high, . e. g. alyssum, candytuft,
ness, peace, shade, atmosphere, domestic feeling. permanent than perennials, annuals, and bed- lobelia, mignonette, Drummond phlox, pansy,
It is an intimate revelation of a pure and beauti- ding plants. They give flowers enough for portulaca, schizanthus.

ful home life. any one and cost less to maintain. Use short- One foot apart. Plants that grow a foot or

The fashion of the day is to have a garden that lived material only as fillers during the first few two high, e. g., balsam, dwarf nasturtiums,

you can see at a glance. It has no enclosure, years. Use perennials and bulbs that multiply petunias, rockets, stocks. Also spreading plants

or only a low hedge of privet. Such gardens with little care, in preference to rare, costly, and like verbena.

leave nothing to the imagination. They violate tender flowers. Two feet apart. Cosmos, lavatera, salvia,

the deepest and oldest feelings of propriety that 7. Harmony. Blend all the conflicting in- sunflower.

human nature has. Until 1770 the idea of a terests. Keep out all magenta and purple Three feet apart. Four o'clock,

garden without an enclosure never occurred to flowers and you will have few color discords. Five feet apart. Castor bean,

mankind. The very word "garden" means 8. Simplicity. Shun all elaborate beds and
on _ •

l \/i 1 11 j • . BOOKS ON FLOWER GARDENINGan enclosed space. geometrical curves. Make walks direct, con-
The ideal enclosure for a flower garden is a venient, purposeful — not serpentine. No book can teach any one just how to design

high wall of brick or stone to keep out thieves, a garden, but books can give us the fundamental
animals, winds, ugly sights and sounds, dust,

when to plant
principles of design, raise our standards, purify

and, above all, curious eyes. Flowers look twice Get local dates corresponding with the opera- our taste, and furnish practical help. The
as brilliant against such a background. tions mentioned below. Failing these, reckon following are suggested:
The wrong spirit is to exalt color above from the New York dates here given and allow

everything else. Color is not one whit more six days difference for every hundred miles of "The American Flower Garden." Blanchan . $5-3?

important than privacy, comfort, utility, shade, latitude. "American Gardens," Lowell 8. (De-

pictures, permanence, harmony, economy. More March 1st (or a month before plowing begins). "The Formal Garden in England," Blomfield
. . 3. 30

important than all is design, for that includes Sow annuals under glass to gain a month on "The Garden and Its Accessories," Underwood
.

2.20

<i 11 .u .j c . • » Manual of Gardening, Bailey 2.20
them all. the outdoor season. Mart sweet peas in pots. , . , D ,

6
' „ u , . „„

. ., , 1 j 1 gardening tor rleasure, Henderson . . . . 1.50
April 1st (or as soon as the ground can be 1<T . pi_w. r f;„j„ » R„nnPtt ,HOW TO DESIGN A GARDEN if 1 j\ c u J 1 ,

1 ne r lower Uarden, Bennett 1. 20
safely worked). Sow hardy annuals outdoors. "The Seasons in a Flower Garden," Shelton . . . 1 . 10

The beginner can never design as good a April 15th. Set out hardy flowers from cold- "Garden Planning," Rogers 1.32

garden as an expert. It is too complicated a frames. "How to Make a Flower Garden" 1.7s

The wrong kind of flower garden is open to the gaze of every passer-by.
without enclosure leaves nothing to the imagination

A garden The right kind of flower garden is hidden by a high -wall or hedge to keep out
thieves, wind. dust, and curious eyes
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ARKN'l Vol' SICK oi II?

ARKN'T \ou nit k ot necing w 01 in v. speckled,

_, and insipid fruit exposed nn the street* to

every germ that blows?
Aren't you nick of buying a few apples .it a

time front the grocer, at shameful prices?

Aren't von sick of commercial preserved fruit

an*! "permitted" poisons.'

Aren't you nick of paying millionaire prices

for fancy bottle*, freight on cl.iss. mult i , < |. .r < .

I

labels. u*elc*< wrapper*, and short weight*?
Don't you long for a binful of RaUlwins and a

i old room filled with home-made preserves?

Crow your own fruit!

SAVE YEARS OP WAITING

Plant dwarfs! They will bear four to ten

year* earlier than standards; often they give a

taste of fruit the first year after planting, and a

Crop worth considering the second year. Why
wait a dozen years for Northern Spy to come
into bearing when several varieties will bear a

full crop the fourth year? This means dwarfs,
not merely low-headed trees.

ill MORI VARIETY

Plant dwarfs! A standard apple tree needs
x 40 ft. On that space you can grow twenty-

five varieties of dwarf apples or twenty-five

varieties of pears. He a connoisseur of fruits.

It is more fun than knowing every kind of wine,

costs less, and is better for you. My grocer
knows only two kinds of apples. To 'him all

red apples are "RaUlwins" and all green ones are

"Greenings." Shall we eat the turnip-flavored

Ren Davis all our days? Or shall wc know the

spicy kinds, the meaty kinds, the vinous kinds

and all the others that melt in the mouth?

SAVE LABOR

Plant dwarfs! Save money on picking fruit.

You can reach it from the ground. No tall

ladders to put up, climb, and potter with.

Save on spraying. You can hit every pesky
bug with a compressed air sprayer costing only

$7.50. You will not need a power sprayer or

even a barrel outfit.

Save on pruning. No climbing up trees or

ladders. K very thing within reach.

HAVE BIGGER FRUIT

Plant dwarfs! The yield is smaller and that

is why dwarf apples do not pay commercially.

Rut you want quality! And you can get bigger,

better colored, finer flavored fruit, picked when
ripe and free from blemish limply because your

tree* arc *o small that i» it easier to thin, prune,
ami »pray them anil therefore you give them
belter care. So, buy dwarf apple* and pear*
and keep the niliei kind , dwarf by pruning.

HAVE 'I'll E BEST VARIETIES

Reject all these rubbishy varieties that
degrade our markets, such as Ren Davis apple
and KeilTei pear. Riant only the varieties that
connoisseurs like T. T. f.yon ranked at nine or
ten on a scale of ten points. You can get such
a list by sending to the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture, Washington, D. C, for

Partners' Rulletin 20H. Plant only the varieties

there recommended for dessert and culinary
purposes — not the market kbids.
Many wealthy people import IOO varieties of

dwarf apples, or all that a dealer has. They
fancy it is "fun" to "experiment." Don't fool

yourself. Half the list will die or prove no good.
W hy grow a lot of varieties which wc know arc
not adapted to your section? You don't want
a lot of gaps in your fruit garden, do you, or
trees that speak of failure? Karmcrs' Rulletin
20H divides the country into nineteen sections
and gives the varieties recommended for each
section by the American Pomological Society.
Don't go it blind. It's a wicked waste of money.
Plant only the varieties recommended for your
section by the American Pomological Society.

GET A PFRFECT GUIDE

It is preposterous to try to raise fruit with-
out a book. There are too many insects and
diseases. There is too much to learn about
pruning. Compared with the money you are
going to put into plowing, fertilizers, tools,

spraying, etc., the cost of a book is nothing.
The best for fruit garden purposes arc:

"How to Make a Fruit Garden," Fletcher $2 20
"Principles of Fruit Growing," Bailey . . . 1.65
"Dwarf Fruit Trees," Waugh .55

PLANT "PEDIGREE" TREES

The greatest new idea in fruit growing is

"pedigree trees" — a notion started by Mr.
George T. Powell about fourteen years ago.

Ry this method we can save several years of

waiting, get bigger crops, make trees bear every
year, secure larger fruit, and even get trees

that are practically immune from certain diseases.

Not all of these advantages can be had in every
case, but eventually this idea will revolutionize

nursery practice.

The old way was to propagate trees by means
of buds taken from water sprouts or other non-

bearing wood. This made straight, quick-
growing trees but postponed bearing.
The new idea i\ to propagate only from bearing

wood of trees of known record. For instance,

Mr. I'owell had Tompkins County scoured for

the be. I King liee and found one thai had neve/

failed to bear a erop of fine apple, for about
twenty years although it had never been sprayed,

and, best of all, it seemed immune to the canker
which ha* killed nearly all the old King on hards.

Mr. I'owell has propagated fifty trees from this

one. And he has Sutton Rcauty orchards
propagated from a tree which corrects the worst
failing of this variety, viz., wood that is too weak
to carry a load.

Several nurserymen now offer pedigree trees.

They cost a little more, but who cares? The
cost of trees is a very small item in the history

of an orchard.

ANOTHER GREAT NEW IDEA

I low to make an orchard pay for itself before
the trees come into bearing is a serious question.

The old way was to plant different kinds of fruit

on the same land, such as currants between
apples. Unfortunately the different cultural

requirements conflict. For example, you dare
not spray apple trees when currants arc ripening
beneath them.
The new way is to plant different sizes of the

same fruit, e. g., standard, half-dwarf, and
dwarf apples on the same land. Thus on a

40 x 40 ft. piece you can plant 5 standards.

4 half-dwarfs, and 16 dwarfs.

PLANTING TABLE FOR FRUITS

Beginners should plant farther apart than
experts.

Kinds of fruit Distance First paying Profitable

atari crop term

(feet) (years) (years)

Apples, dwarf 10 to 15 . .6 3$
" half-dwarf 18 to 20 . .6 50
" standards 30 to 40 . .9 75

Pears, dwarf 10 to 15 .6 40
" standard 20 to 30 .8 50

Peaches, South 16 to 18 .3 16
" North 16 to 20 4 14

Plums 16 to 20 .6 18

Cherries, sour 16 to 20 6 25
" sweet 25 to 30 .7 30

Quinces 8 to 14 . .7 30
Grapes 8 to 12 .4 30
Currants 4x5. .3 12

Gooseberries 4x5. .3 12

Blackberries 3x6..! 9
Raspberries 3x6.. I 8

Strawberries 1x3. ..2

The old way of growing fruit was to keep a shotgun and a bull dog. and sit up The new way of growing fruit is to plant dwarfs. No tall ladders to climb, easy to

nights. The new way is to have a wall prune, spray, and pick the fruit
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IV. SIMPLIFY YOUR VEGETABLE GARDEN
FOOL THE GROCER, RAISE YOUR OWN VEGETABLES, INSURE YOUR GARDEN AGAINST FAILURE, AVOID THE
SPRING RUSH, CUT OUT BACK-BREAKING METHODS, AND HAVE FRESH VEGETABLES THE YEAR ROUND

BETTER FOOD AT LESS COST

ANY beginner can have better vegetables
at less cost because the grocer's vege-
tables are stale and high priced.

The ideal is to produce all that you eat, since

this is the only way to get fresh vegetables.

Some day you will have a hothouse, so that you
can have tomatoes, cucumbers, eggplants,

peppers, cauliflower and beans all winter.

The next best is to have some hotbeds and
coldframes, so as to have coolhouse crops all

winter, such as lettuce, spinach, radishes, mint,
parsley. Get booklets about double glass and
portable frames.

Everybody can raise most of the vegetables a
family needs, provided there is a cold room or
root cellar in which to store over winter late

varieties of beets, carrots, cabbage, celery,

kale, onions, potatoes, salsify, squash, and
turnips.

INSURE AGAINST FAILURE

There is only one way to prepare for every
emergency^ Get a book that will teach you the
best methods, forewarn you against enemies,
and be a tower of strength in times of trouble.

The best books on vegetable gardening for be-
ginners are three that contain planting tables,

viz.

:

"Principles of Vegetable Gardening," Bailey . $1.65
"How to Make a Vegetable Garden," Fullerton . 2.20
"The Vegetable Garden," Bennett 1.20

LAY SOLID FOUNDATIONS

The fundamentals are:

1. Shelter. Put a wall, hedge, or windbreak
around your garden and you can have vegetables
a fortnight earlier in spring and a month or two
later in fall.

2. Feeding. Manure heavily. It seems ex-

pensive, but you get your money back the first

year.

3. Preparation of the soil. The deeper you
dig the more plant food you unlock. The ideal

is to trench the garden.

4. Watering. More than half the failures

are due to lack of water at critical times. Pro-
vide a perfect system of irrigation. Have pipe
and hose enough to reach every plant.

5. Cultivation. Have a battery of up-to-date
tillage tools so that it will be a delight to keep
ahead of weeds and maintain a dust mulch.

Scientific methods cost more at the start

than slipshod methods but are cheaper in the
end, for you get bigger crops with less labor,

and labor is the costliest item in gardening.

REDUCE THE COSTLIEST ITEM

Cut out all the slow, pottering work that used
to be done on hands and knees, like weeding
onions. Cut out the old, back-breaking stoop
that comes from short-handled tools.

Get a wheel hoe, which contains practically

all garden tools in one. "A wheel hoe," says
one enthusiast, "will do anything you can do by
hand and do it better and cheaper."

Visit a seed or agricultural implement store

and have them demonstrate special hoes, rakes,

forks, weeders, and other labor-saving tools.

Write for a tool catalogue. Consult the back
of your seed catalogue.

AVOID THE SPRING RUSH

Nothing is more complicated, bewildering, and
unsatisfactory than gardening without a plan.

Any beginner can make one. Spend four
evenings on a plan during the next fortnight and
you will have more and better vegetables with
less expense, work and worry.

1. Measure the space available for the kitchen
garden and draw the outlines on a sheet about
II x 20 in. A good scale is one quarter of an
inch to the foot. You can get paper ruled in

both directions every quarter-inch.
2. Rows. Run these north and south, so that

the sun will shine on both sides of every plant.

3. Paths. Make a path three feet wide or
more along two sides of the garden at right angles

to the rows. Have no path in the centre.

4. Permanent crops. Put these at one end
and leave the rest free for tillage.

5. Tall Crops. Put corn and pole beans where
they will not shade the smaller vegetables,

e. g., at the north end with a melon patch
between.
The best garden plan I have ever seen (Mr.

Kayan's) was published in The Garden Magazine
for March, 1908. (Price, 15 cents.) Also, con-
sult Mr. Seymour's article in Country Life in

America for September 15, 191 1, page 27.

HOW MUCH SEED TO ORDER

For a family of five, or a garden of 4,000
sq. ft., order one packet of seed of each kind,

except peas, beans, and corn. A pint of peas
or bush beans will plant 50 feet. A pint of
corn will plant 100 feet.

DISTANCE BETWEEN ROWS

Save readjusting the wheel hoe by adopting
a unit width, e. g., one foot (hand cultivation).

HILLS OR DRILLS

Root crops

Spinach

Tomato family

I ft. Celery

1 \ ft. Potatoes

3 ft. Vines .

3 ft.

4 ft.

6 ft.

Sow all hardy vegetables in drills, i. e., singly

in straight lines.

Sow all tender vegetables in kills (except bush
beans and peppers).

HOW DEEP TO PLANT

Nothing is so distracting as to try to consult

books or planting tables when sowing seeds.

To get the full flavor of happiness write your
labels evenings and put on them the depth to

sow and the distances apart.

3 'to 5 in. Late peas, late potatoes.

2 in. Beans, corn, early potatoes,

ij in. Beets, squash.

1 in. Cucumbers, melons, parsley, parsnip, spinach,

j to I in. Cabbage, carrot, cauliflower, onion, radish,

turnip.

\ to J in. Celery, lettuce.

HOW FAR APART IN THE ROW

Sow all hardy vegetables in drills one inch

apart. Exceptions: Sow onions, f inch apart;

beets, carrots, parsnip, radish § inch apart;

potatoes 12 to 18 inches apart.

WHEN TO PLANT

Get local dates from an experienced gardener.

Failing these, reckon from New York, allowing

six days difference for every hundred miles of

latitude.

Hotbeds. To gain a month, sow in hotbeds
six or eight weeks before you dare set plants

outdoors. (About March 1st).

Hardy vegetables. Sow these outdoors when
trees begin to bud and farmers plow. (About
April 1st.)

Tender vegetables. Sow these outdoors when
all danger of frost is past. (About May 10.)

TENDER OR HARDY

The following cannot endure any frost:

1. Cucumber family (cucumber, melon, pump-
kin, squash).

2. Tomato family (tomato, eggplant, pepper,
potato, sweet potato).

3. Other tropical vegetables (beans, corn, okra).

[Editors' Note.— The books listed on the foregoing

pages are from the presses of different publishers, but may
be obtained most readily from your local bookseller or

through the Mail Order Department of Doubleday, Page
& Co., Garden City, N. Y. The prices quoted include

postage. Information as to other gardening books will be

furnished, and all gardening questions answered by our

Readers' Service.]

The complicated way of raising vegetables is to have fruit trees in the kitchen garden.

The shade and tree roots reduce yields and increase the costliest item— labor

The simple way of raising vegetables is to keep trees outside the garden, and run
all the rows in one direction
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WHAT TWENTY-FIVE YEARS HAVE DONE FOR ONE
COUNTRY PLACE

TREKS seldom grow wild whore man most
needs them on his building lots. When
Rockgirt was built on the crest of Min-

ncqua lull, commanding the view north, east, and
west. all the trees trowing on the hill were bunched
in the wood lot the length of the tennis court from
the back of the house, and nothing better than
one choke-cherry shrub broke the bleak line of the

hillside as it sloped away from the house on the

other three sides.

The house is built after the lines of an old

English farmhouse, and its very simplicity of

roof demands cozy bunches of trees to tic it to

the landscape; besides its exposed position on
the top of a high hill calls for stalwart wind-
breaks.

The first thing that was done after the house
was finished was to lay out the drive. This was
alread) well defined, for the men who hauled

the building materials up the hill naturally chose

the easiest grade, making long curves back and
forth to rest the horses.

Then came the question of w hat trees to plant.

No pines grew on the hill, but that was evidently

nature's mistake, for all the conditions called for

them. The soil lay onlv about a foot and a half

deep, underneath w hich was layer upon layer of

loose rock, but pine is said not to mind that.

The place was dry and windy, but those hard-

ships only make the pine more sturdy and pictur-

esque. The white pine, besides, is a rapid

grower. It often gains two feet in a year and

By FLORA LEWIS MARBLE
Photographs by the author >

attains a height of 150 to 200 feet in time.

It has a regular, pyramidal shape when young,
and becomes ruggedly picturesque in old age.

It is beautiful and healthy winter and summer.
Its needles make an excellent carpet on which to

lounge of a hot day when the sun makes the air

heavy with pincy odors from the branches
above. All the tree seemed to demand wa»
plenty of sunshine and room to spread out its

horizontal branches. No other tree seemed so

adapted to the hill top, so white pine was planted
with only a maple or two and a few oaks near
the house to give variety.

The young pines were planted outlining the
drive and forming clumps here and there, with
large stretches of meadow left intact, as indi-

cated on the plan. Great care was taken that

the trees should not interfere with the view.

Trees that were planted in front of the house
were set far enough down the hillside to make
only a pleasing foreground for the picture.

Where the drive turns to the house trees would
have shut out the view, but some windbreak
was necessary to keep the snow from drifting and
making the road impassable, so a hedge of hem-
lock was planted and left to grow untrimmed.
Its uneven top makes a graceful line against

the distant hills, and, as a windbreak, nothing

could be more successful.

This was all done twenty-five years ago, and
these years have given Rockgirt house a setting of

thrifty pines forty feet or more high that fulfil

all the dreams their planter could have had for

them. They make the house a part of the

landscape and not a spot on it. They form

a windbreak on the sides most exposed. They
arc warm and cozy in winter and cool and rest-

ful in summer, and their mature growth contains

endless possibilities for the landscape gardener.

It was at this time that we took Rockgirt.

The first thing that wc did was to discover

and develop an outdoor tea room in a group
of pines growing near the house. This clump
was composed of five trees, four growing around
a centre one. The inside branches, being closely

intertwined, were dead. When they were
trimmed out there was a cozy tea room with

walls of growing pine boughs and a soft carpet

of pine needles. A doorway was trimmed out

of a sheltered side, a circular table was built

about the centre tree, benches and chairs were
placed within the green walls, and the tea room
was complete.

While this rocky, dry soil is good for pines, it

makes lawns next to impossible. Dirt has been
hauled to bank up the terrace about the house.

This is seeded with lawn grass, and mowed,
but the large, open stretches between the trees

arc allowed to grow to daisies and clover. The
effect is really artistic, however.
The next thing that took our attention was the

development of the thirty acres of woodland
at the rear of the tennis court. These acres lie

across the highest point on the hill, with a steep

Where the road curved down the hill it had to be ploughed and leveled
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Pines around the house form a windbreak, but the ones directly in front were set

far enough down the hillside not to obstruct the view

A lawn is all but impossible here, so only the terrace next to the house is kept
mowed. Daisies and clover cover the rest of the open ground

wooded descent into the southern valley. The
cliffs on the top of the hill command a view that

can be had from no other point on the place,

though few of our friends enjoyed it for, up to

this time,~the cluttered condition of the woods
made getting about a strenuous matter.

It takes an unspecialized average mind to

combine happily the beautiful and the useful.

Many landscape gardeners sacrifice the utili-

tarian purpose for the sake of the picture. The
forester, on the other hand, wants to cut down
all the trees of any size and make salable lumber
in order to re-plant the ground in rows 4 feet

apart with seedlings that will mature in fifty

years. We talked to men of both these pro-

fessions about our wood lot, and then en-

gaged a lumberman who would obey orders

from an average mind, and had not too many
notions of his own. The average mind alluded

to had no special training, only an eye for the

beautiful and a desire for firewood.

We started the road from the house along the

side of the tennis court, and bent up into the

high part of the woods at once. I went ahead
to a point where the road was to touch, and the

woodman followed blazing the way. This he

did by cutting small trees and bending them into

the centre of the roadway, following the direction

it was to take. The road was drawn to touch
several points where the best views of the south
valley could be obtained. It curved around
all the large trees, winding sometimes close be-

tween them. When a tree was diseased it was
marked with a blow of the hatchet for future

cutting, even if it was off of the line of the road.

This cutting must be done to keep scales or in-

sects from spreading, or if the tree is crowding or

hurting another. When the tree is cut it should
be sawed close to the ground with a smooth cut;

this insures a good second growth.

As the road came down the hill and curved
back toward the house it had to be ploughed
and leveled. Care was taken not to plough
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Plan of the grounds at Rockgirt. showing the winding
road cut through the woods

near the roots of the hemlocks or to cut away
too much around them, as they are often killed

by a clearing giving them an unaccustomed sup-

ply of water.

The edge of the woods where the trees are

exposed to storms and pests, had more severe

cutting. Some of them were partly dead and
formed breeding places for inseots.

. As the trees in the road were cut they were
made to fall back into the roadway. This saved
breaking young trees beside the road. Then
the branches were stripped off, made into

bunches and hauled to an open field along the

road made behind the workers. When the

branches reached the field such parts of them
as were available for firewood were cut up and
piled by themselves. The brush was left in

a pile in the centre of the field to burn when a

heavy snow would prevent the fire from spread-

ing. Then the logs were hauled out, sawed to

length, and piled. This sawing was done in the

field to keep the litter from the woods. When
the road was cleared the roots were cut from the

stumps and the stumps drawn so as to leave the

roadway smooth. The small stumps were easily

drawn out by the horses, but some large ones

had to be dynamited.
Without the wood road Rockgirt was not

complete. With it we have gained some choice

bits of landscape gardening, and the following

statement proves that financially we made a

good investment.

EXPENSES OF MAKING THE WOOD ROAD
One team for six days #24.00
Eight men for six days 66.25
Dynamite and fuse 1.00

We cut from the wood road twenty-seven cords

of sound wood worth $3 a cord ($81), besides

forty cords of punky or small wood good to

burn but not salable, valued at $1 a cord ($40),

making a total of $121.

it^.x •. ... V
• -jpl^v, v"

Blazing the way for the wood road. This was done by cutting small trees and The same spot after the road was made. Winding roads in a wooded tract make
bending them in the direction the road was to take ever-changing vistas and so add to the landscape picture
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AN ITALIAN GARDEN IN MINIATURE

ON Till", steep southern slope of Corry Hill,

Brookline, Mass., is a unique enclosed car-

don no larger than the average lawn on a

\ ill.ice street, but possessing all the privacy and
ch.irmof a real Italian court garden.

It was designed by the owner, Mr. King C.
Gillette, and has been modeled to fit the hillside.

Two sides are enclosed by the large, rambling
white house, a mellow-toned brick wall extends

along another side, while on the remaining side

a hijjh iron fence separates the garden from the

I'. ('OKA I'ARK V. R

Photographs by the author

terraced street which skirts the property at the

rear. An entrance Rate with brick pillars sur-

mounted by an ironwork arch joins the rear

wing of the house.

Three stone walks traverse the garden, one lead-

ing from the terrace gate to the balcony entrance
of the great hall; a second walk leads across the

centre of the garden from a side veranda, past

the sun dial, to a stone seat opposite; while the
third walk follows the brick wall four feet below,

being reached by two flights of stone steps.

The distinguishing feature of the garden is the

fountain which is built into the brick wall. The
centre is of glazed tile, and the ornamental border

and basin arc of carved stone. Yellow poppies

grow on each side of this fountain, and beds

of gorgeous red and yellow zinnias bloom in the

grass. Old-fashioned flowers grow in profusion

in ' iii favored spot and make a brilliant showing.

Altogether the charming results achieved in

this garden are an object lesson of the value of

landscape architecture even in a restricted space.

Gay-colored hollyhocks thrust their heads through the iron bars of the tall fence Garden walk leading from the terrace gate to the balcony entrance of the great

and nod to the passers-by hall. The walks in this garden are all of concrete slabs
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ALLURING FRAXINELLA
A PLANT OF MYSTERY WHICH EMITS A FLAME FROM THE FLOWERS, LOOMS SPEC-
TRALLY IN THE MOONLIGHT, AND MAKES THE DARKNESS REDOLENT OF LEMON

By THOMAS McADAM

ONE of the most precious hardy flowers

known to man is the fraxinella, a peren-
nial bush about three feet high with

spikes of white or reddish flowers that bloom in

July. The whole plant exhales the odor of lemon.
The bush is as shapely as a peony, and is even
more permanent. After seven years a peony
usually begins to

go back. A single

clump of fraxinella

is said to have
outlived father,

son, and grandson
on the same spot

of ground.

The most spec-

tacular fact about
the fraxinella is

that it will emit
a flame on^sultry
summer evenings.

The gas from the
flowers is so strong
that you can light

a match above
them and there

will be a puff of

flame. The con-

ditions, however,
must be just right
— a still summer
evening about
dusk. I must con-
fess that I have never succeeded in getting the
flame, but reputable nurserymen will verify the
statement. On account of this peculiarity, the
fraxinella has often been advertised as the "gas-
plant." The phenomenon is so well known
that the plant is often referred to as "the burning
bush," but it should not be confused with the
species of Euonymus which are also called burn-

The so-called red variety

fraxinella

of

Photographs by Nathan R. Graves

ing bushes, as the latter are shrubs with bril-

liant autumnal foliage and berries.

You will find this plant listed in nearly every
catalogue as Dictamnus Fraxinella, and the

popular impression is that the red is the original

form, and the white a variety. The botanists,

with habitual perversity, call the plant D. albus.

The so-called red form has rosy-purple flowers,

the veins being darker, and spikes six toteninches
long. The red variety has a coarse, cottage-

garden look; the white is purer, goes better with
other flowers, and is more conspicuous at night

when it adds much to the charm of a garden.

All the names of this plant are remarkably
interesting. The best are the oldest ones —
fraxinella and dittany. Fraxinella means "little

ash," referring to the pinnate leaves. Dittany
means the same thing, as it is a corruption of

Dictamnus, an old Greek name supposed to

indicate foliage like the ash.

The culture of fraxinella is simple. Like
other long-lived perennials it is not easy to

propagate by division. It is rather easily raised

from seeds but takes four years to bloom. Seed
is best sown as soon as ripe. It can be sown
outdoors and covered about an inch. The seed

will germinate the next spring and the seedlings

after two years' growth may be moved to per-

manent quarters where they will bloom the next

year. Once established, a clump grows better

every year and produces more flowers. The
plant likes a rather rich, heavy soil and does as

well in half shade as in sun.

The artistic possibilities of this plant seem
to me quite undiscovered. You sometimes
see a good mass of it in a hardy border, or a

bold clump used as a lawn specimen, but its

foliage is so glossy, leathery, and attractive

throughout the season that it ought to have a

bed by itself in the garden. Such a bed might be
filled with lilies and edged with early bulbs.

The foliage would be pleasant to brush against,

the white flowers would help to make our hot
gardens seem cooler on moonlight nights, it

would be spectral or mysterious, and on dark

A clump of white fraxinella. showing the purity of

color and suggesting the compactness of the bush

nights its fragrance would powerfully stimulate
the imagination.

Everything about the plant is strange and
alluring. In all these centuries is has been in

gardens, it has never acquired a commonplace
or homely look, like peonies or iris. The form
of the flower is strange, owing to its five unequal
petals and the ten declined stamens. Fraxinella

is not given to us for color, or for size of flower,

or for height, but for charm. Why, then, should
we not use it in ways calculated to excite wonder?
How would it look at the end of a long covered
walk, or reflected in a quiet pool?

NEW IDEAS ABOUT PARKS AND PLAYGROUNDS

THE accompanying pictures, taken at the
famous garden city of Bournville, a

suburb of Birmingham, England, show
two new ideas that might well be adopted in the

United States.

The playground for children under eight years

of age protects the youngest children from being
hurt by the older ones, as they are sure to be on
the streets or in undifferentiated playgrounds.
Half of this delightful and beautiful spot is in

By W. E. PENDLETON
Photographs by E. J. Wallis

grass for use on dry days, while half of it is in

gravel for use on wet days.

The small park here shown stands for seclusion

instead of show. In America small squares in

great cities are usually extremely artificial, owing
to the geometrical beds filled with carpeting

bedding material which has the maximum of

gaudiness and minimum of change. In this

secluded spot at Bournville people may rest

on benches from which all view of the surround-

ing city is screened. Yet the park is a small

one, being merely a triangle of about an acre or

less.

Instead of flower beds there are borders of

trees and bushes, which are far more restful than
the artificial bedding plants. Such a park
costs much less to maintain and it is beautiful

the year round, whereas the carpeting beds
are nothing but mud banks for seven months in

the year.

A playground for children under eight years of age. Half in grass for dry days:

half in gravel for damp days

A new idea for small public parks—seclusion, not show. Trees and bushes have

grown so that the city is shut out
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CONDUCTED BY BRADFORD BURNHAM

WHY SAILS ARli VANISHING

I

T ISN'T always easy

to imagine the im-
possible, but think

„ for a moment, if you
Jgi can, of automobiling

the least particle of

dust or mud, never a

jolt or a jar, an,d never

a provoking stoppage

by the omnipotent
white glove on the Avenue or the still more
aggressive country constable on the highway.

In addition, think of a place with no speed

limits, no licenses wr.ipped in red tape, no

"private way, no trespassing" signs, no blocked

roads or newly oiled ones. Surely such a dream
is the seventh heaven of the automobilist. On
land it is indeed impossible, but afloat, thanks

to the motor-boat, it has become the usual thing.

There is no keener or more thrilling sport than

sailing — when .1 fair wind blows. The remem-
brance of an exciting stretch homeward with
the water boiling beneath the forefoot, the lee

rail four inches awash, in spite of the fact that

all available hands arc perched on the opposite

gunwale, ever stirs a wistfulness. But suppos-

ing it is sundown and supper is waiting ashore
— and the wind has eone down, as it often,

oh, very often, does with the sun, and you work
your way home by inches, perhaps even resort-

ing to the back — and patience — wearying
sweep oar, then, what would you give for a

"kicker?" Or perhaps the calm has caught
you at noon time on the fishing banks in the

broiling sun which keeps away both pleasure

and the fish. Not a shimmer disturbs the glassy

surface of the water; not a quiver shakes the

ratlines. You simply sit and simmer, thinking

alternately of the hot room in a Turkish bath
and of the time you visited the stoke hole of an
ocean liner. Within
the cabin, still more
tropical conditions pre-

vail, for no breeze

enters by porthole,

cowl, or transom, and
you almost expect to

find the eggs in the

locker hard boiled.

What would you give,

then, for a cooling

breeze to fan your
parboiled anatomy and
send you homeward
bound with a rush?

Or again, what would,
or what wouldn't you
give, for a "kicker" to

chug you merrily back
to port?

The joy of motor-
boating is a compara-
tively recently found
sensation, scarcely

more than a decade old. Yet within this wonder-
ful ten years science and skill have achieved the
ability to increase this joy a hundredfold. The
advent of the marine internal combustion engine
brought with it the beginning of the end of the
dangerous and unreliable naphtha flame engine,

and of the steam launch, too, with its obstruc-
tive bulk for boiler and
coal, and its slowness in

starting. The days of

the larger steam pleasure

vessel, too, it begins to

appear, arc numbered.
Kach year fewer and
fewer of the conven-
tional steam yachts arc

seen upon our waters,

and more and more of

the swift and graceful

craft of sixty, seventy, or

one hundred feet in

length, quietly driven by
gasolene engines, which
at once consume less

room and entail less ex-

pense than their steam
cousins. The motor-
boat, both for business

and pleasure, has come
to stay. We arc well

aware of the tremendous
vogue of the automobile
— nearly a half million

are now honking their

way through this coun-
try. The motor-boat has
largely escaped its land brother's notoriety; yet
over two hundred thousand arc now cleaving

the waters of America's coasts, lakes, bays,

and rivers. A large percentage are used for

business purposes, but the pleasure motor-
boat has increased in numbers by leaps and
bounds, and the sport is still in its infancy.

It is easy to find the secret of this popularity.

As with the automobile there arc two wholly
distinct types; the one, making solely for speed;
the other, for comfort, strength, and elegance.

Unless one has enjoyed the experience, he can
form absolutely no idea of the sensation of

speeding over the surface of the water at from
twenty to thirty miles an hour, and more. The

|-|ntr.

When the wind won't blow, the boat won't go — unless power comes to the rescue.

are uncertain and at times exasperating
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Note the preponderance of power over sail craft at a popular regatta. The cer-
tainty of the gasolene-driven boat Is responsible for the change

auto speeder knows the feel of rushing air in his

face, of a machine transformed for the time into
a being with life, driven forward by a throbbing,
pulsating heart. Through it all is the glorious

feeling of mastery, of control, the thought that
with him lies absolute power to produce, to
modify, or to quell the speed demon of which
he is for a time a part, the leading part. All

this is paralleled with
equal intensity in the
speed boat. But, more-
over, comes the pecu-
liar addition of the
presence of water; of
splitting and splinter-

ing the waves with a
knife edge stem, toss-

ing to either side a
mass of shimmering
white foam, topped
with flying spray, till

it boils up high above
the boat itself, spreads
widely out to port and
starboard, and finally

subsides and mingles
with a huge stern wave
and a troubled wake of

foam. It is incessant,

constant, and through
it all is the deep pur-

(Continued on page 60)
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The caprices of Zephyrus



CONDUCTED BY RYLAND P. MADISON

FIRE AND INSURANCE PROB-
LEMS OF AUTOMOBILES

AND GARAGES

THE prevailing rates charged by insurance

companies for insuring automobiles

and garages emphasize the fire hazard

of this class of risk. Although it is generally

well known that gasolene is a dangerous fluid

to handle, familiarity with it often breeds con-

tempt, and automobile users should know and
not forget the care necessary to preserve life

and property. Therefore it is the purpose of

this article to point out the most common
sources of danger, and how best to guard against

them.
Nearly all automobile fires result from the

ignition of gasolene. At ordinary temperature
gasolene is continually giving off an inflam-

mable and explosive vapor, and a lighted match
or lamp at some distance away will

ignite it through the medium of this

vapor. It is claimed that the vapor
from one pint of gasolene will im-
pregnate and make explosive 200
cubic feet of air; and it depends
only upon the relative proportions

of air and vapor whether the mix-
ture is a burning gas or a destructive

explosive. Gasolene vapor is heavier

than air and consequently circulates

downward, where there is the

greatest chance for ignition. The
vapor from an empty gasolene barrel

is nearly always a highly explosive

one.

It is most essential to beware of

any leaks from the gasolene tank
or supply pipes, and carbureter. In
addition to taking every precaution

against leaks in the gasolene supply,

it is advisable to turn the cock in

the gasolene supply pipe between
tank and carbureter at night or

at other times when the car is to be
left standing for some time.

The ignition of spilled gasolene in

the garage may come from electrical

sparks in connection with the igni-

tion system, or from a match, a

spark from the nails in your shoe on a concrete

floor, or from a flame of any sort. Most auto-
mobile fires are due to carelessness in filling the
supply tank; or from gasolene spilled from a
flooded carbureter, due to the float sticking

in a depressed position, from a needle valve

that does not fit its seat, or from foreign mat-
ter lodging between the needle valve and its

seat and holding 'it open. Dripping gasolene

from a flooded carbureter usually falls on to

the floor or into the pan, aad along with the

other oils and refuse which the latter contains,

may become ignited from a back-fire, or elec-

trical defects may furnish the igniting spark.

Short circuits in battery, timer, magneto or

elsewhere, which throw sparks when an attempt
is made to start the engine, are a frequent cause.

Often gasolene for priming the engine is obtained

from the pet cock under the carbureter, and is

spilled in the operation, or the pet cock may be
left only partially closed so that it drips. Gaso-
lene is also much used for cleaning hands,

greasy tools and parts, which adds another
source of danger.

Another occasional cause of fire hazard lies

in the position of the gasolene tank in the car.

This is usually placed across the body under
the front or rear seat. When the filling vent
is near one end, the tank should never be filled

completely, nor should the car be allowed to

stand inclined toward that side on which the

vent is located. Otherwise the gasolene may
overflow and' under favorable conditions, be-

come ignited.

The exhaust pipe and muffler are also a source

The result of this fire shows the security of an underground storage tank system for

gasolene. No explosion occurred and the pump is seen to be intact

of danger, often becoming overheated from too

rich a mixture or misfiring, and they may
ignite inflammable portions of the car, or oil

or gasolene drippings. When a car is housed
under these conditions in a small garage with-

out ventilation the danger from such a con-

dition is greatly increased.

Garages usually have appliances for repair-

ing, and the danger from a torch, a fire pot or

forge, in proximity to paints and varnishes,

alcohol, kerosene or lubricating oils, metal

polishes and cleaning solutions containing highly

volatile liquids can be readily understood.

Acetylene gas in connection with the gener-
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ator is also another possible danger in the garage.

Acetylene gas is about the most explosive gas
known, and a leak from the tank, or failure to

turn off a valve, allowing the acetylene to

escape into the room, would produce an explo-

sive mixture. Acetylene forms an explosive

mixture with air when the proportion is as low
as 3 per cent, and as high as 8 per cent, which
indicates the danger from this source.

The proper place for storing gasolene is out-
side of any building, in a galvanized steel tank
buried at least two feet under ground, and
never should over five gallons be kept above
ground. When it is desired to have a small

can of gasolene about the garage, a safety can
or pot such as is approved by the fire insurance

companies for printing establishments, etc.,

should be used. Under no circumstances should

the tank of a car be filled at night when the

lamps are burning, or when smoking. In-

candescent electric light is the best for garages.

Not only is the underground tank
system the safest, but it is also the

most economical method of storing

gasolene, for evaporation is pre-

vented as well as the danger of

explosion. A very large proportion
of the so-called engine troubles are

entirely due to the use of gasolene
which has lost its volatility through
poor storage permitting evaporation.

Gasolene deterioration is also a fre-

quent cause of difficulties with the
carbureter, carbonizing, non ignition

and what are sometimes called

water troubles.

Underground storage systems
successfully prevent loss of both
quality and quantity; they also

store the gasolene where it is free

from danger yet easily accessible.

Most of the pumps which bring the
gasolene up out of the tanks for use
are self measuring, being adjustable

so that they discharge a quart, half a

gallon or a gallon to each stroke, also

recording the number of strokes so

as automatically to keep account
of the quantity used. A double
spout permits discharge into a can,

or through a hose directly into the
automobile tank without exposing the gasolene

to the air. Whichever outlet is used the
fluid is thoroughly strained. When not in

use these pumps can be locked to prevent
theft of gasolene, and most of them are also

self-draining. By pressing down the plunger
as far as it will go, all fluid in the pump and pipe

drains back into the tank. Storage outfits

of standard size range in capacity from 60 to

550 gallons at prices varying from $23 to $180.

This includes pump and full equipment ready
to install.

Gasolene fires spread very rapidly, burn
(Continued on page 68)
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THK native home i>f the Suffolk, or Suf-

folk Punch, horse i» in Suffolk Cbunty,
in the eastern part of England. The

breed is raised to a considerable extent in most
parts of I'.nirlaiid hut is more numerous in the

territory adjacent to Suffolk County.
The early history of the Suffolk traces clearly

back to about 1 700 and in purity of blood it is be-

lieved to surpass any other breed in ( ireat Britain.

The pure bred foundation of the Suffolk really

dates back to a horse of untraced breeding foaled

about 1760 known as the "Crisp horse,"and it is

an interesting fact that every animal of the breed
now in existence traces its descent in the direct

male line in one unbroken chain to this horse.

From infusion of strains possessing greater

activity and a handsomer outline, the Suffolk

horse is now one of the most beautiful of our
domestic animals However, all extraneous
introductions have long since died out in the

male line; and those remarkable features, the
uniformity of color, the short let', the beautifully

rounded body, the longevity and vitality reach-

ing to nearly thirty years of ape, arc still the
well-known characteristics of this breed.

The Suffolk possesses certain distinctive fea-

tures of which the following are worthy of spe-

cial consideration: a small and well placed ear,

forehead broad, eyes of medium size and fairly

t prominent. The nose tends to the Roman form.

")The neck is somewhat arched — in the stallions

this is pronounced — with not too much heavi-

ness at the crest. The shoulder is long, but not
extremely oblique. The body has long been
characterized by its great depth and circum-
ference, considering the size of the horse. The
ribs have an unusual spring and depth, thus giv-

ing the body a very round, full form.

The rump is full and well carried out: steep

rumps are seldom found. Strong quarters and
hocks are a feature of the breed. The lees are free

from the superfluous hair of the other English
breeds of drafters. The bone is not large, but of

roperlof quality. The feet arc of the best, and
arc well able to resist long continued use on
p.i\ ed streets.

An English authority has said of the breed:
"What the Suffolk breeder aims at, and the
judge in the ring likes best, is a horse about 16

hands high; with great width fore and aft; deep
in the rib from elbow to flank; with massive hind
quarters and a back like a Southdown ram. He
should have no diminution in width forward of

the hips; short lews and hard feet; a good swing-
ing walk anil well balanced movement all round.
The graceful outline is rarely absent, for the
plain head, the ewe neck, and drooped rump, arc

not features of the Suffolk horse. Long, muscular
shoulders widening out at the point from a front

view; great width over the hips, and handsome
rounded quarters are the distinguishing points

in the show horse at home — and the points

above mentioned arc exemplified in the Suffolk."

The color of the Suffolk is a characteristic of

the breed, for it is always a chestnut. This
color has always been a breed feature, and no
other color is allowed. It is an impressive sight

to visit a farm where Suffolks arc bred, to note
the wonderful uniformity both in the color and
conformation of the horses.

In weight the Suffolk marcs and geldings

should range from 1,700 to 1,900 pounds, and
the stallions 200 pounds heavier. In many
specimens the above weights are considerably
exceeded however.
The Suffolk has no superior as a horse for

agricultural work; he has been developed by
farmers for farm use; from the time he is two
years old until he is twenty-five, on every soil, at

any work, he will hold his own against all comers.
The distribution of the Suffolk is more wide-

spread than is commonly supposed. Great
numbers of them have been exported to the

Argentine and Australia, where they have found

much favor. In these countries the stallions

arc turned on the ranges with large bands of

mares, and the grades have been found splen-

didly adapted to the agricultural conditions.

New Zealand, France, Spain, Austria, Germany,
Sweden, Russia, South Africa, and the Nile
regions of Africa have imported them in consider-

able numbers. In the United States and Canada
the Suffolk has been bred for only about twenty-
five years, and it is interesting to note that the
breed is rapidly gaining in popular favor. Dur-
ing the past two years several importations have
been brought to the United States which have
found ready buyers. The steady demand for

stallions of this breed for the Argentine and
Australian ranges has contributed to the main-
tenance of a higher scale of prices than for the
other breeds of English drafters.

As a cross for artillery purposes the Suffolk

has been found to produce exactly the animal
required. Germany and Russia are using Suf-
folk stallions in breeding artillery horses, arid the

United States Government is at the present time
seeking information along this line.

The fecundity and longevity of the breed
is highly attested. Numerous cases are given
which show that they are very prolific and
tenacious of life. The dam of Webb's Rising

Star 1266 was twenty-two years old when he was
foaled, and the dam of I>oft's Cupbearer had
sixteen foals in sixteen years. A mare and foal

were shown at one of the early Suffolk Agricul-

tural Association shows, the mare being thirty-

seven years old when the foal was dropped. The
great stallion Julian Boxer 755 traveled at least

twenty-five seasons and left a large number of

superior sons and daughters.

In grace of outline, quality of bone, uniformity
in color and character, and not least, freedom
from those leg troubles too often seen on his

feathery rival, the Suffolk is not to be beaten by
any draft breed. In former years it was the
custom in England to show mixed classes, and

One wa.
St speciman of the Suffolk Punch breed. Rendlesham Hardy, imported

n England in 1910. His weight at three years of age was 1.900 pounds
Ruby, the chainpio

State Fair in 1911. Weight at seven years. 2.160 pounds. She is a regular t
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while this was practised at the Royal, the Shires,

Clydes, and Suffolks competed in one class, and
the lion's share of the prizes fell to the Suffolk

exhibitors. During this period Suffolks headed
the list of winners fourteen times during the

twenty-three years, and more than half of the

seconds went to the same breed.

His great beauty combined with a perfect dis-

position especially recommends him to the better

class of farmers. He has demonstrated his

ability to perform a maximum amount of labor

on a minimum amount of feed. His great

fecundity is attractive to the breeder, and in

the show ring no breed of horses attracts more
favorable comme.it than do the big chestnuts.

H. T. Morgan.

FIRST AID AND HEALTH RULES
FOR THE KENNEL

Th:nos

On guard at the beach

E dog's
nose is the
certain indi-

cator to his gen-

eral condition —
if it is no longer

cool you know at

once that he is

^^^^^ sick. But a dog's

K»» nose is extremely

tt i.
sensitive, and
warmth in that

member does not
necessarily mean
that he is feverish.

In the absence of a clinical thermometer an
ordinary dairy thermometer will do, held between
his lips and teeth. The normal temperature of

a dog varies between 100 and 101 degrees
Fahrenheit.

The pulse is quicker in highly bred, nervous
dogs, such as setters, pointers, and collies, than
it is in the more phlegmatic breeds. It is best,

with dogs, to determine the nature of the pulse

right at the heart by placing the hand against

the body beneath the point of the elbow when
the left foreleg is bent forward. First, however,
be absolutely certain that the animal's condition

is one of absolute tranquillity. In the latter

state the heart should beat in the neighborhood
of 90 to 100 beats a minute. You will have to

use your own judgment, much depending upon
the dog's activity when in health. An easy-

going, dignified St. Bernard would naturally have
a more sedate heart action than a wiry, excitable

little terrier or fice.

The dog, more than any other animal that is

the companion of man, is susceptible to poison-

ing, either by accident or design. The poisons
that dogs are most liable to succumb to are can-

tharides (Spanish fly), strychnine, phosphorus,
corrosive sublimate, carbolic acid, and arsenic.

The invariable rule for distinguishing between
the evidences of disease and poisoning is to note
whether the attack is sudden or not, and by

ascertaining as far as possible the dog's past
wanderings. If the animal has picked up arsenic,

used to kill rats and other vermin, the symp-
toms are extreme fever and pain in the stomach
and bowels, accompanied by swelling that is

tender to the touch. There may be vomiting
and frothy saliva. Strychnine causes extreme
pain, and would probably be recognized by the
animal's sharp cries and the frequent twitching of

head and limbs; also the back is arched, the fore

and hind legs being drawn toward each other by a

slight touch of the hand upon the body, or even
a sudden noise will produce the same result. If

either of the above symptoms are present, give
an emetic composed of from three to eight

drams ipecacuanha wine in a little warm water,
depending upon the size of the dog. Give only
enough to produce the desired result.

In case of cantharides poisoning, indicated by
the discharge fro a the stomach of bloody mucus
in which shiny particles of green can be seen,

give the above emetic followed by four to eight

drops of laudanum every three or four hours. As
soon as the dog seems easier stop the laudanum,
renewing only when absolutely necessary. If

the animal is a large one the dose may be like

that for an eight year old child.

Corrosive sublimate causes vomiting and
purging of stringy, offensive matter, and cramps.
An emetic of a teaspoonful of tartar in a half a

glass of warm water should at once be followed

by the whites of three or four eggs. Each egg
will render insoluble four grains of mercury.

Carbolic acid, often used externally in a

diluted form for fleas, or even in «oap, has been
known to kill by absorption through the pores of

the skin. It causes great prostration, shivering,

and a palsied motion of the head, often accom-
panied by a bleeding at the nose. A warm bath
and plenty of friction in connection with stim-

ulants like ammonia, ether, brandy, or whiskey,
sparingly administered, is the course to pursue.

The average short life of the dog I believe to

be largely due to the many unnatural causes that

prey upon his vitality. W hen a dog accom-
panies his master on horseback he not only
travels the same distance as the horse, but in

addition makes numerous visits to right and
left, usually at top speed, often covering three

and four times the actual distance of the journey.

In addition to this he is apt to make numerous
plunges into cold streams and ponds when over-

heated. He is often underfed, or, what is in-

finitely worse for him, overfed. Either he sleeps

in a cold, draughty, wet kennel outdoors, or

else he is the pampered object of luxury, practi-

cally digging his grave with his teeth. Often he

eats indigestibles that are handed to him after

his hunger is already appeased, simply because

he hates to offend by refusing. He considers

it his duty to accompany his master or mis-

tress, and no amount of bodily fatigue will

deter him.

A dog's vitality should never be lowered by
vermin. A weekly bath with plenty of ordinary'

soap should always be followed by friction until

dry, in cold weather, or a bad cold or rheu-
matism may result. Occasional, or even daily,

combing with a fine comb will do much to
rid him of fleas. The latter breed in the crevices

of wooden kennels, and unless these are also

attended to your other labors will only mitigate
the evil. Burn all straw, and use whitewash
or kerosene in the cracks and sprinkled about
the ground.

It is a mistake to feed a dog in litter or bedding— too much of it is swallowed with the food. It

is also well to remember that a dog usually lasts

as long as his teeth, and that retrieving rocks,

or catching blocks of wood at a distance is bad.
Children should be taught a proper regard for

such things. To tie a dog, depriving him of

necessary' exercise, not only lowers his vitality

and shortens his life, but it will make him snap-
pish and surly. A good plan is to use a long
wire upon the ground, with a running ring to
which the chain is fastened, giving the animal
its liberty during the day if possible.

Rheumatism is a very common disease in

dogs. There is invariably some fever present.

One kind, called chest founder (kennel lameness),

is a rheumatic affection of the forequarters,

where the shoulder blades connect with the
trunk. Both shoulders seem stiff and sore,

and it is most noticeable when the animal runs
downhill. It is caused by exposure to wet and
cold usually in damp and draughty kennels.

In treating for rheumatism in any form it is

necessary that the bowels be acted upon. For
a grown dog of the larger breeds give two and
one half drams of Epsom salts, with one half

dram cream of tartar, in water as a drench, in a

broken dose, one half in the morning, the balance
at noon. This should be followed daily for a
week, with ten grains bicarbonate of potash.

One part vaseline to eight parts turpentine is

good as a liniment, if it is well rubbed in.

It is a good plan, when feeding a number of

dogs together, to give the softer foods first, re-

serving the bones until last. This is to prevent

the greedier animals from bolting small bones
whole. Occasionally it happens that a dog suc-

ceeds in lodging a bone crosswise in his throat,

in spite of all precautions. To prevent choking
manipulate the throat at the sides with the fin-

gers, workine the obstacle up or down, if pos-

sible. If this method fails and the bone is too
low for extraction by way of the mouth, as a
last resort try pushing it down with a sponge
securely tied to a piece of whalebone. It may
be the means of saving the animal's life, as there

is seldom time, in such cases, to get a veterinary.

The whalebone should be notched and the sponge
tied on securely. To guard doubly against slip-

ping and lodging in the throat, the sponge
should have a piece of string run through it with
a needle and tied, the end being held in the
hand so that it can be pulled out at any
moment. It should first be dipped in sweet oil.

Richard L. Rixckwitz.

in ordinary dairy thermometer will answer to take a dog's Don't clip a dog s nails unless they To determine a dog's pulse place the hand right over the heart

temperature. Hold it between his hps and teeth get too long just beneath the point of the elbow
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WRITE for

motor car.

this book
You owe

before you buy any
it to yourself to be

thoroughly informed before making so important an investment. This book tells

about the features which a high-grade, up-to-date electric automobile should have.

It gives you a new standard by which to judge electric car values. This book tells you the difference

between the ordinary Shaft Drive and the genuine "Chainless." The "Chainless" Shaft Drive has no con-

cealed chain or gear reductions at the motor to rattle, wear, or waste power.

It tells you about the horizontal speed controller that allows full seat room and permits a natural, restful

position while driving—Note illustration on front of book. It tells about the double brakes (patented) that

can be operated; either by hand or foot or both, and insure absolute safety both to driver and car at all

times.

It tells you why aluminum body panels mean so
much to you and the life of your car—the advantages
of "full-skirted" aluminum fenders which protect the
body from the dirt and splash of the road.

In fact, this book illustrates many exclusive, me-
chanical features that mean so much to you. In ad-
dition, there are nine full page illustrations of our
stunning body designs.

In deciding on an electric car, it is well to bear
in mind that the manufacturers of the Detroit Elec-

tric have been pioneers in adopting principles of con-

struction which are accepted as standard in up-to-

the-minute automobile design. They have also been
leaders in developing new features which should im-
pel you to investigate the Detroit Electric before you
make any automobile investment.

The Detroit Electric may be equipped with

either the Thomas A. Edison battery of nickel and
steel for which it has the exclusive use in Pleasure Cars
or the Detroit Electric guaranteed Lead Battery. Again
we suggest, write for the Detroit Electric book
today.

ChainlessShaftDrive _

^ELECTRIC
ANDERSON ELECTRIC CAR COMPANY

41 I Clay Avenue, Detroit, Michigan

Branches — New York, Broadway at 80th Street, Chicago, 2416 Michigan Avenue
Buffalo, Brooklyn, Cleveland, Kansas City, Minneapolis, St. Louis

Selling representatives in all leading cities

When It's a Case of Keeping

the Food Right

then you must have a McCray.
Built to give active cold air circulation

inside, acting on Nature's rule that heat
ascends and cold descends. This with the

heat excluding construction of the McCray walls, gives

a low temperature and a dry, cold circulating atmosphere
that keeps foods at their best.

McCray Refrigerators
are made in all stock sizes to serve the needs of the smallest or the largest family. No refrigerator in

the world is made more carefully or closer to the ideal of perfect ventilation and refrigeration by circula-

tion of cold, dry air. Most sanitary, easiest cleaned linings, opal glass, enamel, porcelain, or odorless white

wood—no zinc—generous capacity—thorough workmanship.

The McCray Refrigerator will protect the family's health and
give unequaled service.

Any of the stock sizes can be arranged to be iced from the outside,
thus avoiding the inconvenience and muss of the ice man. You get
every special feature in a McCray stock size.

W*i_ f_„ !?„_,. D__l, "How to use a Refrigerator" and
rite IOr free DOCK any of the following catalogs:

P

b

R McCray Refrigerator Co.,

$

&

t

No. 88—Regularsizesfor Residences No. A.H. Built-to-orderfor Residences
No. 68—For Groceries No. 59—For Meat Markets
No. i9—For Hotels. Clubs, Institutions No. 72—For Flower Shops

381 Lake Street,
Kendallville, Ind.
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ons, dwarf phlox, and nasturtiums make a brave
display.

Here we see what can be done under average
conditions in the space of five years. To be
sure, one must have patience, as plants do
not attain their full strength and beauty in a

few weeks, or even in a year, and above all

one must be sure that the foundations are well
laid, for without the proper enrichment and
preparation of the soil no results will be obtained.
Plants are much like human beings and must
have light, sunshine, and nourishing food to
become healthy individuals and desirable mem-
bers of a community.

THE AUTOMOBILE
{Continued from page 34)

fiercely, and are difficult to extinguish. It

may not be generally known, but water will

not extinguish burning gasolene or other
oils, and so its use should not be attempted.
When thrown upon an oil fire, water merely
spreads it and tends to increase the damage.
Sand smothers it and is much more effective.

A pail or two may, therefore, prove useful if a
fierce little blaze gets started about the garage.
Sand should not be used rjn the car itself,

though, as it may do harm to the carbureter,
valves or bearings of the motor. A gasolene fire,

small in itself, often ignites wood and other
substances which continue to burn after the oil

is exhausted. Water can then be used to ad-
vantage, and a few fire pails constantly filled

are a good investment in any garage.
By far the best means to put out fires of every

sort is the chemical fire extinguisher, of which
there are three distinct classes: dry powder,
liquid, and gas.

The dry extinguisher consists of a metal tube
two to three feet in length and about two and
one-half inches in diameter containing ammo-
nium bicarbonate, finely powdered. Upon being
filled, the tube is hermetically sealed by lightly

soldering in a top through which a hook projects

for hanging the extinguisher in a convenient
place. When needed for use, a sharp downward
jerk pulls out the top, allowing the contents to

be sprinkled upon the fire. Heat from the fire

immediately decomposes the ammonium salt into

ammonia, carbon dioxide and water vapor. All

of these gases are not only non-combustible, but
certain extinguishers as well, for they surround
the burning materials and exclude the air which
contains the oxygen necessary to support com-
bustion. Extinguishers of this sort cost from 50
cents to #3 each, according to size.

The typical liquid extinguisher consists of a

copper container, cylindrical in shape, and of

about two and one-half gallons capacity, filled

with a solution of sodium bicarbonate in water.
In the upper part is placed a small bottle partly

filled with concentrated sulphuric acid. When
needed for use, the extinguisher is turned upside
down. This empties the acid into the soda water
and generates large quantities of carbon dioxide,

which, under high pressure, saturates the con-
tents and forces it out of a rubber hose attached
to the extinguisher, and in contradistinction to

ordinary water is an effective extinguisher of oil

fires.

Another form of liquid extinguisher, and one
convenient for carrying in a car, consists of a

cylindrical container of about one quart cap-

acity, similar in design and method of operation

to a large double-acting syringe. The contents

consists principally of carbon tetrachloride,

which is an effective extinguishing agent in fires

where water would not be effective.

Steel cylinders may now be obtained charged
with carbon dioxide at high pressure. These
furnish a potent and convenient means for

extinguishing oil fires; they are excellent for

the garage and particularly desirable to carry

constantly in the car in case of fire on the road.

In use, the gas is turned on and the current

directed toward the fire, which cannot exist

in this gas, provided there is enough of it to

exclude air from the area of combustion. When
this is applied at an early stage, good results are

certain.

These cylinders of carbonic acid gas should

not be confused with bottles of compressed air

intended for inflating tires, which, like a strong

wind, would only fan the flames and increase

the fire.

Liquid and gas extinguishers have the advan-
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As it really is.

The Wild West Number of

At last reveals the Wild West in its true colors

—

the spoiled darling- of Fate and the true exponent

of wealth. The cowboy roams the plains no

more. The scout no longer scouts. Instead, the

social lions roar. And fickle folly pouts. The price of

this number is ten cents, as usual. All news-stands.

Recipe for Three Months of Happiness%
Use a pair of ordinary scissors, a fountain pen (a plain

one will do) and a dollar bill. Cut out the coupon,

^^L^^ write your name and address on it, and address

^Rf^ an envelope to LIFE. Insert the dollar.

^1 borrow a postage stamp from a trust-

Wk ed friend, and mail in the nearest

PVL Post office box. In one week
you will feel like a new

February 22. Wild West Number. man Or woman
Seeabove

- »oo tUp ra c~
February 29. Wild East Number.

aa U1C

March 7. Fashion Number. may
be."

Letters containing currency shculd be registered.

4-?

t
A

i

'/0 :

c
ft

En-
/ closed

find One
Dollar

(Canadian
/ Ii. 13. Foreign

S1.26). Send
Life for three

months to

Open only to new subscribers; no subscription
renewed at this rate. Order should be sent
to us direct; not through an agent or dealer.

UFE, 37 West 31, X. Y. City.

ONE YEAR S5.00. (CANADIAN $5.52, FOREIGN $6.04
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THE built-in bath is

an integral part of

the room and tiling

— the joint is water-tight.

It utilizes an awkward
corner or recess. Space is

economized. There are

no out-of-the-way places

behind or beneath. The
fixture is embedded in

cement, insuring durabili-

ty^and cleanliness.

Mott's built-in baths of

Imperial Solid Porcelain

are glazed inside and out

—a beautiful and perma-

nent finish.

"MODERN PLUMBING"— Vox complete
information regarding bathroom or kitchen
equipment, write for "Modern Plumbing,"
an 80-page booklet illustrating 24 model bath-
room interiors ranging in cost from $73 to

$3,000. Sent on request with 4c. for postage.

The J. L. Mott Iron Works
1828 eighty-four yeaas supremacy isis

Fifth Ave. and 17th Street, New York

"BRASCBES: Boston. Chicago. Philadelphia. Detroit,

Minneapolis. Washington, St. Louis, NewOTleans. Denver,
San Francisco, San Antonio, Atlanta, Seattle. Portlano (Ore.)
Indianapolis. Pittsburgh. Columbus. O., Kansas City, Salt

Lake City. CANADA: 13s Bleury Street, IMontreal.

"REECO" Water
No other system of equal efficiency costs so little to

operate and maintain as "Reeco" Systems— no other that
will "stand up" year after year practically without repair,

delivering full service as will "Reeco" Systems'.

Reeco Engines are operated by hot-air. with coal, wood
or oil for fuel. Xo steam, noise or dangerous gasolene.

Over 40,000 "Reeco" Engines are in use throughout the
world.

We make complete installations of water systems for
homes, factories, hotels, etc 70 years' experience back of
our methods.

RIDER-ERICSSON ENGINE CO.
New York. Boston. Philadelphia. Montreal, P. Q. Sydney, Australia.

Also Makers of trie "Reeco" Electric Pumps

Supply Systems
Highest Efficiency
Lowest Operating Expense

IVrite nearest officefor
Illustrated Cataiog Cj.

Waterproof the wood yet preserve its natural surface

Dexter Brothers English Shingle Stains

are mixed with pure linseed and special Dexter preservative oils

which waterproof the wood as well as bring out the beauty of
the grain. When used on shingles, the soft, velvety appearance
of the furze is retained. Paint entirely conceals the surface and
destroys the "texture."
Only the best English ground pigments are used. The full, strong

color lasts long after other stains have faded or turned black.
Dexter Brothers English Shingle Stain costs far less than paint,

and will outwear paint or any other stain.

Writefor booklet and 22 stained miniature shingles.

DEXTER BROS. CO., 109 Broad St., Bo.ton. Mats.

18 Race St.. Philadelphia. Pa.. 1 133 Broadway, N.Y.

Makers of PETRITAX CEMENT COATING
AGENTS: H. M. Hooka & Co.. Chicago; E. ft. Totten. St.

Louis: F. H. McDonald, Grand Rapids: F. T. Crowe Sc Co.. Seattle,

Spokane, Tacoma. Wash, and Portland. Ore.: Sherman Kimball,

San Francisco: Honschlager & Co., Honolulu; AND DEALERS.
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tape that when used about the car itself there
is no solid material to get into and injure valves,

bearings, or other mechanism.
Even though the prevailing rates of insurance

for garages and motor cars may seem high, it pays
to insure them; only when one has an absolutely
fireproof garage is there some justification for
taking a chance without insurance on the build-
ing, liven then, the owner of an expensive car
is unwise not to insure it against fire, collision,

and accident.

On garages insurance rates are 25 cents per
$100 higher for one year or 62^ cents higher for
three years than private stables of similar con-
struction, while the contents rates are consider-
ably higher. This is based on one to three cars
in a garage. When a larger number is involved
insurance companies will make a specific rate,

somewhat higher, based upon the merits of
construction and occupancy as found on in-

spection. Buildings which are claimed to be
absolutely fireproof will also be inspected and
a special lower rate granted when justified.

The present yearly rates per #100 of insur-
ance on private garages containing not more
than three cars do not differ materially in any
part of the country from those on Long Island,
which are as follows:

Construction Ritjt Build- Con-
ings tents

Brick, stone, reinforced concrete Unprotected 45C $1.25

Protected 6Sc. I.25

Frame, brick and frame, brick

filled, brick veneered, stucco Unprotected 55C I.25

on metal lath, or wood frame Protected 65c. I.25

Three-year rates are two and one-half times
the above figures.

Tile, stucco on tile, stucco on concrete, con-
crete block, cement block, or molded concrete
buildings are classed as frame if more than one
story high, and the frame rates given above
apply; if only one stoiy high and not under
fire department protection, they are also classed

as frame. If only one story high but under
protection they are put in a special class carry-
ing a rate of 20 per cent, less than the frame
rates given.

These rates contemplate the use of gasolene
under either of two permits.

Under one, the gasolene tanks of an automo-
bile must not be filled within the garage, nor can
more than two quarts of gasolene be kept in

and used from a metal safety can for cleaning
purposes. The supply tank must be at least

ten feet from the building or buried five feet

below the basement floor with all piping and
connections outside the building.

Lnder the other permit an automobile tank
may be opened, filled or emptied within the
garage by daylight or incandescent electric

light only, but no fire or blaze is permissible in

the room where or when the tank is open. No
gasolene can be kept in the building except in

the tank of the automobile, and not exceeding
one gallon in the measuring pump. No supply
tank is permissible within ten feet of the build-

ing unless it is buried at least two feet below
the level of the basement floor. All pipes for

filing or ventilating the supply tank must be
outside the building, and the piping to the pump
must be so laid as to drain toward the tank.

In addition to these provisions, the assured

can have a permit for the temporary storage

of the automobiles of guests or visitors for a
slight additional charge. This by the way, is

also necessary for a man who has a stable and
does not keep an automobile of his own but
wishes to take care of hit guests' machines.

From the assured's standpoint it is best to-

insure his dwelling, household furniture, and
garage building under one policy, giving him but
one record to keep track of and one place from
which he can determine the total amount of

insurance he is earn ing, aside from the specific

amount of his special automobile policies.

Automobiles are generally insured separately

under a special form of policy for the purpose,

covering the car wherever located, and not with

the garage or other buildings. They can,

however, be insured under the standard fire

policy while contained in any specified building

at the rates indicated above, but the special pol-

icy at the higher rate, covering anywhere, is the

better proposition for the assured.

There is no standard form of automobile
policy such as the "Standard Fire Insurance

Policy of the State of New York," the different
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" The World is mine—
/ own a KODAK"

Take a Kodak with \ou y

and picture, from your

own viewpoint, not mere-

ly the places that interest

you but also the compan-

ions who help to make

your trip enjoyable.

Anybody can take good pictures with

a Kodak. Catalogue free at the dealers

or by mail.

If it isn't an Eastman, it isn't a Kodak.

EASTMAN KODAK CO.,

ROCHESTER. N. Y.. The KoJjk City.

" Wilt not metallize the oil
"

What is going on

inside of your motor?
In an automobile motor the oil tint passes through and lubri-

cates any one bearing, is the same that passes through and
lubricates all the other bearings and all the other moving parts.

Can you not tee, then, that if any one bearing is of a granular,

loose.knit structure, which is flaking off under frictioual stress,

the oil passing through it will collect these metallic Makings
and carry them to every other bearing and moving part in the

motor and cause their rapid wear?

That is whv the granular bronzes are rapidly being given up in

automobile work and whv NON-GRAN lias now been exclu-

sively adopted for all minor shaft bearings by that large class

of manufacturers who have learned the wisdom of keeping their

cars out of repair shops.

In selecting vnur new car. or in repairs to your present car,

insist upon getting NON-GRAN Bronze in all of the minor
shaft beatings.

Nearly 1200 Repair Shops use NON-GRAN exclusively for

bearing replacements. If vours does not, send us his name, we
will see that you get NON-GRAN. Our booklet E, — a val-

uable non-technical treatise— free on request.

AMERICAN BRONZE COMPANY. Berwyn, Pa.

AI>ovt I'liilillug' covrretl villi 'J M A'hrtlon Ilmiflng

The Cheapest
Roofing

J-M Asbestos Roofing is lower in first cost

than shingles, tin and slate, and cheaper than

all other roofings when cost per year is con-

sidered.

Tin, iron and most prepared roofings are a con-

tinual trouble and expense, for they have to be painted

or regraveled every few years. No paint, gravel or

other protection is ever needed for J-M Asbestos Roof-

ing. Its first cost is the only cost

consists of layer on layer of Asbestos (rock) Felt securely cemented together with
Trinidad Lake Asphalt. This makes a ready roofing that is literally a pliable
stone— with the everlasting qualities of stone.
Sparks or burning brands cannot ignite it. Rain, snow, heat, cold, salt air or

chemical fumes cannot injure it.

This roofing is in good condition today on many buildings after more than aquartcr
century of service. J-M Asbestos Roofing can be used on any type of building.
Get tt from your dealer. Sold direct if he can't supply you.
Write our nearest Branch for a piece of the curious Asbestos Rock and illustrated

Book No. 28

H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO.
Manufacturers of Asbestos

and Magnesia Products ASBESTOS Asbestos Roofings. Packings,
fc-lrr tncal Supplies, Etc.

Baltimore
Boston
Chicago

Cleveland
Dallas
Detroit

Kansas City

Lot Angeles
Milwaukee

Minneapolis
New Orleans
New York

Omaha
Philadelphia

Pittsburgh

San Francisco
Seattle

St. Louis

For Canada:
Toronto. Ont.

-THE CANADIAN H. W. JOHNS-MANV1LLE CO.. LIMITED
Montreal. Oue. Winnipeg. Man. Vancouver, B. C. la* 5

Iam the Bay State CoatingMan
My Bay State Brick and Cement Coating is a

protection for concrete and stucco, has been tried

under all sorts of conditions and has met all the

requirements. Years before anybody else made
a coating for concrete or stucco mine was an
established success.

Mine has no oil in it and you can't bum it.

It will keep out moisture and save concrete from

cracking. You can use it as a floor or wall tint

on concrete or wood. It has a dull tone and

will protect stucco walls, factory floors, or factory wall, in rooms that are

damp or in rooms that are dry and it does not destroy the distinctive

texture of concrete.

Just write me and let me send you our Booklet No. 4 that gives you a

list of the houses of concrete and stucco and other constructive work upon

which my coating has been applied. Address

Wadsworth, Howland & Co., Inc.
Paint and Varnish Makers and Lead Corroders

82-84 Washington Street Boston, Mass.
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Fifty times more
beneficial than a

Turkish Bath—the
radiant energy of

Electric Light

Tones the Entire System
You can't be healthy unless you sweat. Sweating

is the appointed business of the skin pores— to throw
off the constantly accumulating body poisons. Exer-
cise and Sunlight stimulate the pores to do this neces-
sary work. Lack of exercise and sunlight means
failure to sweat and that means a body clogged with
poisons. Sooner or later this clogging brings debility
and disease.

Business men, busy women, don't get enough sunlight
and exercise to cause thorough sweating. Science has
proved thaj the very best substitute is the Electric
Light Bath now established in Sanitariums and Hos-
pitals the World over, used by the greatest physicians
of Europe and America.

Our Battle Creek Electric Light Bath Cabinet
built for the Home— simple, convenient, efficient,—

can be placed in any bathroom or bedroom. 4 cents
worth of electric light gives a thorough bath: no
attendant needed.

The radiant energy of electric light is a wonderful
tonic — penetrates the tissues of the body instantane-
ously and generates heat in the depths of the tissues

and the deep layers of the skin.

No surer regulator of Health and Energy can you
invest in for the whole family. Ready instantly, no
trouble— undress, sit down in the cabinet, turn on
the lights— your head is outside, you breathe pure,
cool air— 10 to 15 minutes of solid comfort and de-
light— every pore has given up its waste— then a cool
shower or plunge bath or alcohol rub, and your flesh

is clean, clear and sound, your blood tingling with
renewed energy — every muscle rested — brain re-

freshed. The original and genuine

'

companies being permitted to use their ow n form,
but those in use do not differ materially from each
other. All cover automobiles wherever located
within the United States against loss or damage
caused not only by fire, explosion, self-ignition
and lightning, but also loss or damage while on
board a railroad car caused by derailment or
collision, or on board a steamer caused by strand-
ing, sinking, burning, or collision; also damage (if

amounting to at least $25) by theft.

There are two forms of policy, known as
"valued" and "non-valued." In the valued
form the amount insured is accepted by the
company and the assured as the value of the
car, whereas in the non-valued form the actual
cash value of the car at the time of the loss,

with proper deductions for depreciation, must be
determined by agreement or appraisal. The rates
for the non-valued form are 25 cents less per
$100 of insurance than for the valued form, but
from the standpoint of the assured the valued
policy is preferable. For electric cars the rate
is 2 per cent, while for other kinds of power it

varies from 2J to 4^ per cent., depending upon
the ratio which the original cost bears to the
amount for which it is insured, and the age of
the car. For next year and this year models
the rate is not less than 2^£ per cent, and for
models three seasons older than this year not
less than 2% per cent.

These rates do not cover "collision damage
•on the road or damage to the property of others.
Protection against either or both of these con-
tingencies may be obtained in connection with
the special automobile policy upon payment
of an additional premium, based upon the
horsepower of the car. For a low-priced car
this would be about $63 for full coverage, or $28
if $25 is deducted from the damage sustained.
For high-priced machines the average premium
is about $100. The premium for insuring own-
er's liability for damage done to the property
of others runs from $12 for a 20-horsepower car
to #26.50 for a 60-horsepower car. It is prob-
ably safe to say that the majority of people do
not insure against collision or property damaged,
but it is strongly advised.

In addition to the foregoing forms of in-

surance, the assured can obtain liability insur-
ance protecting him against damages for which
he may be liable by reason of personal injuries

to others caused by his car, but this is a different

branch of the business and rather beyond the
scope of this article.

A. B. Roome and Phil M. Riley.

GEARING MOTOR CARS LOWER
ONE of the most commendable features

common to the 1912 models of several

important motor cars, including high-
priced and even six-cylinder machines, is lower
gearing. For stock pleasure cars this feature
has everything to justify it. Just what it means
is an exchange of unnecessary speed for great
flexibility. Racing with special cars in an-
nounced events on proper courses will not be
affected as a result of this, but the tendency will

be toward a safer and more legitimate use of

country highways.
There has been a speed mania during the last

two years and most high powered cars have been
geared to make fifty to seventy miles an hour,
which was not only unlawful on any public
thoroughfare but dangerous as well. Few cars

of the same power this year will do better than
forty to fifty-five miles an hour, which still

leaves a margin of eleven to twenty-six miles
above the highest legal speed rate of twenty-
nine miles an hour in New York State. This
not only ensures all necessary speed on the level,

but also enough to take ordinary hills on the
high gear. Moreover, being geared low, the
motor will stand a greater load in hill climbing
without knocking or stalling than were it geared
higher. This reduces the amount of gear
changing, makes driving much easier, and saves

wear and tear on the transmission.

Going to the other extreme, the same thing

holds good for city driving in congested streets.

Here, too, less gear changing is necessary because
the car can be throttled down to very slow speed
on the high gear without lurching or stalling of

the motor as would result with higher gearing.

Not only does this conserve all parts of the

mechanism, but it reduces the noise in our city

streets as well — for gear changing is noisy.

Aside from longer life of the transmission,

Battle Creek Electric Light Bath
Frees the Body from Poisons—Invigorates Muscle and Brain.
Used to build up Health in all the Celebrated Sanitariums.

Thousands upon thousands of sufferers from Nervous troubles,

Rheumatism, Blood and Skin diseases, Stomach trouble, Neuralgia
and Colds, Bright 's Disease, Obesity and Anemia, disorders of the
Liver and Kidneys, have received lasting benefit from the Electric

Light Baths in Sanitariums and Hospitals. Now, at trifling

expense your entire family can be continually safeguarded from
disease and debility. For brainworker* the Battle Creek
Electric Light Bath, the Original and Genuine, is the surest
road to Efficiency.

Send for
Free Book of Home Treatments
with illustrations and full details of our Standing and Fold-
ing Cabinets, prices and terms. Our Cabinets are built to

last a lifetime, shipped with all accessories on 10 days'

trial— and guaranteed.

Sanitarium Equipment Company
269 West Main Street, Battle Creek, Michigan, U. S. A.

James McCreery & Co.
23rd Street 34th Street

DEPARTMENTS OF HOME FURNISHINGS

For the Spring and Summer Seasons there has been ar-
ranged an unusually interesting collection ofPlain and Printed
Fabrics, designed to harmonize with Craftsman Furniture.

French Willow Hand-made Furniture is shown in a very-
extensive variety and may be had in any desired color to
harmonize with hangings and coverings.

Bar Harbor Willow Arm Chairs in Natural Finish. Com-
plete with cushion - -- ----- - 5.00

Craftsman Furniture sold exclusively by James McCreery
& Co.

23rd Street 34th Street

New York
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THE OHIO ELECTRIC CAR CO. Dapt. F. ToUdo. O.

WARNER AUTO-METERS
art needed l>v all m ilr i.mifi t.. pr..perlv e<|ni|> iheir car

WARNER INSTRUMENT CO.
627S Wheeler Ave. Beloit. Wi>.

PACKARD MOTOR CAR CO.
Detroit, Mich.

A few minutes spent with the Overlnnil catalogue will

quickly convince you that any Overland car costs you from
twenty to thirty percent lc*« mnnev than any other identical

car made. Write for a copy of this catalogue today.

The WHlyavOverland Company. Toledo. Ohio

The World's Finest Footwear

TBa^AS Comt
SHOES

For Men and Women. Strictly H«nd-5ewed and Cuatom
Quality. For Street. Dresa and Sporting. $6 to $15.

Send tor Style Brochure.

THOMAS CORT. NEWARK. N. J.

Three Magazines
For Every Home

COUNTRY LIFE IN AMERICA
Beautiful, practical, entertaining.

$4.00 a year. (Twice a month.)

THE WORLD'S WORK
interpreting to-day's history.

$3.00 a year.

THE GARDEN MAGAZINE-
FARMING

telling how to make things grow.

$1 .50 a year.

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO.
Garden City New York

No Other Electric Is Controlled

Like the Rauch & Lang
There's a point about Rauch Ac

I .mi/ |-.lr< tries llint's vitally different

from anything in any other car. It is

•hr Rauch Ac I .ang control — the

utter simplicity of it.

I lere is a levnr that does all the

driving through the simple motions of

pushing it forward and cull-

ing it back. It starts the

car slowly without a jerk. It

increases the progress with a

gradual flow of power. No
"jumping" from one speed

to another. It retards the

car with an electric brake — you sim

ply pull the lever back. It grips the

wheels tight and stops the car instantly

if pulled all the way back. And it is,

of course, the natural impulse to pull

it way back in emergencies.

There can be no mistake with this

lever - no matter in what position it

is— no matter al what speed for

all power can be instantly shut off

by simply dropping the hand on the

metal ring at rear of handle. But the

lever must first be brought back lo

neutral before the car can start.

Accident through forgetting

is thus made an impossi-

bility. Twelve - year - old

children drive Rauch 6c

Lang's. There was never a

vehicle simpler to operate.

1 his control alone is a

vital reason why you should see this car.

I he new Rauch fie Lang's are

on show in your city. You'll be

surprised at their beauty and their

mechanical excellence.

Send in your name now for an

early demonstration.

The Rauch & Lang Carriage Company
2.L12 West 25th Street

(Jeveland

MODELS:

Stanhope

Coupe, Demi-
Brougham
Victoria

Brougham
Landaulette

Coach
Roadster

Club RoacUter

Exide Battery

standard equip*

ment. Special

Electric Pneu-

matic or Motz

High- Efficiency

Cushion Tires
optional.

Club Roadster

(119)

Pergolas—Ready to Set Up
Now is the time

to erect one. Ship-
ped in crated sec-
tions. Anyone handy
with tools can as-
semble them. Plan-
ned by experienced
architect. Correct
desien — attractive.
Price $40.0()up. Send
for catalog.

THE PERGOLA CO.

924 Association Bldg.

One of our Pergolas am erected. CHICAGO

2

Filter Your Entire

Water Supply Twice
Install A Paddock Double Water Filter

and all the water you use will be twice
filtered through emery, the hardest sub-
stance known excepting only the diamond.

Send today for catalog

ATLANTIC FILTER CO.
311 White Bldg. Buffalo, N. Y.

Nothing so beautifies a room as the right lamp. It is the crowning

touch of refinement to the properly furnished room

HANDEL LAMPS
possess an individuality and beauty impossible to excel or duplicate. If you

wish to put into your home a lamp that will always radiate beauty and good taste,

examine Handel Lamps at your dealer's today. Handel Lamps are made in many
styles for electricity, gas and oil, and are suitable for even- purpose of illumination.

For sale at all leading jewelers and lighting fixture dealers. Where not

obtainable, we will ship direct. Prices range from Sio to $150.

Our booklet, "Suggestions for Good Lighting," sent upon request.

THE HANDEL COMPANY
382 East Main St., Meriden, Conn. New York Showrooms. 64 Murray St.
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Franklin Little Six

30 H. P. $2800

Six cylinders in a small car— that is

the story.

A car with the smoothness and flex-

ibility of the big " sixes " but without

their expense.

A "six" of its type has been so gener-

ally desired and the Franklin "Little Six"

meets the requirements so fully that it is

first among all small cars— the car of

the year.

Write for new catalogue

FRANKLIN AUTOMOBILE COMPANY
Syracuse N Y

A Poultry House
for 12 laying hens

Complete with Nests, Fountain, Feed
Hopper, Yard. etc. The most up-
10 date accommodations and will
give the best results. Price, $20.00.

HODGSON PORTABLE HOUSES
COTTAGES : GARAGES : POULTRY HOUSES
BETTER and handsomer than your carpenter will build and

at much less cost and bother. Sections fit together exactly.
Easily erected, yet as durable and rigid as a permanent building.

We make PORTABLE buildings for every purpose—Cottages,
Sun Parlors, Garages, Poultry Houses, Children's PlayHouses,
Gardeners' Tool Houses, Schoolhouses, Churches, Stores, etc.

Write us what you are interested in—if a Cottage, how many
rooms. If a garage, the over-all length of your car and how
many cars. If a Poultry House, how many fowl you wish to

accommodate. We can then send you printed matter or catalog
illustrating goods that will answer your requirements.
Write us to-day for catalogue A A.

E. F. HODGSON CO., 116 Waahinston Street, Boston, Mass.

low gearing effects another saving in the cost
of motor-car operation. By reducing speed,
heavy wear and tear on all parts of the car is

greatly decreased, and this is especially true
of the tires, which usually form an important
factor of the repair bill. Particularly is this

true of heavy cars which place great strain

upon their tires. In fact, low gearing will prove
of greater importance to big cars than any
others, although it is a benefit to all.

Raymond P. Mason.

THE ALETIA ARGILLACEA TAKES
A TRIP NORTH

DURING the month of September, last

year, at a time when we thought we were
safe from insect pests in our fruiting

orchard, came a new enemy.
We awoke one morning and found he had

come without announcement or warning and
with him came his brothers and his cousins,

by the thousands. At first we thought it was
the codling moth, returned for an extra special

session. But upon close examination, it proved
to be the adult of the common cotton caterpillar

{Aletia Argillacea), so destructive in the Southern
cotton fields.

It is generally supposed that this insect was
carried north by the unusually"high winds that
prevailed early in September. They were found
as far north as the Great Lakes, in cities as well

as in the rural districts. Letters from Mis-
souri and other Western states, indicate that
they did not appear there.

These moths first attacked our ripening fruit—
peaches, pears, and late grapes. One or more
small holes were bored in the ripest portion of

The moths bored Into the ripest portion of the fruit

and sucked out all the juice, leaving only the skeleton

fibres beneath the skin

the fruit and from these holes the juice was
sucked out, leaving only the skeleton fibres

down to the pit or core of the fruit. All the

outer skin was left intact.

As many as six or eight would sometimes
crowd on one peach and the entire fruit would be

spattered over with ugly, little sticky brown
spots. Unless disturbed, they remained on
the fruit first attacked until all the juice was
extracted. But as often as they were disturbed,

the}- would alight on new fruit and proceed to

make new holes. Of course, once the fruit was
perforated, decay set in around the affected

part.

We lost no time picking all the ripe fruit and
then found they were attacking our October
peaches. These had to be picked, although

they were very hard and should have been left

on the trees at least two weeks longer. For-

tunately, they were quite large and ripened

nicely in the packing boxes.

One would suppose that the moths were now
cornered, but not so. They next attacked the

Kieffer pears. These were coloring beautifully

and we hoped to let them hang on the trees a

little longer. But they had to be picked.

Nothing daunted, the moths took to the late

apples and perforated the largest quinces.

By October first, we had picked all the fruit

9
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THE STANLEY WORKS

Made to order to exactly match
the color it heme <)/ <iny rt>orn

"You select the color—we'll make
the rug. " Any width— seamless up
to 10 (cel. Any length. Any color
tone—soil and nbaiwd. or bright
and striking. Original, individual,
artistic, dignified. Pure wool or
camel's hair, expertly woven at
short notice. Write lor color card.
Order through your furnisher.

Thread Of Thrum Workshop
Auburn, New York

44 MEN WHO KNOW
USE THE

DE LAVAL
CREAM

SEPARATOR
Why should YOU experiment or

take chances with anything else?

THE DE LAVAL SEPARATOR CO.
1 r>.~- 1 r.7 Brnadwiv.

New Vork
E. Madison St.,

Chicago

WATER
The most important point to con-

sider in building a new home in a

Rural District, where municipal

Water supply cannot be secured

is to know what type of W ater

Works Equipment to install; this

also applies to the old house.

This is easy for the home builder,

who will submit his proposition to

our Engineering Department, who
will work out the problem, so that a plant can
be installed to meet the requirements in the

most simplified and economical manner.
We install five distinct types of Water Works
Equipment for the Rural Home— for hand or

any class of power— therefore you secure the

benefit of our vast experience over other concerns
having but one type
of System to offer.

If you are interested,

write for our Water
Works Book " XD,"
which shows the dif-

ferent types and how
they can be installed.

THE BALTIMORE COMPANY
ENGINEERS & MANUFACTURERS

BALTIMORE MARYLAND

Living WaterAtCoamnd

WHAT do you want in a water system, stale or fresh water? Water stored

in a tank is dead and therefore unlit and unpalatable to drink, and not alto-

gether wholesome for the bath.

Who would not prefer to drink from a spring or a never failing well than a metal

tank? This preference is a granted choice to anyone, at anytime, anywhere there's

a Weber Subterranean Pump at work.

The Weber Subterranean Pump system eliminates the need of a tank for water

storage. The tank need not be discarded, nor considered a lost investment, for the

Weber system can utilize it for air storage, as a supplementary factor of the new instal-

lation. Through the Weber Pump plan, water is reached at its natural source, in the

ground, and just as found it is conveyed to every faucet.

Many Weber Pumps are in constant service on as many large country estates. One-

well known country estate owner whose home is near New York City said only the other

day: " Your pump gives us no trouble at all, it pumps all the water that we need for the

two houses and I have nothing but good reports to make on it." Another man said,

" Up to date my plant as installed, has worked very satisfactorily." These state-

ments come from men who tolerate none other than the best in anything they buy; and
lhi> is especial-

ly true when the

matter is of such

Weber Subterranean

" We have the system you
should have.

"

consequence

Pump Co.

90 West Street
New York City

of Thomas N. McCarter. Esq.. at "Rumson Hill.

N. J. This estate Is one of the many on which the Weber
Subterranean Pump System Is constantly demonstrating
its full worth and economic efficiency.

David
Grayson

"Adventures in Friendship
"

"Adventures in Friendship" is an

attractive book, rich in insight into char-

acter and alive also with the charm which
comes to a man who keeps his eyes open to the magic appeal of nature."—London Standard.
" Adventures in Contentment 99

" The proper word to apply to this book is charming, for these little stories of life

in a back country village are told with a quiet humor and kindliness that remind one of

the days of Mrs. Gaskell and Miss Mitford."

—

Indianapolis Newt.
Charming illustrations in black and white and full colors by Thomas Fogarty.

New Leather Edition, each volume, Fixed price, $1 .50 (postage /5c.)

Cloth, Fixed price, $1 .35 (postage 1 4c).

Garden City DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY New York
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Mixed
To Youv

Order

With Carter White Lead and any good
tinting colors, an experienced painter will

produce any shade or tint you want, will

spread a brushfull on a board that you may
see just how it will look, and if necessary,
change it until it exactly suits your ideas.

More than this—some lumber is more absorb-
ent than others; old paint is never in the same
condition on the sunny side of a house as in the
shade; atmospheric conditions also affect the life

of paint. All these things are considered by
the experienced painter, and he will mix his
Carter White Lead paint to suit the condition of
any surface.

CARTER
Strictly Pure

White Lead
"The Lead with the Spread"

is the pure white lead of our forefathers, only whiter,
finer and more perfectly made by an improved, modern
process. Pure Carter White Lead and linseed oil paint
does not crack nor peel, but wears gradually, as paint
should, and after years of service is ready for repainting
without burning or scraping.

If you have buildings that need painting, now is the
time to arrange for the work. Materials promise to be
somewhat lower than a year ago, but now, as then, there
is no paint more economical than Carter White Lead
and linseed oil, whether you figure it by the gallon,
by the square yard, or by years of service.

Plan now to paint right. Begin by sending for our
book "Pure Paint." It is a text-book on house painting
and includes a beautiful set of color plates showing
houses attractively and tastefully painted. FREE to
property owners, architects and painters.

Carter White Lead Company
12071 S. Peoria St., Chicago, 111.

Factories : Chicago and Omaha

PHILIP MORRIS
ORIGINAL LONDON CIGARETTES
For more than a half a century the demand has persistently grown.

GRASS
FURNITURE

The Leader in The Wicker Line

Leading Dealers Everywhere
New Booklet No. 207 upon request

Prairie Grass Furniture Co.
Sole Manufacturer*

Glendale, Long Island New York

in the orchard. Tomatoes and even the paw
paws in the woods were similarly attacked.

Downtown in the shipping districts and
among the commission houses they were very
numerous and damaged the packed fruit of all

kinds. At night these moths gathered upon
the telephone poles in the vicinity of these places

in such large numbers as to cover the surface

almost entirely.

Our good little feathered friends, the Nut-
hatch, consumed many of these insects. It was
especially interesting and gratifying to watch

As often as the moths were disturbed they attacked
new fruit: apples, grapes, pears, peaches, quinces, and
tomatoes were destroyed by them

them cram themselves, early in the morning,
with these large, fat moths. The chickens had
their share too, and every large spider web held
at least a half dozen.
The most we could think to do, in that di-

rection, was to set out the nig"ht lamps and
reflectors and many were destroyed in that way.
But there are thousands and thousands still to

be accounted for. We think they just died

when the thermometer dropped to 45 and we
hope they left us no legacy more formidable
than an unpleasant memory.

P. B. RUGGLEF.

IS THE DAHLIA WORTH WHILE?
(Cominued from page 26)

frost arrives and the crop is lost. Last year's

experience, however, seemed to set at naught
all this reasoning, and outside of the cooler

regions of New England, hardly anybody
succeeded in obtaining a full crop of flowers,

whether from early or late planting.

The dahlia is not really particular as to its

soil. It likes a moderate, average garden

soil, well tilled and moderately moist, but some
of the finest dahlias that grace the exhibition

tables of the September shows are grown on
sandy soils. It seems to demand water in the

soil rather than heavily manured land. The
common notion that the dahlia is a gross feeder,

requiring heavy manuring, is probably due to

the fact that manured soils hold a considerable

quantity of water.

The plants do best if given plenty of room to

develop. Five feet apart each way is none
too much, but, on the other hand I have seen

them growing well with only four square feet

allowed for each root! It is better to allow

only one sprout to develop from each root, and
if this one sprout has its tip pinched out when
just a few inches high to induce branching, a

sturdy bush will be developed, that should not

need any staking to support it later on. Some
of the largest growers do not have a stake on
their premises.

Not the least interesting thing about the

dahlia, too, is that you really have to look after

it through the winter. It won't do to leave

it in the ground except in the extreme South.

North, where it must be taken up, the proper

winter condition must be provided. Not that

it is difficult to do this, but every now and
then somebody fails to carry the old roots

successfully through the winter. They must
not get too cold; a temperature of about 55
degrees, or slightly below that, will be quite safe.

Neither must they be allowed to dry out.

The old roots can be taken up on the approach
of winter, slightly air dried, and taken into the

cellar. You can keep them in boxes or barrels,

or if there is space spread out on the cellar floor.

The concrete floor of a cellar of a dwelling house

heated by a furnace has kept over many a lot of

dahlia roots; put them in a remote corner and
cover them with ashes from the furnace. These
ashes never get quite dry and that is good for

the roots. If they are not buried thus, they

must be watched from time to time and if signs

of shriveling appear, cover the pile with heavy

Boston
Garter

Sostofc/Garter

Silk, 50 cents

Lisle, 25 cents

Buy it by
name

Boston Garter

George Frost Co.

Sample
pair postpaid

on receipt of price

Sold by dealers

everywhere

Boston Garter

MAKERS, BOSTON

Also makers of the famous ?t27s~<£ut,

Hose Supporters for women and children.

Awelcome spot on a hot day
The verandah fitted with Komi Green
Painted Porch Curtains offers a cheerful
welcome to summer-day visitors. It adds
to the house a shady, out-door room in

which to entertain your friends.

K^ • Green Painted
Porch Curtains

will stand all kinds of weather and will not
fade. They are made of tough bamboo and
fitted with galvanized blocks and cotton
rope. Ask your dealer to show you Komi
Porch Curtains— they cost so little and
mean so much in comfort that no home
should be without them. If your dealer
doesn't handle them, write to us.

R. H. COMEYCO., Camden, N. J.

2440 - 2448 Washburn Ave., Chicago
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THKKK IS BUT ONE

PIANOLA
MADE ONLY BY

THE AEOLIAN CO
i«2 FIFTH AVE.. NEW YORK

STEINWAY
THE WORLD'S GREATEST PIANO

THE BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
The most highly developed telephone service in the
World. One policy. Universal intercommunication,

ituraaat u» mtiMra cs.. us itsscums cimpmhi

Old English Garden Seats
Rustic and Verandah Furniture

Catalog of many designs on request

North Shore Ferneries Company
Beverly. Mass.

WW not
Stretch

The Sash Cord
In Your New House

It may seem but a trivial matter
but it is really important. You've
probably known the troubles that

come from most cords — fraying,

catching and eventually breaking.

Now, this time, eliminate all

these, by insisting on the speci-

fications

"SilverLake A"
Braided Sash Cord

(.Viiwtr indelibly stamped OH every foci)

"Silver Lake" is the accepted standard in

U. S. Government braided cord specifica-

tions.

Guaranteed to last 30 years. It is

braided solid of cotton; the surface is

smooth and hard and very strong—won't
stretch after it is once adjusted, and the
weight at once assumes its final position.

It is non-inflammable, free from daws,
and sure to run smoothly.

Write for free booklet

SILVER LAKE COMPANY
69 Chauncy Street Boston, Mass.
Makers of Silver Lake Solid Braided

Clothesline.

Steam or Hot Water

_w<H< -a

Heater
Positively reduces coal bills V3 to

W V2 by burning the smallest sizes of

f hard coal.

Ordinarily requires coaling but once
a day. Holds heat for 10 hours without

attention.

1

These are strong statements.
But could we afford to spend

the thousands of dollars it cost us
to print them, were they not true ?

Would "Spencer" sales have
increased nearly tenfold within
the last six years, as they have
done ?

We are not trying to sell you
anything directly by mail.

All we ask is an opportunity of
proving the truth of our unusual
claims, so that you can consult
your architect or heating man.
This we can do by the endorse-

ment of thousands of "Spencer"
owners throughout the land,

each of whom has proven for

himself that the "Spencer" does
reduce his coal bills 'A to 54; that
it does hold a 24 hours' coal supply
in ordinary weather, (12 in se-
vere;; that it holds heat for 12

hours at a stretch without
attention.

Is not such a heater at least

worthy of your investigation
before you decide on any new
system ?

If you realized, as every "Spen-
cer" owner does realize, what a
wonderful money, time and labor-
saving heater the "Spencer"
really is, you'd write us now.

FREE BOOKS
Our new 40-page catalog and tlir

experience of 57 "Spencer " users in

various parts of the country will be

gladly sent on request.

SPENCER HEATER CO.
500 PEOPLE'S NATIONAL BANK BUILDING,

SCRANTON. PA.

Branch offices:

New York City. 501 Fifth Ave.. Cor «nd St.
Philadelphia. Morris Building?
Boston, 79 Milk Street

St. Louis, Century Building
Buffalo. White Building
Chicago. 160 N. Dearborn Street

Canadian Sales Representatives

Pk. ou~ia~~ /-„ i Winnipeg. 92 Princess St.The Waldon Co -

Tofonto , m Lumsden B ,de .

TECLA PEARLS
NEW YORK

398 Fifth Avenue
PARIS

10 Rue de la Paix

RATS KILLED BY SCIENCE
DANYSZ VIRUS is a

Bacteriological Preparation

AND NOT A POISON—Harmless to Animals other than mouse-

like rodents. Rodents die in the open. For a small house. 1 tube,

75c; ordinary dwelling, 3 tubes, $1.75; larger place— for each 5.000

sq. ft. floor space, use 1 dozen, $6.00. Send now.
Independent Chemical Company 72 Front Street, New York

For a Most Beautiful Lawn
Sow KALAKA. It Is specially selected, specially tested erase
seed, and pulverized manure—the Ideal combination to grow
quick, hardy, lasting tart. For seeding new lawns or putting
new life into the old lawn nothing eqnals

IVHkHllH
Packed In 5 pound boxes at tl.no per box. express paid east.

or tl.25 went of Omaha. Write and ask for prices on special
mixtures for special locations and purposes. Order today
and have the beat seed money can bay. tiet our/toe lawn book.

THE KALAKA CO., 15 Union Stock Yards. Chicago

ALL HOME OWNERS SHOULD USE
l Underground

/ Garbage Receivers

I
Underfloor Refuse Receivers

•S Underground Earth Closets
' Spiral Trusa Ribbed Ash Barrels

For Garbage
Clean, odorless, per-

manent. Will not

attract flies, cats and

dogs.

th foot or hand

For House
Fireproof, level with

floor. Easy to sweep

into.

For House
Less weight. Nounsani

tary corrugations
rolling bottom.

A

For Garage
Holds oily waste

and sweepings. Occu-
pies no floor space.

For Camps
Prevents pollution

of water supply.

Spiral Truss Ribbed
Double the life

Sold Direct

Send for Circulars on Each
C. H. STEPHENSON, MFR.
26 Farrar St. Lynn, Mass.

Nine years on the market

It pays to look as up
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Michell's Distinctive Grass Seeds
How thick and velvety a lawn you have de-

pends largely on the grass seed used— its freedom
from chaff and weeds, the proper mixture of
various grasses to fit your exact lawn conditions.

To get the best lawn consult the Michell
Catalog. Let it be your guide.

It tells which kind of seed to use for each pur-
pose, it describes the Michell Grass Seeds which
have produced finest lawns the country over—
from the White House Grounds at Washington,

to the Exposition Grounds at Philadelphia, Buffalo, Jamestown and Portland, Oregon.

Our special Bulletin, "How to Make a Lawn," sent free with every Introductory Package
of Michell's Evergreen Lawn Seed—the ideal grass seed for general use. Package contains one-

fifth bushel, enough for the average lawn. Sent prepaid to any part of the U. S. for
one dollar.

Everblooming, deliciously fragrant, per-
fectly hardy, splendid for cutting, a show

plant for every garden, growing 4I feet high. It's called the Everblooming, Fragrant
Butterfly Bush; planted this Spring it is covered from June till the snow flies, with dozens
of long spikes of claret-colored blossoms of a new delightful fragrance. Plants ready in

April, 50c. each, 3 for $1.25, postpaid.

HenryF.Michell Co. Philadelphia, Pa.

A Wonderful New Shrub

1840 J9J2Old

Colony Nurseries

Hardy Shrubs,

Trees, Vines,

Evergreens

and

Perennials

A large and fine stock of well-rooted plants

grown in sandy loam. Good plants; best sizes

for planting; very cheap. Priced catalogue

free on application.

T. R. WATSON, Plymouth, Mass.

Luther Burbank's Twentieth Century

GLADIOLUS
OFFERED FOR THE FIRST TIME WITH OTHER

NEW AND RARE BULBS
These new gladioli are a revelation in this, the most varied, most

popular and most easily grown of all bulbous plants, and are without
doubt the largest, most brilliant and most varied ones growing on this

earth, and of a new and distinct type. The varieties offered this

season are especially rich in scarlet, salmon and crimson shades,
which are now most rare and most sought for in all collections. The
flowers of most of these are enormous and remarkable as well for their

substance as for unusual size and brilliance of colors. Illustrated

folder free. I also have an illustrated catalog of

LARGE FIELD GROWN ROSES
of all the best varieties, $2.75 to $3.50 per doz., express prepaid.
Choice flower seeds given as premiums with rose orders and large cash
prizes given to Rose societies. List of other catalogs free.

W. A. LEE, Agent, Dept. L, COVINA. CAL.

Salzer's Seeds
nrniif Grow» Produce Ipro Ul -Never Fail I

I Catalogue, bristling with seed truths, free. 1

| JOHN A. SALZER SEED CO. Box 10. LaCrosse, Wis. |

ASPARAGUS ROOTS
My IQ12 stock of asparagus roots is unexcelled.

6 of the strongest, healthiest and thriftiest varie-

ties. One and two-year-old roots for sale. We
know they will please you. Place your order now.

Special prices on large orders. There is big money
in growing asparagus.

STRAWBERRY PLANTS
You should know about my own 6ne. heavy bearing vari-

eties. For $1.00 I'll express 100 plants of Norwood or

Heritage varieties. Try them. I have dozens of other
standard varieties. Big yielders and strong, healthy plants

They are guaranteed true to name. I am a strawberry
specialist. The success of my berries is my success. You
will do well to plant them.

All shipments are packed with skill and care and reach destination in excellent condition.

Free catalog of Trees, Dwarf Fruit Trees, Small Fruits. Vines, and Spray Pumps, FREE.
ARTHUR J. COLLINS. Box C. MOORESTOWN. NEW JERSEY

HALF AN ACRE IN HALF AN HOUR
With garden tools like those shown here with their many attachments for all kinds of special work, you

can accomplish more in half an hour than in half a day by the old methods.

These light, yet strong, labor-saving implements are so perfectly made that anyone can push them with ease.

Their adaptability to numerous requirements is astonishing. They reduce labor and increase the garden's yield.

No. 1 Double and Single

Wheel Hoe

Price $7.00 IRQNAGE
No. 6 Hoe and

Seeder Combined

Price $12.00

Any one of their numerous attachments for hill seeding, drill seeding

ing, raking, hoeing, disking, hilling, weeding or mulching, either as

or double wheel tool, can be adjusted in a few minutes. Changin~

Single Wheel Hoe is our own feature. i6-inch steel wheels, steel

frame and braces, malleable fittings and attachments give them

combined strength and lightness not found in other garden tools.

Here are tools that will work for a dollar a year. They are but two

of many Iron Age labor saving tools, some of which should mak
up the equipment of every farm and garden.

See them on your local dealer's floor. Do it today. If he can't

show them, a postal request will bring to you our set of

illustrated booklets, describing our complete line of gar-

den, orchard and field tools. Write today.

BATEMAN MFG. CO.,Box69-H,Grenloch, N. J.

cloth or even newspaper and sprinkle water
over the top.

On the other hand, if growth starts, it is

evident that there is too much warmth and some
means must be taken to check it. With these

little precautions, the storing is an easy matter.

When planting time comes merely take the roots

out, dig a hole in the ground and plant them.

The spot where you are to grow dahlias

must have exposure to the sun and should

have protection on the side whence come the

prevailing summer winds.

An opportunity that should not be missed by
one who wants real enjoyment in growing flowers

lies in growing dahlias from seed. Singles or
doubles can be raised with equal success. W hat-

ever you get will be worth while, with the

possibility ever present of attaining something
.of superlative merit. The glorious uncer-

tainty of watching the development of the plant

and nursing it along until it expands its unknown
beauties has a fascination that must be expe-
rienced to be in any sense appreciated. Prob-
ably, from a packet of seeds costing but a few
cents, you will raise a hundred plants, no two
alike.

Sow the seed in March, in frames, and treat

as you would any other tender annual. If you
are not particular to possess yourself of the
named varieties, this is the"" really economical
way, and one that offers possibilities of pleasure

to any one who owns a garden and a coldframe.

I hesitate to suggest varieties. They are

being thrown at us so fast and furiously that
the favorites of to-day may be discarded by
to-morrow. The only safe and sane way to

choose varietes is to go to a collection of dahlias

and pick out those which suit your own fancy
for the purpose you have in view.

Each commercial grower has his pets and if

you become a dahlia enthusiast, in a short

time you, too, will have your own list of favorite

varieties that will differ from those of any one
else.

In a symposium of dahlias for the home
garden, given in The Garden Magazine for May,
191 1, there are several selected lists, of twelve
colors in each class, to which the reader might
refer with advantage. There are, however, two
or three varieties that I would by all means
include: Clifford W. Bruton (decorative) as a

good cut flower in the yellows; A. D. Levoni
(show) pale pink; Lord Lyndhurst (decorative),

red; as white, Perle de la Tete d'Or (decorative)

;

Libelle (cactus) with a sort of a purplish color;

and Frank Smith, an ideal, very dark-colored

fancy. In the pompons Snowclad, white, is

always deserving of a place; and when it comes
to singles, grow the Twentieth Century type —
any of them, all of them!

Stewart Edward White

A WORD FROM THE EDITORS

THE series "Beautiful America" will be

continued in Country Life in America
for March 1st, with a graphic descrip-

tion of "The Great Southwest" by Stewart

Edward White, who knows that section of the

country like a book. His article will be illus-

trated with the finest scenic photographs we

•
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New Lilacs on Their Own Roots
(\l I \ ll vr.iri ihrrr has Urn .1 multitude "I new varicl ics nf Lilacs grown and many of llicm have very great beauty,

/ but unfortunately, ftlOMMl all the stock nil. red, both in this*is country and Ktirope, has been budded on priv< I and i

prm tit ally worthless, lor lilats grown on tin, arc certain to die in a few years. Nurserymen bud Lilar s on privel !«

C»u»c tWy enn produce a large stock quickly and inexpensively, but one Lilac on its own roots is worl h a (mi of budded planl ..

PRICE. EXCEPT WHERE NOTED,
Aiiu'thv.illnn Vrrydnrk reflclisli purple. / ,<

Alphonae Lavalle. l)ouhl<-; l.ir«r panicles;

Mill 1

,
sli.nlril violet . %i.

Hrrthn Dnmmnn. Pure ivliiic; very larRC

pnni< let of (lowers; fine. $2.

Charles Joly A tuperli <l;irk reddish pur-

ple variety; double. $1.

Congo. Hriijht wall (lower- red. $1.

Dr. Llndley. Large, compact panicles of pur-

plish lilac flowers; dark red in budjvery fine.

Dr. Masters. Double; lilaceous.

Dame Blanche. Double; white.

Emlle Lemolne. I )ouble ;very lar«e flowers

of fine globular form; rosy lilac; beautiful.

Geant des Batallles. bright reddish lilac,

in large trusses. 75 cts.

Jeanne d'Arc. Double; enormous spikes;

pure white flowers, large and full; buds
1 reamy white.

La VHle de Troyes. Large, purplish red

llowcrs; fine. Si.

La Tour d'Auvergne. Double; purplish

violet.

Le Gaulots. Rosy lilac; a very lovely var-

iety. 75 cts.

Lemolnel fl. pi. Double; carmine- violet.

$1.80 EACH, SlS.no PER DOZEN
Leon .Simon. Double, (umpart pani'lei;

flowers bluish crimson.

Mndnme Lemolne. Superb; double; while. $1.

Madame F. Morel. Violet pink, large and
fine; single.

Madame Caslmlr-Perler. ( reamy while;

lovely double.

Mad.AbelChatenay. Double; milk white. $2.

Marie Legraye. Large panic les of white
flowers. The best white Lilac. 7^ cts.

Michael Duchner. Dwarf plant; very
double; color pale lilac. Si.

Negro. Very dark violaceous puqdc.
President CarnoL Double; lilac tint,

marked in center with white. Si.

Rothomagensls. Violar eous lilac. 35 cts.

Souvenir de Louis Spaeth. Most <li-i in'

t

and beautiful variety; trusses immense;
very compact florets, very large; the color

is deep purplish red. Si.

Vlllosa Lutea. A late flowering species
with deep pink flowers; extremely free-

flowering and effective. Si.

Vlvland Morel. Long spikes; light bluish

lilac, center white; double.

Wm. Robinson. Double; violaceous pink.

ELLIOT NURSERY

We started growing choice named Lilacs on their own roots ten years ago and now have a
very large and fine stock and the only stock in America. These Lilacs are strikingly distinct

and beautiful. The flowers of (he double varieties arc very lasting.

We have the largest, hnrst an'l most comprehensive stock of harily plants in America, including three hundred
varieties of the choicest Peonies, one hundred varieties of J apanes' and Kuropcan Tree Peonies, and also the
largest collection of Japanese Iris in the world and an unsurpassed collection of named Phloxes. Our illustrated

1 iitalnicuc describing these and hundreds of other Hardy Plants, Trees. Rhododendrons, Azaleas and shrubs, will

iie sent on request

"A PLEA FOR HARDY PLANTS," hy J. Wilkinson Elliott, contains much information about Hardy Gardens,
with plans for their arrangement. We have made arrangement* with the publishers of this book to furnish it to

customers at a very low price. Particulars on request.

337 Fourth Avenue Pittsburg, Pa.

BOBBINK & ATKINS
World's Choicest Nursery and Greenhouse Products

Spring Planting

\ \ *T invite everybody interested in improving their lawns and gardens to

» V visit our Nursery to sec our Products crowing. This is the most satis-

factory way to purchase. We shall gladly pve our time, attention and any
information desired. Our Nursery consists of 300 acres of highly cultivated

land and 500,000 square feet of greenhouses and storehouses, in which we are

growing Nursery and Greenhouse Products for every place and purpose,

the best that experience, good cultivation and our excellent facilities

can produce, placing us in a position to fill orders of any size.

ROSE PLANTS We have several hun-
dred thousand that will bloom this year.
Order now from our Illustrated General
Catalogue (or Spring Delivery.

RHODODENDRONS Many thousands
of acclimated plants in Hardy English and
American varieties are growing in our
Nursery.

HARDY OLD FASHIONED PLANTS
We have thousands of rare, new and old
fashioned kinds. Special prices on quan-
tities.

DECIDUOUS TREES AND FLOWER-
ING SHRUBS Many acres of our Nur-
sery are planted with several hundred
thousand Ornamental Shade Trees and
Flowering Shrubs. It is worth while to
visit us and inspect them.

TRAINED. DWARF AND ORDINARY
FRUIT TREES AND SMALL FRUITS.
We grow these for all kinds of fruit gar-

dens and orchards.

HEDGE PLANTS. We grow hundreds of

thousands of California Privet. Berberis
and other hedge plants adapted for all

parts of the country.

EVERGREENS. CONIFERS AND PINES.
.More than 75 acres of our Nursery are

planted with handsome specimens. Our
plants ore worth traveling any distance

to see.

BOXWOOD AND BAY TREES. We
have thousands of trees in many shapes
and sizes.

PALMS. DECORATIVE PLANTS FOR
CONSERVATORIES, interior and exter-

ior decorations.

HARDY TRAILING AND CLIMBING
VINES. We have them for every place

and purpose. Ask for special list.

ENGLISH POT-GROWN GRAPE VINES.
For greenhouse cultivation.

BULBS AND ROOTS. Spring, Summer,
and Autumn flowering.

LAWN GRASS SEED. Our Rutherford
Park Lawn Mixture has given satisfaction

everywhere.

PLANT TUBS, WINDOW BOXES AND
GARDEN FURNITURE. We manufac-
ture all shapes and sizes.

OUR NEW GIANT FLOWERING MARSHMALLOW. Everybody should be interested

in this Hardy New Fashioned Flower. It will grow everywhere, and when in bloom is the

Queen of Flowers in the garden. Blooms from the early part of July until the latter

port of September.

OUR ILLUSTRATED GENERAL CATALOGUE NO 85 describes our Products: is

comprehensive, interesting, instructive and helpful to intending purchasers. Will be

mailed free upon request.

We Plan and Plant Grounds and Gardens Everywhere

OUR PRODUCTS give permanent satisfaction because they possess the highest qualities

created by our excellent standard of cultivation.

VISITORS, take Erie Railroad to Carlton Hill, second stop on Main Line; 3 minutes' walk
to Nursery.

BOBBINK & ATKINS
Nurserymen, Florists and Planters, Rutherford, N. J.

Bulbs That Bloom
Gladioli

are the most beautiful and useful flowers in the

garden. They rival the orchid in variety and
delicacy of shading, and open, flower after flower,

in a succession of fresh bloom lasting a week or

ten days. And Gladioli can be grown as easily

as potatoes, by using good bulbs and following

our simple planting directions.

Cedar Acres Gladiolus Bulbs
are grown under the supervision of a man who is

devoting his life to the production and the de-

velopment of this one flower. It is sig-

nificant that the Cedar Acres Gladioli bring

in the cut flower market a price six times as
high as the market rate. These blooms are

raised in fields, without stakes or watering;

you can grow them just as well.

SPECIAL OFFER
DAWN (Tracy's) The most beautiful shell pink Gladiolus in

existence. Should be grown in all gardens.

/v.

Liberty, Red
Independence, Rore pink

Mrs. James Lancashire. Cream
Sanguine, Brilliant red

America, Light pink

Baron Josef Hulot, Dark blue

Augusta, White

Sunrise, Yellow

Jean Dienlafoy, Cream
Harvard, Crimson

Isaac Buchanan, Yellow,
slightly marked with rote

One each of the above named varieties for $2.00; two each

for $3.50; six each for $10.00. Prepaid.

Mrs. Francis King, (The Original)

A most beautiful flame pink. Immense flowers

on a spike growing 4 ft. high, with 18 to 20 flowers

6 to 8 open at one time. A magnificent variety.

$4. 00 per hundred ; 25 at the hundred rate.

Send for beautiful, illustrated booklet, giving the

real truth about many leading varieties. We will

gladly answer questions regarding the Gladiolus, its

culture, varieties, etc.

B. Hammond Tracy
Cedar Acres. Box 395. Wenham. Mass.
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THESE MACHINES .ARE USED ON MANY OF THE LEADING
GOLF COURSES ate PUBLIC PARKS THROUGHOUT THE
UNITED STATES. THEY IMPROVE a>7? BEAUTIFY THE
LAWN AS NO OTHER MACHINE C AN a& AT MUCH LESS CQ5I

fiend for Catalogue

New and Rare Shrubs, Vines and Bulbs from China
Clematis montana rubens. See illustration. New pink,

summer-blooming climber. Plants from 5A in. pots,

each 73 cts-. doz. $8. Plants from 2J in. pots, each 50

cts., doz. $3.

Ampelopsis TbomsooiL Beautiful tricolor
Woodbine, changing in the autumn to rich red.

Plants from 3| in. pots, each 73 cts.. doz. $5. Plants

from 2k in. pots, each 30 cts-, doz. $5.

1,Ilium myriophyllum. Blooms in July;

flowers white, suffused with pink: canary-

yellow throat. Delightfully fragrant Bulbs

each $130. doz. $15.

Lilium Sargentiae. Blooms in August. Enor-

mous flowers, white shaded purple, fragrant.

Bulbs each $1.30. doz. $13.

Do not fail to procure our Spring Catalogue

which contains many new plants offered for

the first time.

R. & J. FARQUHAR & CO.
lO South Market Street, Boston, Mass.

have been able to secure by months of careful

investigation. It is a combination of literary

and photographic work of unusual merit.

Other features of the number will be:

"In the Haunts of the Osprey," by Howard
H. Cleaves, one of the most successful of the
younger American ornithologists and nature
photographers. A story of the life and habits
of the fish-hawks of Gardiner's Island. Photo-
graphs by the author.
"A Little Garden in Old Salem," by Wilhelm

Miller. Descriptive of the Robinson garden at

Salem, Mass. A unique and uncopiable garden
but one whose principles can be applied by all.

Photographs by Arthur G. Eldredge and Stick-
ney.

"The Case for the Modern Collie." by R. A.
Sturdevant. A word for the present-day show
type, refuting the charge of his detractors that
he is merely a useless ornament. Illustrated with
photographs.

"Fighting Frost with Fire," by Enos A.
Mills. A vivid picture of a six-day battle in

the Grand Valley. Col., in which thousands of
dollars' worth of fruit was saved by a systematic
heating of the orchards with smudge-pots. Pho-
tographs by Frank E. Dean.
"The Lucerne Widow." by George Frederic

Stratton. The true story of ..some Western
w^imen who are establishing farm homes for

their families in spite of material obstacles.

The Homebuilder's Supplement will include
"The Water Tower as an Architectural Feature.

"

by Phil M. Riley; "A Georgian Colonial Man-
sion Reclaimed," by Mary H. Northend: "A
Country Home Within Commuting Distance
for Less Than gi.ooo, " by Frances B. L. Howe.
The Departments: The Amateur Photo-

grapher; The Nature Club; Stock and Poultry;
Country Life Abroad; The Market; Experiment
Station News.
The following issue, published March 15th,

will be the Spring Building Number.

A MOVEMENT FOR BETTER
FARMS IN AMERICA

ANEW movement looking toward better

farming in this country is worthy of
publicity. It is the work of the National

Soil Fertility League, whose headquarters are
in Chicago. The purpose of this organiza-
tion is "to make farming more profitable

by securing appropriations to agricultural col-

leges, thus enabling them to maintain a trained

agriculturist in every community to assist

farmers in getting into general practice the best

methods of farming known to science.

"

Among those whose names appear on the
advisory board are President Taft, Secretary of

the Treasury Franklin MacVeagh, James J.
Hill. William Jennings Bryan, B. F. Yoakum,
Alvin H. Sanders. Speaker Champ Clark, F. D.
Coburn. Dr. Edmund J. James, J. M. Studebaker,
and others. Mr. H. fl. Gross, one of the princi-

pal figures in the good roads movement for

several years, is the president and active leader

of the league.

Proceeding on the theory of actual demon-
stration, by the farmer himself, under the
guidance and with the cooperation of a capable
man who possesses the knowledge of the most
practicable methods and processes for securing
the best soil results, the league will seek and urge
Federal aid as one of the essential early steps.

A bill has been prepared, for introduction at an
early date, providing for appropriation of
sufficient funds to start the movement, each
state receiving such support to provide an equal
amount, and the amounts to increase annually
until a maximum averaging ten cents per capita

per annum is reached. At that point it is

carefully estimated that the nation's crop yields

would have increased at least 10 per cent.,

meaning several hundred million dollars added
to the natural resources, the conservation of

soil, the correlation of all the forces interested in

building up a permanent agriculture, an at-

tractive and effective home interest for the
younger generation of farm people, and a de-
cided decrease in the cost of living.

One of the most potent arguments in favor

of the movement is the endorsement of its pur-
poses, plans, and methods by every agricultural

college in the country, as well as men and women
who have studied the conditions and possibili-

ties of America's agricultural resources from
every view point.
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PICK STRAWBERRIES
From Your Own Garden
Until After Snow Flies

Just Chink of *upnl\ ing \'>ur table from June to November with strawberries

(rom your own garden! Tin* .my gardener amuleuror professional -can do
witli our wonderful everbearing variety "Amcricus." It bears all winter in the
South. In the North.it bears from August to November the first year. and from
J tint to November the second \e.ir They are enormously produi live, having
borne for us in Oswego County, New York, at the rale of 10,000 quarts per acre I

I KNOW OF NOTHING SO PROFITABLE TO GROW
We cannot supplv the demand it rents .1 <|uart wholesale — a price at

which one acre would net over $j,ooo per atrr ! Anybody can grow this hardy
variety, as they require no more skill than ordinary berries. Why don't you set

out sonic of our "Americus" this spring and next fall and the year following

have tine berries for your table and to sell when prices are highest?

Prices of strong, well rooted plants, $2.50 per do/.en; $20. per 100; postpaid.

Oi ler before the supply is exhausted You should have our book, " Farmer
on the Strawberry." Prit e cents or free with orders lor S10. worth of plants.

We have u varieties of everbearing strawberries and all kinds of other
Kerry Plants, Grapes. I'urr.inl-. \.;.m ..•>,.. K..-. .. Shrubs, Fruit Trees,

Seed Potatoes, etc.

Write for beautifully illustrated free catalog. Do it now.

L. J. FARMER, " The Strawberry Man, " Box 280, Pulaiki, N. Y.

V ^
The A to Z of"
Gardening

"

EVERYTHING that can

possibly interest the

flower enthusiast, the home
gardener, the trucker, the

farmer and even the novice,

is fully treated and ex-

plained in

Dreer's Garden Book
^JONTAINS 1,000 splendid photo

reproductions, 4 beautifully col-

ored pages and 6 duotone plates.

Declared by American gardening

experts to be the finest and most

complete catalogue of seeds, plants

and bulbs published.

Easy Instructions for Amateurs
pULL directions for growing almost every plant and vegetable.

We've 5 new vegetables you'll want to know about and many
varieties of novelties in flowers.

Send for DREER'S GARDEN BOOK today. Mailed free.

DREER'S PEERLESS GIANT PANSIES. A mixture of the most ex-

clusive giant sorts in a bewildering range of rich colorings. Sown
out of doors by the end of April, will bloom from July till snow flies.

Special packets containing enough seed to produce over one hun-

dred plants, 10 cents per packet. Garden Book with each order.

HENRY A. DREER, Philadelphia, Pa.

Attractive

Seed Offer

FOR 50 CTS.

Wc wil

paid the
send pre-

fol lowi ng
seeds, which, if sold sep-

arately, at our retail prices

IO cents a packet, wouldof

cost $1.90.

e packet each of
following Giant

Orrh ld-Flowerlng
SWEET PEAS
New White Spencer.

Best white.

Countess Spencer.
Pink.

King Edward Spen-
cer. Brilliant scar-

Spen-

Onepacketeach New
Glant-flowerlng
NASTURTIUMS

Dwarf Beauty. Light
scarlet.

Dwarf King Theo-
dore. Scarlet ma-
roon; dark foliage.

Dwarf Luteum. Light
yellow.

Tall Schulzl. Scarlet.

Tall Pearl. Cream
white.

Tall King Theodore.
Scarlet maroon ; dark
foliage.

Captain of the Blues
cer. Bright blue.

Aurora Spencer. Best striped.

Primrose Spencer. Pale yellow.

One packet each of the following ASTERS
Violet King. Beautiful deep Hohenzollern Rose. Ostrich"

violet. plume rose.

Early Snowdrlf Karliest Cardinal. Beautiful bedding
white. scarlet.

Improved Crego Pink. Royal Purple. A gem in

Giant pure shell pink. color and size.

Wc will include one packet of the Mew and very Popular African Golden
Grunge Daisy, a charming annual that is easily grown.

All the above varieties arc described in our X912 catalogue, 1 20 pages, tell*

ing all about seeds which is sent free.

50 Barclay St.

NEW YORK

Rose growing with us is a science.

America s foremost rose propa-

gator is here. ^Vith a background
of 50 years" experience in select-

ing and developing the choicest

kinds which America and foreign

lands have produced, we now pre-

sent unrivalled varieties for arbors,

beds, gardens, trellises, etc. Select

your roses from our
large, beautiful new
ROSE BOOK, and

be assured that the

bushes will be suited to your local-

ity, will be vigorous and healthy,

and will create permanent loveli-

ness. By all means write for this

authoritative ROSE BOOK.
It shows leading roses in natural

colors, contains valuable data on
planting, fertilizing, cultivating,

etc.. and a complete Rose Lover s

Calendar. And it ex-

plains our new Free

Delivery Offer Write
for a free copy to-day.

THE CONARD &JONES CO. . Box 125. WestGrove.P;
Rose Sp€rialists~T-so years' experience.
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wagner Hardy Flowers and Shrubs

for Fine Effects
Order now. "W^e shifi at Planting Time

Flowers for beds and borders, rose gardens,
peonies, iris, phlox, creepers, handsome shrubberies.

Wagner Nurseries offer a wealth of such garden-
beauty, and now is the time to make up your list

from it.

Wagner stock is splendid, vigorous, com-
plete. Your garden, your outdoor plant-
ing this year, whether simple or extensive,
will gratify you as never before if made up
of Wagner-quality—beautiful in color and

form. Write now for the
fully illustrated book: "Plants
and Plans for Beautiful Sur-
roundings."

WAGNER PARK NURSERIES
Box 682, Sidney, Ohio

FERRYS
Plant breeding and selecting has been

our businets for years. We market the

results in the shape of thoroughbred

vegetable and flower seeds. They
grow good crops.

191 2 SeedAnnual Freeon Request

D. M. FERRY & CO., Detroit, Mich.

SEEDS

OSES Sf NEW CASTLE
Most rugged, hardiest Roses in America

Plant them and make your Rose Garden a
success. New Castle soil best adapted to
Rose growing— hence our big success in

growing healthy, vigorous Rose bushes. They
carry all the strength and vigor of New Castle
soil.

We grow and sell all best varieties of Roses,
also Hardy Perennials. Shrubs, Plants, Bulbs,

flower and vegetable seeds. Safe arrival guaranteed.

ROSES OF NEW CASTLE -Free
Our roi 2 edition, most famous rose book published. Profusely

illustrated in colors— highest authority on rose culture. Gives
all necessary information. Plan your Rose Garden now — send
for this great book— it's free— write today.

HELLER BROTHERS CO.

Rose Specialists, Box 231, New Castle, Indiana

BEAUTIFY YOUR HOME GROUNDS AT SMALL EXPENSE
NORTHERN GROWN TREES,

SHRUBS, SEEDS, and PLANTS are the
foundation for PERMANENT SUCCESS
"^1 "O "C^ TCI Catalogue largely devoted to Land-

-"-^ scape Architecture on Application

It will save you money and teach you how to improve
and enhance the value of your home at small expense.

Beautiful Trees for boulevard effect.

Useful and Ornamental Hedges.
Stately Evergreens.
Quick Growing Vines.
Seeds that yield enormously.

L. L. May & Company
St. Faul, Minn.

FARMING OPPORTUNITIES IN
OHIO

OHIO'S two great waterways, the lake on
the north and the river on the south,

were the first channels of communica-
tion between the East and the West. When the
railroad surveyor made his appearance he
sought, first, the shortest line, and second,
the easiest grades, and both these requirements
he found fulfilled in Ohio; hence the state has
been crossed by line after line of transconti-
nental railway.

The immense stores of coal in the southeastern
part of the state, and the growth of large cities

along the northern border, have caused the
building of many north and south railroads,

60 that the state is now netted with more than
16,000 miles of steam railway, and nearly
2,000 miles of electric railway, including
branches and side track, and few farms are more
than an hour's drive from a railway station.

THE LAY OF THE LAND

The topography of Ohio is that of a great,

flat plain or gently undulating table land, lying

at an average elevation of about 1,000 feet above
the sea. On the north this plain gradually
descends to the shore of the lake, where the
elevation is 700 to 800 feet, and toward the
south and southeast it has been carved into

hills and valleys by the erosion of the streams
flowing into the Ohio River, the hills becoming
more numerous and abrupt as the river is ap-
proached, but nowhere reaching an elevation

greater than 1,200 to 1,500 feet above the sea,

or 500 to 600 feet above the valleys lying be-

tween them. The watershed between the lake

and the river drainage lies considerably north
of the middle of the state, so that more than two-
thirds of the total drainage is toward the river.

A farm scene in southeastern Ohio. A wooded hillside

too steep for cultivation but rapidly growing in value

Geologically, Ohio may be divided into three

principal areas, namely: (1) The coal measures
in the southeastern third of the state, the surface

rocks of which are limestones, sandstones and
shales in alternation, giving rise to a great

variety of soils, and the topography generally

hilly. (2) The Waverly and Huron formations,

a broad belt of sandstones and shales underlying

the coal, beginning in the northeastern corner

of the state, stretching across to the middle
and then turning southward and gradually

narrowing as the river is approached; also

reappearing in the northwestern corner of the

state and occupying Williams and Fulton coun-

ties and parts of Lucas, Henry and Defiance,

thus covering in all about one-third the total

area, and (3) below the Waverly and Huron,
a broad belt of limestones, covering the state

west of a line drawn through Sandusky, Colum-
bus and the west line of Scioto County, excepting

the northwestern area above named.

THE SOILS OF OHIO

While the surface of the entire state, except

two or three tiers of counties bordering the

southerly trend of the Ohio River, has been
worked over and modified by glacial action,

yet the underlying rock has contributed in

very large measure to the composition of the

soils found above, and we find that the soils

lying upon shales and sandstones are begininns;

to show a deficiency of lime. These soils, how-

ever, are usually more easily worked than the

heavier clays overlying the limestones, and

they respond readily to manuring and fertilizing,

*
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Something Special in

English Garden Peas

r\ON" I It (WiHiingnl |u<t l>r< ,\wc rvrrv

limr you have Iricd growing rnrly pra»

thrv have l>ccn mostly vine or at the best

yielded you !>ut two pickings. You may have

hail the wrong peat. Most early peas are

apt to be unsatisfactory, but not so with

BuddingUm's Early of Earlier; it grows

vines onlv two feet high and yields pods 3]

to 4 inches long plumped out with succu-

lent peas with the true marrowfat flavor.

60c. a pint ; $ 1 .00 a quart.

Then there's Earliest May; Early Bird;

and Laxtoniun.

You can't go wrong on any of them.

If you want a fine meaty, sugary pea that will

cook green to go with your " lamb and mint

sauce " on Fourth of July, plant Boddington's

Duchess. The pods are so long they have

been called by some, the "Green 1 elephone."

Package 25c. ; pint 60c. ; quart $1 .00.

If you are looking for a good husky drought

withstanding variety there's Boddington's

Prestige at same price as Duchess.

Did you know that English grown peas are es-

pecially successful in this country ? That's why
we offer Boddington's English grown stock-

Boddington's Garden Guide

Tells you the plain, common sense facts

about these English varieties. In it you will

also rind straight from the shoulder facts about

all other Quality vegetable and flower feeds

along with valuable cultural directions and

suggestions, written by gardeners who know.

Send for this Garden Guide ; we have a

notion i: will give gardening a new zest and

interest for you.

Write for it now— and plan your garden

now — pick out your seeds now — and

so get things started now for an earlier

and more successful garden this year.

BODDINGTON'S SEEDS
Arthur T. Boddington

338 West 14th Street, New York

Every Farmer
Can Profit
By The NEW—

JohnDeere Book
TJ.*, "r\**-n2» Write for it now.

115 £ [CC It illustrates and
describes the best line of implements made.

Tells how and when to use them. It ans-

wers every question about farm machinery.
No farmer can afford to be without this book.

John Deere Plows, Cultivators,

Harrows and Farm Tools

Look for our trade-mark—it will protect

you against inferior, out-of-date goods.

John Deere implements have taken the
gold medal at every world's fair and inter-

nationa^s^Q exhibition since 1840.

Quality and Slrviot—John
Dtert Dtaltrt C u« Both.

Tell us what farm tool

you want to know about
and then ask for the big
book, package No.

'

John Deere
Plow Co.
Moline, 111.

he big /;

FREE

Have a Better, Earlier Garden
By Using Our Frames

THEY are veritable little portable greenhouaes.

Plnnt your seeds in them right now and get a month
to aix wreka start.

No special skill or previous knowledge is neceasary to in-

sure your succesa. We will send you our Two P Booklet

win. h gives you the "getting started" directions.

We are making these frames in six different sizes — the

smallest it I I 1-2 inches wide and 13 inches long. Ten of

them will coat you only $6.25.

Then we have a coubination offer of three different aizea,

16 frames in nil. for $13.00. We have a notion this is just

about what you w,mt.

Send for the Two P Booklet. It tells all about fr.imes

and their uses, and describes and illustrates the six different

kinds we make.

Lord & Burnham Company
Greenhouse Designers and Manufacturers

I Irvington. N. Y.

^ v ' H Td

1 r^wi- p

i

FACTORIES:
I Dei Plaines. 111.

NEW YORK
St. Jamn Bids.

Northern Grown,
HARDY PECAN TREES,
For successful planting in Northern States.

Acclimated Pecans, budded with bearing wood from northern grown
trees upon northern grown seedlings, raised from northern grown nuts.

We control five varieties of these hardy, acclimated trees. They have
withstood temperature's far below zero, never known to winter-kill. These
trees produce large, thin shelled, plump, meaty nuts, rich and delicious, selling

for Si.oo a pound. These trees bear in 3 to 5 years. Successful in almost
any soil. Easy to cultivate and harvest.

The Pecan a Wonderful Shade Tree.
For park, lawn or driveway, the Pecan has few equals. Smooth, gray

trunk, wide spreading branches, luxuriant foliage, rapid growth. Attains im-

mense size. Catalog of hundreds of trees, plants, roses, etc., mailed free

GLEN BROS. 1903 Main St.,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Glenwood Nursery
Est'd 1866

Nuts shown in this border are genuine Mantura- larse - paper shell — northern" grown.
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WE will mail you a package of this very unusual and

beautiful African Orange Daisy, and a copy of our

carefully prepared and illustrated 144 page catalog

for 191 2, (the best we have issued in all our 1 10 years

of business,) on receipt of 10 cents in stamps or coin.

It will pay you to take time to read African Orange Daisy

about this wonderful little flower in

the small type. But the important

thing after all, to you and to us, is

to send for it. Write to-day.

We are fairly bursting with information you
should have, and are planning to issue a little

booklet once a month containing "suggestions

about your garden."

These booklets will be "different"—we don't

know just how else to describe them. They will

be free to you in 191 2 ; but we may charge for

them another year when you find that you simply

cannot do without them.

In planning these little books we are arrang-

ing them to make them "good-to-look-at," easy-

to-read, and will try also to follow the advice of

Josh Billings who said "I don't care how much
you say if you say it in a few words."

They will be for busy people : the kind that accom-
plish things: shall we put you on the list? And don't

forget to enclose the 10c. for the African Daisy. Send
for the catalog anyway. It's mighty instructive and
interesting, yet it's free. Write now.

OUR Manager says "No garden
should be without this flower," and

he should know. He also says "It is a
rare and extremely showy annual from
Namaqualand, South Africa, of very
easy culture. The plants, of neat branchy
habit, grow about 12 to 15 inches high
and are exceedingly profuse in flowering.
Its Marguerite-like blossoms, to

234 inches in diameter under proper
cultivation, show a unique, glossy, rich

orange -gold, with dark -colored disk
surrounded by a black zone. It pro-
duces its pretty flowers very early after

being planted out in the open ground in
sunny situations and will continue to
flower during the summer. Plant in
soil not over rich."

(I/O years in business in New York)

33c Barclay Street, New York

iiiiiiuiBii 1 nig mmn

TREES
FRUIT AND
ORNAMENTAL

Hedges, Shrubs
Roses, Vines, Berries

Carefully grown stock direct from

nurseries at lowest wholesale price.

We make a specialty of orders for

large farms and Country Estates.

Send for 1912 Catalog—Now Ready

GROVER NURSERY CO.
'GROVERS^ 84 Trust Bldg.

ROCHESTER. N. Y.
Established 1890

FREE FERTILIZER
Is in the air all around you

Send for our illustrated book on

FARMOGERM INOCULATION
Tells all about it

THIS VERY VALUABLE BOOK IS FREE
Department 13

EARP-THOMASFARMOGERM CO. , Bioomfidd, N. J., U.S.A.

4 6 O O O
TREES

Sold to one man in nine years is the enviable

reputation of ROSEDALE NURSERIES. A trial

order brought larger orders from year to year, culminating

in January, 1912, with an order for

10000 EVERGREENS
This man is one of the keenest business men in NewYork.

If you are half as shrewd you will send for our catalogue,

No. 30, which gives prices with sizes up to twenty feet.

S. G. HARRIS, Tarrytown, N. Y.

"S
PORT ALLURING." A captivating, descrip-

tive Booklet about TRAP SHOOTING— the

ideal out-door sport. Address Dept. 220.

E. l.duPontde Nemours Powder Company. Wilmington, Del.

The Queen of Hardy Orchids Cypripe-
dium reginne. Opectabile)

KELSEY'S
HARDY AMERICAN PLANTS AND
CAROLINA MOUNTAIN FLOWERS

The most exquisite and lasting material for Landscape, Wild or Formal Gardens.

We have the largest collection of rare Native Plants in existence. Rhododendrons,

Azaleas, Leucothoes, Ferns, Bulbs and other specialties for Woods Planting, Borders,

Shady Spots, Rockeries and Water Gardens.

These dainty things are easily grown, if you do it right. A beautiful catalog (free)

gives expert information.

HIGHLANDS NURSERY,
3800 ft. elevation in Carolina Mountains.

SALEM NURSERIES

HARLAN P. KELSEY
SALEM, MASS.

" CHICAGO-FRANCIS " Clothes Dryers
and Laundry Room equipment, especially adapted for the Residence laundry

room. Apartment Buildings and Institutions. Write for handsomely illus-

trated No. C 12 Catalog. Chicago I>r.ver Co., 680 So. Wabash Ave..
Chicago, or shannon MPs;. Co.,134 Lexington Ave.,JSew\'orkClt.v

so that many of the most prosperous farmers

in the state are to be found in the Waverly belt.

The upland soils of this belt are naturally

better adapted to the small grains than to corn,

that crop being more at home on soils which
contain a larger supply of lime and humus.

THE DOMAIN OF RING CORN

Corn is the great crop of Ohio, the area an-

nually devoted to this crop being about three

million acres, as against about two million acres

given to wheat, and a million and a half to oats.

The rich valleys of the Scioto and the Miami
have long been famed for their corn crops, but
so little attention has been given to the pres-

ervation of the fertility of their soils that the

yields in these regions are diminishing, and now
the great corn crops are being harvested on the

flat, black plains of the northwestern quarter of

the state. This region was known as "the black

swamp " until after the Civil War, but it has been
reclaimed by drainage and it is now the garden
of the state. That the exhaustion of the old

corn fields is but a temporary matter is shown
by the Experiment Station's experiments in the

Miami Valley, where the yield has at once been
brought up from forty-five bushels to more than
sixty bushels per acre.

Cribbing the corn in northwestern Ohio until it can
be taken to the elevators

The relative importance of corn among our

cereal crops is becoming more and more appre-

ciated. Wheat is grown in every country in-

habited by civilized men throughout the tem-
perate zones, and in soils of every description,

but corn is far more restricted both in soil and
climate, and lands adapted to this crop are

steadily rising in value, so that to-day some of

the highest priced farming lands in Ohio are

to be found in these northwestern counties.

A few years ago in one of these counties two
young men, one a tinner and the other an im-

plement dealer, bought in partnership 130 acres

of flat woodland, formerly covered with elm and

other semi-swamp timber, the land being under

water much of the time. The tinner continued

at his trade but the other man went to work
on the farm, clearing, draining, fencing and

building. The young men had little money but

they had character, and were able to get all the

money they needed at a low rate of interest.

In three years' time this land was cleared — the

stumps being removed by dynamite; 15 miles of

tile drain were laid; a good stable and a neat,

eight-room house built, and the farm was sur-

rounded and divided into several fields with a

substantial wire fence.

Corn is the main crop on this land, and it

grows on the rich black soil at the rate of 70 to

80 bushels per acre. The farm adjoins a thriv-

ing village in which there are three elevators,

and would now sell for $150 per acre. The pur-

chase price of this farm was £65 per acre; the

draining cost about $12 per acre, and the clear-

ing, fencing and building would bring the total

cost up to about $100 per acre.

These black lands of northwestern Ohio are

attracting the attention of western corn growers,

and Illinois farmers are selling their corn farms

at $200 per acre and upward, and coming back

to Ohio where they can get land equally adapted

to corn for half or two thirds the money.

The market statistics show that 40 cents has

been about the average price of corn in Ohio

for a term of years, with a tendency to higher

prices, and the Experiment Station, on land that

is far inferior for corn production to that of the

black lands of the northwest, is averaging more

than seventy bushels per acre. The corn

farmers calculate that the labor expended in

producing, harvesting and marketing an acre

of corn costs about ten dollars. Sixty bushels

at 40 cents amounts to $28, leaving $18, for
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Hardy Plants.

si,., k in America Endbn stundnrd varti-tii-s and
i, ,1 novelties, suitable for .11 purposes (luaranli-rd

by a 73-ycar reputation (or honest, act-uratr di-altng.

Writ* for our 7»nd Annual Guide Bonk
Indispensable In planning lawn, garden and park
decoration. A copy will beMUM you rVesjon rt-<iuest

ELLWANGER & BARRY
Mount Hop* Nurserlea. Box SB. Rochester, N. T.

WIZARD Brand Pulveri/rd Sheep Manure™ is wonderfully effective—economical nnil con-
venient superior to bone or chemicals (or home
fertilizing. It makes

A Beautiful

I.AWN and GARDEN

per Inrge barrel freight
imld pant of Oinnlia—eash
wtlhnnlvr Auk for quantity

pr»c#» and intonating booklet.

The Palveriied Manarc Co.
1 Union Stock VMi - - Chicago

,1 ./ < M 1 ft

Sow Your Gi-tis-s Seed wit
^_The Velvetlaw n Seeder
Pt'TS the we»l in the ground— tint 011 top.

None blown away or eaten by bird*.

Makes a beautiful, uniform l.iwn Certain
in the shortest lime. Saves enough seed to imy
(or itself. Run easilv by one person. No mat-
ter how small your lawn you can afford to

have this seeder.

Let us «end you letter* from uun, prices,

illustration*, etc. We analyse soil and ad.

viae our customers free as to the best seed
and fertiliser. Write today.

VELVETLAWN SEEDER CO.
10 Columbia St.

Springfield. Ohio

Sheep's Head Brand
PULVERIZED

Sheep Manure
Nature's Own Plant Food. Ideal for all crops ;

especially adapted (or lawns, golf courses and

estates. Growers of nursery stock, small fruits,

hedges and gardeners generally will find Sheep s

Head Brand the best fertilizer. Contains large

percentage of Humus and all fertilizing substances

necessary to promote Plant life. Tests place it

far ahead of chemical or other fertilizers. Readily

applied to the soil. Let us quote you prices.

Send for our book, "Fertile Facta"
Tells how to fertilize the soil so that productive crops may be

raised. Special matter for lawn and marked cardenrn. Ronsts,

Nurserymen and Farmers. Sent FREE if you mention

this magazine.

NATURAL GUANO COMPANY
Dept. 11. 301 Montgomery Avenue. Aurora. III.

Standing at the opposite end of the sunken garden, this inter-

esting attractive grouping faces you. It fits in harmoniously with
the garden scheme. A very natural linking of the two gardens
— the outside and the inside ones. The outside one beautiful

for but a few short months at best ; the inside one a wealth of

rose blooms practically the entire year around.

And what roses I

Some gardeners say U-Bar greenhouses are the best rose houses. It is only
logical that constructed with the U-Bars as they are, they should be.

If they are better for roses they are best for all things whether flowers,

fruits or vegetables.

The catalog tells exactly why. One of our representatives can make it still

plainer. Send for either. Or better yet for both.

Another one of the joys of a greenhouse garden is that you can keep your conservatory constantly supplied with flowers

and foliage plants. When a plant looks laggy — send it down to the gardener and replace it with a fresh, healthy one.

UBAR GREENHOUSES
PIERSON U-BAR CO

ONE MADISON AVE. NEW YORK.
Canadian Office, 10 Phillips Placr, Montreal

DINGEE Ro&es
Are the best grown, hardiest and freest blooming. Little care is required to grow

them Sixty-one years of experience is back of them. Dingee Roses are unequalled

for beauty, vigor and growth — always grown on their own roots— the only way
a rose should be grown. No matter where you live, we prepay all express charges

under a special plan, explained in our book, and guarantee safe delivery. Write

today for the greatest Rose book ever published, entitled

rVTTti jr* TTT7 DnCCC or > New Guide to Rose
DllNLrtLE. KKJOlLO Culture for I9 12. It's Free.
There is no other book about Roses that compares with it. Elaborately illustrated

in colors. Contains 106 pages. Gives special prices and tells all about these

famous Dingee Roses — nearly iooo kinds — and all other desirable plants and seeds

and how to grow them. It's free. Send for your copy today.
Charles Dingee the

THE DINGEE & CONARD CO., Box 220, West Grove, Penna. Most Wonderful Hardy

70 Greenhouses Lending Roe Growers in Anenea garden Rose Grown
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Install in Your Home a
System of

)YesTer0<£keTric
TRADE MARK

Interphones
With them you avoid much running up and down stairs and from
room to room. You can bring everybody in the house within talking

distance simply by pushing a button on the nearest Inter-phone. No
operator—no waiting.

You can install in your home a private Inter-phone system with two or

more stations at a cost ranging from $6 per station up. Maintenance cost

is no more than that for your door bell.

Write to-day for Booklet No. 7847.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
Manufacturers of the 6.000,000 "Bell" Telephones

New York Atlanta
Buffalo Chicago
Philadelphia Indianapolis
Boston Cincinnati
Pittsburg Minneapolis

St. Paul
Milwaukee
Saint Louis
Kansas City
Denver

Montreal
Antwerp Londc

Dallas Los Angeles
Omaha Seattle

Oklahoma City Salt Lake City
San Francisco Portland
Oakland -

Toronto Winnipeg Vancouver
1 Berlin Paris Johannesburg Sydney Tokyo
Address the house nearest you.

"SAVE TIME AND FREIGHT*

jwimirn imiRK. tttfjuoNE EQUIPMENT FOR EVERY ELECTRICAL NEED mmtoNE our ncarest house

PBB^:-EililBP
Simple in

construction and

design,

artistic in

effect.

Ik

MADE BY LEAVENS
q LEAVENS FURNITURE appeals to all

persons of limited or unlimited means, who appre-

ciate good taste displayed in their surroundings.

<I When buying of us you have practically an un-

limited stock to select from. In an ordinary store

stock of furniture, the taste and judgment of the

"buyer" is exercised first, and you see only such

pieces as were selected by him. With us, you have

not only the whole output of a factory to select

from, but in addition you have the choice of a

large variety of finishes.

<J The idea of allowing the purchase' to select a

special finish to conform to the individual taste, is

original with us and has resulted in many satisfied

customers. We also furnish unfinished.

Cfl Send for complete set No. 2 of over 200
illustrations, including color chart of Leav, ns

Standard finishes.

WILLIAM LEAVENS & CO.
Manufacturers

32 CANAL STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

For the homes

of the

discriminating,

at a

moderate cost.

interest on investment, or 6 per cent, on $300.
Not many farmers are realizing this yield, but
it is a practicable possibility on a hundred thou-
sand farms in Ohio.
The time will come, even on the black lands,

when attention must be paid to the main-
tenance of fertility — in fact that time is already
here — but it is easily possible to so manage
the land that it will all the time return the cost
of fertility maintenance in increased production.

THE SUGAR BEET

The sugar beet has established a foothold
in northwestern Ohio, both soil and climate
having proved to be well adapted to the culture
of this plant. There are now two beet sugar
factories in the state — at Fremont and Pauld-
ing—-while the Michigan factories are also
drawing supplies from this section.
The cost of beet production is much greater

than that of corn. Planting, cultivating and
lifting the roots is done by machinery, but the
little plants must be thinned and the roots
must be topped by hand. This backache work
is often done by Russians and Belgians, who
contract the work at about $20 per acre when
twenty acres or more are grown. The cost of
the farmer's part of the work is still about $10— or more if the distance to the point of ship-

ment is several miles. The factories have been
paying at the cars $$ per ton and upward,
the price being fixed on the percentage of sugar,

and the rate of production runs from ten to fifteen

tons or more per acre. Some farmers in the
vicinity of Paulding netted $60 to $80 per acre
for their beets in 1910, over all cost of production.

POTATOES

While the cereals are the main dependence
of the great mass of Ohio farmers, there are

other crops of great local importance. In fact,

there is probably no area of the same extent

on the globe where the opportunities for a
diversified agriculture are greater than in Ohio.

Among these secondary crops potatoes rank
next to the cereals in the area under cultivation.

These are grown to some extent in the southern
counties, but here chiefly as a truck crop near

the larger towns, for the blight is so destructive

in southern latitudes that only the earlier sorts

are successfully grown. In northern Ohio,

however, large areas are devoted to this crop,

the counties of Cuyahoga, Portage and Wayne
each growing more than 6,000 acres annually

during recent years. For ten years, 121,000

acres of potatoes have been grown in the state

on the average, producing nearly 11,000,000

bushels. Of this area nearly half is found in

the twelve counties comprising the Western
Reserve, in the northeastern corner of the state,

together with the four counties immediately

joining them on the south, these sixteen coun-

ties containing less than one-fifth the total area

of the state.

The average yield of potatoes in this district

is less than 100 bushels per acre, but the results

of the Experiment Station's tests show that it is

easily possible to double this yield as an average,

results which are fully confirmed by the expe-

rience of many farmers throughout the region.

As an example, one Wayne county farmer har-

vested 10,000 bushels of potatoes in 1906 from
thirty-one acres of land, or nearly 350 bushels

per acre, and other similar yields were reported

for smaller areas. Land which will produce

such results has been purchasable at #75 to $8c

per acre, when located several miles from town,

and at #80 to $100 when nearer, but when one

crop of potatoes will brinf in from £80 to $140
per acre, at a cost for seed, fertilizers and labor

of #50 to $60, it is evident that there will soon

be a rise in land values.

Ohio ranks as the second state in the Union

in the production of onions. This crop is chiefly

grown on the former muck swamps which are

found at frequent intervals along the line of

the watershed. In their original condition these

swamps are worthless for agriculture, but when
drained and the wild growth subdued they be-

come the most valuable farming lands in the

state. The onion crop is expected to average

on t hese lands 500 bushels per acre, while 1,000

bushels is an obtainable crop under favorable

seasonal conditions. The average price is

probably not less than 40 to 50 cents per bushel;

it frequently reaches a much higher point,

\
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Strvndth and Durability tire MMMkl qtmlltlet
of ilnrtlvn furniture. C.illowtty production, rum-
hi n* lh»»<p quiilltlv, wild hnuit) of dnliln. Send
for oitaloduv of Sun Dial*. Flowag Pols, limn,
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GALLOWAY TERRA-COTTA CO.
3216 Walnut Street Philadelphia

Own Your Own Water

Works and Electric

Light System

TiuTC is no miMin why you
-lioulil not enjoy all the conveniencea
of tin* rily ami inakf the mOtl <>ul of

country life.

If you hail an O TTO or (iaso-

11110 engine, you could make your own
clear ice. furnish electric lights for all

Ont-buildinga ami drives, have proper

tiro protection. operate all the niaehin-

ery. ensilage cutter, milking machines,

etc. OTTO engines have heen on the

market :U! year-.. Are world renowned
for fuel economy and reliability. There
are scores of reasons why you should

buy an OTTO. At least investigate.

THE OTTO GAS ENGINE WORKS
3419 WALNUT ST.. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

ASTERS—DAHLIAS GLADIOLUS
The lirtik«t I'rlo i>f I'liinrm tltrrlJruwn In \n> I.Hrilrn

Aster* — Grandest Urge flowered mixed, 50c pet 100, $3.50 per
1000.

Dahlias — Superb prize winners alt types and colors, $1.00 pet
do*.. $5.00 pet 100.

Gladiolus — Magnificent Show Garden collection, 35c pet doz.,
$.'.00 per 100.

Ask for our catalogue ami prices on large quantities

Box 1001, MPI Cooperative Show Gardens. Spencer. Ind., I S. A.

KNOW YOUR SPRAYSOLUTION
1 he secret of Spraying Success is in the right solution.

The TAYLOR "LI-SUL-SPRAYOMETER" shows
you the exact gravity and strength of your Lime and

Sulphur washes the most efficient and least dangerous

of all spraying solution.

N. Y- Pattern — Two Sprayometen and Test Jar in case, $2.00
Penna. Pattern — Sprayometer and Test Jar in case, - 1.25

If your dealer cannot supply you, write us.

Send for circular of formulas and general information on Soraying — ask
about the "TYCOS ' Frost Alarm and other Thermometers for Orchardists.

TaylorInstrument Companies
58 Ames Street ROCHESTER. N. Y.

MINIAri'MC. Kt I'Rdlli r TlriSf OF VIOIIFl.* VIIOWN IN MAI" II l>H

A Dollar Bill Sent To-day
WILL BRING YOU

"DRESS"For Five Months!
These five superb numbers will reach you right while you are

planning your spring and summer wardrobe!
With the aid of DKFSS you can have your gowns designed by the foremost Creators of Paris,

your tailored suits from the leading American tailors, or you may select them from the smart ready-

to-wear models which the editors have chosen from the best New York shops. DK1.SS wii.i. no
K MIOITINI. HIH VOU 1

DRESS Is edited by the foremost authorities on fashions In the world,

enjoying the unique distinction of having as contributing members of Its staff

the nine foremost Parisian masters of the mode , Paul Polret, Worth, Bechoff-

Davld. Dreroll. Margalne-Lacrolx, Laferrlere, Carller, Lewis, Alphonslne.
Its social news covers the continent! The most brilliant writers of the day, includ-

ing Mrs O. H. P. Belmont, Rose Chalfield-Taylor, I mily Post, I uphemia Whiiridge,

Helle Beach, Maud Weatherly lleamish, Mary McDowell, Maud liarger Wallach, Mrs.
Harry Hammer, etc., etc., make DKKSS the most interesting magazine published in this

country for the well-born, cultured American woman.

You will fall in love with DRESS; all you need Is an introduction. That's why we are making
this offer.

The dollar bill which you send to-day will bring you

The March Number by Return Mail
Just off the press —a fascinating magazine with more than 1 OO exquisite drawings by ^
our staff artists In Paris, London and New York; dozens of tailored suits, evening Sc L
gowns, afternoon frocks, misses' and children's frocks and suits, ravishing

^»
VV >-is

hats, fascinating lingerie, newest corsets, countless boudoir secrets, and Pu

little pointers that are so effective In adding charm and smartness. DRESS
i West 3 2nd St.

Frits is a limited offer and good only for IMMEDIA TE acceptance. -i&^f Sew Vo"
^

Dear Sirs:— I enclose $1.00

We have left only a limited number of March copies and (or which please send me Dress

C**^ for >$i five months, as per your

A?'
cannot fill orders after this supply is exhausted.

To get your copy, fill out this coupon and c^*^
urn to us w i t h one dollar (bill or check; <2>

!f"

special offer.

ret

TO-DAY

!

City.

.

Street

Billion, of Hollar, Are Lml Annual!., by Fnilt-flronm, BaaaBH
Tu?j l>o Rut !>pr»j Prr»l.lfnlly llhh Prnperlj Jluu> Spray*

BLANCHARD'S

LION BRAND k
NSc!Eii

ARE THE STANDARD OF THE WORLD
Slroogre-t — Par***! — Hu>t EtTeftlve — Safest to I'm

Hettroj every Known In«erl -t nnil runjroa* Dltrase of Fruit

Tree*; Nave the aVfM and !n«nre Larger
Crop* or Vint Qiiallly Frail

I ims i:r*Mi" LIBE-M'LPIU'R SOLI'TION
For San Jose Scale particularly, and the only Spray that destroys Scale
and does not injure Trees. Ready for use, and more economical than
home-made

"LION RIU2IU** BORRFAl X JIIXTTRF.

Prevents Blight. Mildew, Rot. etc.. from destroying Potatoes, Beans.
Peas and Melons: keep* spots and specks off Apple*. Peaches and other
fruit, and makes crops surer and fu larger. One gallon to 49 of water.

"LION BKANIl" Tl BE PARIS (.KEEN

contains absolutely not a particle of filler or adulterant of any sort.

"LION BRAND" ARSENATE OF LEAU
The stickiest arsenate made. Preferable for Codling Moth. Curculio.

Elm Leaf Beetle and Chewing insects of all sorts, on trees, shrubs,

vines, bushes and vegetables, where it is desirable that the poison

remain longer on the foliage than is possible with other insecticides.

Does not burn the most delicate foliage.

We Alwi flake Hut Other Speelaltlet

Something to destroy every' injurious insect, and protect trees and plants

from all fungous diseases.

We are the larreal anil ciIiImI Manufacturer* of In*e*tieide« ami
Fnnpirtde* in I he World— in lhl» baalneat eaelo>

mlvely 23 year*. W> mihlioh a

FREE SPRAYING BOOKLET
a copy of which we shall be elad to send you. Writefor it to nearest office

Blanchard's Products are sold by dealers and agents everywhere, or

direct if your dealer cannot supply you.

THE JAMES A. BLANCH ARD CO.
527 Hudson Terminal. New York. 204 Broad St., St. Joseph, Mich.

Factories — New York and St. Joseph

Cyclone Ornamental Fence will give the
outside of your home the finished appearance that
curtains give the inside. Tt takes away that look
of something lacking.

Cyclone ornamental Fence
is made of large wires, heavily galvanized. Heavy
upright wires are firmly seated in the cables, form-
ing an immovable joint. Eisily put up on wooden
or iron posts. Made in many attractive designs.

We Guarantee It Fully
Cyclone Farm Gates are strong,

durable and light on posts. Frames are of
high-grade carbon steel and fabric of heavy,
closely woven galvanized wire. Turns any stock.'

Write us about how many fett of fence and
the number of gates you need. We will send
catalog Free.

Cyclone Fence Company,
Dept. 43 Waukegan. III.
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A New Book by

H. RIDER
HAGGARD
Author of "She,"

"Ayesha," "Queen
Sheba's Ring," etc.

Red Eve
IN THIS tale of the Middle Ages Rider Haggard has given us a

picture, in his vivid and striking way, of the days when feud-

alism was in the land and every man held his life and love in the
strength of his sword arm. Hugh de Cressy falls in love with Sir

John Clavering's daughter, but her father and brothers are de-

termined to marry her to a French nobleman. Hugh meets her
secretly and they are planning flight when her brothers discover

them. A conflict ensues and in defending himself and Eve,
Hugh kills one of the brothers.

The lovers escape, but because Hugh has blood upon his hands
the Church forbids the marriage for a year. This stay gives the
French lord fresh opportunities and many thrilling adventures
intervene to delay the union of Eve and Hugh.

Foot illustrations in colors by A. C. Michael
Fixed price, $1.20 (postage 12c.)

Strawberry Acres
By Grace S. Richmond

f.\ bright wholesome story. All
will be better for having made
the acquaintance of the young
heroine.—St. Louis Post Dispatch.

Eight illustrations. Fixed price,
$1.20 postage 12c.

The Boss

of Wind River
By A. M. Chisholm

1 Here's a tale of the Big
Woods with all the vigor and
freshness in it of the open
country which the author puts
so graphically before you.

Illustrated in color by Frank
Tenney Johnson. Fixed price,

$1.20 {postage 12c.

The Adventures

of Bobby Orde
By Stewart Edward White
f "BobbyOrde is the most lov-

able small boy thai has lived

between book covers in many a
day."— The Albany Times- Cf>:ion.

Illustrated. Fixed price, $1.20
postage 12c.

Rolf in the Woods
By ErnestThompson Seton
1 "The boy who will not enjoy
this book needs looking after.

Something is wrong with him."
— San F. ancisco Cail.

Many illustrations. Fixed price,
SI. 75 postage 15c.)

Further

Adventures of Nils

By Selma Lagerlof
f "Certainlyequal toanything
which Hans Christian Ander-
sen ever produced."—Philadelphia Inquirer.

Illustrated. Fixed price, $1.20
postage 12c.

TheTalkingBeasts
By Kate Douglas Wiggin

and Nora A. Smith
TF A newvolume in '"The Crim-
son Classics" Series.

1 " It will be a delight to the
children as well as entertain-

ment for their elders."

— The SpringfieldUnion.

Illustrated. Fixed price, $1.25
postage 12c.

)

Garden City Doubleday, Page & Co. New York

500,000Trees For Sale
ROSES, SHRUBS and VINES

Buy trees direct, save half your money.
We sell absolutely the best trees money can buy and charge
you about half of what you pay agents. Our trees are triple

inspected before shipment. VoYou get only perfect trees.

mckts nrnxsanm two% 'M m*S%£iC1

GreeasM^\JM^ ii '
i i

t 7V rva

Trees are northern -grow*, hardy, healthy, shapely. Get
Mr toe Book — *" How I lade ike Old Farm Pay."
Tefls how to prune, graft and grow trees, shrubs amd
ptaatts. Ask far oar valuable 1912 catalog.

EstmbiuhtJ JJ years. Ca/xial &OO.OOQ

GREEN'S NURSERY CO.. rooJmerS >

SELECTED
FLOWER
SEEDS

A Little Green Book for the Flower Garden
And a special introductory packet of superb aster
seed, containing Triumph of Paris and other new
varieties—colors carefully proportioned, branching
shell pink, predominating, wtmt upon reeeipC of
10 teat* la -i ,m r

>- or eoia.

A lOtrit
pki. of aaj
ft*ed» »eal to
a p p I leaaU
ot desriag
the asten.

PAUL DOVE seeds
(Successor to HenryS. Adams) PLANTS

WELLESLEY, MASS. BULBS

Garden Roses

!

Walsh's Handbook of Roses describes all that is best in

hydrid tea, hydrid perpetual, and the famous rambler
collection, moss roses, rugosas, standard or tree roses. It

tells one how to grow them.
Hailed free on request.

M. H. WALSH
Rose Specialist Woods Hole, Mass.

Plan Perennial Planting Now

- tmrurieus ramblittg reck garde
pur f*rtn$tim*s

SPARKILL, N. Y.

The Palisades Popular Perennials and shrubs make the permanent

gardening effects—tliekind that assure a garden feeling the year around.

Plants that bloom and wither in a week or two at their respective

seasons, have a place— but return a minimum of compensation for

the toil and care you devote to their planting and growth. With per-

ennials the conditions are diametrically opposite. You obtain a maxi-

mum compensation, one that every season enhances.

Ours it is to supply the perennials and shrubs which best suit your

rockery and garden plans. We have the choice and facilities. Why
not write now for our catalogue and let it help you make the right

selection for this year's planting? All correspondence promptly

answered and free advice given when desired. Personal interviews

by appointment at reasonable distance without obligation. Write—
THE PALISADES NURSERIES, INC.

PERENNIALS R. W. CLUCAS, Manager

while the cost of production is about the same
as that of the sugar beet, or £30 to $40 per acre.

Like the culture of the sugar beet, that of the
onion involves a lot of back-breaking work; but
some of the onion growers have solved the labor
question by the employment of boys drawn from
neighboring towns. As an example, a trolley

line which passes through a large onion district,

takes up even- morning during the weeding and
harvesting season a car-load of boys from 9 to

15 years of age, who earn 75 cents to $1 a day and
have a jolly good time. They go in charge of
a responsible man who takes care of them.

ORCHARDING

Half a century ago the apple was found in

the greatest profusion and perfection all over
Ohio, thus demonstrating the wisdom of "John-
ny Appleseed"' in his selection of a place to lay
the foundation for a great industry. But the
apple scab made its appearance on foliage and
fruit; the apple worm came with it; the canker
worm and various scale insects assisted in the
destructive work, and during the last 30 years
there have not been half a dozen old fashioned
apple crops in the state.

an Ohio farm

During the seventies the advent of the
Colorado potato beetle had taught us the value
of arsenic in fighting insects, and in 1886 the
discovery was made over in France of the great

fungicidal value of the salts of copper. Early
in the nineties some of the experiment stations

demonstrated the possibility of combating both
fungus and insect with a combination of arsenic

with salts of copper, and a few Ohio orchardists

were led to begin the systematic use of these

materials, with the result that apples are again

being grown in various sections of the state with
the same certainty and in even greater per-

fection than ever before.

In southeastern and southern Ohio are twenty
counties which have been cut into hill and valley

by the floods flowing from the foot of the glacier

which once covered the northern two-thirds

of the state. Down in Lawrence County, the
extreme southern county of the state, is a

hill farm, worth probably less than £25 per acre

a few years ago, from which Rome Beauty
apples have been sold for ten years past to the

average value of $100 per acre or more annually.

In these hill counties there are tens of thousands
of farms which can be bought for $20 to $40
per acre, and which might be made to yield as

large a return as this one, were the same wisdom
exercised in their management.

LIVE STOCK

From its earliest history animal husbandry
has been a leading feature of the agriculture

of Ohio. Before the advent of the railway

the products of the farm were largely converted

into beef, pork and wool, the beef being driven

on foot over the Alleghanies to the eastern

markets, the pork sent'down the Miami Valley

on foot to Cincinnati — in ante-bellum days
the greatest pork market in the world — while

in wool great value is compressed into com-
paratively small space, thus rendering it pos-

sible to market it under conditions which would
be prohibitive of less valuable materials.

But the opening of the great, free ranges of the

West, and the consequent depression of prices,

wrought havoc to Ohio's live stock industry,

and the close of the century found the state

with an animal population no greater than that

of the middle, although the area devoted to

crop production had increased three fold.

Better prices are again prevailing, however,

and while the industry must be readjusted to

meet new conditions, there is a great oppor-

tunity for successful live stock husbandry in

Ohio, as is demonstrated by the men here and
there who are prospering at it. Three phases

of this industry- seem especially adapted to
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tractive

SUN
DIAL
We c.\n show you an

assortment of many
beautiful designs from

which to

select or

submit de

signs car

rying out

original
ideas. Write

for our illustrated

booklet SUN DIALS for the GARDEN"

114 East 23rd Street. New York
Bi.xivlvs Brcoklvti.Sc Paul. Minneapolis London. Paris

California
Privet

Be«t nf the Hedge HmM M \
-

il i ;r for ln» n

tak>tfo«. of Treei. Vine*. Strawberry plants, c

ARTHUR J. COLLINS
Box C. Moorettown, N. J.

Sow Your Grass Seed with.
_Xhe VelvetU.wn Seedei
PUTS the seeU in the ground—not on top.

None blown away or eaten by bints.
Makes a beautiful, uniform lawn certain

in the shortest time. Saves enough sce<l to pay
for itself. Run easily by one person. No mat-
ter how small your lawn you can afford to
have this seeder.

Let ua aend you letter* from users, prices,
illustrations, etc. We analyae soil and ad*
vise our customers free as to the best seed
and fertiliier. Write today.

VELVETLAWN SEEDER CO.
10 Columbia St.

Springfield, Ohio

A Book on the Train is Worlh Two in

OUR BOOKSHOP
in Pennsylvania Terminal, New York City

One of its attractions—if* Size. Small

enough to l>e Inviting. Large enough

to hold a Most of Interesting Things.

ALL OUR OWN BOOKS AND MAGAZINES

Everybody's new Books—not all new-

Books, but most Good Ones.

BOOKS FOR ALL SORTS OF PEOPLE

Fine Prints from Fatuous Paintings.

Magazine Subscription's. All Right at

your Elbow, waiting to be Looked At.

PA Y US A VISIT

THE BOOKSHOP
OF

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO.
Pennsylvania Station New York City

"Y/'OU can secure nothing more beautiful in

* your home than the purity and richness of
an intense white enamel finish. See that Vitralite,

"The Long-Life White Enamel/' is used in
your home. Then the color will be white and the finish permanent
years after. Vitralite does not yellow nor crack. Goes on easily and
dries hard with a smooth, porcelain-like gloss, without a sign of where
the brush touched it. Can be rubbed to a dull finish if desired. Tell
your architect or decorator you want Vitralite used for all white effects,

inside or outside. It's water-proof. Can be tinted to any shade.

Send for Free Vitralite Booklet and Sample Panel
finished with Vitralite. Judge it for yourself. "Decorative Interior Finishing" is

another book you need when you build or decorate. Its color-scheme sug-
gestions will prove of value to you. Be sure to send for it.

The floor-finishing problem is

quickly solved. "61" Floor Varnish

is mar-proof, heel-proof, water-

proof. It withstands heavy wear
and never cracks. Ask for our

Free Sample Panel finished with "61"

and test it with your hammer or
your heel— you'll be convinced.

"The Finished Floor" will help in

floor finishing and care. Ask for it.

WIf your dealer cannot supply "P St L"
Varnishes, write us at 113 Tonawanda
Street, Buffalo, N. Y.. in Canada. 57
Courtwright St. Bridgeburg, Ontario.

FLOOR VARNISH

PRATT & LAMBERT VARNISHES
tBKXJttrr: Established 63 Years TS^KST

npO encourage people to establish country homes is

A one of the objects of this magazine. The interest

aroused and the impetus given toward home building

out of town, the question Where shall I find a place?

still remains to be answered. The real estate adver-

tising in the front of each number of Country Life in

America answers this question for many every month.

Many places are offered for sale or for rent by the

owners. Many more are offered by reliable real estate

agents. Whether you hanker for a bit of land your-

self or not you will be stirred by the land hunger if

you read the real estate advertising in the front of

this magazine.
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DIBBLE'S SEED POTATOES
DIRECT FROM OUR 1600-ACRE SEED FARMS TO YOURS

SEED
SEED
SEED
SEED

POTATOES
CORN
OATS

31 varieties, best early, medium and late. Over
50,000 bushels in stock, every tuber northern grown
and from fields absolutely free from blight,

four varieties that we have found to be best for crop and the silo.
We offer the product of 300 acres of the choicest corn we have ever
seen grown.

early, bright,
productive.

heavy grain, thoroughly recleaned and enormously

DA D| C*^^ Dibble's Canadian Six-Rowed with a record of 54 bushels perU/aJTA I t ULt 1 acre. 4o-acre Held 011 the Dibble farms.

D. B. Brand Alfalfa. Clover and Timothy 99.50% pure or better Tested
seed is the only kind you can afford to sow

Dibble's Farm Seed Catalog, the leading farm seed book of the year, beautifully illustrated ,and truth-
fully written, should be in every farmer's home. We send it with two new book* on Potato and Alfalfa
culture written by our Mr. Dibble absolutely

FREE
Just say on a postal

—"Send the Books." Address

Edward F. Dibble, Seedgrower, Box E. Honeoye Falls, N. Y.

Glazed

Garden Pottery
of

Character and Refinement

Catalog on request

Atlantic Terra Cotta Company
1

1 70 Broadway, New York.

The Tanks With a Reputation "

Leak-Proof

Storm-Proof
Decay-Proof
because the use of the highest
quality of materials, perfect
workmanship, correct design,
rigid inspection and 25 years'
experience

A CALDWELL
Cypress Tank and

Steel Tower
makes the ideal Water Supply
System for Country Homes,
Schools and Asylums, supplying
water for house, dairy, lawns
and barn, with ample Fire Pro-
tection.

Your own mechanic can erect,
or we will. We furnish pumps,
pipes, hydrants, gasoline or hot
air engines, wind mills. VVe
guarantee against freezing.
Write us for information about
what we are supplying others
and let us give you references
in your vicinity.

W. E. Caldwell Co., Incorporated

LOUISVILLE. ICY.

r I
VFIIXK of the pleasures derived

* from such a beautiful garden of

glass, just a step from the residence;

in fact, so close that the same boiler

that supplies the heat for the dwel-

ling also heats the greenhouse.

Just the ideal house for the beginner. We have sold hundreds of them. The vestibuled

side entrance certainly adds to its attractiveness. Note the artistic hoods over doorway
supported by neat galvanized iron brackets; even the design of the doors adds to the simple

beautv of the arrangement and demonstrates the careful attention given to the small details

which bring out the Superiority of the LUTTON PATENT CURVED EAVE
GREENHOUSE. Will be glad to talk to you on the subject.

WILLIAM H. LUTTON
Factory and Office : West Side Avenue Station, JERSEY CITY, NEW JERSEY

Ohio's conditions: the breeding of pure bred
stock, dairying, and the fattening of animals
that have been raised on the cheaper lands of
the West.
Ohio has always occupied the first rank in

the production of pure bred animals and to-day
Grcene County claims to contain pure bred flocks
and herds of a greater number of different breeds
than any other equal area in the world, while
hundreds of such herds are to be found in other
sections of the state.

The growth of Ohio's urban population gives
to dairying, and especially the production of
milk, a foremost place in its rural industries,

Buildings on a corn farm in northeastern Ohio — four
years from the forest

and the location of the state midway between
the West and the East, with its abundant trans-

portation facilities, gives it a commanding posi-

tion in the final finishing of meat-producing
animals; hence many farmers, scattered over
the state, are specializing in this line, some pur-
chasing lambs from the Northwest, and others

bringing in half-fat cattle from the Southwest,
while still others are feeding a class of stock not
destined to be eaten, namely draft horses, which
are brought in from Illinois and Iowa and fed

for a few months and then passed on to the
eastern cities.

Xot only do these larger animals receive at-

tention, but there are great establishments for

the production of poultry and pigeons, and there

is at least one ferret farm in the state.

Throughout the southwestern quarter of

Ohio are found great deposits of limestone and
granitic gravels, deposited by glacial action.

These gravels have been used for road making,
until now practically every important road in

this section has been macadamized. This work
is extending northward over the western half

of the state, Paulding County alone having built

or under contract more than 500 miles of mac-
adamized road, but over the eastern half of the
state there are but few improved roads, the
sandstones of the Waverly being too soft to
produce any permanent betterment. A recent

law is assisting in the improvement of the roads

in this section. Considering the superiority

of its roads and the natural fertility of its soil,

southwestern Ohio offers the cheapest lands

in the state, although they may nominally cost

more per acre than in some other sections.

LAND VALUES

Farms are for sale in every township of Ohio.

Owners die and estates must be divided and
settled; better opportunities for business, real

or fancied, open elsewhere and the homestead
is offered for sale; or unwise investment or mis-

management has covered it with mortgages,

and it comes under the sheriff's hammer. Often
these farms are sold farielow their actual value,

and very often the man who has ready cash to pay
for and improve a farm can secure a bargain.

Near the better market towns good level

farms, well improved, are held at $100 per acre

and upward; three or four miles away just as

good farms may be bought at $70 to $80; in less

convenient locations or with inferior improve-
ments the price may fall to $40 to $60, while

in the hill counties the price ranges all the way
from perhaps £5 for hillsides so steep as to be fit

for nothing but the growth of forest trees,

to $KO and upward for well improved and com-
paratively level land.

The time will come when the summits of these

beautiful hills of southern Ohio will be covered

with orchards; the gentler slopes with blue grass

pastures, on which countless thousands of sheep

will feed, and the steeper hillsides with forests

of chestnut, ash, and other valuable trees.

Charles E. Thorne.
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Thla Winter tike tin children la BttUBj lu
A 11 ton 10 unit lei them romp outdoor* (Mieilonr.

'I l>i u itn: it, ri|ii,il |Mirt« of •nnoliiite, one nioiilli of whole
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»ii|>erli hotel*, theater*, »hop« nml nil the comfort* you wt-di
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Hid hunt for ipi.nl or turkey, ji night's rlile nnd von can try
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liv nnntn,d comtm-rci.il in In Itir-- ' Are von tee king > new
home f Let me tend von one or nil of these interesting hook-

leta for the tourist, for the homeseeker and for the investor.

J. B. Carrlngton. Secretary Publicity League
Box 80. .San Antonio. Tex.

The way to go is via the Katy
Limited tr.nut from St I.ouis, nnd Kansas City —

"The Katy Flyer and "The Katy Limited"
cover the distance in the quickest time with the

greatest comfort. Trains from your city make con-
nections at St. I.ouis ami Kansas City. Say Katy to

cut; he'll understand.

For farts or any travel information, write

W. 5. St George, General Passenger Agent
M . K • T Rv . St LouU. Mo.

tl

IVcd like to do your "Printing in

this 40-acre Garden

HE COUNTRY LIFE PRESS
is equipped to promptly and efficiently

execute orders for all kinds of printing

and binding.

Thousands of photographs from our

own files are available.

Especial attention is given to color work of all kinds.

Members of our staff will gladly call upon request,

to assist in planning and laying out any work desired.

This uniquely equipped plant will produce work of dis-

tinctive merit— and has the great advantage of combining

under one roof, the complete operations of Composition,

Electrotyping, Half-tone and Color Engraving, Photography

in Color, Presswork. Binding and Mailing promptly from

our own Post Office in the Building.

Inspection of our Plant is cordially invited

IMMEDIATE DELIVERIES ARE MADE DAILY TO NEW
YORK BY OUR OWN AUTOMOBILE TRUCKING SERVICE

r COCOcX
ofthem 3lU.

FOR EVERY OCCASION
Malllard's Breakfast Cocoa is supreme.

"

Dainty and delicious, it graces every function
and lends an added charm to the meal.
Whether it be the elaborate banquet, the
formal dinner, luncheon, or in the quiet home
circle, or the nursery, Maillard's Breakfast
Cocoa always finds a peculiar welcome.

Malllard's Vanilla Chocolate reveals the last

word in the confectioner's art — a wonderful com-
bination of purity, strength, and delicate flavor.

Try it today.

At Leading Dealer*

1

Fifth Avenue and Thirty-fifth Street, New York
spr it'l ffit ,<r*tn fiimr hi tin t,tinch<(m Itftanrarit —

aft* rnrtm tea **rrsd thm to nix jc

The Arsenate of Lead that
Produced Such

Fruit as This

"rPEMONT COUNT

\

3UND CREST ORCHARD^ >

This exhibit
won 3 first. 2 second.

1 third prize. Note also
the 7 cups.

is the kind to use on
your garden truck, shade
trees or orchard

Growing perfect fruit, vegetables, or beautiful shade trees means guard-
ing them against insect enemies. Protect yours, no matter how lew you have.
The Company whose exhibit is pictured above, depends for protection on

ELECTRO Arsenate of Lead
(The Powdered Form

It is the only kind in non-crystalline form—100% stronger than other brands, yet abso-
lutely safe. Our exclusive process guarantees it—gives it greater killing power, adhesion and
distribution than any other brand. Mixes easily with water or can be used, dry as a dust.

Electro Lime sulphur Solution (Concentrated) is certain death to San Jose and other
scale and sucking insects. It's always uniform.

We make an Electro Spray for each class of insect and fungus. P

Send for "Spraying Simplified"
j
Coupon

-

Tells how to know insects and fungous diseases and what
| jiamc

to do for each.

Mail the coupon and tell us what you are interested in

—fruit, truck or shade trees.

THE VREELAND CHEMICAL CO.
52 Church St, New York

I

Address.

I

I

.1

I raise

No. acres.
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The Care
TheyShouldHave

CI I IS booklet tells the straight (acts of the matter in a (rank, clear

way that will give you a new point of view about trees in

general—and yours in particular.

You spend time and money in your lawn, on your shrubs, on your

garden, and unthinkingly pass your trees by. You do it because you
are in the habit of thinking that nature will look after them.

And she does in a way—by each year sending more pests and more
troubles to prey upon them, endangering both their beauty and life.

What a reasonable thing it is then to send for one of our inspectors

to examine your trees and find out just what their condition really is.

You are under no obligations to us to have any work done—but you
will at least know their actual condition. It's worth knowing. Send
for the booklet, whether you send for us or not.

unsonWhitakerG.
FORESTERS

New Vork-822 Fourlh Ave. Bldg.

Pittsburg

742 Oliver Bldg.

1847 ROGERS BROS.
'

' Silver Plate that Wears
'

'

is guaranteed by the Largest Makers

Victor
$£ *A

T_ _^_.„ Z _ PREVENTS DUST
£tl*V \3i preserves roads

Booklets on request

BAKKETT MANUFACTI RIM; COMPANY
New York, Chicago. Philadelphia, Boston, St. Louis, Cleveland, Pittshure,
Cincinnati, Kansas City, Minneapolis, New Orleans, Seattle, London, Eng.

THE FARM LIBRARY
containing: "Soils. ""Farm Animals," "Farm Management." "Cotton," Each
Ilustrated from photographs, Books sold separately at $2.20 per vol. postpaid.

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & Co., GARDEN ClTY, N. Y.

IDEAS AND EXPERIENCES OF
OUR READERS

[Note.— This department of the magazine has been estab-

lished to make room for some of the inhiesting things that

fall under the observation of our readers, but that usually fail

to gel into type because they are not of sufficient importance to-

be expanded into a long article. We accordingly ask our
readers to send us for publication some of their experiences,

discoveries, successful inventions, or amusing incidents— not

over 250 words — with an interesting photograph or two. We
will pay for what we use.— The Editors].

A STUMP SEAT

ONE of twin elms was blown down and as I

could not well remove the stump with-
out marring the remaining tree I made a

scat out of the stump. It was hollow so I

cleaned out all the rotten wood, white-washed
the inside, sawed two-thirds of the shell off

squarely, eighteen inches from the ground and

Instead of removing the stump and leaving a scar on
the remaining tree I made a comfortable seat out of it

boarded it over, sinking the boards flush with
the top of the stump. The remaining third of
the stump happened to be such that I could
easily construct from it a back for the seat,

which was done. Thus I provided a comfort-
able seat and produced an effect much better
than if I had undertaken to remove the stump.

C. L. AIeller.

AN OLD-TIME FIRELESS COOKER
WHILE twentieth century folks congratulate

themselves upon their modern ingenuity,

let them remember that more than a hundred
years ago the "fireless" was in evidence among-
the Mexicans of New Mexico and Arizona, as

shown in the accompanying photograph. The
oven is built of adobe (a brick made by the

As usual, we go to the ancients for verification of

the utility of our own •'modern" inventions. An
old-time tireless cooker

natives of mud and formed by frames of the

desired size), and being thick, holds the heat

well. A fire is built in this oven, left to burn
about an hour, and is then tested by holding

within it a piece of whitewood. If the wood
scorches, it is too hot, but if it turns to a delicate

STRAWBERRY
ACRES

BY

GRACE S. RICHMOND
Author of "Red Pepper Burns," etc.

"A bright wholesome story. All will be better for

having made the acquaintance of the young heroine

who makes friends and maintains a sunny disposition

under all circumstances." St. Louis Post Dispatch.

"Mrs. Richmond makes a lovely, wholesome, entertaining story out of the

situation." The Continent.
Fixed price, $ 1 . 20 (postage 12c)

BY THE SAME AUTHOR
Red Pepper Burns. Illustrated. Fixed price, $1.20. (Postage 12c.)

On Christmas Day in the Evening. Illustrated. Fixed price, 50c. (Postage, 5c.)

On Christmas Day in the Morning. Illustrated. Fixed price, 50c. (Postage 5c.)

A Court of Inquiry. Illustrated. Fixed price, $1.00. (Postage 10c.)

Round the Corner in Gay Street Illustrated. $1.50. With Juliet in England. Illustrated. $1.50

The Indifference of Juliet. Illustrated. $1.50. The Second Violin. Illustrated. $1.50.

garden city DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY new york
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TwoBeautifulBooks for Garden-Lovers

The American
Flower Garden

By Neltje Blanchan

Author of ' 'Jfrid Nttghhon,
'

'
' '3}lrds That llunl and Art Hunted,

'

' etc,

'"PHIS book reveals those little subtleties

* which bring delight to the home
garden. The author has drawn from a vast

knowledge of beautiful foreign and Ameri-
can gardens, and she points out the great

principles of all good gardening. The
present book covers adequately the needs
of the amateur whose garden is either ex-

tensive or the reverse; and every fact among
the thousands is made quickly available

by a fourteen-page index. There are four

plates in full color/ and eighty plates of

sufficient size adequately to treat the sub-

jects presented.

With Planting Lists by Leonard Barron
Regular Edition, net price, $5.00 (poitagc 35 centt)

What England Can
Teach Us About

Gardening
By Wllhelm Miller, Ph.D.

THIS is a book by Dr. Miller, Horticul-

tural Editor of Country Life in America,

which lays for the first time the foundations

of an American style of gardening.

Dr. Miller went abroad with the object of

studying the English gardens, the most
beautiful things of their kind in the world,

and in this volume he has embodied those

principles and suggestions which are applic-

able to American conditions.

What it has taken England hundreds of

years to learn we can profit by; and the im-

mense value of this book over previous

works is that it shows how to save millions of

dollars now wasted in unscientific planting.

Eight plate* in color and many in black and white.
Net, $4.00 (pottage 35 cent*)

GARDEN CITY DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY NEW YORK

A few example* of tlie S-I>ay, High Oracle

CHELSEA" clocks
Ship's Bell, Hour ami Half Hour. Iloiuloir, Mantel and Auto Clocks

For use in high class residences, clubs, yachts, automobiles, etc. Very many re-

fined styles in superbly finished cases. Especially desirable for Wed-
dings, Holiday and other presentation purposes. Dealt in and

used by those demanding the best.

ON SALE BY LEADING HIGH CLASS JEWELRY HOUSES
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TPV-»£» f^rkl 1 n t"T"V Hr»IT»f* In this dePartment are printed the advenisements of decorators,
X 11C V^lJLllllI \ 1 J.LM11C importers, and manufacturers of art furnishings for the house

interior. We invite correspondence and will gladly assist in the selection of furnishings and decorations.
Address, HofSE Decorating Department. Country- Life in America, Garden City, New York.

Hartmann- Sanders Co.
Exclusive Manufacturers of

Koll's Patent Lock Joint Columns

Saiuble for PERGOLAS. PORCHES or INTERIOR USE

East

Send for catalogue E 27 of

pergolas, snn dials and gar-

den furniture or E 40 of wood
columns.

ELSTON and WEBSTER AYES.

CHICAGO, ILL

ice: 1123 Broadway, New York City

Garden
DrnamfjM

Svrarose. N. Y.

>end today for Dew illustrated Catalogue M, of vases, benches,

,
statuary, fountains, etc.

THE ERKINS STUDIOS
The largest manufacturers of Ornamental Stone

221 Lexington Avenue, New York Factory: Astoria. L L
New York Selling Agents: Ricceri Florentine Terra C tta

CRETAN STONE
Mantels cost less and are

Dustless,durable,waterproof , fireproof.

Carved like stone, look like stone,

ARE like stone.

Ask your dealer or write us for catalog.

L. M. BUEHLER & CO.
35 West 36th Street New York City

John Burroughs
says:

**/ have been reading and enjoying Mr. Dyer's
volume *The Richer Life.

1 He preaches a good
wholesome vital doctrine. He uses both parable
and precept and he uses them well. His par-

ables are picturesaue and entertaining and his

precepts have point and force. Rarely does
such an unpretentious volume hold so much of
the wisdom of life. I hope it will find its liav

info the hands of thousands ofour young people. 1 '

John Burroughs.

The Richer Life
By Walter A. Dyer
r A Lay Preachment
for Every-day Folk

Net, SI. 00 postage 10c. . Special Gift Edition in

Limp Leather, Net, S 1.50 postage 15c.

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO.

GARDEN CITY NEW YORK

Japanese Garden
Constructor

Real Japanese Garden made
at small cost. A beautiful

garden is always inspiring.

T R. OTSUKA
4 1 4 So. Michiean Arc. Chicago, III.

Rm 330.621 Broadway New York.N.Y.

BORIENTAL RUGS

ILLEY
BOSTON. 407 BOYLSTON ST.
NEW YORK. 613 FIFTH AVE.

BOOK SO ILLUSTRATIONS 50c.

The Chimes of Westminster
This beautiful mahogany clock is an innovation in home furnishing:— an

accurate-to-the-secoud timekeeper, reproducing the chimes of Westminster Abbey
every quarter hour. Although the tones are soft and low they are clear enough
t<%be heard distinctly throughout the average-sized house. Those who have
cherished the idea of possessing a costly hall clock with Westminster chimes
may now own one of these moderate priced mantel clocks, combining a hand-
some ornament and dependable timepiece. It is an ideal gift for

Birthdays—Weddings—Anniversaries
being both useful and beautiful at the same time. It is fully guaranteed and
will last for generations. Price, $38.00, express prepaid anvwhere in the V. S.WW tend on lo day? approval upon receipt of satisfactory reference and a deposit of $3.00.

Historic literature free

ANDERTON & SON, Clock Specialists. DAYTON, OHIO

brown it is just right. The fire is then removed
and the oven swept clean, the loaves of bread
slid in, and the opening closed by boards stood
on end and held in place by a stone. The bread
bakes an hour or an hour and a half according
to the size of the loaf, and has a most delicious
sweet, nutty flavor. Enough bread is usually
baked at one time to last two or three weeks.

Edith C. Lane.

A HEROIC DOG
FROM time immemorial we have read of dogs

as pets and faithful comrades but I know
of none more worthy of that title than the one
whose picture you see before you. He belongs
to a little boy whose home is near a junction
where trains are passing every few hours. One
day .the little boy was playing on the track
entirely oblivious of the approaching train.

A canine life-saver which, by his quick wits and ready
muscles, rescued his little master

With one bound the dog lifted him out of danger
just as the train whizzed by. Since then he
has guarded the little fellow constantly and
whenever he hears the rumble of the train he
will pick him up, carry him a block or so from
the track and hold him there till the train is

gone and the danger over. M. B. Griffin.

DOG SALMON
FROM November to February dog salmon

or canines run up the freshwater streams
of northern California to spawn. Though not
so shy as our other fishes they are nearly im-
possible subjects to photograph while spawning,
because their movements are so rapid and the
camera has to be set so close. I have crawled

The dog salmon which, owing to its quickness of"

movement, is very hard to photograph

upon them in their "beds" at different times

and learned that it takes them some time tc

become aware of danger if they are approachec
directly and slowly; but any sudden motion
will send them to their hiding places. Th(
dog salmon's average weight is ten pounds. H<
has a hooked nose and prominent teeth. Tht
flesh is coarse and rank, though many people;

eat it. Bent. Phillips.
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J5he
Loomis-
Manning
Filter

rkmokncr or i TowmrNti bpudkn. mq , nf.wport. r. i. I

Orer whlih • iMoiit-Minnlni Fllrrr Hindi fund iiainit Impale wilrr H

Dependable
Automatic

Safe
Economical

THIS filter is as near perfect as a filter can be made. It is simple but wholly efficacious in

Many representative country estates, the White House, and a very large and ever-increa

of city and suburban houses are protected by the I oomis-Mnnning Filter.

its working,

sing number

The Coil ol loony i Manning Filler! it Lm I bin Doclor't Bill s

4 m are uninformed ,.( thr mivh.rl catne.l I'V unfilterr.l water.
Many o( the uckn ..... i ii ,t mult ia dreait dkeaaea actually originate
in thr water (Ian Th« wnaa o( taste and sight can be tru«trtl in mnat
matters, but not in regani to water The sparkling ami "smack the-
lipa" kind may contain the deadliest (erm« Water not contaminated
at its source may l«- p-'lluled l>.-t..rr it rn.hr* thr fnurt Everyman
own his home a Loomls-Mannlng Filler It makes all water pure.

The Loomn Manning Filler it a Boon lo ihe Country Home Owner

sale
pl.„

a hi

kno
pur.

absolutely pi

4tems may doubly
ST. In the first

ell. or comes Irom
ind satisfaction in

:h water is aa near
filtered water Is

by relay-

nx all drinking* water through a I^M-mi.-.Manning Filter.

/././, from prodding pure and vitalising water (or drinking purposes, Lonmis-Manning FiUtTi art a big asset to the laundry
assuring tbt whitest linen at a minimum of labor

Water filtration is a matter of first consequence to every home. If you are without this filter, don't be longer without full

information. It is gratis and gratuitous. Upon request our nearest office will supply literature and list of users. Write.

LOOMIS- MANNING FILTKR DISTRIBUTING COMPANY
Mslrt Office: 827 L*nd Title Building ' > tMoi Works: 24th and York St*.. Philadelphia.. Pa.

\t tv VOKK
Metropolliu Hld«.

Ho* I ON
I v.-h.n.a-r lllds-.

< in. tM
Marquette lllds

III l
- K\I.O

I III. .... - llldc.

II \ I.T I WOK I

Calvert Hide.
W A-IIIMiTON
Colorado lllds.

The

Burlington Arcade

PRESENTS

English and Motor Sport Hats in

Exclusive Bond Street Styles for

Elarly Spring Use. Tweed in

heather combinations and Suede

in plain colors. $10 to $20.

Recent importations of smart

English coats in walking and

motoring lengths show the tend-

ency to the more fitted back.

JOHN WANAMAKER
10th STREET AND BROADWAY

NEW YORK

If you are buying new awnings or replacing

old ones, you should have them made of the

best material obtainable.

The awning cloth made by John Boyle & Com-
pany, Inc., manufacturers since 1 860, fills this

requisite as well as protects

you by their guarantee.

Be sure that your dealer

furnishes you these goods.

Ask to see this label.

Accept no substitute.

JOHN BOYLE & COMPANY, Inc.
112-114 DUANE STREET NFW YORK" N
70-72 READE STREET 11E.VV 1 UIUV, 11.

BRANCH AT 202-204 MARKET STREET, ST. LOUIS, MO.
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Timely Warning
No matter how careful a driver

you may be, you cannot prevent
skiddingand slipping on wet,muddy,
snow-covered roads or on icy, slip-

pery, greasy pavements unless you
equip your car with

Weed Chains
An absolute necessity on both rear wheels

and if you want to know what real steer-
ing steadiness means, put them on the
front wheels too.

Easily put on—attached in a moment
without the use of a jack or other tools-
are free to creep—continually shift their
position on the tire—cannot injure tires

because they do creep.

Insurance companies, for their own pro-
tection, strongly advise the use of Weed
Chains on every car they insure.

For your own safety—for the safety of
the public fully equip your car with Weed
Chains. Make it your business to get a
set today.

Recommended and sold
by all rejmtable dealers.

Weed Chain Tire Grip Co.
28 Moore St. - - New York

STRAWBERRIES!
Plants by the dozen or by the million

.

120 acres planted in 103 vat it-ties, A\

the standards and the most promising oi

the new ones. Largest grower in

America. Every plant true to name.
Also Raspberry, Blackberry,Gooseben j

and Currant Plants, Grape Vines, Call*

fornla Privet and other Shrubbery.
Cultural directious with each ship-

ment. Beautiful Catalogue PRKE. Semi
a postal today. My personal guarantee]

bock of every sale.

W. F. ALLEN
'i'-i Market Street, Salisbury, Md.

THIS BEAUTIFUL A
PLANTBOOK-FREEM

PRINTED IN COLORS
Yon need this book whether yon have a city lot or a
large country home. Suggests new and unusual
trees, shrubs and old-fashioned garden flowers,
which will make your garden distinctive.

Medians'Sh^tr
are vigorous—hardy—dependable growers. Backed,
by fifty-eight years of horticultural experience.
P esure to get thisvaluable book—arequestbrings it .

(

THOMAS MEEHAN & SONS
Box No. 16. Germanlown, Pa.

Enough toFeedSeven Cows
gk- For One Year

TO TONS OF CORN FROM ONE ACRE
Mrs. H. Will Harris ot Michigan planted Kureka F.niillage Corn and won our $50 gold prize for heaviest yield—over 70
tons to the acre. Eureka Com grows tallest—lias most leaves—greatest number of ears, the resultof long time breeding.

Don't plant your whole farm when four acres will fill a 200 ton silo. Four heaviest acres last year grown by competitors for

Wildbank. Adrian. Mich , Nov. 9, '11
ROSS BROS. CO.. Worcester. Mass.
The Eureka Ensilage Corn seed bought of you was the finest corn for Ensilage ever grown in Michigan-

Corn is fine. too. One acre grew over 50 tons of fodder and corn and over 100 bushels of good ear corn.

We also grew two acres of this corn, one of these grew TO toim and 800 lb*, which won your prize.

From these two acres we have kept 5 cows. 4 horses, a number of hogs, geese, etc.. and still feeding.

Total 200 toni, »8lbs. Corn grew from 15 to 80 feet high and had from S to 5 ears of good corn. Everything

cats it as if it were sweet corn — cattle, horses, hogs, geese, etc. MRS. H. WILL HARRIS

Plant right seed and do the same. »100 Gold Prize for Heaviest Yield. Equally divided in case of tie.

Winners announced at Corn Show, Boston, Nov. 20-24, iqi2. Prices low^ write to-day.

ROSS BROS. CO. 14 Front Street, WORCESTER. MASS.

our prize were

:

• 1.. 11.. 800 lbs.

47 ton., 76lbi.
M torn, 800 lbs.

40 tnn>, SCO 11...

agent or owner. Massachusetts and other
states publish similar pamphlets.
"Some of these farms," says the New York

bulletin, "are in a good state of cultivation,

producing good paying crops; others are in a

more or less run down and neglected condition.
Very few of these farms are actually unoccupied.
The Department has been unable to find farms
in New York state abandoned, in the sense
that any person could claim ownership.
"As a rule, these farms are offered for sale

because those living upon them have grown old

and, not being able to obtain sufficient help, can-
not give their farms sufficient attention. Or they
are owned by the sons of these men who left the
farm for business enterprises and whose interests

are only slightly connected with the farm.
In no instance do these reasons indicate that it

is impossible, difficult, or excessively costly to
bring them back to a high state of fertility,

however run down or neglected they may have
become. . . . The assertion that New York
state is full of abandoned farms and exhausted
lands is entirely and emphatically untrue. The
difference in the price of the cheaper class of

farms herein listed is due as much to location as

to relative fertility. Thus a farm that can be
bought for £25 per acre is quite likely to contain
soil as productive as one of $35 or $40 per acre
more advantageously located." *

.The State's list is peculiarly valuable, inas-

much as it furnishes a description of each farm,
which is generally approved by the supervisor
of the town in which the property is located.

These descriptions are remarkably complete,
as the following, which omits names, indicates:

Farm of 200 acres, located two and a half miles from
P.O., two and a half miles from railway station at , on
line of railroad, half mile from school, two and a half

miles from church and milk station. Nature of highways,

good. Nearest large village, , population 500, two and
a half miles distant, reached by highway. Surface rolling.

Soil, slate and loam. Acres in meadow, 100, in natural

pasture, 70, in timber, 30. Acres tillable, 170. About
100 fruit trees. Adapted to all kinds of crops. Fences,

rail and wire, good condition. House 26 x 44, in good con-

dition. Main barn, 30 x 50, hayhouse, 38 x 70, horse

stable and wagon house, 30 x 50, granary, etc. Watered by
springs and stream. Within 3 miles of Lake. Occu-

pied by tenant. Reason for selling, owner is engaged in

other business. Price $5,000, terms cash.

Some of the larger railroads which tap agri-

cultural districts and are fostering the back-
to-the-land movement do their share toward
aiding the buyer. They maintain agricultural

bureaus, publish lists of farms for sale or to rent,

and place the knowledge and experience of their

experts at the disposal of those who come to

them for assistance. Some of them even con-

duct model farms in order to demonstrate the

results which may be obtained from neglected

land through proper methods of cultivation.

Prospective purchasers also have the privilege

of calling upon state experiment stations for

advice, and there are firms of agricultural

experts which offer their services (for a fee, of

course) to the puzzled city-bred layman.
The search for a farm, therefore, becomes

more or less simple when one familiarizes him-

self with the various agencies at hand, but at

the risk of undue repetition let it be said again

that it is essential for the searcher to have a

fixed purpose. He should not say to himself:

"I am going to be a farmer" and then march
forward blindly. If he is going to make a suc-

cess of tilling the land he must have a farm with

soil best adapted to the crops he intends to

raise. This is not so difficult as it seems at

first blush. What are agricultural departments,

experiment stations and railroad bureaus for

if not to give advice on this very subject? They
all want to encourage profitable methods; for

this reason they may be depended upon to tell

the layman what the farm he has in mind is

capable of producing best of all. Moreover,

they recognize the fact that the quality of soil

varies, and it is their business to know how it

may be worked to best advantage. Analysis

of the soil is a safeguard, particularly if a farm

has been long neglected, but it is not considered

a necessary precaution on the buyer's part. If

he is in doubt on this point, and hesitates to be

guided by the experience of the previous owner,

let him consult the nearest experiment station.

One fact that all would-be farmers should bear

in mind relates to transportation. A farmer

must have a market for his produce, and an

easy, quick, and cheap way of sending it to the

#
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Twelve
Volumes
3,600 pages of

practical infor-

mation with hun-
dreds of "How to"
illustrations.

It is necessary to see the books to

get a conception of their scope.

These Books Are For You
Whether you own ;i w indow box, a suburban home or <\ v;ist

country estate. It you grow things or hope to you need

The New Garden Library
Twelve volumes crammed full of interesting and valuable infor-

mation and instruction on the making and maintaining of Flower,
Fruit, Vegetable and Window Gardens.

House Plants and How to Grow Them By p. i barm
A Manual <»f the best foliage ;ind flowering plants for home cultivation ; their raising from seed

anil propagation in the window garden.

Roses and How to Grow Them n y many experts
The only recent hook on this most |>oj>ularof flowers, which deals directly with

American practice holh outdoors and under glass in all sec lions of the country.

The Flower Garden By ida d. bennett
"A clear and concise summary of every possible sort of information that

might he desired by anyone interested in gardens." -Scientific American.

The Vegetable Garden b> juad . benn^tt

This book deals fully with the various vegetables that form

the staple of the small garden and contains excellent chapters

on fertilizers, insecticides and garden tools, all thoroughly

up to date and full of the most practical information.

jl Orchard and Fruit Garden By e p. powk. l

Daffodils Narcissus and
How to Grow Them

By A M. KIRBY

All that is really worth while aboul

these most popular of spring bulbs written from

standixiint of American conditions.

Water- Lilies and How
to Grow Them

By H. S. CONAKD and HENRI HUS

A practical garden knowledge of the

best water lilies and other aquatics by
America's great authority on the

family : with cultural details and
small gardens.

1

:

g of i>onds and

The planting sea-

son is approach-

ing— these books

should be your
constant com-

panions.

You Take No Risk

It costs you nothing to

these books

Vines and How to Grow Them
By WILLIAM McCOLLUM

A practical volume dealing with all

kinds of climbing and trailing plants

for garden effects. It covers not only

the hardy annual vines and perma-
nent woody vines for pergolas, etc., but many of the beau-

tiful exotics which are grown for cut flowers in greenhouses.

Garden Planning
By W. S. ROGERS

Especially designed to help the

maker of small gardens, who wants
to start properly in fitting his desire

to the conditions and situations.

Deals with the choice planting and cultivation of fruit,

ruit-bearing trees and bushes. "This thoroughly practical

the latest developments and sums up all

available information on the selection

of fruits."

—

New York World.

Ferns and How to Grow Them
By G. A. WOOLSON

The contribution of a nature student

who has successfully solved the problem
of growing the native ferns of our East-

ern woods. With table of synonomy.

Lawns and How to Make Them
By Leonard Barron

examine

The only volume
that treats of the

making and mainte-
nance of the orna-

mental lawn from a

purely practical

standpoint. For the

first time the whole
truth about lawn
seed mixtures is

popularly explained.

Chrysanthemums and How to Grow
Them By I. L. POWELL

A prompt acceptance of this ofrer will

entitle you to The Garden Magazine
for the coming year.

If you are a subscriber we will extend

your subscription or you may send the

magazine to a friend. Clip the coupon now.

We pay the express charges

A complete manual of instruction

for the growing of the Queen of

Autumn in the garden border, and
for specimen plants and blooms
under glass, but with special regard
to the opportunities of the amateur
who has only an outdoor garden to deal with.

Doubleday, Page & Company
GARDEN CITY NEW YORK

/
/

/
/ c.r-

Please read

the Coupon
- th

/

en

sign

it.

Doubleday,
Page &. Co..

Garden City. N.T.

^ Gentlemen:

* Send me the New Garden
Library in la volumes—ex-

press paid. I enclose $:

.* and if books are satisfactory

* a jree to pay |i jx> a month until

/ $13-50 ha* been paid. if 1 don t

y want them I wfll return within 5 days
* of receipt and yuu will refund the first

payment./
/ Same

/
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Some Sound
Tree Advice

It takes twenty to twenty-five years for a sap-
ling to grow into a fine shapely tree like the
one above. The owner of the house below
believes in saplings and put his money into
numerous small trees. The one above doesn't.
He bought one fine sturdy, well developed, tree
from Hicks' nursery and at once that "just
built " look was gone from the place and the
residence was " tied to the grounds " as the
landscape architects say. It's for you to decide
which method of planting you will adopt; but

in either case we have superior trees for you.
Trees from 6 inches to 25 feet. And choice
shrubs up to 6 feet high. Our advice would be
to buy both large and small trees and shrubs.
Then you will get certain immediate results and
also have the pleasure of seeing the smaller
things develop Irom year to year.
Whatever you do decide to do— send for our

catalogs now and order your trees earli—so we
can ship them early, so they can be planted
early, and so avoid the inevitable spring rush.

Isaac Hicks and Son
Westbury, Long Island

fll|J* Household

RefrigeratingAm

IceMaking Plants

Residence of Mr. T. A. Sperry, Cranford, N. J.

Equipped with Brunswick Refrigerating Plant

Refrigeration with ice is as much out of

place in a really modern villa or town house as

is heating by means of stoves.

There's a far better way.

Air cooled by the Brunswick system is dry

—

foods are preserved without deterioration either

in texture or taste. No germs freed from melt-

ing ice find their way to the food.

For use in beverages, etc., you
can make ice that you knoio is ab-
solutely pure.

The Brunswick is easy to operate.

Your butler needs give it only a

few moments' attention each day.

WRITE FOR FULL
•INFORMA TION

by mail—or ask our representative

to call. Each installation is spe-

cially designed to meet the require-

ments of the user and guaranteed
to produce the results for which it

is designed.

A few representa-

tive Brunswick
Users:

H. Har-Mrs. E
riman.

R. T. Wilson.

P. A. Rockefeller.

J. P. Morgan, Jr.

Whitelaw Reid.

G. W. Perkins.

Geo. J. Gould.

J. 8. Duke.

Hon. Franklin
Murphy.

Brunswick Refrigerating Co.
NEW BRUNSWICK, N.

consumer. In order to get the best results his
farm should be in close proximity to good high-
ways and the railroad. It should not be too
far from a town, or, in other words, a base of
supplies. Again, in prospecting, the buyer
must consider the general features of the farm.
He should examine the fences, the water supply,
the condition of the dwelling and outbuildings.
A careful survey of the property will reveal its

defects and indicate whether the buyer must
add to the purchase price an outlay of money
for repairs, and possibly for water or drainage.
A prospector might very well carry a check list

to guide him in his tour of inspection. This
list could include the following items:

Distance of farm from nearest railroad station

Distance from nearest town
Distance from school

Distance from churches

Condition of highways
Acres in meadow
Acres in natural pasture

Acres in timber

Nature of timber

Tillable acres

Number and variety of fruit trees

Nature of soil

Crops best adapted to soil

Number of buildings, and dimensions

Condition of dwellings

Condition of outbuildings

Condition of fences, wire and wooden
Nature and source of water supply
Price and terms

General remarks

As with all other real estate, it is dangerous
to buy farm property unless the title is clear.

The usual searching of records must be carried

out either through a lawyer or a title insurance
company. Insuring of titles is now undertaken
by some guarantee companies on the same basis

laid down for city and suburban property, and
it is desirable to have their assurance, though
not absolutely necessary.

There is also the question of boundaries. A
buyer cannot afford to assume that they are

accurate, for occasionally acreage is reduced
through the surreptitious encroachment of a

neighbor's fence, or through neglect on the

owner's part. Hence it is always necessary to

determine whether the boundaries conform to

the description of the property on file in the

recording office. Not infrequently a purchaser

is obliged to go to the expense of having a survey-

made in order to be certain that he is getting all

the land he pays for. Title companies do not

insist upon a survey, but if it is not made an

exception is noted in the insurance policy.

Terms of sale vary in accordance with in-

dividual agreements, although as a general

rule the seller demands io per cent, of the

purchase price upon the signing of the contract.

This sum includes the binder, or amount de-

posited by the buyer to show his good faith.

From thirty to ninety days are allowed for

title searching, and upon delivery the buyer

may be required to add to his original cash de-

posit a sum equaling one half of the purchase

price, a mortgage being given for the balance.

No fixed rule, however, can be laid down for

the buyer. He must make his own terms.

Several factors, such as the advantages of

location, condition of buildings and fences, and
general equipment govern the price set upon a

farm, and here enters the broker, with his

knowledge of land values and other matters

that necessarily enter into the calculation.

There are farm brokers in the cities as well as

the country districts, and it is not a difficult

task to find one who is trustworthy and com-
petent to carry out a transaction quickly and
efficiently.

HOW TO SET DRIVEN FENCE
POSTS

TO SET driven posts in dry ground, take

the pointed end of a crowbar and

open up a hole as deep as desired, or

as can easily be made; do this with about

thirty postholes, and let a boy follow and fill

the opening with water. Then return to the

first hole and go over them all again with the

crowbar— and a third time, if necessary—
flushing the holes after each operation. By
the time you have prepared fifteen or twenty

holes the first will be soaked sufficiently to take

the post. W. H. Roads.
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Build Your House Imperishable of

NATOO-HOLLOW-TILE
The shrewd and farsighted owner builds today not alone for comfort

and beauty but against fire and the fear of it " deterioration and decay.

Bu

N

J

KJSfife /J

«3>

*4

<

NATCO HOLLOW TILE is absolutely un-

affected by fire. It stands eternal against de-

cay. A home built of NATCO is not alone

for today or ten years hence, but for your
children's children. It lends itself to the best

architectural treatment and design.

Once built, it defies time and its mainten-
ance cost is nil.

Its blankets of air, which completely sur-

round the house, compel a uniform temper-
ature. A NATCO home is cooler in Sum-
mer, warmer in Winter, and always free from
dampness. It is vermin proof.

It is economical because its first cost is its last cost,

and yet it costs no more than houses of older and Der-

ishable forms of construction.

Advanced architects build their own homes of it.

The greatest of modern buildings are fireproofed with
it. Let it be the fabric for your own home.

Send for our elaborate 96-page handbook, "FIREPROOF
HOUSES." Every detail of NATCO HOLLOW TILE
construction explained, with technical drawings and typical

floor plans, also illustrations from photographs of forty-five

houses built of NATCO HOLLOW TILE, .anging in cost

from $4,000 to $200,000. An invaluable guide to the

prospective builder. Write today enclosing 1 0c in Stamps.

NATIONAL-FIRE - PROOFING - COMPANY
Department H Pittsburgh, Pa.

Of/ices in All Principal Cities
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Sutton's
Delightful

Asters
& Stocks
Specialties:—

Many decades have been

spent in the improvement

of these beautiful Flowers,

and no garden can now
be perfect without them-

ASTERS

Sutton's Giant White Ray
Sutton's Ostrich Plume (mixed)

Sutton's Giant Comet (mixed)

Sutton's Firefly (single scarlet)

Sutton's Southcote Beauty (single

mixed)

Per Packet

36c.

36c.

36c.

24c.

36c

STOCKS
Pei Packet

Sutton's Perfection (mixed) 36c.

Sutton's Mauve Beauty 24c.

Sutton's Mont Blanc 36c.

Sutton's Salmon Beauty 36c.

Sutton's Superb Bedding

(mixed) 24c.

Collection of the above 10 varieties, one packet of each, for $2.50

Full particulars of all the most charming

^sters and Stocks, together with complete

lists of the best Vegetable and Flower

Seeds, Seed "Potatoes, etc. , will befound in

Sutton's Garden
Seed Catalogue

The most wonderful publication of its

kind in the world.

All who have not yet received a copy of the 1912

edition should write at once to :

—

SUTTON & SONS
THE KING'S SEEDSMEN

READING, ENGLAND
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Lret Moonsput a
planting like this
aI?out Yourlfouse.

YOUR property ceases to be a house and lot and becomes a

home when its boundary lines and bare angular architecture

are blended and graced with foliage and flowers.

Just what Moons' have done for the property illustrated they

can do for you because they have such an assortment of varieties

that some are sure to be suitable for your property. Besides

they look at the selling of Nursery stock in a way that is differ-

ent. They have an interest in the successful growth of their

trees and, when assistance is sought, a willingness to help in the

selection and arrangement of varieties. Thus the purchaser not

only receives the material with which to make the planting but

the interest and, when sought, the assistance of a Nursery organi-

zation of large and long experience.

Moons' Hardy Trees and Plants for Every Place and Purpose,

is the title of an abundantly illustrated, comprehensive catalog of

which a new edition has just been issued. Send for it.

TAeWM.H.MOON CO., Morris Heights,Morrisville, Pennsylvania
Philadelphia Office, Room A, 21 South 12th Street

As You Plan for Summer's Flowers

Remember Fairfax Roses and Dahlias

HYou are now probably making active plans for next

summer's flower garden. Of course your ambition is for

a better one than you've had
before; and I can help you real-

ize that wish if you'll let me.

First, you think of your Rose
Garden. My Fairfax plants will

enable you to establish a garden
that will be a lasting joy, or to in-

crease one that you already have.

Fairfax Roses Excel
because my Nurseriesarelocated

where Roses grow unusually
well; because I understand rose-

growing thoroughly, and have
added to thisknowledge, modern
methods of propagating plants

and filling orders.

I have first-class facilities for producing plants for

bedding, etc.— particularly Dahlias and Chrysanthe-

mums. My new types of Giant and Cactus Dahlias,

and my Exhibition Chrysanthemums, bear flowers

which you will be proud to own. The illustration is

of my new Cactus Dahlia " Master Carl," whose
flowers frequently measure 6 or more inches across.

My Book "Fairfax Roses" Free to You
Write me before you order Roses, Dahlias, Chry-

santhemums, Cannas or Bedding Plants of any kind.

I grow extra-fine plants, and can ship them anywhere

with perfect safety. My -Catalog describes them, and

I shall be glad to send you a copy.

W. R. GRAY, Box 16, Oakton, Virginia

Dahlia Master Carl

Tree
Tanglefoot
A harmless sticky substance

applied directly to tree trunks.

Remains effective rain or shine three months and longer, fully ex-

posed to weather. One pound makes about 9 lineal feet of band. No
apparatus required, easily applied with wooden paddle. Especially

recommended against gypsy, brown-tail and tussock moth cater-

pillars, bag worms, canker worms and climbing cut worms, but
equally effective against any climbing pest. Tree Tanglefoot needs
no mixing. It is always ready for use. Do not wait until you
see the insects. Band your trees early and get best results.

Price: i-lb. cans, 30c; 3-lb. cans, 85c; 10-lb. cans, $2.65;
20-lb. cans, $4.80.

The O. & W. Thum Company, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Manufacturers of Tanglefoot Fly Paper and Tree Tanglefoot

SEND FOR BOOKLET
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Tiffany & Co.

Silverware made in Tiffany &

Co.'s own shops is sold only by

themselves

Tiffany&Cos Blue Book gives

full information

Fifth Avenue & 37 -Street

NewYork
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IN helping our subscribers find country homes, we shall expand "THE READERS' SERVICE, to

include realty developments. We do this largely because so many of our readers have asked

our opinion about various real estate developments in and around New York City.

We shall, of course, continue to meet the demand for information concerning farms and

estates everywhere, and COUNTRY Life IN AMERICA'S READERS' SERVICE will supply to all who
ask first-hand facts; there is no charge for this service and it is rendered promptly.

Manager Real Estate Dept., Country Life in America 11-13 West 32d Street, New York City

NEW YORK NEW YORK

MHHH

Come and see Port Washington Estates now
The supreme test of a country-place is its April appearance, after the snow has gone and

before the leaves have come. Apply this test to Port Washington Estates. See them now,

at the least attractive time of the year.

Come and see, for example, how each of the 160 roomy half-acre plots is landscaped so as to offer a naturally

beautiful building-site, with exceptional possibilities for artistic treatment, with rolling contours, heavy woods
and magnificent views over Manhasset Bay and the Sound.

Come and see the delightful surroundings, protected forever by stringent restrictions on building and usage, the

deep-water anchorage and clean, shelving beach to which each plot has full, perpetual rights, the three yacht

clubs, the fine homes and congenial people on every side, the city conveniences, the attractive village itself, the

excellent train service that covers the 18 miles from the Pennsylvania Station at 33rd Street and leaves you

within ten minutes' walk of the property.

Let us arrange your visit now, when you can judge Port Washington Estates absolutely on their merits, before

the summer lure of the country and shore can influence you. Come and see how your country home on Long

Jsland's north shore will look in April.

Write today. Let us send you further information in printed form and make it easy for you to Come and seel

Port Washington Estates, 30-A Church Street, New York City

Motor route to the Estates, in Vol. 1, 1912 Blue Book

Ocean Beach, Fire Island

Stucco Cement Bungalow, 4 Rooms, $700

Think It Over
We sell the things that improve the health

and increase the wealth of human happi-

ness. What are they? Good air, pure

water, surf bathing, still-water bathing, fish-

ing, shooting, boating, cool refreshing ocean

breezes and Seashore Lots at Ocean
Beach, Fire Island. Price $150 per

lot and upward* Furnished cottages and

bungalows to rent. Illustrated descriptive

booklet free. Write us today. Ocean
Beach Improvement Co., John A.

Wilbur. President, 334 Fifth Ave.,
New York, N. Y.

Surf Bathing at Ocean Beach

FARMS FOR SALE

One of ioi acres situated in town of Paterson, Putnam County, New
York. 60 miles on Harlem railroad, % of a mile from depot. Also on
new state road running from New York to Pawling, N. Y.
One of 208 acres situated at Hopewell Junction. Dutchess County,

N. Y., on Newburgh, Dutchess & Connecticut R. R. Flag station on
property Clove Branch. 12 miles from Poughkeepsie, N. Y. 70 miles

from New York.
Will sell both places complete, with cattle, horses, and machinery,
which are of the best and up to date as are all buildings. Two

t
fine

places situated near New York and at a bargain. Inquire of

Room 680, 258 Broadway, New York

Upper Saranac Lake
FULLY FURNISHED —TO LEASE

Three and a half acres on lake

front; forty minutes by steam-

er or launch to Saranac Inn.

LARGE LOG BUNGALOW with wide veranda on
three sides; ceiled and sheathed inside; hung with

burlap and cretonne
;
plenty of closets and an open fire

place in each room: bungalow contains four bedrooms

and an up-to-date bathroom.

KITCHEN BUILDING—connects directly with dining

room; it contains kitchen proper; servants' dining room

and two bedrooms and small laundry, and a large

modern refrigerator.

BOAT HOUSE—Down stairs—large room containing

naphtha launch, two row boats and one canoe. Up-
stairs—two large bedrooms and sitting room and an

up-to-date bathroom. Camp is fully furnished through-

out; piano, linen and plate; extra beds and bedding.

Place is accessible to four good hotels, near two golf

links, and close by good roads.

Everything is in perfect condition.

Garnett Pendleton
c

V™!com"Sf Chester, Pa.

NEW YORK

^fiifipse TVfejior

-A Mile on the, Hudson

From Your Front Door
To your Motor Boat
To the Railroad Station

To the Bathing Beach
To the Tennis Courts
To the Restaurant and Inn

Built in 1683

To Ice Boating and Skating

In One to Six Minutes
PHILIPSE MANOR has NOW miles of COM-
PLETE improvements, but NO OTHER develop-
ment has all the above mentioned ADDITIONAL
ADVANTAGES.
PHII.IPSE MANOR is also but one mile

from Tarrytown, with its several schools of such
SPLENDID reputation.

Its nearness to the well-known SLEEPY HOLLOW
COUNTRY CLUB is a most happy circumstance
for the development.

Right Now Is the Time to Buy'
The FIRST buyers — charter members we like

to call them — are NATURALLY benefiting to the
FULLEST extent from the large increment in
value BOUND to occur in the building up of about
400 homes on this property with such UNUSUAL
advantages.

Philipse Manor will prove itself to be the most
desirable, permanent, all year round home com-
munity in Westchester County.

A Salesman 1

always
on the property

I PHILIPSE MANOR CO.'

1 331 Madison Av e N V
A Salesman

:

always
j

in New York
|

A Desirable Water Front Estate
Views and Surroundings Perfect

North Shore of Long Island

In one of the most exclusive neighborhoods.

One hour from Penna. Station. Can be bought
at a reasonable price. Very attractive modem
house, boat house, stable dock, etc.; lawns and
gardens in fine condition. House contains 8
master bedrooms and 5 baths, 8 servants' rooms
and bath, 40 acres with perfect beach and
anchorage; particulars from

S. OSGOOD PELL & CO.
Tel. Bryant 5610. 542 Fifth Ave., N. Y.

IN GREENWICH, N. Y.
COMFORTABLE, rambling old house, recently

remodeled, consisting of sixteen rooms and
large piazza overlooking old fashioned sunken flower
garden. Large grounds with vegetable garden and
good barn. All in first class condition. Beautiful
surrounding country. Within easy motoring dis-

tance of Manchester.Vt., Saratoga and Lake George.
For sale or will rent furnished for the summer.

For further particulars address

MRS. H. C0TTRELL, Greenwich, Washington County, New York
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BEAUTIFUL GLENDALE
This m one of the hnrnt country seats along the- North Shore of Long Islnnd. It comprises twfcnty-five acres, about forty milea or one hour from New

York City. It overlooks Northport Harbor and Long Island Sound. The residence is a large, well-constructed building of fifteen rooms, two baths, hot and cold
water in all the sleeping apartments, electric lighted and steam heated. All modern improvements. Excellent water supply. Other buildings on the property
nre two barns, large carriage house, a poultry house, etc. A large orchard supplies abundant fruit of all kinds. An excellrnt meadow affords fine pasturage and
a large garden affords table luxuries. This property is for sale at an attractive figure or will rent for summer. Price and particulars from

C. W. DUMONT, 60 Wall Street, New York City

For Sale "HYDE GATE"
ESSEX, N. Y.

For Rent

"Hyde Gate "is just at the outskirts of Essex Village on
Lake C'hamplain. N V It is the country residence o( Caleb
James Coatsworth. The house faces the lake and the ground
runs down to the lake. There are bath houses, and a large
private dock. The house is between 85 and 100 years old-
It is a beautiful example of the Colonial period; made of
brick. It is very beautifully furnished with antinue colonial
furniture. It contains ten bed rooms and two bath rooms
on the second floor and three bed rooms on the third floor.
Also two laboratories on the 6rst floor.

The grounds contain between 5 and 6 acres, beautifully
laid out- There is a great abundance of flowers. A Uuft
kitchen garden and a number of fruit trees and currant
bushes, etc A stable with room for five horses, accommoda-
tions for 5 or 6 carriages; large harness room and good com-
fortable quarters for coachman. Another carriage shed affords
accommodations for extra carriages and two automobiles.
There are other outhouses- Further particulars from

CALEB JAMES COATSWORTH
Hyde Gate, Easex, N. Y.

o WOULD YOU LIKE
TO OWN A FARM

yet hold your job in the city? Let us talk

it over. Send for booklet.

RURAL LIFE CO. Kinderhook, N. Y.

CHOICE
Residential Waterfront Sites
in most exclusive and fashionable section
of the

North Shore of Long Island

These have every essential, making them
ideal. Prices and terms offered bring this
class of property within reach of those who
desire a waterfront place of the most select

character. Write for full particulars.

S. OSGOOD PELL. & CO.
Phone 5610 Bryant 542 Fifth Ave.

THE BEARDSLEY ESTATE
In the Gorgeous Adirondack!, Now Offered For Sale

"MoiinlainrMl" h.u in elevation of 150U fee« ami facei down the full

length of the like. It contains 10 room*, bith. own P>' mblng. ruriwoori

cottage in good condition and ready for occupancy. Two barns, one
with accomodation* for eight horses, a tool house, etc , and another barn
for harness, lumber, etc.

t-or full particulars, photographs, etc.. write or reply to

Frank W. Lovejoy, 41 Park Row, New York. Tel. 5561 Cortland

SGAPSDALE,
ESTATES

May we send you our new book of photo-
graphs with price* and terms? It is a picture
trip to Greenacres at Hartsdale Station (35 min-
utes from Grand Central TerminaJl—a picture
argument for living in the Westchester Hills

—

where property is rapidly increasing in value.

Homes now ready for occupancy at terms to suit

your convenience. May we send the booklet?

Address Department (£.

THE SCARSDALE EST ATFS
ROBERT E. FARLEY, President

I White Plains, N. Y. 527 Fifth Ave.. N. Y. I

I RVINGTON-on-HUDSON For Sale or For Rent Furnished

Gentleman's country place, ll lA acres, hill top site, commanding extensive view of
Hudson River. Brick house : 19 rooms and 3 Baths. Brick: stable ; frame gardener's
cottage. Terraced flower gardens, kitchen garden, pasture, fruit trees, woodland and
lawns. 1 mile from station, on Sunnyside Lane.

Country Department of PCASE Ot E L L I MAN 340 Madison Ave., New York

North Haven
Sag Harbor, Long Island

A most desirable thirty acre country property for sale at an attractive

figure. Full particulars published in the March 9th issue of TOWN
& COUNTRY, a copy of which we will send free to those interested.

Write to Box 185

TOWN & COUNTRY, 389 Fifth Avenue, New York City
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NEW YORK

Beautiful Home ESfl^U!tf!SS,W!*cw York City, ten rooms and three bath rooms, interior beau-
tifully himhrd and exquisitely decorated. Every detail has
been most carcfullv worked out.

GREAT NECK, L. I.
Delightful grounds of adequate area, old fashioned garden
green-house and garage The owner wishing to sell before
spring, has placed attra< tive price and convenient terms upon
it. to effect a quick sale.

For particulars of this and other North Shore properties
acreage, estates, waterfronts, farms and small villas write
One W.H St. SHIELDS COMPANY Tel. Rector 2775

2,300 FEET ELEVATION
GENTLEMAN'iTCAMP on mountain top; fine views; modern
18 room dwelling, billiard hall, two baths; centre of a 1,000
ACRE PRESERVE: hunting, fishing, etc.

, 5 hours to New
York City, all out-buildings; filled ice house, live stock.
Owner will rent completely furnished for season of 6 months
from April 1st.

SLAWSON & HOBBS, Country Department
162 W. 72nd St.. N. Y. City Tel. 7240 Col.

COOPERSTOWN, NEW YORK
FOR RENT: Sixty acres of farm and woodland in very desirable

location, one-fourth of a mile from the village of Cooperstown,
elevation 1.400 feet.

Nine room cottage, modern plumbing, unlailing water supply
of spring water. Tenant house, chicken and squab houses,
birns. ice house.

Reasonable terms to good tenant. Cottage would be rented
without farm if desired. Apply to

ALEXANDER S. PHINNEY Cooperstown, N. Y.

MAGNIFICENT LAKE GEORGE ESTATE
A property rich in possibilities for pleasant and profitable de-
velopment by subdivision.

Tikis property contains about 218 acres bordering on the est sliore of
Lake George w ith over a mile of the finest water front on the Lake. State
highway through property. Mountain stream for water supply. Sand
bathing bea< hes. i6-room, furnished, 'modern house and outbuildings.

Beautiful and extended view up and down Lake Ceorgeand of the sur-
rounding mountains from nearly every point of the property. For par-
ticular* ad.lress

Win. E. Walton & Son, 403 West 115th St., N. Y. City

ADIRONDACK CAMP
Fully furnished, for sale or to rent for the season; beautifully
located on Lower St. Regis Lake, extensive water front, ample
grounds. Two boat houses; one very large. Gasoline launch,
one large family boat, two boats and two canoes. The build-

ings are new, all in first class condition, and will accommodate
a large family. For terms and particulars apply to E. H. White,
care of Johnson & Faulkner, 35 East 17th St., New York City.

ADIRONDACKS
If you want a camp or cottage on any lake in the

Adirondacks send for an illustrated booklet

W. F. ROBERTS REAL ESTATE OFFICE
SARANAC LAKE NEW YORK

High Class Stock Farm
Buildings Ai condition, cost $30,000.

180 acres, worth $100 per acre, $18,000.

This $48,000 estate, in perfect condition, all within the
limits of one of the prettiest towns in N. Y. State, I am
authorized to close out for $20,000; $ cash, balance mortgage
at 5%. E. E. SLOCUM, 141 Broadway, New York City.

For Sale—Mt. Kisco
A beautiful residence built four years ago for occupancy
by the owner with 2% acres. House is of modern construction,

has 1 1 rooms, bath room; two lavatories, servants' toilet, broad
piazza and attractive interior. Will be sold on very reasonable

terms and at a considerable reduction from the cost.

Edward S. Clinch, 41 Park Row, ^w York City.

NEW YORK

"The Arches," Warwick, N. Y.
"One of the most beautiful villages in America."

E. U. Uarriman
For particular* and photos write

GRAHAM-MILLS REALTY COMPANY,
503 Fifth Avenue AGENTS New York City

COUNTRY ESTATES with furnished and unfurnished houses,
stables, etc.. also farms with beautiful building sites for sale

South Shore of Long Island

Choice Dwellings to Rent
Residence Properties, Farms

and Acreage for Sale

Tel. 22. JEREMIAH ROBBINS, Babylon, L. I.

Huntington Properties
I have practically evervthing for sale in this section, acreage,

farms, shore fronts and village homes; suggest to me as fully as
possible your ideas as to place and price and you will receive
special list by return mail. I am on the ground and know the
properties I offer, and when dealing through me you receive
the benefit of my experience in this section, where I have
specialized for the past 15 years. All inquiries will receive
the most careful attention.
Daniel M. Gerard, Huntington, L. I. 'Phone, 54—Huntington.

SARATOGA SPRINGS
New York State Mineral Springs Reservation

Leading Health and Pleasure Resort
For Illustrated Booklet and Information about
Furnished Cottages and all Real Estate write

LESTER BROTHERS, Real Estate Brokers

Facing Long Island Sound
RYE, FIVE ACRES FOR SALE

Bargain, exceptional building site among
handsome estates. Bathing beach and yacht
anchorage at BREVOORT FARM, 2 miles
from Mamaroneck station, 2c miles from N. Y.

STEWART C. SCHENCK,
503 FIFTH AVE. Tel. 6945 Bryant NEW YORK

For Sale or To Let
Commodious brick house, stable and handsome grounds,

situated on best residence street of beautiful city (Auburn,
pop. 40,000) in central N. Y. lake region. House in best
condition, ariistic in decoratit n and detail, furnished in old
mahogany, oriental rugs. Ideal place for family, private school,
or physician. Will sell less than half cost to close estate.
Write for details and photographs.
MRS. B. E. WELLES, 470 Third Street, Brooklyn, N, Y.

Concerning Rental or Purchase ofADIRONDACK
in any section of the

mountains, consult

DURYEE & COMPANY
REAL ESTATE SARANAC LAKE, N. Y.

CAMPS

The Readers' Service gives

information about Hotels,

Railroads and Tours.

A Rare Opportunity on Long Island

near Mineola and Garden City

FOR RENT, FURNISHED OR UNFURNISHED
This attractive country home with 100 acres of grounds, including large

shade trees,orchards, iiiPHilows, etc., also large flower and vegetable gardens.
The house contains fifteen rooms; six master's and three servants' bed

rooms, three baths, large living room {30 x 20), open fireplaces, hot air

furnace and all other modern conveniences. The house is furnished
throughout with old colonhl mahogany furniture. Large stable, two box
stalls and three single stalls, garage with accommodations for two cars,

also chauffeur's living room and studio
This property can be appreciated only when seen. The owner wj'l be

glad to make an appointment at a»y time. For turther particulars, rental
price, etc., address I*. O. Box 111, Mineola, L. I.

NEW YORK

A Beautiful Summer Property on

LAKE MAHOPAC, N. Y.
30 ACRES with private access to the southern border of the
lake. Many fine shade trees; three orchards (apple and pear),
cherry trees, kitchen-garden, etc., complete.

The house is a summer residence in good condition and repair —
12 rooms, bath and toilets. Water from both spring and lake.

Stable, large barn, cow-sheds, ice-house, tool-house, etc. Pump-
house and boat-house on the iake.

A VERY DESIRABLE PROPERTY
For details, photographs, terms, etc., apply to

W. B. Tuthill, 287 Fourth Avenue, N. Y.

At Ardsley on the Hudson
On Broadway, an ideal Country Seat, "NEARWOOD," at

sacrifice; beautifully located, restricted section, near Ardsley
Club; 27 rooms, five baths; hardwood floors; steam heat,
electric light, cabinet trim, new sanitary plumbing, modem
fixtures throughout; fine old trees, lawns, stables and
greenhouses; about 15 acres. Free and clear, terms easy.

Apply WALTER LONNON, caretaker

IT'j-.-. Colfi quaint, exclusive Keene Vailey.

* tJI OdlC in heart of Adirondacks, well-built

10-room cottage with bath, fully furnished and delight-

fully situated on a knoll; beautiful view, fine shade

trees; brook on property, about five acres; distance

about half a mile from village. Apply to

Edouard B. Menut
560 PARK AVENUE NEW YORK ClTy

Skaneateles Country Home for Sale
Beautiful country home for sale. West Bank of Skaneateles Lake
in village of Skaneateles, N. Y-, 20 miles from Syracuse and J
mile from trolley. About 4 acres, house 400 feet from Lake shore,

fine fishing and bathing, stately elms, maples and evergreens, city

water, sewer and electric light. Beautiful country homes on either

side. Cheap if sold at once. For illustrations see Country Life in

America March 15. Might take in partexchangesea shore property-

HOWARD P. DENISON, (Owner) Syracuse

280 ACRES OF FARM LAND
Two hours from New York, via the Harlem Division of the
N. Y. Central Railroad, three miles from the station, Dover
Plains, on an elevated plateau. 1100 feet above sea-level.

Fifty acres of woodland included. Well-watered; pasturage
unsurpassed; beautiful views; most healthful location- Farm
adapted for dairy, or for producing fruit of the highest quality.

No buildings- Low price per acre. Address for particulars.

H. L. Johnson, Dover Plains, Duchess Co., N. Y.

FOR SALE
A 260 acre all purpose farm located near

City of Geneva, N. Y., highest state of Cultiva-

tion, extra good Buildings. Write for particulars.

D. S. Nester Geneva, N. Y.

SALE
RENTADIRONDACK CAMP IT

BLUE MOUNTAIN LAKE, N. Y. Camp proper n rooms
and 4 room kitchen annex; modern plumbing, boat house,
dock, launch house, ice house, laundry, barn, stable, lodge,

open camp, vegetable garden, unequalled location, magnificent
views, mountain brook at side of camp.

Robert E. Long, 405 Betz Building, Philadelphia

Cottages mo
onthe ^. . . „

, , Dunsbach rerry is a
hawk

delightful place to sum-
mer at a most reasonable

expense. It is located on the Mohawk seven miles from Troy,

N Y. Cottages each with a boat, rent from $75.00 to

$125-00 a season. Supplies of all kinds furnished at moderate
prices. Fine boating, bathing and fishing.

WILFORD REALTY CO. rfmriF<; N v
WM. T. FORD, Pres.

LUnUtS
'
W

• * •

FOR SALE
A walled-in English garden on Staten Island. Per-

fect outdoor privacy. Ideal for babies. Tiny concrete
bungalow. Four rooms and bath. Large attic and
sleeping porch. Simple house-keeping. A charming
home for garden-lovers. None others need apply. 15

minutes trolley to ferry. Price $4,750. Address

Mrs. M. M. Adams St. George, S. I.

RARE OPPORTUNITY
To purchase an elegant home in Westchester

County; Orienta Point on the SOUND, i|

splendid Dwelling and Garage. Buildings are worth

more than the asking price, $25,000. This bargain

should be snatched up at once. Can be seen by ap-

pointment with us.

THE OLIVER HUBBARD CO., 13 Sooth Third Ave., Mount Vernon. N. Y.
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Laurence Timmons
Opp. R. R. Station Trl. 456 Greenwich. Conn.

LITCHFIELD, CONN.
ALTITUDE 1200 FEET

100 MILES FROM NEW YORK

FOR SALE
Unimproved lot on South Street, 340 feet

front, extending backward 1750 feet, to Ban-

tam River. Beautiful views in all directions.

Purest water. Electric light.

A. E. FULLER
LITCHFIELD CONN.

VILLA SITES

PARK"
SHORE FRONT VILLAS.

"THRUSHWOOD
RIVERSIDE, GREENWICH, CONNECTICUT

We are now building and will sell three large, elegant villas, of

the finest architecture, material and workmanship; the location is

right on the shore, with high elevation, picturesque surroundings
and unsurpassed view; the most exclusive section along the Sound.

INDIAN POINT IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
D. W. Bailey, Sales Manager, j West aid Street, New York City

Furnished cottages to rent at

Lakeville, Conn., also bar-

gains in real estate. Address

L. PEABODY, Lakeville, Conn.

For Sale
Oneof the finest building sites on the North Coast of Long Island
Sound, ijs acres of land. Cottages, stable, barn and out-
buildings. House recently burned. Very fine and extensive view
of Sound and countryside. Never failing and ample water
supply, woods and brooks. An especially desirable place for

a family with young children. Address

Dr. EDWIN EVERITT SMITH. Norwalk. Conn.

Greenwich, Conn.
and "Along the Sound"

Furnished Houses

Residences Shore Fronts Estates

Acreage Farms

WM. F. DAY
500 Fifth Avenue New York City

For Sale
The home of the late D. W. Williams, Glastonbury.

Conn., within seven miles of Hartford, macadam roads and
adj,n ent to ihe trolley.

This beautiful properly consists of frame house of eigh-
teen rooms, thre' hath rooms, with steam lieat and electric
light The house is beautiful in treatment with hardwood
floors, wainscotting and beamed ceilings.

There is a well equipped stable, cow barn, poultry sheds
and gardener's cottage. The (rounds are ample, with
fruit, etc.

This property can be purchased for one half its cost as the
trustees are desirous of settling the estate.

For full particulars and permission to inspect inquire of

WILLIAM A. SANBORN, Agent
Connecticut Mutual Building. HARTFORD, CONN.

II

In The Connecticut Hills
The above house we believe has the finest view in the

State. It is situated in one of the most attractive

Connecticut towns, near the Golf course and not far

from Country Club on Green, was recently built in

the very best manner; has all improvements and is

A i in every particular. There arc nine bedrooms
and 2 baths, spacious living rooms, attractive gardens
and good stable or garage with man's room. For sale

with 8 acres of ground at a moderate figure or would
be rented furnished for the summer.

Moore & Wyckoff, 546 Fifth Avenue
Cor. 45th St. NEW YORK No. 1263 Bryant

For Sale or For Rent Furnished at

GREENWICH, CONN.
No. 9. Modern 16 Room Dwelling with 4 Baths.

Grounds cover 3 J acres in lawns and gardens, large

shade trees and shrubbery. Stable with coachman's
accommodation.

THOMAS N. COOKE
REAL ESTATE AGENCY

SMITH BLDG. TEL. 430 GREENWICH. CONN.

For Sale or Rent, Furnished, for Term of Years
at Norfolk, Conn.

Colebrook Farm, 550 acres, large house and barns, two trout brooks and pond on property.
Fine woodland pasturage, large hay yield. Two miles from village. Every modern improve-
ment- House contains living room, entrance hall, library, dining room, kitchen, laundry, ser-

vants' dining room, two pantries, seven master's rooms, three bath rooms, four large servants'
rooms and bath. Garage with two bed rooms. Farm barns and equipment. Price, 150,000.
Will divide, selling house, bam, garage, gardens, orchard and 300 acres for {35,000. Rent
$2,500 per year. Terms to suit. Apply

W. E. DENNIS. 165 Broadway. N.Y.

Farm For Sale
Two houses— large barns and 145 acres land. Owner's house, U rooms.

Living room 30'x36'; fireplaces, hot water heating, hardwood floors. 3

baths. Ten room farm house. Barns have concrete floors, running water,
and will accommodate 70 head stock. Farm has fine meadow and timber
land: apple and peach orchards: ice house, pond, dairy house, etc. Endless
supply of spring water to buildings by gravity. Situated on four corners— Bridgeport 7 miles, Stratford 6, Derby 4 and Huntington 2. Address

WOODSHIRE FARMS, Stratford, Conn.

For Sale or For Rent Unfurnished at

GREENWICH, CONN.
No. 209 A. This Exceptionally Choice Estate has an

unobstructed .view of the Sound and cross-country. 14
Acres in Lawns and Farm Land. New Stone and
Stucco Dwelling, 20 Rooms, 6 Baths, all Modern
Improvements. Garage with apartment for coach-

man or chauffeur, Gardener's Cottage, Ice-house and
Farm Buildings. Can be purchased on convenient

terms. Property must be seen to be appreciated.

THOMAS N. COOKE
REAL ESTATE AGENCY

SMITH BLDG. TEL. 430 GREENWICH. CONN.
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GREENWICH, CONN.
No. SS6—For Rent Furnished—for season of 4 to 7 months

Near Country Club. Perfectly appointed
dwelling, large bedrooms, plenty of baths ; ample
servant quarters. Spacious Grounds and Gardens
all beautifully planted Cared for by Owner.
Garage, Stable, High elevation. Superb views.

FOR FULL DETAILS CONSULT OWNER'S AGENTS

FRANKLIN EDSON, RAYMOND B. THOMPSON CO.
Real Estate Agency

Smith Building, Greenwich, Conn. Telephone, 729

For Sale at a Great Sacrifice
Modern stone and shingle dwelling— 16 rooms— (10

sleeping rooms), 4 baths. Hardwood floors -attractive

surroundings, shade trees, shrubbery—garage—stable

—

tennis court—offered for sale to close estate.

THOMAS N. COOKE
REAL ESTATE AGENCY

TEL. 430 GREENWICH, CONN.

COS COB, TOWN OF GREENWICH, CONN.
FOR SALE In the quaint Indian Field sect

in about 5 acres of land, shaded with beautiful

at the entrance to Cos Cob Harbor, this old fa

ion, 5 minutes' walk from the station. Standing
old trees and commanding a view of the Sound
rm homestead has been altered in Colonial style

and very attractively brought to the

point of modern requirements. The
dwelling, which is exceptionally livable

contains on the first floor a wide hall

runningthroughfrom front to rear,with
a parlor or living room, and room that

could be used as a library on one side,

and dining room, kitchen, etc., on the

other. Artistically panneled walls and
beamed ceiling comprise the decoration

of the dining room,the rest of the house
havingwhite trim. There are hardwood
floors on the first and second floors.

Adjacent are several large and fine es-

tates. A very favorable opportunity

to purchase this property is offered.

Price and full particulars of COUNTRY DEPARTMENT, PEASE 6t ELLtMAJN Ave, New York

NEW JERSEY NEW JERSEY

One Mile Frontage Along River
Unexcelled for canoeing, swimming, etc.

Farm of 111 acres just off stone road, electric lights and tele-

phone, ij miles from express station of Lackawanna R R., 50
minutes to N. Y. City by commuter's trains. Delightfully situated

in beautiful extended valley—all over 500 feet elevation—75 acres

in highest state of cultivation, 22 acres of rolling pasture, 10 acres
woodland and 4 acres meadow (only in wet season). Large sub-
stantial house in best condition, 13 rooms and two cellars, extensive

barns and outbuildings, artesian well . Ideal for real (arm or country
estate. Wonderful possibilities for little farms 2 to 10 acres each.

Write Owner, W. B. LITTELL
47 West 34 Street New York City

MORRISTOWN, N. J.

Charming home, 10 minutes motor from depot, situated

midst 16 acres, lawns, gardens, fruit, and woodland. 12

room house and baths, electric plant, inexhaustible pure

water supply, conservatory, garage, other necessary

outbuildings, cottage, etc., complete in every respect. Ele-

vation splendid for nervous, lung or rheumatic trouble.

Owner called away. For particulars and photos address

Box 247, Country Life in America, Garden City, L. I.

A Very Attractive Offering on the

JERSEY COAST,
Atlantic Highlands, N.J.

•J A Remodeled Farm House, 1 I rooms, 5 bed-
rooms, 2 bathrooms, 3 toilets, etc. Town and
Well Water, Electric Lights, Septic Sewer.

<J Grounds comprise a block of about 2\
Acres, surrounded on all sides by streets,

exceptionally fine trees. Garden with fine

variety of fruit. The place commands a

beautiful view of Hills and Valley.

Access by Central R. R. of N. J. and the

famous Sandy Hook Boats; trolleys within 500

feet. Fine drives in all directions. Address

J. S. Cruser or Charles Hyllested
Atlantic Highlands, or 29 West 42nd St., New York

FOR SALE at Greenwich, Conn.
Rock Ridge, North, one and a half miles from R. R. Station.
House with every modern improvement- Ten bed rooms, three
baths, hot water heat, electric lighting, acetylene gas for cooking,
also coal range. Stable with two bed rooms, kitchen, living"

room, bath room, carriage room, two stalls, hot water, acetylene
gas plant, concrete floor. Also a large garage, capacity three
cars, hot water heated and electric lights. Bowsers' gasoline
tank; concrete floor. About one and a half acres.

FULL PARTICULARS, C Woolley
,
258 Fifth Ave., New York City

GENTLEMAN'S COUNTRY PLACE
Far Hills, adjoining Bernardsville, N. J.

140 acres, fine river front, plenty ol shade; farmer's cottage,
large barns, silo, and other outbuildings. Land in splendid
condition— 23 miles from station. Also other properties in
this vicinity, improved and not improved.

A. S. LAMPHER W. N. TUTTLE
=5 Pine Street, New York City Far Hills. New Jersey

mm Princeton,
Handsome properties, beautifully situated—no manufacturing. Mid-

way between New York and Philadelphia with express train service.
Rentals from $300 to $6,000 a year. Tastefully furnished homes

also for rent.

At Bay head >, J., on Barnegrat Bay, N. J. Desirable summer
properties for rent at this seaside resort.

WALTER B. HOWE, Princeton, N. J.
New York Office, 56 Cedar Street

NEW JERSEY

BEAUTIFUL COUNTRY PLACE BETWEEN HACKEN-
SACK, AND ENGLEWOOD, N. J.

For Sale
House has 15 rooms, handsomely decorated; four bath rooms, electric light,

hot water heated, etc. Everything in complete order; greenhouse, cottage of
five rooms, barn, ice house, garage, cow stable, chicken house, boat house, etc.
The grounds consist of over 10 acres of very handsome lawn, hundreds of

trees, flowers: brook, ice pond, etc. The house is situated on a knoll above
Hackensack River, with riparian rights, and one thousand feet river front.
Excellent roads,fine surroundings. 30 minutes from Broadway. Can be bought
(for occupancy in June) at much less than cost. Address

DANIEL T. MALLETT 253 Broadway, New York

At Short Hilh, N. J. )^ithi? t™™™l« °f station and forty-
7 hve minutes or lower Manhattan, Sub-

stantially built country residence designed especially to suit landscape
surroundings. House offers many special features, dignified design,
splendid living room (16x30 ft.) with spacious fireplace, ample
verandas and large sleeping porch. Within short walk of Baltusrol

Golf Club and Canoe Brook Country Club, excellent schools and other
conveniences. For full particulars apply to

ROCHE, CRAIG & WILEY mkbS

The Readers' Service gives in-

formation about Real* Estate.
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Midition throughout,

daily each way.

The lay of the land, with its natural hazards would make an ideal golf-course. For more
practical puqxjscs it is unsurjwssed in its facilities for a modern Dairy Farm, it's present use.

The house is covered with old English ivy. The surrounding four acres comprise lawns,

shrubs many rare trees am I a garden. A never-failing supply of clrar spring water is automatically

pum|x'd to house, stable, barn and farmhouse. Running water (springs) in every field.

The house is heated by a recently installed and guaranteed system. It is lighted by gas.

It has twenty rooms, including nine bedrooms, one of which has its own dressing room, three

bathrooms and one lavatory,- living room, library, dining-room and pantries. A separate
wing contains the kitchen, servant.-.' quarters and basement laundry.

The farmhouse ha-- nine rooms, inc luding bathroom. There is a three-story stable with
store-rooms, tool room and space available for use as a garage. The barn has

>e\ en horse stalls and room for 38 cows. There is a place for pigs and a shed
ior >hecp. There are two large calves' pens and two box-stalls for cows. Also a

work room and an office.

There is a two-story stone spring house on the place, the two rooms on the

second floor of which have been used as quarters for the farm help.

There is a fine summer house, an ice-pond and an ice-house.

For full particulars and price address:

Waldo M. Claflin Estate 1 l%a3S8SZ %r

NEW JERSEY

NEW JERSEY

FARMS
ACCESSIBLE TO NEW YORK

SALE and EXCHANGE
WRITE ME YOUR WANT. 1 CAN SUPPLY IT

A. S. McNEAR, One Liberty St., New York

New Jersey Farms for Sale
iia, 55, and 78 acres all adjoining.

Large bearing orchards. Only 3^ miles from
Red Bank and 6 miles from ocean at Long
Branch. For further particulars address

OWNER. EATONTOWN, N. J.

FOR SALE — Montvale, N. J.
One hour from New York. ao acres; R. R. Depot on the property; road

front on three sides; healthy location; 375 feet elevation; two large streams
of spring-water, 00 which is a ao horse power mill, two ice houses storing
1500 tons of ice; two dwellings, one frame of six rooms, and the other, a
t^o story Octagon, concrete wall, each of the eight squares are x6 feet

wide and 18 feet high; cupola on center; eleven rooms, and closets to all;

ball, and stairway, in center; all rooms open in hall; hne well of water,
pump In house: large barn and attachment; carriage house; well by barn;
apples, pears, plums and grapes; a fine location of a lake for a summer
resort. Address. GARRET F. HERING, Montvale, N. J.

Northern New Jersey
P"A f?M *S

To suit requirements of the indi-
1 gaJWtJ vidual. Poultry, Stock, Fruit,

Truck Gardening.

ESTATES— 1 ™ tho foothi,,s of the Blue
Ridge Mountains. Golf, fish-

wonderful automobile roads.
Eleva-

ing, boating
Woods and lakes for game preserves,
tion 500- 1200 feet.

HOMES fjittle farms, bungalow sites,

houses for the commuter, within
an hour of NewYork. Good schools, and stores.

W. B. LITTELL
47 West 34th St., Phone 3606 Greeley, New York
Specialist on Northern New Jersey Real Estate

CANADA

POINT ABINO BAY
Most beautiful bay and beach in all the world.

1 2 miles from Buffalo, N. Y. 50 minutes lake

ride on palatial steamers. Four houses on Cana-
dian shore of Lake Erie.

FOR SALE OR RENT
Safe bathing and ideal boating for children as well as

for grown-ups. All houses thoroughly modern. Large living
and dining rooms. Bath rooms with hot and cold water.
Four to seven bedrooms. Two houses have four fireplaces
each. Natural gas for light and heat. All houses com-
pletely furnished. Tennis Court.

Miss Dunston, 1 1— 1 5th St., Buffalo, N. Y.

"\A7yifo TTc ^"r tne names of reputable and reliable real" * 1LC »J» estate agents in all parts of the United States.

Mgr. Real Estate Directory, Country Life in America, Garden
City, N. Y.; 11 West 32nd Street, New York City.

RHODE ISLAND

FOR SALE AT on the westerly side of

PnTflWnMlTT NARRAGANSETT BAY
I \J 1 \J TT VJ1T1U 1 about J5 miles from Providence;

Estate with 17 room Colonial house, 3 bathrooms and all

conveniences. Stable, farm buildings and 25 acres of land nicely

laid out and extending to the water. First class surroundings.

Henry W. Cook Co., Estate Agents

15 Westmiruter St. Providence, R. I.

PENNSYLVANIA

* * P T DONO ' ' '7|nc coun,ry residence, situated in Roxo-bL/L/Un V_/ borough, a beautiful suburb of Philadel-

phia, overlooking the picturesque Wissahickon Valley. The property

consiatf of twenty acres of ground with abundant fruit and shade trees,

vegetable garden, etc. It is nine miles from Philadelphia. The
mansion house has twenty-four rooms, is heated by hot water, and
supplied with city gas and water. There is also a stable, garage and
gardener's house. The house is only one mile from Shawmont Station

on the Pennsylvania and Reading Railroads. An electric car line

runs within five minutes' walk of the place. For detailed description,

photographs, etc., apply to ROBERT O. JENK5, ESQ., 700 West
End Trust Building, Philadelphia.

Broadlawn
D0YLEST0WN

An Ideal Country Home
in the beautiful N'esham-
iny Valley, 14 miles north
of Philadelphia; Electric

Cars pass the place.

Contains 32 acres — 15

acres fertile farming
ground, 8 acres woodland,
orchard. Extensive lawn,

improved by well known
landscape architect.

Three-story stone house,

modern plumbing and
heating, reception room,
library and dining rooms,
hardwood floors, 10 bed
rooms, 3 bath rooms,
laundry and store rooms
in cellar. Spacious well-

equipped stone barn and
stable, ice house, chicken

house, etc. Unfailing

pure water supply.

Buildings in good repair,

alone worth considerably

more than price we ask

—

$19,000.

For further information,

call on or address,

Jerome B. Jardella. Jr..

705 Area St. ft 153S Ckristiaa St..

Philadelphia. P..
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MASSACHUSETTS MASSACHUSETTS

Country Estate
FOR SALE AT

Stockbridge
IN

THE BERKSHIRES
77ie Most Beautiful House on the

Most Beautiful Street in America,
"

Over five acres with a long front-

age on the main street of this

picturesque village. The place is

notable for its beautiful elms and
other shade trees and is within twelve minutes' walk of the railroad station. The house contains six-

teen rooms ajid 4 baths: with steam heat, electric lights and ail improvements.

For full particulars, apply to

FISH & MARVIN, 527 Fiith Avenue, New York

For Sale or To Let Furnished
GENTLEMAN'S estate of over 35 acres, within 18 miles of

Boston. Modem house with all conveniences, stands on
high ground commanding magnificent view Six family
cham bers and three bathrooms besides servants' rooms and
downstairs living rooms. Stable Attractive grounds with
fine shrubbery, rose garden, vegetable garden £nd fruit trees.

Photographs showing property and views,

MEREDITH & GREW, 15 Congress Street, Boston

Buzzards Bay
And the South Shore of

Cape Cod
Land, Estates and Cottages

At widely varying prices

Throughout This Beautiful Section

For Sale and To Let

The desirable places are listed with me
Send for illustrated booklet with road map

H. NELSON EMMONS
JOHN HANCOCK BUILDING

Automobile Service BOSTON

No country home is complete without a copy of

Home Building and Decoration
Price $3.00 net

DOUBLEDAY. PAGE & CO., Garden City, New York

SUMMER ESTATES ^

FOR SALE and TO LET
ON THE

NORTH and SOUTH SHORES
OF MASSACHUSETTS BAY

Nahant Beverly Cohasset
Lynn Manchester No. Scituate Beach
Swampscott Magnolia Egypt
Phillips Beach Hull Scituate
Beach Bluff Nantasket Duxbury
Clifton liingham Marshfield
Marblehead Neck Plymouth

Photos, Descriptions and Locations can be seen and Appointments
ad, to inspect at my Boston offices. Purchasers or those looking

for a Summer Home will find tt to their advantage to immediately
call on or communicate with

GEORGE A. DILL
401-405 Tremont Building, Boston

TtUphont rjoS Haymarktt Jk

In the foot hills of the Berkshires, a beautiful house
with over 3oacres of fine land. Garage. Six master's

bed rooms, three baths, four servants' rooms. Gas
machine, filled ice house, fine water supply, splen-

did view. At Lime Rock, Ct., about 100 miles from
N. Y., on State Road, \\ miles from station on
Berkshire Division, N.Y.,N.H.& H. R. R., 7 miles

from Millerton station on Harlem R. R. House in

fine condition. Unusual place. Address Box 274,
care of Country Life in America, Garden City, N.Y.

BERKSHIRE ESTATE
340 acres, 1 mile from Station. Choice section, elevation. English

Manor house of 20 large rooms. Big stable with Coachman's apartment.

Garage with Chauffeur's apartment, lodge, 4 cottages, numerous farm
buildings. Unlimited water supply, electric light. Several approaches
to dwelling, one through big Pine Grove. Woodland. Trout, Pheas-
ants, Partridge and Deer. Money has not been spared in the making of

this Estate, everything is in perfect order. Attractive price.

CRAIG F. R. DRAKE, Real Estate
Whiton-Stuart Bldg. 8 East 54th St., N. Y.

4 4

NEWTON i
In the finest suburb of Boston, eight

miles from the State House, seven

miles from Harvard College, six or

seven minutes' walk to the Newtonville station,(stopping place for

the New York express trains,) and within a few minutes' walk of

the Classical High and the new $400,000 Technical High School,

a cozy, comfortable ihouse of 14 rooms. 3 bath-rooms, out-of-door

sleeping porch and maid's dining room, hardwood floors through-

out, hot air and hot water heat, combined stable and garage, first-

class condition, billiard room on the third floor, beautiful lot of

more than an acre laid out with trees and shrubbery, high and
healthful locality surrounded by fine estates. Will make an ex-

ceedingly attractive price to a purchaser.

ALVORD BROS.
79 Milk Street, Boston, Mass.

BERKSHIRE HILLS
Elkanah Park on South Mountain. Pit cs6eld-Lenojt Road.

Villa Sites, i to 5 or more acres with unsurpassed views of

the hills and valleys of this beautiful section. Property over-

looks Pittsfield Country Club and Golf Links.
Accessible

Summer Rentals—Farms—Country Homes—Estates.

BRUCE & COMPANY, PITTSFIELD, MASS.

HOMESTEAD IN THE BERKSHIRE HILLS

165 acres, good soil; good buildings; fine

spring water; beautifully located; 1,800

ft. elevation; 5 miles north of Pittsfield;

near trolley and steam road. Price $q,8oo.

Address Owner, Box 54, Berkshire, Mass.

MASSACHUSETTS

FOR SALE
A large Gentleman s Estate of about eight hundred

acres within twenty miles of Boston over good roads.
The house is a beautiful example of Colonial architec-

ture and so situated as to enjoy an extensive western
view. It is surrounded by attractive gardens On the
estate are four tenants' houses and many commanding
building sites This is one of the finest estates in

Eastern Massachusetts. For further particulars apply to

FREEMAN & LAWRENCE
55 Kilby Street, Boston, or

T. Dennle Boardman, Reginald and R. deB Boardman
Ames Building, Boston

BUZZARDS
BAY

CAPE COD
A wonderful climate, perfect bathing, surpassing

yachting and fishing and attractive drives. A
region of infinite charm.

FOR SALE
Residential properties of every description; also

unimproved lands attractive to the home builder.

FOR RENTAL
Attractive furnished homes for the summer.
Rentals $500.00 and upwards.

HORACE S. CROWELL
60 State Street Boston

THE CALL TO BERKSHIRE
I have large and small furnished

cottages to rent, farms and fine

estates, in and about Stockbridge

for sale.

Stockbridge

DANIEL B. FENN
Real Estate Agent

Massachusetts

—BOSTON-
COUNTRY ESTATES
Gentlemen's country estates and
farms for sale and to let in the most
popular country districts around
Boston.

WALTER CHANNING, JR.
50 CONGRESS STREET BOSTON

NEW ENGLAND FARMS
BEST ON EARTH

Descriptive circular free

F. R. HAWLEY COMPANY
419 Main Street SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Cohasset, Massachusetts
Several large estates on Jerusalem Road and overlooking

the ocean, for sale, and to be h:t for the summer season.
Also a few desirable tracts of land for sale, ideal for sea-
shore and country residences or for development purposes.
Also two stock farms for sale, unsurpassed in the state
for their facilities and attractiveness.

BENJAMIN C. TOWER. 35 Congress St., Boston
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finj a a/iara A*W auffaj !<• traur nitJt and m'ant.

I .mi. I prices lange from $15 lo $50. per acre
Fifat yaai'a nop ohan mm* lhan rrlnrna lha purrhaaaM
All m »••»«. araina. Iinila and varfFtartlra known to ill*

tampaial* lona thrive in lha Southaaat Alfalfa gtowa
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$1* to %21 par Ion pai l I ..ally. Apple otrhar>la nal $100
to }M)0 an arra. truck Hardening yielila $200 to $400 per
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have l» lokleta giving full information of conditiona
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M V. RICHARDS, Land and Indualrial \ . >

Southern Railway. Room 20. Waahinaton. D. C.

Wanted Farm or Country Estate
1 h.uo .i splrniliil nlil rsMMitht-tl mrrrantilr Imsi-

ness in a northern city, two hours from Philadelphia
or Baltimore, that I would cm li.ini»e for a country
estate of not less than .1,00 acres in cultivation.

Value of estate not over $40,000. inclmlinK equip-

ment. Must lie well loi .ited <ot Lilly, anil productive
land. An attractive home or i.i|ul>lc of heiiiK made
so. Value of stock about $.10,000. Address,

Box 271—Country Life in America,
Garden City, X. V.

New England Farms
For Business, Pleasure and Investment

$500. to $50,000.
H etkiy Circular, Frrr. A portal bring* it

P. F. LELAND. Dept. 7. 31 Milk Street. Boiton, Mats.

The Easiest Way
to dis|x)sc of anything is to let the largest number of people in the market for that one

thing know it is for sale. If yon have a country estate, summer home, suburban resi-

dent e, seaside eottage, mountain bungalow, farm or acreage you no longer wish to hold,

tell the largest number of prospective buyers of such properties through an advertisement

in Country Life in America's Real Kstate hircclory.

Here is a letter from Mr. John I\ Scott, Mgr. Country Property Dept., I 'east; &
Flliman, New York, one of the largest real estate firms in the (ity. It might he added that

Pease & hlliman have4 advertised regularly in our publication for the past 6 years or more.

David J. Gillespie, Esq.,

Messrs. Doubleday, Page & Co.,

Garden City, L. I.

Dear Sir:

We take pleasure in stating that we consider " Country Life

in America" an excellent medium for advertising country property.

We have made sales from time to time to parties answering ad-

vertisements in your magazine and we shall continue to use its

columns whenever we have an opportunity.

Yours very truly,

• signed j John F. Scott,

For Pease & Elliman.

The May 1st Number will be a splendid one for real estate advertisements. All

copy and photographs must reach our office by Wednesday, April 10th, at the latest.

Send for page proof showing various sized advertisements, charges, etc.

Manager, Real Estate Directory, Country Life In America
Garden City, L. I. 11 West 32d St., N. Y.

APRICOTS. CHERRIES, PEACHES,
PEARS, APPLES

40 acres suitable for the above varieties.

Price $200 an acre. Must have half cash.

Will plant and care for it if purchaser wishes.

Address W. B. Barnhisel, The Dalles, Oregon

Where Does Europe Buy Its Fancy Apples?
An eastern capitalist wm once told that appl> orchard. In the Pacific

N. rth»e« sometime, brin, f3.000 an acre, lie answered. "Drop the last
cipher and 111 belie»e it." 1'hat man needed educating. So perhap, may
you. For those of moderate means there are yet chances here tor having the
best orchards obtainable by monthly |<ayments. We plant and care for the
orchard tor rive years in a district w here prices are rising fast.

liar booklet tella.

GOOD GROUND ORCHARDS. In THE DALLES, 0REC0N

OREGON

FOR SALE
Oregon apple orchard. 12 acres 550 trees— Spitzenberg,

Yellow Newtown and Ben Davis. Practically all in full bear-
ing. Good ranch house, barn, packing house; 1 pair mules,
1 cow. farm wagon and double harness, and all necessary
farm implements and tools. Ample water supply for irriga-
tion and domestic use. Electric light and telephone installed.
This property is located in the famous Rogue River Valley,

in Southern Oregon—six miles by good road from Medford, a
rapidly growing city of 11,000 inhabitants, having among
other attractions a University Club with over too members.
Climate and scenery unexcelled Social life and advantages
remarkable, ij miles to Central Point. Shipping Station on
Southern Pacific Ry., and good labor centre. Record crop
in iqio over 5000 boxes of packed fruit. Price $25,000,
J cash, balance easy terms; or discount of $1000 for all
cash and quick sale.
Here is an opportunity to take over a well established

an
j "lu'PPed 8»ing business that will afford an interesting

and healthful occupation in a beautiful country and cli-
mate, among refined and charming neighbors, and that with
intelligent management will net the owner from 15 to 20%
yearly on the purchase price. Particulars, etc., apply

Box 271, Country Life in America
Garden City, New York

GEORGIA

Build a

Home in

Learn about Chatham Crescent,
the most desirable resident sec-

tion of all America. Write for

beautiful free book; 36 large

the World's pages
'
handsomely illustrated.

q| 1 Savannah Trust Co., Spec. AgU.
rlaygrOUnd Savannah, Ga.

MAINE

For Sale : Near Lewiston, Maine
Cottage house, stable and outbuildings. 16 acres

of land with fruit trees. Suitable for summer home
or market gardening. Boating and bathing. Price

$2500.00. Address

Box 134, Ovcrbrook, Pa.

Tide Rock Cottage, Cape Elizabeth, Me.

For sale or lease for season or term of years.

Built of reinforced concrete in 1907. Sixteen
rooms, two bath-rooms. Every modern luxury.

At entrance to Portland Harbour and has shore
rights. Five cent fare, on electrics, from Port-

land. Pictures and full particulars from P. F.

Keating, Fidelity Building, Portland, Me.

MAINE

Summer Homes 1

on the

MAINE
COAST
For Sale and For Rent

Geo. T. Edwards
REAL ESTATE

432 Congreu St., Portland, Maine

Great Spruce Head Island, Penobscot Bay. Maine,

For Sale

Entire island 300 acres, very diversified, high elevation, beautifully wooded, meadows for

cultivation, 14 beaches and coves for anchorage. Easy of access, 4 miles horn Isleboro.

Price, $30,000. Full information and other photographs ofCOUNTRY DEPARTMENT, of

PEASE «t ELLIMAN
No. 340 Madison Avenue New York

CAMDEN, MAINE
Summer cottages with all mod-
ern appointments. Seashore and
mountain location.

J. R. PRESCOTT, Newtonville, Massachusetts

FLORIDA

Among Orange Blossoms and Sweet Magnolias
LUCKY SANFORD, encompassed by navigable rivers and placid
lakes. Hedged in by healthful pines, golden groves. Aladdin gar-
dens and scenic beauty. Hunting areas of ample proportions. Fat
fishing grounds. Winter cruises in beautiful lakes and charming
rivers. Winter autoing daily and never a frozen jacket. Bridle
paths through the woods. Entire winter can be spent in open by
invalid or hunter. Our sunshine is tonical. Healthiest place for
winter and summer residence, pleasure and sound investments.

COMMERCIAL CLUB. SANFORD, FLORIDA

GEORGIA GEORGIA

AN ORCHARD INVESTMENT WHERE THE ORCHARD IS MOST PROFITABLE.
On the Sunny Southern Slopes of the Blue Ridge Mountains
in Northeast Georgia. Opportunity is stretching out her
hand to you. Natural advantages possessed by no other
Orchard District, insure the highest quality in fruit at the
lowest production cost, and it is 2500 miles nearer the

markets than the Western apple. Location strongly en-
dorsed by the highest authorities. An interest in our
thousand acre orchard is yours on easy terms. It is your
one best chance.

Write now for full particulars.

APPALACHIAN APPLE ORCHARDS. 1019 Candler Building. Atlanta. Ga.
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VIRGINIA VIRGINIA

AN ELEGANT
VIRGINIA HOME
Large brick dwelling, one of the best speci-

mi asot Georgian architecture in this country;
modern equipment; outbuildings complete;
formal gardens; conservatory; 1,200 acres;
cleared land fertile and highly cultivated;
timber boundary; macadamized road; hunting
district; most picturesque environment;
glorious views; charming scenery; perfect
social and climatic conditions; cities accessi-

ble; property ready for immediate occupancy
bv people of wealth and culture. Price
$160,000. Buildings alone cost $165,000 in
the past ten years.

Illustrated Folder Free

H. W. HILLEARY & CO. 729 Southern Building, Washington, D. C.

VIRGINIA

One of the most desirable properties in

PIEDMONT, VIRGINIA
250 acres fine land; mansion, twelve large rooms,
halls, spacious verandas, water in house; open fire-

places. Tenant houses and outbuildings. Offered at

sacrifice figure. Other bargains. Write for literature.

Desk 2. International Farm Agency, Lynchburg, Va.

Buya Farm inVirginia
Greatest state in the Union to locate. Farms selling at $15,
$20, $25 per acre and upwards. Worth five times this amount
in a few years. Bumper crops of every variety and finest
quality. Big demand for products. Market close by. Low
freight rates. Make your home in this growing section. Ideal
climate. Splendid educational facilities. Write at once for
illustrated booklet giving full description. Address Dept. 18

CHAMBEROFCOMMERCE,Lynchburg,Va.

SIX BEAUTIFUL FARMS
w-y ^ o 1 .

to close estate ofOr dale David Billmyer
In the "Apple Belt'\on the upper Potomac at head of picturesque
Shenandoah Valley, 60 miles west of Washington, D. C. 100 to 600
acres each (fine improvements) under high state of cultivation; richest

limestone soil
;
high elevation: splendid climate; cultured and aristo-

cratic neighborhood. Finest Black Bass fishing. As an investment
or for a home, these properties are worthy of careful consideration.

Handsome illustrated catalog uj4" ana'particulars sent on request

E. E. & G. W. BILLMYER. Agents, Shepherdstown, W. Va.

PAYING LITTLE DAIRY FARM
NEAR HAMPTON, VA.

Fully equipped, established retail milk trade of S

per month. Nice residence, cow and horse barns,
new tenant house, etc. Cows, horses, machinery, etc.

included. Cheap. Owner retiring from business.

Southern Farm Agency Lynchburg, Va.

VIRGINIA Land of
Opportunity

Farms, Fruit Lands and neglected Orchards, far below
real value. Write for 191 2 Annual List— Farm, Orchard
and Fruit lands.

VA. LAND IMMIGRATION BUREAU, Inc.

13-15 Gale Block Roanoke, Virginia

Our list is composed of the most elegant estates in Virginia
We do not conhhe our operations to one section; we control select

properties in the noted Piedmont section, in the great Valley of Virginia,
and in the Tidewater Region. Large and small stock and fruit farms; fur-

nished and unfurnished country homes, in the hills and on the rivers;

choice sites on the mountain slopes overlooking beautiful valleys; gentle-
men's country seats, handsomely improved; rich river plantations;
charming old colonial homes; splendid hunting preserves and large
bodies of timber, coal and farming lands, in this and other States.

Please advise us if we shall forward our revised registers; and will

you also kindly describe very fully your wants.

II. Yf, IMIeury * Company, Southern BMg., Room 729, Washington, D.(

.

• JL- •
*,#

Estate de Luxe
10 MILES FROM THE WHITE HOUSE

364 productive acres. Brick mansion, 25
rooms, modern improvements; complete
outbuildings ; beautiful grounds ; conserva-
tory ; very accessible ; boulevard, trolley and
steam ; sweeping views ; perfect environ-
ment. Sold to Close Estate. Handsome
illustrated booklet.

ASHBRIDGE REALTY CO. isth and n. y. Ave.,

Country Property Exclusively Washington, D. C.

MARYLAND

MARYLAND

"The Life Worth Living'' should be lived

on a farm or country place, situated on the

banks of the Chesapeake Bay or its tribu-

taries. A fine all the year around climate.

Send for map and booklet.

JOHN M. ELLIOTT, Easton, Talbot Co., Md.

MARYLAND

17 CI Suburban home near Washington, located Montgomery County,
rOr oale Md.. % mile north of Chevy Chase Golf Club on Rockville
Pike and car line, within J^mite new Chevy Chase-Great Falls Boulevard,
overlooking new and fashionable sub division "Edgewood." Containing

3% acres, n room house, hot water heat, running water. Beautiful trees,

lawn, etc. In midst of rapidly advancing property. Reasonably priced.

Address: Owner, 512 Metropolitan Bank Bid., Washington, D. C.

Ideal Water Front Farms
FOR SALE

on river, bay and ocean on the Delaware-Mary-
land-Virginia Peninsula. Good shooting and fish-

ing. Wild duck and oysters in abundance. Climate
mild, soil fertile. Several fine estates at reason-

able prices. Write for description in detail.

M. L. Veasey
Pocomoke City Maryland

$"| eS.OO PER ACRE
*-* and Up. EASY PAYMENTS

Productive soil, mild climate, fine water, eood roads. close
markets, unsurpassed school and social advantages. Yearly
Rainfall 4o IneBM. Now while you think of it, write for the
latest issue of "THE SOUTHERN HO VI ESEEKER,"

other literature and low excursion rates.

Addrass F. H. LnBAUME, Agr'I Agt..

Norfolk and Western Ry„
Box 3,093 Roanoke, Va.

We Offer Fob Sale Many Beautiful
Estates and Paying Farms in

HUNT CLUB Sections of Famous

Albemarle Co. (
CHA^S' ,LLH

)

Clarke Co. (shbnandoah'valley)

Fauquier Co. (waRREnton)

Loudoun Co. (lebsburg)

VIRGINIA and a number of attractive

Waterfront Properties on the

EASTERN SHORE of Maryland

ASHBRIDGE REALTY COMPANY
Virginia and Maryland Farms, Colonial Estates

and Waterfront Properties Exclusively

1425 New York Avenue Washington, D. C.

A Virginia Hunting

and Fishing Preserve
340 acres immediately on Chickahominy River
(navigable stream). Excellent shad, herring, perch,
bass and pickerel fishing. Deer, fox. rabbit, quail,

wild geese and turkeys abound. Boat landing on
place within half-mile of Railroad station—35 miles

from Richmond. Delightful climate.

Price, only $12.50 an
acre to quick purchaser

Our beautifully illustrated booklet
"COUNTRY LIFE IN VIRGINIA"
134 pages) , describes hundreds of
farm properties in Virginia. Sent
free with description of above men-
tioned property, if requested 1 ^fe>
Ail.lrens K. T. Crawley. Ind. Asrl. ff~Y§
«-.&(). It}. 1U..U1 US, Richmond, la.

MISSOURI

Do You Want a Home In the
Beautiful Ozarks

of Missouri, in the famous Strawberry Land; Apples, Peaches,
Pears, Grapes, Raspberries, etc., all grow excellently. Ideal
location for the dairy and poultry business.

The Winters are mild and of sort duration. An abundance
of rainfall during the Summer months assures plenty of
moisture for growing crops.

We offer for sale 60,000 acres of land in 40 acre tracts or
more, cheap and on easy terms. Located in Stone and McDonald
counties. For further information Address:

McDonald Land & Mining Company
Room 301-2 Miners Bank Building

Joseph C Watkina, Mgr., JopJin, Mo.

MARYLAND

T7/\»« Q«-|l/> A Beautiful Mountain Cottage. In the

r(ll wTtllC neighborhood of magnificent Deer Park,
Md.,onthemainlineof theB.&O.R.R.

Overlooking forty miles of Alleghany Mountain scenery; of
easy approach; water unexcelled; city conveniences; roomy
porches; servant quarters and necessary outbuildings. Rail-
road station and Post Office within an eighth of a mile. To
be sold at sacrifice to settle an estate. Address:

WILLIAM H. SANOS, Executor
Fairmont, West Virginia

The Reader's Service gives infor-

mation about real estate.

CHESAPEAKE BAY
Water front farms and estates for sale, from Ten to

Fifty dollars per acre. Productive lands, beautiful
home sites. Fish, crabs and oysters in abundance and
free for the taking. Wild ducks, geese, rabbits and
quail shooting. Address

Colonial Land Company
306 Fidelity Building Baltimore, Md.
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For Sale
Ykrmont Farm

Estate

of soo acres

Cost thr late owner $(10,000 to build new five

years ago. Will l>e sold at sacrifice to close

estate. Owner s house stone and shingle,

5 master's bedrooms, 3 baths, 3 fireplaces,

steam heat, electric airing. 12 room farm-

house, bath. 3 large modern barns, 2 silos,

000 sugar trvi 's : apple orchards. For infor-

mation and views apply to administrator.

Henry S. Beal, Springfield, Vermont

List of Representative Agents and

Their Respective Localities

Every agent whose name is printed below has been

vouched for by one of the principal banks of his

city. Country Lifb in America readers need

have no hesitancy in inquiring of or dealing with

them. REAL ESTATE DEPARTMENT,
Country Life in America.

NEW YORK
SARATOGA SPRINGS, 377 Broadway, Lester Bros.

RHODE ISLAND
PROVIDENCE, Industrial Trust Co. Bldg.

Ralph C. Watrous Co.

VERMONT
BURLINGTON, Farms. Summer Homes. Reynolds Real Estate

PRACTICAL REAL ESTATE
METHODS

By Thirty New York Experts

4k UNIQUE symposium of some thirty-

odd chapters, dealing with every

branch of the real estate business.

H Buying, selling, leasing, renting, im-

proving, developing, and financing real

estate - these and kindred topics are dis-

cussed by men of ability and knowledge.

Net, $2. 00 (.pottage 20c.)

Doubleday, Page & Co., Garden City, N. Y.

Milt CIS I / I I LLl' )l y , initiiy ind constructing eneineeri
This <lrjiartrnrnt rmiblrs iin lntrcts to grt in touch with readers who intend to build. Sjh-i i.il rates A 'I 'I r r*«

ARCHI IT.( I'S' DEPAk IMI.N I , < m-.iv, l.m in Avium- a. II I f Wr.t MA Surei, New Vork.

THIS QUESTION OF "WHAT WOOD TO USE" IS

WORTH LOOKING INTO
with dose study, no matter how much or how little you'll be spending for building.
You do tlie "looking into"— and you do the serious wondering aH to what is rxst.

You also do the writing — of your name, address and why you care and
we will do the rest — we'll send you " Why • When • WHITE
PINE" free, ami be nt your service with frank counsel on
»vcry problem relutcd to building or any other uhc for wood.

Anyhow, WRITE US beforeyou buy ANY lumber—Jor any purpose. DO IT TODAY. This mailer of
WHA T WOOD is bestfor the given case is much more important titan many realize. Our reply will be
PROMPTand CANDID—and the booklet is ready and will reachyou by return of mail. WRITENOW.

NORTHERN PINE Manufacturers' Association
1113 Lumber Exchange Minneapolis, Minnesota

You Are Going to Build
Get pood plans— select them fmm the designs in my books, they

are well arranged and waste neither space nor material. They are
artistic and homelike. My books are:

New Picturesque Cottages (iqio) Designs from f 3=00 up by mail SI 00
Hook on Bungalows, one and one and a half story $1000 by mail '.£00
Picturesque Suburban Houses. Designs from $3000 up by mail 2.00
Camps, Cabins and Shacks. Designs from $300 up by mail 1.00

The four books sent at one time fcr $5.0(1

E-E. HOLMAN, 1018-1020 Chestnut St,. Philadelphia, Pa,

The Readers' Service gives in- The Readers' Service gives in-

formation about investments. formation about building.

Speaking of Building
ALARGE part of the joy of home building is in having your

house conform with your own ideas and reflect your own
personality. Send for my book of plans which will give many
valuable suggestions that will save you TIME. TROUBLE

—

MONEY. My ideas will make your planning easy. My price

to contractors has always been $1, but for a short time i offer it

for only 50 cents. Write to-day.

Clyde S. Adams, Architect and Civil Engineer. 1235 Arch St, Philadelphia. Pa.

-CLYDE 3 ADAMS-ARCHITECT-
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J. B. DUKE'S ESTATE. SOMERVILLE. N. J.

H. BUCKENHAM L. L. MILLER
Landscape Engineers

346 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N. Y.

LARGE AND SMALL ESTATES DESIGNED, PARKS, CEMETERIES AND LAND
DEVELOPMENTS, TREES AND SHRUBS SUPPLIED.

STILLWELL CALIFORNIA BUNGALOW BOOKS
pACIFIC COAST HOMES, original in desipn and plan, are inexpensive to build
-1 and practical for any climate. Our books contain pictures, plans and detailed in-
formation for prospective builders. If you want a home, why not build a Bungalow.

"REPRESENTATIVE CALIFORNIA HOMES"— Price 50 cents.
A book of 50 Bungalows. Cottages, and Concrete Residences. One and two story
houses of five to ten moms csting fegGO to $6,000.

"WEST COAST BUNGALOWS"— Price 50 cents.
A book of 50 one-story Bungalows of four to six rooms costing $500 to $2,000. The
only published collection of very low cost Bungalows.
ltulldrr'ft Supplement >io, 1, (Price 10 cents) FREE -with ordersfor two boots

E. W. Stillwell & Co., Architects 217-T Henne Bldg.. 122 3rd St., Los Angeles

WANTED

POSITION WANTED
as Superintendent on gentleman's farm or estate,

by a thoroughly competent man, understands
farming in all its branches, also machinery, build-

ing, road making, best references. Address

Arthur P. Heymond Annapolis, Md.

Superintendent—Gardener
Seeks position on Country Estate. 20 years' experience;

Fruit, Flowers, Vegetables, outdoors and under glass.

Lawns, Roads, Landscape work, care of stock. Thor-
oughly understands care and management of up-to-

date place. English, married, no family. Well rec-

ommended.

Witney, 220 W. 24th St., N. Y.

Situation Wanted
as Manager of Poultry Plant by practical man of 15

years' experience. Thoroughly understand all branches of

the business and can make it pay. Also well experienced in

general farming. Would consider position as manager of

farm or country estate, with poultry one of the leading features.

Address, Box 244, Care of Country Life in America,
Garden City, N. Y.

AS GARDENER FLORIST
Experienced in the routine and management of

flowers, fruits and vegetables, greenhouses and
landscape. Married, state environment. Com-
pensation with furnished quarters. Box 273,
Country Life in America, Garden City, N. Y.

WANTED

Lady going abroad recommends

Excellent Assistant Gardener
.Reliable; hard-working; experienced.

Address Bell, 58 East 72nd Street, New York City

Telephone 3218 Lenox

SITUATION WANTED
Landscape Architect and Engineer, 22 years'

practical experience — at present disengaged,

would like to take charge of large country
estate, park, etc. — design, construction, su-

pervision. First class references. Box 245, care

Country Life in America, Garden City, N.Y.

Position Wanted as Superintendent
and gardener, proficient in all details pertaining to

management of a large estate, including greenhouses,
orchid, fruit and vegetable forcing, scientific farm-
ing and poultry raising; building formal gardens a
specialty, good accountant, economical.

Address, Box 231, Care Country Life in America,
Garden City, Long Island

WANTED
Young man of good birth desires engagement as companion

to gentleman in country or as traveling companion- European
reared and experienced traveler; possesses cultured, discrim-

inating taste in literature and art. and is proficient musician.

German scholar — traveler's Italian and French. Address

J. Coudenhove, care of V- Ogris, Esq.. 500 Shady Avenue,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Tobogganing on Parnassus
By Franklin P. Adams

IThese are genuine joy-rides down the slopes of the gods. Any one who has chuckled

over the "Always in Good Humor" column of Mr. Adams will delight in this little volume of

irresistible verse. Threatens to become the most popular pastime, summer or winter

!

Net, 50c. (postage 5c.)

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY, Garden City, New York

w5pARK^r> Designers:

Have
y
rou

U

putS, A^^"J^ E$Ute?

Do you desire to alter,
C0ME T0 US

We will beautify it and make it homelike. We will arrange
the farming plant and assist you to build it according to the
most economic principles. Write for descriptive booklet.

THE ROSS CO. , 103 Park Avenue, New York City

EXPERT PLANS AND ADVICE
Sanitary Dairies Farm Buildings Drainage

Pedigree Live Stock Control Forestry, etc

WESTON, SHEPARD & DAVISON
97 Water Street or 36 East 23rd Street, New York. N. Y.

20 YearV experience from North to Sub-Tropics

Surveys, Maps, Landscape Work

GROUNDS OF ALL KINDS PLANNED AND
PLANTED IN AN ARTISTIC MANNER

CLARK & PIKE, Engineers, Willoughby, 0.

C. P. DARLING
CIVIL AND LANDSCAPE ENGINEER
Huntington, N.Y. 47 West 34th St., N. Y.City

Topographical and Real Estate Surveying and sub-
divisions. The laying out, general treatment, and
improvement of Suburban and Country Estates.

J7"OR practical advice on prac-

tical horticulture consult

ARTHUR. HERRINGTON
Practical Landicape Architect 500 Fifth Anennr New York

OVERSTOCK
in the case of a few bound Volumes of

MS M
enables us to offer the following bargains

to our readers:

Bound Copies of

Volume 16
Volume 17

At the mere manufacturing cost of

$1.25 Each
These are handsomely bound in cloth

and decorated. The offer will be

withdrawn after the few surplus copies

are disposed of.

Send your order lo

The Country Life Press
GARDEN CITY NEW YORK
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BABY CHICKS OF QUALITY
Guarantied to reach you in good condition

YOU can't count your chicken* In-fore thev arc

hatched; so why bother with setting hens and in-

cubators? Let me assume all the risk. I will

send you by express, healthy, sturdy Kishel

Strain White Plymouth Ko< k Baby Chicks, utility

or exhibition; also 1'ishcl W hite Indian Runner
Baby Ducks. Order now. as winter hatch-

ings are the most vigorous. Trices renson-

able and satisfaction assured. Send cents for

my splendid chick catalog.

R. C. CALDWELL,
BOX 1020 LYNDON. ROSS CO., OHIO.

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS
World't Record for Twenty-lhree Year*

^\l Madison Square

io«m;." First erels lor

kerel at Ne«
ilureJ Ply

r d a bred from
1. 'Hie last 14 yens
t bred by us have
$100 or more each,

•aled Circular Free,
"lew York, Chicago
1 11 s a s C 1 ( y Show

i trom Pest Pens

A limited number
:ts and Cock-

Bradley Broa.
Lee. Box 811. Mass.

DanoIds farm EGGS
HATCH BUSINESS BARRED ROCKS

Write for our free illustrated Catalog de-
scribing our common sense, prartitat poultry,

the result of 14 yean' experience breedine e%f
layers. Settings from our strain of early matur-
ing, large, healthy Rocks. $ioo a dozen.
Dsnolds Farm. R. F. I >. 10. Albion, N.Y.

RILEY'S BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS
Do you want to own some of the
best Barred Plymouth Rooks in

the country! Do you want birds
that will lay and that can win in

any showl My birds have been
the principal winners at Madison
Square Garden, Cleveland, Balti-

more, Williamsport, Camden and
other large shows the past season.
My mating list tells all about
them. Eggs for hatching. Stock
always for sale.

HENRY D. RILEY
Box M, Mraflurd. Chester t .... Pa.

EGGS FOR HATCHING
Gilbert's Con^o

Orpingtons
Have a reputation and a standard of their own. None

better bred. For the past five years our strain of Orpingtons
have been of a sterling quality. Making phenomenal wins at
Philadelphia, winning 5 firsts. 4 seconds, 3 thirds, 2 fourths.
In addition to this our Black and White Orpingtons have
won Silver Cups. Blue Ribbons and Red Ribbons at Madison
Square Garden and Baltimore in the past season.

Now is the time to buy your breeding birds. Are you
thinking about hatching eggs to produce silver cup and
blue ribbon winners for next season? If so. write for my
prices. Choicest stock and eggs for hatching also valuable
information regarding the famous Congo strain cheerfully fur-
nished, and should be in the hands of every Orpington breeder.

F. E GILBERT, The Congo Man
R. F. D No. 3 LANSDOWNE, PA.

rmviiia Mi

Pittsfield Chicks and Eggs
Mean Sure Poultry Profits 1

F.nrly maturity- mire heavy
laying— Hi rone vitality. 'Ibrse nre the

point* (»r which the I'illsficlif Mr.iin of Barred koiks lias

always been bred Our pulletn mature to laying in four month*
without any loss of vitality or size.

Snfr Delivery (Amrnnlerd. I" > ' >' >••• I-"." 1 "'«ful
shipment of chick* known way to Laramie. Wyoming. Last year we nhipprd clink*

to 41 »late«and twice broke our 1000 record by soo mile*. Thin prove* the strength

and vitality of Pittsfield strain chick*. We will guarantee successful «hi|>ment» to

any »tnle cast of I lie Rocky Mountain*. We also guarantee »af« delivery ol hatch-

ing egg* and ex|iecl to make good any unreasonably |»oor hatches.

Book Your Order Now Coat* Nothing. I .at year we fell far

short in both egg* and chick*. Thi* year, with trebled capacity, we fear the same

result*. The one sa.'e way i» to book your order now. You don't have to ,>ay

* cent until a few day* before shipment. Rcmemlier- distance is no bar

Our Recent Acqulaltion of the Famoua Gowe 1 1 Strain
Hereafter ihis famous slrnin of hravv layers will lie bred and sold under the Pittsfield trade mark.

The interbreeding of th -*e two gnat «lr:iins ol heavy layers will result in a strain excelling cither

of the parent strain* in production, hardiness and profitableness.

Breeding Bird* for Sale. We tan always »up|ly breeding bird in any rioantities

Our price* are exceedingly low. and we offer some splendid value* in pens of one dozen or more.
Onr utility stock often prove pri/.e winner*.

Exhibition Stock. I icellenl -how bird* for sale at reasonable _price». Egg* from

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIiaiMIIMMIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

$<ooo for too Reasonable hatche* guaranteed.

on* I
I>l Ssttial Ma'iaf* far 1913 Naw Ready. Write lor Copy.

r "Money Making Poultry'*— Free. Tell* of latest method* of making
fr. mi poultry. Discusses varieties, met hndsof feeding, building p »ul-

oiiscs —give* help of a practic il kind. Send for copy t iday

Pittsfield Poultry Farm Co.
404 MainSt.Pitttheld, Me.

Barred Kocks,
I.
PITTSFIELD

Buff or White OrpingtonsM BEATEN BY MY CUSTOMERS
At Madison Square Oardon this

year my customers won and
and 3rd buff cockerels— raised

from eggs I sold. At Boston a

customer took 1st on a cot kcrel

hatched from my eggs, while f

won 2nd and 51 h on brothers of

the 1st prize winner.
' Champion New Yorker" M > 9°,V

on » 'nnings were 1st cock-
Greatest sire anil show »nd and 5th cockcrcl -jnd hen—2nd pen

bird in the world tat. r /-\ y-j _ t-> "v/" <"i

mating list descriptive r-Jt\ £ r » « J 9 r_ '
of pens lad prices of fay1 Buff Orpingtons

C youth JiorjtQtl Connerrtcut

Harry StsceT Benton Owner.

for hatching —
P. O. Box 40

S. C. White and Buff Orpingtons. Buff and White
Leghorns, Buff Orpington Ducks, our big winnings

at Madison Square, Palace, and Red Bank Shows
put us in front rank.

Eggs for hatching and S. C. White Leghorn Baby
Chicks. "Order now."

DUNR0BIN FARM, Red Bank, New Jersey

I JltOCt Rnnlf ''Profitable Poultry,"
L.die»l DUUH fmc . t pubUshe(], I2Q

pages of practical facts, 160 beautiful half

tones. Tells how to breed, hatch, feed and
market to make big money. Tells about big

poultry farm. 45 pure-bred varieties.

Beautiful, hardy and money makers. We
start you right. Lowest prices on fowls, eggs

incubators, etc., sent lor 5 cents.

Berry 's Poultry Farm, Box 180, Clarinda.Ia.

Hickory Farm

ORPINGTONS
(Buff, Black and White)

win in show room and util-

ity pen. It is tbe hen-hatched chicks, grown on
free range that give the worth-while blood foun-

dations. 105 ribbons, (47 blue) at 11 shows last

three years. Xew mating list now ready.

GEORGE W. PIKE,
5B Madison Ave., - Springfield, Mass.

BONNIEBRAE FARM
353 PLEASANT ST., LEOMINSTER, MASS.

White and Buff Plymouth Rocks, we have those

classy birds that will pleaseyou. Male birds S5,$7,
$io, each, females$2,$3,$5,each. Hatching eggs $3,

for 15, $5for3C Ourstockishealthyandonlytenin
a pen. 25 years a breeder. Advice free to beginners.

Black Orpingtons
A aelect stock of COCKERELS and PULLETS at

reasonable prices

EGGS FOR HATCHING
$3 to $5 per setting of 15 eggs

Keppy & Beals, Bayport, L. I., New York

Wm. Cook & Sons
(Established 1873)

Originators Ik Orpingtons
Box 30, Scotch Plains, New Jersey

Eventually, if after the Best Orpingtons any variety,

you will send to their Originators, Why not now? and
avoid loss and disappointment. We guarantee safe

delivery and satisfaction on birds and eggs, which is

backed up by a reputation of 39 years' standing. It is

quite natural being the Originators of the Orpingtons
that we should have the best, as proved by us winning
over Thirteen Thousand First Prizes.

Send for our Illustrated Catalog, with the history of

the origination of all the Orpingtons, and bints on
poultry keeping.

EGGS from our winners and the finest Orpingtons in

the world S20 a setting, from fine stock $10. Several

thousand stock birds always for sale. Advice free.

Inspection cordially invited. Station, Westfield, N. J.
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"Kellerstrass" WhiteOrpingtons
iSI BIGGEST PAYERS Because

T E
'

E
PROVEN TO BE THE

THE FAMOUS HEN "PEGGY"
First Prize Winner at New York. Chicago. St.
Louis. Kansas City and Jamestown Exposition

1 BIGGEST WINTER LAYERS

Kellerstrass Strain
"Crystal" White

Orpingtons
Are the GRANDEST UTILITY birds on record

today, and as to their FANCY QUALITY they

won first at Madison Square Garden, New York,
1905, 1906, 1907, 1908, 1909, 1910; also at Crys-

tal Palace, London, England, and Chicago and
Boston. If vou need some birds to IMPROVE
YOUR STOCK or for the SHOW ROOM write

us. We have them, and the KIND THAT
WINS, as our past record shows. STOCK and
EGGS for sale at all times. Remember, we are

the ORIGINATORS of "CRYSTAL" White
Orpingtons, and breed only the one kind. We
devote our whole time to this one breed.

Life Members American White Orpington
Club and the American Poultry Association

KELLERSTRASS POULTRY FARM
iginator of Crystal White Orpingtons

9152 Westport Station, Kansas City, Mo.Send For Our FREE Catalogue

NEWTOWN White Leghorns
R. I. Reds

Bred from Madison Square Garden winners. Consistent breeding has
developed these Newtown strains into typical birds of profit— strong laying
and rare exhibition qualities combined.

RaHv Chicks are our sPec 'a"y- Genuine Newtown stock guaranteed. We shipDdUy V_vlllCiVo strong, vigorous, healthy chicks that go and do well anywhere.
Many shipments made safely to the far west and Pacific Coast points. Strongly fertile

IA ot-/->K i nrt t-» rrrrc at reasonable prices. Write for particulars on Breeding Stock,ndltnillg Cgg5> Ask for Poultry Catalog C L. A.

NEWTOWN PRODUCING CO., NEWTOWN, PA.

MAPLECROFT S. C. RHODE ISLAND REDS
Won at New York 191 1. Our Pullet "Palace Queen" won 1st and Shape Special Grand
Central Palace and two weeks later 1st and Color Special at Madison Square Garden.

Stock and Eggs For Sale J. G. DUTCHER, Prop. For Circular, Address

MAPLECROFT FARMS Pawling, N. Y.

MAMMOTH IMPERIAL PEKIN DUCKS
FROM AFTON FARM WON THIS YEAR

At New York
1st on Old Duck
1st on Young Duck
2nd on Young Drake
2nd on Pen of Ducks
4th on Old Drake

At Philadelphia
1st on Old Duck
1st on Pen of Ducks
2nd on Young Duck
3rd on Old Drake
4th on Young Drake

The "Afton Farm " Strain of Mammoth Imperial Pekin Ducks has been bred and developed during
last 18 years for utility. It has established its record both in show room and competing markets. Afton
Farm Mammoth Imperial Pekin Ducks have no superiors. They have unusual size, are remarkably quick
growers, and exceedingly heavy layers. Last year a flock of 500 hens laid 74,529 eggs — an average of over
1 49 eggs per hen! Remember, that is an average for 500 hens, not 25 or 50 especially selected ones.

At ten weeks old "Afton Farm" Pekins dress over 10 pounds to the pair. They sell at a
premium. Quick growth means a more delicate quality and a better flavored meat. It is more
economically produced, netting more profit than the more slowly developing breeds and strains.

Our stock is always healthy. We grow our ducks in clean pens ; give them plenty of pure water
to drink, but none to wallow in ; and the feed consists of bran, corn meal, middlings, bright,

finely chopped clover, fed green during its growing season.
Let "Afton Farm " supply you with their utility strain of Mammoth Imperial Pekin Ducks.

Prompt shipments. Satisfaction guaranteed. Write today for "Facts From Afton Farm." It's free.

AFTON FARM box d-4, YARDLEY, PA.

CHEVIOT FARMS!
Our mating list is now ready and tells of our sensational

ORPINGTONS, BUFF, BLACK, WHITE and JUBILEE.
Tells how we won championship of the United States in liufls,

l̂

also CHAMPION WHITE COCKEREL
fj*> of ENGLAND, of our wonderiul NABOB
/j^k STRAIN BLACKS, also tells of our sen-

j^^^^-^MH sntional at CHICAGO, Kansas
City, Indianapolis, Louisville, Cincinnati,H etc., in Barred Rocks, Reds, Leg-
horns, Wyandottes.
Our book tells how to produce a strain

^IH of famous LAYERS without the use of the

^•H^^^^ trap nest. Write today and tell us what—
' you require in breeding stock, eggs or day^t? old chicks. Our prices are based on very

large sales rather than on few sales and
extortionate prices. The RECORDS SHOW that NO ONE
can duplicate our QUALITY at ANY price. Then we have
gotten out a book of testimonials from delighted customers
in every state in the Union, Canada, Mexico, Australia
and. South Africa showing how our values compare with
other fanciers. Tell us what breeds you are interested in
and we will mail you the appropriate catalogue.

Cheviot Farms, R 22, Cincinnati, Ohio

Barry Farm
^^^j^s^j^^ Correct line breeding has developed our S. C.

White Leghorns
nto a strain o^Heavy Laying Exhi-

bition Stock. We specialize on

Baby Chicks and

Hatching Eggs
Prompt shipments made every-
where with safety. Hatching

capacity, over 6,ooo. Eggs guaran-
f teed strongly fertile. Visitors wel-
come week days. We will meet n. L.

& W. R. R. trains by appointment.
Write lor illustrated circular and price list.

H. R. BARRY, Owner, Far Hills, N. J.

DAY-OLD CHICKS
S. C. WHITE LEGHORNS

Hoff s Day-Old Chicks Are Hatched Brim Full of
Vitality, and Are Bound to Live and Grow.
My stock is bred for big egg production as well as

exhibition type, and is noted for heavy laying of large
white eggs that bring top prices. I have had more than
20 years' experience in artificial incubation, and by
closely studying the breeding and hatching, under the
most sanitary conditions, I am able to produce

Chicks Free from White Diarrhoea
I also have S. C.White Leghorn Eggs for hatching.

Write tor my reasonable prices on chicks and eggs.

D.C R. HOFF, Lock Box ISO, NESHAN1C STATION, N. J.

Tompkins'
Rhode Island Reds

Rose and Single Combs
THE greatest prize-winning strain

of tli is famous breed that has
come to stay, the most phenomenal
all-year-around layers on earth.

Stock and Eggs For Sale.

Lester Tompkins.Concord,Mass.

Baby Chix— S. C. White Leghorns
healthy and vigorous from heavy egg laying strain.
In quantities up to 100, 17c. each; 100 to 500, 15c.
each; 500 to 1,000, 12c. each. Safe delivery.

Stewart Haddock, Box 6, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

My White Wyandottes
have won many ist and 2nd prizes at New
York, World's Fair, Boston, and have bred
more winners lor the leading shows of the
U. S. and Canada than any other breeder.
Have scores of letters to prove it. Send for
circular. Eggs from limited number selected
pens Js-oo setting, 3 settings $12.00. Farm
raised, kept in open front coops, strong and
hardy, and also great layers.^™el™, J. H. Jackson, L. Box 58, Hudson. Ma».

.M^h "Sealskin"

First PolletH MineoU, 1911

2T

Beautiful in shape and color,
unequalled as table fowl or for
egg production. R.I. Reds have
become preeminent for fan-
cier and practical poultryman.
The Red Seal Strain
is the result of six years of
careful breeding to Standard
requirements from finest prize-
winning stock. Eggs for hatch-
ing $2.00 and $3.00 per 15.
Young chicks hatched to order
25c and 40c each.

R. H. WILCOX
Route 40, Hempstead, Long Island

Member LI. Red Clut, tf Am.
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G. D. TILLEY
Naturalist

If you possess a place in the country and are fond of birds, please write for my catalogue of feathered stock.

"Everything in the bird line from a Canary to an Ostrich"

I am the oldest established and largest exclusive dealer in land and water birds in America and have
on hand the most extensive stock in the United States.

G. D. TILLEY
Naturalist

Darien Connecticut

Houdans
The ripht kind— that pro-
duce winners and layers.

Kggs from our famous New
^ ork, Philadelphia, Chicago,
and Buffalo prize winners,

gio.oo, £5.00, £3.00 for 15.

Booklet free.

J. A. Underwood
Box C L Penn Yan, N. Y.

INDIAN RUNNER DUCKS
Commence laying delicious white eggs when 5 or 6

months old and continue laying on an average of over
200 eggs a year—Orders taken for day old ducklings,
mature laying stock, or eggs for hatching.

STONYBROOK FARMSTEAD
Ridley Park. Pa.
Bell Phone. 87

Phlla. office. 56 S Srd St
Long Distance Phone, Lombard 3313

Money in Squcibs^
Learn this immensely rich business I

we teach you; easy work at home;
[

everybody succeeds. Start with our

Jumbo Homer Pigeons and your success is assured.

Send for large Illustrated matter. Providence
Squab Company. Providence, Rhode Island.

White Crested Black Polish

Most beautiful fowl in the world

Prize winning stock for sale

Eggs $3.00 per 1 5

J. C. Coffin Sewickley, Pa.

OUR SQUAB BREEDERS
are bigger and better than ever. The demand for

such squabs as they raise is unlimited. Get our
mated and banded breeders, let them prove you can
make money from the start. Special price to May
1st, S 10.00 for 8 pairs—regular price $1.50 a pair.

Send for booklet. Our carneaux are unsurpassed.
BAY STATE SQUAB COMPANY. (Box L) Wake6eld. Mass.

Black Diamonds
\ >.-,. M. .11.mm \\ rlglil

Tabl«. fowl ilmt prtlMM
" III-- per year

^^^KW This new breed is the scien-

^SS^^T tine creation of six yctrr.'
" bS^bW patient breeding in strict

|^B^BS^BS\ accordance with Mendel's
^^BS^BSa Law. A wonderful compo-

jCT' BSS site of the superior qualities

bSY found in the most excel-

^aSM ^ ' «tw
^PSSSSS^^BSSSSSSSSSSSSSn Bretd characteristics are

f ^HIIH individual—distinctive.

I lli^rl^rV^BSSSSSSr^ "" opportu.
I

r ~ I ^T^F ""' '" """ L '

I L ff '-3 Not untilafter theresultsof
1 r» ' long: labor were permanent-

il-" m"> ly attained have we offered
'v'- V this new breed tothepublic.

Only fifty orders (or eges
will be accepted tins season.

They will be filled in order received. 85% fertility guaranteed. No
stock for sale. Breed protected by letters patent No. 82041.

12 1 it-. m.<<
Leigh S. Bache. Originator and Sole Breeder, Box A, Bound Brook, N. J.

No Country Home Complete Without a

yard of our Handsome Poultry

Indian Runner Docks, White Holland

Turkeys, Single Comb BuH Leghorns

Blue ribbon winners Madison Square

Garden. Free circular. Write us

your wants.

ROYAL FARMS
Dept. Z Little Silver, N. J.

POLISH FOWL
Stock of white crested black Polish, silver bearded

Polish, Owens Farms S. C. white orpingtons and
fancy pigeons; a few cockerels in above varieties

for sale at reasonable prices.

EGGS S3.00 AND $5.00 PER SETTING
LEONTINE LINCOLN. JR., 289 Bank Street. Fall River, Mast.

GIANT BRONZE TURKEYS
World's Leadlnf Prize Winners and Best Breeders

PARTRIDGE PLYMOUTH ROCKS
The fowls ready lo prove beauty and quality wltb any breed

AMERICA'S BEST STRAINS
At the great Madison Square Garden show of 1911 our turkeys

won three time* at many first and special prizes as all conv
pettturs.

At the recent great Hagerstown show 1911 our Partridge
Plymouth Rocks won Every First Prize, and at the 1911
Madison Square Garden show they won first cockerel,
first pullet, first cock and first hen. winning every
first for which they competed at these two great
shows except one.

All stock farm raised, vigorous, and un-
surpassed for eggs and table purposes.
The Choicest Stock aluays for sale.

Write your want*—
we can please you

BIRD BROS.
Box B

Meyersdale, Pa.

BOBWHITE QUAIL
We have them now ready for immediate delivery, also

Write the Readers' Ser-

vice for information

regarding poultry.

Hungarian Partridges

Pheasants. Wild Turkeys. Rabbits. Deer. Squirrels, etc..
for stocking purposes. Fancy Pheasants. Peafowl. Swans.
Trumpeter Swans. Ornamental Geese and Ducks. AH kinds
of birds and animals.

It will pay you to write to us before purchasing elsewhere.

WENZ & MACKENSEN
DEPT. D.

Pheasantry and Game Park, YARDLEY, PA.
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YAMA FARMS

Executive Building
Poultry Department

YAMA BLACK MINORCAS
The Aristocrats of the Poultry World
It should be a pleasure and profit to raise such

birds and such eggs on your own farm.
They lay the largest hen's eggs known and many

of them. Bigbodied birds with longplump breasts

that insure an extra quantity of white meat for the

table.

Four years ago we began breeding for superior quality and
spared neither time nor expense. To-day we have for show
quality and fine points the ten finest breeding pens in the U. S.

Eggs from these $10 a setting.

From our thousand females we also selected five pens—not

quite equal to our first prize winners at New York—but so closely

related that we have a right to expect fine specimens of them

—

these are $5 a setting.

Utility Birds— closely related to the above $3 a setting. $15
a hundred.

Yama Black Minorca Winnings at Madison Square Garden
In 1910—First Pen.
In 1911—First Pen. First Cock. Second Hen. First Pullet.

Fifth and Sixth Cockerels—and the competition there

is the keenest, as you know.
Last Fall we bought all the fine Barred Plymouth Rock breed-

ing stock of the "Pine Top" Poultry Farm. We retained 75%,
added the choicest individuals we could purchase and have some
very superior matings. Eggs $5 and $3 a setting.
Send for Catalogue.

YAMA FARMS
NEWTON COSH, Manager Poultry-Department

Yama-no-uchi, Napanoch, N. Y.

Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded

The stables at ^aptta-no-itchi

One ofthe entrancegates at Y&ma-no-uchi

Perfection Bird
Houses for the
Purple Martin
Beautify your grounds ard
help your bird neighbors

by securing one of our

elaborate Martin Houses.

Nesting boxes for wrens,

swallows, bluebirds,

chickadees, etc.

Send 1 cents for illus-

trated booklet and catalogue

of bird houses.

Jacobs
Bird HouseCompany
404 South Washington Street

WAYNESBURC, PA.

Put Up - R pu^i* ™«a*mvWm, Fir Cost.

Qndlwkc twit clj 26 JjftvwVU* oij

cwi toviWttuiU attwictftwl w?orw^.1$it4t. UAtJut

/tttUt'rUU^vt'rta. 5 »tup to turl ttm» uv.^MAt .Tun" 12. ron Ch'iuw.

WrEN tloof.t UTW &WW; TWe 5." «. Cnit,nc,o.

^ ^CaVi^ot^ftOYV
)

"Li-ii*W^W>«wH«Wtm6oaxt^

Bo net faX to etdifv one ej ^ kiftw^v/riw rCcuaw.

$8.97 Builds This House Complete
4'8" x io'8"

Let Cundall Design Your Houses
Many other portable houses shown in Free Catalog. When
writing send 50c. for "Poultry Houses and How To
Huild Them" by R. N. Cundall, an expert architect,

who designs special houses for poultry keepers.

Write today for Free Illustrated Catalog.

Cundall Coop Co. 73 W. Eagle St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Use the Modern Method I

HATCH AND RAISE CHICKS BY ELECTRICITY
A constant, dependable temperature is automatically main-

tained by

Standard Electric

Incubators and
Lo-Glo Brooders

All drudgery, kerosene
smells and danger of fire

and accident are elimi-

nated. Can be connected
in an instant to any
lighting orpower current.

Electricity is revolu-

tionizing the raising of poultry—investigate this new method
—write us to-day. Prices range from $4.50 to $39.00.
Our guarantee gives you Two Months in which to prove

the absolute truth of our claims. Free Catalogue. Address :

J. G. CONGREVE, 79 E. 130th St., New York City

Make money breeding squabs. Read in our iqi2 free book how
Etwinoma Farms (Vt.) sells their, for %b. doz. Started with 25 pairs

of our Extra P. R. Homers two years ago, multiplied now to 800

pairs. John Ludwig (Cal.) 75 years old, making $25. week. Oscar
Maerzke (Wis.) $4000. yearly shipping squabs to Chicago. Big

western demand. 5000 squabs wanted daily by only one N. Y. firm.

See what they say in National Squab Magazine (monthly) specimen
copy from us Ten Cents, one year. $1. All about pigeons and squabs
handsomest, largest, unique, original, practical
l'liYJlOUTII KOlh StJUAB CO., 822 110 VtAIll) STltKET, UELKOSE, MASS.

GET POTTERS CATALOG

m
sa
:Iy awn*SAVE

MONEY .^5^
ON HOUSES VVl^jJ

AND
FIXTURES

DON'T BUILD^
See how little money it takes to get a Potter

Portable Fresh-Air House; ready-made coops,

hoppers, fountains, vermin-proof roosting and
nesting fixtures. Houses made of Red Cypress
flooring, painted two coats, complete with all

fixtures. See house and fixture illustrated

above. Book mailed for two red stamps.
(1)

POTTER & COMPANY, Box E 12, Downers Grove, III.
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"PITTSBURGH PERFECT FENCE

providing
chickens.

Increase your
egg production by

substantial protection for your
food, pood houses and cleanliness alone

make your hens lay abundant ly ; the fowl

/ cattle or other animals, but should be kept

First of all, "Pittsburgh Perfect" Fence protect*. It

is made of our special Open Hearth wire— tough, strong,

of the great durability of old time iron wire. At every

tOOt 'hinir point the wires arc joined by the Klcctric Weld,
which eliminates all old forms of wrapped, clamped,
twisted or tied wire joints, and relieves the fence panels

from this useless, strength-destroying weight. THK

Proper
arc not sufficient to

must not be chased or frightened by dogs,

free from any excitement.

WF.F.f) THA I' HELD is the dependable joint; it cannot
be slipped, broken nor rusted apart, but holds the fence
erect, even and firm through hardest wear and abuse.

Wires arc spaced so close at the bottom that
little chickens cannot squeeze through, wander away
and be lost, while the great strength of the fence provides
ample protection against animals, wild or domestic.

EVERY ROD GUARANTEED PERFECT
'VClI JD #"|J7 A I JTJD LI/// / CHrtH/ VDf / why"Pitl.bur«h Perfect" F«ir» nrrl. or writ* <lir. . I f'.r f .1 II inf ..rmation <in<] r .it.. loftl* .howinj «tyle«
/ ISUI\ UCf\L.CI\ W OnVJVV / and «iie« perfectly adapted to every FIELD. FARM. RANCH. LAWN, POULTRY and RABBIT YARD and GARDEN

PITTSBURGH STEEL COMPANY, PITTSBURGH, PA.
M.ikm of "Pitttburgh Pmrfmct" Brandt of Barbed Wire Bright, Anntaltd and Calvatl'
liaof Wire. F»nc* Staplmi. Standard Wir* Naili and 'Pittsburgh Pmrftct" Ftncing.

Young People's

Garden Club

To Encourage Gardening

among Boys and Girls

Mothers, Teachers,

Club Women and

all Boys and Girls

Invited to Join.

Membership Free

Why not enjoy your

Garden?

Write to

Betty Green, Sec, Young
People's Garden Club

The Garden Magazine, Garden City, N. Y.

The Readers' Service

is prepared to give im-

partial advice or infor-

mation in regard to all

subjects which come up

from time to time. Write

The Readers' Service
Garden City New York

POULTRY FENCE"
STOCK STRONG—RUST PROOF
An extra heavy clo*e meih fence " . nr^

00 top or bottom board* and fewer po*r*.

Costs lets than netting.

ORNAMENTAL LAWN FENCE
For Lawn, (hurche,. Parks, etc w«

pay the freight. Send for Catalog.

The IIHOW.N r K.N< K A WIIIE CO.
rapt. 98 Cleveland. Ohio

Don't Start Poultry Keeping
till you have read the Six Free Chapter* written by Robert
r.-«-x after a Quarter Century'!! Experience in the business.
They tell How to Make, Money With Poultry; Ilow to Build
Ixiw Cotl Poultry Houses. They tell Fanciers and Women,
and Farmer! how to START RIGHT, and also tell all about
America's Largest Line of Incubators and Brooders. The
book is FRF.F.. Write today. Address.
ROBERT ESSEX INCUBATOR COMPANY

121 Henry St.. Buffalo. N. Y.

"Wigwarm" Specialties
For Poultrymcn

"Wigwarm" Selling and Brood Coop

For a hen . and her chicks and while she is sit-

ting. Gi^es
J

protection from rats, skunks, hawks,
and other enemies.

Insures larger
hatches—fewer
broken eggs. The
runway is 20 x 24
inches. This coop
is just the thing

for colony raising

and has proved
ts success for

22 years. Shipped

Size, 2x4 ft., 2 ft. high.

$300

knocked down

"Wigwarm" Brooder

Uses the least oil of any brooder made. Storm
proof. Hot water and hot air heating com-

/* ""v bined gives perfect
f ^ijrn * J'Y'/@B&BH0> healthful ventila-

tion. No danger of

over-heating and
an even tempera-
ture is maintained
in the brooder re-

gardless of the out-

side cold. Used
and endorsed by
poultry experta

Size, 3 x 5 ft

No. Colony Laying House—For 12 Hens

Fitted complete with nests, fountain and feed

trough. Sanitary. Easily cleaned and , •—

*

aired. One man (. ^ms^^=*.l ~*

can easily raise

several hundred
birds. Nicely
painted. Can be
put together in

fifteen minutes.
Winter or summer

the stock is always
comfortable. In stormy weather the run may
be covered at top and sides, giving protection

and scratch room. Size, 10 x 4 ft., 5 ft. high.

2022

$1500
and by experiment stations.

Write to-day lor

Poultry Catalogue A

5 Section Poultry Honse

These are houses that will grow with your
business. You can add additional sections at

any time. A more sanitary or comfortable house

be built Made in 10 x 10 ft sections,

plete in even- detail. Open
fronts with canvas covered frames—far better than

glass windows. Easily erected. One 10 ft. section

$75. Additional sections $60 each.

E. F.HODGSON CO., 116 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
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CANDEE
Unexcelled For Brooding 300 or More Chicks.

Pioneer Hot Water System That Concentrates
the Work Under One Roof.

HealthyHeat Makes Healthy Chicks.

Double Brooder House Installation, With
Central Alley.

BROODING CHICKS is a heating man's problem.
Our heater experts have 35 years' experience in
making over 400,000 heaters of all kinds. For 300
or more chicks, the Candee is cheaper to install and
operate than oil systems.

STURDIER CHICKS—Their growth is steady and
rapid, and the system is especially valuable in raising

broilers.

COMPLETE EQUIPMENT—Our heaters are made
in twelve sizes, sectional construction. Should a
larger heater be required later, an extra section can
be added.

ADJUSTABLE HOVERS—These give fractional

degrees of heat and are especially convenient in

gradually cooling off the chicks from the incubator.

CANDEE SERVICE—Free building plans for every type of
new construction, expert advice as to location and arrangement.
Complete blue prints and instructions on installation and
operation.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE—Useful information forpoultry-
men and managers of estates, sent free upon request,

MORE CANDEE SYSTEMS IN USE
THAN ALL OTHER MAKES COMBINED.

Candee Incubator & Brooder Co., Dept. 17, DeWitt, N. Y.

Do Custom Hatching By Using

A Hall Mammoth Incubator
LOOK INTO THESE PROFIT-EARNING
POSSIBILITIES. THEY ARE FOR YOU

5S {35 »

'

1

Men and women just like you are mak
ing money from custom hatching with
HALL MAMMOTH INCUBATORS.
It is a growing business.

The sale of day-old chicks adds still

further opportunities for exceptional

profit. The HALL MAMMOTH IN-
CUBATOR PRINCIPLE has reduced
the cost of hatching so much below that

of 'ordinary incubators that poultry keep-

ers are largely following one of three courses:

They either install a HALL MAMMOTH and supple

ment their own hatching by hatching for others, or they have a present owner of a
HALL incubate their eggs for them, or they purchase day-old chicks outright.
The efficiency of the HALL in hatching a large per cent of strong, healthy, vigorous chicks,

together with its economy of operation, has made it the primary factor in modern chick raising.

The soundness of HALL PRINCIPLES has been tested and found correct for 36 years, which ex-

plains the unexcelled perfection in HALL INCUBATORS, BROODERS and COLONY BROODERS.
Let us tell you how custom hatching will make you money and why the HALL SYSTEM excels

any other. All information is free. Ask for Catalog L. Write today— now.

HALL MAMMOTH INCUBATOR CO., LITTLE FALLS, N. Y.

i

CARE OF AUTOMOBILES
By Burt J. Paris

This practical little hand-book tells everything
worth knowing on the subject and is abso-

lutely non-technical. The author has drawn
upon many years of observation and personal
experience.

At all Bookstores, $1.00 net, postage 10 cents

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO.
Publishers

Garden City, New York

Do You Know this Food?
If not send for a sample and prove to your
own satisfaction its superiority over all other
foods.

No trouble to prepare, feed either dry or
moistened with hot water, soup or gravy.

It is absolutely free from chemicals and appe-
tising spices and is used exclusively by the
leading Kennels of both England and America.

Manufactured by

Spillers & Bakers, Ltd.. Cardiff, England
• Send for sample and Booklet No. 7

H. A. Robinson & Co.
Importers

1 28 Water Street New York City

He's your most faithful

animal friend— really a
member of your family.

k Don't feed him odd
j^V. scraps and raw meats

that make him fat,

lazy and generally

unhealthy.

Give him Austin's
Dog Bread— made
especially for him of
good cereals and
flour and clean,sweetBLt ™at

-
Gives h

,

im a
~~ _ glossy coat, clearD ft A n eyes and sound mus-
lVMmgJr^u ch. As a regular

diet it keeps him always in condition.

Send for a Free Sample
Simply write your name and address and the name of your

dealer on a postal and say whether you want to try Austin's
Dog Bread or Austin's Puppy Bread (forsmall pets and pup-
piesundersixmonthsoldtand a sample will be sent free by mail
Your dealer has Austin's Dog Bread or can get it/or you.

Look for AUSTIN AUSTIN DOG BREAD ANDLOOK for AUSTIN
, ANIMAL FOOD COMPANY

On Every Cake 202 Marginal St., Chelaea, Mast.

The Dog Book
BY JAMES WATSON

Covers every phase of

the subject with full

accounts of every

prominent breed. 128

full-page pictures com-

plete in one volume.

Net, $5.00 (postage 35c.)

Doubleday, Page & Company

Garden City, New York
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Great Danes of Royal Breeding

puppies and urmvu tlu^s. We ran iun\ oiler

\i>u some exi-epliouallv choice stock. Void's

Commander, golden liriiidlc, at stutl. Ill tie

riMnm winner. Panes hoarded.

Royal Farms, Little Silver, N. J. Dept 7

Airedale Farm Kennels
SI-RING VAI.LFY. NEW YORK

tO MM tcom New Wk City. F.nr H R
KalliM. 1 t r..l.t« <>f Itlue blooded, reglttrred Airedale Terrlrrs

TIIK HI>T t ill *• Mill I MM. I>|{ in
in I the '" r — l

.
1

- guardian of the home.
W,al<*tn rutt fln« yooag s|o*k for til*, rtminating dog

HOWARO KF.F.l F.R. Owner

Bull Terriers
Houtrbrohtn «/'' <

that are prize winner* of-

fered to tne ditto iminating

buyer, alao puppiea bred
from noted winners.

Eugene E. Thomas
Attleboro, MMaaatchuaetta

Thr moil unique anj accrptaMe mift to

your tmtttktari or chitJ. 7 Ac ft/ear Aouj*
p*ls and companions.

BOSTON TERRIERS

FRENCH BULLDOGS
SinJSlamt fot Calnlof

SQUANTUM KENNELS
Atlantic. Maat.

I offer a few farm rsslMaj

Airedale do* puppies at e-">

Mttfth Thev are nKd by Iht
Kiifclish winner "BRIARCAN
SULTAN" ami RED HACK-
LKR." ami are iruaraiitt'eil.

1 haven't manv but there are
no cttlN.

RUSSELL H. JOHNSON. Jr.

Chestnut HiU. n,,
i

Jack Stone

English Bull Puppies
By "Jack Stone" and Ch. Ingolsby

batch. Beautiful specimens. Good
watch dogs and best of companions

for children. For prices, etc., write

A. D. BLAIR, Box 9. Van Ellen, N. Y.

Cocker Spaniels r
Tfl. '-Old Krllablr" II ,,. ,...,„.• I

surpassed as hunters, house dogs,
ana companions for ladies and

,1 ren. A n'm" 1 i.ytvuc ": iM I

choice young stock in all colors, I

bred from registered prire-win-l
ning strains. Prices moderate and satisfaction guaranteed. Slate wants.

COCKER SPANIELS
The most desirable <log to own,

always gentle and kind with
children, a grand companion and
most intelligent. We have them
In various colors; both sexes;

and ready for immediate ship-

ment. Our dogs have won the

highest honors ou the bench fur

the last 35 years.

Midkiff Kennels. Dallas, Pa.

COCKER SPANIELS
Severa! extra tine grown males this month.
Black and white, i year, line for pet or
hunting. Extra handsome and very in-

f

telligent. $45 Small solid black. 1 year
old. only weighs 14 pounds, hoii«*wbroke a,

very handsome and smart. $6s;. Small '-

red. a dandy little dog. 1 year old, hnn*e- ,

broken. flrM pri*c wlaner.rtne stud, a great
chance $75 All are in perfect health and
will be quickly sold so you had better write
promptly, telegrams given preference. I

r. «.. Mm- 1 n to..,.. r rmiLlIn, l*a-

'

a 4Ma*>
f

Moe's Dog and Cat
Drinking Fountain

Holds 3 pints. Water always available—never
slops over—dog can t upset. Dead air space
keeps water cool and fresh. Holds entire day's

sapply . No valves to get out of order—not com-
plicated. If not at dealers, sent on receipt of

price; nickel plated. $3.50; iilver plated. $5.00.
Satisfaction guaranteed.

OTIS & MOE
548 S. Dearborn St., Chicago

Nowata Pekingese and Pomeranians

Some beautiful puppies ilred by these

noted ( hampimiH for sale. They urc
all healthy and sweet tempered and
some of them arc househroken and
very small.

NOWATA FARM I lunt ington, L. L
Ca. N»»aia Moreno

At Stud, Fee. $20

" Villarosa Magnus Rex M

At the Villarosa Kennels. Rye. N. Y.

Airedale show dogs, atud doga, brnnd bitrlies and puppiea
always fur salt.

John Seys Huyler, Owner
\pply lirn. Teitadii lr, >lm Kye, N. V.

r AIRLDALES
f*en| r'llKK. D«< rll*« the breefl. glvn points

almtit training the d<>g for game, manailng ,

plea, hunting «.|«*flemet, etc. Invaluable to the

iporttman and il"* lover.

THE AIREDALE TERRIER
Is Hie greatest dog on »arth. If you want a dog you
- ant an Airedale. Send for the l«wk.

Coin* Farm Kennels, Montreal, Can.

Home of the World s Foremosl Champions. OMafl
ami Largest llreeders In America.

Scottish Terriers

Offered as companions. Not

given to fighting or roaming.

Best for children's pets.

NEWCASTLE KENNELS
Brookline, Mass.

Russian Wolfhounds

S. V. KENNELS

Williami California

The most successful Breed-
ers and Kxhihitorsof Russian
Wolfhounds on the Pacific

Show and hunting hound, pup-
pies, and brood bitches, usually lor

to
Russian Wolfhounds

Valley Farm Kenneli

Simsbury, Conn.

The largest and most successful
Breeders and Exhibitors of Russian
Wolfhounds in the world.

Illustrated catalogue containing
exclusive information, 10c.

Russian Wolfhounds
Companions
Guard ians
Coursers.

Ask for Catalogue "C."

Mirasol Kennels
Pasadena California

[ Buy a St. Bernard
Companion for your child

and guardian of your
property. Best Kennel in

America.

Hercuveen Kennels, Red Bank, N. J.

T7^\T) Clip High bred pair Siberian bloodhounds.
A tV O/lLilj for breeding purposes. Imported by
gentleman traveling in Hartz Mountains, Germany.

T?f\ D C A I p Handsome pair imported Wolfhounds
* v O i\ i-i Hi an(j one exceptionally large and hand-
some Wolfhound Stud. Pedigree registered in American Ken-
nel Club. For Sale Cheap, owner going abroad.

C. B. WITBECK, 71 Murray Street, N. Y. C.

English Bloodhounds
The most perfect family dog. Companion-

able, intelligent, affectionate. Natural man
trailers, long registered pedigrees; always
winners on the show bench and on the trail.

Several grand puppieswhelped December last.

Orders now taken for Sheba's pups, the dam
of the greatest trailers ever known, also from
the imported litter sister of England's great-

est trailer ''Shadow.

"

Illustrated Book, two sumps. Photograph. 25 cents

J. L. WINC1IELL. Falr-lUven, Vermont

Pekingese of Great
Quality and Beauty
We have *on»e redijtipin>a by

"Toddie", ex a red Ch. (."hum.

mie" matron, perfect heada.low t*
ground, very small.

Pekingese purchased from this

krnnel have won ai ttie Westmin-
ster and all the principal ahowa
during the laal three years.

AI-GEE KENNELS
Mrs. Alfred Coodaon

lentralAve., llarUdalr, V V.

Pomeranians
all colors

for sale or

at stud

THE LAKEWOOD
POMERANIANS

35 West 831I St., New York
Telephone 4

To6 S* huyler

_V *t^ w-

I.aketrood L^iflaa

re^*
Pomeranian Dogs
and Persian Cats

i'i h -d cat*

and kittens. Slivers and whites.

Mlts. i II \ IfPIOH
%..rii,r„i, II,..,... lafftaa^aft Place

I onrnrll, Mslra I.., g.T.
Tel. I2»l Tonpkln.,111*.

Handsome Cats and
Kittens For Sale

Domestic and rare Foreign Varieties.

Siamese, Abyssinian, Manx and Persian.
Ideal hoarding place for Cats, Dogs
and Birds. Model Poultry Department
supplies Broilers, Fowl and Squab.

Write for beautifuDy illustrated cata-
logue and sales list.

Black Short Haired Cattery
Ormlrll New Jersey

Dandie Dinmont Terriers
Woodcrest Kennels

6 mos. old poppy

Puppies For Sale
Ideal Companions

Mrs. H. Brooks Sargeant
Interlaken, New Jersey

"Quality Collies"
We have puppies by the world's Champion

Collie "Ch. Southport Sample" a dinner of

15 Championships in Rngland, the most
perfect Collie living, also high class pui-pies

by our famous winner "Tazewell Model"
also matured stock of the very best blood
lines, write for prices and list of testimonials
we guarantee to please you. Send 10c for
our ttriv 24 page illustrated catalogue.

Lakeview Collie Kennel*
H.W.Johiuton, Prop. f Mechanic»barf,0.

Scotch Collies
Some exceptional) v choice individuals.

Beautiful golden sable and white pedigreed
puppies, by the noted registered sires.

AlarcA Campaigner. A. K. C. No. 107775.
and Hardford Hope. A. K C. No. 86984.

Faithful, loyal devoted youngsters, having
attained the shipping age. are looking
around for new homes.

Hawthorn Collie Kennels

Chas. C. Ryder. Cummaquid, Mass

1 1 Month. Old

The most aristocratic, beautiful

and graceful breed of dogs for citv.

Suburb or country. Brave but gentle

protectors and playmates for little

children. Active, energetic, outdoor

partners for boys and girls. Affec-

tionate and intelligent companions

for adults. Sensations at Kennel

Show. Labor savers and money
makers on the farm. A female will

raise from twelve to twenty puppies

per year worth from $150-00 up.

Pedigree stock only. Country rais-

ed, therefore, hardy, healthy and
rugged. Address

Island White Collie Kennels

OSHKOSH. WIS.
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Purebred Holstein Cattle
Though they hold all butter and milk records, both in actual quantity and in econ-

omy of production, still they are an all-round breed. When properly fattened, their beef

can be distinguished from Shorthorns' only by an expert.

Visit any well-managed public institution which maintains a herd of dairy cattle and
you are almost sure to find only Holsteins

in use. Strong and healthy, they do well in

any climate and thrive on coarse food. Cows that

will convert the roughage of your farm into the

best of milk, butter, veal and beef are worth more
to you than cows that are particular about their

food.

Not only are they the most profitable cattle,

but they are also the easiest to care for and so

gentle that it is a pleasure to handle them.

Send for our free literature. It contains facts and figures from agricultural college

and experiment station bulletins that explain why the rich and important dairy sections

of the country are occupied mainly by the Holstein breed.

HOLSTEIN -FRIESIAN ASSOCIATION
19 H American Building Brattleboro, Vt.

LASS 30TH OF HOOD FARM
GRAND CHAMPION

GOLD MEDAL COW 1910.

Hood Farm JerseysWon
Five of the Six Gold Medals, including the Grand Champion and
Champion Gold Medals, awarded by the American Jersey Cattle
Club for the highest yield of butter fat in 19 10.

FOR SALE
Beautiful Cows t*ia

.

t suppiy y°ur table with
delicious milk, cream and butter.

Having over 300 head, we can offer a choice selection of from one
to a car load. Tuberculin tested. Free from disease. Full in-

formation gladly furnished.

HOOD FARM, Lowell, Mass.
N. B.—Berkshire hogs of aristocratic breeding, both sexes, all ages.

Write for Book
About This Easy Way To
Keep Your Barn Clean!

Cut work and time of cleaning barns in half! Save your
back and arms. Save money—boost your profits. Keep stock
cleaner and healthier! Let us show you how! Others have
done it, you can tool Puts money in your pocket!

James Carriers
solve the problem. Get our fine free
Don't waitl Send postal at once.
James Litter and Feed Carriers, and
feed trucks. No. 10 tells about stalls,

stanchions, bull pens, calf pens and
box stalls. Either or both FREE.

MftUf
I

Write postal, stating how
l'Vf™ • many dairy cows you own.
Also ask for "Helpful Hints to Barn
Builders/' our most valuable book if

you are planning to build) Address

JAMES MANUFACTURING COMPANY
7004 Cane St., Fort Atkinson, Wis.

(Formerly Kent Mlg. CoJ

book and read the proof.

Book No. 11 tells about

Barn Plan
Service
FREE

Mr. W. D. James,
America's foremost
Dairy Barn Design-
er will gladly help
you plan your barn.
Write to him today.

Meridale Jerseys
If you would like to know
something more about Meri-
dale Jerseys, ask for a copy
of Meridale Facts.

We offer several young bulls
of Meridale breeding. We
commend them to all who seek
herd improvement. A booklet
just off press describes them.
Sent, postpaid, on request.

We will sell a few females.
List and description sent on
request. We can better fit the
list to your needs if you will
tell us what you need.

A recent visitor to Meridale Farms—
himself a breeder of Jerseys— writes:

"I have seen many large herds of cattle,
many of them as large as yours, but
never have I seen either a large or a
small one of such uniform quality as the
herd at Meridale. It is a herd to be proud
of, and it would seem to me to be easily
the largest herd of good Jersey cattle
and the herd of the best cattle in the
country. The herd was really a revela-
tion, and an education and a pleasure
long fo be remembered."

Another visitor writes

:

" I wish to say for your herd that I have
never seen so large a one that is in its

class at all and that your Jerseys combine
beauty of conformation wiih proven
utility equalled by but very few small
herds."

AYER & McKINNEY
300 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia

MoreButter
and

Better Butter
Jersey cows yield milk that carries

the highest percentage of butter fat.

That's why you can get more butter
and better butter from your cows if

you buy Jerseys. There isn't another
breed of cattle that gives as great
returns for as small cost as

Jersey Cows
and statistics prove this statement
They are the best cow* for the big
dairyman, or the man with an acre.

For family requirements the Jersey
has no equal.

American Jersey Cattle Club
8 W. 17th St., New York

Note—The American Jersey Cattle Club is a group of
men devoted to the promotion ofthe Jersey breed. This
advertisement is paid bythe members. We have nothing
to sell, but desire only to publish accurate information
about Jersey profits. Can we help you ?

KERRY CATTLE
The Kerry is an ideal Cow for the Suburban Home.

Gives from fifteen to twenty quarts of the richest milk. Are
absolutely hardy and easily kept. We can offer a number
of heifers, fresh this Spring, especially suited for family
purposes. For particulars and prices, write

Cairnsmuir Farm, New City, Rockland County, New York

Young Selected Jersey Bulls for Sale.

For pedigrees and prices, address

THE PASTURES. BELFAST, MAINE

Giving the details of the magnificent showing made by the breed
by addressing

THE AMERICAN GUERNSEY CATTLE CLUB
Box C. L. Peterboro. N. H.
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Maplewood Hackney Stud
The Home of Champions Property of Frederick C. Steven*

Announces
Tli.it while many horses have been sold since the commencement
of The Dispersal In Private Sale of that celebrated collection of

Hackneys, there is still quite a number of the best horses yet for

sale, and that amom: t hem a purchaser ma} find anything he may
want in the line of Inch class carriage horses, whether it be for a

Runabout, a (iip, a Phaeton, a V ictoria or any of the. heavier

vehicles, or for saddle purposes. Single horses, Pairs, Tandems
and lours for private use or for ihow-ring purposes, and all at

prices more attractive than ever for horses of like quality.

Foundation stock. Stallions, Brood Mares and Fillies that should

win in any company at the fashionable shows as well as in the

stud. Address all communications to

E. T. GAY, Manager
Maplewood Hackney Stud ATTICA, N. Y.

7T*^ \ . r*

THE HUNN r"Nu°s
f

I
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CHAS. E. BUNN. Pror.«. III.

THICK, SWOLLEN GLANDS
that makt> i\ horaf Wheeie. Roar, have
Thick Wind or Choke-down, Ml be
removed with

/\BSORBINE

also any Bunch or Swelling. No blister,

no hair gone, and horn kajri »t work. $*J

per b.ml •. delivered. Book 3£ free.

ABSORBINE. Jr.. liniment for mankind. Reduces Goitre. Tumors.
N.n-. r.uninl Raotted Variom Veins. Ulcers I1.00 and J1.00
a bottle at dealers or delivered. Book with testimonials free.

W. F. YOUNG. P. D. F.. 41 Temple St.. Sprin K fi-ld. Mm..

A SHETLAND PONY
H

pleasure. A «! and • ! il

playmate. Makes the child
strong and of robust health.
Highest type—complete out-
fl t s— here. Inexpensive,

tisfaction suaranteed. Write
i 1 1us tratea ca tolog

.

BELLE MEADE FARM
Box 6 , Markham. Va.A Child's Delight

Let Them Lick

Qolf As TheyWdll Want It!

No one cm salt your food to suit your taste. No one can salt
food ri^htfor horses! Let them salt themselves— they'll do
it as best suits their condition.

Compressed
Pure-Salt Bricks

in handy holders enable them to have r<~

Jtntd dairy sail — all natural impurities
ta&tn jhC. No more forgetting. Saves
time and work. Ask dealer ana write for

free booklet.

Krlraont MaUa Supply Co.
Patentees and" Manufacturers

203 riu.h I .-rm Rrnoklvn, X. Y.

Amateur, Fancier,

Professional Breeder
or General Farmer

—

the Book you need is

"The Poultry Book"
372 illustrations

One large handsome volume

$5.50 postpaid

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO.
GARDEN CITY, NEW YORK

FRANK S. PEERS 34th IMPORTATION OF

SO GUERNSEYS and 60 JERSEYS
ia now open for inapection at the U. S. Quarantine Station, Athenia, N. J.

Stock of the CHOICEST breeding and individuality for IMMEDIATE SALE.

Address ATHENIA, N. J. I Athenia m 14 miles from New York,
Newark branch of the Erie. I

DORSETS
Yearling Kama with large bone, dense fleeces and of good size,

ready for service.
IVn of Lamb* bred by us won First f'rlzo at Ohio, Indiana and New

York State Fairs 1911; also at International, Chicago, which is proof
of the quality of Dorscts we breed and sell.

At International, Chicago, 1911, we won every First Prize except one.

HEART'S DELIGHT FARM. C. E. Hamilton. Mar.. Chazv. N.Y.

1 t

Oak Ridge Guernseys
Registered Stock, both sexes for sale at attractive prices. Imported

and American Bred. All tuberculin tested by the U. S. Government.

Address Manager OAK RIDGE. VA.

Javcov R c*A Picrc* The money makers. Have many
CI scy '\cu a '6s • superior qualities Sows have

large litters. Do not kill pigs at farrowing. Pigs grow fast.

Will produce 350 lbs. pork — months. Long-bodied. Gentle
and good natured. Free catalogue. Sale arrival guaranteed.

ARTHUR J. COLLINS, Box C, Moorestown, N. J.

PASTEUR LABORATORIES
RAT VIRUS

For the destruction of RATS, MICE, and MOLES, by a special virus which

conveys a contagious disease peculiar to these animals. Harmless to human
beings, domestic animals, poultry or game. Not a poison. 50 cts. to fi-s?:

INTRODUCED BY US TEN YEARS AGO. If your dealer cannot supply

you. order from us. PASTEUR LAUOH.VTOKIKS OF AHtKK A
v " York, 3GC VT. 1 1th SI. Chicago, lit South UtarWn Si.

Laboratoire des Vaccins Pasteur pour l'Erranger and
lnstitut Pasteur, Paris, Biological Products

Mr. Frederick Phillip's Second Annual Sale of

IMPORTED GUERNSEYS
at Manor Farm, Villa Nova, Pennsylvania,

ON THURSDAY, MAY 16th, 1912

Animals of the highest type andbreeding. Twelve
daughters of Imp. Billy's France; twenty daugh-
ters of Imp. Billy's France, II; four members of

the famous May Rose family, headed by the First

Prize yearling bull; forty cows and heifers, sired

by the best sires of the breed. First Prize and
Res. Champion heifer, R. G. A. S. 1908 and 1909.

For catalogue address:

LCANDER F. HERRICK, Auctioneer, Worcester. Mass.

Large Berkshires
at Highwood

Regular Fall Offering of pigs 8 to 10
weeks old; may be selected in jairs or
trios no akin. We have the largest

herd of these animals in the U. S.

livery animal sold registered at our
expense and guaranteed to be satis-

factory to purchaser.

H. C. & H. B. Harpending
Dundee, N. Y.

(.r im! I hampino Hair Foot Boar Ch.11

JOHN H. DUNLAP Box V

OHIO BIXE RIRBON III KM
OF MI LK-FOOT UO(.s

3rr«k of all ages for sale sired by my
seven big prize winning Herd Boars
and out of big prize- winning, matured
and proline sows, the equal of any
breed. This is the largest Breeaing
and Show Herd in America, and con-
tains all the leading families and strains

of this rigorous and healthy breed.
This Herd took 27 ribbons at New York
Stite Fair, including the Grand

ionships for the breed.

Williamsport, Ohio

Dorscts for Winter Lamb Raising
The most profitable of all Hire-stock occupations. Winter

lambs sell for f 10 to $20 per head in the city market.
It is the solution of the "worn-out farm" problem, as the

most sterile land can be utilized.

For particulars and prices of breeding-stock, write

Cairnsmuir Farms New City. Rockland Co_ N. Y.
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*TwoBeautifulBooks for Garden-Lovers

The American
Flower Garden

By Neltje Blanchan

Author of "(Bi'd Neighbors, " "®irds Thai Hunt and Are Hunted," etc.

THIS book reveals those little subtleties

which bring delight to the home
garden. The author has drawn from a vast

knowledge of beautiful foreign and Ameri-
can gardens, and she points out the great
principles of all good gardening. The
present book covers adequately the needs
of the amateur whose garden is either ex-

tensive or the reverse; and every fact among
the thousands is made quickly available

by a fourteen-page index. There are four
plates in full color, and eighty plates of

sufficient size adequately to treat the sub-
jects presented.

With Planting Lists by Leonard Barron

Regular Edition, net price, $5. 00 {postage 35 cents)

What England Can
Teach Us About

Gardening
By Wilhelm Miller, Ph.D.

THIS is a book by Dr. Miller, Horticul-
tural Editor of Country Life in America,

which lays for the first time the foundations
of an American style of gardening.

Dr. Miller went abroad with the object of

studying the English gardens, the most
beautiful things of their kind in the world,
and in this volume he has embodied those

principles and suggestions which are applic-

able to American conditions.

What it has taken England hundreds of

years to learn we can profit by; and the im-
mense value of this book over previous
works is that it shows how to save millions of

dollars now wasted in unscientific planting.

Eight plates in color and many in black and white.
Net, $4.00 {postage 35 cents)

GARDEN CITY DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY NEW YORK

Are Raised on Schumacher Calf Meal

'What better evidence could you ask that

is the best feed for your calves? Costs
very little; is much cheaper than milk; produces

great results. Experts at State Agriculture Experi-
ment Stations and the world's greatest dairymen en-

thusiastically endorse it. Here are a few of them:

. . ens Brothers Company, Liverpool, NewYork.owners and breed-
ers World's Champion senior two-year-old and senior three-year-old
beifers raised on SCHUMACHER CALF MEAL.
Henry Stevens& Son, Lacona, New York, owners and breeders world's
champion junior two-year-old raised on SCHUMACHER CALF MEAL
Lang-water Farms, North Easton, Massachusetts, home of Dolly Dimple,
the world's greatest record-breaking Guernsey cow.

Blue Label Dairy Farm, Winslow, HI., home of Colantha de Kol
Pietertje, grandson of world's champion cow, raised on SCHUMACHER

I CALF MEAL.
A. W. Hillis & Sons, South Worcester, New York winner 92 first prizes in

1
10 shows last year, with calves raised on SCHUMACHER CALF MEAL.

SCHUMACHER CALF MEAL
contains the essential elements to produce bone,
tissue, strong constitutions, large frames and healthy
growth. Give your calves the right start by using Schu-

aacher Calf Meal and develop them into record-breaks
ing, profit-producing stock. Ask your dealer for it.

If he does not have it.wfite us. Accept no substitutes,

THE QUAKER OATS COMPANY
* \ Chicago

V
"

New York Experiment
Station Bulletin

No. 304
" SCHUMACHER CALF

MEAL seems to be the best
substitute for skimmed milk
on the market today."

Massachusetts Experi-
ment Station

Professor J. B. Lindsay, in
a lecture stated

:

** Experimented with sev-
eral other calf meals and even
one of my own mixture, but
none of them gave as good
results as SCHUMACHER
CALF MEAL."

Maryland Agricultural
College

"Schumacher Calf Meal
has given us very good satis-
faction."

North Carolina Expert*
ment Station

"The results of feeding
Schumacher Calf Meal were
very satisfactory."

The Worlds Finest Dairy Cows
are Milked by the

SHARPLES MECHANICAL MILKER

Owners of the highest priced dairy cows in

America use the Sharpies Mechanical Milker. One of the

world's highest priced dairy cows, Imported Billy's Lady Frances

Gazelle, owned by Branford Farms, Groton, Conn., is an example.

Another, the 76 Dairy Cows on the famous "White Horse Farm "

at Paoli, Pa., none of which is valued at less than $1,000. Read their lettei:

After considerable use of your Mechanical Milker, will say it is a decided success. I feel

justified in saying I could hardly get along without it, so satisfactory has it proved to be from every
point of view. It is merely necessary for the dairyman to become acquainted with the Sharpies
Milker to insure its perfect service and to convince him that it is for his own best interests,

Feb. 19, 1012. W. W. BLAKE ARKCOLL, Mgr. White Horse Farm, Paoli, Pa.

When owners of these high-priced animals use
and endorse the Sharpies Milker, surely you need have
no fear of the slightest injury to even the most sensi-

tive animal. Further it will enable you to add #300
to J!r,ooo extra to your dairy profits each year. It

will do away with the most disagreeable job on the farm; enable
you to double your dairy capacity with the same help; give you
absolute freedom from worry, and independence from shiftless,

unreliable workmen.

Send this coupon for free catalog. We will give
you ample time for trial. If the Sharpies Milker don't
make good, if it don't more than satisfy you, there will be no
sale. Guaranteed by The Sharpies Separator Company,
which has been making high-class Dairy Machinery for
Write today for free catalog C.

SHARPLES SEPARATOR CO.
WEST CHESTER, PA.

Chirac". III.; Sun Fmnci.to. ( al.; Partlanll, Ore.;
Dnllm. Tel.; Toronto, tan.; Winnipeg, Can.
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Where to Go
I.IFI IN AMR

In this department arc printed advertisement* of hotel* and resorts. Information ahout any sort of

botali together with fullest information about railroad and stcamihip Unci for reaching them
lomfortahly may he secured through this department. Address RESORT DEPARTMENT,

143 West 32d Street, New York.

SWITZERL!

Has a Charm Entirely It* Own
in the Spring and Summer

Nature riinn riot and in all her glorv revel* in every
n.>ok. ami corner. The miliil.rioin mountain air i«

in<wt i-omlm ivf lo health. Outdoor hfr ami < harm
ing excursion* .iiiikI mottiitam un<l l.tk.,' m ut"*t

seductive. Rait travel costs but few cent* daily,
ami hotel accommodation* are rrtnnrkultly lnr»-
PMSivtr. Tlieuuiiiue vacation oppoitiiniticsatlrnct
the tourist from all seel
Iwcomr* Ihr pl.n ground of
Nc
Ma
the 1

the I

Imre

arid.
Ith. I'lrnnure. anil
1 the time to make

SWISS FEDERAL RAILROADS
Dept B 1. 241 Fifth Am, N. Y.

SWITZERLAND

A Bock on the Train is Worth Two in

OUR BOOKSHOP
in Pennsylvania Terminal, New York City

One of its attractions—its Size. Small

enough to Ik: Inviting. Large enough

to bold a Host of Interesting Things.

ALL OUR OWN BOOKS AND MAGAZINES

Everybody's new Books—not all new
Hooks, but most Good Ones.

BOOKS FOR ALL SORTS OF PEOPLE
Fine Prints from Kamous Paintings.

Magazine Subscriptions. All Right at

your lilbow, waiting to be Looked At

PAY US A VISIT

THE BOOKSHOP
OF

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO.
Pennsylvania Station New York City

The
Golden Silence

A Romance of the Desert

By C. N. and A. M. WILLIAMSON
" It makes vivid that

land of piercing heat,

of scorching sands
domed by skies of

eternal blue. An
ideal background for

a romance, and these

delightful writers
have made the most

of their opportunity. A delightful naturalness

pervades the story. An animated and exceeding-
ly pleasing tale; its charm is insistent and lingers

long after the book is done and laid aside."

— Portland Telegram.

Frontispiece in Colors
Fixed Price, $1.35 (Postage 14c.)

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO.
GARDEN CITY NEW YORK

For You!
There a"Life on the Ocean Wave"

THE SEA TRIP

Along the Alljnlic and Gulf Coatls

New York to New Orleans

On luxuriously Appointed 10,600 ton

Southern Pacific

Steamships

gives

Health, Comfort and
Pleaaure

$40 X7H r '"""'

way «y/U
trjp

including berth and meals

L. H. NUTTING. G.P.A.
366 Broadway New York

Do You Want to Go to

College?

Free Scholarships will he given young

men and women who qualify for them.

For full information addreis

E. M. THAYER, Sec.

The Students' Opportunity

League
Country Life Press, Garden City, L. I.

THE READERS' SERVICE
gives information about real estate

"LUXURIOUS MOTOR-
CAR TOURS THROUGH £
ENGLAND, SCOTLAND,
AND WALES."
IF YOU ARE PLANNING TO
VISIT FIIROPF Write for oar book at Motor CaiYIJU LUIXUrL Tour* in Great Britain. It will

explain how you can hire a Luxuriously-Appointed Automobile—
two. four or six seater— by the Day, Week or Tour, all ex-
penses included.
We are prepared to compile Routes and Itineraries for short
or prolonged Motor Tours in any part of Europe, giving details
of points of interest, etc.

Our Chauffeurs are picked men—a distinctive characteristic of the
fraser-uaclean organisation. For further information write

—

Agents for U. S. America:

RAYMOND & WHITCOMB CO.
New York, Boston, Chicago, etc

Tours
lire Co.

14 & 15 CockspurSt., London, S. W., Eng.
"An Established American firm in Europe."

FRASER, McLEAN £
ut°

ir

THE READERS SERVICE
Gives information regarding Foreign Travel

Planyour trip to include a stopover at

Hotel QfAMBERLiN
"

<ylt Old Point Comfort, Virginia

Going—Returning—North
— South — East— West—
On Business or Pleasure,

Bpend a few days here. It will break up the
monotony of your trip, rest and refresh you.

Old Point Comfort is easily accessible from all

points. (Consult the map.) All railroads sell

tickets with stop-over privileges.

Hotel Chamberlin is noted for its luxurious, yet
homelike appointments—its unique location—right at
Hampton Roads and Fortress Monroe, in the center of
military and nural activities—its historic surroundings
—its magnificent Sea Fool and Medicinal Baths, Golf,
Tennis, Boating, etc. Last, but not least, its cuisine—real Southern cooking, fresh oysters and sea food from
nearby waters, fresh vegetables from our own gardens.

Come—enjoy rest, recreation and
real Southern hospitality at this
famous resort.

Forfurther information and interest-
ing illustrated booklets, apply at any
Tourist Bureau or Transportation
Office or address nie personally.

GEO. F. ADAMS, Mrr., Fortress Monroe, Vs.
Mew York Office, 1122 Broadway
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TUp (^OlintrV HnmP In th ' S department are Printed the advertisements of decorators, importers, and manufacturers of art

1 iJC V^UUilliy 11UII1C furnishings for the house interior. We invite correspondence and will gladly assist in the selection of

furnishings and decorations. Address HOUSE DECORATING DEPARTMENT, Country Life in America, 11-13 West 32d Street, New York.

Sundial in the Garden of Mrs. Leopold Stern, West End, N. J.

YOUR garden is not complete without a sundial, the Time-piece
of the ages.

Our sundials are designed to harmonize with every type of
garden treatment. They are both decorative and artistic. Con-
structed of marble, stone and pompeian stone with dials of hand
chased brass, they are practically everlasting.

Send today for catalogue A, illustrating our models of sun-dials,
benches, vases, fountains, statuary, etc.

The Erkins Studios The Largest Manufacturers of Ornamental Stone

221 Lexington Ave., New York Factory: Astoria, L. I.

New York Selling Agents: Ricceri Florentine Terra Cotta

CRETAN STONE
Mantels cost less and are

Dustless,durable,waterproof
, fireproof.

Carved like stone, look like stone,

ARE like stone.
,

sk your dealer or write us for catalog.

L. M. BUEHLER & CO.
New York City35 West 36th Street

THE PALM BEACH CHAIR
SPECIAL PRICE $5.00

is an attractive piece of Furniture in the natural Willow, with pocket on side for magazines,
papers, etc., and is very popular for Summer Homes, Yachts, Motor Boats and the Porch.

Cushions in red, brown and green (denim) $1.50 additional.

If you order without delay you may depend on prompt shipment as we fill orders in rotation

as received F. O. B. New York.

Sketch Sheets showing a great diversity of styles with price list mailed free on request

Walter J. Brennan Company
Odd pieces of furniture, artistic draperies

and gift articles not found in other shops

437 Lexington Avenue, Opposite Grand Central Station, New York

Japanese Garden
Constructor

Real Japanese Garden made
at small cost. A beautiful

garden is always inspiring.

T. R. OTSUKA
414 So. Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.

Rm 330,621 Broadway,New York, N.Y.

MY BOOKLET ON
ORIENTAL RUGS free on

Request

I would like to acquaint every Rug lover with my
hobby — the buying of Antique Oriental Rugs of real

quality and selling them to other rug lovers at fair

prices. My 15 years' experience studying and buy-
ing rugs has been so interesting that I want others to
know about real Oriental Rug values— I ship rugs on
approval, pay charges both ways, and have no other
aim than to give satisfaction.

Write today.

L. B. LAWTON, MAJOR U. S. A., Retired
161 CAYUGA STREET, SENECA FALLS, NEW YORK

LOOK OUT
FOR SPARKS
No more danger or damage from flying

sparks. No more poorly fitted, flimsy fire-

place screens. Send for free booklet
"Sparks from the Fire-side." It tells about
the best kind of a spark guard for your in-

dividual fireplace. Write to-day for free
booklet and make your plans early.

The Syracuse Wire Works
107 University Acinic, - Syracuse, N. ¥.

"GLOW" LAMPS and CANDLES
This Lamp will burn all night for a week with
one filling of kerosene. The Candle will burn
15 hours. Cost of burning each

2 Cents a Month
NO ODOR. NO ATTENTION.

Bath-Rooms. Halls, Nurseries, Bed-Rooms, Base-
ments, Stairways, Dining Tables, Writing
Tables, etc. Free booklet. Perfect night light.

THE GLOW LIGHT CO.
205 Columbus Ave. , Boston, Mass.

The Readers' Service gives in-

formation about decorating country
homes.

Close your shutters

from the inside
without having to lean out the window or expose yourself to the

weather. With the MALLORY SHUTTER WORKER it is not

even necessary to raise the window—the shutters can be opened,

fastened at any angle or closed and locked from the inside with no

trouble at all. Can be easily applied on old or new houses—write

now for FREE illustrated booklet telling all about it.

Mallory Manufacturing Co.
677 Washington Street Fleminglon, N. J.

INTRODUCTORY OFFER

Riverview Chair
(Natural Willow;

$6.00
F. O. B.

New York

3* "3

figured cretonne.

Without Cushion, $5.00
WILLOW— the homey furniture. Every chair

comfortable. May be stained to harmonize with
any color scheme at slight additional expense.
Our models all hand woven, strong and durable.
Order today and you will have at least one chair

that will be cool and comfortable this summer.
Send for our Large Illustrated Catalogue

MINNET & CO. (Established 1898)
Manufacturers of High Grade Willow Furniture

363 Lexington Ave.,bet.40th and 41st Sts.,New York

We have prepared specially for you a catalog that

illustrates over 160 artistic designs in Willowcraft

Hand Made Furniture— really the style book in

willow furniture, covering a wide range of treatment.

This book is valuable to you even if you need but

one piece. For it shows what is correct in design

and the best in the world in the line.

The Willowcraft Shops
Box K, No. Cambridge, Mass.

Write the Readers' Service

for information regarding

schools.

School Directory

BENNETT SCHOOL FOR GIRLS
MILLBROOK, NEW YORK

Ossining-on-the-Hudson New York
THE KNOX SCHOOL

for frirls. In the Pocantico Hills near the Hudson. 50

minutes from New York.

Mrs. Russell Houghton. Principal. P. O. Box 75
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Midtoo, yon can
have draperies that
luitlur unthlne
nor wishing will

fade.

Usr only Orinoka-Sunf.ist

Fabrics for your drapcrir»

and ihey will never again

change color through ex-

posure to the sunlight or

through washing. Your
assurance of this is the un-

qualified guarantee which

covers every piece of

ORINOKA^

For Orap«ri«s and Covmringn

With these draperies, you

need not deny your home
the sunshine which is so

essential to comfort and

health.

Orinoka-Sunfut Fabrics arp

the only drapery fabnci which

can be guaranteed absolutely

tun-aml-watrr last in all colors

and shades -rendrrcd so by an

exclusive dyeing process.

Made in all weaves (or curtains,

hangings and furniture coverings,

in the widest range of colorings

and designs. Shown by leading

•tores everywhere. Identify them

by the guarantee tag on every

bolt. Ask your dealer for our

book, "Draping the Home."
handsomely illustrated in colors

and containing many valuable

sUjggestions for artistic drapery

effects.

The Orinoka Mills
PtllLADt l.l'HI V

NEW YORK 1 Mil M.O
SAN FRANCISCO

Do You Want to Go

to College?

Free Scholarships will

be given young men
and women who qual-

ify for them.

For full information address

E. M. THAYER, Sec
77ie Students ' Opportunity League

Country Life Press, Garden City, L. I.

Begins a New Serial

The Heart of the Hills
by John Fox, Jr.

Author of "The Trail of the Lonesome Pine"
and "The LittleShepherd ofKingdomCome."
This is a story of vivid contrasts. The people of the
Mountains are brought in contact with the people of the
Blue Grass. The main interest of the plot revolves about
a boy and girl of the hills and a boy and girl of the plains.

It is their development from crude childhood to wiser
maturity that enchains the reader. They are real peo-
ple, as appealing and lovable as Chad or June of Fox's
previous stories. There are dramatic action, humor,
sentiment and pathos, and something of political tur-

moil. It is a story near at hand in its people and interest

—a picture of modern Kentucky.
Illustrations by F. C. Yohn.

The Convictions of a Grand-
father, by Robert Grant. Woman
Suffrage, Divorce, Domestic Ser-

vice.

Cadenabbia, by Mary King Wad-
dington. A delightful picture of
one of the most charming resorts

on Lake Como.

The Downfall of Stronghold, a Half-Told Tale, by Henry van Dyke.

A Vicious Circle, by E. W. Hor-
nung. Another Witching Hill

Story.

The Albany Trail to James Bay.
Three months in a canoe in Can-
ada; by George T. Marsh.

Monarchical vs. Red Socialism in Germany, by Elmer Roberts.

The Turnstile, by A. E. W. Mason.

$3 .00 A YEAR; 25 CENTS A NUMBER.

CHARLES SCRIBNER'S SONS, NEW YORK.

The story of a girl who
dared and won

COUNSEL FOR
THE DEFENSE

By Leroy Scott
Author of

"The Walking Delegate," etc.

IMAGINE a young girl returning to her home town in the West on the eve of a civic celebration

in honor of her father, only to find him indicted for bribery and the evidence so strong that no
lawyer will accept his case. This is the dramatic situation into which Katherine West un-

consciously steps. Fresh from an Eastern college and possessor of a diploma in law, she resolves,

after a vain endeavor to secure counsel, to undertake the case for her father. To the old-fashioned

towns-people of her native place a "lady lawyer" is something unthinkable, and the girl con-

fronts public derision as well as an apparently hopeless case. The story has a tremendous appeal

both on account of its dramatic strength and because of its vigorous championing of a woman's
right to take her place in the vital work of life.

Frontispiece in colors. Fixed price, $1.20 [postage 12c.)

Garden City DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO. New York
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The First Million

Mark Now Reached

What
CORRA HARRIS

says of

"The Harvester"

^ The first million copies of Mrs.

Gene Stratton-Porter's great nature

romances have been sold.

^ This milestone has been passed

at full stride. "The Harvester," we
firmly believe, is just beginning.

Every day its unique appeal is being

made to hundreds of readers who
are glad to get into the refreshing

outdoor atmosphere and wholesome
spirit of this story. In its fifth large

printing, "The Harvester" has reach-

ed 172,100 copies, and a sixth edi-

tion, now going to press, will send

this figure well beyond 200,000.

^ This is a seven months' record!

«!" Freckles" and "A Girl of the

Limberlost," the other members of

this delightful trio, are selling better

to-day than when they were published

six and three years ago, respectively.

tj Another 500,000 will be added to

Mrs. Porter's record for 1912.

^ Are you in the advance guard or

the reserves? — the one million or

the 500,000 ?

Garden City DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO. New York

TN a remarkable review a

page and half long in The
Independent, Corra Harris,

Author of "The Circuit Ri-

der's Wife" and "The Record-
ing Angel," thus defines the

extraordinary charm of Mrs.
Porter's book

:

"Mrs. Gene Stratton-Porter's
new novel is an illustration of the

harmony and intimacy which does
rightly exist between a man and
a forest. In "The Harvester" she
has not only dramatized, but
proved the purifying and preser-

vative forces that are always pre-

sent and predominant in such a
situation. This is why the story
is so popular. It is utterly simple,

nothing in the plot to appeal to

morbid interest or curiosity. We
really prefer what is good and
clean in man and in nature if we
can get it portrayed in fiction."

"There is not a financier in

Wall Street, not an artisan, nor
grocerman, nor clerk in any city

who reads this story who will not
discover in himself some dim rela-

tionship, buried beneath the dry
and dead leaves of commercialism,
to this medicine man, who lived

with his dog in a cabin in the
green shade upon the banks of his

singing water. A vacation like-

ness to be sure, for few men of

to-day are sufficiently hardy in

mind or body to endure such an
existence longer than three weeks.
But that is the fault of our kind
of civilization, not of the life por-

trayed in "The Harvester."

Pleasures
and

Palaces
Being a Tale of

^i^the Home-Mak-
ing Adventures o f

Marie Rose

By Juliet Wilbor

Tompkins

Fourteen
Illustrations

By
Howard
Chandler
Christy

MARIE ROSE had never seen the inside of a kitchen: meals came, in her experience, when you
pressed a button or commanded a waiter. So when she was beguiled by Cousin Sara Dugmore
into trying home-life in an apartment, with the invaluable Miss Salter as housekeeper; and when

this perfidious lady failed to*rrive as promised the first evening—why Marie Rose found herself staring
starvation in the eye though surrounded by bountiful suppPes and a city of shops. If you wish to be
really diverted, come and behold this dangerously attractive young person making a first acquaintance
with the unyielding nature of a can of soup when she has never had to distinguish between a can-opener
and an ice-pick. Her temporary neighbor, Galen Ward, engineer, miner and camper, was hugely excited
when he first came to the rescue. And that was the beginning of the story—which is as bright and
amusing and as full of real humor as any you'll run across in a long course of contemporary reading.

Border Decorations on each page. Fixed price, $1.20 {postage 12c.)

garden city DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO. NEW YORK

TREATING DISEASED CHESTNUT
TREES

IN OUR issue for September i, 191 1, we re-

viewed briefly the present condition of the

chestnut blight in and about New York,
as well as the methods which several different

progressive communities were adopting to stop

its ravages. We spoke particularly of the

difficulty of fighting this blight because, living

as it does beneath the bark, it cannot be reached
by sprays or fungicides in the ordinary way.
Furthermore, in sections where the infection

is severe and almost complete there is little

hope of saving the trees, and the only course is

to cut and remove them to prevent further

spread. It was also stated that where only a

few trees are very slightly affected it is some-
times possible to check the ravages of the dis-

ease by pruning the branches and burning them.
Since the publication of our article a Farmer's

Bulletin on "The Control of the Chestnut Bark
Disease," by Haven Metcalf and J. Franklin

Collins, pathologists of the United States De-
partment of Agriculture, has been issued by the
Government Printing Office. It contains much
that is already familiar to readers of Country

While ineffective as a means for stamping out the

chestnut blight, spraying is a good preventive

Life in America, but the directions given for

preserving the life of ornamental trees only

slightly affected by the blight are particularly

important because of the success which has

attended the efforts of Government experts

along the lines set forth. Perhaps it is best to

quote directly from the bulletin:

"Where valuable ornamental shade, or orchard
chestnut trees become infected in one or more
spots, the life and usefulness of such trees can
be prolonged for several or for many years,

depending largely upon the thoroughness with
which the recommendations herein given for

cutting out the diseased areas (lesions) are

carried out. These recommendations are based
upon the results of extensive experiments with
hundreds of lesions during the past four years.

These experiments were performed for the most
part by the junior writer.

"The essentials for the work are a gouge, a

mallet, a pruning knife, a pot of coal tar, and a

paint brush. In the case of a tall tree a ladder

or rope, or both, may be necessary, but under
no circumstances should tree climbers be used,

as they cause wounds which are very favorable

places for infection. Sometimes an ax, a saw,

and a long-handled tree pruner are convenient
auxiliary instruments, though practically all the

cutting recommended can be done with a gouge
with a cutting edge of one or one and a half inches.

All cutting instruments should be kept very sharp,

so that a clean and smooth cut may be made at

all times.

"By cutting with a gouge into a diseased area
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We And Our
Children

By WOODS HUTCHINSON. M. D.

ANY father or mother beginning to

realise what a difficult Job It la to

rear children will find this little book hill

of suggestion and stimulating advice. Dr.

Hutchinson Is a practitioner of wide ex-

perience, clear thought and an extraor-

dinary faculty of epigrammatic expres-

sion. If you are confronted by any of

the problems of bringing up a child,

mental, moral and physical, you will

discover In these chapters Just the sort

of Inspired common sense with which an

old famllv physician. In whom you had

utter confidence, might relieve your

perplexity If you had time to talk things

all over with him

CONTENTS

Th* Strength of DaMrs Brlrk Walla and the
nnhlc.i u Bulb* Growing Child

"""^•'i1" 1 Mor«IUv of Evea and Eara

Th.BS25 rmin« lh* G,r| *» 1**Inr !Nur*rrv ., . . ...
Th* Sweet tooth Reluctant Parentage

The Kindergarten T"* American Mother
Our Ivorv Keepera of The Delicate Child

the Cat* Fiction aa a Diet

Illustrated (Nmt, $1.20 pottag* 12c.)

Doubleday, Page & Co.

Garden City. N. Y.

Dutch Bulbs -direct from Holland

Now while your Bulb Bed* are in bloom ia

the time to set our 1912 BULB CATALOG
the real Dutch Bulb book, issued by the largest . •

quality growers in Holland. Full ol vital facts,
lists newest varieties, gives new bedding combinations proved
successful in our unique testing beds. Comparisons prove our
quality the best — our prices reasonable. Write today.

«T. on \t IHKn .ml kICl'l Jt-'K.
Anrrlraa Itraarh 1 1,•««.•. I IX V I.1th »t.. I'hllmlrlphlH. Pa.

Branches In KussU. Ar^rnhne Krpublk. i.erman*. bnglaml, Swctlrn.

IRON & WIRE FENCES
IlHh Grade Iron Picket and

Woren Wire Fence made for
I gall purponee. We also let up
If 'orlclnatand exelualredrciins

of Dated, Fences and Railings
' foranyonewantlnKsomethlng

different. Our catalog In frra
I — Writ* for It. "Phcaaare
1 lower than aver."

r* Eattrprltt Fondrr I Ftaca Co.

1 127 E. 24U St.. IndluipolU, lid.

floorPROTECT I'Z .

coverings from injury. Also baaa-
tify your furniture by using Gl.-iss
Onward Sliding Furniture and
Piano Shoes in place of custers.
Made in 110 styles and sizes. If
your dealer will not supply you

Write ti s Onward Mfg. Ca.
Mena-sha. Wisconsin. U. S A .

Canadian Factory, Berlin. Out.

Make the Farm Pay
Complete Home Study Courses in Avririilltirr.

Iltirlifiiltnr?. Horlenllure, laBltWf (.nl«-nii»ir. Kor-
e-Mrj. I'milirj 4 nllnrr. and Wirrlnnri LMMM under
Prof. itrooks of the Mass. Agricultural College, Prof.
Craig of Cornell University and other eminent
teachers. Over one hundred Home Study
Courses under able professors in leading colleges.

330 i. eataloc Tr*+. Write to-dav.

THE HOWE CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
Uept. C. V. Springfield. Mass.

The Postoffice Department by
a recent ruling is experimenting
on the shipment of magazines by
freight instead of fast mail. We
are doing our utmost to send the
magazines as early as possible,

but if your magazine is late, take
it up with your local postmaster.

Have you ever

wanted to be a

Gypsy ?

It was the love of the open road and the joy of

being close to nature's heart that led a New York
girl into such surprising and delightful adventures

In Search of Arcady
By Nina Wilcox Putnam

How Cecil Fitz-Williams, a young titled Srotrhman, loses his heart to Lolli Plashta, a gypsy, is an-
other thread of this (harming romance. He follows her by means of the "Patterin", that mystic call

of love and friendship of the Romany folk, and the denouement, in which the New York girl plays a
most important part, is full of romantic interest.

Illustrated Fixed Price, $1.20 (postage 12c.)

Red Eve
By H. Rider Haggard. Juthor of "She," etc.

In this tale of the Middle Ages, Rider Haggard has given us a picture in his vivid and striking way
of the days when feudalism was in the land and every man held his life and love in the strength of
his sword arm.

Four illustrations in color by A.C. Michael. Fixed price $1.20 'postagel 2c.)

Radium Terrors
By Albert Dorrington

An almost priceless tube of radium disappears from the laboratory of a London physician while he
turns aside for moment to answer the phone, and a young detective named Gifford undertakes to

solve the mystery after Scotland Yard is hopelessly confused.

Illustrated. Fixed price, $1.20 ''postage 12c.)

The Girondin By Hilaire Belloc

A remarkable new tale by Mr. Belloc in which he tells of the love and adventures of a French artil-

leryman in the French Revolution. Mr. Belloc himself served in the French Army and he adds to a
whimsical humor and fine story-telling skill a first-hand knowledge of camp-life and military' affairs.

There is no writer to-day who is more at home with the men and women of the period of the Revolution.

Frontispiece in colors. Fixed price, $1.25 postage 12c.)

Garden City Doubleday, Page & Company New York

Miss
Ellen

Glasgow

She has a place in

American literature

which is almost un-

assailable and she

occupies it alone.
— San Francisco Call

« The Miller of Old Church
" Miss Ellen Glasgow's books possess to an unusual degree those elements necessary

to the making of the successful novel— namely: romance, fervor, characterization and

sincerity of style. The struggle and development of a man's character is the touchstone of

her art, and in this she never fails. There is no novel by Miss Glasgow that does not

more than repay the reader for a careful study of her art in character drawing, and this

delicate portraiture is at its best in 'The Miller of Old Church.' "

—

Baltimore Kerns.

^Decorated Wrapper, Fixed price, $1.35 (postage 14c).

By the Same Author

The Romance of a Plain Man
The Ancient Law ....
The Wheel of Life ....
The Battle-Ground

$1.50 The Voice of the People . . . S1-50
1.50 The Deliverance 1.50
1.50 The Freeman and Other Poems, Net 1.50
1.SO pottage 12c

garden city DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY new york
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M
WINNING /
MMWKA WOKIIt

Jaikct-lull Colo

Harold <
Bell

Wright's New Novel
A Present-Day Story of

Reclamation and Love
Has Sold Nearly

V2 MILLION COPIES
Breaking World Records
and Making Precedents.

<J Philadelphia North American—
Best sellers run away and hide when
the author of "The Shepherd of the

Hills" comes into the running.

" A book that will mould and make nations "

THE WINNING OF
BARBARA WORTH

Illustrations by Cootes

Cloth, 12mo, $1.30 Net

THE WINNING ST
BARBARA WORTH

HAROLD
BELL WRIGHT

Cover—Red and Gold

New York World— It is a romance
pupr and simple— a romance not of love

alone but of human struggle, of con-
tending human passions, of national de-

velopment

<1 Cleveland Plain Dealer—"The Call-

ing of Dan Matthews" was a fine tale,

"Tbe Shepherd of the Hills" was an
inspiration, ^hd now he sends us "The
Winning of Barbara Worth'*—the best

thing he has done so far * * a twentieth
century epic.

*J New York Times— President Roose-
velt sent an urgent appeal to Congress
to supply ways and means for the har-

nessing of the bronco river * * * And it

is but a little more than a year since

President Taft sent another pressing

message to Congress telling of the need
of more money * * * Here is a novel
right up to date in the affairs of that same "Imperial Valley," with
its story brimful of the things that have been happening there since
the first far-seeing Westerner dreamed of the things that might be
done with its desert sands.

From the days of Shakespeare to the days of Harold Bell
Wright the following record stands unique and alone:

That Printer of Udell's—A Vigorous Story
A Story of Practical Christianity

Published 1903—530,000 Copies Sold

The Shepherd of the Hills—A Sweet Story
An Inspiration to the Simple Life

Published 1907—975,000 Copies Sold

The Calling of Dan Matthews—A Vital Story
The Ministry of Daily Life

Published 1909—1,015,000 Copies Sold

The Winning of Barbara Worth—A Clean Story
The Ministry of Capital

Published{August) 1911—Nearly^Million Sold

For Sale Wherever Books Are Sold
Or by the Publishers—The Book Supply Company

Our mammoth catalog,
size 8Kx5K inches, ad-
vertises books of all the publishers at big savings. Bibles.
Periodicals, etc. Write us for it today. Bargains on every
page. Books on all subjects. Hundreds of Fine Sets and Fine
Bindings for your library. Every book carried in stock.
Orders filled promptly. Big savings. Catalog sent post-
age prepaid, free on request.

THE BOOK SUPPLY COMPANY

BOOK CATALOG FREE

Established 1895

E. YY. REYNOLDS. Prwident

Publishers and Booksellers

231-233 West Monroe St., CHICAGO

INSECT
PESTS

OF
FARM

GARDEN
AND

ORCHARD
Bu

E. Dwight
Sanderson
Dean of the
CollegeofAgri-
culture, West
Virginia Uni-
versity. Di-
rector We s t

Virginia Agri-
cultural Exper-
iment Station.

t Free the plant and vegetable life of your
gardens and grounds from their enemies— give them the best conditions under
which to live— know their enemies and
how to get rid of them.

U An instructive, practical and authoritative
book— a clear discussion of farm, garden
and orchard insect pests and their control.

1f Written and compiled by possibly the
best authority on the subject. Not only
practical hut a decidedly worth while
addition to your library.

K The book:— Large 12 mo: xii+684 pages,

513 photographs made in half tone.

U Send for illustrated pamphlet with specimen
pages and contents.

JOHN WILEY & SONS
43-45 East Nineteenth Street

New York City

This Beautiful
Plant Book—FREE

PRINTED IN COLORS
Ton need this book whether you have a city lot

or a large country home. Suggests new and unusual
trees, shrubs and old-fashioned garden flowerB,
which will make your garden distinctive.

Medians'sSnd

are vigorous—hardy—dependable growers. Backed
by fifty-eight years of horticultural experience. Be
sure to get this valuable book—a requestbrings it.

THOMAS MEEHAN & SONS
Originator, of Mallow Marvels

Box No. 16, Germantowa, Pa.

Section of a branch
girdled by the fungus

a characteristically discolored and mottled
middle and inner bark is revealed. All of this

diseased bark should be carefully cut out for at

least an inch beyond the discolored area if the

size of the branch will allow it. This bark
should be collected in a bag or basket and
burned. If the cutting is likely to result in the

removal of the bark for much more than half

the circumference of the branch or trunk, it will

probably be better to cut off the entire limb or

to cut down the tree,

as the case may be,

unless there is some
special reason for at-

tempting to save the
limb or tree. The fun-

gus usually, though
not always, develops
most vigorously in the
inner bark next to the
wood. When this is

the case, not only all

the diseased bark and
an inch of healthy bark
around it must be re-

moved, but at least

two or three annual
layers of wood beneath
the diseased bark must
also be gouged out. Special care should be taken
to avoid loosening the healthy bark at the edges

of the cut-out areas. Except in the early spring

this is not difficult after a littie experience in

manipulating the gouge and mallet, provided
the gouge is kept sharp.

"Small branches which have become infected

should be cut off, the cut being made well back
of the disease — at least two or three inches, if

possible.

"All cut-out areas and all the cut ends of

stubs should be carefully and completely painted
with coal tar. A good grade of paint has been
recommended by some authorities as superior

to tar, but it is more expensive. If the tar is very
thick, the addition of a little creosote will im-
prove it for antiseptic purposes as well as for

ease in applying. If the first coat is thin, a

second one of fairly thick tar should be applied
within a few weeks or months. Other coats

should be applied later whenever it becomes
necessary.

"The entire tree should be carefully examined
for diseased spots and every one thoroughly cut

out and treated in the way already described.

In case of suspicious looking spots a portion of

the outer bark can be cut out with the sharp
gouge as a test. If this cut shows the character-

istically discolored bark the spot can be con-
sidered as diseased and cut out accordingly;

if the cut shows healthy bark, it need merely
be treated with tar or paint, as other cuts are

treated. In examining a tree for diseased spots

it is always best to begin at the base of the
trunk and work up, for if the trunk is girdled

at the base it is useless to work anywhere on the

tree.

"When the spores of the fungus are present,

especially in the form of threads, or "horns,"
they are readily washed down the branches and
trunk by every rain, and are thus carried down
to or toward the base of the tree. As a result

the base of a tree, the crotches, and other places

which afford easy lodgment for the spores are

particularly subject to infection.

"Although spraying with any of the standard
fungicides appears to have no effect whatever
in stopping the progress of the disease after it

has once started in the inner or middle bark,

there is little doubt that it is of use in preventing
infection from spores washed down by rain from
the upper part of a tree or from spores which
have been transported from other trees. For
this reason the spraying, after each rain, of the

parts of a tree below a spore-bearing lesion is

recommended, but only on an experimental
basis. If no spore-bearing lesions occur on the

tree, there is less apparent reason for spraying.

The scattering of slaked lime about the base of

a tree and the whitewashing of the trunk and
larger limbs have shown apparently beneficial

results in preventing infections and perhaps
also depredations of borers.

"A tree which is being treated for individual

infections must be carefully watched and the

diseased spots promptly cut out as they appear.

For this purpose each tree should be examined
very carefully two or three times at least during
the growing season." P. M. R.

Put away refuse — underground
Hide it from sight and bury its odors. Prevent contagion

and avoid vermin. Warm weather obliges freedom from filth

SANITARY
Garbage Receptacle

solves the garbage and dirt question in an easy, inoffensive
and permanent manner. Built of concrete with heavy cast
iron covers that swing on brass pin hinges, keeps it from dog,
cat or rut. It may be sunk in lawn or walk level to the
ground; opened by foot pressure and closing automatically.
The inside can is of galvanized steel, easily removed by lift-

ing entire top. It is fireproof and indispensable to homes,
garages, hospitals, hotels and boarding houses.

If your dealer does not carry it send for catalogue and prices.
Address Dept. M.

.Success Manufacturing Company
Dept. C, Gloucester, Mass., U. S. A.

Lewis Bros., Ltd., Montreal, Canadian Distributors

For a Most Beautiful Lawn
Bow KALAKA. It is specially selected, specially tested grass
seed, and pulverized manure—the ideal combination to grow
Quick, hardy, lasting turf. For seeding new lawns or putting
new life Into the old lawn nothing equals

backed in 6 pound boxes at $1.00 per box, express paid east.
or 11.25 west of Omaha. Write and ask for prices on special
mixtures for special locations and purposes. Order today
and have the best seed money can buy. Get our/reelawn book.

THE KALAKA CO.. 1 5 Union Stock Yards, Chicago

WATER
SUPPLY

and Electric Lighting Plants

FOR COUNTRY HOUSES

No elevated tank to freeze or
leak. Tank located in cellar.

6o lbs. pressure. Furnished
with Hand, Gasolene or
Electric Pump, ideal Fire Protec-
tion. Electric Lighting Plants at
prices within the reach of all.

Catalogue " A."

LUNT-MOSS CO., 43 So. Market Street,
New \ orU Office, 416 liroadwny

Write fo

BOSTON

ENGLISH WALNUTS
Do you want my English Walnut Book ? It tells all you want to know about
this ornamental shade tree, planting, cultivating and, harvesting. It is the
first book ever published on the subject, and has been compiled after extensive
research, embodying practical information from successiul growers. The
price is $1.00. WALTKR FOX A l,LK\, Lawrenceville, S, J:

I84Z ROGERS BROS.

"Silver Plate that Wears
"

is guaranteed by the Largest Makers

INDIAN
BOYHOOD

By Charles A. Eastman
("Ohiyesa")

A book which will preserve for future gener-

ations a true picture of the romantic life

of the first Americans. The author is a

full-blooded Sioux Indian, who spent the early

part of his life among the now passing primitive

conditions of nomadic Indian life.

" It is a delightful record of primitive childhood

and the life of a vanished people. Young and old

may enjoy it, for it brings the traditions and
superstitions, the customs and habits of an aborig-

inal tribe into the cultured narrative ot an
eloquent writer." Detroit Free Press.

" ' Indian Boyhood ' stands alone in our liter-

ature as a record of much that has passed beyond
the range of human experience never to return."
Review of Reviews.

Illustrated. Fixed Price $1.60

( postage 15c.

)

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO.
GARDEN CITY NEW YORK
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Is

Mankind
Advancing ?

by

Mrs. John Martin

FEW books have stirred up
siu h widespread discussion

as this extraordinarily inter-

esting volume by Mrs. Martin.
She weighs our progress in the
scales of genius, human knowl-
edge, morals, and mysticism and
draws some interesting con-
clusions.

What Some Distinguished

Critics Have Said

Prof. J. W. Jenks, Cornell University
"An Mtrrmrly viKgr<t ive and very valuable. a> well u

• very interestuic book."

Mayor Gaynor
"Y»u have treated thembjecl in a ma'lerly manner, and

unless I am greatly m itaaen. your book will be very
widely read."

Dr. S. Weir Mitchell
"The book is exceedingly interest inf. I want to lay that

I disagree with you almost tut; lly."

Prof. James Harvey Robinson
Columbia University

latcd to shake the faith of the most

Mrs. Martin's original

"The book is so w
ous array ot unquest
and with such resout
humor, that it is cal<

hardened optimist."

H. G. Wells
"I read, and enjoyed

and excellently written book.'

Edwin Markham
"A book that no earnest student of our times can afford

to neglect."

Net, $2.00 {pottage ISc.)

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO.
GARDEN CITY NEW YORK

A lawn roller whose weight can be adjusted to the con-

ditions of your lawn, garden, tennis court or driveway.

All
lawn,

immer l»iwn.

115 lbs to 1
/* ton

_ l A li«lit Machine for the; •oft, wet spring It

111 On© ' A hrnvy Mnr hine for the hard, dry sumrnci

(. A heavier Machine for the driveway or tennis court.

Wl.v buy one of the old style iron or cement fixed-weight roller* that is generally too heavy

or too light to do your lawn the most good, paying lor two or three hundred pounds of useless

metal — snd Ireight on it as well — when leis money will buy the better, more efficient

"Anyweight" Water Ballast Lawn Roller
A difference of 50 pounds may mean success or ruin to your lawn- a half ton machine will

spoil it in early spring, while a 200 lb. roller is absolutely useless later in the season. If you
desire a fine, soft, springy lutf ol deep green, instead of a coarse, dead looking patch of grass,

use an "Anyweight" Water Ballast Roller built in 3 sizes, all of 24 inch diameter and of

24, 27 and 32 inch widths. Drums boiler riveted or acetylene welded. Weight I 1 5- 1 24 or

132 lbs. empty — from that "anyweight" up to hall a ton when ballasted. Filled in 30
seconds— emptied in a jiffy. Runs easy — lasts a lifetime.

Trn« knnlr tant Fras 1 We will mail you postpaid.our valuable and inter-
i his dook sent rree. ,„,„„( kon c.re of lhr L.wn .

toaetitet
with folder about the"anyweight." Write ua today. Save money— aave your lawn.

Wilder Strong Implement Co., Box 7, Monroe, Mich.
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Quicker
BetterMow Your Hedge

Tlir Unique Hedge Trimmer Hoes it In W the time It takes with
ahrart. No skill necennarv in operate. Blades cut both opening and
closing. Mows a ij inch swath.

The Unique

Combined Hedge
Trimmer and Cutter

has extra cutting tooth which
Cuts individual twigs up to %
inch in diameter, besides
blades for mowing the hedge.
Either tool sent express pre-
paid on receipt of IfUVOO to
any address in the U. S,
Money refunded if dissatisfied
after one week's trial. Refer
to any bank in Philadelphia.

Sent/ /or free booklet, "SUCCESS WITH HEDGES"
Fountain Cutlery Company, 2401 Locust St., Philadelphia, Pa.

HESSBLOCKER
TheOnly Modern,Sanitary
STEEL Medicine Cabinet
orlocker finished in snow-white, baked
everlasting enamel, inside and out.
Beautiful beveled mirror door. Nickel
plate brass trimmings. Steel or glass
shelves.

Costs Less Than Wood
Never warps, shrinks, nor swells.

Dust and vermin proof, easily cleaned.

Should Be In Every Bath Room
Four styles—four sizes. To recess in

wall or to hang outside. Send for illus-

trated circular.

7-1 HESS. 927 Tacoma Bldg., Chicago
Maker* of Steel FurnaceM. Free Booklet,

CE
Wonderful New Light

Nothing el«e like It — marie by the
Standard Vacuum G«« Machine.

i

tiuM ftrr laundry purpo««a— no
l — Fq* I ITU for man'ifnetarinr
ty. Details vi'l folder fr«e *•

THE STANDARD CILLETT LIGHT CO., 23 W. Michipn Sl„ Clricuo. 0. S. A.
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David
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"Adventures in Contentment"
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" The proper word to apply to this book is charming, for these little stories of life
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the days of Mrs. Gaskell and Miss Mitford."

—
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Charming illustrations in black and white and full colors by Thomas Fogarty.

NeD> Leather Edition, each volume, Fixed price, $1.50 (postage 15c)
Cloth, Fixed price, $1 .35 (postage 14c).
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TEN YEARS OF COUNTRY LIFE

Country Life in America has just entered

upon the eleventh year of its existence. There

weren't any fireworks that we noticed, but

that was doubtless an oversight on some-

body's part.

We are all of us naturally inclined to attach

undue importance to our own birthdays; but

if it is a common human weakness, perhaps a

magazine may be pardoned for indulging in it.

If we don't make a noise about it, appar-

ently nobody will.

It may seem egotis-

tical to set apart these

ten years as having any
special significance; but

as a matter of fact, this

first decade of the new
century has seen some
rather remarkable
achievements and ad-

vancements in the broad

realm of country life.

Of course, we can't

pretend that we have

been the cause of it;

rather, we have been one

of the results. Country

Life in America was
established as the organ

and mouthpiece of a

new movement.
So perhaps our Birth-

day Number, to appear

April 15th (which the

advertising department

optimistically christened

in advance the "Inch-

thick Number"), is not

such a presumptuous affair, after all. We
shall talk a little about ourselves and a

great deal about larger matters — progress

in agriculture, horticulture, plant breeding,

architecture, outdoor sport, forestry, ani-

mal and poultry breeding, game preservation,

the vacation habit, suburban development, the

automobile, nature study. Among the authori-

ties who have contributed these articles arePro-

fessorL. H. Bailey, Thomas Hastings,Walter

Camp, Assistant Secretary of Agriculture Hays,

U. S. Forester H. S. Graves, George T. Powell,

Dr. W. T. Hornaday, Dr. Woods Hutchinson.

A more detailed list of the contents appears

on another page. The present remarks are

merely by way of explanation. Our modest

birthday is rather closely related to the birth-

day of an important epoch.

THE FIRST MILLIO

We have been publishing nature books

almost since the very beginning of our business

— and it is probably true that the first volume

of our Nature Library (Neltje Blanchan's

"Bird Neighbors") has had a wider circu-

lation than any other similar book. But the

hundred odd thousand copies of this guide

"To business that we love we rise betime
And go to 't with delight."

—

Antony and Cleopatra

seem small in comparison to the circulation

of the three volumes of nature fiction by Mrs.

Gene Stratton-Porter— " Freckles, " "A Girl

of the Limberlost," and "The Harvester."

"Freckles" has had since 1904 the unique

record of reaching a wider circulation each

year than in any previous year, with the pros-

pect of continuing this for 191 2; and the first

million copies of these unusual tales of out-

door people and things has apparently only

whetted the public appetite for more. In a

NOVEMBER." 1901

L

Ten Years of Country Life

month or so we shall have ready a com-
panion volume which shows the author at her

best as a scientific, yet always illuminating

and popular, student of nature— "Moths
of the Limberlost. " This is a sumptuous vol-

ume of Mrs. Porter's own wonderful photo-

graphs, many of them in color, which will turn

every reader to this fascinating side of nature.

OTHER OUTDOOR BOOKS

Some other notable outdoor books of this

spring are "The Spider Book" by Professor

John Henry Comstock, whose "Manual of

Insects" is almost a classic; "The Forester's

Manual, " a handy guide to the trees and their

uses by Ernest Thompson Seton , Chief Scout of

the Boy Scouts; and a charming introduction

to nature for little folks called " The Real Fairy

Folk," wherein the lonely little girl in the big

willow tree is told the secrets of the life about

her by the birds and animals themselves.

A TRIP TO LATIN AMERICA

Mr. William Bayard Hale, of the World's

Work staff, has sailed with Secretary of State

Knox on the Cruiser Washington, to visit

Mexico, Panama, and South America. Read-

ers of the World's Work may look forward to a

series of brilliant articles on American relations

with Latin republics and on new phases of the

work at Panama— its personal and human
stories, and its vast significance to all nations.

THE FARM CONFERENCE

The World's Work Farm Conference was
held at the Country Life Press at Garden City

on the 15th of February. A score of visitors

were present— the industrial agents and agri-

culturists of the great

railroads, state secre-

taries of agriculture, and
distinguished national

leaders in agricultural

development. Six hours

of discussion showed a
profound interest in the

World's Work's under-

taking to give conserv-

ative advice to farm
seekers and a unanimous
faith in the success of

this enterprise.

THOSE PRESENT

Mr. J. A. Bonsteel, Bureau of

Soils, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture.

Mr. L. J. Bricker, General Im-
migration Agent, Northern Pacific

Railway Company.
Mr. H. R. Buckey, Immigration

Agent, Atlanta, Birmingham and
Atlantic Railroad.
Mr. C. W. Burkett, Editor,

American Agriculturist.

Mr. P. H. Burnett, Industrial
Commissioner, Lehigh Valley Rail-
road Company.
Mr. Henry Cargill, Executive

Secretary, Agricultural Improve-
ment Association of N. Y. State.

Mr. H. M. Cottrell, Agri-
cultural Commissioner, Rock
Island Lines.

Mr. W. J. Craig, Passenger Traffic Manager, Atlantic Coast
Line Railroad Company.
Mr. K. T. Crawley, Industrial Agent, Chesapeake and Ohio

Railway Company.
Mr. N. B. Critchtield, Secretary, Pennsylvania Department of

Agriculture.
Mr. W. W. Croxton, General Passenger Agent, Norfolk Southern

Railroad Company.
Mr. J. B. De Friest, General Eastern Agent, Union Pacific

Railroad Company.
Mr. J. J. Dunn, Secretary, Rhode Island Board of Agriculture.

Mr. H. H. Gross, President, National Soil Fertility League.

Mr. J. F. Jackson, Agricultural Agent, Central of Georgia Rail-

way Company.
Mr. G. W. Koiner, Commissioner, Virginia Department of

Agriculture and Immigration.

Mr. Bradford Knapp, Agent in Charge, Farmers' Cooperative

Demonstration Work, U. S. Department of Agriculture.

Mr. F. H. LaBaume, Agricultural and Industrial Agent, Norfolk

and Western Railway Company.
Mr. S. G. Langston, Land and Immigration Agent, Missouri,

Kansas and Texas Railway System.

Mr. E. C Leedy, General Immigration Agent, Great Northern

Railway Company.
Mr. O. L. Martin, Commissioner of Agriculture of Vermont.

Mr. F. H. Newell, Director, United States Reclamation Service.

Mr. C. J. Owens, Secretary-Treasurer, Southern Commercial

Congress.

Mr. G. A. Park, General Immigration and Industrial Agent,

Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company.

Mr. G. T. Powell, President, Agricultural Experts'.Association.

Mr. J. A. Pride, General Industrial Agent, Seaboard Air Line.

Mr. A. P. Sandles, Secretary, Ohio Department of Agriculture.

Mr. C L. Seagraves, General Colonization Agent, Atchison,

Topeka and Santa Fe Railway System.

Mr. W. H. Seeley, Manager, New England Lines Industrial

Bureau.
Mr. F. R. Stevens, Agriculturist, Lehigh Valley Railroad Com-

pany.
Mr. F. S. Welch, Agriculturist, New York Central and Hudson

River Railroad Farm Bureau.

Mr. P. B. Wolcott, Immigration Agent, Chicago, Milwaukee

and St. Paul Railway.
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An
American
Triumph

ft

Whenever an American victory is pro-

claimed, whether in the fields of sport

or industry, every American heart is filled

with pride. Hence the conquest of all

countries and nations by the

\STEIN\e5Y
Piano

should be regarded in the light of a

national achievement and supported

as such. Throughout the entire

world, wherever the name of

the most perfect piano is

asked, the answer is invari-

ably the "Steinway."

The name of the Steinway
dealer nearest you, together

with illustrated literature,

will be sent upon request

and mention of this

magazine.

STEINWAY & SONS
STEINWAY HALL

107 and 109 East 14th Street

New York £
Subway Express Station /

at the door. <t
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Win Oixrhtswe
6onaon.

TO-DAY English cut clothes are the fashion among smartly

dressed men just as English cut coats for sports and bad

weather are worn by well dressed women.

We have undoubtedly, not only the exclusive of Bond and

Conduit streets, but the greatest assortment of English clothes

which comes to America. There arc but a few places where

English made clothes can be bought, and of these few we are the

one having the control, in this country, of two or three of the great

English firms.

Whatever is new in cut, in material, in style, in London to-

day, is here to-day at Wanamaker's.

The style is unmistakable and inimitable.

Of the many coats we have, we show two of the newest for

general wear — the Tandem, a semi-dress coat, and the Defiance, a real English top coat — new but

not extreme, having the style which is a part of the Englishman.

Then the fabrics: it is a well-known fact that English clothes are without a peer both for styles and

wear. The workmanship is so careful, so far-seeing — the yarns, for instance, are allowed to stand in

the dye years perhaps, which gives fast colors, which the oil used in dyes makes all the material prac-

tically shower proof.

REDLEAF LIGHT WEIGHT SILK HAT.

Lincoln-Bennett of London, hatter by royal appointment to his Majesty (exclusively represented

in New York and Philadelphia by the John Wanamaker stores ), has originated a top hat which weighs

exactly three and two-thirds ounces.

It is the lightest weight silk hat made, and that man who clings to a topper in spring and summer
will do well to make its acquaintance. Price, $8.

MEN'S REDLEAF GLOVES.

Chevrette pique gloves made for John Wanamaker in England, have something of extra quality

and style particularly gratifying to men who like the best two-dollar glove.

REDLEAF TIES OF HAND-WOVEN SILKS.

Spitalfield's silks are hand-woven in the old, old way, just outside London. There we go to pick

out patterns to be exclusively shown by John Wanamaker. Made to your order at $1.75 for bat tie,

up to $3.50 for folded squares.

MOTOR! TIES.

Everything that a man needs

to make himself comfortable in the

motor (provided he has the auto-

mobile), in the way of English

ulsters, weather - proof slipovers,

gloves, hats, robes, lunch baskets,

etc., can be found in the John

Tandem— a coat used greatly at race meetings abroad and for semi-dress to

wear over lounge suits. In fancy fabrics and in some plain colors. $40.00.

Defiance— the second coat illustrated, a street model which is having a great

vogue in England to-day. It is loose, roomy with big patch pockets, and falls

only to about the knees. In three shades of English covert cloth and a few
tweeds. The sleeves have seams on top and yoke and sleeve lining of silk- $40.00.

Wanamaker Motor Apparel Shop. Reasonably priced.

REDLEAF ENGLISH COLLARS.

Redleaf, the sign of London exclusiveness, is not the only mark of distinction borne by these typical

English collars, ever growing in the popularity of well-dressed men. Pure linen. In quarter sizes,

25 cents each.

REDLEAF SHIRTS.

By direct co-operation with English mills, patterns unlike any other shown in America, are to be

found in the Men's Custom Shirt Shop just inside the Wanamaker's doors. English madras, twills,

and spun silks are shown which, cut by one of the best shirt cutters in America, will be made for $3.50

to $12.

Silk shirts from London, made in the Bond street way, $6.50.

SMART COATS FOR WOMEN.

No smartly dressed women either here or abroad can afford to be without the right sort of English

clothes for sports and bad weather. How "just right" the woman looks who wears an English cut coat,

on the steamer, for motoring or for the polo matches later in the season. Out of the many models we

import we are showing two:

The Caunaught— a smart motor coat of tweed. A modification of the Balmacaan, not quite so

full and slightly longer, giving better protection in a motor. It may be fastened at the throat or worn

open. $45.00.

The Balmacaan, of which we also have a variety, is also $45.00.

The Beaufort a white coat, loose, easy to slip on over a suit, new in cut and material, just what

you'll want for country life as the spring comes. Made of gaberdine fabrics rain-proof — $32.00. Also

similar lines in the "Rainaway" (Colors) $30.00.

Caunaught: a tweed coat for motoring or steamer wear which is a
modification of the Balmacaan, Adjustable neck. $45 .00.

John Wanamaker
Beaufort: a cod of white gaberdine, Rainproof. $32.00. Philadelphia Paris New York London
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Poet's narcissus and tall late tulips Informally planted— the most desirable way of placing all bulbs in the hardy border

TULIPS IN THE HARDY BORDER

F

By H. S. ADAMS
Photographs by F . A. Walter

RANKLY, I cannot abide beds of tulips. I admit your circles, parallelograms,

that it is a most colorful way for municipalities not, and I'll take my little

annually to amuse the

public for a week or so at

its own expense, and in no
other way can the subur-

banite make such a spring

splurge out of doors; but it

does seem dreadful to let

red, yellow, pink, and white

run mad from one end of

the geometry to the other,

especially at a time when
nature is striving to be at

her daintiest instead of her

showiest. Moreover, why
should the tulip's beauty of

form wantonly be sacrificed

on the altar of color?

No, you may have all

your squares of tulips, and
These double mauve and yellow tulips contrast well with the pastel blue of

the Amsonia Tabtrnaemonlana in' the background and the white of the candytuft

triangles, diamonds, and what
clumps that, here and there,

brighten my borders every

spring and ravish the eye
with a loveliness impossible

with one of those awfully

regular designs. Not that I

would lay down the law to

any one else; I merely ex-

press a deep-rooted prefer-

ence, with a sneaking hope
that more of the growing

race of hardy gardeners may
come round to my way of

thinking.

One of my special delights

the past spring was a clump
of the old-fashioned, tall, sin-

gle late tulips — the kind

that is a brilliant deep red,

with the inner bases the

Copyright, ioij, by Doubleday, Pace & Company 35
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shade that passes for "black" in flower coloration. There
were five of the blooms in the group and, apart from the bit

of glowing color, it was an exposition of flower, stem, and leaf

form that would have charmed a Japanese. The bulbs were

part of a "find" in the neglected dooryard of an old house

that came into the family. All told, there were, perhaps,

forty of the little bulbs — remnants of a one-time garden,

and so tightly packed together in the ground that there

probably had been no blossoms for years. Some one's

neglect was my opportunity and I proceeded at once to

move the tulips to my hardy borders, planting them in

groups of odd numbers, and giving the bulbs the room
that they sadly needed. Now, after three years, they are

rewarding me. Eventually I hope to add to the borders

another old favorite that is getting rather scarce— the

single, pure white tulip with blue inner bases.

The red Gesneriana (Hortensis), the pink and white

Blushing Bride and the yellow Bouton d'Or are other

single tulips that I have planted after the same manner,
but with rather less satisfaction, as the bulbs were
purchased and do not possess the desirable element of

association. Another variety that I have is the adorable

Little Lady tulip — a veritable joy of the garden. All

of these, like the first two mentioned, have the advan-
tage of good staying qualities, which is a prime considera-

tion with me, as I do not take up any of my bulbs after

blooming, my idea being to let them follow their own sweet

will in the forming of clumps of increasing size. Of course,

as the years go by, there will be need of thinning out; but,

from my observation of old gardens, even where there has

been obvious neglect, tall, single tulips safely may be
left undisturbed until there are a dozen or so bulbs that

flower— the natural increase of an original planting of,

possibly, only three. I recall, in particular, a clump of

fifteen single yellow tulips thus self-disposed that, to my
mind, was a superior touch of color to twenty times the num-
ber set in a "pattern" and each just so many inches apart.

All of which is preliminary to saying that there is no
better time to go and do likewise than right now. By all

Tulip form in perfection, but a little too close together

means cut up your lawn for beds of tulips if your heart is

set in that direction; but, if you have none of these flowers

in your hardy borders, make up for the omission this fall.

And give the shrubbery some while you are about it.

Plant in clumps of odd numbers, avoiding all straight

lines like poison, and don't be particular about putting

them only along the edge; they can go in anywhere between
the herbaceous plants, as they will be through blooming

Yellow parrot tulips, self-disposed in a picturesaue clump

before most of the latter overtop them. Once planted

let them take care of themselves a matter of years; if any
run out, as is sometimes the case, you always will have
had your money's worth.

Besides the six varieties spoken of, there are many
others that, if not all as good stayers, do at least give full

equivalent in a single season's bloom for the money that

you lay out. Personally I do not care much for double

tulips, though I long have grown them in my borders; but
I confess to a sudden conversion this year and, I regret to

say, outside of my own garden. In May I ran across

some double mauve tulips, scattered through a series of

hardy borders in little clumps, and the color note was a

wonderfully fine out-of-the-ordinary one. While the best

contrast was with hardy white candytuft, an unusual

and far from unpleasing effect was obtained by planting a

group of the tulips in front of a well established clump of

Amsonia Taberncemontana, whose foliage kept the pastel

blue flowers just far enough removed from the mauve.
Unfortunately, the name of the tulip was lost beyond
possible recall. However I think a safe guess would be

Violet Fonce, that name describing the color pretty well.

I cannot recommend this double tulip too highly, either

alone or in pretty close juxtaposition with yellow or white

varieties blooming at the same time.

Despite their persistently scraggly habit, I can also

recommend for similar planting the picturesque parrot

tulips that, somehow, never seem to be half so much es-

teemed as they ought to be. They are so fantastic of

attire and behavior that they might be called the court

jesters of the garden. The yellow Florentine tulip —
beautiful, fragrant and cheap — is likewise desirable.

My tulip rule of planting I apply to all my hardy bulbs.

There are clumps of various kinds of lilies, narcissus, and hy-

acinth in my borders, as well as crown imperial, glory of the

snow, scilla, Allium Moly, triteleia, snowdrop, and guinea-

hen flower. Each in its way is effective, and as they straggle

along at different times there is one or more of them bright-

ening the borders in spots from late February to early June.

#
i



THREE CALIFORNIA HOMES
Photograph* by Graham I'iioto Co.

B«rid*nce of Dr. R. Schtffman at Pasadena. A good example of the Maryland Colonial type of architecture. Greene Ic Greene, architects

The Spanish style of architecture seems most truly to " belong " In California. The home of Mr. George Haynes. at Los Angeles. Charles Whittlesey, architect

The suburban home of Mr. Harry Weiss, in California. The grounds are of sufficient extent to admit of excellent landscape effects. Here the crimson
geraniums and white Shasta daisies bordering the driveway form a striking color combination

37



THE WONDERFUL ALPINE FLOWERS OF MT. RAINIER
SOME LITTLE KNOWN SPECIES THAT WOULD ENRICH OUR ALPINE GARDENS
IF WE COULD LEARN HOW TO TRANSPLANT AND ACCLIMATIZE THEM

Photographs by A. H. BARNES

Copyright by A. H. Barnes

Snow Lake on Indian Henry's Hunting Ground lies about 6,000 feet above sea level. The shores are not clear of snow until late in summer, when wild flowers

spring into bloom like magic. (See page 68)

The mountain lily or sauaw grass {Xerophyllum tenax) growing on the north side of the mountain at 6.500 feet elevation. About the last of June appear hundreds
of waxy white flowers on long stems

38
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The Scotch bluebell Is the only flower In this

series not exclusively alpine

The most noticeable and abundant flower on
all slopes Is the avalanche lily (Erythronium Mon-
tanum). called also snow lily, deertongue. and ad-
dertongue. It pushes its way up through the lin-
gering snow beds and forms beautiful masses of
white flowers

The Alpine phlox seems to choose to grow where snow melts early from the steep slopes. It has scanty
foliage and short stems, with flowers so close to the ground that they show only at short range. The
blossoms are pure white for the most part, though there are occasionally to be found patches of a deli-

cate lavender hue. The mountain's geographical position makes it the boundary between the arctic

plants from the North and the plants of Oregon and California from the South. Its great altitude has a
wonderful effect on plant life. This does not stop at the snow line. Even in the crater, on the warm
rocks of the rim. will be found three or four mosses, several lichens, and at least one liverwort
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The rare polemonium blossoms early in August in clusters of small pale-blue
flowers

The Mertensia (M. Siberica), also scarce and inconspicuous, is a delicate,

forget-me-not blue. It blooms late

The purplish blue lupines are among the showiest of the mountain flowers

especially against the alpine firs

The much loved mountain asters (Erigeran salsuginasus) . miscalled daisies,

sometimes have blossoms two inches across
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The red heather iPMIotlurr emprtrifurmi») thoush an Arctic plant, withholds
Its bloom (or a lew weeks after Us snow blanket has disappeared

The yellow alpine huttercup blooms abundantly In August In scattered
patches over the slopes and flats at an altitude of about 5.000 feet

The red heather produces clusters of light purplish-red. bell-shaped flowers, with stems, stamens, and sepals of burnt sienna brown



THE STORY OF A PARTRIDGE NEST
By JULIAN BURROUGHS
Phot o g raphs by the author

WHILE looking for arbutus one day last April, my
father stumbled upon the nest of a ruffed grouse

or partridge. The nest being near the road to Slab-

sides and having but two eggs, afforded us a rare oppor-

tunity to observe the mother grouse throughout the laying

and nesting period.

Our going to the nest every day made the old bird, already

wild from having been shot at the fall before, still more wild.

She would boom up and hum away through the trees when
we were some distance from the nest. Always, however,

the eggs were covered with leaves

that the old bird managed to draw
over them as she sprung off, and

when we happened to come to the

nest when she was not at home, as

we often did during the layingperiod,

we found the nest entirely filled with

leaves until it was level with the

surrounding forest floor, thus making
its discovery by any eye impossible.

Because of the animals that hunt

by the sense of smell — foxes, weas-

els, skunks, and raccoons — we were

in constant dread of finding the eggs

destroyed.

At first the eggs were added irregularly, but toward the

last there was a new egg every day until fourteen in all were

laid, when on May 9th incubation began. When the

mother grouse began to incubate, her behavior at once

changed; instead of booming up and away, she would sit

flattened out on the nest until we were within fifteen or

twenty feet of her, when she would suddenly dart off the

nest, going with great swiftness through the brush, half

running, half flying, "quit-quitting," whining like a

puppy, and often dragging her wings. As during the lay-

ing period, the eggs were always covered with leaves.

Every time on leaving the nest at our approach the grouse

took the same course, going up a bank and over a big rock

where she would invariably stop to look back at us. The
instinct of the grouse to feign inability to fly when her

young or nest is approached, whining and dragging her

One of the little ruffed grouse chicks, showing its size

compared with that of a hand

wings, has long puzzled naturalists as to how it has ever

been developed. At any rate it is a pretty ruse, the mother
offering herself to draw the danger away from her young,

and one that she plays in agonized seriousness.

On exactly the twenty-fourth day the eggs hatched, the

remarkable thing about it being that there was no dragging

along of the hatch as is generally the case with our domestic

hens; every egg hatched and every one at exactly the

same time. For a grouse chick to be a day late in hatching

would be fatal; there must be no delays, no waits for the

tardy, no stragglers. Such is the

all-pervading wisdom of nature!

\\ hen I went to the nest on the

evening of the twenty-fourth day
the old bird allowed me to approach

very near before she darted off the

nest, going in a new direction and
whining loudly. I paid her no at-

tention, for out of the nest spilled a

mass of brown grouse chicks, in-

stantly hiding in the leaves which

they so closely resembled in color

that it was with great difficulty that

I was able to gather them up and
replace them in the nest, where they

at once snuggled together under my hand. The nest was
full of the empty shells each neatly opened in a line about

the large end, the cap in many cases still hanging, like a lid,

by the little piece of shell that the chick does not pick be-

hind his head. These empty shells I removed and because

it was cool and the young still damp, evidently having

been out of the shell but an hour, I hurried away.

The next morning on my return I approached the nest

very cautiously, trying to secure a picture of the mother
grouse. She would not let me come near enough however,

and I contented myself with taking some pictures of the

chicks, the old bird meanwhile employing all her arts to

get me away from the nest. Coming back three hours

later the flock was gone, having begun their travels through

the woods. May they prosper and outwit the enemies that

await them in every forest aisle!

An early lesson in nature study. John Burroughs explaining the wonders of

a bird's egg to his little grandson
Ruffed grouse chicks in the nest, about fifteen hours old. There were four-

teen of them and not one moved during a time exposure
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V. THE SOUTH

By THOMAS NELSON PAGE
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TO THE Southerner, the term "The South" is like

the fabled tent of the Oriental story which one
might hold concealed in the palm of his hand, but

which by a charm might be expanded to shelter a myriad
men. That charm is to know the South, and when a

Southerner says, "know the South," he means love it,

for in his mind the two are inseparable, if, indeed, they are

not the same. The South, to those who know it, is not

geographical — at least, not mainly so. As in France,

the Midi is the simple term for the region where, in the mind,
the sun shines ever at high noon — where the Maritime
Alps tower above the sunlit hills and Provencal songs

float up from the vineyards — so here, history, sentiment,

romance, geography and charm all blend into one har-

mam
The cotton fields of Dixie, producing the chief commercial staple of the South, have struck the

chord of sentiment, and have been woven into the most touching songs of the country

monious whole and form the enchantment which seizes

and holds in thrall the heart into which the spirit of the

South has sunk. And here lies the whole secret— the

South is something beyond mere physical vision. It is

partly a phase of mind, a point of view.

"To such as see thee not my words were weak;
To those who gaze on thee what language could they speak?"

That she has her faults, even the most prejudiced Southerner

will admit in his cooler moments; but it happens that he is

not always cool where the South is concerned.

Asked to describe the South, even geographically, the

Southerner thinks of her in terms that indicate her peculiar

character and denote her as separate and distinctive. He
thinks of "Maryland, My Maryland," and
of Fort McHenry with "The Star-

Spangled Banner" and if he be of proper

age, he passes Southward "By Blue Pat-

apsco's Billowy Dash," toward the "Land
of the Citron and Myrtle." He may then

turn toward the "Land of the Sky," where
"Grandfather Mountain" looks dreamily

down upon the deep valleys through which
winds the French Broad; or where, to the

Westward, the "Great Smoky Mountain"
veils his majesty in clouds. Or he may
pass beyond to the gently rolling, gracious

blue grass region of Kentucky and Tennes-
see; or further westward and southward to

broad savannahs that, steeped in the sun-

shine, stretch to the Mother of Waters.
And yet further on his vision may extend to

the far South where the jessamine breathes

its delicate odor on the air and the alligator

sleeps through the quiet hours in still lagoons

above which the Cherokee rose clambers to

meet the moon.
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A pioneer homestead in West Virginia, like many others in the mountains
where, secluded from progress, a primitive and patriarchal life is lived

There is no more beautiful farming country than the Piedmont region,

which this scene in the Alleghanies of western Virginia is an example
of

The mountains are destined to be the great health resort of the South, as the sea-side of New England is that of the North. Several of the inland lakes, par-

ticularly Lake Toxaway in the Blue Ridge Mountains, are at present much in favor and justly so

Many rivers traverse this region, most of them as beautiful as the French Broad.
They are the parents of this land, for they made it

Near Toxaway is Lake Fairfield, set among rolling hills and verdant slopes

hardly rivaled by Kent and the gracious counties of southern England



Does one seek health — let him come to the slopes of the Blue Ridge Mountains, tree-clad with broad leaf and fir. and there breathe the life-giving airs and find

in this climate and altitude the true Fountain of Youth
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All have been written of by the sons and daughters of

the South with that love which has made a literature whose

value may not yet be told, but whose truth and charm,

saturated with her picturesqueness, give promise of more

than an ephemeral life.

"The little green leaves would not let me alone in my sleep,"

sighed one who was of the South and loved her— who,

indeed, died for her. To him and to others as well,

who lack Lanier's divine gift of song, the South, from

her loftiest mountains, bathed in the blue of heaven, to

her level marshes and their "little streams" with their

"lap-fulls of stars and of dreams," is the land of dreams —
the home of charm. Even geographically her confines are

marked by no natural physical boundary. The Mason
and Dixon line, though history records that it lies along

the parallel of 39 43' north latitude, is a far more real and

determinate one than can be marked by any instrument.

It stretches across the land in an indefinable course studded

with the memory of historical deeds, of devotion to old

ideals, adherence to lost causes, and aspiration to stars,

some~6f which have set not to rise again. It extends to the

lapping waves of the Mexican gulf and to where the Rio

Grande meanders through the shining sands that mark the

Southern border of that wonderful State whose acquisition

added an empire to the country, yet came near disrupting

the nation. It takes in every heart that thrills to the tune

of "Dixie."

One may live in the South, yet be no more of it than "the

Norther" that sweeps down at times from the Rockies, and
changes the land of flowers to a wintry desert. But one can-

not do this long. He either becomes Southern, or moves on.

Geographically, then, the South is divided not into

sections, but regions; for it is all the South. From North
to South it varies from temperate to tropical, or, at least,

sub-tropical; from the land of the birch to the land of the

moss-hung live-oak and the palm — from the land of the

pointed pine to that of the magnolia and the jessamine.

From East to West, it stretches from the sand-dunes of

the Atlantic to the foot-hills of the Rockies. It embraces

every climate, every altitude below the snow line; every

form and phase of life indigenous to the North American
continent. Tidewater, and mountain range; piedmont
and prairie alike offer themselves to the casual visitor,

the temporary sojourner, or the permanent resident. One

Wherever one goes in the South he passes over a continuous battlefield, even at the crest of

Lookout Mountain, overlooking Moccasin Bend at Chattanooga

Many of the rivers are as noble as any on the globe, and others, like the French
Broad in the heart of the Appalachians, possess the charm of picturesqueness

may gather ice or oranges within her borders. Thus, when
one writes of the South he faces a wide range for his imagi-

nation. Socially, historically, geographically, commercially

he may find scope for his enterprise, unexcelled in any

portion of the land.

Should he deal with it socially he will still find a broad

field in which to roam. From the manors of Maryland and

the untitled baronies of the Rappahannock, the York, the

James and the Ashley, to the Spanish patio of the region

once owned by Spain, and still marked with the sign of the

Latin, the architecture and the life alike vary in kind,

while all hold the ineffaceable stamp of the South. And
between these two extremes lie what variant forms and

types of homes and residents!

Of the causes of this curious homogeneity in its web
crossed by this not less curious variation in its woof, we

have not far to seek. Along the coast in

the first settlement the strain of blood was
the same from the northern border of Mary-
land to Florida. Beyond the Florida line

it was different. Later other strains came in.

To the westward, in the French and Latin

pressure across the mountains itwas the same.

The institution of domestic slavery in

its continuance segregated the section from

the rest of the world, and brought the

South at last into one compact, secluded,

defensive whole. Then came causes which

bound the South together forever— war
and the years that followed.

The manor houses of Maryland and

Virginia differed structurally from the plan-

tation houses of the cotton states; but in

the veins of their masters the differences

were lost and they were all alike. The
South was not more solid in her vote than

she was in her life— in her devotion to cer-

tain things — ideals, some of them possibly

time-worn and antiquated, but still ideals.

(Continued on page 74)



A THOROUGHGOING BIRD STUDY PLAN

T*HI\ smallest child can
easily be interestcil in

livinir creatures like

hints and insects, and the

moment we make the child

a bird student, and a lover

of the birds, that moment
\\c make the whole family
c >t \\ liich t he child is .1 mcm-
ber interested in the wel-

fare of the feathered
creatures. They enjoy
w i t h their child-naturc-

student, the bright forms

and sweet songs of the

birds, as they gaily flit

about their doors, and
build in the tree tops, and join with him in pro-

tcctivc measures for the birds' benefit.

Here is a plan for conducting the study,

either by teachers in the public schools, or by
clubs or societies devoted to nature work.

First, induce as many of the pupils and friends

as possible, to become members of the Audubon
Society. Thus pride and interest will be

awakened in being a part of a great and noble

organization from which various benefits will

be derived, by correspondence and through

valuable literature.

Second, begin the collection of a nature libra-

ry. Many valuable bulletins and publications

may be got from the Superintendent of Docu-
ments, Government Printing Office, Washing-
ton, D. C. Upon request, a list of publications

will be sent, from which selections may be made.
As soon as possible, get a few good works on
birds and other subjects which are to be taken
up. Consult the nearest good library and se-

lect the books desired, from an inspection of

those in the library. Much valuable assist-

ance would be derived from the pages of maga-
zines devoted to outdoor life.

It should be decided at the start to include

draw ing and water
color work in the
course throughout.

Having selected

a book for general

class use, and one
or more good
books for reference

and study, the
class is ready to
begin.

It will be w ell to
adopt a good un-
lined white paper,
suitable for both
drawing and

By THOMAS T. ALLARD
Drawings by the author

writing, in single sheets about 8 x 10 inches, for

all the work which is to be preserved. There are

many reasons why these single sheets arc pre-

ferable to a book; a spoiled sheet may be cast
aside; the work can be done more conven-
iently on the sheets than in a book, and the
sheets may be combined in any order desired,

and bound, at the close of the course. Each
pupil should have hard, soft, and medium
pencils, erasers, and a small scale of inches.

In several handbooks on birds will be found
outline sketches showing the characteristic

types of bills, feet, wings, etc., peculiar to the
different families of birds. These
sketches will be useful to follow in

the first drawing lessons, omitting

the uncommon types.

The teacher may now begin

by sketching on the board a

type of bill common to thrushes, large

enough for all to see clearly. The teacher
will then read to the class from the hand-
book the dimensions of the bill, and all will

sketch it, life size, on paper. The teacher may
now, handbook in hand, inspect the individual

work, assisting and allowing each to compare
with the sketch in the handbook.
The feet should then be taken up in a similar

manner. These exercises should continue until

the pupils can sketch without a copy when
called upon, the bill and foot typical of thrushes,
woodpeckers, sparrows, hawks, etc. •

The body outline of the different types of

birds should next be taken up, making no at-

tempt at shading or filling in until several types
can be well sketched from mem-
ory. The ability to draw at

will, quickly and accurately the

outline of a robin or thrush, a

warbler, a wren, or a lark, will be of

inestimable value in all subsequent
work, and these exercises should be
persevered in until satisfactory skill

is acquired.

The class will now be prepared to make
an outline sketch of a bird, let it be a blue-

bird for example, filling in the wing and tail

feathers, and dividing the figure into sections so

that the names of the different parts of the bird

may be learned as designated by naturalists. It

is very important that all learn clearly the

As the finished drawings appear when filled in at leisure and ready for the notebook
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names of the parts of the bird. When studying
in the field with notebook and field glass, it

frequently happens that the observer must be

satisfied with a few short glimpses of a bird as

it nervously darts

about in the Irccs

or shrubbery. One
may detect a white

bar on the wing, but

not be able to locate

it correctly on his

sketch without a

knowledge of the
structure of the wing.

But being familiar

with the wing feathers, he can instantly say,

mentally, "greater wing coverts," or "lesser

wing coverts," (as the case may be),

"tipped with white," etc.,

and quickly enter it in his

notebook.

The shading, black and
white work, and coloring

which will follow, will be left

to the teacher.

The class is now prepared to

begin the outdoor work and, if pos-

sible, two trips per week should be
made, to study the birds from life. Early-

morning will be found the best time for the
outdoor studies. Each pupil should carry a

suitable notebook, sketching pencils, and as

many as possible should be provided with opera
or field glasses. One glass can be made to

serve for several if necessary.

Now the real pleasure and
test of skill begins. Upon see-

ing a bird which can be ob-
served for a moment, let each

one of the class, not omitting the

teacher, write out a description of

the bird in his notebook. This practice

quickens and sharpens the perceptive pow-
ers, and strengthens the memory. It is diffi-

cult at first, but if the observer is familiar

with the names of the parts, he will be able,

after a few trials, to fill in his description

from a few quick glances. He will receive a

sort of photographic impression of the bird, and
will continue to see it mentally after it has

flown. Note should also be made of its song,

flight, nest, eggs,

^I^B^I^I^iggMB^I^^^^M food, the locality

it prefers, the sea-

son, and date.

After several
birds have been
studied in their

native haunts,
and from the refer-

ence books, care-

fully sketched, and
(if possible)
colored, it will be
of great advantage
if the teacher can
take the class to

•
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some museum, where stuffed specimens of the

birds they have been studying may be observed

in detail. Sketches and notebooks should be

taken along, and side notes and sketches freely

taken, to correct or make more complete the

originals.

A list of the birds found in the locality may
be prepared, and from time to time the students

may be assigned one selected bird for special

work, no two taking the same subject. Let it

be the duty of each pupil to prepare a complete

essay on the species of bird assigned to him,

the essay to be illustrated with one or more
original sketches. Have at least one finished

sketch of the bird in water-colors, helping the

effect with a twig or branch, or a few green or

autumn leaves also in colors. There should be
outline sketches to show the characteristics

of the bird, and, if possible, some of the princi-

pal insects of its diet, also the plants or

leaves upon which the insects live

All secondary sketches of the

bird, insects, and plants,

should be plain outline

sketches, merely for the

purpose of lucid illustration.

The life history of the bird

should be written up as fully

and in as interesting a manner as pos-

sible. He must be studied in his native

haunts at every opportunity. * Describe his

habits, range, foods, nest, eggs, song, flight,

dimensions, his favorite abodes, color when
in full plumage of male and female, color at

different seasons and in different parts of the
country, change of habits or of food in

different sections of the country, varia-

tions in the species in different sec-

tions of the country, season of

residence and migration, etc.

It would add to the -
,

interest and beauty _y^p*C*
< ** /

of the article,
. \\&- 4****r'

these birds through the entire season, noting
their arrival, their mating, nest-building, rearing

and feeding their young, bringing out promi-
nently their traits of peculiar interest.

In a like manner the young entomologists
and botanists of the class

will study, observe, collect,

classify, mount, sketch,

color, and take notes, and
finally produce the finished,

illustrated essays, which
must be the crowning achieve-

f- ments of their work. Students
should read Thoreau, Burroughs, and

similar writers, and try to acquire a style

which will make the essay valued from a
literary standpoint—in fact they ought to

make an effort to produce a little better

irticle than has ever been produced before
tin that particular bird.

These individual essays may be suitably ar-

ranged and combined into one souvenir class

book at the end of the term, or year, or course,

and printed and bound in inexpensive but at-

tractive form, so that each member of the class

may possess a copy containing the work of the
entire class. These studies would embody
training in drawing, water-coloring, and compo-
sition, and the quickening and developing of the

faculties of perception and mem,ory. Healthful

pjiysical exercise and pleasures, hitherto un-
known in school life, would be experienced,

by both teacher and pupils.

A COOPERATIVE FAIR

One of the booths

of 1910 an experi-

ment was tried in

an almost suburban
community that
promises to some ex-

tent to eliminate the
middleman, and to
reduce the price of

existence. That is

all that it promises,
but to mark down
the cost of living ever
so little is a thing
worthy of trying for.

It was late in the

summer when it was inaugurated, so the little

experiment was tried only once that season.

The place where this initial experiment was
made by no means suggested a propitious en-

vironment. It was neither a suburban commu-
nity nor a rural one. Forty miles from New
York it might be as the crow is supposed to fly,

but the railroad uses sixty miles of roadbed to

get there. Most of the farms have been
abandoned, for adequate compensation,

to rich New Yorkers.

The scheme was nothing more than

a revival of an old European institution,

almost unknown here even in our
Colonial days— a weekly fair day,

which so easily and naturally brings

consumer and producer together, to

their mutual advantage.

Why did this institution never take

root in America? Apparently it never

did, in the North. We have annual
fairs, generally in the autumn, but
these have absolutely nothing in com-
mon with the intimate weekly fair da\r

of Europe.

So it is very much to the credit of

two expatriated New Yorkers who have
settled down and built in the country
that they evolved this idea, which un-
der the circumstances was almost as

original as if no over-seas prototype had
shown the way.
The first time this shot was fired

that is still echoing round the neighbor-
hood (and knocked a few feathers off on mar
the soaring cost of living) the Village

By RUDOLPH F. BUNNER
Improvement Society officers lent a hand, but in

ex-officio capacity.

The piazza and grounds of a little-used tennis

club served for the fair grounds. On the piazza

tables were arranged on which the smaller offer-

ings were displayed. Generally the vendor stood
by his or her lot, but in some cases one of the
sponsors took charge. The club was hard by
the main street, in the residential section, and
easilyr reached.

The contributors were the surviving farmers
of the near-by country, the small producer of
anything edible, and the New Yorker with a
surplus lot from his large garden. Sometimes
in the latter instance the proprietor came in

person, sometimes the gardener was allowed to
sell for his own profit. The livery stables agreed
to collect supplies, and some were brought by
hand. In one case a few jars of preserves came
from a little near-by settlement that keeps in

touch with the somewhat larger town via an
automobile stage.

The initial attempt was received with
enthusiasm and nearly all that was offered was

sold, but not at current market prices. The
buyer got the benefit of direct dealing.

And the producer, how did he fare? Well the
producer was in most cases a man or woman who
had a little surplus that would probably have
gone to waste if not given away or sold at the

fair. Some one somewhere might want that

surplus measure of beans, but how locate them?
The local paper is a weekly, and the New York
dailies were hardly an available medium for

advertising garden truck. So why, especially

if the day was hot, pick them?
This was the answer: once a week the "I

Have Nots" and the "I Haves" could meet, and
be reasonably sure of so doing. And in some
cases, in fact in most cases, there were no inter-

mediary expenses.

I

The result was satisfactory all around and there

was an aftermath of appreciative congratulations

bestowed on the organizers, more especially by
the small farmer and small gardener.

Another contributor was, as mentioned before,

the New Yorker of means who gardens or farms.

Usually his garden is large. Often his man in

ket day vendors may sell produce on the grounds from their wagons by paying an entrance fee of ten cents

The rent of a booth is twenty cents a day — half a booth ten cents
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. h nr. know* hi* builnMt, I'crhap* the whole

thing i* run at a loss, hut the owner in Mill a

producer.

Wh.it becomes o( the inevitable surplus in

good season* ? At tinicii it goes ,0 dealers, it in

sometime* *old by the gardener or farmer, it in

£i\cn to fricmU, or goes tt> waste. I'rom thin

tuiinr of *uppl> came not a little produce to the

fair.

Of coune the mainspring of the whole thing

was the low price* that brought the. crowd.

Km r 1 1 i i did not nn- in .i loss to the farmer.

In U)l I the I. mi \\a< ..pencil on June loth.

The name ground* were used, hut the arrange-

ment* were a little more elaborate. The stalls

had canvas covering* or large umbrella*. Ten
cent* was charged for the pri\ ilege of selling from
wagons driven on the grounds; twenty icnts for

a stall; ten cents tor hall a stall.

There was a rather limited supply offered the

first day. The late spring and the rather high
altitude had much to do with this. But the

greater part of the products wen- sold at nine.

The next week buyer* and seller* increased in

number, ami the interest in the fair has steadily

grown. Vegetables, ecus, poultry, and (lowers

were shown on the stalN. One man brought a

hen. a small coop, and a flock of young chickens.

Sachet bags were lor' sale, as well as slippers,

candle shades, etc.

In allowing these latter articles to be offered

there is suggested a germ that might benefit many
others than farmers. A "market place" is

needed in these days by many — one free from

red tape or patronage, and open to both men and
women. These conditions arc provided for in a

weekb fair.

The hours were planned to be from nine to

four o'clock, which would give the epicure a

chance to wander negligently round the groUDOl
and pick out what he fancied and pay the price

it was worth to him. And at twelve the labor-

ing man could tear himself away from his job,

at the first preliminary whir of the clock when
it starts to strike, and spend some of his half

holiday in buying good and low -priced food.

It is found however, that everyone leaves by
twelve o'clock during the busy season — haying

and gardening time — and half a day is all that

the vendors will spare. With all this there is an

average attendance of some two hundred people

(no actual record has been kept) and many of the

vendors come regularly every Saturday.

An unavoidable handicap was the necessity

of holding the fair on the grounds of a tennis club.

It has given it too fashionable a cachet to start

w ith, and some of the people most to be benefited

fight shy of it. Time may do away with this

prejudice. Another local error is gradually to

raise the prices till they approach those of the

stores, the excuse being the offering of goods

fresher and better in

quality. This alio it a
matter that will proba-
bly adjust itself.

The articles offered

include all ordinary
farm and garden pro-

duce, poultry, eggs, but-
ter, vegetables, etc., as

w rll ,i, i.i l.r ,. I. read and
jellies, cottage cheese,

111 iw its, and honey. In

addition arc for sale

(and sold) various pieces

of fancy work, sachet
bae .. i .i in lb- ..hades, and
similar articles.

Some of the vendors
kept track of their sales

each week, and the fol-

lowing memorandum
will give a general idea
< if w hat was sold. The
prices were usually
I u er than in the store.

I lerc is the record at

one booth:

Rural fair days In America would Inevitably be less picturesque than those

or Europe, but they might have a charm of their own and in time grow Into

tradition and permanence.

JUNE 24th

Brr.nl

Cake
JHly

$ SO

1 -75

40

The admission of vendors' wagons to the grounds
permits the small producer to get his wares before the

public with the minimum of trouble and expense

Chives

Chili sauce

Bread . .

Cake .

JULY 1st

Pic .

Flour

. 10

• IS

65

SO
.zo

• 70

JULY 9th

$ 85

I 44
.98

.80

Wealthy people come from the country roundabout in their carriages and auto-

mobiles to patronize the fair, which helps to keep it going: but it was organized

primarily for the benefit of the classes to whom the increasingly high cost of

living is more or less of a tragedy

Bread .

Cake .

Lettuce

Fudge .

Flowers

At the same table

two other ladies sold

respectively from June
17th to July 29th, $14.95
and $11.98 worth of

food. In no case was
anything taken home.
The town itself, rather

than any village im-
provement society,
should manage the

whole business, and per-

manent grounds and
structures should be set

apart for the purpose.

This would at once
interest the entire pub-
lic. Doubtless there

would be local oppo-
sition at first, but that

need not spell failure.

For a trial, inex-

pensive booths
the latter cost

DOOthl affords

2 x 4'8 support

and umbrellas can be used;
about $2. One of the largest

space for four tables. Six

it, and a canvas roof covers
the light framework. The lumber for such a

booth (this docs not include the tables) would
amount to nearly $13, the canvas $20. The
labor is in all carpenter work an unknown
quantity— till you get the bill — and is of course

a local matter. In addition is the expense of

printing some large bills and postal cards, and of

advertising in the town paper.

Why can not similar fairs succeed in various
parts of this country? They would be local, and
their benefits would also be local. But collect-

ively they would be an influence for good. For
just so much less food would go to waste, and just

so many more people would find their household
expenses reduced. And a goodly number would
have an unexpected supply of pocket money.
Such fairs would be more to the community
than Fulton Market is to New York.

FLAT GARDENS, AVAUNT!
FROM time immemorial the bay tree has filled

a unique place in the formal garden, because
it supplies the third dimension — height.

Most formal gardens are flat, at least in the cen-
tre, and would be tame and monotonous if

there were not some aspiring tree-like form to

raise the eyes from the level of the ground. An
ordinary tree would grow too high and shade the
flowers, because its roots would be unconfined.

Bay trees in tubs can be placed at the exact

points where they fit to perfection, and give the
finishing touch to the work of the landscape
architect.

Of all formal trees, the bay is the best for

this purpose. Nothing has such richness as a

broad-leaved evergreen, and no tree of this class

has anything like the history or sentiment of the

bay tree — for it is the laurel of the ancients

{Laxirus nobilis). The Greeks crowned the vic-

tors of the Olympic games with laurel, and a

modern formal garden without bay trees lacks

that element that binds us to the greatness of the

past. Nothing else has such a suggestion of an-

tiquity. And the leaves are fragrant.

Bay trees are easily protected during the

winter. They require alsolutely no heat and
very little light. The precious greenhouse
space need not be devoted to them, for they
will suffer no damage in a shed without arti-

ficial heat.

Tubs are an eyesore to some, but if they can
be made to harmonize with the house, they will

help to marry architecture and nature. If they
cannot be harmonized, perhaps the ideal would
be American holly growing in the open ground,
trimmed like a bay tree, but not too formally.

Such a feature would be better in winter, and if

some specimens bore red berries all winter they
would be glorious. T. McA.



Tampering with the scales. A study In feline attitude,

by Effle M. Howlett

HUMORS OF THE
CAMERA

SOMETIMES the little, black, solemn-looking
camera proves to be a humorist, and as with
most other humorists its fun is best when it

is unexpected. It is easy enough to take pic-

tures of people grotesquely posed, but that's not
genuine humor; it is mere photographic buffoon-
ery. Moreover, the subjects, whether children

or grown-ups, almost invariably appear self-

conscious. It is when the camera pretends to

be taking something serious or beautiful that it

is funniest.

Among the hundreds of photographs that
pass through our hands every month we occa-
sionally come across one that makes us laugh,
and it has occurred to us that we might share
these laughs with others. So we propose to
publish, from time to time, selections of humor-
ous photographs.
Now maybe you won't think the accompany-

ing pictures are humorous; but before you pass
judgment we beg you to study the ecstasy on
the face of the fluffy Caruso at the right, the
harmonious arrangement of line in the giraffe's,

portrait, and the melancholy expression of the
ragged Yosemite mule.
But if you still refuse to smile, fancy for the

moment that we are from St. Jo, and show us

something better. We will pay $2 apiece for

any photographs that seem to us humorous
enough to use. The Editors.

A feathered prima donna. In reality, a hungry young
mocking-bird. By A. Radclyffe Dugmore

The rain-maker. Children make excellent subjects for the camera when caught un- To think that the sight of a peanut would produce a result like this! By H. H.
awares; otherwise they are apt to look self-conscious. By Mrs. Wm. Durrant Russell

A burlap suit and kerosene are needed to keep flies from eating up Yosemite These Ontario boys, climbing a ship's wire cable, presented an unusual spectacle

mules. By O. F. Saunders By John Boyd



Tin 1 finished tennis court. In spite of Its eometrlcal design unci Blaring surface, can be made to fit. pleasingly Into the landscape. While It is advisable not to plant trees

on the west side of the court, onlookers will And their presence In the near vicinity a relief In warm weather

CLAY TENNIS COURTS
A SIMPLE METHOD OF CONSTRUCTION WHICH IS ECONOMICAL OF TIME, LABOR,
AND MONEY — MORE EFFICIENT AND DURABLE THAN DIRT COURTS

By WILLIAM TUCKER
Photographs by Wm. Otis Meyer

ON NUMEROUS occasions I have been
called upon to submit specifications for

the construction of tennis courts. I

have found that most people recognize no dif-

ference between a dirt court and a clay court,

and express surprise when I inform them there
is a difference — a vast difference. After my
explanation of the methods adopted in the in-
struction, the wearing qualities, and the cost of

each, my clients have invariably selected the
clay court. I have built a number of clay courts
for clubs and private estates with no other than
a solid soil foundation, and these courts .ire

considered faster and better than the most
expensive dirt court.

A word will explain the construction of the
dirt court and point out its defects. (The word
dirt here applies also to the "clay" courts made
by a good many contractors in which the "clay"
is merely yellow soil or hard pan.) An excava-
tion to the depth of two feet is made and filled

up with ten to twelve inches of tilford covered
with six inches of ashes, and a final covering of

four inches of dirt. All this takes

time and men— and money. The
tilford must be mixed, and the
ashes carted. And when all is said

and done the result of this expensive
construction is an inadequate court.

After a heavy rain the water seeps

through the porous dirt covering and
carries dirt with it through the
foundation of clinkers and rubble.

The water cannot pass through the
tilford to any great extent, so it

drains off to one side and in course
of time the surface becomes uneven.
The court, too, because of its ab-
sorbent nature, remains sticky and
cannot be played on or even rolled

for a considerable time. As soon as

it becomes dry it cuts and breaks
into dust under fast play, and a

slight wind makes the court unten-
able.

Clay is sometimes used for the
surface instead of dirt, but in using
clay the costly under-construction is

rendered useless, for clay being co-

hesive prevents the water from
seeping through. As constructors of

this sort of court rely on their ash foundation
for drainage they neglect to slope the surface, so

that water forms in puddles in every slight hol-

low caused by the wear and tear of play.

The method by which I build clay courts

which has met with unfailing success is as

follows:

Select a piece of ground as nearly level as

possible, and if covered with sod, remove and
discard it. Under no consideration bury it

under the court. Have the court set as near
directly north and south as is possible and be
especially particular to have no large trees on
the west near enough to cast shadows in the

afternoon. The court should measure 1 20 feet

long by 60 feet wide. This will allow a free run
back of 21 feet, sufficient to take the fastest of

balls without fear of running into the fence, and
a 12-foot space beyond the side lines, enough
to enable one to cover cross-court shots.

It is presumed that the spot decided on is

fairly level ground where none other than surface

water has to be contended with. Whether or

* Orijirxs/aradc Jtoft e. /ofcrtjj /ncnes ar
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Fig. 1. Plan of the drainage system

Fig. 2. Diagram for use In grading

S3

not it is necessary to rectify the level of the
court, it is advisable to have a surveyor or
engineer put his instrument over the court and
drive stakes at intervals of twelve feet. You
will then see at a glance where to commence
grading. A spirit level may be used if you
wish to take your own levels, but extreme care

must be taken to make this accurate.

The court having been surveyed and levels

determined, paint the tops of the grade stakes

red and drive long stakes beside them to prevent
their being disturbed. At this stage of the work
allowance must be made for the drainage of

surface water; so commence at the centre of

the court and drive stakes three inches lower
than your grade stakes. Secure a strong mason's
line to the top of the corner stakes and to the

top of the centre stakes which were lowered.

By pulling the line taut, you thus obtain the

proper fall from both ends to the centre. (See
dotted lines showing graduated fall in Fig. 1.)

All stakes must be driven down to the line level.

The court is now graded with a permanent
fall, but allowance has not been
made for the three inches of clay

which must be laid on to make it

complete. Therefore drive new-

stakes behind the ones that have
been lowered, keeping them a uni-

form three inches higher. These
pegs will mark the new level and
of course retain the 3-inch fall. Roll

the surface well to harden it before

putting on the clay. The grade
stakes being set 12 feet apart (see

dots in Fig. 2), divide your court into

ten east and west sections, using 120
feet of 3 x 4 in. lumber, dressed on
one side, and cut into 12-foot lengths.

Lay the lengths dressed side up and
flush to your grade stake levels,

driving a peg here and there to keep
them firmly in place.

Chip the surface of each section

about 2 inches deep with a spade to

facilitate amalgamation and keying
of the clay. The clay should be
hauled and dumped outside of the
court and must be chopped up to

about the size of egg coal or 2-inch

bluestone. Lay wheeling boards
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outside of the section you are claying and dump
your material over the frame. It should be
spread 5 inches deep to get a 3-inch depth after

it has been thoroughly tamped. Rake the sur-

face with an iron rake, creating fine dust and
rumblings.

It may be well here to say a word about the
kind of clay to use. There are two kinds, bank
clay and swamp clay. The former is brown
in color, becomes hard and dry, and will crack
open in summer unless continually watered.
The latter, either yellow or blue, is ideal. It is

very cohesive, of a natural puttyish character,

and so resilient that it may be rolled in the hands
without breaking. It retains enough moisture
to keep a court surface true, tough, and extremely
fast, and requires but an occasional sprinkling
throughout the summer. Blue or yellow clay
can generally be located in low-lying bottom
land. Wherever skunk cabbage grows you are
pretty apt to find clay bottom. It may be
necessary to take off six inches or more of the
top soil before exposing the clay bed.

Approximately seventy-five loads of

clay when chopped up as advised
will be amply adequate to cover the
area given.

Having filled in and tamped down
a section71et two men take a straight-

edge 14 feet long and screed it down
as is done with cement floors, rest-

ing it on the frame and sawing it

along. If there is any surplus clay

carry it ahead. Fill in any depres-
sions with dust, tamp, and draw the
straight edge over again. Finish

each section before advancing to the
next. Utilize the outside boards of

the first section to form the far side

of the second. In taking up the re-

maining boards of the first section to
form the outside of the third section

a channel will be left which can easily

be filled up and made even with the
surrounding surface. Having fin-

ished one half of the court, com-
mence at the other end and work
toward the centre in like manner.

In the centre beneath the net open
a trench 12 inches wide and 20 inches deep at

one end, with a 6-inch fall to the other, and provide
an outlet best adapted to carry away the water.
Lay boards on the court and wheel away the
excavated dirt.

To form the drain, lay sufficient 2-inch

red land-draining pipes on the bottom of the
trench 1 inch apart, covering them with
coarse clinkers, brick rubbish, or 2-inch bluestone
to within 3 inches of the level of the court,

trodden down and laid as smooth as possible.

Cover this with a 2-inch layer of clean long straw,

and fill in with fine ashes or f-inch bluestone
gravel.

Leave a slight hollow or depression over
the drain to allow for the temporary accu-
mulation of rain in case of a heavy storm, and,
of course, use no clay here.

This ditch is as important a part of the court
as any other, for if too shallow, or if improperly
made, it will be unable to perform its function,
and the advantage of sloping the court and thus
removing small puddles will be nullified by the

large puddle which will stretch' away from the
net after a heavy storm.
The court is now complete except for trueing

up the surface. To accomplish this rake it

lightly all over, east to west, and north to south,
to provide the necessary crumblings and dust
to be distributed in any little depression by the
double grader, which is easily made. It is

constructed of two 2 x3s, 4 feet long, fastened
by cleats so that they are parallel to each other
and 30 inches apart. A cord 8 feet long at-

tached to the right or left of the centre will cause
the grader to drag at an angle, cutting off knolls,

and filling up depressions with the fine dust
raked up for the purpose. It is important that
the smoothing grader be dragged at an angle.

If an excessive amount of clay accumulates it

must be removed so that the grader will have
free cutting power. Drag from each end to the
centre and in one direction across the court only,

cross-roll several times with a heavy roller, and
then scatter one vard of coarse screened sand.

I
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Tamping and leveling the court. The section to the right has been screeded and
is now complete except for grading and rolling

After the first rain, when the surface has dried

enough so that the clay will not pick up, roll it

several times both ways, line out, mark, and the
court is ready for play.

The dimensions of a tennis court are pretty

generally known, but they are here given to

jog a lazy memory.
The length and breadth dimensions are

78 x 36 ft. over all. The receiving courts ex-

tend 21 feet in each direction from the net and
being bisected divide into right and left courts

13^ feet wide. The alleys measure 45 feet in

width.
If the location selected for the court is natur-

ally wet or boggy it will be necessary to put in

a foundation of from four to six inches of ordin-

ary ashes, evenly distributed, raked, and rolled.

Sprinkle with a hose to make the fine ash settle

to the bottom and proceed with claying, draining,

and finishing as outlined above.

The cost of construction of a court of this

description under ordinary conditions, where
there is no grading other than the removal of

sod is about three hundred dollars. This figure
covers the necessary spading up to normal
grading, piping and closing drain, chopping,
furnishing clay estimated to have been purchased
and carted not more than one mile at a cost of
$2.25 a load, sand, frames, and labor. If the
condition of the land requires cutting down and
terracing to equalize the grade, add 20 cents per
cubic yard for the labor, leveling, and removal of
soil incidental to this work, while if the land
must be filled by carted earth, add 25 cents per
cubic yard.

The prices here given, which are fair and
liberal, do not include the amount which will

be charged if the work is given to a contractor.
He will levy an additional 30 per cent, for his

supervision and profit. No figures are given
for the 4 to 6 inches of ashes which will be
necessary if the court be constructed on wet
land. This is entirely dependent on the dis-

tance the ashes must be hauled— always with
the contractor's 30 per cent, added.

" SETTING AND PRUNING
A HEDGE

N THE first place, if one expects
best results, <he ground where
the hedge is to be established

must be made very rich with stable

manure or other equally good ferti-

lizer. A trench should be dug two
feet wide and a foot deep, the manure
scattered in this and well worked in

with the soil.

The most popular hedge plant is

the California privet, since it suc-

ceeds in almost all parts of this coun-
try. If a single row hedge is desired

set the plants eight inches apart, but
if a heavier or more dense hedge is

wanted set two rows about eight

inches apart, the plants to stand a
foot apart in the row, the plants in

one row standing midway between
those in the other, producing a zigzag
effect. Early spring is the best time
to set hedge plants, unless it is in

the South, where the fall is preferred.

The pruning of a hedge must begin before the
plants are set, by cutting them back to two or

three inches high. This makes them spread out
and become more compact at the base. Many
hedges are ruined by neglecting to prune close

when set. This work can never be done so well

at another time, and plants set without cutting

back will make a scragly, uneven hedge with
open spaces near the ground. At the end of the

first year's growth the hedge should be cut back
to a foot in height and all side branches shortened
to within an inch or two of the main stem. After

this and during the growing season the hedge
may be partially shaped by pinching out the
growth where it is heaviest and allowing the

branches to grow where needed.
During the following winter the hedge may be

pruned to the desired shape. After this the hedge
should be pruned in June besides the winter prun-
ing, as this will prevent the upright shoots from
predominating, and will cause a more dense, com-
pact, and vigorous growth in the lateral branches
near the ground. H. F. Grinstead.

Blue clay can usually be found in boggy soil: here it

was fifteen inches below the surface muck
Chopping up the clay to facilitate its amalgamation

and keying

By means of the double grader depressions in the
surface are filled up and knolls cut oft



CONDUCTED BY PHIL M. RILEY

CAMERA WORK ON A COUNTRY
ESTATE

4. HIRD NEIGHBORS

LOYKRS of birds who also use the camera
will find mudl pleasure in photograph-
ing them these spring days if the re-

quired amount of patience can be commanded.
The difficulties are many and the really suc-

cessful pictures relatively few nt best, but the

achievements arc. for these very reasons, all

the greater. Not only are the subjects found

in the most inaccessible places, such as tree-tops,

swamps, high cliffs and dark woods, but they

must for the most part be photographed un-

awares and with quick exposures, even though
the light is dim.

Ground-glass focusing is essential so that

plates are preferable; films can be used only

in the form of film-packs. A practical camera
to use is a 4x5 folding type with very long

bellows extension, and provided with a long-

focus lens. The latter makes it possible to

secure images of fair size at some little distance

away. If one can afford it, or intends to special-

ize in this field, a special naturalist's camera of

the reflecting type, such as the Graflex or Reflex,

with a focal plane shutter is advisable. In these,

lenses varying in focus from about 13 to 26

inches may be used.

A focal-plane shutter can be fitted to any
folding camera at moderate cost if one wishes it.

An exposure of 1-100 second is quick enough
for most bird subjects, and there are times when
a slower exposure is possible. Several reliable

between-the-lens shutters work up to 1-200

second, such as the Gocrz Sector, Compound

f

"Three Little Eggs." The first of three stages of bird

life photographically recorded by T. W. Kilmer. M. D.

Koilos, and Multi-Speed, and this is quick

enough for all ordinary work. Birds move
very rapidly and it is wise always to use as quick

as exposure as the light and the nature of the

subject will permit, depending to a certain extent

upon slow tank development with weak pyro-

metol to bring out detail.

When using a long focus reflecting camera,

with which one sees the full-size image up to the

moment of exposure, one can often photograph

birds in flight or sitting upon tree-boughs from

a considerable number of feet away when in some
convenient location. Frequently the move-
ments of the birds may be watched through the

hood and a quick exposure made the instant a

good arrangement is seen.

With an ordinary lens and camera one must
work within a yard or so from the subject to

secure a sizeable image, and the only method
is to arrange the camera, focus it upon a par-

ticular spot, retire to a distance and make the

exposure from there when the bird has ventured

back to the chosen spot. Thus it is that the

nest is most frequently chosen, because when
there are eggs or young the parents will always

return to it.

Easiest of all to photograph are thrushes,

warblers, sparrows, and the like, which build

their nests on the ground or near it. The camera

can be placed very low on its tripod within a

few feet of the nest and the lens focused on the

middle of the nest or a trifle beyond. Inter-

vening grasses or twigs must be tied to one side

with dark thread. Nests are usually shaded in
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some manner and if young birds arc inside,

a thread attached to the bough or whatever
furnishes the shade should be passed around some
near object and thence to the point from which
the exposure is to be made, so that at the proper
time the bough may be bent gently to one side

while the exposure is made. This avoids harm
to the little birds from the heat of the sun and so

ensures their active interest when the parent
returns with a worm, making a good picture

fairly certain.

Some arrangement must be adopted to operate
the shutter from a distance, and for between-
the-lens shutters one of the simplest and most
effective devices is that of Mr. Chester A. Reed,
a well-known ornithologist. He has added a

short extension to the finger-release, securing

more leverage, and fastened enough weight to

the end to operate the shutter. A small strip

of wood, long enough to reach from the camera-
bed to the release-lever and support it, keeps
the shutter closed. To this a long thread,

extending to one's place of concealment, is

attached, and a gentle tug upon it removes the

prop, allowing the lever to fall and release the

shutter.

After closing and setting the shutter, insert-

ing the plate-holder and withdrawing the slide,

a hiding place back of a wall or bush at a dis-

tance of twenty yards or more must be chosen,

there to wait silently and without movement the

return of the bird. Here one's patience is

often tried to the utmost, although as a rule

the time will not exceed an hour and is often

(Continued on page 66)

1 Hungry Mouths to Feed "



CONDUCTED BY JULIA E. ROGERS
April is the renewal of life in regions where

winter..puts all nature to sleep. She wakes in leaf

and flower -and returning birds. The impulse to

lend 'ir/hand in the universal activity sets one to

making garden, and then to building and mounting
bird boxes. It is good to know that one whole

village is making bird protection an intensive

study; that the saving of game is to be the main
interest of a great system of local clubs. Distinct

progress in nature study marks the past year.

Will each reader of this page resolve to take a hand
this spring in helping on the good work in his

home village or city?

A LIVE BIRD CLUB
WHAT one man can accomplish in the work

of bird protection if he throws all his

energies into the enterprise is illustrated

by the achievements of Baron von Berlepsch,

at the Seebach station in Thuringia. When
Martin Heisemann's book describing the methods
and results of this man's work reached American
readers, bird-lovers here asked themselves "Why
can't we accomplish as much?" The answer is:

"Because we have not made a thoroughgoing job

of our efforts at bird pro-

tection. Americans
have puttered and sen-

timentalized more
than they have actu-

ally worked."
Up in Meriden,

N. H., a typical

New England vill-

age, an ardent bird-

lover, Ernest H.
Baynes, has laid

his shoulder to the

wheel. He has
worked and talked

h i s fellow-towns-

people out of their

normal conservative

apathy, and built up
a bird club, headed by
the Mayor, that is do-
ing things and getting

surprising and most grati-

fying results. The build-

ing and mounting of bird

boxes in 191 1 was a spring fever that attacked
everybody. School children, academy students,

and villagers got into the game. Even the
owners of pet cats, seeing that nesting birds

were menaced by their feline neighbors, promised
to defend the birds, even to the point of asking no
questions should Tabby disappear.

Literature, talks, and occasional illustrated

lectures on bird topics enliven the club meetings,
and educate the members, old and young. Best
of all education comes of personal acquaintance
with bird neighbors — as they build their nests

in trees, bushes, or bird boxes; as the young ones

are growing up; as they feed on insect enemies
of garden and field crops; as they are fed when
sleet covers the ground.

The club and its friends have raised and spent
enough money to build Von Berlepsch "food
houses." A conscientious committee has dis-

pensed' the food regularly in cold weather.
The English sparrow problem was solved by a

$harp campaign with shot guns.

The culmination of this club's- work is the
purchase of a piece of land near the village, for

a "bird sanctuary" — a dream come true by
the generous gift of a non-resident member. On
this tract the Von Berlepsch ideas of bird shelters

will doubtless be tested, and plans best adapted to

American conditions will gradually be worked out.

Mr. Baynes, as manager of the Meriden
Bird Club, is largely responsible for the success

set forth in the first annual report— a model
of this kind of literature. The leaven is work-
ing mightily. Other bird clubs have been
organized in neighboring villages to do what
Meriden has done.

Not the least benefit derived from the bird

club may seem incidental. It is the uniting of

all the people in a common cause, the breaking
down of reserve and prejudice. Bringing back
the birds means bringing back the spirit of

neighborliness.

If you have not a live bird club in your town
follow the example of Meriden. Have one this

year, and work for its success!

ag Harbor

Last Week in Feb.

Find on this map the places and dates of the return

of the robins last spring

THE MAP OF ROBIN ARRIVALS

HpHE dates of the appearance of the first

robin reported last spring range from
February 15th to March 26th. For clearness,

the dates were reduced to weeks, and the map
belowr shows the principal places from which

reports came. For a given region the principal
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city is the centre. The northward flight of

this familiar bird is represented by strangely

jagged lines, but it is a correct graphic repre-

sentation of the records as they were received.

A NEW METHOD IN BIRD STUDY
' I ''HE American Bird-Banding Association

was formed in 1909 to introduce a plan

which has already brought surprising results in

England. The method employed is the placing

of inscribed metal bands on the legs of any birds,

young or old, that can be captured unhurt, and
setting them free again. If ever a banded bird

should be recovered, definite knowledge of its

travels is obtained.

The bands are supplied to any applicants,

but it is earnestly desired that banding be done
only by reliable persons, who realize the serious

import of the work. The simplest question of

bird migration can be solved in no way but by
marking individual birds. Hence the enthu-

siasm with which the members of the Audubon
Societies and other scientific bird students are

endorsing the new method.
The best plan is to band nestlings just before

they are ready to fly. The bands come flat,

but are easily shaped at

one end by coiling around
a p e n c i 1 . A pair of

round-nosed pliers facili-

tates the work of wind-
ing the band around

the left tibia, loose

enough for free-

dom and comfort,

but too snug to slip

off over the foot.

The edges must be
neatly lapped. No
bird that is injured or

has been in captivity

should be banded. The bander
should at once make a record of

the number on the band, the

species of bird, and date and place

of banding.

A duplicate record should be sent

to the Secretary of the Society, care of

the Linnean Society of New York, at the

American Museum of Natural History,

New York City. All banded birds re-

covered are to be reported to the

same official at once, with date to

correspond.
Already more than 20,000 birds have

been banded in England, 3,000 of which

were as small as warblers. The feeling that

the band may injure the bird is giving way.

The facts refute it. The birds do not seem
frightened at the operation, either. It takes

but a moment.
Here are a few questions that are vital to bird

study, and no method of finding the answers to

them has been devised until bird-banding was
begun.

(Continued on page 86)



POULTRY
PROFIT FROM A SMALL DAIRY

FIVK years ago we almost decided to sell

our two cows because they were not
supplying the milk and butter for a

family of five. About that time some of our
neighbors began to ship milk by trolley to a

near-by city. Wc saw that they were making
money, so instead of selling, wc bought three

more cows and began to find out why our dairy

experience had resulted in failure.

The first thing we discovered was that we
hadn't been milking at regular hours, and that it

was seldom that the same man milked the
same cow twice in succession. As is the con-
dition on many farms, none of the hired help
had a good word for the cows, and as a result

they put the milking off until everything else

was done. So wc began to do our own work
around the cows, while the schedule of

the car line took care of the time at

which they had to be milked.

One kind of carelessness goes hand in

hand with another, so it was not long

before wc found that if wc were to come
out on the right side of the ledger,

some change would have to be made in

the rations and in the manner of feed-

ing. The cows had been stabled along-

side the horses and the stalls were not
constructed so that we could feed to

the best advantage. Thus the first

step in this line was to build a cow
stable in one end of a large sheep shed,

so that when the sheep were sold the

shed would serve as a covered yard.

The stable was much better suited for

our purpose, as we made it for a cow
stable and nothing else.

Formerly, the cows had been
getting ear corn and fodder. Since

the exclusive use of such feeds does
not result in a balanced ration or in

a copious flow of milk, we were com-
pelled to make a change. Now each
cow gets about eight pounds of corn,

ground cob and all, before milking

in the morning. After this, their

mangers are filled with nice clean

alfalfa hay. About noon they are

turned out into the yard and given

a plentiful supply of fodder. After

milking they get five pounds of bran
and another feed of hay. Some-
times this order is changed, the
bran and corn-and-cob meal mixed,

or some substitution made in order

to provide a little variety.

One of these changes results in a

great deal of profit. In feeding

sheep, we give them this corn-and-cob meal in

self-feeders. In eating this, they sort out the

larger particles which are scooped up and given

to the cows. As we often have several hundred
lambs on feed for nearly three months, the sav-

ing in grain is a considerable amount that counts

up into dollars.

Our cows are just the ordinary sort, yet we
have had a great deal of satisfaction in proving

CONDUCTED BY DAVID PHELPS

that a small dairy of grade cows can be made to

show a profit without pampering them to the

extent of keeping us from our regular work.
One example of this is shown in a recent pur-
chase of a very scrubby looking cow for $25.
By proper care and attention she has developed
into one of the best cows in the herd. A short

time avro #60 was refused for her. This goes to

show that many supposedly poor cows are

branded with that name because they have
never had a chance to show their true worth."

The account for the five cows for the past

year from November 1st to November 1st is

gratifying but not satisfactory. Since then
wc have made some additions to the herd and
as a consequence more milk is being shipped.

Feed has been higher but wc arc expecting a

raise in milk prices.

After deducting the cost of transportation

Perfect quiet at milking time will increase the flow of milk

The herd In the yard. Not particularly handsome, but profitable nevertheless

The cow at the extreme left was bought for $25

(a cent and a half per gallon), the milk brought
eleven cents per gallon in summer and thirteen

in winter. I estimated the value of the milk

kept for our own use at twelve cents. Corn is

charged upon the basis of forty pounds per day
for 130 days; bran, twenty-five pounds per day
for the same time. No account is taken of the

grain from the sheep, the manure, and the use of

the buildings.
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EXPENSES

Pa»ture, 6 mo. at $1 per mo. per cow $ 30.00
Hay, 16 ton*, at £8 per ton , 128 00
Corn, 52 cwt. at £1 per cwt 52.00
Bran, 32.5 cwt. at £1.30 per cwt 42.25
Corn-fodder , . . , . 15.00
Interest, 5 cow» at #60, 5 per cent 15.00

Total expense £282 . 25

RECEIPTS

From sale of calves £ 57 75
Actual sale of milk 368.50
Milk for domestic use, 147 ga 17 64

Total receipts £443 . 89

Profit above expenses £161.64

Clyde A. Waugh.

A BREEZY LETTER FROM
TENNESSEE

[Editors' Note. — The following letter was
recently sent to the members of the National
Single-Comb Buff Orpington Club, and is pub-
lished here as an illustration of the sort of en-

thusiasm that enters into the making of a

successful poultry fancier.]

Dear Sir:

I address you in a spirit of modesty
but of perfect candor, to tell you that
many solicitations have come to me to
put myself forth as a candidate for the
Presidency of the National S. C. Buff
Orpington Club. One letter lies before
me from a breeder of Orpingtons, than
whom I consider none superior, in

which he urges me to offer myself for

the position and volunteers his support
and influence. I have weighed the
matter, have considered the time
and labor it would require at my
already busy mart and congested
desk, and finally concluded that I

have no right to silence these ap-
peals; hence, I ask that you give
me the honor of your franchise for

the next Presidency.

For several years I have been a

member— unofficered in name but
full panoplied in working garments
for its interests— even to the extent
that I have made a personal plea
through my literature urging the
benefits of Club membership, and
the present Club Secretary assures
me that I have been of value. I

think my voice is somewhat poten-
tial in Orpington circles because of

my known success. My birds have
touched the borders of both our seas and
they roam on the hillsides and in the valleys
of the states between. Traversing the waters,
they have found nests in the classic w ildwoods
of Europe. I have a personal and patriotic

pride in the widespread dominion and per-
fection of the S. C. Buff Orpington. I am
individual also in this, as I raise no other breed.
If elected, I promise my individual energy in
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the promulgation and
expansiveness of the

Club. My faith leads

me to believe that 1

will help many women
to unite with our fra-

ternal band, thus in-

creasing the Club mem-
bership and adding to

the production and the

demand of the fancy.

The South has never

been represented by a

Chief Executive in the

Club. It is a section

rich in natural resources

and with energetic peo-

ple. For these reasons

she has been successful

in poultry culture. I

feel that I am a capable

representative of this

National Industry, hav-

ing proved it with the

QUALITY of my birds.

I put forth no veneer.

The only varnish to my
work is its approach to

the Ideal produced from
proper ^thought, proper

scientific mating and the sheen of gold that

clothes my pens, thus demonstrating what the

vigilance of woman and the green fields of God
can do. With my work achieved in the past and
my promises for the future as your surety, I

ask you for your vote. Will you give it to me?
Faithfully yours,

Mrs.

NEW FEATURES OF AN OLD
BUSINESS

MY MANY old farm acres furnish an
ideal free range for raising healthy,

well-developed chickens with richly

colored, glossy plumage, and I arranged with an
extensive importer and breeder of fine birds,

to let me hatch for him some of his choicest eggs

and rear the chickens with hens in the good
old-fashioned way. The first of October he
would choose the handsomest and pay me for

them, about twice what they would bring if

killed. Or if he did not wish to take them on
that date, would pay profitable board for them
until he did carry them away.
The question was how to procure setting

boxes and coops without a large expenditure of

cash. I took this problem to my Oracle who
suggested using orange boxes and acetylene

cans.

A glimpse into the setting room shows how the

suggestion was carried out and what little

One of the acetylene-can coops in operation

labor is needed to adapt them to one's re-

quirements. The orange boxes, turned on their

sides, with a board crudely arranged at the front

to slip on and off, made ideal two-compartment
setting-boxes. The acetylene cans made cozy
coops for the little flocks by cutting through

A glimpse of the setting-room, showing how the orange boxes served for nests

one rim of the can with a chisel and folding

back the tin; and then cutting a slit, top and
bottom, just large enough for a slat to slip

through, so as to keep the hen captive when
necessary, while allowing the chicks to run out at

will. It makes a light, durable, water-tight,

vermin-proof coop.

I found that I could obtain orange-boxes at the
groceries and empty cans at the acetylene gas
works in town, for the carting away.

I chose the quietest hens for mothers, giving
each about sixteen chicks to care for, and put
each flock into its acetylene can house, out
doors in a sunny place. I shut in the hen for the
first few days until she becomes wonted, then let

her out to roam at will. She must be driven
in a few times, but soon learns to lead in her
flock at night. The ration is all they can eat

of cracked corn, wheat, and bran.

This is my fifth season at the work. I now
have a good pure bred flock, of my own, built

up from the birds my patron did not take, and
every spring I have a good demand for eggs
for hatching at a fancy price.

Several women in this vicinity have taken
up this same branch of chicken farming and
I hope my readers may find such an excellent

opportunity in their own locality. It is fascin-

ating to raise several hundred beautiful chick-

ens each year, not for slaughter, but for future

fame. Emma Mayhew Whiting.

AN EMERGENCY BROODER
TO THE keeper of a few fowls, there fre-

quently comes a time when a small, in-

expensive brooder would be very de-
sirable. That was my experience last spring.

A Rhode Island Red hen hatched only three
chicks. The rats took two of these, leaving
only one lone chick of a choice strain. As I

had only a few hens for laying purposes, I was
anxious to get the mother hen back to laying at

once. Since the weather was then quite cold

(it was the middle of April), I decided to make a

brooder which could be kept in our kitchen.

I took an ordinary candy box, 8 x 8 x 5 in. (see

Fig. 2), perforated it with an ordinary awl and cut
little windows at

the sides. One
end of the box
was then loosened

at the sides to

make a convenient
door. I next
glued on strips of

flannel so that

they were suspended from the top (see Fig. 3).

The cover of the candy box was then relieved

of one of its sides (see Fig. 1) and was
used as a bottom for the brooder, the open
side being turned toward the door. The
brooder was then put into a pasteboard box

Fig. 1. Cover of box with side

removed

24 x 12 x 3 in. (see Fig. 4), which served as a
yard. A piece of paper was put into the
bottom and on this was scattered sand and
chopped hay. The feed was sprinkled over the top.

This device has a combination of advantages.
It offers warmth, opportunity for exercise,

and excellent ventilation. Cleanliness is also

one of its virtues; for it may be easily taken
apart, exposed to the sun, and renovated.

Fig. 2. The raw material— ordinary 8-inch candy box

Fig. 3. Showing hover made of strips of flannel

Fig. 4. The finished brooder and yard

As the chick grew we found it necessary to

increase the height of the walls of the yard
by putting the brooder into a box having taller

sides. Two large hat boxes of the kind used

in a millinery store, joined together, answered
our purpose very well.

In such quarters our little lone chick, whom
we called Caruso, thrived to the delight of the

entire household, and developed into a fine

cockerel with beautiful plumage.
The same kind of brooder was also used with

success in housing a much larger number of day-

old chicks a little later in the season.

J. Mace Andress.

THE VALUE OF GRIT AND CHAR-
COAL FOR POULTRY

IT PAYS well to keep a supply of grit, oyster

shell, and charcoal before the fowls all

the time. The more you can coax your
laying hen to eat and assimilate, the more ma-
terial will she have to turn into eggs. Her body
must be nourished and material supplied for

eggs, and to provide for both purposes means
grinding up a great deal of food. The grit helps

to do this and the oyster shell furnishes material

for the egg shell. Charcoal furnishes no nourish-

ment, but promotes digestion, and is a bowel
corrective. A. E. V.
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ENGLAND'S NEW FOREST
I F TIME is measured by thousands of

I years, not by hundreds, then the curious

anomaly of calling England's oldest relic

the New Forest is not so curious after all.

Eight centuries ago this tract of woodland was
the proud possession of sport loving William the

Conqueror, and to-day the nation's forest is

one of the most wonderful places in the British

Isles. It still preserves many of its early char-

acteristics, and is full of that romance which is

\ inisliing so rapidly before the relentless march
of progress.

One hundred and forly-four square miles of

forest in England's soil is a marvel. W hile there

i< scarcely a square mile elsewhere tli.it i-; MM
under cultivation or spread with village, town or

city. Nature still as of old has her throne in the

recesses of the New Forest. Time leaves it

practically untouched, and the glades through
which Norman knights rode their hunting
chargers arc the same to-day .is then. Mighty
oaks which as saplings heard the bay of wolf

hounds and the whistle of the gray goose shaft,

rear their heads in the silence and sigh for the

old days, trembling for the time when the axe
of the forester will chop them limb from limb
and drag their proud forms in the undergrowth.

England undoubtedly owes this venerable relic

to the oppression of the Norman, and it stood
to the Saxon as a symbol of his bondage. The
King found this tract of woodland, and it seemed
good to him to make a

hunting preserve of it.

Forest laws werp
framed with fearful"

penalties attached to

their breach, and the

royal game preserve

was forbidden to the

subject race. No one
might sell timber from
his own wood, which
might reduce the num-
ber of trees; and only
fallen wood might be
taken as firewood. No
one might drive forth

his cattle to graze un-
til the king's cattle had
their fill. When
spring came none
might graze cattle at

all. To kill a deer was
death, while the

slaughter of less noble

animals meant blind-

ing or the loss of a

hand. To pursue the

trade of a tanner was
to arouse suspicion

that your skins were
foully come by. All

dogs must have a claw
cut so as to cripple

them for hunting.

The king alone could

hunt. Me was the first sportsman in the land

and his coming imported the idea, hitherto

alien to the English, of sport for sport's sake
alone. It was no cucstion of securing to-

morrow's meal - but the lust of killing, and
to the Saxon thcjidcV of such a thing wa*
almost inconceivable."* Still more difficult of

understanding to them was the fact that the

forest rangers might hah^ them to the nearest

tree for following out the dictates of their own
appetites. Many a lesson had to be taught them,
before the Norman monarch impressed upon
them that he was the sole person entitled to hunt
and kill deer in the kingdom, though it was his

royal pleasure to grant the right of killing to his

vassals and friends at such times and in such

places as he deemed fit. To this day at Lynd-
nurst there stands Vcrderer's Hall in which the

wretched offenders were driven to hear sentence.

Offences against the present forest laws are still

tried there.

At Eyndhurst, the capital of the forest, is also

the lodge of the Deputy Surveyor of the forest,

a crown official whose duty it is to regulate the

planting, cutting and selling of timber, and the

permits to cut fuel and turf to those who have
forest rights. He also undertakes the general

management of the forest, employing game-
keepers, woodsmen, charcoal burners, etc. The
forest right of the commoner or holder of land

in the forest is attached to the hut, cottage or

mansion occupied by him, but more particularly

to its hearth. This is adhered to so religiously

It is a rare experience for

does at

American eyes to see vast fields of narcissus in bloom and growing wild as it

Montreux. on Lake Geneva, between Switzerland and France

that should the commoner desire to change his

place of living or to rebuild his house, the old

hearth is left standing, and it is no unusual sight

to come across a stone hearth with its chimney
standing solitary in the middle of a field or cab-
bage patch. The owner thereby secures his

rights.

Lynclhurst itself contains many fine mansions,
but they arc almost lost in the woods, for the
forest runs right up to their walls. A few hun-
dred yards off is Swan Green, one of the most
beautiful natural lawns in the forest, though
sadly decreased in size, where the show of forest

ponies is held each April, and where in olden days
the badger was baited to make a rustic holiday.

Magnificent woods stretch behind for miles,

while the road to the station is bounded on one
side by heaths, and on the other by splendid
groves of oak, beech, alder and birch.

Farther cast lies the estate of Bcaulieu which,
though set about by the forest, has since the
days of King John, of Magna Charta memory,
been exempt from submission to the forest laws.

It is here that Sir Conan Doyle has laid the
opening scenes of his novel "The White Com-
pany." Now of the original magnificent build-

ing but little remains, a few crumbling walls and
arches. The mansion of Ix>rd Montagu has in-

corporated in it, however, the remains of the gate
house and a few of the rooms.
The gipsies of the New Forest are a fairly

numerous body of sturdy vagrants, dwelling in

tents and caravans, leading a tolerably happy and
unrestrained existence,

and paying tax to no
one. There is, alas,

but little of the ro-

mance of the gipsy life

left, and their dress is

too often that of the
tramp. Their number
varies with the season

of the year, and the
fairs held at intervals

always draw them to-

gether. They eke out
their existence in vari-

ous w ays, making bas-

ketwork articles, sell-

ing flowers, plaiting
grass mats, acting as

scissor-grinders or tin-

smiths, or telling for-

tunes to trusting
servant maids and
hostlers, or the picnic-

ers who descend upon
the forest in summer
time. In summer, also,

many of them wander
afield and earn a living

in surrounding counties

in haymaking, fruit
picking or hop gather-
ing. The law treats

those wanderers leni-

ently, though it does
require that vans or
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tents do not stay more than 24 hours in one
place in one county, but this is easy for the

Romany to get around. In one part of the

forest lies a road dividing the counties of

Wiltshire and Hampshire, and it is easy for the

gipsy to transfer his camp over the road daily

and thus continue his undisturbed life.

Time and the chase have sadly thinned the

deer in the forest, but still there are many,
both red and roe, and there is no more
picturesque sight nor one in greater harmony
with those sylvan glades than a meet of the

deerhounds.
If deer are few, however, there are other

creatures. Herds of pigs, as in the days of Gurth

the Swineherd, still root for beechnuts, while
there are herds of forest ponies, wild unkempt
little horses. They are all of one si7.e, for the
pasturage is not sufficient to maintain a large

horse. They should not really be called ponies,

for they are really horses in miniature and their

lineage is undoubtedly good.

Every April a show of the ponies is held at

Lyndhurst. A good one can be had for #40
and a wonderful bargain he is, smart and nim-
ble. One of the rights of the commoner is that

of turning loose his pony or herd of ponies, and
each owner clips the tail of his property in a

certain fashion of rough ridges, so as to distin-

guish it.

Cattle, too, are permitted to be grazed by com-
moners as a right, by others on payment of a fee,

and they keep the grass short and firm and pre-

vent the undergrowth getting too thick.

Deerhunting does not monopolize the sporting

tendencies of the people around, for the fox

gives the hounds many a run, and now and again
the otter hounds follow the river Avon. The
shooting is not much good, but there is some-
thing exhilarating in the forest shoot which offers

full compensation for a poor bag. A license for

one year costs $100, while if you desire to take a
friend on your expeditions, it will cost $50 a
year more.

(Continued on page 80)

The New Forest is a supremely beautiful tract of woodland over one hundred square

miles in extent, established by William the Conqueror
There are many splendid mansions in the New Forest but of them Beaulieu. the

residence of Lord Montague, is among the best

Sunlight and shadow playing among the grand old trees and picturesque houses About most of the quaint old thatch-roof cottages are gardens of old-fashioned

offer ever-changing and beautiful pictures for the delectation of the camerist flowers and many vine-clad rustic arbors over the paths

The New Forest has long been noted for the beauty of its grand old beeches. There Verderer's Hall. King's House. Lyndhurst. is one of the oldest courts in the country,
are several kinds of trees in this forest, but these predominate Forest matters are dealt with, including commoner's rights and forest laws



A BUNGALOW THAT WAS A BOAT-HOUSE

IN PASSING along Arlington Avenue,
in the city of Des Moines, la., one
comes to a large space with fine trees,

shrubbery, and winding walks, but no house in

siv'ht. On either side arc handsome residences.

But if you pursue the pathway into the grounds,

after a bit you will see that it leads to a long

winding flight of steps cut into the hillside. At
the bottom of the hill, or bank, is the Des Moines
River, and there among the splendid forest

trees, just at the water's edge, is a house. This
is the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Orwig, who
own the lovely grounds on the avenue.

The Orwigs were fond of boating, and so one
day Mr. Orwig cut down some saplings, ordered
some lumber, and built a boat-house. This
house crew into larger proportions than at first

intended. A sleeping-room was added andocca

By CAROLYN M . OGILVIE
sionally a holiday was enjoyed there. This
was so great a pleasure that another room was
added, a kitchen, and sometimes whole weeks
were spent there.

The second summer, Mr. Orwig took a car-

penter down and the really delightful bungalow
shown in the picture was built of logs, saplings,

and hard pine lumber. A hard coal furnace in

the cellar under the front of the house furnishes

the heat. The kitchen is fitted out with electric

apparatus, and the whole place is lighted with
electricity. The wide and commodious porches
arc delightful. One is used as a dining-room on
all fair days, and one is used for a sleeping-room.

Mrs. Orwig always entertains on her porches.

Inside there is a large living-room, a good
sized kitchen, a dining-room, one large bedroom
upstairs, and a bathroom. The house has

ceiled instead of plastered walls, being covered
overhead with burlap. A good sized boat-

house is built under the side porch.

The entire cost of the house was #1,500. The
owners are so pleased with it that they live

there summer and winter and have delayed
erecting a dwelling on their grounds at the top of

the bank. Ferns and vines and wood flowers

abound all summer. The water laps the shore

constantly. The great forest trees whisper
and sigh, and the world seems far away in this

sylvan spot. But in reality the electric cars

arc three minutes off. Mrs. Orwig has her

telephone, and her motor car is at the top of

the bank in the garage; the butcher and grocer

wait on her daily, and she has all the con-

veniences of the city with the solitude, fresh

air, and peaceful quiet of the country.

The bungalow that started life as a boat-house. It Is built largely of saplings and logs, and cost only $1,500

6l



Early Italian paintings against rough, blue-plastered walls, and carved oak furni-

ture help to give the living-room the atmosphere of the Middle Ages
The great stone mantel in the living-room carries out the medieval idea.

modified copy of one at the Ducal palace. Urbino
It is a

A MID-WESTERN ADAPTATION OF THE MEDIEVAL
By MARCELLA ENDICOTT
Photographs by Miss Reineke

r
'T IS easy to build in a locality where

there is some architectural tradition to
hold to, but to build in the

Middle West— crude, virile, ignor-

ant of architectural tradition—w hat
is there definite to grasp but the
recollection of the prairie wagon and
the wigwam? The most suitable is,

therefore, in a way the most simple
and unsuggestive, with colors that
blend to the hills and trees and
rocks. This is the success of

"Branches," the residence of Ralph
Erskine Goodlett, Esq., of Kansas
City, Mo. In it the architect, Louis
Curtiss, has gained reserve without
the ceremony of direct style, and
informality without the indiscrimi-

nateness of the bungalow.
"Branches" is a long, native stone

house, built to the slope of the
ground. The ground before the
house runs in a terrace to the street,

and in spring this front yard is alive

with yellow tulips, crocuses, and
lilacs. The back yard is given to
stable, formal garden with fountain
in its centre, and be-

are not wanting. On the south is a large piazza

with steps leading to the garden, and on the

1 * 1 1 ! \ \ 1

hind the definite beds,

a tangle of hardy phlox,

hollyhocks, golden
glow, lilies, and sweet-

smelling herbs. All

about the house the

forest trees thrill with
song and the squirrels

leap among the boughs
with the unconcern of

proprietors. Although
the house is toward the
suburbs it is not pre-

cisely a country prop-
erty, so this delightful

and genuine taste of

the forest is quite

unique.

As for practical
features — sleeping

porch, concealed radi-

ators, anti- burglar
lighting system, glass

dressing-cases in the
baths, lights and win-
dows in closets— they

The alcove in the dining-room, which serves as a breakfast room— i iihiimh wi saasMBPii

Branches " is a native stone house, of simple but attractive exterior, built to the slope of the ground
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west a Venetian balcony of wrought iron buried

in roses in June.
At the front entrance one steps

into an Elizabethan vestibule, pan-
eled and arched in dark oak; a

heavy antique door lined with a

mirror leads to a coat closet, and
the yellow plaster walls, brick floor,

and leaded casements prepare one
to swing a great leaded door and
find one's self in the picturesque

living-room. This room, which is

20 x30 ft., is distinctly medieval in

tone, with its deep tapestried case-

ments, great stone mantel, and
heavily beamed ceiling of oak.

Cloistered stairs descend in this room,

and at one end is an elliptical arch

where a divan rests on a Gothic dais.

In the dining-room, the walls are

paneled in white enamel and tinted

ecru. Here one may sit at table

and get the early morning sun and the

southern breezes.

One end of the dining-room is a

raised platform, two steps above
the large room and separated from it

by a white panel bal-

ustrade, which is used

as the breakfast room.
There is an idea of

air and space, and a

happy depth of vista

from the arch through
the white dining-room

to the piazza, and
again, into the welcome
harmony of the trees.

When it was fully ex-

plained to me how
the side stairs rose out
of the vestibule, thus
allowing guests to as-

cend unseen and de-

scend to the living-

room for formal greet-

ing, how the walls were
deadened by air cham-
bers, how the case-

ment windows did not
leak, I confessed that

for once the practical

and the picturesque

were duly married.



The Wilkinson house from opposite corners. The effect of an oldfashloned farmhouse that has been added to at various times Is cleverly simulated

THE EVOLUTION OF A HOME

O,N THE east
shore of Ska-
neatclcs Lake,

about two miles from
the village of that

name, and twenty
from Syracuse, N. Y.,

is a country home
of the old-fashioned

farmhouse type,

\\ hich from its ap-
pearance might have
sheltered generations

of country squires,

but which in reality

has seen but four

summers. It is the

home of Mr. John
Wilkinson, whose
desire was to produce

the effect of an old-fashioned farmhouse that had
been added to at various times.

W ith this idea in mind the architects, Messrs.
Gaggin & Gaggin, undertook the commission,
and the result was even more successful than
either owner or architects had dared hope for.

The house stands in the centre of seven acres

which four years ago was an unsightly cabbage

Stone steps leading to the

rock garden

By R. A. STL'RDLVANT

p.in h, the land sloping gently from the highway
to the lake shore. The exterior of the house
is of clapboards, painted white, and green
blinds arc at the windows. The roof shingles

were not stained and arc now a beautiful silvery

gny. produced natur-

ally by the weather.

As shown by the
plans, the first story

contains a large living-

room, two bedrooms
and bath, pantries, kit-

chen, and maids' sit-

ting-room. The large

living-room serves
both as living-room

and dining-room. The
stairway to the second
story leads from one
end of the living-room.

The two bedrooms of

the first story are

raised one step above
the level of the living-

room — at the same
level of the first step

of stairs. The stair

treads, newels, and rail The rock garden which supplants the tenant home

arc mahogany, while all the other woodwork of

the room as well as the woodwork of the rest of

the house is painted white.

At one end of the living-room is a very large

fireplace; the brickwork is red, with wide white
joints; the mantel is of

wood, of proportions

in keeping with the

size of the room. Over
the door heads of the

two outside doors
(which are Dutch
doors) are nicely pro-

filed shelves, on which
are rare pieces of old

china. One corner of

the living-room has a

built-in cupboard or
niche, with a fine shell-

hood; this also con-

tains some very rare

old china and glass.

With its old-time pieces

of furniture, most of

which are heirlooms of

rare and beautiful de-

sign, and appropriate

floor coverings and

The dining-room end of the living-room, showing the built-in china closet The living-room end of the apartment, from which the stairs ascend
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window draperies, this room is a very livable

and interesting place.

The large covered porch at the front of the
house faces the west, but is so deep that there

is always a cool and shady spot to be found on
it. The end of the porch near the bedroom has
a raised floor; and that end of the porch has
glazed doors. The raised floor is used as a

sleeping porch, as the glazed doors keep off the
storms, which generally come from the south-
west.

The service end of the house, with its pantries,

porches, and maids' sitting-room, was made
with as attractive an exterior as any other part
of the house, as the entrance approach is from
the rear, since the house faces the lake. Back
stairs lead from the kitchen to the maids'
quarters in the second story. The cellar is

under only a part of the house, and although
the ground is full of springs, the cellar has been
waterproofed so that it is perfectly dry.

The second story contains several bedrooms,
two bathrooms, and numerous closets. Since
the house was erected a large sleeping-porch has
been built adjoining the nursery and opening
from it. One side of this porch is enclosed by
sliding sash which can be closed in case of storms;
the two^pther sides are provided with heavy

"Tall hollyhocks hug close to the house"

awning cloth curtains, so equipped with rollers

and guides that they can be pulled down very
easily should the weather make this necessary.

All the floors of the house are comb-grain
hard pine stained, varnished, and waxed.
While the house itself is delightful and its

simulation of the old-time atmosphere well-

The first floor is arranged on the old-fashioned plan
of having bedrooms on the ground floor

Second floor plan, showing roofs of single-story wings

nigh perfect, the real and appealing charm of

the place lies in its garden. The four years

here have certainly produced wonderful results,

as the accompanying pictures show. The
landscape work is the result of Mrs. Wilkin-

son's own thought and supervision, and shows
what can be accomplished by one who really

loves nature and gives time, thought, and energy

One of the entrance doors in summer dress

to the object in view. Tall hollyhocks hug
close to the house on the garden side— the
south — and a few scattered ones stand guard
at each end of the rustic pergola which over-

looks the terraces of bloom. W7

alks of gray
gravel, brought from the lake shore, divide the
terraces and lead from the pergola to the rose

garden below. A favorite part of the garden
is the pathway through the pergola, where faint

odors of old-fashioned sweet herbs— rosemary,
thyme, sweet fennel, savory— tucked away
in eight little beds, carry one back to the grand-
mother's gardens of long ago.

A country place is never complete without a

rock and water garden, and the need in this

case was met by accident. Last autumn the
tenant house was moved across the road to the
farm proper and left a most inviting hole in the

ground which suggested many possibilities,

and this spring a charming little rock garden
found its home there.

Stones from the place and from a ravine ten
miles away have been so placed around the pool
thus made and on the banks, that they seem to

have always been there. Fine sprays of water
from hidden pipes keep the ferns and rock plants

moist and green and give a touch of life and
interest to the garden.

The house and garden. Walks of gray gravel from the lake shore divide the terraces Looking through the pergola to the birds' drinking fountain at the farther end
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Preseri/es Roads
Prevents Dust-

Cowdcm Avenue, Memphis, Tenn. Constructed with T

Memphis' Experience with Tarvia
MEMPHIS, Tenn., is making ;i striking

advance in local improvements and is

conducting its public works in a thor-

ough-going and scientific spirit.

Its new macadam is no longer built in the

old fashioned way with the prospect of quick

deterioration, but is bonded firmly with Tarvia

to preserve it against automobile traffic.

Mr. George C. Love, Memphis Commissioner
of Streets, writes as follows:

Gentlemen:—During the season of 1910 the city of Memphis let contracts for fourteen miles

of tar macadam pavement, and during the season of 1911 we let contracts for eight miles of tar

macadam pavement

.

In the above work, Tarvia X was used as binder material almost exclusively in the two-

gallon treatment. The streets as a whole are very satisfactory and we expect to do a great deal

more during 191-2. In addition to the above work, the City laid with their own forces about

20,000 sq. yards of tar macadam with a IH gallon treatment using Tarvia X. The property

owners who pay the front foot assessment seem to be very much pleased with this form of

construction.

There are three kinds of Tarvia: "Tarvia-X" used in road construction as above, "Tarvia-A"

for surface work and "Tarvia-B" for dust suppression.

Illustrated Booklet regarding the treatments mailed on request

BARRETT MANUFACTURING COMPANY ^
New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Boston, St. Louis, Kansas City, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Minneapolis,

Pittsburgh, New Orleans, Seattle, London, Eng.

Canadian Offices: — Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg, Vancouver, St. John, N. B., Halifax, N. S.
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The House of Fashions
is unique of its kind in America. Its well-appointed Salons are a minor

consideration when compared with their cabinets of beautiful and

modish apparel. Although our fashion envoys make many visits to

Paris, there is still a more important power which enables us to main-

tain a fashion leadership throughout the year—

The Gimbel Bureau in Paris

This, with our large organization in London, enables us to keep two eyes con-

stantly centered upon the Fashion Dictators of the world — and instanter, every

new mode is sent to the House of Fashions.

Nothing is too beautiful or costly for Gim-
bels, so long as it is new. But just anything is

not accepted merely because it is new.

Gimbel styles are distinctive, large

selection is constantly maintained in the

various collections of apparel for women
and the younger generation, and the

volume of this business is responsible

for the most conservative prices that

New York has ever known.

It is always a pleasure to show you the new modes.

COPYe&HT

GIMBEL BROTHERS
Broadway New York Thirty-third Street
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Xew York
398 Fifth Avenue.

Paris
10 Rue de la Palx

London
7 OldBond Street

Nice
16 Avenue ifassena

Agencies
Philadelphia .Walnut St.at 16th. Washington, F.St,
and 1 1 tbi. St.Louis, 621 Locust St. Berlin , 15
Unter den Linden . Vienna , 2 Karntiinerstrasse.
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SARGEN
Hardware

AKNOCKER is the most prominent feature of a door, focusing the attention of

everyone who approaches. Sargent Door Knockers include designs appropriate

for every type of door on which a knocker can be suitably used. They are carefully

made of finest metals and form a handsome adornment.

Sargent Hardware combines beauty and artistic quality with the utmost in practical

service. Its use throughout a building is a guarantee of quality that adds to the selling

value and an insurance against repair cost.

Sargent Designs include several examples of each period and school of architecture

to harmonize with any style of building.

Write for the illustrated Sargent Book of Designs—mailed free—and ask

your architect to confer with you in the selection of harmonious hardware.

Our Colonial Book, illustrating patterns of this period, will be sent on request.

SARGENT & COMPANY, 153 Leonard Street, New York

Quality is

Economy

We help you to Save

Money on the Upkeep

of House and Motor Car

The re-varnishings necessitated by ordinary var-

nish make it expensive to keep things looking well.

Murphy Varnish lasts enough longer to make

it cheaper than ordinary varnish would be as a gift.

The Varnish

That Lasts

Longest

Murphy Varnish Company
FRANKLIN MURPHY, President

Associated with Dougall Varnish Co., Limited, Montreal, Canada

NEWARK,
N. J.

CHICAGO,
ILLS.

THE AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHER
(Continued from page 55)

much less if preparations were made with little

disturbance. A field glass is of assistance and
makes the wait less tedious, as does a little

pocket volume to read.

Conditions are much the same when the

camera must be placed in a tree, except for the

difficulty of getting the camera into the right

position. This is best done by tying the tripod

to branches, adjusting the length of the legs as

necessary. Entirely different methods must be

adopted for sea-birds which nest among the

cliffs, as well as the more unusual sorts of birds

in the tropics, but this brief survey cannot in-

clude them, interesting as they are.

• Another famous ornithologist, Mr. Frank M.
Chapman, pursues a very different method than
does Mr. Reed. Mr. Chapman sets up a port-

able tent of his own design in which he himself

as well as his camera is concealed. By this

means he can watch every movement of the

birds when almost within reach of his hand and
make as many exposures as desirable without
frightening them by changing plate-holders. It

seems almost incredible that birds will come
back to their nests when a tent is so near, but
they will, nevertheless, if the tent is set up
quickly and quietly. Mr. Chapman's tent is

nothing but a fairly large umbrella with an

extension handle about two yards in length and
a cover to lay over it and hang down to the

ground. Dark green is best as a rule, except

at the seashore, where a light brown is pref-

erable. One covering can easily be made re-

versible for both colors. The lens of the

camera protrudes through the slit in the cover-

ing which gives entrance to the tent.

DOUBLE RE-DEVELOPMENT OF
GASLIGHT PAPERS

MANY prefer darker browns or less yellow

tones than are obtained by ordinary rede-

velopment, and for those a method of double

re-development is preferable, as it gives a

variety of tones ranging from sepia through
brown and chocolate to rich warm black at

will. The process consists in making a good
black and white print and bleaching it as in

ordinary re-development, after which it is

placed in a weak developer to control the tones.

CONTROL DEVELOPER

Regular Metol-Hydroquinone developer - -

Water - -- -- -- -- -- -

Potassium bromide (saturated solution)

- - 2 ozs.

- - 6 ozs.

- - 5 drops

In this solution the image will build up slowly

and the tone will depend upon the duration of

the treatment — the longer, the colder the tone.

Rock the tray to ensure even action. After
the proper length of time rinse the print in the
following:

STOP BATH

Water ------------- - 8 ozs.

Acetic Acid, No. 8--- i oz.

Now wash the print in running water for

fifteen minutes and then treat in the re-developer
as described above.
The action of both the bleaching-solution and

the re-developer is complete, and does not re-

quire special watching, but the duration of

treatment in the control developer determines
the tone of the finished print. Exact times for

definite tones cannot be given as they vary with
different brands of paper, but a few trials will

yield a fund of information. It is a good plan
to treat narrow test-strips to be numbered
and kept as samples beginning with twenty
seconds' immersion and increasing the time
twenty seconds for each one successively up to
several minutes. This shows the range of tones .

for any brand of paper, and when one once be-

comes familiar with the appearance of the
partially re-developed image for any desired
tone the process is mastered.

I

STANDARDS OF WEIGHT
N MAKING up photographic formulae it

should be remembered that the avoirdupois
ounce of 437H grains is used for both selling

and compounding rather than the apothecaries'
ounce of 480 grains. To avoid confusion most
formulae are now written in terms of grains or
ounces, drams and scruples being omitted.
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10,000 Cars
Arc Now Knight-Motored Cars

theAnd these 10,000 car* arc

greatest cars in the world.

Daimler controls the knijjht-

type fur England. That is Brit-

ain'* foremost car.

Mercedes controls it for (icr-

m.mv. Panhard for France, Miner-
\ .1 for Melv'intn.

Thus the master engines of the

world have been discarded for this

Knight-type motor.

The most famous engineers have
adopted it — and for the cars

which have always led.

These facts should be considered
now by men who buy high-grade
cars.

A Knight-type engine won the

Dcwar Trophy. It won the Scot-

tish Kconomy Trophy.
This type of engine holds the

world's records on points that

count for most.

The Knight-type in America
means the Steams-Knight. We
were first to adopt it.

We spent two years in adapting

it to American requirements.

Mr. Knight himself says that

never were his principles better

worked out tli. in in the Stcarns-

Knight car.

And hundreds of owners have
nroved it.

Every Great Maker
Sees the Writing on the Wall

In every great shop inventors
are working to do w hat the Knight-
type does.

Some are seeking sleeve valves,

which avoid the Knight patents.

Some hope for rotary vthfCi,

I \ cry great engineer knows
that poppet-valve motors now face

the setting sun.

They arc noisy and slow and
leaky. Thc\ depend on springs.

They require frequent grinding.

The cams grow noisy when they

wear. The timing gears arc never
silent.

When carbon accumulates so the

valves don't shut, a large part of

the power is wasted.

Makers know these shortcom-
ings. Their only question is, how
to end them.
The Knight-typc, wc believe,

forms the final solution. And the

leading engineers agree with us.

It forms the best motor yet
invented — that is sure.

Luxury of Motion
The Stearns-Knight means the

luxury of motion.
It means to glide on the road.

As one user says, "It is like sliding

OH runners."

No valves springing shut — no
valves to grind. No cams, no
timing gears. Just silent, steady
power.

It means immense flexibility—
jumping quickly and smoothly
from slow to high speed.

It means an engine which grows

quieter and better with every

month of use.

On a hill it means that persistent

power for which electric motors
are famous.

It means no waste of power. Wc
guarantee an excess of at least 50%
over the rated power of an equal-

size poppet-valve engine.

You will abandon poppet valves
— just as wc did — when you once

learn the luxury of sleeve-valve

power.

$1,000,000 Spent
Perfecting This Sleeve - Valve Motor
The ablest engineers have spent

a million dollars perfecting this

Knight-type motor.

We have ourselves spent #200,000

—Equipment—
Warner Auto-Meter, Model K.
Banker Windshield.
Silk Mohair Top and Cover.
Vesta Dynamo Electric Lighting System
Continental Q. D. Demountable Rims

(two extra rims)

.

Klaxon Horn also Bulb Horn.
Trunk Rack, Robe Rail. Foot Rest, etc.

Touring Car
)

Toy Tonneau ? $3,500
Roadster )

Yet we had for our guidance all

that Europe had done.

Mr. Knight states that never

was his motor better adapted than

in the new Stearns-Knight.

But the change meant more
than money.

The world's top places had been

held by the cars which adopted

the Knight-type. The engines

which won those place

discarded.

had to

All the prestige of famous cars
was staked on a new-type motor.

That was so with the others, and
so with the Stearns. No engine
in America gained greater renown
than the Stearns in its 16 years.

One can't suppose that this

change was made hastily, or that

it lacked incentive.

Wc followed three years after

Daimler. And two of those years

were spent testing this engine out.

( 'onsidcr these facts when some-
body tells you that poppet valves

are going to continue.

Makers Overtaxed
Sales Doubled in a Month

The demand for Knight-typc
motors has taxed the capacity of

the greatest European factories.

Over 10,000 cars of the highest

grade arc already equipped with
this engine.

The first announcement of the
Stearns-Knight fairly overwhelmed
us with orders. And from that
time on our sales have doubled
over any record for our 16 years.

In November of last year we
had to lease a new factory to keep
up with winter orders.

Hundreds of these cars in the
hands of owners have now had
months of usage. And the letters

which come to us form the highest

tribute ever paid an American car.

You men who this year want
this new-type car should get your
orders in.

An American Did It
This Knight-typc motor, which

has captured Europe, was invented
by a man from Chicago.

And the machinery employed
by foreign makers to build it is

imported by them from America.

All the early advances in motor

fromconstruction came to

abroad, as you know.

It is pleasant to think that this

slcevc-valvc motor — the most im-
portant improvement of the past
decade — is America's gift to

Europe.

Like Steam Valves
These sliding-slccve valves give

the gasoline engine that smoothness
familiar in steam engine valves.

For 40 years this has been the

ideal of gasoline engine builders.

Poppet valves arc knocked open

and then sprung shut — hundreds
of times per minute.

Knight-type valves slide in a

film of oil. Thus we get as close

as gas engines ever can to the
smooth silence of steam.

The Coming Type
The Knight-typc engine is the

coming type.

Poppet valves are abandoned by
the world's leading makers, and the

rest must soon discard them.
Men may wait for developments.

They may seek other methods.
But they know, as we know, that

the day is ending for the poppet
valve.

Look into this matter when you
buy a car. Ask yourself these

questions:

Shall I buy an engine of the type
discarded by Mercedes, Panhard,
Daimler and others?

Shall I be among the first with
the new type, or among the last

with the old?

Ask for Our Books
We issue books dealing with

every phase of this subject.

They deal with the records of

Knight-types in Europe, and their

records here.

They point out and picture all

the reasons for Knight-type domin-
ation.

You should have this informa-

tion. Send us this coupon and the

books will be mailed

out the coupon now.

Cut

THE F. B. STEARNS COMPANY

\Sixth Cite

Dealers and Branches in

125 Principal Cities

Coupon
THE F. B. STEARNS CO.

Cleveland, Ohio
15

Mail me all of your pamphlets
about the Stearns-Knight.

Address

.
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ABerkey & Gay piece conveys the
impression of truth to you, what-

ever the period it represents.

A ND as Keats wrote: "Beauty is truth, truth beauty

—

that is all we know on earth, and all ye need to know."

r our shops are men who work with wood as Keats did with
words. They take the seasoned lumber from the pile, they smooth it

and polish it and shape it and join it until it expresses a thought. Men
who do that do not hurry. They are not making a hundred things at

once, they are making one. That is why there is a distinct individuality
in each Berkey & Gay piece.

OUR period pieces are studied from the authentic masterworks of their
times. They have established a standard. They have been the

leading influence in bringing you to recognize Grand Rapids as America's
center of good furniture-making. Whether you buy all your furniture at

once, or room by room, or piece by piece, if it bears our shop-mark you
know that you are getting something

For Your Children 's Heirlooms
TO realize what we are doing ask your

dealer to show you our wonderful
book of direct photogravures— our

solution of the problem of bringing our
more than two thousand different pieces to

you for selection. With them and the dis-

play on his floors, you may choose your
furniture knowingly.
We do not print a catalogue. We do

not make catalogue furniture, as you will

understand when you see it and the photo-
gravures.

WE have prepared another edition of

our de luxe book, "Character in

Furniture." You will enjoy it.

It tells the history of furniture most inter-

estingly, is beautifully illustrated by Rene
Vincent. We will send it to you at once for

15 2-cent U. S. stamps.
Also, if you ask, we will

send our colored card
bearing Eugene Field's

poem , " In Amsterdam

J

It is delightful reading.

Berkey 6? Gay Furniture Co.
180 Canal Street, Grand Rapids, Michigan This is the inlaid mark of

honor that is in or on
every 'Berkey & Gay piece

The Hammock That's Made to Last
When you buy a bed hammock for your veranda this summer,

be sure it is sightly and comfortable, but above all be sure that it is

made to last. Cheap imitations soon look dilapidated and unat-

tractive, because tbey lack the material and skill in making so

necessary to service and lasting comfort.

Rowe Gloucester Bed Hammock is made by skilled sailmakers
who are trained to sew canvas sails strong and true for every wind that

sweeps the Atlantic. It is made of duck weighing not less than 21
ounces to the square yard, reinforced at every point of strain—others

use 16-oz.. 12-oz. and even 8-oz. duck single thickness.

Rowe's Hammocks have consistently given ten years of contin-

uous outdoor service. We have never had one returned to us as un-
satisfactory. They are firm, strong, comfortable. They present essen-
tial advantages of which other makers have not even learned the need.
Write for catalog and name of dealer nearest you. If you are not
so located as to deal conveniently with the dealer, we will supply
you direct Before you buy a hammock, be sure to see ours or send
for illustrated book and prices.

E. L. ROWE & SON, Inc.
Sail Maker* and Ship Chandler*

136 Duncan St., Gloucester, Mass.

feionefencefrom^ast^asl
Wherever you go, from one end ot the country to

the other, you will find

CYCLONE ORNAMENTAL LAWN
FENCES AND FARM GATES

They are the badge of prosperity. Found around the homes
ot the farmers who are successful, who really do things

—

from the man on a ten acre truck farm to the rancher with
ten thousand acres.
There are in use many times more Cyclone Fence, and Gates

than other makes, and no other brand gives such universal
satisfaction. Merit is the reason.
We are Fence and Gate Specialists, devoting the biggest, best

equipped fence factory in the country to this work alone.

We build strength and durability into our fences and gates.

CYCLONE FENCES are easily put up, on wooden or iron

posts, and are self-adjusting to uneven ground. The fabric

is made of big, strong, heavily galvanized wires.

CYCLONE FARM GATES are light, strong, indestructible.

Frames are high-carbon tubular steel, with brazed seams.
Read our Fence and Gate books. The books are free

—

write for them today. CYCLONE FENCE CO.
Dept. 43

Wankegan, 111.

Basket grass lily

A FLOWER GARDEN IN THE SKY

THE man who
teaches us how-

to transplant the
wonderful wild flowers

of Mt. Rainier and
make them grow in the

garden, will be one of

the saints of American
horticulture. Thus far

it has not, to our
knowledge, been ac-

complished. If any of

our readers have suc-

ceeded in the attempt,
even on a very small

scale, we would like to

learn the particulars.

For on Mt. Rainier,

at the edge of glaciers,

or springing up at the

heels of the retreating

snow, grow in profu-

sion a score of different

wild flowers which we
of the valley and plain

know nothing of. Not even the, Pyrenees or the

§wiss Alps can surpass Mt. Rainier in the beauty
and variety of its natural flora. And some day,
we trust, these will be added to our gardens.

Meanwhile, we are fortunate in being able

to reproduce Mr. Barnes's wonderful photo-
graphs (see page 38), and to catalogue the chief

of these species.

John Muir writes as follows in "Our National
Parks:"

"Of all the fire-mountains which, like beacons, once
blazed along the Pacific Coast, Mount Rainier is the noblest

in form. Its massive white dome rises out of its forests,

like a world by itself. Above the forests there is a zone

of the loveliest flowers, fifty miles in circuit and nearly two
miles wide, so closely planted and luxuriant that it seems as

if Nature, glad to make an open space between woods so

dense and ice so deep, were economizing the precious ground,

and trying to see how many of her darlings she can get to-

gether in one mountain wreath — daisies, anemones, col-

umbines, erythroniums, larkspurs, etc., among which we
wade knee-deep and waist-deep, the bright corollas in

myriads touching petal to petal. Altogether this is the

richest subalpine garden I ever found, a perfect floral ely-

sium."

Probably the most thorough study that has
been made of these flowers is the work of Prof.

J. B. Flett, of Tacoma. In a book published in

One of the forms of Alpine anemone, or wind flower

1910 by John H. Williams, Tacoma, Wash.,
entitled "The Mountain That Was God,"
appears a chapter by Professor Flett on "The
Flora of the Mountain Slopes." We wish we
had space to reprint this chapter in full. The
following facts about the various species have
been culled from Professor Flett's article, and
from facts supplied by Mr. A. H. Barnes, of

Parkland, Wash., who became very familiar with
them in the course of his photographic work.
The most noticeable and abundant flower on

all slopes is the avalanche Jjly (Erythronium
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1 PRl-EMINLNTLr THE PIANO OF AMERICA

POSSIBLY once in a generation Nature endows some man or

woman with a voice that makes the world listen in rapture

or in tears.

No instrument produced anywhere in the world so nearly

approaches this compelling tone quality of a rare human voice

as does the Starr Minum Grand.

Charming art views of the various Starr Models and the home of their production may be had on request

Price, $700 (Freight and Handling, Additional)

THE STARR PIANO COMPANY
FACTORY AND EXECUTIVE OFFICES

ALABAMA

—

Birmingham, 1021 Third Avenue
MONTGOMERY, 108-112 Dexter Avenue

CALIFORNIA—Los Angeles, 628-632 S. Hill Street

FLORIDA

—

Pexsacola, 8 S. Palafox Street

Jacksonville, 307 Main Street

INDIANA

—

Evansvtlle, 124 Main Street

Indianapolis, 138 and 140 N. Penns. Street

Muncie, Delaware Hotel Bldg.
Richmond, 933-935 Main Street

MICHIGAN—Detroit, iio Broadway
SELLING AGENTS

RICHMOND. INDIANA

OHIO—Akron, Mill and High Streets

Cincinnati, 139 Fourth Avenue, W.
Cleveland, 1 220-1 224 Huron Road
Dayton, 4th and Ludlow Streets

Hamilton, 10 S. Third Street

Springfield. 109 E. High Street

Toledo, 329 Superior Street

TENNESSEE—Bristol. 21 Sixth Street

Chattanooga, 722 Market Street

Nashville. 240-242 Fifth Avenue. North
Knoxville. 517 Prince Street

IN ALL CITIES
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A
MODERN

NECESSITY
ELECTRIC LIGHT

Electric Light for the Country Home adds the
finishing touch of convenience and comfort. For

both buildings and grounds it furnishes perfect illu-

mination — weather-proof, dependable, efficient and
free from danger. No matter how far from a Central

Lighting Station your Country Home may be located, it

can be easily equipped with electric light by the installa-
tion of a Small Individual Electric Lighting Plant, consist-
ing of a gas engine, dynamo, switchboard and a storage
battery called

^

Cfje "Cfjloritie accumulator"
This storage battery is the same type as is used by the great
municipal lighting companies, by the railroads, telephone and
telegraph companies and U. S. Government. With it installed
you need only run your engine a few hours occasionally to
drive thedynamo. While the engine is running the"Cj)loriDe
3CCUmtllat0t" stores up the electricity until it is needed, and
a simple touch of a switch places it at your disposal. This
system enables you to use electric lights any time of the
day or night, and your light is not dependent upon the
running of an engine. The use of the "CfjIoriDe
accumulator" insures absolutely dependable service.

Our book
u
Electric House Lighting" will be sent you on

request by our nearest Sales Office. It gives complete

information on Individual Electric Lighting Plants.

Get a copy. It will greatly interest you.

The Electric Storage Battery Co.
1888 PHILADELPHIA, PA. 1912

New York Chicago Cleveland Los Angeles
Portland, Ore. Detroit Boston St. Louis

Denver San Francisco Atlanta
Seattle Toronto

A house built MATCO Hollow Tile Building Blocks
throughout of * \s\J

; s thoroughly fire-proof, and is

cooler in Summer and warmer in Winter than one of any other
construction. It is cheaper than brick, stone or cement.

Send for literature

NATIONAL FIRE PROOFING CO. Pittsburg, Pa.

TAXIDERMY

savE YOUR
TROPHIES

DECORATE
YOUR HOMES

FREE ILLUSTRATED

CATALOGUE

6 FREE PHOTOS OF EVERY

GAME HEAD WE MOUNT

When hunting this spring get a pair of ducks—a hawk

—

or other bird for your dining room or den. On r Museum Method
of mounting makes our specimens last for years. Require
no care or attention. Cost less than pictures. We mount
heads for the wall—all sizes. We tan hides and make rugs.
Our catalogue gives directions for handling specimens In
the field. It Is Fret.

G. N. AULABAUGH 1615 Farnam St.. Omaha, Neb.

T
| _

1 building or remodeling a bathroom, send 4c. for our book-
I P let,"Modern Plumbing" which contains illustrations of

24 model bathroom interiors ranging in cost from $74
to $3,000.

The J. L. Mott Iron Works
5th Avenue and 17th Street NEW YORK

Sewage
Disposal

For Country Home*

Without Sewers
Health and self-respect demand

thatdangerous, repulsive cesspools,

etc., must go. The Ashley System will provide scientific

and safe sewage disposal at moderate cost. Write for

illustrated Manual on Sewage Purification and Disposal

for Country Homes.
We also provide Sewage Disposal for Institutions,

Schools, etc.

Ashley House-Sewage Disposal Co.
104 Armida Ave. Morgan Park, 111.

montanum) , sometimes called deertongue or
addertongue. It is one of the earliest flowers
to bloom, sometimes pushing its way up through
the still unmelted snow, and it grows at an
altitude of 4,000 to 6,000 feet. The flower is

waxy, almost pure white, sometimes creamy,
and with a delicate fragrance. There is also a

less common yellow species. In thick patches
it bears from one to three blossoms on a stem;
where less crowded it may bear from six to nine.

Another early bloomer which defies the snow
is the yellow alpine buttercup. It resembles
our meadow buttercup, but is not closely re-

lated. Its perfectly formed blossoms grow in

scattered golden patches on the alpine slopes and
flats at an altitude of about 5,000 feet.

The Western anemone is a little more deliber-
ate, but is often found near the snow. The
petals are nearly white, taking on a purple tint

at the lower ends as they mature, so that the
effect of a mass of them is lavender. The
centres are yellow. Later in the season the
seed pods, covered with a thick, brownish-gray
plume, are almost as conspicuous as the flowers.

Following these harbingers of the upland spring
come a great variety of plants of many colors.

Of the mountain asters {Erigeran salsuginasus),

Valerian, often miscalled " the mountain heliotrope."

is abundant and very fragrant

sometimes miscalled daisies, there are several

species. The light pinkish-lavender blossoms,

darkening to purple, with yellow centres, are

borne on sturdy stems eight or ten inches long.

Sometimes the flowers grow two inches across;

they are often an inch and a half. A shorter-

stemmed species grows on the flats and mount-
ain meadows.
The lupines grow both in the lower meadows

and also above timber line. Their purplish-

blue flowers, in long racemes, are very con-

spicuous on the grassy slopes. Between timber
line and 8,500 feet, Lyall's lupine grows in dense

silk mats, with dark purple flowers — the most
beautiful plant in that zone.

Four kinds of heather are found on the mount-
ain — red heather, yellow heather, and two kinds

of white heather.

The red heather (Philodoce empetriformis) is

the largest and most abundant. It grows at a

lower altitude than the others and is sometimes
wrongly called Scotch heather, though the

white heather more nearly resembles the Scottish

variety. During a comparatively short season

of bloom it produces a wealth of foliage and clus-

ters of bell-shaped flowers of a light crimson tint.

It flourishes from 4,500 to 6,000 feet altitude.

The yellow heather and one variety of white

heather grow about the timber line. The other

white variety {Cassiope mertensiana) grows with

the red heather, but extends up to 7,000 feet.

The delicate, short-lived flowers, growing at the

ends of the fine, evergreen foliage, have waxy
white balls, small red sepals, and fine reddish

stems.

The mountain rhododendron or snow brush
(Rhododendron albiflorum), like others of its

species, seeks the shelter of «he woods. Its
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Ten Years of Country Life
An Amazing Record of Progress by Authorities
in Various Departments of Country Living

If you are interested in any one of the many phases

of the great country life movement which has swept over

this land since the opening of the new century, you
will hnd a wealth of interest in

The Anniversary Number
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An Historical Document for preservation in your
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By the EditorsThe Spread of the Country Life Idea -

The Autobiography of "Country Life in America"
By Frank. N. Doubleday
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By L. H. Bailey

By Wilhdm Miller

By Thomas Hastings

By Walter Camp

By Leonard Barron

True Progress in Country Life

Have We Progressed in Gardening?

A Decade of Domestic Architecture

Progress in American Sport -

Plant Breeding During the Past Ten Years

American Forestry—A New Movement to Meet a Growing Need
By Henry S. Graves

Dodging the Deadly Habit of Industry - - By Woods Hutchinson

What the Back-to-the-Land Movement Really Means
By George T. Powell

The Government's Work in Animal Husbandry By Dr. A. D. Meloin

The Past, Present, and Future of Wild Game Conservation

By William T. Hornaday

The New Agriculture By W. M. Hays

Tendencies in Suburban Development - By Clifford B. Harmon

What Ten Years Have Done for Photography - By Wilfred A. French

The 1912 Automobile and its Elder Brother of 1902 By Julian Chase

Twenty-five cents at the News Stands $4.00 a year, postpaid

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY, Garden City, New York
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Popular

Garden Flowers
By WALTER P. WRIGHT

1"^HE author has gathered together in one volume a wonderful mass of information concerning
the lore, history, uses, and adaptabilities of our most commonly grown and highly esteemed
hardy garden flowers. This is a book of gardening that is not written like a gardening book, while

at the same time it tells all that one needs to know about the raising of flowers. It is designed espec-

ially for the flower-lover who wishes to be well posted.
Mr. Wright takes up the history of the more important plants, and treats of the origin and pro-

nunciation of their names, their position in folk-lore and literature and their value as modern garden
plants. Garden interests are kept clearly in view throughout and every important cultural item has
received attention. The author feels that garden-lovers will not grow their favorite flowers less well

for knowing something of their place in history and literature.

Sixteen illustrations in colors and many in black and white

Net, $2.50 (postage 25c.)

By the Same Jluthor

The Garden "Week DV Week. A Poetical hand-book of the important
vegetables, fruits and flowers, out of doors

and in greenhouses and cold frames. About 200 illustrations. Net, $2.00 {postage 20c).

The Garden Library
Per volume, Net, $1.10 (postage IO cents)

Chrysanthemums, and How to Grow Them By I. L. Powell
A complete manual of instruction. Illustrated.

Vines and How to Grow Them By William McCollom
A practical volume dealing with all kinds of climbing and trailing plants for garden

effects. Many illustrations of trellises and supports, and how to make them.

Garden Planning By W. S. Rogers

Especially designed to help the maker of small gardens, who wants to start
properly in fitting his desire to the conditions and situations.

Other Volumes Now Ready
Roses, and How to Grow Them Water-Lilies, and How to Grow Them

By Many Ejcperts By Henri Hus and Henry S. Conard

Ferns, and How to Grow Them House Plants By Parker Thayer Barnes

(ByG.A. Woolson Orchard and Fruit Garden

Lawns, and How to Make Them Si/ £• P- Powell

By Leonard Barron The Flower Garden (By Ha D. Bennett

Daffodils-Narcissus, and How to Grow Them The Vegetable Garden
By A. M. Kirby &y Ida D. Bennett

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO., Garden City New York

The furnishings shown in this beautiful summer scene are

ill of Rustic Hickory. While particularly attractive Rustic Hickory

Furniture is also the most comfortable and durable. The frame

work is of selected hickory saplings—no paint or varnish—simply

made smooth to bring out the delicate shadings of the natural bark.

The seats and backs are of hand woven strips of flexible

inner hickory bark, thus insuring greatest strength and comfort.

Rustic Hickory is the ideal Furniture for Summer Homes,

RUSTIC HICKORY FURNITURE CO., 100

Country Clubs, Bungalows, Cottager, Porches, Lawns, Studios and
all places where comfort combined with simplicity is desired.

Made in over one hundred styles of Chairs, Rociers, Settees,

Tables, Swings, Couches, Tabourets, Lawn Seats, Sideboards,

Rustic Benches, Banging Baskets, Lawn Vases, Window Boxes,

Pergolas, Summer Houses, Fences, and a variety of other pieces.

So reasonable in price most anyone can afford it. If your

dealer cannot supply you write to us. Catalogue mailed free.

STATE STREET, LA PORTE, INDIANA

creamy or yellowish-white, azalea-like flowers
grow on a sturdy evergreen shrub that would
be a great addition to our cultivated flora.

"The figwort family," writes Professor Flett,

"has many and curious representatives. The
rose-purple monkey-flower is very common and
conspicuous in the lower meadows, along the
streams. It is nearly always accompanied by
the yellow fireweed. Higher up, large meadow
areas are arrayed in bright yellow by the alpine
monkey-flower. Above timber line, two pent-
stemons, with matted leaves and short stems
with brilliant purple and red flowers, cover large

rocky patches, mixed here and there with
lavender beds of the alpine phlox; while the
amber rays of the golden a=ter, scattered through
ttase variegated beds, lend their charm to the
rocky ridges. The Indian paint-brush, the
speedwell, the elephant's trunk, and the pigeon
bills are all well-known members of the large

figwort family which does much to embellish
the mountain meadows. The valerian, often

wrongly called 'mountain heliotrope,' is very
common on the grassy slopes. Its odor can often
be detected before it is seen. The rosy spirea,

the mountain ash, and the wild currant, are three
common shrubs in this area. There are also

numerous small herbaceous plants of the saxi-

frage family, some forming dense mats to the
exclusion of other plants. The mertensias,
polemoniums, and shooting stars add much to
the purple and blue coloring."

The Indian pink or painted cup {Castillira

oreopala) is a conspicuous flower, the effect of
which is best at a little distance. There are

three or four species in the mountains, the most
abundant being a deep magenta; there are also
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The delicate, short-lived white heather grows up to an

altitude of 7.000 feet

pink ones, an occasional scarlet blossom, and a

few nearly white.

The valerian grows here and there in scattered

luxuriance. The heads, bearing many fragrant

flowers, grow on stems two or three feet long.

The polemonium grows in brushy places at

about 5,000 feet elevation. It is somewhat
scarce and blooms in August. The small,

faintly fragrant flowers, about five eighths of an
inch in diameter, grow in clusters of pale blue,

fading out as they grow older. The centre is

yellowish, sepals and stems green, and foliage

similar to that of the mountain ash.

The mertensia (Mertensia Siberica) is another
of the rarer species — a tassel bell-flower of

delicate light blue, with bluish-green foliage.

The alpine phlox, also scarce and of short

season, grows where snow melts early from the

steep slopes. Its scanty foliage, short stems, and
small flowers of lavender and white, are not
conspicuous.

The yellow cowslip (Caltha leptosepala) is

occasionally found in marshy places.

The gentian (Gentiana calycaso) blooms in

midsummer and early fall. It sleeps late, open-
ing in full only during the light and heat of the

day. It is a delicately beautiful flower, cobalt

at the tips of the petals, shading to a deeper blue

toward the stem which is green or a dark wine
color.

The bluebell — the true Stotch flower— is
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CutYourCoal Bill in Half
THEUNDERFEEDZW/

Beautiful Lighting

In the Home
Beautiful li^ht is one of the most

beautiful things in the world, and costs

no more than the kind \ on generally see.

It cost** less, in fact, and the illumina-

tion is better.

The right shade does it. The shade

which ,m\t> vou the most and the best

light from yoilf current is

Alba
The picture above shows some Alba

shades from our new catalogue just

out. It is the handsomest and most
useful catalogue of globes and shades

ever printed.

The beautiful Irtdile—exquisite iri-

descent glass and other shades are

shown in colors.

Send for the book, giving your dealer's

nunc: select your shades; and order them
[rum your dealer

Macbeth - Evans Glass

Company Pittsburgh

\ew York l'P'own - «° Wfst J°th S*
[New lore. Downtown , Hudson St

Boston: 30 Oliver St Chicago: 171 West Lake St

Philadelphia: 41 S Eighth St Toronto: 70 King St, W

^Learn Trap-shooting-v

"The Sport Alluring"

for

Men and Women
Fascinating, Safe, Healthful. Second
only to Base Ball as a National Sport.

A large picture of the above *cene (i7
M x 12"), in

8 colors, for framing, sent on receipt of 14c. in

stamps. Ask for Free Booklet No. 220 "The Sport

Alluring," profusely illustrated with picture of

royalty and celebrated Americans trap-shooting,

and " Hints to Beginners."

DUPONT POWDER CO., Wilmington, Del.

Pioneer Powder Makers of America. Established 1802.

HpHE EFFICIENCY, as well as economy, of UNDERFEED
heaters, was emphasized the past winter—- the coldest in many

years. UNDERFEED users and dealers everywhere so testify.

a The Underfeed booklet, sent free on request, clearly

explains the Underfeed way of producing clean, even,

adequate heat, regardless of weather conditions, at a

saving of to ^3 the usual cost.

If you intend to build; if your heater (new or old) is un-
satisfactory ; or if you still use stoves or grates, install an
Underfeed furnace or boiler; soon pays for itself in low cost of

heat, and adds to the selling or renting value of your property.

' •• rurmac Adapted for all buildings ( large or small ) residences, offices, i/»rf«r/«<f nmUt

institutions, schools, churches, halls, etc. Simple in construction, substantial and durable;
is easily operated, and requires less attention than heaters of the ordinary type.

The
Peck-

HEATING
SYSTEMS

Williamson Underfeed
* WA RM /\ I R. 1 STEAM-HOT WATEROILERS

In the Underfeed, cheaper urades of soft slark coal and
pea and buckwheat size of hard and soft coal yield aa

much clean, even heat as highest priced coal in other

heaters. Coal is fed from below—pumped up underneath
the fire by an easily operated lever, acting on a plunger.

See diagram brlow showing vertical section of feed de-

vice and hre pot, which applies to both furnace and boiler.

Fire Is on top and sides, BETWEEN the fresh

coal and radiating surface of fire pot and dome.

This principle insures greatest heating efficiency. Smoke
and gases, wasted in ordinary heaters, pass ap through the

fixe in the Underfeed, are consumed, yielding more heat.

Perfect combustion results. No clinker*. The few remain-
ing ashes are easily removed by shaking the grate bar.

Saved $40 in Coldest Winter

R. C. Harris, Prti'L. Cenlary Saw Mill Co., 810 01,l, St,
St. Lemit, Mo., Ith. 17, wrott: "I have used the Underfeed
two winters, the last the severest ever experienced here.
Had no trouble whatever in keeping the house above 70
while my neighbors had difficulty in getting heat at ail.
Mast cat my coal bill horn $85 to S45 *ach wimtn and have not
skimped coal either. Have looked after the firing of the
furnare since I was a youngster and have never come in
contact with one which equal* the Underfeed in satisfac-
tory results."

WRITE TODAY for our free furnace booklet or boiler catalog and fac-
simile testimonial*. Our Engineering plans also are free. Use coupon,
giving name of local furnace or boiler dealer with whom you prefer to deal.

™ck-Williamson Co. 356 W. Fifth Ave. Cincinnati, O.
DEALERS—Get Our Sales Agency Plan. WRITE TODAY.

THE PECK-WILLIAMSON C04 356 W. Fifth Ave. Gncinnati, Ohio.

I would like to know more about how to cut down the cost of
mjr Coal Bills from one-half to two-thirds. Send me—FREE

—

UNDERFEED Furnace Booklet
Boiler Booklet

(Indicate by X Booklet you deiire)

Name _ Street

Postoffice _ State

Name dealer with whom you prefer lo deal.

A STRIKING example of modern return

to the classic in outdoor decoration is

shown in this Garden Gazing Globe. A Crys-

tal ball mounted within easy reach of vision

on a pedestal of chaste and artistic design.

basing <§loht

is a stately and beautiful garden ornament.

It reflects all the shifting charms of the landscape. Here is

one of the many letters from delighted owners

:

"
1 am more than pleased with it, and the landscape views developed in it

are not only interesting to ourselves but are enjoyed by all of our friends."

May we send descriptive booklet and circular with prices today ?

Stewart Carey Glass Company
INDIANAPOLIS
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The Pony Express
A Pioneer of the Bell System

FIFTY years ago the Pony Express
became the most efficient messenger

service ever known.

Pony riders carried messages from
Missouri to California, nearly two thou-

sand miles across mountains and des-

erts, through blizzards and sand storms,

constantly in danger of attack by
hostile Indians.

Fresh horses were supplied at short

intervals, and the messages, relayed

from rider to rider, were delivered in

the record-breaking time of seven and
one-half days.

Railroad and telegraph took the place

of the Pony Express, carrying messages
across this western territory. Today
the telephone lines of the Bell System
have done more, for they have bound
together ranch and mine and camp and
village.

This network of telephone lines,

following the trails of the Indians, con-

nects with the telegraph to carry mes-
sages throughout the world.

By means of Universal Bell Service

the most remote settler is no longer

isolated, but has become a constantly

informed citizen of the American Com-
monwealth.

American Telephone and Telegraph Company
And Associated Companies

OneVolicy One System Universal Service

UseOXIDEefZINCPaints
THE UNITED STATES NAVY, as

the result of exhaustive tests has adopted

an anti-corrosive paint containing 65% of

OXIDE OF ZINC and an anti-fouling

paint containing 40^ of OXIDE OF
ZINC. Service on the bottom of a war-

ship is a real test of paint.

Durable Paints are paints containing

OXIDE OF ZINC
Does your paint contain Oxide of Zinc?

We do not grind Oxide of Zinc in oil. A list of

manufacturers of Oxide of Zinc Paints
mailed on request.

The New Jersey Zinc Co.,
NATIONAL CITY BANK BUILDING

55 Wall Street, New York

one of the few species to be found elsewhere.
It grows anywhere in the open from sea level to
6,000 feet above. The purple-blue flower
nods on its wiry stem throughout the dryest
summers.
Two liliaceous plants of low altitude are always

objects of marked interest. The clintonia,

popularly called alpine beauty, begins in the
forest area and continues up to the lower
meadows. This may be known by its pure white
blossoms and blue berries. Its leaves are oblong
in tufts of from two to four. They spring
up near the roots. The other is the mountain
lily {Xerophyllum tenax), sometimes called bas-
ket grass lily or squaw grass, because its long,
grassy leaves are used by the Indians in basket
making. It grows over thinly wooded slopes
at an altitude of about 4,000 feet, blossoming
about the last of June. Its waxy-white or yel-

lowish flowers grow on stems three or four feet

long. The bulb occasionally puts forth several
strong flower stocks at once, and then res.ts a
few seasons. Higher in the open places this

plant is scarce, shorter in stock, and prettier
of flower. (See cover.)

Professor Flett has a list of about three hundred
and sixty species from the mountain, including
only flowering plants and fern?. There are
more than twenty type species named from the
mountain, not a few of which are found nowhere
else. The Editors.

THE SOUTH
(Continued from page 48)

Nothing binds so closely together as common
misfortune, and from her common downfall, at
the close of the war, the South arose as one
united whole.
He shall be hard to please who cannot find that

in the South to content his soul — for every kind
of climate, soil, scenery, and life are offered from
her generous store. Does one seek health —
let him come and breathe her balm-giving airs

in any latitude he prefers, let him drink of
her life-giving springs; learn, on her bosom, the
soul-resting quiet that is the balm of hurt minds,
and find in her climate and her calm the true
Fountain of Youth which Ponce de Leon alone
in his generation sought before El Dorado. Does
he seek sport — he may find it in any form.
The sport of kings had here its best exemplifi-

cation, until the commercializing of racing
elsewhere aroused public sentiment throughout
the country to banish from the land, at least,

for the present, the sport which was once a

gentleman's choicest diversion. No such shoot-

ing exists on the continent as that within her
borders. The deer and the turkey — the royal-

est bird that ever greeted a hunter's gaze — are

still to be found by those who are so fortunate

as to know the plain countryman who is the
survivor of our former frontiersman; the cata-

mount may still be heard or seen in the great

woods not too near to the main traveled roads,

and in the mountains or the swamps the bear has
been recent enough to serve as a presidential

reminder in the front of the automobile. Does
one wish work — the South offers it to him in

every form that the human enterprise can
evolve. It was in the South that dreamers
dreamed the dreams which made all the stars

do obeisance to our land. It was in the South
that Maury conceived the method of charting

the Seas; and laying down the Atlantic cable;

it was in the South that the Wrights from just

beyond her borders tried out their new ma-
chines for navigating the air; that McCormick
devised his epoch-mak ;ng machine for reaping

grain, and cut the price of bread in two for all

the world.

Here the traveler may still find the remains
of a distinct and charming civilization. He
may find welcome alike in the halls of those who
once lived in baronial generosity if not magni-
ficence; and in the cabins of mountain farmers

who cultivate their little fields in the cove and
dig coal out of the hill at the back of the house.

He may find magnolia and azalia gardens the
like of which are, perhaps, not elsewhere on the
earth. I have seen the gardens of Cintra; but
I never saw anything like the Azalea gardens
of Charleston in their bloom.
Does one seek a home— he may find one of

any grade or style from the log house of the
pioneer to* the Colonial mansion redolent of

historic interest, and eloquent with the romance
of generations of gallant gentlemen and lovely
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RUNNING water, clear
llld tool, from wi ll or

spring, CAN be hail in your
homo at a reasonable cost if

you install a l\\l I , water sup-
ply system. Once installoil,

it will give you steady, de-
poiuluhle service with prac-
tu .illy no attention. There is

nothing complicated ahout
any of thePAUL
Water Supply Systems

PlIMM <>r I nl. <1 Tnnlt

They are nmdr in several capacitie*.
for deep ami shallow wells, nml ar-
ranitrd for Hot-trie motor or gasoline
engine drive.

I' \t I
" la vnur aaauranca

It mrana that wr are NOT
* nude here and th.'rr we
ur rt|ulpmrnt. except the
v of approved make—we
ility rloaely. Duals v,li>

we can guarantee complete satiafaction.

Writ* tie about your water aupply problem

The trade mark
ol hiuheat quality

> i r \i i

jpplv
I ouand a*k (or Booklet No. Mill

It profitably interesting.

FOKT W\y M I N(. A Mi l.. < t)

fori Way ne. In<1

New Tarb Oftlrr. IDS Writ 40M Street.

0*1 T cosnpaLT IB Ih* Vnl*. I Stataa mano
fftclarlB( alt the apparataa for three 41*-
Uact syatesBa Faul Saclloa rreesare •ra-

Peal Deap Wall Frteaare Bestest aaa
Faal Hod Iterate reteas (water elreel
(ram lha vail).

will find

PA VI. Pressure System for Peep Wells.
Electrically Driivn. We also make a Pres-
sure System for Shallow Wells.

"Handy as a Pocket
in a Shirt"

Bear
whan they do, th

Tool to help. I I

rummer, tuilpu
side*, does a seui dd jobs Ikatl

BONNER
HOUSEHOLD UTILITY TOOL

deale
with I

he* at est ando Inches at 75c. Ask your
irned oil with a "Just as good." If not
name and we wilt ship tool prepaid.

C. E. BONNER MFG. CO.
I *!!" ' K " l iff •>•"

< Im r,f. II

aw./ *tht* "sfrrtaj fi*rt*si" Tee/s

Champaign, III

Get all the good out
of your verandah

Make your verandah the place where you'll

want to spend most of your time this summer
—cool, shady and private. You can make
it a delightful outdoor living room at little

cost by equipping it with

¥««r _ • Green Painted
ilUllll Porch Curtains
They keep out the hot sun, but let in the coo>breezes—give you perfect pris-acy even when your porch
is close to the street. They come in sizes to fit any
porch. Ask your dealer to show them to you—or
write us for samples.

R. H. COMEY CO., Camden, N. J.

Chicago. 2440 to 2448 Washburn Ave.

Iii planning a home, the most vital factor in the safeguarding of

health and comfort — the roof —r should have sj>ecial consideration.

For the roof should elliciently protect not only those who dwell
beneath it, hut the house itself and all its contents.

A Tilt roof is not affected by climatic conditions or atmospheric changes
— takes up no moisture on the under side to cause decay, and is the only
fire-proof roof yet devised. It is non-i>orous and non-conducting.

W'liv not have the attic as dry as any other part of the house— as cool
in summer and as warm in winter? It is just as essential.

A Tile roof, in architectural beauty, gives character to a house, and
affords a protection which is absolutely leak-proof and moisture proof.

The cost of Tile roofs, to all hut a few, was
at one time prohibitive, but today such a con-
dition has been happily overcome—ilne largely
to the improved processes of manufacture
introduced by our Company, which operates
four plants with an enormous output.

Anyone building a house from J.5,000 up
can now afford one, and to select a cheaper
material is false economy, because the first

cost of the Tile roof is its only cost

It lasts forever, requires no repairs, no paint-
ing, doesnot fade, and always retains its l>eaiily.

The Tile roof, more than any other feature,

adds selling value to a structure. In an

ordinary house the roof first shows decay—
a Tiled-roofed house never looks old. Tiles
prevent depreciation, and this is of vital im-
portance when investment as well as home-
building is a consideration.

Leading architects recognize these facts.

They are not only recommending Terra Cotta
Tiles for roofing, to their clients but using
them in the construction of their own homes.

Rvery piece of Tile produced by us has our
name stamped on the inner side. Look for

it, and see that the Tile comes from one of
our plants, for our name and reputation
stand liehind our goods.

Write for our Illustrated booklet " The Roof Beautiful." printed In colors, referring
to the origin and use of Tiles. It contains views of many beautiful homes with
roofs of Terra Cotta Tile, and Is sent free to any prospective builder on request.

LUDOWICI-CELADON CO.,
Manufacturers of

TERRA COTTA ROOFING TILES
Chicago, HI

The Home of Wholesome Food
A Snow-White Solid Porcelain Compartment

^"Monroe"
A Lifetime Refrigerator

A Germless Food
Compartment

It does away with cracks, joints,

crevices, corners and other natural
hiding places for dirt, odors, decay-
ing food and dangerous microbes
found in other refrigerators—the one
really sanitary food compartment.

Send for Our Free Book on Home Refrigeration
It tells you how to keep your food sweet and wholesome—how to cut down ice
bills—what to seek and what to avoid in buying any refrigerator. It is packed

with money-saving hints, and every housewife and home owner should have
one. It tells all aboutthe •• MONROE " —describes its wonderful lining and

the manyotber grand features that have given this refrigerator its posi-
tion as the world':

^^^^^^ best.

The "MONROE" is sold direct to you—
at factory prices—on 30 days' trial. We pay the

freight and guarantee "full satisfaction or money
back." Liberal Credit Terms if not convenient to pay cash.

The " MONROE " is the ONE REFRIGERATOR with each food
compartment made of a solid piece of unbreakable snow-white
porcelain ware with every corner rounded as shown in above cut.

The ONE REFRIGERATOR accepted in the best homes and leading
hospitals. The ONE REFRIGERATOR that can be sterilized and
made germlessly clean by simply wiping out with a damp cloth.

The ONE REFRIGERATOR that" will pay for itself many times
over in a saving on ice bills, food waste and repairs. The ONE
REFRIGERATOR with no single point neglected in its construc-
tion, and suitable to grace the most elaborate surroundings.

MONROE REFRIGERATOR COMPANY
(15) Station 32, Lockland, Ohio
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First Announcement of the Publication

in Book-form of

The Women
of To-morrow

By WILLIAM HARD .

Professor

Charles Zublin

says of this hook

:

Mr. Hard has produced a brilliant volume, as might
have been expected, but it may not have been known
that he could illumine with such scholarly sagacity

the shadow cast on the woman question by man's
huge egotism and woman's carefully coddled supersti-

tion. Originally magazine articles, Mr. Hard's chapters

are a unit in being sound economics and sociology on
the woman question, but they will probably not
secure him a doctor's degree from his alma mater for

they are also humorous, intelligible and inspiring.

Professor Charles Zublin.

The Topics Discussed
I. Love Deferred

II. Learning for Earning HI. Learning for Spending
IV. The Wasters V. Mothers of the World

This is a book of compelling interest, dealing with questions in which every man, and especially
every woman, is vitally interested. Read the chapters on the postponement of marriage, the pre-
liminary period of self-support, the new training for motherhood, the problem of leisure, the oppor-
tunity for civic service — and you will have some new and interesting ideas.

Many Illustrations. Net, $ 1 .50 (postage 15c.)

Many Celebrities and A Few Others

By WILLIAM H. RIDEING

A bundle of reminiscences of a charming kind
which take in nearly everyone of prominence in

America and England for a half century.

Illustrated. Net, $2.50 (postage 25c.)

Happy Humanity
By DR. FREDERICK VAN EEDEN

The autobiography of Holland's most distin-

guished novelist, poet and playwright, and the
story of his social ideals.

Net, $1.25 (postage 12c.)

Where Half the World is Waking Up

By CLARENCE POE
A most interesting and timely volume on the

East of to-day and the great changes taking
place.

Forty-two photographs. Net, $1.25 (postage 1 2c.)

New Demands in Education

By JAMES P. MUNROE
A most interesting discussion of modern educa-

tional methods in the light of present and future
needs.

Net, $1.25 (postage 12c.)

garden city DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO. new york

For durable painting of all kinds use

National Lead Company's Pure White Lead
(Dutch Boy Painter trade mark)

Ask for Helps No. 577 Sent FREE on request.

NATIONAL LEAD COMPANY. Ill Broadway, New York

Crafts Furniture

OVERLOOK
CREX IF IN-

TERESTED IN

FURNITURE
THAT ADORNS.

World's Leader in

The Wicker Line

Leading Dealers Everywhere
New Booklet No. 207, upon request

Prairie Grass Furniture Co.
Sole Manufacturers

Glendale, Long Island, New York

(mm
Every sparkling piece of ELECTRO-
LYTIC SILVER DEPOSIT CUT
GLASS is absolutely guaranteed not to
crack or loosen. And its background
is guaranteed not to yellow. Our
trade mark on the bottom of each
article is your protection.

Silver Deposit
Cut Glass

All articles usually made in cut glass.
Chaste and intricate designs. 999-1000
pure silver—flawless glass—expert
craftsmanship. The crowning beauty
of dining room and boudoir. Write for
illustrated booklet and name of nearest
agent jeweler.

THE ELECTROLYTIC ^nfiv
ARTMETALCOMPANY K.HP12
414 BeattySt.. Trenton. N. J.

women. There is by report no region in

Christendom where land so productive, or at

least so responsive to good tillage, and so con-

venient to market may be had so cheap as in

the Piedmont and Tidewater regions of the

South, from Maryland to Florida. He may
find a life as primitive as man lived in the golden
age, or as luxurious and refined as is found in the

courts of kings.

Why then attempt to picture the South—
to know the South is to love her. To love the

South is a liberal education.

And yet the fine gentlemen of Virginia and the
Carolinas; of the Blue Grass and the Louisiana
plantations did not necessarily come out of these

fine mansions; they often built them after they
had "arrived"; but, like the game cock that Irv-

ine celebrates as "the model of the husband, the
fine gentleman and the warrior," they came often

from not far from the barn yard. It was in far

less pretentious mansions than Mount Vernon,
Monticello, Montpelier, and Arlington, that
Washington, Jefferson, Madison, and Lee were
born and spent their early life. They built or

lived in these mansions after they had achieved
greatness; but they bore the yoke in their youth
— and the same may be said of the rest of the
South with some notable exceptions. The great-

ness of the South owed little to brick and mortar.

Toxaway FalJs. N. C.

Its reputation was founded not on palatial struc-

tures; but on men who would have graced a

palace. The mark of its life at its best was its

simplicity— and this is but another name for

sincerity.

As the traveler wends Southward, almost the
whole way he is on historic ground. In Mary-
land he passes through scenes redolent of historic

story. Washington, with its beauty of greenery
and white marble, sits on the hills and plain

beside the Potomac, with the most majestic
monument in the world towering over all, and
from the Potomac, where one crosses on the
site of the old "Long Bridge," supplanted but
yesterday — by whatever route he takes he
passes over a continuous battlefield. From
Alexandria, whether he travel by Manassas,
Culpeper, and Lynchburg on to Chattanooga,
Nashville and New Orleans, or by Acquia Creek,
Fredericksburg, Hanover Junction, Richmond
and Petersburg on to Salisbury, Charleston,
Atlanta or Savannah, he traverses the greatest
battlefields of modern or ancient times. Should
he take the route by the Ohio and the Mississippi,

he will find it likewise historic ground.
In Virginia, on the main route, Alexandria

and its neighborhood with Mount Vernon, Gun-
ston Hall, and Arlington vie with Fredericksburg,
Richmond, and Petersburg in historic associa-

tion. In North Carolina, Raleigh, Winston-
Salem, Salisbury, Wilmington, and other tide-

water towns lure with the same interest; and
traditions haunt us of Virginia Dare and Croatan,
and the Lost Colony of Sir Walter Raleigh; of
Huguenot and Palatine settlements; of Black-
beard, the Pirate; of Flora MacDonald, and
Marshal Ney, while History speaks with a

firmer voice of Mecklenburg Resolutions and
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New Books for Owners of

Houses and Garden Lovers

i

l et's Make A I lower <ianion
By MANNA WON

_ >u like lo tilt; in ihe *pitng anil you find il a
n'il pleasure lo put on your old ilotlii-s, gel mil a

»p i. It anil linn uvei damp . lods ol (In- irju.ikrn.

int; anil, vnu Mill Hml llii* the Kreate«t source nl in.

apliation Ami 41 ihe - i lime the most valuable

Iktok you ever mm I in it* wealth of pi a. lital.aug-

gMllon, Fully lllu«trat«d with photograph* and
with decoiaton* by Prank Ver Keck. Price $I JS
•'/•' .." •''(.'' M cents.

I he I louse ami (.arden Miiklnii Hooks
licit I a brand new nl ra

in practit al book . (or the

house owner on every
feature in the making of

a house and gaulen. The
!» are writtrn by es-

peiti in each subject,

tliei are beautifully
printed, and illustrated,

and are of a convenient
sUe The low cost of thr

books is remarkable in

view of their value Puce
50 cents, foj/ttft <; cents.

denMaking a Kt>tc < la

Making a I .aw 11

Making a Tennis <
"

. .11 rt

Making a (1 a r d e n to

Hloom This Year

Making the (fiounds
Attractlvewith Shrub,
bery

Making Pathsand Drive-
W.l\S

Making a Poultry HoBM
Making a Knik ( laid' n

Architectural styles For Country Houses
>\ nip •I

I' minent architects, each of

w horn demount i.itrs the ath .ullages of one of the

prevailing di-tnn tive types of present day houses.

An indispensable book for the prospective builder

who has not yet decided on a «tvle for his house.
Fully illustrated. Price $ : .oo net, postage 20 cents.

The HaIt-Timber House.
A mine of information legaiding the half-timber

style, how and where it originated and its chief

characteristic in construction and detail. It will

prevent the making of mistakes in planning and
building such a house. Written for the layman Il-

lustrated. Price Sj.oo net, postage lo cents.

Concrete and Stucco Houses
The whole f.iv mating subject of building the fire,

proof or fire-resisting house is here set forth in a
manner that is entertaining as well as intormaiive.

If vou intend to build, do not fail to consider the

type of house of either concrete or stucco. Illus-

trated. Pr ice tl.oo net. postage lo cents.

Inexpensive Homes of Individuality
Second and Enlarged Edition

This volume is published in lesponse to the con-
stant demand for pictures and floor plans of the best

homes being built to-day. It is full of the greatest

amount of suggestion for the prospective builder.

There is an introduction by Frank Miles Day and a

discussion of costs by Aymar Embury, II. Price

75 cents net, postage 8 cents.

O rdtr from your bookseller. Send for Catalogue.

McBride, Nast&Co., Publishers

Union Square New York

'THE CJN1VFRSAL PERFUME*

Is unique in

versal in popu-
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Murray &
Florida Wa-
necessity.

ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTE !

SOLD BY ALL LEADING DRUGGISTS
Sample mailed on receipt of six cents to defray

mailing charges.
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Kodak Simplicity
Every step in photography has been made

simple by the Kodak system. Loading in daylight,

focusing without a ground glass (no focusing at

all with the smaller sizes), daylight development

and Velox printing—these are Kodak features.

The Kodak Film Tank means more, however, than the mere doing away with the
dark-room—it means better results. All the guess work of the old dark-room methods
of tentative development is done away with. Certain ready prepared powders are dis-

solved in a certain amount of water of a certain temperature
;
development then continues

for a certain length of time. It's all by rule, and thereby gives the best possible result

from every exposure.

The Experience is in the Tank,

Complete Kodak Catalogue
free at the dealers or by mt

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y., The Kodak City.

Pencil Perfection

only found in

L. & C. HARDTMUTH'S

Koh-i-noor
Pencils.

To search for it elsewhere is

simply a waste of time. No
other pencil has the silken

touch of the " Koh-i-noor" ;

no other pencil is nearly so

durable.

In 17 Degrees and Copying.

Of high-class stationers, dealers in

drawing materials, artists' supplies, &c.

Illustrated List on application to

L. & C. HARDTMUTH,
34, East 23rd St, New York

;

and Koh-i-noor Home, London, England.

Glazed

Garden Pottery
of

Character and Refinement

Catalog on request

Atlantic Terra Cotta Company
1 1 70 Broadway, New York

the fierce battles of Guilford and King's Mount-
ain. And so in the other states — from the

date of the Indian Wars down to the last shot

fired by the Ku Klux sentry; there is scarcely

a neighborhood or a homestead where Clio

has not paused to implant the print of her war-
shod foot, and where Peace has not forged a

sword into a plow-share.

It is a singular fact that the main highways
of travel which cut through the South traverse,

for the most part, the poorest and least pictur-

esque portions of the country. But it matters
the less, for the greater part of the travel through
the South is by way of the "through" express

trains, which tear along with windows shut

and curtains down. Their passengers are like

the migratory birds who prefer the night for

their passage, and by preference shape their

course by the desert. They hurry with dazzling

swiftness like the pistons of their engines, shot

back and forth between two boxes of steam.

To know the South, one must, like the birds

of passage, find feeding grounds and use them
— not as mere bivouacks, but as haunts and
homes. For the essential element of the South
is a spirit of calm. The stars shine everywhere,
but one sees the stars only when the storm is

stilled, the clouds pass, and the lights are dimmed.
Should I be called on to "guide the clangint,'

•phalanx" even of the wildest migrants from
North to South, I should map several courses.

One should lead by the margin of the sea; one
should follow the rolling Piedmont; one should

wind down the valley of Virginia, with its azure

mountain walls, into Tennessee; and one should

cross the mountains and follow the valleys of

the Ohio and the Mississippi. Prom time to

time I should have them diverge to view the

charms of the country about them, and always
I should bid them remember that time was
made for slaves, and that in this land the only

slaves left are the slaves of time.

Should we take the South geographically,

we should find it divided into long sections. We
should find the Tidewater region stretching from
Maryland to Florida with its thin, over-worked
and war-worn soil, but now being restored under
the development of a more scientific system of

agriculture. Its people are mainly poor and
leisurely, slow of speed and gait. Yet this

region supported the country during its earlier

A typical Southern ford, with the suspension foot-

bridge beside it

generations, and from this slow, drawling

population on occasion have sprung at need a

goodly proportion of the men who made the

Nation. Many rivers traverse it, some as

noble as any on the globe, and most of them
beautiful. They are the parents of this land

for they made it.

Next on the West we should find the Piedmont,

a rolling region, richer and more striking than

the level land that lies between it and the sea.

Its population is more vigorous and robust than

the population of the lowlands; but not better;

only equally good, courteous, hospitable and

generous.

Next come the mountains of the noblest range

that overlooks the shores of the Atlantic. Here,

secluded from modern progress, a different life
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*M / y yl tanning-Rowman
Coffee Percolator is

Economical"
The underlying principle of the Man-
nm^-Bowman Collcc (Vrculator is /jo/

u»uwr circulation. When heat is ap-
plied to the percolator, hot water ptMta
through the ground coffee, extracting

the strength and goodness, but never
remaining in contact with the coffee

long enough to bring out its bitterness.

This method is economical. It takes
less ground coffee to make a given
number of cups with a

Manning-
Bowman
Coffee Percolator

than in any other known way of

making. You will find Manning-bow-
man Coffee Percolators with all large

dealers. More than 1 00 different styles

and sizes—copper, silver plate, nickel

plate and alumi-
num. Style illus-

trated here is No.
8293. Write for a
recipe book—free

—and catalogue
No. D-20

Vrn SryJV

MANNING. BOWMAN
& CO.

Meriden, Conn.

Alio makers of Manning-
Bowman chafing Dlihca with
'Ivory Enameled Food Pani,
Eclipse Bread Makers, Alcohol
Gaa Stoves. Tea Ball Tea Pott
and U.*ns. Chafing Diih Ac-
cessories. Celebrated H ft B
Brass, Copper and Nickel
Polish.

For Garden Satisfaction

Grow More Dahlias
hi can hardly select any flower that
will g\\e more satisfaction, cr be

easier to grow, than Dahlias,
k You can plant varieties that

1L_ will bear flowers of so many
*•#} sizes, shaj es and colors that

It's like having a garden full
* ~

,
of entirely different kinds of
plants.

i WE GROW THE
/PLANTS THAT
WILL PLEASE YOU
eare the largest Dahlia growers in
world—we have 8o acres devoted

solidly to growing, testing and experi-
menting. Our lists include all the new and

} rare types, as well as the standard varieties

—

W not according to somebody else's word, but
4)1 as our own experiments show them. Our

Catalog is complete and interest-
ing—it tells of Dahlias. Gladioli,
Cannas and Hardy Phlox. Write

today for a tree copy.

David Herbert & Son
Box 301. At co, N. J.

1

GUARANTEED
PLUMBING
FIXTURES

l/l IVAT1NG the desire for cleanliness

r** among children used to be difficult. Since the advent of

"Standard" Sanitary Bathroom fixtures, habits of cleanliness

have not needed cultivating. Their attraction creates the

desire to bathe. The practical utility, the beauty and the

enduring quality of "^tatnfawf" fixtures makes them an everlast-

ing joy to every generation in the home.

Genuine 'Standard" fixtures for the Home and

for School, Office Buildings, Public Institu-

tions, etc., are identified by the Green and

Gold Label, with the exception of one brand

of baths braring the Red and Black Label,

which, while of the first quality of manufac-

ture, have a slightly thinner enameling, and

thus meet the requirements of those who

demand 'Standard" quality at less expense.

All "Standard" fixtures, with care, will last a

lifetime. And no fixture is genuine unless it

bears theguarantee label. In order to avoid

the substitution of inferior fixtures, specify

"Standard" goods in writing ( not verbally)

and make sure that you get them.

Standard Sanitary IDfo. Co. Dept. 25

New York 35 W. 3 1st Street Na.hville 315 Tenth Avenue, So.

Chicago 415 Ashland Block NewOrleana. Baronnefc St. Joseph St».

Philadelphia. . 1 1 28 Walnut Street Montreal. Can 215 Coriatine Bldg.

Toronto, Can. 59 Richmond St..E. Bo.ton John Hancock Bldg.

Pittsburgh 106 Sixth Street Louiaville 319-23 W. Main Street

St Loaia....lOO N. Fourth Street Cleveland 648 Huron Road, S. E.

Hamilton.Can 20-28 Jackson St.,W.

PITTSBURGH, PA.
London. . . .53 Holbom Viaduct. E.C.
Houston, Tex.. Preston and Smith Sts.

San Francisco - - Metropolis Bank Bide*
Washington, D. C Southern Bldg.

Toledo. Ohio 31 1-321 Erie Street

Fort Worth, Tex. . . Front and Jones Su.

Efficient Fire Protection for Country Estates
Seventy-five percent of city fires are now extinguished by chemical apparatus and

the protection afforded your estate by the BADGER 40-GALLON CHEMICAL FIRE
ENGINE is equal to that of the chemical apparatus of an efficient city department. It is

available for effective fire fighting as quickly as it can be hauled to the danger spot,

THE BADGER CHEMICAL FIRE ENGINE
makes you independent of any water supply and eliminates water

damage. In action this engine throws a stream of harmless chemi-

cals from 75 to 85 feet, and it -will extinguish gasoline fires that -water

would spread. The extinguishing power is 40 times that of an equal

amount of water. One man can operate the Badger Chemical Fire

Engine.
Send today for booklet and full information.

BADGER FIRE EXTINGUISHER CO.
35 Portland Street Boston, Mass.
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Special Garden Frame Offer

16 for $13.

his means 1 6 of our little portable greenhouses

for $13, and includes

10 Single Plant Frames

2 Single Row Frames

4 Junior Melon Frames

11} 2 x 13 inches

34J4 x 13 inches

19J£ x 20J£ inches

Every one of these frames is made of cypress (" the wood eternal ") bolted

together with strong iron corner braces. The Single Row and Melon Frames

have movable sash, the Single Plant slideable glass set in grooves.

There's nothing like the fun of gardening when gardening is done with the

help of frames. So give your garden a fair and square chance this year by start-

ing it several weeks ahead in frames. Start cucumbers and melons in them—
I

hustle along all your vegetable seeds — push forward your rhubarb a couple of

weeks — start cosmos and have weeks of bloom before frost. When the rest of

your gardening friends are just planting seeds you will have good husky

growing plants.

Send for our Two P Booklet; it tells all about all oui 6 different sizes of frames

and gives you just the getting started hints you want for either vegetables or

flowers. Every day's delay in getting started now counts for at least three against

your results along in June. So it's best to order promptly.

Lord & Burham Company
Greenhouse Designers and Builders

NEW YORK
St. James Bldg.

Factories

:

BOSTON
Tremont Bldg.

Irvington, N. Y.
Des Plaines, 111.

PHILADELPHIA
Franklin Bank Bldg.

CHICAGO
Rookery Bldg.

IRONAGE
ASK YOUR DEALER FOR THE

I

Double and Single Wheel Hoe

and Hill and Drill Seeder

™c!LNo - 6 $12.00

Any complete change can be made in three minutes. This is only
one of a complete line of Iron Age farm, garden and orchard tools.

Write to-day for our set of booklets fully describing and illustrating

Iron Age tools. A postal will bring them.

BATEMAN M'F'G CO, Box 69G, Grenlocl, N. J.

TURN YOUR GARDEN WORK TO PLAY
Start off the season with tools that banish the irksome toil which takes away your

enthusiasm. Your garden should furnish both play and food. With
one Iron Age tool you can sow the seed and cultivate the plants
throughout the season. This illustration shows a tool, comprising four
implements, all in one, and each individually perfect. As a Drill Seeder,
it sows any thickness desired. As a Hill Seeder, it drops any width
from 4 to 24 inches. And as both, it is under perfect control; the feed
can be stopped at any instant. As a double or single Wheel Hoe Culti-
vator, it performs all work as only an Iron Age tool can. It pushes
50 easily that women get great pleasure from making garden with it.

has been lived so long as almost to set off its

population as a peculiar people. Yet are they
the same with those both to East and West.
Of the purest old English and Scotch stock,

they have lived through the generations, like

the highlanders of other lands, so untouched by
outside influences that they present a life which
passed elsewhere before the House of Hanover
came to the throne. In the most ancient and
picturesque portion of America they live the
most ancient and picturesque life — a life

primitive in manner and patriarchal in form.
It matters not whether it be in the Cumberland
Mountains celebrated by John Fox, Jr.'s novels;

in the "Land of the Sky," which Miss Fisher
discovered, and opened up nearly a generation
ago, before the French Broad and the Grand-
father Mountain were known outside of the
atlas; or the region of the "Great Smoky
Mountain" with its kindred Tennessee Mount-
ains which Miss Murfree made celebrated two
decades later. These mountains are all similar.

They are destined to be the great health resort

of the South — as the seaside of New England
is to be that of the North.
Beyond this misty barrier, we shall find, as we

wend southward, a region of rolling hills and
verdant slopes, hardly rivaled by Kent and the
gracious slopes of Southern England

Chimney Rock. Ky.. is sufficient evidence that the
locality has not been visited by earthquakes for many

On southward, through the Land of Cotton,
we may journey amid the cotton fields which,
producing the chief commercial staple of the
South, have struck the chord of sentiment, and
been woven into the most touching songs of the
country. And presently we shall come to the
cane fields and the sugar plantations of the
lower Mississippi. Here is the far South with
all that it implies of odorous warmth and subtle

charm.
Through it all — pSlrt of it all, giving a

similar cast of calm and restfulness and charm
to all, whether it be mountain range, Piedmont,
or Tidewater— if one but be willing to accept
it with all his heart, and let it sink into his soul— if one but be

".
. . fain of their fellowship, fain

Of the Live Oak, the Marsh and the Main,"

he shall find the same spirit; the same charm.
It is the South.

COUNTRY LIFE ABROAD
(Continued from page 60)

The principal trees in the forest are oak, ash,

elm, pine, beech, and yew, many specimens of

which are of a venerable age, while there is also

the birch with its graceful feathery plumage, and
the tall regular Scotch firs, an importation which
is said to be exerting a malign influence on the

water supply of the other trees. In spring the
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EXCELSIOR "Rust-Proof" Fences look light and graceful, yet they are

stronger than wood fences and more difficult to climb. They are quickly and

easily erected.

EXCELSIOR "Rust-Proof" Fence is rendered impervious to rain and

snow by being completely immersed in a tank of molten zinc. This prevents rust-

ing and also produces a fabric that is not only clamped but soldered together to

every joint. There is no sagging or bending.

EXCELSIOR "Rust-Proof" Fencing may be ordered in various heights

from your local hardware stores. Write to us for a Catalog.

WRIGHT WIRE COMPANY, WORCESTER, MASS.
3 3 W. Michigan St. Ch,r.„o
410 Commerce Si., Philadelphia

256 Broadway. New York City
125 Summer St., Boston

420 Firrt Are., Pitbburuh
5 First St., San Franciaro

svafiY-foujmfANNuj

Even
the Most

Inexperienced

amateur can have the

satisfaction of growing

beautiful flowers or fine veg-

etables, by following the

clear, concise directions, writ-

ten by experts, and gathered

for their benefit in the

DREER GARDEN BOOK
IT contains all the information needed

by anyone, for the successful growing of

everything in the garden. You may have
a glorious riot of colorful bloom in your
garden, or a delicious medley of luscious

vegetables in your truck patch— and you
may have this whether you are an exper-

ienced gardener, or a hopeful beginner.

Whatever your favorite flower— no matter
which vegetables you love the best— some-
where in the 288 pages of this new com-
prehensive guide for Nature Lovers

Easy Instructions for Securing
the Best Results

will be found, and among the 4 color pages, or the
6 duotone plates you will surely get aD inspiration

for your garden or truck patch. All the ad-
vanced ideas— all the new and dependable cre-

ations in plant or vegetable world — all the
improved strains in the flower kingdom—
axe contained in this valuable work.

Sent free to anyone mentioning this publication

SEER.

Dreer's Orchid -Flowered Sweet Peas

—

the finest of all with immense wavy flowers

in sprays of 3 and 4 blossoms each. Just as

easy to grow as the common sorts. Our mix-

ture contains a full ranee of colors, xc cents

prr package—15 cents per ounce. 40 cents per

J£ pound Garden Boo* free m ith e.tch ord.

HENRYA. DREER
714 Chestnut St.

Philadelphia

Pa.

i. -if

Roses, Evergreens, Etc.
Selected Stock of Hybrid Teas, Hybrid Perpetuals

and Tea Roses in the best varieties.

Evergreens, Box Trees, Bay Trees, Rhodo-
dendrons, Perennials and Shrubs.

Illustrated Catalogue of Nursery Stock, as well

as book on Orchids sent free, address

JULIUS ROEHRS CO.
Exotic Nurseries RUTHERFORD, N. J.
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Ask Wagner—he helps—not only with stock but service.
Wagner Plants, Shrubs and Flowering Trees Wagner Landscape Service is an invaluable aid
—all vigorous and varied—make possible gar- in artistic planting for color-beauty and contin-
den pictures of great and lasting loveliness. uous bloom in gardens large or small.

Warner's immense nurseries are open to you. Let us send you the Warner Book

—

"Plants and Plans for lieautiful Surroundings"—A gardener's guide that u a guide!

WAGNER PARK NURSERIES Floriste. Nurserymen. Land»cape Gardeners BOX 684, SIDNEY. OHIO

FREE TO YOU
For 72 Years a
Guide To the best
Trees and Plants

An invaluable
book for farm-

ers, fruit growers and
owners of small gardens or large es-

tates. Trustworthy descriptions of the Most Complete
Nursery Stock in America. Standard varieties and
tested novelties, every specimen true to species and
in prime condition. A world-wide patronage, devel-
oped through seventy-two years of honest dealing
Write TO-DAY for a copy of this 72nd Annual Catalog.

ELLWANGER & BARRY
Mount Hope Nurseries Box 55 ROCHESTER, N. Y.

TEAS
BaronJules Hulot Gladiolus

A glorious clear blue; the only genuine
Blue Gladiolus. You'll want it in your col-

lection this year—but first let us tell you
about our others. We have specialized

in Gladioli for years, and pride ourselves

on the quality of our stock. Full descrip-

tions in booklet,

"A Choice Little List"—Sent Free
Gladioli and other bulbs for spring,

Perennials, Shrubs, etc. Nearly 75 years
practical horticultural experience
assures your getting what you pay for.

E. Y. TEAS & SON, Arbor Avenue, CeoterviUe, hi

Hicks Trees
T—TICKS own nursery grown trees. No better can be grown by
* * anybody anywhere. They may cost a bit more than
the usual kind and they are worth it. You get fine, shapely,
root-pruned trees, full of vigor. Whether it's a six or
twenty-six foot tree the quality and vigor is there. We sell

trees of all sizes, but most 01 our customers buy the larger ones

because the years of waiting for them to grow up is cut out.

Send for our new iq i 2 catalog and order your trees and shrubs
for April. Early orders get the early shipments— that's only

reasonable. This catalog is full of illustrations and planting

helps for all the different kinds of trees, shrubs and hardy plants

It's well worth sending for.

Isaac Hicks & Son
WESTBVRY, LONG ISLAND

hawthorn is white with blossom, while the ivy
clothes the tree trunk. All the year round the
holly is a deep green, decked in winter with
scarlet berries, a crop of which fills the London
Christmas markets. Brackens luxuriate and the
yellow gorse covers the slopes.

Autumn however, is the time of the year to

see the forest in all the glory of its woodland
coloring, with the morning mist over all like a
bridal veil. The colors of the dying leaves on
such great stretches of woodland, and spread
upon such a variety of trees are magnificent. The
whole landscape is aglow with red browns and
golden yellows, bronze and russet, set off by the
green of the holly, mingling with the brackens
shading from golden to brown and from brown
to red.

Underfoot all is unchanged from its first form.
No ditching or draining has been suffered, its

springs bubble out in the selfsame places, its

rivers and streams have not been turned from
their courses, its trees and flowers are sown by
nature, its bogs and mosses are the undisturbed
and unchanged work of nature alone, untouched
by the hand of man.
No gardener has set out or tended the gardens

of the forest, gardens bloom by brooks, in the
woods, on heaths and on the boggy marshes.
Matley bog with its covering of->green over the

The New Forest gypsies lead a tolerably happy exist-

ence and pay taxes to no one

treacherous mud is covered with a carpet of

mosses, a riot of color from golden and apple
green to rose madder. The most exquisite

flowers rest upon it, slender spikes of pale mauve
or white orchis, cotton grass with its white tufts,

the bog bean, the blue speedwell, yellow king
cups, all in reckless profusion. In autumn
the heather spreads the heath with a purple
coverlet.

In April the gnarled roots of the mighty
beeches near Mark Ash are tenderly surrounded
by yellow primroses, sweet briars, cowslip buds,
wood anemones, wood sorrel, and the wild
hyacinth, a veritable fairy garden where "A
Midsummer Night's Dream" might have had its

daintiest staging, and Titania and Oberon held
their bridal revelings. To the poet, the artist,

and all others who love nature the New Forest
is an open book of perpetual inspiration and joy.

Robert W. Sneddon.

APRIL NOTES FROM ABROAD

VENICE is probably the most unique city

in the world. If you have been spending
the winter in Rome, Naples, or elsewhere in

southern Italy and are going northward with the

approach of warmer weather, by all means visit

this city of waters. Life and conditions there are

curious and quaint, the buildings rich in archi-

tectural beauty and historic association.

Business of every sort is conducted by boat.

The hotel liveryman, the tradesmen of every sort
— everybody, in fact, uses boats. Boats carry

the mails and take offenders to court or jail.
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rVERGREENS. CONIFERS AND PINES
Mnrr than 75 acres nt nur Nursery urr
planted with handsome specimens. Out
plants are worth traveling any distance
to ate.

BOXWOOD AND BAY TREES We
have thousands o( these In many shapes
ami sites.

r Illustrated General
:
Delivery.

i Many thousands
in Hardy Kntlish ami
art (rowing in our

KIIODODfNI
of acclimated
American varieties

Nursery.

HARDY OLD FASHIONED PLANTS
We grow thousands of in new und old
lashioned kinds Special prices on quan-
tities.

DECIDUOUS TREES AND FLOWER-
ING SHRUBS Many seres o( our Nur-
wry art planted with several hundred
thousand Ornamental Sha.le Trees and
t lowering Shrubs It is worth while to
visit us and inspect them.

trained, dwarf and ordinary
fruit Trees and small fruits
We grow these lor all kinds of fruit gar-
dens and orchards

HEDGE PLANTS We grow hundreds of
thousands ol California Privet. Herbcris
and other hedge plants adapted lor all

parts ol the country.

OUR NEW [ANT Fl >WER!N(

PAI.MS. DECORATIVE PLANTS FOR
CONSERVATORIES, interior and e«t. r

lor decorations. Our greenhouses are full

of them.

HARDY TRAILING AND CLIMBING
VINES We grow them for every place
ami purpose. Ask (or special list.

ENGLISH POT-GROWN GRAPE VINES
For greenhouse cultivation

BULBS AND ROOTS Spring. Summer
snd Autumn flowering

LAWN GRASS SEED Our Rutherlord
Psrk Lswn Miiture has given satisfaction
everywhere.

PLANT TUBS, WINDOW BOXES AND
GARDEN FURNITURE. We manufac-
ture all shapes and sizes.

MAR5HMALLOW everybody should be interested
Klowrr It will grow everywhere, and when in bloom is

i> in ...in . from the early part of July until the latterthe Queen of Mowers in the gal

part of September.

OUR ILLUSTRATED GENERAL CATALOGUE NO IS describes our Products; It

comprehensive, interesting, instructive and helpful to intending purchasers. Will be
mailed free upon request.

We Plant Ground* and Hardens everywhere with our World's Choicest Nursery Products
grown in our World's Greatest Nursery.

We have a number of Superintendents and Gardeners registered open for appointment.
Names will be given upon application.

VISITORS, take Erie Railroad to Carlton Hill, second stop on Main Line; 3 minutes' walk
to Nursery.

BOBBINK & ATKINS
Nurserymen, Florists and Planters, Rutherford, N. J.

These books free

toowners ofhomes

NNcTlfEts,

You want the best plants, trees and shrubs—the best

kinds and the best specimens. The climate and soil of

western North Carolina are such that on the various
elevations may be grown almost every hardy plant
or tree. At Biltmore Nursery those advantages are
so utilized by skill and care as to produce a strain ol

plants of extraordinary vigor. To aid planters in

making selections. Biltmore Nursery has published
four books—one of which will be sent free to any home-
owner who expects to purchase trees or plants.

"HARDY GARDEN FLOWERS"
The illustrations suggest many pleasing and varied

forms of hardy garden planting—from the simple door-
yard effect to the elaborate attainment. The descrip-
tions are full and complete, yet free from technical
terms.

"FLOWERING TREESAND SHRUBS"
Many of the best of the trees and shrubs producing

showy blossoms are shown, from photographs. as grown
in typical gardens, lawns and yards. The pictures
and the text give numerous useful ideas for planting
home grounds, large and small, to advantage.

"THE IRIS CATALOG"
Unique in that it is. so far as we know, the only

book of its kind devoted entirely to Irises 16 large

pages, handsomely illustrated throughout; seven pic-

tures in the natural colors of the flowers. Accurate
classifications and variety descriptions.

"BILTMORE NURSERY CATALOG"
A guide to the cultivated plants of North America.

Over two years in the making, and cost more than Si
a copy to complete. Contains 106 large pages and
describes more than 300 perennials. 500 flowering

shrubs. 325 distinct evergreens. 300 deciduous trees,

and 200 odd vines and plants. Freely illustrated.

ASK US FOR THE BOOK YOU NEED
If you have a garden of perennials, or want one. re-

quest "Hardy Garden Flowers" or "The Iris Catalog".
Should you prefer the more showy things, tell us to

send "Flowering Trees and Shrubs". In case you
have a larger place and can plant extensively of many
varieties, we shall be glad to send the "Biltmore Nur-
sery Catalog". Edition of each limited—write today
for the one you can use to best advantage.

Biltmore Nursery, ftli Biltmore, N. C.
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Jonklieer J. L. Mock

Jnnkhrrr
J. U Mock
Hose

M

This picture ihow« the International Roie Jury, In the Bagatelle Gardeni,
Paru, lait June. This jury, composed ol dutinfuiihed role culturiiti frommnny countries, wai appointed by the Prefect of the Seine. Our pretident,
Mr. Robert Pyle, will the sole American member of the Jury, an indication
of the international prominence attained by The Conard O Jonei Company
ai roie growers. Mr. Pyle stands at the left. Next to him it England's
representative, and next, the German expert.

Jonklieer J. L. Mock Rose has been awarded two Gold
Medals, one Silver Medal and other honors.

A magnificent variety. Brilliant carmine, shading to
imperial pink. The large, symmetrical, highly per-
fumed blooms are produced in great profusion and
are carried on stiff, erect stems. The bush growth
is vigorous and free. By all means add this rose to
your collection.

THREE SIZES—1-yr. 35c; 2-yr. 7Sc; 3-yr. SI. 00
fS. 00 orders delivered free

In any event, write for our new catalogue of "The Best
Roses for America," including valuable datafor rose lovers.
FREE.

THE CONARD & JONES CO.
Box 125, West Grove, Pa.

Rote Specialittt + SO year*' experience

m

Climbing American Beauty
Roses

The most wonderful—most beautiful roses ever produced.
Large, gorgeous blooms each measuring three to four inches
in diameter. Produces twenty times as many blooms as the
old American Beauty Rose—every one just as fragrant and
beautiful as those you get at the greenhouse at high prices.

This new rose is a result of a cross between the old American
Beauty Rose and an unknown seedling. It is hardy and
successfully withstands severe winters. Foliage presents a
pleasing, ornamental appearance and the large, glossy green
leaves remain on the bush all summer. Can be trained suc-
cessfully to trellises, pergolas and verandas or can be grown
as a pillar rose as shown above.
We have a limited number of one-year plants which will be sent, care-
fully packed, postpaid, for $1.00 each as lone as they last.

Our Landscape Department
is thoroughly equipped and in charge of a competent designer. Our trees,
shrubs and vines are unequalled. Water-color sketches and planting plans
carefully prepared and estimates furnished. Write us if you wish to con-
sult our representative when next in your vicinity.

Catalogue and full particulars on request.

Hoopes Bro. & Thomas Co.
West Chester, Pa.

Philadelphia Office—Stephen- Girard Building
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Actual Size

St. Regis Everbearing

The Raspberry for the Million and the

Millionaire. "There's Millions in it."

You can now have wonderful rasp-
berries from June to October by
setting out the plants this spring:.

St. Regis produces continuously
from June to October— heavy crops
of large, luscious, sugary berries of
bright crimson.

Its summer and autumn crops do
not consist of a few scattered ber-
ries, but good to heavy pickings all
the time. One party who had a small
patch, say half an acre, picked and
shipped from it two or three pickings
each week for four months and his
profits weF«.enormous.
Grows successfully in any soil—en-

dures without injury heat, drought
and severest cold. Catalogue free.

Hardy English
Walnut Trees

Rochester grown — hardier than
Peach Trees. For the lawn, the accli-
mated English Walnut is unmatched,
with its smooth, light-gray bark, luxu-
riant, dark green foliage, lofty, sym-
metrical growth. Grafted on Native
Black Walnut, these trees are hardier
than the Peach.

ENGLISH WALNUT CROPS
YIELD BIG PROFITS

The demand for nuts is bigand prices
give growers handsome profits. Cali-
fornia crop exceeds its orange crop in
money value. Cultivation, harvesting
and maintenance are easy and inexpen-
sive. Whether you plant for decoration
or for profit, investigate acclimated
English Walnuts. Information and
catalog mailed free on request.

H Actual Size

Mantura Pecans
Large Nuts—Paper Shell

Hardy Acclimated Pecan

Trees for Planting in

Northern States

Here are Pecan Trees which will
thrive in Northern States—produc-
ing as prolifically and as profitably as
any Southern Pecans.
Pecan Orchards pay far bigger pro-

fits per acre than wheat or corn.
A shade-tree of wondrous beauty,

long the pride of the South, may now
adorn any Northern landscape.
We control five varieties of hardy

trees best suited for Northern plant-
ing. These have withstood tempera-
ture far below zero — never been
known to "winter-kill." Successful
in almost any soil. Begin bearing in
3 to 5 years. Catalogue free.

GLEN BROTHERS, Glenwood Nursery (Est'd 1866), 1903 Main St., Rochester, N. Y.

Start a Fernery
Brighten up the deep, shady nooks on your lawn, or that dark
porch corner— just the places for our hardy wild ferns and wild
flower collections. We have been growing them for 25 years and
know what varieties are suited to your conditions. Tell us the
kind of soil you have— light, sandy, clay— and we will advise you.

Gillett's Ferns and Flowers
will give the charm of nature to your yard. These include not only hardy wild
ferns, but native orchids, and flowers for wet and swampy spots, rocky hillsides,
and dry woods. We also grow such hardy flowers as primroses, campanulas
digitalis, violets, hepaticas, trilliums, and wild flowers which require open sunlight
as well as shade. If you want a bit of an old-time wildwood garden, with flowers
just as nature grows them— send for our new catalogue and let us advise you
whs; to select and how to succeed with them.

EDWARD GILLETT, Box B, Southwick, Mass.

HORSFORD'S
Try them and
watch results.

Our flower
seeds grow.
Get a few and
testthem. Our
new catalog is

sent free. It

offers Shrubs,

Trees, Vines,

Ferns for out-

side culture,

Lilies, old-fashioned Flowers, Orchids for

outdoor planting,'and other hardyornamen-
tals that can stand a Vermont winter. You
should see it before making up your lists.

F. H. Horsford, Charlotte, Vt.

Hardy
Plants
Will Stand

Cold Weather

1840 Old mi

Colony Nurseries

Hardy Shrubs,

Trees, Vines,

Evergreens

and

Perennials

A large and fine stock of well-rooted plants

grown in sandy loam. Good plants; best sizes

for planting; very cheap. Priced catalogue

free on application.

T. R. WATSON, Plymouth, Mass.

Garden Furniture
ARTISTIC, COMFORTABLE & DURABLE

OLD ENGLISH GARDEN SEATS
RUSTIC WORK GARDEN HOUSES
ROSE ARBORS & OTHER ACCES-
SORIES FOR THE ADORNMENT
& COMFORT OF THE GARDEN

SEND FOR CATALOGUE OF MANY DESIGNS

North Shore Ferneries Co.
Beverly, Mass.

The picturesque gondola was once the only
conveyance, and still is to be seen on the Grand
Canal in marked contrast to steel-hulled ocean
liners; but motor boats are fast supplanting
their slower cousins. With the march of mod-
ern progress Venice loses much of its quaint
charm year by year. Better see it this year
rather than next.

CO EARLY as May southern England is^ beginning to look like our summer, al-

though farther north it is still wet and cheerless.

Trees and shrubs are green and early spring
blossoms are seen on every hand. Every road-
side cottage seems to be rose- or vine-clad, with
many flowers in the little plot of ground before
the door. Few are too poor to have flowers in

England, and the result of these floral embellish-
ments is a picturesqueness not seen in America.
Of this statement the little old cottage seen in

the heading of this department furnishes ample
proof.

ALTHOUGH Biarritz as a resort lost much
in the death of the late King Edward VII,

who made it his chief vacation stopping place,

the golf course seems to be as popular as ever.

As compared with a few years -ago this popular
links is both longer and somewhat improved.
Its putting greens have more growth on them,
some of the holes have been made longer by
carrying back the tees, and in many instances the
greens have been guarded by new bunkers into
which sand has been carted. A determined war
against worms has been waged with copper sul-

phate with deadly effect, and at the present time
the lies through the green are as good as on many
a course of higher reputation.

TN SPITE of the fears to the contrary the
Clyde Fortnight will be a feature of this year's

English yachting events during the middle
of July. Owing to the International Festival

at Kiel this coming summer it was feared that

the Clyde event would have to be abandoned,
but it has been found possible by readjust-

ment of dates and plans to rush the yachts
through the Caledonian Canal at the end of the
Kiel festivities.

CPRING is the ideal time to visit Spain, and
^ May the best month. Many go earlier,

but the cities of northern Spain—Avila, Burgos,

Segovia and Taragossa— are cold in February and
March, although Madrid, Toledo, Barcelona,

Cordova and Seville are usually pleasant at this

season. In summer Spain is very hot and dusty,

and the number of tourists is too great for com-
fort.

The courtesy of the people is remarkable,

particularly north of Madrid, where one finds

the best types of the Spaniard. In fact, led by
their king, the people are waking to the benefits

accruing to the country from an influx of tourists.

It is well known that all schemes for the estab-

lishment of good modern hotels, the construction

of better roads, the increase of traveling facilities

and the preservation of national monuments
meet with the King's support. It may be said

also that no foreign visitors are more kindly

received than Americans at the Royal Palace of

the "Plaza de Oriente." Said the young king

recently:

"I have always longed to see my country on
the same level as France and Italy in the eyes of

enlightened travelers, a position Spain deserves

on account of her natifral beauties and her

artistic history and monuments."
Madrid has 775 licensed automobiles; but there

are no automobile trucks. One reason is be-

cause gasolene costs 48 cents per gallon. Doubt-
less there would be a more rapid increase in the

number of private automobiles if it were not for

the ultra-conservatism of the old aristocratic

families, the great majority of whom are inclined

to stick to their horses and carriages. Again,

the prices that are demanded for machines by
the Madrid dealers would in many instances

be considered exorbitant even in the United

States. The roads in and around Madrid, as

well as in many parts of Spain, are quite equal to

the famous roads of France. Even in the face

of Spanish conservatism several of the best

families, following the wake of their sport-loving

young king, are taking to automobiling as a fash-

ionable diversion, and automobile excursions have

become frequent throughout various sections of

the country.
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DE LAVAL
CREAM

SEPARATOR

NEW AUTOMATIC
OILING

The most important Cream Sep-

arator improvement since

the introduction of the

present type of De
Laval machines

The new automatically oiled De
Laval Cream Separators are now
being supplied in all sizes, and this

improvement constitutes another
great step forward in cream scp-

arator construction — the one thing

possible in betterment of the pre-

vious De Laval machines of the

present type.

The new system of De Laval
automatic oiling is distinctively

different from any other splash or

spray system in that there is a
constant regulated feed of fresh oil

and discharge of used oil. Other

splash systems use the same oil

over and over, until it soon does

more harm than good.

In the new automatically oiled

De Laval machines all gears, shafts

and bearings practically float in a

mist-like spray of oil and literally

never touch each other during their

operation.

De Laval agents will be glad to

exhibit the new machines and dem-
onstrate the working of the new
automatic oiling system, which more
than ever enhances De Laval su-

periority in every feature of cream
separator practicability.

The De Laval Separator Co.

NEW YORK
CHICAGO

SAN FRANCISCO
SEATTLE

f. I

Ya

'4A
JF^"\ I F was planned particularly to fit a particular available

j^PFfM space, between the garden and the residence drive. And it

tits it admirably.

Then there's another thing— the way it's built. You have
noticed that it has curved eaves, adding greatly to its at-

tractiveness. But you say " other greenhouses have curved
eaves." Yes, but not the U-Bar Curved Kave. It's the

U-Bar that makes the U-Bar curved cave. And before you commit
yourself to buying a house look into the U-Bar. It's a decided departure

in greenhouse building. So different is it, that you better send for a

catalog and look into the difference. We will send a piece of the U-Bar
itself along with it. If you rather talk face to face with one of us,

we will gladly send a representative who can go thoroughly into the

matter with you. Send him tomorrow if you say so.

And on the side b.nches have tomatoes. They will be in fruit all winter long— and longer.

UBAR GREENHOUSES
PIERSON U-BAR CO

ONE MADISON AVE, NEW YORK
CANADIAN OFFICE: 10 PHILLIPS PLACE. MONTREAL

DINGEE Rmks
Are the best grown, hardiest and freest blooming. Little care is required to grow
them. Sixty-one years of experience is back of them. Dingce Roses are unequalled
for beauty, vigor and growth— always grown on their own roots— the only way a rose

should be grown. No matter where you live, we prepay all express charges under a
special plan, explained in our book, and guarantee safe delivery. Write today for the
greatest Rose book ever published, entitled

or, New Guide to Rose
Culture for I9J2. It's Free.

There is no other book about Roses that compares with it. Elaborately illustrated

in colors. Contains 106 pages. Gives special prices and tells all about these famous
Dingce Roses— nearly 1000 kinds— and all other desirable plants and seeds and how
to grow them. It's free. Send for your copy today. iwi» niiw th»

THE DINGEE & CONARD CO., Box 420, West Grove, Penna. BnMnondi-rr.ini.rdj

TO Greenhouses Leading Rest Growers m America tiardra Ha*r (.raws

DINGEE ROSES
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^ Grew These^—*

Pwze^inningVegetab^
THE most common sense remark about seeds that we have heard in a good while was made by

an amateur gardener at Lenox, Mass. He said "what is the use of my sowing anything but
prize winning seeds—they are superior, or they wouldn't win prizes."
That's a good text. On it is based Boddington's Quality Seeds, and because of it, we show

these Boddington prize winning vegetables that carried everything before them at the Lenox
Horticultural Show. Known all over the country for its high class. For three successive
years, Mr. Edwin Jenkins, Superintendent to Giraud Foster has carried off the laurels. He says in
a letter to us: "A large share of my success has been due to the Quality Seeds from Boddington's."

Boddington's Prize Winning Seeds then, are the seeds for you to plant this year, and all
the time. Send for

BODDINGTON'S 1912 GARDEN GUIDE
In it, all seeds that are under-ruled have been proven to be the best in their class — the

prize-winners. Follow the rules, and you will outgarden all your previous gardening successes.
Select and order your seeds early, so you can plant your garden early and have that early

garden you have each year talked about having.

OUR PRIZE WINNING QUALITY VEGETABLE SEED COLLECTIONS
Quantities and varieties fully described on page 107 in our Garden Guide

Collection A sufficient for a family of five $4.00 mail or express prepaid
Collection B '" eight 7.00
Collection C " " " " " fourteen - - - - 13.00 " "

Or less than a dollar a head per family. — Save your green grocer bills and enjoy fresh vegetables daily, all summer

Arthur T. Boddington West 14th Street, New York

tOSES 2f NEW CASTLE
I

Most rugged, hardiest Roses in America.
Plant tlieni and make your Rose Garden a
success. New Castle soil best adapted to
Rose growing— hence our big success in

growing healthy, vigorous Rose bushes. They
carry all the strength and vigor of New Castle

I
We grow and sell all best varieties of Roses,

' also Hardy Perennials, Shrubs, Plants, Bulbs,
flower and vegetable seeds. Safe arrival guaranteed.

ROSES OF NEW CASTLE-Free
Our 1911 edition, most famous rose book published. Profusely

illustrated in colors—highest authority on rose culture. Gives
all necessary information. Plan your Rose Garden now—send
for this great book—it's free—write today.

HELLER BROTHERS CO.
Rose Specialists, Box 430, New Castle, Indiana

VWAW YOUR SPRAY
IVlNV-IVV SOLUTION

The secret of Spraying Success is in the right solution.

l^Tay/or "LI-SUL-SPRAYOMETER" shows you
the exact gravity and strength of your Lime and
Sulphur washes— the most efficient and least dangerous

of all spraying solution.

N. Y. Pattern—Two Sprayometers and Tot Jar in case, $2.00
Penna. Pattern— Sprayometer and Test Jar in case, - 1 .25

If your dealer cannot supply you, write us.

Send for circular of formulas and general information on Spraying

— ask about the "TycOS- Frost Alarm and other Thermometers

for Orchardists.

TaylorInstrumentCompanies
58 Ames Street ROCHESTER. N. Y.

THE NATURE CLUB
{Continued from page 56)

1. To what extent do birds return year after year to
their previous nesting places?

2. How far from their birth-place will birds be found
nesting?

3. In cases where an identical nest is occupied in suc-
cessive seasons, how is the tenancy determined?

4. Do birds reared in distinctive nesting sites themselves
favor a similar site?

5. In migration, how far and in what direction do in-

dividual birds travel?

6. Do migrants travel by definite routes, and, if so,

what is the nature of these routes?

7. Do birds have definite winter quarters which they
seek each year?

8. To what extent are males and females, young and old,

separated while migrating and in winter quarters?

9. What relation do the winter quarters of the northerly

breeding members of a species bear to the southerly breed-

ing members?
10. To what age do wild birds live?

THE AMERICAN GAME PROTECTIVE
AND PROPAGATION ASSOCIATION

A NEW society, with offices at in Broadway,
New York City, starts out with a vigorous

campaign of cooperation with local and county
game wardens to make effective the existing

game laws. Special agents have been sent out,

This young robin merely yawns while his band is

being put on

and their work has greatly strengthened the
local work. They have the cordial thanks of

sportsmen and state officers, and all who look
upon the alarming decrease in our supply of

fish and game with intelligent foresight.

The Society will help to organize state and
county protective organizations, and believes

that the federating of these clubs into a national

body with influence powerful enough to cope
with the short-sighted, selfish interests that now
oppose the conservation of game, will be of

great assistance.

AS TO VON BERLEPSCH BIRD BOXES
TF YOU wish to buy bird boxes of the Von
* Berlepsch patterns, you can get them in this

country, and save the delay and bother of im-
porting them. Write the Director, and she

Young flickers on the day of leaving the nest

will give you the name and address of the person
authorized to make these boxes for sale.

BIRD NOTES

AT "THE PINES" birds are fed every day
in the year and all are welcome except the

shrike and hawk.
This month, April, we have noted two (to us)

uncommon events. For ten days the crows have
come down within a few feet of the side door to

eat the corn scattered round for the bluejays.

We had noticed them under th»trees at the end

Grow Dwarf Apple Trees
Novel, but practical, and intensely interesting. Require less room.

Easily cultivated, pruned and sprayed. Bear fruit earlier than the

standards. Make little shade, permitting other crops to be grown
between the rows. May be trimmed and trained on wire to grow

in almost any shape. Suburbanites, farmers and amateur horticultur-

alists alike find pleasure and profit growing dwarf apple trees. No
garden or orchard is now complete without several of these wonder-

fully productive trees.

VARIETIES:—Duchess of Oldenburg, yellow, striped red; Winter Maiden's
Blush, red cheek; Bismarck, red, beautiful; Red Astrachan. crimson

I also carry a complete line of Nursery Stock, Asparagus Roots, California

Privet, Strawberry Plants, etc.

Prompt Shipment. Send today for Illustrated Booklet, Free.

^ARTHUR J. COLLINS, Box C, Moorestown, N. J.
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The Companionship of

Fair's Hardy Plants
There'* a tlrlixhlful " (on>|miiii>n»lii|i " ulxiut n Kn>u|) < » f well lm i n

lunh plants ih.il y»n ninnoi riNili/.r iinlcw youovvn thirn. Vi'umiKo,
m\ lutnly K.inli n w.n onlv .1 |>.irl_nf mv Mile l.iwn. Now il hu* i

- x

|>.i in It'll into ,i( ns .mil .ii res ol I lie i lioii rsl vurii'tiri, ami lliii s|irini! I

um wuUhiitK nmrr iMKcrly than rvor for tin- I'trnt sin" that anothrr
Ku>rum« llowrr pageant is almut in !>«• u.ilicrcil in.

l)o you kinns (he joy of wati hiriK this mirarlc in yourown gurrlm }

Surely you have nxim lor at Ira-I .1 IV w plants, anil, if properly
1 Iiom-ii. these will afford you endless pleasure and satisfaction, I

should lie more than pleased to lie allowed to help sou plan a k infen.

My Book

Fair's Hardy Plants" Free

It tells of Irisrs, IVonirs, Delphiniums

and 11 host of other grand hardy plants in

greater v.iriet \ than lan he had anywhere
else — scores of my friends pronounec it the

Iwst work of its kind ever published. Tell

me all about your garden when you write.

BERTRAND H. FARR
Wyomiasing Nuramrim*

643C Penn Street Reading, Pa.

NOTE. Dickaon'a Iriah Roama th*> bmat in

thm world. Haavy. dormant 2-ymar pfanta
grown in Inland* aapmciatty for ma by thia

calabratad firm. Ready to ahip now*

Flints Fine Furniture

AS AN INVESTMENT
THAT "PAYS"

In appearance, Quality and Workmanship,

in beauty of finish and "fitness" of design,

Flint's Fine Furniture bears unmistakable

evidence of seventy years devoted to the

production of furniture that "wears.
"

Furniture that gives a lifetime of service;

that "lasts" from an artistic point of view;

that as an investment "pays.

"

Our exhibition of Spring and Summer Styles

makes plain to all that furniture "built Flint Quality"

is distinctly an artistic production, however simple in

character or low in price.

(Booklet illustrating Spring and Summer Styles

mailed on request.

)

Geo.C Flint Co.

«-47 West 23- St

24-26 West 24* St

ALMOND DISH

43J SAUCER
CHMIPMNKPlMf

LOOK I OK THE

ON EVER y IMECE

When buying glassware
mak<lake s 11 r c A t Ii a I each

ieo< ha ;i yH/ ( >ii it. Ever)

p i c r e o f * gl 11 s h w a r e

ho marked is gun ran teed, when

used under like conditions, to

hist I \\ ice ms lnii^' ms ordinary

glassware.

433
12 OZ SODA

433
CUSTARD

433
JELLY DISH

7
433

GOBLET

VMM
433
SUGAR

quality and durability con-

sidered is lower in price than

any other glassware made.

The glass itself is crystal

clear and of the finest finish.

The workmanship will satisfy

the most critical.

On request we will send

you our book, "Table Glass

and How to Use It."

A. H. Heisey & Co.
Department 51 Newark, Ohio

433
JUG

433'/z
OIL

'MM
433

CREAM
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Victor-Victrola IV, $15
Oak

Victor-Victrola IX, $50
Mahogany or oak

r-Victrola
Every home should

have a Victor-Victrola
because

this instrument satisfies the love of

music that is born in every one of

us; touches the heart strings and
develops the emotional part of our
nature; freshens the tired mind and
lightens the cares and worries of

every-day life,

because
the Victor-Victrola brings to you
the best music of all the world and
gives you a complete understand-
ing of the masterpieces of the great
composers such as you can acquire
in no other way.

because
the Victor-Victrola places at your
command the services of the world's

greatest opera stars, who make records exclu-
sively for the Victor, besides a host of famous in-

strumentalists, celebrated bands and orchestras,
and well-known comedians and entertainers,

because
the Victor-Victrola is universally recognized as
the world's greatest musical instrument, occu-
pies a place of honor in homes of wealth and
culture everywhere, and has awakened millions
to a proper appreciation of music,

because
with Victor-Victrolas ranging in prices from $15
to $200 and Victors from $10 to $100 no home
can afford to be wjthout one of these wonderful
instruments,

because
any Victor dealer in any city in the world will
gladly play any music you
wish to hear and demonstrate

,

x
to you the Victor-Victrola.

Victor Talking Machine Co., Camden, N. J., U. S. A.
Berliner Gramophone Co., Montreal, Canadian Distributors

Always use Victor Records played with Victor Needles

—

there is no other way to get the unequaled Victor tone.

Victor Steel Needles, 6 cents per 100
Victor Fibre Needles, 50 cents per 100 (can be repointed and used eight times)

his masters voicem
New Victor Records are on sale at all dealers on the 28th of each month

"FELTOID"
Casters and Tips

will not scratch, mar, or stain hardwood
floors,—are noise proof, and
wear indefinitely.

"Feltoid" Casters and Tips are made
of an indestructible, resilient material

which serves as a cushion tread, re-

ceives and absorbs the impact, and In-

sures Absolute Floor and Rug Protection.

Furniture and Hardware
Dealers will supply you.

You just try them — and make sure that

"FELTOID" is stamped on every wheel and tip. Insist

on having "FELTOID" Casters or Tips put on all new
furniture you purchase— it should cost you nothing extra.

Send a postal anyway for booklet D. 5.

The

Burns & Bassick
Company

Sole Manufacturers

Dept. D 5.

Bridgeport, Conn.

of the lawn some fifty feet away for several days,

evidently picking up crumbs that the chickadees
had dropped. The morning of the third of

April I was surprised to find that all the broken
ears of corn I had put out for the jays the night

before were gone. We broke up several more and
scattered them around in their feeding place.

Soon a loud "ha! ha!" was heard in the pine

near and down came a crow; after peering
cautiously around, it picked up one of the pieces

and flew to a tree a few rods away with its

prize. In three days they were so fearless they
would fly down and eat shelled corn. I have
seen three down at once. They always an-
nounced their coming by the same high-pitched

"ha! ha!" No birds are grafters. As soon as

the fields began to clear of snow they ceased
coming to be fed.

Our latest "find" is an albino junco that came
down on April 12th with several of its slate-

colored mates. We have had opportunity to ob-
serve it less than three feet away, as it flies down
a dozen or more times a day for grain and chaff.

Two birds in the hand are worth how many in the bush?

It is not entirely pure white, but as seen

against the snow a very delicate pearly, gray
white. The sharply denned breast line of the

junco is in this bird faintly outlined with gray;

the tail is dark gray with the exception of the

white outer feathers; the upper and lower long
wing feathers are white and the middle ones

dark, a faint gray marking outlining each wing
at least two thirds of its length. The right side

is a trifle more heavily marked than the left;

bill, legs, and feet are like those of the ordinary
junco, except lighter and pinkish in tone.

We have not only heard it make the little

jingling song of the junco but wre have seen

it while it was singing. L. M. Scales.

THE PROBLEM OF FARM HELP
WITHIN the past few years a great many

who have hearkened to the call "back
to the land" and bought old farms

which they have remodeled and begun to de-

velop by modern methods, have found, to their

dismay and increasing irritation, that there is

a "help" problem in the country even more
pressing than in the city. They find that it is

almost impossible to secure good farm help

who will stay on the place. Hands come, stay

two weeks or a month or two months, and then,

when most needed, pack up and leave. Even
those that stay longer often "peter out" after

a time and have to be dismissed. Indeed, the

supply of farm labor becomes at times so in-

adequate and inefficient as to entail serious

financial loss. But it is not always the fault of

the help.

Not as a farm owner or operator, but as a

city-bred man who for the sake of health,

variety, and adventure, spent last summer work-
ing as a farm-hand in New England, I gained
an intimate knowledge of the farm-hand's point

of view.

I worked on two farms, one in Massachusetts,

the other in Vermont, getting each job through
an employment bureau where a month I had
spent during a previous summer on the farm of

a friend's friend in New York State was sufficient

to recommend me.
The first farm was on the top of a high hill,

in a beautiful location, but on very rocky soil.

The men talked of plowing "out in the quarry."
The farm comprised about 6oo acres, more than
half of it pasture land. There were three
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The Economy of I H C

Gasoline Engines
Mic acta

I II C MglM
strut lion arc n

ny ilollars for

>int» of con-
nving.

I Thr mil, riil I in >" lil Inn: the rnjtinc i»

thr hest that can t* ..btainul It is ra*y to nc

..i hi- 11

l.lr ol .1

pi». Kvcrv tiny u<l«lr*l tn the
line is a point in ctonomy.

.,|..l

uml
er at lhat

.< ("low an torn.it ic fuel regulation prevents
wmstr Whether running with i light or heavy
loml an t II t" engine uses the smallest amount of

fuel necessary to do the work.

The result is an engine that nins for the
longest time. gives the l>esl ser\ i< e. iosts least

per year of serviee. anil runs .it t he lowest < ost fur

fuel. That is the engine you get when you buy an

I H C Gasoline Engine
I II C engines meet every power requirement

for farms, country places, estates, shops, mills

anil factories. They arc !>uilt in all sizes from
t to 50-H. P., in all styles; vertical and hori-

zontal; water-cooled and air cooled; stationary

or portable, and are built to operate on gas, gaso-

line, kerosene, distillate or alcohol. Catalogue
and full information will be sent on request.

International Harvester

Company of America
(Incorporated)

25 Harvester Bldg. Chicago USA

i

ii

go farther a pound ordinan *^^^^|^^^H^H|
When it Joes show wear, not ^^^^^^HfljHj
wax on the worn spots. Old English Floon|^^^^^^^|
woodwork which will not scratch nor hold ^^^^^^^K
rxpensive, either—a 50-cent can will do the "Hi^^H
Old English on your floors?

Bring Out the Beauty

of Your Floors

IT'S THERE. Just needs

the ritflit finish—such as

only Old English Floor Wax
can give—to impart the rich-

ness and lustre that made "Old

English" finish famous.,

It's the large proportion' of

hard, imported wax in Old

English that does it. It also

lakes a pound of

Jfloor

fmitli exception*!!} durable.

vil« floor. Just rub a little

»•»> .!• to Hrxiri, furniture and

cn housework a lot easirr.

Wye 100m. Why don't

It's not

Send for Free Sample and Our Book
''Beautiful Floors Their Finish and,Car©w

You'll find lots In it to make housework easier. It tells about

Finishing K*w Floor*-
rintihlDK Old Floor*
Hardwood Floors
Pin* Floors

Cleaning and Polishfn?
Csrt of Waxed Floors

|

Finishing Dane* Floors,
Kitchen, Pantry and
Bathroom Floors

Finishing Faroitnro
Interior Woodwork
Stopping Cracks
Removing Tarnish, etc

A. S. BOYLE
* & CO.

pm- Send BOOKLET
and FREE Sample

so I can try Old Eng-
lish at home.

A. S. BOYLE & CO.
1904 West 8th Street Cincinnati, Ohio f Address.

Mr dealer is.

Refrigeration in Large Houses
The large house without its own cooling-plant is as incomplete as it would be without

electric lighting. Hundreds of well-known families, a few of which are mentioned
below, would not think of depending on the ice-man. Now there is no muss or bother

or disappointment, and the food is kept fresh

town and country are equipped with a

and cool and dry. Their homes, in

(uippcci witn a

HOUSEHOLD
REFRIGERATING

and ICE-MAKING PLANT15m With the Brunswick you do not keep
1 the food in a heavy, moist atmosphere
^^^^^ (which cannot help but be laden with

germs), but in a pure, dry sweet air.

Very little time is required to put it into work.

Your butler can devote a few moments a day, toward
starting it, and stopping it.

It is simplicity itself, and is

unusually compact.

We invite your attention

—and will be glad to send
full information by mail, or

have our representative call,

as you desire. Every Bruns-
wick is made to fit the re-

quirements of each user, and
it is guaranteed to give

results.

This system does not rely on ice.

it simply cools the air, keeping it dry,

at an always even temperature. The
food does not lose flavor or change
appearance.

A few of the Representa-

tive Brunswick

Users

Mrs. E. H. Harriman

P. A. Rockefeller

J. P. Morgan, Jr.

Theodore Frelinghuysen

Mrs. Wm. Thaw, Jr.

Gage E. Tarbell

Hon. Whitelaw Reid

Brunswick Refrigerating Company
New Brunswick New Jersey

"TAPESTRY" BRICK
makes the most beauti-

ful house in the world.

Costs less than wood and
paint.

Our free illustrated book
tells all about it.

FISKE & CO., Inc.

1780 Arena Bldg., New York
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One Hundred
Masterpieces

By JOHN LaFARGE
Author of

"Great Masters/' "The Higher Life in Art/' etc.

MR . JOHN LaFARGE has given a key to the art beauties of all time in

this splendid volume; a work which holds open to the average reader the

door to the storehouse of the ages— the gallery of immortal paintings. In

the present volume he treats not of a group or school, but of those imperish-

able achievements of the greatest painters of the world. Enforcing his words
with exquisite illustrations, Mr. LaFarge has made his pages quick with the

very spirit of the masters and has interpreted to us their finest works in a man-
ner which is not only understandable but truly inspiring.

The book is, indeed, a veritable treasure-house

of all that is worth while in the history of paint-

ing, wholly free from technical criticism, and
discovering the artist only in its illumination of

those finer touches which would otherwise be

lost to your eyes.

PARTIAL CONTENTS
Allegories: Parts I, II, and III.

Sacred Conversations: Parts I, II, and III.

Triumphs: Parts I and II.

Annunciations: Parts I and II.

Madonnas: Parts I and II.

The Romantic School: Parts I and II.

Portraits of Fashion: Parts I and II.

The Sadness of Certain Portraits: Parts I, II, III, IV,
and V.

The Borgia Rooms: Parts I, II, and III.
Portraits of Children.
The Primitives: The Flemish. Unknown Portraits.

Over 100 Illustrations in black and white. Boxed. Net, $5.00 {postage 50 cents)

BY THE SAME AUTHOR

The Higher Life in Art

This is a notable resume of the work of Delacroix,

Daubigny, Decamps, Rosseau, Corot, and Millet.

Mr. LaFarge has summed up the significance of

their achievement more completely than has ever

been done before.

With 64 plates of famous paintings. Net, #2.50
{.postage 35c.)

Great Masters
Brief critical biographies of Michael Angelo, Ra-
phael, Rembrandt, Reubens, Velasquez, Diirer
and Hokusai.

" It is. undoubtedly, America's most brilliant contribution
to the literature of art criticism. . . . We have had no
better art criticism in our clay, so far as painting is concerned,
than this of LaFarge's."

—

Boston Transcript.

With 63 fine half-tones. Net, #5.00 {postage 35c.)

garden city Doubleday, Page & Co. new york

"THE TANKS WITH A REPUTATION"

Running Water
about your house and grounds, with a pressure behind
it equal to that obtained in the City can be secured

at a small outlay by installing a

CALDWELL
TANK and
TOWER
Tanks are built of

Steel or Everlasting

Red Cypress with
hoops of guaranteed
strength and perfect

workmanship.
Towers are of the

famous Tubular Col-
umn Design with the
weight and strength of

Steel Bridge Work,
and can be erected by
your own mechanic
or we will.

No Leaks—No Re-
pairs— No Freezing.

We furnish pumps, pipes, hydrants, gasoline, hot
air engines or windmills.

Send for illustrated catalogue and View Book and
let us give you references near you.

25 YEARS' EXPERIENCE
W. E. CALDWELL CO., Incorporated

LOUISVILLE, KV.

C. J. Brooks. Bloomington, III.

HOW ABOUT
THAT FENCE?
Every piece of property needs
fence— or more fence — pro-
vided it's the right kind—and

American Iron or Wire Fence

is the right kind. Made in

every style, of the best mater-
ials and erected in the sound-
est way, it is the ideal fence

for you. Describe your needs
briefly and we will send Cata-
log No. 10, or our representa-

tive with photos of fence to fit

your particular case.

American Fence Construction (b.
92 CHURCH STREET, . NEW YORK

Formerly Fence Dept. American Wire Form Co.

"hands" on the place, including myself, and the
boss, a big man who had been foreman for the
original owner, did a little plowing when not
in town, and during the haying season did all

the mowing. He was strong and capable, but
seemed to have no great liking for farm labor
himself. He spent a large part of his time with
the boarders, improving his grammar and
affecting social ease. Most of his wishes were
conveyed indirectly through a Pole who was the
only man who had been on the place above a
month. And though instead of working with the
men he went about with the air of a detective
when none of them were near, to see what had
been accomplished, he was never heard, so far

as I could discover, to give a word of commen-
dation.

The hours were not bad on this place, as farms
go. We got up at half past five, had an hour
at dinner, and were generally through for the
day by half past six. The work was hard and
tiring, but the food was fair, and the sleeping

quarters were not uncomfortable. But with
the exception of the Pole the help came and went
at pretty frequent intervals. And the cause
was the basic reason which can generally be
found at the bottom of all real difficulties over
the farm help problem. Neither the owner nor
his wife showed any real interest in or considera-
tion for the workers. The current saying was
that they "had no feeling for their help."

The foreman of a Massachusetts farm— the only man
on the place who had stayed over a month

The business corporation in the big city does

not necessarily suffer from showing little regard

for the comfort or convenience of its workers.

Mill or office life is more or less impersonal, and
the workers, who know that jobs are scarce,

are willing to put up with a lack of consideration

during the day in the knowledge that release

and friends will be restored at night. In the

country it is different. There the worker lives

with his job day and night. There man needs

man, and sees him for what he is. On the farm
kindness and selfishness are unmistakable, and
if the boss does not show" a genuine concern for

the comfort and welfare of his hands he cannot
get them to do the work or even to stay on the
place. If the boss is unreasonable in working
hours they spend the hours of freedom in dis-

cussing his bad qualities, and stir each other

up to a state of discontent which makes it im-
possible to get work cheerfully or efficiently

done.

The Massachusetts farm was a paradise com-
pared to the place I worked on in Vermont. This
was owned by a former hotel proprietor who had
retired to the country to raise Holstein cattle

and apply scientific methods to farming. His
farm was about the size of the other, but more
of it was under cultivation. He had about thirty

head of cattle, all registered stock. There
were three men and a boy on the place, including

the foreman, who bunked with the men and was
a very good fellow. He had traveled a good
deal, had had a business of his own, had lived

in New York city, and had a brother who owned
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SHARPLES
TUBULAR CREAM SEPARATOR
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THE SHARPl.ES SEPARATOR CO.
WEST CHESTER. PA.
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For Clean Grounds and Building!

Underground Refuse Disposal

Underground Garbage Receieer

OptM with the foot. Dogs,
cut*. Hie*, have no chance to
Ret at the garbage. A clean
back yard.

The Underfloor Refuse Receiver

for sweepings and oily waste
in the garage. .i-Oie* and waste in the
cellar, yard or street.

Underground Earth Closet

with or without portable steel house,
(or farms, camps, etc.

Steel house verv convenient for use
as a hath house.

Send for circulars about each. Sold
direct. ** years in use.

C. H. STEPHENSON. Mfr.. 40 Farrar St., Lynn, Mass.

Smith Granite Monuments
Express in the world's best granite

Westerly Granite
the ideas you . as purchaser, wish to have conveyed in the
lasting remembrance to the loved one.

Our designs and workmanship are ex-
clusive and distinctive in their propor-
tionate beauty. They indicate character

not a mere block of stone hewn into some recognizable shape.
We will mail our illustrated booklet of

MONUMENTS. MAUSOLEUMS sad STATUES
on request.—We deal direct with you. Our expert designing
service is at your disposal. Write us today giving us your
ideas and asking ours; we may suggest just what you want.

The Smith Granite Company, Westerly, R. I.

Representatives in

New York City Philadelphia Boston Syracuse

A
Sound Living

Tree has a money as
well as a sentimental

value, therefore it is too

precious to neglect

The Davey Tree Experts

Do
a class of work accomplished by no other set of
men —they succeed where others fail.

If you are the owner of an estate, a country or
city house with trees, we want you to write for
our book, which is interesting and valuable to you
— it tells the fascinating story of John Davey,
Father of Tree Surgery what he accomplished -

the institute he founded, and how the Davey
Tree Experts are saving trees and money for
property owners.

Don't let any man touch a tree on your place
unless he shows you credentials proving him quali-
fied to perform the work.

All graduates from the "Davey Institute of Tree
Surgery" carry such testimony, and are em-
ployed by the Davey Tree Expert Company-
WE NEVER LET GOOD MEN GO.

An early writing for our book is advised, be-
cause "Procrastination is the Thief of Trees"

Be sure to mention the number of trees

you own, and their species. Address.

THE DAVEY TREE EXPERT
COMPANY, Inc.

215 Filbert St. Kent, O.

Branch Offices: New York. N. Y.,
Chicago, III., Toronto. Can.

Canadian Address: 630
Conf. Life Building
Toronto, Ontario

Representatives
Available
Every-
where

JOHN DAVEY
Father of Tree Surgeryl

DAVEY TREE

EXPERT WORK

ON THE

CAPITOL GROUNDS

WASHINGTON DC

Filter Your Entire Water
Supply

Avoid Typhoid and the other diseases always

present in impure water by installing a

Paddock Water Filter

You will then use pure water for drinking

and all household purposes.

WRITE TODAY FOR CATALOG

ATLANTIC FILTER COMPANY
311 White Building Buffalo, N. Y.

CORNELL COTTAGES
<; E CTIONAL^^^S^mkP01*™ B L E

I
IPC* Ofrl IfrSi «C

'

CORNELL Cottages, Garages, Churches
School Houses, and Portable Buildings

of every kind are all built in sectional units

Cornell Portable Buildings are better and less in price than home-
made. They are water and weather proof. Painted inside aad act,

colors your selection. Illustrated Art Catalog. 4c stamps, tells more.

WYCKOFF LUMBER & MFG. CO.
440 Lehigh St.. Ithaca, N. Y.

You Can Lead a Horse to Water, but \ ou Can't Make Him Drink
Why not try it the other way round ?

Lead the Water to the Horse—You Won't Have to Make Him Drink
Don't take him out to the old-fashioned, ice-filled drinking trough— open a faucet in the
warm stable and give the water at the right temperature. Better results from the animals
-comfort for yourself. And in the dwelling, all

Reeco Rider Engine
the convenience and health which a plentiful supply
of pure water assures.

This is made possi- RCPPO SYSTFM the result of 70
ble by the use of the a\lilj\.\/ Years experience.

All kinds of pumps, power and storage, suitable for Domestic
Water Supply. Write nearest office for catalogue C5.

RIDER-ERICSSON ENGINE CO.
New York. Boston, Philadelphia. Montreal, P. Q. Sydney, Australia
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THE
SPIDER BOOK
joinnamarcnxs

An Important New Work by

professor

John Henry Comstock
of Cornell University

The

Spider Book
THIS is one of the most interesting and important nature books

of the decade. " The Spider Book," by John Henry Comstock,
now Senior Professor in Cornell University, is a scientific work, but
is written with the clarity and simplicity of style that has made his

"Manual" a classic in the literature of insect life. The reader is,

at the outset, relieved of the old, widespread, false notion that

spiders are venomous and detestable creatures. On the contrary,

as, family by family, they are described and named, their wonder-
ful habits hold the interest, and send the reader out to watch the

doings of these industrious, skilful, beautiful creatures. This first

comprehensive book on the habits and classification of a vast

natural group is a notable contribution to the literature of science.

One color plate and over 700 illustrations in black and 'white.

Net, $4.00 (postage 35c.)

PHOTOGRAPHY
By E. O. HOPPE, F. R. P. S., and Many Others

IT is impossible to give in this short space any fair idea of the

immense amount of valuable information contained in the 50-odd

chapters of this volume. Every phase of photographic work is

covered by men who are fully informed of the latest improvements
in the art. A series of appendices take up such questions as com-
parative speed numbers of plates, diaphragm numbers, table of dis-

tances for enlargements, etc., while a full index renders the mass of

information ready at a moment's need. Over 120 illustrations are

used to explain the different effects and processes. It is a book
which competent critics have declared to be the clearest and most
comprehensive exposition of photographic art in all its modern uses.

Net, $3.50 (postage 30 cents)

Garden City Doubleday, Page & Co. New York

A HISTORY
of ENGLAND

By RUDYARD KIPLING
and C. R. L. FLETCHER
£T Twenty-three New Poems

by Mr. Kipling

"We receive vivid ideas of the spirit of the times as well as the people instead of having the real

events overshadowed by the awful array of dates, with the terrible impression that they, of all things,
are most important in history. The present generation is fortunate to have its information
in such felicitous form ana we can only hope that some American genius will come forward
and give our national history to our small citizens in the same inspiring patriotic manner."

Illustrated in color. Net, $1.80 (postage 20 cents).

COLLECTED VERSE. By Rvidysvrd Kipling
Illustrated Edition. Beautifully Illustrated by W. Heath Robinson. Cloth, net, $3.50 (postage 35c).

Leather, net, $10.00 (postage 50c).

REWARDS AND FAIRIES. Illustrated, $1.50

Doubleday, Page & Co. Garden City, New York

a big garage there. He had turned farmer
again to keep away from the fascinations of

spirituous liquors.

Here was a typical case. The farm was
owned and operated by a man who kept thor-
oughly up-to-date on farming problems, who
got as much as $800 for a heifer, one of whose
cows had made a one-day milk record of seventy
pounds, who owned a bull valued at $3,000, and
who gave his constant thought to the science

and practice of farm production. Yet his

sowing had been late, his haying was late, his

kitchen garden almost run to waste, his har-
vesting likely to be delayed, and his kitchen
without a helper for his wife. And the one
cause for this condition of things was his failure

to handle the help problem in an understanding
way. In the space of four months twenty-
seven men had left the place. I was told that
he had got so used to having his help leave that
he had a standing request at the employment
bureau for all the men they could send.

A little explanation will make the situation

clear. On purchasing the farm he had spent,

I was told, $6,000 on the house. In consequence
the family quarters in the front were commod-
ious, even elegant, and well equipped with all

those conveniences which make life in the
country comfortable. The reaY of the house,

An Al farm-hand who became disgruntled and left

h< iwever, was almost exactly as it had been in

the days of its Yankee owner. Not even the
kitchen (which his wife had probably expected
to enter only to give orders) was decently fitted

up, and the quarters overhead for the help were
such as they would enter only at the very latest

possible moment before getting into bed. The
beds themselves were old, with straw mat-
ressses and without perceptible springs, the

sheets unchanged for weeks, and the dingy toilet

room such as no hand would or did use if he
could help it. In the bedrooms it was im-

possible to stand up without danger of knocking
one's head against the sloped ceiling-boards.

With one exception the hands slept two in a

bed, but when a second was put in the bed I

occupied I changed my own sleeping quarters

to the stable loft.

There were no effective screens to keep the

flies out of the rear part of the house, and when
the men had gobbled down their unpalatable

fare they forthwith hurried to the stable to find

a box or carriage seat on which to sit out the

noon hour or to wait a half hour for bed-time.

I say wait purposely, for if there was no com-
fort or convenience for the men when their

work was done there was also small time to

indulge in such luxury. The getting up time

was four o'clock, an hour which I know from
actual observation to have been ridiculously

and uselessly early, and the tired w-orker, who
got through at six in the evening, could hardly

afford not to be in bed by seven or quarter past.

The result of fixing the rising-time at four

o'clock was simply to make the chores spread

over a period of three hours, for breakfast was
set at seven. The men laughed at three hours

for chores, and could easily have done them in

an hour and a half if given till half past five to
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NOTHING can

lend more
Jut in 10 ilu- v;.vi

don than an ai

tractive

SUN
DIAL
Wo CAn show you an

assortment of many
beautiful designs from

which to

select or

submit de

signs car-

rying out

original
ideas. Write

for our illustrate

booklet "SUN DIALS for the GARDEN'

114 East 23rd Street. New York
Branches Brooklyn. Si. Paul. Minneapolis, London. Paris

I

HOW TO BE A CRACK SHOT
Halo li AI.

A.l.lrr-jM k Shotguns. >.. and Klilt TtIrK

J. STEVENS ARMS A. TOOL COMPANY
t* FltTj */ PrKiiim. Itopl. »I4, Iklrarr* •»•, II

Send Us Your

Old Carpet
We Will Make

New Rugs
By our Improved method of weaving, we make
N-.uitlful runs totally different from any other
runs woven from old carpets. Read our guaran-
tee- Our?* In the oldest and .arena factory of
Is Hind tn America. Established 38 years

Rugs, 73c and Up
Beautiful designs to your taste— Plain. Fancy,

>rirntal— lit for any parlor. Every rug guar-
anteed to wear ten years. Grand Prises at

three World's Fairs.

We Ray Freight
Your old carpet-s are worth money no
matter how badly worn; don't throw

them away.

rREK Write today for book of designs

—

— — In colors, prices and full Information

OLSON RUG CO., Dept. 136.40 Laflin St., Chicago
(hmry+rdtr tsmfilttid xvtthtn THRtM DAY'S)

Sure protection

lor your

dining table

A good part of the price you
pay for a dining table is the
cost of giving it that beauti-

ful polished top. The only
absolutely cer-

tain protection
for that elegant
surface is a

Peerless Asbestos
Table Mat

Don't risk your handsome table when you can give it

this sure protection for one quarter the cost of relinish-
ing and polishing it after it has become scarred and
stained by hot dishes and spilled liquids. Ask your
dealer to show you the Peerless As-
bestos Table Mat — you can tell the
genuine by this trade mark. If your
dealer cannot supply you. write to us
for nearest dealer's address and our
booklet "To the Woman Who Cares "

CHICAGO ASBESTOS TABLE MAT CO.
Dept. 243 2 15 Loomis St., Chicago. IU.

lie Perfected Qran4 Piano
There is one supreme in-

strument in every field of

musical expression— the
Stradivarius Violin, the
Bohm Flute, etc.

In all the world there is only one Grand
Piano so perfectly constructed that the

evenness of tone is not destroyed when the

soft pedal is applied, but, on the contrary,

the tone volume remains perfectly propor-

tioned throughout the scale from loudest

to softest.

Such tone shading is only possible with the

Isotonic Pedal, and the

Kranich & Bach Grand
is the only piano in the world that

tains it.

Sold on convenient monthly terms,

if desired.

NOTE— It will interest you greatly

to read a little book describing tbe

famous Isotonic Pedal— it cannot be

comprehensively treated in this space.

The book, together with our new
catalogue, will be sent on request.

fGattich&Bact

I

One of the many new and beautiful

designs for Studs, Vest Buttons and
Cuff Links — gold and platinum

mounted and of the finest workman-
ship — some set with precious stones

— made by the largest house manu-
facturing fine jewelry in the world.

Krementz Bodkin-Clutch

Studs and Vest Buttons
appeal to fastidiousdressers as the most

perfect for wearwith stiff bosom shirts.

They go in lir\e a needle and
hold like an anchor; and are abso-

lutely free from bother of any kind.

Ask to see them at any of the leading

jewelers.

If your jeweler does not keep them, write

for Booklet and name of jeweler who does.

KREMENTZ & CO.
70 Chestnut Street, Newark, N. J.

Makers of tbe famous Krementz Collar Buttons

o

B

GAEDWAY

GardenTerraGTta
HE Galloway Collec-

tion has been greatly in-

creased/^?/-the season 0/1911

Send for New Catalog show-

ing new designs executed in
strong.durable Terra-Cotta

Gaiioway Terra GdTta Co
3216 WALNUT ST. PHILADELPHIA.
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She
FORESTER'S
MANUAL

ERNEST THOMPSON SOON

T5he

Foresters
Manual

By

Ernest Thompson Seton
Chief Scout of the Boy Scouts of America

(No. 2 of "The Scout Manual Series")

THIS is a guide to the trees of Eastern North America which gives three things.

First, the identification of the tree, made absolutely easy by drawings and
descriptions; second, where each tree is to be found — with actual maps of

** v
' the range of the species; third, it tells the properties and uses of the different

trees from the point of view of a scout or woodsman— a unique feature which makes
the book of exceptional interest. It would be hard indeed to find elsewhere such
points as the weight of each kind of wood; the dyes made from bark or leaves; the

method of using spruce roots, for instance, to make baskets or for lacing material—
these and a thousand other items of woodcraft drawn from Mr. Seton's long study
and experience will be found in this invaluable manual.

Many Illustrations. Cloth : net, $1. 00; paper : net, SO cents. (Postage 10 cents)

BY THE SAME AUTHOR
|

Rolf in the Woods
Being the adventures of a Boy Scout with Indian Quonab and Little Dog Skookum.

The most exciting portion of all is where Rolf comes to put his new knowledge into

practice as a daring scout during the war of 181 2; and his adventures around Platts-

burg in those stirring times give the reader a new sense of the American nation in the

making.

"The boy who doesn't enjoy this book is no boy at all, but an imitation. It is a good,
red blooded story, lavishly illustrated by a man who can make animals almost growl
out of the printed page. Never has Mr. Seton's double talent for writing and illustrating

shone to such good purpose."

—

The Dululh Herald.

Full-page illustrations and many marginal drawings by the author

Fixed Price, $1.75 (postage 15c.)

TlATn T 1"H"1a ^Jj*A7'510j£*Q A book of outdoor play for young folks, full
X WU J-lllllt; JdV d^CO

of Mr Seton's most fascinating nature lore.

Illustrated. Net, $1.75 (postage 15c.)

Garden City DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO. New York

IfYou Have a Hose You Need a

"DETACHABLE"
HOSE REEL

Your hose will last three times as long
—always free from kinks and twists.

Hose is attached .permanently to reel

which slips on faucet, locks and is ready
for use.
Reel revolves on the faucet to wind or
unwind the hose.

Get it on trial— it's guaranteed.

Send for a copy of " Useful Things for the
Lawn." It fully describes the "Detachable"
Hose Reel and the "Easy Emptying" Grass
Catcher for Lawn Mowers and a number ot

other mighty valuable lawn articles.

THE SPECIALTY MFG CO.,
1 048 Raymond Ave., St. Paul, Minn.

SHEEP MANURE
Dried and pulverized. No waste and no weeds.
Best fertilizer for lawns, gardens, trees, shrubs,
vegetables and fruit.

Large barrel, freight prepaid East
<T A f\(\ of Missouri River. Cash with or-

\J \J d*rr. Write for interesting booklet
and quantity prices.

The Pulverized Manure Co.
20 Union Mock Yards, Chicago

A ServiceThat Saves
The J. Clawson Mills Co.'s service saves you all the

worry and all the added and unforeseen expense, and pie-

serves all the ideals that go hand in hand with home building.

Whether you have in mind the idealization of a single corner

in one room, or the creation of an entire establishment, you
should write today to

THE J. CLAWSON MILLS CO.
44 Clinton St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Action Too Fast for the Eye is Clearly "Seen"

by Goerz Lenses

Pictures worth mone> — the kind that show situations

the human eye is not quick enough to see are taken with

GOERZ LENSES
CAMERAS

11 v<ii atrtaJy have some
Universally used by speciJ**

where the first exposure is ihi

Write for

other camera, you can equip it with a Goer;

orrespondents and by professional photogi

Ijvi chance for the picture.

pin

our Booklet on "Lenses and Cameras"
C. P. Goerz American Optical Co..321 B. 34th Street, New York

sleep. A man, even a farm hand, does not
like to get up before daylight in August, and
being forced to do so without sufficient need
disgruntles him.

During my brief stay on this farm I saw two
experienced hands get disgruntled over the
lack of consideration shown by the owner, who
coupled with this deficiency in his make-up
a temper not always controlled, and in each
case the man became morose, sullen, and care-
less as to how he did his work. One left before
I did, and the other, I suspect, did not tarry
very long thereafter. In such cases the man
will simply endure in sullen silence, without
voicing a complaint, and at the first criticism

of the boss demand his pay and quit. Labor
unions demand an improvement of working
conditions, farm hands never. They judge
the job and stay or quit accordingly. Many
a farmer fails to keep his men because he in-

terprets their silence as satisfaction.

My experience on these two farms, and
especially on the last one, showed me that if a
farm operator would get and keep good men
he must first of all imagine himself in their

places. He must get rid of the idea that the
farm laborer is a son of the soil who has never
been out of the backwoods and therefore does
not know what modern conveni«nce is. The
average farm laborer to-day has traveled a good
bit, and however humble may seem his lot he
is pretty intelligent and has an excellent notion
of how things should be done. More often than
not he has been a city worker, many times a

skilled mechanic, who has turned farm hand to
be free from temptations to squander his money,
or for some equally excellent reason. There-
fore the owner must see that the disadvantages-

of doing heavy manual labor in an isolated spot
far from the haunts of men are compensated for

by reasonable hours, good food, and a proper
provision for the enjoyment of "off" time.

The city worker of the farm hand level, how-
ever hard he may labor with head or hand dur-

ing the day, is able to look forward to a pleasant
evening. The farm owner must provide a

substitute for this. If he wants to keep his

men he can make no better investment, often,

than the erection of a cheap out-building for

their use. Such a structure, containing a rough
living room provided with chairs, table, pen
and paper, a few magazines, and a shower bath
and coat room adjoining, would change the
whole face of the help problem on the farm. It

would be conducive not to loafing, but to such

an anticipation of rest as would turn the work-
ing hours from drudgery into willing toil. The
hand who after supper or on Sundays has to
wander about the place, to settle irresolutely at

last into an uncomfortable, hard spot beneath
a tree where he can be free from flies or heat,

begins to wonder what good it does him to work
like a slave all day if his time off gives him no
delight. Often, after spending Sunday in such

a fashion, a hand has got up wearily and said to

me that it had been "a hell of a day."

Farm owners should never forget that the men
they hire are human beings, tempted in most
points like themselves. When their men quit

without warning they should ask themselves

whether they would probably not do the same
thing under the circumstances. Robert Pierce.

THE "DROP DISEASE"
LETTUCE

OF

GROWERS of lettuce in a dozen states of the

Union sometimes suffer severe loss from a

disease known as "the drop" — really the

work of a fungus. In North Carolina, where com-
mercial lettuce growing is an extensive industry,

experiments by the station expert in vegetable

pathology have revealed a simple means of con-

trolling the disease under field conditions. It has

been found that the "resting stage" of the fun-

gus, by which it survives in the soil from one

crop until the next, is comparatively short-lived.

If the grower will watch for diseased plants and

remove them before the fungus has formed its

"sclerotia," obviously the only source of in-

fection that will remain in the field will be such

of these minute bodies as have been produced

through the medium of a previous diseased crop.

But the sclerotia seem unable to survive long

enough to infect a crop grown a year or more
from the time they were produced. Hence the

field becomes practically free from the disease.
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Carpet Sweeper*
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BISSELL CARPET SWEEPER CO.
Dept. 57 Grand Rapid,, Mich.

(Large*! Fiilutlv, Cart'et S.»eper Maker. In tha World.) (si)

Mode to orJut— rt> exactly match
the color schema of any room

"You select the color—we'll make
the rua." Any width—seamless up
to 16 feet. Any length. Any color
tone—soil and subdued, or bright
•nd striking. Original, individual,
artistic, dignified. Pure wool or
camel's hair, expertly woven at
short notice. Write lor color card.
Order through your lurnishcr.

Thread Of Thrum Workshop
Auburn. t\ew York

THERE IS BUT ONE

PIANOLA
MADE ONLY BY

THE AEOLIAN CO
382 FIFTH AVE.. NEW YORK

RATS KILLED BY
SCIENCE

By (he wonderful bacteriological preparation, discovered and prepared by
Dr. Danytz, of Pasteur Institute. Pari*. Used with ttriiung success for

years in the United States, England, France and Russia.

DANYSZ VIRUS
contain* the germs of a disease peculiar to rats and mice only and is abso-

lutely harmless in birds, human beings and other animals.
The rodents always die in the open, because of feverish condition. The
dit*ft* a also contagious to them. Easily prepared and applied.

How much to use.— A small house, one tube. Ordinary dwelling,

three rubes (if rata are numerous, not less than 6 tubes). One or two dozen
for large stable witS hay loft and yard or 5000 sq. ft. floor space in build-

ings. Pnce: One tube. 75c; 3 tubes, $1.75; 6 tubes, $3.25; one doz. $6.

INDEPENDENT CHEMICAL CO., 72 Front St.. New York

The Readers Service gives

information on Real Estate

A Pergola in Your Garden
Our Pergolas are

designed by skilled

landscapearchitects.

They are shipped
in crated sections.

Ready to Set Up
Erect one this

Spring and beautify

your country' home.

One of our Pergola. Send f" Catalog.

THE PERGOLA CO.
1 9 S. LaSalle St Chicago

IB

You'll always he
proud ofyour OlcC—

P
3%-ft. m'f* K ttrtit

Sfteed 34 ntttfi per hour, guaranteed

ROUD of its grace, of its

elegance and comfort—of its

guaranteed reliability.

Few builders have had our twenty years'

rxpericncL*; fewer still earned a reputation so

sound, and none built boats which year after

year win such victories as do Elco Express
Launches and Elco-Plancs.

The victory of the lfl-ft. Elco-Plane, "The Bug,"
over Mr. Gould's 1 35- ft . S. Y."Helenita" for a prize of

$5,000, was one of the notable sporting events of l'Jll.

Whether you desire a motor boat for racing or for

pleasure especially if purchasing your first boat, your
only safety is to depend upon the integrity of the

builder. Nowhere else can you purchase as much
dependability as in an ELCO and at prices no higher

than need be for the brst of workmanship and material.

HI.CO speed* CPA K A NTKI'.D, or sale ran tie cancelled.
KI.CO boats and engines GUARANTI'.KD for one year.

Elco Express Launches
28-ft. 4-cyllnder I'.ngine. Ouarantccd Speed 20 miles.
.Wft. 6-cyiinder Kngine, (•uaranteed Speed 24 miles.

Elco Planes of the "Bug" Type
Patent applied /or.

16-ft l-cylindcr I'.ngine, Guaranteed Speed .V) miles.
20-ft. 6-cylinder Engine, Guaranteed Speed 35 miles.
Can be seen at any time, and tried out by appointment.

Writefor Illustrated Catalog.

Address Oka i

71 Arenue A
Bayonne, N. J.

Twenty-seven minutes from Liberty sod
sinl Street Ferries. C. R. R . of N. J.

to West 8th Street.

Elco-Plane " The Bug '

Speed S5 tulles per hour, guarguaranteed

An Economical Home Water Works
RUNNING WATER

When and Where You Want It

For your country home, dairy, farm
, garden

or lawn. Water pumped from nearby stream,
ond, or spring without expense for power.
Low in cost; high in efficiency. No trouble,
no repairs, water raised 30 feet for every foot
of fall. Thousands use our

FOSTER HIT
1

. RAM
AH highly endorsed. Pumps water day and ni,ht
automatically in any quantity to any height. If desired

we will guarantee to put one
in to your entire satisfaction,

for a fixed sum, agreed upon in
advance. ' hen once installed,

ex|>ense ends. No attention or
expense to maintain. Write us.

Power Specialty Company, Trinity Bldg., New York

"Practical Methods of Sewage Disposal

For Residences, Hotels and Institutions"
by

HENRY N. OGDEN
M. Am. Soc. C. E.

Professor of Sanitary Engineering, Cornell University

and

H. BURDETT CLEVELAND
Assoc. M. Am. soc. C fc.

Principal Assistant Engineer. New York State Department
of Health

.•'-../« pages,52 illustrations. Cloth, ft SO net, postpaid.

This work contains full plans and descriptions of various types
of sewage disposal plants with complete directions for their
construction.

JOHN WILEY & SONS
43 and 45 East Nineteenth Street, New York City

STRAWBERRIES
[ Plants by the dozen or by the million

.

J
120 acres planted In 103 vaile ties. A t

I tbe staudards and the mo?t promising oi

I the new ones. Largest grower In

1 America. Every plant true to name.
I Also Ra*pberry,Blackberry,Goosebeir>
land Curt. mi Plants, Grape Vines, Cali-

Ifnrnia Privet and other Shrubbery.
I Cultural directions witb each ship-

Iment. Beautiful Catalogue FRKE. Semi
I a postal today. My personal guarantee

I
bock; of every sale.

W. F. ALLEN
--'-'Market Street, Salisbury, Md

RIFE
RAMS
Pump water
automatically
day and night

Supply Pure Water
to your country place. Pump
it with impure water from pond
or stream by a double-acting
Rife Ram.
Costs little to install—nothing
to operate. Raises water 30 ft.

forever}' foot of fall. Will sup-
ply pneumatic tanks against
100 lb. pressure. Pumps auto-
matically day and night.winter
and summer. Fullyguaranteed.
If there is a stream, pond or
spring within a mile write for

plans, book and trial offer Free.

Rife Ermine Co., 2427 Trinity Bldr.. N.V.
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Lasting Satisfaction
and Real Economy

In the Home Heated by a KELSEY W
A
A
£
M GENERATOR

There is a vast difference between just

the ordinary hot air furnace and the Kelsey

Generator. There are many advantages of

our System over hot water or steam. Over
40,000 home owners have considered our

Kelsey Heated Residence, Rye, New York
Architect Charles C. Piatt, New York

WARM
AIR

reasons sufficient to make them instal the
Kelsey Generator. Here are a few: a contin-

uous flow of fresh warmed outdoor air, not
burned out hot air or foul air heated over
again by radiators; reliable steady heat, alike

in cold or mild weather; simple and quick
control; every room in the house heated
evenly There are many more reasons why
the Kelsey System is worth your immediate
and serious consideration — just common-
sense advantages you can readilyunderstand.
Send today for our new illustrated Booklet,

"Achievements in Modern Heating"

This book is non-technical and makes
selection of a heating system easy to de-

cide. Send us a postal or letter- NOW.

Kelsey Heating Company
Main Office: IOO Fayette Street, Syracuse
New York Office: Cor. Fifth Ave.& 20th St

Knoxweed Kills Dandelions

And all other noxious weeds.

Now is the time to apply it.

Get a can today and have
a perfect lawn all summer.
Easily and quickly applied

with no injury to the lawn.

At your Druggist or send 50c. for lawn

size can, postage prepaid.

GUARANTEED TO KILL or Money Refunded.

The Knoxweed Company,
Omaha, Neb.

Landscape Gardening
A course for Home-makers and

Gardeners taught by Prof. Craig
and Prof. Beal, of Cornell Uni-
versity.

Gardeners who understand up-to-

date methods and practice are in

demand for the best positions.

A knowledge of Landscape Gar-
dening is indispensable to those
who would have the pleasantest

Prof. Craig homes.

250 page catalogue free. Write today.

THE HOME CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
Dept. C. Springfield, Mass.

There's ONE Heating System
That Pays for Itself

Let us prove to you that a KROESCHELL STEEL BOILER in your
own home will actually save its entire cost in comparison with any other

known method of heating.

Astonishingly small coal consumption—remarkably easy to operate

—

absolute freedom from repair bills— perfect and permanent satisfaction.
NOT CAST IRON f f f

The Kroeschell Steel House Boiler
Above comparison with any thing else on the market. The ordinary cast iron boiler now a thins of the past. Moderate

first cost. Shipped ready to erect—no time wasted in assembling. Fully guaranteed for 15 years' service.

Expert Advice Without Charge—The services ol our Engineering Department at your command without cost or
obligation. Write for^our interesting descriptive book and full particulars.

PLATE STEE

Kroeschell Bros. Co. Dept. 1694. 440-472 W. Erie St, Chicago, III

FLOOR VARNISH
"61"

Mar-proof Heel-proof Water-proof

THE FARM LIBRARY
containing: "Soils." "Farm Animals," "Farm Management," "Cottoo," Each
Illustrated from photographs. Books sold separately at $2.20 per vol. postpaid

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & Co., GARDEN ClTY, N. Y.

THE REAL FAIRY FOLK
BY LOUISE JAMISON

This is a very winsome story of how a lonely child finds a fairy

world all about her and learns those interesting things about nature

which are a closed book to so many of our younger folk.

About 60 illustrations; one frill page in colors, and many in black and white

by J. M. Gleeson. Net, $1.00 (postage 10c.)

Fairy Tales a Child Can Read and Act
BY LILLIAN E. NIXON

This volume contains a number of those juvenile classics which
have delighted generation after generation, arranged with full directions
for acting. Children the world over love to enact the stories that they read and Miss Nixon has made this

easy with her simple instructions as to costumes (all of which may be made at home)
,
dialogue and playing.

Illustrations in black and white by R. J. Herbert. Net, 75c. (postage 7c.)

garden city DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO. NEW YORK

TEN HINTS FOR THE LAND
BUYER

(Out of some hundreds of possible ones that will occur
to, every person who has bought country or suburban
property.)

1. When you find a place that interests you,

get an option. You can then study it at your
leisure without the disagreeable experience of

having the price jumped 50 per cent, by an over-

acute seller who sees you're "landed."
2. Study not only your own piece of land, but

the whole neighborhood. Note the direction of

growth of the nearest town and the kind of

people who are nearest to you. The character
of a suburban community is "plain to read, long
before it actually hardens into a settled thing.

Be sure nobody can cut off your choicest view
by building on adjacent land; also that newr

streets or changes of grading will not throw upon
your land a flood of water in the spring rain

storms. Don't forget that it's a favorite trick

with unscrupulous little real estate operators

to get a piece of land adjoining a nice new house
and then let it leak out that they plan to start

an Italian colony there. That old blackmail

"gag" has added 50 per cent, to the value of

more than one piece of acreage.

3. Buy at the start all the land you're going to

want — and a little more. Your building and
improvements are probably going to raise the

value of adjoining property. Better raise it

for yourself than for the other fellow — or even
against yourself; for land hunger is a pro-

gressive disease. You'll start with four acres

and wish you had forty before you're well set-

tled. And the only profit you'll ever make will

be on the land.

4. // you're near the city, have a careful search

made for possible assessments, past as well as

future (for sewers, paving, street openings, etc.)

They're very disconcerting sometimes and may
double the cost of a small property. Also be

sure some future change of street level will

neither leave your house on stilts or in a hole.

Have your title insured and you can sleep easy
o'nights.

5. Don't haggle over a few dollars when you

find what you want. If it's right for you it'll

be hard to duplicate; and land near any big

city at anything like a fair price is a pretty

sure thing for a long pull.

6. Buy yourself a home first — an investment

only as a secondary consideration.

7. Remember you'll be lucky to get back the

cost of your building and improvements. At the

end of five years you should estimate that the

increase of value in your land ought to be enough
to take up perhaps 50 per cent, of what the

building cost. And never forget that real

estate is a slow asset; if you have to sell quick
you'll have to sacrifice somewhere from 10 per
cent, to 50 per cent, of your paper value.

8. Rent a year, if possible, before buying a

ready-made house. You'll have a lot more idea

at the end of that time what you're spending
your money for. Such things as poorly built

houses and mosquito neighborhoods have been
known.

q. Keep in mind taxes, water, repairs, and
interest when comparing buying with renting.

Not to mention the insatiable desire to spend
money on improvements which is bound to

attack you when you contemplate a place which

is your very own.
10. Allow liberally for outbuildings, drives,

planting and that voracious item of
"
miscellaneous"

in your estimate. A country home starts with a

house, but alas! it by no means ends there. If

you plan a #10,000 house, the chances are a

hundred to one that (with the natural tendency

to want more room, and with all these things

outside of the house) you will not get your
country home complete for less than #20,000,

exclusive of the land.

I.orenz H. Williams.
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Buy Paint that is Scien-

tifically Prepared
There's something of Chemistry anil

of Physics in the making ol gnml paint—
The selection anil combination nf

proper ingre.lients requires scientific

».> >>»<•• ••

I" .luce d

Lo*te Brothers

li^iiia Faint
—the Paint of Performance

All maeeriaN are subject eo Chemical
ialvw ami in mllitinn thr i..unt* .in- . .. I ... u 1

1

1 .

1

YOUR INTERIOR WALLS
Mellotone is the most beautiful of flat

wall finishes. It is washable, hygienic anil durable.

The colors, "soft as the rainbow tints," harmonise
»:.h any decorative scheme. Send for color cards.

SEND FOR OUR BOOKLETS
We will send you our books of valuable paint

information. "Hsssss Attractive Irasi Gat* to Garret,"
' Hard**? ia Cslar." I Mtk b**) "GooJ Hoses br

Good Artkitrcti" 15 cents in stamps.

Bit fro* Is* Hick Stand i . .1 dealer ia roar .........

—

[ you don't know who he is we'll introduce you.

Just drop us a card.

THE LOWE BROTHERS CO.
467 E. Third St.. Day loo. Ohio

Boston New York
CUeiga Kansas City

Lowe R. ... Ltd.. Toroato. Caa.

Y

r

r

V
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Have Running Water in

Your Country Home
You can have running water in
every room of your country
home—in your stables, barns,
carriage sheds, garage, etc.,with-
out the expense of pumping or
employing help. Simply install a

Niagara Hydraulic Ram
and if you have a nearby spring or flowing
stream you can enjoy exactly the same
Watering advantages as a city resident.
Doesn't cost one cent to operate, pumps by
self-water pressure every minute of the day,

yearin, year outjnever needs
attention and can't get out
of order. Our prices are
low — write for catalogue
and we will quote yon.

NIAGARA HYDRAULIC
ENGINE CO.

P. O. Box1017
Chester, Pa-

The ANGE LUS PLAYER-
PIANO

MOZART

CHOPIN

LISZT

CRIEC

MASSENET

SCHUBERT

^he Instrument

rsonality
NO two musicians play the name composition

alike. It is doubtful if any piece of music
has ever been played twice alike.

Pianissimo, in written music, means play softly
— but how softly?

Accelerando, means play rapidly—but how
rapidly?

Only the instinct of the individual can decide or govern
these questions, and that is wherein the Angelus is wonder-
ful. It enables the player-pianist to infuse his individuality
into the composer's style.

With the Phrasing Lever, the Melody Buttons and the
guidance of the Artistyle Music Rolls, you can give your
own interpretation of what the composer wrote exactly as a
great musician does by means of his fingers.

Or you may employ the Melodant to pick out the melody
of the composition so it sounds clear and distinct above the
accompaniment, while you yourself, by reading the Artistyle

marking with the Phrasing Lever, give the beautiful tempo
effects indicated, thus producing a delightfully artistic

rendition.

The Diaphragm Pneumatics, by exactly imitating the
human touch, give to the music produced by the Angelus-
pianist the last element needed to make it like that of the
most skilled hand playing.

The owner of an Angelus has no musical limitations other
than his own musical sense. The Angelus is just as
dependent upon the player-pianist for its highest possibili-

ties as is the harp or the violin, but— it enables anyone to

produce music which is perfect in technique and correct in

expression so far as the composer's intentions have been
indicated in the written score.

The patented devices and exclusive features which make
the Angelus a new musical instrument and not a mechanical
piano, are found in no other instrument.

Knabe - Angelus
The world-famous Knabe
Piano and the Angelus.

Angelus - Piano
A splendid piano built
expressly for the Angelus.

Emerson- Angelus
The sweet-toned Emerson
Piano and the Angelus.

The
Gourlay-Angelus

in Canada

m

DEBUSSY

MOSKOWSKI

CHAMINADE

NEVIN

DONIZETTI

CL1NKA

PUCCINI

5CHI

THE WILCOX & WHITE COMPANY
Pioneer* in the Player-piano Industry Agencies ail over the world

MERIDEN, CONN.
233 Regent Street London

Coldwell Lawn Mowers HORSE
MOTOR

Known All Over the World— Catalogue on Request

NEWBURGH NEW YORK

HARTSHORN
SHADE ROLLERS
Bear the script name of

Stewart Hartshorn on label.

Get "Improved," DO tacks required.

Wood Roller* Tin Rollers

Good year
No-Rim-Cut Tires

10% Oversize

Cut Tire Bills in two

SOUP let U the milk of rreen
t corn, extracted by » new

process which eliminates erery particle of
coarse, indigestible bull. It makes a ssssf
delicious: soup. Nothing better, purer or
morr nourishing. Get * can and try it. Book
of Kornlt/t recipes for your grocer's name.
The Hsserot Canneries Company

Cleveland, Ohio

Try it and you will agree no punch can f-J

surpass that made with

Try this: Juice of three
lemons, one orange, one
quart water, one cup sugar
and one pint Welch's.

Serve cold.
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Since 1847
The firm of Peter Henderson & Co. was founded in 1847 and the

65 years of successful seed-raising and selling that is behind every

package of Henderson's seeds must and does make them the best

that it is possible to buy. In your grandfather's day, Henderson's

was the standard by which other seeds were judged and the same

condition exists in 191 2. Our methods of seed testing which were

the best three generations ago have been improved upon from year

to year and are today still the best.

The unknown quantity in your garden is the quality of the seeds

you plant and you cannot be too careful in seeing that you obtain the

best procurable. The most critical of all planters in the choice of

their seeds are the market gardeners or truck farmers. Perhaps the

best endorsement of the quality of Henderson's seeds is the fact that

Peter Henderson & Co. supply a larger number of professional grow-

ers than any two seed houses in the world. The very existence of

these merr, depends upon their receiving the best quality of seeds.

That Peter Henderson & Co. are easily pre-eminent in the professional

growing field is the best endorsement of Henderson's

seeds that can be given.

Henderson's seeds are tested seeds.

Special Offer
Our 1912 catalogue. Everything for the Garden, a book of 204
pages, over 800 illustrations, color plates, etc., will be mailed on
receipt of 10 cents. In addition, we will send without extra

charge, our new book, Garden Guide and Record, and our col-

lection of 6 Henderson Specialties, in a coupon envelope which
will be accepted as 25 cents on any order of one dollar or over.

Peter Henderson & Co.
35-37 Cortlandt Street

New York

DREER'S
DAHLIAS

We have over 500 vaiieties, including the

very latest American and European introductions.

The best of them are offered in

Dreer's Garden Book for 1912

Copy mailed on applicatitn

If you want a complete list ask for Special Dahlia
Catalogue

HENRY A. DREER, 71^X.St

Send for Book of Ready-Built Garages
and Gardeners' Houses Complete

Artistic designs. Wind and weather proof. Detail and equipment as desired,

Can be erected quickly. Send for catalogue.

E.F. HODGSON CO., U6 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

:dei
Sow Your Grass Seed with-
^_The Velvetlawn See*
PUTS the seed in the ground—not on top.

None blown away or eaten by birds.
Makes a beautiful, uniform lawn certain

in the shortest time. Saves enough seed to pay
for itself. Run easily by one person. No mat-
ter how small your lawn you can afford to
have this seeder.

Let us tend you letters from users, prices,

illustrations, etc. We analyze soil and ad-
vise our customers free as to the best seed
and fertilizer. Write today.

VELVETLAWN SEEDER CO.
10 Columbia St.

Springfield, Ohio

Pomeroy Hardy English Walnut Trees
PEST FREE, ACCLIMATED, ORNAMENTAL. FRUITFUL

E. C. Pomeroy, Bayside, N. Y.

ASPARAGUS ROOTS
My 191 2 stock of asparagus roots is unexcelled.

6 of the strongest, healthiest and thriftiest varie-

ties. One and two-year-old roots for sale. We
know they will please you. Place your order now.
Special prices on large orders. There is big money
in growing asparagus

STRAWBERRY PLANTS
You should know about my own fine, heavy bearing vari-

eties. For $1.00 I'll express 100 plants of Norwood or

Heritage varieties. Try them. I have dozens of other

standard varieties. Big yielders and strong, healthy plants.

They are guaranteed true to name. I am a strawberry

specialist. The success of my berries is my success. You
will do well to plant them.

All shipments are packed with skill and care and reach destination in excellent condition.

Free catalog of Trees, Dwarf Fruit Trees, Small Fruits. Vines, and Spray Pumps, FREE.
Box C. MOORESTOWN, NEW JERSEYARTHUR J. COLLINS.

Burpee's Seeds Grow!
THE truth of this famous "slogan" is attested by thousands of the most

progressive planters throughout the world— who rely year after year

upon Burpee's Seeds as The Best Seeds That Can Be Grown! If you
are willing to pay a fair price for Quality-Seeds, we shall be pleased to mail,

without cost, a copy of Burpee's Annual for 1912. Long known as "The
Leading American Seed Catalog" this Bright New Book of 1 78 pages tells the

plain truth and is a safe guide to success in the garden. Do you want it?

If so, Write to-day ! Address

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO. Philadelphia.

A WORD FROM THE EDITORS

Mi
•4
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LITTLE over ten

ago this

magazine was es-

tablished to serve the

needs of an increasing

class of Americans who,
as the publishers be-

lieved, were turning

their attention seri-

ously and unmistakably
This intangible move-

in its infancy, has since swept over

n a quiet but resistless wave, caus-

toward country living,

ment, then
the nation
ing the people of this country to alter their views

of life in countless particulars, and producing,

as we believe, a more wholesome and hopeful

attitude toward life in all its phases.

The movement has produced progress in many
lines, and has entered into the realms of business,

science, and sport. The inter-relationship of

all these things is extremely interesting, and it

is to set this thought before our readers that

we have planned an Anniversary Number to

appear April 15th, and have filled it with brief

The courtyard of the Country Life Press will be ablaze

this spring with a beautiful collection of irises

but authoritative articles on every important
phase of country living. These include the

following:

"The Spread of the Country Life Idea," by
the Editors. How it has caught the fancy of

the American people, and how it has manifested
itself during the past ten years.

"The Autobiography of Country Life in

America," by Frank N. Doubleday. The
remarkable growth of the magazine and its

relation to the broad movement.
"True Progress in Country Life," by L. H.

Bailey. What it is and what it consists in. The
need of good work-
ers. A point of

view on the situa-

tion.

"Have We Pro-

gressed in Garden-
ing?" by Wilhelm
Miller. A de-

tailed and categor-

ical review of the

past ten years and
a prognostication

for the future.

"A Decade of

Domestic Archi-

tecture," by
Thomas Hastings.

We have out-

grown at last the

Victorian period of

bad taste, and are now returning to the natural

development of classic styles and the traditions

of our forefathers.

"Progress in American Sport," by Walter
Camp. A record of the achievements of the

past ten years in various branches of sport, and
an expert's opinion of the tendencies.

"Plant Breeding During the Past Ten Years,"

by Leonard Barron. Some of the marvelous
achievements in the improvement of plants,

vegetables, and flowers, not by "wizardry," but
by the practical application of scientific methods.
"American Forestry — a New Movement to

Meet a, Growing Need," by U. S. Chief Forester

Henry S. Graves. What the nation, state, and
individual can do.

"Dodging the Deadly Habit of Industry," by
Woods Hutchinson, M. D. The theory of play
and work and rest, and wha# it means in the

The tenth anniversary cover
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Your
Own
Electric

Light

on Your
Country
Place

WIGHT your house, barn, buildings and grounds

with it. One of the greatest city conveniences.

The brightest, cleanest, safest and handiest light.

Ready to turn on day or night with a

FAY & BOWEN I

Electric Light and Power System
Y>m run tlie enpine only at your convenience. Takes

only six feet square floor space. Any one with ordinary

intelligence can run it and care for it. One cent an hour

pays for ten 16-candle power lights. The most economical

outfit you can buy, because repairs arc slight or none

—

upkeep negligible.

ANo faraishei power for pump, churn, washing machine,

and main other uses in the house and around the place.

Send for Our Electric Light Bulletins

which «iv.- o>ni|ili'tr information. Ti ll u« what

you want to light and we'll estimate the cost.

I VY & BOWEN ENGINE CO., awwifffCjK v.

Attractive Seed Offer
For 50 Cents

To induce you to take ad-

vantage of this very attractive

seed offer without delay, we
will include one packet of the

New and very Popular African

Golden Orange Daisy, a charming

annual that is easily grown.

\\ e are headquarters for

the latest Novelties in

seeds, and everything in

the line of bulbs.

Remember that for only

SO Cu. we will send you all

the seeds mentioned in this

advertisement, rajae $1.90.

All the above varieties

are described in our 191

2

catalogue; 120 pages, tell-

ing all about seeds—which
is sent free.

We will send prepaid the follow-

ing seeds, which, if sold separately,

at our retail prices of 10 cents a

packet, would cost $1.90.

One Packet each of the following Giant

Orchid -flowering

SWEET PEAS
New White Spencer. Best

white.

Countess Spencer Pink.
King Edward Spencer.

Brilliant scarlet.

Captain of the Bines

Spencer. Bright blue.

Aurora Spencer.

Best striped.

Primrose Spen-

cer. Paleyellow.

One Packet each of new
Giant-flowering

NASTURTIUMS
Dwarf Beauty. Light scarlet.

Dwarf King Theodore. Scarlet maroon;
dark foliage,

Dwarf Luteum. Light yellow.
Tall Scbulzi. Scarlet.

Tall Pearl. Cream white.
Tall King Theodore. Scarlet maroon; dark foliage.

One Packet each of the following

ASTERS
Violet King. Beautiful deep'violet.

Early Snowdrift. Earliest white.
Improved Crego Pink. Giant pure shell-pink.

Hohenzollern Rose. Feathered pink.
Cardinal. Beautiful bedding scarlet.

Royal Purple. A gem in color and size.

SO Barclay Street

NEW YORK

,,T*eu,Mto

Clothes for Lounge, Dress or Sporting

Wear

English Furnishings, Hats, Trunks and

Leather Goods

Boots and Shoes in exclusive models

Norfolk8 and Knickerbockers of light

Shetland or heavy Harris Tweeds

Heaw Flannel Golf Trousers

Sena for Illustrated Catalogue.

BROADWAY Cor. TWENTY SECOND ST., NEW YORK

Make them a source of pleasure

for your summer and a valuable

asset to your property.

There are few trees past saving. Many a

magnificent tree, the pride of its owner, has

been saved from certain death by the skill of

our men. The tulip tree shown here (in the

Tiffany estate on Long Island) was filled with

cement from top to bottom and given a new
lease of life.

Let us care for your trees as they should be
cared for. We have the skill, the men. and the

experience to give you perfect service. Our
work is guaranteed and we inspect it every

six months without expense to you.

We will examine your trees, tell you what
they need and what it will cost to fix them up.

1 his will cost you nothing.
Why not send today for one of our repre-

sentatives and go over things with him-

Send for Oar Free Book
"Making Good" in Trees

Explains the care your tree* need,
how we work, and what we have
done for others and can do for you.

Appleton & Sewall Co., Inc.

Foresters and Surveyors

156 Fifth Avenue

New York

...1
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The
Lubricant
for Your Car
Flake Graphite is acknowledged an
ideal lubricant, because it produces
on bearing surfaces a marvellously
smooth and durable veneer that
actually holds the metal surfaces
apart. Friction is reduced to a
minimum — bearing surfaces can't
cut or seize—when you use Dixon's
Motor Graphite, a wonderfully
unctuous graphite of extraordinary
softness and lubricating qualities.

Dixon's Motor Graphite increases
the lubricating value of oils and
greases. Only a very small quantity,
added regularly, is necessary to
keep bearings in perfect condition.

Unlike oil or grease, it is un-
affected by heat or cold —

can't be squeezed out
of bearings.

DIXONS
MotorGraphite

( Pulverized Flake)

Add a little

Dixon's Motor
Graphite in dry form
to the oil in your crank
case or blow it in the spark-
plug hole. It will increase com-
pression and give you more power
from a smoother running engine.

Mix it with your own choice of
lubricants or we will do it for you.
as we manufacture a full line of
greases containing Dixon's Motor
Graphite.

Ask your dealer for Dixon's Graph-
ite Lubricant No. 677— a highest
quality mineral grease scientifically
combined with Dixon's Motor
Graphite. Fine for differentials or
transmissions. More economical
than plain oil or grease.

Send name and Model
of car for free book,

"Lubricating the Motor."

JOSEPH DIXON
CRUCIBLE COMPANY

Established in 1827

JERSEY CITY
NEW JERSEY

rhythm of life. Are we, as a nation, learning

the therapeutic value of fresh air and play?

"What the Back-to-the-Land Movement
Really Means," by George T. Powell. Is the
city man going to regenerate the country, and
is the country going to regenerate him?
"The Government's Work in Animal Hus-

bandry," by Dr. A. D. Melvin. A resume of

what the Bureau of Animal Industry has ac-

complished in ten years in improving our horses,

cattle, and poultry.

"The Past, Present, and Future of Wild Game
Conservation," by William T. Kornaday. Shall

we exterminate more
species of birds and
animals? What are you
going to do about it?

"The New Agricul-

ture," by W. M. Hays,
U. S. Assistant Secre-

tary of Agriculture. A
brief resume of the re-

markable advance in

agricultural methods
and results in this

country during the
past ten years.

"Tendencies in Sub-
urban Development,"
by Clifford B. Harmon.
The huge army of

American suburbanites
better living conditions

more beautiful surroundings

"What Ten Years Have Done for Photog-
raphy," by Wilfred A. French. ' Some of the

improvements that have helped to make the

camera a popular adjunct of outdoor life.

"The 1912 Automobile and its Elder Brother
of 1902," by Julian Chase. The development
of the modern motor car from the old gasolene

buggy, and what it has meant to American
country life.

"The Great American Apple," by William P.

Stark.

"The Boy Scout Movement," by Alfred F.

Loomis.
"The Growth of the Nature Study Idea,"

by Julia E. Rogers.
The Departments in this issue include:

Home Furnishing and Decorating, Power
"i achting, The Automobile, Garden and Grounds,
Gardening Under Glass, Stable and Kennel.

The building in winter

have been demanding
and are now securing

Recent-WriiintfS'j
How to Skee. By Henry Hoeck, translated into

English by Adelrich Benziger. Outing Publishing Co.,

New York. Illustrated with diagrams; 32 pages; price

50 cents postpaid.

A practical handbook containing instruction

in elementary and advanced skeeing, together

with valuable hints for equipment and dress.

Boat-Building and Boating. By D. C. Beard.
Charles Scribner's Sons, New York. Illustrated by the

author; 190 pages; price $1 net.

This latest work from the prolific pen of Dan
Beard is full of clever hints for the boy who is

nautically inclined. How to build boats, canoes,

logomorans, how to sail a boat, to paddle a canoe,

to make a portage, tie difficult knots — these

are but a few of the things which make this a

treasure for any active boy.

The Feeding of Stock and Crops. By A. D. Hall,

M. A., F. R. S., Director Rothamsted Experiment
Station. E. P. Dutton & Co., New York. Illustrated;

298 pages; price $1.50 net.

That the science and practice of farming are

ever becoming more and more closely welded is

again emphasized by Doctor Hall's admirable
discussion of the care of agricultural " materials."

He has achieved more than a thorough scientific

survey of the co-relation of soil, crop and
animal compositions and their methods of

obtaining and supplying food. He speaks
mainly for the less-technical and non-scientific

reader. He emphasizes, and convincingly shows
the universal interest and value of the science

I
Four Car Owners in

I
Every Five

I
Use the Reliable

I
Stewart

I Speedometer
I
H An Absolute Necessity on Every Car

I
S They tell you the exact speed of your car,

^ and it's necessary to know, to avoid acci-

§ dents, arrest and fines.

They tell you what your car can do on a
^ nice stretch of country road. It's good to

^ know if your car is really doing its best.

^ They keep an accurate count of the miles

I
covered, which helps you on your tire ad-
justments—a big item on which to save

|§ money—to say nothing of auditing your
gasoline and oil supplies.

They are indispensable when touring; the
trip register keeps you on the right road,

checking your guide-
book to the tenth of
a mile.

Speedometers, $16 to $30
Clock Combinations, $15 to $70

Open dial, big fieures, easily

read; magnetic principle; re-

markably accurate; slow mov-
ing parts, no wear; beautiful

workmanship, best procurable
materials; ball and jewel bear-

ings; positive odometer no
springs; 100,000-mile season
register, 100-mile trip, can
be reset to any tenth of a mile;

unbreakable flexible shaft;
drop forged swivel joint which
will outwear the car; noiseless

road wheel gears.

I

Speedometer Guaranteed for Five Years

There is a quality reason back of the popularity of the STEWART
Speedometer. There is a quantity reason back of the price.

Send for handsome 1912 catalogue telling you why we can make
the best speedometer at the lowest price. Write Today.

STEWART & CLARK MANUFACTURING CO.
1871 Diversey Boulevard, Chicago

DetToit Chicago San Francisco New York Boston
Cleveland Philadelphia Kansas City Los Angeles

Minneapolis Indianapolis London Paris

MY NEW ILLUSTRATED YACHT LIST
(80 pages) shows at a glance every type of yacht for

sale and charter. 200 pictures, descriptions and prices.
Sent gratis

Stanley M. Seaman, Broker, Est. 1900, Suite A, 220 Broadway, N.Y.

THE ENG1NE/REFINEMEN

finest boats t£at/Yoat
For Runabouts Cruisers and Speed Boats.

Sterling Engine Co.,
1345 Magara St.
Kuffulo. N. Y.

mm.
Best grade cedar canoe for *20
We sell direct, savins: you 920.00 on a canoe. All
canoes cedar and copper fastened. We make all sizes and
styles, also power canoes. Write lor free catalog giving price*]
with retailer's profit cut out. We are the largest manufacturers

J

of canoes in the world.
DETROIT HOAT CO. , 4 Bellevne Ave. Detroit. Mich

!
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Strongly Constructed. Sea-

worlliy. Excrllrnt S|<BrrJ.

N'-illi' r .. K.ir« 'l> vil. S< nf
dr-vil, K.if ink M.i'tnii'- nor

yet a Tub; but a Sa.fr and
Sarir Plrnsurc Lnuncb for

family U»r.

heller Than Nitrate of Soda
FOR THE PERMANENT ENRICHMENT OF LAND

FARMOGERM INOCULATION
U reconniicd as the STANDARD INOCULATION

Valuah t H»nm of Particular! itnt FREE

EARP - THOMAS FARMOGERM CO
Dept. 13 Bloomfield, N J, USA

loney in
Our Home Study CourM In Practical Poultry

Culture under Prof Chai K. Graham, late of the
Connecticut Agricultural College, teaches ko» to
mnkr poultry pa/.

Ptrtonat instruction, Expert Advitt.
ISO Paff ( atalan' frrr. «r.t. >.-.! t.

THE HOMF CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
K. Pt. «'. I' . -,.rll. U ll. Ill M „.. Prof. Graham.

SPRING
WATER
Direct from Spring or

Well to House. No
Tanks to warm it or

Retain Slimy deposits.

No complicated mech-

anism in the well.

No Tanks to Freeze in

Winter. The

Weber Pump
delivers Sweet, Pure and

Cool Water at ground

temperature(52° to 55° F.)

to theplumbingsystemof the

House at uniform pressure.

Adapted to wells of any

diameter and depth. Full

capacity for Lawn, Garden

and Fire Service. You can-

not appreciate the advan-

tages of the Weber Pump
until you have Read our

Booklet. Sent Free on

Request.

Weber Subterranean
Pump Co.

90 West Street, New York City

MatlTeson

A tried and proven chassis

of remarkable workmanship

Bodies by Brewster and

Quinby, the latest and most

luxurious examples of the art.

I

u(H tpr Those
Who Use the Best

MafiTT'Bon
Antomobi I

Coin puny
wfcuayRarnE
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Hupmobile Long-Stroke "32" Touring Car, $900
F. O B. Detroit, including equipment of windshield, gas lamps and generator, oil lamps, tools and horn.
Three speeds forward and reverse; sliding gears. Four cylinder motor. 3 1-4 inch bore x 5 1-2 inch stioke.
Bosch magneto, 106 inch wheel base. 32 x 3 i-j inch tires. Color, standard Hupmobile blue. Roadster, $900.

'Long-Stroke' Means Long-
Stroke in the New Hupmobile
We have figured always that it was the

wisest kind of enlightened selfishness to give
more than the public expected.

Thus, only one motor in America has a
longer stroke than the engine in the new Hup-
mobile "32".

And this car sells for several times the Hup-
mobile price of $900.

The relation of stroke to bore in the new
Hupmobile is the mean average of the best and
latest European practice; and is positive as-
surance of greater pulling power.

The cylinders are cast en bloc; the crank-
shaft^ special drop forged high carbon steel,

is equipped with three especially liberal bear-
ings, instead of two; the valves — all on one
side — are completely encased, oil-tight and
dust-proof, yet instantly accessible.

Note these evidences of extra-generous con-
struction, please, and compare them with
other cars at the Hupmobile price.

You will see in the engine and transmission
unit a triumph of mechanical adaptation,
which makes for increased efficiency and
space economy.

The full - floating rear axle, in itself,

places the Long-Stroke "32" in an- exclusive
class.

You can ascribe all these constructive ad-
vantages to the fact that the Hupmobile or-
ganization has always been held practically
intact.

The chief engineer, E. A. Nelson, designed
the original Hupmobile runabout — whose
priority in its own class has never been seri-

ously disputed. The department heads, and
the skilful workmen who have executed his
designs, have remained with us in our pro-
gressive development.

We should be glad to send to you 45 x
8i photogravures and full description of
the handsome Long-Stroke "32".

1
IH

HUPP MOTOR CAR CO., 1282 Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Michigan

Standard 20 H. P. Runabout, $750.00
F. 0. B. Detroit, with same power plant that took
the world touring car around the world—4 cylin-
ders, 20 h. p., sliding gears, Bosch magneto.
Equipped with top, windshield, gas lamps and
generator, oil lamps, tools and hom.
Roadster $850. Coupe $1,100

A recent exhaustive report of the efficiency of
the Hvpmobiie Runabout in nearly a year of army
service is rontained in a booklet entitled "A Test
of Service", which we will gladly send on request.

i

1

MOTORISTS,---RIDE COMFORTABLY!
Save Your Backs
Furnish your car with

Shock-Absorbing

CUSHIONS
Every touring car and li-

.mousine should have two
or more of these. One
long ride proves them in-

dispensable. As a support

for the small of the back,

neither long rides nor
rough roads are fatiguing.

Sent, charges prepaid, anywhere

in the United States for $3.50
BOSTON MADE

Covered with genuine Spanish leather in Brown, Green or Red

Money refunded, if not satisfactory

WILLIAM LEAVENS & CO., 32 Canal St., Boston, Mass.
Dealers write for particulars

of nutrition. He urges the most effective,

economical and beneficial methods of soil

management, tillage, crop fertilization and ani-

mal feeding, upon the farmer on the land, forcing
home accepted theories and approved princi-

ples by citing actual experiments.

Rugs of the Orient. By C. R. Clifford. Clifford &
Lawton, New York. Illustrated; 109 pages; index;
price $3.

This volume is distinguished from other works
on Oriental rugs by its wealth of tabular matter
for ready reference. To distinguish one type of
rug from another by means of weave, design,
and other characteristics is a task which this
book lightens in a marked degree. It is designed
to be of equal service to the commercial buyer,
the amateur, and the connoisseur.

The House-Fly. By L. O. Howard, Ph. D. Fred-
erick A. Stokes Company, New York. Illustrated; 312
pages; price $1.60 net.

The most important book which has yet
appeared about this dangerous pest which so
widely spreads the germs of typhoid and other
diseases. The life history of the fly as here told
is very interesting, and still more valuable are
the exhaustive and practical chapters on reme-
dies and preventive measures, and the suggestions
for organized work by communities.

A Fisherman's Summer in Canada. By F. G.
. Afalo. Imported by Charles Scribner's Sons, New York.

Illustrated; 147 pages; price $2 net.

An illuminating glimpse of Canada's rushing
rivers, gleaming lakes and untrodden forests

from the viewpoint of an enthusiastic follower
of Izaak Walton. The three months' trip so
interestingly described includes fishing for

salmon and grilse on the Miramichi and Metape-
dia, the more adventurous quest of the tuna in

the bays of Cape Breton, and some good sport
with muskallonge and black bass in Georgian Bay.

Fundamentals of Agriculture. Edited by James
Edward Halligan. D. C. Heath & Co., .Boston. Illus-

trated; 504 pages; price $1.20 net.

An important addition to agricultural liter-

ature in the form of an elementary text-book
primarily for college use. Each chapter has been
written by a specialist in his field so that the
information is not only scientific and authori-
tative but also concrete and specific. The
arrangement is such that the subject is logically

developed, and, better still, it is not treated
sectionally. That is, the viewpoint is that of

the whole country. The authors are from
seventeen states and the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture is represented by four
collaborators.

Madison, a Model City. By John Nolen. Madison
Park and Pleasure Drive Ass'n., Madison, Wis. Illus-

trated; 168 pages; price $1.

A comprehensive plan for the future growth
of Madison, Wis., in the most beautiful and
practical manner as the capital of the state

and the home of its university. It is a very
valuable treatise for landscape architects and
men in various posts of public service. While
Madison is exceptionally rich in natural material

important to its beautification, and so, thanks
to Mr. Nolen, may establish a new standard for

city making in the United States, this book
preaches most of the good principles of devel-

opment which are more or less applicable to

any city.

Motor Craft Encyclopedia. By B. E. Elliott and P.

R. Ward. Motor Craft Encyclopedia Co., Cleveland, 0.

Illustrated; 150 pages; price $1 net.

Compactly arranged^in handy pocket size,

with readable sized type and a generous supply

of diagrams and half tone illustrations, this

little work imparts a full measure of information,

explanation, and advice on the science of motor
boat anatomy and pathology. The novice will

find a systematic study of the book an adequate
introduction, while to the graduate, it is useful

as a work of reference. Particularly valuable

is the advice to prospective purchasers of second-

hand boats, while the chapter on engine trouble

with the "Marine Engine Trouble... Chart"
adopted from Motor's Trouble Chart will un-

doubtedly divulge to many several secret

mysteries of the mettlesome internal combustion
engine. The book is slightly deficient on a few
points, particularly with regard to the make and
break form of ignition, which is treated cursorily

and without diagrams. A complete index would
be a valuable additional asset.
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White Self-Starting Six

THE White Self-Starting Six-Cylinder Sixty

presents a striking contrast to the conven-
tional types of six-cylinder motor cars. This
car has been produced to meet the heretofore

unfilled demand for a powerful six-cylinder car

that is both economical in operation and simple

in construction and control.

The White Six embodies all of the

principles of motor car design

which The White Company has so

thoroughly developed, and which
have made White Cars world-

famous for economy, durability,

and simplicity of operation and
construction.

Absolutely the latest in every de-

tail of body design, with lines

unbroken by hinges and handles,

the White Six is the only car to

incorporate the entirely new but
extremely convenient combination

of the left-hand drive with a

thoroughly practical and efficient

electric starting and lighting sys-

tem, making it possible, for the

first time in motor car construc-

tion, to reach the driving seat,

start and light the car without the

necessity of stepping into the

street.

The striking simplicity in the

design and construction of the

White Six, with its long-stroke,

cast-in-block motor, commands
the admiration of all who see it;

and the owner of a White Car
rests secure in the knowledge that

it is absolutely the best and
most advanced car produced
anywhere.

The White Company
CLEVELAND

Manufacturers of Gasoline Motor Cars, Trucks and Taxicabs
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23rd Street James McCreery & Co, 34th Street

Bar Harbor Arm Chair, large size, made
of best French Willow with cushion of

Turkey Red or Colonial Denim in Red,
Green or Brown.

Usual Price $6.50
Natural finish

Stain finish
Usual Price $8.60

White Enamel finish - - - -

Usual Price $9.25

S5.00 complete

5.75

7.25

Reed Tea Wagon with Glass Serving
Tray, Knife and Fork Pocket, Wheels
with Rubber Tires.

Brown, Green or Natural finish

Usual Price $14.50

White or Colored Enamel - -

Usual Price $17.50

$10.50

12.50

23rd Street

Mail orders will receive prompt attention

DEPARTMENT C 34th Street

New York

All YourWashing MadeEasyMoney Saved!
"DIG washings—finest laces to heaviest woolens—dried in onr"ChIeapo-FrantisM Combined

Clothes Dryer and Laundry Stoves—illustrated here and made in various sizes—dries a big
wash indoors quick. Wet weather do hindrance. Waste heat from laundry stove heats the dryin_

cabinet and dries the clothes. Coal, Wood or Gas for fuel. Have sold thousands. All
users delighted. Also our *' Chicago-Rap id " Electric Washer with our own exclusive
patent Safety Wringer Release—found on no other machine—completely subdivides rolla

of wringer by simply pushing lever. Also Automatic Conveyor—our exclusive device.
Automatically conveys clothes into rolls of wringer—makes it unnecessary to put
fingers near wringer. Washes tub full of clothes pure clean in juet 10 minutes.
Cannot get out of order; cannot injure even most delicate fabrics. Servants and
inaid9 gladly use it. Appliances made in various sizes suitable for Residences,
Apartment Buildings, Hotels and Institutions. Write for Free Book describing
these Dryers, Washers, Wringers and also Ironing Boards and electrically driven
and gas heated Ironing Machines. Single machines or complete equipments. Just ask
for catalog No. C14 and state which machine specially interested in. Write today.

Address nearest oJJt<

CHICAGO DRYER CO., _ Qr _ SHANNON MFG. CO.,
630 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago, III. 124 Lexington Ave.,JVewTork,N.Y«

Housefurnishing
Warerooms

Largest and Best Equipped in the Country
Best Quality Only

Cookino? Utf»n«iils of Fverv KinH Tin
'
C°PPer .

Aluminum, Nickel and EnamelV/OOKing UienSllSOl CVery IVIIIU Sted Moulds, Cutlery, Earthenware, China
and Glass. Kitchen and Laundry Furniture, House Cleaning Materials, Carpet
Sweepers, Vacuum Cleaners.—Fireplace Furnishings, Etc.

Refrigerators Metal Lined, Glass Lined, Enameled Steel, Sanitary, Odorless and Dry.

Forty-fifth Street and Sixth Avenue, New York

Est. 1874—Inc. 1910

THE WETZEL BUILDING
2 and 4 East Forty-Fourth Street

NEW YORK
SPORTING and MUFTI TAILORS

BREECHES MAKERS

HPHE present Wetzel stan-

dard of workmanship, in

all branches of gentlemen's

garments, has been achieved

in the course of thirty-

eight years' endeavor and

concurrence of an ever

loyal organization, faithfully

serving a cultured custom.

The London tendencies in

fashion find first expression

in America at Wetzel's.

" Throw-on" overcoats ready for town or country

service—in the Wetzel Sporting Department.

CONDUCTED BY \V. C. O KANE

[Editors' Note.— In this department we shall publish

some of the most important news from the National and
various State Experiment Stations that develops from month
to month — results of scientific experiments, discoveries

and inventions, and reports of investigations, etc., etc. Mr
O'Kane is Entomologist at the New Hampshire Station, at

Durham, N. H.)

Orchard Heating.— Artificial heat for orch-
ards to protect them from frost at critical periods

is now thoroughly demonstrated as a practical

plaq, wherever conditions are favorable for such
treatment.

In Oregon much attention has been given to

this subject, both on the part of the state experi-

ment station and by the growers. The sources

of heat used include piles of waste wood, heaps
of manure, and special orchard heaters burning
coal or oil. There is much advantage in creat-

ing a dense, heavy smudge that will blanket
the entire block of trees; hence such materials

as give off much smoke while burning are pre-

ferred. Small heaps of manure, piled at fre-

quent intervals and soaked with oil just before

firing have given rather satisfactory protection.

On the whole, however, the special heaters burn-
ing low grade oil seem to meet with most favor.

The fuel used in the West in such heaters is a

heavy distillate with an asphaltum base. In

central and eastern states the oil is somewhat
different in character, and on the whole more
satisfactory. Large storage tanks to hold a

reserve supply of oil are desirable. The best

type is a concrete tank built into a side hill so

Making ready for a fire in an Oregon orchard. A
story of a fight with frost in Colorado was published

in March 1 issue

that it can easily be filled. From the bottom
of the tank, on the downhill side, a pipe is led

to such a point that tanks or barrels on a wagon
or a sled may be filled by gravity. This arrange-

ment also permits drawing off water or sediment

from the bottom of the tank before beginning

the work of filling the heaters.

The heaters are placed at frequent intervals

throughout the orchard, the number used vary-

ing from fifty to one hundred and fifty to the

acre. Each heater holds four to five quarts of

oil, and will burn four hours or more on one

filling, if the oil is free from water. The firing

of the heaters must usually be done promptly,

and for this purpose many growers now make
use of a torch made of gas-pipe fitted with a

wick at the lower end, and a can of gasolene, a

small quantity of which is poured on the oil in

the heater.

Electric alarms are obtainable that ring a

warning when the temperature drops to a certain
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Locks and their Uses

ii .c

in two

A lock is as strong as it* bolt—hut its security is rntirrly de-
pendent UBOfl ho* \m-II it> mechanism is protected .ilmiiisi attack
tlunugh I he kr\ bold

It am our ot a do/en kns will open your lock, of what
in it n sluing bolt ?

It the merest tyro and sneak thief can pick your lock

nrilHlTtli ot what use is your lock?

These are the reasons

why all the ingenuity of

lockmnking has led, not in

the ilinctioii of stronger

locks, hut in the search for

a mechanism which would

ibcolutcl] prevent the lock

from rring opened by any

means -.i\r its own key.

Warded Locks
The simplest form of

protecting the lock mechan-
ism is found in the warded

lock Projections in the kc\ -

hole prevent the entrance of

any key not having corres-

ponding grooves in the key.

A Yale Cylinder Night Im),

Keywajn ot Warded UkIu

Further projections inside

the lock prevent the key

from turning, unless it fits

exactly, but the number of

variations practical in the

shape of the key is so small

that generally one out of

every four is a duplicate.

The warded lock key of

your next door neighbor is

quite likely to fit one of

your locks.

Lever Tumbler Locks
Then comes the lever-

tumbler lock in which a

greater number of key

YALE
Locks and

Hardware are

so well known
because they

are so well

made.

Yale & Towne Mfg. Co.
9 Murray St. , New York

Interior ol i Lexer Tumble* Lock

changes and much greater

security is obtained by using

a number of flat tumblers. This type of lock is largely used for

inside doors in residences, for which purpose it is v/ell adapted. It

offers satisfactory security against picking or accidental inter-

change of keys.

Cylinder Locks
The first lock to offer an ab-

solute key control and a perfectly

protected mechanism was the

Vale Cylinder Lock, now known
as the symbol of lock security

throughout the civilized world.
Each Yale Cylinder Lock re-

quires a different key. No other
can possibly open it, and no record exists where a sneak thief has
succeeded in picking a Yale Cylinder Lock.

For the interior of your house, it does not matter much
whether the key to the dining room will also unlock the nursery
door. For that reason interior doors in most houses are fitted

with a good grade of lever-tumbler lock. Care should be exer-

cised, however, not to choose too cheap a lock, as it will quickly
become useless and have to be replaced.

In case it i§ desired to have additional securitv. it is always
very easy to add a Yale Cvlinder Night Latch to a door. This

A Vale Cylinder cut open to show how the

key when inserted sets the pins so the bolt

may be thrown

is :i form of Yale Cylinder Lock in which

the bolt is automatically idiot, thus pos-

sessing the advantage of not requiring the

insertion of the key in order to lock it.

The Yale Cylinder Night Latch, in

a wide variety of forms, is also frequent-

ly added to outside doors, kitchen doors, cellar doors or any door

.

where access to the hou r

might be made. The Yale

Cylinder is also incorporated

into even the most elabor-

ate designs for door sets,

such as are used on outside

entrance doors.

There are Yale Cylinder

Locks for sideboard drawers
and cupboards, pantries,

closets, bureaus and desks,

for trunks and boxes. You
will always find a Yale Cyl-

inder Lock for your pur-

pose.

Padlocks
The mechanism of the

Yale Cylinder Lock is also

found in padlock form, and
many of the best automobiles

are today completely equip-

ped with Yale Cylinder Locks
before they leave the works.

Another great advantage

offered by the Yale Cylin-

der Lock is found in the

master key. You may have
any number of Yale Cylin-

der Locks, for each of which
a different key is required by
your servants, or employees,

and yet you may carry one key

which will open every lock.

The highest type of lock

security is found in the Yale
Bicentric Lock. It contains

two separate pin-tumbler

mechanisms—one for the

individual key and one for

the master key.

This is perhaps the most
wonderful of all the forms of

the Yale Cylinder Lock, as it

not only offers perfect se-

curity, but it also fixes the

responsibility for the con-

tents of any room or build-

ing or box upon the man
who carries the key.

No other key will open that particular lock, and yet the

owner of the master key may make an inspection at any moment
without any warning.

This also does away with the necessity for carrying a huge
bunch of keys, a service which is greatly appreciated by every man.

It must be remembered that lock security is exactly what the

words indicate. The ordinary door may be battered in or broken

from its hinges, but this is not the method pursued by sneak

thieves and burglars. The success of their operation depends

entirely upon stealth and the absence of noise, which is sure to

lead to their discovery.

This is all the more reason why it is essential to have your

outer doors protected by Yale Cylinder Locks. They cannot

possibly be picked or false-keyed by a sneak thief. He is apt to

give up the job in disgust the moment he sees the name
"Yale" on the key plate of your door. That little word is in

itself almost an insurance against theft. The thief knows only

too well that the one way to get by a Yale Cylinder Lock is to

break down the door, and to this he never resorts.

Most helpful in the selection of locks and hardware of all

kinds will be our little book entitled "Yale Hardware for Your
Home." We shall be glad to send you a copy free if you will

send us vour name.
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Oriental Stone Lanterns
For American Gardens
JAPANESE Gardens in America" is

the name of a Vantine Book that is

well illustrated and daintily printed

—

"Plans and treatment and why this form
of Garden should be given a preference."

If you have a nine-foot square of ground, or if you own
a large country estate, what Florence Dixon says in the four

introductory pages will appeal to you in a very personal way—
"The Laying Out of Japanese Gardens."

Central Park is primarily a naturalistic Park, but the best

section is treated in Japanese style—
Like the Italian garden, the Japanese has certain archi-

tectural features — quaint wooden bridges, stepping stones, stone lanterns, stone or

bronze deer, dogs and cranes, each having special significance.

Stone lanterns, be it noted, are tokens of thankfulness or thank offerings for

the recovery from sickness of members of the family—
The custom of presenting native offerings of lanterns in bronze or stone, large

or small, plain or decorated, dates from early days, and no Buddhist Temple is

complete without its moss grown lanterns adorning the courts or grounds—
The;Book— "Japanese Gardens in America" is a treatise— a novel and a his-

tory all in one— the very epitome of art from a nature study— and is published

by Vantine for those interested in Landscape Gardens.
,

Write for a free copy and write to-day, for the edition is limited.

Vantine's Standard Stone Lanterns, Stone Dogs, Frogs and other figures— Bronze Lanterns, Storks,
Kongs, Buddhas and various ornaments are illustrated, fully described and sensibly priced in this book.

Hong Kong Wicker & Cantonese Rattan
Furniture

1HE most welcome and cheerful of all fixings forSummer Cottage. Country Club, Steamer or Yacht

—

Simple and sturdy designs, noted for the absence of whirligig discomfort and fancy braiding—
but cool, attractive and inexpensive.

The call of Wicker Furniture, Cretonne and Chintz Summer
Rugs and Summer Curtains is loud and insistent.

Vantine's Book " Comfortable Summer Furniture " will help you
solve those problems in a way that will be complimentary to your
judgment, and with great economy and pleasure. Write for it now.

Vantine's Hong Kong Hour Glass Chair—Illustrated here at $5.
Other sizes same style $6. and $7. Eight other styles also

with the true Oriental atmosphere.
Porch Chairs at $4.50 to $10. Reclining Chairs at $12. and

$13.50. Tea and Lawn Tables in matched designs at $6.50.

BY MVIL. - For the convenience of our out-of-town patrons, 1

tain a perfectly equipped mail order department, through which you can shop

with us by inaQ with the same assurance of satisfaction as if you personally

purchased in our store.

Oriental Rugs,

Japanese Screens,

Table Porcelain,

Draperies and

Wall Fabrics.

Dress Silks,

Kimonos,

Perfumes

Tien
BROADWAY at 18th ST., NEW YORK

Stores also at Boston and Philadelphia

UECft

During the past twelve months
more than two thousand of the home

owners in all parts of the country who
have read it, acted upon its suggestion and

equipped their homes with the

TUEC STATIONARY
Air Cleaning System

Another thousand are now piping their houses for TUEC
installation.

This means that three thousand people have found out that the
TUEC offers them something heretofore unattainable in cleaning
systems,— efficiency, sanitation, simplicity, economy and a first cost

that is easily within the means of the average home owner.

The TUEC Stationary Air Cleaning System responds to the pressure of
a button, sucking all the dust and dirt through pipes to an air-tight
vessel in the cellar and exhausting all the germ-laden air outside the
house. It eliminates tile drudgery of housecleaning and does more effi-

cient work than any portable system.

The TUEC comes in sizes and styles suited to every possible demand.
It can be installed in any building, whether already erected or in the proc-
ess of construction,—whether wired for electricity or not. You will be
surprised to learn how inexpensive it is.

The "Boo\let tells the story in the language of satisfied users. Write for it todag.

THE UNITED ELECTRIC CO. 6 Harford St. CANTON. OHIO
TUEC Companies in All Large Cities

in the planting, with the result that the larger

size kernels show a promise of a gain in yield.

Elaborate milling and baking tests have been
conducted with forty-one varieties of wheat.
Loaves were prepared and baked under identical

conditions, using electrical fermentation cabinets
and ovens. Interesting variations were found
in the volumes of the loaves made from various
varieties of wheat. Thus, Extra Early Windsor
gave a loaf averaging 1,495 cubic centimeters,
while Hickman averaged 1,825 cubic centimeters,
the other varieties running all the way up and
down the scale between these two figures.

In a general average of results, considering
both yield per acre and the milling and baking
tests, the Station finds that up to date the best

varieties of wheat are Valley, Nigger, Gypsy,
Hickman, Perfection, Buda Pesth, Fultzo-
Mediterranean, Poole Selection 6545, Gypsy
Selection 6100, and Fultz Selection 5310.

Sweet Pea Studies.— Extended studies of

sweet peas are in progress at Cornell University.
An interesting phase of the experiments concerns
the relative results of fall and spring plantings.

Naturally much depends on the nature of the

season in any given year, but so far as the experi-

ments have gone excellent results have been
secured with fall plantings.

Countess Spencer planted in the latter part

of October germinated well and appeared above

Sweet peas planted in October in full bloom the fol-

lowing June

ground, but unfolded no leaves. A mulch was
applied, which was allowed to remain until

fairly settled weather had arrived in the spring.

The vines were in full blossom by the last of

June. Seed of the same variety planted in

March did not reach full bloom until two weeks
later.

A Disease of Young Chicks.— Further
experiments on bacillary white diarrhoea of

young chicks have added important facts to

the data already published. The following

conclusions have now been formulated:

Eggs from infected hens contain the organism
in the yolk;

Chicks from infected eggs have the disease

when hatched;
The disease is often spread among very young

chicks through infected food and water;

The organism does not spread from chick to

chick after they are four days old;

The female chicks that survive probably
carry the organism indefinitely, and transmit

it through the egg.

Rabbits and Fruit Trees.— The meek but
festive rabbit exacts from our fruit growers an
annual toll of many thousands of promising
young trees, girdled and killed. A summary of

experimental means of control to date shows some
half-dozen measures of value, two or three of

which may be combined to secure complete
immunity.
The trunks of apple trees may be painted

with pure white lead and linseed oil — not

prepared paint, which usually contains a dryer

that would be injurious. Lime-sulphur may be
substituted for this; or one may make up a wash
consisting of one gallon of water, one pound of

soap, two ounces of carbolic acid and a little

vermilion red. Traps are of value. So are

poisons, the best of which consists of one-third

part borax, one part sulphate of strychnia, one
part syrup and ten parts water. Small twigs

should be dipped in this and distributed about
the trunks of the fruit trees. Thorough pro-

tection is afforded by wrapping the trunks with
wood veneer, or with fine screen wire.
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Concerning Personality in

FURNITURE
HEN picturing the ideal Country House Dining

Room one peoples it, almost by instinct, with

the Furniture of England under the Georges.

There is a personality which inhabits a Chair

of Chippendale's or Sheraton's design as surely as it does a

canvas by Velasquez or Vandyke, and it is this agreeable

personality that we have succeeded in retaining in our

Reproductions of Georgian Furniture.

Our Furniture is to be had only at our Galleries in New York. We
have no branches.

Neither do we issue illustrated catalogues,

but we are at all times glad to render any

assistance we can to those who will furnish

us an indication of their needs.

Our book "The House and Its Plenish-

ing," copiously illustrated with etchings,

will be found helpfully suggestive in the

extreme.

Furniture CompanyW INCOR.POR.ATED A W

34 and 36 West Thirty-second Street, New York
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THE PACKARD IS THE
BEST CASH ASSET

PACKARD car bought this spring will

have a higher relative cash value next

fall, next year or five years hence than

any other car purchased at the same time

EVERY PACKARD CAR, NEW OR USED, IS

NEGOTIABLE AT A FIXED PRICE

Ask the man who owns one

FASTEST GETAWAY
Sixty miles an hour in 30 seconds from a standing start

EASIEST TO DRIVE
The Packard "Six" Touring Car, with a wheel base of

133 inches, will turn around in a street 44 feet wide

THE SMOOTHEST RUNNING
MOTOR AND THE EASIEST
RIDING CAR, EVEN AT SPEEDS
FROM 60 TO 70 MILES AN HOUR
Any kind of a demonstration on any kind of a road by any Packard dealer

32-PAGE CATALOG UPON REQUEST

Packard Motor Car Company, Detroit

M M I
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Tl 1TANY & CO.

EXECUTE SPECIAL WORK
IN THEIR DESIGNING AND
MANUFACTURING DEPART-

MENTS; SILVERWARE
JEWELRY, STATIONERY
HERALDRY, BOOKPLATES
BRONZES,TABLETS,MEDALS

The Mailorder Department
offers satisfactory facil-

ITIES TO THOSE WHO CANNOT
PLACE THEIR ORDERS IN PERSON

Fifth Avenue &37-Street

New York
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IN helping our subscribers find country homes, we shall expand "The Readers' Service, to

include realty developments. We do this largely because so many of our readers have asked
our opinion about various real estate developments in and around New York City.

We shall, of course, continue to meet the demand for information concerning farms and
estates everywhere, and Country Life in America Readers' Service will supply to all who
ask first-hand facts; there is no charge for this service and it is rendered promptly.

Manager Real Estate Dept., Country Life in America • 11-13 West 32d Street, New York City

MAY YORK

"Okadus" on Lake Champlain
This beautiful property was the home of the late John R.
Sherman and must be sold to close the estate.

"Okadus" situated on high bluff, overlooking Lake Champlain
with extensive view of Green and Adirondack mountains. De-
signed and decorated by well known New York firms.

House contains 20 rooms— 7 sleeping rooms. 6 baths, 6 servants'
rooms, &c. Every convenience provided. Most complete and
attractive estate in Northern New York. Stable and carriage
house is very complete.
Beautiful lawn, five acres, shrubbery, trees, etc. House is richly

furnished. Property will be sold at about half its value. Write
for photo and price with full details. Many New York refer-

ences. Agents protected.

J. D. SHAHAN, Port Henry, N. Y.

NEW YORK

Wampage Shores—Water Front Plots
in most exclusive and fashionable section of the

North Shore of Long Island, R. R. Station Port Washington
for people desiring refined surroundings.'delightful neighbors,
substantial improvements, city comforts and modern con-
veniences, within easy reach of the city and at prices and
terms well within their means. Write for particulars.

S. OSGOOD PELL & COMPANY, 542 Fifth Ave., Phone Bryant 5610

FOR RENT—ADIRONDACK CAMP
ON UPPER ST. REGIS LAKE
Camp containing twenty acres, four miles from Paul Smith's;
commodious buildings; buildings and camp completely fur-
nished. This camp is desirable in all respects and most
delightfully situated.

JOHN A. CHAPMAN, Agent
30 North La Salle Street Chicago, Illinois

IN BRIARCLIFF HILLS
In Briarcliff Hills, town of Mount Pleasant, Westchester county; beautiful estate of 105 acres; view

unsurpassed; situated between Briarcliff Manor, Pleasantville and Chappaqua; fronting on new
macadam road, one hour from 42nd St., via Harlem Division (N. Y. C. R. R.) to Pleasantville
or Putnam Division (N. Y. C. R. R.) to Briarcliff; one-third forest; elevation 550 feet, in view of
Briarcliff Lodge; frontage has many beautiful shade and ornamental trees; abundant water supply,
from deep well, piped to all buildings; fruit, apples peaches, plums, quinces, pears, grapes, &c;
buildings all in fine condition, consist of dwelling of ten rooms, large hall, bathroom; superintendent's
cottage; stable, carriage houre and barn; cowhouse; poultry houses, &c. Full particulars, price
and terms will be given on application to the

CRICHTON REALTY CO., 200 W. 72d St., New York City

Gentleman's Place
One of the most beautiful country seats in the entire Upper

Hudson Valley House solidly built, in high state of repair;

grounds, 7 acres, beautifully wooded with extensive views,
rare seclusion; near charming village of Kinderhook. R. F. D ,

telephone, electricity and pure gravity spring water all

available. With or without an adjoining farm of exceeding
fertility. RURAL LIFE CO., Kinderhook, N. Y.

South Shore of Long Island
Choice Dwellings to Rent

Residence Properties, Farms
and Acreage for Sale

Tel. 22. JEREMIAH ROBBINS, Babylon. L. I.

1

For Rent
At Harriman, Orange Co., N. Y., 46 miles

from New York, house, stable and about 12 acres

of land in good condition. House furnished. For
information apply,

T. L. BAILEY, 62 William Street, New York City
Telephone* John 5410

CONNECTICUT CONNECTICUT

GREENWICH, CONN. No. 90 for Sale-Reduced Price

A most attractive colonial dwelling, with all modern improvements. Grounds contain about
three acres beautifully laid out. Splendid trees, shrubbery, roses, garden, stable. About
one mile from station.

FRANKLIN EDSON, RAYMOND B. THOMPSON CO.
REAL, ESTATE AGENCY, SMITH BUILDING. GREENWICH. CONN. TELEPHONE 729

Responsible Real Estate Agents
^TT Country Life in America is in the enviable position where it can put you in touch with

real buyers of property in general and farms in particular. Write for the plan.

Manager Real Estate Department, Country Life in America, Garden City, New York

NEW YORK

FURNISHED CAMP FOR RENT
on LAKE CHAMPLAIN

The John R. Sherman camp on Lake Cham-
plain could be rented by desirable party for
the season. Best equipped camp on the
lake; slab exterior. The camp is complete
in every detail: fireplaces, shower baths, &c;
pleasantly situated. All surroundings favor-
able. Shade, tennis, boating, fishing, &c.
Terms on application.

J. D. SHAHAN, Port Henry, N. Y.

TO RENT
At Richfield Springs, N. Y.

A large, comfortable furnished house, wide verandas; ground
eight acres; fine groves of trees and orchard; garden planted;
first floor contains parlor, reception room, dining room,
butler's pantry, kitchen, with refrigerator, and laundry; the
second floor contains seven bedrooms, four having fireplaces;
two bathrooms on this floor; large covered veranda off
second floor; third floor, five servants' bedrooms and one
bath; house heated by furnace; electric lights throughout;
hot and cold water all over house; carriage house, with
stalls for six horses and plenty of carriage room; coachman's
room above; gardener's cottage; ice house filled with ice;
residence on an elevation, commanding beautiful view of
lake and mountains; beautiful drives in surrounding country;
about a mile from lake; close to golf links; furnished except
silverware, linen and blankets. Apply to

John A. Chapman, Agent, Chicago Stock Exchange Bldg., Chicago, III.

CONNECTICUT

300 Feet Shore Front

at Greenwich, Conn.
Executors must sell and will sacrifice

to close an estate

Quoted at $20,000 easy terms
'Tv III S property consists of about 1§ acres with beau-
-1

- tiful trees. A modern bouse with 5 master's rooms,
3 baths, and 2 maids' rooms.

Stable or Garage and Garden
This is an attractive property & price

Other Delightful Shore & Inland
Estates, Country Homes, Farms and

Acreage For Sale and Rent
Every effort made to find the place suited to your
reQuirements.

Laurence Timmons
0pp. R. R. Station Tel. 456 Greenwich, Conn.

Gentleman's Country Estate
of about 200 acres with private trout stream and
lake bungalow and farm house. New model cow and
horse barn, other buildings Will sacrifice to quick
buyer for $12,000 cash, including registered cattle

stock, tools, etc. Come and see it. Address

Dr. A. W. Smyth, !69SigourneySt., Hartford, Conn.
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Southern hOOM Of DIIUMUU licnuty — close

tu i\ historic i- i t v in>l within .St utile* ol W.i'-li-

itiKton. Coninuxliotu brick ((welling. Colonial

typo, with modern eiiiiiomeiit. I-ive acre-* in

UtWB "li.ulril hy spli'iiiliil n.itivc loreM oiiko.

drc.it views. Ilnmsnml other OUtbuildlflgl, 500
,u-res, ]00 cWwrcd. rem.under in timber — so

ncrcs now highly t>ri>ihu tu c in alfalfa nn<l fiO

ncrcs l>ctng jirepiiri-il. Much personal prop-

erty included. Immediate sale most important.

Free Mutt rated Booklmt

H. W. Hilleary & Co.
729-30 Southern Building, Waihington, D. C.

An Attractive Home
and Profitable Farm

100 acre* of fertile, gently rolling land, ndjoininga thriv-
ing Virginia village, only one hour from Washington,
l>. C.:J0 acre* heavy timt>er, tialance in high slate of
cultivation, well fenced ami abundantly watered. The

churches. This farm is a splendid investment and is

sure to double in value in the near future. This place
is } mile from K. R.. on macadam road. Price $17.""",
terms i cash.

J. W. LATHAM
1420 New York At*. Waihington, D. C.

GEORGIA

Build a

Home in

the World's

Playground

Learn about Chatham Crescent,

the most desirable residence sec-

tion of all America. Write for

beautiful free book; 36 large

pages, handsomely illustrated.

Savannah Trust Co., Spec. Agti.

Savannah, Ga.

COLORADO

Ranche in Colorado—For Sale
19 milet from Pueblo. 400 acres deeded land. Open
range adjoining. 3 dwelling houses consisting of 7,

6 and 3 rooms respectively. Stables, 14 horses, barn
and other buildings. 30 acres alfalfa, small orchard,

100 acres arable land, 200 acres pasture, 100 acres

timber and broken land. Particulars from J. C. Lees,

Post Office Box 468, Pueblo, Colo.

MASSACHUSETTS

-BOSTON-
COUNTRY ESTATES

Gentlemen's country estates and
farms for sale and to let in the most
popular country districts around
Boston.

WALTER CHANNING, JR.
50 CONGRESS STREET BOSTON

READERS' SERVICE DEPARTMENT
is prepared to give impartial advice regarding

the different suburban real estate operations now
being carried on in Xew York City and vicinity

MANAGER REAL ESTATE DEPARTMENT

\ IKt.lMA VIRGINIA

COLONIAL ESTATE IN VIRGINIA
BMntlfol old eolonlal brio It and

tu 1 housn with box IkmIkoiI (tar-

dm, oorravndad hy farm nt mo
cri'K lii ht'st condition, .'151) arri s

lilsoktMtabUahtd blutjptM ood)
tin' remainder very frrtlla rlvnr

btltlOB] undir cultivation. Now
conducted as a highly siu'cessfill

dairy farm iblpplDI milk to Wii-h-

liiirtnti. I ir 10 building* and |Mgi
lirw dotihln coni'ri'tn silo.

This noted i>*tntn Is sltuateil In

the I'lfwlnmtit n-irlon In f ' 11
1

[.••(>< r

('oil 11 ty, HO tu Hi's south of \Vn»lilli|f-

ton mi main linn of tin- Hoiitliern

Rljr.; 1| rnllon from BftPidaB St«
tlon In a very popular neighbor-
hood. I.lcs Inn horse slim- rnrvn
of Bapldra Hm with binutirui

vlfw of Blue Itldif Mountains.
OftVrrd for «iili> on in ml "I t In

riTcn' 1I1 uili of owner.

Prlrr nnd further pnrtlciilnrs

may Itr uhtiilni*d on application

JAMES M. AMBLER 207 N. Calvert St. BALTIMORE, MD.

FARMS
VIRGINIA and MARYLAND

If you want a farm home, an old colonial entile, a

bungalow, a camp, a fruit farm, a poultry farm, a stork

farm, a large ettate, a mountain view, tidewater, or inland,

a liomr in Washington'* brnuliful suburbs, I can supply

you. Let me know your requirements. Catalogue free.

J. W. LATHAM
Evans Building, 1420 New York Ave., Waihington, D.C.

1000 Acr«s in Piedmont Virginia
Fine estate in on
ful bottom land,
timhcrlund of CO
etc., commanilin
anil litrtt orchard
Price $J7.ooo.

SOUTHERN FARM AC.ENCY

if hrst counties of Virginia, lio acres beauti-
10 acres typical Piedmont upland, balance
ucrcial value. Residence 15 rooms, hath,
lituation. full complement of outbuildings
Refined society. Everything in good shape.

LYNCHBURG, VA.

A Completely Equipped Virginia Farm
600 acres of fertile land, located in Loudoun County;

35 acres in timber, 300 acres sod. 75 acres in wheat, 20
In oats, 12$ being prerian-d for corn, ^ acres in alfalfa,

10 acres to be seed-'!, balance orchard, etc. Farm it

divided into 18 fields, thoroughly fenced and watered,
large stream for power; railroad station on farm. Dwel-
ling ot 8 rooms, beautifully located, large lawn, shade,
attractive outlnolc. One 6-room house and one 5-rmjm
tenant house, large main barn, with dairy attached for

60 cows, horse barn, tool sheds, sheds and stable for young
stock, hog houses, ice and milk house, 2 silos and 'ilber

buildings, all in good repair. This farm is now paying
more than 6 per cent, on price, the milk alone averaging
Si,000 per month, and will do better. Personal property
Includes 62 cows, 30 heifers, registered bull, several brood
sows and pigs, one registered boar, 5 mules, 4 heavy draft
horses, 2 light draft, 4 are brood mares, with colts; a com-
plete equipment of implements and all feed now on the
place. Reliable help on farm; immediate possession;
located on Kluemont Branch of Southern R.R., now being
electrified. Further information furnished. Price $60,000,
half cash, balance to suit purchaser.

J. W. LATHAM
1420 New York Avenue Washington, O. C.

GLENMORE STOCK FARM
One of the finest gentleman's country homes in the famous Leesburg Hunt Club
Section of Loudoun County. Va. 300 acres of productive limestone soil about
half in strong Itlue (irass Sod. Stone mansion, 10 rooms, bath; up-to-date im-
provements: in perfect order. Superb mountain scenery. Accessible to Washing-
tun. Rare opportunity for quick purchaser. Illustrated Brochure Gratis.

ASHBRIDGE REALTY COMPANY, WASHINGTON. D. C.
Country Properties Exclusively

MASSACHUSETTS MASSACHUSETTS

BUZZARDS BAY
AND THE SOUTH SHORE OF

CAPE COD
LANDS, ESTATES and COTTAGES
At widely varying prices throughout this beautiful section

FOR SALE and TO LET
The desirable places are listed with me. Send for illustrated booklet

with road map

H. NELSON EMMONS
JOHN HANCOCK BUILDING, Automobile Service, BOSTON

SOUTH MOUNTAIN
A beautiful tract of about 150 acres in the

BERKSHIRE HILLS
Overlooking the Pittsfield Country Club.

We also sell farms, homes, estates.

BRUCE & COMPANY, Pittsfield, Mass.

FOR SALE

A GENTLEMAN'S FARM
In the Berkshires

About 200 acres— fully seeded. Stock, cattle,

horses, chickens. Modern Buildings—Beautiful

Bath. Owner must sell

Can be bought cheap, for information
and photographs apply

Benjamin Rush Lummis
25 West 33rd Street

New York, N. Y.

North Scituate Beach
For Sale. Brierley—a handsome Colonial home 25 miles from
Boston. A safe and charming bathing beach with casino—with
golf and tennis. Brierley is two minutes from sea. in an acre 01

orchard, big elm tree. Rose hedge 108 feet Ion?. Stoned welL The
house has hot water heat. Glenwood stove. 14 rooms (7 chambers)
and L with cellar Express trains in season each hour. Sale price
$15,000—Possession October, 191 2. Apply to owner.

S. J. RICH, P. O. Box 96, Minot, Mass.

—COME TO THE-
BERKSHIRE HILLS
Life's Worth Living Up Here

High altitude, dry air, beautiful country, good water.

I sell Farms, Estates, Homes and Manufac;uiing
Sites. All kinds and prices. Let me know what
kind of property you are looking for— then come.

I'll send illustrated booklet

Geo. H. Cooper, Pittsfield, Mass.
Room 198, Agricultural Bank Building

1
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NEW JERSEY

Fine Old Colonial Mansion For Sale — or
Lease Short Term

On 110 acre farm, In commuting town

—

% mile from Lackawanna station

—35 miles to New York. Farmer's house—complete set of farm buildings
in first class condition—large orchard—high rolling land—good brook.

Projierty must be sold to settle estate. Exceptional opportunity for

a real farm or estate, in excellent neighborhood. This is so situated

that owner could easily develop a large part of this farm in small
acreage tracts. Write for particulars of

W. B. LITTELL
366 Fifth Avenue. New York City Tel. 5324 Greeley

Specialist on Northern New Jersey Properties

One of Bernardsville's Most Attractive
Gentleman's Estates

One hour from New York City. Owner to close out quickly, is offering this
property at remarkably low price. Comprising 118 acres. Hx eellent location
in best residential estate section. Main dwelling sets back from highway
amid beautiful and stately shade trees and well preserved lawns and grounds.
The residence itself is modern in every particular— electric lights, telephone
service, etc. Its interior arrangement is considered unusually unique. Ex-
cellent water supply. Fruit trees every variety. Outbuildings include large
well appointed stable; garace, with accommodations for twelve horses, four
head of cattle and a dozen ve.iicles; servants' coitage; farmer's house, barn,
poultry house, dairy house, ice house, etc. Regulation tennis court. Property
close to Country Club. For full details send for illustrated pamphlet.

COUNTRY DEPT. TEL. 6500 MARKET

NEW JERSEY

NEW JERSEY HEADQUARTERS
Gentlemen's Estates Farms
Suburban Country Homes Shore Fronts

COUNTRY DEPARTMENT

Louis Schlesingerinc.
NEWARK, N.J.

Telephone 6500 Market
The recognized leading and best equipped Real Estate Office

in the State of New Jersey

Branch Office, =

\

{j^B-ch, M. J. Ulcwood. N. J.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET

Princeton,
The town of handsome residences. Delightful surrounding, no

manufacturing.
Equally distant trom New York and Philadelphia, with express

train service. Rentals from $300 to $6000 a year. Furnished hoRiei
also for rent. Town and country properties—furnished or unfurnished—for sale or rent, in other desirable localities.

WALTER B. HOWE, Princeton. N. J.
New York Office, 56 Cedar Street

CALIFORNIA

Combination Fruit and Chicken Farm
AT FOLSOM, CALIFORNIA

FOR SALE
Entire property comprises 9 l

/z acres. Four acres of plum
trees and two acres of cherry trees; all young and bearing;

also one acre Ginfanzel grapes.

The main dwelling contains 8 large rooms and bathroom;

stands back some distance from main road; is well shaded

by palms and magnolias and has fine lawn.

There are five large chicken houses and three smaller ones;

large fenced-in runs; water is piped to each house.

There is also a stable and outbuilding which can be used

either for storing tools or for helper's quarters or both.

Further information from

M. BONNER FLINN, Folsom, Sacramento Co., California

MARYLAND MARYLAND

v*fWJ:r s

. , .1 i; j. i

' :

"BOLLINGBROOK"
Fronting one mile on superb Washington-Baltimore Boulevard
and midway between these cities. 364 fertile acres watered by
bold, dashing stream; extensive timber boundary; substantial
brick mansion; 12 rooms and bath; all modern improvements:
commodious outbuildings. Sweeping views; 1$ miles to station;
express service 23 minutes either city: 46 trains daily: automobile

45 minutes; also trolley. Illustrated Brochure Gratis,

ASHBRIDGE REALTY COMPANY, WASHINGTON. D.C.
COUNTRY PROPERT/ES EXCLUSIVELY

MISCELLANEOUS

60 Acre Ocean View Farm
X

Price Only $3400, Easy Terms
Splendidly located profit paying farm and most desirable

home: near famous, exclusive summer resort, close tc trolley and
only one mile to town, high school, etc.; high commanding loca-
tion, magnificent view of ocean and several cities and towns; 30
acres strong, productive, rolling fields, 30 acres pasture and wood,
variety of fruit; 12 room house, barn for 14 cows, many
other outbuildings, pure water (several good springs on farm)

;

large elm and maple shade trees; owner unable to care for it insists

upon immediate sale; if taken now only $3400, easy terms.
Further details and traveling directions to see it and other good
farms and pleasant homes in the mountains, near lakes and rivers
and along the seashore, page 61, "Strout's Farm Catalogue 35",
copy free. Station 2717, E. A. STROUT FARM AGENCY,
47 West 34th Street, New York.

1st Prize Winning Sloop
At One-Half Cost!

"Areyto:" winner of several first prizes. Regis-
tered in Quincy and Wellfleet (Massachusetts)
Yacht Clubs; Hanley built, 3? feet over all; 25 feet

water line; 12 feet beam, " feet draft. Double
planked with white and yellow pine fastened with
brass screws. Cockpit finished in mahogany, cabin
in cypress; four berths. Cross-cut sails made by
Wilson & Silsby. Fully equipped. Everything in ex-
cellent condition. Very reliable. A fine, fast, light

draft sloop for cruising or racing or utility purposes.

MUST BE SOLD AT ONCE TO SETTLE AN ESTATE.

Can be teen at Baker Yacht Basin, Quincy Point, Mais.
Ask for or address Mr. Baker.

MISCELLANEOUS

The Country With a Future
First hand information on country estate*, farm or timber lands

and correct facts concerning the wonderful Industrial opportun-
ities of the Southeastern states, south ofthe Potomac and Ohio and east
oftiie Mississippi rivers, may be obtained frccofcharge from the Land
and Industrial Department of the Southern Railway. We have no lands
10 sell whatever; our aim is to build up the Southeast.
Prompt and accurate information obtained by writing

M. V. RICHARDS. Land & Industrial Agt.,
Southern Ry., Room 20. Washington, D. C.

The Right Name
For Your Country Seat

List of appropriate names made upon receipt of description of

property. No charge made unless satisfied. Address

L. L. ROGERS
The Nomenclator Plainfield, New Jersey

ILLINOIS

COUNTRY PLACE
100 Acres Within an Hour of Chicago
Eleven Suburban Trains Each Way Daily

Built by an English gentleman. On river, adjacent to
college, creamery and cheese factory town, and on oiled mac-
adam road, is room brick house, colonial front and pergolas;

steam heat; electricity in house and barn; gas, water, three
baths and three additional lavatories; hardwood floors; sec-

ond dining-room and three bedrooms and bath for help; ice

house with cooler; half-mile race track with timer's stand; 50
stalls in barn: inclosed concreted barnyard. Oak shaded pas-
tures; plow land seeded to alfalfa; big orchard and small

fruits; 44 bushels of wheat per acre last year, 5 tons ol alfalfa

hay per acre; Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station found
richest soil sample on this farm it had analyzed in the state.

$15,000 insurance on house, $4,000 on barn. Tenant-house
of four rooms. Will leave all farm equipment; including draft

brood mares and driving horses and carriages, and all equip-
ment for kitchen and help quarters. Equipped with farm and
house help; immediate possession. Offered by the owner.
Will take back a mortgage of $15,000 at 6 per cent, long
time. No trades. Address

W. R. GOODWIN, 542 South Dearborn Street, Chicago

NEW JERSEY

Representative Farm Bargains in

Northern New Jersey
All within commuting distance of New York City

10 acres, 6 room house, barn, 3 springs, fine

brook, large shade trees, all kinds of berries and
fruit; 700 feet elevation, $3,000.

24 acres, 4 room house, barn, real woods, excellent

brook, 840 feet elevation, large shade trees, suited
for truck, chickens or fruit, $2,500.

64 acres, 9 room house, barns, 800 feet elevation,

18 acres timber, large apple orchard, fine shade
trees, magnificent view, wonderful opportunity for

fruit, truck or general farm, $6,400.
in acres, 12 room house, 510 feet elevation, 10

acres woodland, all kinds of fruit trees, high state of

cultivation, one mile frontage on Rockaway River,
on edge of town, 50 minutes to New York City,

$ 1 8,000.

For information on the above properties and on
any other properties in any part of Northern New
Jersey, write

W. B. LITTELL
366 Fifth Ave., N. Y. City, Tel. 5324 Greeley

Specialist on Northern New Jersey Properties

MAINE

Beautiful Modern Se*aside Home.
Worth $5000; Price $2900 Easy Terms.

Beautiful, modern, two-story, 12 room house which was built for

a wealthy sea-captain for his own use; all modern conveniences,
including bath, running water, furnace, etc.; big maple shade trees:

beautiful view over the salt water which is near at hand; barn
30 x 40, stable and poultry house: one acre of good land: 25 fruit

trees, small fruit; only five minutes walk to depot, schools, post-
office, etc.: estate must be settled at once; if taken now this fine

property goes for only $2900, easy terms. See photograph of

handsome residence, and traveling directions to inspect it and other
seashore farms and country homes page 5 Strout's Farm Catalogue
35, New England Edition, copy free. Station 2717, E. A. Strout
Farm Agency, 294 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

FOR SALE OR RENT
Two furnished cottages seven and eight rooms;
large piazza; two boat houses and garage. Delight-

fully situated on West Shore, Sebago Lake, Me.
Fine fishing and boating. For terms — Apply to

E. J. HARMON CO., Florists

657 Congress Street PORTLAND, ME.

NORTH CAROLINA

FOR SALE
Plantation of 739 acres in Moore
County, North Carolina; near
Jackson Springs. Address
W. C. JONES Jackson Springs, N. C.

Bearing Apple Orchard For Sale
40 acres, young trees, best standard varieties; good crop

this year. Abundant water and good house sites. Located
in the finest apple section of Western North Carolina where
water, climate and scenery are unsurpassed. Fruit Growers'
Selling Association just organized. Cold Storage planned.
Only reason for selling: the manager has more orchard than
he can look after. Price £300 per acre. Terms.
BOLLING HALL WAYNESVILLE, N. C.

VERMONT

FOR SALE or EXCHANGE
for City or Country property (no objections to en-
cumbered property) First Class, 300 acre Vt. Farm.
Is level, free from rocks, and mortgages. Borders
on Lake Champlain. Few rods from 2 railroads,

stores, post office, etc. Haveownedit over 30 years
now want some one else to swear at the help.
Address GEORGE VV. SABRE ALBURGH, VERMONT

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Washington, D. C.
Residences
The most desirable residence properties

in Washington are offered by us for sale and
for rent both furnished, and unfurnished. A
few high-class business properties for invest-

ment are offered to conservative investors.

FIRST MORTGAGES
Correspondence Invited

RANDALL H. HAGNER
1213 Connecticut Ave., Washington, D.C.
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J B. DUKE'S PARK. SOMERVILLE. N J.

H. BUCKENHAM L L MILLER
Landacapa Enginmmrn

346 Broadway. New York, N. Y.

I .up and Small Estate* Dr<ignrti. I'm In. Cemrlrrwa
and Land Development!, Treea and Slinit>« Supplied.

Ptrturraque Suburban Houaca. Price by mall SI 00
A Book of Bungalowa, SI 00
Campa. Cabins and Sharks. Si 00

New Picturesque Cottage*. SI 00
Combination of all these books $6 00

fi$>m wt^mMmgu Aaaajaaressa/aaa, wHHt* we. ««•«/ rsWaAti

t. fc\ HULHAN. Architect. ltlA-1020 Ch«tnul St.. Philadelphia. Pa.

EXPERT PLANS AND ADVICE
Sanitary Dairies Farm Buildings Drainage

Pedigree Live Stock Control Forestry, etc.

WESTON. SHEPARD «c DAVISON
63 East 1 ird Street New York. N.Y.

20 Ymn' eipcrienc* from North to Suh-Tmptct

I Save You Money
In Home Building

And |ive you the very lareat ideas on ctxnfmt. artistic effect and
MMMal o» space in HOUSES. COTTAGES. BUNGALOWS.
My rears of experience as an architect and engineer in plannlni

buildings tor private and public use have crystaliaed in my new bonk
"MODERN HOMES." artistic and convenient plans and designs tor

houses, costing from Sl.SW to $8,000. Many instructive illustrations.

Worth many dollars to you, tor only V) cents prepaid.

CLYDE S. ADAMS 1235 Arch St.. Philadelphia. Pa.

Surveys, Maps, Landscape Work

GROUNDS OF ALL KINDS PLANNED AND
PLANTED IN AN ARTISTIC MANNER

CLARK & PIKE, Engineers, Willoughby, 0.

C. P. DARLING
CIVIL AND LANDSCAPE ENGINEER
Huntington, N.Y. 47 West 34th St., N. Y.City

Topographical and Real Estate Surveying and sub-
divisions. The laying out, general treatment, and
improvement of Suburban and Country Estates.

PRACTICAL REAL ESTATE
METHODS

By Thirty New York Experts

y\ UNIQUE symposium of some thirty-

odd chapters, dealing with every
branch of the real estate business.

r Buying, selling, leasing, renting, im-

proving, developing, and financing real

estate these and kindred topics are dis-

cussed by men of ability and knowledge.

Net, $2. 00 (.pottage 20c.

)

Doubleday, Page & Co., Garden City, N. Y.

Architects' Directory
'" ''" ^'i'-'"""' 1

' printed ;!/< r-.<

J ment» of architect!, landscape designer*,

sanitary and constructing engineers. Tin's department enables ar< Inte r is to i-n in iou< li

wiili readers who intend to build. Special rates. Address AKCHI I KC I S' DKI'AKT-
MEN r, COUNTRY Lifb in Amkkica, 11-13 West 32d Street, New York.
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Insist upon White Pine for Your House

("The Wood America is Mostly Built of.")

The predominant use of White
Pine in home building for more than 250
years demonstrates conclusively that this is the

one wood chosen by the best judges for

Siding, Sash, Doors, Stair Railings, Ex-

terior Trim, Pillars, Cornices, Pergolas.

Your carpenter will tell you it is the most work-
able wood. Your painter will tell you how well
it takes and holds paint. Your own eyes will

convince you of its beautiful texture, grain and
finishing qualities.

The evidence of centuries of use (in buildings still

standing) proves its durability.

Norway Pine, (the half-brother of White Pine) is the
only wood that is ' 'as good as White Pine" for most uses.

For sturdy, structural members of a house, such as roof-

boards, studding, joists and sills, and for screen-doors
and windows, Norway Pine is ideal and its Cost is Low.

The kind of wood you use is one of the most important
factors in home building. Your architect will tell you
how notably good White Pine is for all its proper uses.

Wherever carved wood-work is desirable, as in grilles,

newel-posts, panelling, colonial pillars—White Pine is

supreme — just as it has been for 250 years.

AND THERE'S "PLENTY OF IT" YET.

,1
DOORS & TRIM

;h class siding

r. rrrrrrri

WRITE US FOR COPY OF NEW FREE BOOK
"WHITE PINE VALUE IN HOME BUILDING."

You will find it full of valuable ideas about how
and why to use White Pine in YOUR NEW HOME.
You can't afford to "go it blind" on this question.

Write today for your copy of entirely NEW booklet.

EXTERIOR TS

NORTHERN PINE Mnfctra.' Assn.,
1 1 1 'i Lumber Exchange Minneapolis. Minn.

WANTED WANTED

POSITION WANTED as superintendent or man-
ager by practical horticulturist (28) graduate of

State practical horticultural college of Belgium.

Several years of practical experience as foreman in

nurseries. Understands management of greenhouses

and graperies, fruit and vegetable growing, land-

scape gardening, agriculture and poultry raising.

Address Box 310, Country Hit in America, Garden City, New York

Position Wanted as Superintendent
and gardener, proficient in all details pertaining to

management of a large estate, including green-

houses, orchid, fruit and vegetable forcing, scien-

tific farming and poultry raising; building formal

gardens a specialty, good accountant, economical.

Address Box 231, care Country Life In America
Garden City. Long Island

Working Manager or Superintendent

My Manager, who has been with me two years, is leaving

me on August ist.

Horte* and Cattle:—has a thorough knowledge of feeding
and handling them.

Sheep:— is an expert in handling either a business flock or

in the show rug.

Soil*, Crop*:—has a good knowledge of soils and the put-

ting in and raising good crops of alfalfa, hay, grain,

roots and potatoes.

Dairying:—has had some experience in the dairy-

Form Machinery: — gas engines, etc.. understands thor-

oughly, including repairs.

Understand* how all farm work should be done and the

handling of men and teams to good advantage. Is tidy

and keeps place looking neat. Energetic, capable and
willing. Good reasons for his leaving. Am therefore de-

sir ous of getting him a good place. Age 30. married, one
child, is months. Absolutely sober and honest.

Henry L WardweD, Pinenorrt Farm. Spriafikid Center. N. T.. Box A
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t-v 1 r^\* 4. In this department are printed the advertisements of reliable poultry breeders and dealers in poultry supplies.

1 OUI Liy L/irCCtOry The Poultry Department of Country Life in America will be glad to send to its readers any information

about poultry which they may desire. Address POULTRY DEPARTMENT, Country Life in America, 11-13 West 32a
1

Street, New York.

WM. COOK & SONS
(Established 1673)

ORIGINATORS of all the ORPINGTONS
Box 30, Scotch Plains, New Jersey

Eventually, if after the Best Orpingtons any variety, you will send to their Originators,
Why not now? and avoid loss and disappointment. We guarantee safe delivery and
satisfaction on birds and eggs, which is backed up by a reputation of 39 years'
standing. It is quite natural, being the Originators of the Orpingtons, that we should
have the best, as proved by us winning over Thirteen Thousand First Prizes.

Ornamental Land and Water Fowl For Sale
Send for our Illustrated Catalog with the history of the origination of all the Orpingtons,
and hints on poultry keeping.

EGGS from our winners and the finest Orpingtons in the world $20 a setting ; from
fine stock $10. Several thousand stock birds always for sale. Advice free. Inspection
cordially invited. Station, Westfield, New Jersey.

Buff orWhite Orpingtons
BEATEN BY MY CUSTOMERS

At Madison Square Garden this

year my customers won 2nd
and 3rd buff cockerels— raised

from eggs I sold. At Boston a
customer took 1st on a cockerel
hatched from my eggs, while I
won 2nd and 5th on brothers of

the 1st prize winner.

"Champion New Yorker" MV Boston winnings were ist cock-
Greatest sire and show snd and 5th cockerel-2nd hen-2nd pen

bird in the world t /"*v f\ -r\ /"\
Send for catalog and 7» V ^ *=f

J ** * *~!
mating list descriptive jr~lr\ £ r iL *~ d • ° f
of pens and prices of fig jj BUff OrpingtOnS
eggs for hatching — Sj£Sx_ Jouih Jlorxalk Connecticut
P. O. Box 40 Harry Stacey Benton, Owoer.

BARRY FARM
I want to send you my splendid offer on

WHITE LEGHORN BREEDING HENS

And 8 Weeks Old Young Stock

on which I am making a special drive this month with very
low prices.

These are two rare money saving opportunities. Barry Farm
White Leghorns score high and are not excelled by any White
Leghorn establishment. Our Breeding Hens are vigorous, hardy,
proli6c birds, and, as we have said, moderately priced.

Prompt shipments. Get your orders in quickly. Visitors to
farm welcome week days. Trains on D. L. & W. R. R. met by
appointment. Address

Barry Farm, H. R. Barry, Prop., Far Hills, N. J.

MAPLECROFT S. C. RHODE ISLAND REDS
Won at New York 191 1. Our Pullet "Palace Queen" won ist and Shape Special Grand
Central Palace and two weeks later ist and Color Special at Madison Square Garden.

. G. DUTCHER, Prop. For Circular. AddressStock and Eggs For Sale

MAPLECROFT FARMS Pawling, N. Y.

Put Up- Tt pAvipi*. m«Afotv&ftuM. fVrGosT.

IW^ MAftAvwU uai ;> tit/ &wfci>W\\t\t>tt^

Tell tuv»j^imA^ WuUi^JfuuotUiktt^

v/ren Aoo&c l6i^ tmto AWT. TWe 5." Cmc«,o,

3J« uot fwl to crrtUv iNe ej *^ dft*^v/o«v rfcu4£d.

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS
World's Record for Twenty-three Years

AT Madison Square
Garden Shows the last

23 years Our Strain, includ-
ing Birds We Bred and
Raised, shown by customers,
has won More First Prizes
total than any exhibitor
has won on nnj B. P.
Rocks during that time.
Highest Grade Breeding

and Exhibition Birds For
Sale - New York Winners
and JSirds bred from
Winners. The last 14 years
54 Birds bred by us have
sold for $100 or more each,
or that price refused.

Illustrated Circular Free,
giving New York, Chicago
and K an sas City Show
Records.
Hggs from Best Pens,

Jio per u, $25 per 33.

Choice Breeding Males,

"WonXD'SCimiPION OFI90G." First $5 'ach and upwards-

Prize and Sweepstakes Cockerel at New Bradlev Rrn*
York Show, 1906. nearly 500 Barred Ply- . » „ .

.

mouth Racks competing. Lee, Box all, Mass.

Bird Houses
Close imitations of the natural homes of

cavity and box nesting birds. Prices

from 75c to $4.50.

Illustrated Catalogue on request

Maplewood Biological Laboratory
Stamford, Connecticut

"Tywacana" Baby Chicks

Barred and White Plymouth

Rocks and S. C. W. Leghorns

Hatched in Mammoth Incubator from

Healthy, Vigorous Yearling Hens

Prices during June, July and August
Rocks, $12.00 per 100

Leghorns, $10.00 per 100

Full count of good, slrong chicks and
safe arrival guaranteed.

Also Eggs for Hatching by setting,

100 or 1000

Tywacana Farms Poultry Co.

A. E. WRIGHT. Supt.

Box 55 Parminctlale, Long Island New York

TheRush IsOn
And it's on
dead earnest.

Telegraph, telephone
and mail orders pour in on

us every day. So far we have
been able to keep up with the

demand. How long it will last we
can't say. The thing to do is

Rush Your Order For
Pittsfield Barred Rock

Day-Old Chicks To-Day
People everywhere are taking advantage

of our low rates. They realize ours are not
ordinary chicks. They result from inter-

breeding the two greatest strains of Barred
Rocks in the world—the famous Pittsfield
Strain and our recently acquired noted
Gowell Strain.

We Guarantee Safe Delivery
You take no chances. No money re-

quired until just before shipment. But
get your orders on our books now-
to-day. Special rates cease Septem-
ber first. Stud/orfree book, "Monty
AfaMHg Poultry" Ifinterested, ask
/or Mating List\ofexhibition birds

PITTSFIELD POULTRY
FARM COMPANY

404 Dlnlii Stmt
riii -m. iii, n.-

Pheasants For Sale, Cheap
8 English Cocks, 4 golden, 4 silver; all

birds hatched last Spring; also English

pheasant eggs for setting. Address

C. B. WARD, Livingston Manor, N. Y.

r POULTRY FENCE"
STOCK STRONG-RUST PROOF
An extra heavy close mesh fence requiring

no top or bottom boards and fewer posts.

Costs less than netting.

ORNAMENTAL LAWN FENCE
For Lawns, Churches. Parks, etc. We

pay the freight. Send for Catalog.

The BKOWN FEN< K A WIRE CO.
Dept. 98 Cleveland, Ohio

GET POTTERS CATALOG
SAVE —

«

MONEY 3^§£r
ON HOUSES

AND
FIXTURES

DONT' BUILD
See how little money it takes to get a Potter
Portable Fresh-Air House; ready-made coops,
hoppers, fountains, vermin-proof roosting and
nesting fixtures. Houses made of Red Cypress
flooring, painted two coats, complete with all

fixtures. See house and fixture illustrated

above. Book mailed for two red stamps.

POTTER & COMPANY, Box E 12, Downers Grove, III.
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G. D. TILLEY
Naturalist

African Pink Pelican*

"Everything in the bird line

from (i Canary to <m (Ostrich,

Beautiful Swans, Fancy
Pheasants, Peafowl,Cranes,

Storks, Ornamental Ducks

and Geese, Flamingoes,

Game and Cage Birds.

I am the oldest established

and largest exclusive dealer

in land and water birds in

America and have on hand
the most extensive stock in

the United States.

G. D. TILLEY
Naturalist

Darien Connecticut

Giant Bronze Turkeys
and

Partridge Plymouth Rocks
America' a Beat Strains

combined!
All ttuck brro raided, vigorous

»nd uaturpusetl for rgfts and
table purpose*. The choicest
stock always for sale.

T»r%»» ' r.-« $14. per tins.

r»r r, * . Hoek teen
• per li

Satts faction fM.rr.miy

BIRD BROS.. Box B.. Meyersdale, Pa.

BOBWHITEljUAIL

Hungarian Partridges

Pheasants. Wild Turkeys, Rabbits, Deer, Squirrels, etc.,
for stocking purposes. Fancy Pheasants. Peafowl, Swans,
Trumpeter Swans. Ornamental Geese and Ducks. All kinds
of birds and animals.

I' will pay you to write to us before purchasing elsewhere.

WENZ & MACKENSEN
DEPT. D.

Pheasantry and Game Park. YARDLEY, PA.

"PITTSBURGH PERFECT"
CHICKEN & RABBIT FENCE

HWtJL

Closest-MeshedFenceMade
for fencing against chickens and rabbits

Look cloudy lit this linuiil new fewc. For about h foot and 11

Imlf from llir i
• .

i j 1 1
I tin- line wires lire only un inch npurt, then

gradually widening to four inches at. the top. I prighl wires either

four or six inches apart.

The smallest chicken or rabbit simply can't squeeze through this

fence, which also effect uully liars stock of all kinds. I'sed around
'chicken yards, gardens, orchards, etc., " I'il Ishurgh Perfect."

Chicken and Ralihit Fence will give you more and better service

than any other you could liny — best results at lowest cost. No
top and liottom hoards required.

Made of tough, strong, clurahle Open Hearth Wire, thoroughly

galvanized with pure zinc, and Fleet rically Welded joint.s— insepar-

able, depeudalilc. See this new fence at your dealer's; or write us

for full particulars and catalogue of styles and sizes of "Pittsburgh
Perfect" Fence for every Field, Farm, Ranch, Fawn, Poultry and
Habbil Yard and Garden.

Every Rod Guaranteed Perfect
At your dealer's always specify "Pittsburgh Perfect" Brands of

Marl ied Wire, Bright, Annealed and Galvanized Wire, Twisted
Cable Wire, Hard Spring Coil Wire, Fence Staphs. Poultry

Netting Staples, Standard Wire Nails, Galvanized Wire Nails,

Large Head Hoofing Nails and "Pittsburgh Perfect" Fencing.

"TIT TT

mm BETWEEN

BAR5 INCHES

4

Pittsburgh Steel CojEjl Pittsburgh, Pa

The Best Homes and Sections.—You can
he put in touch with them and their owners
through the helpful aid of the Readers' Service.

Turn in Your Tree Troubles. Write us
fully. We may be able to make suggestions that

would be of some value. Readers' Service.

CANDEE
Hatches in Units of 300 Eggs

Sectional Hot Water Incubator Adapted to Any Sized

Poultry Plant—Enlarged at any Time.
—Saves time and labor.

—Even distribution of heat.

— Easily disinfected and cleaned.

—Makes a success of late hatching.

—Double automatic safeguard

against overheating.

—Heat only admitted to egg com-

partments when needed.

—Hot water chicks hatch heavier

and develop more steadily,

—None too early to plan for next

season. We furnbh Incuba-

tors and Brooding Systems to

meet individual icquirements.

—Catalogue, building plans and

complete information upon re-

A "Phantom" View of the Construction of the Candee quest.

Candee Incubator and Brooder Co., Dept. 17, Eastwood, N. Y.
The Only Incubator Company Who Manufacture Their Own Heaters.
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I \\rt± Qtf\r*\r T^irP»r»fr^ri^ ^ n t *1 ' s department are printed the advertisements of reliable

-L/l V C OlOCK. L'irCCLOry Department of Country Life in America will be glad to sei

about stock which they may desire.

stock farms. The Live Stock
send to its readers any information

Address LIVE STOCK DEPARTMENT, Country Life in America, 11-13 W. 32d St., New York

GUERNSEY

Guernsey Sires
Imp. Billy's France of the Hougue 14362, the

highest priced Guernsey ever sold at public auction.

A son of Imp. Billy's France, 12476 and Sundari

XXV-6196 P. S.

Imp. Darby 19602, first prize two year old at

the National Dairy Show, Chicago, iyi [,and win-

ner at many Western shows.

Imp Cocet 4th 2583 P. S. a son of Governor
of the Chene.

Shropshire Sheep
Flock headed by the great yearling prize winner
at New York, Ohio, Indiana, Michigan, Inter-

national Stock Show and National Wool Growers'
Meet at Omaha in 191 1, "His Imperial Majesty,"
Mrs. Inge's 4th, 3439 1 ?-

Young Stock of b

AYRSHIRES

Ayrshire Sires.
Netherall Good Time Imp. 11447 of the noted
Brownie Family, whose get were first at National
Dairy Show 1911 and Brockton 1911.

White Beauty's Monarch 13089, Son of Auch-
enbrain White Beauty 2nd with a record of

13789 pounds of milk— 658 pounds of butter.

Auchenbrain His Eminence Imp. 30764, 1st two
year old at National Dairy Show, Chicago, 191 1.

Willowmoor Robinhood 3rd, 13485, grandson
of Netherall Brownie 9th, record cow of the breed

with 181 10 pounds of milk, 958 pounds of butter.

Berkshire Pigs
Our herd boars are Star's Royal Masterpiece 2nd,

124084; Lee Premier 108883, Linda's Champion
Masterpiece 152820.

oth sexes FOR SALE

BRANFORD FARMS
HENRY FIELDEN, Manager Groton, Connecticut

KERRY CATTLE
The Kerry is an ideal Cow f«r the Suburban Home.

Gives from fifteen to twenty quarts of the richest milk. Are
absolutely hardy and easily kept. We can offer a number
of heifers, fresh this Spring, especially suited for family

purposes. For particulars and prices, write

Cairnsmuir Farm, New City, Rockland County, New York

Young Selected Jersey Bulls for Sale.

For pedigrees and prices, address

THE PASTUR.ES, BELFAST. MAINE

Yearly Authenticated Records of Sophie's
Tormentor Jersey Cows

Best record
Best five records average
Best ten records average
Best five 3-year-olds average
Best ten 3-year-olds

"

Best five 2-year-olds
"

Best ten 2-year-olds
Best twenty 2-year-olds

"

Best forty 2-year-olds
"

Best four yearlings
"

FOR SALE— Females, all ages. Special offering on Family Cows.

High class Berkshire Pigs, all ages. Address : HOOD FARM, Lowell, Mass.

MILK BUTTER
14,373 lbs. 3 oz.
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6

"
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'
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Best books for your wants; Ask for

selections by The Readers Service.

We have some very fine

Hampshire Down
Ram Lambs for sale and some excel-

lent Young Pigs from our strain of

Cheshire Swine
All stock is pure blood and registered

FOREST FARMS
Aqueduct Bldg., Rochester, N. Y.

THE FARM LIBRARY
containing: "Soils." "Farm Animals," "Farm Management," "Cotton," Each
Illustrated from photographs. Books sold separately at (2.20 per vol. postpaid

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & Co., GARDEN ClTY, N. Y;

<Wi^5 PILLING <W^S5

CATTLE INSTRUMENTS
Filling's Cattle Case No. 2

contains $3.00 Milk Fever Out-

fit and 8 other cattle instruments

needed by every dairyman, com-
plete in case, for $10.; regular

value,$i5. Sent prepaid, with full

"Easy to Use" directions on re-

ceipt of $10. Order today.

Send for Booklet *' Air
Treatment for Milk Fever"

G. P. PILLING & SON CO., %TZ£$CVZ.

<1

ll>.

Jersey
Facts

1144 Jersey cows have been admitted to the
Register of Merit on year's authenticated
butter-fat records. Some say that entering the
Register of Merit is too easy a stunt for the
average Jersey cow, although the require-
ments are as high as those for any other of
the dairy breeds.

471 of these Jerseys have records from BOO lbs.
butter up to 1121 lbs. butter in a year, and the
lot averages nearly 590 lbs. butter per year,
very much above the minimum requirements
for qualification.

Cows of any or of no breed may be able to
produce j ust enough butter to qualify for the
Register of Merit, but no cows of any other
breed unite persistency in milk, richness of
milk, economy of production, large yield,
beauty of dairy type, breeding true to type,
longevity and adaptability to different foods
and different climates as do the Jerseys.

Consider the Jersey carefully, anckshe will
look good to you from all standpoints of
the dairy cow.

We will gladly send you more
facts in regard to her.

THE AMERICAN JERSEY CATTLE CLUB,
8 W. 17th Street. New York.

Country Life in America Readers

are looking for desirable properties

Manager Real Estate Department

Dorsets for Winter Lamb Raising
The most profitable of all live-stock occupations. Winter

lambs sell for $10 to $20 per head in the city market.
It is the solution of the "worn-out farm" problem, as the

most sterile land can be utilized.

For particulars and prices of breeding-stock, write

Cairnsmuir Farms New City, Rockland Co., N. Y.

FOR SALE
Notable Jersey Bull dropped May 1, 1011. Sire

Golden Poets Fox. Dam Daisy Orange Lass.
Fine formation, certificate, registry and veterinary.
Price $100.00 or will exchange for young heifer.

J. C. JUHRING Dobbs Ferry, N. Y.

ELK FOR SALE
Herd of Six

WILLIAM BARTELS COMPANY
42-44 Cortlandt St.. New York

Let Them Lick

Colt As They
WCII L Want It!

No one can salt your food to suit your taste. No one can salt

food right for horses! Let them salt themselves—they'll do it as
best suits their condition.

Compressed
Pure-Salt Bricks
in handy holders enable them to have re-

fined dairy salt — all natural Impurities

taken out. No more forgetting. Saves
time and work. Ask dealer and write for

free booklet.

Belmont Stable Supply Co.
Patentees and Manufacturers

2W Hush Terminal Brooklyn, W. Y.
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SHEFFIELD FARM
Moiat. Manaitr CLENDALE. OHIO

The Readers' Service gives information

about live stock.

PINE HURS

I

SIIROPSIIIRES

GREATEST PRIZE WINNING FLOCK IN AMERICA
Won in tijto ami I >/ 1 1 tat prize grt ul Su,- Odin, Indiana, New York, Vermont, ami Inlfrriational ami more money on

American bred alieep llian any other flock in America. *>«•"</ l»r "'tnlof ami writ/ lull/ your manti

IIKNKY I. WAKIIWKI.I. IIOX A SI'MINf . I 1 1 I I > . I N I K I . N . Y

PASTEUR LABORATORIES
RAT VIRUS

•C'lal «lrua whirl,
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m. aorta, to li.js,

tralrr rannnt tupply
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D.llghl lha
Shetland Pony
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Mjat health. In^xpamalva
buy and kwp. fllirheat

«ah*ra. rVn-nplebi outfit*.

Ira aatlafactimi. Writ*
llltiatratml eataloft*.

(LLC MlaDI r«waa

HEART'S DELIGHT FARM
DORSETS

Choice fall and ewe lambs for show and breeding purposes;

also yearling and aged ewes or could furnish entire show flock.

W. H. MINK R , CHAZV, NhW YORK

Lb Tit

In this department arc printed the advertisements 'of reliable kennels. The Kennel Department of

Kennel I )irectory Country Life in America invites correspondence and will be glad to send to its readers any information

about dogl which thev may desire. Address KENNIX DEPARTMENT, Country Life in America, 11-13 VV. 32c! Street, New York.

Beautiful, affectionate Irish Setters

The aristocrats of the setter family. Puppies for sale

by Champion Tat Law. Pedigreed and registered.

WALTER McROBERTS
1211 Knoxville Avenue, Peoria, 111.

'Member Irish Setter Club ol America)

1...1.1-1. i.i...., u... 1,1.1

Pomeranian Dogs
and Persian Cats

Prtai winning long haired call

>l It < 1 1 V »l PION
N ,

. , I,. 1
.

II...... . tl.irlkn.lr I'lnra

1 aaaataV Mataa u , It. 1.M wit i.....|.k.„..iii.

Handsome Cats and
Kittens For Sale

Domestic and rare horeign VarienV,

Ideal b,

and But

Aba Manx andPrnian.
e for Cab. D»gi
'oultry Department

supplies Broilers. Fowl and Squab.
\\ nte for beautifully illuatrated cata-

logue and lalea list

Black Short Haired Cattery
Or. ,. t. n Nia Jeraey

Scottish Terriers
Offered as companions. Not

given to fighting or roaming.

Best for children's pets.

NEWCASTLE KENNELS
Brookline. Mass.

English Bull Dog Puppies
Champion bred — By Hewlett King Orry

Pronounced " The Greatest Bull Dog Alive " out of

a Woodcote Hermit bitch. Four males. Two females.

Strong, healthy, promising pups. For price, etc.,

James Hunt, Moorestown, Burlington Co., N. J.

The most unique and acceptable gift to

your sweetheart or child. The ideal house

pets and companions,

BOSTON TERRIERS

FRENCH BULLDOGS
Send Stamp for Catalog

SQUANTUM KENNELS
Atlantic, Mass.

THE DOG BOOK
By JANES WATSON

Covers every phase of the subject with full accounts of every
prominent breed. 1 28 full-page pictures.complete in one volume.

Net, '"> Ipoatace S.*»e)

Doubleday, Page e& Company
Garden City. New York

Nowata Pekingese and Pomeranians

Some beautiful puppies sired by these

noted < hampions for sale. They are
all healthy and sweet tempered and
some of ihem arc houscbroken and
very small.

NOWATA FARM Huntington, L. I.

BOSTON TERRIERS Scotch Collies

French Bulls, Collies, Airedales 1 Jrt
Any Breed of Dogs, Low Prices 1

F
\ l-aithful, I0y.1l '!•* young«ters. ha n ._'

attained the shipping a*je, are looting

CARPENTER'S 1 »
Hawthorn Collie KenneU

148 Portland Street Boston, Mass. "Alarca Ij„rier-- Chas.C. Ryder, Cummaquid. Maaa.

COCKER SPANIELS
the finest pets in the world, bright
cleanlv and affectionate, sir

enough for the house, large enoi
for outdoor sport. We nave b
these dogs for fourteen years .

have advertised in Country Life
America almost from its inception.
Stud dogs, m.iture winners ana pups

tare* •!.*•-

pri«r« limn
are always for sale, fa
t*t>Mlt« yi nrs wt» woa
any other lire^ilrr.

t'. («. Mm I n 1 . i« Ii

.

KraiiLllii. I'l..

"Quality Collies"

also mature'l stock of the very liest blood
lines, write for prices ami list of testimonUls,
we guarantee to please you. Send toe for
our nrw 24 page ttiuttrnted catalogue.

Lakeview Collie Kennels
H.W. Johnston, Prop., Mechanicsbarg, 0.

COCKER SPANIELS
The most desirable dog to own,

always gentle and kind with
children, a grand companion and
most intelligent. We have them
In various colors; both sexes;

and ready for Immediate ship*

mrnt. Our dogs have won the
highest honors on the bench for

the last 35 years,

Midkiff KenneU, Dallas. Pa.

Cocker Spaniels
The "Old Itfllahl*" llanrl«ome

Rronk Kmnrl, Franklin, IM. Co.,
V Y. Established 1->V2.

A handsome thoroughbred Span*
)el not only makes an ideal

Christmas gift, but is a source of

the greatest pleasure and satis-

faction throughout the year. Un
Surpassed as hunters, house dogs, ;

and companions for ladies and
]

children. A grand assortment of
|

choice young stock in all colors, I

bred from registered prize-win - 1

ning strains. Prices moderate and satisfaction guaranteed.

J

Russian Wolfhounds
Valley Farm KenneU

Simabury, Conn.

The largest and most successful
Rreeders and Exhibitors of Russian
Wolfhounds in the world.

Illustrated catalogue containing
exclusive information, 10c.

State wants.

1 1 Months Old

English Bloodhounds
The most perfect family dog. Companion-

able, intelligent, affectionate. Natural man
trailers, long registered pedigrees; always
winners on the show bench and on the trail.

A pair of very grand pups whelped last

December. Orders taken for the litter of im-
ported Queen of Hearts, ix, sired by Ringmas-
ter, my most successful mating. Also for pups
out of Geo. Eliot andimported Hordle Panther.
Illustrated Boole, two stamps. Photograph. 25 cents

J I.. W1NC1IEL1.. Falr-irareii. Vermont

Gracelane Boarding and
Breeding Kennels

Ossir.irjg. N. Y. Phone 345 G. W. Crosby, Mgr.

An Ideal Summer Home
Cool, roomy kennel and shady, securely

fenced run for each boarder.
Care of females in season; whelping females

and the rearing of puppies a specialty.
References, rates and further information on

application to Manager.

Russian Wolfhounds
Companions
Guard ians
Coursers.

Ask for Catalogue "C."

Mirasol Kennels
Pasadena California

Airedale Farm Kennels

m
SPRING VALLEY. NEW YORK

30 miles from New York City, Erie R. R.
Reliable breeders of blue blooded. registered Airedale Terriers

THE BEST CHOI FOR CHILDREN
and the most reliable guardian of the home.

We always have fine young stock for discriminating dog
lovers. If we can't please you nobody can.

HOWARD KEELER. Owner

Book of . AIREDALES
SPECIAL SALE—at hall their valoe

of young dogs from 8 to 1 2 months old of the
very choicest breeding possible. They are
all straight good Airedales and a credit to
their illustrious zncestors— the greatest
Champions ever bred—All have been raised
on different farms and are therefore com-
panions, guards and reliable with children.

COLNE KENNELS. Box 1377. Montreal. Cam.
Kennels at St. EnsUuke, P. Q.
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TttE COUNTRY rtOME
In this department are printed the advertisements of decorators, importers, and manufacturers of art furnish!

for the house interior. We invite correspondence and will gladly assist in the selection of furnishings and decoratio

Address, HOUSE DECOHATINvi DKPARTMENT, Country Life in America. Garden City, New York.

All Genuine Willowcraft is stamped
with the name.
Made of French Willow.
The exclusive designs, artistic lines and

durability of Willowcraft place it above
ordinary willow furniture. Our 1912 Style
Book illustrating over 160 patterns, sent

free on request.

THE WILLOWCRAFT SHOPS
Box K No. Cambridge, Mass.

Misconceptions of
Oriental Rugs

Many people say they cannot afford collectors' pieces:

they can afford nothing else. Others say they must have
carpet sizes: they should buy domestics. Oriental car-
pets are not on the market except as misrepresented
and faked to catch such people. Carpet sizes are no-
where necessary; a false want is met by a commercial
rug sold for a real Oriental—Kermanshah for example.
New rugs are not made today that possess the value of

antiques. The worthlessness of new rugs is being appre-
ciated. I am the only dealer who refuses to sell false

and doctored rugs. You can buy on approval.
L$>t upon application

L. B. LAWTON, Major U. S. A., Retired
161 CAYUGA STREET, SENECA FALLS, NEW YORK

WE WANT YOU
to have our new catalogue of Garden Furniture,

beautifully modeled from Old World Master-

pieces and original designs.

Our models are executed in Pompeian stone, an arti-

ficial product that is practically everlasting. Prices most

reasonable and work guaranteed to be the best.

Write for Catalogue Y. Mailed free upon request.

The Erkins Studios
Trie Largest Manufacturers

of Ornamental Stone

221 Lexington Ave, New York

Factory: Astoria, L. I.

New York Selling Agents, Ricceri Florentine Terra Cotta

St. George Chair $*7—
With Hair Cushion (
A popular model in natural white
willow, large and roomy, complete
with arm rests and genuine hair
cushion covered with Aberdeen
linen in plain colors or figured
cretonne.

Without Cushion, $6
This chair is the best value in

Willow "Ware ever offered. Order
today. Large illustrated catalogue
free upon request.

MINNET & CO.
[Eitnt.IUhed 1808]

Hfrt. of High Bradt Ulllnw Furniture
'.'•C>~ Lexington Avenue

It. < Kill, mill 4l*t Mv. NMV YOltK

SKKSt

Hand-Carved
CRETAN STONE

This Mantel of the Adams Period, with its finely-
chiselled figures in low and full relief, is typical of our
many artistic models, hand-caived in a dustless, durable,
water-proof, fire-proof material that IS stone except
that it weighs less and costs less.

Write for photographs and
ask where to see a specimen

The "Beautiful Hand-tOo-den

PEQUOT R.UGS
Refreshing Simplicity

Wholesome and agreeable colors. Decidedly artistic in design
and inexpensive. Send for Booklet.

CHAS. H. KIMBALL
44 Ya.ntic Hoad, Norwich Town, Conn.

LOOK OUT
FOR SPARKS
No more danger or damage from Hying
sparks. No more poorly fitted, flimsy fire-

place screens. Send for free booklet
"Sparks from the Fire-side." It tells about
the best kind of a spark guard for your in-
dividual fireplace. Write to-day for free
booklet and make your plans early.

The Syracuse Wire Works
107 University Avenue, • Syracuse, N. Y.

Gentleman with unrivalled facilities for ob-
taining genuine fine pieces of old English furni-
ture would be pleased to buy on commission
for dealers or private collectors. All necessary
Custom House formalities complied with.
Correspondence invited. W. E. HUNT, 126
Walcot Street, Bath, England.

GLOW* LAMPS and CANDLES
This Lamp will burn all night for a week with _
one filhug of kerosene. The Candle will burn
15 hours. Cost of burning each

2 Cents a Month
NO ODOR. NO ATTENTION.

Bath-Rooms. Halls, Nurseries, Bed-Rooms. Base-
ments, Stairways, Dining Tables, Writing
Tables, etc. Free booklet. Perfect night light.

THE GLOW LIGHT CO.
205 Columbus Ave. , Boston, Mass.

How to Keep Bees

By ANNA BOTSFORD COMSTOCK

The Following Unsolicited Testi-

monial Has Just Been Received

<'^^E are very g' a<^ to push the book as we

consider it of unusual merit and will

get out some circulars from this office ourselves."

The A. I. Root Co., Bee-Keepers' Supplies

For Sale at all Book-stores. Net $ 1 . 00 (postage 1 0c.)

Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden City, New York

1
- Recent- Writintfs*;|

A Window in Arcady. By Charles Francis Saunders.
The Biddle Press, Philadelphia. Illustrated; 125 pages;

price, $1.25 net.

A collection of philosophical nature essays,

one for each month in the year, chronicling

a nature-lover's observations in southwestern
Pennsylvania and southern New Jersey.

Joys of the Road. Compiled by W. R. B. Browne's
Bookstore, Chicago. 104 pages; price, $1 net.

This little anthology in praise of walking is

small enough to slip into the coat pocket without
bulging it; it should be partaken of in small
morsels out-of-doors by nature-loving pedes-
trians. The book contains selections from Haz-
litt, Stevenson, Thoreau, Burroughs, and others.

Soyer's Paper-Bag Cookery. By Nicholas Soyer.

• Sturgis & Walton Company, New York. 130 pages;

price, 60 cents net.

No dirty pans and pots to wash, no loss of

flavor, no burning, no basting, no drying and
hardening, no waste— these are the claims of

the advocates of paper-bag cookery. It's an
interesting experiment, at least, and the hand-
book which has just been published, with its

directions and recipes, is almost essential.

Home Waterworks. A manual of water supply
in country homes, by Carlton J. Lynde, Professor of

Physics in Macdonald College, Quebec. Sturgis & Walton,

New York. Illustrated; 270 pages; price, 75 cents net.

This volume ' belongs to an excellent series

of little books edited by Ernest Ingersoll called

"The Young Farmer's Practical Library."

It deals with the value of water indoors, kitchen

equipment, sources of water supply, standard
types of pumps, syphons, methods of pumping,
water power, plumbing, and sewage disposal.

The Lore of the Honey Bee. By Tickner Edwardes.
E. P. Dutton & Co., New York. 196 pages; price, 50
cents net.

Bee keepers who are bee lovers will find in

this book a treat. All that eyes and ears have
discovered about this wonderful insect is told

by Mr. Edwardes in a very fascinating manner.
The oldest civilization in the world — that of

bee people in the hive — is his theme. Even-
word is truth yet the story has all the interest of

an Arabian Nights tale.

Automobile Catechism. By Forrest R. Jones, M.E.
Ex-President of the Manhattan Automobile School. The
Class Journal Co., New York. Illustrated; 264 pages;

price, morocco bound, $2.50 net.

A complete compendium of automobile driving,

covering every possible question which may
arise, beginning with the first principles of

driving, care, and maintenance, and leading

on into the higher realms of expert knowledge.

It is arranged in the form of questions and
answers, brought strictly down to date, and
a comprehensive index adds to its value as a

ready reference book

What England Can Teach Us About Gardening.

By Wilhelm Miller, Ph. D. Doubleday, Page & Co.,

Garden City, N. Y. Illustrated; index; 359 pages;

price, $4 net.

In 1908 Dr. Wilhelm Miller, horticultural

editor of Country Life in America and The
Garden Magazine was sent to England to study
English gardens and gardening, with a view to

discovering the causes of English garden excel-

lence, and methods by which the most satis-

fying English effects might be produced in

America with American materials. The primary
result of this tour was a series of articles in

Country Life in America in 1909 on "Lessons
from English Gardens," and a complementary
series in The Garden Magazine on "English
Effects and American Materials." These two
series of articles have now been gathered to-

gether, rearranged, revised, and published in

book form. For people who really care about
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The One Satisfactory American Natural History

Wonderful in its completeness—Interesting in its descriptions—Accurate in its information

6,000 Paget

430 Plate* in Color

Nearly 4,000
Halftones

CONTENTS

Bird Neighbors

Game Birds

Bird Homes

Animals

Fishes

Butterflies

Moths

Insects

Wild Flowers

Mushrooms

Trees

Frogs

Reptiles

Mosses and
Lichens

Shells

AUTHORS

Blanchan

Dugmore

Stone

Cram

Jordan

Evermann

Holland

Howard

Marshall

Rogers

'Di'c^erson

"Ditmars

It is as nec-

essary as the

dictionary
and far more
interesting

IAT.». ilk "*» ^1
JMCTI H

1
2,590 Textual

Illustrations

Three Bindings

_ '*'»«V

^ **»

Illustration Shows Threr-Quarter Leather

John Burroughs Says:

O add to the resources
of one's life—think
how much that
means. To add to

those things that
more at home in themake us

world; that help guard us against
ennui and stagnation; that invest

the country with new interest and
enticement; that make every
walk in the fields or^woods an ex-

cursion into a land of unexhaust-
ed treasures; that makes the re-

turning seasons fill us with expectation and delight;

that make every rod of ground like the page of a
book, in which new and strange things may be read

;

in short those things that help keep us fresh and
sane and young, and make us immune to the strife

and fever of the world."
Those are the words of the Nature Poet in his introduction to

The New Nature Library

WhatPeopleThink
IN THE HOME

Mm. Helen R. Well*,
Akron, Ohio.
" If .in li.iflly >.:iy-n'/iif(ri

in I'r.ii a- <•( iln .ViIup

Library. 'I In- whole lam
fly, from the grari'lrnolhrr

to the youngest child, are
rlcli|(hlr<l with it Myboy»
hanK over the hook* like

biilli-rflies and anli<i|/ate

the grrateM pleasure in

Iheir use. The older one.
who in sixteen, will noon
have atudie* in which (hey

will he moot helpful, and
the ten-year-old will get

much from them. While
the lather, who i* quite an
enlhusiaM on muthroom*.
is particularly interested

in that book.

IN THE SCHOOL
J. 8. Strickler, board oj

Sthool Commissioners,
Waynesboro, Pa.

"I consider the Nature
Library the tin* t thing I

ever saw. It till the re-

quirements of the most
exacting, and the younger
readers will and in it an in

spiration and an incentive

to study things.

"You are doing much
to bring about a new order
of things and I wish you
success."

THE BANKER
J. Edward Hills, ol E.
H. Rollins &• Sons,
Bankers, IQ Milk St.,
Boston, Mass.
"I wish to acknowledge

receipt of the Nature Lib-
rary books, which are the
finest I have ever seen of

this kind. Any true lover

ofnature should own them.
*T consider the invest-

ment one of the best I

have ever made."

THE SCIENTIST
Aaron L. Treadwell,

Projessor ol Biology,

Vassar College. Pough-
keepsie, N. T.
"Doubleday, Page &

Company are to be con-
gratulated on the general
excellence of the books
comprised in their Nature
Library. It is the most
valuable series I know for

theuseof the nature lover,

whether he is interested

professionally or non-pro-
fessionally in natural his-

tory subjects."
Selected mt random

from oar flies.

The work is author'
itative and complete,
and unquestionably
the greatest and most
valuable of its kind
ever published.

It is manifestly impossible, in an advertisement, to do justice to a work embracing so wide a scope
as The New Nature Library, but we have prepared a booklet fully descriptive of the complete
work, which we shall be glad to send upon request, with sample illustrations and full particulars

of our New Plan of Sale.

The New Nature Library is now complete in 15 superb volumes containing

7,000 halftone and color plates. To produce it has taken ten years of the

most painstaking editorial effort, and the collaboration of the foremost

naturalists in America. Ask for booklet to-day and become informed about

this most interesting subject.

C L.

4fe
We Have a Special Offer to

'
' Country Life

'

9
Sub-

scribers. Send the Coupon NOW— Don }

t Delay

Doubleday, Page& Co., Garden City, N. Y.

DOUBLEDAY.
PAGE & CO.

Garden City. N. T.

Gentlemen:—
As per your

advertisement in
' Country Life

. " send
me, postpaid. Booklet

descriptive of The New
Nature Library, and full

particulars of your special
offer to subscribers.

jlddress.
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The
Golden Silence

A Romance of the Desert

By C. N. and A. M. WILLIAMSON
" It makes vivid that

land of piercing heat,

of scorching sands
domed by skies of

eternal blue. An
ideal background for

a romance, and these

delightful writers
have made the most

of their opportunity. A delightful naturalness

pervades the story. An animated and exceeding-

ly pleasing tale; its charm is insistent and lingers

long after the book is done and laid aside.

— Portland Telegram.

Frontispiece in Colors

Fixed Price, $1.35 (Postage 14c.)

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO.
GARDEN CITY NEW YORK

The way out of the

political fog

You, of course, want to know the

trend of things political this sum-
mer, but unless you are mighty
unusual you will find it hard to

get any clear idea from the news-
papers—the facts are there but it

takes a lot of wading to find them.

The things you will want to know
are in

THE
World'swork

and you will find them easily and
in such form that you will take
pleasure in their discovery.

The World's Work provides a

pleasant way of finding out about
the things you are most interested

in. But in a political ferment
like the present one it is a posi-

tive life-saver. Think of the con-
fusion of the next four months
and you will realize that we are
offering you a "saving help in time
of trouble" by suggesting that you
slip a dollar with the coupon at-

tached into an envelope and send
it to us at once.

What you get foryour dollar

:

THE WORLD'S WORK
\^ A monthly chronicle o] the march of

Please send me *v
the next four issues ^
of the Worid's W ork

A magazine of good fiction ;

It will banish your summer
ennui.

Four
Months
for

$1.°°

events

c l
^ SHORT STORIES

Doubleday. \
Page & Co ,

\
Garden City, N. Y.

The regular price of these

x two magazines for a quar-

t^S, ter of a year is $1.60.
and Short Stories. I v
enclose a dollar bill or \
check in payment. N

>

NName .

.

Address.

the future of American gardening and about
the best ta»te and highest success in their own
gardens, this is a necessary as well as a de-

lightful book.

The Story of the Aeroplane. By Claude Graham-
White. Small, Maynard & Co., Boston. Illustrated;

390 pages; price, $2; postage, 20c.

This book is practically a rehash of the pre-

vious Claude Grahame-White book, except

that it goes more thoroughly into the subject

of American-built machines, in order to appeal

to the American market.

A Winter Sport Book. By Reginald Cleaver.

The MacMillan Co., New York. Illustrated with 21

halftones and 26 line drawings by the author; 62 pages;

price $1.50 net.

A history and recountal of sports in the
Alps. The book is chiefly notable for its ex-
cellent illustrations. They are humorously and
cleverly executed and make the book one of the
kind which is left on the centre table to be
admired.

Land Problems and National Welfare. By Christ-
opher Turnor. John Lane Company, New York. 344
pages; price, $2.50 net, postage 20 cents.

An interesting and intelligently written plea
for greater scientific interest in the land, and
encouragement of the practice of agriculture

as a preventive of grave disaster in all countries.

Being an Englishman the author devotes par-
ticular attention to conditions in Great Britain,

although he shows a very intimate knowledge
of land matters in Europe and America.

Monoplanes and Biplanes. By Grover Cleveland
Loening, B. Sc., A. M. Munn & Co., New York. Illus-

trated; 331 pages; price, £2.60 net.

This volume stands out among recent aero-

nautical works as being one of the most prac-
tical and up-to-date books of the year. It is

profusely illustrated with photographs and
charts, giving full descriptions and character-

istics of the best known aircraft, and in addition

goes into the theoretical side of aviation in such
a comprehensive manner that it can be readily

understood by the majority of readers without
requiring a technical education. It gives not
only data concerning the various successful

machines, but a history of their designers as

well.

The Lure of the Garden. By Hildegarde Hawthorne.
The Century Co., New York. Illustrated; 259 pages;

price, $4.50 net; postage, 28 cents.

An outdoor book of rare charm by the grand-
daughter of Nathaniel Hawthorne. There are

sixteen full pages in the colors of the original

paintings by Jules Guerin, Maxfield Parrish,

Anna Whelan Betts, and Ivanowski, besides

many reproductions of photographs in black
and white. The author dwells somewhat on the

social side of gardens, old and new, and shows
how the social value of a garden is becoming
better understood and enjoyed here in America;
also how even a very small garden is capable

of yielding much pleasure if one knows the secret

of thoroughly using it. This is a satisfyingly

beautiful book, worthy to be called a garden
classic.

The Practical Book of Oriental Rugs. By G.
Griffin Lewis. J. B. Lippincott Co., Philadelphia.

Illustrated; index, glossary, bibliography, maps; 360
pages; price, £4.50 net.

The appearance of handsome books on
Oriental rugs has become an annual or semi-

annual occurrence; it is hard to believe that

another one is really necessary. And yet, with

the advantage of having all previous books as

helps, guides, or warnings, it would be strange

if the latest one did not excell in some par-

ticulars. And it does. The publishers claim

that it offers "all that it is necessary to know
about Oriental rugs under one cover," and the

book does possess noteworthy qualities of con-

ciseness, comprehensiveness, and clearness. It

is divided into two parts, the first dealing with

practical problems relating to the choice, pur-

chase, and care of rugs, and the second with

rug lore and classifications. The ten illustrations

in color are well executed.

Pleasures and Palaces
Being the Home-Making Adventures of Marie Rose

By JULIET WILBOR TOMPKINS

MARIE ROSE had never seen the inside of a

kitchen; meals came, in her experience, when

you pressed a button or commanded a waiter.

If you wish to be really diverted, come and behold

this dangerously attractive young person making a

first acquaintance with the unyielding nature of a

can of soup when she has never had to distinguish

between a can-opener and an ice-pick. Her tempo-

rary neighbor, Galen Ward, engineer and miner and

camper, was hugely excited when he first came to the

rescue. And that was the beginning of the story

—

which is as bright and amusing and as full of real

humor as any you'll run across in a long course of

contemporary reading.

Fixed Price, $1.20.

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY

GARDEN CITY NEW YORK

We And Our
Children

By WOODS HUTCHINSON, M. D.

ANY father or mother beginning to

realize what a difficult job it is to

rear children will find this little book full

of suggestion and stimulating advice. Dr.

Hutchinson is a practitioner of wide ex-

perience, clear thought and an extraor-

dinary faculty of epigrammatic expres-

sion. If you are confronted by any of

the problems of bringing up a child,

mental, moral and physical, you will

discover in these chapters just the sort

of inspired common sense with which an

old family physician, in whom you had

utter confidence, might relieve your

perplexity if you had time to talk things

all over with him.

CONTENTS

The Strength of Babies Brick Walls and the
Babies as Bulbs Growing Child
The Natural Morality of Eyes and Ears

TheNufs'ery fitting the
p
Girl [°* We

The Sweet Tooth 5*luc
.
tfmt

The Kindergarten The American Mother
Our Ivory Keepers of The Delicate Child

the Gate Fiction as a Diet

Illustrated {Net, $1.20, postage 12c.)

Doubleday, Page & Co.

Garden City, N. Y.
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The Marriage of Convenience
1 say* In H. (iurin yesterday. M.iwru--. why

don't In- got married to a girl mil money, .mil he
say* monry ilon't tu:tire .it .ill with hirn.

"Whore's thr harm," I says, " supposing a K>rl

does got a little money."
" What is thr use talking, Mr. Potash?" he

says. "
I am sick anil tired of looking. Believe

me, I ain't lying to you, if I looked at one I

must of looked at hundreds. The fathers was
rated at the very least 1> to V first credit, and
what is it ? The most of 'cm I wouldn't marry,
not if the rating was Aa I even, such faces they
got it."

Which it only goes to show what a fool the
feller is, Mawruss, because girls which they got
D to K fathers, don't got to have faces.

FROM

"ABE and MAWRUSS"
By Montague Glass

AT ALL BOOK-SHOPS

The Postoffice Depart-

ment by a recent ruling

is experimenting on the

shipment of magazines by

freight instead of fast

mail. We are doing our

utmost to send the mag-

azines as early as pos-

sible,but if your magazine

is late, take it up with

your local postmaster.

iom' si r.us
MANUAL

ikni.m ntwrv tt\nn

Forester's \$\
Manual

By Ernest Thompson Seton
' 1^1 1 IS is ,i Kuidc to the trees of I'.a .I < in

North America which gives three

things: First, the identification of the

tree, made absolutely easy by drawings
and descriptions; second, where each

tree is to be found with maps of the actual range of the

ipi-cii-i; third, it tells the properties and use! of tin- different

trees from the point of view of a scout or woodsman — a

unique feature which makes the book of exceptional interest. It would be hard in-

deed to find elsewhere such points as the weight of each kind of wood; the dyes made
from bark or leaves; the method of using spruce roots, for instance, to make baskets
or for lacing material — these and a thousand other items of woodcraft drawn from
Mr. Scton's long study and experience will be found in this invaluable manual.

Many Illustrations. Cloth: net, $i.oo; paper: net, y> cents. {Postage io cents).

[
BY THE SAME AUTHOR

|

Rolf in the Woods
BEING the adventure* of a Boy Scout with Indian Quonab and Little Dog Skookum. The molt ex-

citing portion of all is where Rolf comci to put hia new knowledge into practice as a daring icout
during the war of i8n; and hii adventures around Plattaburg in those stirring times give the reader a new
sense of the American nation in the making.

"The bo, who doesn'l cnjny this book Is no hoy n ill, but an imitation. It is a good, red bloodrd
story, lavishly Illustrated by a man who can make animals almost zrowl out of the printed page.
Never haa Mr. Seton's double talent lor writing and illustrating ahone to such good purpose "

—

Tht
Vuluih H.r.U

Full-paf illustrations and many marginal drawings by the author. Fixed Price, $1.7$ (postage Ifc.)

Two Little Savages
A book of outdoor play for young folks, full of Mr. Seton's most fascinating nature lore

Illustrated. Net, $1.7$ (postage 15c.)

Photography
By E. O. Hoppe, F. R. P. S. And Many Others

' I *HE scope of the book is very broad, making it an ideal, authoritative, working hand-
* book for the camerist who wishes to excel. The scientific side of the subject is particu-

larly well handled; there is a good reason for every operation met in practical work, and
an answer for every question likely to arise in the camerist's mind, yet neither the reason
nor the answer is too technical for average comprehension. Any camerist may well take
this book for his bible and follow its teachings implicitly, for the advice, and particularly

the formulae, of which there are many, are accurate and of the best, being the result of
long experience at the hands of experts.

Not only does this book cover practically the whole field of ordinary photography,
including the art side, but it also gives the substance of several allied processes of great
interest to the enthusiastic camerist. Among these may be mentioned X-ray work,
retouching, photo-engraving, motion picture work, natural color photography, three-

color negatives, wet plate procifs, photo-micrography, lantern slide work and stereogra-

phy. In a very interesting chapter it also tells how plates and film emulsions are made.
Illustrated. Net, $3.50 (postage 35c.)

I
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A Book on fbe Train is Worth Two in

OUR BOOKSHOP
in Pennsylvania Terminal, New York City

One of its attractions—if* Size. Small

enough to be Inviting. Large enough
to hold a Host of Interesting Things.

ALL OUR OWN BOOKS AND MAGAZINES

Everybody's new Books—not all new
Books, but most Good Ones.

BOOKS FOR ALL SORTS OF PEOPLE
Pine Prints from Famous Paintings.

Magazine Subscriptions. All Right at

your Elbow, waiting to be Looked At

PAY US A VISIT

THE BOOKSHOP
OF

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO.
Pennsylvania Station New York City

Your Garden Problems

will often be solved in the pages of Country

Life in America, but sometimes you can't re-

member when or where the magazine told of

your kind of growing things. The Readers'

Service will help to find the solution of the

problem and will tell you by a personal letter.

This reply will come at once for the problems

Need Prompt, Complete
Solutions

The quick reply will many times mean suc-

cess to you. Ask your definite, specific ques-

tions just as they arise. All the plants have

some diseases and insect enemies, but the

Readers' Service can tell of remedies for most

of them, and we will gladly do so for you.

Your flowers, lawns, vegetable garden,

and farm will sometimes need some special

treatment. Ask the Service about it. Even

how to get rid of the weeds and the bugs.

Service free.

The Readers' Service
Country Life in America Garden City, N. Y.

Many Celebnties
And a Few Others

WILLIAM H. RIDEING
«*A man possessing such a wide and rich
/A experience, together with such num-

• berless acquaintances, has a right to
glory in the memories upon which he can
draw for his own pleasure and for the pub-
lic's benefit. There is no obtrusion of self

in this volume. The portraits are sketched
with excellent relish for friendship. Never
have we gone through a book which was so
even in its values. Each chapter contains
atmosphere, alertness, and the saving touch
of intimacy. Without fear of over enthusi-
asm, 'Many Celebrities' may be recom-
mended for itschattinessand itscomprehen-
siveness minus the fault of discursiveness.
On the whole. Mr. Rideing's reminiscences
are sprigh tly and grave; they are shot through
with myriad moods."

—

New York Times.

Sixteen Illustrations. Net, $230 (pottage 25c)

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO.
Garden City New York
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•THE- TALK- OF-THE • OFFICEl
—rH ~ -ftF-

LETTERS

We wonder if so many interesting letters

come to men in other sorts of business ? Per-

haps publishers are especially favored by

the confidences of people whom they have

never seen?

It has very often been said that almost any-

body can edit a periodical better than the

editor, and make a fire better than the

fire-maker. That this is a true statement is

proved by thousands of letters which come
to us intimating that the writer is better

able to judge of the literary value of some
things than Doubleday, Page and Company.

For instance:

I see that you are publishing with success a novel

by . . . which you say is in a new field of fiction,

etc., etc. ... ^11 this indicates how narrow is

your viewpoint. Simply because this author has be-

come one of the "inner circle" she could write the

poorest stuff and you would publish it with avidity and
throw away dozens of other books in every way its

superior. ... I am sending to you by express the

manuscript of a book which some people in our town
have told me is in every way vastly superior to any
book written by . . . whose praise you sing so

long and loud.

The question is will you be able to recognize ability

when you see it or are you blind to the merit of an author

just because he is unknown?

This form of letter is duplicated a hundred
times, and we could stand it better were it

not for the fact that with them come manu-
scripts of sometimes a 1000 pages and an
average, we should say, of from 400 to 500
pages of typewriting, representing months
and often years of work on the part of their

authors.

Of book manuscripts alone, Doubleday,
Page & Company return from ten to a dozen a

day representing for the most part, we regret

to say, a pathetic spectacle of time wasted.

Here is a manuscript reader's letter to show
the other side of this difficult question:

I have been thinking, and referring again to my
report on No. ... a novel by . . . which I

faint-heartedly recommended for acceptance; and
which recommendation I now wish to withdraw. De-
liberate reflection has caused me to realize that no real

good can come from publishing this book, and
I am frank to admit that I recommended it because in

execution it is better than hundreds I have been so

laboriously reading. This deadly average of medioc-
rity I am convinced has almost upset my judgment
as to the standard which I am perfectly aware should
be moderately high. Not so high that a newcomer
should be held up to an impossible standard but not
so low that a book should not show in some way— in

sincerity, imagination or literary power— that it may
take some part in the world's affaimif published. The
Ms. No. . . . is simply commonplace; only a little

less commonplace than the general run, and that is all

that can truthfully be said of it.

This office memorandum is printed here not

because it is in itself of interest but to show
how the first instinct is toward acceptance until

"To business tliat we love we rise betime
And go to 't with delight."

—

A ntouy and Cleopatra

most publishing houses accept more books

than they can properly and effectively handle.

To complete the circle of this correspondence

concerning manuscripts and book publishing

we add two paragraphs from a bookseller's

letter:

I understand from a talk I had with one of your
travelers — that you propose to publish a fewer number
of books and push more vigorously those that you do
issue. Your new resolution pleases me because all

publishers in the last ten years have increased the

number of books — especially mediocre fiction — ex-

traordinarily, apparently in the hope of getting a "best
seller." Do you realize that this has gone on to such a

degree that even salesmen often tell us that they cannot
be sure of such and such a volume and show no enthus-

iasm in selling it?

In my opinion publishers should not accept any
book which they cannot earnestly and honestly back
as worth while; poor books when sold injure the buying
activities of readers— you "kill the goose," etc. You
will make enough mistakes even when you feel confident

that you have the real thing and I hope you'll stick

to your guns and bring up the quality.

But all letters are not pessimistic. As we
write we have before us a sheaf of twenty-three

letters which have accumulated in a few days;

all of them about Mrs. Corra Harris's book
"The Recording Angel."

Three of these refer to George Eliot.

For instance:

Not since the days of George Eliot has there been any-
thing so good. Perhaps you recall the words she puts

into the mouth of one of her radical speakers in Felix

Holt. After all, though, does it not go to prove that

if we are to have preaching, that preachers should be

removed from their present status of dependents and
made economically free of their environment?

Here is another:

I have just finished reading "The Recording

Angel," and I cannot resist the temptation to write

you how much I enjoyed it, as well as your other stories.

No doubt you wish that I were gifted with a will strong

enough to say, "Get thee behind me," to a temptation

fraught with such terrible consequences to an unfor-

tunate and helpless victim.

Now that the preliminary apologies are out of the

way, let me say what immense pleasure I have obtained

from all your work, from "The Circuit Rider's Wife"
down to (or up to?) "The Recording Angel." The
stories themselves have been interesting, vastly so!

But it is your "asides," your observations upon human,
and Divine, nature, and things in general that have

delighted me most. The very audacity of some of these,

the originality of all of them, leave me almost gasping

with surprise and pleasure.

A dozen pages of this magazine could be

filled by letters about Mrs. Gene Stratton-

Porter's books whose fame extends in an ever

widening circle. In the month of May we
printed and sold over 100,000 of the new
edition of "The Girl of the Limberlost," and

that these books touch the hearts of a great

multitude, brightening and helping, is made
clear by the dozens of letters which come like

this one:

It is difficult to speak of the work of Gene Stratton-

Porter and not to call upon all the superlatives of

praise in the language. "The Girl of the Limberlost"
is a delightful book: the kind of book that brings a
pleasant mistiness to your eyes and a lump in your
throat which makes you feel deliciously sobby while

you are laughing; and if you don't know and value that

sensation you miss much.
•

"Freckles," by the way, has gone on the

stage, and will get into the big cities this fall.

Another class of letters comes to the service

department which answers, after close study,

letters about "How to buy a farm," "How to

select investments," and the thousand and
one queries about the "Garden." We hope
these answers do some good in the world. The
letters are carefully read, and information

sought by experts, but often they ask questions

beyond us, like this one:

I am about to get into trouble and I am going to

ask you to help me out. Some of my neighbors differ

in the time to plant and how to plant. They say the

time to plant potatoes is in the "dark of the moon,"
when the beginning is; some say in "arms"; some in

"feet"; some one place and some another. And other

garden seeds the same — also setting out trees? Some
say the "dark of the moon" from the new to the full; so

please give me your ideas in regard to the moon and
its signs and what effect it has on planting.

Here is a lawyer on " The Harvester," by
Gene Stratton-Porter:

From the fact that I am a lawyer, my palate for

modern fiction may be a bit musty, from my general

habit of reading law books. Perhaps for that reason

I am very skeptical concerning modern fiction also, but
"The Harvester" is so superior to the general run of

literature that I could not withdraw from the pleasures

of its pages until I had exhausted what each contained.

You have created the ideal superman whom our
friend, Shaw and other dilettanti have experimented
with to the public's wonder. I know of no character

in fiction endowed with such simple nobility and won-
derful sweetness as the one you have created. I do not

know a single book that is calculated to do rtlore good
to our present-day warped ideas of life and manhood;
and I predict that its influence will be strangely felt

by each and every one of its readers, prompting them

to cleaner ideals.

From a woman reader in Rangoon, Burma:

After reading the book I thought I would write and
ask you to come to Burma. We have such a wonderful

little country, so rich in everything, vegetation, birds,

people, rubies, pearls. I am sure you would want to

stay a long time if you come, and I would be happy to

be of any service to you.

A Readers' Service Letter:

Doubleday, Page & Co.

Dear Sirs:—
Will you please tell me the proper rations

for these animals:

Tame fox, pigeons, horses, pigs, geese, trout.* and
the amount of seed and the average yield of all

crops included in these rations which could be suc-

cessfully grown in New York or Missoury.

From a Reader of Country Life.

P. S.—If you don't mind tell me the current price of

each animal or eggs of the birds.

W. H.
" in stream where they have not enough food.
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"Elmhurst. -handsome, spacious, historic. dominating ono hundred and twenty acres of timbered boauty."

ELMHURST FILMS
BEING SOME IMPRESSIONS OF AN UNUSUAL SCHOOL

BY GRACE WILLARD

I

•'The lake Is a gem.'

'X DOORS we
were gay, hickory
burned. There

were lilucsund nuisir.

Ami. more bliss,

against I lie long win-

dows drummed the

rain.

Suddenly, scarlet

umbrellas llullered

on the terrace. Some-
one laughed. Then
the broad door swung
hack and in they
trooped the Elm-
hurst girls.

I am glad that my
first picture of the

S. hool in the Keauti-

fulTrecswassnapped
in a shower. Later

I he >im shone. Kim
hurst was Eden. Hut
nothing eclipsed my
impression of the

creamy facade veiled

by dripping green,

nor of the cheerful-

ness of that cheerless

Sunday, nor of the

rain-maidens, fresh from an after-church Marathon,
rosy and rubbered, cravcneticd. -charming!

Travel through the lovely White Water Valley to

Connersv ille. Indiana, and you will understand why
two accomplished women came out of the East and
established a girls' school here. Elmhurst, handsome,
spacious, historic, set in fine trees, dominates one
hundred and twenty acres of timbered beauty. An
Eastern school minus Eastern distances. A country
school with every equipment modern town can boast

and countless charms wholly its own. Life at Elmhurst
is simple, filled with wholesome gayeties, broadly in-

structive. The girls live close to flowers and birds yet

do not lack opportunities to acquire poise, ease,

—

the savoir /aire that is not in the French course.

The stranger within the gates is struck by the free-

dom of Elmhurst. Rules are rare. Elmhurst acres

are formidably fenced in; not so the girls. "Our aim,"
began .Miss Cressler; "but if you haven't already dis-

covered it," she broke off, "it's hardly worth talking

about." Herein lies the Elmhurst keynote. Govern-
ment without espionage. Elmhurst girls are expected
to be thoughtful, responsible, perfectly truthful, per-
fectly courteous. It is assumed that they will respect
the principles of the place. As it is fascinating to be
believed in, idealized, if you like, the girls thrive under
high standards and trust. If a girl's sense of honor
is a bit wabbly when she comes to Elmhurst it soon
braces up. The girls themselves are jealous upholders
of the Elmhurst code. Doesn't the whole thing rest

on them? Something may happen of course to make
impromptu rules necessary. The school was immune
during my visit and we had "a wonderful time" as
The Little Blonde Girl said. (She was from Boston.)
The weekly holiday being Monday all the delightful

interests of Elmhurst came into play. {.Everyday, how-
ever, there are three hours catalogued "recreation," one
of which must be spent out of doors.) Spirited tennis.
Basket ball that was sporty without being rowdy. Golf.
Rowing; the lake is a gem. Much "hiking" in sym-

pathetic groups. The gentle reaches of Llmhurst offer

miles of woodlands walks, lull of composition is this

diversified country. The drifts of dogwood. The
hawthorns in bud. The sunshine on the sheep hill.

The meadows where the Jerseys join one. Seven
delicious springs may be counted on the Elmhurst
grounds, a pleiades supplying the whole colony.

Courses in Landscape Gardening and Agriculture
under expert dim lion will be novel incidents of educa-
tion at Klmhurst during I he coming year. How to

plan and plant a garden or a country place. Flowers;
fruit-culture; dairying. Even M. Maeterlinck's bee
will receive attention. Elmhurst is pioneer ;.mong
private schools in providing practical and picturesque
courses in these- absorbing subjec ts.

Farms, by the way, are an important frill on Elm-
hurst acres. They explained the "signed" eggs, the

primrose butter, the copious cream, the Paclolian but-
termilk, the "broilers," — to detail a few fantasies of

the Elmhurst mahogany. Country Life in excclsis!

Between sports, luncheon under the elms. There's
an unsuppressed disposition to "picnic" at Elmhurst.
Sunday night's "supper" had been a quite wonderful
drawing-room affair in place of a formal meal. The
girls served. There were guests. Afterwards we made
"a golden end to the day" with a hymn and prayer in

the Green Room.
Mcnscndieck! One cannot picture Elmhurst sans

Mensendieck although Mensendieck cannot be pic-

tured. Here is the latest physical culture for girls as

devised by a German savant. Little known in this

country as yet but already a feature at Elmhurst. In
Mensendieck the muscles are exercised under the

direct dictation of the mind and without apparatus. It

is unmcchanical, absorbing, entrancing to watch. The
girls exercise practically in the open air (the large,

out-door sleeping pavilion). Their costume permits
unrestricted exercise of all the muscles, gives the skin

a rare breathing chance. The director is a pupil of

the great Mensendieck of Berlin. This ozonic inter-

lude breaks the bookish routine; it means that every

muscle is exercised nery day, Elmhurst 's cle\ en-o'clock

chocolate-and-biscuit goes

not begging! Individual

records of progress are kept

;

the gain in suppleness,

strength and control and
the gain in weight often -i

noted, are eloquent of the .- ' ,tiy~

method's The ^BEi^i^B
look of health Elmhurst
girls show is a joy.

The creation of a home-
school designed to attract

the best type of girls could

not have been undertaken
by women more fitted for

the task than are the Elm-
hurst principals. Miss Sum-
ner, after foreign life and
study, gave up her work as

a teacher at Smith College

to come to Elmhurst. Her
sound scholarship is appar-
ent in the catholic scope

and thoroughness of the

Elmhurst curriculum. Miss
Cressler's buoyancy, her

sympathetic understanding
is as happily exercised at

Elmhurst as it was in Rome where her school for

American girls was attractively known. The Elm-
hurst faculty comprises such women as the culture and
cosmopolitanism of the principal! would be expected
to bring together.

The school's jx-dagogy is graphic. A girl must
know what she knows. She may go as far as she chooses
along the flowery meads of learning; she may gather
what she will: — languages, science, literature, hiMcry,
music, art,— but she must know. From "cramircrs,"
"smattcrcrs," "quitters," "flunkcrs,"andall such Elm-
hurst prays to be delivered. Schedules are so ar-
ranged that no girl prepares a lesson on the day that
she recites it. Elmhurst girls entering Eastern colleges

have maintained their grades with entire credit.

The foreign associations of Miss Cressler and Miss
Sumner are evident in many unexpected bits of color.

Old-world hangings, artistic fittings, stir the imagina-
tion — the wanderlust. Old marbles on the tciTace.

Art below stairs aho. The chef is Italian, illustrious

in classic cuisine. A genius, indeed is "Pio." Olive
ancl adept also arc the maids, speaking not "American."

Elmhurst is idyllic. Its woodlands; its fine cordial in-

teriors; its ordered bed-rooms; its perfectly lighted, per-
fectly equipped study hall and class rooms;—itsopen fires.

A minute down the Pergola Walk from the main
house is a half-timbered bungalow set in a bouquet of

green. This is the new hospital. Snow-white, sani-

tary, modern as the moming, complete in all its ap-
pointments. A sun room, bath, sleeping rooms, fire

places, kitchenette. But Elmhurst girls persist in

perfect health; the hospital still waits its first patient.

Meantime it shelters delightfully passing parents, at

Elmhurst for a look at their daughters or to become
acquainted with the school; friends here for a dance,
theatricals or the skating; stray "impressionists."

The Elmhurst tuition is one thousand dollars a year.

(There are no "extras.") Miss Sumner and Miss Cres-

sler will be glad to send to any one interested in "an
unusual girls' school" the Catalogue and photographs.

Address: Elmhurst School, Rural Delivery, Xo. 6,

Connersville, Indiana.

"Three hours for recreation every day. one of which must be spent out of doois."

Country Life in America Advertiser
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Fire Prevention in Country Homes
The fire loss in country property amounts to $125,000,000 a year.

Fire Companies in rural communities are not properly organized

to fight fires, especially big fires. Most often they respond too

late to be of use.

Our organization is experienced in the prevention and extinguish-

ment of fires.

75% of all fires are preventable, and an inspection by one of our

engineers will disclose to you many easily removable causes, any-

one of which could cause fire in your home.

Every country home owner should read our booklet—"Fire

Causes and Fire Prevention on Country Estates." It will be

mailed free upon request.

AMERICAN FIRE PREVENTION BUREAU, Inc.
213 William Street, New York J. H. DERBY, President

An All-Mineral Shingle Roof
Permanently Durable and Ornamental

J-M Transite Asbestos Shingles are made of Asbestos (rock) fibres and Portland
Cement, both minerals. They are by nature immune to the destructive action of fire,

water, acids, gases, chemical fumes and climatic conditions. The longer they are ex-

posed to the weather, the harder and tougher they become.

J-M Transite Asbestos Shingles
are moulded under enormous hydraulic pressure

into a homogeneous mass. J-M Transite Asbestos
Shingles cannot rot, warp, scale off, crack or decay.

All shapes and sizes to meet all conditions. Colors: Natu-
ral Gray, Indian Red and Slate.

Write our nearest branch for booklet

H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO.
Manufacturers of

Asbestos and Magnesia
Products

Baltimore Cleveland
Boston Dallas
Buffalo Detroit

TBAOE Asbestos Roofings
Packincs. Electrical

„ ,„ Supplies, Etc.

Kansas City New Orleans Pittsburgh
Los Angeles New York San Francisco
Milwaukee Omaha Seattle

Chicago Indianapolis Minneapolis Philadelphia St. Louis

For Canada—The Canadian H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Limited

Toronto, Out. Montreal, Que. Winnipeg, Man
Vancouver, B. C. 1482

rED a
Residence of Mrs. Kircher, Llanerch, Pa.

Covered with J-M Transite Asbestos Shingles

Pocket KIPLING Edition

CBound in full flexible red leather
Light and convenient to carry, easy to read. Each, net, $1.50

Puck of Pook's Hill.

Traffics and Discoveries.

The Five Nations.

Just So Stories.

Kim.
The Day's Work.
Stalky & Co.

Plain Tales from the Hills.

Life's Handicap; Being Stoiies of Mine
Own People.

The Kipling Birthday Book.
Under the Deodars. The Phantom
•Rickshaw and Wee Willie Winkie.

The Light that Failed.

Soldier Stories.

The Naulahka (With Wclcott Balestier).

Departmental Ditties and Ballads
and Barrack-room Ballads.

Soldiers Three, The Story of the
Gadsbys and In Black and White.

Many Inventions.

From Sea to Sea.

The Seven Seas.

Abaft the Funnel.

Actions and Reactions.

Rewards and Fairies.

A " Kipling Index " will be sent free to any one on request

Garden City DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY New York

INDIAN
BOYHOOD

By Charles A. Eastman

("Ohiyesa")

A book which will preserve for future gener-
ations a true picture of the romantic life

of the first Americans. The author is a
full-blooded Sioux Indian, who spent the early

part of his life among the now passing primitiv e

conditions of nomadic Indian life.

" It is a delightful record of primitive childhood
and the life of a vanished people. Young and old
may enjoy it. for it brings the traditions and
superstitions, the customs and habits of an aborig-
inal tribe into the cultured narrative of an
eloquent writer." Detroit Free Press.

1 Indian Boyhood ' stands alone in our liter-

ature as a record of much that has passed beyond
the range of human experience never to return."
Review of Reviews.

Illustrated. Net $1.60

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO.
GARDEN CITY, NEW YORK

" CHICAGO-FRANCIS " Clothes Dryers
and Laundry Room equipment, especially adapted for the Residence laundry
room. Apartment Buildings and Institutions. Write for handsomely illus-

trated No. C \i Catalog. Chicago Dryer Co., 680 So. Wabash Ave.,
Chicago, or Shannon Mfg. Co., 1 24 Lexington A ve., New York City

RIIPPFF'C seeds grow
* 9 \_) * -* I J \J If you want a copy of the

"Leading American Seed
Catalog," for 1012, address BURPEE. Philadelphia.

Where to Go
In this department are printed advertisements of

hotels and resorts. Information about any sort of

hotel, together with fullest information about
railroad and steamship lines for reaching them
comfortably may be secured through this depart-

ment. Address RESORT DEPARTMENT,
Country Life in America, 11-13 West 32d
Street, New York

Magnificent new Cunarder "Laconia"
leaves Feb. IS, rates $400 lip, including
shore excursions, hotels, guides, drives.

71 enchanting days. Stop - over priv-

ileges. FRANK C. CLARK, Times
Bldg., New York.

CLARK'S
ORIENT
CRUISE

Chicago Beach Hotel
American Plan European Plan

A delightful haven
of rest and recre-

ation. Its ideal
location on Lake
Michigan, adjoining

the great South
Parks, makes it won-

derfully attractive in summer. In the city

—

10 minutes' ride to theatre and shopping dis-

trict, yet amidst beautiful country surround-

ings. Bathing beach, golf links, tennis court,

lagoons for boating—every outdoor amuse-

ment. Excellent food with best of service.

Booklet on request to

Manager, 51st Blvd. and Lake Shore, Chicago
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FLAKES OF GRAY-GREEN LICHENS ARE WOVEN TOGETHER WITH THREADS OF SILK FROM DANDELION HEADS AND SPIDERS' WEBS IN THIS

COMPACT AND EXQUISITE NEST OF THE RUBY-THROATED HUMMING-BIRD (See page 52)
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Sweet peas growing In a Long Island greenhouse. The wire trellises are eight or nine feet high

THE SWEET PEA THE LATEST FLOWER OF FASHION
By LEONARD BARRON

Photographs by Arthur G. Eldredce and John H. Pepper

AT LAST we can have sweet peas all the year round.

At first, this may not seem at all remarkable, but

really it is. It is only within the last fifteen years,

when you come to think of it, that we have been able to

have sweet peas at all during the winter months, and as a

winter flower of every day, it is only a development of most
recent years. One is so accustomed to the fact of having
sweet peas in the garden — they have been with us seem-
ingly forever — that the extension of their period of flower

through the winter months has hardly caused surprise

among the general flower-loving public. On the other

hand, those of us who have critically watched the develop-

ment of the winter-flowering sweet pea are filled with

wonderment.
The development and introduction of this new type has

not only brought about a revolution with the purchasing
public — sweet peas are so cheap and so easily available

nowadays that everyone can have them who will — but
this winter-blooming race has developed an entirely new
commercial industry of no mean proportions. Establish-

ments where cut flowers are grown commercially to supply

CoPYBICHT, IQI2. BY DoCBLEDAY, PACE & COMPANY 19

the large city markets are investing large sums of money
for this one crop alone. Gigantic houses, costing $10,000

apiece, and measuring 400 to 500 feet in length and 40 feet

wide, are getting to be the usual and proper thing. The
era of large commercial plant houses, which was begun by
the lettuce growers and in which the rose growers followed,

has made more easily possible this new sweet-pea industry.

The other factor was the introduction of the new race itself.

So far as their flowers are concerned, you cannot tell the

difference, but there is something curious in the makeup
of a sweet pea. You cannot take the ordinary garden forms

and grow them successfully under glass. You can grow
them, yes; but they will not flower when you want them to

in winter, no matter when you start the plants growing.

But with the winter-flowering type, three months from the

time of sowing the seed you can have bloom. You sow the

first of September, and you begin to cut blooms for Thanks-
giving. You sow the last week in September and your

crop will commence returns for Christmas Day. It is

better to start at the beginning of the month and catch

both seasons.
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As a popular cut flower,

the sweet pea makes a strong

appeal to the fancy for these

very good reasons: It does

not look exotic. It carries

with it the feeling and the

atmosphere of the summer
garden, although the ground
outside may be covered with

snow and ice. It has charm-
ing grace of form and great

variety of delicate colors, so

that some one or two varie-

ties can be chosen to combine
with almost any imaginable

color scheme of decoration.

The flowers ship easily, last

fairly well, can be arranged

to suit individual fancy

-without any inconvenience

whatever in handling, and
finally they exhale a subtle

and ^lively fragrance. Can
you ask much more? Hardly;

yet there is one more point

and an important one. The
flowers can be produced at

a cost that makes their price

in the retail stores within

the reach of anybody who
wishes to possess a handful

of flowers. Three to five

dollars a dozen bunches is

not an extravagant price to pay for a "few flowers."

Some twelve years ago a progressive florist, who had
experimented a little bit in raising sweet peas under glass,

asked his commission man, one of the best known in the

country, what he thought might be the market demand for

sweet peas at Christmas, and received the reply, "Even if

it were possible for you to produce sweet peas, it would be

next to impossible to sell them." This represented the

general attitude of the cut-flower industry. Sweet peas

had been grown by a few men in a small way as a sort of

by-product in their greenhouses, and a few were now and
then sent in to the market spasmodically, which is merely

another illustration of the very well proven fact that a

commodity to meet an adequate return must be placed upon
the market in sufficient quantity and with proper regularity

to create a feeling of its existence. Though the actual

An avenue of fragrant bloom 320 feet long

grower in the early days
received two and a half cents

wholesale for a single spray

of sweet peas, there was no
profit in the business. It

had not been developed as an
independent industry. To-
day, when an actual grower
is receiving less than half

that price, he is making a

good return on his invest-

ment.

Sweet peas require a large

house. The vine grows tall,

and in order to get full

height at the sides and a

proper pitch for the roof, the

house must be more than 40
feet wide. Anything less

than that, not giving clear-

ance room above the rows of

vines in the house, will cause

shading of the adjoining rows

during some part of the day.

One large grower who has

raised sweet peas successfully

has a house 330 x 40 ft., by
20 feet high in the centre.

This space gives 9 rows 5 feet

apart, which is the proper

distance. Space must be

left for working between the

rows and for picking the

flowers. The trellises will run 8 to 9 feet high, and will

be clothed with vines. A house of this sort planted on
September first will give flowers continuously from about

Thanksgiving until it is time to pick outdoor flowers in

June. Not from the one original lot of shoots, however.

There is something peculiar about the sweet pea. The first

growth, which comes true to name and color, becomes
exhausted at about the end of April, but is succeeded by
lateral growths of remarkable vigor which will carry on
the season until the outdoor crop matures. But these

laterals, curiously enough, will produce almost anything

under the sun but the color of the plant from which

they sprung.

Such a house, in the height of its season, will cut 135
dozen bunches (a bunch is a dozen sprays) four times a week.

The weather and the sunshine are controlling factors in the

A steel-frame glass house, containing 13.200 sauare feet, entirely devoted to the growing of sweet peas
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One day's pli kuic. Twelve simiys are tied together, and twelve ofthu.se bundles
constitute a market bunch

Five dollars' worth of blossoms. They are kept In water over night: battery

Jars are used here

opening of the flowers. The amount will vary from that

point down to 50 dozen at a picking. Possibly a safe figure

to count upon would be 175 dozen a week during the season.

A house of the size named, covering approximately 13,000

square feet of ground, will take a carload of manure for

the preparation. This is spread broadcast and plowed

under in just exactly the same way as you would treat the

ground if it were not covered b\ glass. Drills are opened

and the seed drilled in thickly or thinly, according to fancy;

but at all events, so that the plants may ultimately stand

two to three inches apart. The smaller space, two inches

is that adopted by all of the most successful growers in the

country whose blooms .ire a feature of the Boston market

and the Boston flower shows. The labor to maintain and
care for such a house throughout the season will be two men
constantly, and during the picking season two extra men
would be required. The cost of maintaining and working

such an area cannot be safely figured at less than 25 cents

per square foot per annum, or say a little over #3,000. The
returns will vary according to circumstances — the crop,

the season, the market conditions, especially gluts. At
50 cents a square foot, which is a good return, it would
return nearly #0,500 on a building investment of #10,000.

In the largest establishment I have visited, sweet peas

arc not grown for their full term, but a strict rotation is

followed. Mr. Sim has developed this sequence: Violets,

sweet peas, tomatoes. The violets give flowers while the

sweet peas are growing. That crop is carried for three

months in bloom and is cleared out to make way for toma-
toes, which arc put into the Boston and nearby New Eng-
land markets, so as to sandwich between the fag end of the

nearby Southern crop and the arrival of the home outdoor

crop. This probably pays better than running sweet peas

for six months. It all depends on your markets.

The rows must be far enough apart not to interfere with the work Sorting out attractive color combinations requires taste and judgment
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In this house, 500 x 43 ft., the seed is sown two inches

apart in rows five feet apart. Fifty flowers per plant are

gathered, which will give a return of about fifty cents a

plant. At an average of a little under a cent apiece, the

returns from one year from sweet peas alone could be easily

#10,000, which would pay for the construction cost of the

building.

Can you duplicate this? Perhaps; probably not. The
growing conditions must be ideal. Sweet peas make certain

definite demands. They must have a cool, buoyant atmos-

phere, not dry. The most successful sweet-pea factories

that I have seen are within measurable distance of the

ocean, where the plants probably not only

derive the benefit of the moisture-laden

atmosphere but enjoy the benefit of a not

too low water table. The roots are cool.

I doubt if it could be done on a small

scale. Some of the reasons for this belief

have already been outlined. The large

house makes the control of conditions

much easier. The greater the volume of

air inside the house the easier it is to con-

trol, -other things being equal, and the

sweet pea is a finicky thing during the

dull days of winter. The temperature,

especially at night, has to be watched
carefully. Mr. Sim grows his at 48 de-

grees; Mr. Weston says 50 degrees, with 48
at the turn of the year. An unwonted
drop of temperature of two degrees may
cause the shedding of the flower buds of the

entire crop. On such a little thing as two
degrees fluctuation at night does success

or failure turn. It surprised me to learn

from Mr. Sim that he kept two firemen on
duty at night as a precautionary measure;

one man was on duty in the daytime. This

is a reversal of the ordinary procedure, but
it shows how success depends upon small

matters.

Each man must adjust his methods to suit

his own peculiar conditions. You cannot

take one man's method in one place and
reproduce it entirely in another and expect

identical returns. Markets differ with

every change of location and all businesses

of this kind are evolutions. It is not the

business, after all, that is the source of suc-

cess; it is the man who can find unusual

combinations of conditions and apply them
successfully.

Now that we have these winter-flowering

varieties successfully developed, it is not

impossible to grow sweet peas in the pri-

vate greenhouse for cut flowers and table

decorations. Since it is not possible for

the average amateur to maintain a green-

house of the size and height most desirable for sweet-pea

culture, any cool house may be employed where the requisite

temperature can be maintained evenly. Otherwise it is

not worth while to try to raise these tender flowers.

Where a special house cannot be built, sweet peas may be
grown successfully along the centre of an ordinary green-

house, while carnations and lettuce are being grown at

the sides.

The origin of the winter-flowering sweet pea is not entirely

satisfactorily explained. It probably "just developed."
The sweet pea is an interesting subject anyhow. Here for

years people have grown the old type of what is known as the

Sprays of the new varieties are some
times 22 inches long

grandiflora sweet pea, stable, satisfactory, small-flowered,

and occasionally giving new varieties but nothing of a very

remarkable character. Suddenly a dwarf appears — the

Cupid race is developed. Again, still with our garden sweet

pea, the flower becomes glorified, the standard is larger,

bolder, waved, and the whole flower has a richer, sturdier

appearance. The newcomer is called Countess Spencer.

It appears simultaneously in different isolated places, and
while the tangle is being straightened out, lo, other similar

variations occur elsewhere in other varieties. Gradually

we realize that Spencer forms are developing and practically

reproducing our old grandiflora varieties. The latter are

hardly grown any longer; everybody plants

Spencers.

Similarly, the greenhouse type of winter-

flowering sweet pea appears. All the evi-

dence seems to lead, however, to the

conclusion that it has sprung from Blanche
Ferry, that favorite bicolor pink variety

that has long been popular in the garden.

Blanche Ferry gave Extra Early Blanche

Ferry, which differed only in, producing its

flowers sooner than the original. This un-

stability of nature seems to have persisted

all through the Spencer family, and now
Spencer winter-flowering types are an-

nounced.

The winter-flowering varieties seem to

have a more slender growth than the gar-

den plant, but in their flowers are indis-

tinguishable. In the first stages of their

growth, they show a difference. The gar-

den type, after appearing above the ground

for a few inches, seems to stand still, de-

veloping laterals. The winter-flowering

type grows on for several feet and begins

to flower before laterals develop. One of

their desirable features is length of stem.

There are three groups of winter-flowering

sweet peas now known, developed in widely

separate localities. Professor Beal, of Cor-

nell University, has made a critical study

of these types and the results will be found

in Bulletin 301. These types are known
as Christmas-flowering, Telemly, and
Engelmann.
The first of these groups was developed

in the United States by Mr. A. C. Zvolanek

of Bound Brook, N. J. It appears to be

the result of a cross between an early flower-

ing plant, found among Lottie Eckford,

and Blanche Ferry. The cross gave

Christmas Pink, although probably not as

we have it to-day, for undoubtedly it has

been selected and improved. The cross was
made some time previous to 1895, f°r Mr.
Zvolanek says that he was able to send

the first ten dozen blooms to market on January 1st of that

year. The variety was introduced in 1899.

The next winter-flowering variety was Miss Florence E.

Denzer, a cross between Christmas Pink and Emily Hender-

son. Since the latter was a white sport from Blanche

Ferry, it is evident how closely this winter type is related

to this standard American variety. By 1900, Mr. Zvolanek

called attention to the fact that he had five varieties of

the winter-flowering class. These pioneers were used to

cross with the best outdoor varieties. The results number
more than a hundred varieties, from which thirty have

(Continued on page 70)
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OUR MUSICAL CRICKKTS AND KATYDIDS
By H. A. ALLARD

J' hot graphs by the author

The slender meadow grasshop-
per 1 .V ' phutiu m fuscialum. DeG )

B
[RDS as a class arc true

vocalists. Their varied
calls and songs, like the

human voice, are produced by
the Vibrations of vocal chords.

Insects, on the other hand, are

strictly voiceless. They are with-

out exception instrumental mu-
sicians, and produce their s< -called

"songs" by some combination of

leg or wing movement. The
familiar black ground crickets,

the green katydids, the green

lisping meadow grasshoppers, the

pearly winged tree crickets — all

make use of thin, glassy, highly specialized wing surfaces

furnished with definite smooth areas and serrate ridges.

At will these wing surfaces are moved rapidly on each
other, producing by their friction the familiar strident lisp-

ings, chirpings, and trillings of midsummer. Among the

birds the males only are capable of producing the charac-

teristic songs of the species. Likewise among insects the

males alone, with rare exceptions, furnish the distinctive

notes of the species. Incidentally the human ear may
catch these varied trillings and the responsive mind is

awakened to tender emotions, yet the sole functions of

these musical expressions of different insects arc chiefly

concerned with various social and mating activities of the

creatures which produce them.

In comparison with birds and bird songs, insect music
is little appreciated or understood. Many of our common-

est musical insects are rarely seen, for at best they are shy,

reclusive creatures. Many species hide in the grass at our

feet, too tiny to attract attention; others dwell in noisy

colonies in the rank herbage of impenetrable marshes.

Some of the larger sorts arc exclusively tree dwellers. Ex-
cept for their notes their existence would never be known
to the casual observer.

A carefully trained car and mind are indispensable to

enable one to detect and to discriminate readily from the

general insect medley any particular species of musician.

Th (Gryllus PenntyUanieus, Bi

trlbuted North American field cricket. Its notes are usually a it chirp

The common broad-winged katydid
U'lirtophyllus perspicillatus, L.) is

strictly arboreal

One of our handsomest katydids —
the larger angular-winged Microcen-

Irum rhombifolium, Sauss.

Oblong-winged katydid (Amblycory-
phn oblongifolia. De G.) — a handsome
Eastern and Southern variety

c
One of the commonest Southern ka-

tydids, the smaller angular-winged
.\f icrocentrum retinerre. Burm.
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The broad-winged tree cricket (Occan-

Ihus laliprnnis, Riley). A common
Insect of shrubs and vines In the East.

Its notes are bell-like, auaverlng. and
rich-toned, not unlike those of the com-
mon Northern tree toad, the transparent
wings producing a volume of sound all

out of proportion to their delicacy

The common meadow grasshopper
(Orchelimum sp.). It frequents low
herbage, especially in meadows. The
illustration shows how it hugs the
grass stems in order to keep concealed.
It will move around the stalk, keeping
always on the side farthest from the
observer, like a sauirrel on a tree trunk.
This species of meadow grasshopper is

not so slender as Xipkidium fasciatum

It is even possible to find persons whose auditory me-
chanism is quite incapable of recording the exceedingly

high pitched notes of some insects; they are deaf to any
sounds beyond a certain pitch.

As with birds and their songs, much of the charm and
pleasure to be gotten from insect music depends upon
the emotional coloring associated with it. We are en-

raptured with the notes of the peewee in spring, or the

earliest piping of the frogs, not because these sounds in

Uhler's katydid (Amblycorypha Ifhleri. Brunner). On warm, moonlight even-
ings its soft lispings are the dominant notes in the low weeds

themselves possess any intrinsic sweetness, but. because

they recall endearing memories of many happy, hopeful

spring times. They are always the harbingers of another

verdant season. Their plaintive notes add to our minds
an emotional warmth and sunshine. They awaken for

us an inner, subjective spring time.

In a similar way the crickets and katydids gladden

and inspire us with their music in proportion as their

notes have

sociated in

with the
coloring of

ies. I find

p r e s s i b 1 e

sweetness in

of the snowy
they recall

Enlargement of curved vein on un-
derside of katydid's upper wing cover,

showing file-like teeth, across which
prominent veins on the under wing
cover are scraped to produce notes

become as-

our minds
emotional
past memor-
a n i n e x -

charm and
the notes
tree cricket;

to mind im-

pressions of childhood life on an old New England
homestead where flourished luxuriant hedges of goldenrod

and asters; of dreamy, dewy August evenings. I am just

as glad to hear the first tree cricket in July or August as

I am to hear the first bluebird or piping frog of spring.

At a certain time in August I expect almost uncon-

Four-spotted tree cricket (Occanthus
quadri punclatus, Beut.). which frequents
the weeds of field and roadside. Its trill

is thinner and shriller than that of the
broad-winged variety. The wings of all

tree crickets are elevated nearly at
right angles to the body during strid-

ulation. as shown here

Brown-striped conehead (Conocephalus

fuscostriatus, Redt.) A handsome, early

spring conehead of the South. This is

one of the most arboreal species in North
America. Its note is a loud, continuous,
penetrating buzz-z-z. The coneheads
are among our handsomest locusts, and
are too shy to be readily captured or

confined. Their green or brown coloring

harmonizes well with their environment

Round-winged katydid {Amblycorypha rotundi/olio,

Scudd.) Note is similar to that of Uhler's katydid
Atlanticus packymerus, Burm. A brown, odd-look-

ing locust: short wing covers: lisping notes
The Texas katydid (Scudderia texensis. S. &P.). com-
mon from New England to Florida, and westward
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£1 >UIen roil or bramble hedges. I hear ii, and ,1. it l>\ inagh

I am in m\ propei summer mood.

The Japanese for ot-nturu-s have loved ami appreciated

their insect musicians. At a linn' when our own language

was just emerging from the uncouth Teuton speech, we

are told thai the people of this little empire each summer
made long pilgrim 1

•< into certain districts to listen to ami

capture certain kinds of musical vrickcts and katyd'uls dear

to the Japanese mind. These were placed in dainty bamboo
cages and tender!) cared for, as we care for son)? birds.

Caged singing insei 1 are even now a part of the stock for

sale in Japanese booths.

All our musical crickets, grasshoppers, and katydids be-

long in scientific classification to the orthoptcra. Of these

the more lowly grasshoppers are least musical, and saw out

onl) a few weak, monotonous lispings by bringing the hind

femur against the outer edges of the wing covers. Some-
times one leg is used, sometimes both. Other species make
a nois> clack with the wings otdy during flight.

The green locusts and katydids are among our largest and
most noisy insects, yet their

notes can hardly be termed

musical. Although the notes

arc in many instances truly

rhythmical, they arc utterly

lacking in true musical tones.

In the popular sense, the

term "katydid" is loosely

applied to several kinds of

locusts. Many of our katy-

dids arc strictly arboreal.

Although of large size, the

more or less oval outlines,

the green colorations, and
leaf-like venation of the large

w ing covers, serve to harmo-

nize them well with their

environment of green foliage.

Many other tiny locusts

whose notes are almost too

faint to be noticeable dwell

exclusively in the grass and herbage of field and meadows.

Such arc the tiny xiphidiums, as they are technically called.

Swump conehead K'onnrrplmlu* pa-

limtrin. Blatchley.i The texture of the
wing covers Is almost grass-like

itTrlnlimum miiUmtum , a meadow
grasshopper common to much of, the
Eastern United States

The tiny meadow grasshopper Is

scarcely wider than a grass-blade and
is like It In color

The least pine-tree locust (Orcheli-

mnm minor. Brunner) occurs from New
Jersey southward

The "slightly musical" conehead
(Conoeephalus exiliscanornus. Davis)
t female). Sometimes heard around
Washington. D. C.

Brunner's conehead. (Conoeephalus

Brunrri. Blatchley). A rather uncom-
mon Eastern species. Note harsh
and intermittent

The notes of insects are more properly called stridu-

lations. It has been attempted to set these obscure

sounds to music, but such

efforts have been entirely

futile and inadequate. De-
scriptions of the notes, how-
ever careful, can never serve

to introduce the peculiar

sounds of insects to others.

Each observer must go di-

rectly to the fields and listen

to the insects as they chirp

and trill. Gradually the

characteristic notes of a

species are learned. The
task becomes simpler with

each additional experience.

Every unfamiliar note carries

with it a new charm and
pleasure, and the quest be-

gins. Grasses and herbs are

searched, shrubs are scanned,

trees are climbed. A healthy

activity is induced by the spirit of the chase. It is even
possible to confine many species in screened boxes with a

little herbage or in a room. Usually, under such con-

ditions, the creatures at once make themselves at home
and stridulate as freely as when out of doors.

Relatively few people have ever seen the big, arboreal

broad-winged katydid whose din is one of the familiar

accompaniments of the late summer evenings, which is not

strange, since these insects choose the foliage of such

inaccessible trees as oaks, maples, etc. This is the katydid

which to many people seems to say "katydid—katydidn't

—

she did— she didn't," etc. It seems rather strange that

some should believe that this noisy creature is a bird and
not an insect. Nevertheless throughout the country not

a few people hold firmly to this opinion.

Many other insects — beetles, ants, etc.— are capable of

producing slight sounds by friction of certain parts of their

bodies. Some butterflies have been observed to produce

a click with their wings. These sounds, however, play no

part in the familiar midsummer chorus of insect sounds.

Cicadas or harvest flies, however, are capable of producing

exceedingly loud, buzzing notes. It is interesting to note

that these insects do not stridulate, but produce their notes

by air movements within internal body cavities containing

complex vibrating membranes. The notes of these insects

are more comparable to the vocal expression of birds.



A SWIMMING POOL ON A HILLTOP

This pool, at "Rippowan," the country place of Mr. Jonathan Bulkley, at Ridgefield. Conn., is fed by a spring. The approach to the house is by the path of

evergreens in the background. A pergola of simpler design might have been preferable.

At the other end of the pool there is a cozy, latticed tea-house. The line across the water separates the children's end of the basin, which is three feet deep

there and ten at the other end
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New London harbor Is on* of the several centres of the yachtsman's playground which stretches all alone the coast of Rhode Island and Connecticut. In-

cluding many beuutlful and historic places, among them Providence, which Implies In her very name the old spirit of New England

BEAUTIFUL AMERICA
VIII. NEW ENGLAND, " MOTHER OF AMKRICA

"

By MARY E. WILKINS FREEMAN
Photograph! by F. A. Saunderson, Walter R. Merry man, Henry Troth, F. A. Walter, L. F. Brehmer,

\. ( i . Robinson, Clifton Johnson, Kirk - Thomas Co., Arthur G. Eldredge, and the Kalkhoff Co.

NEW ENGLAND has possibly been seldom used in

connection with the adjective beautiful. Rather

have we, even of New England stock, reflected upon
bet "stern and rock-bound coast," and sterile soil, furnishing

starvation-livelihoods to the descendants of Puritans. As
far as beauty was concerned, we may have w< mdercd u lict her

a genuine New Englandcr ever had time to spy it out if it

existed; perhaps nobody did in the old days of capped

women bent ceaselessly over spinning-wheels and looms,

of men bent over plough-ridges, or peering from the forest

shelter for enemies threatening their lives. Perhaps the

Bunker Hill men
never had a second to

look at sunsets and
the lovely sky-line of

their own Blue Hills;

perhaps the women
who survived the

Indian war-times

never fairly grasped

the beauties of the

spring wild-flowers in

wood and field. The
wood must have
meant to them possi-

ble ambuscade, cap-

ture, and death; the

field bare sustenance,

and material for

wean- industry.

Now it is different.

We of this later time,

handicapped though
we also are by strenu-

Connecticut is a fair state: so is Rhode Island, her smaller sister. The lower part of New Eng-
land has its beauties in plenty, especially on the shores of Long Island Sound

ositics of life in a land not exactly flowing with milk and
honey, can stand, and look, and realize that New Eng-
land, hard-handed, keen-eyed Mother of America, has

beauty all her own; not a beauty by comparison, but a

beauty of individuality.

Let us begin, as it were, at the apex of New England, her

crown of White Alountains. Other lands have grander

diadems of eternal hills, but Mount Washington, with his

magnificent slope of barren rock swept by mighty winds, is

all here, her forehead jewel, to be worn by no other forever.

To New England belongs the sanctity of antiquity of

mountains, so rever-

end with age that

their hearts of fire are

long since cold, of

mountains which
have been climbed by
races of men un-

known to history.
The mountain-land

of New England, the

inmost heart of the

White Mountains, is

prehistoric in the full-

est sense. No hu-

man being knows the

whole past of those

wooded and rocky

slopes, of those dark

green valleys, of

those deep crystals

of lakes. We people

them in fancy with

the Indian tribes, but
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Kinuebago Lake. Maine, whose waters flow into the Rangeley Chain, famous Mt. Katahdin, the highest peak in Maine, from the West Branch of the Penobscot
alike for their splendid scenery and for their good fishing and hunting River in the heart of the hunting country northeast of Moosehead Lake

Mt. Washington is above the clouds much of the time even in summer, and other All the way up the Mt. Washington carriage road there are splendid views of

nearby peaks are often seen through rifts like this one disclosing Mt. Adams Mt. Adams and Mt. Madison which seem hardly more than a stone's throw away

Throughout the mountain lands of New Hampshire and Vermont there are Lake Sunapee is one of the several charming and popular lakes of central
many streams like this in the Franconia Notch, fair as the nymph Arethusa New Hampshire. Winnipesaukee. not far away, is considerably larger
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Along the Dead River, that Maine stream which flows yet does not seem to. is a splendid background of the Bigelow Mountains, impressive as great

patriarchs of the earth. This river suggests the Saco in midsummer or the upper reaches of the Connecticut
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At Cape Ann. Massachusetts, we see in very truth the "stern and rock-bound coast" which so truly exemplifies the steadfast character of the early settlers

that we sometimes wonder if the descendants of a genuine New Englander ever had time to realize the significance of the beauty about him

" Other lands have grander diadems of eternal hills, but Mount Washington, with his magnificent slope of barren rock swept by mighty winds, is all here
the forehead jewel of New England to be worn by no other forever"
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The summer residence of Mr. Beaver on Jones Pond In the well known To the north of the Berkshire country old Greylock looms up supreme, while
Dead River section of the Maine woods. Blgelow Mountain In the distance ever rolling at its feet are the Hoosac and Housatonlc rivers

In the heart of the Green Mountains of Vermont. Otter Creek, the largest river of the state, flows peacefully along, with Mt. Kellington looking down upon
it. Nowhere else is there such foliage coloring; it is like the emerald green for which Ireland is famous
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Pickering Cove. Penobscot Bay, is typical of the deeply indented, fringe-like coast of Maine which
is a summer paradise for the jaded city man

beyond that fancy is

blind even to conjec-

ture. But they are

beautiful; beautiful

in summer when stars

of dew-light shine out

under the morning
sun,andwhen massed
inshadow underwhite

moons; beautiful in

autumn, when they

glow with all the col-

ors of the world, as

upon the palette of

some angel of God;
beautiful in winter,

when shining re-

motely through drift-

ing veils of snow, or

flinging back blue for

blue to the unclouded

sky, or full of strange

reflections of rose and
purple and beryl, the origin of which no one can see upon
the earth, and wonders vaguely at with half-formulated

consideration of jewelled gates beyond ken of man.
There is a lake, also, in the White Mountains, upon which

one can float in a boat over fathomless depths, and shout,

and hear his voice flung back at him with fugue-like repeti-

tion; there is another lake, guarded forever by a great

visage of stone, of living rock, inscrutable as the Sphinx.

There are mountain streams fair as the nymph Arethusa;

there are little pools so clear that they themselves are quite

invisible, swarmed over by dragon-flies with rainbow
wings. These little pools in the mountain lands of Ver-

mont and New Hampshire hardly large enough to be

called ponds, holding treasures of trout for the epicure,

giving to the material need as well as to the need of the soul,

are like eyes of beloved folk, which live in the thought of the

beholder when far away.

Leaving the mountains, there is the Connecticut, which
divides two states like a ribbon of water and seeks the

sea, making its mighty pathway across Massachusetts

and Connecticut. This one dear, great river of New
England, swift of current, reflecting the sunlight from its

rapids, is mighty as a god of wrath in spring, moving
with rapid grace like a timid maiden under overhanging

verdure when the war between winter and the vernal

equinox is over and
peace is declared.

There is a coast of

mighty rocks, over-

leaped by mightier

waves, to the far east

of New England.

There are more
mountains, impress-

ive as great patri-

archs of the earth.

Dry Mountain in Bar
Harbor is a natural

pyramid of New
England. Reared by
nature herself,
through the cen-

turies, with no stone

laid by the hand of

man, stands that

terrible mountain
menacing with a

mystery of past de-

at last, and left itstruction which overwhelmed itself

stripped to its stone ribs, and dead.

Then going to the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, the

bed-rock of the states, beauty abounds among much that

is to the unreflective mind unbeautiful, by reason of the

necessity for toil, to keep steadfast the great commonwealth
in her historic place. Nobody questions the charm of the

Berkshire country— lovely hills, and valleys of delight;

nobody questions the charm of some of the small inland

cities and villages, with their inhabitants descended from

the best of New England stock. Old Deerfield is a gem
among villages, with its wide street overarched as solemnly

as a cathedral aisle by its wonderful old elms, its ancient

dwellings whose first owners heard the war-cries of savages,

its strange terraces overlooking green valley-lands; and in

old Deerfield, too, survives, like the refrain of a song, the

best blood of the land, in dignified gentlemen and gentle-

women who reflect upon their past, not with ignoble pride,

but with respect and appreciation of what it has done for

them.

Then Boston, despite the jests upon its over-culture,

some perhaps warranted, is a city of which to speak with

deference and admiration. Beacon Hill, with its old man-
sions displaying masterpieces of Colonial doors, as their

(Continued on page 64)
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THE HOUSEBOAT THAT WENT "BACK TO THE LAND"

COINTRY LIFE 1\ Wll RICA for August,
1010. dcsi ribed The Pod of Pease in detail

.is a houseboat, .uul .n sm h it pro\ ed a rm -l

satisfactory camping outfit.

\\ hile we have in no way changed our views
regarding tlic houseboat as a summer horrte'and
hope and intend to have another sometime,
circumstances transpired last season which
resulted in our becoming the possessors of

three islands, and the temptation to have a

cottage on one of these islands was too great

to resist.

We could not sec our way clear to abandon
the houseboat and build a cottage, neither could
we occupy both, and after building numerous
"air castles" and discussing the situation pro
and con, we decided to move the houseboat on to

one of the islands, build on two additional rooms
and a porch, and try our summer living on terra

firma.

Being located at the junction of the Housa-
tonic and Blackberry Rivers at Canaan, Conn.,
and subject to a fluctuation of water level to the
extent of nearly seven feet, completely submerg-
ing our islands at flood times, we were con-
fronted with problems unknown to upland
campers. Fortunately these floods never come
in summer, and, consequently, do not trouble us
while occupying the place. We have simply to

safeguard our possessions at the end of the season

by placing everything damageable by water above
the high-water line, which is' an easy matter.

By C. H PEASE

Photographs by the author

When the first high water came in the early
winter the houseboat was floated on to the middle
island, but as the water
did not rise sufficiently

to permit of placing it

in the exact location

selected for its final

resting place, we con-

Floor plan. The heavy lines Indicate the dimensions
the original houseboat

The family of ducks taking a luncheon from the hands of their mistress

eluded to await the possibility of higher water
later, rather than go to the expense and hard work

of moving it overland; conse-
quently the houseboat spent
most of the winter standing on
its barrels out of the water and
ice. An early spring freshet

came to our rescue and raised

The Pod so that it was but the
work of less than half an hour
to float it exactly where wanted
and fasten it with guy ropes.

When the water abated the
building stood high and dry on
its barrel foundation, and at that
moment it ceased to be a house-
boat. With the aid of jack-

screws and old railroad ties for

blocking, it was raised, the

barrels removed, and the stone

foundation was built to the

height of 7 feet the full size of

the house including the porch, making a spac-

ious basement (20x22 ft.) for storage, in

which is located the ice box and other con-

veniences for summer use, and in which our
boats are housed for the winter. It also serves

as a workshop for the execution of various odd
jobs necessary about a place of this kind, as

well as the repairing and annual overhauling

of our "fleet." The stone wall on the north

side was made exceptionally strong to combat
the ice which sometimes accompanies the

early spring freshets.

It might be interesting to note here that, as

there were no stones or rocks on our islands, it

was necessary to transport this material from
the mainland by boats, a problem which our

mason solved in a very ingenious manner. By
lashing two ordinary rowboats together side

by side, and laying planks across, large loads

of building stone were easily taken to the island,

the mason and his helper furnishing the motive
power by means of ordinary oars.

Above the basement our additional rooms
consist of a kitchen, 71 12 ft., and a bedroom,
7x17 ft., besides the porch, 10x20 ft.

By the economical use of space the 71 12 ft.

kitchen is equipped with a cook-stove, oil-stove,

sink and the necessary appurtenances thereto,

including a pump, plenty of shelf room, and
ample floor space for the convenient ex-

ecution of culinary work, with no suggestion of

crowding.

As a means of ventilation, and to dispose of

surplus heat when cooking, a series of transoms

is arranged the long way of the kitchen near

the top of the room and another through the

roof, all of which may be opened or closed at

will, and it would be difficult to find a more
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•The houseboat spent most of the winter standing on
its barrels out of the water and ice

"
Breaking ground for a flower bed. The houseboat in

position ready to be raised

The luxuriant foliage and vines gave the place the
appearance of having been there for years

comfortable and convenient workshop for the

housewife.

The new bedroom is equipped on two sides

with transom ventilators, which add much to

the comfort of the occupants in hot weather.

One end of the room is used as a wardrobe and
the other end, in which is the bed, is made
mosquito proof with screens. This is done,

not because we are seriously infested with these

pests, but, like some summer resorts that ad-

vertise "no mosquitoes," we occasionally have
a few.

W hen the weather will permit of outdoor
living, as is the case most of the time during the

summer, there is no place where may be found
more real solid comfort than in the shade of the

porch roof; in fact, the porch is frequently

referred to as "the best room in the house."

Ours is in no way elaborate, but constructed

solely with a view to simplicity and comfort,

equipped with bamboo screens, swinging couch,

easy chairs, and a small stand for reading matter.

The posts and railings are of rustic cedar, and
the view from the porch is one of the attractions.

Some rearrangement of the interior was made
necessary by the enlargement of the house.

The kitchen paraphernalia and the furniture in

one of the bedroom corners were moved into their

respective new quarters, and in their stead were
added a library corner and what might be called

practically as it was, the only changes worthy
of mention being the addition of a little white
birch decoration and a mantel. During the

unseasonably cold weather of last June this

fireplace proved itself an absolute necessity, and

The fireplace was allowed to remain practically as it

was in the houseboat

a spare room, the latter being simply an addi-

tional lounging place by day, but with its bed-
lounge, easily converted into sleeping quarters
when a full house demands it. The dining table,

which was attached to the side of the room in the
original houseboat, was replaced by a movable
extension table, and the lumber in the former
was used in the construction of a writing table,

or more properly a wide shelf, in the library

corner. This was covered with green billiard-

table felt and supplied with stationery, ink, pens,

etc., and also holds the telephone.
The cozy corner, with its fireplace, remained

A corner of the new kitchen

was in use almost continuously. There were
also several chilly evenings in midsummer when
the genial warmth from the open fire was not
the least uncomfortable.
The original houseboat was papered with white

birch bark, and it is our intention to finish the

new parts in the same way, but as the season for

harvesting birch bark was past before the new
rooms were ready to receive it, we were obliged

to defer this embellishment until another year.

The location selected for our island summer
home was in the midst of a clump of young trees,

many of which were choke-cherries that bore
abundant fruit in their season, which could be
easily picked from the porch and windows.
These trees not only furnished a dense shade
but served as a windbreak during severe weather,

and afforded attractive building sites for the

birds. A pair of catbirds and summer yellow-

birds were our most intimate neighbors, aside

from a pair of robins that built on a sill in the

cellar, taking possess'ion before this part was
closed in. A pair of pewees insisted upon
building under the porch roof, but from a previous

experience with these birds, which resulted in

completely filling one end of the houseboat

with bird-lice before the young birds were ready
to fly, we concluded that a little "distance

lends enchantment" to this particular variety

of tenant, and they were warned out. We
were favored with a goodly supply of other

feathered neighbors nearby, and it was with
much pleasure that we watched the house-

keeping of the song sparrows whose nest was
built under a brush heap on one corner of the

island, house wrens who selected a piece of old

tin pipe nailed to a tree, rose-breasted grosbeaks

in an adjacent thicket, kingbirds on a horizontal

limb overhanging the water, red-winged black-

birds in a button-bush surrounded by water,

and several others a little more remote.

It is but natural, upon becoming a land resi-

dent after spending several summers on house-

boats, to compare notes; and in doing so we
must admit that each method of living has

its own attractions, each peculiar to itself

and in many respects different from the 01 her.

We have missed the luxury of sitting in our
easy chair in the doorway of the houseboat,
regardless of weather, and catching the meal of

fresh fish which the good housewife ordered.

We have had to give up the changes of scenery,

the variety of surroundings, and other novel
features of the movable house on the water,

for the new pleasures afforded by a closer com-
munion with Mother Earth, but the latter com-

,
pensated in a way by opening up a new field

of labor and enjoyment for each member of

the family, new attractions and conveniences.

Among the latter we were enabled to enjoy the
luxury of a telephone, as the main line followed

the highway along the opposite side of the river,

and at an expense of less than two dollars

the 'phone was moved from our residence in

town to The Pod.
When we decided to move the houseboat

on to the island my wife expressed her desire

to indulge two hobbies which had been upper-
most in her mind for several years, although we
were not so situated that they could be carried

out — to have a little garden of her own and a

flock of ducks. One could scarcely imagine

conditions more favorable, or a location better

The alcove corner in the new bedroom, before papering
with birch bark, showing the fresh-air transom

adapted to the realization of these hobbies than
our islands, and among the first duties of the

early spring were the clearing of the garden
patch and purchasing a sitting of ducks' eggs.

The plot selected for the garden was near the

\
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little fertiliser being the only expense connci ltd

with the enterprise. In tin- arranging, planning,

and caring for the garden my wile derived an

immense amount ol pleasuic and ,t good healthy

complexion. K\ er> thing grew finely and the

fresh vegetable'* that supplied our table fully

repaid wiili compound interest for all labor ami
expense. Antii ipating trouble from inn kr.its,

a fence of 2-inch mesh chicken wire 2-fcct high

was made to surround the garden. This worked
admirably for the rats but did DOl keep out the

field mice that appreciated the good things within

the enclosure. They proved a nuisaiue, almost

completely ruining a row ol early peas and

making sail havoi with the siring beans and

caulillowcr. Some were caught in traps but

itwaslinallynecess.il I to poison, whit h

was so placed that the birds could not get it.

There was nothing about our little home on

the island more interesting, nor which furnished

more pleasure and satisfaction, than the family

of ducks. We bought the eggs from a breeder

of one of the finest (locks of I'ekins in this region,

and set thirteen under a hen, from which the

faithful old biddy produced thirteen strong and
healthy ducklings. This was certainly a gix>d

beginning; in fact so good that wc feared the

"unlucky thirteen" might mean a bad ending.

But we were happily disappointed. They were

counted when let out and when they returned

from their daily swim, and, with but one ex-

ception when one strayed from the others and
was out over night, they always counted the

same thirteen. They regularly returned be-

fore nightfall, dressed their feathers on the river

bank, and, after a light lunch of grain from the

hands of their mistress, retired for the night.

Another luxury which we were deprived of

when living cm the houseboat was the water

garden. Two of our islands arc separated by

a channel only a few feet wide, at the narrowest

part of which wc built a stone bridge, and the

wider portion was planted to water lilies. The
native water lily, together with yellow, red

(variegated), pink, and a plant of Kgyptian
lotus, supplied most attractive bouquets all

summer, and, as they arc all hardy, the labor

of caring for them is nil.

The cost of the changes which The Pod has

undergone since it came "back to the land"
— including the first foundation of old railroad

ties which were subsequently replaced by stone

and finally converted into fuel for the fireplace

— was, approximately, $130, making, with the

original outlay of about $100 for the house-

boat, a total investment of #230. Considerable

work was done, and more is yet to be done
in the way of minor conveniences, finishing

touches, etc., which were not included in the

above figures, because this work represents

no direct expenditure of money, and the pleas-

ure and satisfaction of making and using these

things more than repays for all the labor. The
expense of living here is much less than in tow n,

and this saving more than pays the taxes, insur-

ance, and maintenance of the place.

Should the novelty of our new surroundings

wear off— the thought of which seems pre-

posterous now — we have the satisfaction of

feeling that our experiment was a success and our
labors were not in vain. Besides the pleasure

derived from planning and carrying out the

various changes and improvements, and the

enjoyment of occupying and using them, The

Pod of Pease has demonstrated on a small scale,,

but in a most practical way, that people who
long for such things but do not feel that they
can afford them, may own and enjoy these

luxuries if they are willing to start in a small

way, adding a little each year and taking ad-

vantage of circumstances until the aggregate

result is a summer home far more pretentious

than the owner ever dreamed of possessing.

The Pod of Pease is far from pretentious, but we
are still planning, and the end is not yet.

The iirrunglng. pluntlng. and caring for of tho garden not only provided an Immense amount of pleasure for all

concerned, but supplied the tablo with fresh vegetables In abundance

Hauling stone for the foundation. The boats were lashed together side by side, and planks laid across them.
The boatmen rowed backward In order to see better when making the landing

The porch was constructed with an eye single to comfort and simplicity, and is frequently referred to as the

"best room in the house." The view is one of its attractions



The bees proved so profitable the first season that it is planned to enlarge the apiary,

making it a sole means of support
The hives in winter dress. They are covered securely on the outside with water-

proof roofing paper, a hole being left at the entrance

A WOMAN'S EXPERIENCE IN KEEPING BEES

1MUST confess that it was with serious mis-

givings that I decided to become a beekeeper.

This was due to the fact that I had so fre-

quently read of people losing their lives from bee
stings, when whole colonies were reported to have
sallied forth and stung to death those who had
essayed to manage them.

I soon learned, however, that with bees of the

Italian race (supplemented with proper pro-

tection in the way of gloves, veil, smoker, and a

little care in handling)

my fears were entirely

groundless; and as the

season advanced, I

gained sufficient con-

fidence to dispense at

times with all protec-

tive measures. I re-

ceived a few stings, it

is true, due, however,
to carelessness on my
part in unnecessarily

jarring their hives. .

Apart from honey
production, there are

several side lines to

bee-keeping that are

very profitable, such as

the rearing of queen
bees in large numbers.
Annually there pass

through the mails sev-

eral hundred thousand
queens, bringing from
$l to $5 apiece, and as

these queens can be
raised artificially at a

ridiculously low cost,

the extent of this field

is apparent.

In making a start

the best method is to

secure one or more
colonies of Italian bees
from some reputable
beekeeper, and two or more complete empty
hives to take care of the swarms that are sure to
emerge from the parent colonies during May or
June.

'•

When jjhe bees arrive by express, wait until

toward evening before setting them out on their
permanent stands, as they»will not then be in-

clined to fly, as would be the case if they were
released earlier in the day.

Elevate each hive on bricks or boards, or better

By IRENE L. HEULITT
still, on one of the excellent hive stands made at

moderate cost by the bee supply manufacturers,
locating the hives in the rear of the garden, or

such other place as will keep them from annoying
the neighbors, for inexperienced people have a

mortal fear of bees.

Before releasing the bees have ready your
outfit for protection, consisting of a good bee
veil, a pair of gauntlet bee gloves, and a smoker,
in which should be burned planer shavings or

Catching the swarm bare-handed An observation hive affords much pleasure

small pieces of wood. The smoke is indis-

pensable in subduing these little people, and will

need to be used every time you handle them.
These things, with a hive tool for opening the

hives, can all be procured from the bee supply

houses, and their cost is slight.

The suit that I wear in handling my bees is

absolutely bee-proof and is nothing more or

less than a pair of men's overalls with a drawing
string at the bottom of each leg to secure them

36

tightly about the ankles. Over these a skirt

can be worn to avoid unfavorable comment.
When read\- to release the bees blow a little

smoke down over them and in a few minutes they
will be quiet so that you can pry off the screens
from the top and bottom of the hive; then set the
hive on its bottom board, and cover it with its lid.

After releasing my bees, I left them undis-
turbed for a day or two to become accus-
tomed to their new surroundings, and in an

incredibly short time
they were perfectly

contented, and busy
bringing in pollen and
honey. Every two or

three days I could not
resist the temptation
to look at them, and
this was an exceedingly
easy task with the use

of the smoker; it was
amusing to see how a

few whiffs of smoke
took all the fight out
of them.

After puffing in the

smoke, it was the work
of a moment to open
the hive, and with the

aid of the hive tool to

lift out the frames one
by one until I found
the queen. She is easily

distinguished from the

drones and workers by
her tapering body,
much longer than the
others.

About the last of

May the hive became
so crowded with new
bees and honey that I

immediately put the
super in shape to give

to them, as I greatly

desired to prevent swarming if possible, fearing

that they might fly away before I could hive them.
These supers contain little wooden boxes in

which sheets of foundation comb are inserted,

and when completed by the bees hold just about
a pound of comb honey, such as we see on sale

in the stores. The little section boxes come in

the flat, as do the sheets of foundation, and by
following the printed directions that come with
them I was able to put 300 of them together
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A frurr.r of Italian bws ul work

in a couple of hour*. Lifting the liJ of the

Imc. I placed one of these supers on each of my
two hives.

As the season advanced and basswood and
clover came into bloom I was overjoyed to find

that the bees were working full tilt in the little

boxes, and as their clustering at the entrance of

the hives indicated that they were preparing
to sw.irm for lack of room. I immediately L'.iu'

them another super filled with thirty-two little

boxes; so vigorously did they fill them that I

was compelled to give them each four supers, all

holding l-N little boxes for them to fill.

When every thing was at its height, 1 heard
one morning the latter part of June, an unusual
buzzing out at my modest apiary; so donning
my bee outfit 1 rushed out to find that a swarm
was coming out. the bees tumbling over each
other in a mad rush to join those already on
the wing.

The thing that impressed mc most was the
remarkable gentleness of the swarm, as not a

single bee attempted to sting me; then I re-

called that I had read that at swarming time
bees are often so gorged with honey for which
there was no room in the old crowded hive,

that it is a physical impossibility for them to
sting. So I discarded my veil and gloves and
prepared to capture the swarm bare handed.
After flying for a few moments they clustered

on the lower limb of a nearby tree, and it was but
the matter of two or three minutes to cut the
branch from which they hung, and carry them
to the empty hive which had been previously
filled with frames containing full sheets of

foundation. The swarm entered it at once, and
soon had their sentinels posted at the hive
entrance, ready to "repel boarders."

It would have been folly to have left on the
old hive the supers in which the swarm had

previously worked, no I I raii'tl'-i t«l lie- vipi-pi

to the lop of 1 1 1 r- new div, and ill'- bees continued
their work wild a vengeanc <.

A few days later the oilier original hive rail a

swarm, which was treated in a similar manner,
and as the parent colonies reared queens to take
the pl.nes of iho'.e that had gone out willi iln

swarms, all was well.

About the 201I1 of July, the early honey flow

having ceased, I prepared to take I he surplus, as I

saw no advantage in leaving it on the hives to be-

come travel stained, and willi the use of a bee

escape board and smoker took it off at night. I

was overjoyed to find that one hive had com-
pleted 116 nice little pound boxes of the whitest
ami most delicious comb honey, while the other
had given no pounds of equal quality. I was
more than satisfied.

The supers were again filled with empty boxes
and placed on the hives for the fall flow from
goldenrod, buckwheat, and wild asters, but
though the bees were quite busy they seemed
inclined to store the honey in the main body to

carry them over the winter, and made but about
ten pounds each in the supers.

About the middle of October the cold nights

warned me that I had better prepare my wards
for their long winter's sleep, and as I intended to

winter them out of doors, some extra packing
was needed to protect them from the cold.

Removing the supers, I placed a plain honey
board over the main hive body, and on top of

this put an empty hive body of full depth,
filled with planer shavings — sawdust, cut hay,

or chaff would have done equally well. Then
about the two bodies I tacked waterproof roofing

paper from top to bottom, cutting out a piece

at the entrance of each hive so that the bees
could get out for a cleansing flight on warm winter

days; on top of all I placed the lid, with a rock
to prevent its blowing off. In this garb each hive
came through the winter in fine shape, and with
the blooming of the crimson maples gave evidence

that they were very much alive, by the great

loads of pollen they daily brought to their hives.

MARKETING 10,000 BASKETS OF PEACHES
DIFFICULTIES THAT BESET THE PATH OF THE PRODUCER— THE PART THAT THE
RAILROADS PLAY IN THE FINANCIAL SUCCESS OF RAISING FRUIT ON A LARGE SCALE

By GRAHAM F. BLANDY
Photographs by the author

MY FARM is in the Shenandoah Valley,

Virginia — a thousand acres of the many
thousand once owned by Lord Fairfax.

One railroad follows the valley almost north and
south, connecting at Harrisburg with the main
line of the Pennsylvania Railroad but intersected

also at its northern end by the Baltimore & Ohio,
Western Maryland, and Southern, and toward its

lower end by the Chesapeake & Ohio. Practically

speaking, an outlet to a grower of fruit is provided
to each point of the compass.

In the spring of iqio the dreaded frosts which
frequently ruin the crops of fruit during the
period of blossom, did no damage, and by early

June the crop on my 9,000 peach trees promised
to be a record breaker.

I decided to seek one buyer and one market if

possible, thereby cutting out commission men
and a daily fluctuating market, such as I knew
always befalls a fruit grower. I therefore made
arrangements with a leading canning establish-

ment in Baltimore to take the whole crop, and
invited the president of the concern to visit me.
He did so, inspected the growing fruit, and our
basis of sale was £1 for firsts, seventy cents for

seconds, and forty cents per bushel for thirds,

delivered in Baltimore. The only question open
then was what constituted in size these grades.

By inquiry and considerable trouble, I found
from reliable people in the trade, that a first was
a peach measuring two inches and above in

diameter; a second from one and a half to two

inches; and a third from one and a quarter to

one and a half inches.

Backed by the expert opinion and previous

acceptance by reliable firms of this standard of

firsts, seconds, and thirds, in sizes as stated, I

submitted a written

contract to the Balti-

more concern. They
accepted this in all but
one thing— they in-

creased the size of the

firsts to three inches

and above, seconds to

two and a half inches to

three inches, and thirds

from two inches to two
and a half inches.

I immediately sent

men to the Baltimore
markets, at that time

flooded with peaches

from Georgia, to buy
me a basket of peaches

three inches in diame-
ter. They were unable
in the whole of Balti-

more markets to do so.

The Baltimore can-

ning company, seeing

the prospect that fruit

would be plentiful, took

this means to crawl

out from buying my fruit, though under verbal
contract, by practically throwing every peach in

myorchard into third class. This would have given
them from five toeight thousand bushels, delivered

at their door, to net me about ten cents per basket.

The old Colonial bouse on the farm where the peaches were grown
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I immediately tried to contract elsewhere for

my output in every Western, Northern and
Southern city, but with no success. No firm

would make an offer, but every answer was
almost monotonous in its phraseology. "We
will gladly handle same for you on a commission

of 10 per cent." Meanwhile I had applied to

the railroad and express companies at my depot

for their rates, and found that in addition to

paying regular rates I must hire separately from
the company which operates all the refrigerator

cars on the road I must use, cars at #40 each per

day, and #5 for each

extra day. And to get

even this rate, I must
load a car with at

least 17,500 pounds of

freight.or should I only

have ripe fruit enough
for half a car, I must
pay for the whole

17,500 pounds.

In desperation, see-

ing the efforts of five

years in bringing my
orchard into bearing a

failure, and having lost

two previous crops by
frost, I began a despe-

rate selling effort, con-

fronted ~by an almost
overpowering combina-
tion against farmer and
public; a combination
made up of railroads

and commission men;
a combination which
makes the cost of living

in cities fully 50 per

cent, above what it

should be. I appealed to the railroad for

lower rates, which would allow me to market
this big crop. The date now was June 30th and
a delegation from the railroad came out to my
farm, sent by the general freight agent. These
men said, viewing the facts, that they were sorry,

but for this year nothing could be done.
I said that something must be done and at

once, and was given to understand that in any
event, nothing could

be done to lower the
rate before thirty days,

under the new law.

This reply came to me
July 12th. I found by
sending a representa-

tive to Washington be-

fore the Interstate

Commerce Commis-
sion, that they have
the power to grant new
rates with only three

days' notice. The rail-

road apparently did

not know this until

told so by me.
In recognition of

various letters and ap-
peals by other fruit

growers, the railroad

granted a reduction of

from five to ten cents

per hundred pounds,
while the refrigerator

car company reduced
their rates from #40 to

#30,and a minimum car

load to 15,000 pounds.
These rates even

then only conformed to those in force from a

town ten miles distant, but served by two com-
peting railroads, where also refrigerator cars
are provided for #10 in place of $30. These
rates were put in force August 3d. My fruit

was ripe and shipments began next day. At first

the fruit ripened in spots on a few early trees,

and these I was obliged to ship by express.
I employed as high as forty men, picking, pack-

ing, and loading; whom I cogked for, fed, and
sheltered in tents; and kept from three to five

teams on the road day and night hauling from or-
chard to depot, fruit one way, empty baskets back.

When I saw that fruit would ripen in sufficient

quantity to be able to ship in car load lots, I ap-
plied to the railroad to furnish me a refrigerator

car. This they had promised to do at any time,

on twenty-four hours' notice.

My first notice to them was sent on Sunday for

a car Monday. It came Wednesday; thereby
forcing me to ship by express all fruit picked
Monday and Tuesday.
On Wednesday morning early I was notified

that a car was on the siding at my depot, so get-

ting the men to work rapidly, by nine o'clock

At the packing table, showing the type of peach basket. 10.000 of which were marketed

we had the first load of 125 Delaware baskets,

holding nearly half a bushel, on the way to the
depot. When the second load was ready, the
first wagon returned bringing a message that the
car when opened contained decayed cabbages
half a foot deep and making such a stench as to

sicken the men and make its use for shipping fruit

impossible.

Here we were with hundreds of baskets of fruit

All bruised or spotted fruit was discarded and fed to the pigs — an economic waste, for much of it

might have made fine evaporated fruit, with the defects cut out

ready in orchard and now hundreds more on a

depot platform, exposed to noon-day heat and
rapidly deteriorating through no fault of mine.

The railroad promised to clean the car at once,

or to do the best they could to supply another as

soon as possible. None came that day and the

dirty car was hauled away.
That night in despair I shipped 560 baskets by

express to New York. Twenty-four baskets were

thrown away and for the balance I received a

check for #67.26, or about n£ cents a basket.

Taking out the cost of the basket itself, I received

57- cents, or only #30.80 net for 560 baskets of

beautiful peaches, barely enough to pay for the
picking. I had to pay the railroad $107.20 ex-

press, the commission man #19.39. My claim
against the railroad was fought by them at every
point for over six months, and they finally settled

on a basis of 75 per cent. This but cites one
instance of many, in my efforts to get this most
perishable fruit to market.
Two cars of my choicest fruit I sent to a New

England city. The returns from 1,506 baskets
were #834.20, which less freight, #390, commis-
sion and hauling, #126.30, and baskets, #90.36,

netted me #227.54, or

fifteen cents for the

fruit, with picking,

packing, and my haul-

ing not counted at all.

The consumer had to

pay #1.25 per basket
for this fruit, for a
friend of mine pur-

chased a basket of this

very consignment.
Is it any wonder that

the cost of living is

high?

Is it not plain why?
Is it right that the

commission man, who
cannot lose, should ex-

act one tenth of the
selling price, be it 10
cents or #10, and should
so fatten on the grower
and exact often an ex-
tra commission from
the buyer, with the
only expense to him of

rent? Or that the rail-

road should exact toll

beyond a fair return, whose franchise is a gift from
the people?

My advice to those contemplating peach grow-
ing alone is " don't." My orchard of over a
hundred acres has, however, to every three peach
trees one apple tree, and these will, I feel,

eventually tell a better story.

The question which arises naturally in the

mind of any one who has followed the history of

this crop, is, what can
be done to help the

producer receive more
money for his crop and
the consumer to buy at

a lower price?

To get the produce
from the farm to

market, transportation

is a necessity, and this,

unless the farm is situ-

ated near a city where
farm teams can deliver

direct to consumer,
must be paid for.

The next proposition

is, why is the commis-
sion man a necessity?

He is not. The retail

dealer is, because no
large producer can find

a sufficient number of
individual customers
to take directly his

output. The obvious
solution is an honest
set of retail dealers, an
honest farmer, and a

direct shipment from
one to the other.

That the average farmer is inclined to be dis-

honest or perhaps slipshod, I frankly admit.

He is seldom apt in future shipments to live up
to first samples. Instancing this, I gave a
neighbor the address of a city dealer who would
take all his poultry. The first chickens were
perfect, the second lot so tough that the buyer
was forced to telegraph, "Send no more," and
this market was forever lost.

I advise every producer to mark plainly,

with his own name and address, every ship-

ment he sends out, adding thereto the exact
quantity and quality.



CAMERA WORK ON A COUNTRY
ESTATE

7 — CHILDREN AT PI.AY

CHILDREN in the family supply one of

the most potent influences toward
country living. Little logic is needed

to prove that the open country, the green fields

and woods, constitute a better, more healthful

environment for both mother and little ones

than the crowded city, provided, of course, that

country living means for them the same comforts

as a city home affords. It follows, then, that

children at play will likely be one of the most
productive sources of picture material about a

country place. And a most enjoyable, amusing
source it is. Until little folks reach the self-

conscious age when they are on the alert for the

significance of everything which goes on about
them, there is a constant succession of genre
subjects worthy to record with the camera,
when that wonderful instrument is within reach

at the right moment. Expressions and poses

are fleeting with children; they must be caught
unconsciously to be at their best, for the child

is rare indeed who, knowing that the eye of the

camera is upon him, can simulate indifference

to it. And a self-conscious child is not an inter-

esting picture subject.

No mother likes to have her children grow up
and leave her. She takes pride in them at every
age, but she likes always to remember them as

small children. If she be a successful camerist

she can live over with them in after years the

days of their childhood, and when they leave

her for homes of their own her album of prints

will be one of her dearest treasures.

The outfit best suited to work of this sort

depends very largely

upon requirements.
Rapidity of manipula-
tion is necessary, because
children move about
quickly and one often

sees two pictures in

quick succession. Films
in pack or roll form seem
particularly desirable,

because with them suc-

cessive exposures are so

easily brought into

place; also the advan-
tages because of
daylight loading and
development combined
with non-halation and
orthochromatic qualities

of value for indoor work
where there are extremes
of contrast, and for

bright-colored garments.
Splendid photographs

are constantly being
made of children with
the most inexpensive

CONDUCTED BY PHIL M. RILEY

film cameras, but they arc, of course, restricted

to subjects in well-lighted spots outdoors, unless

they are posed, and posed subjects usually lack

spontaneity. An anastigmat of large working
aperture is a distinct advantage, but many do
not feel able to afford it. So far as speed is

concerned a focal plane shutter will in effect in-

crease the efficiency of any rectilinear lens three

times, because the period of opening and closing

of the usual inter-lens shutter is eliminated.

This is equivalent to the average speed of an
anastigmat lens with an inter-lens shutter, but of

course, there is no improvement in lens quality

as with the more expensive lens.

Focal plane shutters can be bought for attach-

ment to any folding or view camera, and there

is now on the market a small, compact focal

plane camera of post-card size selling for #30
not to mention several more expensive imported
types. These arc all fitted with direct vision

view finders, which serve the purpose of the

reflecting type of camera with its cumbersome
folding hood. Naturally, reflecting cameras
are splendid for photographing children, but
they arc expensive and possess the disadvantage

of being rather conspicuous, which tends to warn
the little subjects that they are being watched.
Enough has been inferred already to tell the

reader that the writer favors those photographs
which have been "caught." It is a fact that the

best results are so obtained. If any posing is

to be done, a woman will usually succeed best,

but the easier and better way is to encourage the

little ones to play in attractive and appropriate

surroundings and then to watch them surrep-

titiously with an inconspicuous camera and
wait for the opportune moment. The results

may not be portraits in the strictest sense of the

term; but they arc better than portraits, for

they represent the little subjects, not stiffly

posed in best bib and tucker, but in their

"rough and rcadys" enjoying themselves to
their hearts' content.

Feels like a bite." By Mrs. Hugh Brinton

'A Young Gardener." By Mrs. Hugh Brinton

The gardens, grounds, piazza, steps of the

house, the nearby trout stream and hay field

all furnish appropriate settings. The chief

point is to simplify the background, making
sure that no obtrusive object is included which
detracts attention from the real subjects.

Bright sunlight should preferably be avoided
because strong shadows are cast upon the face

and almost seem to distort it. The time when a

thin white cloud passes over the sun is excellent,

as is a bright misty day. In either case the

light is strong and well diffused without strong

shadows. The focus, of course, is upon the

subject, disregarding all else. W ith a rectilinear

or anastigmat lens no diaphragm is usually

needed, and if one is used, the larger, the greater

roundnew of the figure and subordination of

unessential* detail. Certainly there is no need
of an aperture smaller than /-8.

Exposure should be ample. Under-exposure
is perhaps, more evident in photographs includ-

ing the human face than in any other sort of

subject. In diffused light or in the shade when
the sun shines, I to i\. second, according to the

surroundings, will give satisfactory results.

PAPER PRINTS FROM AUTOCHROMES

AT LAST it is possible in one printing to

reproduce an autochrome or any other
screen-plate transparency in full colors on paper.
Reproduction of colors is fairly accurate, but

(Continued on page 56)
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of

be-

The economic side of nature study appeals to

the farmer, because he must fight his enemies—
weeds, insects, rodents; he must defend his culti-

vated plants against innumerable competitors.

The disinterested nature student, having no par-

ticular crop at stake, enjoys a viewpoint from which
his eye sweeps a much wider plain. He sees

the "noxious" plants and animals and insects

pursuing their own business of getting their

living, as if unconscious of the existence of man.
And very interesting lives they lead, acting upon
the theory that every creature has a right to life,

liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. This month
let us get acquainted with a few

"
varmints." and try

to see life from their point of view, not the farmers'.

THREE FURRY NEIGHBORS
THAT HAVE POCKETS

NOBODY starts and screams at sight

a squirrel in the park. This is

cause the squirrel is no longer

a stranger. He is loved and petted
by many people, and he has the con-
fidence born of his friendlylexperiences

with people whose pockets contain
offerings of nuts or biscuits.

When the dead leaves rustle in the
path in the woods, do you start and
shrink and expect some venomous
creature to leap upon you? We have
all felt the natural dread of unknown
dangers in strange places. Vacations
are spoiled by such feelings, and this

is a pity, because it is preventable.
Ask of some well-posted person
whether there are there any danger-
ous snakes or wild animals in the
woods or fields about. In nine cases

out of ten your fears will be relieved

by a positive "No!" Another ques-
tion brings the infor-

mation that certain

little rodents inhabit

the woods, certain

others the open spaces.

And your interest is

roused by facts in the
life stories of these

furry folk. You ought
to make the acquaint-

ance of some of them,
by close watching, even
though your vacation is

a short one.

Deer-mice. Manywild
mice are much more
desirable acquaintances
than their domestic
cousins. In this im-
mensefamily, the wood-
mice are the most
beautiful, and they ap-
peal strongly to those

who love to tame wild

animals. They are called deer-mice, possibly

because of their flcetness, or their thick, dark fur,

or their great, black eyes. "White-footed mouse"
is a descriptive name, for the feet and legs, like

all the under parts, are pure white, in handsome
contrast to the rich brown of the upper parts.

At any time in midsummer it may be your
good fortune to find a family of deer-mice in a

nest deserted by a grown-up brood of song birds.

Or they may be high up in a deserted nest of a

woodpecker, in a hollow limb, or among tree

roots, or branches, inside a globe of soft grasses,

woven with a bird's skill, and furnished with a

self-closing door. Four or five young ones are

born within this snug nest, and for a month
they depend upon their mother. Then they

go forth to make their own living, and a new
brood occupies the mother's attention. Four
or five families in a single season keep her busy
with her strictly maternal duties.

Frightened by your investigation of the nest,

The chipmunk's safest fortress is a pile

of loose stones. Underneath are the

storehouses he fills for winter

The pocket gopher is taken at a disad-

vantage here, for his life is nocturnal, his

home a subway of his own making

The graceful deer-mouse, champion climber of its tribe,

going home to its nest in the stone wall

Deer-mouse mother and family. Young deer-mice depend
upon their mother for sustenance for about a month

the white-foot leaps out, but being a nocturnal
beastie, she is confused in the light of day.

You may capture her, and if you are gentle, she

will not be afraid as she lies in your hand. See
those black eyes, with the great pupils, made
for the dim half-light. What large ears she has!

How she turns them to catch every sound!
The wide-spreading whiskers are to measure
the width of crevices she tries to enter.

Possibly you have caught a deer-mouse just

returning from a foraging expedition. If so

the cheek pouches are full of seeds. Rarely
are they gathered in field or garden, for seeds of

various wild plants are hoarded in small hiding

places, not in, but near, the nest. Bits of fat,

bodies of insects, and like delicacies help out the

menu. If disturbed, the patient collector of these

provisions will come and get them, and not leave a

seed nor a nut in the old place. Do the cheek
pouches open into the mouth or on the outside?

The winter comes, but the deer-mouse does

not sleep, like the bear. So granaries

must be filled to last through the

winter. The habit of saving is early

practised. Have you seen the deer-

mouse climb up to get the seeds out
of the ripe rose hips? Have you
ever had one enter your room and
fill your shoe with seeds, nuts, and
insects? A few of them venture in-

doors in autumn.
The chipmunk. All summer the

friendly little chipmunk is interested

in your walks. He keeps an eye on
you, though at first the fact that you
are taking notice of his doings over-

whelms him with shyness and dis-

trust. Sit still; speak evenly and
softly, if you must speak; make no
quick motions. After a little the

chipmunk will take no notice of you.
His work of storing

with grain and nuts the

pockets along the
course of his shallow

runway proceeds. He
tucks seeds and the

richer nuts into his

ample cheek pouches,
and dives into the sub-
way at regular and
frequent intervals.

Thus the appearance
of busyness is not mere
seeming.

The cheek pouches
are, like those of the

deer-mouse, merely
baggy cheeks. All that

the chipmunk packs
into them goes in via

the lips. One hand
often pulls the mouth
awry while the other

{Continued on page So)
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THE SILO FOR A SMALL HFRD
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A smell silo

I'RINC. the last

few years the silo

has become one

r ^ of the main factors in
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One third of the value

found in the stalks.

Under average con-

ditions stover, or the

corn crop minus the grain, is shocked up and,

due to leaching, loses considerable food value.

When fed the stock do not consume the entire

stalk but pick it ov er, merely making use of leaves

and tender portions. Thus a great waste is

alu.ns noticed in practical operations. W ith

the silo, however, the entire crop is saved.

Only a small percentage of waste is found on
the top in the form of decayed or molded silage.

A silo not OBfJT conserves the entire crop, but
it stores the corn, both grain and stalk, in the

smallest space where the minimum amount of

labor is required to place it before the cows.

The ideal feed for dairy cows is grass, and no
other feed approaches grass so closely as does
silage. All cattle relish it because of its palat-

ability and quite often will consume large

amounts of silage even while pasture grass is

tender and abundant. Although not a balanced
ration in itself, silage can readily be made such

by the addition of clover or alfalfa hay, together

with some commercial protein concentrate. A

CONDUCTED BY DAVID PHELPS
silage ration keeps the cows in a vigorous,
healthy condition since it has, like grass, suc-
culence and with it a laxative effect.

Silage reduces the cost of production to a
marked degree. Successful dairymen, when
asked if a silo is practical, answer that it is im-
dispensable to profitable dairying. Mr. C. A.
\ils<m, one of Iowa's most successful dairymen,
when asked if he liked his silo, said, "If I had to
do without a silo I'd quit the dairying business."

Practically Bpcaking silage cuts in half the cost

of producing milk or butter fat. An experi-

ment was carried on in Ohio with ten cows.
Five of them were fed a grain ration consisting

of seven pounds mixed hay, two and one half

pounds oil meal, six pounds bran, five pounds
corn meal, and five pounds stover. The other
five cows were fed a silage ration consisting of

fifty-eight pounds silage, seven pounds mixed
hay, two pounds oil meal, and two pounds bran.
When the experiment was completed each hun-
dred pounds of milk produced by the cows fed

the grain ration cost #1.06, while its cost from
the silage fed cows was only sixty-nine cents.

Each pound of butter fat from the cows fed the
grain ration cost twenty-two cents, while from
the silage fed cows it was but thirteen cents.

The average monthly profit for each cow fed

the grain ration was #2.46; from the silage

fed cows, £5.86.

There arc various kinds of silos. The three

distinct and reliable kinds are the stave, the

hollow tile or block, and the concrete. These
each cost approximately the same amount.
A 12x34 ft- stave silo would cost very nearly

$}6o when set up, while a hollow tile of the same
size would run very close to $300. The concrete

silo would cost in the same neighborhood.
Without doubt the block and concrete silos

would be most durable. Suffice it to say that

each is serviceable and that personal likes and
local conditions would determine a choice.

The size of silo to build must be determined
by the number of cows to be kept. It hardly
pays to build a silo for less than ten cows. For
a herd of that number, the size of silo would be
figured in this way:

Each cow would eat about forty pounds of
silage a day. In a herd of which ten are giving
milk there would probably be ten head of young
stock for which it is necessary to figure twenty
pounds of silage per day. Supposing that the
herd of ten cows and ten head of young stock
are to be fed silage for 180 days, then the total

amount of silage to be put in the silo is figured

thus: ten cows multiplied by forty pounds per
day is 400 pounds; this multiplied by 180 days
is 72,000 pounds of silage. Ten young stock
multiplied by twenty pounds per day is 200
pounds; or 36,000 pounds silage for 180 days. In
other words the silo must be built to hold fifty-

four tons of silage and yet be of such a diameter
that by removing two inches each day you will

have secured 600 pounds of silage, or the daily-

amount for the herd. By cither figuring out
the capacity or referring to a silo table it is

found that a silo 12 x 28 ft. if filled to the top
contains slightly over fifty-four tons and is of

such a diameter that two inches of silage from
the surface weighs slightly over 600 pounds.
But before deciding the exact size remember
that silage settles one fifth of its height after

standing, so that in order to have a silage depth
of 28 feet the silo would have to be built one
fifth higher, or about 34 feet. Therefore, a

silo to feed ten cows for 180 days should be built

34 feet high and 12 feet in diameter.

If instead of feeding the cows for only 180
days it is desired to feed them silage throughout
the year, two separate 12x34 ft- s ''os should

be built, since in a silo of larger diameter the

removal of two inches would be more than the

amount the herd could possibly consume in a day
and would result in molding and excessive waste.

A stave silo In process of construction,

showing the scaffolding still up
A wood silo is less durable than one of

concrete

Concrete block construction is ideal for

both appearance and durability

The size of the silo is determined by the

number of cows kept
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Silage is best when put up at the right time.

Much has been said and written as to the cor-

rect time for cutting. However, from the

practical standpoint corn should be cut and

made into silage at the very time when it would

be cut to make the best fodder. At that period,

when the kernels begin to dent, the moisture

is not too great and is yet sufficient to allow the

corn to pack closely and force out surplus air,

thus insuring the keeping qualities. The corn

is fed into the silage cutter which forces the

finely chopped stalks and grain through a con-

ducting pipe set up to and emptying at the top

of the silo. Theo. AIacklin

CAMPINE FOWLS
THIS breed of fowls has evidently "come

back," judging from the increased num-
bers on exhibition at the last win-

ter's show. The Belgian Campine
was admitted to the American
Standard in 1893, but apparently

on account of lack of interest,

was dropped in 1898. The
reason now given for this by
those interested is that, at

that time, birds imported
from their native Bel-

gium were too small,

and far below the

American ideal as to

plumage and fancy
points, and the Ameri-
cans didn't have the

patience to breed I

them up. When we
consider how many
beautiful breeds and
varieties of fowls have
been created and per-

fected by American
breeders, this last

statement doesn't

seem very plausible.

Be that as it may, the

Belgian Campines have
been bred for many gen-

"

erations for the production

of eggs, regardless of style

of feathers. The hens are

non-sitters, mature early, and
begin to lay young. The cli-

mate of their native country is

very trying, hence we have a

hardy fowl. Lewis Wright
classed them as among the best

layers known.
There are two varieties — Silver and Golden.

The Silvers lay large white eggs, but the Goldens
I have seen in New Jersey lay tinted eggs. I

know one breeder who is crossing the two
varieties with the object of producing Goldens
that lay white eggs. Some one else may already

have those which do so. To produce eggs and
lots of them is the mission of the Campine.
The pure Belgian Campine is the product of

centuries of breeding on the dry sandy plains

of La Campine, where natural conditions

necessitate a constant hustle for existence,

hence the resultant small, active bird. These
were the birds that were brought to this country
in the last century. The "New" or "Improved"
Campine has been dressed in more attractive

feathers and increased in size, possibly by the
admixture of Braekel blood. The latter breed
is said to have been of the same blood originally,

but through being raised on the more fertile

soil of Flanders, the birds attained a larger size.

The Braekels I have seen in this country bear
a striking resemblance to the Campines, but
are larger, coarser, and lack the trim appear-
ance of the latter. The English type of Campine
is said to be about the size of the Belgian Braekel.

The breed is not especially recommended for

market purposes, but the chicks are said to be
very plump and excellent as broilers. The
flesh of the mature birds is«also claimed to be
delicious.

In size, style and general appearance, aside

from its differently colored clothes, the Im-
proved Campine is much like the Leghorn, but it

Campine cock. He was a noted
prize-winner in England before
coming to this country

is said to distribute its egg product more evenly
throughout the year. One breeder claims that the
eggs average twenty-seven to thirty ounces to the
dozen, "or more," and that flocks "average 175
to 200 eggs each in 365 consecutive days." We
are told of "individual yields of 250 being re-

ported." The three chief points which are

given as commending the breed are size of egg,

number of eggs laid, and hardiness.

The color of the Improved Silver Campine
is described as "a silvery white ground, over-

laid by markings or barrings of black having
a rich beetle-green sheen, except the neck
hackle, which is a silvery white without bar-

rings. The dark barrings are much wider than
the white bars."

The Silver Campines have a very graceful

carriage, and with their pretty markings and
bright red single combs, make very attractive

birds. The eyes are nearly black, the
legs a leaden blue, and the skin white.

The Campines are said to breed
very true to color and type

without resorting to double
mating. Their b re ed e r

s

claim that they are small
feeders — an important
point in these days of

high prices.

Experienced Silver

Campine breeders ad-

vise against the use

of a. male with a light

back or saddle.
They also advise the

selection of birds

well matured, with
clear-cut markings,
the females as uni-

form as possible, and
the male strong in

any points in which
the females may be
weak. One breeder

says:

"The one great diffi-

culty in breeding exhi-

bition Campines is to

combine in one and the

same bird (a) good clean

neck hackle, (b) good breast,

and (c) good markings on the

upper part of the body. It is

easy to get any two, but very
difficult to get all three points."

The Golden Campines are

the same in plumage as the

Silvers, except for a rich golden

color in place of the white. And it is emphasized
that it should be a rich gold and not a washed-
out yellow. It is probable that the Golden
Campines are not of such ancient lineage as the

Silvers, hence may be subject to improvement.
F. H. Valentine.

THE ONE-EYE
COLD

case if taken in hand promptly, but when
neglected it will make deep inroads in the flock.

The afflicted bird is at once noticeable and very
conspicuous, one eye being inflamed and watery
and the cere much enlarged. The bird is tem-
porarily blind in this eye and can be approached
and easily caught. In neglected cases the eye
becomes filled with pus and the sight may be
entirely destroyed. These are the only ap-
parent symptoms, for the bird maintains a good
appetite and does not mope or droop; in fact,

viewing the bird from the side not affected, one
would not suppose there was anything the
matter with it. Invariably only one eye is

affected, even in the worst cases.

Being a highly contagious disease, the afflicted

bird should be removed immediately and the
keeper must be on the lookout for any further

developments in tiie flock. Sometimes one
or two birds more greedy than the rest will be
the only ones to contract the disease, but it is

always well to modify the diet of the whole
flock, to be on the safe side, and feed more
liberally of green stuff.

The afflicted bird should be placed by itself

in a dry, sheltered coop and the eye bathed
with olive oil into which carbolic acid has been
well stirred. One drop of the, acid in a table-

spoonful of the oil is as strong as it should be
used for this purpose. Too much of the acid
will destroy the eyesight. Application is made
with a small piece of soft linen or a bit of ab-
sorbent cotton. One application is usually

enough, but if a second is needed, as in neglected

cases, use a fresh bit of cloth or cotton. The
diet should be very light and the drinking water
contain a crystal or two of permanganate of

potash, just enough to color the water a decided
pink. The affected birds should be kept away
from the flock fully a week. It takes two or

three days to reduce the inflammation and dry
up the watery condition of the eye, and three or

four days longer should be allowed for the dis-

ease scales to work off before the birds are re-

turned to their regular quarters.

Little chicks that are heavily fed without the
daily addition of some green food, readily develop
the one-eye cold. The treatment for them is the

same as for older birds, and if carefully carried out
need result in no fatalities. P. B. Rugcles.

IN THE HENHOUSE

TO DISINFECT coops or chicken houses,

clean them and then wash thoroughly with
water containing four ounces of sulphuric

acid to the gallon. Spade up the runs and scatter

carbolate of lime freely about the house.

If you haven't a supply of road dust for your
hens, a good substitute is to sift coal ashes

through a fine sieve, and give them the dust for

a bath. Wood ashes are not good for the purpose
as they will bleach the legs of the fowls.

Phoebe Thayer

T*HIS is a disease
common to poul-

try and pigeons

alike, old and young.
Although it may occur

at any time during the

year, it usually manifests

itself in the late summer
and early fall, and is

easily mistaken for roup.

The origin is invari-

ably the same in all

cases — too heavy or

concentrated feeding;
and the disease is found
mostly among flocks

that are penned in small

yards without the proper
amount of green stuff

in proportion to the

heavy, rich grain food.

While this disease is

a serious one it is not
necessarily fatal in any

Pen of Silver Campines shown at the Crystal Palace in England last summer,
and since brought over to this side

•
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THE DANGEROUS SPORT OF
MOUNTAIN CLIMBING

Till-', recent death, in England, of Mr. E.

Whymper, one of the most celebrated

Alpinists, lends renewed interest in the

great number of fatalities among mountain

Cambers. Mr. Whymper, it will be remembered,
was one of the three survivors of the ill-fated

party of seven, consisting of four Englishmen
and three guides, which first ascended the great

p\ raid of the Matterhorn in 1870. For years

the grim demon of the Alps had defied all at-

tempts to scale its proud summit, until Mr
Whymper' s party finally gained the heights.

Exulting in their success, they had started the

descent, when someone slipped, dragging three

companions with him over the edge of the cliff.

The remaining three braced themselves to try

and save their companions with the rope, but

it broke, sending the hapless victims crashing

down hundreds of feet into the icy abyss below.

Mr. Whymper never forgot this terrible

experience; his memoirs state that the blanched

faces of his companions were often before him
in his dreams and waking hours, their shrieks

echoing in his ears. In his "Last Words on the

Matterhorn." Mr. Whymper says:

"So the traditional inaccessibility of the

Matterhorn was vanquished, and was replaced

by legends of a more real character. Others

will essay to scale its proud cliffs, but to none

will it be the mountain

it yields to forces which nothing can withstand.

That time is far distant, and ages hence genera-

tions unborn will gaze upon its awful precipices,

and wonder at its unique form.

"However exalted may be their ideas and
however exaggerated their expectations, none
will come to return disappointed."

Each year the Matterhorn exacts toll from
aspiring climbers; the little village churchyard
at Zermatt bears mute witness to this fact,

yet it is not alone in its lure of death. The Swiss
statistics for the past year show that 115 people
lost their lives on the various peaks during the

season, the Jungfrau and Mt. Blanc claiming a

large proportion of the victims. Just as the
Matterhorn is noted for its steep, rocky slopes

and awful precipices, so arc the Jungfrau and
Mt. Blanc noted for their immense snow fields,

and glaciers hanging down the mountain side

like great icicles on a snow-clad roof. That the

danger in these regions is not exaggerated is

recalled by the fact that some years ago eleven

people, including two Americans, were caught
in a severe snow storm, lost their way, and all

perished on hoary old Mt. Blanc.

In the village square at Chamonix stands a

monument to two of the early conquerors of Mt.
Blanc, the guide Balmat and his wealthy Italian

patron, De Saussurc. The former is pointing

the way up the mountain, whose summit he
himself was the first to scale, and upon whose
snowy slopes his life afterward paid the forfeit.

that it was to its early

explorers; others may
tread its summit
snows, but none will

ever know the feelings

of those who first gazed

upon its marvelous
panorama; and none, I

trust, will ever be com-
pelled to tell of joy

turned into grief and of

laughter into mourn-
ing.

"It proved a stub-

born foe; it resisted

long and gave many a

hard blow; it was de-

feated at last with an
ease that none could

have anticipated, but,

like a relentless enemy,
conquered but not
crushed, it took terri-

ble vengeance.

"The time may come
when the mountain
shall have passed away,
and nothing save a

heap of shapeless frag-

ments will mark the

spot where the great

mountain stood; for,

atom by atom, inch by^^umbing an Alpine peak is hardly a sport for the average woman, yet many of the gentler sex are adopting it.

inch, and yard by yard," and the more sturdy, cautious, and persistent are making enviable records

I-ooking upward, we, too, may gaze upon these

Olympian heights of snow and ice, or, if we use a
nearby telescope, may even sec a party, attached
by a rope, struggling toward the summit. The
ascent is made nearly every day during the sea-

son, and with good weather and expert guides,

is reasonably free from danger. Alpine storms,
however, arc noted for their sudden and terrific

fury, and woe be to the party caught in danger-
ous places without guides. The statistics quoted
above show that of the 115 victims the past
season, only 2 had guides; 13 perished while
in search of the elusive edelweiss. A recent
fall of snow may hide a yawning crevasse,
known only to the experienced eye of the guides,
who, trained to the work, have spent their
lives under the shadow of these Alpine giants.

True, the charge for guides is somewhat high,
ranging from #25 for the less difficult peaks, to

#150 for the services of two guides and a porter
for the longer climb up Mt. Blanc and return,
including meals, lodging and minor expenses
for the party at the Grands Mulets, or half way
house. Sharing the expense, this would average
#50 a person, for a party of three.

Charges for guides are regulated by the Swiss
Alpine Club, and, all things considered, are
not excessive; their calling is hazardous and
they are held accountable to the law for the
safety of a party.

In the olden days of Whymper, Hudson, and
Tyndall, names glorious in Alpine annals,

climbers did not have
any of the shelter huts
or inns perched here
and there on a protect-

ing ledge to afford a
good night's rest. The
Swiss and foreign alpine
clubs, whose combined
membership is esti-

mated at a hundred
thousand, have also

done good work by
establishing a system
of wire ropes at espec-

ially dangerous spots,

making the path of the
upland wayfarer easier.

Odd characters are

met with in the cosmo-
politan crowds at the
various mountain
climbing centres; the
hurried American,
wishing to do all the
peaks in a day; the
stolid Teuton, always
carrying a pack, and
taking the task of

mountaineering very
seriously; the Tyrolean,
usually out for a good
time, and proud of his

jaunty costume, with
the inevitable cock's

feather stuck in his
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cap. Then there is the Englishman with his

monocle, knickerbockers, alpenstock; always cor-

rectly dressed to "look the part.'V- though his

actual acquaintance with climbing is often ex-

tremely platonic. However, we must not con-

sider our Englishman as simply an oddity; the

exploits of the English in subduing the giants of

the Alps have been remarkable.

Now 1 he question arises, what does this sport

involve and what, docs it require in the way of an

outfit? Good health, plenty of leisure to choose

your time for a climb, a cool head and the proper
enthusiasm, arc the prime requisites. No one
engaged in a sedentary occupation should think

of attempting a high climb; many of the fatal

accidents arc caused by fortnightly or even
"week-end trippers" trying a peak worthy of an

expert. The novice might do well to try a place

like Grindelwald, where he may test his powers
on a comparatively easy peak like the Faulhorn,

until he is competent to scale the higher sum-
mits.

You will need warm woolen clothing, a la

Tyrolean if you choose, strong hob-nailed

shoes, alpenstock, strong knife, colored spectacles,

drinking cup, pocket lamp, compass, barometer,
arnica, and a "bottle," containing something
stronger than tea, in case of accident. The
guides will attend to the provisions, ice axes,

ropes for glacier crossing, etc.

Mountaineering in the higher Alps involves

fatigue, danger and expense. Is it really worth
while? Why not make use of one of the many
cog roads ascending to points of vantage (it is a

poor hill in Switzerland which can not boast of

an incline railway) or, imitating genial Mark
Twain, do our mountain climbing from below,

with a telescope? Ask any genuine Alpinist who
has dared the summits of the Weishorn, the Jung-
frau, Mt. Blanc or the Mattcrhorn and he will

laugh at you in fine scorn.

Dolomicu, the noted French geologist, and
conqueror of many Tyrolean peaks, perhaps
was right in his viewpoint when he wrote:

" Every year I devote myself to new researches,

and to acquiring a kind of enjoyment little

known by the rest of mankind; that of visiting

Nature in some of her loftiest sanctuaries.
" I ask of her an initiation into some of her

mysteries, believing that she admits to them
only those who sacrifice everything for her, and
who render her continual homage."

W. A. Rowley.

THE JAPANESE UMBRELLA PINE

AMONG the many beautiful evergreens

that thrive so well in the eastern United
States, and which have come to us from Japan,
no one is likely to attract attention more uni-

versally than the one commonly known as the

umbrella pine (Sciadopitys Verlicillata) or

Koya-Maki of the Japanese. There arc probably
few trees of it that have yet gained any con-
siderable size here in America, though there are

many vigorous young trees throughout the

eastern states, at least, which give every promise
of being suited to their adopted surroundings.

It is a tree peculiar to Japan, not being found
in a native state in any other part of the world,

and its habitat is limited to the upper half of

not more than half a dozen mountains. In
these special sections it is a conspicuous forest

tui. growing about as rapidly as our eastern

American hemlock. Where it grows intermixed

with Japan cypress and cryptomeria, in the
long run it becomes overtopped by them, but
even under these conditions it is long in giving

up, as it seems to be able to thrive or at least to

exist under the dense shade of overhanging
trees. Its best development is on the mountain
sides, when it forms a pure forest growth by
itself. Under these conditions it runs up with
straight trunks sparingly branched with foliage

often all the way from the ground and a heavy
growth at the top. Trees having reached a

diameter of two to three feet of trunk and
forty to fifty feet of height make very slow
further growth, and with old age grow thin at

the top rather than losing their lower branches
as is common with most pines and spruces.

The seed cones are abundantly produced on

the mature trees and are about the size of the
pitch pine cones of New England. Seedlings
are very slow and difficult to raise. They
germinate in the autumn and, unless the con-
ditions are very favorable, soon perish. The only
place where the writer found seedlings coming
up naturally was in quite dense shade where
undoubtedly moisture prevailed the entire

season. The Japanese nurserymen claim that
they are exceedingly difficult to raise from seed
in the usual nursery way, and if successful it

takes at least five years to get seedlings up that
number of inches. Certainly the small nursery
seedlings the writer saw were not promising.
It is said that most of the stock of this evergreen
that finally reaches salable sizes in the nurseries

is grown from collected seedlings.

This interesting evergreen has evidently been
long held in high esteem by the Japanese, for

you will find specimens of it that have been
planted in very honorary places about the
temple grounds, often enjoying the distinction

of a place on cither side of the steps leading up
to most important temples. At Nikko there

are several very old specimens about the temple
grounds. One to the left just inside that gate
leading to Ieyasu's mausoleum is said to be the
identical tree this great personage, Ieyasu himself,

carried about with him in his palanquin when
it .was still young enough to be held in a flow er

pot. If this is correct, this tree must be at least

three hundred years old. Being surrounded
by much taller cryptomerias for many years,

it has undoubtedly had a hard struggle. While
thin of foliage it is fairly well furnished quite

to the top and shows no signs of early demise;
in fact, it is quite venerable in appearance. This
tree is perhaps sixty feet high and the trunk is

two feet and more in diameter at the base.

Many other trees of this interesting evergreen
have been planted in conspicuous places about
the Nikko temples. They bear every evidence of

great age and are in a good state of health,

indicating that it is a long lived tree under
favorable conditions.

(Continued on page $8)

That the dangers of Alpine mountain climbing are not exaggerated is proved by the
fact that 115 persons lost their lives in this way last year

Tunnel railways and this aerial cable line up the side of the Wetterhorn over the

Grindelwald Glacier furnish a safer means of climbing than on foot



A MASSACHUSETTS MODIFICATION OF THE COLONIAL

I\
OLD Dcdham. \l.n< , it would I-.- ,i sort of

architectural heresy to build anything but
a Colonial house. That of Mr. A. E. Thayer,

on Lowder Street, is Colonial,

but with certain modifications

that tend to reduce the austerity

of that time-honored style. For
instance, its main exterior fea-

ture, the entrance porch, has
lost that " for-Sunday-only

"

look that characterizes the stolid

Doric portico of the old New
England house, and has taken
on a thoroughly homelike and
hospitable look because of tin-

informal little trellis interloping

between the columns. Then the

chimney, by being painted w hite,

is made to look like an ancestral

one left standing after some
disaster, and around which the

new house has been built.

The exterior is of wide 10-inch

siding-boards painted a delicate

Colonial gray. The trimmings
are white, and the roof shingles

moss-green. This pleasing com-
bination of tones sets against a

background of woods. Across

one end of the house and run-

By MILDRED STAPLE

Y

ning partially around the back is a broad piazza,

which overlooks an attractively laid out flower

garden; and only a hundred feet away from the

The Informal little trellis outlining the entrance porch gives it a homelike and hospitable air

rear of the house runs a little brook skirting

the edge of the woods.

At right angles w ith the rear of the piazza is a

servants' wing, complete in

itself, and placed so as not to

be seen from the road.

Except for the dining-room
finish of red birch, the interior

is white enamel; blue and buff

are used as contrasting colors

in the dining room, French gray

in the halls, and soft green and
gray in the living-room. The
rooms are, above all things else,

restful to the eye.

The plan is exceedingly sim-

ple; living- and dining-room lie

each side of the hall, and run the

full depth of the house. Above
are five master's bedrooms and
two baths, and on the third floor

is a billiard room. The base-

ment is bright and airy and
holds laundry and drying rooms.

One may well consider that the

architect (Mr. James Purdon)
has given in this house the

maximum of comfort and good
looks that can be attained within

the $8,000 limit.

The hall is broad and airy, the stairs rising from the centre of it. with arched

openings on each side at the back

The dining-room, on the opposite side of the hall from the living-room, is charm-
ing with its color scheme of blue and bufl
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A SEASIDE HOUSE
A DELIGHTFUL SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEMS OF SEASHORE BUILDING— A HOME
BY THE SEA THAT IS BUILT FOR WINTER COMFORT AS WELL AS SUMMER
COOLNESS. RESIDENCE OF GEORGE B. HOLBROOK, ESQ., HYANNISPORT, MASS.

East view, showing the lawn and water tower. The exterior of the buildings and Side aspect of the pergola porch, which commands an unobstructed view of the

of the fence wall is cement: the sea wall, reinforced concrete. 14 feet high. The water. The pillars are of reinforced concrete and the floor of tiles: while awnings
grounds comprise three quarters of an acre, with about 300 feet of shore front are available to temper the heat of the mid-day sun

East end of the den. shown on the floor plan as the library. The paneling here, as The fireplace, end of the great living-room, with a glimpse of the sun room at the

in the living-room and hall, is in chestnut right and the dining-room at the left
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The dining- room fares north and past, but It I* bright and cheerful, for It opens The living-room, library and hall are finished In chestnut stained a very light

Into the sun room on the south. It Is finished In white enamel and old rose brown, and all doors are hard wood, waxed. West end of the living-room

The great Uvlng-room. 40 feet long. Is the feature of the first floor, although the Second floor plan. Note how the service portion, with Its bathroom. Is Isolated

rooms are all of good size from the rest of the rooms

One of the nine second-floor bedrooms. All the chambers have white enamel The sun room connects with the dining-room on one side, and the living-room

wood work and are finished in various tints of oil. no papers being used on another. The woodwork here is chestnut stained a light green



A COMBINED GARAGE AND GREENHOUSE
By LOUIS G. BEERS

Photographs by C.W. Kimball

TO design and have constructed a building

for the storage of two automobiles, to-

gether with repair and tool room, and a

small greenhouse, and also afford living quarters

for a man with a wife, was the problem; how
it was solved is stated below in detail.

The room for automobiles is 17x20 ft.; the

repair and tool room 8 ft. 6 in. x 17 ft.; the

greenhouse 8 ft. 6 in. x 12 ft., giving about 100

square feet of earth. Opposite the greenhouse

is an arbor which serves as a support for grape

vines, and these, when in leaf, shield from view

two large boxes for dirt, leaf mold, etc. and cans

for liquid fertilizer and refuse. All this space is

paved with brick.

The width of the building was restricted to

18 feet, as this is the longest timber that can be
employed for joists which will be strong enough
for the floor without reinforcing with iron rods.

The main floor of the garage is cement, with

a concrete base 4 inches thick, consisting of six

parts trap rock, three parts sand, and one part
cement. —v The top
coat is cement, 1

inch thick, consist-

ing of two parts

bank sand and one
part cement.

A drain was
placed in the centre

of the floor and the

four sides of the

floor sloped to it to

carry off water when
washing cars.

The entire roof

is sheathed with 1 x
8 in. yellow pine,

planed on one side,

and covered with
tarred paper and
standard roofing
slate.

Beneath the tool

room is a cellar of

corresponding size, which affords storage for

vegetables, bulbs, and garden requisites. Shelves
occupy the right hand wall of the tool room,
running from floor to ceiling, for holding boxes,

small tools, insecticide, etc.

The greenhouse side of the garage, showing the vine-covered

arbor which conceals unsightly gardening adjuncts

Layout of the lot. with floor plan of the building

Part of the rear wall is wainscoted from floor

to ceiling with tongued and grooved beaded
boards, and hooks placed at convenient intervals

for hanging up garden tools.

The ceiling and walls, both inside and out,

are plastered, steel wire lathing being used and
applied directly to the studs.

The exterior covering on the lathing consists

of a scratch coat made of lime, hair, cement,
and sand, mixed in the usual proportion; that

is, three pounds of hair to the bushel of lime,

and three of sand to one of cement; or, there

should be enough cement mixed in the mortar
to make it set quickly. The second or brown
coat is composed of three parts sand and one
part cement. The finishing coat is the same
composition, but with white crushed spar floated

on the outside.

The foundation walls of the main building

are 16 inches thick, laid up with regular building

stone and cement mortar. The walls of the

main garage are 3 feet deep, to overcome any
tendency that frost

might have to throw
them. The walls

around the cellar

part are deep enough
to give 6 ft. 6 in.

head room in the

cellar.

While building

the walls, f-inch

anchor-bolts, 2 feet

long, with washers

2 x 2 x 5-in. were put

in at intervals of

about 8 feet, with

enough projection

to go through a 4
x 6 in. plate.

The foundation

walls of the green-

house were laid of

brick 9 inches thick,

extending 3 feet be-

low and 3 feet above the grade line. Anchor bolts

of the same size as those put in the main founda-

tion wall were put in each corner of the green-

house wall, holding a 4 x 6 in. plate.

The partition between the garage proper and
tool room has an opening 7 feet square to which

were hung two wooden doors, covered with tin.

The car can be rolled in from the main floor,

through this large opening, to the tool room
floor, over a 3 ft. 6 in. x 4 ft. trap door, giving

access to the engine from below. This answers

the purpose of a pit.

The trays in the greenhouse for holding soil

were cast of cement. They are partly

supported on the walls and on a f-inch. H
pipe frame around the aisle.

There is a small hot water heater in

the corner of the tool room, which also

supplies heat for the greenhouse. Pipes

are hung on two side walls, under trays.

There should be one foot of radiation

for each three feet of glass area.

Gasolene is supplied by a tank
located about 10 feet from the build-

ing, 3 feet under ground, which is

pumped to the farthest end of the

large room.
The cost of the plant is as fol-

lows: mason work, $400; carpenter

work, hardware and glass, painting

and roofing, $1,132.01; electric light

wiring and fixtures, $25; cement floor,

$57.24; brick paving, $17.29; digging

cellar, $40; tank for gasolene, $48.58;

plumbing, sewers, stove, and piping,

$200; architect, $125; driveway, $154.-

27; making a total of $2,199.3,9.

The living quarters on the second floor

have not been finished; to heat them in

Plan of the second floor

connection with the garage, would require more
extensive facilities. The cost to complete in

every detail as described, is estimated at $450, so

that a fair

valuation of

the plant
would be
from $2,400
t o $2,600,

depending
on the loca-

tion and
varying cost

of material

and labor.

Here, the

union scale

for carpen-
ters is fifty

cents per
hour; m a -

sons, sixty

cents; plum-
bers, sixty

cents; and
day labor

commands
$2 per day.

The material used was best quality, and probably
the market price has seldom been higher.

The cost of the building proper, due to situa-

tion, was not high; the water supply cost was
disproportionate, as 400 feet of trenches had
to be dug, half of which was on the public

street; also, the driveway was expensive as the

men worked at a disadvantage. It is well con-

structed, being about three feet of stone and
cinders, with a top finish of broken stone.

The building is rated by insurance companies
the same as brick construction.

This plant has been in use about a year, and
in that time very few changes have been sug-

gested. It is concluded that it satisfactorily

meets the requirements for which it was intended,

and it is a question whether it is possible to

design a more attractive place affording equal

facilities at as low an expenditure.

WAXING CEMENT FLOORS

BEING very porous, cement floors must first

be filled. Shellac varnish is particularly

suitable for the purpose because it dries so

readily. Two thin coats of orange shellac will

give an excellent foundation for the subsequent
application of ordinary floor wax applied with a

cloth or brush and polished with a weighted floor

brush in the customary manner. P. M. R.

The completed building as it appeared before the

was relieved by the growth of planting

bareness
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In Answer

to the Call

of Summer

And by

Command of

Fashion—

Modish, but Refined Bathing Dresses
The day of the unsightly and cumbersome flannel bathing suit is past. And the

stereotyped bathing suit of the present has been put aside by Gimbels. Now it is the Bathing
Dress—designed by Gimbels, and inspired by the new gown modes of the season. Joyous
news, isn't it?

In materials (always salt water-proof), trimmings, styles and workmanship, Gimbel
Bathing Dresses are unique. And prices from #3.50 for brilliantine dresses, #5 for those of
silk—up to #32.50—are moderate.

Surplice Model, illustrated, of
brilliantine, $6.95; satin, $7.95

Revers Model, illustrated, of serge

de soie, braid trimmed, $8.50

New modes in Bathing Caps, too—some trimmed with water-proof panne velvet.

Slippers designed with short vamps—new in style and gracefulness, $1 and upward.

Bathing Dresses and Accessories are just a mere drop in the bucket at

Gimbels—The House of Fashions
For it is in the Salons of this store that all the new Paris Modes in Millinery, Gowns,

Wraps and Suits are first shown in America. And our especially made reproductions and
modifications of imported models at moderate prices are causing nothing short of a furor.

// you will tell us the kinds of dresses, other clothes, or accessories you desire,

we shall be glad to submit details of what we can offer for your selection

GIMBLE BROTHERS
Broadway New York Thirty=third Street
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The Right of All the Way
Railroad service and telephone service have

no common factors— they cannot be compared,
but present some striking contrasts.

Each telephone message requires the right of

all the way over which it is carried. A circuit

composed of a pair of wires must be clear

from end to end, for a single conversation.

A bird's-eye view of any railroad track would
show a procession of trains, one following the

other, with intervals of safety between them.

The railroad carries passengers in train loads

by wholesale, in a public conveyance, and the

service given to each passenger is limited by
the necessities of the others; while the telephone

carries messages over wires devoted exclusive-

ly for the time being to the individual use of

the subscriber or patron. Even a multi-million-

aire could not afford the exclusive use of the

railroad track between New York and Chicago.

But the telephone user has the whole track

and the right of all the way, so long as he
desires it.

It is an easy matter to transport 15,000
people over a single track between two points

in twenty-four hours. To transport the voices

of 15,000 people over a single two -wire
circuit, allowing three minutes for each talk,

would take more than thirty days.

The telephone system cannot put on more
cars or run extra trains in order to carry more
people. It must build more telephone tracks-
string more wires.

The wonder of telephone development lies

in the fact that the Bell System is so con-
structed and equipped that an exclusive right

of all the way, between near-by or distant

points, is economically used byover24,000,000
people every day.

American Telephone and Telegraph Company
And Associated Companies

One Policy One System Universal Service

UseOXIDEs/ZINCPaints
THE COUNTRY HOUSE
to justify its owner's pride, must be

properly painted.

The paint that is lasting in sub-

stance and color is

OXIDE OF ZINC PAINT

Is your home properly painted

with the right kind of paint ?

We do not grind Oxide of Zinc in oil. A list of

Manufacturers of Oxide of Zinc Paints

mailed on request.

The New Jersey Zinc Co.
NATIONAL CITY BANK BUILDING

55 Wall Street, New York

THE NATURE CLUB
(Continued from page 40)

stuffs in the nut or acorn that is the last one that
can possibly be accommodated. When the
other side is crammed till it will hold no more the
agile chipmunk hies himself to the burrow in a

rock pile or other shelter, and dumps his load
in the appointed storehouse. Or he may de-
posit it in little caches, under leaves on a lawn,
or among the roots of a tree.

Have you ever watched the little fellow
filling his cheeks, and putting away his stores?

It is worth following up — if you are not short
of time. So well he hides them, you may miss
finding a couple of pocketfuls, though you marked
the place accurately with your eye, and dug
with the utmost care on the very spot. It is

most disconcerting to be outwitted by this

cunning, chattering sprite.

In his runways, Tamias, the steward, begins
in summer time to collect seeds. Corn and nuts
by the peck he will lay up later for winter use,

and he, a hibernator, at that! But his sleep is

never sound and unbroken, like that of the bear
and woodchuck. A warm spell brings him to the
surface. He is late in turning in, too, and feasts

after going below, before settling down. There
is more food laid up than in reason will be needed
for the longest, severest winter. No boy with
lundly instincts would bring himself to steal the
store of nuts laid up by a chipmunk. But some
boys do just this.

How the chipmunk carries the dirt he exca-

vates is not known. It is not believed that he
fills his pouches with it, ever. What can you
discover on this unsettled point by close watching?

The pocket gopher. Any boy on the prairies

of the Middle West can tell tales of endurance
races with burrowing pocket gophers that rouse
our sincere sympathy with both contestants.

They work like Trojans (if Trojans worked as

hard as boys and rodents of the burrowing sort)

digging a subway. The boy hopes, with the
dog's encouragement and help, to catch up with
the gopher whose excavating is easily heard by
the two pursuers. Rarely is such a boy able

to hold out; the race is to the swift. Dog and
boy go home, weary and crestfallen.

The pocket gopher wants little here below, but
he wants that little in the form of succulent

roots and tubers. Potatoes are his delight, and
he takes them fresh from the hill. The tender
roots of young orchard trees he will remove in a
short time, leaving the region before the leaves

wither and thus call the owner's attention to

the damage done. Corn and other grains are

harvested by the gopher as fast as it is planted
or sown, and in the autumn he takes toll of the

grain fields. Because he works at night he has
the farmers at a disadvantage. They can trace

his tunnels by the piles of fine earth thrown out
at intervals by the digger, and familiarly known
as "gopher hills," dotted across lawns and
fields in zigzag lines.

Mr. Whedon has caught a pocket gopher on top

of the ground, and his camera shows the creature

at bay. See how little are his eyes and ears, how
big and strong the forefeet, with the three middle
toes armed with long, hooked claws, curving
inward — admirable digging tools. The mouth
is armed with large cutting teeth, like a squirrel's,

above and below, in front. With these the

animal cuts off tough roots with remarkable
speed, and snips up tender grass and herbs into

convenient lengths to carry in the fur-lined

cheek pouches. These pockets open on the

outside, and when full, give the gopher a most
ludicrous expression.

How are the pouches filled? First the teeth

cut the root or vegetable into suitable pieces,

which then are tucked into the cheek pouches
by the clawed hands. When they are packed
full, the gopher goes to the storehouse. Putting
a paw behind each pouch, pressing hard, and
moving them rapidly forward, the gopher empties
the two with neatness and despatch. No dirt is

ever carried in the cheek pouches. Of this fact

observers are very sure, though they do not
know why.
The hind feet are longer than the front ones,

and armed with short claws. With these the

fine dirt torn out by the front claws is crowded
back into the burrow, as the animal bores its

way ahead . The body is scarcely eight inches

long, and is comfortable in a burrow three inches

in diameter. The fur is thick and soft and
brown; the tail, scantly hairy, ends in a bare
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The Way to Solve the Problem of
Comfortable Wholesome Living

ISCRIBNfi
77ie

NEW SUBURB
A series of articles by high

authorities on the planning and

building of the ideal town

—

Beautifully illustrated with photo-

graphs of model towns and homes

in England and America.

In the July Number of

SCRIBNER'S MAGAZINE
The Garden Cities of England Jt.fSSfL^lSX

" This is England's latest, possibly her greatest, contribution to the city problem, to

the housing of the workingmen, the clerks, and the moderately well-to-do classes

of the great cities.

•<«««««<»»>»»»»»

Model Towns in America By GROSVENOR ATTERBURY
Architect of the Sage Foundation at Forest Hill*, L. I.

An account of "the first serious attempt in America to formulate the subject of city

and town planning under our native conditions and to meet our distinctive problems."

The New Suburb of the Pacific Coast
A survey of the many beautiful suburbs from California to Oregon.

By Elmer Grey
One of the Best Known Architect! of the Coast

The Heart of the Hills By John Fox, Jr.

Mountain Climbing in Alaska by a Woman dorakeen

Beautifully illustrated with photographs by the author.

$3.00 a Year, 25 Cents a Number

CHARLES SCRIBNER'S SONS New York
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Hardw< ire

Nothing in the appointments of

a building can give it so much
distinction as correctly chosen

hardware. To be correct it

must be in accord with the

architectural motive and the

scheme of interior decoration to

produce an harmonious whole.

Sargent Hardware offers a selec-

tion that covers every period of

design. It gracefully merges
into and becomes a component

part of the entire architectural

scheme. For apartment houses,

hotels, theatres and public build-

ings—for city residences, small

cottages or country homes, the

most fitting appointments will

be found in the Sargent line.

Back of the beauty of design—

—

under the richness of finish

—

Sargent Hardware possesses the

qualities of material and work-

manship that insure permanence.

SARGENT & COMPANY
l 53 Leonard St., New York

The Cremorne Bolt

for Casement or French
windows, half round boh,

all lengths with guides,

oval knob or lever handle,

in art bronze, finished

to correspond with other

metal work.

The Sargent Book
of Designs

showing a large number
of the most artistic pat-

terns will be sent free on
request.

The Colonial Book
illustrating patterns of that

period, will be included

if you desire it.

Do You Want to Go to College?

You Are Offered

$700.00-$650.00-$500.00
For Your Time This Summer

Under a highly specialized plan, you can earn the above Scholar-

ship Funds and enjoy your vacation at the same time.

The work is not ordinary subscription work . It is different.

For full information address

E. M. THAYER, Sec
The Students' Opportunity League

Doubleday, Page & Co. Garden City, L. I.

stump that is the chief organ of feeling. The
snub nose must be calloused by grubbing at the

hard wall of earth that the claws tear away.
One gopher may dig a mile of winding burrow

in a year, in the pursuit of his preferred food,

which he stores along the line in pocket-like

alleys. A single brood of young are born each
summer. And each gopher leads a solitary life

as soon as he reaches the age of self-support.

These animals are ugly in face and in temper,
and quarrel if they meet. Yet, taken singly,

they are interesting pets.

The farmer must not forget that much of the
fertility of land is due to the gopher he hates
so fervently. Think of the tons of soil that
are pulverized and carried to the surface, honey-
combing the land, so that it can hold the rain,

like a sponge; burying the grass roots, so that
the sod will become rich prairie loam. Such
plowing as moles and gophers do add to the
value of a farm, long after the last "varmint"
has been trapped or poisoned, and the bounty
collected on his scalp. It is man who has upset
nature's plan. He has taken the land from the
creatures which first occupied it. Let us not
forget that fact.

[Address all communications to The Nature Club, Gar-
den City, L. I. Nature students are invited to submit
records of their work — photographs atid brief articles—
lfke the following.

—

The Editors.]

THE RUBY-THROATED HUMMING-BIRD
A GARDEN having the taller garden flowers,

or those that are trumpet-shaped such as the
trumpet flower and honeysuckle will attract that
little living gem of the orchard and garden, the
ruby-throated humming-bird.

So swift is the flight of this little bird that the

eye can scarce follow him as he darts through the
air. When he is poised before a flower the beat-
ing of his wings is so swift as to make them almost
invisible and one only notices the ruby of his

throat set in the green of the emerald.

The humming-bird's nest is composed of lichens, and
from the ground appears to be merely a protuberance
from the limb on which it rests

Nor is it necessary to have a large garden to
attract this bird. Of all flowers he seems to be
most fond of the honeysuckle. If there is a fair

growth of this vine one is pretty sure to see the
ruby-throated humming-bird when it is in bloom.
The nest accords well with the little gems for

which it is built. One that I found in an apple

tree had the outside of the nest covered with
lichens similar to those on the limbs of the tree,

and which were held in place by tiny silklike

threads. The nest was placed directly upon a

small horizontal limb with no other branches
near to help support it and having the same cover-

ing of lichens, looked from the ground merely
like a protuberance of the limb.

My attention was first called to the tree by
the actions of the female humming-bird as

she flew from it when I approached. She
did not dart away as is usual with these birds

when disturbed but flew instead to the branch
of an adjacent tree. Here she remained for a

moment or two, then darted back to the first tree

again and acted in a strange and nervous way.
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Going to Build a Bungalow ?
Have you decided upon your design and your room arrangement? Do you

know what material is best to use? Would you like some suggestions as to the re-

duction ot cost? Would you like to know of some of the commonest mistakes that

bungalow builders make?
Then you will need our BUNGALOW NUMBER.
It will contain :

Photographs of fifty bungalows.

Bungalows of every type, for forest, seashore, and suburban town.

Bungalows for California, Illinois, Florida, New Jersey.

Bungalows of logs, shingle, stone, brick, concrete.

Bungalows for every place and purpose.

Floor plans, sketches, brief specifications, and all sorts of valuable information

bearing on the building of bungalows.

For July 15th

THE CONTENTS
What Is a Bungalow ? - - - 'By Phil M. Riley

Bungalows for the Eastern States Hy William D. Brinckle

Bungalows from the Four Winds - Fourteen photographs

Design and Specifications for an Inexpensive Brick Bungalow
By Oswald C. Hering

The Rampant Craze for the Bungle-Oh By L. D. Thompson

Draperies for the Bungalow - Hy George Leland Hunter

Ways to Reduce Building Cost - - By Phil M. Riley

Some Woodland Cabins of Logs Hy Charles Monroe Mansfield

A Vacation Bungalow in Ohio - By Ryland P. Madison

An Eleven-Room House of the Bungalow Type
By Madison R. Phillips

A California Gardener's Bungalow - "By Paul M. Randall

Design for a House at Tuxedo Park

By Madison H, Phillips

Some Florida Farmhouses By Phebe W. Humphreys

The Building of "Homeplace"
By Robert H. Wilcox

C. L.

25 cents a copy at the news stands. Subscription, $4.00 a year, postpaid

Doubled*?,

Page & Co.,

Garden City, N. T.

Please send me

REMEMBER the special offer we're making this summer — six big issues of / six issues of Country

the magazine for a $1 bill. Fill out this coupon and mail it to us with one / Ufe in ^aer
!

ea,

1

b?"
o T

£ . _
i

/ ginning with the July

dollar and receive The Bungalow Number, The Outdoor Story Number, / isth issue. I enclose $1

The Heart-of-the-Country Number ( devoted to the Middle West ), and / in p^ent.

three regular issues. Same

.

Doubleday, Page & Co. Garden City, N. Y. Address.
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Cooling Breezes
for home and office

Summer comfort for your

work and your leisure with

the new light-weight
pressed -steel

Western<£kctrk
Portable Fans

Made in all sizes and types, and built to

last for many a season. They cost little to

buy and less than two cents

an hour to operate. A
summer need as essential as

screens and awnings.

There is a Western Electric agent
near you. If you do not know
him, drop us a card and we will

put you in touch with his store.

Ask us for Fan Booklet No. 787

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
New York Atlanta
Buffalo Savannah
Boston Cincinnat i

Philadelphia Indianapolis
Pittsburgh St. Louis
Richmond

Manufacturer* of the 6, 000, 000 * 'BelV ' Telephone*
Chicago Kansas City San Francisco Montreal London
Milwaukee Oklahoma City Oakland Toronto Berlin
Minneapolis Salt Lake City Seattle Winnipeg Paris
St. Paul Los Angeles Vancouver Tokyo Rome
Omaha Denver Dallas Portland Calgary Sydney Antwerp

EQUIPMENT FOR EVERY ELECTRICAL NEED Johannesburg

Young People's Garden Club
To Encourage Gardening among Boys and Girls

Mothers, Teachers, Club Women
and all Boys and Girls Invited

to Join.

Membership Free
Help the children to know growing
things in a garden of their own.

Write to

Lady Greensleeves Young People's Garden Club

The Garden Magazine, Garden City, New York

It then happened that I espied the nest, which
was about nine feet from the ground.

At that time, the 25th of May, though the nest

contained one egg, the tiniest little egg imagin-

able, it did not seem to be entirely completed.
In one place its silky lining of plant down of a

dark rose color showed a little above the lichens

which otherwise concealed it.

By the afternoon of the 26th of May another
egg had been laid and it looked as if a few more
lichens had been added to the nest. The bird

in a few days lost much of her nervousness at my
approach and even returned to the nest while I

was watching her. She showed none of the

beautiful ruby coloring of the male, the general

effect of the plumage being green and white.

For a number of days after the eggs were laid

she worked at odd times adding lichens to the

nest". It took about fifteen days for the eggs to

hatch and in about fourteen days more the young
had left the nest.

During this time I never saw the male bird,

though without doubt he was in the vicinity just

before I discovered the nest. It is one of the chief

peculiarities of the humming-bird that as soon

as the nest is completed or nearly so the male bird

disappears and does not return, thus leaving

all the care of raising the young to the female.

Perhaps he is too brilliant and^dashing to be
burdened with the cares of a family, or it may be
that if he appeared in the vicinity, his vivid color-

ing might attract attention to the nest when it

contained eggs or young birds.

The female has not this striking brilliancy of

plumage and also when near the nest has a way
of flying which while swift, does not attract at-

tention.

Humming-birds do not depend alone on the
honey from the flowers for food but consume at

the same time many of the smaller insects that

may be in the flower. In fact, they depend for

food to a certain extent on insect life.

H. E. Haydock.

MAKE AN EFFORT TO ATTRACT
THE BIRDS

To WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Some people have noticed that strangely

few birds nest on their grounds. Too many
seem to pass on in migrating time.

In driving through the country, especially

after the leaves are off in autumn, you can notice

more nests in some localities where the food sup-

ply does not seem better than where nests are

scarce. Notice nests. Make a nest census on
your grounds every year. It is educational and
also sport.

Birds want safe places to nest. Von Berlepsch

says that birds look long and earnestly for safe

places to nest. They also must have a nearby
food supply while feeding the young.
With us the summer of 1910 was disappointing.

The hole-nesting birds did not seem to approve
our boxes, and the open-nesting birds did not
stay.

Last summer, as soon as the first robins ap-

peared, the family cat was kept in the sheds, and
other cats were watched and warned. The few
other enemies to nests were watched some and
appropriately treated. Crumbs were scattered

on rocks and bare places. Where the year before

only one robin's nest could be found, twenty-one
robins' nests were counted, and forty other

birds' nests were found in the area where only a

very few were the year before.

Robins watch and defend their nests vigorously

from enemies, and so the little birds like to build

nests near robins. For instance, a robin angrily

drove off a jay when it first appeared in sight.

The jay left the vicinity from that day. One
robin, courageously defending its own, incidentally

saved many little nests. Probably robins are

much needed for just this work. Nature's bal-

ance requires many robins. One hundred and
twenty- two birds and their young on a few
acres nearest the house makes the country in-

teresting.

Elm leaf beetles are not troubling our trees,

and we have no brown-tail moths this spring.

Perhaps that however is because we hang out
suet to attract the woodpeckers and other resi-

dents in winter. That is another story.

We are glad to inform you what sport we are

having with birds as you might get more or less

out of the same. E. O. Marshall,
Secretary of the Massachusetts State Grange Com-

mittee on Protection of Wild Birds.
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By the Author of

Freckles

The Harvester

A Girl of the

Limberlost

MOTHS OF THE
LIMBERLOST

By GENE STRATTON-PORTER
THERE is no portion of the country which has been made more familiar to hundreds of thousands of

readers than the Limberlost Swamp, that woodland and marsh which has been the setting of Mrs.

Porter's wonderful novels, "Freckles," "A Girl of the Limberlost," and "The Harvester."

C It is about this very bit of Indiana that Mrs. Porter has written her new book, "Moths of the Lim-

berlost," and it is the most unusual and interesting nature book ever imagined. It is a story of the

"Moths" of the Limberlost which every reader of "A Girl of the Limberlost" will remember. Mrs.

Porter pictures and describes the moths hunted by Elnora, and in many chapters there are the landscapes

over which she hunted, much of the swamp, and the very bridge under which she was working to cut loose a

cocoon when Philip came up the stream, fishing. There is also the log-cabin in which Elnora lived. The

text is just scientific enough to give the name

and description of each moth, cocoon and

caterpillar; the remainder is a fascinating

record of personal experiences in finding or

raising the specimens. Fully half the boot is

of birds, flowers and the out-doors, described

and pictured as only the author knows how.

C One feature is notable. Almost all books on

these subjects are illustrated by reproductions

of pinned, shrivelled, unnaturally placed dead

moths. Every reproduction in this book is

from living moths, posed naturally, in their

proper environment, and colored from life.

24 beautifully colored illustrations from original and rare photographs,

and over 100 in black and while by the author. Net $2.50.

GA
cf?v

EB
DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO. UK
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Photography

with the

bother

left out.

No. 1A Pocket

KODAK
Slips easily in and out of an ordinary coat pocket.

Snap, it is fully extended and in focus. Snap, the pic-

ture is made. Snap and it's closed again.

Carefully tested meniscus achromatic lens, accurate shutter; day-

light loading, of course. Made of aluminum, covered with fine seal

grain leather. Kodak quality in every detail. Loads for twelve expos-

ures. Pictures 2^ x 4^ inches. Price $12.00.

Other Kodaks $5.00 to $100.00- Brownie Cameras, they work like Kodaks, $1.00 to $12.00.

All are fully described in the Kodak catalogue free at your dealers or by mail.

EASTMAN KODAK CO., Rochester, N. Y., The Kodak City.

Club Women—Attention

You are invited to join The Ways and Means Club. Mem-
bership is free to all Club workers.

The purpose of this Club is to help women's clubs and

organizations to obtain money for working funds and to

promote ways and means for earning money among Club

members.

For full particulars, address

ELINORE M. THAYER, Secy

The Ways and Means Club

1 1 West 32nd Street (8th Floor)

New York City

THE AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHER
{Continued from page 39)

they are grayed, there being usually a con-
siderable loss of intensity unless the trans-

parency is a particularly brilliant one. The
process, although simple, is slow and expensive,

yet well worth working, and it gives great prom-
ise for the future. The day will yet come when
an entirely satisfactory bleach-out paper will

be placed on the market. The best minds in the
photographic world are now at work upon the
problem, spurred on by the success of Dr. J. H.
Smith's Utocolor paper, and more wonderful
results are sure to follow. Utocolor paper, as

sold in the American market, is put up in packets
of ten sheets, selling at #2.60 in 5 x 7 size, other
sizes in proportion.

All pictures in color having more or less gray
mixed with their colors are naturally less brilliant

when seen by reflected light on paper than by
transmitted light through glass. For this reason
transparencies with strong brilliant colors are

more successfully reproduced on paper than
those with more delicate colorings, as there is

certain to be a loss of color intensity. Too
great contrasts of light and shade, as in ordinary
photographic printing, are undesirable, for the

lighter portions of the transparency will be
printed out long before the darker portions have
been exposed to light long enough.

"Friends." By Mrs. Florence G. Murdock

Should it become desirable to increase the

brilliancy of a transparency before printing, it

is accomplished by retouching individual color

areas which are too weak with liquid dyes applied

with a fine sable brush to the thoroughly dried

emulsion surface of the plate before it is varn-

ished. Suitable dyes which may be mixed to

secure the desired tints are furnished in a set

of six bottles for $1.75. As soon as the dyes are

dry, a special protective varnish is poured
slowly over the emulsion surface and drained

off at one corner. This varnish costs $1.20 for

a bottle of 45 ounces, and is necessary to prevent

the Utocolor paper sticking to the transparency

during printing. To facilitate rapid drying of

the varnish, which is an essential, it is desirable

in cold or damp weather to dry the varnished

transparency in moderate heat before a fire or

stove. Too much heat, of course, would cause

the whole image to melt and run.

The actual printing is much the same as in

ordinary work, the film side of the transparency

being placed in contact with the emulsion side

of the paper, and the frame containing them
being exposed to daylight. Being of a bleach-

out character, the emulsion side of the paper is

black rather than white at first. There is grave

danger that the paper will stick to the trans-

parency unless the utmost caution is observed.

In damp weather, or if the paper has been kept

in a damp place, it is advisable to warm it

over a gas flame or fire, and if the transparency

feels damp or sticky, it, too, should be warmed
before being put in contact with the paper.

A thin celluloid film between paper and transpar-

ency effectively prevents damage to the latter.
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Your
Own
Micetrie

Light

OD Your
Country
Place

TIG I IT your house, barn, buildings and grounds
' with it. One of the j^n-atcst city conveniences.

The liri^lurst, clraiu'st, safest and handiest light.

Ready to turn on clay or night with a

FAY & BOWEN
Electric Light and Power System

You run the engine only at your convenience. Takes

only six feet square floor space. Any one with ordinary

intelligence can run it and care for it. One cent an hour

pays for ten 16-candle power lights. The most economical

outfit you can buy, because repairs arc slight or none

—

upkeep negligible.

Also furnishes power f< >r pump, churn, washing machine,

and many other uses in the house and around the place.

Send (or Our Electric Light Bulletins

which give complete information. Tell us what

you want to light and we'll estimate the cost.

FAY & BOWEN ENGINE CO., G^VXA™*lx.

ON EVERY
PIECE

ON EVERY
PIECE

The pleasing and attractive designs

Heisey's ^ Glassware

together with its crystal- like clearness always

makes the table inviting- and adds savor

to the food. Quality .and durability

considered, Heisey's m Glassware is the

lowest priced glass- wa?-e made.
There are many designs especially adapted

for use in the Country Home, the Bunga-

low, the Cottage or the Camp.
Write for a free copy of our ' Handbook

for the Hostess.
'

'

A H\Heisey <% Co.
Dept. Si

Newark, Ohio ns 5

!

i
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DECANTER

OLE STICK

353 MARMALADE
351
JELLY

353 CRACKER
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EXCELSIOR "RUST-PROOF" FENCES
Trellises, Tree and Flower Guards

IN city or country, fine grounds demand fence protection. The
fence should be an ornament as well as a safeguard. It should
frame the landscape but not intrude upon the view.

Wright's Excelsior "Rust-Proof" Fences
arc pleasing in design without undue elaborateness. They have
wonderful strength, and are made so that they do not bend and
sa>{ like ordinary wire fences. Best of all, they arc treated to a
bath of melted zinc which renders them rust proof, and eliminates

the necessity of painting.

Order from any hardware dealer. Write to us for illustrated catalog.

Wright Wire Company, Worcester, Mass.
33 W. Michiftn St.

Chicago
256 Broadway
New York City

410 Commerce St.

Philadelphia

125 Summer St.

Boston
S Firtt St.

San Franciaco

ReaIFireProof,Water,SunandWindProof
Here's a picture of two roofs. The one on the left is wood
shingles— on the right, Reynolds Flexible Asphalt Slate Shingles.

Both five years old— laid at the same time— in the same way—
both stormed by the same weather conditions. Look at the
picture again— carefully— photographs can't lie. Wood shingles
do rot— they do warp— the wind does loosen them— the water
does get through and under them— they mast be painted—
time— short time at that— soon plays havoc with them and
your pocket book. Put Reynolds Flexible Asphalt Slate
Shingles on your roof and your roofing troubles will be settled
for all time— as long as you live.

Reynolds Slate Shingles
are really fire resisting. They defy water, moisture, heat and
cold. They "stay put," can't rattle, loosen, warp, get twisted—
they lay tight and snug. Reynolds Asphalt Slate Shingles are
made of extra heavy Asphalt and wool felt thickly surfaced with
granite slate— makes a warm, rugged, impervious, attractive
looking roof. Costs less than slate, lasts three times as long as
wood shingles, never needs attention or painting. Recommended
by the highest architects in the country.

Write us for booklet of roofing facts and convincing testimonials. The
moderate price of Reynolds Asphalt Slate Shingles will surprise you

—

write us to-uay. We gave them a ten year test before marketing

H. M. Reynolds Asphalt Shingle Co.
Established 1868

131 Oakland Ave^ Grand Rapid s. Mich.

£1
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Hrn-f-i^nlrnrci 1 Oi rf*rt-nftT Information about trees, shrubs, flowers,OrtlCUltUrai l^ireCtOry
p lants>etc., will be furnished upon request!

Address HORTICULTURAL DEPARTMENT, 11-13 West 32d Street, New York.

' Ten thousand saw I at a glance
Tossing their heads in sprightly dance.'

Save Money on Your

Fall Bulbs by Ordering Now
All orders for Fall Bulbs placed with us before

July 30th, we will book at import prices.
You will surely want some of

the charming Narcissi poeticus

(Pheasant's Eye, or Poet's Nar-
cissus), so charming in the illus-

tration.

It's quite the most popular and
beautiful variety for naturalizing

in the woodlands and borders of

the wild garden. They are very
hardy, and multiply rapidly.

Special advance order import
prices for flowering bulbs of the
Narcissus are as follows:

100 for 75c. 250 for $1.75
500 for $3.00 1,000 for $5.75

5,000 for $27.50 10,000 for $50.00
Other fall bulb prices in pro-

portion. Write us your list of

wants and we will give you com-
plete import prices.

Be sure your name is on our list for the fall Garden Guide.

It will be mailed to you free, the middle of August.

ARTHUR T. BODDINGTON
338 West 14th Street New York

Grows a Fine
LAWN

It is specially selected, spe-
cially tested grass seed, and pulverized manure— the ideal

combination to grow quick, hardy, lasting turf. For seeding
new lawns or putting new life into the old one nothing equals
KALAKA. Packed in 5 lb. boxes, express prepaid, at J1.00 per
box, east, or $1-25 west of Omaha. Write for prices on special

mixtures for special locations and purposes. Order today and
have the best seed that money can buy. Get our free lawn book.

THE k'M.VK V COMPANY, lo Vnl»n Stock Yds, ( IIKAUO]

Make the Farm Pay
Complete Home Study Courses in Agriculture,

Horticulture, Floriculture, Landscape Gardening, rnr-
e»try. Poultry Culture, and Veterinary Science under
Prof. Krooks of the Mass. Agricultural College, Prof.
Craig of Cornell University and other eminent
teachers. Over one hundred Home Study
Courses under able professors in leading colleges.

250 pnee catalog free. Write to-rtnT.

THE HOME CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
l>e pt. O. A.. Springfield, Moss.

Plant for Immediate Effect
Not for Future Generations

Start with the largest Stock that can be secured ! It takes over twenty

years to grow such Trees and Shrubs as we offer.

We do the long waiting—thus enabling you to secure Trees and Shrubs that

give an immediate effect. Send for Spring price list.

ANDORRA NURSERIES B
C
M

WM. WARNER HARPER, Proprietor

CHESTNUT HILL,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

The duration of printing, of course, depends
upon the intensity of the light. A normal
positive requires about two hours in sunlight

and correspondingly longer in diffused light. A
hazy sun, or a sun covered by white clouds,

furnishes the best light; it is strong but well

diffused and will about double the exposure.

Very good results are had when printing is

begun in diffused light, continued several hours

and finished by a short period in sunlight.

When the whole duration of printing is in sun-

light there is danger of the transparency becom-
ing overheated and of the colors being destroyed

unless a heavy sheet of plate glass covers the

printing frame. Even then it is wise in hot

weather not to continue printing for longer than

a quarter of an hour, but to remove the frame

to a shady place to cool, and if desirable, to

facilitate cooling by the application of a moist

sponge or cloth to the glass.

In order to absorb ultra-violet rays, filters

must be placed over the frame during printing.

These must vary in depth with the intensity

of the light. The manufacturers supply two;

a G filter for use in strong diffused light or weak
sunlight and an M. G. filter with a matte surface

which diffuses the light for use in strong sun-

light. The two filters, 5x7, cost $2.75. In

very strong sunlight, and particularly in south-

ern climates, both must be used together. No
filter is necessary in very weak daylight, but it

is not desirable to print in such a light at all.

Occasional examination of the prints will

tell what progress is being made. Should the

print show a reddish tinge, the green filter is

too weak; should it show a greenish tinge, the

filter is too strong. When the print corresponds

to the transparency it is finished.

Two special fixing baths are needed to make
the prints permanent. These come in 18-ounce

bottles at #0.80 each. About four ounces of

each is needed for a 5 x 7 plate and at most the

solutions should not be used more than twice in

immediate succession. The prints are first

washed for five minutes in three changes of

water and then immersed in fixing bath A for

fifteen minutes, the tray being rocked gently

meanwhile. This is followed by rinsing for

three minutes and immersion in fixing bath B
for seven minutes, the tray being rocked as be-

fore. Final washing is unnecessary; the prints

are merely rinsed for a few seconds and hung
up to dry.

Although the surface of the paper is glossy

in order to retain as much of the brilliancy of

the transparency as possible, a still higher

finish may be secured by squeegeeing on glass or

a ferrotype plate in the usual manner. In fact,

this is preferable, because, otherwise, the tendency

of the paper is to curl, and as it is rather

brittle, attempts to flatten it after drying often

result in cracking. Mounts of black or dark

colored cardboard increase the apparent bril-

liancy of the colors.

COUNTRY LIFE ABROAD
(Continued from page 44)

About the old temple grounds at Koyasan,

one of the mountains where this tree grows

abundantly, it has been freely planted. Here
it has been used to form tall windbreaks, lower

hedges, and, in a more ornamental way, about the

temples themselves. It seems to bear severe

trimming, making a most attractive hedge. Its

ability to recover from very close pruning is a

great surprise to the writer.

The timber of this tree is not highly prized, as

it is light, coarse-grained, and brittle, something

like our eastern white spruce. This is quite

fortunate if its perpetuation is desired, for with

its very limited native range and its indis-

position to renew itself by seedage, it would

quickly become extinct, outside of cultivation,

were it a much sought-for timber tree. Senti-

ment in Japan should and probably will warrant

the government in making new plantations^ of

it on the mountain sides where the lumbering

operations now going on are cutting down the

present growth.

This beautiful evergreen has seemingly never

been very popular with the native gardeners who
practice the naturalistic Japanese style, an art

in which they have been and are past mas-

ters. While it has been used freely about

the temples, I do not recall a single instance

where it appears in the temple gardens proper,
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SOMK dnv you will decide
to hnvr running water In

vour humt. Than ramamb«r (hi*

Important fart that no matter what
the prtev or how fin* or how com-
plala a water aupplv avatvm looks.
It will h« wont than uaeleaa If It

requires continual and expert atten-
tion. It should be ao almple that
anvbodv ran run It, and so reliable
you can atari It and then forget
about It. Any of the

PAUL
Water Supply Systems

iPraaaura or Elevatad Tank)

fill* these requlrementa of the Ideal
water aupplv system. The secret of
PAUL reliability and simplicity lies In

the fact that we make In our own
factory all our equipment for deep
and shallow wells (except the elec-
tric and gasoline motors' We are
not mere assemblers of parts made
here and there we watch the qual-
ity of our products closely from start
to finish W* know and guarantee thty will
gis r romplat* aatlatactlon when Inatallcd

^gaaaaaaaw Remember the PAUL trade mark
N "" ,>,IV " ''""U'*"' 1 ""

Kraal IU all equipment for vour protectionMAUJF rs..,.Kiri No ioio win
prove Interesting reading

Fart Wara* Eaf. * Mig. Co. . Fort Wayne, lad.

New Tara Office. IOS Weil 40tk Street
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rata* Am- — — • alalia')
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PAUL Deep ell Pump. Drfven hu Gmollnt Fn/lne

Install a Paddock Water Filter

You will then me for every household purpose pure
water. Paihlock Water Filter* are placed

at the inlet and

Filter Your Entire Water Supply

removing all disease bacteria, cleansing; and purifying

your water.

WRITE FOR CATALOG

ATLANTIC FILTER COMPANY
311 White Building Buffalo, N. Y.

In New York City

Paddock Filter Company, 152 E. 33r.l Street.

Want to Know?
Anywhere, any time, anything about
Country Life topics? The Readers'
Service is hustling every minute just

giving help on such questions. Do
you want information or advice on

The Best of
Country Living?
A personal authoritative reply to

each of your requests will give you
prompt, courteous, and satisfactory

information. How can we serve ix>uP

Dogs? Horses? Cattle? Grounds?
Amateur Photography? Automobiles?
Building Suggestions? Or any of the

other delightful interests of the joy-

ous or practical life in the country.

All answers are free to you.

Write your problems to-day to

THE READERS' SERVICE
Country Life in America Garden City, N. Y.

IT IS a compact, practical layout, containing five different compartments
,

* or separate gardens. One you arc always sure to find filled with beds of

'UliWt roscs— another has hundreds of carnations in bloom; while a third i, an ever
/T/All interesting semi-tropical house with palms and a large variety of warmth
w

J

aT\a 'ovin K plants. Then there arc two vegetable plots that sometimes have
butter beans, tomatoes, and strawberries: at other times, cauliflower,
spinach, cucumbers, and such. In a greenhouse, the season has but little

to do with what you grow, in fact, you twist the seasons all out of shape,
and grow pretty much whatever vegetables you like when you like them.

These houses have a complete steel frame of U-Bars; a thing that
cannot be said of any other greenhouse construction. Houses built this way have a dis-
tinct advantage in productiveness, durability, and economy in running them. All three
are of great importance to you if you intend building. Important enough for you to send
for our catalog — or send for us— or both.

UBAR GREENHOUSES
PIERSON U-BAR CO

ONE MADISON AVE. NEW YORK
CANADIAN OFFICE: 10 PHILLIPS PLACE. MONTREAL

A house built MATCH Hollow Tile Building Blocks
throughout of 1 N*v^

j s thoroughly fire-proof, and is

cooler in Summer and wanner in Winter than one of any other
construction. It is cheaper than brick, stone or cement.

Send for literature

NATIONAL FIRE PROOFING CO. Pittsburg. Pa.

Your money's-worth of light
depends mostly on the shades or globes you are using.

Are tkty ri^ht t

Smd for our Catalogue telling all about shades and globes and what tbey do.

MACBETH-EVAXS GLASS COMPANY, Pittsburgh

1

How to Get Rid of Dandelions!
I dandelions, deatroy the root*. Cutting; them off Is mere waste of time and ener
f are bound to grow again. Chemicals disfigure the lawn. The quickest, sur

<g> DANDELION PULLER I
Gets the roots, but does not tear op the lawn. The trowel-shaped blade slides into the ground,
patented hook catchea the root and ap come weed and root. Nothing is left to start new
growth. Long handle eliminates need of getting down on hands and knees. Satisfaction or
money back. Send 6"> rents in stamps and dealer's name. We will snip poller at once,
express prepaid. DEALERS—The flail Dandelion Poller is a great seller everywhere, T̂
Write for our proposition. (13) c^fjs- -

HALL MANUFACTURING COMPANY. 814 Main St. MONTICELLO. IOWA •zfc-^v
18
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DreerSPotted Plants
for summer planting

Roses, Hardy Perennials,

Vines, Shrubs, Evergreens, etc.

It is not necessary to wait till Fall

or next Spring to fill up unsightly blanks

in your Rose bed, Shrubbery or Hardy
border.

We will furnish you strong, sturdy,

well established, two year pot-grown
plants which can be safely set out in the

dryest, hottest weather.

Our Mid-summer catalogue

ready July 1st, is the most up-to-date and
complete list of this class of stock ever

published. It contains everything which
may be planted during the summer
months. Plants of all kinds. Flower
and Vegetable seeds. Lawn tools and

essentials. Fertilizers, Insecticides and a host of other

helps to make gardening a pleasure.

Copies will be mailed to all customers without

application. If you are not on our list send a postal

for a copy.

Pot-grown rose
ready to bloom

HENRY A. DREER,
714 Chestnut Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

HESSM^LOCKER
TheOnly Modern,Sanitary
STEEL Medicine Cabinet
orlocker finished in snow-white, baked
everlasting enamel, inside and out.
Beautiful beveled mirror door. Nickel
plate brass trimmings. Steel or glass
shelves.

Costs Less Than Wood
Never warps, shrinks, nor swells.

Dust and vermin proof, easily cleaned.

Should Be In Every Bath Room
Four styles—four sizes. To recess in

wall or to hang outside. Send for illus-

trated circular.

The Recessed Steel HESS, 927 Tacoma Bids., Chicago
Medicine Cabinet Makers of Steel Furnaces. Free Booklet.

Landscape Gardening
A course for Home-makers and

Gardeners taught by Prof. Craig
and Prof. Beal, of Cornell Uni-
versity.

Gardeners who understand up-to-

date methods and practice are in

demand for the best positions.

A knowledge of Landscape Gar-
dening is indispensable to those
who would have the pleasantest

Prof. Craig homes.

250 page catalogue free. Write today.

THE HOME CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
Dept. C. Springfield, Mass.

The Lifetime Refrigerator

The Home of Wholesome Food
A Snow-White Solid Porcelain Compartment ^b€"MOHrOe"

It does away with cracks, joints, crevices, corners and
other natural hiding places for dirt, odors, decaying food
and dangerous microbes found in other refrigerators.

SEND FOR OUR VALUABLE FREE BOOK ON
HOME REFRIGERATION. It tells you how to keep
your food sweet and wholesome—how to cut down ice

bills—what to seek and what to avoid in buying any
refrigerator. Every housewife and home owner should have on*.

It also describes the wonderful advantages of the "MONROE." The one refrigerator
with each food compartment made of a solid piece of unbreakable snow-white porcelain
ware—every corner rounded like above cut. The one refrigerator accepted in the best
homes and leading hospitals because it can be made gennlessly clean by simply wiping
out with a damp cloth. The one refrigerator that will pay for itself in a saving on ice
bills, food waste and repairs. The " MONROE " is sold at factory prices on 30 days' trial.

We pay the freight and guarantee "full satisfaction or money back." LIBERAL CREDIT TERMS
IF DESIRED. MONROE REFRIGERATOR COMPANY. Station 32. Lockland, Ohio 30 Days' Trial—Credit Terms Extended

either in the old gardens laid out by the old
masters, or in recognized examples of later date.

It is, however, very highly suited to the styles

of gardening which are likely to continue to
be popular in America, lending itself kindly
to the knife when a strictly formal effect is

desired, developing into an attractive specimen
where given opportunity for individual expansion,
and mixing well with other evergreens, especially

Oryptomeria trees are the largest to be found in Japan.
Those about the temple always command the admira-
tion of tourists

as a marginal tree. Its disposition to do well
in partial shade suggests further usefulness.

Judging from the existing conditions where one

A splendid specimen of the Japanese umbrella pine
before a temple at Nikko

finds it growing most happily in its native
habitat, it does not require a very rich soil but
one well drained and not subject to extreme
dryness at any time.

It is unfortunate that the available stock of
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25 Years' Exprrirnc*
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W. E. Caldwell Co. Louisville, Ky.
Incorporated

RIFE
RAMS
Pump water
automatically
day and night

Supply Pure Water
to your country place. Pump
it with impure walrr from pond
or stream by a double-acting
Rife Ram.
Costs little to install—nothing
to operate. Raises water .50 ft.

for every foot of fall. Will
supply pneumatic tanks against

100 lb. pressure. Pumps auto-
mat it all yi I. i v and niv;lil .winter

and summer. Fully guaranteed.
If there is a stream, pond or
spring within a mile write for

plans, book anil trial "tier Free.

Rile Enilnc Co.. {427 Trinity Bid... N.V.

Iron Railings. Wire Fences and Entrance

Gates of all designs and for all purposes.

Correspondence solicited: Catalogs furnished.

Tennis Court Enclosures, Unclimbable Wire Mesh

and Spiral Netting (Chain Link) Fences for Estate

Boundaries and Industrial Properties—Lawn Furni-

ture—Stable Fittings.

F. E. CARPENTER CO..

•lr:

A welcome spot on a hot day
The verandah fitted with Komi Green
Painted Porch Curtains offers a cheerful

welcome to summer-day visitors. It adds
to the house a shady, out-door room in

which to entertain your friends.

• Green PaintedOmi Porch CurtainsK
will stand all kinds of weather and will not
fade. They are made of tough bamboo and
fitted with galvanized blocks and cotton

rope. Ask your dealer to show you Komi
Porch Curtains— they cost so little and
mean so much in comfort that no home
should be without them. If your dealer

doesn't handle them, write to us.

R. H. COMEY CO., Camden, N. J.

2440 - 2448 Washburn Ave., Chicago

Any Time
of the Year
is Tomato
in One of Our
Glass Gardens
"The backwardness of Spring." the wet-

ness or dryness of the season -the blows
—the snows, or nothing else has any-

thing lo do with it.

You simply plant your garden when
you want to, and get ihe things you
want, when you want them. You con-

trol the situation. You turn the seasons

upside down.

Thr snow may be a foot deep and the

mercury bumping the bottom of the

bulb, and in your greenhouse garden you
can be growing bananas and orchids,

or violets and American Beauty roses.

Along in February your dwarf orchard

of apples, peaches, and cherries will

be abloom. Middle of May grapes will

be ripe. Then there is another im-

portant thing your green-

house garden will do—it will

boost your outside garden

by giving you husky, ready

to bloom plants to plant out

early in the spring, at the

lime when you have always

planted just seeds.
,

In a few days now we will

have from the printers a

most interesting booklet called
' Two G's, or Class Gar-
dens—a Peep Into Their
Delights."

It tells you just the things you want to

know in just the way you want to know them.
Send along your name now, and the very

first copies that come we will mail you one.

P. S. If in a hurry to get your greenhouse up, say
so and we will send our regular greenhouse catalog

Lord & Burnham Co.
SALES OFFICES

NEW YORK
St. James Bids.

PHILADELPHIA
Franklin Bank Bldg.

BOSTON
Tremont Bldg.

CHICAGO
Rookery Bldg.

FACTORIES

IRVINGTON, N. Y.

DES PLAINES, ILL.

FOUNDED 1857

POTTER 8 S7YMUS CQ
INTERIOR DECORATIONS

FURNITURE
TAPESTRY WEAVING
CABINET WORK

Famous for fifty-five years in the art of furnishing and decorating in-

teriors, we invite the closest investigation of our long record and complete
facilities for producing the most satisfactory results at the lowest consistent cost.

By the perfection of our craftsmanship, we aim to perpetuate the ideals

formulated by such eminent artists as Chippendale. Adam, Sheraton and
other cabinet makers, designers and decorators of note.

Country Houses requiring special home-like treatment after the
style of English manor houses, receive from our Studios the

practical, artistic attention which denotes long experience in

every detail.

Send us your blue prints— suggestions with samples will go
forward.

No. 80—Cathedral Oak
after William and Mary, uphol-

stered in velvet with sillc fringe.

Price. $72.50 F. O. B. New
York.

Illustrated brochures telling all about our interesting

Studios and Manufactory sent promptly upon request

LEXINGTON AVENUEAT 41 !I STREET. NEWYORK
PARIS 18 RUE DU FAUBt POISSONIERE
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Have You
Plenty of Water
In Your House

In Your Stable

In Your Garden
For Your Lawn
In Your Factory?

If not, write to our nearest office

and let us tell you the cost* of a

water supply ready for use.

We have had seventy years' ex-

perience in building pumps, and

make a specialty of installing

complete water-supply systems.

The "REECO"
Water System

is simple and safe in operation,

durable and dependable.

The Reeco Engines are oper-

ated by hot air, with coal, wood,

or oil for fuel.

Nearly 50,000 are in use

throughout the world.

Our "Reeco" Electric Pumps
also give satisfaction wherever

electricity is available.

^Important reduction in prices.

Write nearest office for Catalogue C S

RIDER-ERICSSON ENGINE CO.
New York Boston Philadelphia
Montreal, P. Q. Sydney, Australia

Have you Gardening Questions? Experts
will answer them free. If a plant fails, tell us about
it and ask help from Readers' Service.

Beautifies Any Home
Ask Your Dealer

New Booklet No. 207 Upon Request

Prairie Grass Furniture Co.
Sole Manufacturer*

Glendale Long Island New York

this beautiful evergreeen is so restricted and its

growth while young so slow. It will be many
years before any considerable stock can possibly
be available. Its undaunted adaptability and
merit as an ornamental tree in the eastern United
States at least, should encourage the plant men
to get up a large stock in as short a time as
experience and skill makes possible.

Ernest Francis Coe.

JULY NOTES FROM ABROAD
HpHE day is soon coming when the highest

and most celebrated Alpine peaks can be
attained without danger and in perfect comfort.
The tunnel from Little Scheidegg to the summit
of the Jungfrau, now nearing completion, is

undoubtedly the forerunner of others similar
in nature, which will enable the average person
to view Europe from the top of the continent— a thing hitherto possible only to the few more
sturdy and daring.

The right-hand photograph of our heading
shows the present grotto-like terminal station,
known as Eismeer, to which tourists are "taken
by electric car on a cog road. Here openings
have been blasted through the solid rock to
provide observation points from which to view
the wonderful snow fields below.

Still farther up the mountain the work of

The old and dangerous methods of Alpine climbing are

fast giving way to surface, tunnel, and cable railways

tunneling continues. Two thousand feet more
and the point will be reached whence a vertical

elevator will take passengers to the summit.
The workmen are now at an elevation of 11,400
feet, near the site of the new Jungfraujock
station. Here the passengers may emerge right

among the glaciers. An observation house will

be built on the ridge near the station, command-
ing a wonderful view of the entire Bernese
Oberland with the city of Interlaken nestling in

the valley below.

There is a somewhat vaguely planned scheme
to establish a line from this station across the

snows of Jungfraufirn and the Aletsch Glacier

to the Marjeleusee and thence to Riedalp, where
a connection would be made with the Simplon
system. Such a line, of course, could be operated
only for two or three months in summer.

After the station soon to be reached, only one
more intervenes before the summit is attained.

This will be known as Jungfraukulm, and from
there an elevator and stairway will rise 240 feet

to the summit, 13,675 feet above the sea. The
completion of this tunnel will mark one of the

greatest achievements in railroading.

ANOTABLE event this season will be the

International Olympic Regatta of the

Royal Swedish Yacht Club to be held from July
19th to 27th inclusive.

On Friday, July 19th, there is a welcome
banquet at Nynashaum. On Saturday, July 20th,

occurs the first Olympic Regatta and general

International Regatta, over separate courses, at

Nynashaum. Sunday the 21st, the events

A Water Supply
At Moderate Cost
Here is a system that will deliver fresh run-

ning water all day at the mere cost of a gallon

of gasoline. It's the

DOUGLAS
PNEUTANK SYSTEM

It consists of an air-tight steel tank, a gas,

gasoline or electric motor and a very efficient

pump.

Can be located in the basement or out-of-doors and take
up very little room. Pneutank Systems are efficient in
operation, absolutely reliable, and up to the Douglas
standard of excellence. Eighty years of exclusive pump-
making experience are behind them.

We will replace any part found defective within five

years of installation. ^
Our engineers are at all times ready to aid you in solving

your water-supply problems. Write to them. They can
give you expert advice.

Douglas outfits can also be used for spraying, watering
the grounds, fire protection, etc. Ask for catalog and full

information.

W. & B. DOUGLAS
190 William Street, Middletown, Conn.

Manufacturers of spray pumps, deep
well pumps, etc.

FULLY GUARANTEED"

A
LFALFA ON YOUR

FARM?
20 acres means at least

sixty tons of feed equal

to a full grain ration

—

or—$1000. clear profit if

sold in the market. Worth while isn't it? Write us
today and let us tell you how, when and where to

plant this great forage crop, so it will be a perman-
ent success on your farm. Enrich your corn land
this year by planting between the rows or in the hills

COW PEAS— CLOVER— SOYBEANS
INOCULATED WITH

. FARMOGERM .

Seed and Soil Inoculation
Send for Free Book No. 13. It gives valuable information

Earp- Thomas Farmogerm Co., Bloomfield, N. J., U. S. A.

Seed and Soil Testing Outfit—Complete S'i

The Readers' Service gives information

about decorating country homes.

You can have pure paint

—

that will never crack or peel, nor re-

quire burning off or scraping. See that
"Carter strictly pure White Lead and
pure linseed oil" is written into your
painting contract. Your painter will

mix it to your order, in pure white or
colors, exactly to auit the surface to be
painted.

The White
Ask your painter to show you "The Paint

Beautiful" portfolio of exterior color schemes.
It will be a great help to you in choosing har-
monious and durable colors.

Every property owner should have a copy
of "Pure Paint," a valuable text book on
house painting with six color plates of mod-
ern houses painted in good taste. Sent free
on request.

Carter White Lead Co.
12071 South Peoria Street, Chicago

Factories: Chicago—Omaha

White lead
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In Every Home
their should lir at Irnst our Out-

door prnoilu al. ami Forest and
Stream i| (hat OM It i* tlir <>Mrnt

and l>rst known papri in its lirld

and Standaid \utl\oiily on all

mutters prttnining to outdoor life,

lis ai tn Irs on Hunting, lulling,

Krnnrl, C nmping. ( nnormg, Y.u lit-

ing. C ruising, I ravel nnd Adventure

are by men who know.

Published weekly 52 times a

year. Illustrated with pictures taken

in the woods, field and on the water.

Subscription price $3.00 a year,

$1.50 for six months.

Forest and Stream tells you the

How, the Where, the When, and
what to expect when you get there.

Its Bureau of Information alone is

worth the subscription price.

Write us today for a sample copy.

FOREST AND STREAM
127 FranhUn St. New York

Smoky Fireplaces
Made to Draw

Cooking Odors
Carried Out off the House
Payment Conditional on Success

FREDERIC N. WHITLEY, E
c&?

d

209 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. V.
Heating -Ventilating—Air Filtration

Made ro order— to exactly match
the color scheme of any room

"You select the color—we'll make
the rug." Any width—seamless up
to 10 feet. Any length. Any color
tone—solt and subdued, or bright
and striking. Original, individual,
artistic, dignified. Pure wool or
camel's hair, expertly woven at
short notice. Write lor color card.
Order through your furnisher.

Thread O Thrum Workshop
Auburn, New York

GAEDWAY

GardenTerraG3Tta
HE GAliOWAY Collec-

tion has beengreatlyirvT
creased/£rthe season of\<$Yl

Send for New Catalog show-

ing new designs executed in

strong.durable Terra-Cotta

Galmdway Terra OdTta Gd.
3216 WALNUT ST. PHILADELPHIA.

•*it££lLi

Many of your trees may ap-
pear sound and yet have some hid-

den disease that will eventually kill

them causing your property to depreciate in
value. This tree, "The Old Sycamore" at ,

Wells College, Aurora, N. Y., was not thought
to be in serious condition. The Davey Ex-
perts found several cavities and gave the
tree a new lease of life. Before it is too late
to save your trees, have them examined.

The Davey Tree Experts

Do
this work, when requested, without cost, and the charge
for treating trees in many cases is no more than the cost
of carting dead trees away. All Davey Tree Experts are
Graduates of the Davey Institute of Tree Surgery. They
are employed by the Davey Tree Expert Company. WE
NEVER LET GOOD MEN GO. Before you let any man
touch your trees, demand to see his credentials proving him
qualified. All Davey Tree Experts carry such testimon-
ials. If you own trees write for our interesting book and
arrange for an examination.

The Davey Tree Expert Co.,
215 ELM STREET, KENT, OHIO

Branch Offices : New York, Chicago, Toronto
Canadian Address: 707 New Birks Building, Montreal, Canada

Representatives Available Everywhere

THET OLD SYCAMORE
M

fttUS COtLEG^AURORA NY.

Silver Plate that Wears—for Your Country Home
It is the sensible practice of many to store their sterling in safety vaults and use less

expensive silverware in their country homes. You will make no mistake if you buy

1847 ROGERS BROS. #
Silper Tlate that Wears"

These Spoons, Forks, Knives, Serving Pieces, etc., famous for over 60 years
for quality, style, finish and wear, are guaranteed by the largest makers.
The latest pattern, "Old Colony," illustrated here, is ideal for Colonial and
Old English dining rooms.

Sold by leading dealers everywhere. Send for illustrated catalogue " U-14.
''

INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO., MERIDEN CONN.
Successor to Meriden Britannia Co.

New York Chicago San Francisco Hamilton. Canada
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For durable painting of all kinds use

National Lead Company's Pure White Lead
(Dutch Boy Painter trade mark)

Ask for Helps No. 57. Sent FREE on request.

NATIONAL LEAD COMPANY. Ill Broadway. New York

omFijotsFine Furntturel®)
N^T®' So Perfect and So Peerless N^gJ^

Carpets - Rugs - Upholstery Fabrics

INTERIOR DECORATIONS

Prices marked in plain figures will always be

found Exceedingly Low when compared

with the best values obtainable elsewhere.

Geo.C Flint Co.

43-47West 23*St. 24-28West 24* St.

begin with the second Olympic Regatta and
general International Regatta. Monday will

see re-sailings in the Olympic regatta, and
distribution of prizes for the general regattas.

On Tuesday, July 23d, a general International

long-distance sailing, within the "Skar," from
Nynashaum to Sandhaum is scheduled.

\\ cdnesday, July 24th, is set aside for a day of

rest, excursions, etc. Thursday, July 25th,

the general International Regatta in the Kan-
holmsfjard takes place, with distribution of

prizes for the regattas on the 23d and 25th.

Friday, July 26th, there will be sailings for

challenge cups and special prizes, and the

general International Regatta at Sandhaum.
Saturday, July 27th, the sailing to Stockholm will

take place. At 6 p. m., the Olympic prizes will be
awarded, after which a farewell dinner served.

ALTHOUGH all the seats for all of the

twenty performances that constitute this

year's Wagner festival at Bayreuth have been
sold, there is still hope for those who have not

bespoken places. The committee advises

American music lovers who desire seats to make
application about the middle of June. Every
year a certain number of tickets that cannot be
used for one reason or another, are returned,

and there is always the chance that some
of these may be on hand for reallotment.

Seats, of which there is only one grade, cost

$6.25, as against #5 in previous years. "Die
Meistersinger von Nuernberg," which will have
five performances all told, will open the festival

July 22d. Between that date and August 20th,

there will also be two cycles of "Der Ring des

Nibelungen" and seven performances of "Parsi-

fal." The exact dates are as follows:

"Die Meistersinger von Nuernberg," July 22d,

24th, 31st, August 12th, 19th; "Parsifal,"

July 23d, August 1st, 4th, 7th, 8th, nth, 20th;

"Der Ring des Nibelungen," July 25th, 26th, 27th

28th, August 14th, 15th, 16th, 17th.

THE events of chief interest to golfers this

summer are the Open Championship of

France at La Boulie, July 1st and 2d; Amateur
Championship of France at La Boulie, July 4th,

5th, and 6th; Ladies' French Championship
at Le Touquet, July 8th; Championship of

Switzerland, at Montreux, October 2d.

NEW ENGLAND — MOTHER OF
AMERICA

{Continued from page 32)

old mistresses might have displayed ancestral

jewels brought from overseas in old sailing

vessels; the noble Charles River, noble still,

despite its partial leash-holding by the land; the

Bow and Arrow Point. Lake Champlain

stately mansion of the Back Bay, the new Art
Museum, dignified enough for an old world city,

and holding treasure to be considered precious

by any city under the sun; the historic buildings,

decorated by old romance of history, more
wonderful than any mural paintings— even the

narrow and crooked streets which evince a will

in the beginning to make their own way, which
give something like strength of character, albeit

hard and unyielding strength, to the very city

itself— are all wonderful and convincing.

There those determined men and women
walked as they would, taking the bent which
they chose to their journey's end, and no man
said them nay, until they were laid to rest forever,

as far as their mortal flesh was concerned, in the

grand old tombs of the Mall. Boston, in the face

of inconvenience and annoyance, is not a city

made by line and plummet, but one made by men

July 1 , 1 9 1
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Learn Trap-shooting's

"The Sport Alluring"
for

Men and Women
Fascinating, Safe, Healthful. Second
only to Base Ball as a National Sport.

A large picture of the above scene (17" x 12"), in

8 colors, for framing, sent on receipt of 14c. in

stamps. Ask for Free Booklet No. 220 "The Sport
Alluring," profusely illustrated with picture of

royalty and celebrated Americans trap-shooting,

and "Hints to Beginners."

DUPONT POWDER CO., Wilmington, Del.

Pioneer Powder Makers of America. Established 1802.

FIELD GLASSES
for bird lovers, travelers and theatre-
goers. Find a bird and keep him in sight—study a pretty landscape—sight a sail

miles oS shore or study at close range
the face of your favorite actor.
These glasses bring to you with start-

ling clearness an image of any object
upon which they are trained.
They magnify about three diameters;

have an exceptionally large field of
vision and are the last word in perfect

mechanism and optics. Our selection after carefully examining
a hundred makes, proved it. We offer you the best at a reason-
able price. Triple your vision. Price only $$ .00 postpaid.

MOHONK SALESROOMS
Box E., Mohonk Lake, New York

Fair's Oriental Poppies
Next month (August) is the time to transplant these
glorious bloomers. A score and more of the finest

sorts are grown at Wyomissing Nurseries. / will

send six handsome varieties for $ 1.

My book "Hardy Plants" tells about Poppies,
Peonies, and other plants for fall planting. 1 will

send a copy if you expect to purchase.

Bertrand H. Farr, Wyomissing Nurseries, 643C Penn St., Reading, Pa.

TERRA COTTA TILE ROOFING
Nothing so adds to the beauty of a building and gives it so

much character as a TILE ROOF. It's a perfect protection —
fire-proof — lightning-proof — leak-proof — moisture-proof, and
a non-conductor of heat and cold.

Rowe's Gloucester Bed Hammock
Gives continuous outdoor service for ten years. Stronger and more durable

than any other. Genuine bears our silk name label.

Send fur Booklet

E. L. Rowe & Son, Inc., 136 Duncan St., Gloucester, Mast.

Hawkeye
Refrigerator Baskets

A 5-lb. piece of ice in one of these baskets
will keep the lunch cool for a whole day,
even in hottest weather. One of the
indispensables for motorists or persons
who love to spend the days out in

the woods. Baskets are insect
and dust-proof. Non-rustine
nickel plated interior. Sur-
rounded by thick asbestos wall.
Baskets made of heavy rattan
and are practically indestructi-
ble. Not expensive. Sold by
auto dealers, sportintr Roods
and department stores. But be
sure to see the name Hawkeye.

Hawkeye
Fitted Lunch Baskets

are completely equipped with plates,
cups, saucers, knives, forks.—every-
thing down to napkins, coffee pots
and saucepans. The Hawkeye trade
mark inside the basket cover will
protect you from inferior goods. If
you have difficulty getting any
Hawkeye Baskets, write us and we
will send you our luncheon re-
cipe book free for your trouble.
Now is just the season when a
Hawkeye basket will give you
greatest pleasure. So write today

THE BURLINGTON BASKET CO.
34 Main St- Burlington, Iowa

Would you like to catch a 500
pound fish that leaps like a Salmon ?

Tuna Fishing
25 Hours from Boston

YOU can leave Boston at

one o'clock on the fine

Dom. Atlantic steamer
and be actually fishing the next

afternoon for the most tremen-
dous game fish that swims.

Mr. Ross showed the won-
derful possibilities by his feat

at North Sydney (see picture

above). We have a place

500 miles nearer
Log Cabin in pine grove on sea-shore

More tuna and easier to get at

Good guides, good food, good equipment
Private motor boat (that motes!)

Fish of 800 lbs. actually taken in nets

Season is July, August and Sep-

tember. Better write to-day to

L. D. MITCHELL
Liverpool Nova Scotia

153^ If you can get your mind down to it,

there's also : fishing for striped bass, pollock,

trout, land-locked salmon; seal shooting, shore

birds; woodcock and duck in September
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You Need These Gloves
forYour Outdoor Sports

M ,.lr Spmrinllv for Mnlgrmi, Golfing,
Cmmpinm, Faking anJ Othmr Sport t

Sore hamli mar the fun of an outline. Here are

gloves that protect your hamU from the hard
k, n.x ka and blktcra. Thev are Ttntilatr.l

,
keep-

i n X the hands dry and cool.

IGrinnell Gloves
P For Moiortng and Sport*

m it* soft and fleilhlt, |lvin| Arm, nun slip grip on club, fin,
W paJdlf. oar of steering wheel, because mad* of test vrlvrf

n ,-:..). Thcr ar« unhitmrj by wetting, and can be w**he*J

Q In aoap and water or gasoline, without hardening. Tact

R Grinn«ll Glovat) art* sold In most cities. If your dealer won't Ti
V Mp|>1y p>9, tend HI h'* DaJM and ro«l fi/e, We'll M«tJ a W
V pair on approval, prepaid, on mr.pt of the pt\< r " Rrln- ft

daere $i J$\ 0M| C-lnatn. I.VOO; Black Colttain. $.* A
5 . guaranteed «>r rout nwnas bi i *JM 5fv/« Bonk and SampU* of Lmathrr on r*«7u#if M
ft MORRISON-RICKER MFG. CO.^.V ;

(<
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RATS KILLED BY
SCIENCE

By ttV won,Wul bacrrrutlncical prvparatiiHl. discovered and prepared by
Dr. Danyn. ol Pasteur Institute. Pane Used with itriking lucceM lor
yean in the Untied States, rjigland. France and Kuan*.

DANYSZ VIRUS
contains the germs of a disease peculiar to rats and mice only and ia abso-
lutely harmless to birds, human being* and other animals
The rodents always die in the open, because ol feverish condition. The
draeasr ako contagious to them. Easily prepared and applied.

How much to use. A small house, one tube. Ordinary dwelling,
three tubes (if rats are numerous, not leas than 6 tubes) . One or two dozen
for large stable with hay loft and yard or 5000 sq ft. floor space in build-
ings. Price: One tube. 75c; 3 tubes, $1 .75; 6 tubes, $3.25; one dot. $6.

INDEPENDENT CHEMICAL CO., 72 Front St.. New York

Send for Annual Catalog
JohnWanamaker, New York

TECLA PEARLS
NEW YORK.

396 Fifth Avenue
PARIS

10 Rue de la Paix

5>

REFINEMENT
Rather than show characterizes these

Krementz Bodkin-Clutch

Studs and Vest Buttons

with Cuff Links to match. Suitable

for all full dress occasions. The finest

mother-of-pearl withplatinum mounted

pearl centers.

They go in lih.e a Needle
And Hold like an Anchor

without marring the shirt front

Leading jewelers can show you many
designs. Booklet on request.

KREMENTZ & CO.
133 Chestnut Street - Newark, N. J.

Makers of the Famous
Krementz Collar Button

PLUM

QJJIET-
ACTION
CLOSET

THK noise of flushing hai

been reduced to a mini-

muni in Moil's "Silt nt is"

and "Silcnto" Closets.

Running water cannot be

further silenced and still pro-

duce a sanitary flush.

In the "Silentis" and "Silcnto"

Closets, the bowls and seats are

extra large. They represent the

highest type of quiet action

closets.

A special booklet on quiet-

acting closets will be mailed

upon request.

Modern Write for "Modern Plumb-

Plumbing '"£>" an fcO-page booklet

which gives information about

every form of modern bathroom equipment.

It shows 24 model bathroom interiors, ranging

from $73 to $3,000. Sent on request with

4 cents for postage.

The J. L. Mott Iron Works
1s2s eighty-four years supremacy 1912

Fifth Avenue and Seventeenth St., New York
works at trenton. n. j.

BRANCHES:— Boston. Chicago. Philadelphia. Detroit. Minneapolis.
Washington, St. Louis. New Orleans. Denver. San Francisco. San
Antonio, Atlanta. Seattle. Portland (Ore.). Indianapolis. Pittsburgh.
Cleveland. O.. Kansas City. Salt Lake City.

CANADA:—Mott Company. Limited. 138 Bleary Street. Montreal.

IRON AND WIRE FENCES
Fences of all descriptions for City and Suburban
Homes. Write today for our Loose Leaf Catalog,

stating briefly your requirements.

American Fence Construction (fo.

92 Church St. New York
Formerly Fence Dept. A merican Wire Form Co.

New Canaan Nurseries
We have a large assortment of all kinds of Nursery Stock, and
now is the time when one can see Trees and Plants in leaf and
flower, to make plans for Fall planting.

We will assist you if you will send a card and get our Cat-
alogue, and tell us your wants-

Tel. 79-2
STEPHEN HOYT'S SONS CO.

New Canaan, Conn.

Jh* WITTEN
Autojnatic Dump Cart

1

NOW USED IN EVERY STATE
Every Principle new; all iron

malleable exceptWood box
completely ironed.
Wheels 3 ft., 2 inch

rim. Will not injure sod.

,'apacity10 cu. ft. or 640 lbs.

Dnm r?,i
r|g entirely automatic.

Cnd pate ai'vTays under control.

No effort requinji'l t° pu'h it. A
boy can do a man's work. A necessity aIul Price
reasonable. Write todav for illustmedV 111*10 !?116 -

BAKER MFC CO.. 589 Hunter Bldg.. ct? ica« -
111

nrd with Cabot's Creosote w
Garden, Architect, St. L*

Sent free to anyone who intends to build

,«J j
S ook

.
W)ntalns Phot°i?rapb.iC views of over

100 houses of all kinds (from the smallest camps
and bungalows to the largest residences) in all
parts of the country, that have been stained with

Cabot's Shingle Stains
They are feigned by leading architects and are
lull of ideas and suggestions of interest and value
to those who contemplate building.

SAMUEL CABOT. Inc.. Sole Manufacturer*
147 Oliver Street, Boaton. Mats,

^fronts all over the Country
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The superior quality of Bausch &• Lomb lenses,

microscopes, field glasses, projection apparatus, en-
gineering and other scientific instruments is the product
of nearly 60 years' experience.

Caught in The Air
Photographs like this are interest-

ing souvenirs of Summer pleasures.
But to get a satisfactory picture you
must have a speedy lens that has been
corrected with optical precision and
skill. You are sure to get the most
faithful results with a

(auscK |omt~^iss
~|essar (ens

The truly wonderful power of this lens to
gather and transmit light will surprise you. The
Tessar has great speed, clear definition, perfect
illumination. For portraits, landscapes or the
swiftest things in motion—for use in weak light

or on grey days—the Tessar has no equal.

When buying a lens use judgment. You
will find valuable information in our new
Catalog jj H. Write today for it. And
remember that what your dealer can tell

you may be of interest.

Bausch & Ipmb Optical (6.
NEW YORK WASHINCTON CHICACO SAN rttANClSCO

london ROCHESTER.. N.Y. frankfort

Muskeetopunk
p)EST and only sure relief from" mosquitoes. No bad odor. Just

hat you have been looking for.
Makes outdoor life ideal.

Means Camp Comfort
Ton sleep o'niehts. For campers and

Chautauquans, cabin, houseboat, tent or
home. 3o cents a box. three boxes $1.00,
by mail, or at all Druggists and Sporting
Goods Dealers. Money back if wanted.
Guaranteed.
MUSKEETOPUNK CO., Dept.G, PEKIN, ILLINOIS.

The BEAUTI OFA CEMENTHOME"
may nowbe enhanced by

waterproof finish in beautiful soft tones of
White, Buff. Green, Gray, etc.. overcoming
all objections to the severe plainness and
cold look of Cement.

For old houses as well as new.
Send 10c for book of valuable information.
JHE OHIO VARNISH CO.. 8603 Kinsman Rd. Cleveland

HAVE YOU A COW?
j

Thousands of families in small
A 1 towns or suburban communi-
^Hl ties who keep one or two cows
^^^^for their own use are now in-

stalling De Laval Cream Separators.

C, Why?
C Because they get cleaner and better
cream by centrifugal separation and
because running the milk through a
De Laval Separator removes all hairs,

dirt and other objectionable matter

—

which cannot be removed by straining
—from the milk and cream, which may
afterwards be remixed thus rendering
such milk a much more desirable form
of food for either children or adults.

C, For the sake of your own health and
that of your children, you should in-

vestigate this.

C Over 1,500,000 De Lavals in daily use.

Ask for a catalog.

THE DE LAVAL SEPARATOR CO.
165 Broadway, New York 29 E. Madison St., Chicago

to serve their own purpose of building and
upholding a great Commonwealth. Boston is

more than a city. It is a dwelling of the past,
as well as of the present, and it is molded by
human life which has been.
The Blue Hills, a charming range of azure,

capped on the highest point by a weather-signal
station, rise in the near distance beyond the
Milton Reservation, and this Reservation de-
serves a few words of praise. In the days of
high finance, when the dollar, since it can buy
so few of the necessaries of life, means so pitifully

Rangeley Lake. Maine

much, the setting aside of land for the purpose
of satisfying the love of the beautiful, which
sweetens and dignifies the hearts of the people
and which their poor purses cannot afford,

signifies something loving and paternal in the
Government. It is free to all, this fair expanse
of meadow and woodland, covered with flora

in summer, radiant with the glory of rosy and
golden tre^s in the autumn. It is 'really a gift

from the old Commonwealth of Massachusetts
to her children, a gift free from the heart. Let
it be taken into account, this gift which is not
donated largely for the credit of the giver, in

these troublous times of oppressors and op-
pressed, when one knows not whom to blame
for hard conditions upon either side. Let one
free gift for the sake of love have the thanks
which it deserves. This Reservation, upon

Crystal Cascade. White Mountains

which no toil is done through long hours for

small wage, from which no capitalist wrests

gold, upon which no strife can be, either rightful

or wrong, on account ol the sad inequalities of

earth, is like one of the Cities of Refuge of old,

where peace reigns and there is no cause for war
and tumult. Here is an instance where a great

Commonwealth has shown herself mindful of

those "Lilies of the Field," and has exalted

them to her own exaltation. In spring

along the trolley line the meadows blaze with
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Glazed

Garden Pottery
of

Character and Refinement

Catalog on request

Atlantic Terra Cotta Company
1 1 70 Broadway, New York

Your money's-worth of light
dc|H-tuls mostly on ihc shades or glolws you are using.

S»ml f.» .-ue t"alal"*u»t»llln|

m.u in: ni i.van:
ti ! I ami whal 1 •

II FAN V, rittsburgh

Send for Book of Ready-Built Garages
and Gardeners' Houses Complete

Vi .1, ilnlcns. " In I »" '

v »')'<(-•>• : I |..kkly. S*
the? proof. I ul in I fiinlpiiictil as il«lf*d
of caUlotfi*.

E F. HODGSON CO.. U« Washington Street. Boaton. Maia.

FLOOR VARNISH
"61"

Mar-proof Heel-proof Water-proof

I

Your copy of our now Catalog is waiting

to be mailed to you. Shall we send it ?

J. STEVENS ARMS & TOOL COMPANY
TWt Factory el Prxuioa Dcp<. 211, Ckicopcc Falls, Mass. I

A bMM Luilt NATCH Hollow Tile Building Block*

c.yjrr m Sumnu-r anil warmer in Winter than one of any other
construction. It is cheaper than brick, stone or cement.

Send /it literature

NATIONAL FIRE PKOOIlNG CO. Pittsburg, Pa.

Every Home Builder thouM have a copy of

our beautiful catalogue, "Modern Bathroom." It

will prove of Invaluable assistance in plarmiiiR- your
Bathroom. Kitchen ami Laundry. Sent for Oc postage.

Standard Sanitary Mfg Co. Dept. 25. Pittsburgh, Pa.

terlin
I
THE ENGINE7REFINEMEN

finest boats t/tat/Yoat

For Runabouts, Cruisers and Speed Boats.

Sterling Engine Co.,
1 J I.". Niagara *t-

Ituft-ulo, V V.

READERS' SERVICE DEPARTMENT
is prepared to give impartial advice regarding

the different suburban real estate operations now
being carried on in Xew York City and vicinity

MANAGER REAL ESTATE DEPARTMENT

of

The Stephenson System

of Underground Refuse

Disposal

Keep garbage and waste out

ht, under ground or below floor in

,. :ijgAj^^ Underground

Garbage and Refuse Receivers
Sanitary, odorless, fly-proof, a clean back yard,

a lireproof disposal of refuse in

cellar, factory or enrnse.
Underground Earth Closet with port-

able steel house for contractors, farm
or ramp.
Nine years on the market. It pays

to look us up.

Sold direct. Send for circular.

C. H. STEPHENSON. Mfr.
26 Farrar St. Lynn, Mass.

How Mme. Bloomfield-Zeisler

played a jest on some friends

Mme Bloomfield Zeisler, the eminent planbte, while playing to some friends

suddenly rose and left the piano Her playing, however, continued to the

bewilderment of the company.

Mme. Zel3ler laughingly confessed that a player attachment on a second

grand piano In the studio had been started at a given signal Mme. Zeisler

was acting a part, while the player produced the music. Several guests, how-

ever, still objected that the technique and interpretation were Mme. Zebler'3

own, whereupon she, further explained that the Instrument was the Welte-

Mlgnon Autograph Player, which actually rendered her own playing and so

exactly that the most delicate musical judgment could detect no difference.

^eWELTEMlCNON
AUTOGRAPH PIANO

brings to your home the personal Interpretations of the

world's greatest masters of the piano. Seated comfortably

In your easy chair you can hear the marvellous technique,

the brilliance, the living soul of Paderewski, ofHofmann, of

de Pachmann. of Grieg, of Busoni, of all the masters of the

pianoforte

M. WELTE & SONS, Inc.

273 FIFTH AVE. NEW YORK CITY

Welte Mlgnons built in

following styles: Welte
Piano, with keyboard;
Welte Piano without
keyboard; and Welte
Attachment to grand
pianos.

The Speakman Mixing Valve
All our better showers have this valve. The one
handle enables user (o instantly obtain any desired
temperature. Cold water always ccmes first.

Have Real Comfort in Your
Bathroom This Summer
Take the first step notv; write for our Shower Catalogue today-

There is a Speakman Shower for every bathroom, however
modest or elaborate

—

And—
The most healthful, satisfying and delightful form of bathing

is the shower bath.

The great feature of the Speakman Shower is the Speak-
man Mixing Valve, which has been in general use longer

than any other—has ably stood the test of exhaustive trials.

It has never been equaled for all-round reliability and utility.

This valve can be started in only one direction, horn "cold to

hot." Can be regulated exactly as to temperature desired.

Helps to prevent water-waste—minimizes the danger of

scalding accidents.

You'll find the Speakman Shower the ideal equipment

for your home.

Write today

SPEAKMAN SUPPLY & PIPE CO.
Riverview Wilmington, Delaware

"Spearman Showers the World."
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If you 11 stake

$135
with your book-seller on the

Williamsons' new novel you

will win the "maximum"

<6

THE
GUESTS OF
HERCULES

By C. N. and A. ML Williamson

Authors of "The Lightning

Conductor," "Set in Silver,"

"The Golden Silence,"

Etc.

A romantic tale of Monte Carlo and of the picturesque life of the "Azure Coast." The
character of Mary Grant is one of such naive frankness, disconcerting directness and captivating

innocence of the ways of the world that one begins to feel a sort of personal responsibility for her

from the opening of the book. This appeal is very strong and is one of the most delightful qualities

of this story of a convent girl's adventures in Monte Carlo.

Four illustrations in colors and decorated "wrapper and lining pages. Net, $1.35.

Doubleday, Page & Company, Garden City, New York

DAISY FLY KILLERtrtrA^,
clean, ornamental, conven-
ient, cheap. Last all
season. Made of metal,
can't spill or tip over; will

not soil or injure anything.
Guaranteed effective. Sold
by dealers, or 6 sent pre-
paid for $1.

HAROLD SOMERS
ISO DeKilb Ave. , Brooklyn, N.Y.

MORGAN
GUARANTEED
PERFECT

HARDWOOD DOORS
are used in the best homes, specified by architects who
take pride in their work, and sold by responsible dealers
everywhere—dealers who do not substitute.

Write today for copy of "Door Beautiful. '

Look for this mark on the top rail

MICHELL'S S=3
521 MARKET STREET PHILADELPHIA

Biltmore Nursery
Ornamental Shrubs, Hardy Plants, Deciduous and Evergreen
Trees. Interesting, helpful, informing catalogs sent upon request.

Box 1271, Biltmore, N. C.

BOOKLET FREE
"Modern Bath Rooms of Character"

The Trenton Potteries Co.
The Largest Manufacturers of Sanitary Pottery in the U. S. A.

Trenton, N. J.

Climbing American Beauty Roses
Twenty tin'es as many blooms as the old American Beauty— each
measuring ] to 4 inches in diameter. Fragrance and beauty un-
surpassed. Can be trained to trellis or grown as a pillar rose.

Hardy as an oak. Send for particulars,
HOOrtS Ulill. * THOMAS CO., West Chester, Penna.

VOU can't equal the fun of canoeing with a row boat, a power boat
* or a sailboat. You can't duplicate the fun of paddling or cruising

around in an "Old Town Canoe" with any other kind of a canoe. The

is the elite of craft of its kind. It's the thoroughbred of the canoe world.

Beautifully modeled, graceful as a swan, easy to manage, light, swift.

It is the universal choice of canoe enthusiasts. Made by

canoe experts. Models for every use— some luxuriously

finished in mahogany. Every canoe guaranteed. Write
to-day for our illustrated catalog of canoe facts. Agents
everywhere — 2000 canoes in stock. Prompt deliveries.

OLD TOWN CANOE CO., 1627 Middle Street, Old Town, Me., U. S. A.

priceless gold, which may mean more than
ever before.

The north shore of Massachusetts glittering

with great rock-shoulders of strength, and softly

shadowed by trees, is one of the beauty-coasts

of the world; sheer natural beauty is there

enhanced by wealth. On the south shore, in old

Plymouth Town is something more; there is a
marvelous mystic reach of ocean, there are the
Colonial mansions, exclusive of a right, aristo-

cratic of a right, the nearest approach, with the
exception of the old Southern edifices, to the

palaces of the old world, in dignity and personal

aloofness. And these mansions are backed by
terraced gardens, blazing with the flora of the

true old time of the country. In the houses

The Merrimac River, near Lowell. Mass.

dwell the descendants, clear-featured, high-

headed, of those fittest who survived of the May-
flower pilgrims. In the gardens survive the
descendants of their old English gardens. In

the graveyard above the town, lie, mingled now
with the loved alien soil for which they left the
world while still in it, the old Puritans. Regard
them as we may, see clearly as we may, with the
perspective of history between our lives and
theirs, their shortcomings, their mistakes, their

cruelty, their injustice, they were of the great
of the whole earth, who starved, and died, and
fought, and existed in old Plymouth Town, to
be borne at last to that high burial place, and
have their resting place rudely marked for future
generations by dark stones, slanting, and sinking
deeper toward the earth every year.

It is not beauty of natural scenery alone for

which we look in New England, beautiful as are

the river towns of Vermont and New Hampshire,
beautiful as the rugged coast is, beautiful as the
deep inlands are. There is in New England a

beauty above and beyond that of nature, the
beauty which perhaps the first dwellers upon the

soil knew to a far greater extent than is possible

for us. Toiling for mere sustenance, fighting

for life, the beauty of a fair land and sea may
have passed to a great measure unnoticed by
them, but upon the higher beauty of the spirit

their minds were bent. The awful terrors of

eternity, its surpassing beauty, were always
before them. We cannot help viewing New-
England with something of their powers of

vision, if we view it correctly. Such vision as

theirs does not entirely pass away with the years.

Connecticut is a fair state; so is Rhode
Island, her smaller sister. The lower part of

New England has its own beauties of goodly pros-

perity, of villages, kempt and loved and tended
like children by their inhabitants, of shipping-

crowded coast. Along the Sound between
Boston and New York are historic lands; that

swamp, where a bloody battle was fought; New
Haven, City of Learning; Providence, which
implies in her very name the old spirit of New
England.
Everywhere in New England we more or less

clearly sense a strange atmosphere of spirit be-
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THE SHAKI'II S SKPAKATOR CO.
« i « t < in »rm. !•».

PLANTS & SHRIMPS
Before selecting anything in the line oA trees,

plants and shrubbery, you should visit our
Nursery or write for illustrated catalogue on
Nursery Stock which we send free.

Juliua Roehrt Co., Eiolic Nurieriei, Rutherford, N.J.

Horsford's Hardy Plants
If you hurt not had Hertford's catalogue of Hardy orna-

F*lOR Wtill, which hp grow* in cold Vermont, it would pay
you to send and get it, even if you don't want to buy now.„. _ It will tell you the kinds that can stand cold weathrr.

VjvJLaI/ He otters a food many of the wild (lowers which are the

easiest to manage, besides bulbs, shrubs, trees, vines and
ill i Tro old-la*hioned flowers. It is sent free uponCLIMATES „. ,

AdJrrw F. H. Honford, Charlotte, Vt.

Dutch Bulbs-direct from Moll.ind

Citalog full ul vital facts, VKF F Write i.-dav to

UT. M VATUn A- KK1 IJKK
l«riraa Hr...h IL»»» ll« . l.lih si ., I I.,

I .1.1, hi*

SHEEP MANURE
Dried and pulverized. No waste and no weeds.
Best fertiliser for lawns, gardens, trees, shrubs,
vegetables and fruit.

Larvre barrel, freight prepaid EastCi C\f\ of Missouri River. Cash with or-tfTf»W d-f . Write for interesting booklet
and quantity prices.

Th© Pulverized .Manure Co.
£0 ( ii I oh Stock Yard*, Chicago

Now is the Time To

Plant Strawberries
SUBURBAN

GARDEN COLLECTION

Pot Grown Plants

Success (Best Early)
Nick Ohmer (Best Second Early)
Marshal] (Best Mid-season)
"The Hunn" (Best Late)

24 Planta (6 each) 4 varieties $1.00
48 Plants 12 each) 4 varieties 1.75
72 Plants 18 each) 4 varieties 2.50

Our plants, ready for delivery after July 15th, are strong,
pot grown; much superior to layer plants and will yield a
good crop of berries next Spring, and can be shipped any
distance safely. Separate Varieties. 50c. per doz.. $3.50 per 100,

$30.00 per 1,000

50 BARCLAY STREET NEW YORK CITY

A New Door-closing Device

YALE

Two books to or

One proves that you need
door checks; the other
proves that the Yale is best

The Yale Door Check

—a New Yale Product

THIS new model com-
bines theprinciples ofthe

orifrinal"Blount"DoorC Iheck

with many improvements
based on our experience as

the oldest and largest makers

of door checks in the world.

The Yale Door Check is thus not only the latest

door-closing device, but also in every way the best.

The reasons are explained in our new folder, sent

on request. We also continue to make the original

Blount Door Check.
The door check long ago became a necessity in

business buildings. It is now recognized asanecessity

in the home.
Many doors in the home are required to be con-

stantly closed. A door check is the only medium
that can be employed to keep them closed. They
are reliable and do not forget.

Your dealer has every necessary size foryour office,

home or factory, and will put them on for you.

Local Offices

Ciiicaoo: 74 East Randolph Street
San Kkancisco: 134 Kialto Building

The Yale &> Towne Mfg. Co.
Makers of YALE Products

General Offices : 9 Murray Street, New York
Exhibit Rooms: 251 Fifth Avenue, New York

Canadian Yale & Towne Limited, St. Catharines, Ont.

Furniture Company
34 AND 36 WEST 32nd STREET, NEW YORK

THERE IS BUT ONE

PIANOLA
MADE ONLY BY

THE AEOLIAN CO
362 FIFTH AVE. NEW YORK

[ome Water Works!1

Runnin
from nea

Foster
High-

Duty

Rami

Write
Today for

FREE BOOKi

„' water where and when you want it. Pumped
rby stream, pond or spring. No trouble, no re-

x penbe after installed. Operates automatically by
water-power. Lasts a lifetime.

Thousands in fine homes, on farms
and gardens. Guaranteed to satisfy

or your money back. Water raised

to any height in any quantity.
Foster Ram is high in effi-

ciency—low iu cost. Write

Power Specialty Co.,
Trinity Bldg.

New York ^
ttr

' RunningS=m 35sa Water for
'Every Home

—

Cheap and
Efficient

*L—J!

Steady, Even Heat On
Coldest Zero Days

Using Much Less Coal
Don't pass another Winter in a cold, unhealthy
house. Let the Honeywell System of Hot Water
Heating; solve your heating problems. It costs
less to install; is more economical: more sightly;
delivers heat to radiators more auickly and provides
a range of water temperature ( from 85 to 240
degrees) not found in any other system. Can be
used on any building, old or new in connection
with any boiler or radiator. Saves cutting floors,
weakening joists, avoids ceiling stains and un-
sightly pipes. The

H
ONEYWELL SYSTEM
OF HOT WATER. HEATING

makes your home comfortable,
even in severest weather. You
pay no attention to dampers and
drafts; these are automatically
opened and closed as temperature in
rooms requires. A degree higher or
lower that might pass unnoticed by
you is instantly detected — and drafts
regulated accordingly. The Honey-
well System makes hot water heat-
ing more efficient— economical— satis-

factory. Our Free Booklet mailed to
your address. Write for it today!

H
ONEYWELL
fl
EATING SPECIALTY

(g\

128 Main St. Wabash, Indiana
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Counsel for the
Defense
By Leroy Scott

Author of "To Him
That Hath," etc.

Second Large Printing Now Ready

WE believe all thinking people will agree that we are now passing through the

most dramatic period in the history of the civilized world. Whatever side

you may personally incline to, you cannot help seeing that dozens of tremendous
struggles are now in progress— the struggle of the small business man against the

trust, of labor against capital, of women for a larger freedom, of the people for a more
truly democratic government. These great problems of the present day, which
vitally concern every man and woman of the nation, offer the most interesting and
dramatic material for a story of the widest sort of appeal; nothing interests the

average reader so much as stories springing out of the great problems of his daily

life, provided they be presented intelligently, dramatically, humanly. In "The
Counsel for the Defense," by Leroy Scott, we have produced a novel of this class

that is worth your reading, and that has the qualities that will appeal to thousands.

It is not merely a good story; it is, so critics declare, a big story with a big idea.

Furthermore, its success is not a matter yet to be proved : it has already suc-

ceeded. It has been a distinct hit as a serial in one of the big popular magazines; a
theatrical manager has made a most flattering offer for its immediate production upon
the stage; and an English publisher, who read the story in the magazine, has

arranged to bring out the book in England, the first edition to be about 20,000 copies.

Frontispiece in colors. Fixedprice, net, $1.20 {postage 12c).

Danny's Own Story
By Don Marquis

" There is fun and food a-plenty in Don
Marquis's new novel. It is a tale full of

the very victuals of human nature, served

mostly in the gustiness of the open road
where Life and Luck jostle by with their

thousand drolleries; and, when you have
finished the book, your reading appetite

lolls and rubs its paunch and gets up with

a good taste, warmed to the marrow."
— The Atlanta Journal.

" One of the most amusing novels

produced in a long time. It is like a

draught of cool spring water on a dusty

road to come across a book which is so

refreshing in its humor and so close to

the soil in its pictures of life."

—Springfield Republican.

Illustrated Irresistibly by E. W. Kemble. Fixedprice, $1.20 (postage 12c).
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Three Great

Tales by

Joseph
Conrad

OR several years Joseph Conrad has
been writing great sea tales and many-
thousands of readers have found in

his stirring romances a kind of work
that is a real delight. Not being an American
he did not find his audience here as quickly
as he otherwise might have done, but he is

now coming into his own. Conrad was a

sea captain for years and "Lord Jim" has been
called the "finest man's-novel ever written."

LORD JIM

A story of a young seaman who has always dreamed of the day when he shall

be called upon to face some great emergency. What happens when an oppor-

tunity offers itself is portrayed in a most unusualandstrikingfashion. Net $1.35.

THE POINT OF HONOR
"It is swifter in movement than ' Nos-

tromo.' He is a stylist of distinction."

— Ne<w York Evening Post.

Illustrated in color. Net $1.20.

YOUTH
Three stories: Youth, Heart of Dark-

ness, The End of the Tether. " ' Youth

'

is a splendid triptych— vivid, true, artis-

tic."—Literary Digest. Net $1.35.

AT ALL BOOK-SHOPS

yond the material. Past old Boston Bay, we see— not as clearly as our ancestors, but still we
see— a mirage of another shore than the dear
English one which the old settlers forsook, a

Heavenly shore, too harshly pictured for our
warmer impulses, perhaps, still a Heavenly
shore shaken with music of psalm, and the voices

of the Redeemed singing in tune, and glittering

as it glittered to the people of the East, with
precious stones, and gold. We glimpse as our
forefathers glimpsed, in the midst of primeval
forests, listening for the war-howl of the savage,

watching for the sweep of the hatchet and
scalping-knife, clear waters, and blessed fields of

everlasting peace, where the gentle and the
cruel lie down together. New England means
more than mere natural beauty, she is back-
grounded by a wonderful history, which rises

higher than her rocky hills. We see the grandeur
and beauty of the past as well as the present,

through all the land of dead heroes of the flesh

and the spirit, and of their descendants who,
thank God, have still something of their lordly

blood in their veins. It is upon them that the

highest beauty of their native land depends, for

the present, and for the future.

THE SWEET PEA— THE LATEST
FLOWER OF FASHION

(Continued from page 22)

been considered of commercial importance and
have been introduced.

It may be well to state that this group not only
contains the largest number of named varieties

but the largest number of commercially im-

portant forcing varieties in the world. Mr.
Zvolanek's work in

this direction is

sufficient to
place him
among the

foremost
sweet-

p e a

to
Mrs. Wallace, a lavender variety of the new type

enthusiasts, if, indeed, he should not be called

the Eckford of this type of sweet peas.

The Telemly varieties of sweet peas have been

offered in England for sowing under glass.

This group was originated by the Rev. Edwyn
Arkwright, in his garden at Telemly, on the hill

of Mustapha near the city of Algiers. For a

number of years the great American variety,

Blanche Ferry, was grown. This has always

been known as an early variety, and it flowered

in the locality mentioned about the end of

March.
Reverend Arkwright, in an article in the Sweet

Pea Annual for 1907, says: "About seven years

ago a sport showed itself in my garden as early as

February and was promptly isolated from all

others. The next year I had some plants

flowering in January, and among them one red

one, a cross apparently from Mars, on which a

blossom or two had come out in May of the

previous year. From these parents I have now
ten or twelve of the usual colors, ranging from

white to purple, and including duplicates, or

shall I say imitations, of Hon. Mrs. E. Kenyon,

Jeannie Gordon, Lady Grizel Hamilton, Mars,
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Nichols Automobile Turn Table
. easily in .1 ill. . I in > nrw or old tnraKe Turn* nn renter

lull hearini Kei|iiirr» no pit No nil* in or on the Himr A
1 Mil can lurn il Saves esprnsive mm rrtr driveway. Two
narrow ilri|w (nun .111-. In .1... 1 •MlTicirnl.

M'rajt 1 .l.iv 1 lllulTuttJ talalog

Cm. P. Nickels k Bro . 1094 Old Colony Bid. . ChicifO

M2CRAY
^RefrigreraioriS—

I I II ,r TO ORIHK OK STOCK SIZKS
I'nlcct old air circulation — always sanitary I

•Cray K<-rH(*ral»r t •., »l» I l.akr at., krnilall « lite, toil. I

WARNER AUTO-METERS
aft needed liy all auioniobile owneis to properly equip their car

WARNER INSTRUMENT CO.
6275 Whee-ler Ave. Beloit, Wis.

REO THE FIFTH Mr Ol«l»* fineM creation—his
FAREWH I. t AR-with center Cane-Handle Control.

R. M. Own & Co., General Sales Agents for

REO MOTOR CAR CO. LANSING. MICH.

MATHESON
"Silent Six**

Built for Thota Who Vie the Be$t
Matheaon Automobile Company . Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania

THE STEARNS-KNIGHT CAR
The Silent Cai — replete tn **rry modern utility ami luxury and e |ulp| I

with th« saving sleeve-valve motor. Used by the Royalty — and Royal
Americans. StnJ f*v tmtaisg tj.

THE F. B. STEARNS COMPANY. CLEVELAND. OHIO
UtVAlftRS AND BK A NC MltS IN IK PRINCIPAL C1TIRS

FREE BOOK ON MAMN(; ri|K |,,,Ml bi ^utiful

Kree HiH>k ami S.implc of Johnson's Wood Dye, Wax, etc., at
your dealer's or write us. Booklet Ed. D. 7.

5. C.JOHNSON X SON, RACINE, WISCONSIN

There's Money in Poultry
Our Home Study Course In Practical Poultry

Culture under Pror. Chas. K. Graham, late of the
Connecticut Agricultural College, teaches h«w to
mak9 ymUrj p*VJ.

P*TS*H*t 1 1 I t r t. . if 1 . h \ f ( .it-'
1*0 Pa** faUWri.* fW#. Urite lo-dny.

THE HOME CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
lir-pt. O. I* . Spring-Held. Mn»». prof. Graham.

" Ginseng and Goldenseal Growers' Handbook"
is the title ol a moat valuable reference book just out. The book, printed
upon request ol a number ol growers ihrougHout the United States,

treats concisely yet fully upon every known phase of the subject; it has
122 pases besides 48 illustration*. It is purely instructive. Written, as
it waa. t>y one ol the moat successlul growers, it is authoritative. It is

the only work ol its kind ever published. The edition is limited.

Printed in both EavftsS and German. Price $2.50. Money refunded
if not satisfactory. Descriptive circular free.

J. H. Koehler. 758 6th St., Wauuu, Wis.

/ fees to Screen a Temporary Stairway

Five Carloads of Trees 20 to 30 Feet High
for the Democratic Convention at Baltimore
Tnrsr trre?s were delivered at Baltimore in eight day* after receipt of the order. It included Pin Oaks 35ft. high; Maple*
30 ft. high, 16 It. spread of roots and branches. Cedars and Hemlocks 20 to 26 feet high.

These are planted around the Convention Hall. Our new tree-moving truck was used.

Mr. Manning. Superintendent of Parks in Baltimore, wrote us as follows:

Please ecrrpt ny thanki for your very prompt shipment and attention to our hurried need, in connection with thii Fifth Regiment
Armory work. I also wiah to ihanb you for youi lussrstions in relation to the handling, watering, drainage, etc., of the large
trees which were recently aupplied to the Park Department."

This but goes to show the extent of some of our tree planting—also the size and age of the trees, some of them twenty
to thirty years, which we always keep in stock. You can have this kind of work done from July 20th to October, with
large evergreens. Now Is the time to arrange for II. Big cedars and pines can be moved in from your vicinity if there
are any available. Send for some interesting literatures— it is well worth looking over.

ISAAC HICKS & SON, Westbury, Long Island

Good year^* A L ...... III. I..

No-Rim-Cut Tires

10% Oversize

Cut Tire Bills in two

the OHIO ELECTRIC
REPRESENTS THE ACME OF PERFECTION IN ELECTRIC CARS

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
THE OHIO ELECTRIC CAR CO. Dept. F, Toledo. O.

GOODRICH TIRES
BEST IN THE LONG RUN

L9ZIER D
Mch

The car owned by "Men Who Know"

Rr, TT S - PASSENGER TOURING CAR—
I I—I no inch wheel base

•*X."I I Standard Model $850
Model EE $9 00

R-C-H CORPORATION Detroit. Michigan
1989 Broadway, New York, Telephone No. 9576 Columbus

DON'T BOTHER ABOUT FINISHING YOUR OWN

KODAK PICTURES
Just mail your film to us with 50c and we'll

return the pictures promptly. We have every

facility for doing the best possible work.

CLOGSTON STUDIO MARIETTA. OHIO

ILLETT'S
HARDY FERNS AND FLOWERS

For Dark. Shady Places
Send for my descriptive catalogue of over so
pages, which tells about this class of plants
It's Free.
For any order of $5 or over, we will send, free
one-half dozen bulbs of White Trillium. Send

1 order to-day.

Edward Gillett. Box G, Southwick, Mass.

3
RUN

ousehold Refrigerating and
Ice Making Plants are designed

especially for country homes.

Brunswick Refrigerating Co., New Brunswick, N. J.

Built a
Size Cornell Sectional Cottages

Complete Painted Ready to Set Up
Garages, Stores, Churches, School-Houses, Playhouses, Studios, Etc.

Built in sections, convenient for handling and are quickly and easily erected simply i > bolting sections
together. Skilled labor is not necessary to set them up, as all sections are numbered and everything fits.

Built of first class material in the largest and be>t portable house factory in America. Buildings are subs-
tantial and as durable as If built cn the ground by local contractors. Are handsomer and COST MUCH
LESS. We build houses to meet every requirement. We pay Crei »ht. Art cat -.log by mail on receipt of
4 stamps. MTYCmV M'MHF.K A KMi. ( U.. 440 I>hieb MHrti Ithaca, Hew WL.

Fresh Water When You Want It

Where You Want It

with no effort, at small cost and with almost no attention on your part. The

Fairbanks-Morse Electro Pneumatic Plant
is practically automatic in operation, can be located wherever convenient, takes little

space. The electric motor drives compressor forcing air into air tank from which it

is led by pipes to auto-pneumatic pumps located in sources of water supply.

The one plant will furnish water simultaneously from well,

cistern, spring, etc., regardless of location. All the care
you need give the equipment is an occasional cleaning and oiling.

We have designed various types of water systems to meet individual

requirements from small suburban residences to large country estates, clubs

and hotels. Catalog No. 45 iL fully describes outfits.

Fairbanks, Morse & Co.
30 Church Street, New York, N. Y. 900 S. Wabash Avenue, Chicago, 111.
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The Ben Greet
Shakespeare
AN ideal acting edition for amateurs

with all Mr. Greet's wealth of in-

formation as to interpretation, "busi-

ness," etc. Each play in a separate

volume. reaDY
*' A Midsummer Night's Dream," " The Tempest,"

"Merchant of Venice," "As You Like It."

Many illustrations in colors, and black and white.

Cloth, net, toe. Leather, net, ooc. (postage 8c).

Hundred Masterpieces
By John La Farge

BEN GREET

MR. JOHN LA FARGE has given a key to the art beauties of all time in this splendid
volume, a work which holds open to the average reader the door to the storehouse of the

ages— the gallery of immortal paintings.

One- hundred and twelvefull pages of illustrations. Net, §5.00 (postage 50c.).

Many Celebrities And a Few Others
By William H. Rideing

AMAN possessing such a wide and rich experience, together with such numberless acquaint-
ances, has a right to glory in the memories upon which he can draw for his own pleasure and

for the public's benefit. There is no obtrusion of self in this volume. The portraits are sketched
with excellent relish for friendship. Never have we gone through a book which was so even in its

values. Each chapter contains atmosphere, alertness, and the saving touch of intimacy. With-
out fear of over enthusiasm, " Many Celebrities " may be recommended for its chattiness and its

comprehensiveness, minus the fault of discursiveness. On the whole, Mr. Rideing's reminiscences
are sprightly and grave; they are shot through with myriad moods."

—

New York Times.

Illustrated. Net. $2.50 (postage 25^.).

The Women of To-morrow
By William Hard

THIS is a book of compelling interest, dealing with questions in which every man, and espec-
ially every woman, is vitally interested. Read the chapters on the postponement of marriage,

the preliminary period of self-support, the new training for motherhood, the problem of leisure,

the opportunity for civic service— and you will have some new and interesting ideas.

Many Illustrations. Net, §1.50 (postage 15^.).

NEW DEMANDS IN
EDUCATION

By James P. Munroe
A MOST interesting discussion of modern

Educational methods in the light of pre-

sent and future needs.

Net, #1.25 (postage 12c.).

Happy Humanity
By Dr. Frederick Van Eeden

THE autobiography of Holland's most
distinguished novelist, poet and playwright,

and the story of his social ideals.

Net, $1.2$ (postage 12c.)

Miss
Ellen

Glasgow

<J She has a place in

American literature

which is almost un-

assailable and she

occupies it alone.
— San Francisco Call.

The Miller of Old Church"
" Miss Ellen Glasgow's books possess to an unusual degree those elements necessary

to the making of the successful novel— namely: romance, fervor, characterization and
sincerity of style. The struggle and development of a man's character is the touchstone of

her art, and in this she never fails. There is no novel by Miss Glasgow that does not

more than repay the reader for a careful study of her art in character drawing, and this

delicate portraiture is at its best in 'The Miller of Old Church.' "

—

Baltimore News.

Ttecorated Wrapper, Fixed price, $1 .35 (postage 14c).

By the Same Author

The Romance of a Plain Man
The Ancient Law ....
The Wheel of Life ....
The Battle-Ground

$ 1 .50 The Voice of the People . . . $ 1 .SO
l.SO The Deliverance l.SO
l.SO The Freeman and Other Poems, Net 1.50
1.50 (postage 12c)

garden city DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY new york

Black Knight, etc., which begin to flower about
Christmas time and last two months.
"That they form a distinct group is evident

from the fact that Eckford's sweet peas, which
I sow at the same time, i. e., at the end of Septem-
ber, do not flower till May. Moreover, the leaf

is considerably narrower than in Eckford's
varieties and more pointed, and the stem appears
to have more woody fibre."

Mr. C. Engelmann, of Saffron Walden, Eng-
land, has offered another group of winter-
flowering sweet peas. He says in the Sweet Pea
Annual, 1907: "It is nearly four years since some
plants of Captain of the Blues sported with me
and gave winter flowering varieties of quite
distinct habit. Ordinary stocks sown in autumn
will not bloom under glass until the following
April, but the new comers commence to bloom

Sweet peas growing under glass

from six to ten weeks' after seed sowing, and
continue to form branches and produce flowers

all through the winter.

"I have now winter flowering representatives
of such varieties as Dorothy Eckford, Lady
Grizel Hamilton, and Miss Wilmott, as well as

a number of crosses between these and the
ordinary type and Mont Blanc, so that almost
all sweet pea colors are represented.

"In 1906 I sowed my winter-flowering varieties

at the end of August and beginning of September,
and the resulting plants commenced to flower

in October and were splendidly in bloom at the
end of November and early in December, and
they should continue to flower until the ordinary
sweet peas come into flower."

It appears to be pretty well established that

the varieties of the true winter-flowering group
are crosses between some of the extra earlies and
the ordinary garden varieties. There are two
divisions of these winter flowers— (1) extra

early flowering and (2) winter flowering proper,

there being about three weeks' difference in the

period of bloom. As to varieties, you can have
almost any color that can be had in the ordinary

types. A great number of those that have been
introduced, belonging to the different groups,

appear to be identical with those of correspond-

ing color in the other groups. The most ap-

proved varieties— that is, those of a lasting

quality and the most profitable to grow, all

things considered — are included in this follow-

ing list. There may be individual preferences

and local conditions, but as a guide to the

present standard of perfection, this list may be

accepted as authoritative. It is the result of

official trials conducted at Cornell under the

auspices of the Sweet Pea Society of America.

SUMMARY OF LEADING VARIETIES CLASSIFIED

BY COLOR

White — Watchung or Snowbird, Florence

Denzer, Praecox White.
Primrose — Earliest Sunbeams and Canary.

Pink — Mrs. F. J. Dolansky, Telemly Pink
or Zvolanek's Pink.
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Two beautiful Books for

Garden-Lovers

The American
Flower Garden

By Neltje blanchan

Author of "J)lrJ Nttghhon," "lliltdt That Hunt and

At* HunttJ, " tic.

rpilis ix.uk reveal* thote tittleiub-

lift U\s which bring delight to the

home garden. The author has drawn

From I v;isl knowledge of bountiful

foreign and American gardens, and

she points out the great principles

of all good gardening. The present

hook covers adequately the needs

of the amateur whose garden is

either extensive or the reverse; and

every fact among the thousands is

made quickly available by a four-

teen-page index. There are four

plates in full color, and eighty plates

of sufficient size adequately to treat

t he subjects presented.

With Planting LUts by Leonard Barron

Regular Edition. Net price, $5.00

(postage 35 cents)

What England Can
Teach Us About

Gardening
By Wilhelm Miller, Ph. D

T^IIIS is a book by Dr. Miller,

* Horticultural Editor of Country

Life in America, which lays for the

first time the foundations of an

American style of gardening.

Dr. Miller went abroad with the

object of studying the English gar-

dens, the most beautiful things of

their kind in the world, and in this

volume he has embodied those princi-

ples and suggestions which are ap-

plicable to American conditions.

What it has taken England hun-

dreds of years to learn we can profit

by; and the immense value of this

book over previous works is that it

shows how to save millions of dollars

now wasted in unscientific planting.

Eight Plates in color and many in black and

white. Net, $4.00 (postage 35 cents)

Doubleday, Page & Co.

Garden City New York

A South Seas Tale of Adventure

The White
Waterfall
By James Francis Dwyer

I

nir muooLE un Tur. vurr

YOU like to "get out of

yourself" for a few hours

and enjoy the excitement and
thrill of adventures afloat and
ashore, then get a copy of

"The White Waterfall." The tale takes in the for-

tunes of an old professor and his two daughters on
board the Waif, a staunch little craft which pokes her

nose into the South Seas in search of an island reputed to contain great

archa-ological treasures. How the professor is duped by the man who pre-

tends to guide him, how a first mate is shipped at one of the islands who
changes the course of events, along with a native who has a curious rhyme
about a white waterfall, arc all parts of a tale that is too good to spoil by
piecemeal telling.

Illustrated with four full pages, head and tail pieces and decorations by Chas. Chapman
Net $1.20.

A Son of the Sun
By Jack London

THF.SE are good red-blooded tales of the South

Sea Islands as Jack London knows how to tell

them. David Grief, the man about whom these

yarns are spun was once a light-haired, blue-eyed

youth who came from England to the South Seas

in search of adventures. The life threw its spell over

him and he remained. Tanned like a native and

as lithe as a tiger, he became a real son of the sun.

David Grief has amassed great wealth, not be-

cause he sought it, but because fate smiled on the

man who cared nothing for gold, but loved the adventure and the peril of

snatching it when the odds were all against him. He played the game for the

pure joy of it, liking it best when the risk of life and limb was greatest, and
biding his time with infinite patience till the chance came to recoup his losses.

And the chance always seemed to come— perhaps because he was willing

to wait — perhaps because he was resourceful. It is the adventures of this

man which Mr. London tells with such vivid and impressionistic pictures of

the Southern Seas.

Four illustrations in black and white by A. 0. Fischer and C. W. Ashley. Net $1.20.

>:

I

I

>:

By the Author of "The Circuit Rider's Wife"

The Recording Angel
By CORRA HARRIS

The First Printing, which was three times

as large as that on any of Mrs. Harris's previous

books, was sold out before publication. The

Second Large Printing is just of the press.

"It is not enough to recommend this book, but

we beg the reader to read slowly and carefully,

to realize appreciatively the entire charm of a

refreshingly delicious story."

—Literary Digest

Illustrated in colors. Xet $1.23

Doubleday, Page & Company, Garden City, New York
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Do You Know the Message of the R

I
Patterin"?

It was this mystic
call of the Ro-

many folk which
guided Cecil Fitz-
Williams through all

his romantic ad-
ventures.

:<

:<

:<

:<

:<

In Search of Arcady
By Nina Wilcox Putnam

"CHE has succeeded in combining^ time to time make gypsies of

here most of the elements of romance that from
the best of us— the call of the road, the spell of

natural life and the free play of emotion."

—

Pittsburg Press.
"

' In Search of Arcady ' has a certain delicacy and piquancy of style that entitles it

to a rather high place among the ' unlikely ' stories of the hour."— The Providence Journal.

-5 Illustrated. Net $1.20

Ladies Whose Bright Eyes
By Ford Maddox Hueffer

THE first scene of this story is laid in the smoking section of the London Express,

where the reader makes the acquaintance of Mr. Sorrell, who has bribed the engineer

to make a record-breaking run. One or two other passengers of the lurching train are intro-

duced, and then .... When Mr. Sorrell remembers again, he has vague recol-

lections of a terrific crash, but what he cannot account for is the fact that the world has
been set back several centuries, and that he is in the fascinating life of the Middle Ages.
The author has worked out this situation with wonderful picturesqueness and realism,

and Mr. Sorrell's extraordinary experiences between the time of the wrecking of the London
Express and the mending of the broken mental thread, make a wonderful narrative.

Net $1.20

Red Eve
By H. Rider Haggard

Author of " She," etc.
" Supernatural and natural are skilfully com-

bined in ' Red Eve '. Not since the days when
' She ' first established his reputation as a writer

of vivid and vigorous imagination has Mr. Hag-
gard proved himself so thoroughly a master of

the mysterious, so able to invest the unreal with
reality, and the impossible with possibility."— Boston Transcript.

Four illustrations in color by A. C. Michael.

Net $1-20

!
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Radium Terrors ^
By Albert Dorrington

An almost priceless tube of radium dis-

appears from the laboratory of a London
physician while he turns aside for a mo-
ment to answer the phone, and a young de-
tective named Renwick undertakes to solve
the mystery after Scotland Yard is hope-
lessly confused.

Illustrated. Net $1.20

David
Grayson

"Adventures in Friendship
"

"Adventures in Friendship" is an
attractive book, rich in insight into char-

acter and alive also with the charm which
comes to a man who keeps his eyes open to the magic appeal of nature."—London Standard.

" Adventures in Contentment "

" The proper word to apply to this book is charming, for these little stories of life

in a back country village are told with a quiet humor and kindliness that remind one of

the days of Mrs. Gaskell and Miss Mitford."

—

Indianapolis News.
Charming illustrations in black and white and full colors by Thomas Fogarty.

New Leather Edition, each volume, Net $1 .50
Cloth. Net $1.35

Garden City DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY New York

Cream Pink — Mrs. W. W. Smalley, Mrs.
Wm. Sim.

Crimson — Meteor, Red Seedling.
Carmine — Flamingo, Pink Beauty, Praecox

Carmine.
Red Bicolor — Christmas Pink, Telemly Pale

Pink.

Lavender— Telemly Lavender, Mrs. C. H.
Totty, Praecox Mauve.
Mauve — Telemly Mauve, Wallacea, Praecox

Deep Mauve, Greenbrook, Miss Josie Reilly.
Maroon — Telemly Maroon, Praecox Maroon.
Violet and Purple — Wm. J. Stewart, Telemly

Blue and Red.
Blue — Blue Bird, Le Marquis.
Red Stripes — Miss Helen M. Gould.
The Praecox group, with one exception

(Praecox Blue), comprises varieties which are
distinct. They are inclined to be rather late
as a class when compared with Christmas Pink
and Denzer, but are not much later than Airs.
Sim. They produce large flowers on long, stout
stems. They are very vigorous growers.
The Telemly varieties are of open form, show-

ing readily their relation to Blanche Ferry.
Many of them are not fixed, as the varieties
Apple Blossom, Cerise, Mauve, Pink, Purple,
and White, which are distinct. Telemly Maroon,
Telemly Lavender, Purple, and Maroon, and
Pale Pink are distinct and true. Red Bicolor,
Pale Primrose, Indigo Blue, Blue -and Red, Red
and White, Violet, and Red Self, are counter-
parts of existing varieties of the Telemly type.
While there are several distinct colors they do
not offer much of value to the commercial florist

because the colors of the distinct varieties are
not popular.

A WORD FROM THE EDITORS
SUGGESTIONS from readers are always

welcome. Here are extracts from a
recent letter that we considered worth

thinking over:

To the Editors:

An ideal article that I believe would be welcomed greatly

by your readers, would be one devoted to "Things Commonly
Forgotten in House Planning."

I have been very anxious to find such a list, so that I could
check it over and see what I could plan for that I have over-

looked, or what I should omit that I have planned for.

There are all kinds of funny stories published about archi-

tects who plan two and three-story houses without stairs,

or without closets, or rooms without doors; but an article

complete so that it could be torn out and treasured as a

guide, would be worth its weight in gold.

For instance, a friend who has recently built, told me that

his family had been flooded because a connection had not
been made underneath a tub. Also, he is obliged to let his

hot water run whenever it gets below a certain temperature,

as the pipe was allowed to touch the outside wall, making a

contact which causes it to freeze easily. Asbestos wrapping
would prevent it, of course, but that would necessitate

tearing out.

Chicago. B. D'Emo.

"MISTAKES I HAVE MADE IN BUILDING

"

In accordance with the above suggestion, we
invite our readers and correspondents to send
us brief accounts of the mistakes they have
made in building and the lessons these mistakes
have taught. Send a photograph or two for

illustration, if possible. We will pay for what
we can use.

If you wish to gain an idea of the sort of stories

we want, see Country Life in America for

October, 1907, page 671; June, 1908, page 186;
October, 1910, page 671; March 1, 1912, page
cdxxxvi.

THE BUNGALOW NUMBER

There must be some magic in the word bunga-
low. Call a house or a cottage or a shanty by
the name of bungalow and you cast some sort

of spell about it. We don't altogether approve
of this, but because the public demands the

bungalow, we propose to give the public the best

kind of bungalow. We shall publish a Bungalow
Number in which will appear dozens of photo-
graphs of bungalows and bungalow-like small

houses that are really worth copying— and a

few to show how bad a bungalow can be when it

really tries. A good deal of care has been
exercised in making these selections, and the

Bungalow Number will have a permanent value.

It will include the following features:

"What is a Bungalow?" By Phil M. Riley.

An attempt to define the bungalow and to ex-

plain its vogue. Its influence upon domestic
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Stewart
Edward
White

^ The man

who has helped

the East to

know the West

The Adventures of Bobby Orde"
" In one sense it is the finest thing the Grand Rapids novelist has done.

It shows a finer and sweeter knowledge of human nature than any of his

big novels of the lumber woods and of adventures by sea and land. He
has gone straight to the heart and motives of the normal healthy child,

and that is why, while it is the story of a boy, it is very much a story for

grownups and will appeal inerringly to every man who has not forgotten

his queer impulses, his bashfulness and his devoted friendship and little

chivalries while he was himself a boy.

—

Grand Rapids Evening Press."

Illustrated. Fixed price, $1 .20 {postage 1 2c).

" The Rules of the Game "

" It is full of adventure, and has a climax of absorbing interest."

—

St.

John Globe.

Illustrated. Fixed price, $1.40 (postage 15c).

" The Cabin"

" ' The Cabin ' has somehow captured the spell of the wild woods and

the brooding peace of the mountains. ' The Cabin ' is gotten up in

the style that charms one utterly before the first page is read, and the

illustrations make you feel perfectly wild to be up and away to the

Sierras."
— Lexington Herald.

Illustrated. Net, $1.50 (postage 15c).

GARDEN CITY Doubleday, Page & Co. newyork

You're a

"Weather
Sharp"-If

you have an S 6c M
Tycct" Recording Barometer (Barograph)

in your country home. Imagine your being

in a position to know in advance all about the

weather. Just think what interest and pleasure your guests

will get from this useful instrument—not to mention your

own pride in showing it.

S & M Tycos Recording Barometers
( Barographs,)

are the highest type of weather instruments. No. 2305 (illus-

trated; writes a weather record, hour by hour, on a weekly

chart— the most reliable form of Barometer. Mahogany case,

plate glass sides, drawer for filing weather records; a hand-

some ornament. $63.00
SScM'Tyetu'- Barographs contain features not found on others. Send today fot

The BAROMETER HOOK—FREE
Tells about storms, fair weather, rain, how to forecast,

etc., in plain, simple language.

S&M Treat' Weather Instruments are sold by the bettct

class of Opticians and Scientific Instrument Deal-
ers. If your dealer cannot supply you, write us.

Made by SHORT & MASON, Ltd., London
- makers of Scientific Instruments to the U. S.,

British, Japanese and other governments—
Division of

Taylorinstrument Companies

62 Ames Street Rochester, N. Y.
" Where 7yc**' Thermometers Come From"

A few examples of the 8-Day, High Grade

CHELSEA" clocks
in Bronze Metal Catet

Ship's Bell, Hour and Half Hour, Boudoir, Mantel and Auto Clocks

For use in high class residences, clubs, yachts, automobiles, etc. Very many re-

fined styles in superbly finished cases. Especially desirable for Wed-
dings, Holiday and other presentation purposes. Dealt in and

used by those demanding the best.

IS" ON SALE BY LEADING HIGH CLASS JEWELRY HOUSES
Large variety of Auto Clocks—All High Grade—Stem Wind and Set or Key Wind.
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What other tire gives you
all of these features?

1—A really skid-proof tread
The Republic Staggard Tread is the original

mechanically correct, skid-proof, slip-proof
tread. The six longitudinal rows of long tough
studs, "Staggard", take a vise-grip on wet pave-
ments and mud-covered roads, holding the wheel
true to its course against all tendency toward
side-slipping or skidding.

2—Increased traction
In running on dry surfaces, many non-skid

devices retard the momentum of the car. This
is not true of Republic Staggard Treads. Their

long, narrow shape gives abso-
lutely perfect traction, and tends
to accelerate the speed of the wheel.

3

—

Double riding comfort
If you covered the tread of an in-

flated pneumatic tire with rows
of solid tires you would have a
perfect shock-absorbing riding
surface. This is exactly what
we have done in Republic Stag-
gard Tread Tires. The air in the
tire takes up the big shocks,

the springy rubber studs absorb the small shocks
such as granite paving, small stones, etc.

4—A full-thickness plain tread
under the studs

Double wear is the crowning feature of Repub-
lic Staggard Tread Tires. The studs them-
selves are nearly as thick as the ordinary plain
rubber tread and will average as much mileage
as the ordinary plain tread. Under the studs is

an additional solid rubber tread, good for thou-
sands of miles additional after the studs have
worn^down.

Write today for interesting book-
let giving further information on
this trouble- proof, money-saving
tire. This booklet also describes
the Republic Black-Line Red Inner
Tube, the pure Para Rubber Tube
designed to give twice the wear and
riding comfortof theordinary tube.

The Republic Rubber Co.
Youngstown, Ohio

Brandies and Agencies in the Principal Cities

REPUBLIC
S TAGGARD

TREAD TIRES
Republic Staggard Tread, Patented Sept. 15-22, 1908.

EETIRES
are all notable for the use of better

quality rubber and the finest fabric

that money can buy. But in

Puncture-Proof
Pneumatic Tires

is the added advantage of free-

dom from punctures which
makes possible an average of

6056 miles per tire

without change of air

on 54 tires, reported by oneuser.

Our unique st>el -disc -in -rubber-

cushion construction makes these

tires puncture-proof, without loss of

resiliency and adds largely to the

mileage. Booklet K— explaining

why— sent on request. Or call at

OUR STORES:

The
Pleasures

of Touring
Are Assured

when you lubricate with

DIXON'S
Motor Graphite

(Pulverized Flake)

Dixon's Motor Graphite goes direct to the cause of

friction troubles—microscopic roughness. It fills in

the minute depressions, becomes pinned upon the

tiny projections, forming a thin, tough, veneer of mar-

velous smoothness which prevents metallic contact

This means less friction and wear—no more hot or

cut bearings—more power from your engine and a
smoother running car.

Mix it with your own choice of lubricants or we will do It

for you, as wemanufacture a full line of greases containing

Dixon's Motor Graphite.

Ask your dealer for Dixon's Graphite Lubricant No. 877—

a highest quality mineral grease scientifically combined
with Dixon's Motor Graphite. Fine for differentials and
transmissions. More economical than plain oil or grease.

Our free book. 249G, "Lubricating the Motor" gives a

money-saving solution of the lubricating problem.

Ssnd name and model of car.

Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.
Established in 1827 DXXyS.N

Jersey City New Jersey

architecture, and the opinions of leading archi-

tects concerning it.

"Bungalows for the Eastern States," by
William D. Brinckle. The tendencies shown
in its development, and its requirements in

respect to design, plan, and materials. Follow-

ing the best traditions.

"Bungalows from the Four Winds." Four-
teen photographs of bungalows of different

types from South, East, and West.
"Design and Specifications for an Inexpensive

Brick Bungalow," by Oswald C. Hering. Original

drawings for an attractive story-and-a-half

house that can be built for $4,000.

"The Rampant Craze for the Bungle-Oh," by
L. D. Thomson. A humorous record of some
of the most marvelous of the atrocities com-
mitted in the name of bungalow.

"Draperies for Bungalows," by George Le-
land Hunter. Some specific suggestions for the

doors and windows that are cheap and artistic.

"Ways to Reduce Building Cost," by Phil

M. Riley. Some practical suggestions as to

definite methods of saving and cutting out
extras. Why the bungalow is inexpensive.

"Some Woodland Cabins of Logs," by Charles
Monroe Mansfield. How to build that cheapest
and most rustic of bungalows — the log cabin.

"A Vacation Bungalow in Ohio," by Ryland
P. Madison.
"An Eleven-Room House of the* Bungalow

Type,'.' by Madison R. Phillips.

"A California Gardener's Bungalow," by
Paul M. Randall.

"Design for a House at Tuxedo Park," by
Madison R. Phillips.

"Some Florida Farmhouses," by Phebe W.
Humphreys. A type of bungalow that has
sprung naturally from the conditions of a tropical

climate.

"The Building of 'Homeplace,'" by Robert
H. Wilcox. A Long Island house of bungalow
type that cost $3,200 to build.

The Departments include: Home Furnishing,
Power Yachting, The Automobile, Garden and
Grounds, Gardening under Glass, and Stable
and Kennel.

THE EXTINCT PASSENGER
PIGEON

To the Editors:
In Mr. W. T. Hornaday's list of "Species of

North American Birds recently exterminated"
in Country Life in America, April 15th, ap-
pears the passenger pigeon (Columbia migra-
toria). This is to my certain knowledge an
error, for not more than three weeks ago a flock

of some twenty-five passed over my head at a

height of not over 200 feet, and I am informed,
as I believe correctly, they are not an uncommon
sight in the Santa Cruz mountains.

Formerly, when they were so numerous in

Wisconsin in the early spring, I was a resident

of that State, and several times visited their

nesting grounds, in some instances covering a

township, and am so familiar with them I could
not have been mistaken in the flock mentioned.
Kearney Park, Cal. J. T. Bearss.

To the Editors:
Every year at least fifty persons in California

and Oregon write to me to inform me that the
passenger pigeon exists on the Pacific Coast.
I have also had letters to this effect from Arizona
and New Aiexico. I fear that we never will

succeed in informing all the persons who are

interested in bird life that the pigeon of the
Pacific Coast is a totally different species from
the passenger pigeon. The former is the band-
tailed pigeon — and the passenger pigeon never
existed west of the Rocky Mountains save acci-

dentally in Nevada and Washington. In Arizona
and New Mexico— and I think also in southern
California — occurs the red-billed pigeon. The
passenger pigeon is now almost as extinct as

the Dodo. Thousands of dollars have been
offered during the past five years as standing
rewards for the discovery of a nesting pair

of passenger pigeons, or of a flock of wild
ones. Prof. C. F. Hodge, of Clark University,
Worcester, Mass. has been designated to
examine into the merits of all claims, and
make rewards when any were justified. At
least 100 claims have been investigated; but
in every case the birds reported proved to be
something else than passenger pigeons. Here
in the East it is a very common thing for the
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ie realizai ion of 1 1 1 c> car you

would build for yourself is

more than fulfilled in I ho
WHITE self-slarhng SIX. TOs
WHUTIK electrical starling and light-

ing system, combined with the logical

left- side drive,

makes ll pos

^ sihle for the

firsi lime

in moior
car history

xo reach the

driving seat,

start and light the car without step -

Ding into the roadway. A ride m
his carefully built and beautifully

finished car will convince you
its design, for comfort, convenience

and mechanical perfection is supreme

m the art of motor car construction.

The While Company. Cleveland.

;v>..". «..^
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The Can with the Inner-seal
T^OR your protection, and for ours, Texaco Motor Oil is sold in a can

with^an inner-seal. Just under the screw caps of the vent and the
spout are stretched paper-thin pieces of white metal. Your knife will

cut them as if they were cheese. But they mean much to you, the car

owner, and to us, the refiners.

To you they mean that when you buy Texaco Motor Oil in cans
you get exactly what you ask for and pay for—an oil that has proven its

quality, that is free from carbon impurities, that shows a zero test, that

lubricates perfectly and increases the efficiency of your motor.

To us they mean that the oil on which we have staked our reputa-

tion as refiners reaches your hands in the same condition in which it

leaves ours. Under such conditions Texaco Motor oil speaks for itself

with sufficient eloquence.

For sale in one and five gallon cans at most good garages and supply

houses. Colors of the can—green
with red star. Every can fur-

nished with long, detachable spout

that makes pouring easy.

We have published a booklet, "About
Motor Lubrication," that every car owner
should read. For your copy address, Dept.
F. 1 West St., New York City.

THE TEXAS COMPANY
HOUSTON

Boston
Philadelphia

Chicago

NEW YORK
Branch Oficcs;

St. Louis New Orleans Pueblo
Norfolk
Atlanta

Dallas

El Paso
Tulsa

Motoring Without Comfort Is No Recreation At All

MOTORISTS Ride

COMFORTABLY!
Use Our

Shock - Absorbin g

CUSHIONS
The small of the back is the

most susceptible to the strain re-

sulting from riding in a motor car.

To our knowledge there is no car

made, or no upholstery, that will

eliminate this disagreeable and
uncomfortable strain.

Our SHOCK-ABSORBING
CUSHIONS absolutely fill this

long felt want, and are at once
appreciated.

BOSTON MADE Every car should be equipped
Covered with genuine Spanish leather in Brown, Green or Red with them.

Sent, charges prepaid, anywhere in the United States for $3.50
Money refunded if not satisfactory

WILLIAM LEAVENS & CO. 32 Canal St., Boston, Mass.
DEALERS WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

mourning dove to be mistaken for the extermin-
ated species. On an average of once a week I

receive letters informing me that pigeons have
been discovered; but without exception, all

these reports have proven without foundation.
There is at present only very slight reason to

hope that there is a single wild passenger pigeon
now living, and I may add that American ornith-
ologists generally have now settled down to
this belief. I repeat that the only living speci-
men, so far as known, is in the Cincinnati Zo-
ological Gardens.

It should be noted, however, that the year
191 1 produced the usual annual crop of passen-
ger pigeon " reports," some of them almost
credible; but we have been fooled so many times
that now and hereafter pigeon stories " don't go,
unless they produce the rattles."

W. T. HORNADAY.
Zoological Park, New York City.

COAL-TAR DYES AND AMERICAN
RUGS

To the Editors:
In your magazine of March 15th appeared an

article on "The A B C of Oriental Rug Lore,"
in answer to which I would like to say a few
words.

In all writings on the rugs of the E^st I find

mention* of the wonderful blendings of color,

of the subdued tones and effects of color har-
mony, usually winding up with the explanation
that these effects are obtained by the use of

vegetable dyes, while on the other hand the harsh
effects and lurid colorings of domestics are due
to the use of aniline dyes, which are coal-tar

products and fade rapidly, producing discordant
tones that are particularly wearisome.

I would say that in the past manufacturers
of imitation Oriental rugs in this country have
been too hasty in the choice of the coal-tar

colors they have employed; and here I would
like to say that there is a vast difference between
coal-tar colors and aniline dyes. The manu-
facturer of rugs has chosen dyes that, when they
faded, faded not harmoniously, and through
lack of time or lack of organization chose dyes
that were not as fast to light as he might have
obtained had he been more painstaking. Let
us here correct the oft repeated belief that coal-

tar colors are not permanent. It has not
been the dyes that were at fault but the
craftsmen who did not use discernment in their

selection.

It may here be seen that care should be ex-

ercised in the selection of proper dyes when the

craftsman has some 15,000 coal-tar dyes to chose
from. With such an array, and with a knowledge
of tintorial chemistry, the present American
dyer can beat the Orient hands down, can obtain
colors that are faster to light than anything in

the whole vegetable kingdom either ancient or
modern, and has at hand a wider range of shades
and tones than was ever before dreamed of,

which may be applied to the fabric with the

least amount of damage to its feel and tex-

ture.

In no branch of modern science have greater

strides been made, more brains at work and those

of the first order, than in the development oi

tintorial chemistry. If the products of these

great minds in the form of dyes be applied a:

they should be to textile fabrics in the form o

rugs here in America to-day, and if other branche
of the art of rug making keep the pace set by th<

color manufacturers, in ten years' time peopl>

here in America will be asking what an Orienta

rug is, and the reply must be that it is .

thing of the past, gone out of use and super

ceded by a superior product, the child of moden
science, known as the American rug.

The few facts here contained in regard tc

coal-tar dyes may be verified by inquiry at tht

American offices of four or five German dye-

stuff importing houses of international reputa-

tion with headquarters in New York City. We
would like to explode the old fallacy of the

superiority of vegetable dyes, and we think future

rug buyers should be instructed.

Carl S. Fuller.

[Editors' Note.— The foregoing is printed because it is

interesting, and because we like to have so important a

question discussed on all sides, not because we agree with it.

We are glad to announce that a fur'her consideration of the

matter is being prepared by Mr. George Leland Hunter,

the authority on rugs, tapestries, etc, which will be published

in an early issue,.!



Lowe Avenue, Chicago, III. Constructed with Tarvia X.

Millions of Yards Treated

FOR a hundred years macadam roads
have been standard. The motor
driven vehicle, however, added a

new destructive element to road wear
that macadam had not provided for. A
stronger binder than stone dust was found
necessary to hold the road together

under this traffic.

The new conditions brought forth a

variety of bituminous binders. Of these

Tarvia, manufactured from refined coal

tars, was the first to be used and is now
standard for this purpose.

Tarvia is made in three grades—
"Tarvia X" for road and pavement con-
struction, "Tarvia A" for hot surface

application, and " Tarvia B," applied cold,

for dust prevention and road preservation.

Millions of yards of macadam have
been successfully tarviated in all parts of

the country. The use of Tarvia water-

proofs the macadam, prevents its disin-

tegration, keeps down the dust and gives

a surface that is smooth, well bonded
and automobile-proof.

Towns and cities which have used Tar-
via for a number of years are proud of

their roads and pavements, while the

records show that its use has been most
economical— the saving in maintenance
expenses having generally more than paid

for the cost of the treatment.

Booklet showing roads in various parts

of the country treated with Tarvia and
giving details of the process mailed free

on request.

BARRETT MANUFACTURING CO.
New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Boston,

St. Louis, Cleveland, Pittsburgh, Cincinnati,

Kansas City, Minneapolis, New Orleans,
-g^Slfm^^.

Seattle. London, Eng.
The PATERSON MFG., Ltd. — Mon-
treal, Toronto, Winnipeg, Vancouver, St.

John, N. B., Halifax, N. S.



he greatest musical center
in the whole world
Greater than the Metropolitan Opera House; greater than Covent Gafclen, where

the royalty of England is entertained; greater than La Scala at Milan, the

Grand Opera House of Paris, and the Royal Opera of Berlin; greatlr in fact

than all the opera houses and places of entertainment in the worll, is the

seventh floor of Building No. 5— the center of a city in itself formJi by the

modern structures of steel and concrete that house the giant induslfy of the

Victor and Victor-Victrola.

To this building in the city of Camden, just across the l^toric Del-

aware River from the city of Philadelphia, comes a never-ending procession

of the very greatest artists in the whole world. Today it Jnay be Caruso

or Amato, and tomorrow it may be Farrar, Gadski, or JWelba, Sembrich,

or Tetrazzini, or Schumann-Heink, or Homer; or jfmay: be several of

them assembling to unite in making a niasterpieceJffKe the " Sextette from

Lucia". Or it may be Paderewski, or Kubrfk, or Elman, or Harry

Lauder, or Blanche Ring; and then against might be Sousa and his

band, or Victor Herbert and his orchestj

But whoever it is or whatever the organization, rest assured that within the

four walls of this building is heard, day iwand day out, year in and year out,

music in all its forms such as no oler place on earth has ever heard.

And unlike music that is heard : i any other place, which is only

a momentary pleasure ending wifi its rendition, Victor music lives.

Building No. 5, it goes through

to its perpetuation and eventually

rtment (Buildings Nos. 9 and 10)

nd again in hundreds of thous-

st as it is heard in the sacred

f the recording room on the

forever. From its beginning ii

the various processes necessary

leaves the shipping depj

to be heard again

ands of homes,
j

precincts

sevent i floor of Building No. 5.
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At Short Hills nmrf and winl#»r h*nnr in I ><>!• It

mil rivl* *.|uii>iwl wilh all heal

nmlmi apf«'intmrnta the inlennr arrangrmenta are unutually Mlu-

Uvloiv and aperial rar* haa Kr#« given In ait* <-i>iiitr d#v-»tat>"n.

How* atamla on a an.JI .m..| hne I.I trm, ..n law r..rn»r

1 tut >i, laity hai alltai I'd many |<fnfninenl New Ynr» biiaineaa men
4(1 minntea Itinn dnwnl.iwn Manhattan I Imir plana. |4i..|.-yi<i l.«

and n t tm in mi im itsiueat

ROCHE. CRAIG A WILEY
Sail* 1302. I(S Broadway PkoM IS4« < ortlandl N.w York CilT

BARGAINS IN FARMS
JO acres with fnl

town 1 1 miles Ij»i

I mjlr t r. M \ anil i

tmall i ti l. tMiullr

virws situated in u|

Pricr li. too
»Hey.

ildinit aitrs jtiat outaide nl

t. Station (I hour N V ),

ar river— five room hniiae,

ml w MKlland. extensive

r|itionnlly cool in Summer.

id. rlcva-
ll.mil.

i ideal

J5 acres. | room hou*e barna etc . on mi
li-m Hjo feet, magnificent v'ew*. fine brook
1 milea I.ackuwannn R K. Station (i hour N.
small place for chicken*, ducks or fruit. Price ti.soo.

i acre*. 4 room houae 840 feel elevtlion n acres of real

wimmIs through which run« a real brook— exceptionally fine

shade trees, barns, etc —on southern slope. Price ii.joo.

I it these and other prope-tiea. write stating individual

ideas and requirement* to

W. B. LITTELU
Specialiai on Northern Sew Jersey Prcpertiea

366 Fifth A».nuc. N. Y. Tel Greeley B324

MORRISTOWN, NEW JERSEY
FOR RENT FURNISHED

X'ery e*»mnirtiinle tinine on .Irsfr.iMe street within three minutes' walk
ot Station, for five. sis. or more months < sleeping mon.a. 4 tmths.

4 living mniu.all moilern iiiipnoemenli. I or rurtlier partkulars apply to

PEASE 61 KLLIMAN
No. 156 Broadway

Tel. 333 Cortlantlt
New 'York City

COUNTRY PROPERTY
Sale or Rent Furnished Houses on plan's with

stalilos. garairrs, &c, at

Bernardsvllle and Morristown. N. J.
and other desirable finished places and farms inland and at Sea
Shore. Also, residence and investment property in New York City.
Requirements of applicants to purchase or rent and particulars

of properties from owners requested.

POST & REESE. 753 5th A»e.. N. Y. City
(S. E. Corner 58th Street).

!\ Princeton
Th« ideal home town . Splendid residences,, charming 4utTuundin£S

mnxenient location. Impress train seruu- to t«..th Ne>» York an«;
I'hiladelphia.

Rentals from to $6uuo a year, l-'urnished home* also for rent
Choice pro|>erties in oilier localities for sale or rent. Furnished 01

unfurnished.

WALTER B. HOWE, Princeton. N. J.

NEW JERSEY HEADQUARTERS
Gentlemen's Estates Farms
Suburban Country Homes k. Shore Fronts

COUNTRY DEPARTMENT

Louis ScHLEsiNGERaiNc.
NEWARK. N.J.

Telephone 6500 Market
The recognized leading and best equipped Real Estate Office

in the State of New Jersey

ICerW:
N J

Braock Office, : ^on.Yj.
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET

VIRGINIA

"Eagles Nest" Perched on one of the highest peaks of
the Blue Ridge, one and one half miles
from Harper's Ferry. West Virginia.

Four acres laid off in beautiful park, orchard and garden, improved by an
excellent 10 mom frame residence: wide porches on three sides from which
sweeping views are obtained of 50 miles of surrounding country, entranc-
ing beyond description. Thos. Jefferson described this Meal section as
"The MfltserUt.il of America". Excellent hunting and fishing in the
nearby Potomac and Shenandoah. Through train sen ice to all import-
ant points. Fine automobile roads. Brochure on request.

TLe Ashbridge Realty Co., 1425 New York Are., Washington, D.C.
Productive farms, grand old Colonial estates, w aterfront properties

and game |>reserves exclusively.

CONNECT! K i I roNNKrnr i i

MARK TWAIN'S HOME "STORM FIELD"
WITH ITS 248 ACRES AT REDDING, CONN.

FOR SALE

Mr. Clemens' favorite view ol his home.

Mr. William Dean Howellt in "My Mark Twain" hat thit to say:

"Fie showed his absolute roh ten I wilh his house, and that was the greater pleasure for me
because it was my son who designed it . . . It opened in the surpassing loveliness of

wotxlfd and mcadowed uplands . . . Truly he loved the place."

From hit Biographer, Mr. Albert Bigelow Paine:
' It is as lovely a home, wilh as fair a prospect, as any in New Kngland."

For information address: H. A. LOUNSBURY, Redding, Conn.

Countny Estates - Farms - Cottages.

SALE AND RENT
Franklin Edson. Raymond B Thompson (p.

Smith Bu.ldmg

il tfttate Agency

GREENWICH C0NM
Telephone 729

T

900 Feet of Long Island
Sound Shore Front

For Sale. Comprises picturesque rocky point and fine sandy
bathing beach for children; 1 2 acres in tract; one house con-
tains bed rooms, bath room. etc.. with garage; other house
contains 5 bed rooms and out door sleeping piazza, with
stable. Both houses on the water. Ample shore front
for additional cottages; on the State automobile road between
New London and New Haven; i$ miles from the East River
Station and 2 miles from the Madison. Conn., station, N. Y.,
N. H., & H. Will sell houses separately or together.

Address for full particulars

H. H. BEMIS, 33 Congress Street, Boston, Mass.

VIRGINIA

Combination Residential and Commercial
FRUIT FARM

Eleven room residence, perfect condition, gravity water, grand
location and view, exceptional social surroundings, 1200 apples.

1.000 full bearing, ample land for large additional plantings.

Typical Porter's loam. Unsurpassed as a paying summer
home. Heavy crop of apples, many fine Pippins. For sale cheap.

Southern Farm Agency, 721 Main St., Lynchburg, Va.

VIRGINIA COUNTRY ESTATE
For sale, at a sacrifice, a beautiful country home and

pure bred stock farm, highly improved, city conveniences,
private siding on double track R. R. in the famous Piedmont
Section of Virginia. An excellent investment at the price
asked which is less than the value of the land without any
improvement? and less than the value ox the improvements
without the land. Address owner

Box 320, care of Country Life in America, Garden City. L. I.

Magnificent Estate For Sale
in the celebrated James River Valley of Virginia.

Fine Mansion. Splendid land. 1187 acres. De-
lightful location, with R. R. Station on place.

R. B. CHAFFIN & CO., Inc.

RICHMOND, VA.

Country Life in America Readers

are looking for desirable properties

Manager Real Estate Department

VIRGINIA

Fine Virginia Property
Exceptionally desirable 1 100 acre Farm property in the

famous Piedmont section in the foothills of the Blue
Ridge Mountains—the finest fruit and grazing district in
the world. 900 acres of tillable land with rich deep soil,

that grows 60 bushels of corn to the acre without fertilizer.

300 acre;, now under cultivation, balance in blue grass.
150 acres of good timber, mostly hardwood. The land has
a southern slope rolling from about 1000 feet. All fields

are fenced and every one has unfailing supply of finest

water. On the property are two 300 ton silos, two barns.
4 tenant houses, sheds. 1 50 cattle and other stock Only
3i miles from R. R. station. 6; miles from Washington.

Being located <n one of the most picturesque sections
of America, with superb climate and unusual social ad-
vantages it would make an exceptionally attractive as
well as highly profitable country' estate.

Write for illustrated descriptive booklet

Box 2. Markham. Va.



The Readers' Service will furnish
information about foreign travel COUNTRY LIFE IN AMERICA Sep TEMBER 15, I 9 I 2

A rphlfPPf DirPPtOrV In thlS dePartment are P""ted advertisements of architects, landscape designers, sanitary and
r\l V^llILtCLo Lsll CV_<HJI y constructing engineers. This department enables architects to get in touch with readers
who intend to build. Special rates. Address ARCHITECTS' DEPARTMENT, Country Life in America 11-13 W. 32d St., N. Y.

CAN YOU THINK OF ANY HARDER TEST
FOR WOOD THAN GREENHOUSE USE?
You know ordinary wood in greenhouses lasts not over 4 years.

Zero on one side, hot humidity on the other, constant contact with wet rich earth and com-
post, constant sprinkling and sweating, all combine in an invitation to hurry up and rot.

NEXT TO THE GROWTH OF THE PLANTS THEMSELVES

THE BUSIEST THING IN A GREENHOUSE
is the decay-tendency of the wood it is mostly made of.

THOSE WHO MAKE GREENHOUSES A BUSINESS

One of the largest greenhouse manufacturers, J. C. MoningerCo., Chicago, says:
"We first began using Cypress exclusively for greenhouse construction in 1885, using it previously in
conjunction with pine. The greenhouses then built with Cypress are being used today by their
owners and the wood is found perfectly preserved andfree of any decay or rot.

'

' Figure it outyourself.

WRITE TODAY for VOLUME 3 of the CYPRESS POCKET LIBRARY, WITH 20 PAGES
of Valuable Guidance for Amateur Greenhouse Folks. (Sent PROMPTLY and no charge.)

"WOOD THAT WILL STAND THE GREENHOUSE TEST
WILL STAND ANYTHING," SO INSIST ON C YPJtESS— "AND NO SUBSTITUTES."
When planning new improvements or repairs to old ones, just remember— " With CYPRESS you BUILD BUT ONCE"

Let our "ALL-ROUND HELPS DEPARTMENT" help YOU. Ourentire resources areat yourserviee with Reliable Counsel.

SOUTHERN CYPRESS MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION
1202 HIBERNIA BANK BUILDING, NEW ORLEANS, LA.

INSIST ON CYPRESS AT YOUR LOCAL DEALER'S. IF HE HASN'T IT. LET US KNOW IMMEDIATELY

WANTED

PERSONAL
A young lady of refinement and culture

desires position in private family, to have
entire care of one or two small children.

Am qualified to give instruction in Eng-
lish, music and art as desired, and also

willing to do light and fancy sewing.

References exchanged. Address P. O.
Box 61, Richmond, Va.

Best books for your wants; Ask for

selections bv The Readers Service.

WANTED
Position as Superintendent or Gardener. English. 24 years

American experience ; thoroughly posted in all branchesof garden-

ing; wide experience in forcing fruits and vegetables under glass.

Orchids, Roses, Carnations and foliage plants. Also competent
for all out door work. Lawns, Shrubbery and Vegetable Garden
or anything pertaining to the upkeep of a first class Private Estate.

My ability can easily be ascertained as I am well known among
the profession. Address Box 317, Country Life in America, or

WILLIAM TURNER, Oceanic. N. J.

WANTED

Situation Wanted as Manager
of large farm or country place. Well qualified by experience
in general farming, pure bred stock of all kinds, sanitary
dairying, building and repairing, handling men and able to

conduct successfully a country place. Desire a location

convenient to a good school. At present employed but can
be free Oct. ist. References. Married, tamily. Address

Box 32 1 , care of Country Life in America, Garden Ciiy, N. Y.

PRACTICAL REAL ESTATE

METHODS
By Thirty New York Experts

Net $2.00 Postage 20 cents

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO.

GARDEN CITY, NEW YORK

An Artesian Well
provides a never-

failing water

supply

Dynamite is some-
' times used to obtain
a satisfactory water
supply. Photograph
was taken at Mah-
wah, N. J.

/CONSEQUENTLY you

can rely on an artesian

well for a more than ade-

quate water supply at all

times and for all needs.

We specialize on the

drilling of artesian wells as

deep as 1 ,500 feet, and

Erect wooden tanks, wind-

mills and steel structures; we

also

Install water supply plants

for farms, country homes,

factories and towns.

Coirespondcncc is invited from
any locality

STOTHOFF BROS.
16 Murray St., N. Y. FLEMINGTON, N. J.

EXPERT PLANS AND ADVICE
Sanitary Dairies Farm Buildings Drainage

Pedigree Live Stock Control Forestry, etc.

WESTON, SHEPARD & DAVISON
36 East 23rd Street New York, N.Y.

20 Years* experience from North to Sub-Tropics

PENNSYLVANIA

Beautiful Mansion

For Sale or Rent

On the Main line of the Pennsylvania R. R. at

Villa Nova, 12 miles from Philadelphia, with ex-

press train service every 1 5 minutes day and night.

This Mansion contains 16 rooms, is very modern
and surrounded by 35 acres of shade trees and
shrubbery. Large barn, garage and tenement
house containing 8 rooms, also a modern Pigeon
plant for 10,000 Pigeons. This property will be
sold or rented at a reasonable figure. Particulars

and photographs from

Hirst& McMullin
West End Trust Bldg., Phila., Pa.

GEORGIA

FOR SALE
Beautiful Old Plantation in Southeastern Georgia

6 miles from the Coast. Fronts on deep River, 2650 acres, 1000
acres under fence, 850 acres cleared. Fine Cedar and Live Oak
Groves, Magnificent hunting— Quail, Snipe, Duck, Turkey, Deer,
etc., and best of fishing on place. Interesting old Colonial ruins,

Fort, Church. Slave quarters, and Indian Mounds. Ideal for self-

supporting Winter Home or Club. Will be sold at absolute bargain,
less than one-fifth cost. Write for price, terms, photos and full

description, to John D. Buchoff, 10 Baldwin BMf., Jacksonville, Fin.

Build a

Home in

the World's

Playground

Learn about Chatham Crescent,

the most desirable residence sec-

tion of all America. Write for

beautiful free book; 36 large

pages, handsomely illustrated.

Savannah Trust Co., Spec. Agti.

Savannah, Ga.
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A More Sanitary
Dairy Barn

.111(1 I < SS 1 .\llMl

Sanitary Bam Equipment

JAM IS MFC CO.
7904 ( ... Sir.*!. Fl A>kia»>. Wi.^S ll ,.r..,.rlv K."l Ml.' I •

I

Tranquillity Farms
Offer ehniee IWsrt *lnt'|>, suilalile for fimmlulion

HiH'ks. tin- great <•*( prixe-winning nWk in Anirrieo,

ninniiiK' champion mm and rwc nml first prize

look NOT V>rk State Fnir, 1911. tall of our own
lireeilinn. flixk e.«tnl>li*heil in IHN8.

Arthur Danks. Mgr Allamuchy. N. J.

Mv MmI aj pijrs nn<l hogs w«s
nrvrr tirtlrr If you want the
best all-around brcnl ia»e

Jersey Reds
Fatten easily and quickly, small
honed, long bodied, vigorous,

prolific. Mral unsurpassed
('hoicr offrrinirs now Write to-

day for free catalog.

Arthur J. Collins, Box C, Moorestown, N. J

.

Readers' Service Department
is prepared to give impartial advice

regarding the different suburban real

est. ill- operations now bciiiK carried on
in New York City and vicinity.

Manager Real Estate Department

Country Life in America

This retlstneil Kenlurky naridlr more won second
in a clnss of twelve for a purse of Out Tliousnnd
I inl In rs nt Louisville show ns n four yrnr old, sit yeara
ago. judged l>y Mr. Kailey. Is offered for sale for tint

one reason—have absolutely no use for a saddler.

Though exceedingly stylish is alnoltitelv safe for
mi in or woman, goes the live gaits perfectly. Will
be sold for less than half cost. Is nol only absolutely
sound but unblemished.

LOUIS J. MILLER, Huntingdon, Pa.

We have some very fine

Hampshire Down
Ram Lambs for sale and some excel-

lent Young Pigs from our strain of

Cheshire Swine
All stock

'

s Pure blood and registered

FOREST FARMS
Aqueduct BldR., Rochester, N. Y.

Meridale Jerseys
MKKIDALK FARMS ia neither a

lad nor a rich man'a hubby. It ia a red-

blooded business proposition and has

been lor more than twenty yeara.

Soil culture haa had careful attention

and the fields ahow it; ao do the crops.

What ia true ol the (arm ia equally

true ol the herd. MERIDALE JER-
SEYS get intelligent care and leed

;

aa good, we think, aa any enterprising

dairyman ahould provide for herd

prolit, but no better. They are fed to

insure moat economic milk and butter

yields year alter year, and we expect

them to produce a call each year.

We count these normal dairy con

ditiona and strive to maintain them.

Every animal ol proper age is tuber

culin tested each year by an oflicial

ol the New York State Department ol

Agriculture. Perfect health ia assured

and the moat exacting requirements

ol any State law are readily met.

We can aupply loundation stock of

both sexes. We invite visitors. De-

scriptive booklet on request.

AYER & McKINNEY
300 Chestnut St. Philadelphia

HEART'S DELIGHT FARM
DORSETS

A splendid lot of young SERVICE RAMS of good size, and
having Urge bone. Ram lamb bred and exhibited by us was
Champion at Chicago International in 1911.

W. H. MINEPv, CHAZY, NEW YORK

T) 1 . 1 "\*
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In this department are printed the advertisements of reliable poultry breeders and dealers in poult rv supplies.

1 OUILI j CV_LUI j The Poultry Department of Country Life in America will be glad to send to its readers any information

about poultry which they may desire. Address POULTRY DEPARTMENT, Country Life in America, 11-13 West 32d Street, New York.

Anyone Can Raise Poultry
with the Colony Laying House
Winter or summer. It

Is always healthful and
comfortable. Com-
pletely protects against
rats, cats, skunks,
hawks, etc. In stormy
weather the run can be
covered, top and sides.

One man can easily
raise several hundred
chickens in the Colony
Laying House. Com-
pletely equipped with
nests, fountain and feed
trough. Easy to clean
and ventilate. Size 10 x 4 feet, S feet high,
gether In fifteen minutes.

Price $20
Can be put to*

We carry a complete line of poultry house*.
Write today for free Poultry Catalogue.

E. F. Hodgson & Co.. Room 310, 116 Washington St.. Boston. Mass.

How to Keep Bees
By ANNA BOTSFORD COMSTOCK

The Following Unsolicited Testi-
monial Has Been Received

" \^^E, are very glad to push the book as we
consider it of unusual merit and will

get out some circulars from this office ourselves."

The A. I. Root Co. , Bee-Keepers ' Supplies

For Sale at all Bookstores. Net $ 1 . 00 {postage 1 0c.)

Doubleday, Page & Company
Garden City, New York

G. D. TILLEY
tftCaluralist

Beautiful Swans, Fancy Pheas-

ants. Peafowl, Cranes, Storks,

Ornamental Ducks and Geese,

Flamingoes,Game and Cage Birds.

"Everything in the bird line from a

Canary to an Ostrich"

I am the oldest established and largest exclusive

dealer in land and water birds in America and have on
hand the most extensive stock in the United States.

G. D. TILLEY Darien, Connecticut

FOR FALL DELIVERY
Best home-bred stock of Pheasants and water-

fowl, raised here under the best conditions.

Prices reasonable and quoted on application.

J. C. PHILLIPS
Windy knob Farm Wenham, Mass.

MAPLECROFT S. C. RHODE ISLAND REDS
Won at New York 191 1. Our Pullet "Palace Queen" won 1st and Shape Special Grand
Central Palace and two weeks later 1st and Color Special at Madison Square Garden.

J. G. DUTCHER, Prop. For Circular. AddressStock and Eggs For Sale

MAPLECROFT FARMS Pawling, N. Y.

The Postoffice Department by a recent ruling is experimenting on the

shipment of magazines by freight instead of fast mail. We are doing our

utmost to send the magazines as early as possible, but if your magazine
is late, take it up with your local postmaster.
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Kennel Directory
In this department are printed the advertisements of reliable kennels. The Kennel Department of
Country Life in America invites correspondence and will be glad to send to its readers any information

about dogs which they may desire. Address KENNEL DEPARTMENT, Country Life in America, 11-13 W. 32d Street, New York.

Old English
Bobtail

Sheep Dog Pups
5 months old

Sir Derby Ley, No. 161 If

Nancy Ley, No. 161 189

(Pedigree from American Kennel

Club Stud Book)

Mary A. Howe Oj

Glenholmes Kennels £-
j

Sheldrake Springs. N. Y ^

LOVER REMEDIES
For SO years the standard. A Specific

Remedy lor each canine ill. Send for

a Kree Book on how to feed and care
for dogs.

H. CLAY GLOVER, D. V. S.

118 W. 31st St. New York

FOR DOG DISEASES

SPECIAL 011 1 1 ; 1 \ (.

nt * I'M ME It PRICES
A choice collection of white
cats and kittens, in both Do-
mestic Short Hairs and beau-
tiful Persians. Attractive

—

fluffy— pets. Sweet disposi-
tions. Blue and golden eyes.
Detailed descriptions and
prices upon rei]tiest. An ideal
boarding place for pets of all

kinds. Write for illustrated

catalogue. The MmI Short
Uuired Cattery, Orodell, N. J.

Chow Chow Puppies and Grown Dogs

FOR SALE
15 Chow Chows at Stud. Most cham-

pion dogs at the

GREEN ACRE KENNELS
Fairfield, Conn.

Apply to the Manager, JULIUS TOREN.

Pekingese For Sale
Stud dogs— brood bitches and young stock for sale at
reasonable prices. For the number of times exhibited
this kennel has won more prizes than any other.

Nao-In-Gan Kennels
2880 Jerome Avenue New York

Tel. 1693 Tremont. Hilmar Blomberg, Mgr.

Scottish Terriers
Offered as companions. Not

given to fighting or roaming.

Best for children's pets.

NEWCASTLE KENNELS
Brookline, Mass.

BOSTON TERRIERS
French Bulls, Collies, Airedales

Any Breed of Dogs, Low Prices

CARPENTER'S
148 Portland Street Boston, Mass.

Bull Terriers
A most loyal companion for

man or child

Choice Puppies Bred From
Noted Prize Winners, Also

Some grand house broken
grown dogs for sale.

EUGENE E. THOMAS Attleboro, Massachusetts

FOR SALE
Boston Terrier, golden brindle, ten months
old, registered stock. Excellent specimen.
Price $75. Further information at request.

Address, Box 512, Parkersburg, West Va.

Have You a Dog? If you haven't you should own one, not only
for your own protection against robbers,

tramps, etc., but for a companion, playmate and watch dog for your children. In

each issue of this magazine you will find the announcements of various breeders of

different types of dogs. These dealers are reliable and you need not hesitate in deal-

ing with them. If the breed that you are interested in is not represented, or if you
wish us to help you find a suitable dog, write to the

Manager of the Kennel Directory

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY, GARDEN CITY, LONG ISLAND, N. Y.

Miss
Ellen

Glasgow

<J She has a place in

American literature

which is almost un-

assailable and she

occupies it alone.
— San Francisco Call.

"The Miller of Old Church
" Miss Ellen Glasgow's books possess to an unusual degree those elements necessary

to the making of the successful novel— namely: romance, fervor, characterization and
sincerity of style. The struggle and development of a man's character is the touchstone of

her art, and in this she never fails. There is no novel by Miss Glasgow that does not

more than repay the reader for a careful study of her art in character drawing, and this

delicate portraiture is at its best in 'The Miller of Old Church.' "—Baltimore News.

Decorated Wrapper, Fixed price, $1 .35 (postage 14c).

By the Same Author

The Romance of a Plain Man
The Ancient Law ....
The Wheel of Life ....
The Battle-Ground

S 1 .50 The Voice of the People . . $ 1 .SO
1.50 The Deliverance 1.50
1.50 The Freeman and Other Poems. Net l.SO
l.SO {postage 12c)

garden city DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY new york

Vickery Kennels have for sale at all

times puppies at reasonable prices,

bred by champion dogs of the follow-

ing breeds:—Airedales, Collies, Wire
Haired Fox Terriers, English Setters.

T his Kenn el is the home of the follow-

ing champions, Airedale—Champion
Prince of New York, and Champion
Tintern Royalist. English Setter —
Champion Mallwyd Ned. Wire
Haired Fox Terrier— Vickery Wire

Result. These dogs and other inmates of this kennel have won
over two hundred prizes in the last year.

Write for full particulars, pedigrees, prices, etc.

VICKERY KENNELS
Property of Crawford & Perrin

2735 Sheridan Road Evanston, 111.

Airedale Farm Kennels
SPRING VALLEY. NEW YORK

30 miles from New York City, Erie R. R.
Reliable breeders of blue blooded, registered Airedale Terriers

THE BEST CHITill FOR CHIM>KER
* and the most reliable guardian of the home,
we alwars have rine voting stock for discriminating dog
lovers. If we can't please you nobody can.

HOWARD KEELER, Owner

Champion Prince of York
Grand litter of Airedale Terrier puppies ten weeks old

by the famous Champion Prince of York and out of

Vickery Vision. Most promising, strong, healthy and
game. Price $35.00 for immediate disposal.

MRS. FREDERICK RAVENSCROFT
428 Bowen Avenue Chicago, 111.

Stewart
Edward
White

<J The man who has helped

the East to know the West

"The Adventures of

Bobby Orde"
"In one sense it is the finest thing the Grand

Rapids novelist has done. It shows a finer and
sweeter knowledge of human nature than any of

his big novels of the lumber woods and of advent-
ures by sea and land. He has gone straight to the
heart and motives of the normal healthy child, and
that is why, while it is the story of a boy, it is very
much a story for grownups and will appeal iner-

ringly to every man who has not forgotten his

queer impulses, his bashfulness and his devoted
friendships and little chivalries while he was him-
self a boy."

—

Grand Rapids Evening Press.

Illustrated. Fixed Price $ 1 .20 (postage 12c)

"The Rules of the Game"
"It is full of adventure, and has a climax of ab-

sorbing interest."

—

St. John Globe.

Illustrated. Fixed Price $ IAO (postage 15c)

"The Cabin"
" ' The Cabin ' has somehow captured the spell

of the wild woods and the brooding peace of the
mountains. ' The Cabin ' is gotten up in the style

that charms one utterly before the first page is

read, and the illustrations make you feel perfectly

wild to be up and away to the Sierras."

—

Lexing-
ton Herald.

Illustrated. Net, $1 50 (postage 15c)

Doubleday, Page & Co.
Garden City New York
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The c iountrj I lomc
In tin* department arc printed tlx- ad-

vertisement* of decorators, importeri, ami

manufacturers of art hirnJlhinp for the

house interior. We invito correspondent r

Rnd will nl.tdly atsitt in the selection of

• urnislnn^s and decorations. Address,

HOUSE DECORATING DEPART-
MENT, Country Life in America,

( I.irdcn Cits . New York.

One of several 1 8 ft. Garden Benches erected

by us on the Estate of J. J. Chapman, Esq.,

Barrytown. N. Y. Charles A. Piatt, architect.

Our models are executed in Pompeian stone,

a product that withstands the elements, and is

practically everlasting.

Send for our beautiful catalogue O, illustrating

in large variety benches, fountains, sundials, statu-

ary and pedestals. Mailed free on request.

The Erkins Studios
Tm? ! .%• {tit M'i'jv/.i. tnrrrs ef Ornamental Stan*

221 Lexington Ave., New York. Factory. Astoria, L. 1.

N. Y. Selling Agents, Riccen Florentine Terra Cotta

Hand-Carved
CRETAN STONE

Thif Mantel or the Adam* Period, wilh its finely-

chiselled figures in low and lull relief, is typical of our
msny artistic models, hand-carved in a dustless, durable,
water- proof , fire-proof material that IS stone except
that it weighs less and costs less. Prices to suit all purses.

Write for photographs and
ask where to see a specimen

FOR SALE
50-Light Tirrill Equalizing gas machine, with all

connecting pipes, fittings and burners, in perfect

condition; cost $450, will sell {or $100. J. E.

Carpenter, Grand View-on-Hudson, N. Y.

Beautiful Old Colonial Brick
from Breckinridge house in Virginia built by
Jefferson. Now stored at railroad station.

A rare opportunity. Apply to E. West, Jr.,

at office of W. W'. BOSWORTH, Architect,

527 Fifth Avenue, New York.

The Readers' Service gives

information about gardening

'

Belle^M§adSweets
arc the moid dcli<ioiih

candies you ever lasted
rii h and hit ious, and

yet ho pure and so 1 arc-

fully made that they
may Ik; eaten willioul

stint. An exquisite as
the < andics themselves
are the dainty Belle

Mead boxes.

And I here's one thing
more. No mailer where
you buy these sweets
you will find I hem fresh
— for we prohibit the

sale of any of our ( andics

after they have lost

1 heir first rich delicacy.

At gond

dnii; stores

II E L L E M E A t) SWEETS MAk E k -

TRENTON. NEW JERSEY

0. HENRY A New Leather Edition in prepa-

ration. Write for full information

12 VOLUMES

Doubleday, Page & Company
GARDEN CITY NEW YORK.

2nd Large Printing
IT IS NOT ENOUGH
TO RECOMMEND
THIS BOOK, BUT WE
BEG THE READER
TO READ SLOWLY
AND CAREFULLY,
TO REALIZE APPRE-
CI ATI VELY THE
ENTIRE CHARM OF
A REFRESHINGLY
DELICIOUS STORY.

—Literary Digest.

The Recording Angel
By

CORRA HARRIS
Author of

"The Circuit Rider's Wife," Etc

AT ALL BOOKSHOPS

Jack London's
tale of the adventures of David Grief

A SON
OF THE SUN
THESE are good, red-blooded tales of the South

Sea Islands as Jack London knows how to tell

them. David Grief, the man about whom these

yarns are spun, has amassed great wealth, not be-

cause he sought it, but because fate smiled on him,
who cared nothing for gold, but loved the adven-
ture and the peril of snatching it when the odds
were all against him. He played the game for the

pure joy of it, liking it best when the risk of life

and limb was greatest, and it is the adventures of

this man which Mr. London tells with such vivid

and impressionistic pictures of the Southern Seas.

Four illustrations in black and vhiie by

A. 0. Fischer and C.W. Ashley. SeiSl.iO

These tales do for the South
Seas what "The Call of the
Wild" did for the Far North

Doubleday, Page
Garden City

& Company
New York
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Choosing The Brides Silver
> is not the selection for a

day — but rather for a lifetime

and for ^eaeration.5.

The importance of choosing

wisely and well, the pieces and
.sets which some day will be

cherished heirlooms, cannot be

too strongly empha^ed.

Lach piece of Gorham Silver-

ware has individuality, is correctly

designed and of proper weight
for its intended use, while the

superiority of Gorham workman-
ship is universally reco^ni^ed.

For .sale by leading jewelers

everywhere — and COPYRIGHT ^1912

bears this trade-mark STER
-
LIN0

THE GORHAM CO.
S I LVERSMI THS
NEW YOUK

GORHAM SILVER POLISH- THE BEST FOR CLEANING SILVER
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Mr. James R. Mellon 's garden. Pittsburg, desixned by Mr. J. W. Elliott. The laws of landscape design are universal, but materials
differ everywhere. The eastern part of the Middle West can grow practically everything that flourishes east of the Appalachian system

HOW THE MIDDLE WEST CAN COME INTO ITS OWN
A LESSON FOR EVERY NEW COT XTRY— A HIGHER IDEAL FOR HOME GROUNDS AND GARDENS—
PRESERVING THE BEST "WESTERN" COLOR— MOTIVES FOR UNIQUE GARDENS EVERYWHERE

By WILHELM MILLER

NOBODY can love more than I do the Middle West—
the runway of the winds and of ideas. Between
the Alleghanies and the Rockies, as Shaler reminds

us, there are no mountain ranges to stop the continental

rush of hot and cold waves, no barriers to human thought
like the complicated mountain systems which have pro-

duced such a bewildering variety of languages, customs,

and governments in Europe. In contrast with either the

Atlantic or the Pacific slope, the whole vast basin of the

Mississippi River is relatively simple. If Boston is not a

geographical entity but a "state of mind," then the Mid-
dle West is, as William Allen White says, a "state of soul,"

and its spirit is progressiveness.

There have been three stages in the development of

home life and outdoor art in the West. First came the

pioneer period when the great enemy of mankind was the

wind. The first thing to do was to plant trees around the

proposed house. To-day when you travel through central

Iowa you will see no farmhouses— only blocks of trees.

Inside each of these windbreaks is a home. And long after

Copyright, igu. by Doubletmy, Pace & Company

a community has become rich, the pioneer type of mind
persists. Unthinking beginners still set out only the

cheapest and quickest-growing trees, such as box elder,

cottonwood, and silver maple, little recking that a noble

red, pin, or scarlet oak will soon overtake them and en-

dure for centuries after the get-shade-quick type of tree

has ignominiously perished. Worse still, there are thou-

sands of well-to-do people who will cheerfully put $10,000

into a house and surround it with a perfectly bare yard.

To them $300 seems a fearful sum to spend on a mere
lawn— just for grading, fertilizer, seeds, and labor. They
can afford an automobile, butbegrudge the cost of a garden.

The second stage in the history of the Middle West is

the period of sudden wealth and -luxury— the era of

great estates and expensive gardens. At Bloomfield

Hills, near Detroit, is a place on which $250,000 is said

to have been spent. From Buffalo to Minneapolis and

from Pittsburg to St. Louis I have seen hundreds of flower

gardens, -every one of which has cost more than $1,000.

Everywhere the dominant idea is brilliancy, flowers, and

n
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color. Everywhere you see neatly kept yards over which

are scattered the jewels of the vegetable kingdom— blue

spruce, purple beech, Japanese maples. Everywhere you

see conscientious efforts to maintain a big mass of color all

summer by means of annual flowers or tender bedding

plants, such as scarlet sage, coleus, blue hydrangeas. In

the parks of Chicago, St. Louis, etc., you will find millions

of dollars lavished on horticulture that is technically

perfect — equal or superior to anything in the oldest and

wealthiest communities of the East.

All this sounds good and is good, but there is an ideal

still higher. Before revealing the "third degree," I must
explain that every newly rich community and every

newly rich individual inevitably passes through a period

of show, pretence, display. The object of gardening is

joy, and the most obvious way to it is through the plants

that give the most for the money and in the quickest time.

Such plants include all cut-leaved, weeping, and varie-

gated trees and shrubs; all flowers that bloom the first

year from seed; all tender bedding plants. Every beginner

naturally desires a garden of the loveliest and most famous
flowers of all time, such as

poppies, sweet peas, asters,

nasturtiums, pansies, ver-

benas, heliotrope, migno-
nette, geraniums. I have
not a word to say against

such an instinct. On the

contrary I wish every child

in the world could have
this precious experience.

But temporary plants, like

these, add more to the

yearly cost of gardens than
permanent plants, such as

dogwood, lilacs, syringa,

viburnum, and other trees

and shrubs. And the thing

that has brought ruin to

thousands of splendid gar-

dens is high cost of main-
tenance. Consequently,
the older and more cul-

tured a person grows, the

more he comes to prefer

/the quiet, permanent, easy-
going garden, because it

costs less to maintain and
is therefore more artistic.

Youth is always enraptured by the new, colorful garden,

but to experienced eyes the garden that is full of flowers

suggests needless expense and even the wilful desire

to display wealth.

Well, then, if permanent plants are more artistic than
temporary ones, what possible objection can there be in

the Middle West or anywhere, to trees and shrubs with
cut-leaved, weeping, and variegated leaves? What could

be more efficient in producing striking form and color at

the least cost than a weeping, pink-flowered dogwood,
which gives pleasure to every passer-by the year round?
Again, I have not a word of protest against the things in

themselves. I yield to no one in love of a perfect specimen
of blue spruce, weeping hemlock, or fern-leaved beech.

But all horticultural varieties have one limitation — they
are one degree removed from nature. They are man-made
or, at least, would perish if left to nature. Consequently
purple-leaved barberry is a shade more artificial than
green-leaved barberry. A weeping beech is less dignified

than an erect beech. A cut-leaved maple is less restful

One of the dramatic spots on the prairies — Sinnissippi farm, home of Colonel

F. O. Lowden, Oregon. 111., showing stratified rocks covered with ancient pines,

which are being reverently preserved as a disappearing type of American landscape

than a normal maple. And the older a community gets

the less it cares for showy, costly, exciting things, and the
more it values simple, reposeful, tasteful things. New
England has achieved the "third degree" in gardening
because it started two hundred years before the Middle
West. Boston prefers quiet, permanent, American trees

to the brilliant European ones which are short-lived in

our hostile climate.

The "third degree" in gardening comes to you only
when you believe with religious fervor that the best

possible plants for your garden and grounds are the long-

lived trees and shrubs of your own neighborhood — not
the most gorgeous foreigners in the world, even if they
are hardy. For the highest home ideal is something as

different as possible from business, and from the life of

the theatres, race tracks, and clubs. The highest ideal is

not excitement, but peace. Consequently, if 10 per cent,

of your plants are exciting, you will have entertainment
enough. Let the other 90 per cent, be the trees and
shrubs native to your region or environment. When
you agree to this rule you become one of the "elect."

You do not "-know it all,"

for no one ever can, but
you are initiated into the

inner circle and your eyes

are opened to a new won-
der-world.

The Middle West is just

entering this third stage of

development in gardening
— just beginning to see

that Western character is

more to be desired than
all the finest plants in all

the nurseries of the world.

But what is Western char-

acter? And why should

provincialism be encour-

aged? Is not the best art

universal? Why should we
not have in our home
grounds all the loveliest

trees and shrubs in the

world, provided they are

hardy? All these questions

can be answered to your
satisfaction, and the pleas-

antest way is for you and
me to visit Highland Park

and Madison, the first of which shows where the "uni-

versal" comes in, while the second shows where "local

color" belongs.

The most famous small place in the Middle West is

Egandale, the home of Mr. Wm. C. Egan, of Highland

Park, 111. For nearly thirty years it has been the "show
place " of Chicago. There is no five-acre place in the East

that can vie with it for pictorial quality and finish. It is

kept in order by a retired business man and one gardener.

The place is chiefly noted for its three acres of lawn,

framed by hardy borders of many sizes and shapes, but

all arranged so as to form one great series of dissolving

views, the pictures changing every step or two. Here you
see very little Western character. Mr. Egan has used the

showy plants of the whole world, but never in the showy
way. He never scatters, he always groups. And he has

convinced thousands of people that the pictorial style is

more artistic than the showy.

The great principle illustrated by Egandale is that the

universal element in gardening lies in design, while local
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color resides in material. The laws <>f i < »m |>« > .it inn are

I lu- same in all tin- fun- arts the world over. The Middle
West cannot invent new principles, audi as the open

lawn, the irregular borders of shrubbery, the avoidance of

straight lines; it can only apply them to new material.

Therefore we should he cosmopolitan as to design, and

provincial as to material. We now plant 90 per o ut.

foreigners and " horticultural ;" we should plant 90 per

cent, natives. For costnopoljtan material surely tends

to kill all local color, and without that no good art can

exist. There is no Western color in the purple-leaved

plum, golden privet, varie-

Mttd wcigela, althea, or

Crimson Rambler, which

you sec in every yard.

There is plenty of Western

color in the prairie rose,

the crab apple of Iowa, the

buckeyes, the buffalo berry,

the Wisconsin willow, the

green ash, and Minnesota
honeysuckle.

To sec this Western color

at its best I invite you to

make an automobile tour of

the park system of Madison,
Wis. I never could under-

stand until 1 went there

why a city of only 25,000
people COOld raise $170,000
in five years and spend most
of it outside of the city

limits. 'The genius of the place, Mr. Olin, explained the

reason — the five superb lakes. He got the owners of

the shore front to give the right of way for a series of

shore drives, and he began to plant these roadside! in

the usual showy style with golden elder, Prunus Pissardii,

purple-leaved barberry, and other "hard hitters." He
paid an Eastern nurseryman $950 for 1,400 of the most
brilliant foreigners and horticultural varieties — about
seventy-nine cents a plant.

Then he went to Boston,

visited the Arnold Arbore-

tum and the parks, and saw
the higher ideal. Now the

Madison parkways are

equal to those of Boston,
the roadside shrubbery
blending with w oodland and
lake, instead of standing out
in sharp contrast with the

landscape, as gardencsque
plants always do. It cost

only $1,400 to collect and
plant 17,000 native shrubs,

trees, and vines — less than
one cent each. And the

result is more artistic be-

cause more luxuriant, easier

to maintain, no sign of

manure, beds, or other handiwork of man. Every visitor

steeps his soul in the beauty of the smooth, staghorn, and
aromatic sumacs, the wild grape, Minnesota honeysuckle,

and scarlet-fruited elder. The best plants for Madison
are the natives of Madison. The best plants for any
locality are its own trees and shrubs.

But this principle is understood only by the chosen
few. As a matter of fact, what the Chicago millionaires

chieflyr desire are the great ornaments of Eastern gardens

—

Mr. Loeb's bird garden. Chicago, designed by Mr. Jensen. The Western color

Is purtly tn the shrubs and partly In the bird's bathing pool which is surrounded
by pralrle-llke rocks and the plunts of prairie rivers

rhododendron:!, mountain laurel, box, ivy, Japanese
maple, lloweiing dogwood, magnolia,, dheni azalea,,

rambler roses, Jaekinaii':, < I

«

• 1 1 1 .1 1 i
. ,

Japan iii , in

short, everything foreign to the environment of Chicago.

Yet these and many more plants will not thrive in

Chicago, and usually fail in the Middle West. 'The

one great complaint that rises from the solid West
is "Why do Eastern plants fail here and how can
we grow them?" I intend to meet this situation

squarely. I know well enough what the people de-

mand; they want foreign plants and horticultural

varieties, and my answer is

. elear and cheerful. You can
grow many of the forcignej ,

that usually fail in the We t

if you arc willing to spend
extra money and care upon
them. At least, you can do
this locally, in sheltered

spots, if you obey the rules

of the game. Witness Mr.
John Boddy's successes with

most of the above list at

Cleveland. He has grown
splendid rhododendrons and
other broad-leaved ever-

greens because he has omit-

ted nothing done in the

East. You must provide

special soil free from lime,

give protection from winter

winds and sunshine, never
water, and give the beds

Dr. A. S. Warthin's garden at Ann Arbor. Mich., which is desiened to teach
the children the oldest flower favorites. The Western color is in some oaks, per-

haps 300 years old. which form one boundary of the garden

allow the plants to suffer for

an annual mulch.

Of the most popular plants that arc hardy cast of the

Appalachians, Buffalo, and Pittsburg can grow practically-

all; Cleveland, Detroit, and Cincinnati about 90 per

cent.; Chicago, Milwaukee, and Madison, perhaps 80
per cent.; St. Paul, Kansas City, and Tope k a possibly

70 per cent. Even near Chicago Mr. Egan grows
such splendid Europeans as

Norway maple, white birch,

English beech, linden, bar-

berry, flowering almond,
and Clematis Flammula.
And if you want cosmo-
politanism you can extend

this list indefinitely by
writing to your state ex-

periment station and visit-

ing the biggest nursery

near you. Mr. Egan and
Mr. Jensen have published

long lists of plants that

are hardy or tender near

Chicago. I shall not re-

peat them, because the

list for every state and
city is different, and be-

cause the constructive thing

for you to do is to consult the local authorities.

So, even if you hate my ideas I will help you all I can
to have your heart's desire. For there is no surer way
to convince you that foreigners and horticultural are the

little end of the game. By all means squander fortunes

on coddling tender plants — buying special soil for them,
protecting them in winter, and giving all sorts of costly,

extra care. The net result will be cripples. Then you
will see that the highest joy in gardening comes from
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The beginnings of Western color at St. Louis. A park-like portion of the North American grounds in the Missouri Botanical Gardens. Inspired by Dr. Wm. Trelease

luxuriance, and that the easy, glorious successes are

native plants. And finally you will come to believe that
the best ideal for any new country is not to look like

the rest of the world, but to develop a strong personality

of its own. Why not anticipate the inevitable develop-
ment of your own taste? Why not save thousands of

dollars and years of waiting by focusing now on Western
color?

At first Western color seems elusive and impossible to

define, because it is rarely positive; it generally consists

in the absence of well known Eastern features. Some-
times the hills are gone; only flat land is left. Some-
times the evergreen trees are gone; only deciduous trees

remain. There are very few Western plants of importance
that have never been found growing wild in the East.

Many are commoner West than East, but the most
famous of these and the ones easiest to grow are now
in the gardens of the world,

and people forget that they
are of Western origin. Ex-
amples are perennial phlox,

calliopsis, gaillardia, sun-

flowers, coneflowers {Ech-

inacea and Lepachys), and
popular kinds of Boltonia,

Callirhoe, Liatris, Pentste-

mon, Salvia, Silphium,

Stokesia, Erysimum asper-

um, Centaurea Americana.
But the difficulty is only

imaginary. The big thing

is local color, and that is

clear-cut and universal.

Your local color lies in the

two or three kinds of trees

that are commonest in your
neighborhood; in the com-
monest shrubs, vines, and wild flowers within ten miles

of your own home.
I have already mentioned many Western plants that

are full of local color. Others which have been used

effectively by great artists are the Douglas and Engelmann
spruces, Western red cedar, bull and jack pine, Douglas's

varieties of arborvitae, Canadian yew, Waukegan
trailing juniper, Black Hill spruce, Western catalpa,

green and prickly ash, Bechtel's crab, Ohio buckeye, black

currant, Western gooseberry, panicled dogwood, highbush
cranberry, Viburnum nude, wolfberry, Engelmann's
creeper, Hydrangea arborescens var. grandiflora, shining

sumac, and many species of Cornus and Viburnum.
Invaluable on flat land are the plants with horizontal

branches, since they repeat the horizontal lines of the

Wild gardening at Egandale. showing maidenhair fern, ostrich fern, trillium,

Virginia bluebells, and showy lady's slipper — all Eastern plants, but also Western

prairie — land, crops, horizon, woods, and clouds. There-
fore native hawthorns and crab apples make artistic

frames for lawn vistas. Others with the same gift are

the witch hazel and vacciniums of the woods, the. alternate-

leaved dogwood of the fence rows, the moisture-loving

tupelo or pepperidge, and Cornus circinata.

Instead of experimenting altogether with foreign plants,

why not take some of those plants which nature has
adapted to your locality by aeons of experiment? The
right way of getting endless, varied beauty in this good
old world is to restore and preserve and intensify every
bit of local color, every landscape upon which nature
has set a distinct stamp. The great prizes of the Middle
West are the dramatic spots, like the ravines, the sand
dunes, the shores of the Great Lakes, the big rocks of

the Mississippi, and the dalles of Wisconsin, all of which
are on land that is cheap because unfit for farming or

get-rich-quick subdivision.

And there are lesser prizes

everywhere for people of

moderate means — gentle

hills, meadows, brooks,

ponds, rocky land, and
even bog. These are the

proper motives for unique
gardens.

Every new country infal-

libly imitates the old one
from which its settlers came.
The East is now busy copy-

ing England and Italy, while

the Middle West is joyfully

spending its millions in

copying the East. Neither
community will find itself

until a century has proved
the superiority of natives,

and until natives are everywhere dominant. The fewer the

species of trees that will thrive in your locality the greater

is your chance to give the landscape a strong local flavor.

The farther West you go the fewer Eastern plants you
can grow. Yet western Kansas and Nebraska may
become as full of local color as Scotland, where the land-

scape is dominated by only three species — pine, birch,

and heather. Study Ruskin's laws of composition, which
are as unchanging as gravitation — principality, repeti-

tion, continuity, curvature, radiation, contrast, inter-

change, consistency, harmony. They will be worth more
to you than a hundred carloads of rhododendrons. The
way for every country to find itself is to apply universal

principles of design to the native materials. Let 90 per

cent, of your planting consist of Western material!
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INSURGENT ARCHITECTURE IN THE MIDDLE WEST
THE OUT-OF-TH?-ORDINARY STYLE THAT HAS BEEN DEVELOPED BY THE
CHICAGO SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTS — ITS MEANING AND ITS DESTINY

By CHARLES E. WHITE, JR.

Photographs by Eugene J. Hall and Henry

ARE the houses which are pictured herewith freakish

or beautiful? Do they represent a fresh note of
fc independence in American architecture, or arc they

merely extreme evidences of a revolt against tradition and

the effete East? Are they in good taste or bad ?

I shall not attempt to answer these questions. I doubt if

they will be answered satisfactorily in this generation. Per-

haps the West will always be at war with the East in matters

artistic. I shall merely attempt to explain how these

houses came to be built, and to show that there is a vital

artistic purpose and a well considered logic back of them.

There are many folk in Chicago who believe their creators

to be prophets.

We are all familiar with "freak" houses, and with houses

that are "unique" or "original" in style. We realize the

danger of breaking away from time-proved principles, for a

house is not a thing to be erased and re-drawn in a day. In

the newer parts of the country, however, there are men
who have had the courage of their convictions and who have

cut loose from _ the

traditions of L'Ecole

des Beaux Arts and
the influence of the

East, and who have
been creating a style

which, if not precisely

new — for there is

nothing strictly new
in architecture— is at

least a refreshing va-

riation of old forms.

The insurgent
school in this country

is already well estab-

lished. It is wholly

American, born of

American conditions,

and has reached the

point where it may
be justly termed an

FUEKMAN

the history of internationalin

The Coonley House, by Frank Lloyd Wright, illustrates his theory that a long. low. spreading
form expresses the spirit of the prairie. Vertical projections are carefully avoided. The salmon-pink
decorative tile on the plaster walls are characteristic

important movement
architecture.

Unfortunately, laymen arc not always able to distinguish

between houses that arc mere "freaks" and those which are

works of art. This is one of the misfortunes that must be

laid at the door of the "new school." Inapt copyists, mis-

understanding the spirit of the best "new school" work,

have turned out crude, inartistic designs, far outnumbering
the examples of good work, creating erroneously the im-

pression that vulgar, ostentatious, freakish designs are along

the lines of the "new school."

To trace the real history of insurgent architecture in

America is to undertake a very interesting study of American
life, for house design has always been closely allied to the life

of the people. The stronghold of insurgency is in the Middle
West— that great section of country whose western frontier

is Minneapolis, with its eastern boundary in Cleveland, and
its centre in Chicago.

Insurgency did not start in the Middle West, however,

for one of the first

insurgents was an

Eastern man—H. H.
Richardson, of Bos-

ton, designer of Trin-

ity Church, who
broke away from con-

ventions and paved
the way for his fol-

lowers to do likewise.

But conditions in the

East are not condu-
cive to development

along insurgent lines.

Your Boston archi-

tect is too close to

the splendid examples

of old town houses

on Beacon Hill, with

quaint Lynn ten
miles away, arid only
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fifteen miles to Salem, the heart of Colonial architecture.

New York is the same, also Baltimore and Washington —
the entire belt of Southern States, in fact, in all of which

are fine examples of old buildings. It is no wonder these

houses prove the inspiration of young architects who grow

up under their influence, discouraging them from radical

departure from conventional architecture.

But it is not so in the Middle West — a new country

settled by progressives. Old houses in Chicago, as a rule,

A room in the Coonley house in which the native sumac has been used
motive. Rug. curtains, furniture, and windows are in harmony. Has the idea

too far in the ceiling? Note the horizontal lines in fireplace and sidewall

are poor — very poor— capable of inspiring nothing but

disgust in the minds of young architects. This ultimately

produces a prolific soil for new ideas; so new ideas have

sprung up here, crude or refined according to the skill of the

designers. Another influence that has helped forward the

movement is the fact that Middle Western citizens are not

as a rule "hide-bound." They know little about and care

nothing for "precedent." In other words, clients of Middle
Western architects "stand -for" insurgent architecture —
a thing that Eastern clients are loth to do.

John Root was one of the first architects

in Chicago to break away from stereotyped

practices. He was followed by Louis H.
Sullivan, who laid the foundations for a well

defined movement away from the conven-

tional. In Mr. Sullivan's office grew up
Frank Lloyd Wright, a pupil who soon came
to be a valued assistant, until he entered into

independent practice. It is to Mr. WT

right

that we are chiefly indebted for the illus-

trations used in this article. Mr. WT

right

has developed insurgent architecture beyond
the point where Mr. Sullivan in his prime
left it, and as he is still a young man one may
anticipate for him a future fraught with ma-
ture and reasonable architectural triumphs.

What are the characteristics of insurgent

houses? How do they vary from others?

What methods do insurgent architects pur-

sue in working out their problems?

Every house is, to a certain extent, like

every other house; it must have walls, a roof,

and the usual number of windows and doors.

Every house must be constructed of such

materials as are in common use; it must be

built to withstand the cold of winter and prove comfortable
during the heat of summer. Exterior surfaces must be

protected from the weather by painting, and paths and
walks must be provided where needed, with the usual pro-

vision for trees and flowers. Every architect is confronted
with certain fixed conditions, be he insurgent or regular. He
must get effects in his design to-day by handling materials

nearly identical with the materials used for centuries.

Your insurgent architect uses the same materials as his

regular colleague, but he succeeds in getting

a somewhat different effect. Or, to be more
explicit, the insurgent ignores many of the

more imitative ideas of his .colleagues and
works out" the problem fresh from the ground
up, regardless of methods pursued by earlier

architects. As a result, insurgent architec-

ture is different. Insurgent houses are not

like other houses, though there is, of course,

a relationship. Their insurgency is carried

cut not only in design, line, and decoration,

exterior and interior, but in the arrangement
of the rooms themselves, which" follows no
conventional tradition.

The characteristics that distinguish the

most radical Middle Western insurgent

houses from ordinary houses can be found in

the philosophy that underlies them. In

every case the exterior design is eloquent

of the interior arrangement. The following

ideas, compared side by side with ideas in-

fluencing ordinary houses, are largely typical

of the most unconventional work of the

insurgent school:

as the decorative

been worked out

INSURGENT

(1) Main floor frequently con-

sists of three rooms — living-room,

dining-room, and kitchen. Fre-

quently these three are contained
in one large room, with wings for

dining-room and kitchen, screened

from the living-room. The library

is usually part of the living-room,

and all parts of the house are in

close inter-relation instead of each
being partitioned separately.

REGULAR

(1) Any number of rooms is

provided, including hall, living-

room, dining-room, kitchen, re-

ception room, and library. Each
room is separated from others by
partitions, though often connected
by means of wide openings.

Another of Mr. Wright's interiors, it is two stories high, with a balcony. Note the predominance
of straight lines and square corners. Has comfort been sacrificed for an artistic theory?
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An Insurgent house of the more conservative tyi

groupings are the distinguishing i..,t i.. . Spencer it Powers, architects

A bungalow near Chicago. showing many insurant features.
Watson, architects

Tallmadgr- &

(a) Floor plans ami elevations

arc in harmony; that is, the exterior

of the building reflects its interior

arr.tnifcmcnt. so that one viewing
the building from outside, might
guess its interior arrangement.

(3) Rooms arc often "articu-

lated"; that is. each department of

the house is in a separate wing, the

kitchen being separated from the

dining-room wing, the living-room

from the kitchen, and so on.

(4) Windows, arranged in

groups - usually casements, open-
ing outward.

(5) Windows and window
groups are often integral features of

the structure. A house is con-
structed around the windows.

(6) Interior walls and ceilings

arc usually tinted and treated

architecturally with casings,

moulded or plain, applied t<> the

walls in patterns dividing each
wall into one or more panels. Pic-

tures are used sparingly for decora-
tion, and then in many cases they
are murals, applied architecturally.

(l) In best work of the regular

school there is a close relation be-

tween the outside and inside of the

building, though not so intimate
as in insurgent architecture.

(3) The floor plan is usually

conceived as a sequence of rooms
arranged within a parallelogram,

with or w ithout wings.

(4) Windows, single or in
groups; may consist of ordinary
windows, casements, or both.

(5) Windows and window groups
float on a background formed by
the walls of the house wherever
the exigencies of the problem or

the fancy of the designer dictate.

(6) Interior walls and ceilings

are treated in hundreds of different

ways — sometimes with wall-paper

or tint, frequently with wood
panels or beams. Pictures are

framed and hung as desired.

(7) Any tasteful furniture may
be used, though sometimes furni-

ture is made to order, as in insur-

gent houses.

(8) Houses arc of all types,
some with and some without an
underpinning.

(9) All sorts of windows arc
used, chiefly plain glass.

(10) Facades are

the variety of ways
most observers.

handled in

familiar to

An inipressionis rior that perhaps suggests sunrise on the prairie. The furniture was designed

for the room. Frank Lloyd Wright, architect

(7) Furniture is usually de-

signed especially for the house,
ordinary commercial, "ready
made" furniture being unadapted
to these rooms.

(8) Frequently houses arc built

on a stone, concrete, or wooden
base, there being no "water table"
or underpinning line between
ground and first floor.

(9) Decorative glass is largely

used at windows, consisting of
conventional, geometric, or flower
forms patterned in metal-bar or
grille.

(10) Facades are frequently
made up of piers with curtain walls
between, pierced by running groups
of windows. Horizontal iines of
cornices, window sills, and window
caps are frequently accentuated by
extending these lines entirely

around the building.

These are, of course, but a few of the characteristics of the
insurgent school as compared with the regular school, and
they are not typical of all examples. Conservative houses
differ from one another, as do more radical examples. The

characteristics are quite marked in most
cases, however, and one usually has no diffi-

culty in recognizing and classifying a house
of cither school.

In general, these insurgent houses are

characterized by long, horizontal lines and
square corners. Homogeneity of design is a

prerequisite. If the cube is taken as the basic

idea, the pyramid would never be permitted

in the design.

The roofs are either low pitched, with

wide overhang, or topped with a plain, flat

slab. In all cases, a quiet, horizontal sky-

line is sought.

Ornament in relief is sparingly employed,

but there is no lack of incident in decoration.

Designs in the windows, motives worked out

in colored tiles on exterior and interior walls,

and a persistent devotion to a color scheme
are distinguishing features. In many re-

spects these houses proclaim their debt to

the Japanese.

Mr. Wright, in a brochure on the subject

of his work, has set forth his artistic creed.

He maintains that he and his fellows are
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harking back to the Greek and Gothic spirit — the spirit

of independence which is necessary to originality and crea-

tion. The spirit of the Renaissance, he avers, is the spirit

that leans on past accomplishment, and is a spirit of retro-

gression rather than of progress. The ideals of Ruskin and
Morris and the teachings of the Beaux Arts, that have

hitherto prevailed in America, he would cut loose from.

In explanation of his work he says:

"The horizontal line is the line of domesticity.

"The virtue of the horizontal line is respectfully invoked

in these buildings. The inches in height gain tremendous

force compared with any
practicable spread upon the

ground.

"To Europeans these
buildings on paper seem un-

inhabitable; but they derive

height and air by quite other

means, and respect an an-

cient tradition, the only one

here worthy of respect -

—

the prairie.

"In considering the forms

and types of these structures, the fact

that they are nearly buildings for the

prairie should be borne in mind; the gently

rolling or level prairies of the Middle West;

the great levels where every detail of eleva-

tion becomes exaggerated, every tree a tower

above the great calm plains of its flowered

surfaces as they lie serene beneath a wonderful

sweep of sky. The natural tendency of every

ill-covered thing is to detach itself and stick

out like a sore thumb in surroundings by nature

perfectly quiet. All unnecessary heights have, for that

reason and for other reasons economic, been eliminated,

and more intimate relation with outdoor environment
sought to compensate for loss of height.

"The differentiation of a single, certain, simple form char-

acterizes the expression of one building. Quite a different

form may serve for another; but from one basic idea all the

formal elements of design are in each case derived and held

together in scale and character. The form chosen may flare

outward, opening flower-like to the sky ; another may droop

to accentuate artistically the weight of the masses; another

may be non-committal or abruptly emphatic, or its gram-
mar may be deduced from some plant form that has ap-

pealed to me, as certain properties in line and form of the

sumach were used in the Lawrence house at Springfield; but
in every case the motif is adhered to throughout.

Floor plan of the Beachey
house, showing the system of

pier and curtain-wall con-
struction, with grouped case

ment windows, and an uncon-
ventional room arrangement

"In the buildings themselves, in the sense of the whole,

there is lacking neither richness nor incident; but these

qualities are secured not by applied decoration; they are

found in the fashioning of the whole, in which color, too,

plays as significant a part as it does in an old Japanese wood
block print.

"These ideals take the buildings out of school and marry
them to the ground; make them intimate expressions or

revelations of the interiors; individualize them, regardless

of preconceived notions of style. I have tried to make their

grammar perfect in its way, and to give their forms and
proportions an integrity that

will bear study, although few
of them can be intelligently

studied apart from their en-

vironment.

"To thus make of a dwel-

ling place a complete work
of art, in itself as expressive

and beautiful and more inti-

mately related to life than
anything of detached sculp-

ture or painting, lending

itself freely and suitably to the individual

needs of the dwellers, an harmonious
entity, fitting in color, pattern, and nature the

utilities, and in itself really an expression of

them in character — this is the modern Ameri-
can opportunity. Once founded, this will be-

come a tradition, a vast step in advance of the

day when a dwelling was an arrangement of

separate rooms, mere chambers to contain

aggregations of furniture, the utility comforts

not present. An organic entity this, as con-

trasted with that aggregation; surely a higher ideal of

unity, a higher and more intimate working out of the ex-

pression of one's life in one's environment."

What is the future of insurgent architecture in America?
One cannot tell. When the contributions of contemporary
architects, regular or insurgent, and all shades between,

have been poured into the melting pot of a decade, one
cannot foresee what will be brought forth— an entirely

new, American type, perhaps — or possibly an adapt-

ation of all present styles. Time may decree that in-

surgent architecture, always in the minority, shall merely

modify the influence of the majority. In any event, the

present movement is so strong, and its influence so far

reaching, that one can safely predict that it will be largely

instrumental in molding a future for domestic architecture

in America as distinguished as that of the past.

The Beachey house, by Wright, is another type of insurgent architecture, and a
radical departure from tradition in design and construction

An inexpensive cement house by Wright, showing the pier and curtain-wall con-
struction at its best. Note the treatment of the chimney, windows, and porch
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GEOLOGISTS tell us that in all the upper Missis-

sippi Valley there arc no hills in the sense of irrup-

tive formations, and that all the ridges, coulees,

bluffs and cliffs which diversify' northern Illinois, Wiscon-
sin, Iowa, and Minnesota are but the work of post-glacial

floods modified by the wind and weather of a million

quiet years — but a knowledge of these facts should

not prevent the enjoyment of the varied scenic charm
of the result.

With Chicago as a convenient starting point, it is easy

to analyze the region — for our Mid-Western metropolis is

built on what was once the marginal floor of Lake Michigan.

For some fifteen or twenty miles to the west and south the

land shows that it was once water covered. Then come
the wooded hills which formed the ancient shore line, and

here the "rolling prairie" of the old-time explorer begins,

and a quietly beauti-

ful landscape it is,

with rich fields, and
substantial farm-
houses half-hidden by
groves of elms and
maples. Fat cows
browse in the mead-
ows, and endless

fields of corn ripple in

the wind. In the days

of Joliet and La Salle

it was an exquisite

park-like region filled

with elk and deer and
prairie fowl, with wild

flowers springing from
the rich marshes in

magical sequence.

W ith towered cathe-

drals and many
c h i m n i e d country
homes it would pos-

s e s s something of
Making up log raits between St. Paul and Minneapolis on the Mississippi River, that great water-

way of commerce which all but severs the country
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the pastoral grace of middle England or the poppied

plenty of central France.

Through this upland prairie glow streams flowing south-

ward between bluffs varying from one to three hundred
feet in height. As one goes westward one crosses suc-

cessively the Fox, the Rock, the Mississippi, the Cedar,

the DesMoincs, the Missouri, each rich with traditions

of the red people whom Duluth and Marquette found in

possession. The Rock River Valley was Blackhawk's
ancient hunting ground and Lorado Taft's giant statue

on Eagle's Nest Bluff commemorates the passing of the

great chieftain. Here, too, is a spring named by Margaret
Fuller who found the landscape most satisfying in its ful-

ness and luxuriance of color.

To the north of Chicago this rolling prairie, with its

occasional timbered ridges, comes down to Lake Michigan
and deep picturesque

ravines, barren head-

lands, and smooth
beaches result, mak-
ing the North Shore

the most sought for

and highest priced

building land in the

West. Many of the

citizens of Chicago

have country homes
in the lake region

of Wisconsin which

begins sixty or eighty

miles to the north

and west of Lake
Forest and extends

far into the pine for-

ests of the north.

In this lake region

are the sources of the

Fox and Rock rivers,

and many delightful

camps and summer
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At Portage. Wis., the Wisconsin River runs deep in a curiously carved and Lake Michigan and her sister waters have their lonesome, picturesque dunes,

richly colored gorge called the Dells, where columns such as this are a feature ever changing with the strong winds which have given Chicago another name





Sunset on "The Father of Waters" near Alma. Wis., showing the Minnesota bluffs in the distance. It is a picture of glorious color, of profound silence*,

of majestic loneliness, and of a dream solemnly beautiful by night, gleaming, and purple, and empty by day
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"At Trenipeleou. midway between La Crosse and Winona, the valley of the Mississippi Is most nobly fashioned. In spring the river banks are carpeted

with flowers: In autumn the oaks and maples cause the heart of the painter to ache with their loveliness"

"Between the Mississippi and tne Missouri, in the states of Iowa. Minnesota, and the Dakotas. is a vast prairie region, a most productive farming country with

gentle hills, slow streams, and rich dark soil." Gram raising on a large scale is the chief occupation of the people
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"At Devil's Lake. Wis. something like mountain rocks and a geologic uplift

give distinction to a small body of water." Balanced Rock is the chief curiosity

homes are located on these lakes. Among the best known of

the lakes are Geneva and Oconomowoc, but many others

of equal beauty remain quite untouched of the summer
resident. Almost ideal farmsteads look across these placid

waters. Sheep pasture on their smooth slopes and cattle

wade in their grassy shallows. No matter which way the

traveler goes, either by way of Beloit and Madison or through
Milwaukee and Portage, the land is almost equally pleasing.

Madison, situated in the midst of three lakes, presents

an ideal location for a college, and Wisconsin in general has

been called the New England of the West because of its

mixture of hills, streams, lakes, and forest land. Its

prairies are all confined to the southeastern portion of the

state. To the west and north the forests thicken and to

the west the hills grow higher. At Devil's Lake something

like mountain rocks and a geologic uplift give distinction to a

small body of water, and the Wisconsin River at Portage

runs deep in a curiously carved and richly colored gorge

called " the Dells." To the north the cut-over pine lands

gloomily predominate, but to the west the coulees deepen
and the hills uplift. Isolated castle-like formations rise

curiously out of the level floor of the valley. At Camp Doug-
lass one of these abrupt formations is notably picturesque,

but there are many others even more singular in shape.

From this valley the railways pass westward by tunnel

through a narrow ridge of land and go down to LaCrosse,

which is the site of an ancient French trading post. Here
the bluffs are nearly twelve hundred feet above sea level

and tower high over the town and the river some six or

seven hundred feet in height.

For three hundred miles the Mississippi runs deep in its

channel with many attractive lateral coulees or valleys,

each of which yields charming vistas and noble sites for

farmsteads. Follow any of these streams and you come at

last to the ancient level of the land, the prairies of Minne-
sota and Iowa. They all rise in the region where the coulees

begin and the prairie leaves off.

There is charm in the lower lake region of Wisconsin and
charm in the upper lake region of Minnesota, but when all

is said, the great central river holds first place throughout

this wide spread of wooded ridge and prairie land, not

merely for its serene beauty but also for its traditions of

the French explorers and its primeval inhabitants. For
ages it was the eastern boundary of the Sioux, the dividing

line between the plainsmen and the forest folk and the

legends of these tribes are filled with allusions to its deep

waters, its high banks and its beloved shores.

From Clinton northward the bluffs increase in altitude

till between LaCrosse and Winona they reach their maxi-

mum in boldness and beauty. From Winona they grad-

ually diminish till at St. Paul they are barely two hundred
feet in height. At Trempeleau, midway between LaCrosse

and Winona, the valley is most nobly fashioned. Here is

the point at which Zebulum Pike about 1805, in overflowing

admiration, arrested his expedition and climbing to a rock

which overlooked the stream for many miles, carefully

recorded his delight in the splendor of the scene — and

truly >— at the close of day when looking up the river from

Trempeleau, I can imagine the charm it must have had for

the white explorers. I am always reminded of the lines

in Hiawatha, which describe the hero's journey into the

purple sunset — so mystical, so superb is the vista at this

hour. In spring the river banks are carpeted with flowers,

in autumn the oaks and maples cause the heart of the

painter to ache with their loveliness.

{Continued on page 44)

Rock River, 111., like the rivers of Wisconsin and the other states across the Miss-

issippi, is notable for its striking shore formations
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CHOOSING A CHICAGO SUBURB
By SHERMAN R . DUFFY

Photographs by Frederick O. Bemm, Henry Fuermann, and others

WHEN a Chicagoan moves to a suburb, if

he is a wise man, lie will keep the matter
a Jeep secret until he is established.

Otherwise he will find himself in the embarrass-
ing situation of a modern Paris forceJ to awarJ
the apple of beauty to some suburb rcprescnteJ
by clamorous frienJs, anJ in so doing he will

incur the hostility of other frienJs living in

Other suburbs that they firmly believe to be
infinitely superior in charms to the one selected.

The Chicagoan believes belligerently and
whole hearteJly in the beauty anJ advantages
of his particular suburb. It is faith unshakeablc
and he will advance arguments by the score anJ
by the hour to prove his point, so he might just

as well be let alone to pity you for your crass

stupiJity in preferring some other location.

John Smith committed the grave tactical

error of announcing that he was going to move
to a suburb before he had a suburb selected

and himself naileJ to his choice with a deed to
the premises to be occu-
pied in his possession.

Before going any far-

ther it may as well be
said that John Smith is

not the real name of

the man who figures in

this incident, but the
man was a real man
and his experience was
common enough to be
generalized under a

popular nom de guerre ,

as it were.

Occupying a home in

a section of the city,

formerly a fine resi-

dence district, he had
viewed the approach of

factories and business

interests until he was
only a block from a

big soap plant. This
was bad enough, but
when a boiler factory

came into the immedi-
ate neighborhood and
the summer of 191

1

scorched the city, he
decided it was time
to move and said so.

He did move, and is

now a happy suburb-
anite enjoying all the

pleasures of country life but within easy distance
of the heart of Chicago. It took him two months
to find out where he wanted to go after he made
his announcement to his friends. Before he made
public his contemplated change he had a very
definite idea, but it didn't last long when
assailed, and then his education in the extent

and beauties of Chicago's suburbs began.

Listening to the eloquence of friends from the

north, the northwest, the west, and the south-

west, he discovered that there arc more super-

lative suburbs than could be conveniently

occupied by one man during the course of his

natural life. So John Smith, like a wise man,
started forth to sec for himself. He found that

in order to simplify matters he must draw the

line somewhere, for Chicago's suburban life-

extends almost indefinitely, occupying southern
Wisconsin and northwestern Indiana, Lake
Geneva, 75 miles from Chicago being one of the

wealthiest and most wonderfully beautiful sum-

The home of Frank L. Wean at Highland Park, a broken country district where splendid homes nestle among
the forests or boldly stand out on the lake shore
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mcr colonics in the country, so he placed the

limit at thirty miles.

Within a circle of thirty miles' radius drawn
about Chicago there are more than two hundred
suburbs. Many of them have no particular attrac-

tions other than that they offer relief from the

bad air and crowded dwellings of the city. But
there arc scores of suburbs of a natural beauty
equalling any suburban district in the United
States.

As John Smith soon found out, the eternal

debate is:

Resolved, that the North Shore is more
beautiful than the western suburbs.

On the affirmative side will be found Evanston
as the leader of the chain of suburbs which line

the lake shore north of Chicago almost to the

state line of Wisconsin.

On the negative are ranged Oak Park and a

group of western suburbs generally known as

the Burlington Route suburbs, because the

C. B. & Q. R. R. furn-

ishes the chief avenue
of transportation, and
another chain along a

western branch of the

Northwestern railroad,

such as Wheaton, Elm-
hurst and others.

And then there come
dissenting voices from
a middle section to the
northwest of the city

and still another mur-
mur from the Ridge
district to the south
and westward.

Evanston and Oak
Park are the two largest

suburbs of Chicago. In

fact, they keep Chicago
from spreading farther

in their respective di-

rections by rising up
and swatting by the

power of the ballot

any sentiment suggest-

ing annexation. Oak
Park resents this sug-

gestion more vigor-

ously because it is

much closer to town.
Evanston cannot con-

sider such an un-
toward event as even
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Riverside takes its name from the Des Plaines River flowing through its heart. It is

a town of roads and landscapes laid out by Frederick Law Olmsted
In Riverside the atmosphere of rural life is rigidly maintained, all of the splendid

landscape work being done with nature's materials

remotely possible, and refuses to be dis-

turbed.

The Riverside man will tell you that he lives

in Riverside — accent on the lives — he does

not camp out in a summer palace. His place

is a home good enough for anybody from one
month's end to another. Riverside is real

country. You get real country life there, he
will assure you. It is not summer resort teni-

tory. Transients kindly move on to Hinsdale

or preferably to the North Shore.

He will descant upon the natural beauties of

his suburb, tilt his nose in the air, assert that

beauty unadorned is adorned the most and that

Riverside has disturbed the beautiful contour
of the countryside as little as possible to permit
the building of homes and roads offering access

to them. He will pooh-pooh the idea of spend-

ing $45,000 to put a magnificent little bridge over
a dinky little ravine that ought to be filled up.

He will assure you that the North Shore is

magnificent as a summer colony, but that it is

no place for a human being to live in winter
when the drear winds of Lake Michigan whistle

over the bluffs, up through the ravines and
shrivel the scenery and population.

The dwellers of the North Shore can assure

you that Riverside and those other western
places probably are all right, but why on earth

should anybody want to live there unless they
have to? They will take you out on the bluff

which majestically lines the lake shore and point

to you the promised land of suburban Chicago.

They will lead you to the ravines which cleave

this bluff every little ways and meander up
into the country side and ask, "Where can you
find more natural beauties than these?"

John Smith listened to hours of such arguments
and, having friends in both sections, did the only

The Stonehill residence at Glencoe as seen from Lake Michigan. Along here the

lake bluff reaches its greatest height and the ravines their greatest depth

wise thing under the circumstances — tern

porized, admitted the truth and force of the

arguments of both and meanwhile proceeded
about his business.

There are no finer suburbs in America than
these North Shore and Western towns all within
less than an hour's ride by automobile, suburban
railroad, or electric car service. The North
Shore has been selected by the very wealthy
residents of the city for their summer homes, and
magnificent structures crown the bluffs along
the lake and overlook the beautiful ravines.

These ravines are the great attraction from
a picturesque standpoint and the greatest

artistry and ingenuity has been used in work-
ing them into the general effects of the home
grounds. Some have entrances over an orna-
mental bridge into their homes. Some homes
are built upon the edge of these ravines with
a leafy vista leading to a shimmering patch of

Lake Michigan framed in foliage.

Woodland drives cross and recross these
ravines over bridges of all styles from rustic to

highlyornamental stucco and masonry structures.

Evanston, Winnetka, and Wilmette are not so

diversified in scenery as the suburbs farther

north, such as Glencoe, Highland Park and Lake
Forest, where the lake bluff reaches its greatest
height and the ravines their greatest depth.
Lake Forest has had as its chief attraction the

Onwentsia Golf Club, which has drawn as many
summer residents as the Exmoor club has to High-
land Park. Both are old suburbs and the estates

are notable for their wide extent. They are

measured by acres. Lake Forest is noted for its

wonderful lawns and gardens, all being framed by
the heavy oak forest and sloping into the ravines.

Highland Park is more broken country and its

ravines are its pride and joy. With their sides

covered with trees and
shrubbery and a view
of the lake in the dis-

tance they are wonder-
fully picturesque.

Magnificent homes
nestle amongtheforests
or boldly stand out
over the lake and every
one of these homes has
its gardens, the gardens
being as different in

style as the architec-

ture and tastes of the

owners.

Originally the homes
of millionaires in the

summer, they have at-

tracted large numbers
of people of humbler
means who are occupy-
ing the outlying terri-

tory. The lack of small

houses is one feature

that strikes a new-

comer. All the places are built on a magnificent
scale, but smaller suburbs witji more modest
homes are growing steadily along the North
Shore from the city limits which were once the
home of a myriad cabbage growers; and where
some ten or fifteen years ago a trip through the
brassicaceous breezes between Chicago and

Several small creeks at Riverside aid the Des Plaines
River to beautify the landscape

Evanston was far from a delightful experience,

now it takes one through a fine residence section.

And now to hark bacls- to Riverside and its

western companions which are growing even
faster than the North Shore towns because they
offer more inducements to people of moderate
means. When one is in Riverside and thinks
of the North Shore, the conclusion is "how happy
I could be with one were t'other dear charmer
away." While Lake Forest, Highland Park,
Glencoe, and other North Shore suburbs are

famous for their acres, Riverside is famous for

its yards. No finer and more beautiful country
suburb could be found. It enjoys the unique
distinction of being a town without a corner.

Riverside abhors an angle as much as nature does
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a v acuum. If * sharp

turner is discovered

obtruding it* ill favored

presence it i» at MM c

r «> u n il c d off. rnc
Itri'Ct* urn, I through .1

forest in great sweeping
curves. No hi >uM tna

)

be I'm ill i loner to the

CUfbinj than sixty feet

and the lots are .ill at

least JOO feet ilecp. As
every one knows who
ever suspected Mattel!

of having artistic abil-

ity, the double curve is

the line of beaut y.

There are nothing but

lines of beauty in

Riverside.

A stranger has his

troubles in Lake Forest

owing to its winding
streets, but it is even
more puzzling in Ri\ er-

side. When one starts

to visit anybody in

Riverside for the first

time he starts unwinding himself among the trees

anil keeps on doing so until he reaches his destin-

ation. It may take a house to house canvass,

but you are sure to ,irri\ e, for by keeping on
going Riverside will be circumnavigated.

There are no streets in Riverside. They are

roads. It is truly democratic and takes great

pride in the fact, and the atmosphere of democ-
racy and rural life is rigidly maintained. In

order that the latter may be kept inviolate, they

have no mail delivery. With Jctfersonian sim-

plicity the Riversiders amble to the post office

dailv to secure communications from the outside

world. Likewise to maintain the country idea,

the houses are unnumbered and a stranger taking

up his resilience must have something of the in-

stincts of ,t homing pigeon.

The town is a perfect example of landscape

work with nature's materials. It has a most
interesting history. It was laid out by that

master of his craft, Frederick Law Olmsted in

1860-70, at the request of the Riv erside Improv e-

ment Company which incorporated at that time.

The w inding roads were laid out through the forest

with the Des Plaincs River and several beautiful

little creeks as the chief features of the landscape.

The Dcs Plaincs furnishes the aquatic feature

for the town and in the earlier days was one of

its chief drawbacks; in fact, about the only one,

for in the spring it had a habit of overflowing

its banks and it was annually damned until the

progressive residents arose in their might and
dammed it perennially so that it is now under
perfect control. You can't see much of

Riverside except the trees until you wander
through its beautiful drives.

Summer home "f Im J Clinch. (Henvtew nilJolnliiK the (Henvlew Oolf Olub. near
which Is " The Park." for sixteen years a successful cooperative community

Neighboring suburbs have much of the natural

beauty of Riverside but lack its beautiful land-

scape effects.

There are two suburbs to the northwest of

Chicago which arc unique in their way. Edge-
brook, nestling in the woods on the hanks of the
north branch of the Chicago River before that

much abused stream had been contaminated by
the city, has as much natural beauty as any of

its neighbors, and is the site of many beautiful

homes. It is notable for the fact that there isn't

a store of any kind in the place. A stranger in

those parts must carry his lunch with him or

else journey along to Glcnvicw. There is noth-
ing for sale in Kdgcbrook except building sites

and not a great quantity of these.

North of Ldgcbrook is located Chicago's
beautiful golf club, the Glcnvicw. Around this

club in the country have been built a number of

summer homes and at the Glcnvicw station

proper, a little north of the club, is located the

most unique suburb in the country.

This is known as "The Park" and is on the

outskirts of the village of Glcnvicw. It is said to

be the most successful cooperative community
in the United States. It has been in existence

sixteen years. Originally it was a twenty-acre

cornfield. This country is the nursery district

of Chicago and the soil is of remarkable fertility.

A central portion of ten acres was set apart as

common ground. A little artificial lake was con-

structed and it was heavily planted with native

forest trees and shrubbery providing fine vistas.

There arc twenty families occupying the park in

handsome residences surrounding the central

common, and the expenses of maintenance

are shared jointly. A heavy border planting of

evergreens corneal* the pari; pei|<<lly ami 1' .

existence cannot be discovered until one has
entered it.

The original cost of the trail sixteen year,

ago was #6,000 and it offers a fine example of tin-

possibilities of cooperative COtMtry life. "The
Park" lias its own church and its own school.

Chicago's tremendous movement fot country
life has been c hiefly north and west because its

inhabitants seem to be taking to the timber.
Tree , ,ee|il to be the great il|i entice for t he < jty

dwellers, and so whereve r the re are trees or water
there is a suburb and more are constantly being
started.

Toward the- south the- suburban life has not

developed so rapidly because the country is low
and flat, but to the southwest lies a chain of

most attractive suburban towns which arc within

the limits of the city yet far enough away from
the downtown district to be in every sense of the

word country suburbs.

This is the Ridge district and it has the distinc-

tion of being the only hill in Chicago. It has the

Ridge Country Club and the Beverly Hills Golf

Club as attractions for country life, and as much
of it is higher than the city and lies in a wooded
belt, it is booming. In this chain arc I,ongwood,

Beverly Hills, Walden, Tracy, Chicago Lawn,
Morgan Park and other towns. It is a typical

home community and has no summer colony.

Still further south arc two big golf clubs, the

Homcwood and Midlothian which arc a nucleus

for new colonics.

Whcaton, which for years was a sleepy country
town, the county scat of Du Page County, was
aroused to new life when the Chicago Golf Club,
scene of many national tournaments, bought an

old farm on the edge of the town, remodeled
the farmhouse into a finely appointed clubhouse
and established itself as one of the most important
summer colonics of Chicago some sixteen years

ago. This is a typical country life section, for

many of the farms around Whcaton and neigh-

boring towns, such as Klmhurst, have been pur-

chased by Chicagoans who have built summer
homes and go in for fancy farming, dairying and
gardening.

The possibilities of country life and city busi-

ness in Chicago arc so enormous that it is difficult

to gain any adequate idea of them, but the popu-
lation of the city is steadily moving to the green
fields and trees, as the constantly increasing sub-

urban traffic shows.

In former years it was considerable of a puzzle-

to know why the founders of Chicago, who
selected a most unpromising looking swamp as

a site for a settlement, gave it the motto of "Urbs
in Horto," a city in a garden, for there were not
any gardens discernible to the naked eye. It is

altogether appropriate in the year of Our Lord
191 2, for Chicago is a city in a wonderful garden
stretching from its northernmost confines to its

southernmost and widening every year.

The home of George T. Dyer at Wilmette. a very charming suburb, though not so In Glencoe and other Chicago suburbs are to be seen examples of the Mid-Western

diversified in scenery as other places farther north on the lake school of architecture. This is the home of Alfred T. Washington



The Harold F. McCormick house at Lake Forest. 111., overlooks the water seventy feet Although formal in character, the spirit of the Italian garden Has been secured with
below from a wooded bluff well suited to any treatment of Italian feeling hardy American plants. It is a garden to enjoy, not to exhibit

THE SPIRIT OF THE RENAISSANCE ON THE GREAT LAKES
THREE MODERN MID-WESTERN HOMES IN WHICH EASTERN TRADITIONS HAVE BEEN
DISCARDED AND THE ITALIAN RENAISSANCE STYLE ADAPTED TO LOCAL CONDITIONS

MOST of the early settled sections of our
country have their traditions in archi-

tecture, told to us in the silent language
of many splendid old houses and other buildings

expressive of the sterling temperament and
character of our forefathers. There is the New
England Colonial, the Dutch Colonial of New
York and Pennsylvania, the Colonial of the

South or almost pure Georgian, the Spanish of

Florida and southern California, and the French

of the old Louisiana.

These styles represent the first American ar-

chitecture bearing the stamp of the Renaissance,

and in succeeding years have rightly influenced

more or less the character of the best homes.
Their basic principles, motives and details of

design are still in constant use to-day, often

employed in new ways to solve the problems of

The open loggia and court terrace between tne wings

of the McCormick house

By PHIL M. RILEY
Photographs by Julian Buckly

modern living conditions, but always closely

associated with the spirit of the original usage.

Such broad application has permitted great

diversity of design, ye't has imposed a very much
needed restraint noticeable to any one who has
seen the characteristic domestic architecture of

the sections named. No section can be con-

sidered tradition bound, though, for the modern
Colonial house, for instance, wherever located,

often possesses the best features of its pre-

decessors in several sections cleverly combined
into a consistent whole.

Unfortunately for the "heart of the country"
— the Middle West — it really had no architec-

tural traditions to guide it in the critical period

of its development. While the earliest European
explorers were Frenchmen, the region became
English territory before any homes worthy of the

name were built, and not for two centuries after

the founding of our coast towns did the first

permanent settlers arrive from the East. Then
came sudden wealth taken from the rich, un-
titled soil of the prairies by these pioneers, creat-

ing the desire for great pretense and display in

the home. A wave of style confusion had just

swept over the eastern states; fanciful, meaning-
less ornamentation for mere picturesqueness was
even there the vogue, and it was this influence,

augmented by the spirit of the times, that

dominated most of the homebuilding in the

Middle West.
Having no dignified and simple old houses

about to exert their restraining influence, but

rather the feeling of being virtually in a new land

where former precedent did not matter, led to

even greater extremes than in the East. Each
man set about building a home more unique or

"original" than that of his neighbor, as is often

done in new sections and among the newly rich.

In accomplishing this, many styles of past epochs

were slavishly copied and many sorrowful at-

tempts were made toward "originality."

These copies of styles that were never really

ours, Gothic, Romanesque, Byzantine and
others, were strangers in a strange land, out of

place, unsuited to the requirements and lacking

the spirit of the originals. They were mere
affectation; our entire mode of life is different

than when those styles came into being,

and many of their motives are meaningless and
superfluous to-day. Only radical changes in the

history of civilization create equally great

changes in architectural style. There has been
none since the Renaissance and should one occur

it would not revive mediaeval architecture. The
evolution of style is forward, not backward as in

the temporary period of aberration from 1850 to

1900. Every successive style in the natural

evolution embodies the spirit of contemporaneous

This plan of the McCormick grounds shows the proposed

architectural treatment of the lake approach

life, for only by building as we live is a living

architecture possible.

The East, being an older and more conserva-

tive community, has recovered from its tempor-
ary fancy for the most part, but the Middle West
seems slow to fall in line. It does not now in-

dulge so much in copying as formerly, but it has

28
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an Inordinate desire to be "original." It i« im-

p> I'll
, however, tli.ii tlir Middle West invent

nrw priiuiplcs, it 1.111 onl\ apply the already

attcptctl ones to li it .1 1 material* anil conditions.

Nevertheless, there lut come into being within a

lew veils .1 il 1 ^ I i 11 « 1 1 \ Mid Western nl I "I

architecture, .111 insurgent an hitcct tirr, to which
the neighborhood of Chicago seems to l>c in large

measure committed. Its principles, an explained
h\ I lie lead mi; ex pi 'ticnt s of the school, seem 11 in-

sistent because thc\ .ippear to he a localized

interpretation of universal laws, hut in the actual

work of these men more conservative architects

feel that their imaginations have not been heltl

in check bv their own principles. However this

may he, it is true that the most consistent

development of any new section lies not in

resembling the rest of the world, but in asserting

its own indi\ iduality or "local color." This does
not mean casting aside all precedent; the present

should always be related to the past. New

Intimate relations between house and lake and Isolation

of the garden are features of the Mather grounds

problems are solved only by modifications of old

forms used with greater freedom than prev iously.

"Local color" in a home is seen chiefly in the

landscape about the house, in the materials of

which the house is constructed, and in the meas-
ure in which the design of the house fulfills the

requirements and expresses the life of its oc-

cupants. Thanks to an all wise providence,

nature etery where supplies suitable materials
wliiili need no improvement; we have but to
leitl 1 , eliminate anil rearrange in act-ordain c w il li

the laws of design and composition. Although
of human origin, these laws are universal in cv ery
art and in use by every people. If we would
progress in our architecture wc can but accept
what has come to us, adapting and modifying
it 1 ir modern conditions and individual needs.
What, then, should be the guiding spirit of

domestic architecture in the Middle West? Our
foremost American architects tell us that it

should be, as for every other section of the coun-
try, to fit the house to its site and purpose, in-

fluenced, perhaps, but not bound, by our national

traditional styles, always keeping in mind the
fundamental principles of the Renaissance which
pave our traditional styles being; for it is more
important that we be modern than American.
The whole country is relatively small to-day;

the Middle West is an integral part of our great

nation, its people descended from the early
settlers of the Atlantic Coast and as proud of
the country's history and development as any of
us. It follows that the various types of the
modern Colonial house arc as appropriate to t he-

Middle West as to the I.astern states, but our
home designs arc rightly broader than our
national spirit alone. The really progressive
architects in the Middle West, and those in the
I'.ast who are designing houses for the Middle
West, arc working chiefly in the style of their
own time, accepting gratefully and developing
what has come to them, guided by the basic
principles of the Renaissance and the universal
laws of composition, applying the Classic orders
in a broad manner to our present requirements,
conditions and materials, and thereby inter-

preting our contemporaneous life. They are
solving their problems in the simplest and most
natural way, evolving the elevation from the
floor plan with modifications and new uses of the
forms and motives that have gone before, always
realizing that the final design is the natural
result of the purposes for which it was intended.
As a result, their houses arc always modern, never
period reproductions. If one is reminiscent of

an F.nglish Georgian manor house, another of a

New Kngland Colonial farm house, and a third of

an Italian villa, it is because its site and the life

of its occupants calls for the treatment which has

characterized a style of the past, even though the

structure itself is thoroughly modern and unlike

any previous house in its details.

Among the more notable and consistent ex-

emplifications of these ideas may be mentioned
the work of Charles A. Piatt. His formal brick

houses in New England and New York arc of a

simple dignity in complete harmony with the

best traditions of their oldest and most distin-

guished neighbors, yet distinctly modern. There
are some of his houses of a similar character

farther west, but about the Great Lakes his

designs become reminiscent of the Renaissance

villas of the Mediterranean and the Italian

lakes. The details and motives arc much the
same as in his brick houses, the principles of com-
position identical, but their different floor plans
and elevationa in response to the requirements of
a different moed of life, their very situation, and
constructive materials give them a very different

character and appearance. These two type*
for which Mr. Piatt is so well known furnish a

On a brick terrace Just below the portico a cherubic
fountain stands in a small water garden

vivid instance of the very diversified aspects
which modern Renaissance architecture may take.

The shores of these inland seas, the Great
Lakes, and of the smaller lakes of Wisconsin and
Minnesota, have in recent years become the play-

grounds of men of education and wealth where
they have located their summer homes. The
houses, therefore, arc intended not only to supply
essential home comforts but the enjoyments of

the country, such as the natural beauty of the
surroundings and the opportunity for parks,
gardens and garden features. The requirements
are very similar to those of wealthy Italians of

the past, and so it is natural that many of the
features that gave them comfort and pleasure w ill

still serve others likewise, and that a house which
meets these requirements resembles the Italian

villa in general characteristics, as does the Harold
F. McCormick house at Lake Forest, 111., the Wil-
liam G. Mather house at Cleveland, 0., and the

Russell A. Alger house on Lake St. Clair, all

designed by Mr. Piatt.

In each of these homes is discernible that same

rra il sCl I n>
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On the lake side of U>e Wm. G. Mather house there is nothing to indicate the presence of a garden: in the garden the lake cannot be seen.

differing attractions, so that if you tire of one the other provides a complete change of scene

There are always two widely
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splendid judgment which guided Italian archi-

tects in the selection of site, that ingenuity with

which every natural advantage was made the

most of, that skill with which the disposition of

each feature was managed to create a delightful,

harmonious whole. In each case, too, there is

noticeable an admirably handled progression from
the natural surroundings to the formality of the

gardens and grounds adjacent to the house. Yet
even there the spirit of the Italian garden has

been secured with hardy American plants. The
houses themselves, while simple in arrangement
and restrained in ornamen-
tation, are of great beauty
and strong character. The
interiors, of which Mr. Piatt

designs the decoration and
furnishing, are in accord with

the nature of the house; dig-

nified, yet comfortable, home-
like, and most livable. There
is something about them that

is distinctly domestic.

The shore of Lake Michi-
gan at Lake Forest, 111., is

particularly well suited to

any treatment of Italian feel-

ing. The water frontage of

the large McCormick estate,

for instance, consists of a

wooded bluff near the edge
of which the house is located

just back of a court terrace.

From this there is an abrupt
drop of seventy feet to the
water level which is to be
developed into an architec-

tural feature in the charac-
teristic Italian manner. An
avenue was cut through the
trees, providing a superb view
of the lake from the terrace

and permitting the construc-

tion of an approach from
the lake by stairways from
a bath house and swimming
pool at the bottom, past
fountains, pools, cascades

and other embellishments
at the several levels.

The other approach from
the highway gives no indication that the lake is

nearby. The drive leads through the forest,

then divides near the house, leaving a broad
lawn before the entrance. Not until the house
is entered do the wonderful vistas of the lake
greet you, but when you find yourself in the
stone-lined, barrel-vaulted hall, the open loggia,

the walnut-paneled library or dining-room, all

floored with marble or terrazzo, you can readily

imagine that in very truth the blue waters of

the Mediterranean are below. On opposite

The Alger estate with its garden over

looking the lake

sides of the hall an open court and fountain
court are characteristic features, about which
various rooms range. The drawing-room with
its walls of Formosa marble and floor of teak
is notable for its warmth and inviting ap-
pearance in spite of the severity of the materials.
The painted ceiling here, as in the other rooms, is

of great interest and rare beauty.
The house itself is of fireproof construction,

cream white stucco over brick, with limestone
trim. The roof is of red tile over reinforced con-
crete, and there is another pleasing touch of color

in the cornice with its weath-
ered brown brackets and pan-
els in blue and gold between.
High bluffs being absent

on the Erie shore near Cleve-
land, the William G. Mather
house is on rather intimate
terms with the lake. It

stands near the shore and the
lower floor is hardly more
than thirty feet above the
water level. Of the same
construction as the McCor-
mick house, it is somewhat
different in appearance, very
largely because of the flat

roof and surmounting balus-

trade. The cornice just be-
low is a pleasing feature and
the Classic columns lend an
air of dignity. It will be
noticed that these are Doric
on the garden side and Ionic

on the lake side. This aids

in carrying out the idea of

isolation of one interest from
the other; each picture is

separate and distinct. On
the lakeside there is nothing
to indicate the presence of a

garden; in the garden the lake

cannot be seen. There are

always two widely differing

attractions, so that if you
tire of one the other provides

a complete change of scene.

It is a wise provision in a

house to be occupied the
year round.

Here again, the lake approach has been made
an architectural feature, a stairway from below
the normal water level leads upward through a

gap in the retaining wall to a landing from which
wing flights lead around to opposite sides of a

brick-paved terrace where a cherubic fountain

stands in a small water garden. Still another
wing flight winds around to opposite sides of the

semicircular portico, which, with its stately

columns, is the distinctive feature of this eleva-

tion. The use of the light metal balustrade is

interesting in that while fulfilling its mission it

does not break the stronger lines of the columns.
The other approach is down a long straight

avenue from the highway, along which just a

glimpse of the house is to be seen beneath some
magnificent elms. This satisfies the passerby
without interfering with the privacy essential

to home comfort. The garden, while of a formal
character laid out with gravel paths and low box
hedges, is simple and distinctly American in its

materials. An architectural feature of the
garden is the pergola, with its Doric columns and
windbreak to the north.

The most distinctive interiors of the house are

the cheerful white-paneled, oak-floored living-

hall with its comfortable divans; the more formal
dining-room in dark oak; and the inviting walnut-
paneled book-lined library.

The Russell A. Alger house on little Lake St.

Clair, connecting Lakes Erie and Huron, com-
pletes this interesting trio. Unfortunately no
photographs have yet been made of it because
the planting is still young. The situation here

is that of a long narrow estate of several acres

with a short lake frontage. As developed, there

is the level of the major portion of the grounds,
including the garden, and the lower level of the
esplanade between the house and the lake. A
long straight drive leads down the centre of the

estate under tall elms to the entrance on the
garden front. Here one enters the rooms on the

main floor, which is the second; hall, living-room
and dining-room, at once rich and simple in their

walnut trim and plaster ceilings of appropriate

design. Glazed doors open from the hall upon
an iron balcony overlooking the esplanade below,
which is used as a bowling green. The stair

hall is done in limestone with marble stairways

leading upward to the sleeping-rooms and down-
ward to the lower floor consisting of a large

loggia and billiard room. From this level one
descends steps about eight feet to the esplanade
which extends to the lake front, where a retaining

wall and balustrade reach across the entire

estate, broken only at the centre where a stairway
leads down perhaps ten feet to the water level.

Thus the house is on even more intimate terms
with the lake than is the Mather house.

Unlike the Mather garden one has an un-

obstructed view of the lake from it through a long

pergola leading westward from the main floor of

the house; pergola and house stretch almost
entirely across the estate. Not only does this

pergola provide a charming architectural garden
feature in splendid accord with the Italian

spirit but it also serves to mark the division line

between the garden and esplanade levels. As in

the McCormick and Mather houses, one feels

that while the spirit may be Italian the houses as

a whole and their gardens are truly American,
appropriate, and setting forth in the constructive

materials a certain degree of local color.

ti

The cheerful, white-paneled, oak-floored living-hall with its comfortable divans is the

distinctly homelike place its use demands
More formal and of richer appearance, the dining-room in dark oak is pleasingly

appropriate in its wood trim and furnishings
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CONDUCTED BY GEORGE LELAND HUNTER

No. I. The Pimpernel

No. 2. The Acanthus Scroll

EUROPEAN HAND-BLOCKED
WALL PAPERS

THE paper hangings illustrated in con-
nection with this article represent the

best that has been accomplished in pat-

terned wall papers. They range in price from

$1 to Jti2 a roll, the Knglish rolls being 12

yards long and i\ inches wide exclusive "I tli<-

plain edges, the French and German ones 9
yards long and 183 inches wide, as compared
with our American roll length of 8 yards and
width of 18 inches. All of the papers illustrated

were printed by hand from wooden blocks in

France or Kngland or Germany (Alsace), and
arc sold in one or more shops in every large

American city.

In bringing these papers to the attention of

the readers of Country Life in America, I

do not wish to emphasize the hand-blocked part

or the Kuropean part unduly. Both in America
and in Kurope excellent papers arc printed by
machine, and America as well as Europe pro-

duces hand-blocked papers of good design and
high quality. But as a general principle it may
be stated that hand-blocking, after the manner
invented in 1688 by Jean Papillon in France, is

superior to machine work, and that the finest

papers, patterned as well as scenic, are made in

F.urope, although one American wall-paper

manufacturer has had the audacity to carry

coals to Newcastle by opening a shop in London.

I understand that the shop has been very suc-

cessful, which is perhaps the best testimonial

to the merit of his wares.

The principal points of inferiority of machine
to hand-blocked papers are:

The stock of the cheaper machine papers is so

rough and full of impurities that it could not

receive a clean impression even from hand
blocks. It also tears easily and fades quickly.

The colors used in machine printing are

necessarily thin, and all are printed at one

operation, one on top of another while still wet.

In hand blocking, rich colors are available and

each color is allowed to dry before the next is

applied. Large, flat flowers and leaves and
broad stripes cannot be successfully printed on
the machine.

'Hie wooden blocks r>f the hand printer, with
only dots and thin lines in brass, produce a

much softer and more interesting impression
than the brass and felt machine rollers.

Aside from the difference in artistic merit,

it is easy to tell hand-blocked from machine
papers by the narrow blank border at each end
of the roll, and by the guide marks in the margin
that show the printer where to place his blocks.

The effect of machine papers is apt to be
monotonous, even when variety is secured by
combining different rolls that have been planned
to go together as frieze and border and filling.

This is due to the smallncss of the unit of design

and the necessary frequency of the repeat.

Flaborate and scenic designs are not only better

but also cheaper when printed by hand. Such
papers as those ancient scenic ones illustrated in

Country Life in America for November 15, 191 1,

it would not be possible to print by machine.
Even by hand they present enormous difficulties.

The famous Cupid and Psyche scries designed

by Lafette and printed by Dufour in 1814, has
twenty-six different widths that together form
the complete story, and no less than 1,500
separate blocks. It is interesting to note that

this paper is still on the market, having been
reprinted from the original blocks, and has been
used with splendid effect in American residences.

The Stag Hunt that appeared as a frontispiece

in the number of Country Life in America
mentioned above, and that was from a photo-
graph taken by Mr. Cousins of one side of a

room in the old Andrew Safford house, in Wash-
ington Square, Salem, Mass., has been identified

by Mr. Harry Wearne as one originated by
Reveillon, the famous and most important
French late eighteenth century manufacturer
of wall paper, whose business was ruined by the

French Revolution that in 1789 broke out in

his factory in the Faubourg Saint-Antoine, the

establishment being raided, set on fire, and dc-

(Conlinued on page 38) No. 8. Regence pattern

No. 4. The Golden Age No. 5. The Peacock
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CONDUCTED BY BRADFORD BURNHAM

BUILDING YOUR OWN BOAT

J'VE never built a boat. I've never tried to.

It takes time, money, and patience in large

doses to build a boat. And it's a poor stunt

to start an enterprise of this sort and then not

put it through. It suggests waning ardor, lack

of persistency, faint heartedness and such things.

One must be sure his enthusiasm is going to be
enough to carry him through and that the first

of the many obstacles he's bound to strike is not
going to quench it, so that he'll either throw up
the whole thing or finish the job with supreme
disgust.

But there certainly must be a tremendous
satisfaction in owning and running a boat every

bit of which is the product of your own mind
and hands. The desire comes to every normal
boy or man who lives within earshot of the surf's

boom. Building should be begun about this time

of year, and so here goes for a few pointers

which may come in handy, even if they originate

from observation rather than first hand ex-

perience. For boats a plenty I've

seen built by others. They include

pretty little fifteen-foot round-bot-
tomed rowboats and dignified thirty-

five-foot raised-deck cruisers. Some
are wonderful affairs. It would be

almost reasonable to suppose that

they could be propelled with equal
ease forward, sideways, and back-
ward— and downward perhaps best

of all. Others are as fine propositions

as ever came out of the professional

yard. For they have been con-
structed with equal skill plus the

minute care which comes with the
element of personal interest and
affectionate ownership.

In the first place, then, the ama-
teur builder must make up his mind
that he has a serious undertaking
before him, and that he is not going
to build a boat without a good sup-
ply of time, money and patience.

Where the final result is successful,

however, these things will be found
to count for little in proportion to
the real pleasure and satisfaction

derived from successfully coping
with the problems met with in con-
struction and the enjoyment of

watching the hull take shape and
grow under your hands, and finally,

the joy of crossing the stretches of

deep blue in a boat evfty rivet of

which you are familiar with, every
whim and peculiarity of which you
understand — because you built her
yourself and she's doubly yours.
The advent of the "knock-down,"

"ready-to-build" system has opened
an easy road which has been fre-

quently followed with success but which is

also fraught with dangers. This system aims
to supply the technical training in designing

and building which the amateur lacks, leaving

to him only such mechanical work as is within

the ability of the average man who is handy with

tools and can drive a nail and saw a board
straight. The amateur under this system may
begin with any stage of the construction which he
wishes. He may obtain from the " knock-down "

people merely the working plans to scale, to be
enlarged by the ordinary operations of the shop;

he may start with the full-size patterns of all

parts on heavy paper, from which the wood may
be marked and cut; he may buy the frame of

the boat, including the keel, stem, deadwoods,
stern-post, and ribs bent to shape;! or, finally,

he may secure the entire material for the boat,

all parts cut to shape, fitted, and marked for

re-assembling — the hull is set up complete
before shipment — together with rivets, screws,

brightwork, finishings, etc., as well as the engine

and its fittings.

It takes time, money, and patience to build a boat, but it's lots of fun if you love

to use tools, and there's a world of satisfaction in the boat when completed

Now, of course the amateur who resorts to this

great aid in the construction of his boat, cannot
rightly say that his boat is entirely the product
of his own hands, as may the fellow who gets out
his own keel from some good old piece of oak.

But by this means the hardest, most tedious,

and most difficult part of the game is already
done before he takes a hand in it, leaving for

him the simpler and more congenial work of

turning out the finished product. The part of

boat-building which requires such machinery as

power saws and steaming apparatus, as well as

the special skill needed in marking and shaping
complicated curves, are entirely eliminated by
this method.
But there are dangers. In the first place it is

hard to find a design of boat which comes very
near your own ideas, which may easily be prac-

tical though non-technical, or a design which
may be readily adapted to your own ideas.

Furthermore, great care should be taken in

selecting a design which embodies the correct

principles for producing a seaworthy and graceful

craft. Strange as it may seem, too

many "knock-down" boats are

totally unfit for real use and would
be utterly failing in the real test.

Some appear actually ridiculous to

the skilled eye. The false idea of

full headroom in a small cruiser's

cabin, the attempt to produce alto-

gether too much roominess, and the

general seeking to turn out a much
more pretentious " yacht " in a pocket
edition and at small cost, are re-

sponsible for these monstrosities.

Other danger points in the "knock-
down" proposition are poor stock,

too wide spacing between the ribs,

and too light construction through-
out. With these perils carefully kept

in mind and avoided, the amateur
may be able to find among the
" knock-down " gentlemen something
which suits his needs and which will

give him a good foundation to begin

on. If lie is entirely green let him
get the advice and assistance of

someone who knows in making his

selection. In all probability if he
has never built a boat before, he will

prefer to buy the frame, the plank-

ing, and perhaps the decking and
ceiling in the knock-down. The rest

will give him work and problems
enough for a starter.

Remember that no one has yet
been able to combine successfully

the speed of the Dixie, the seaworthi-

ness of a Bermuda racer, and the ac-

commodation of a seashore bunga-
low, at any price, and when we hear
of any such claims, especially at a

(Continued on page 40)
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CONDUCTED BY RYLAND P. MADISON

RIGHT AND WRONG WASHING

MY FRIEND Williams and his neighbor

Jenkins across the road had motor cars

delivered to them the same week.

Gorman, the agent, sold both, and they were

exactly alike. That was eight montM IfO.

Last Suiul.n I looked at the speedometers on

both cars and found that there was a difference

of only three hundred miles between them.

This in itself did not seem remarkable, except

for the striking difference in appearance of the

cars. Williams's car had the brilliant lustre of

a new product of the shop. Jenkins's car was

dull, spotted, and coated with a sort of bluish

bloom.
1 couldn't understand the difference, but

observation the next two days easily solved the

problem.
Both men took long drives that Sunday, and,

as it rained the night before, the roads were

heavy and the cars came back dirty and some-

what mud-spattered. Jenkins drove his car

into a shed beside his stable, where it stood

on the damp ground in the midst of ammonia
fumes from a nearby manure heap until morn-

ing. Williams set his man to washing it before

it was run into his dry, detached garage. I

watched this process of washing, for it was

different than the average motor car gets,

and then, my curiosity getting the better of

me, I went over and got into conversation

with the man as he worked.

"Why not put this job off until to-

morrow? " was my leading question.

"Do you object to it on Sunday?"

was the retort.

"Do I look like that kind of

man?" I questioned.

"Can't say that you do," scntcn-

tiously.
)

• I'm going to buy a car myself,"

I explained, dodging a flirt of the

hose, "and this one looks as if your

advice would be good."

The washer straightened up and

began to give me serious considera-

tion. Evidently I was on the trail

at last.

"I didn't know whether you were

serious, joking or preaching," he said,

:miling.

"Have a cigar and give me some
winters," I urged.

"Why not put this job off until

o-morrow?" he repeated, accepting

a light from me. "To allow mud to

dry on a varnished surface is about

the worst thing that can happen to

it, and this is city mud containing

ammonia, the most harmful of all,

although mud in lime districts is

bad enough. It causes spots or loss

of lustre in spots, and if left on repeatedly will

soon ruin all the gloss and life of the varnish coat."

"But how?" I persisted.

"The mud draws the oil out of the varnish,"

he explained, "and if this is allowed to go on for

any length of time, the car gets to looking badly,

and there is nothing to do but let the varnish

dry, rub it over with water and pumice stone

flower and finally revarnish it."

"And the way to keep a car looking good is

what?" I asked.

"Keep it clean," was the reply. "Wash it

as often as it gets dirty, but do it right. This
is particularly true after a car has been out in a

rain storm, for if allowed to dry without atten-

tion, every drop of water as it evaporates will

leave a deposit of lime which leaves a white spot.

As much harm, though, is done by improper
washing as by not washing enough. Many
people use warm water, which softens the varnish.

Cool water, applied in a gently flowing stream
from a hose, hardens it, gradually soaking up the

mud so it is easily removed with a soft sponge.

A forceful stream of water knocks off the mud and
carries along pieces of varnish, too. When the

mud has been softened and loosened, a soft

sponge with plenty of water can be used, fol-

lowed by rinsing with the hose and drying with

a clean chamois."
"You don't seem to use much strength on

that chamois," I commented.
"Whv should I?" he asked. "All I want is

- I ,
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Wash your car with a gently flowing stream of cool water. A forceful stream knocks

off the mud and carries along pieces of varnish too
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to dry the surface. A car is not like a brass lamp
that can be polished every day and still retain

its gloss. The weight of the chamois is enough
pressure, and absolute dryness is not necessary.

Any slight dampness that may remain when the
chamois is kept well wrung out will quickly
evaporate and do no harm. New chamois skin

should be thoroughly cleaned with a mild soap
and as thoroughly rinsed in hot water before

use."

"I notice you use no soap on the car," I re-

marked, looking about.

"Well I should say not," said the washer.
" It docs more harm than good, and with frequent
washing in clean, cold water it is unnecessary.
Soaps contain acids or alkalis, either of which
is detrimental to the oil in varnishes, and
spotting or general loss of lustre is the result."

"Do you mean that under no circumstances
would you use soap?"

"If a car has been unavoidably neglected and
has become very greasy and dirty, a little weak
castile soap suds might be used. Every particle

of it must be rinsed off, however, with plenty
of clean cold water."

"Doesn't a car get carelessly washed in a
garage, now and then?" I inquired.

"To be sure, and the best remedy, in case
spots begin to appear afterward, is to wash it

more frequently yourself with cold water, dry
it thoroughly and let it stand in a good circula-

tion of air. Hot sun, however, fades the colors

and destroys and deadens the finish."

"A friend of mine uses furniture

polish to brighten his car," I sug-

gested.

"I certainly shouldn't approve of

it," said the washer. "Unless it is

thoroughly rubbed off, the oil in it

collects dust from the road and makes
matters worse. Once you begin this

sort of treatment you must keep it

up and it's lots of work without a
distinct gain, for, unlike your piano,

for instance, the polish is affected by
frequent washing with water."

"I notice that the engine bonnet
looks almost as bright as the rest of

the car, and shows no sign of needing
paint before the body," I observed.

"Yes it does," the man smiled in

approval of my observation. "The
reason is that I never use soap on
it and am careful never to wash it

at all until it is cool."

"How do you keep the leather

upholstery in condition?" I asked,

almost fearing that I was imposing
upon the fellow's good nature.

"Well, I never turn the hose on it,

for one thing," he answered. "That
would harden the leather and even-

(Contintud on page 40)



CONDUCTED BY HENRY MAXWELL

AN ATTRACTIVE COTTAGE

THERKJs a pretty little cottage at Wode-
nethe, in the English style, made of brick,

and roofed with shingles. The swinging

windows, with their diamond panes, have much
to do with the charm of the building, but the

setting is very fine. For the cottage appears at

the end of a vista, and is dimly seen between
gigantic trees. Thus it makes the vista seem
remarkably long for a twenty-acre place.

The coziness of the cottage is chiefly due to

the framework of trees. At the top of the

photograph are branches of some buckthorns
which have attained a height of twenty feet and
are a pretty sight in midsummer when laden

with roundish clusters of small black berries.

The camera was placed under a hedge of beech,

perhaps twelve feet high, in which an opening
was cut so as to reveal the cottage. On the
cottage wall grows the trumpet creeper, and the

arborvitae at the right serves as an accent mark,
as the composition would be a little tame with-
out a columnar tree.

A ROGUE RIVER GARDEN
U*ROM the door way of our living-room we

look down over our natural park and
garden to the Rogue River. The house is 52
feet above the river, on the edge of a bank which
is broken by natural terraces.

On the Pacific Coast we can grow many of

the choicest European plants that will never
grow in the East — for example, Ceanothus in

deep blue, mauve lavender, snow white, and
cream. We have a wild rose which has a much
larger flower than Rosa Wichuraiana rubra,

growing about a pine tree on the lower bank.
I have transplanted into the garden proper, on

the orchard side of the house, Ceanothus, syringa

or mock orange, rose colored spirea, deer tongue,
buttercups, goldenrod, lavender-pink asters,

white valerian, Washington lilies, small red

mountain lilies, and an unknown flower of true

A modest cottage or tool house at Wodenethe. Fishkill. N. Y. Buckthorn overhead:

aborvitse at corner of house: trumpet creeper on walls: hemlock hedge at right

blue like the Dropmore Anchusa, a half inch
across with a little row of white pearls around
the tiny stamens. Also crimson shooting stars

and Indian paint brush.

The only things that "died on me," as the
children say, were two azaleas, and that was my
own fault, as I was too greedy to prune them.
There are choke-cherries with fragrant tassels,

ninebark, western dogwood, cascara, shadbush,
pipestem, and chapparal, all white and cream,
and all fragrant.

Our most beautiful flowering shrub is the
manzanita, with its clusters of pink bells, ruddy
stems, and clean, oval, mignonette-green leaves.

Below them are ferns, mahonia, hepatica, saxi-

frage, and anemones.
The madrone has tassels of white in spring

and red berries in winter. It is an evergreen,
soft tinted and waxy, and the stems or trunks
shed their bark. These trees are more than
forty feet high.

Even the maples make a great show, blossom-
ing before the leaves come out.

Along the top of the bank are groups of a

delightful perennial dwarf sunflower.
There are flocks of white lupins, yellow violets,

wild geranium, and red and yellow columbines.
Hundreds of mock orange bushes and wild roses

bloom together. The air is fragrant with per-

fume, and musical with the orchestration of

the rough, wild water of the Rogue River.

Mrs. John Rawley.

AN IMPORTANT NEW BITTERSWEET

IUTERE is a new Celastrus which you probably
* have not seen unless you have been to the
Arnold Arboretum. It is one of the many good
things that Professor Sargent has brought
from the Far East. This species (C. flagellaris)

might be called the Korean bittersweet. It is a

very strong grower, producing a dense screen on
the trellis. Its leaves are larger than those of
the American and Japanese {scandens and or-

biculatus), and are even more beautiful. They
are thick and bright,

being rough, glossy, and
fairly iridescent when
closely examined, even
more so than the October
leaves of the common
honeysuckle. The fruit,

like that of orbiculatus,

is mostly hidden by the
foliage.

A. G. Eldredce

UNCLE HENRY
SAYS

THE real reason why
Englishmen think

the cedar of Lebanon is

the most beautiful tree

in the world is because of

the shadows made by the

distant tiers of horizontal

branches. You can get the same shadows from
a white pine 40 to 50 feet high. White pines

45 feet high have been successfully moved, and
give at once a type of beauty comparable to the
famous cedars of Lebanon at Warwick Castle,

which were brought home by returned crusaders.

The four plants which Long Island farmers
used to hate the most are now becoming the best

The new Korean bittersweet, showing its superb foli-

age, which is clearly better than that of the American
or Japanese varieties

beloved of country gentlemen, because they
will solve tough landscape planting problems
on sand, gravel, etc., and you can't kill them.
They are red cedar, bayberry, wild cherry, and
sumac. Are you blind? Or can you see the

unique beauty of them and how to fill your place

with local color?

Millionaires are now waking up to the beauty
of bayberry or candleberry, which makes glorious

domes, like boxwood, bronzes beautifully in

the autumn, holds its foliage through November,
and is fragrant the year round. To propagate

it take up the small suckers on the outside of a

colony, cut them back to within three inches

of the ground, and plant in bunches of a dozen.

"Evergreens are too slow," some people say.

And yet the famous Douglas spruce at Drop-
more grew sixty-two feet in twenty-one years.
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THE WELSH PONY
"1YTHTLE tin- Welsh pony is much betterW known in America than was the case

a few years ago, the question is still

often asked "What arc Welsh ponies and
cobs." The true Welsh mountain pony may
well be described as a diminutive horse of the

hackney type. Ponies range in height from
eleven to thirteen hands, and the cobs from thir-

teen to fourteen hands. In form they are com-
pact and roundly finished, with remarkable
development of bone and muscle; they arc very
hardy in constitution, with wonderful strength

and endurance; possessing great energy and
yet particularly docile in temperament. They
are full made, stockily built, with beautiful head
and shoulders, legs of iron, and feet of flint.

Of the exact origin of the breed but little is

known which we may accept as authentic.

There is no doubt ho\\c\cr, that it has been

much improved by Arab and thoroughbred
crosses. During the past fifty years the breed

has been still further improved by the intro-

duction of a considerable number of small

hackney stallions of good quality among the best

studs of Wales, with the result that the type

of Welsh pony of to-day shows much more of the

hackney characteristic than was in evidence

a generation ago. On the other hand, Welsh
mares of approved type have been used in pro-

ducing many of the best hackney ponies. The
two breeds have been crossed and inter-bred

quite generally, to the betterment of both.

The Welsh ponies are noted for soundness of

wind and limb, as well as for vigor and hardy
constitutions, which traits are attributable to

their native environment. Bred and reared

in the mountains, galloping down the steep

sides, jumping ravines and obstacles, as they

are compelled to do, has served to develop the

above traits in a high degree. Natural blemishes

arc rarely found in them. A distinguishing

feature of true Welsh ponies is that they are

free from the heavy coat of hair and shaggy
appearance of other breeds of small ponies.

An authority on ponies has said of this breed:
"There is a mistaken idea among some people
that a dull, sleepy pony or horse is a safer one
for children's and ladies' use than a spirited one
—that the latter arc only fit for experts. This
egregious mistake comes from confusing vim and
spirit with viciousncss. Dull, sleepy ponies
and horses arc often more stubborn and harder
to control in an emergency than intelligent

animals possessed of more energy. In intelli-

gence and submission, when properly handled,
none of the horse kind excels, and very few equals,

the true Welsh pony; none is safer to trust with
children or ladies. With kind treatment they
soon come under control and show much affec-

tion, and seem to have a special affection for

children." This breeder's method of handling

is to commence when the foal is only a few weeks
old, picking it up and handling it about as one
would a dog, controlling it by gentle treatment:
Managed in this way a pony will never develop
viciousncss.

There is a constantly increasing demand for

a class of pony larger than Shctlands, which the

Welsh pony meets. As the child "graduates"
from the Shetland stage, the Welsh pony enters

and fills the need for a pony with more size, style,

and speed than the Shetland. A pair of well

matched Welsh ponies hitched to a properly
appointed vehicle presents one of the most
attractive sights imaginable; and such an outfit

combines utility with beauty, as these ponies

are capable of covering the road at a rapid pace.

As saddle ponies they have no equal, and they
arc up to carrying a lot of weight.

It is unquestionably true that many ponies

larger than Shetlands have been sold as "Welsh,"
whereas they had not a drop of Welsh blood in

their veins. Such claims will be less frequent

now that a record association for the breed has

been established in the United States. In Wales
there is a society for recording Welsh ponies

and cobs, and this society divides the ponies

into four groups according to height. The
smaller ones arc known as the Welsh mountain
pony, height not to exceed 12J hands, the other
classes ranging up to 15J hands. The latter

arc used as cavalry mounts, and arc the
favorite road horse of their native country,
where they pull heavy carts over the roads at a

remarkable rate of speed.

In producing high-class polo ponies, Welsh
blood has been of great value, owing to the

general activity, endurance, and sure-footcdncss

of the breed. Some American breeders are

paying special attention to breeding the larger

type of W'elsh ponies for use on the polo field.

High-class polo ponies command very high prices,

and breeding them offers an inviting field.

In cross-breeding the hackney and Welsh
ponies one should pay special attention to size

and gait. Ponies of this breeding will command
high prices only when well gaitcd and well

mannered, and up to the present time but few
men in this country are producing this type.

Such ponies however, are in great demand, and
in some instances very high prices arc obtained.

Only a few weeks ago a cross-bred hackney-
Welsh mare sold for $1,500, and prices ranging
from $350 to #800 are not uncommon.
Good W'elsh ponies of proper type and breeding

can be bought at prices ranging from $100 to

#200 each, and at such prices they offer a splendid

inducement as an investment for breeding

purposes. It is estimated that one pony will,

consume about the same amount of feed as three

sheep. In other words, breeding ponies may
be kept in good condition at from $9 to $12 a

year each. The produce will command good
prices and are ready for use at two years of age.

W7

hile there are a number of pony breeding farms
where several hundred are maintained, it is a

noticeable fact that these farms are constantly

adding to their breeding stock. Prices are

advancing each year and danger of over-

production in this line seems to be far remote.

For saddle purposes the Welsh pony Is unexcelled. Foregate Polly. 429. W. S. B. Welsh ponies are proud and high-stepping, but withal perfectly safe for children
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It is everywhere conceded that the American-
bred Shetland is a better pony in all respects

than the imported Shetland, and I believe this

is also true of the Welsh pony. At all events
for breeding purposes one will be less likely to

meet with disappointment by selecting foundation
stock which was bred in this country, or at least

has been in this country a sufficient length of

time to have become thoroughly acclimated.

H. T. Morgan.

A NATURALIZED TERRIER

OF AN old family, unjustly cursed with a

bad name, winning success in spite of

adverse circumstances, only to be exiled

by law from his native land, forced to emigrate
to the New World and there to begin again his

fight for popular recognition — this has been the
lot of the Bull Terrier. One is quite tempted
to philosophize and to draw nice copy-book
maxims from his story, but he is well able to

speak for himself.

"Of an old family" — not that he came over
with William the Conqueror, but he has a long
pedigree for a terrier, most of whom, despite

their bewildering numbers and well defined

types, have been manufactured within the past

hundred years. Some clever person has said that

the history of any breed of dogs may be started

by saying "The origin of the is shrouded
in mystery." It is certainly a very useful work-
ing formula for canine historians. Nine times
out of ten it will supply ready-made that trouble-

some opening sentence, for usually our knowledge
of dog origins is a supposition backed
up by a guess. The Bull Terrier,

however, is one of the tenth times.

It is, of course, impossible to say
that on May 16, 1776, John Smith
bred his Manchester Terrier Nellie to

Grip, a brindle and white Bulldog
owned by Tom Jones, and the off-

spring were the original Bull Ter-
riers. We can say, however, that in

the last quarter of the eighteenth

century this kind of breeding was
done. We are not sure whether such
cross mating was designed, or whether
the pups from a mesalliance were
recognized by their owner as "likely

youngsters." The cross-bred dogs—
however they were first obtained—
"took on," and by 1800 began to

attract attention to themselves.

They were possessed of certain

attractions. As Pierce Egan, a sport-

ing authority of the time (1822) said, "they flashed

more size" than the terriers, and their "pleasant,

airy temper without losing any of its fierceness"

was an improvement over the Bulldog. I am a

little afraid Mr. Egan waxed so enthusiastic over

their looks and disposition that he forgot their

deeds. Their chiefest attractions were their

ability to bait a bear or a badger better than

clung to the dog to his detriment when bull

baiting and rat killing were no longer fashionable
pastimes. The staid Victorian Era held up its

hands in holy horror at the barbarous doings of

the swaggering Georgian Days. Rat killing

and badger drawing were things not to be men-
tioned in polite society, and the poor
Bull Terrier was exiled to stable and "pub."
/bout this time, however, the dog show was
developed, and it wrought great changes in

most dogs, the Bull Terrier among them.
The Bull Terrier of 1800-1850 was vastly 4

different from the Bull Terrier of now. He
was thick-set; his head was blocky; his eyes
were large and round; his tail might be any
old style from the short, twisted screw of a

Bulldog to the Foxhound's teapot handle;
his coat was splotched with black, brown,
tan, or brindle. Think of a big Boston
Terrier with a weak muzzle, irregular marks,
and a miscellaneous tail; and you have a

rough idea of the early Bull Terrier.

The early popularity of the Bull and
Terrier dog led to breeding experiments,
made to improve his looks, and later the dog
shows furnished the incentive and reward
for this work. Chief among the experi-

menters was James Hinks of Birmingham,
and the present day dog is largely a develop-

ment of his ideals. Just how the old, cloddy,

marked dog was transformed into the graceful

white terrier of now is an unexplained miracle.

The breeders used the material at hand, and we
know that several white English Terriers, a

white coated edition of the black and tan Man-

dog show had made a new Bull Terrier, a much
better looking dog and one with all the virtues

and none of the vices that tradition associated

with the breed. Instead of a vicious, bad
tempered brute, a terror to dogs and faithless

to man, they found a clean, game, good-natured

-Ch.

This snapshot of Master Frey and his prize-winning dog. Attleboro Crusader, shows
that the Bull Terrier is not the brute of fiction

Oh. Bloomsburg Ziska. the acknowledged best EngUsh
Terrier bitch showing. Note the uncropped ears

their Bulldog cousins, and to kill more rats in

less minutes than any straight-bred terrier.

At that time, these "sporting" activities made
them many friends.

But times change, and this same reputation

Chester Terrier, inhabited Hinks's kennels.

Whippets and Greyhounds too probably helped

make a thick-set dog lithe, and the straight,

tapering tail is possibly the legacy of some
Pointer ancestors.

All this may be slightly suggestive of cur;

but one must remember that it is some fifteen

generations back in the Bull Terrier's pedigree

before we come to any of this outside

blood, and fifteen generations in a man
would be back to days of Richard Coeur
de Lion. Skilful selection of the proper

stock will produce a strain of animals

breeding true to type in six or seven

generations, and the ability to breed to a

fixed type is the final test of a thoroughbred.

With the original Bull and Terrier cross

made a century and a third ago — some
thirty dog generations — the Bull Terrier,

with all his crosses, has a long family history.

About 1870 the Bull Terrier began to lay

aside his colored coat and to become the

type of dog we know. To-day he stands

one of the most attractive breeds. Nobody
can forget his white coat with its silvery

sheen. His wedge-shaped skull, topped

with neat, erect ears, is distinctive. His

dark, almond eyes give him a fascinating,

wicked-wise expression. Straight limbed,

clean cut, short of back, with muscles

glide under his close coat, he is all a

thoroughbred. Any one who appreciates the

beauty of perfect symmetry and strength falls

in love with him at first sight.

Gradually England awoke to the fact that the

Edgecote Peer, considered the best American-bred BuU
Terrier ever shown

•dog, an ideal pal and guardian. Slowly the old pre-

judice died, and the Bull Terrier became more and
more popular. Then came the anti-cropping edict.

Since the passage of the law in Great Britain

that forbids the cropping of a dog's ears, the

breed has fallen from favor. The uncropped
cars spoil the clever, varminty expression, and

neither fanciers nor the public like

the changed looks. Slowly but surely

interest is waning, and the days of

the breed in England seem to be

numbered. These would indeed be

hard times for the Bull Terrier had
he not been naturalized in America.
For thirty years, he has been making
friends over here, and when doomed
in his native land, he was already

firmly enough established in his

adopted country to insure him
against the fate of the dodo.

He has, however, had much the

same kind of a hard row to hoe in

America. We never had bull baiting— possibly there were too many
Puritans, or maybe too few bulls —
but we have had the equally odious

"sport" of dog fighting. The dogs

of the fighting pit are coarse, doubt
fully bred, square headed, marked

animals; part Bull Terrier, part mongrel. Because

of their uncertainty in both type and breeding,

the American Kennel Club have refused, and
rightly so, to recognize them as a breed. They
rejoice in an unsavory reputation; and their

bad name has been tacked on the real Bull

Terrier, for most people habitually confuse the

native, pit mongrel with the imported through-

bred. They are two very different dogs.

The public is beginning to learn, however,

that the real Bull Terrier is far from the savage

cur beloved of Bill Sykes, who was "a sort of

Bull Terrier." They find him clever beyond
the average, faithful, good tempered, strong, yet

kind; and now that Dame Fashion has begun to

take him out walking with her, it seems probable

that our naturalized terrier will take a place

among us more befitting his old family and his

own excellencies. Williams Havnes.

WORMS
that

Bull

that

THE one certain thing in dogdom is

puppies invariably have worms. As soon

as you see the symptoms, which begin with

whining cries of pain and distension of the ab-

domen, the puppy should have immediate atten-

tion. Diet him lightly on milk the day before,

omitting entirely the evening meal. Next morn-
ing, while the stomach is empty, administer a

tablet composed of santonin and calomel, each

one grain. Two or three hours afterward give a

tablespoonful of castor oil, and at noon feed

lightly on warm broth. Repeat this treatment

in three davs. R. A. S.
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The Little Furniture
That Gives Charm

to the Home
T

$15 and $ I

S

'N GOING through the Palace at

Versailles, it did not occur to

me that it had been the home

of any one until I reached Marie

Antoinette's apartment and saw her

little sewing table.''

The woman who was thus im-

pressed by her visit to that exquisite

Palace possesses the delightful spirit

of the home — she knows that a

cottage or a castle may be made a home by the inter-

mingling of the little furniture that becomes a part of the

daily life.

As Autumn is the time for giving new life to the home,

we have assembled an especially

pleasing collection of little fur-

niture for those that simply

need to add a few things.

And. of course, this furniture

should not be overlooked by

those who are furnishing a home.

To give an idea of the charac-

ter of this furniture and of our

conservative prices, we illustrate

a few models. However, the

collection affords tremendous

selection.

The Colonial Hall Table is

such an excellent reproduction

of the antique that one will be

delighted to possess it, regard-

less that it makes a practical

card table, as well as a charming

ornament. Mahogany, $49.50.

The Colonial

Desk is one of

those substantial

and roomy affairs

that does not re-

quire much space

— being only 33

inches long. Mahogany, $54.

The Colonial Sewing Table is compact, as it has a drop

leaf— and even its top drawer has a sliding compart-

ment tray. In Circassian walnut, $18; mahogany, $15.

All of our collections of furniture are now quite

complete for the Autumn — they have come from the

celebrated makers of Europe

and America, and include designs

of all Periods.

$18

Afternoon Tea
has become such an institution in the

social life of today that a home without a

tea service is quite impossible.

A Tea Wagon simplifies the serving of

this little five o'clock collation—and gives

such atmosphere to the occasion that a

hostess feels the need of one.

The Tea Wagon illustrated is of Sheraton

style — mahogany inlaid with satinwood;

with removable tray, $28.

The Muffin Stand is of remarkable assist-

ance, too. Model illustrated has 9 plate

holders ; mahogany inlaid with satinwood,

$18.

Among
suites

—

the noteworthy

A Jacobean Dining-room suite

of old oak, $2250.

A German Empire Library

suite of mahogany inlaid with

brass, $6000.

An Empire Library suite —
copy of one in the Chambre

des Deputes, Paris— of mahog-

any inlaid with brass, $5500.

And, by way of contrast—
American Library suites for as

little as $75.

Our Bureau of Interior T)ecor-

ation will gladly submit plans

and estimates for the complete

or partial furnishing and decor-

ating of your home — whether

an apartment, city house or

palatial country home.

GIMBEL BROTHERS
«» ••> Broadway NEW YORK Thirty-third Street
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"LEAVENS MADE
FURNITURE

Cfl Makes its strongest appeal

to people of taste and refine-

ment. A large business of sup-

plying the purchaser direct has

been built upon the simple, ar-

tistic lines of our designs, solid

construction, and a variety of

custom finishes, meeting every

possible requirement of dis-

criminating people.

•J A large assortment of Furniture

in the natural wood or stained to

suit the individual taste. Your
choice of any of several finishes to

harmonize with the color scheme of

your rooms.

<J Send (or set of illustrations, and color

chart mailed upon request.

William Leavens& Co.
Manufacturers

32 CANAL STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

Offers A Cheerful Welcome

Ask Your Dealer

New Booklet No. 207 Upon Request

Prairie Grass Furniture Co.
Sole Manufacturers

Glendale Long Island New York

W. £r J. SLOANE
:: FURNITURE AND DECORATIONS ::

Fifth Avenue and 47th St., New York

No. 10. The Hunts of

Maxmilian. from the fa-

mous tapestry of Van Orley

EUROPEAN HAND-BLOCKED
WALL PAPERS
{Continued horn page 31)

stroyed by the mob. The Stag Hunt took
thirty-one widths of paper to form one complete
set or collection.

And now for the papers shown with this

article. Nos. 1, 2, and 3 are English papers
designed by William Morris, who did more than
any other man of the nineteenth century to

raise the standards of industrial art, and not
only designed but— what was of far greater

importance and significance— actually made
and superintended the making of wall papers,

printed draperies, real tapestries of the old

Gothic type, and furniture. He knew what so

many forget or never
learn, that in the crea-

tion of masterpieces of

art the hand is more
important than the

head, and the execution
than the design. Pat-

tern No. I is called the

Pimpernel (the pimper-
nel being not the large

but the small flower),

No. 2 the Acanthus
Scroll, No. 3 the Chrys-
anthemum.

Pattern No. 7 is the

best "roses" paper in

the world. The bold
simplicity of the lines

combined with the ex-

quisitely soft delicacy

of the colorings appeal

to him who sees it,

quite in the same way as a wonderful painting, a

marvelous tapestry, or a perfect statue in marble.

This paper was designed by Muller about 1850
and is made in Paris. It takes 185 blocks to

print from and the widths are twenty-six instead

of the regular eighteen and one half inches wide.

Patterns No. 4, 5, and 6, shown two widths

together, were designed by Walter Crane and
printed by the firm

who did and still do all

the Morris papers. No.
4 is called the Golden
Age, No. 5 the Peacock,

No. 6 the Macaw. I

regard the Golden Age
as a masterpiece. It

comes in self tones and
also in many colorings,

as do most of the

papers here illustrated.

Some of these patterns

can also be had on
cretonne.

Nos. 8, 9, 10, 11, and
12 come from Alsace

from a factory that has

been established for

more than a century,

and consequently in character class properly with

French rather than with German papers. No. 8 is

a Regence pattern originated in the early part of

the nineteenth century. No. 9, the Golden Phea-

sant, was originated only three years ago. How-
ever, the form in which it now appears is not

the original one that

was rejected after the

blocks had been cut
and samples printed.

I saw the original car-

toon. It was evident

to me, after I had been
told, that when assem-

bled on the wall the

tails of the birds would
mark too strongly.

This and other defects

caused the maker to

destroy the paper that

had been printed and
the blocks that had
been made, and after

an interval of twelve
months, to bring out
an entirely new and
much modified set of

blocks from which was
printed the paper before us. The result is

worthy of the effort.

No. 10 is a paper taken from one of the famous

No. 11. Reproduction
from a Louis XVI tole de

Touy

No. 12. The Dutch Gar-
den, a modern paper

"Ah This Is
Real Cream"

The cream makes or mars
the meal. New cream— real
cream— skimmed, clarified and
aerated by the simple, sanitary

SHARPLES
Tubular Cream Separator
may be had as thick and as soon as you like after the
milk is drawn from the cows. In fragrance, flavor,
purity and texture. Tubular cream is unequalled — a
areat contrast to cream that has stood around and be-
come ajjed, lumpy or a harbor for foreign odors.
No disks in the wonderful Sharpies Dairy Tubular.

In world wide use amonif suburban and summer
homes, at famous resorts, model dairies and creameries.
Proper sizes for one cow or many. Write for Catalog 145.

THE SHARPLES SEPARATOR CO.
WEST CHESTER, PA.

Chicago, III. San Francisco, Cal.

Por.land, Ore. Dallas. Tex.

Toronto, Can. Winnipeg, Can.

Edison Pulverized Limestone
Nature's Crop Producer

Made from the purest crystalline white
limestone obtainable.

Pulverized almost as fine as flour. Owing
to its fineness of division is immediately
available to plant life.

The best and cheapest method of supplying

the land with needed lime.

Not being caustic can be applied to the soil at

any time without danger of injury to any crop.

For sample, price, booklet, etc., address

The Edison Portland Cement Co.
Stewartsville, New Jersey

WOVEN CHAIN LINK FENCE AT NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Fence Economy
Whether the expenditure be large or small, there

is an Anchor Post fence that will most economi-
cally meet it. The upkeep cost of Anchor Post

fences is practically nil, as there is nothing to rot

out, and, being galvanized, will not rust out.

The economies start with the erection—The
posts are driven into solid ground and held true

with anchoring irons also driven— the hole

digging expense is eliminated.

Catalog! of Iron Gates and Fences, Woven Wire and
Unclimbable Fences, Paddock, Kennel and Suburban
Fencing of all kinds may be had upon application.

^Anchor Post Iron Vorks
13 Cortlandt Street (1 1th Floor), New York

Anchor Post fence posts are braced with
driven anchors. No digging post holt*.
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ONE of the interesting signs of the

furniture times is the catholicity

of spirit shown in the best de-

signing. Many centuries and many coun-

tries are represented; from England,

Spain, France, Holland and Flanders, the

discriminating manufacturer makes his

choice, bringing to bear upon the subject

the finest modern methods. The actual

science of furniture making has advanced

tremendously since the old furniture de-

signers were creating motifs for future gen-

erations. Perhaps this point cannot be

better demonstrated than in the charming

interior, illustrated, which is furnished

exclusively with "Flanders" from the

Berkey & Gay workshops; modern in its

execution and technique, but harking

back to the charm and vitality of the

old Flemish work. The expressive term

"Flanders" is a creation of Berkey & Gay

as well as the distinctive line itself.

A living room above everything should

be livable. How perfectly the Flanders

style embodies this quality. A living

room should be restful, cheerful and com-

fortable. How perfectly "Flanders" con-

tributes these characteristics. Variety is

also expressed in a most attractive man-

ner. Too often this feature is lacking

in the American home. In the fear of

losing harmony we are apt to secure

merely monotony. The living room of

our illustration shows an underlying unity,

combined with a most refreshing variety.

TRAVELOGUES
IN FURNITURE

A LIVING ROOM
IN FLANDERS

This blending is particularly fitting in a

room used by different members of a

family, with the inevitable difference in

taste. One person may prefer angles, an-

other curves; smooth surfaces or rough,

while there may be a division of opinion

as to the relative merits of leather and

cane.

The "Flanders" living room shows

curves and angles, and while not rough

hewn, presents a beautiful variety of text-

ures, textures in wood, which are quite

as important as texture in fabrics. Flem-

ish themes are delightfully worked out

in the various chairs and tables, showing

skillful adaptations of those sturdy old

motifs which for more than a century

gave Flemish designers a unique position.

Flanders, though small, was powerful, and

being commercially in touch with Spain,

England and the Orient, and closely allied

at various times with France and Holland,

could place within reach of her craftsmen

the best that came to her doors.

Cane furniture reached a degree of

beauty unknown in the surrounding coun-

tries. English and French designers bor-

rowed freely from Flanders and in the

present cane revival many Flemish and

English motifs are blended.

It is pleasant, indeed, in the twentieth

century to find modern pieces which so

finely express the homelike, substantial

beauty of the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries and give honored place to oak,

our characteristic American Wood.

The architectural treatment of the room

makes a consistent and desirable back-

ground for the oak and cane. Walls,

floor, ceiling and fireplace, produce an at-

mosphere of dignity and comfort which is

further emphasized by the furniture.

While such a background is extremely de-

sirable, the purchase of "Flanders" should

not be deferred solely because a beamed

ceiling, big fireplace and wainscoted walls

are unattainable. The average living-

room would be greatly improved by such

pieces.

NOTE
The Berkey and Gay Furniture Company publishes

a series of "Travelogues in Furniture," short treatises

on several different periods on which they specialize.

The entire series showing room suggestions are sent on

receipt of io cents in U. S. stamps.

"Character in Furniture" is the title of a de luxe

book, published also by the same Company. It is not

a catalogue, but a book telling the romance and history

of period furniture in a most interesting way. It is il-

lustrated from original oil paintings by Rene Vincent,

the famous French artist. It is an expensive publi-

cation, but will be sent on request, accompanied by-

fifteen two cent U. S. stamps. The edition is limited.

It will be best to write for it today. Addiess Berkey &
Gay Furniture Company, 180 Monroe Ave., Grand
Rapids, Mich.
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"If It'san Inter-State--You'veBought theBest"

From all over the country comes
the cry—"Give us a motor car that

can be operated without discomfort"
The answer is,

—
"The Inter-State."

Electrically started and lighted, the Inter-

State at once rises high above the cars that

still enforce the distasteful "hand-crank-

ing" and "safety-match-illumination."

The very presence of this efficient electric

starter on the Inter-State is proof of the

maximum developmentwhich forever frees

you from the annoyance of cranking a car.

The"~electric lights — the automatic tire

pump— the demountable rims— all con-

veniences that add to the comfort and re-

finement of the Inter-State.

So simple is the Inter-State of control that

you scarcely realize the big, long stroke,

en bloc motor, throbbing its tremendous
power through multiple disc cork-insert

clutch and efficient transmission.

You only know that when you press a

button, the Inter-State moves into action

without exertion or discomfort on your
part.

You only know that your car presents the

suggestion of exquisite grace as the steady,

silent glide carries you up hill and down
dale— through town and country— at a

thousand different speeds.

You only know that you have paid $2400
for a car that offers you a greater value

—

dollar for dollar— than any other car te-

gardless of price.

Truly the Inter-State stands alone as the

car of distinctive difference—the car that

woman drives in equal skill with man.

You should send today for literature, describing the remarkable value of the Inter-State

The Inter-State Automobile Company, Muncie, Indiana
609 First Street

Boston Branch: 153 Massachusetts Ave. Omaha Branch: 310 South 18th St

Full equipment of top, wind-
shield, speedometer ^
Model 40 JfI&L
$2400 -*3— J*m~

Full
Fashioned

5WEATER5

THERE'S a big difference between the

Blauvelt Full-Fashioned Sweater, and the

Sweater so commonly seen.

Knitted to shape by hand methods— of fine long-fibre

worsted— the Blauvelt Sweater fits perfectly at every point.

Fashioned true to size— practically invisible seams — hand-

made buttonholes— re-inforced pockets — fully five seasons

of style, warmth and service in every garment.

The new Raglan Shoulder (illustrated), gives a fine shapely effect. The Blauvelt French

Stitch is acknowledged to be the handsomest and most elastic stitch known in knitted wear.

For motoring, golf, fishing, shooting, camping, and all other red-blood sports, wear

the smart, full-fashioned Blauvelt Sweater. For men and women, in all

stitches and colors. At your dealers or write to us and we will see you

are supplied. Write for Handsome Style Book

THE BLAUVELT KNITTING CO.

5 Campbell St., Newark, N. J.

tapestries designed in the sixteenth century by
Van Orley, the Belles Chasses de Guise, also

called the Hunts of Maximilian. No. n was
reproduced from a Louis XVI toile de Jouy,
Jouy being a little town near Paris where were
made the most famous linen drapery prints of

the eighteenth century. The ground of No. 11

is faintly but charmingly damasse.
No. 12 is a modern paper, the Dutch Garden,

designed by the famous Frenchman, Arthur
Martin, whose collection of tapestries, furniture,

wall paper, etc., is worth crossing the Atlantic
to see, and whose services to French makers of

damasks, brocades, and other woven stuffs are
noteworthy. This Dutch Garden appeals to
me most when printed in gray.

THE AUTOMOBILE
{Continued from page 33)

tually crack it. A sponge and a cake of castile

soap are the materials to use, and a piece of

waste serves for the final cleaning."

"Your garage looks dry," I observed after

looking at its splendid appointments.
"It is, and by taking steam from the house we

keep it dry in winter and somewhat above a

freezing temperature always. This prevents a
bluish bloom settling over the varnish on the
gar body and prevents the "accumulation of
frost on it. Frost also causes bloom and often

cracking of the varnish as the frost sweats out."
"Jenkins, across the road, doesn't seem to be

so particular about storing his car," I suggested
furtively.

"Nor about anything else," the man replied,

cranking up to drive into the garage. "He'li
wash his car in the morning. Watch him."

I did. His method included most of the
things Williams's man avoided. It was a quick,

hasty wash with warm water and soap, preceded
and followed by a blast of cold water from the
hose, and no wiping with the chamois at all. I

asked him how often he washed his car.

"Whenever I can't stand the looks of it any
longer," he replied.

Then I knew why his car needed refinishing

at the end of six months. Phil. M. Riley.

A REMEDY FOR CLUTCH TROUBLES

USING too heavy an oil is often the cause of

difficulty with multiple disc clutches and
the unknowing motorist sometimes ascribes it

to the clutches themselves. Adhesion between
the plates is the result. When the proper oil

cannot be secured, mixing a heavier oil with
kerosene in about equal parts will answer. Con-
tinued "grabbing" after this remedy has been
tried denotes that the plates have become
considerably carbonized or roughened. Clean-
ing and polishing of the clutch is then essential.

In fact, such clutches should frequently be dis-

mantled for that purpose. After cleaning with
kerosene to cut the oil, and then with gasolene,

being careful also to drain all lubricant and
sediment from the case, new oil of a light grade

may be supplied. Ryland P. Madison.

POWER YACHTING
(Continued jrom page 32)

cost of $500 or $1,000 we should regard them
with suspicion — and smiles. The young builder

is of course eager to have a larger boat than he can
afford— and the same is true with many a seas-

oned veteran — and the "ready-to-build" man
is all too ready to supply him with the impossible.

Having perhaps by some miraculous chance
found a design which is normal and practical

and which at the same time suits you, the next
thing to take a careful squint at is the method
of construction employed and the quality of the

stock used. In many "knock-down" proposi-

tions the spacing between the ribs is too wide or

the ribs are too light. In others the ribs are

not mortised into the keel. Other points of

weakness exist in still others. Every experienced

motor boatman knows that the boat is better for

the fewer number of parts it has in the long

members of the hull. The keel, clamps, stringers,

and planksheers should be in long lengths, while

the scarfs, where two pieces overlap, should be
of good length, too. But the length of the

planking is of even greater importance, perhaps,

and this is one of the first things the skilled eye
will search out in the boat under consideration.

Of course, it is a difficult matter to get planking
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Hot Water in 1 5 Seconds
Wintar or Summtr
Day or Night

For tin- uuissry tin'

BDoruinfl cup <>f h< >i

wsler—nhaviiiR— not

ctiiiiiiri'N.tfs iloiiclir*

- mill nil «*nicrn«'iu ,
i«

,
.M

when hoi vntrr U
milled in a hurry

Instantaneous
Electric

Water
Heater

Works so quickly thuf

the « ost of current is

negligible.

Turnthe s« Itch

ami draw the

water — al-

Tha Kalor No. 2 BMSi boUUlgi

Fully pinriuitccd. Writfl for full particulars.

THE KALOR COMPANY
569 Fifth Avenue New York

THE GREATEST ACHIEVEMENTS
IN MODERN HEATING ARE c fj
ACCOMPLISHED ../-fNtl*
WITH ^Vi^U™ S

I" mm onict

*\* li(li>™ SEND TO DAY
A'* FOR BOOKLET
KELSEY HEATING COMPANY
st mcust .N y new yoak. offki 154 vavi

THE BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
The moat highlv developed telephone service in the world.
One policy, universal intercommunication.

Amffuin Telfphonc and TrlegrspK Co., and Associated Compaoirs

N CHICAGO-FRANCIS " Clothes Dryers
Ami l-aumtrv Room e-iuipment. ««prcljltv adaptc! for the Residence laundry
room. Apartment Ri iMtafg »n<t I nvtilnlionv Write lor h.iml<omelv Illus-

trate.! No. C r< Catalog Chlrago l»r>er Co.. ««l» So. Wabaah \ \r,
ChlcaaTtt.or*a.aaaon H fg. Co.. I a I l.evlnatun V »e., New V ork Cll j

••uVlD^ Household Refrigerating and

l3 Li r* Tee Making Plants are designed
™ especially for country homes.

Brunswick Refrigerating Co., New Brunswick, N. J.

_ e^ratti
.

Furniture Company
34 AND 36 WEST S2SD STREET, NEW YORK

Play Always
up to Par!

Your game is only as good as your
stick—don't imperil your name and

fame with common clubs. Leading

experts and professionals in golf

endorse the club that goes after the

record

—

Monel Metal Golf Club
Golf heads of Monel Metal are strong,

resilient, cannot rust or corrode, and are

positively correct in weight, lie and loft.

Sticks of split, sea-

soned, second-

growth hickory

with first-grade

calfskin-grip.

May be bought only of club pro- \
fessionals or direct from us.

Prices, Monel Metal Golf Heads,
$1.00. Sticks complete $2.25.

Write to-day for
descriptive booklet

THE BAYONNE CASTING CO.
Bayonne, N. J.

ORBIN

Hardware for Houses of Refinement

The kind that gives an air of distinction. Designs in all schools. Finishes

that arc decorative and lasting. Book FK 17 explains. Sent upon request.

P. & F. CORBIN
Division

The American Hardware Corporation

NEW BRITAIN, CONN.
P. & F. CORBIN

of Chicago
P. & F. CORBIN

of New York
P. & F. CORBIN DIV.,

Philadelphia

Pocket KIPLING Edition

C.Bound in full flexible red leather
Light and convenient to carry, easy to read. Each, net, $1.50

Puck of Pooks Hill.

Traffics and Discoveries.

The Five Nations.

Just So Stories.

Kim.
The Day's Work.
Stalky & Co.

Plain Tales from the Hills.

Life's Handicap
;

Being Stories of Mine
Own People.

The Kipling Birthday Book.
Under the Deodars. The Phantom

Rickshaw and Wee WUlie Winkle.

The Light that Failed.

Soldier Stories.

The Naulahka (With Wolcott Balesbei).

Departmental Ditties and Ballads
and Barrack-room Ballads.

Soldiers Three, The Story of the
Gadsbys and In Black and White.

Many Inventions.

From Sea to Sea.

The Seven Seas.

Actions and Reactions.

Rewards and Fairies.

A " Kipling Index " will be sent free to any one on request

Garden City DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY New York
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Garage Play House

Hodgson Portable Houses
Artistically designed and finished, made of the most durable materials and practical

at any time of the year in any climate. Made for innumerable purposes. Erection of
buildings extremely simple and can be done by unskilled labor in a few hours' time.

Send for illustrated circulars and state what you are interested in.

E. F. HODGSON CO., 116 Washington St., Room 301, Boston, Mass.

Pony
Stable

Mathis-Built Houseboats
We have created a new type ideal for inland
Florida and the northern bays, canals and rivers.

Comfort and
shallow draft
— yet yachty
and speedy.

Can

duplicate

complete

Write for data on these notable houseboats

95 ft. Nahmeoka 70 -ft. Lanai

90-ft. Ednada 70-ft. Lunaria

77-ft. Lodona 70-ft. Cocopomelo

MathisYacht Building Co.
Specialists in

60 to i20-/t. Houseboats and Cruisers

c Delaware River, Camden, N.J.

Lee Puncture-Proof Tires
Turn miles into smiles

Get our booklet "K" explaining how our unique steel-

disc-in-rubber-cushion construction makes these tires

puncture-proof.

LEE TIRE AND RUBBER CO.
Conshohocken, Pa.

Boston
Garter

For assured comfort, security and Ions
wear, ask by name for Boston Garter.

Sold in Stores Everywhere
GEORGE FROST CO. Makers, Boston

SORINOKA^fc GUARANTEED _*»^W^^

UnfaST
Fabrics *

for Draperies and Coverings

SARGENT

ARE you interested in curios,

r\ objects of art, antiques,

and things hand made

for the art side of home life?

Perhaps you would like to know

where to find something along

these lines that you have in

mind. Perhaps you would like

to dispose of a part of your

own collection. However it

may be, if you have any query

that you wish to make in

regard to curios, antiques, etc.,

we will do our best to help

you find the answer. Write

The Readers' Service, Double-

day, Page & Company, Garden

City, Long Island, New York

Y f -m iiautrns. < at.

Hardwaresargent&co.

% Artistic Hardware and
Locks for residence or
public building. Many
patterns. Catalogue on rtqutu

153 Leonard St.

New York

MATHESON
"Silent Six"

Built for Those Who Use the Best
Matheson Automobile Company , Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania

PACKARD MOTOR CAR CO.
Detroit, Mich.

The White "Six"
Electrically Started and Lighted— Left Hand Drive
The most advanced and luxurious motor car made
THE WHITE COMPANY CLEVELAND

IPZIER
The car owned by

Detroit,

Mich.

Men Who Know"

The OHIO ELECTRIC
REPRESENTS THE ACME OF PERFECTION IN ELECTRIC CARS

IVRITF. FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
THE OHIO ELECTRIC CAR CO. Dept. F, Toledo, O.

The Reader's Service will give

expert advice about automobiles

for a boat of any size in single lengths, but there

should be just as few butts or joints as possible

and these should be as far removed from one
another as they can be. The butts of adjoining
planks should never be placed on the same frame
< >t even on adjoining frames.

In days gone by a vessel constructed entirely

of oak was not infrequently seen. Oak is the
great staple wood for ship building and we still

see every once in a while a veteran built entirely

of it — her timbers so well seasoned and hardened
that they would take the heart out of the keenest
ax. Good white oak is by all odds the best kind
of wood for the framework of your motor boat.

In order to get a true curved grain, however, the
stem and stern knees are commonly made of

hackmatack. Sometimes rock elm is used for the
frame. But oak is too heavy for other parts of

the boat beside the backbone, and especially

for the planking. Cedar is undoubtedly the
best wood for planking, though cypress is used
nearly as generally and has the advantage of

being easier to obtain in long lengths. It does
not, however, resist absorption to water quite
as well as cedar. Pine is heavier, less tenacious
and more liable to rot. Afahogany is, of course
often used for the planking of small boats,

particularly yacht tenders.

.If you decide to ignore the sometimes unre-
liable helping hand of the "knock-down" method
and prefer to build the entire boat yourself, you
must by all means begin with something unpre-
tentious and comparatively simple, even if you
have to pocket your pride and do not use up all

It is far more satisfying in every way to build a modest
little craft before attempting anything pretentious

your spare cash in the operation. The building

of a cabin cruiser from the keel up is a good sized

undertaking for a single worker, even though he

be a professional, and for an amateur the diffi-

culties are of course immeasurably greater.

With a helping hand, now and then, from some
one who has been through it or who is in the

business, you can undoubtedly succeed in time,

but the time will be almost hopelessly long if

you are in regular business and have only your
spare hours to devote to the undertaking. It

would be far more satisfying all round if you were

to begin with a modest little eighteen foot motor
boat. This will take time enough and if you try

to bite off more than you can chew within a

reasonable time the fun will speedily vanish

and drudgery will take its place. Most amateur
boat builders are apt to rush and hurry through

the last part of the work at any rate and thus

defeat the real end of obtaining a thoroughly

satisfactory craft. The work itself is not of the

sort that can be pushed very fast by inexperienced

hands and where time is limited and help scarce

the magnitude of the effort should be limited to

the facilities.

Do not slight the expense side of the question.

As in most other things it will probably cost

much more before you get through than you
think for, but if you make a careful estimate

beforehand, including all details not only of the

engine and hull but also the necessary interior

furnishings and all fittings, you will come much
nearer the right figure. Don't forget that the

hull and engine are not everything. You can't

run without gasoline -and tanks to put the juice

in. Neither will she stand without hitching

and you must have good and adequate ground
tackle. The list of accessories need not be un-

limited, as one would think from sundry bulky
catalogues, but it will probably be much more
extensive than you think, particularly if the boat
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(itofciTTl.e Sash Cord

Wff/lr^Xhnt is guaranteed

Tlir in in who bullili hnuip. wllhnul
aakliitf about llio anah rord In be tiard. ll

laving up liuubK' lor hlmarlf. Soinr torda

ImI dan or ninnllin whrrr lln ir ouhIiI

lo last *rari. ll won't takr a nnini.nl ul

your limn or coal «ou penny mora lo

Inaial that lh<* api'Cihcatinna MMM

Silver Lake A"
Braided Sash-Cord

llaman' indmlibty mn tvmry roof)

mrl.icr offrra nolliinv on
In can cal< h. ll ia pre-
Ihat llu' wriulit al onco

I'blnnk ahnwn hrrrwilh.

r Hi. n'am.''Nlv, r Lake
A" on thr cord.

It ia thr ncrrptrd
Standard in U. S.

Gnv.rnm.-rt braided
cord apt'ctncationa.

I I n bcrn in us.- over
40 r. am.

Write for Frtr fiookltt.

Silver Lake Co.
•9 (kun.iM IU1..1. Mil

{•tan > !•<- - I 1

UralM CUOM*-Ua&

Inclusive fabrics
of io f t, salecled
camel's hairwoven
In uiulyed natu-
r..l .Milor. Also
pure wool, dyed In
any color or com-
bination of colors.
Any length. Any
width seamless up to

18 fret. The finishing
ouch of individuality,
id* on •hort notice. Writ*
color card. Order through

TH«flO 1 IH)UM WOUKSHOP, Auburn, N. ».

T^„,,:„ PREVENTS DUST
I arMTVlarl. PRESERVES ROADS* W *** Booklets on rrourji

II \ It IS I I I' M VM I Mil KIM. COKPAifl
Nn, York. Chiracn. Philadelphia. Boaton. Si. Louis. Oerland. Plttihurc.

Cincinnati. Kanvat Otv. Minneapolis, New Orleans. *>r.it-lr. 1 BadaV, Fnif.

A house Imilt IVATCO M,,llow T,le Building Blocks
throughout of I I \f\J

j s thoroiiKhly nrc-prool, and is

cooler in Summer anil warmer in \\ inter than one of any other
construction. It is cheaper than brick, stone or cement.

Semi f'V literature

NATIONAL FIRE PKOORNO CO. Pittsburg, Pa.

1847 ROGERS BROS.

"Silver Plate that Wean "

is guaranteed by the Largest Makers

I |
building or remodeling a bathroom, rend 4c for our book-

I P In."Modern Plumbing" which containa iltuatrations of
24 model bathroom interiors ranging in cost from $74

to $3,000.

The J. L. Mott Iron Works
5th Avenue and 17th Street NEW YORK

DE LAVAL
CREAM

SEPARATORS
ARE IN A CLASS

ALL BY THEMSELVES
As much superior to other

separators as other separators

are to gravity setting systems.

The De Laval Separator Co.

New York Chicago San Francisco

Three Magazines for Every Home
COUNTRY LIFE IN AMERICA

Beautiful, practical, entertaining. $4.00 a year. (Twice
a month.

1

THE WORLD'S WORK
interpreting to-day's history. $3.00 a year.

THE GARDEN MAGAZINE—
FARfllNG

tellins how to make things grow. $1.50 a year.

DOLBLEDAY, PAGE & COMPANY
Garden City, New York

Inter-phone Your
Orders Downstairs

Give your orders from any part of

the hou«—even from your bed if

the tradesmen come before you are

up or when yon are indisposed.

Just £rct two or three of these sim-
ple little Inter-phones—connect
them in upstairs hall, in kitchen,

anywhere you please. You'll find

it easier to talk than to walk.

^Vesfern£heTm

/nTerphones

like the ones illustrated, will cost you less than $15

for two, including necessary wiring, batteries, etc. They
are as easy to put up as a doorbell and almost as

simple. If the nearest dealer tan-

not supply you, we will furnish

you Inter-phones direct.

Read our interesting Booklet No. 7843,
"The Way of Convenience. '* Tells how
to make housekeeping easier.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
Manufacturers of the 6,000,000 "Bell" Telephones

New York Chicago Kansas City San Francisco Montreal London
Buffalo Milwaukee Oklahoma City Oakland Toronto Berlin
Philadelphia Pittsburgh Minneapolis Los Angeles
Hoston Cleveland St. Paul Dallas
Richmond Cincinnati Denver Houston
Atlanta Indianapolis Omaha Seattle

Savannah St. Louis Salt Lake City Portland

Winnipeg Paris
Calgary Rome
Vancouver Johannesburg
Edmonton Sydney
Antwerp lokyo

Equipment for Every Electrical Need

Install a Paddock Water Filter

You will then use for every household purpose pure
water. Paddock Water Filters are placed

at the inlet and

Filter Your Entire Water Supply

removing all disease bacteria, cleansing and purifying
your water.

WRITE FOR CATALOG

ATLANTIC FILTER COMPANY
311 White Building Buffalo, N. Y.

In New York City

Paddock Filter Company, 152 E. 33rd Street.

f The Stephenson System of

Underground Refuse Disposal

Keepyourgarbage and waste out of

sight underground or below floor in

^^tjffi
>m Underground

GARBAGE AND REFUSE RECEIVERS/
Flyproof, sanitary. A fireproof dis-

posal of refuse in cellar, factory or
garage. Underground Earth Closets
for Camps.

In use nine year?.
It pays to look us up.

Sold direct. Send for circulars

C. H. STEPHENSON, Mfr. J
26 Farrar St. Lynn, Mas*,

Waterproof the wood yet preserve its natural surface

Dexter Brothers English Shingle Stains

are mixed with pure linseed and special Dexter preservative
oils which waterproof the wood as well as bring out the beauty
of the grain. When used on .-hin=les, the soft, velvety ai<-
pearance of the furze is retained. Paint entirely cor cea s the
surface and destroys the "texture."
Only best English ground pigments used. The full strong

color lasts long after other stains have faded or turned black.
Dexter Brothers English Shingle Stains cost far less than

paint and will outwear paint or any other stain.

Write for booklet A and 22 stained miniature shingles

DEXTER BROS. CO., 109 Broad St.. Boston, Mass.
ci8 Race Street. Philadelphia. Pa.. 1:33 Broadway, N. V.

Aiso Haters o/PETRIFAX CEMENT COATING
AGENTS: H. at. Hooter A- Co., Chicago: F. H. McDonald.

Grand Rapids: F.T.Crowe & Co.. Seattle. Spokane. Tacoma,
Wash., and Portland. Ore.: Sherman Kimhail. San Francisco:
Hoffschlager & Co.. Honolulu: AND DEALERS.
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What is a fair rental for a given

property/ Ask the Headers
1
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H/^rfi ^i i Ifn fi 1 r^i ro^fz-vrTT Information about trees, shrubs, flowers,orticuiturai directory
plants>etc<) willbe rurnished upon request.

Address HORTICULTURAL DEPARTMENT, Country Life in America, 11-13

West 32d Street, New York.

The Moral of This
Old Apple Tree And Its Preservation
THIS fine old tree that contributed so largely to the in-

terest and charm of this place, was neglected so long

that the top became a tangle of vitality sapping growth.

The lower limbs have been indiscriminately cut off,

until now the tree has been robbed of much of its charac-

teristic beauty, and looks more like an animated umbrella.

The apples are, of course, inferior in quality, and

difficult to pick.

Are you neglecting any of your trees this way?

Perhaps the seriousness of specially caring for your trees

as well as your lawn and shrubs, has not occurred to you.

To make sure of the condition of your trees whether shade

or fruit, send for one of our Inspectors. He will frankly

advise you their condition, and suggest such work as may
be necessary, for their restoration or preservation. Such
inspections in no way obligate you to have the work done.

Send for cur Booklet,—1 rees—The Care They Should

Have.

mm

UNSONWhITAKER Gb.
FfiHF*lTCB<; W New York, 822 Foarth Ave. Bldg. Bottom, 622 Tremont Bldg,rUIVTiOlCIVi) m a Pituborg,902ArrottBI<U. Chic»»o,712 Commercial Bank Bldg.

3

MIPPPF'Q SEEDS GROW
1 9 \J m\. JL m j \ ^ \J If you want a copy of the

"Leading American Seed
Catalog," forioi2. address BURPEE. Philadelphia.

SEND FOR OUR

1912 GARDEN GUIDE
IT'S FREE

Arthur T. Boddington. 338 West 14th St., New York

Biltmore Nursery
Ornamental Shrubs. Hardy Plants. Deciduous and Evergreen

Trees. Interesting, helpful, informing catalogs sent upon request.

Box 1291, Biltmore, N. C.

KILLED BY SCIENCE
DANYSZ VIRUS is a

Bacteriological Preparation

AND NOT A POISON—Harmless to Animals other thaT

mouse-like rodents. Rodents die in the open. For a small house, 1

tube, 75c; ordinary dwelling, 3 tubes, $1.75; larger place—for each

5.000 sq. ft. floor space, use 1 dozen, $6.00. Send now.

Independent Chemical Company 72 Front Street, New York

RATS

Northern Grown
English Walnuts

Now Thrive Wherever Peaches May Be Grown
You can now grow wonderful English Walnuts in your door-yard or orchard, just as you've

always grown the peach and other fruit trees. In Northern and Eastern S ates, wherever

peaches will grow, these hardy English Walnuts will live and yield bountifully.

Near Lockport, N. Y., a large English Walnut orchard now produces immense crops of

delicious nuts each year.

Our acclimated English Walnuts are hardier than peach, and have withstood without

injury, winter temperature that killed nearby peach trees.

English Walnut— For Ornament or

Profit— A Tree Unmatched
Thus, science has given the northern orchardist a new crop, far more profitable, and

easier to harvest and market than any ordinary fruit crop. Demand for nuts exceeds sup-

ply and prices yield growers large profits. California's English Walnut crop has a greater actual

money value than her famed orange crop.

For the lawn, the acclimated English Walnut is superb, with its smooth, light gray bark,

luxuriant dark green foliage, lofty, symmetrical growth.

Whether you plant for ornament or profit, investigate acclimated English Walnuts. Catalog and infor-

mation mailed free on request.

v —1» T W-J f\ Q* Glenwood Nursery — Established 1866
CjL.rL.IN OlVVjO* 2004 Main St., ROCHESTER, N. Y.

is a cabin cruiser. It is hardly possible that

you will save any money in building instead of

buying but by the latter process you lose all the
pleasure of the workmanship and also of pointing
with pride to a boat which you made yourself.

And there arc main who find this almost as

much fun as actual motor boating.

BEAUTIFUL AMERICA
(Continued from page 24)

These hills rise from five to seven hundred
feet above the water and are peculiar in form and
rich in coloring. Often they are smoothly sculp-

tured and clothed with grass of velvet softness.

Pyramids abound, and lovely little creeks invite

exploration at other points, abrupt rocks push

A stretch of the roadway skirting Mackinac Island

out into the flood, but for the most part the

slopes are suave of outline and gorgeously

garmented with birch, sumac, and oak, and the

water flows silently, smooth as oil.

As the river was of old a silent and solitary

stream so it is to-day, for with the passing of the

steamboat and the raft it has returned to some-
thing like its ancient emptiness. After studying

it for weeks in a house-boat I brought away an
impression of glorious color, of profound silence,

of majestic loneliness and of dream. It was all

so solemnly beautiful by night, so gleaming, and
purple and empty by day. The stark high

headlands looping away into haze, the golden

bars of sand jutting out into the burnished flood,

the thickets of yellow-green willows, the splendid

oaks of the bottom-lands, the little glades open-
ing away to the hills, all suggested the time when
the redman's teepee and the redman's canoe were
the only signs of man. Often all evidence of the

railway was lost, and at such moments I half

expected to see a fleet of bark canoes steal from
behind some wooded island, and would have not

been surprised to catch the sprangle of teepee

poles beneath some ancient elm. These flower-

ing savannahs have a charm which will not pass

with time — they will richen with the years.

Lake Pepin, which lies between Lake City

and Frontenac, in any other land but ours would
have been celebrated in song and story, but here

it lies almost unknown and almost unused. A
few summer homes have been built at its north-

ern extremity and Lake City on a lovely meadow
looks out upon it from the southwest, but its

beauty, its story, have not yet made the appeal

The dells of the Wisconsin River

which will one day make it the summer home of

hundreds of those who dwell in the cities to the

south and west.

In the woods of W isconsin, in the lands des-

olated by the lumberman, are lakes of clear

cold water, the breeding places of wild fowl, the

lure of fisherman and those who love solitude

and quiet, but these waters have no high hills
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COUNTRY LIFE

SCHOOL LIST

IflflBBmrt&rfflfe

MILLBROOK. DUTCHESS COUNTY,
NEW YORK

Full academic course. Full two years*

course for high school graduates. College

preparatory. Voice culture, domestic

science, gymnasium work and aesthetic

dancing open to all pupils. Music, art

and riding the only extras. Fully equip-

ped riding school. Location in a section

noted for its great natural beauty and won-

derful winter climate; twenty-two acres.

Golf, hockey, tennis, hasket-ball, skating,

tobogganing. The Bennett uniform
required. Catalog sent on request.

MISS MAY F. BENNETT
P. O. Box 403 Millbrook, New York

Vermont. Saxtons River.

The Vermont Academy for Boys
An i.lril school lor wholesome training .m l thorough tcMri-ltrm. Special at*

tention to hfr in the o|«en. Certihcate to Colleges. Lower school for younger
boys. Terms Jacv - fjoo.

CKOKOK II. Lawson. A. M., U. D., I*rilni|>al.

Salisbury School
Salisbcsy. Connecticut.

A school (or 65 boys. In the Berkshire Hills. 180 acres.

Modern buildings. New gymnasium JSco 00. Address
Rev. Geo. E. Quaile, It A.

Connecticut, Washington.

Wykeham Rise.

A Country School for Girls.

Miss Davtes, Principal.

Rye Seminary
Rye. New York.

A School for Girls.

Mrs. S. J Lite, The Misses Stowe.

Massachusetts, Boston, 550 Boylston St. (Copley Sq.)

Chauncy Hall School. gSSSJ&r Prep"~
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

and other scientific schools. Every teacher a specialist.
Franklin T. Kurt, Principal.

Tenacre
Wellesley. Massachusetts.

A school (or twenty-five young girls.

Preparatory to Dana Hall. Terms, $800.
Miss Helen Temple Cooke, Dana Hall.

Danforth School
FRAM&GHAM. MASSACHUSETTS

For boys under 16 years. On an estate o( 200 acres 33 miles
from Boston. Address Box L.

James Chester Flagc, A. B. Master

ELM HILL
A Private Home and School for Feeble.

Minded Youth
BARRE. MASSACHUSETTS

Our treatment has shown remarkable results. Perhaps we can
help your child. Write us and we will tell you what we can do
for you. Terms, $000 a year and up. Address

George A. Brown, M. D.. Box B.

School

For

Girls
Abbot Academy

ANDOVER, MASS.

23 Mile*

from

Boston

Founded 1828
Our unusual personal association with our girls, our policy of using all our resources for the benefit of our pupils, our Ion*
experience, modern equipment and extensive campus for outdoor life enable us to give our students the education, social

environment and physical training that develops a wholesome, sane and useful woman. Address The Principal.

HILLSIDE
Fotimio.i hi Elisabeth it. Mead, iss:i.

N O RW A LK, CONN.
A school for girls, in a picturesque town, one hour from New York

.

Admits by certificate to the leading colleges. Attractive General and Special Courses for girls who do not enter college. Music and
Art instruction. Pleasant home and school life. Extensive grounds for outdoor sports. Booklets on application.

M MM; VIIKT K. Hllr M>I,IM;KH, A. If., VnrMBr. Principal. V1I»A HUNT FRANCIS. B. l-.gmlth. Associate.

Miss Halls
Town and Country School

FOR GIRLS

In the Berkshire Hills, on
the Holmes Road to Lenox.

One thousand feet above the

sea level. Forty-five acres

of woodland and campus.

Miss MIRA H. HALL. Principal
Plttsfield, Massachusetts

Lasell Seminary
Auburndale, Mass. Ten Miles from Boston.

Courses In Language, Literature. Science, Music
and Art, with thoro instruction In the theory and
practice of Household Economics. Training is given
In the Art of Entertaining. House Furnishing and
Management. Marketing, Cooking. Dress-Making and
Millinery. Tennis, Boating. Swimming, Hiding and
other sports are encouraged. Address,

G. M. WINSLOW, Ph. D., Principal,

tie Woodland Road

SEA
PINES

HOME SCHOOL FOR GIRLS
Distinctively Devoted to Developing Personalities

Genuine happy home life; personal attention and care. Growing girls inspired by wholesome and
beautiful ideals of useful womanhood. The cape climate is exceptionally favorable for an outdoor
life, which we make attractive and refining. One hundred acres: pine groves, 1000 feet of seashore,
ponies. Hygiene and morals are observed especially for results in health, character and education.
Gymnastics, Music, Handiwork. Domestic Arts. French, German. Spanish — native teachers. All
branches of study under patient and enthusiastic instructors. Address
Rev. Thomas liirkford. Jll.s Faith Rlrkforrt, IVIncipal*, P. O Box O. > »i Bremter, Cape Cod, H**»

Miss McClintock's School
for Girls

The location offers a rare combination — trees, pure air, country-like surroundings— in the heart of the city. Each
pupil under the direct care of the Principal. College preparatory and general courses. Domestic Science, Arts
and Crafts, Music, etc. Practical courses in simple banking, designing, social forms and the fundamentals of the
experience of everyday life. All athletics. Resident and day pupils.

MISS MARY LAW M.< I.INKKK. Box ». 4 Arlington Street. Boston, Mass.

A
School

for forty boys Abbott
'M> IL FARMINGTON, MAINE

\

Eleventh Year
opens

September 25
HVBi Bmm^Bmv Bmm^Bmw *mmw _ In vites comparison in school, a til letic

College Preparatory. Business M VK JaWaaaT JBW aW .flat A and home equipmem with high grade
Courses Gymnasium and ath- » VM FA RlVfIMfiTOV nVfA IMF* Private schools. The freedom irnm
letic field. Manual training..^fc j^fea. r rillinilTIU 1 "11, IVl/linE. the problems arising from proximity
to large cities and indulgent homes creates a spirit of democracy, industry and contentment attained by few schools. Snowihoe.
ing, tobogganing, skiing, horseback riding, maple-'ugarmaking, and fishing. Tuirirn f7QO. G FORCE O. CnfTRCH. Ilradma.lrr
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Educate Your Child
at Home

V '.. f>- Under the direction of

CALVERT SCHOOL. Inc.
, /*y ( Established li<)7)

A unique system by means of which chil-

dren from kindergarten to 1 2 years of age
may be educated entirely at home by the best

modern methods and under the guidance
and supervision of a school with a national

reputation for training young children. For

information write, stating age of child, to

THE CALVERT SCHOOL
8 Wc«t Chane St., Kulllmnre. M l.

\. V. Illl.MRU, A. B. (Ilnrv.ir.ll, llri..lnmslrr

Massachusetts, Concord.

St. Andrew's School
Extensive ground* and woodlands. Tennis courts, ball field, canoeing.

Constant and careful attention to the individual bov.
Thomas h. Eckffldt.

Headmaster, Box D.

Meadowbrook School
LEESBURG, VA.

A Country School for Boys on a Farm of 400 Acres

35 miles from Washington

Prepares for all the Colleges and Universities.

ROBERT L. PRESTON, Headmaster.

Ohio, Cincinnati, Lenox Place, Avondale

The H. Thane Miller School for Girls

Limited in numbers. College preparatory and ad-

vanced courses. Special advantages in Languages,

Literature, History, Music and Art. Preparation

for foreign travel. Address

Mrs. E. Park Smith Miller or

Miss Emma Louise Parky. A.M.

Miss Butts's School for Girls
NORWICH, CONNECTICUT

Offers a healthful, happy home with the

best advantages for study and recreation.

Fall term opens Sept. 26, 1912

For Young
WomenWheaton College

NORTON, MASS.

30 MILES FROM BOSTON
Educates for "The Business of Being a Woman." A. B. Degree.

17 buildings. 100 acres. $1,000,000 endowment. Also Whea-
ton Seminary courses under supervision of Wheaton College.

For Catalog and views address

REV. SAMUEL V. COLE, A.M., D.D., President.

from Chicago.

"I am for Todd, now, tomorrow and
forever."

So writes Mrs. Eugene Field, mother of one Todd boy.

Hundreds of mothers say the same tiling, because we
educate the whole boy and make a man of him . 6g years
of successful training of boys 7 to 16. Give your boy a
good start in life by making him a "Todd Boy." 1 hour
For catalogue address NOHI.E HILL, Principal.

TODD SEMINARY
For Boys Woodstock, 111.

NEWMAN SCHOOL
A college preparatory school for hoys.

Under the direction of Catholic Laymen
Iesse Albert Locke. A. M., LU. Dn Headmaster
Nelson HfME. M. A., Associate Headmaster

Hackensack, New Jersey

1,000,000
COPIES HAVE
BEEN SOLD OF
MRS. PORTER S
BOOKS AND
THE REASON
THEY ARE TO-
DAY THE BEST
SELLING BOOKS
IN THE U. S. IS

BECAUSE THEY
ARE WHOLE-
SOME, OUT-OF-
DOOR AND
SANE STORIES

"Freckles," "The Harvester,"

"A Girl of the Limberlost"

At All Book-shops Everywhere

to build shadows in their deeps. They have the
charm of loneliness, of serene solitude, which
many find as satisfying as the sterner lines of the
larger lakes to the north and east. Michigan and
Minnesota present ever bolder and more re-

sounding shore-lines to the wave and northern
Wisconsin and the sculptured cliffs and forested

promontories of Lake Superior are a growing
attraction to those who seek the sterner phases
of these inland seas.

Between the Mississippi and the Missouri in

the states of Iowa, Minnesota, and the Dakotas
is a vast prairie region, a most productive farm-
ing country with gentle hills, slow streams, and
rich dark soil. From the Lake region above St.

Paul and Minneapolis the land rises gradually
to the plains, broken only by the coulies of the
Missouri and two lines of hills called the coteaux.

From the beginning of the coulie country in east-

ern Iowa these prairie lands are cut by rivers run-
ning southward, the Root, the Cedar, the Des
Moines, the Missouri, all wooded, running be-

tween limestone or sandstone cliffs. In ancient

days this was a vast pasture land for millions of

wild kine, a land of bees and flowers and water
fowl. It is to-day one of the richest farm lands in

the North and has a distinct appeal to the eye
in its gentle sweeping lines, its wide horizon, its

superb sky effects, and its suggestion of breadth,

of tranquility, and abundant food. The lone-

liness which once oppressed the heart of the

observer is giving way. The farm-buildings ris-

ing from groves of elm and map'le, the small

towns with neat and comfortable homes, the

smooth meadows scattered over with red and
black cattle, possess a beauty which the barbed
wire fence and the rectangular pikes can not
entirely destroy.

Nebraska, Kansas, the Dakotas, all unite

within their borders the prairie and the plains.

They begin in the land of the crow's foot and
the tiger lily, but as they sweep westward and
upward the short curly grass, the cactus, the

A bend in the Desplaines River, near Chicago

sage-brush, the pinon-spotted hills of the arid

lands increase until on the border of Colorado
the terraces leading to the foot-hills announce
the Rocky Mountains and the roaring streams.

Southeastern Dakota is like Iowa, but north-

western Dakota with its weird bad-lands, its

Black Hills, and its desolately beautiful gulches

is an entirely different world. A thousand miles

lie between Lake Geneva and Deadwood, but to

go from one to the other is like passing from
Surrey to Siberia, so great are the changes of

climate, of soil, of habitation. Along all these

miles from Chicago west and north, and from St.

Louis the French names indicate the original

explorers. La Salle, Dubuque, Duluth, Joliet,

and Marquette are eloquent of the epic story of

those brave days of exploration. There is a

growing disposition to preserve the more striking

natural beauties of this region. Starved Rock has

been included in a park by the state of Illinois

and several similar movements are being directed

by the leaders of conservation in Wisconsin.

[Editors' Note.— Other articles of this series which have

been published in past issues are: "An Artist's Florida,"

by Thomas Shields Clarke, December 1st, 191 1; "Southern
California," by Edwin Markham, January 15th, 1012;

''Northern California," by Edwin Markham, February 1st;

"The Great Southwest," by Stewart Edward White, March
1st; "The Sunny South," by Thomas Nelson Page, April 1st;

"Where Flows the Oregon," by William G. Steel, May 1st;

"The Old Middle Colonies," by Hamilton Wright Mabie,
June 1st; "New England — Mother of America," by Mary
E. Wilkins Freeman, July 1st; and "The Rocky Mountain
Region," by Enos A. Mills, August 1st. The remainder of

the series includes: "The Great Plains and Prairies," by
Emerson Hough and "The Lower Mississippi Valley," by
Grace King.]

A CORRECTION

MR. JOHN M. OLIN, whose work in con-
nection with the Madison parks is men-

" tioned on page 13, writes that the prices

paid for Eastern nursery stock are incorrect,

and that he did not visit the Arnold Arboretum.

A WORD FROM THE EDITORS
THERE are some big plans developing

within the editorial cranium that bid
fair to come to completion within a

very short time. In fact, we shall probably
have an important announcement to make in

this column in our next issue, or the one after it.

On October 15th, by the way, we publish our
annual double Housebuilding Number, with its

usual number of practical features and wealth
of photographs.

Meanwhile, may we direct your attention to the

CONTENTS FOR OCTOBER 1st

Emerson Hough, author of "The Mississippi

Bubble," "54-40 or Fight," and a number of

other "best sellers," has written the eleventh
instalment of'Beautiful America" for the October
1st issue of Country Life in America. It is

entitled "The Plains and Prairies," and is full

of the spirit of the West. The article is superbly
illustrated. The issue also includes:

"Why We Should Protect Our Shore Birds,"
by W. L. McAtee of the U. S. Biological Survey.
He gives practical, utilitarian reasons for a
movement that is often based on sentimental
grounds. Photographs by A. Radclyffe Dug-
more, Herbert K. Job, and others.

"Making Friends with a 'Possum," by Dr.
Charles Haskins Townsend, Director of the
New York Aquarium. An intimate study of a

curious animal. Photographs by Arthur G.
Eldredge.

"Summer Porch Decoration," by Thomas
McAdam. Photographs by Ella M. Boult. A
charming bit of gardening next the house.

"Women Riders and Their Mounts," by I.

C. Caldwell. Some practical suggestions to

women riders on what is essential to comfort
and pleasure in this best of all sports.

"Caring for a Farm Woodlot," by Phil M.
Riley. How farmers and country estate owners
can add to the value of their property and insure

a permanent income for old age.

"Growing Adushrooms as a Paying Business,"

by Frances B. L. Howe. Describing the methods
of a Pennsylvania farmer who has cleared more
than #3,000 on mushrooms annually for nine

years.

"Rustic Bridges of Stone and Wood," by
Albert Porter. A message to owners of country
estates on the adaptability and fitness of the

rustic bridge, with hints as to methods of con-

struction and cost.

The Homebuilders' Supplement includes: "A
Century-old House of Stucco over Brick," by
Julian Buckly; "Novel Entrances to Concrete
Houses," a page of pictures; "The Story of a

Country Dining-Room," by Charles T. Scott;

and "A Consistent Dutch Dining-Room," by
Jonathan A. Rawson, Jr.

The departments: Stock and Poultry and
Country Life Abroad.

PASS IT ON

Here is an extract from a letter received re-

cently from one of our subscribers:

"Not many months ago a copy of Country Life in

America, which Mrs. C. gave to one of our local hospitals,

where it was much enjoyed by a patient, had a comment
of pleasure written upon one of its pages; and that same
publication passed along thrrugh many hands and found

it's way into a hunter's camp down on the Kankakee
River, and at four months after the date of its issue I had

the pleasure of again looking it over and witnessing the

comment of others. C. A. C."
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Your Stucco or Concrete House Needs Bay

State Brick and Cement Coating Protection

The outing does not destroy the distinctive texture

of concrete, protec ts against dampness and moisture

and has been endorsed l>y the National Hoard of Fire

Underwriters as ;i fire retarder. It comes in different

colon.

Let us send you a booklet that tells you all about it.

It has been used by the best architects, contractors

and builders as a coating in light as well as heavy con-

struction of every kind; houses, mills, breweries, gar-

ages, and railroads.

It is very effective as a tint for interior decoration on

wood, cement or plaster.

Address for booklet No. 4

Wadsworth, Howland & Co., Inc.
PAINT AND VARNISH MAKERS AND LEAD CORRODERS

82-84 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

No-Rim-Cut Tires

10 Per Cent Oversize

Save You 23 + 25 Per Cent
They save 2.? per cent through

avoidance of rim cutting.

For statistics show that 2.? per

cent of all old-type tires, when
ruined, have been rim-cut. These
patent tires wipe out this loss

entirely.

They save 25 per cent by their

oversize. For 10 per cent over-

size, under average conditions,

adds 25 per cent to the tire mile-

age.

These two features together

have saved millions of dollars to

some 200,000 users.

100,000 Monthly
Our output has reached the

enormous fig-

ure of 100,000

tires monthly.

The demand
for these tires,

in the past
three years,

has doubled

six times over.

It doubles now
once in eight

months. No other tire in the

history of tiredom has ever l>eeii

nearly so popular.

All because of these savings,

proved year after year, by legions

anil legions of users.

The Limit

After 13 years we believe that

these tires mark the limit in tire

economy.

They also mark the greatest

value one can ever give. Our
profit last year on No-Rim-Cut
tires was but %Yz per cent.

Go see these tires, for a single

glance will show their immense
advantage.

No-Rim-Cut Tires

With or Without Non-Skid Treads

Goodyear pneumatic tires are guaranteed
when filled with air at the recommended
pressure. When filled with any substitute for
air our guarantee is withdrawn.

The Goodyear
Tire Book

—

based on 13
years of tire

making— is

filled with
facts you
should know.
Ask us to mail

it to you.

THE GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY, Akron, 0.
Branches and Agencies in 103 Principal Cities More Service Stations Than any other Tire

We Make Ail Kinds of Robber Tires, Tire Accessories and Repair Outfits (806)

MAIN CANADIAN OFFICE. Toronto, Ont. CANADIAN FACTORY, BowmanviUe. Ont.

kr'I'tenr* of (, W. Kltirhnrt, Y..i,ri k"il.,« n Ohio Kurite'l with AO*>«l/*
"Century" Shingles l»y Iral/ell Itrrw

, Hoofing rVrntm/ lori. on the «f«cl-
ncattonof w K l.»»«rthy. At.lillert «n.| HiilMrr - l«rfh i.l VonnifMimn.

ke|'ro<hi(e(l from iw Arfl<tt'* lirnwlntr

Asbestos "Century" Shingles
"The Roof that Outlives the Building"

For residences especially, ask your roofer about the French or

diagonal method of laying Asbestos "Century" Shingles.

A roof so laid is very light in weight — and inexpensive, since

fewer shingles are needed for a given area.
Yet it is so strong that it holds up of Itself when the roofframe is weak-

ened or destroyed by fire.

Each shingle is flexibly anchored to the shingles beneath it by a

copper storm nail clinched through the tip.

Get Asbestos "Century" Shingles from your responsible roofer or
building contractor. A more attractive roof— more serviceable —
more economical. No painting or repairs.

Write us for Booklet, "Roofing: A Practical Talk" — full of
valuable information for the man with a building to be roofed.

KEASBEY & MATTISON COMPANY, Factors

Dept. A, Amhler, Pennsylvania
Branch Offices In Principal Cities of the United States

ELISHA DYER ESTATE, NEWPORT. RHODE ISLAND
Water protected by the Loomis-Mannine Filter

Pure water is as important as

pure air in preserving health
It's poor economy to spend vast sums in Summer, seeking pure air

by the sea, in the mountains or country, and then return to the home
where impure water is used.

Pure, clean, freshly-filtered water is an absolute
essential to healthy living

Even the finest municipal-filtered water is subject to deterioration.

Even the clear water of the suburban home is frequently dangerous. The
one sure way is to freshly filter in your own home, ail water used for

all purposes.

The
Loomis- Manning Filter
the only filter that perfectly cleanses itself

Mechanically perfect and requires but little

attention to keep in working order.

Write for details and list of users to

Loomis-Manning
Filter Distributing Company

Established 1880

Main Office: 827 Land Title Building
Works: 24th & York Street*. Philadelphia

New York Boston Chicago

Metropolitan Bide Exchange Bldx Marquette Bldx

Buffalo Baltimore

Eilicott Square Bldx CaWert Bldx.
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Mil The latest advance in instruments of sound re-

production is the development of the tone-control

shutters—an exclusively Columbia feature. They
take the place of the less sightly, less convenient

and less efficient hinged doors. These tone-control

shutters are shown here in two Columbia Grafo-

nolas, the "Princess" and the "Favorite."

The Columbia Grafonola "Princess," price

$75, is one of the latest of the exclusively Col-

umbia table instruments. It is a beautiful mahogany
table serviceable as such in every way. Also it is

always ready to provide music of any class you de-

sire. Its tone is the Columbia tone—incomparable.

The Columbia Grafonola "Favorite," price

$50, is the first instrument of the enclosed type

ever offered at anything like that price. It has

created a tremendous demand, solely by its un-

matchable quality.

On either instrument, as on all Columbias (prices

from $1 7.50 to $200.) you have at your com-

mand the voices of all the great artists who have

ever made records, without exception.

New Catalogs of instruments and double-disc

re^ ords ready.

GO TO YOUR NEAREST DEALER
or write to the

Columbia Phonograph Company, Gen'l

Box 229, Tribune Building

New York

Hi? fWCw&L
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4

The Columbia
Grafonola

"Princess" $75.

\ The Columbia Grafonola
/

"Favorite" $50.
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